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The Italian time is that of Central Europe. In official dealings the
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PREFACE.

-Lhe objects of tlio Handbook for Northern Italy, which is now
issued for the fourteenth time and corresponds to the 18th German
edition, are to supply the traveller with some information regard-

ing the culture, art, and character of the people he is about to visit,

as well as regarding the natural features of the country, to render

him as independent as possible of the services of guides and valets-

dc-place, to protect him against overcharges, and in every way to

aid him in deriving enjoyment and instruction from his tour in one

of the most fascinating countries in the world.

The whole work is founded on the Editor's personal acquaint-

ance with the places described, most of which he has repeatedly

and carefully explored. As, however, changes are constantly taking

place, he will highly appreciate any communications with which
travellers may kindly favour him, if the result of their own observa-

tion. The information already received from correspondents, which
he gratefully acknowledges, has in many cases proved most ser-

viceable.

The present volume, has, like its predecessors, been thoroughly

revised and considerably augmented. Its contents have been divided

into Eight Sections t, each of which may be separately removed
from the volume by cutting the gauze backing visible on opening

the book at the requisite pages. Linen covers for these sections

may be obtained through any bookseller. The introductory article

on Art and the art-historical notices prefixed to the descriptions of

the larger towns and principal picture-galleries were originally

furnished by the late Professor Springer^ of Leipzig, but have

been modified and supplemented in consonance with the most recent

results of artistic research. In the descriptions of individual pic-

tures the works of Morelli, Crowe and Cavalcasclle^ and Burck-
hardt liave been laid extensively under contribution, and also oc-

casionally those of Ruskin and others.

On the Maps and Plans the utmost care has been bestowed,

and it is hoped that they will often be of material service to the

traveller. They have all been carefully revised and brought up to

date, while several of them appear in this edition for the first time.

IIkkjiits are given in the text in English f(!et, on the maps in

metres (1 Engl. ft. = 0,3048 metre). Distances are given in Englisli

miles (comp. p. ii). The Populations (according to the census of

t Introductory Matter (pp. xi-lxviii), IloutoH to Italy (pp. 1-30), Pied-
mont (pp. 31-92), Tiijruria (pp. 9H-H8), liomhardy (pp. M'J-SilM), Venetia
(p^. 295-430), The Emilia (pj). -IIJl-nOH) , and TiiHcany (j)p. 509-000), with
Libt of ArtitttH and Index (pp. 001 6U8j.
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1901) are those of tlie towns and villages properly so called, and not

tliose of the comuni or parishes, which are often considerably larger.

Hotels (comp. p. xxi). The Editor has indicated by asterisks

those hotels which he has reason to believe, from his own experi-

ence, as well as from information supplied by travellers (often,

however, contradictory), to be respectable, clean, reasonable, and

fairly well provided with the comforts and conveniences expected in

an up-to-date establishment. Houses of a more primitive character,

when good of their class, are described as 'good' or 'very fair'. At
the same time the Editor does not doubt that comfortable quarters

may occasionally be obtained at inns which he has not recommended
or even mentioned. The charges in the most frequented places have

a constant tendency to rise, but those of the last few years are

approximately stated in the Handbook for the traveller's guidance.

To hotel-proprietors, tradesmen, and others the Editor begs to

intimate that a character for fair dealing and courtesy towards

travellers is the tole passport to his commendation, and that ad-

vertisements of every kind are strictly excluded from his Hand-
books. Hotel-keepers are warned against persons representing them-

selves as agents for Baedeker's Handbooks.

Abbreviations.
M, = mile.

ft. = foot.

kil. = kilometre.
m. = metre.
kg. = kilogramme.
hr. = hour.
min. = minute.
Alb. = Albergo (hotel).

Tratt. = Trattoria (restaurant).
Ristor. = Ristorante (restaurant).
oran. = omnibus.
carr. = carriage.
N. = north, northwards, northern.
S. = south, etc. (also su^jper).
E. 3= east, etc.

W. = west, etc.

The letter d with a date, after the name of a person, indicates the
year of his death. The number prefixed to the name of a place on a rail-
way or highroad indicates its distance in English miles from the starting-
point of the route or sub-route. The number of feet given after the name
of a place shows its heiglit above the sea-level.

Asterisks denote objects of special interest or imply commendation.

R. = room (including light and at-

tendance), route.

B. = breakfast.
L. = luncheon.
D. = dinner.

P. = pension {i. e. board and lodg-
ing).

rfmts. — refreshments.
fr. = franc (Ital. lira).

c. = centime (Ital. centesimo).
K = Krone (Austrian currency).
h = Heller (Austrian currency).
ca. = circa (about).

comp. = compare.
Capp. = Cappella (chapel).
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'Thou art the garden of the world, the home
Of all Art yields, and Nature can decree;
E'en in thy desert, what is like to thee?
Thy very weeds are beautiful, thy waste
More rich than other climes' fertility,

Thy wreck a glory, and thy ruin graced
With an immaculate charm which cannot be defaced.'

Byron.

I. Travelling Expenses. Money.
Expenses. The cost of a tour in Northern Italy need not

exceed that incurred in other much-frequented parts of the Con-

tinent. The average expenditure of a single traveller, apart from

railway-fares, may be estimated at at least 20-30 francs per day, or

at 15-25 francs when a prolonged stay is made at one place; but

persons acquainted with the language and habits of the country

may easily restrict their expenses to still narrower limits. Those
who travel as members of a party effect a considerable saving by
sharing the expense of guides, carriages, and other items. When
ladies are of the party the expenses are generally greater.

Money. The French monetary system is now in use throughout

the whole of Italy. The franc (lira or franco) contains 100 ceiite-

simi; 1 fr. 25 c. = 1.9. (conip. p. ii). In copper (bronzo or rame)
there are coins of (1, 2,) 5, and 10 centesiini, in nickel j)ieces of

20 and 25 c, and in silver pieces of 1, 2, and 5 fr. The gold coins

(10, 20, and 100 fr.) are seldom met with, their place being taken

by Biijlietti di Statu (treasury -notes) for 5, 10, and 25 fr., the;

banknotes of the Banca d^Italia, and the new notes (stamped
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with a profile-head of Italia in red) of the Banco di Napoli and

the Banco di Sicilia. All other banknotes should be refused.

The gold coins of the Latin Monetary League (Italy, France,

Belgium, Switzerland, and Grreece), as well as tliose of Great Britain

(see below), Austria-Hungary (10 and 20 crown-pieces), Russia,

Spain, Tunisia, Roumania, Scrvia, and Monaco, circulate at their face-

value. The silver five-franc pieces (scudi) of the Latin Monetary

League are accepted at their full value, and also those of the former

small Italian states, with the exception of the Papal states and the

Duchy of Lucca. The traveller should refuse all other Italian silver

coins issued before 1863, French coins issued before 1864, Belgian

and Swiss coins issued before 1866, G-reek coins issued before

1867, and coins of the Republic of San Marino issued before 1898.

Obsolete and worn coins are frequently offered to strangers at

shops and inns and even at railway ticket-offices. These, however,

may be exchanged at the Cassa di Tesoreria of the Banca d'ltalia.

— A piece of 5 c. is called a soldo or palanca^ and as the lower

classes often keep their accounts in soldi, the traveller will find

it useful to accustom himself to this mode of reckoning {died

soldi = 50 c, dodici soldi = 60 c, etc.).

Best Money for the Tour. Circular Notes or Letters of Credit,
obtainable at the principal English and American banks, and the Trav-
ellers^ Cheques issued by the great American express companies and by
the American Bankers' Association are the most convenient medium for

the transport of large sums and realize the most favourable exchange.
English and German banknotes also realize their nominal equivalents in

the principal towns. Sovereigns are received at the full value (not less
than 25 fr.) by the principal hotel-keepers. — Italian post offices of the
first class issue so-called Titoli di Credito for sums ranging from 200 to
5000 fr., the holders of which may draw from 50 to 1000 fr. at any post
office of the first or second class (fee 25 c. for 500 fr., 50 c. for 1000 fr.,

75 c. for 2000 fr., and so on).

Exchange. Foreign money is most advantageously changed in the
larger towns, either at one of the English bankers or at a respectable
money-changer's (^camhiavaU(ta^). As a rule, those money-changers arc
the most satisfactory who publicly exhibit a list of the current rates of
exchange. The traveller should always be provided with an abundant
supply of silver and small notes, as it is often difficult to change notes
of large amount. It is also advisable to carry 1-2 fr. in copper and nickel
in a sopnralc po^-ket or pouch.

Mone// Orders payable in Italy, for sums not exceeding 40L, are granted
by the British Post Office at the following rates: up to IZ., 4d.; 61., Is.:
m., Is. ed.; 201., 2s. 9d.; iOl., 6s. 3d. These are payable at the rate of
25 fr. 20 c. per 11. The identity of the receiver must be guaranteed by
two well-known residents or by an exhibition of the passport. The charge
for money-orders granted in Italy and payable in England is 40 c. per
11. sterling. — Telegraph Money Orders arc allowed for certain places
in Italy only.

II. Period and Plan of Tour.

Season. As a general rule, the spring and autumn months are

the best season for a tour in North Italy, especially April and May
or the second half of September and October. The moisture-laden
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and oppressive S.E. wind (Scirocco) sometimes makes itself felt

even at the end of September, especially on the coast and in Tus-

cany. The heaviest rainfall usually takes place between the middle

of October and the middle of November, but sometimes in the

following six weeks. The pleasantest resorts in winter are the

Lago di Grarda and the Riviera; the former has less wind and more
sunshine, but the latter, despite its more frequent winds and

showers, is considerably warmer. The sea-bathing places are

crowded by Italians in July, the other resorts in August. The
height of summer can hardly be recommended for travelling. The
scenery, indeed, is then at its best and the long days are well

adapted for sight-seeing; but the fierce rays of an Italian sun seldom

fail to impair the physical and mental energies.

Plan. The following short itinerary, beginning and ending at

Milan, though far from exhausting the beauties of Northern Italy,

includes most of the places usually visited, with the time required

for a glimpse at each.
Days

Milan (R. 25), and excursion to Pavia (the Certosa, p. 191) . . 2V2
To the Lago di Como, Lago di Lugano, and Lago Maggiore (RR. 30,

33, 37) and on to Turin . .
" 3

Turin (R. 8) 1

From Turin to Grenoa (R. 13c) Va
Genoa (R. 21), and excursion to Fegli (Villa Pallavicini, p. 117) . 2'/2

Nervi (p. 130), Monte di Portoflno (p. 132), Santa Margherita
(p. 133) or Rapallo (p. 134), and Sestri Levante (p. 137), seo R. 23 21/2

Via Spezia to Pisa, see R. 23; Pisa (R. 67) iVa
Via Lucca and Pistoia to Florence, see R. 70 1

Florence (R. 71) 5

From Florence to Bologna (R. 61) V2
Bologna (R. 63), with excursion to Raven^ia (R. 65) 2V2
From Ravenna or Bologna via Ferrara (R. 62) to Padua, see p. 468
& R. 61 1

[Or to Modena (R. 60) and Parma (R. 58), see R. 57 V/.^

From Modena via Mantua to Verona (see R. 49) and via Vicenza
to Padua (see R. 50) IV2]

Padua (R. 51), and thence to Venice, see R. 50 1

Venice (R. 52) 4
From Venice (via Vicenza) to Verona (R. 48), see R. 50 . . . . 2

[Excursion to Mantua (p. 314), when the way from Modena to Verona
via Mantua is not adopted 1]

Lago di Garda (R. 47) 1'/.^

From Uesenzano via Brescia (R. 44) and Berqamo to Milan (RR.
43, 42, 40)

" 2

To those who wish to visit only a part of Northern Italy

(whether the eastern or western), the following intineraries may
be recommended: —

a. Eastern Part, starting from the Brenner Railway. Days
From Mori to Riva (p. 25), Lago di Garda (R. 47) l'/^

Verotia (R. 48) 1

Excursion to Mantua (p. 314) l

From Vfrona via Vicenza (p. 323) to Padua, see R. 50 1

Padua (11. 51), and thonce to Venice, sec R. 50 1
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Days
Venice (R. 52) 4

From Venice via Ferrara (R. 62) to Ravenna, see R. 61 and p. 468 1

Ravenna, and thence to Bologna, see R. 65 1

Bologna (R. 63) IV2

From Bologna to Modena (R. 60) and Parma (R. 58), see R. 57 . IV2

From Parma via Placenza (p. 435) to Milan, see R. 57 1/2

Milati (R. 25), and excursion to Favia (the Certosa, p. 191) . . 2y.j^

Laifo Mayijiore, Lac/o iH Luyano, Lago di Coma (RR. 37, 33, 30),

and from Lecco via Bergamo and Brescia (R. 44) to Verona, sec

RR. J2, 43 ; 41/2

b. Western Part, starting from the St. Grotthard, Spliigen,

or Maloja. Days
Lago di Como, Lago di Lugano, Lago Maggiore (RR. 30, 33, 37) . 3

To" Turin (p. 5) V2
Turin (R. 8), and thence to G-enoa (R. 13c) IV2

Genoa (R. 21) 2

Excursion to San Remo and Bordighei'a (R. 22) 2

From Genoa viaVoG-hera and Favia (Certosa, p. 191) to Milan, see R. 38 1

Milan (R. 25) .
.^ 2

III. Language.

It is quite possible for persons entirely ignorant of Italian and

French to travel tlirongh Italy with tolerable comfort; but such

travellers cannot conveniently deviate from the ordinary track, and

are moreover invariably made to pay ^alla Inglese' by hotel-keepers

and others, i.e. considerably more than the ordinary charges. French

is very useful, as the Italians are very partial to that language; but

for those who desire the utmost possible freedom and dislike being

imposed upon a slight acquaintance with the language of the

country is indispensable. Those who know a little Italian and who
take the usual precaution of ascertaining charges beforehand {con-

frattare^ bargain) in the smaller hotels, in dealings with drivers,

gondoliers, guides, etc., and in shops, will rarely meet with at-

tempts at extortion in Northern Italy, t

IV. Passports. Custom House. Luggage.

Passports, though not required in Italy, are occasionally

useful, as, for example, in obtaining the delivery of registered

t A few words on the Pronunciation may be acceptable to persons
unacquainted witli the language. C before e and i is pronounced like the
English ch; g before e and i like j. Before other vowels c and g are
hard. Ch and gh, which generally precede e or ^, are hard. ;S^c before e
or i is pronounced like sh; gn and gl between vowels like nyi and lyi.

JI is silent. The vowels a, e, i, 0, u are pronounced ah, a, ee, 0, 00.

Accents occur, properly speaking, on final syllables only, but in this

Handbook they are sometimes inserted elsewhere as a guide to pronun-
ciation (e and 6 to represent the longer or closed sounds, e and 6 the
short or open sounds). — In addressing persons of the educated classes
'Lei', with the 3rd pers. sing., should always be employed (addressing
several at once, 'loro' with the 3rd pers. pi.) 'Voi' is used in addressing
waiters, drivers, etc.
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letters and in cashing money orders (p. xii). The countenance

and help of the English and American consuls can, of course, be

extended to those persons only who can prove their nationality.

Cyclists and motorists should always carry passports. The Italian

police authorities are generally civil and obliging.

Passports may be obtained in England direct from the Foreign Office,

Whitehall (fee 2g.)j oi* through any of the usual tourist-agents (fee 3s. Qd.

to 5s.)- — In the United States applications for passports should be made
to the Bureau of Citizenship, State Department, Washington, D.C.

Custom House. The examination of luggage at the Italian

frontier railway-stations is generally lenient. Tobacco and cigars

(only ten pass free), playing cards, and matches are the articles

chiefly sought for. There is no duty on cameras or photographic

plates. The custom-house receipts should be preserved, as trav-

ellers are sometimes challenged by the excise officials in the in-

terior. Weapons of all kinds are liable to confiscation (sec below).

At the gates of most of the Italian towns a tax (dazio consumo)
is levied on comestibles, but travellers' luggage is passed at the

barrier (harriera) on a simple declaration that it contains no such

articles.

Luggage. If possible, luggage should never be sent to Italy

by goods -train, as it is liable to damage, pilferage, and undue
custom-house detention. If the traveller is obliged to forward it in

this way, he should employ a trustworthy agent at the frontier and
send him the keys. As a rule it is advisable, and often in the end
less expensive, never to part from one's luggage and to superintend

the custom-house examination in person (comp. p. xix).

V. Public Safety. Beggars.

Public Safety in Northern Italy is on as stable a footing as to

the N. of the Alps. Travellers will naturally avoid lonely quarters

after nightfall, just as they would at home. They should also be
on their guard against pickpockets, who abound at railway stations,

on tramway cars and corridor trains, and in all crowds. The po-

liceman in the town is called Guardia or Vigile; the gendarme
in the country, Carahiniere (black coat with red facings and cocked
hat). No one may carry weapons without a licence (fee 12 fr. 80 c),

on pain of imprisonment. Armi insidiose^ i.e. concealed weapons
(sword-sticks; even knives with spring-blades, etc.), are absolutely

prohibited. No attempt should be made to take photographs in or

near any fortification.

Begging (accatffmof/fjio), always one of those national nuis-

ances to which the traveller in Italy must accustom himself, has

recently somewhat increased, especially in Tuscany, owing |)artly

to growing poverty, but largely also to the misplaced generosity of

travellers. As the profits of street-beggars too frequently go for the
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support of iible-bodied loafers, travellers should either give noth-

ing, or restrict their charity to the obviously infirm. Gratuities to

children are entirely reprehensible. — Importunate beggars should

be dismissed with 'niente' or by a gesture of negation.

VI. Gratuities. Guides.

Gratuities. — The traveller should always be abundantly

supplied with copper and nickel coins in a country where trifling

donations are in constant demand. Drivers, guides, and other per-

sons of the same class invariably expect, and often demand as their

right, a gratuity (buona mano, mancia, da here, bottiglia, caffe,

sigaro) in addition to the hire agreed on, varying according to

circumstances from 2-3 sous to a franc or more. The traveller

need have no scruple in limiting his donations to the smallest pos-

sible sums, and he should always threaten to withhold the gratuity

in cases of cruelty to animals. The following hints will be found

useful by the average tourist. In private collections 1-2 visitors

should bestow a gratuity of Ya"! ^^'-5 ^'^ pers. 1-1 V2 f^- ^^^ re-

peated visits 25 c. is enough for a single visitor. For opening a

church-door, etc., 10-20 c. is enough, but if extra services are ren-

dered (e.g. uncovering an altar-piece, lighting candles, etc.) 25-50 c.

may be given. The Custodi of all public collections where an

admission-fee is charged are forbidden to accept gratuities. — In

hotels and restaurants about 5-15 per cent of the reckoning should

be given in gratuities, or less if service is charged for.

Guides (Guide, sing, la Guida) may be hired at 6-10 fr. per

day. The most trustworthy are those attached to the chief hotels.

In some towns the better guides have formed societies as 'Gruide

patentate' or 'Gruide autorizzate'. Their services may generally well

be dispensed with by those who are not pressed for time. Purchases

should never be made, nor contracts with vetturini or other persons

drawn up, in presence or with the aid of a commissionaire, as any

such intervention tends considerably to increase the prices.

VII. Railways. Steamboats.

Railways. The chief Italian railways are worked by govern-

ment. For visitors to Northern Italy the most important private

railway is the Ferrovie Nord Milano, the lines of which afford

quick and convenient access to the Lake of Como and the Lago
Maggiore, though not included in the system of circular tours in

Italy. The first-class carriages are comfortable, the second re-

semble the English and French, while the third class is chiefly

frequented by the lower orders.
The international trains de luxe are generally available for long-

distance travellers only. The mail trains are called Treni Direttissimi
(Ist and 2nd class only; sometimes with dining and sleeping cars or
'bagagliaio-toletta') and the ordinary expresses Treni Diretti. The last
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Are often overcrowded in the height of the travelling season. The Treni
Accelerati are somewhat faster than the Treni Omnibus. The Treni
Misti are composed partly of passenger -carriages and partly of goods-
waggons. — Among the expressions with which the railway-traveller will

soon become familiar are — ^prontV (ready), ^partenza' (departure), *si

Gambia treno^ (change carriages), ^fenjiata^ (halt; 'quanti minuti di fer-

mata?', how long do we stop here?), ^essere in coincidenza^ (to make
connection), and 'uscita^ (egress). Fare il biglietto means to take a ticket.

E preso questo posto? Is this seat engaged? Dove parte il treno per
Venezia? Where does the train for Venice start? Quale binario? Which
line? The station-master is called ^capostazione^ ; the guard, conduttore.
Smoking-compartments (often made very unpleasant by the freedom with
which expectoration is indulged in) are labelled ^pei fumatorV , those for

non-smokers ^vietato di fumare'

.

The best Time Table is the Orario Ufficiale delle Strade
Ferrate, delle Tramvie, della Navigazione e delle Messaggerie

postali del Regno d^Italia, published by the Fratelli Pozzo at

Turin (1 fr.). Smaller editions are issued at 80 c, 50 c, and 20c. —
Railway time is that of Central Europe, i.e. one hour in advance

of G-reenwich time.

Tickets. At the larger towns it is better, when possible, to take

the tickets at the town-agencies (agenzia di cittd) of the railway.

At the stations the traveller will find it convenient to have as nearly

as possible the exact fare ready in his hand. In addition to the fare

proper there is a tax of 5 c. on each ticket. 'Mistakes' are some-

times made by the ticket -clerks. — It is important to be at the

station early in the case of terminal stations; at other stations the

trains are frequently late. The ticket-office at large stations is open
40 min., at small stations 20 min. before the departure of the train.

Ticket-holders alone have the right of admission to the waiting-

rooms. At the end of the journey tickets are given up at the uscita.

— Tickets for distances of less than 124 M. (200 kil.) do not per-

mit of a break of journey.

For distances exceeding 150 kil. (93 M.) fares are calculated ac-

cording to a zone-tariff (tariffa differenziale A), that makes it

advantageous to take a ticket for as long a distance as possible. With
few exceptions tickets of this kind are issued only via the shortest

route between any two points; they are valid for one day for each

100 kil. (62 M.j, not counting the day of issue. Journeys of 300 kil.

(186 M.) may be broken oiico without any formality; of 600 kil.

twice; of 900 kil. thrico; of 1000 kil. four times; and longer jour-

neys five times. Thus, a ticket from Milan to Florence via Bologna,

a distance of 349 kil. (216 M.) is valid for four days and permits

the journey to be broken twice, while the first-class and second-class

fares are 41 fr. and 28 fr. 35 c. instead of 44 fr. 70 c. and 31 fr. 25 c.

as previously. Luggage for distances over 150 kil. also enjoys a

preferential tariff.

The Ho-calleri li'ufliettl di Abhonamento Speciali, or General Season
Tickets, reHcrabling the SwisH *Gon(;raI Alionncraoatn', entitle the holder

Bafdekbu's Northern Italy, llth Iviit. b
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to travel at will during a given time over the railways within a larger

or smaller district in Italy, and arc convenient more especially for

commercial travellers.

Return Tickets (Biglietti di andata-ritorno) for distances up

to 100 kilometres (62 M.) are valid for one day only, up to 200 kil.

for 2 days, up to 300 kil. for 3 days, and beyond 300 kil. for 4 days.

But those issued on Saturdays and the eves of festivals are avail-

able for three, those issued on Sundays and festivals for two days

at least. These tickets do not allow the journey to be broken.

A considerable saving is effected by the so-called Combination

Return Tickets (biglietti di andata-ritorno comhinati) issued at

Turin for Florence and Pisa (good for 14 days), at Milan for Florence,

Pisa, and Leghorn (14 days), and at Grenoa for Venice (30 days). The
fares from (e.g.) Milan to Florence are 75 fr. 30 c. and 51 fr. 60 c,

i.e. considerably lower than the 'tariffa differenziale' or zonal rate

(p. xvii). The journey may be broken on previous recognition (vidi-

mazione) by the station-master (capostazione).

Circular Tour Tickets are of two kinds. Both must be signed

by the traveller.

1. The so-called International Circular Tickets (biglietti

combindbili internazionali) are issued in England and other for-

eign countries, with coupons for both foreign and Italian railways.
These tickets (books of coupons) are not issued for distances under

600 kil. (372 M.), reckoned from the first Continental station reached
from England. Those for distances up to 3000 kil. are valid for 60 days.
These international tickets allow of no free luggage, but permit the jour-
ney to be broken without formality at any of the stations named in
them. If the traveller alight at other stations he must at once apply to

the capostazione for recognition of the break of journey. Some express
trains are not available for short distances by the holders of these tickets
(comp. p. 129, etc.). — The tickets may be obtained in London from the
principal tourist-agencies. In Italy they may be ordered at any large
station, or from Messrs. Cook & Son at Rome (Piazza Termini 54) or

Messrs. Gondrand in Milan (Galleria Vittorio Emanuele).

2. Local Circular Tour Tickets (biglietti a itinerario com-
binabile) are for use in Italy only. A list of the routes for which

they are available will be found in the Orario Ufficiale (p. xvii).

For some of the more popular tours tickets (books of coupons) are
kept in readiness by the railway companies (biglietti comhinati). Order
forms for these tickets may be obtained at the more important stations
in Italy (as well as from the tourist-agencies) and, when filled up, should
be forwarded along with a fee of 1 fr. to the station whence the ticket

is to be issued. The prices are only a trifle lower than for the 'inter-

national' tickets, except in the case of parties of not less than four.

Such tickets are not issued for distances under 400 kil. (248 M.). Those
for 401-800 kil. are valid for 15 days; for 801-2000 kil. for 30 days; for
2001-3000 kil. for 45 days; beyond that distance for 60 days. The time-
limit of these tickets may be extended (prorogare) for not less than
10 days on payment of a small extra sum (1 per cent of the total price
day). The journey may be broken without formality at the terminal
station of each section and also at three intermediate stations in each
section selected and registered in advance.
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Luggage. No luggage is allowed free, except small articles

taken by the passenger into his carriage ; the rate of charge is 4.65 c.

for 100 kilogrammes per kilometre. Travellers who intend to make
only a short stay at a place , especially when the town or village

lies at some distance from the railway, had better leave their

heavier luggage at the station till their return {dare in deposito^

or depositare ; 5 c. per day for each piece, minimum 10 c.) or for-

ward it to the final destination. At small stations the traveller

should at once look after his luggage in person. — The luggage-

ticket is called lo scontrino ; to book luggage is spedire or far
registrare il hagaglio. Porters (facchini) who convey luggage to

and from the carriage are entitled to 10-20 c. per package by tariff;

and attempts at extortion should be firmly resisted.

As several robberies of passengers' luggage have been perpe-

trated in Italy without detection, it is as well that articles of great

value should not be entrusted to the safe -keeping of any trunk or

portmanteau, however strong and secure it may seem (comp. p. xv).

They may, however, be insured for a small extra fee. — Damaged
trunks may be secured by leaden seals (piombare) for 5 c. each

package.
The enormous weight of the large trunks used by some travellers not

infrequently causes serious injury to the porters who have to handle them.
Heavy articles should therefore always be placed in the smaller packages.

Italian Railway Restaurants often leave much to be desired. Lun-
cheon-baskets (cestini; 2-4 fr., incl. wine) may be obtained at some of

the larger stations.

Passengers by night-trains from the larger stations may hire pillows
{cusclni, fjuanciali; 1 fr., for abroad 2 fr.). These must not be removed
from the compartment.

Steamers. The time-tables of the steamer-routes are given in

the larger railway -guide mentioned at p. xvii; but changes are so

frequent that enquiries on the spot are always advisable.

On the Italian Lakes the tickets are usually issued on board
the steamer, except at the larger places. Passengers embarking at

intermediate stations receive checks which they show on purchasing

their tickets. There is no extra charge for embarking or disembark-
ing at small-boat stations. The railways issue tickets including the

lake-journey. Return-tickets do not usually permit of the journey
being broken. On Sundays in summer the boats are frequently

crowded by excursionists. — The steamers occasionally leave the

smaller stations as much as 10 min. in advance of the scheduled

times, but they arc much more frequently late.

In the proper season a Htcamcr trip on th(' Mediterranean, cspe-
riall^ between Genoa, Spezia, and liOgliorn, or on tiie Adriatic, between
Venice and Trieste, is a very charming experience. Tickets should bo
taken in person at the Hteamboat-agencies. Ladies should travel first-

olaHfi, but gentlemen of modest requirements will find the second cabin
very fair. The steward expects a gratuity of al)out 1 fr. per day, or

more if the traveller has given him extra trouble. — The inadequate

b*
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arrangements for embarking and disembarking give great annoyance. The
tariff is usually I-IV2 i^- ^or each person, including luggage; but the

passengers are generally left at the mercy of the boatmen, who often make
exortiouate demands. The traveller should not enter the boat until a clear

bargain has been made for the transport of himself and his impedimenta,

and should not pay until everything has been deposited on deck or on

shore. Small articles of luggage should be kept in one's own hands.

YIII. Motoring and Cycling.

The environs of Milan, Turin, Yerona, and Bologna, the neigh-

bourhood of the Italian Lakes, and the Rivera all offer many attrac-

tions for the cyclist and motorist. The roads are good on the whole,

though often very dusty in summer (especially in the K Italian

plain) and correspondingly muddy in wet weather. — The rule of

the road in Italy is usually the exact reverse of that in England,

but it varies in different districts.

Motor Cars entering Italy are liable to pay a customs -duty

(varying from ca. 400 fr. to ca. 600 fr. according to the weight of the

car), on payment of which a permesso is granted valid for three

months, which, however, may be extended to six. The amount paid

is returnable at any customs-station when the car quits the country,

but this repayment is seldom obtained without some trouble. Mem-
bers of the Touring Club Italiano (see below), or of clubs affiliated

with it, may pay the duty in advance at Milan or have the amount
guaranteed by a resident of Italy, in which case they receive a certi-

ficate (trittico) obviating the necessity of paying at the frontier.

Drivers' licences issued by foreign countries are accepted, but both
these and the permesso for the car must be registered within five

days at a prefettura. Petrol is easily obtained in North Italy (3-5 fr.

per gallon).

The unattached Cyclist on entering Italy with his wheel must
deposit 35 fr. (for a motor-cycle 80 fr.) with the custom-house author-

ities, which sum is returned to him (though sometimes not without

difficulties) when he quits the country. Members of w^ell- known
cyclist associations are, however, spared this formality, on con-

ditions explained in the handbooks of these clubs. A certificate of

re-exportation (certificafo di scarico) should always be obtained,

as otherwise the club of which the cyclist is a member, may be

called upon subsequently to pay the duty as above. — On the rail-

ways cycles are treated as ordinary passengers' luggage (p. xix).

Valises should not be left strapped to cycles when sent by rail,

owing to the risk of theft (p. xix).

Members of tlie Touring Club Italiano (Milan Via Monte Napoleone 14;
90,000 members; entrance fee 2 fr., annual subscription 6 fr., for foreign
members 8 fr.) or of clubs affiliated with it command advantageous terms
at numerous hotels, and in the purchase of benzine and other motoring
and cycling requisites, maps, etc. Membership cards are accepted as
proofs of identity by the post office (comp. p. xxix). The club's map of
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Italy (1:250,000), in course of publication, may be highly recommended
(75 c. per sheet); one of its best guides is L. V. BertarcllVs Guida Iti-

nerario delle Strade di grande Comunicazione dell' Italia (Milan, 1901;
three parts), with numerous profile-maps and plans.

IX. Hotels. Pensions. Private Apartments.

First Class Hotels, comfortably fitted up, are to be found at

all the principal resorts of travellers in Northern Italy, many of

them under Grerman or Swiss management, and most of them having

fixed charges : room 4-10 fr. for each person, luncheon (colazione,

dejeuner) 3-6 fr., dinner (pranzo, diner) 5-8 fr. The charges for

light and attendance (exclusive of the portier and frequently also of

the 'facchino' or boots) are now almost always included in the price

for rooms. Sitting-rooms and rooms w4th baths naturally cost more.

The charge for dinner does not include wine, which is usually dear

and often heady. For a prolonged stay an agreement may generally

be made with the landlord for pension at a more moderate rate.

Visitors are expected to dine at the table-d'hote; otherwise the

charge for rooms is apt to be raised. The charges for meals served

in private rooms or at unusual times are much higher. Other 'extras'

also are dear. The cuisine is a mixture of French and Italian.

During the chief tourist season (March, April, in the Riviera Jan.-
March) it is always advisable, especially for families, to engage rooms
beforehand. When a long stay is contemplated this should be done before
leaving home, so that a choice may be made according to the answers
received. To simplify telegraphic orders for rooms the Hotelkecpers
Association has agreed upon the following code: alha^ one room one
bed; albaduo, one room witli double bed; arah, 1 R., 2 B. ; abec, 1 R.,

3 B.; belab, 2 R., 2 B. ; birac, 2 R., 3 B. ; bonad, 2 R., 4 B. ; ciroc,
3 R., 3 B. ; carid, 3 R., 4 B. ; calde, 3 R., 5 B. ; caduf, 3 R., 6 B. ; casaq,
3 R., 7 B. ; danid, 4 R., 4 B. ; dalme, 4 R., 5 B. ; danof, 4 R., 6 B

.

;

dalag, 4 R., 7 B. ; dirlch, 4 R., 8 B. ; durbi, 4 R., 9 B. ; kind, child's

cot; sal, sitting-room; bat, private bathroom ; serv, servant's room. The
style of the rooms may be indicated by best, bon, or plain. The day
and hour of arrival must be given {(iranniatin, between midnight and
7 a.m.; matin, between 7 a.m. and noon; sera, between noon and 7 p.m.;
gransera, between 7 p.m. and midniglit) and the length of stay {pass,
one night; stop, several days). The telegram should be signed with the
name and address of the sender. To cancel the order, only the word
cancel and the name arc necessary.

Gentlemen travelling alone may leave their luggage at tlie station
until rooms have been secured. The charge for the use of the hotel-

omnibus from the station to the hotel is so iiigh (1-2 fr. each pers.), that
it is often cheaper to take a cab. It is also easier for those who use
a cab to proceed to another hotel, should they not like the rooms
offered them.

The Second Class Hotels ('yl/6m//a'; in the S. districts called

also Locande), though Italian in their arrangements, have lately

become much more comfortable and modern in their equipment. The
charges are little more than one-half of the above: room 2-6, omnibus

Y2-I fr. They have no table-d'hote, but there is generally a trattoria

connected with the house, where refreshments a la carte or a din-
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ner a prezzo fisso may be procured. Fair native wines, usually on

draught, are furnished in these houses at moderate prices. Morning

coffee is usually taken at a cafe and not at the inn. It is customary

to make enquiries beforehand as to the charges for rooms, not for-

getting the servizio e lucie; and the price of the dinner also (if not

a la carte) should be agreed upon (2-4 fr., with wine 2^/^-4,^1^ fr.).

The terms offered may often be reduced by bargaining. These inns

will often be found convenient and economical by the voyageur en

gargon^ and the better houses of this class may be visited even by

ladies, when at home in Italian; the new-comer should frequent

hotels of the first class only.

Hotels Garnis are to be found in most of the larger towns,

with charges for rooms slightly higher than those in the second-

class hotels.

xVs matches are rarely found in hotels, the guest should provide him-
self with a supply of the wax-matches (cerini, fiammiferi) sold in tlie

streets (5-10 c. per box). Soap also is a high-priced 'extra'.

Money or objects of value should either be carried on the traveller's

person or left with the landlord in exchange for a receipt.

Little weight should be laid on the landlord's recommendation or

disparagement of hotels in other places.

The Pensions of the larger towns and resorts also receive pass-

ing travellers. The charge is about the same as that of the second-

class inns and usually includes table-wine. As, however, the price

of dejeuner is usually (though not universally) included in the fixed

daily charge, the traveller has either to sacrifice some of the best

hours for visiting the galleries or to pay for a meal he does not

consume.

For a prolonged stay in one place families will find it much
cheaper to hire Private Apartments and do their own housekeep-

ing. A rent lower than that first asked for is often accepted. When
a whole suite of apartments is hired a written contract on stamped
paper should be drawn up with the aid of someone acquainted with

the language and customs of the place {e.g. a banker), in order that

'misunderstandings' may be prevented. A payment of part of the

rent in advance is a customary stipulation; but such payments
should never be made until after the landlord has redeemed all his

undertakings with regard to repairs, furnishing, etc. For single

travellers a verbal agreement with regard to attendance, linen, stoves

and carpets in winter, a receptacle for coal, and other details will

generally suffice.

Washing List. A list of the Italian names of the ordinary articles
of underclothing (la hiancheria) will be useful in dealing with the
washerwoman: Shirt (linen, cotton, woollen), la camicia (di tela, di
cotone, di lana); night-shirt, la camicia da notte; collar, il solino, il

colletto ; cuff, ilpolsino; drawers, le mutande; woollen under-shirt, una
flanella or (jiiibba di flanella or maglia; petticoat, la sottana; cami-
sole, il copribusto; peignoir or dressing-jacket, accappatoio; stocking,
la calza; sock, la calzetta, il j)edalino ; handkerchief (vsilk), il fazoletto
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(di seta). To give out to wash, dare a bucato (di hucato, newly washed)

;

washing list, la nota; washerwoman, laundress, la stiratrice, la lavan-
daia; buttons, i bottoni.

The popular idea of cleanliness in Italy is behind the age; but the
traveller in the N". part of the country will rarely suffer from this short-

coming even in hotels of the second class, though those who quit the

beaten track must be prepared for privations. Iron bedsteads should if

possible be selected, as they are less likely to harbour the enemies of

repose. Insect-powder (polvere insetticida or contro gli insetti) or

camphor may be found useful.

The zanzdre, or mosquitoes, are a source of great annoyance, and
often of suffering, during summer and autumn and, on the Riviera, even
in winter. Only a few parts of N. Italy (e.g. Piedmont, the W. lakes,

and Bologna) are free from this pest, which is always worst in the
neighbourhood of plantations, canals, or ponds. Between June and October
the night should never be spent in malarial districts (Colico , Casale
Monferrato, Mortara, Pavia, Mantua, Ferrara, Ravenna)^ where the female
of the Anopheles Claviger frequently conveys the infection of malarial
fever with its sting. Small doses of quinine may be used as a prophy-
lactic. Windows should always be carefully closed before a light is in-

troduced into the room. Light muslin curtains (zanzarieri) round the
beds, masks for the face, and gloves are employed to ward off the attacks
of these pertinacious intruders. The burning of pastilles (fidibas contra
le zanzare, zampironi ; in Venice, chiodi), which may be purchased of
the principal chemists, is efficacious, but is accompanied by a scarcely
agreeable odour. A rag soaked in petroleum and hung at the head of
the bed, and anointing the face with citronella oil are other more or less

successful remedies. The so-called Bengue ointment, consisting of men-
thol, methylated salicylic acid, and lanoline, is efficacious in allaying
the discomforts occasioned by the bites, but care should be taken that
none of it gets into the eyes.

X. Restaurants. Cafes. Birrerie. Cigars.

Restaurants (Ristoranti^ Trattorie) give the visitor a much
better chance of making himself acquainted with the characteristic

Italian cuisine than he receives at hotels of the first rank. They
are frequented, mainly by men, between 11 a.m. and 2 p.m. for lun-

cheon (colazione) and between 7 and 8.30 p.m. for dinner (pranzo).

Those who eat alia carta and are content with the 'plats du jour'

(piatti del giorno) and other local dishes may lunch or dine com-
fortably, including wine, for 2-4 fr. The meals at fixed prices {a

jirezzo fisso; 27.^-5 fr., wine extra) arc less usual and neither so

good nor so cheap as those a la carte. When there is no bill of fare

the waiter (cameriere) will recite the list of dishes. If too impor-
tunate in his recommendations or suggestions he may be checked
with the words ^grazie^ basta'. The price should always be as-

certained before ordering. Bread (pane) and the convert (coperta)

are often charged for separately. The diner calls for his bill (which
should be carefully scrutinized) with the words Hi c(mto\ The
waiter expects a gratuity of 20-30 c. for each person (comp. p. xvi).

The so-called 'bars' are sometimes convenient for a snack or 'quick

luncheon'. — Residents for some time in a town should arrange to pay
a fortnightly or monthly subscription (^pciisionc^) at a lower rate.
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List of the ordinary dishes at

Antipasti, Principii, hors d'ceuv-

res, relishes , or whets (such as

sardines, olives, or radishes).

Minestra or Zuppa, soup [minestra
in brodo or consume, soup in the

English sense; minestra or pasta
asciiitta, boiled rice, macaroni,

etc.).

Zuppa alia sante soup with green
vegetables and bread.

Minestra di riso con piselli, rice-

soup with peas.

Maccheroni, macaroni; pasta al

sugo e al bicrro, macaroni with
sauce and butter; ai pomi d^oro,

with tomatoes.
Risotto (alia milanese), boiled rice

with meat-sauce (rich).

Gnocchi, small dumplings of dough.

Pesce, fish.

Angitilla, eel.

Aragosta, lobster.

Calamdio, cuttle-fish.

Cefalo, gray mullet.
Frutta di mare, mussels, shell-fish,

etc.

Gdmbero, crab.

Jjuccio, pike.
Morluzzo Baccald, cod,

Ostriche, oysters (good in winter
only ; comp. p. 312).

Pesce spada, sword-fish.

Rombo, turbot.

Salmo^ie, salmon.
Sogliola (sfoglio, sfoglia), a kind

of sole.

Spigola, Ragno, sea-perch, bass.
Tonno, tunny.
Triglia, mullet.

Came, meat; lessa, bollita, boiled;
in umidOj alia genovese, with
sauce; ben cotto, well-done; al
sangue, alV inalese, underdone

;

ai ferri, cooked on the gridiron;

fritto, fried.

Manzo, boiled beef.

Stufato di manzo, Bue alia moda,
boeuf k la mode.

Fritto misto, a mixture of fried
liver, brains, artichokes, etc.

Arrosto, roasted meat.
Arrosto di vitello, roast-veal.
Filetto al burro, beefsteak (the

6i8<eccaai/'erW usually mediocre).
Maiale, pork (eaten in winter only).
Montone, mutton.
Agnello, lamb.
Caprctto, kid.

the Italian restaurants

:

Testa di vitello, calf's head.

F4gato di vitello, calf's liver.

Braciola di vitello, veal-cutlet.

Rognoni, kidneys.
Costoletta alia milanese, veal-cutlet
baked in dough.

Scaloppa, veal -cutlet with bread-
crumbs.

Saldme, sausage (usually with gar-

lic, aglio).

Polio, fowl.
Anitra, duck.
Polio d''India, or taccJiino (Yen.

dindio), turkey.
Tordo, fieldfare.

Stufatino, ragout (often mediocre).
Cibreo, fricassee.

Crocchetti, croquettes of rice, or po-
tatoes.

Pasticcio, pate, patty.
Presciutto, ham.
Polpettine, small meat-dumplings.

Legumi, vegetables; Contorno,
Guarnizione, garnishing, seldom
charged for.

Aspdragi, asparagus (expensive);
green, di campagna; white, di
giardino.

Broccoli, or Cdvoli flori, cauli-

flower.

Carciofi, artichokes,
Cipolla, onion.

Fagioli, haricot or kidney beans.
Fagiolini, Cornetti, French beans,
Fave, beans,
Finocchio, root of fennel,
Funghi, mushrooms.
Gobbi, artichoke stalks.

Insalata, salad.

Lattuga, lettuce.

Lenticchie, lentils.

Patdte, potatoes.
Piselli, peas.
Polenta, boiled maize.
S^dano, celery.

Spinaci, spinach (mediocre).
Zucchino, marrow, squash.

Dolce, sweet dish.

Budino (in Florence), pudding.
Frittata, omelette.
Crostata di frutti, fruit-tart.

Crostata di pasta sfoglia, a kind
of pastry.

Zuppa inglese, a kind of trifle.

Frutta, Giardinetto di frutta, fruit-

desert; frutta secche, nuts, rai-

sins, almonds, etc.

Albicocca, apricot.

Arancio, orange.
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Ciliege, cherries.

Fiehi, figs.

Frdgole, strawberries.

Lampdne, raspberries.

Limone, lemon.
Mela, apple.

Meldgrano, pomegranate.
Nespole, medlars.
Noci, nuts.

Pera, pear.

P4j-siche, Pesche, peaches.
Prugne, plums.
Uva, bunch of grapes.

Pane francese, bread made with
yeast (the Italian is made without).

Burro, butter.

Uova, eggs ; d la coque, boiled (hen
cotte, soft-boiled, dztre, hard-
boiled); al piatto (or occhi di
hue), poached.

Formaggio, Cdcio, cheese (Gorgon-
zola, verde or bianco, and Strac-
cJiino).

Mostarda francese, sweet mustard
(mixed with vinegar).

Mostarda inglese or Senapa, hot
mustard.

Sale, salt.

Pepe, pepper.
Olio, oil.

Coltello, knife; forchetta, fork; cucchidio , spoon; piatto, plate;

scodella, soup-plate; hicchiere, glass; tovagliuolo, napkin; scMaccianoci,
nut-crackers; tiratappi, corkscrew.

Wine {vino da pastOj table-wine; nero, red; bianco^ white;

dolce, pastoso, amahile^ sweet; secco, dry; del paese, nostrano^

wine of the country) is usually served in open bottles one-half, one-

fourth, or one-fifth of a litre (un mezzo litro ; un quarto; un quinto

or hicchiere). Wines of a better quality are sold in ordinary quarts

and pints.

In the North of Italy the following are the best wines: the care-

fully manufactured Piedmontese brands, Barolo, Nebiolo, Bai^hera, and
Grignolino (an agreeable table-wine), and the s^^iY^Xmg Asti spumante

;

the Valtellina wines (best Sassella)-, the Bardolino of the Lago di

Garda; the Veronese Valpolicella , an effervescent red wine; the Vi-
centine Marzemino and Breganze (a white sweet wine); the Paduan
Bagndli; in the province of Treviso , Conegliaiio , Raboso di Plave,
Prosecco, and Verdiso; in Udine, Refosco ; the wine oi Bologna, partly
from French vineyards ; Lambrnsco, etc. Many table-wines are served
under the name of Chianti, which is properly applied to that of Tus-
cany only (see below).

In LiGURiA tlie local wines of the Val Polcevera (best Coronata)
and the Cinque Terre share the popularity of the Piedmontese and Tus-
can vintages.

In Tuscany the best wines (almost all red) are: Cfhianti (best Broglio),
Ruflna (best Pomino), Nipozzano , Altomena, and Carmignano , and
Aleatico (sweet and heady). Orvieto a,nd Montepulciano are produced
in Umbria. — In Tuscany the ordinary table-wine is still sometimes
served in a 'fiasco', or straw-covered flask holding three ordinary bottles,
bat only the quantity consumed is paid for. Smaller bottles may be
obtained: mezzo fiasco (Va), quarto fiasco (VJ, flaschetto or ottavino (Ve)-

Travellers who distrust the ordinary Drinking Water may have re-

course to the usual aiirated waters or to tlic native mineral waters such
as the Nocera Umbra, Sangcmini, iSan Pellegrino, Fonte JJracca, Fiuggi,
Claudia, or FerraroUe (usual price in restaurants, 1 fr. per bottle).

Like the trattoric with ^Curina alia casaliiuja'' ('homely fare'),

the OsTERiR, or ordinary wine -shops, are almost exclusively fre-

quented by the lower ranks. The prices are often inscribed on the

outside of the shop CO', '7', '8\ meaning tliat half a litre costs fJ,

7, or 8 soldi). Some of the better wine-rooms (Fifischcttcrie) selling

Tuscan wines provide also very tolerable meals.
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CAFES.

Cafes are frequented for breakfast and luncheon, and in the

evening by numerous consumers of ices, coffee, beer, vermouth (usu-

ally with Seltzer water), etc. The tobacco smoke is often very dense.

Caffe nero , or coffee without milk, is usually drunk (15-25 c. per

cup). Caffe latte is coffee mixed with milk before served (25-50 c. ; ^cap-

puccino\ or small cup, cheaper). Chocolate (cioccolata) costs 25-50 c.

Cream is panna; whipped cream, panna montata. Roll (panino) 5, with
butter (pane e hurro) 20 c. Cakes or biscuits (paste) 5-15 c.

Ices (gelato) of every possible variety {di vainiglia, di frdgola, di
lampdne, etc.) are supplied at the cafes at 30-90 c. per portion; or half

a portion (mezza) may be ordered. Sorbetto (water-ice) and spremuto
(lemonade flavoured with fruit-syrup) are much in vogue in the forenoon.
Granita is half-frozen ice (limonata, lemon ; aranciata, orange ; di caffe,

coffee). Gassosa, aerated lemonade, is also frequently ordered. G-erman
beer (see below) is served by a few cafes in the larger towns. — The
waiters expect a sou or more, according to the amount of the payment.

The principal Parisian and Viennese newspapers f^^oma^^J are to be
found at all the larger cafes, English less often. Italian papers (5 c.)

are everywhere offered by newsvendors. The Corriera delta Sera (p. 155)

gives most of the foreign despatches. The Roman papers Giornale d^Italia
and Tribuna also are much read in Tuscany.

Birrerie, corresponding to the French 'brasseries', are now
found in all the larger towns and chief resorts of visitors. Munich,

Pilsen, or Grratz beer may generally be procured at these. The
Italian imitation of Munich beer (tipo Monaco) does not equal the

vera hirra di Monaco. A small glass (piccola tazza) costs 30-

40 c, a large glass (generally holding un mezzo litro) 50-60 c. Dark
beer is called hirra scura, light beer hirra chiara. Grood meals

may usually be obtained at the birrerie.

Cigars (Sigari) in Italy are a monopoly of G-overnment. Ita-

lians prefer strong cigars, e.g. Toscani, Napoletani, Cavours (long

10 c, short 7^2 c.), or Virginias (7 Y21 12, or 15 c). About an inch

should be broken, cut, or burned off the lower end of the last before

smoking. The milder varieties, such as Brancas (5 c), Sellas (-7 c),

Grimaldis (10 c), Medianitos and Minghettis (15 c), Trahucos
(20 c), Londres (25 c), and Regalia Londres (30 c), cannot be

obtained of good quality except from the larger tobacconists. Grood,

but rather strong imported cigars {Manila 20-30 c, Havana 40 c-
1 fr. 20 c.) may be bought at the better shops in the large towns,

and also foreign Cigarettes (sigarette). Native cigarettes may be
obtained from 1 c. upwards each (e.g. Macedonia 3Y2 c, DjuheJc

4 c, a uso egiziano 6 c). The Spagnolette Avana (5 c. each) are

Hweenies' or cigars about the size of a cigarette. — Travellers who
import their own cigars, paying the heavy duty, should keep the

customs receipt, as they are liable to be challenged, e.g. by the

octroi officials (p. xv). — Passers-by are at liberty to avail them-
selves of the light burning in every tobacconist's, without making
any purchase.
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The larger Churches are generally open the whole day, in

some cases with the exception of the hours 12 till 2. Many of the

smaller churches are open only till 8 or 9 a.m. Visitors may inspect

the works of art even during divine service, provided they move
about noiselessly, and keep aloof from the altar where the clergy

are officiating. On the occasion of festivals and for a week or two

before Easter the works of art are often entirely concealed by the

temporary decorations. Those always covered are shown by the

verger (sagrestano) for a small gratuity (p. xvi).

Museums, picture-galleries, etc., are usually open from 9 or

10 to 4 o'clock. All the collections which belong to government are

open free on Sun. and holidays, but on week-days a charge is usually

made. Grratuities are forbidden. These collections are closed on the

following public holidays: New Year's Day, Epiphany (6th Jan.),

Festival of the Annunciation (25th Mar.), Easter Sunday, Ascension

Day (Ascensione), Whitsunday, Corpus Christi, the Festa dello

Statuto (first Sunday in June), Assumption of the Virgin (Assun-

zione; 15th Aug.), Nativity of the Virgin (8th Sept.), the anniversary

of the entry of Rome by the Italian troops (20th Sept.), All Saints'

Day (1st Nov.), and Christmas Day; also the birthdays of the king

(11th Nov.) and queen (8th Jan.) and the days of parliamentary

elections. The arrangements, however, vary in different places.

Artists, archaeologists, and scholars (critici d^arte), on making appli-
cation to the Ministry of Education in Rome (Ministero della Pubblica
Istriizione) on a stamped form (1 fr. 22 c), receive free tickets (tessera
di libero ingresso), valid all over the country. For a single town the
application is made to the Director of the Gallery (stamp 60 c). The
application (which should he made some weeks in advance) must be accom-
panied by an unmounted photograph and by a certificate from a university
or some similar body, countersigned by an Italian consul in the appli-
cant's country. A similar permesso is required by those who wish to copy,
draw, or photograph (except with a hand-camera) in any of the museums.

Theatres. Performances begin at 8, 8.30, or 9, and terminate

at midnight or later. In the large theatres, in which the season

(stagione) frequently lasts only from St. Stephen's Day (Dec. 26th)

to Ash Wednesday, operas and ballets are exclusively performed.

The first act of an opera is often succeeded by a ballet of three acts

or more. The pit (plat/'a)^ to which the ^biglietto cVing7'ess()^ gives

access, has standing-room only; for seats additional tickets must be

taken (usually in advance in the larger towns). A box (palco di

jjrimoy secondoj terzo ordine)^ which must always be secured in

advance, is the pleasantest place for ladies or for a party of several

persons. Evening dress is generally worn in the boxes. Other re-

served seats are i\\o poltrone (front stalls) and iho jxksH disfi?ifi or

sedie frear stalls). In some of the larger theatres good seats may
be obtained in the an/Ucafro or jy/'i^nct gul/cria. T\\o, theatre is

the nsnal evening resort of the Italians, who seldom observe strict
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silenc€ during the performance of the orchestra. The intervals be-

tween the acts are usually very long. Cloak-rooms are found only

in a few of the best theatres. Grentlemen usually wear their hats

until the curtain rises.

Shops. Fixed prices have of late become much more general

in N. Italy, but a reduction may usually be obtained on purchases

of large amount. The traveller's demeanour should be polite but

decided. In judging the prices travellers should remember that

some wares are dearer than at home, while others, such as gloves

and silk goods, are much cheaper. Purchases should never be made
in presence of a valct-de-place or through the agency of a hotel-

employee. These individuals, by tacit agreement, receive a com-

mission on the purchase-money, which of course comes out of the

purchaser's pocket. On the other hand, the presence of an Italian

friend is a distinct advantage.
An active trade is driven in spurious antiquities, especially in Venice

and Florence. Ancient works of art should never be purchased without
a written guarantee of their authenticity. The sacrifices of 'decayed
noblemen' and the 'lucky discoveries' offered by the smaller dealers are

usually nothing but traps for the unwary. The export of important
works of art is prohibited.

Some caution is necessary in buying articles to be sent home. The
full amount should never be paid until the package has arrived and its

contents have been examined. If the shopkeeper does not agree to a
written agreement as to the method of packing, the means of transport,
and compensation for breakages, it is advisable to cut the transaction short.

The transmission of large objects should be entrusted to a goods-agent.

XII. Post and Telegraph Services.

In the larger towns the Post Office is open daily from 8 a.m
to 8, 8.30, 9, or 9.30 p.m. (also on Sundays and holidays); in smaller

places it is generally closed in the middle of the day for two or

three hours.

Letters (whether ^poste resta7ite\ Italian ^ferma in posta\ or

to the traveller's hotel) should be addressed very distinctly, and the

name of the place should be in Italian. The surname (cognome;
Christian name, name) should be underlined; the customary 'Esq.'

is better omitted. When asking for letters the traveller should

show his visiting-card instead of giving his name orally. Postage-

stamps (francoholli) are sold at the post-offices and tobacco-shops.

The mail-boxes (huca or cassetta) are labelled ^per le lettered for

letters, and ^per le stamped for printed matter.
Letters of 15 grammes (V2 oz., about the weight of three sous) by

town-post 5 c, to the rest of Italy 15 c, abroad (per VeMero) 25 c. Extra
fee for special delivery letters 25 c., for abroad 30 c. The penalty (seg-
natassa) for insufficiently prepaid letters is double the deficiency. —
Post Cards (cartoline postali) for town-post 5 c, for the rest of Italy
and abroad 10 c, reply-cards (con risposta pagata), inland 15 c, abroad
20 c. — Letter Cards (biglietti postali) for town-post 5 c, for the rest
of Italy 15 c, for abroad 25 c. — Book Packets (stampe sotto fascia),
2 c. per 50 grammes, for abroad 5 c. — Business Papers (cai^te manoscrittej
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20 c. for 50 gr. ; above 50 and not exceeding 500 gr. 40 c. ; for abroad,
25 c. for 250 gr., and 5 c. for each 50 gr. extra. — Samples (campioni), 2 c.

for 50 gr. ; abroad, 10 c. for 100 gr., and 5 c. for each 50 gr. extra. —
Registration Fee (raccomandazione) for letters for the same town and
printed matter 10 c, otherwise 25 c. The packet or letter must be inscribed

^raccomandatd' . — Post Office Orders, see p. xii. Within Italy sums
from 1 to 10 fr. may be sent for a fee of 10 c, 10-25 fr. for 20 c, 25-50 fr. for

40 c. Money may be transmitted also by telegraph. To secure registered

letters or the payment of money orders, the stranger must show his pass-

port, his member's card of the Touring Club Italiano (p. xx), or a so-

called libretto di ricoqnizione (with photograph), drawn up, on request,

at a first-class post office (fee 50 c.) ; otherwise he must be accompanied
by a witness known to the postal authorities. It is therefore often con-

venient to arrange to have the money sent to one's landlord.

Parcel Post. Parcels not exceeding 5 kg. (11 lbs.) in weight or

60 centimetres (about 2 ft.) in length or breadth may be sent by post in

Italy for 1 fr. ; to England, via France, 2 fr. 75 c. The parcels must
be carefully packed and sealed and may not contain anything in the
shape of a letter. Parcels for abroad must be accompanied by three
customs -declarations on forms for the purpose.. Articles not liable to

duty (such as flowers, etc.) are best sent as samples of no value {cam-
pioni senza valore; see above).

Telegrams. For telegrams to foreign countries the following

rate per word is charged in addition to an initial payment of 1 fr.

:

Great Britain 23, France 12, Germany 14, Switzerland 6-9, Austria

12, Hungary 13, Belgium 16, Holland 20, Denmark 20, Russia 40,

Sweden 23, Norway 30 c. To the United States from 1 fr. 55 c. per

word upwards, according to the state. Within the kingdom of Italy,

10 words 60 c, each additional word 5 c. Telegrams with special

haste (telegrammi urgenti)^ which take precedence of all others,

may be sent at thrice the above rates. — It is advisable in each

case to demand a ricev2ita or receipt, for which 5 c. is charged.

Telephone 10 c, long distance telephone V2-2V4 ^^•

XIII. Climate. Winter Stations. Seaside Resorts.
Health.

It is a common error on the part of those who visit Italy for the

first time to believe that beyond the Alps the skies are always blue

and the breezes always balmy. It is true that the traveller who
has crossed the Spliigeii, the Brenner, or the St. Gotthard in winter,

and finds himself in the district of the 'N. Italian lakes, cannot fail

to remark what an admirable barrier against the wind is afforded

by the central chain of the Alps. The average winter-temperature

(December, January, and February) here is 37-40'' Fahr. as compared
with 28-32'' on the N. side of the mountains. Places nestling close

to the S. base of the Alps, such as Locarno (winter- temperature
'61" Fahr.), Pallanza (38.5''), Area (38.75°), and Gardone Riviera
(40''), thus form an excellent intermediate stage between the bleak

winter of N. Europe and the sonii-tropical climate of the Riviera or S.

Italy. A peculiarity of the climate here is afTorded by the torrents of

rain which may be expected about the cfpiinoctial period. The masses
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of warm and moisture-laden cloudvS driven northwards by the S. wind
break against the Alpine chain and discharge themselves in heavy

showers, which fill the rivers and occasion the inundations from
which Lombardy not unfrequently suffers. If, however, the trav-

eller continues his journey towards the S. through the plain of Lom-
bardy he again enters a colder and windy region. The whole plain

of the Po, enclosed by snow-capped mountains, exhibits a climate

of a thoroughly continental character; the summer is as hot as that

of Sicily, while the winter is very cold, the mean temperature

being below 35° Fahr. or about equal to that of the lower Khine.

In Milan the thermometer sometimes sinks below zero. Changes

of weather, dependent upon the direction of the wind, are fre-

quent; and the humidity of the atmosphere also, occasioned in part

by the numerous canals and rice -marshes, is very considerable.

A prolonged residence in Turin or Milan should therefore be avoided

by invalids, while even robust travellers should be on their guard

against the trying climate. As we approach the Adriatic Sea the

climate of the Lombard plain loses its continental character and

approximates more closely to that of the rest of the peninsula. The
climatic peculiarities of Venice are described at p. 346.

As soon as we cross the mountains which bound the S. margin

of the Lombard plain and reach the Mediterranean coast we find a

remarkable change in the climatic conditions. Here an almost un-

interrupted series of winter -resorts extends along the Ligurian

Riviera as far S. as Leghorn, and these are rapidly increasing

both in number and popularity. The cause of the mild and pleas-

ant climate at these places is not far to seek. The Maritime
Alps and the Ligurian Apennines form such an admirable screen

on the N., that the cold N. winds which pass these mountains do

not touch the district immediately at their feet, but are first per-

ceptible on the sea 6-10 M. from the coast. It is of no unfrequent
occurrence in the Riviera that the harbours are perfectly smooth
while the open sea is agitated by a brisk tempest. Most of the towns
and villages on the coast lie in crescent- shaped bays, opening
towards the S., while on the landward side they are protected by
an amphitheatre of hills. These hills are exposed to the full force

of the sun's rays, and the limestone of which they are composed
absorbs an immense amount of heat. It is therefore not to be
wondered at that these hothouses of the Riviera show a higher tem-
perature in winter than many places much farther to the S. Thus,

while the mean temperature of Rome in the three coldest months is

46° Fahr., that of the Riviera is 48-50° {Nervi 48°, San Bemo 50°;

Pisa, on the other hand, only 42°).

It would, however, be a mistake to suppose that this strip of

coast is entirely free from wind. The rapid heating and cooling of

the strand produces numerous light breezes, while the rarefaction
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of the masses of air by the strength of the sun gives rise to strong

currents rushing in from the E. and W. to supply the vacuum.

The most notorious of these coast-winds is the Mistral, which is

at its worst at Avignon and other places in the Rhone Valley. The
N.E. wind on the contrary is much stronger in Alassio and San

Remo than on the coast of Provence. The Scirocco as known on

the Ligurian coast is by no means the dry and parching wind ex-

perienced in Sicily and even at Rome; passing as it does over

immense tracts of sea, it is generally charged with moisture and

is often followed by rain.

The prevalent belief that the Riviera has a moist climate, on

account of its proximity to the sea, is natural but erroneous. The
atmosphere, on the contrary, is rather dry, especially in the W.
half of it, while the humidity rapidly increases as we approach the

Riviera di Levante. The same holds good of the rainfall. While
San Remo has 45 rainy days between November and April, Nervi
has 54, and Pisa 57. The average number of rainy days during

the three winter months in the Riviera is 16. Snow is rarely seen;

it falls perhaps once or twice in the course of the winter, but

generally lies only for a few hours, while many years pass without

the appearance of a single snow-flake. Fogs are very rare on the

Ligurian coast; but a heavy dew-fall in the evening is the rule. In

comparison with the Cisalpine districts, the Riviera enjoys a very

high proportion of bright, sunny weather.

The above considerations will show that it is often necessary to

discount the unpropitious opinions of those who happen to have

visited the Riviera under peculiarly unfavourable climatic con-

ditions. Not only do the ordinary four seasons differ from each other

on the Riviera, but the different parts of winter are also sharply

discriminated. A short rainy season may be counted on with almost

complete certainty between the beginning of October and the middle

of November, which restricts, but by no means abolishes, open-air

exercise. Then follows from December to February usually an un-

interrupted series of warm and sunshiny days, but invalids have

sometimes to be on their guard against wind. March here, as else-

where in the south, is the windiest month of all, but is much less

boisterous in the Italian part of the Riviera than in Provence.

April and May are delightful months for those who require out-

door life in a warm climate.

The mildness of the climate of the Riviera requires, perhaps,

no better proof than its rich southern vegetation. The Olive, which
is already found in the neighbourhood of the N. Italian lakes, here

attains its full growth, while the KucalypUis globubts (which grows
rapidly and to an astonishing height), the Orange, the Lenfion, and

several varieties of J^alms also flourish.

The geological character of the Riviera is also of sanitary signi-
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iicaiice. The prevailing formation is limestone, which absorbs the

sun's rays with remarkable rapidity and radiates it with equal speed,

thus forming an important factor in making the most of the winter

sunshine. On account of its softness it is also extensively used

for road-making, and causes the notorious dust of the Riviera, which
forms the chief objection to a region frequented by so many per-

sons with weak lungs. The authorities of the various health-resorts,

however, take great pains to mitigate this evil as far as practicable.

After heavy rain the roads are apt to be very muddy.
The advantages that a winter-residence in the Eiviera, in contra-

distinction to the climate of northern Europe, offers to invalids and
delicate persons, are a considerably warmer aud generally dry at-

mosphere, seldom disturbed by storms, yet fresh and pure, a more
cheerful sky, and comparative immunity from rain. The 'invalid's

day', or the time during which invalids may remain in the open

air with impunity, lasts here from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. The general

effect of a prolonged course of open-air life in the Riviera may be

described as a gentle stimulation of the entire physical organism.

It is found particularly beneficial for convalescents, the debilitated,

and the aged; for children of scrofulous tendency; and for the

martyrs of gout and rheumatism. The climatic cure of the Riviera

is also often prescribed to patients with weak chests, to assist in the

removal of the after-effects of inflammation of the lungs or pleurisy,

or to obviate the danger of the formation of a chronic pulmonary
discharge. The dry and frequently-agitated air of the Riviera is,

however, by no means suitable for every patient of this kind, and

the immediate vicinity of the sea is particularly unfavourable to

cases of a feverish or nervous character. The stimulating effects of

the climate are then often too powerful, producing sleeplessness

and unwholesome irritation. The dry air of the Riviera di Ponente

is prejudicial also to many forms of inflammation of the wind-pipe

and bronchial tubes, which derive benefit from the air of Nervi,

Pisa, or Ajaccio. Cases of protracted nephritis or diabetes, on the

contrary, often obtain considerable relief from a residence here.

The season on the Ligurian coast lasts from about the begin-

ning of October to the middle of May. In September it is still too

hot, and in March it is so windy that many patients are obliged to

retire farther inland. Many invalids make the mistake of leaving

the Riviera too soon, and thus lose all the progress they have made
during the winter, through reaching home in the unfavourable trans-

ition period between winter and spring. It is better to spend April

and May at some intermediate station, such as Fallanza^ CannerOj
Locarno, Lugano, or Gardone Riviera.

Good opportunities for sea-bathing are offered at many points

on the Mediterranean coast of N. Italy, such as Alassio, Savona^
Peglij Spezia, Viareggio^ Leghorn, and Venice, The Mediter-
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ranean is almost tideless; it contains about 4 per cent of common
salt, a considerably higher proportion than the Atlantic; its average

temperature during the bathing-season is 71° Fahr. The bathing-

season on the Ligurian coast begins in April, or at latest in May,
and lasts till November, being thus much longer than the season

at any English seaside-resort.

Most travellers must in some degree alter their mode of living

whilst in Italy, without however implicitly adopting the Italian

style. Inhabitants of more northern countries generally become
unusually susceptible to cold in Italy, and therefore should not

omit to be well supplied with warm clothing for the winter. Woollen
underclothing is especially to be recommended. A cloak or shawl

should be carried to neutralize the often considerable difference of

temperature between the sunshine and the shade. In visiting picture-

galleries or churches on warm days it is advisable to drive thither

and walk back, as otherwise the visitor enters the cool building

in a heated state and has afterwards no opportunity of regaining

the desirable temperature through exercise. Many travellers will

find cork-soles a desirable protection against the chill of stone and
marble floors, which sometimes makes itself felt even in summer.
Exposure to the summer-sun should be avoided as much as possible.

According to a Roman proverb, dogs and foreigners (Inglesi) alone

walk in the sun, Christians in the shade. Umbrellas, or spectacles

of coloured glass (grey, concave glasses to protect the whole eye

are best), may be used with advantage. Blue veils are recommended
to ladies. Repose during the hottest hours is advisable, and a

moderate siesta is often refreshing.

Great care should be taken also in the selection of an apartment.

Carpets and stoves are indispensable in winter. A southern aspect

in winter is an absolute essential for delicate persons, and highly

desirable for the robust. Rooms facing north, unless they have

central heating, should be unhesitatingly refused. The visitor

should see that all the doors and windows close satisfactorily.

Windows should be closed at night. If there is the slightest suspicion

of dampness in the bed-clothes, recoui-se should be had to the

warming-pan (raettere il fuoco nel letto).

Health. English and German medical men are to be met with

in the larger cities and in most of the wintering-stations of the

Riviera. Foreigners frequently suffer from diarrhea in Italy, which
is generally occasioned by the unwonted heat, the injudicious use of

fruit and iccfl drinks, or too strenuous travelling and sightseeing.

The honKiHjpatliic tincture of camphor may be mentioned as a reme-
dy, but regulated diet and thorough repose are the chief desiderata.

On drinking-water, sec p. xxv.
E. A. Het/noldH-liaWH 'M»Mlitorranoan Winter Rosorts' (liondon ;

(Jtb

edit., 1908) may be consulted for farther particularH.

IJAICUKKKU'S Northern Italy. 14th Kdit. q



ITALIAN ART.
A Historical Sketch by Professor Anton Springer.

One of the primary objects of the enlightened traveller in Italy

is generally to form some acquaintance with its treasures of art.

Even those whose usual avocations are of the most prosaic nature

unconsciously become admirers of poetry and art in Italy. The
traveller here finds them so interwoven with scenes of everyday

life, that he encounters their influence at every step and involun-

tarily becomes susceptible to their power. A single visit can hardly

suffice to enable any one justly to appreciate the numerous works

of art he meets with in the course of his tour, nor can a guide-book

teach him to fathom the mysterious depths of Italian creative genius,

the past history of which is particularly attractive; but the perusal

of a few remarks on this subject will be found materially to enhance

the pleasure and facilitate the researches of even the most unpre-

tending lover of art. Works of the highest class, the most perfect

creations of genius, lose nothing of their charm by being pointed

out as specimens of the best period of art; while those of inferior

merit are invested with far higher interest when they are shown
to be necessary links in the chain of development, and when, on

comparison with earlier or later works, their relative defects or

superiority are recognised.

The two great epochs in the history of art that principally

arrest the attention arc those of Classic Antiquity and of the

16th century, the culminating period of the so-called Renaissance.
The intervening space of more than a thousand years is usually,

with much unfairness, almost entirely ignored; for this interval

not only continues to exhibit vestiges of the first epoch, but grad-

ually paves the way for the second. It was a common error to

suppose that in Italy alone the character of ancient art can be

thoroughly appreciated. This idea dated from the period when no

precise distinction was made between G-reek and Koman art, when
the connection of the former with a particular land and nation,

and the tendency of the latter to pursue an independent course

were alike overlooked. Now, however, that we are acquainted

with more numerous Greek originals and have acquired a deeper

insight into the development of Hellenic art, an indiscriminate

confusion of Greek and Roman styles is no longer to be appre-

hended. We are now well aware that the highest perfection of an-

cient architecture is realised in the Hellenic temple alone. The
Doric order, in which majestic gravity is expressed by massive

proportions and by a symmetrical decoration that at tlie same
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time subserves a practical purpose, and the Ionic structure, with

its lighter and more graceful character, exhibit a creative spirit

entirely different from that manifested in the sumptuous Roman
edifices. Again, the most valuable collection of ancient sculptures

in Italy is incapable of affording so admirable an insight into the

development of Greek art as the sculptures of the Parthenon and

other fragments of Grreek temple-architecture preserved in the Brit-

ish Museum. But, while instruction is afforded more abundantly

by other than Italian sources, ancient art is perhaps thoroughly

admired in Italy alone, where works of art encounter the eye with

more appropriate adjuncts, and where climate, scenery, and people

materially contribute to intensify their impressiveness. An ad-

ditional facility, moreover, is afforded by the circumstance, that in

accordance with an admirable custom of classic antiquity the once

perfected type of a plastic figure was not again arbitrarily abandon-

ed, but rigidly adhered to and continually reproduced. Thus in

numerous cases, where the Grreek original had been lost, it was
preserved in subsequent copies; and even in the works of the Roman
imperial age Hellenic creative talent is still reflected.

The supremacy of Greek intellect in Italy was established in a

twofold manner. In the first place Greek colonists introduced their

ancient native style into their new homes. This is proved by the

existence of several Doric temples in Sicily, by the so-called Temple
of Neptune at Padstum, as well as by the ruins at Metajjontum.
But, in the second place, the art of the Greeks did not attain its

universal supremacy in Italy till a later period, when Hellas,

nationally ruined, had learned to obey the dictates of her mighty
conqueror, and the Romans had begun to combine with their political

superiority the refinements of more advanced culture. The ancient

scenes of artistic activity in Greece (Athens for example) were re-

peopled at the cost of Rome; Greek works of art and Greek artists

were introduced into Italy; and ostentatious pride in the magni-
ficence of booty acquired by victory led by an easy transition to

a taste for such objects. To surround themselves with artistic

decoration thus gradually became the universal custom of the

Romans, and the foundation of public monuments came to be

regarded as an indispensable duty of government.
Although the Roman works of art of the imperial epoch are

deficient in originality compared with the Greek, yet their authors

never degenerate into mere copyists, never entirely renounce in-

dependent effort. This remark applies especially to their Aiu'in-

Ti'X'Ti HK. Independently of the Greeks, the ancient Italian nations,

and with them the Romans, had acquired a knowledge of stone-

cutting and discovered the method of constructing arches and vault-

ing. With this technically and scientifically imi)()rtant art they aimed

at combining Greek forms, the column sup[)orting the entablature.

0*
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The sphere of architecture was then gradually extended. One of

the chief requirements was now to construct edifices with spacious

interiors, and several stories in height. No precise model was afford-

ed by Greek architecture, and yet the Greek forms appeared too

beautiful to be lightly discarded. The Romans therefore preferred

to combine tbem with the arch-principle, and apply this combina-

tion to their new architectural designs. The individuality of the

Greek orders and their originally unalterable coherence were there-

by sacrificed and divested of much of their importance; that which

once possessed a definite organic significance frequently assumed a

superficial and decorative character; but the aggregate effect is

always imposing. Attention must be directed to the several-storied

structures, in which the tasteful ascending gradation of the com-

ponent parts, from the more massive (Doric) to the lighter (Corin-

thian), chiefly arrests the eye; and the vast and artistically vaulted

interiors, as well as the structures of a merely decorative descrip-

tion, must be examined also, in order that the chief merits of

Roman art may be understood. In the use of columns in front of

closed walls (e.g. as members of a fagade), in the construction of

domes above circular interiors, and of cylindrical and groined

vaulting over oblong spaces, the Roman edifices have served as

models to posterity, and the imitations have often fallen short of

the originals.

It is true that in the districts to which this volume of the Hand-
book is devoted the splendour and beauty of ancient art is not so

prominently illustrated as in Rome or S. Italy. Nevertheless N.

Italy also contains many interesting relics of Roman architecture

(such as the Amphitheatre at Veronaj the Triumphal Arches at

Aosta and Susa, etc.), and the traveller will find ample food for

his admiration in the antique sculptures in the collections at Turin,

Brescia, Mantua, Bologna, and Florence, which include many copies

of famous Greek originals. — Upper Italy and Tuscany stand, on the

other hand, in the very forefront of the artistic life of the middle

ages and early Renaissance, and Venice may boast of having bril-

liantly unfolded the glories of Italian painting at a time when that

art had sunk to its nadir at Rome and Florence. In order, however,

to place the reader at a proper point of view for appreciating the

development of art in N. Italy, it is necessary to give a sketch

of the progress of Italian art in general from the earliest ages

onwards.

In the 4th century the heathen world, which had long been in a

tottering condition, at length became Christianized, and a new period

of art began. Christian Art is sometimes erroneously regarded

as the result of a forcible rupture from ancient Roman art, and as a

sudden and spontaneous invention of a new style. But the eye and
the hand adhere to custom more tenaciously than the mind. While
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new ideas and altered views ©f the character of the Deity and the

destination of man prevailed, the wonted forms were still neces-

sarily employed in the expression of these conceptions. Moreover
the heathen sovereigns had by no means been unremittingly hostile

to Christianity (the age of persecution did not begin till the 3rd cent-

ury), and the new doctrines were permitted to expand, take deeper

root, and organize themselves in the midst of heathen society. The
consequence was that the transition from heathen to Christian ideas

of art was a gradual one, and that in point of form early-Christian

art continued to follow up the lessons of the ancient. The best

proof of this is afforded by the paintings in the Roman catacombs,

the burial-places of the early Christian community. In these the

artistic principles of pagan antiquity are adhered to, alike in de-

corative forms, design, choice of colour, grouping of figures, and

treatment of subject. Even the sarcophagus sculptures of the 4th and

5th centuries differ in purport only, and not in technical treatment,

from the type exhibited in the tomb-reliefs of heathen Eome. Five

centuries elapsed before a new artistic style sprang up in painting

and in the greatly neglected plastic arts. Meanwhile architecture

had developed itself commensurately with the requirements of

Christian worship, and, in connection with the new modes of build-

ing, painting acquired a different character.

The term Basilica Style is often employed to designate early

Christian architecture down to the 10th century. The Roman forensic

basilicas, which are proved to have existed in the fora of most
of the towns of the Roman empire, served as courts of justice and
public exchanges. The belief that these were afterwards fitted np

for the purposes of Christian worship is now exploded, but in

their main features they served as models for the construction of

Christian churches. After the 4th cent, the following became the

established type of the Christian basilica. In front was a quad-

rangular forecourt (atrium), of the same width as the basilica itself,

surrounded with an open colonnade and provided with a fountain

(cantharus) for the ablutions of the devout. This formed the ap-

proach to the interior of the church, which usually consisted of

a nave and two aisles, the latter lower than the former, and

separated from it by two rows of columns, the whole terminating

in a semicircle (apsis). In front of the apse there was sometimes
a transverse space (transept); the altar, surmounted by a canopy-

like columnar structure (ciborium), occupied a detached position

in the apse; the space in front of it, bounded i>y cancelli or rail-

ings, was destined for the choir of officiating priests, and con-

tained the two pulpits (ainbones) where the gospel and epistles

were read. Unlike the ancient temples, the early-Christian basilicas

exhibit a neglect of external architecture, tin; chief irnportaiuM*

being attached to the interior, the decorations of which, however,
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especially in early mediaeval times, were often procured by plunder-

ing the ancient Roman edifices and transferring the spoil with little

regard to harmony of style and material. The most appropriate

ornaments of the churches were the metallic objects, such as crosses

and lustres, and the tapestry bestowed by papal piety; while the

chief decoration of the walls consisted of mosaics, especially those

covering the background of the apse and the 'triumphal' arch which

separates the apse from the nave. The mosaics contributed to give

rise to a new style of pictorial art; in tliem ancient tradition was
for the first time abandoned and a harsh and austere style, akin to

that of Byzantium, was gradually introduced.

No other town of N. Italy can compare with Ravenna in the

richness of its early- Christian monuments (comp. p. 495). The
basilica-type was there more highly matured, the external archi-

tecture enlivened by low arches and projecting buttresses, and the

capitals of the columns in the interior appropriately moulded with

reference to the superincumbent arches. Here, too, the art of mosaic

painting was sedulously cultivated , exhibiting in its earlier spe-

cimens (in the Baptistery of the Orthodox and Tomb of Gralla

Placidia) greater technical excellence and better drawing than the

contemporaneous Roman works. At Ravenna the Western style also

appears in combination with the Eastern, and the church of San

Vitale (dating from 547) may be regarded as a fine example of a

Byzantine structure. The forms of Byzantine architecture are

strongly and clearly defined. While the basilica is a long-extended

hall, over which the eye is compelled to range until it finds a natural

resting-place in the apse, every Byzantine structure may be circum-

scribed with a curved line. The aisles, which in the basilica run

parallel with the nave, degenerate in the Byzantine style to narrow
and insignificant passages; the apse is separated from the nave and
so loses its intimate connect'on with it; the most conspicuous feature

in the building consists of the central square space, bounded by four

massive pillars which support the dome. These are the essential

characteristics of the Byzantine style, which culminates in the

magnificent church of St. Sophia at Constantinople and prevails

throughout Oriental Christendom, but in the West, including Italy,

occurs sporadically only. With the exception of the churches of

San Vitale at Ravenna, San Lorenzo in Milan, and St. Mark at

Venice, the edifices of Lower Italy alone show a frequent application

of this style.

The Byzantine imagination does not appear to have exercised

a greater influence on the growth of other branches of Italian art

than on architecture. A brisk traffic in works of art was carried

on with the Orient by Venice, Amalfi, Aquileia, Grrado, and other
Italian towns; silk-wares, tapestry, articles in ivory, and jewellery

were most highly valued when imported from Constantinople.
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Byzantine artists were always welcome visitors to Italy, works
of art (especially large works in metal) were ordered from Con-

stantinople by Italian connoisseurs, and the superiority of Byzantine

workmanship was universally acknowledged. All this, however,

does not justify the inference that Italian art was quite subordinate

to Byzantine. On the contrary, notwithstanding various external

influences, it underwent an independent development and never

entirely abandoned its ancient principles. A considerable interval

indeed elapsed before the fusion of the original inhabitants with

tlic Grcrmanic immigrants was complete, before the aggregate of

different tribes, languages, customs, and ideas became blended into

a single nationality, and before the people attained sufficient con-

centration and independence of spirit to devote themselves suc-

cessfully to the cultivation of art. Unproductive in the province

of art as this early period is, no real departure from native

tradition ever took place. It may be admitted that in the massive

columns and cumbrous capitals of the churches of Upper Italy,

and in the style of their ornamentation, symptoms of the Grermanic

character of the inhabitants are manifested, and that in the Lower
Italian and especially Sicilian structures traces of Arabian and
Norman influence are unmistakable. In the essentials, however, the

foreigners continue to be the recipients; the might of ancient tradi-

tion and the national idea of form might be temporarily repressed

but they could not be obliterated.

About the middle of the 11th century a zealous and promising
artistic movement took place in Italy and the seeds were sown which
tliree or four centuries later yielded so luxuriant a growth. As yet

nothing was matured, nothing completed, the aim was obscure, the

resources insufficient; architecture alone satisfied artistic require-

ments. The attempts at painting and sculpture were at first bar-

barous in the extreme, but they were the germs of the whole sub-

sequent development of art. This has been aptly designated the

Romanesque period (11-1 3th cent.), and the then prevalent forms
of art the Romanesque Style. As the Romance languages, not-

withstanding alterations, additions, and corruptions, maintain their

filial relation to the language of the Romans, so Romanesque art, in

spite of its rude and barbarous aspect, reveals its descent from the

art of that people. The Tuscan towns were among the principal

scenes of the prosecution of media;val art. There an industrial popu-
lation gradually arose, treasures of commerce were collected, inde-

pendent views of life were acquired in active party conflicts, loftier

common interests became interwoven with those of private life, and

education entered a broader and more enlightened track; and thus

a taste for art also was awakened, and a'sthetic perception developed

itself. When Italian architecture of the Romanesque period is

examined the difference between its character and that of contem-
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poraneous northern works is at once apparent. In the latter the

principal aim is perfection in the construction of vaulting. French,

English, and German churches are unquestionably the more organi-

cally conceived, the individual parts arc more inseparable and more
appropriately arranged. But the subordination of all other aims to

that of the secure and accurate formation of the vaulting does not

admit of an unrestrained manifestation of the sense of form. The
columns are apt to be heavy, symmetry and harmony in the con-

stituent members to be disregarded. On Italian soil new architectural

ideas are rarely found, constructive boldness not being here the chief

object; on the other hand, the decorative arrangements are richer and

more grateful, the sense of rhythm and symmetry more pronounced.

The cathedral of Pisa or the church of San Miniato near Florence,

both founded as early as the 11th century, may be taken as an ex-

ample of this. The interior with its rows of columns, the mouldings

throughout, and the flat ceiling recall the basilica-type; while the

exterior, especially the fagade destitute of tower, with the small

arcades one above the other, and the variegated colours of the

courses of stone, presents a fine decorative effect. At the same
time the construction and decoration of the walls already evince a

taste for the elegant proportions which we admire in later Italian

structures; the formation of the capitals, and the design of the out-

lines prove that the precepts of antiquity were not entirely for-

gotten. A peculiar conservative spirit pervades the mediaeval archi-

tecture of Italy; artists do not aim at an unknown and remote

object; the ideal which they have in view, although perhaps in-.

stinctively only, lies in the past; to conjure up this and bring about

a Renaissance of the antique appears to be the goal of their as-

pirations. They indulge in no bold or novel schemes, but are content

to display their love of form in the execution of details. Wliat

architecture as a whole loses in historical attraction is compensated
by the beauty of the details. While the North possesses structures

of greater importance in the development of art, Italy boasts of a

far greater number of pleasing works.

There is hardly a district in Italy which does not boast of

interesting examples of Romanesque architecture. At Verona we
may mention the famous church of St. Zeno. In the same style are

the cathedrals of Ferrara, Modena, Parma, and Piacenza, the

church of Sant'Ambrogio s-t Milan, with its characteristic forecourt

and fagade, and that of San Michele at Pavia. Tuscany abounds in

Romanesque edifices. Among these the palm is due to the cathedral

of Pisa, a church of spacious dimensions in the interior, superbly
embellished with its marble of two colours and the rows of columns
on its fagade. To the same period belong also the neighbouring
baptistery and the Leaning Tower, which, like most of the mediaeval

Italian campanili, finds its prototype in the Pharos, the celebrated
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lighthouse of the Ptolemies at Alexandria. The churches of Lucca
are copies of those at Pisa. Those of Florence, however, such as

the octagonal, domecovered baptistery and the above-mentioned

church of San Miniato, and also the Collegiata of Empoli, exhibit

an independent style; these are known as works of the 'Proto-

Renaissance', since they all betray a thorough study of ancient

remains and early-Christian forms.

The position occupied by Italy with regard to Gothic Archi-
tecture is thus rendered obvious. She could not entirely ignore its

influence, although incapable of according an unconditional recep-

tion to this, the highest development of vault-architecture. Grothic

was introduced into Italy in a mature and perfected condition. It

did not of necessity, as in France, develop itself from the earlier

(Romanesque) style, its progress cannot be traced step by step; it

was imported by foreign architects and adopted as being in con-

sonance with the tendency of the age; it found numerous admirers

among the mendicant orders of monks and the humbler classes of

citizens, but could never quite disengage itself from Italianizing in-

fluences. It was so far transformed that the constructive constituents

of Grothic are degraded to a decorative office, and the national taste

thus became reconciled to it. The cathedral of Milan cannot be

regarded as a fair specimen of Italian Gothic; that style must rather

be sought for in the mediaeval cathedrals of Florence, Siena, and

OrvietOy in the church of San Petronio at Bologna, and in secular

edifices, such as the Loggia dei Lanzi at Florence, the communal
palaces of towns in Central Italy, and the palaces of Venice. An
acquaintance with true Gothic construction, so contracted notwith-

standing all its apparent richness, so exclusively adapted to practical

requirements, can certainly not be acquired from these cathedrals.

The spacious interior, inviting, as it were, to calm enjoyment, while

the cathedrals of the north seem to produce a sense of oppression,

the predominance of horizontal lines, the playful application of

pointed arches and gables, of finials and canopies, prove that an

organic and constructive coherence of the different architectural

distinguishing members was here but little considered. The charac-

teristics of Gothic architecture, the towers immediately connected

with the fagade, and the prominent buttresses are generally wanting
in Italian Gothic edifices. Gothic lost much of its peculiar character

in Italy, but by these deviations from the customary type it there

became capable of being nationalized and of being reconciled witli

the atmosphere and light, the climate and natural features of Italy.

The other branches of art were slow to share in the advance
of architecture. Sculpture was first called to the aid of arclii

tecture in the ecclesiastical huildings of the Ronian(;squc style in

the Kmilia and Verona, wher(! it was applied to the decoration

of portals and facades, 'i'lie somewhat crude sculptures on the
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facades of the cathedrals of Modena, Piacenza, and Ferraraj
on the portal of the cathedral of Verona^ and on the facade of San

Zeno (p. xl) are independent creations of the masters Wiligelmus
and NicoLAus (ca. 1100), quite uninfluenced by early-Christian or

Byzantine models. They already reveal a distinct striving after

liveliness of expression and perspicuity of narration. The same
remark applies to the tabernacle of the high-altar at Sant' Ambrogio
in Milan and to the so-called Tempietto at Cividale, the latter

probably due in part to the German Benedictines, who worked also

in San Pietro, near Civate. The sculptures of Benedetto Ante-
LAMi (floruit ca. 1178-96) in the cathedral, museum, and bap-

tistery of Parma show farther advances in the significance of sym-

bolism, the lifelikcness of presentation, and the reproduction of

spiritual expression.

The church-fagades and pulpits of Tuscany did not begin to be

adorned with sculpture till the middle of the 12th century. The
ornamentation of the architrave of the main portal of San Griovanni

Fuorcivitas at Pistoia, which is due to Gtruamons, and the portal-

sculptures by BiDuiNus in the churches of San Salvatore and San

Casciano (1180) at Lucca are alike free from Byzantine influence.

German stone-cutters ('Maestri Comacini') exercised their art in

the first half of the 13th century in the churches of Tuscany;

among these were Guidetto, who worked in the cathedral of Lucca

(1204), and Guido Bigarelli, who executed the font of the bap-

tistery at Pisa in 1246. The apparently sudden and unheralded

revival of ancient ideals which soon afterwards took place in Pisa

is one of the most interesting phenomena in the history of art.

The Italians themselves could only account for it this by attribute

ing it to chance. The popular story was that the sculptor Wiccolo
Pisano (ca. 1220-ca. 1280; p. 513) was induced by an inspection

of ancient sarcophagi to exchange the prevailing style for the ancient.

Indeed we can actually trace the antique prototypes of his reliefs

on the pulpit in the baptistery at Pisa, figures in which are bor-

rowed from a Bacchic vase still preserved in the Campo Santo of

that city, from the sarcophagus with the myth of Phaedra (p. 517),

from a Roman vase, and even from an Etruscan cinerary urn.

Whether Nicold Pisano was a member of a local school or was
trained under South Italian influences we are as yet unable to

determine. His sculptures on the pulpits in the baptistery of Pisa

and the cathedral of Siena introduce us at once into a new world.

It is not merely their obvious resemblance to the works of antiquity

that arrests the eye; a still higher charm is exercised by the

peculiarly fresh and direct life that animates the separate figures.

By his son, Giovanni Pisano (1250-ca. 1331; p. 513) and his

followers Andrea and Nino Pisano, a diminished homage was paid

to antiquity, but importance was still attached to life and ex-
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pression. The artists' personal predilections in composition and
form assert themselves more strongly; individual characteristics

become more marked; and art enters into a more intimate relation

with the national conscious life, which, meanwhile, had found in

poetry another vehicle of complete expression.

From this period (14th century) therefore the Italians date the

origin of their modern art. Contemporaneous writers who observed

the change of views, the revolution in sense of form, and the su-

periority of the more recent works in life and expression, warmly
extolled their authors and zealously proclaimed how greatly they

surpassed their ancestors. But succeeding generations began to

lose sight of this connection between ancient and modern art.

A mere anecdote was deemed sufficient to connect Giotto (Giotto

di Bondone 1266-1337; p. 559), the father of modern Italian

art, with Giovanni Cimabue (d. after 1302), the most celebrated

representative of the earlier style. (Cimabue is said to have watched

Giotto, when, as a shepherd-boy, tracing the outlines of his sheep in

the sand, and to have received him as a pupil in consequence.) But

it was forgotten that a revolution in artistic ideas and forms had
taken place at Rome, Pisa, and Siena still earlier than at Florence,

that both Cimabue and his pupil Giotto had numerous professional

brethren, and that the composition of mosaics, as well as mural and
panel-painting, was still successfully practised. Subsequent in-

vestigation has rectified these errors, pointed out the Roman and
Tuscan mosaics as works of the transition-period, given Giovanni

Pisano credit for his importance in the history of painting as well

as of sculpture, and restored the Sienese master Duccio (ca. 1300),

who was remarkable for his sense of the beautiful and the ex-

pressiveness of his figures, to his merited rank. Giotto, however,

is fully entitled to rank in the highest class. The amateur who
before entering Italy has become acquainted with Giotto from in-

significant easel-pictures only, often arbitrarily attributed to this

master, and even in Italy itself encounters little else than obliquely

drawn eyes, clumsy features, deficient knowledge of anatomy, cum-
brous masses of drapery, and inaccurate perspective as character-

istics of his style, will regard Giotto's reputation as ill-founded.

He will be at a loss to comprehend why Giotto is regarded as the

inaugurator of a new era of art and why the name of the old

Florentine master is only second in popularity to that of Raphael.

The fact is that Giotto's celebrity is not due to any single perfect

work of art. His indefatigable energy in different s])heres of art,

the enthusiasm which he kindhnl in every direction, and the deve-

lopment for which he paved the way, must be taken into consid-

eration, in order that his place in history may be understood.

Even wlicn, in consonance with the poetical sentiments of his age,

be embodies allegorical conceptions, as poverty, chastity, obedience,
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or displays to us a ship as an emblem of the Church of Christ,

he shows a masterly acquaintance with the art of converting what
is perhaps in itself an ungrateful idea into a speaking, lifelike

scene. Giotto is an adept in narration, in imparting a faithful

reality to his compositions. The individual figures in his pictures

may fail to satisfy the expectations, and even earlier masters, such

as Duccio, may have surpassed him in execution, but intelligibility

of movement and dramatic effect were first naturalized in art by

Giotto. This is partly attributable to the luminous colouring em-

ployed by him instead of the dark and heavy tones of his prede-

cessors, enabling him to impart the proper expression to his artistic

and novel conceptions. On these grounds therefore Giotto, so ver-

satile and so active in the most extended spheres, was accounted

the purest type of his time, and practically shaped the course of

Italian painting for nearly a century.

As in the case of all the earlier Italian painters, so in that of

Giotto and his successors, an opinion of their true merits can be

formed from their mural paintings alone. The intimate connection

of the picture with the architecture, of which it constituted the

living ornament, compelled artists to study the rules of symmetry
and harmonious composition, developed their sense of style, and,

as extensive spaces were placed at their disposal, admitted of broad

and unshackled delineation. Almost every church in Florence

boasted of specimens of art in the style of Giotto, and almost ev-

ery town in Central Italy in the 14th century practised some branch

of art akin to Giotto's. The most valuable works of this style are

preserved in the churches of Santa Croce (especially the choir

chapels) and Santa Maria Novella at Florence. Beyond the pre-

cincts of the Tuscan capital the finest works of Giotto are to be

found at Assisi and in the Madonna dell' Arena at Padua, where
about 1306 he executed an elaborate series of scenes from the lives

of the Virgin and the Saviour. The Campo Santo of Pisa (p. 515)
affords specimens of the handivrork of his pupils and contempora-
ries. In the works on the walls of this unique national museum
the spectator cannot fail to be struck by their finely -conceived,

poetical character (e.g. the Triumph over Death), their sublimity

(Last Judgment, Trials of Job), or their richness in dramatic effect

(History of St. Rainerus, and of the Martyrs Ephesus and Potitus).

In the 15th century, as it had done in the 14th, Florence con-

tinued to take the lead amongst the capitals of Italy in matters

of art. Vasari (p. Ixvii) accounts for this by the pure and delicious

atmosphere, which he regards as highly conducive to intelligence

and refinement. As a matter of fact, however, Florence did not

itself produce a greater number of eminent artists than other

places. During a long period Siena successfully vied with her in

artistic fertility, and Upper Italy in the 14th century gave birth
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to the painter Altichiero of Yerona (p. 300), who is distinctly

superior to the Tuscan followers of Griotto. On the other hand, no

Italian city afforded in its political institutions and public life so

many favourable stimulants to artistic imagination, or promoted
intellectual activity in so marked a degree, or combined ease and
dignity so harmoniously as Florence. What therefore was but ob-

scurely experienced in the rest of Italy, and manifested in Siena

at irregular intervals only, was generally first realized here with

tangible distinctness. Florence became the birthplace of the re-

volution in art effected by Griotto, and Florence was the home of

the art of the Renaissance, which began to prevail soon after the

beginning of the 15th century and superseded the style of Griotto.

The word Renaissance is commonly understood to designate

a revival of the antique; but while ancient art now began to in-

fluence artistic taste more powerfully, and its study to be more
zealously prosecuted, the essential character of the Renaissance

consists by no means exclusively, or even principally, in the imi-

tation of the antique; nor must the term be confined merely to art,

as it truly embraces the whole progress of civilization in Italy

during the 15th and the first half of the 16th century. How this

powerful intellectual tendency manifested itself in political life,

and the different phases it assumed in the scientific and the social

world, cannot here be discussed. It may, however, be observed

that the Renaissance in social life was chiefly promoted by the

^humanists', who preferred general culture to great professional

attainments, who enthusiastically regarded classical antiquity as

the golden age of great men, and who exercised the most extensive

influence on the bias of artistic views. In the period of the Renai-

ssance the position of the artist with regard to his work, and
the nature and aspect of the latter are changed. The education

and taste of the individual artist is more clearly mirrored in his

work than was ever before the case; his creations are pre-emi-

nently the reflection of his intellect; his alone is the responsibi-

lity, his the reward of success or the mortification of failure.

Artists now seek to attain celebrity, they desire their works to

be examined and judged as testimonials of their personal endow-
ments. Mere technical skill by no means satisfies them, although

they are far from despising th(! discipline of a handicraft (many
of the most eminent quattrocentists having received the rudiments
of their education in the workshop of the goldsmith); exclusive

devotion to a single sphere of art is regarded by them as an indi-

cation of int(illectual poverty, while they aim at mastering the

technique of every branch. They work simultaneously as painters

and sculptors, and when they devote themselves also to archi-

tecture it is deemed nothing unwonted or anomalous. A compre-

hensive and versatile education, united with refined personal sen-
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timents, forms their loftiest aim. This they attain in but few

instances, but that they eagerly aspired to it is proved by the bio-

graphy of the illustrious Leon Battista Alberti (1404-72), who,

at once a practical artist and a profound theorist, is entitled to the

same rank in the second half of the 15th century as Leonardo da

Vinci in tbe 16th. Rationally educated, physically and morally

healthy, keenly alive to the calm enjoyments of life, and possessing

clearly defined ideas and pure tastes, the Renaissance artists neces-

sarily regarded nature and her artistic embodiment with different

views from their predecessors. A fresh and joyous love of nature

seems to pervade the whole of this period. She not only afforded

an unbounded field to the scientific, but artists also strove to ap-

proach her at first by a careful study of her various phenomena.

Anatomy, geometry, perspective, and the study of proportion dra-

pery, and colour are zealously pursued and practically applied.

External truth, fidelity to nature, and a correct rendering of real

life in its minutest details are among the necessary qualities in a

perfect work. The realism of the representation is, however,

only the basis for the expression of lifelike character and present

enjoyment. The earlier artists of the Renaissance rarely exhibit

partiality for pathetic scenes or events that awaken painful emo-

tions and turbulent passions, and when such incidents are repre-

sented they are apt to be somewhat exaggerated. The preference

of these masters obviously inclines to cheerful and joyous subjects.

In the works of the 15th century strict faithfulness, in an objective

sense, must not be looked for. Whether the topic be derived from

the Old or the New Testament, from history, tradition, or fable, it

is always transplanted to the immediate present, and adorned with

the colours of actual life. Thus Florentines of the genuine national

type are represented as surrounding the patriarchs , visiting Eliza-

beth after the birth of her son, or witnessing the miracles of Christ.

This innocent transference of remote events to the present stands

in admirable harmony wdth the naive methods of narration still

characteristic of these compositions.

The development of Italian art, however, by no means termi-

nates with mere fidelity to nature, a quality likewise displayed by
the contemporaneous art of tlie North. A superficial glance at the

works of the Italian Renaissance enables one to recognise the higher

goal of imagination. The carefully selected groups of dignified

men, beautiful women, and pleasing children, occasionally without

internal necessity placed in the foreground, prove that attractive-

ness was pre-eminently aimed at. This is evidenced also by the

early-awakened enthusiasm for the nude, by the skill in disposition

of drapery, and the care devoted to boldness of outline and accu-

racy of form. It is still more obvious in the keen sense of sym-
metry observable in all the better artists. The individual figures
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are not coldly and accurately drawn in conformity with systematic

rules. They are executed with refined taste and feeling; harshness

of expression and unpleasing characteristics are sedulously avoided,

while in the art of the North {e.g. in w^ood-cuts and engravings)

physiognomic fidelity is usually accompanied by extreme rigidity.

A taste for symmetry does not prevail in the formation of the in-

dividual figure only ; obedience to rhythmical precepts is perceptible

in the disposition of the groups also and in the composition of

the entire work. The intimate connection between Italian wall-

painting (fresco) and architecture naturally leads to the transference

of architectural rules to the province of pictorial art, whereby not

only the invasion of a mere sensuous naturalism was obviated, but

the fullest scope was afforded to the personal and individual capa-

city of the artist. For to discover the most effective proportions,

to move only in harmonious progressions, to inspire life into a

scene by the very rhythm of line, are not accomplishments to be

acquired by extraneous aid; precise measurement and calculation

are here of no avail; only a discriminating eye, refined taste, and

a creative imagination, which instinctively divines the appropriate

forms for its design, can achieve mastery.

This enthusiasm for external beauty and just and harmonious

proportions is the essential characteristic of the art of the Renais-

sance. Its veneration for the antique is also thus accounted for.

At first an ambitious thirst for fame caused the Italians of the

15lh and IGth centuries to look back to classical antiquity as the

era of illustrious men, and ardently to desire its return. Sub-

sequently, however, they regarded it simply as an excellent and
appropriate resource, when the study of actual life did not suffice,

and an admirable assistance in perfecting tlieir sense of form and
symmetry. They by no means viewed the art of the ancients as a

perfect whole, or as the product of a definite historical epoch, that

hat developed itself under peculiar conditions; their attention was
arrested by the individual works of antiquity and their special

beauties. Thus ancient ideas were re-admitted into the sphere of

Renaissance art. A return to the religious spirit of the Romans
and Greeks is not of course to be inferred from the veneration for

the ancient gods shown during the humanistic period; belief in the

Olympian gods was extinct; but just because no devotional feeling

was interiningled, because tlie forms could receive; life only from
creative imagination, did tlu^y exercise so ])owerliil an inllucnce on

the Italian masters.

These remarks will, it is hoped, convey to the reader a general

idea of the character of the Renaissance, 'i'hose who examine the

AuciiiTECTiiKAL WoKKH of tlic \^)i\\ or lOtli cciitury should r(!frain

from marring their enjoyment by tin; not altogether justifiable re-

llection that in the Kcnaissancc style no new system was invented,
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as the architects merely employed the ancient elements and ad-

hered principally to tradition in their constructive principles and
selection of component parts. Notwithstanding the apparent want of

organization, however, great beauty of form, the outcome of the

most exuberant imagination, will be observed in all these structures.

Throughout the diversified stages of the development of the

succeeding styles of Renaissance architecture, felicity of proportion

is invariably the aim of all the great masters. To appreciate their

success in this aim should be regarded as the principal task also

of the spectator, who with this object in view will do well to com-
pare a Gothic with a Renaissance structure. This comparison will

2)rove to him that harmony of proportion is not the only effective

element in architecture; for, especially in the cathedrals of Grcr-

many, the exclusively vertical tendency, the attention to form

without regard to measure, the violation of precepts of rhythm,

and a disregard of proportion and of the proper ratio of the open to

the closed cannot fail to strike the eye. Even the unskilled ama-

teur will thus be convinced of the abrupt contrast between the

mediaeval and the Renaissance styles. Thus prepared, he may, for

example proceed to inspect the Pitti Palace at Florence^ which,

undecorated and unorganized as it is, would scarcely be distin-

guishable from a rude pile of stones, if a judgment were formed

from the mere description. The artistic charm consists in the sim-

plicity of the proportions, the just relation in the height of the

stories, and the tasteful adjustment of the windows in the vast

surface of the fagade. That the architects thoroughly understood

the aesthetic effect of symmetrical proportions is proved by the mode
of construction adopted in the somewhat more recent Florentine

palaces (Palazzi Medici, Rucellai, and Strozzi), in which the roughly

hewn blocks (rustica) in the successive stories recede in gradations,

and by the careful experiments as to whether the cornice sur-

mounting the structure should bear reference to the highest story

or to the entire facade. The same bias manifests itself inBramante's
imagination (p. 1); and when in church-fagades, after the example
of Palladio (p. li), a single order of columns was substituted for

those resting above one another, symmetry of proportion was still

the object in view.

From the buildings of Brunelleschi (p. i), the greatest master

of the Early Renaissance, down to those of Andrea Palladio

of Vicenza (p. li), the last great architect of the Renaissance, all

works of architecture will be found to possess many features in

common. The style of the 15th century may, however, easily be

distinguished from that of the 16th. The Florentine Pitti, Medici,

and Strozzi palaces are still based on the type of the mediaeval

castle, but other contemporary creations show a closer affinity to the

forms and articulation of antique art. A taste for beauty of detail,
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coeval with the realistic tendency in painting, produces in the

architecture of the 15th century an extensive application of grace-

ful and attractive ornaments, which entirely cover the surfaces and

throw the real organization of tlie edifice into the background. For
a time the true aim of Renaissance art appears to have been de-

parted from; anxious care is devoted to detail instead of to general

effect ; the re-application of columns did not at first admit of spacious

structures; the dome rose but timidly above the level of the roof.

But this attention to minutiae, this disregard of effect on the part

of these architects, was only, as it were, a restraining of their

power in order the more completely to master, the more grandly to

develop the art.

There is no doubt that the Renaissance palaces (among which
the ducal palace of Urbino has always been regarded as pre-emi-

nently typical) are more attractive than the churches. These last,

however, though destitute of the venerable associations connected

with the mediaeval cathedrals, bear ample testimony to the ability

of their builders. The churches of Northern Italy in particular are

worthy of examination. The principal early-Renaissance monu-
ment in this part of the country is the fagade of the Certosa

of Favia^ a superb example of decorative architecture. Besides

the marble edifices of this period we observe also structures in

brick, in which the vaulting and pillars are prominent features. The
favourite form was either circular or that of the Grreek cross (with

equal arms), the edifice being usually crowned with a dome and

displaying in its interior an exuberant taste for lavish enrichment.

Of this type are the cathedral and Santa Maria di Canepanova at

Favia, the Incoronata at Lodi, and the Madonna della Croce near

Crema. It was in this region that Bramante prosecuted the stu-

dies of which Rome afterwards reaped the benefit. Among the

secular buildings of N. Italy we may mention the Ospedale Maggiore
at Milan, which shows the transition fronj Gothic to Renaissance.

The best survey of the palatial edifices built of brick will be ob-

tained by walking through the streets oi Bologna, where the great

masters Fokmigine and Tekribilia (p. 471) demonstrated their

supremacy in the finest development of terracotta decoration.

The visitor to Venice will have an opportunity of tracing within

a very limited space the progress of Renaissance architecture. The
court of the Doge's Palace and the church of San Zaccaria are

examples of early-Renaissance still in conflict with Gothic, while

the richly coloured church of Santa Maria dei Miracoli and the

Scuola di San Marco exhibit the style in its perfection. Foremost
among the architects of Venice must be mentioned the Lomhauih,
to whom most of the Venetian buildings of the Ifjth cent, are attri-

buted; and Antonio Rizzo oI" V<*rona (ca. 14.'J0 to ca. 1498; p. 350)
is a worthy coadjutor. One of the most famous architects of N.

JUildkkeh'h Noitlicrn Ituly. lilli 10<lit. (\
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Italy was Fra GiocondO of Verona (1435-1515; p. 299), a monk,

a philologist (tlie discoverer of the letters of the younger Pliny), a

botanist, an engineer, and a thoroughly trained architect, who at a

very advanced age, after the death of Bramante, was summoned
to Rome to superintend the building of St. Peter's.

Examples of early Renaissance architecture abound in the towns

of Tuscany. At Flore^ice^ the scene of Filippo Brunellpjschi's

labours (1377-1446; p. 560), the attention is chiefly arrested by
the churches of San Lorenzo and Santo Spirito, the Cappella dei

Pazzi (Santa Croce), the hall of the Foundling Hospital, and the

Old Sacristy of San Lorenzo, with which it is interesting to com-

pare the New Sacristy by Michael Angelo. The Palazzo Rucellai

(p. xlviii), by Leon Battista Alberti (p. xlvi), is important sa show-

ing the combination of pilasters with 'rustica', the greatest ad-

vance achieved by the early Renaissance. Siena, with its numer-

ous palaces, Pienza, with the buildings of Bernardino Rossbllino

(p. liv), the model of a Renaissance town, and Urbino also aftord

excellent examples of the art of the Quattrocentists, but are

beyond the limits of the present volume. Though uniformity is

not a feature of Renaissance art, these edifices may be classed in

a number of local groups, according to material and various other

characteristics.

The early Renaissance is succeeded by Bramante's epoch

(1444-1514; p. 158), with which began the golden age of sym-

metrical construction. With a wise economy the mere decorative

portions were circumscribed, while greater significance and more
marked expression were imparted to the true constituents of the

structure, the real exponents of the architectural design. The
works of the Bramantine era are less graceful and attractive than

those of its predecessors, but superior in their well defined, lofty

simplicity and finished character. Had the Church of St. Peter

been completed in the consistent form originally designed by
Bramante, which would have made it superior to all the edifices

of antiquity, we could have pronounced a more decided opinion

as to the ideal of the church-architecture of the Renaissance. The
circumstance that the grandest work of this style has been sub-

jected to the most varied alterations teaches us to refrain from the

indiscriminate blame which so commonly falls to the lot of Re-
naissance churches. It must at least be admitted that the favourite

form of a Greek cross with rounded extremities and a central dome
possesses concentrated unity, and that the pillar-construction re-

lieved by niches presents a most majestic appearance; nor can it

be disputed that in the churches of the Renaissance the same artistic

principles are applied as in the universally admired palaces and
secular edifices. If the former therefore excite less interest, this

is not due to the inferiority of the architects but to causes beyond
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tbcir control. The great masters of this culminating period of the

Renaissance were Raphael (p. Ixi), Baldassare Peruzzi (p. 471),

and the younger Antonio da Sangallo at Rome, Michele San-

MicHELi of Verona (1484-1559; p. 300) and Iacopo Sansovino of

Florence (1486-1570; p. 350) at Venice, while Michael Angelo

(p. lix) forms the connecting link with the late -Renaissance and

baroque era.

Outside of Lombardy the traveller will best become acquainted

with the works of Bramante and his contemporaries at Rome,
but there are other places also that possess important examples

of the ^High Renaissance' style. At Florence^ for example, are the

Palazzo Pandolfini and the Palazzo Uguccioni, the former of which

is said to have been designed by Raphael; the court of the Pitti

Palace by Bart. Ammanati; the Palazzo Serristori and the Palazzo

Bartolini by Baccio d'Agnolo. We must mention Mantua as the

scene of the architectural labours of Giulio Romano (p. 315),

Vei^ona with its numerous buildings by Sanmicheli {e.g. the Pa-

lazzo Bevilacqua), and Padua., where Giovanni Maria Falconetto
(1458-1534) and Andrea Riccio (Cappella del Santo) flourished.

At Venice the Renaissance culminated in the works of Iacopo San-

sovino (Old Library). The succeeding generation of the 16th cent-

ury did not adhere to the style introduced by Bramante, which,

indeed, had never been reduced to a finished system. They aim,

under the influence of Michael Angclo, more sedulously at general

eff'cct, so that harmony among the individual members begins to

be neglected; they endeavour to arrest the eye by boldness of con-

struction and striking contrasts; or they borrow new modes of ex-

pression from antiquity, the precepts of which had hitherto been

applied in an unsystematic manner only, and undertake a critical

archaeological revision of its details. Bologna became the scene of

tlie activity of the two great theorists, Vignola and Serlio (pp. 455,

471), the first of whom exercised an enormous influence on the

future of architecture by his book on the Five Orders of Archi-

tecture, while the latter wrote a significant work on the contem-

porary ideas of antique art. Another important master of the late

Itfnalssance was Oaleazzo Alessi of Perugia (1512-72), architect

of Santa Maria di (Jarignano at Genoa and the Palazzo Marino at

Milan.
In the middle and latter half of the IGth cent. Bologna., Milan.,

Genoa., and Vicenza were zealous patrons of art. The most emi-

nent architect of this period at Venice was Andrea Palladio of

Vicenza ('1518-80; p. 324j, the last of the great Renaissance archi-

tects, whose Venetian churches (San Giorgio Maggiore and Reden-

tore) and Vicentine palaces arc equally celebrated. The fundamental

type of domestic architecture at Venice; recurs with little variation.

The nature of the ground afforded little scope for the capi'ice of

d*
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the arcliitect, while the conservative spirit of the inhabitants in-

clined them to adhere to the style established by custom. Nice

distinctions of style are therefore the more observable, and that

which emanated from a pure sense of form the more appreciable.

Those who have been convinced by careful comparison of the great

superiority of the Library of Sansovino (in the Piazzetta; p. 359)

over the new Procuratic of Vincenzo Scamozzi (1552-161G; p. 354),

although the two edifices exactly correspond in many respects, have

made great progress towards an accurate insight into the archi-

tecture of the Renaissance.

Much, however, would be lost by the traveller who devoted

his attention exclusively to the master-works that have been ex-

tolled from time immemorial, or solely to the great monumental
structures. As even the insignificant vases {majolicas^ manufactured

at Pesaro, Urbino, Gubbio, Deruta, Faenza, and Castel Durante)

testify to the taste of the Italians, their partiality for classical

models, and their enthusiasm for purity of form, so also in inferior

works, some of which fall within the province of a mere handi-

craft, the peculiar beauties of the Renaissance style are often

detected, and charming specimens of architecture are sometimes

discovered in remote corners of Italian towns. Nor must the vast

domain of decorative sculpture be disregarded, as such works,

whether in metal, stone, or stucco, inlaid or carved wood (intarsia

and intaglio)^ often verge on the sphere of architecture in their

designs, drawing, and style of enrichment.

On the whole it may be asserted that the architecture of the Re-

naissance, which in obedience to the requirements of modern life

manifests its greatest excellence in secular structures, cannot fail

to gratify the taste of the most superficial observer. AYith the

Sculpture of the same period, however, the case is different. The
Italian architecture of the 15th and 16th centuries still possesses

a practical value and is imitated even at the present day, and paint-

ing undoubtedly attained its highest consummation at the same
period. But the sculpture of the Renaissance does not appear to

us worthy of revival, and indeed cannot compete with that of anti-

quity. Yet the plastic art, far from enjoying a lower degree of

favour, was rather viewed by the artists of that age as the proper

centre of their sphere of activity. Sculpture was the first art in

Italy which was launched into the stream of the Renaissance, in

its development it was ever a step in advance of the other arts,

and in the popular opinion possessed the advantage of most clearly

embodying the current ideas of the age and of affording the most
brilliant evidence of the re-awakened love of art. Owing probably
to the closeness of the connection between the plastic art of the

Renaissance and the peculiar national culture, the former lost

mucl) of its value after tiie decline of the latter, and was less
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appreciated than pictorial and architectural works, in wliicli ad-

ventitious historical origin is obviously less important than general

effect. In tracing the progress of the sculpture of the Renaissance,

the enquirer at once encounters serious deviations from strict

precepts, and numerous infringements of aesthetic rules. The ex-

ecution of reliefs constitutes by far the widest sphere of action

of the Italian sculptors of the 15th century. These, however,

contrary to immemorial usage, are executed in a pictorial style.

Lorenzo G-hiberti (1381-1455), for example, in his celebrated

(eastern) door of the baptistery of Florence, is not satisfied with

grouping the figures as in a painting, and placing them in a rich

landscape copied from nature. He treats the background in ac-

cordance with the rules of perspective; the figures at a distance

are smaller and less raised than those in the foreground. He over-

steps the limits of the plastic art, and above all violates the laws

of the relief-style, according to which the figures are always re-

presented in an imaginary space, and the usual system of a mere
design in profile seldom departed from. In like manner the painted

reliefs in terracotta by Luca della Robbia (1400-82) are some-

what inconsistent with our conceptions of the purity of plastic

form. But if it be borne in mind that the sculptors of the Re-

naissance did not derive their ideas from a previously defined

system, or adhere to abstract rules, the fresh and lifelike vigour

of their works (especially those of the 15th century) will not be

disputed, and prejudice will be dispelled by the great attractions

of the reliefs themselves. The sculpture of the Renaissance adheres

as strictly as the other arts to the fundamental principle of re-

presentation; scrupulous care is bestowed on the faithful and at-

tractive rendering of the individual objects; the taste is gratified

by expressive heads, graceful female figures, and joyous children;

the sculptors have a keen appreciation of the beauty of the nude,

and the importance of a calm and dignified flow of drapery. In

their anxiety for fidelity of representation, however, they do not

shrink from harshness of expression or rigidity of form. Their

predilection for bronze-casting, an art which was less in vogue in

the 16th cent., accords with their love of individualizing their

characters. In this material, decision and pregnancy of form are

(expressed without restraint, and almost, as it were, spontaneously.

AVorks in marble also occur, but these generally trench on the

province of decoration, and seldom disj)lay the bold and unfettered

aspirations which are apparent in the works in bronze.

The churches have always afforded the most important field for

the labours of the Italian scul|)tors, some of them, such as Santa

Croce at Moretire, the Frari and Santi Giovanni c Paolo at Vimice,

and Sant' Antonio at J*adita, forming very museums of Reriaissancr

sculpture. At the same time many of the wealthier families (the
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Medici and others) embellished their mansions with statuary, and

the art of the sculptor was frequently invoked with a view to erect

a fitting tribute to the memory of some public benefactor.

At Florence, the cradle of Renaissance sculpture, w^e become
acquainted with Grhiberti and Delia Robbia, who have been already

mentioned, and with the famous Donatello (1386-1466), who
introduced a naturalistic style, which, though often harsh, is full

of life and character. Among his most successful works are the

statue of St. George and the Victorious David in bronze in the

Museo Nazionale (p. 592), a collection invaluable to the student of

the early Renaissance. The reliefs on the two pulpits in San

Lorenzo, the sculptures in the sacristy of that church (p. 620), and

the singing -gallery in the Cathedral Museum should also be in

spected. The Judith G-roup in the Loggia dci Lanzi, a late work,

marks the limits of this naturalistic style; the striving after the

utmost possible expressiveness, combined with the uneasy move-

ments and stiff lines, produces an effect of positive ugliness.

Donatello's finest works out of Florence are his equestrian statue

of Gattamelata and the numerous sculptures in Sant' Antonio at

Padua. — "With Florence may be mentioned Siena, whose chief

master, Iacopo della Quekcia (1374-1438), exercised his craft also

at Lucca (tomb of Ilaria del Carretto) and Bologna (fagade-

urnamentation of San Petronio).

The next sculptor of note after Donatello was Andkea Yer-

KOCCHio (1436-88), one of the most influential artists of his day,

equally successful in works in bronze (equestrian statue of Colleoni

at Venice) and marble. Most of the other masters of this period

(Bernardo and Antonio Rossellino, Ming da Fiesole, Desiderio

DA Settignano, and Benedetto da Maiano) were chiefly occupied

in the execution of tombstones and reliefs of the Madonna, and do

not occupy a position of so much importance; but the life and
sense of beauty which characterize the early Renaissance are ad-

mirably exemplified both in their works and in those of Matted
CiviTALi of Lucca (1436-1501; p. 529). Important Florentine

masters of the first half of the 16th cent, were Giov. Franc. Rustici

(1474-1554), who was inspired by Leonardo da Vinci, and parti-

cularly Andrea Sansovino (1460-1529), the sculptor of the exquisite

group of Christ and the Baptist in the baptistery at Florence, of

superb monuments at Rome (in the choir of Santa Maria del Popolo),

and of some of the sculptures which adorn the Santa Casa in Loreto.

Northern Italy also contributed largely to the development of the

plastic art. The Certosa at Pavia (p. lix), for example, afforded

occupation during several decades to numerous artists, among whom
the most eminent were Giovanni Antonio Amadeo (1447-1522;

p. 158; creator of the Cappella Colleoni at Bergamo) and, at a

later period, Cristoforo Solari (d. 1527), surnamed II Gobbo;
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Venice abounds in works by the Lombardi (pp. xlix, 351) and by
Alessandro Leopardi (d. 1522), the most famous sculptor of his

period; Riccio (p. li) wrought at Padua; Bambaia (ca. 1480-

1548; p. 158) and the above-mentioned CRiSToroRO Solari were
actively engaged at Milan; and Modena afforded employment
to GruiDO Mazzoni and Antonio Begarelli (p. 452), artists in

terracotta.

Among the various works executed by these masters Monu-
mental Tombs largely predominate. While these are often of a

somewhat bombastic character, they afford an excellent illustration

of the high value attached to individuality and personal culture dur-

ing the Renaissance period. We may perhaps also frequently take

exception to the monotony of their style, which remained almost

unaltered for a whole century, but we cannot fail to derive genuine

pleasure from the inexhaustible freshness of imagination and rich-

ness of detail displayed within such narrow limits.

As museums cannot convey an adequate idea of the sculpture

of the 15th century, so the picture-galleries will not afford an

accurate insight into the Painting of that period. Sculptures are

frequently removed from their original position, but mural paint-

ings are of course generally inseparable from the walls that they

adorn. Of the frescoes of the 15th century of which a record has

been preserved perhaps one-half have been destroyed or obliterated,

but those still extant are the most instructive and attractive ex-

amples of the art of this period. 1'he mural paintings in the church

of Santa Maria del Carmine (Cappella Brancacci) at Florence (p. 631)

are usually spoken of as the earliest specimens of the painting of the

Renaissance. On material grounds tlic classification is justifiable, as

this cycle of pictures may be regarded as a programme of the earlier

art of the Renaissance, the importance of which it served to maintain

even during the age of Raphael. Here the beauty of the nude was

first revealed, and here a calm dignity was for the first time im-

parted to the individual figures, as well as to the general arrange-

ment; here the transformation of a group of indifferent spectators

into a sympathizing choir, forming as it were a frame to the prin-

cipal actors in the scene, was first successfully effected. It is, there-

fore, natural that these frescoes should still be regarded as models

for imitation, and that, when the attention of connoisseurs was again

directed during the 18th century to the beauties of the pre-

Raphaelite period, the works of Masolino (ca. 1383-1440) and

Masaccio ('1401-28) should have been eagerly rescued from oblivion.

A visit to the churches and convents of 'i'uscany is well calculated

to convey an idea of the subsequent rapid development of the art of

pairiting, and of the diversified and widely ramifying tendencies,

which originally had th(.'ir root in one and the same impulse or

principle. The ancient convent of Sant' Apollonia in Florence
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(p. 618) contains the most important works ol' Andrea del Castagnu

(ca. 1410-57), who ranks with Masaccio and Fra Filippo Lippi (ca.

1406-69; frescoes in the cathedral of Prato) as one of the chief

representatives of the older generation. In the Dominican monastery

of San Marco reigns the pious and peaceful genius of Fra Giovanni
Angelico da Fiesole (1387-1455), who, though inferior to his

contemporaries in dramatic power, vies with the best of them
in depth of sentiment and sense of beauty, and who in his old age

displayed his well -matured art in the frescoes of the chapel of

St. Nicholas in the Vatican. His pupil Benozzo Gtozzoli (1420-97)

shows himself, in the private chapel of the Palazzo Medici and in

San Grimignano and the Canipo Santo at Pisa, as an enthusiastic

follower of nature and a genial story-teller. Most important and

extensive works in Florence are those of Domenico Ghirlandaio
(1449-94): mz. the frescoes in Santa Trinita and those in the choir

of Santa Maria Novella, which in sprightliness of conception and in

faithful representation of the Florentine life of the time are hardly

surpassed by any other work of the same period. (The traveller

will find it very instructive to compare the former of these works

with the mural paintings of Griotto in Santa Croce, which also

represent the legend of St. Francis, and to draw a parallel between

Ghirlandaio's Last Supper in the church of Ognissanti and the

work of Leonardo da Vinci.)

Although the Tuscan painters exhibit their art to its fullest

extent in their mural paintings their easel-pictures are also well

worthy of most careful examination; for it was chiefly through these

that they gradually attained to perfection in imparting beauty and
dignity to the human form. Besides the two great Florentine

galleries (Uffizi and Pitti) the collection of the Academy (p. 613)

is well calculated to aflford a survey of the progress of the great

Florentine easel-painters, such as Fra Filippo Lippi (sec above), the

brothers Antonio (1429-98) and Piero Pollaiuolo (ca. 1443-95),

Andrea Verrocchio (p. liv; the teacher of Pietro Perugino and
Leonardo da Vinci), and Sandro Botticelli (1444-1510).

More or less contemporary with the Tuscan School was that of

Umbria, which comes into contact with Florence and Venice through

Gentile da Fabriano (ca. 1370-1428), with Ferrara through Piero
DELLA Francesca (ca. 1420-92), and with Lombardy through
Bramante (p. 1), who was important also as a painter. In its last

masters Pietro Perugino (1446-1524) and Pinturicchio (1454-

1513) it supplements the broader Florentine style, and notwith-

standing its peculiar and limited bias is impressive in its character

of lyric sentiment and religious devotion {e.g. Madonnas). Piero
DELLA Francesca's Finding of the Cross, in San Francesco at

Arezzo^ and the representation of the Last Day by his pupil Luca
SiGNORELLi (ca. 1450-1523), in the cathedral at OrvietOj afford
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a most admirable idea of the character and development of Renais-

sance painting in Central Italy. Those who cannot conveniently

visit the provincial towns will find several of the principal masters

of the Florentine and Umbrian Schools united in the mural paint-

ings of the Sistine Chapel at Borne, where (ca. 1481-83) Sandro

Botticelli, Piero di Cosimo (1462-1521; p. 560), Cosimo Rosselli

(1439-1507), Dom. Grhirlandaio, Luca Signorelli, Pietro Perugino,

and Pinturicchio have executed a number of rich compositions from

the life of Moses and that of Christ.

But an acquaintance with the Tuscan and Umbrian Schools alone

can never sufiice to enable one to form a judgment respecting the

general progress of art in Italy. Chords which are here but

slightly touched vibrate powerfully in Upper Italy. The works

of Andrea Mantegna (1430-1506; pp. 332, 315) derive much
interest from having exercised a marked influence on the G-erman

masters Holbein the Younger and Diirer, and surpass all the other

works of his time in fidelity to nature and excellence of perspective.

— The earlier Ferrarese masters (Cosimo Tura, Francesco Cossa,

Ercole de^ Rohe^rti, p. 461) were to some extent adherents of the

Paduan school, to which Mantegna belonged, and the same school,

through YiNCENZo Foppa (floruit 1457-1516; p. 158), influenced

Milan, where, at the court of the Sforzas, was developed an artistic

activity parallel to that of Mantua, Ferrara, and Bologna. The
earlier Yenetians also stood in close relation with Padua, especially

Iacopo Bellini (ca. 1400-71), the pupil of Gentile da Fabriano and

father-in-law of Mantegna, and Carlo Crivelli (flor. ca. 1468-93).

Through Iacopo Bellini's sons. Gentile (1429-1507) and Giovanni
Bellini fca. 1430-1516), was elaborated the peculiar Yenetian style,

mainly founded on local characteristics, and admirably successful in

its rich portraiture of noble and dignified personages (comp. p. 351).

In Bologna the earlier school culminates in Lorenzo Costa of

Ferrara (1460-1535; p. 461) and ends with Francesco Francia
(1450-1517; p. 472), the painter and goldsmith, who was influenced

both by Costa and Perugino.

The fact that the various points of excellence were distributed

among different local schools showed the necessity of a loftier

union. Transcendent talent was requisite in order harmoniously

to combine what could hitherto be viewed separately only. The
15th century, notwithstanding all its attractiveness, shows that

the climax of art was still unattaincd. The forms employed,

graceful and pleasing though they be, are not yet lofty and pure

enough to be regarded as embodiments of the highest and noblest

conceptions. The figures still present a local colouring, having

been selected by the artists as physically attractive, rather than

as characteristic and expressive of their ideas. A portrait style

still predominates, the actual representation docs not appear
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always wisely balanced with the internal significance of the event,

and the dramatic element is insufficiently emphasized. The most

abundant scope was therefore now afforded for the labours of the

great triumvirate, Leonardo da Vinci, Michael Angelo Buonar-
roti, and Raphael Santi, by whom an entirely new era was in-

augurated.

Leonardo's (1452-1519) remarkable character can only be

thoroughly understood after prolonged study. His comprehensive

genius was only partly devoted to art; he directed his attention

also to scientific and practical pursuits of an entirely different

nature. Refinement and versatility may be described as the goal

of his aspirations; a division of labour, a partition of individual

tasks were principles unknown to him. He regarded careful physical

training as scarcely less important than comprehensive culture of

the mind; his minute observation of nature developed his artistic

tavste and organ of form. One is frequently tempted to regard

Leonardo's works as mere studies, in which he tested his powers,

and which occupied his attention so far only as they gratified his

love of investigation and experiment. At all events his personal

importance has exercised a greater influence than his productions

as an artist, especially as the unhappy accidents of time have

obliterated nearly all trace of the latter. Few of Leonardo's works
have been preserved in Italy, and these sadly marred by neglect.

A reminiscence of his earlier period, when he wrought under Ver-

rocchio at Florence and was a fellow-pupil of Lorenzo di Credi,

is the Annunciation in the Uffizi (p. 581), if it be a genuine work.

Several easel-paintings, portraits (e.g. the two fine works in the

Ambrosiana at Milan, p. 178), Madonnas, and imaginative works
are attributed to his Milan period, although careful research in-

clines us to attribute them to his pupils. Unadulterated pleasure

may, however, be taken in his drawings in the Ambrosiana, the

Venice Academy (p. 372), and the Uffizi. Two unfinished paintings,

the Adoration of the Magi in the Uffizi (p. 581), which bears ample
testimony to the fertility of his imagination, and the St. Jerome in

the Vatican, afford an insight into his technique. The best idea of

his reforms in the art of colouring and chiaroscuro is obtained by
an attentive examination of the works of the Milan school (Bol-

frafpOj Andrea Solario, Bernardo Luini; p. 158), as these are

far better preserved than the only undoubted work of Leonardo's
Milan period in Italy, viz. the famous Last Supper in Santa Maria
dellc Grazie (p. 181). Although now a total wreck, this is still

well calculated to convey an idea of the new epoch of Leonardo, at

least to those who have studied Morghen's engraving of the picture.

The spectator should first examine the delicate equilibrium of the

composition, and observe how the individual groups are complete
in themselves and yet simultaneously point to a common centre
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and impart a monumental character to the work; then the remarkable
physiognomical fidelity which pervades every detail, the psycho-

logical distinctness of character, and the dramatic life, together

with the calmness of the entire bearing of the picture. He will

then comprehend that with Leonardo a new era in Italian painting

was inaugurated, that the development of art had attained its

perfection.

The accuracy of this assertion will perhaps be doubted by the

amateur when he turns from Leonardo to Michael Angelo (1474-

1564). On the one hand he hears Michael Angelo extolled as the

most celebrated artist of the Renaissance, while on the other it is

said that he exercised a prejudicial influence on Italian art and
was the precursor of the decline of sculpture and painting. Nor is

an inspection of this illustrious master's works calculated to dispel

the doubt. Unnatural and arbitrary features often appear in juxt-

aposition with what is perfect, profoundly significant, and faith-

fully conceived. As in the case of Leonardo, we shall find that it

is only by studying the master's biography that we can obtain an

explanation of these anomalies and reach a true appreciation of

Michael Angelo's artistic greatness. Educated as a sculptor by
Bertoldo (p. 617), a pupil of Donatello, he exhibits partiality to

the nude and treats drapery in many respects differently from his

professional brethren. But, like them, his aim is to inspire his

figures with life, and he seeks to attain it by imparting to them an

imposing and impressive character. At the same time he occupies

an isolated position, at variance with many of the tendencies of his

age. Naturally predisposed to melancholy, concealing a gentle and
almost effeminate temperament beneath a mask of austerity, Michael

Angelo was confirmed in his peculiarities by the political and eccles-

iastical circumstances of his time, and wrapped himself up within

the depths of his own absorbing thoughts. His sculpture most
clearly manifests that profound sentiment to which, however, he

often sacrificed symmetry of form. His figures are therefore an-

omalous, exhibiting a grand conception, but no distinct or tangible

thoughts, and least of all the traditional ideas. It is difficult now
to fathom the hidden sentiments which the master intended to em-
body in his statues and pictures; his imitators seem to have seen

in them nothing but massive and clumsy forms and soon degen-

erated into meaningless mannerism. The deceptive effect produced

by Michael Angelo's style is best exemplified by some of his later

works. His Moses in San Pietro in Vincoli is of impossible ])r()-

portions; such a man can never have existed; the small head, the

huge arms, and the gigantic torso are utterly disproportionate; the

robe which falls over the celebrated knee could not be folded as it

is represented. Nevertheless the work is grandly impressive; and

80 also are the monuments of the Medici in the New Sacristy of
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San Lorenzo at Florence (p. 621), in spite of the forced attitude

and arbitrary moulding of some of the figures. Michael Angelo

sacrifices accuracy of detail only in order to enhance the aggregate

effect. Had so great and talented a master not presided over the

whole the danger of an inflated style would have been incurred, the

forms selected would have been exaggerated, and a professional

mannerism would have been the result. Michael Angelo's pupils,

in their anxiety to follow the example of his Last Judgment in the

Sistine Chapel, succeeded only in representing complicated groups

of unnaturally foreshortened nude figures, while Baccio Bandinelli,

thinking even to surpass Michael Angelo, produced in his group of

Hercules and Cacus (in the Piazza della Signoria at Florence) a mere
caricature of his model.

Michael Angelo lived and worked at Florence and Rome alter-

nately. Among his earliest works (now in the Casa Buonarroti at

Florence) are the Contest of Centaurs, resembling a creation of Ber-

toldo, and the Madonna on the Steps, recalling Donatello. We find

him in Bologna at the age of 20 years (1494) and soon afterwards

at Rome (1496), for Florence, after the banishment of the Medici,

offered no favourable field for the practice of art. His Kneeling

Angel with a candelabrum and his St. Petronius in San Domenico at

Bologna reveal a study of lacopo della Querela (p. liv). In Rome
he chiselled thePieta and the Bacchus (now in the Bargello). In 1501

he returned to his home, where he produced his David (now in the

Academy) and began work, in rivalry with Leonardo da Vinci, on

the cycle of frescoes destined for the great hall of the Palazzo Yec-

chio (Battle Cartoon, see p. 563). In 1505 the Pope recalled him to

Rome, but the work entrusted to him there, the tomb of Julius II.,

was at this time little more than begun. The ceiling-paintings in

the Sistine Chapel absorbed his whole attention from 1508 to 1512.

After the death of Julius his monument was resumed on a more
extensive scale. The commands of the new pope, Leo X., however,

who wished to employ the artist for the glorification of his own
family, soon brought the ambitiously designed memorial once more
to a standstill. From 1516 onwards Michael Angelo dwelt at Carrara

and Florence, occupied at first with the construction and embellish-

ment of the fagade of San Lorenzo, which was never completed,

and then with the tombs of the Medici. This work also advanced

very slowly towards maturity, and at last the artist, disgusted with

the tyranny of the Medici, set up in their places those of the statues

that were finished and migrated to Rome (about 1534). His first

work here was the Last Judgment in the Sistine Chapel, his next

the erection of the scanty fragments of the tomb of Pope Julius.

His last years were mainly devoted to architecture (St. Peter's).

Amateurs will best be enabled to render justice to Michael

Angelo by first devoting their attention to his earlier works,
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among wliicli in tlic province of sculpture the group of tlie I*icla

in St. Peter's occupies the highest rank. The statues of Bacchus

and David (at Florence; pp. 591, 614) likewise do not transgress

the customary precepts of the art of the Eenaissance. Paintings of

Michael Angelo's earlier period are rare ; the finest, whether con-

ceived in the midst of his youthful studies or in his maturer years,

are unquestionably the ceiling-paintings in the Sistine. The architec-

tural arrangement of the ceiling and the composition of the several

pictures are equally masterly; the taste and discrimination of the

painter and sculptor are admirably combined. In Grod the Father

Michael Angelo produced a perfect type of its kind; he under-

stood how to inspire with dramatic life the abstract idea of the

act of creation, which he conceived as motion. In the Prophets and

Sibyls, notwithstanding the apparent monotony of the fundamental

intention (foreshadowing of the Redemption), a great variety of

psychological incidents are displayed and embodied in distinct

characters. Lastly, in the so-called Ancestors of Christ the forms

represented are the genuine emanations of Michael Angelo's genius,

pervaded by his profound and sombre sentiments, and yet by no

means destitute of gracefulness and beauty. The decorative figures

also which he designed to give life to his architectural frame-work

are wonderfully beautiful and spirited. The Last Judgment, whicli

was executed nearly thirty years later (in 1534-41), is not nearly

so striking as the ceiling-pai?itings, owing in a groat measure to its

damaged condition. — Among Michael Angelo's pupils were Sebas-

TiANo DEL PioMBO (pp. Ixv, 352), Marcello Venusti, and Daniele
DA VOLTERRA.

Whether the palm be due to Michael Angelo or to Raphael
(Raffaello di Giovanni Santi; 1483-1520) among the artists

of Italy is a question which formerly gave rise to vehement dis-

cussion among artists and amateurs. The admirer of Michael Angelo
need, however, by no means be precluded from enjoying the works
of Raphael. We now know that it is far more advantageous to form

an acquaintance with each master in his peculiar province than

anxiously to weigh their respective merits; and the more minutely

we examine their works the more firmly we are persuaded that

neither in any way obstructed the progress of the other, and that a

so-called higher combination of the two styles was impossible.

Michael Angelo's unique position among his contemporaries was
such, that no one, Raphael not excepted, was entirely exempt from

his influence; but the result of preceding development was turinMl

to the best account, not by him, but by Raphael, whose susceptible

and discriminating character enabled him at once to combine dif-

ferent tendencies within liimself and to avoid the faults of his pre-

decessors. Rapliacl's j)ictures are replete with indications of pro

found sentiment, but \\h imagination was so constituted that he did
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!i()i distort the ideas which he had to embody in order to accommo-

date them to his own views, but rather strove to identify himself

with tliem and to reproduce them v/ith the utmost fidelity. In the

case of llaphael, therefore, a knowledge of his works and the en-

joyment of them are almost inseparable, and it is difficult to point

out any single sphere with which he was especially familiar. He
presents to us with equal enthusiasm pictures of the Madonna, and
the myth of Cupid and Psyche; in great cyclic compositions he is

as brilliant as in the limited sphere of portrait -painting; at one

time he appears to attach paramount importance to strictness of

stjde, architectural arrangement, symmetry of groups, etc.; at other

times one is tempted to believe that he regarded colour as his most

effective auxiliary. His excellence consists in his rendering equal

justice to the most varied subjects, and in each case as unhesitat-

ingly pursuing the right course, both in his apprehension of the

idea and selection of form, as if he had never followed any other.

Little is known of Raphael's private life, nor is it known by
what master he was trained after the death of Giovanni Santi^ his

father (1494). Timoteo Viti (1467-1523; p. 472) was probably his

first teacher at Urbino, and perhaps another may have been Evan-
gelista di Pian di Meleta^ a painter known only by documentary

evidence, whose signature stands side by side with that of Raphael

in the contract for the latter's first important work, the Coronation

of St. Nicliolas of Tolentino (no longer extant). In or about 1500
Raphael entered the studio of Pictro Perugino (p. Ivi), and pro-

bably soon assisted in the execution of some of the works of his

prolific master. Of Raphael's early or Umhrian period there are

examples in the Vatican G-allery (Coronation of Mary) and the Brera

at Milan (Sposalizio of the Madonna, 1504). On settling at Florence

(1504) Raphael did not at first abandon tlie style which he had
learned at Perugia and had carried to greater perfection than any

of the other Umbrian masters. Many of the pictures he painted

there show that he still followed the precepts of Perugino; but he

soon yielded to the influence of his Florentine training. After the

storm raised by Savonarola (p. 557) had passed over glorious days

were in store for Florence. Leonardo, after his return from Milan,

and Michael Angelo were engaged here on their cartoons for the

decoration of the great hall in the Palazzo Vecchio (p. Ix); and it

was their example, and more particularly the stimulating influence

of Leonardo, that awakened the genius and called forth the highest

energies of all their younger contemporaries.

The fame of the Florentine school (p. 560) was at this period

chiefly maintained by Fra Bartolomeo (1472-1517) and Andrea
DEL Sarto (1486-1531). The only works of Bartolomeo which we
know are somewhat spiritless altar-pieces, but they exhibit in a

high degree the dignity of character, the tranquillity of expression.
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and the architectural symmetry of grouping in whicli he excelled.

His finest pictures are the Christ with the four Evangelists and the

Descent from the Cross (or Pieta) in the Pitti Gallery, and the

Madonna in the cathedral at Lucca. The traveller would not do

justice to Andrea del Sarto, a master of rich colouring, were he

to confine his attention to that artist's works in the Florentine

galleries. Sarto's frescoes in the Annunziata (p. 602) and in the

Chiostro dello Scalzo (History of John the Baptist, p. 617) are

among the finest creations of the period.

Raphael's style was more particularly influenced by his rela-

tions to Fra Bartolomeo, and the traveller will find it most inter-

esting to compare their works and to determine to what extent

each derived suggestions from the other. Tlie best authenticated

works in Italy of Raphael's Florentine period are the Madonna del

Granduca (Pitti), the Madonna del Cardellino (Uffizi), the Entomb-
ment (Gal. Borghese in Rome), the Predelle in the Vatican, the por-

traits of Angelo and Maddalena Doni (Pitti), and the Portrait of

himself (Ufiizi; p. 587).

When Raphael went to Rome in 1508 he found a large circle

of notable artists already congregated there. Some of these were
deprived of their employment by his arrival, including Giovanni
Antonio Bazzi, surnamed II Sodoma (ca. 1477-1549), whose frescoes

in the Farnesina vie with Raphael's works in tenderness and grace.

A still more numerous circle of pupils, however, soon assembled

around Raphael himself, such as Giulio Romano, Perin del Vaga,
Andrea da Salerno, Francesco Penni, and Giovanni da Udine.

Attended by this distinguished retinue Raphael enjoyed all the

lionours of a prince, although, in the Roman art world, Bramante

(p. 1) and Michael Angelo occupied an equally high rank. Raphael
had doubtless studied the ceiling of the Sistine with tlie utmost
care and was indebted to Michael Angelo for much instruction; but

it is very important to note that he neither followed in the foot-

steps nor suff'ered his native genius to be biassed in the slightest

degree by the example of his great rival. A signal proof of this

independence is afforded by the Sibyls which he painted in the

church of Santa Maria dellaPace in 1514, and which, though con-

ceived in a very different spirit from the imposing figures in the

Si.stine, are not the less adinir;ible. In order duly to apprec'iate the

works produced by Raphael during liis Roman period, the traveller

should cliiefly direct liis attention to the master's frescoes. The
Stanze in the Vatican, the Tapestry, the Logge, the finest work of

decorative art in existence, the Dome Mosaics in Santa Maria del

I'opolo (Capp. Chigi), and the Galatea and Myth of Psyche in the

Farnesina together constitute the treasure l^equeathed to Rome by

the genius of the prince of painters. (Farther particulars as to these

works will be found in Baedeker's Handbook for Central Italy.)
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Many, ;iM(l some of the best, of Raphael's easel-pictures of his

Roman [)eriocl are now beyond the Alps. Italy, however, still pos-

sesses the Madonna della Sedia, the most mundane but most charm-
ing of his Madonnas (Pitti), the Madonna dell' Impannata (Pitti),

the Madonna col Divino Amore (Naples), the Madonna di Foligno

and the Transfiguration (Vatican), and the St. Cecilia (Bologna). The
finest of his portraits are those of Pope Julius II. (Uffizi) and Leo X.

with two cardinals (Pitti). Besides these works we must mention also

the so-called Fornarina (Pal. Barberini at Rome), and the Portrait

of a Lady (Pitti, No. 245), which recalls the Sistine Madonna.
After Raphael's death the progress of art did not merely come

to a standstill, but a period of rapid decline set in. The conquest

and plundering of Rome in 1527 entirely paralysed all artistic effort

for a time. At first this misfortune proved a boon to other parts of

Italy. Raphael's pupils migrated from Rome to various provincial

towns. GriULio Romano, for example, entered the service of the

Duke of Mantua (conip. p. 315), embellished his palace with paint-

ings, and designed the Palazzo del Te, while Perin del Vaga settled

at Genoa (P2il. Doria). These offshoots of Raphael's school, however,

soon languished and ere long ceased to exit.

The Northern Schools of Italy, on the other hand, retained

their vitality and independence for a somewhat longer period. The
most important of these schools were those of Milan, where
Leonardo da Vinci's pupils and successors (p. 158) perpetuated his

spirit, of Ferrara (p. 461), and of Brescia (p. 262), Verona (p. 300),

and Vicenza (p. 323) in the continental part of Venetia.

Of more significance and interest, however, are the works of

Correggio (1494-1534; p. 443) and of the Venetian masters. In

Correggio Italian painting reached its apogee of technical per-

fection. He was the practical founder of the perspective painting

of domes (as in San Griovanni Evangelista and the cathedral at

Parma) and a brilliant colourist, though he devoted more attention

to chiaroscuro than to other resources of his art. In his wonderful

altar-pieces (Picture Gallery at Parma) and his mythological works
(Danae at Rome) he is seen as a preacher of cheerful enjoyment.

In examining the principal works of the Venetian School the

traveller will experience almost unalloyed satisfaction (comp. p. 351).

From the school of Giovanni Bellini (p. Ivii) emanated the greatest

representatives of Venetian painting — Giorgione (ca. 1477-1510),

whose works have unfortunately not yet been sufficiently well iden-

tified, Palma Vecchio (ca. 1480-1528), and Tiziano Vecelli (ca.

1487-1576), who for more than half a century maintained his native

style at its culminating point. These masters are far from being

mere colourists; nor do they owe their peculiar attraction to local

inspiration alone. The enjoyment of life and pleasure which they so

happily portray is a theme dictated by the culture of the Renaissance
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(a culture possessed in an eminent degree by Titian, as indicated by
bis intimacy with the 'divine' Ajretino). Their serene and joyous

characters often recall the ancient gods, showing the manner in

which the artists of the Renaissance had profited by the revived

study of the antique. Properly to appreciate Titian it is of impor-

tance to remember how much of his activity was displayed in the

service of different courts. His connection with the family of Este

at Ferrara began at an early period; he carried on an active inter-

course with the Gonzagas at Mantua and executed numerous pictures

for them. Later he basked in the favour of Charles V. and Philip II.

of Spain. The natural result of this was that the painting of por-

traits and of mythological subjects engrossed the greater part of

his time and talents. That Titian's genius, however, was by no

means alien to religion and deep feeling in art, and tbat his imagi-

nation was as rich and powerful in this field as in portraying realistic

and sensually attractive forms of existence, is proved by his ecclesi-

astical paintings, of which the finest are the Pesaro Madonna (p. 402),

the Martyrdom of St. Lawrence (p. 389), the Presentation in the

Temple (p. 376), and the Assumption (p. 371) at Venice,

Owing to the soundness of the principles on which the Venetian

school was based there is no wide gulf between its masters of the

highest and those of secondary rank, as is so often the case in the

other Italian schools. The altar-pieces, historical scenes, and other

works of Lorenzo Lotto, Sebastiano del Piombo (p. Ixi), Boni-

FAZio DEI PiTATi, PoRDENONE, and Paris BoRDONE arc oftcu of the

greatest beauty and importance. Iacopo Tintoretto (1518-94)

aims at combining the colouring of Titian with the monumental
style of Michael Angelo. Paolo Veronese (1528-88), the last great

Venetian of this century, delights the beholder with his delicate

silvery tints and the spirit and richness of his compositions.

Correggio and also subsequent Venetian masters were frequently

taken as models by the Italian painters of the 17th century, and the

infiuence they exercised could not fail to be detected even by the

amateur, if the entire post-Raphaelite period were not usually over-

looked. Those, however, who make the great masters of the early

lOth century their principal study will doubtless be loth to spend

much time over the works of their successors. Magnificent decorative

works are occasionally encountered, but the taste is offended by the

undisguised love of pomp and superficial mannerism which they

g(inerally display. The artists do not always identify themselves

s<'riously with the ideas they embody; they mechanically reproduce

the customary themes, tliey lose the desire, a?id finally the ability

to compose independently. Their technical skill is not the result

of mature experience, slowly acquired and justly valued: they came
into easy possession of great rcsoui-ces of art, whieli they frivolously

and unworthily scjuandcr. 'Hie (quaint, the exti av.igant, tiic pifjiiant
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alone stimulates their taste; rapidity, not excellence of workman-

ship, is their aim. Abundant specimens of this mannerism, ex-

emplified in the works of Zucchero, d'Arpino, Tempesta, and

others, arc encountered at Rome and Florence (cupola of the cath-

edral). The fact that several works of this class produce a less

unfavourable impression does not alter their general position, as it

is not want of talent so much as of conscientiousness which is

attributed to these artists.

The condition of Italian painting improved to some extent to-

wards the close of the 16th century, when there was a kind of

second efflorescence, which is said to have chiefly manifested itself

in two directions, the eclectic and the naturalistic. The former

is represented by the Caracci of Bologna (p. 472), the latter by
Caravaggio (1565-1609) and Giuseppe Ribera (Spagnoletto; ca.

1588-1656), who were especially in vogue at Rome and Naples.

In their Accademia degli Incamminati {i.e. 'of those brought into

the right way') the Caracci i3ut themselves in touch with their

great predecessors, but occupied themselves too exclusively with

drawing and modelling. The bright Renaissance is now extinct,

simple pleasure in the natural and human is obliterated. A gradual

change in the views of the Italian public and in the position

of the church did not fail to influence the tendencies of art, and

in the 17th century artists again devoted their energies more
immediately to the service of the church. Devotional pictures now
became more frequent, but at the same time a sensuous -natural-

istic element gained ground. At one time it veils itself in beauty

of form, at another it is manifested in the representation of volup-

tuous and passionate emotions; classic dignity and noble symmetry
are never attained. Cristofano Allori's Judith (p. 637) should

be compared with the beauties of Titian, and the frescoes of Anni-'

bale Caracci in the Palazzo Farnese at Rome with Raphael's ceil-

ing-paintings in the Farnesi.ia, in order that the difference between
the beginning and the end of the 16th century may be clearly un-

derstood; and the enquirer will be still farther aided by consulting

the coeval Italian poetry and observing the development of the

lyric drama or opera. The poetry of the period thus furnishes a key
to the mythological representations of the School of the Caracci.

Even so, however, many of the frescoes of this period are admirable,

such as those by Gtuido Rexi, Domenichino, and Gtuercino (p. 472)
at Rome. Beautiful altar-pieces also by these masters are pre-

served in the galleries of Bologna, Naples, and Rome. The so-

called gallery-pieces, figures and scenes designated by imposing
titles and painted in the prevailing taste of the 17th century, were
readily received and, indeed, most appropriately placed in the

palaces of the Roman nobles. This retreat of art to the privacy of

the apartments of the great may be regarded as a symptom of the
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universal withdrawal of the Italians from public life. Artists, too,

henceforth occupy an isolated position, unchecked by public opi-

nion, exposed to the caprices of amateurs, and themselves inclined

to an arbitrary deportment. Several qualities, however, still exist

of which Italian artists are never entirely divested; they retain a

certain address in the arrangement of figures, they preserve their

reputation as ingenious decorators, and understand the art of occa-

sionally imparting an ideal impress to their pictures; even down to

a late period in the 18th century they excel in effects of colour

(especially the Venetians, p. 352), and by devoting attention to the

province of genre and landscape-painting they may boast of having
extended the sphere of their native art.

Any consideration of the contemporary baroque sculpture and
architecture, of the rococo style (little seen in Italy), and of the

classicist or pseudo- classical period, effecting the transition to

modern times, lies outside the limits of this brief historical sketch,

which, be it again observed, is designed merely to guide the eye of

the enlightened traveller during tlie palmy days of Italian art, and
to aid the uninitiated in independent discrimination and research.
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Glossary of Technical Terms.
Malgay chalet, alp.Alpe , Gias

mountain-pasture.
Ambo, Ambones, see p. xxxvii.
Apse or Tribana, see p. xxxvii.
Attic, a low upper story, usually
with pilasters.

Badia, Abbazia, an abbey.
Basilica, a church with a high nave,
ending in an apse and flanked by
lower aisles. Comp. p. xxxvii.

Borgo, Sobborgo, a suburb.
Campanile, detached bell-tower of
the Italian churches.

C'ampo Santo, Cimitcro, a cemetery.
Central Structure, a building the
ground-plan of which can be en-
closed in a circle.

Certosa, Carthusian convent.
Chiostro, cloisters, a monastic court.
Ciborimn, the sacred vessel or box
(pyx) in which the consecrated
eucharistic elements are preserved.
Also, a canopy above the altar,

supported by four pillars.

Clnquecento, 16th century.
CoUegio, college, common table at

a college.

Confession, an underground chamber
below the high-altar of a church,
with the tomb of its patron-saint,
the original form of the crypt
(scurolo).

Diptych, double folding tablet of
wood, ivory, or metal.

Loggia, arcade, balcony.
Monte di Pietd, pawn-office.
Municipio, municipality, city-hall.

Niello, engraved design on silver,

with incised lines filled with a

black alloy ; impressions from such
designs.

Palazzo Arcivescovile, archbishop's
palace.

— Comtmale or Pubblico, city-hall.
— della Ragione, a law-court (now

usually called Pal. di Ginsiizia
or Tribunale).

— Vescovile, bishop's palace.
Plaquette, small bronze tablet with

reliefs.

Predella, small picture attached to

a large altar-piece.

Putto (pi. putti), figure of a child.

Quattrocento, 15th century.

Rifugio, Capanna, refuge or shelter
hut (on a mountain).

Rustica, masonry with rough sur-

face and hewn edges.
Trecento, 14th century.

Triumphal Arch (in a churcJj), see

p. xxxviii.

Vescovado, bisliopric, episcopal pal-

ace.

Villa, country-house and park.

Visitation, Meeting of the Virgin
Mary and Elizabeth (St. Luke,
chap. i).

Abbreviations of Italian Christian Names.
Bern. = Bernardo,
Bernardino.

Dom. = Domenico.
Fed. = Federigo.
Fil. = Filippo.
Franc. — Francesco.
Giac. = Giacomo.
Giov. = Giovanni.
Girol. = Girolamo.
Gius. -- Giuseppe.

Ag. = Agostino.
Al. -.= Alessandro.
A\L = Alfonso.
Andr . = Andrea.
Ang. = Angelo.
Ann. = Annibale.
Ant. = Antonio.
Jiart. = Bartolomoo
Bait. -- Battista.
Ben. ~ Benedetto.

Gugl. == Guglielmo.
lac. = lacopo.
Lod. = Lodovico.
Lor. = Lorenzo.
Nice. == Niccolo.
Rid. = Ridolfo.

Seb. = Sebastiano.
Tomm. = Tommaso
Vine. -

:= Vincenzo.
Vitt. == Vittore.



I. ROUTES TO ITALY.

Route Page
1. From Paris to Turin via Modane and Mont Cenis . . 1

2. From Brigue (Lausanne) to Milan vid Arona. Simplon
Railway 3

3. From Lucerne (Bale) to Milan via Lugano and Chiasso.

St. Grotthard Railway 6

I

4. From Marseilles (Paris) to Grenoa by the Freneli Riviera 18

j

5. From Innsbruck to Verona by the Brenner .... 22
1

From Mori to Riva, 25.

I

6. From Trent to Venice via Bassano and Castelfranco.

Val Sugana Railway 26

7. From Villach (Salzburg, Vienna) to Venice via Pontebba 30

The times and fares of journeys from London to North Italy via Paris
vary according to the route chosen between London and Paris, the most
rapid and most expensive leading via Calais or Boulogne, the cheaper
routes via Dieppe or Havre. The quickest route is shown in each case
below. For the 'trains de luxe' tickets (1st cl. only, with supplementary
fares) should be taken beforehand at an office of the Sleeping Car Com-
pany (London, 20 Cockspur St., S.W. ; Paris, 5 Boul. des Capucines, etc.).

Visitors to North Italy from the United States may travel direct
from New York to Genoa by the services (weekly or fortnightly) of the
Cunard Co., the White Star Line, the North German Lloyd, the Ham-
burg-America Line, or the Societd Nazionale di Servizi Marittimi.

1. From Paris to Turin via Modane and
Mont Cenis.

497 M. Railway in 14V2-21 hrs. (fares 91 fr. 50, 62 fr. 15, 40 fr. 70 c).— From London via Boulogne and Paris in 23 hrs. (fares 61. 10s., 9d.,
41. lOs. 2d.). — Travellers are recommended to leave Paris (Gare de Lyon)
by the night express (sleeping-cars) in order to cross the Alps by day-
light. — The 'Rome Express' ('train de luxe'; extra fare to Turin 29 fr.

5 0.) leaves Paris at 2.10 p.m. on Mon., Thurs., and Sat. from Dec. 1st
till the middle of May and takes 13 hrs. to Turin.

The 'Peninsular Express', a through-train for Brindisi (restaurant and
sleeping-cars) leaves Calais every Sat. at 1 a.m. (in connection with the
9 p.m. service from London); passengers for Turin (19 hrs. from Calais)
etc. are taken up, if there be room, at any intermediate station (not at
London or Calais). Passengers from Paris join the train at Villeneuve-
St. -Georges or Pierrefitte.

From Paris vifi (195 M.) Dijon to (218 M.) Beaune^ see Baede-
ker'h Northern France; thence to (348 M.) Culoz (778 ft.; Rail.
Restaurant)^ Junction for Geneva, see Baedeker's S. France.

Beyond Culoz the best views are to the right as far as Bar-

donecchia, afterwards to the left. — The train crosses the Rh6ne, and

Baedeker's Northern Italy. 14th Edit. 1
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at (352 Y2 M-) Chindrieux readies the N. end of the Lac du Bourget
(758 ft. ; 10 by 3 M.), the E. bank of which it follows. On the oppo-

site bank is the Cistercian abbey of Hautecomhe (p. 48).

362 M. Aix-les-Bains (800 ft.; Rail. Restaurant; Regina
Hotel Bernascon ; Hot. Splendide Royal; Albion^ etc.)^ the Aqum
Gratianse- of tlie Komans, is a fashionable watering-place with sul-

phur-springs (113° Fahr.) and 8700 inhabitants.

370 M. Chambery (880 ft. ; Hot. de France^ de la Faix, etc.),

on the Leysse, with 23,000 inhab., is the capital of the department
of Savoy and an archiepiscopal see.

3781/2 M. Montmdian (920 ft.). The ancient castle was long

the bulwark of Savoy against France until its destruction in 1705,
-- The train now ascends tlie Jsere Valley. — 386 M. St. Pierre
d^Alhigny (Rail. Restaurant) is the junction for Albertville and

(32 M.) Moutiers-en-Tarentaise; the town lies on the opposite bank,

commanded by a ruined castle. — Near (388 Y2 ^0 Chamousset the

line turns to the right and enters the valley of the Arc (ValUe de

Maurienne), which here joins the Isere. 422 M. St. MicheldeMau-
rienne (2330 ft.). Numerous tunnels. — 428 M. La Prazi^UO ft.).

431 M. Modane (3465 ft.; Rail. Restaurant, L. 4 fr.; Hotel

International et Terminus, R. from 2Y2, L. or D. 3 fr.) is the

seat of the French and Italian custom-house authorities (carriages

changed; departure according to Mid-Europe time).

The train (electric traction toBussoleno) describes a curve round

tlie town and after two short tunnels enters the great Mont Cenis
Tunnel, which penetrates the Col deFrejus (8395 ft.), though the

name is derived from the Mont Cenis road (p. 51).
The tunnel (73/4 M. in length; N. entrance 3800ft., S. entrance 4235 ft.

above the sea-level; height in the centre 4245 ft.) was built in 1861-70

by SomnieilTer, Grandis, and Grattoni at a total cost of 3,000,000 I. The
tunnel is 26 ft. wide, 19 ft. high, and has two lines of rails. Travellers
are warned not to lean out of the carriage-windows during the transit

(25-30 min.) and are recommended to keep the windows shut.

At the S. end of the tunnel, 5 M. from the frontier, is (444 M.)

Bardonecchia {4o30^ ft.; Hot. Frejus; Hot. Sommeiller), the first

Italian station, frequented as a summer resort and for winter-sports.

— Near (451 M.) Oulx (3500 ft.; Hot. del Commercio; Hot. Alpi

Cozie), the Roman Villa Martis, the line enters the picturesque

valley of the Dora Riparia.
A road leads from Oulx over the Mo7it Genevre (6100 ft. ; Ital. Mon-

ginevro), the Mens Janus of the Romans, long one of the chief passes
over tlie Alps, to (20 M.) Briongon, the ancient Briga7itio, in the Dau-
phiny (see Baedeker^s Southern France).

Beyond a bridge and two tunnels is (455 M.) Salbertrand
(3305 ft.). Before the next station nine tunnels are traversed. To
the left, between the second and third, a glimpse is obtained of

the small town of Exilles, with the frontier-fortress of that name.

461^2^^- Chiomonte (2525 ft.; Valetti) has electric transmission
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works belonging to Turin. The valley contracts and forms a wild

gorge (Le Gorgie), with the Mont Cenis road winding up the hill

on the farther side, commanded on the W, by the Rocca or Roche
(VAmhin (11,080 ft.) and on the E. by the Rocciamelone (p. 51).

When the valley expands Susa, with its triumphal arch, comes in

sight on the left (p. 49). — 465 M. Meana cli Susa (1950 ft.), 1 M.
from Susa, with a ruined castle. The train descends through chestnut-

woods and crosses the Dora. — 471 M. Biissoleno (1425 ft.; to Susa,

see p. 49), with the fine gorge of the Orrido cli Chianoc (1 Y^ M.). —
At (475 M.) Borgone the Dora is crossed.

Beyond (472 M.) SanfAmhrogio cli Torino (1180 ft.) the line

traverses the Chiuse, a narrow pass between iha MonteFirchiriano
fi'ight) and the Monte Cajjrasio (left), where Charlemagne defeated

Desiderius, the last Lombard king, in 774.
A ]>ridle-path ascends in vy^ lir. to the W. from Sant'Ambrogio to the

*Sacra di San Michele (3150 ft.), a monastery founded in 999 upon the
rocky summit of the Monte Pircliiriano (Alb. Giacosa, clean, beyond the
Casali di San Pietro, 1/4 hr. from the top). The dilapidated monastery,
enlarged ])y the Benedictines in the 12th cent., is now occupied by a few
Rosminian monks (p. 2o8). The Scalone dci Morti, a staircase hewn in
the rock, ascends through the Porta dello Zodiaco (Romanesque sculptures)
to the Romanesque cliurch, the apse of which rests upon massive found-
ations, 75 ft. liigh. Various scions of tlie House of Savoy are interred
in the crypt. The fine view ranges over the valley of Susa, tlie Alps,
and the plain of Piedmont. A picturesque bridle-path leads over the
C'olle delict Bralda (3300 ft.) to (1 lir.) Valigoie (2820 ft.; Alb. Centrale),
a village among venerable chestnut-trees. Thence we follow the road
(views of the lakes of Avigliana) to (3 M.) Giaveno (1660 ft. ; Alb. Giacosa),
with a jute-factory, connected with Turin by a tramway (p. 33).

485 M. Avigliana (1110 ft.; Alb. del Lago Grrande), a mediseval

town with a dynamite-factory. The hills below Avigliana, enclosing

three little lakes, are the lateral moraines of the ancient Dora Ri-

f>aria glacier. — To the left rises Monte Mvsine (3770 ft.; view).

- Beyond (488 M.) Rosta the valley expands into a broad plain.
Al)out 3/4 M. to the N.W. of the station lies the Ahhazia di SanV

Antonio di Ranverso, founded in 1188 and rebuilt in the 11th cent., with
a (iothic facade. The high-altar-piece is a Nativity, by Defendente Ferrari

;

in the sacristy is a 14th cent, fresco of the Bearing of the Cross.

To the right is Rivoli (p. 49), with its higli-lying castle. - -

491 M. Collegno (1000 ft.) has a 13th cent, castle (rebuilt) and a

Certosa (now a lunatic asylum), with a fine doorway of 1737.

497 M. Turin, see p. 33.

2. Prom Brigue (La/fsmme) to Milan via
Arona. Simplon Railway.

100 M. Railway in .'5'/.^-7 hrs. (from Lansannc f;'/._.-12«/4 hrs.). Best
viewH to the left beyond Domodossola. (Jon»p. the Map, p. 2.'{0. -- From
y>owJon via Koulogne, Paris, Dijon, Pontarlicr, and J.auK.-nnH! in 2(5-28V'iJ"«'
(fares 1st (•]. «/. 12x. ; 2nd el. 1/. Mn. ikJ.). 'Simplon Kxprcss' ('train de

1*
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luxe' ; extra fare 21. 2s. 5cZ.) daily from Calais (in connection with the
11 a.m. service from London) via Paris and Lausanne in 21V2hrs. (251/2 hrs.

from London).— Brigue is the junction also of the new Lotschberg Railway
(to be opened in 1913), affording direct communication from Bale via Berne,
Spiez, and Kandersteg.

Brigue or Brig (2245 ft.; Rail. Restaurant, L. 2^3 fr.; Hotel

Coiironiie et Poste, Victoria^ Angleterre, etc.), a little town with

2500 inhab., is the starting-point of the Simplon Kailway and of the

Simplon Road, as well as of diligence-routes over the Fiirka and the

Grrimsel (see Baedeker^s Switzerland).

The Simplon Railway quits the Rh6ne valley 1 ^o M. above

Brigue and enters the SimplonTunnel, the longest railway-tunnel

(I2Y4 M.) in the world, which pierces the Lepontine Alps in a S.E.

direction between the Fiirggenbaumhorn {9S15 ft.) and the Wasen-
horn (10,680 ft.), near the point where the Simplon Road, construct-

ed by Napoleon in 1800-6, crosses the Simplon Pass.
The tunnel, which was built in 1898-1906 at a total cost of 75,500,000 fr.,

by Brandt (d. 1899), Brandait, Sulzer, and Locher (d. 1910), consists of two
parallel tunnels, 55 ft. apart, which were connected with each other during
the construction by cross-shafts at intervals of 220 yds. Only one of these
tunnels (with a single line of rails) has as yet been completely finished

;

the other is under construction. From the IST. entrance (2255 ft.) the tunnel
ascends at the gradient of 2 : 1000 to the (5^/4 M.) culminating point (2312 ft.),

which lies 7000 ft. below the mountain-surface; then, after remaining on
the level for 550 yds., it descends (gradient 7:1000) to the (6V4 M.) S. en-

trance (2155 ft.), at Iselle (see below). The first 51/2 M. of the tunnel are

in Swiss territory. The trains (driven by electricity) pass through the tunnel
in about 25 min. (the windows should be closed on account of the heat).

131/2 M. Iselle di Trasquera (2155 ft.; Hot. du Grand-
Tunnel du Simplon)., with new fortifications, is situated in the

picturesque Val Divedro, watered by the Diveria or Doveria.
Between Iselle and Domodossola more than half of the railway is

in tunnels and cuttings (cost, 64,000 /. per mile).

The line traverses the valley of the Cairasca by means of a

spiral tunnel, and then again descends the YalDivedro. — n^/2 M.
Varzo (1865 ft.; Zanalda, P. 6-8 fr.), with large 'electric trans-

mission works. The scenery now assumes a distinctly Italian char-

acter: chestnut-trees, fig-trees, mulberries, vines, and maize abound.

The railway crosses the river in a picturesque ravine. — 23 M.
Preglia (951 ft.) lies near the influx of the Diveria into the Toce
(or Tosa)., which issues from the Val Antigorio (see Baedeker's
Switzerland). Below this point the broad and fertile valley, fre-

quently injured by inundations, is known as the Valle d'Ossola.

25 Y2 M. Domodossola (912 ft. ; Rail. Restaurant ; Hot. Ter-
minus et Espagne, R. 2Y2-5fr.; Hot. Milan et Suisse, R. 3-7 fr.;

Hot. National Manin; Alb.-Ristorante Mose, plain; Birreria
Barisoni), a small town with 3900 inhab., beautifully situated, is

the seat of the Italian and Swiss custom-houses and the junction of

a line to Novara (R. 19). The Palazzo Silva (16th cent.) contains
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a small museum of antiquities ; the Miiseo Galletti a library and a

cabinet of coins. The Museo Sempioniano, in the Istituto Bosmini,

illustrates the history of the Simplon Tunnel. The Calvary Hill,

20 min. to the S., commands a superb view.

About 41/2 M. to the W. (motor - diligence from the station, 31/2 fr.)

lies Bognanco (2080 ft.), the chief place of the Vol di Bogna, with mineral
springs and a hydropathic establishment (*Kurhaus, open from June to

Sept. ; P. from 10 fr.).

The Simplon Railway crosses the Toce, which here divides into

several arms and fills the whole valley with its debris. — 29 M.
Beura (810 ft.); 33Y2 M- Vogogna (715 ft.; Corona), picturesquely

situated at the foot of steep rocks, with a ruined castle. — 38Y2 M-
Premosello ; 41 M. Cuzzago. The last three have stations also on

the Novara railway (p. 88). — To the left appear the white marble-

quarries of Candoglia, which have furnished the material for Milan
Cathedral, the Certosa di Pavia, etc.

42 M. Mergozzo (670 ft.) lies at the W. end of the Lago di

MergozzOj originally an arm of the Lago Maggiore, with which it

is now connected only by a narrow channel. — The railway skirts

the S.W. bank of the lake, at the foot of VneMonV Orfano{25db ft.),

noted for its granite-quarries.

44 M. Pallanza-Fondo-Toce (Bail. Bestauraiit) ^ 4 M. to

the W. of Pallanza (electric tramway in Y2 ^r., see p. 234).

Crossing the Toce by an iron bridge at Feriolo (p. 236) the train

reaches the Lago Maggiore. Between the tunnels beyond (47 M.)

Baveno (p. 236; best steamboat-station for Pallanza) we obtain, to

the left, a charming *View of the Borromean Islands (p. 236) and of

Suna and Pallanza on the opposite bank. — 50 M. Stresa (p. 237);

531/2 M. Belgirate (p. 239); 541/2 M. Lesa (p. 239); 57 M. Meina
(p. 239). All these are also steamboat-stations (comp. p. 239).

60 M. Arona, see p. 239.
From Arona to Turin, 77 M., railway in 21/2-3 hrs. (express); fares

15 fr. 85, 11 fr. 10, 7 fr. 20 c. — The train follows the Milan line for some
diKtance and then, turning to the W., pierces the spurs of the Margozzolo
Group (p. 238) by the Gattico tunnel (2 M.). — 10 M. Borgomanero (1005 ft.

;

Alb. del Ramo Secco; Centrale), in the Val d^Agogna, is the junction of
the line from Novara to Domodossola (R. 19). Thence we ascend to the
S.W. in a fertile undulating district via (12V'2 M.) Cureggio (1140 ft.) to

(I8V2 M-) Romagnano Sesia, junction of the line from Novara to Varallo
(R. 20). — We cross the Sesia to (2OV2 M.) Gattinara (870 ft.), noted for
its wine. — Beyond (26 M.) Roascmla (725 ft.) we traverse rice-fields,

and beyond (30 M.) Biironzo (H20 ft.) wc cross the Cervo and Elvo. —
36'/t M. Carisio. — 4OV2 M. Santhid and thence to Turm, sec pp. 82, 81.

From Arona to Genoa, 112 M., railway in -iVy-^^Va hrs. (fares 20 fr. 90,
H fr. 65, 9 fr. 40 r. ; express 22 fr. 15, 15 fr. 50, 10 fr. 5 c). -- Diverging
from the Milan and Turin line to the S.E., the railway quits the Lago
Maggiore. In the distance to the left rises the Monte Campo dci Fiori
(D. 222). — 5V2M. Borgo Ticino (980 ft.) ; 7«/2 M. Varallo Fombia. — 12Va M.
Oleegio (p. 226), junction for the line from liellinzona to Genoa. Thenco
\\k (23 M.) Novara and (ei'/a M.) Alessandria to Gciioa, see RR. 30, 13c.

Our line now rounds the 8. end of the Lago Maggiore and
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crosses the Ticino by the bridge mentioned at p. 225. — 63 Y2 M.
Sesto Calende (p. 225) is the junction for Bellinzona and Grenoa.

7OY2 ^^- Somma Lomhardo (920 ft.), with a venerable cypress

95 ft. in height, lies near the E. bank of the Ticino (Ticinus)j where

Hannibal overthrew P. Cornelius Scipio in 218 B.C. On the neigh-

bouring heath (brughiera) is a large manoeuvre-ground, with a camp.

75 M. Gallarate (780 ft.; Alh. Italia; Leon d'Oro)^ a town

with 9600 inhab., at the S.E. base of a range of hills bounding the

Lombard plain, contains the Romanesque church of San Pietro

(11th cent.), a technical school, and large cotton-factories. It is the

junction for the electric railway from Milan to Porto Ceresio (R. 34)

and for a branch-line to Laveno (comp. p. 220).

On the Ticino at Vizzola, 6 M, to the W. of Gallarate, arc large

Electric Works (18,000 H.P.), erected in 1898-1901.

79y2 M- Busto Arsizio (Alb. del Yapore), a town with 17,600

inhab. and cotton-factories. The domed church of the Madonna di

Piazza, built in 1518-23 by Lonati in the style of Bramante, contains

frescoes by Bern.Luini and an altar-piece by Gaud. Ferrari. Branch-

line to Novara and Seregno, see p. 85.

At (821/2 M.) Legnano (650 ft.; Alh. Mantegazza; 18,300
inhab.), with cotton-mills and machine-factories, Frederick Barba-

rossa was defeated by the Milanese in 1176. The church of San
Magno, built in 1529, contains a large altar-piece, one of the chief

works of Bernardino Luini (p. 158).

91 M. Mhd (520 ft.
; p. 85), with silk-factories and the pilgrimage-

church of the Madonna dei Miracoli, by Pellegrino Tibaldi (1584;

facade 1721, dome 1752-55). — 96 M. Musocco.
100 M. Milaii, see p. 152.

3. Prom Lucerne (Bale) to Milan via Lugano
and Chiasso. St. Gotthard Railway.
172 M. Express in 6 hrs. (1st el. only; customs -examination in the

train); fast train (some 1st & 3rd el. only) in 6V2-8V2 hrs. (fares 35 fr. 95,
25 fr. 20, 17 fr. 75 c.) ; ordinary train in ll-ll^/^ hrs. (customs-examination
at Chiasso). Tlie Gotthard Express (Berlin-Milan; daily, in summer only)
and the Lloyd Express (Hamburg-Genoa; daily from Dec. to April) arc
'trains de luxe', accomplishing the journey from Lucerne to Milan in
51/2-53/4 hrs. (fare 49 fr. 65 c.). — From London via Calais, Laon, and Bale,
express in 27 hrs. (fares 6?. 12s., U. lis. 6fl.). — The express and most
of the fast trains have dining-cars; for passengers by other trains a tablc-
d'hote dinner (31/2 fi'-, incl. wine) is provided at Goeschenen , where the
traveller should be careful to avoid an involuntary change of carriages,
or even of trains. The night-express has a sleeping-carriage. — Finest
views from Lucerne to Amsteg on the right, from Amsteg to Faido on
the left, from Faido to Bellinzona to the right, and from Lugano to
Como to the left. — The *Steatnhoat Voyage on the Lake of Lucerne
from Lucerne to Fliielen (2V4-23/4hrs.) is much pleasanter than the railway-
journey (1-1V2 hr.); through-tickets are available by either train or steam-
boat. Comp. Baedeker^ s Switzerland.
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The *St. Gotthard Kailway was constructed in 1872-82, at a total

cost of 271,000,000 fr. Its highest point (3787 ft.) is in the middle of the
great tunnel. The inclines (maximum gradient 26 : 1000) have been sur-

mounted partly by large spiral tunnels, of which there are three on the
N. side or the St. Gotthard and four on the S. In all, the railway has
80 tunnels (with an aggregate length of 29 M.) and 324 bridges over 30 ft.

in span. The great tunnel alone cost 57,000,000 fr.

Lucerne (RaiUvay Restaurant). — Hotels. Schiveizerhof <fe

Luzerner Hof, Hotel National, Palace Hotel, Beati-Rivage, Sican & Rigi,
Europe, Eden House, Tivoli, all on the lake ; — Gr.-Hot. St. Gotthard-
Termintis, Gr.-Hot. du Lac, Monopole et Metropole , Waldstdtterhof &
Savoy, Victoria & Angleterre, Bristol, all near the station. — Sauvage,
Engel, Hot. Jura, etc., plain but good. — Hot. Schiller, Alpina, Ger-
mania, three hotels meubles near the station.

Lucerne {l^^l ft.; pop. 39,000), the capital of the canton of that

name, is beautifully situated at the efflux of the Beuss from the

Lake of Lucerne. Best view from the Gutsch (1722 ft.), at the

N.W. end of the town, V2 M. from the station (cable-raiJway). The
celebrated Lion of Lucerne, by Thorvaldsen, and the Glacier

Garden, with its interesting 'glacier-mills', lie Y4 M. to the N. of

the Schweizerhof-Qnai. See Baedeker^s Switzerland.

The railway skirts Lucerne in two tunnels and then approaches

the Kiissnacht arm of the Lake of Lucerne, with the Rigi rising in

front of us. — 12 M. Immerisee (1518 ft.), on the Lake of Zug.
171/2 ^- Arth-Goldau (1682 ft.; Rail. Restaurant), junction

for Ziirich (22 M. in
1 V4-IV2 tr.). — Beyond (25 M.) Brunnen the

line reaches the Lake of Uri or E. arm of the Lake of Lucerne,

along which it runs through tunnels and rock-cuttings.

Beyond (32 M.)Pluelen (1435 ft. ; /fo^eZ^dZer; CroixBlanche,
Tell & Post, etc.) the train ascends the broad valley of the Reuss,
via (38 M.) Erstfeld. — The most interesting part of the railway

begins at (41 Y2 M-) Amsteg-Silenen (1795 ft.). The train crosses

the Kserstelenbach by an imposing bridge, with a view of the Ma-
deraner-Tal to the left, and is then carried through the slope of the

Bristenstock (10,085 ft.) by two tunnels, and across the Reuss by
an iron bridge, 256 ft. high. We follow the left bank of the pic-

turesque Reuss valley, cross the Inschialp-Bach and the Zgraggen-
Tal, and skirt the mountain through tunnels and over a viaduct.

Beyond (46 M.) Gurtnellen (24:28 it.) the train enters the Pfaff'eri-

sprung Spiral Tunnel (1636 yds. long; 115 ft. of ascent) and crosses

the Lower Meienreuss Bridge. We then penetrate by a tunnel the

hill of Wasscn (sec below); above, on the right, is the churcli, which
remains conspicuous for a long time. Beyond the Wattingen Spiral
Tunnel (1 199 yds. long; 76 ft. of ascent) the train again crosses the

Reuss and threads another tunnel to —
51 M. Wassen (3050 ft.), a large village below the station. Tlie

imposing Middle Meienreuss Bridge (260 ft. high) and the Leggi-

atein Spiral Tunnel (1204 yds. long; 82 ft. of ascent) now carry us

to the Upper Meienreuss H ridge, where we cross the deep ravine of
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the Meienreuss for the third time. Passing through another tunnel

and skirting the hillside, we obtain a view of Wassen and of the

windings just traversed. Opposite rises the Rienzen-Stock (9626 ft.).

We cross two bridges, thread the Naxherg Tunnel (1 M. long), and

cross the deep gorge of the Gceschenen-Reuss (view of the Gce-

schene7i-Tal to the right, with the beautiful Dammafirn).

55 Y2 M- Goeschenen (3640 ft. ; Rail. Restaurant^ comp. p. 6).

Beyond the station we cross the Gotthard Reuss and enter the

great St. Gotthard Tunnel (3786 ft.), 5000-6000 ft. below the

highest point of the mountain. The tunnel is 16,393 yds. or about

9V4 M. in length, 28 ft. wide, and 21 ft. high, and is laid with a

double line of rails. Trains take 14-25 min. to pass through it. —
Above the S. end of the tunnel are some new fortifications.

65 M. Airolo (3750 ft.), in the upper Ticino Valley, is fre-

quented by Italians as a summer-resort. The scenery retains an

Alpine character until near Faido.

Beyond Airolo the train crosses the Ticino, passes through a

short tunnel, and enters the Stretto diStalvedro. The valley expands

near (691/2^.) Ambri-Piotta (3250 ft.). — Beyond (721/2 M.) Rodi-
Fiesso (3100 ft.) the Monte Piottino projects into the valley on the

N. The Ticino descends the gloomy gorge in a series of waterfalls.

The railway crosses the river, passes through two short tunnels, and

enters the Freggio Spiral Tunnel {1112 yds. in length), from which
it emerges, 118 ft. lower, in the Piottino Gorge. We recross the

Ticino (grand scenery), and then thread two short tunnels, the Prato
Spiral Tunnel (1 M. long; 118 ft. of descent), and another short

tunnel, beyond which opens the beautiful valley of Faido. Crossing

the Ticino and passing through the Polmegno Tunnel, we reach —
771/2 M. Faido (2465 ft.), the capital of the Valle Leventina,

thoroughly Italian in character. On the right the Piumogna de-

scends in a fine waterfall. — The train now follows the left bank of

the Ticino, traversing a beautiful district, richly wooded with wal-

nut and chestnut trees. Cascades descend from the abrupt clifts.

on either side, one of the finest being the fall of the Cribiasca, a

little short of (82 M.) Lavorgo (2025 ft.). Farther on the Ticino

forces its way through the Biaschina Ravine and forms a fine fall,

while the railway descends on the left bank by means of two spiral

tunnels, the Pianotondo Tunnel (1643 yds. long; 115 ft. of descent)

and the Travi Tunnel (1706 yds.; 118 ft. of descent).

The train has now reached the lower zone of the Valle Leven-
tina, and crosses and recrosses the Ticino on either side of (87 M.)

Giornico (1480 ft.). — 90 M. Bodio (1090 ft.). — The Brenno
descends from the Val Blenio on the left to join the Ticino.

94 M. Biasca (970 ft.), with an old Romanesque church. —
107 M. Claro (830 ft.), at the foot of the Pizzo di aaro (8920 ft.). —
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Beyond (103Y M.) Castione we pass the mouth of the Val Mesocco
(Bernardino route), cross the Mo'esa., and thread a tunnel.

106 M. Bellinzona {Rail. Restaurant^ D. incl. wine 21/2 fr.). —
Hotels. Hot. hiternational, R. 1V2-3, B. IV4, D- 21/2-3 fr. ; Hot. Suisse
et Poste, R. 21/2-5, B. IV4, L. 21/2, D. 4 iv.—Hdt. Flora, R. 2-3fr. ; Raihvay
Hotel, R. 2-6, D. 21/2 fr., plain.

Bellinzona (760 ft.), the capital of the canton of Ticino, a

picturesque town with 10,400 inhab., is the junction for Locarno

(p. 227) and Luino (p. 225). Above it rise three castles built about

1445 by Fil. Maria Yisconti (p. 151): the Castello San Michele to

the W., the Castello Montebello and the Castello Corbario to the E.
Ascent of the Monte CamogJie from Bellinzona via Griubiasco, see p. 16.

The railway to Lugano and Milan passes through a tunnel

(300 yds.) below the Castello Montebello. — At (108 M.) Giubiasco
the railways to the Lago Maggiore (p. 227) diverge to the right.

Our line approaches the foot of the mountains and ascends the

slopes of Monte Ceneri (4125 ft.). Cadenazzo (p. 227) lies below

on the right. Three tunnels. *View of the Ticino Valley and the

N. E. end of the Lago Maggiore. The train penetrates the ridge of

Monte Ceneri by means of a curved tunnel (1 M. long), at the 8. end

of which, in a sequestered valley, lies (115 M.) JRivera-Bironico

(1560 ft.; Albergo-Ristor. Club Alpino; bridle-path in 40 min. to

the Hot. Monte Ceneri, with a splendid view). We descend the

smiling valley of the Vedeggio to (120 M.) Taverne (1105 ft.). —
Beyond Lamone (1033 ft.) the train quits the Vedeggio and threads

the Massagno Tunnel (1135 ft.; 1016 yds. long).

124 M. Lugano. — The Railway Station (lllO ft.; PL C, 2;

Restaurant ; view, see p. 13) is connected with the town by a tramway and
by a cable-railway (fu7iicolare)^ see pp. 11, 12. — The Steamboats (to

Porto Ceresio, for Yarese and Milan, see RR. 33, 34; to Ponte Tresa, for
the Lago Maggiore, and to Porlezza, for the Lago di Corao, see R. 33; to

Capolago, on the Generoso Railway, see p. 16) have four piers : Lugafio-
(Jentrale (PL C, 3), the main station, on the Piazza Giardino (two land-
ing-stages), Lugano-Piazza Guglielmo Tell (PL C, 4; near the Grand
Hotel), Lugano-Paradiso (PL B, 6), for Paradise (p. 13) and the Mtc.
San Salvatorc, smd Liigano-Castagjiola (PL G, '4), for Castagnola (p. 13),

Cassarate (p. 13), and the Monte Bre. Only Lugano-Centrale and Lugano-
Paradiso are touched at on every journey.

Hotels (in spring rooms should be secured in advance). The chief
hotels send omnibuses to meet trains and steamers. In Lugano, on the
Lake: *Grand-H6tel du Paro et Beausejour (PL b; B, 4), with garden
(band twice a day), 160 beds, R. i'/g-l^, B. 1^/4, L. i, D. 6, P. from 11 fr.

;

Grand & Palace Hotel (PL a; B, (!, 4), Piazza Guglielmo Tell, with
restaurant and garden (band thrice a day), 250 beds, R. from 5, B. 1^/^,

L. 4, D. (5, omn. ly.^, P. from 12 f r. ; *Grand-H6tel Splendide (PL c;

A, 5), Riva Antonio Caccia, patronizerl by the Hnglisli and Americans,
120 beds, R. .5-12, B. I'/a, L. 4, I). G, P. 12-18 fr. (closed Doc, and .Jan.);

*H6t.-Pen8. Bellevue (PL h; A, 5), 100 beds, R.4-7, B. !•/.., L. 31/2,

I). 5, P. 8-16 fr.; *Reoina Hotel (PL re; C, 4), Piazza Guglielmo Toll,

with garden, 60 R. from 3V2, B. I'/a, L- 3>/a, D. 5, P. 9-11 fr. All these
have lifts and central heating. — Second class: TiLOvn H<^)tel (PL 11; C, 3),

Hiva Vinconzo Vola, with restaurant, iiO bedH, H. 3 5, H. I'/i, L. 3, I). 1,

S. 3, P. 8-12 fr.j *H6t. Ibtehwatiowal (PL il; 0,4), Via NaHHa, at the
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corner of the Piazza Guglielmo Tell, 130 beds, R. 3-1, B. IV2, L. 3, D. 4,

P. 8-10 fr. ; Hot.-Pens. Lugano (PI. e; C, 3), same street, with small garden,

50 beds, R. 3-5, P. 7-12, omn. 1 fr. ; Hot.-Gtarni Walter (PI. p; C, 3),

Piazza Rizziero Rezzonico (PI. C, 3), with restaurant, 200 beds, R. 21/2-4,

B. Vli^r., adapted for passing tourists; Hot. Belvedere (PI. 1; C, 4),

Piazza Guglielmo Tell, with beer-restaurant and small terrace on the lake,

36 beds, R. 2-31/2, B- IV4, L. 21/2, D. 3, P. 6-9 fr. ; Hot. Beausitb & Pens.
Fontaine ,

Piazza Rizziero Rezzonico, 30 beds, R. from 2, B. IV4, L. 2,

D. 2V2, pens. 6-8 fr., with central heating.

In the Town: Hot. Suisse (PI. g; D, 3), ViaCanova, 70 beds, R. 2V2-

31/2, B. IV4, L. 2V2, L>- 3, P. 7V2-IO, omn. ^/4fr., good; Hot.-Garni Central,
ViaCanova, with cafe-restaurant, 45 beds at 2-3, P. 6-8 fr. ; Hot.-Restau-
rant Caldelari, Piazza Dante (PI. C, D, 2, 3), R. from IV2, P. from 5 fr.,

plain but good; Hot. Condor (PI. co; C, 3), Yia Nassa, with restaurant,

R. from IV2, ^' 2V2 fi'-j unpretending.

Near the Station. To the S. : *H6t. Metropole et Monopole (PI. x
;

B, 4), Via Clcmente Maraini, beside the cable-railway (p. 12), 100 beds, R.
5-9, B. IV2, L. 31/2, D. 5, R. 10-20, omn. 1 fr. (closed Nov. -Feb.); Hot.
Bristol (PI. y; B, 3, 4), same street, 100 beds, R. 31/2-8, B. ii/2, L. 31/9,

D. 5-7, P. 9-18, omn. 1 fr. ; Hot. St. Gotthard-Terminus (PI. k; C, 3),

74 beds, R. 3-6, B. 1 1/2, L. 31/2, D. 41/2, P. 8-14, omn. ^/^-li/g fr. ; *H6t. Berna
et Bella Vista (PI. r ; C, 3), with the dependance Hot. Lucerne, Via Bella-

vista, 30 beds, R. 21/2-5, P. 7-12 fr., all four with central heating, gardens,
and fine view. — To the W., beyond the railway: *H6t. Beau-Regard
et Continental (PI. i; B, 3), Via Montarina, with lift, central heating,
and garden, 120 beds, R. 21/2-5, P. 7-12 fr. ; Pens. Villa Minerva, same
street, with garden, 20 beds, 6-10 fr., good; Hot.-Garni Jura (PL j; B,

C, 2), Via di Circonvallazione, with restaurant, R. 2-3, B. I1/4 fr. ; Hot.-
Pens. Germania (PL z; B, 2), same street, R. I1/2-21/2, P. 6-8 fr. ; Pens.
DES Palmiers, with garden, 51/2-71/2 fr. — To the E., below the station:

Hot. -Pens. Erica (PL q; C, 2), with garden, 45 beds, R. 2-31/2, P. 61/2-8 fr.
;

Hot. Adler-Stadthof (PL s; C, 2), 50 beds, R. 2i/2~5, P. from 7 fr. ; Hot,
de la Croix Blanche, 32 beds, R. I1/2-21/2, B. I1/5, D. 2i/ofr., well spoken
of; Hot. Milan et Gare (PL t; C, 2), R. I1/2-21/2, B. 1, B. or S. 21/2, P.
6-10 fr. ; all four in the Via Paolo Regazzoni; Pens. Zweifel, ViaBcrtuccio,
P. 6-7 fr. ; Pens. Induni, Via al CoUe 8, 5-7 fr., plain but good. — To the
N. : *H6t. Washington et Pens. Eden (PL d ; C, 1), Via Genzana, 45 beds,
R. 21/2-5, P. 6-10, omn. 1 f r. ; Pens. Carola, Via Sassa (PL C, 1), P. 5-7 fr.

At Paradiso (p. 13), ^U ^- to the S. : On the lake, *Grand-H6tel de
l'Europb (PL v; A, 6), 150 beds, R. from 31/2, B. I1/2, L. 31/2-41/2, D. 5, P.
from 10, omn. I1/2 fr. , *H6t. Reichmann (PL n ; B, 6), 150 beds, R. 3-8,

B, 11/2, D. 41/2, S. 31/2, P. 8-15, omn. I1/2 fr. (closed Dec. -Feb.), *H6t.-Pens.
Victoria (PL vi; A, 6), 80 beds, R. 31/2-5, B. I1/2, L. 3, D. 4, P. 8-12, omn.
1 fr,, all three with lifts, central heating, and small gardens; Hot. Beau-
Rivage (PL m; A, B, 6), with central heating and small garden, 70 beds,
R. 3-6, B. 11/2, L. 3, D. 4, P. 8-12 fr. ; *H6t. des Anglais (PL an ; B, 6), at

the end of the Riva Antonio Caccia, 40 R. from 3, B. I1/2, L. 3, D. 4, P.
from 6 fr. ; Hot.-Pens. Villa Carmen (PL u ; B, 6), with small garden,
55 beds, R. 21/3-5, B. I1/2, S. 21/2, P. 61/2-IO fr. ; Hot. du Lac (PL la; B, 6),

with terrace on the lake and cafe-restaurant, 50 beds, R. from 2, P. from
6 fr., good. — In the village : *Savoy Hot. Sommer (PL w ; A, 6), R. 31/2-8,

P. 9-16fr., with lift and garden, *H6t.-Pens. Meister (PL me; A, 6),

120 beds, R. 21/2-4, P. 7-10 fr.. Hot. Daetwyler (PL dw ; A, 6), at the
San Salvatore station, with cafe-restaurant, 40 R. at 2-31/2, L. 21/2, D. 3,

P. 6-81/2 f r., all with central heating ; Pens. Violetta ; Pens. Villa Daheim,
6-9 fr. ; Pens. Villa Federigo, 6-8 fr. ; Pens. Ziebert, 5-7 fr. ; Hot. Flora,
51/2-6 fr. ; Pens. Margherita, 5-7 fr. ; Pens. Roscher, with garden, 5-6 fr.—
At Geretta: ^Imperial Palace Hotel (PL o; A, 6), with lift, central
heating, and garden, 80 beds, R. 31/3-8, B. I1/2, L. 4, D. 5, P. 8-14, omn.
lVa-2 fr. ; H6t.-Pbn8. Gbrber (PL gc; A, 6), with garden, 50 beds, R. 2-4,

B. 11/4, L. 2, D. 21/a, P. 6-8 fi. ; Pens. Henrietta, with garden, 6-9 fr.
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la Cassarate (p. 13), 3/4 M. to the E. of Lugano: Hot.-Pens. Villa

Castagnola (PI. f ; &, 3), with central heating and garden, 100 beds, R. 3-6,

B. 11/2, ^' 4, S. 3, P. 8-14, omn. IV2 fr. ; Hot. Fukicolare (PI. br ; G-, 3), at

the Monte Bre Station, R. IV2-2V2J B. I1/5, D. 2, P. 5-8 fr. ; Pens. Villa du
Midi (PI. Gr, 4, 5), near the steamboat-pier, P. from 51/2 fi*-, unpretending. —
In Castagnola (p. 13), in a sunny, picturesque position (S. aspect) : *Schloss-
HOTEL Pens. Rivieka (PI. sc; H, 6), with central heating, P. 7-12 fr. ; Hot.-
Pens. Eldorado (PL el ; H, 5), P. 6V2-9 fr. ; Pens. Villa Moritz (PL mo

;

H, 6), with central heating and restaurant, P. 6-8 fr. (closed in July and
Aug.), good: Pens. Muller (PL mti; H, 5), P. 5-7 fr. ; Hot. -Pens. Villa
Helvetia (PL he; H, 5), P. 5-7 fr. — At Riivigliana (p. 14): Sanatorium
Monte Bre-Ruvigliana. — At Suvigliana {-^ . 14): Pens. Casa Rossa (PL
or; H, 3), at the station, with garden-restaurant, P. 7-10 fr. ; Sanatorium
Villa Ida.

On the Via C'astaitsio, to the N. : Pens. Villa Stauffer et National,
P. 5-7 fr. — In Davesco (p. 15): Hot.-Pens. CastellodiDavesoo (1378ft.),

with large park, R. 3-6, B. IV4, L. 3, D. 4, P. 8-15 fr. (closed Nov.-March).

Restaurants. At the *IIdt. Walter (p. 10); Trattoria Biaggi (also

rooms and board), Via Pessina, to the W. of the Piazza della Riforma,
on the way to the cable-railway, Italian, unpretending.

Caf^s. Eiviera, Riva Vincenzo Vela, next the Hot. Lugano ; lacchini,
Piazza della Riforma; Centrale, at the Hot. Central (p. 10); Hot. du Lac
(p. 10). — Confectioners. Cafe Riviera (see above) ; Forster, Via Canova.

- Beer. Cafe-Restaurant Gamhrinus , Piazza della Riforma; Walter
(p. 10) ; Lloyd Hotel (p. 9) ; Hot. Belvedere (p. 10) ; Kursaal Cafe (see below).

Lake Baths (bagui ; PL B, 5), Riva Antonio Caccia (open June-Sept.

;

bath 20 c, box 60 c, dress and towels 20 c). — Warm Baths at the Hot.-
Pens. Gerber (p. 10),

Post & Telegraph Offices. Via P. Peri (PL D, 3), at the St. Gott-
hard Station (X. side), in Paradiso (PL A, 6), Cassarate, and Castagnola.

Physicians. Dr. Hartmann, Via Nassa.; Dr. Herrnann, Via Catte-
drale; Dr. Michel, Paradiso; Dr. Osicald, Piazza dell'Indipcndcnza

;

Dr. Zhindcn, Via Cantonalc. — Bookseller (also photographs), Arnold,
Piazza Giardino. — English G-oods (groceries, tea-room, etc.), The
British Trading Compawj, Piazza del Commercio.

Banks. Banca della Svizzera Italiana (PL 1 ; D, 3), Piazza Giardino;
Banca Cantonale Ticinese, Banca Popolare (PL 3; C, 3), both in the Piazza
della Riforma. — Tourist Agency (also sleeping-car agency). Pro Lugano,
in the kiosque in the Piazza Gugliclmo Tell.

Kursaal (PL D, 3), Riva Giocondo Albertolli; operas and dramas
occasionally in winter, in the tourist -season concerts in the afternoon
and variety-performances in the evening.

Tramways flO c. ; 6 a.m. -10 p.m.) from the Piazza Giardino every
20 min, : to the St. Gotthard Railwaj/ Station; to Paradiso ; to the Salva-
tore Station {V\. A, 6) ; to Cassarate (1*1, G, 3, <1) ; to Molino Nuovo (PL E, 1)

rid tlie Cimitero.

Electric Light Railways. 1. From the St. Gotthard Station via
' anobbio to (5 M.) Tesserctc (p. Lj), 8-11 times daily in y.^hv. (fares 1 fr. 20,
^0 f , ; return 1 fr. 95, 1 fr. 30 c,). - 2. From the Piazza (riardino via
D.ivcsro to (5 M.) Dino (p. 15) in V,; hr. (70 c). -- 3. From the St, Gott-
hard Station to Potite Trcsa (p. 21U) in

'/.i
br. (fares 1 fr. 1)5, 1 fr. 30 c.).

Carriages. In the town, incL I^iradiso and Cassarate, with one horse,
l-2perH. I'/j, 3 pers, 2, with two horses, 1-2 pers. 2^/,i fr., each addit. pcrs.
75 c. more; return-drive, with 10 min, waiting, half these fares; at night
(after 8,30 p,m,, in winter after 5 p.m.), 50 c. more; per hour, with one
horfie 3, with two horHCs 6 fr., for a drive of more than 2 Iuh. each addit.

•/^ hr. "Ai and 1 fr. njorc. Small articles of In^rgage free; trunk 50c. --

T(i Castagnola and back onc-horso 3 and 4, two horse G fr. ; to Montagnola
and back 7, 8, or 14 fr. ; to Agra and back 8, 1), or 15 fr. ; to Sonvico and back
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9, 10, or 16 fr. — Drive round the Mte. San Salvatore (p. 14), one-horse carr.

8 or 9, two-horse 15 fr. ; to Comano via Porza, returning via Canobbio ('Giro

del Piccolo San Bernardo'), 7, 8, or 12 fr. ; to Tesserete and Ponte Capriasca
('Giro del Gran San Bernardo') 9, 10, or 18 fr.

Bowing Boat with one rower 21/2 fr. (1-2 pers. 2 fr.), with two
rowers 31/2 fr. for the first hour, each addit. 1/2 hr- H^Id ^^ IV2 fr. ; to

Caprmo or Cavallino, with 1 hr.'s stay, 6 fr. — Motor Boat, 5 fr. per
hour. — Sailing Boat, 3 fr. for the first hour, each addit. 1/2 ^^- 1 fr.

Motor Launches (battellini a motore; 8 a.m. -8 p.m.; 10 c. per
stage; ticket for 200 stages, 8 fr.) every 1/4 hi*- from Cortivo-Castagnola
(PI. H, 6) to (17 min.) Paradiso via Cassarate and Lugano, with halts at

the Kursaal, Lloyd Hotel, Grand & Palace Hotel, the Lake Baths, and
Hot. do I'Europe. Also four times daily via Paradiso and five times direct

from the Lloyd Hotel to Cavallino, Caprino, and back. Occasional trips

to Gandria.
Cable Bailways (funicolari). 1. From the Piazza Funicolare (PI.

C, 3 ; behind the Piazza della Eiforma) to the St. Gotthard Station (comp.
PI. C, 2) in 4 min.; service as required from 6 a.m. to 11.30p.m. (fare

up or down 10 c, 1st cl. up 30, down 15 c), — 2. From the Riva Vincenzo
Vela (PI. C, 4; next the Hot. International) to the Via Clemeyite Maraini
(comp. PI. B, 4). — 3. From the station in Paradiso (PI. A, 6; 920 ft.;

5 min. from the steamboat-station of Paradiso; motor-launches and tram-
way, see above and p. 11) to the top oi Monte San Salvatore; ten times
daily from April to Ibept. (8 times in Oct.) in 1/2 ^r. (fares 2 fr. 40 c. up,
1 fr. 60 c. down; return-ticket 3 fr. 20 c, on Sun. and holidays 2 fr.). —
4. From Cassarate (PI. G, 3; 5 min. from the steamboat-station of Ca-
stagnola; motor-launches and tramway, see above and p. 11) to the Monte
Bre: to Suvigliana in summer every 10 min. from 6.35 a.m. to 9.25 p.m.*
in 3 min. (fares 35 c. up, 25 c. down; return-ticket 50, on Sun. and holi-

days 35 c.); from Suvigliana to the top of Mte. Bre 11 times daily in

18 min. (fare 2 fr., down 1 fr. 40 c. ; from Cassarate to Mte. Bre 2 fr. 35,

return-ticket 3 fr. 20, on Sun. 1 fr. 60 c).

Anglican Church {St. Edward''s; PI. B, 4), Via Clemente Maraini

;

services at 10.30, 11.30, and 3.30; chaplain, Rev. Hugh Campbell, 31. A.,
Hotel Bristol. — British Vice-Consul, B. H. Hamilton.

Lugano (950 ft.), with 13,000 inhab., the largest town in the

Swiss canton of Ticino^ is charmingly situated on the Lake of
Lugano., and is a very pleasant place for some stay. The winter

temperature is only a little higher than that of Montreux or Meran

;

the heat of summer is seldom excessive ; while in spring and autumn
N. winds prevail, from which, however, Castagnola (p. 13) is some-

what protected. The scenery is Italian in character; numerous
villages and country-houses are scattered along the banks of the

lake, and the lower hills are covered with vineyards and gardens,

contrasting beautifully with the dark-green chestnuts and walnuts

above them. To the S. rises the Monte San Salvatore (p. 14), wooded
to its summit; to the E., beyond the lake, is the Monte di Caprino,

with the Monte Generoso (p. 17), on the right and the Monte Bre

(p. 14) and the beautiful Monte Boglia (p. 16) on the left. To the

N. opens the broad valley of the Cassarate, backed by a group of

mountains among which the Monte Camoghe (p. 16) and the rugged
Sasso Grrande (p. 16) are conspicuous.

Near the steamboat-pier of Lugano-Centrale and grouped around

the Municipio (PI. C, 3; 1844), with a beautiful colonnaded court,
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are the three principal squares of Lugano : the Piazza Gtiardino

(PL C, D, 3), with pleasure grounds and a fountain, the Piazza della

Riforma (PI. C, 3), and the Piazza Rizziero Rezz6nico (PI. C, 3).

The Old Town, with its arcades, its shops and workshops in

the open air, and the granite wheel -tracks in the streets, is quite

Italian in character. — The church of San Lorenzo (PL C, 2), on a

beightbelow the station (tramway and cable-railway, see pp. 11, 12),

built at the close of the 15th cent, and restored in 1908-10, has a

tasteful marble fagade in the early -Renaissance style, ascribed to

Tommaso Rodari (1517). — The Terrace in front of the station

(p. 9), commands an admirable *View of the town and the lake.

A broad Quay (Riva)^ planted with trees and much frequented

in the evening, stretches, under various names, along the lake. In

the Piazza Guglielmo Tell (PI. C, 4), at the S.W. end of the Riva

Vincenzo Vela, are a small fountain-statue of Tell, by Vela (1852),

and a monument to Washington.
The old conventual church of Santa Maria degli Angloli

(PI. C, 4), adjoining the Grand & Palace Hotel, contains some good
frescoes by Bernardino Luini (p. 232; best light in the morning).

The painting on the wall of the screen (1529), one of the largest
ever executed by Luinij represents the *Passion of Christ, and contains
several hundred figures, arranged according to the antiquated style in
two rows. In the foreground stand three huge crosses, at the foot of
which are Roman soldiers, the holy women, St. John, and the executioners
casting lots for the garments. Above, on a diminished scale, from left
to right, are Christ on the Mount of Olives, Christ taken prisoner, the
Mocking of Christ, the Bearing of the Cross, the Entombment, Thomas's
[Jnbolief, and the Ascension, all immediately adjacent. Although the
style of the composition strikes one as old-fashioned, the eye cannot
fail to be gratified by the numerous beautiful details. The St. Sebastian
and St. Rochus, below, between the arches, are particularly fine. — To
the left, on the wall of the church: Gius. Ant. Petrini, St. Francis
receiving the Stigmata; Bern. Luini, Last Supper (fresco). — In the
1st Chapel on the right (locked; 25-30 c.) is a fine Madonna by Luini.

The Riva Antonio Cacgia, which prolongs the quay to the S.

Cfine views), connects the old town with the suburb of Paradiso
(PI. A, B, 6; tramway and motor-launches, see pp. 11, 12), at the

foot of Mte. San Salvatore (p. 14). — On the Riva Giocondo Al-

bertolli, the E. end of the quay, is the Kurmal (PL D, 3; p. 11),

to the N. of wbich is tiic Villa Ciani (Pi. D, E, 3), with a shady
park and a marbh; statue of a nionrniiig woman ('La Desolazione')

by Vela (entr. at J^iazza d(^ll' Indipendcnza 78; fee V.,-1 fr.).

From the N.E. angle of tlie IMazza dell' Indipendenza we may
follow the Viale Carlo (Jattaiieo (PI. J), E, 3), wliieb crosses the

(^4 M.) Cassarate^ to {'^/^ M.) ('ahhakatk (1M. (i, 3; tramway and
motor-launclies, see pp. 1 1, 12), at the W. base of tlie Monte Br^
(p. 14). Thence we may ascend gradually by the sunny highroad on

the slope of Mte. Hre to {'% M.) Cahtagnola (1080 ft.; PI. If, 5, ;

hotels, see p. 11; tramway and motor-launch station, pp. 11, 12).
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This road and the road to Ruvigliana (see below) command fine

views of the central arm of the lake.

Among the attractive view-points near the town are the * Torre
Enderlin (PI. B, 3), above the valley of the Tassino (p. 16) and the

Via Clemente Maraini (cable-railw^ay, p. 12) ; the Belvedere ofMon-
cucco (PI. A, 2), above the street of that name, Y2 ^- to the W. of

the St. Gotthard Station ; and the Belvedere di Guidino (1080 ft.),

1^4 M. to the S.E. of Paradiso and 5 min. above the road to tlie

cape of San Martino (p. 219).
The *Monte San Salvatore (3000 ft,), the curiously shaped summit

lo the 8. of Lugano, commands a celebrated panorama. The Cable Rail-
way to tlie top (p. 12; 1800 yds. long) crosses the St. Gotthard Rail-

way, traverses a viaduct (110 yds. long; gradient 38:100), and reaches
the halfway station of Pazzallo (1625 ft.), where carriages are changed.
The line now ascends over dolomitic rock, at an increasing gradient
(finally 60:100), to the terminus (2895 ft.; Hotel Kulm), which lies 7 min.
below the summit (Vetta), on which there is a pilgrimage-chapel. Tlie

*ViEw embraces all the arms of the Lake of Lugano, the mountains
and their wooded slopes, especially those above Lugano, sprinkled with
numerous villas. To the E. above Porlezza is Monte Leguone (p. 211)

;

N. above Lugano the double peak of Monte Camoghe (p. 16), to the left

of this the distant Rheinwald mountains; W. Monte Rosa and other
Alps of the Valais (best light in the morning; panorama by Imfeld).

Walkers, starting from the post-office in Paradiso (PI. A, 6), pass
under the St. Gotthard line and follow the road via Calprino to the vil-

lage of (IV2 M.) Fazzallo (1398 ft.). Here they take one of the passages
marked 'al Monte', and then ascend by a stony footpath, crossing the funi-

cular railway, to the (I1/2 hr.) top. For the descent they should select

the path to (2/4 hr.) Oiona (2065 ft.), v/hence they may either follow tlie

road to the N. via Carahbia (1725 ft.) to (21/4 M.) Pazzallo (see above),
or take the road to the S. to (1 M.) Carona (1975 ft.

;
quaint old church),

the home of the Lombard! (p. 350), tlie Venetian family of artists. From
Carona a zigzag path descends to the E. to (35 min.) Melide (p. 16); while
another route leads to the S.W., past the churches of Santa Marta and
Madonna deW Oiigero (2075 ft.; frescoes by Petrini) and along the E.

flank of the Monte Arbostora (2710 ft.), to (13/^ hr.) Morcote (p. 219).

A Cable Railway (1 M. long; p. 12), opened in 1911, ascends the

Monte Bre, with an initial gradient of 60Vv.:100. The first station is

Suvigliana (1290 ft. ; hotels, see p. 11), where "carriages are changed. This
is the station also for Rioviglia/na (1415 ft. ; sanatorium, p. 11), 1/2 M. to

the 8. The line ascends (47V2:100) through a tunnel and across a viaduct
to Aldesago (1950 ft.), the liighest village seen from Lugano. A curve
through a tunnel, 200 yds. in length, brings us to the terminus on the
summit of the Monte Br^ (3060 ft. ; Restaurant), which commands a
fine view of the lake and of the surrounding mountains.

From the (5 min.) S.W. spur of the mountain, whence Lugano is seen
far below, a narrow footpath, passing the church, descends to the village
of Br6 (2.590 ft. ; Inn), on the E. slope. Two roads, running respectively
round the N. and the S. side of the mountain, connect Bre with Aldesago
(see above), whence we may either proceed to the N". via Albo7iago
(1525 ft.) and Viganello (PI. H, 1; light railway, see p. 15) back to (1 hr.)

Cassarate, or descend to the S. via (V4 hr.) Ruvigliana (see above) and the
venerable church of Castagnola (1290 ft.) to (20 min.) Castagnola (p. 13).

The Light Railway to Tesserete (see p. 11; best views on the
right) runs to the N.E. from the St. Gotthard Station through the suburbs
of Massagno and Sassa, then high on the wooded W. flank of the Cassa-
rate Valley (view), and through a tunnel to (IV4 M.) Vira. The station of
(2«/2 M.) Canohhio lies 1/4 M. above the village (1295 ft.), situated on the
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road from Vignola (tramway, see p. 11), which passes the chateau of
Trevano, the property of Mr. Louis Lombard of New York, sumptuously
fitted up, with a beautiful park nearly 80 acres in extent (visitors admitted
on presenting their cards). — Beyond (31/3 M.) Sureggio the Yalle di Colla
(see below) opens on the right; on the left rise the Denti dellaYecchia (p. 16).— 41/2 M. Lugaggia. — 5 M. Tesserete (1745 ft.; *Hdt.-Pe7is. Beaiise-
jour; Hot. -Restaurant clc la Gave, L. 21/2, D. 3V2, P. 6-71/2 fr.) is the
chief place in the Valle or Pleve Caprlasca.

Excursions from Tesserete= To the N.W. via (13/^ M.) Bigorio
(2360 ft.) and the (1/2 M.) Convento Santa Maria (2390 ft.) to the (I1/4 br.)

top of Monte Bigorio (3615 ft. ; attractive). — Via Sala (1810 ft.) to

(1 M.) Ponte Capriasca (1425 ft.), the church of which contains a good
old copy (by Piero Luini ?) of Leonardo da Yinci's Last Supper (p. 181;
best light, 11-1). — To the N.E. via Campestro to Bidogno (2590 ft.), a
starting-point for the ascent of Monte Bar (5970 ft. ; 3 hrs.). — To the E.
(diligence) through the Valle di Colla, via Cagiallo and past the Roman-
esque church of San Matteo and the small mineral baths of Oggio, to

(5 M.) Maglio di Colla (3205 ft. ; Ristorante Noe Ceresa, P. 4-7 fr.). —
About 41/2 M. to the S.E. of Tesserete lies the church of San Bernardo
(2300 ft.), on a rocky plateau of the Monte San Bernardo (drive round
tlie mountain, see p. 12).

The Light Railway to Dino (p. 11; best views on the left) skirts
the E. side of the Cassarate vallev, via Viganello, Liqaino (1305 ft.),

Soragno (1405 ft.), and (31/2 M.) Davesco (1375 ft. ; hotel, *p. 11), to (5 M.)
Dino (1690 ft.), the station for Sonvico (1985 ft. ; Bot.-Pens. Post, P.
51/2-7 fr.), a summer-resort finely situated IV2 M. the N.E. From Sonvico
a bridle-path leads to the N.E. along the Settalone (3520 ft.) to Piandera
(2915 ft.), in the Yalle di Colla, not far from Maglio di Colla (see above).

Excursions may be made also to Caprino (steamer daily in summer;
on Mon. and Frid. only in winter; motor-launches and rowing-boats, see

p. 12), Cavallino, and Campione (steamboat-piers, see p. 219), all on the
E. bank of the central arm of the lake. The wine-cellars (Cantine di
Caprino) in the rocky grottoes at tlie foot of the Monte di Caprino, and
the garden-restaurant at Cavallino or Mollno (reached by a mountain-
path from Caprino), are much frequented on Sun. and liolidays (Asti,

I'/a fi"- pt^r bottle). Tlic Cantine are closed at sunset and in winter are
open on Mon. and Frid. only.

The most attractive excursions to the S.W. of Lugano are those to
the various points of view in the fertile CoUina d*Oro. From the
hill of San Grato (1230 ft.; Restaurant du Jardin, P. 5 f r. ; Pens, de
la Colline d'Or), V-j It. from the St. Gotthard Station, a *Road leads via
(8 min.) Gentilino (1280 ft. ; Pens. Waldesruh, 5-6 fr.), the churcii of SanV
Abhondio (1315 ft.), and Certenago (1115 ft.), to (I'/oM.) Montagnola
(1550 ft. ; Pens. Bellevne, P. 4V./fr., plain but good)". Ti»e walk may be
agreeably extended thence via Bigogno to (21/4 M.) Agra (1835 ft.; dili-

gence to Lugano), on the W. side of which a woodland path leads round
the Monte Croce ('Circolo del Monte'). We return via Noranco and Paiu-
hio (1040 ft.) or from Gentilino via Montalhano (PI. A, 5).

A pleasant excursion may be made in a light jnountain- carriage
(16-17 fr.) from Lugano by the Cinque Vie (comp. PL A, B, 1) to the
Vedeggio valley, and thence via Bioggio (1050 ft.) and Bosco (1745 ft.) to
('1 hrs.) Cadcrnario (2490 ft.), whence the carriage is sent on to Agno.
From ('adeniario we ascend on foot to (25 min.) San Bernardo (2955 ft.),

a chapel commanding a fine view of the Lago Maggiore. W(; descend on the
S.W. to the road and follow it to the left via Iseo (2255 ft.), Cimo (1835 ft.),

and Vernate to (1'/.^ lir.) Agno i\). 220).
In th(; valley of the MagJiaHlna (the so-called Malcantone), 8 M. to

the W. of JiUgano (diligenee from Magliaso thrice daily in I'/^hr. ; see
P. 220), lies Novaggio f2110 ft.; */Iid.-PenM. lien nst' jour, R. l>/.,-2, H. I,

I). 2>/j-S'/vi f^. K-IO fr. ; llot.-PenH. Lema, P. from 5 fr. ; Pens. N<ynaggi<>,
good), a Hpring and autumn rc«ort in a pretty mountain -lundncape, in
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view of Monte Rosa and the Lago Maggiore. The road goes on thence
to the W. to Astano (2090 ft.; Posta, P. 4 fr., well spoken of), the
starting-point for the ascent of Monte Lema (5320 ft. ; 2V2 hrs., with
guide). From Astano we may descend via Sessa (1300 ft.) to Cremenaga
(p. 220) or Ponte Tresa (p. 219).

Mountain Ascents (shoes with nails advisable). *Monte Boglia
(4960 ft.) is ascended via Pregassona (1270 ft.), Ligaino (p. 15), and the

Alp Bolla in 4-41/2 hrs. (guide desirable), or from Brh (p. 14) in

21/2 hrs. The view is less extensive but more picturesque than that
from Mte, Generoso (p. 17). Descent on the E. side through the grassy
Vol Solda to Castello and San Mamette or Oria (steamboat -stations;

p. 218). From the Alp Bolla expert climbers may ascend the Sasso Grande
(4895 ft.), with the curious dolomitic peaks of the Denti della Vecchia.

Monte Camogh^ (7300 ft.; 41/2 hrs., with guide), commanding a

striking panorama of the Alps from Mte. Rosa to the Ortler, is ascended
from Maglio di Colla (p. 15) via Colla (3465 ft.) and the Alp Pietrarossa
(4465 ft.), leaving the Monte Grarzirola (see below) to the left, to the

(3 hrs.) Alp Serteyia (5905 ft.) and the (IV2 br.) top. The descent may
be made to the N., via the alps of Rivolte and Leveno and through the
Val Morohhia, to Giubiasco and (5 hrs.) Bellinzona (p. 9). — The ascent
of Monte Garzirola (6950 ft. ; 3 hrs.) from Colla is recommended also.

Monte Tamaro (6450 ft. ; 5 hrs.
;
guide) from Rivera-Bironico (p. 9),

via the Alp Foppa (4640 ft.), not difficult. Splendid view of the Lago
Maggiore, the Lake of Lugano, Milan, etc.

Excursion to the Monte Generoso, see p. 17; to Lanzo d^Iyitelvi

and the Grotto of Osteno, see p. 218; to Varese, see p. 220.

Beyond Lugano the St. Gotthard Railvtay crosses the Tassino
Valley by means of a viaduct (130 ft. high; charming view^ of

Lugano to the left), skirts Paradise and the Monte San Salvatore,

and passes under the N.E. spur of the last. It then skirts the W.
bank of the lake via (128 M.) Melide (Gaffe -Ristorante Lugano,

Cafe-Restaurant du Repos, Ristorante del Battello, all plain). The
train and the road then cross the lake to Bissone (p. 219) by the

Ponte Diga^ a stone viaduct Y2 ^- long (views). — 130 M. Ma-
roggia (Hot.-Restaurant Val Mara, R. IV2-2, P. 4-6 fr.), at the W.
base of the Mte. Generoso (p. 17).

A diligence (4 times daily, in 1 hr.) plies from Maroggia to Arogno
(1995 ft. ; Hot. Belvedere, P. 6-7 fr. ; Hot. Arogno, P. 6-8 fr. ; Pens. Val-
mara), a large vv^atch-making village, picturesquely situated in the Val
Mara, at the foot of the Colmo di Creccio (4335 ft.; attractive ascent
in 21/2 hrs.). Fine view from the chapel of San Vitale (2255 ft.), 1/2 M.
to the N.W. The road goes on, crossing the (2 M.) Italian frontier, to

(21/4 M.) Lanzo d^Intelvi (p. 218).
About 13/^ M. to the E. of Maroggia (diligence twice daily in ^U hr.)

is R6vio (1646 ft.; Kurhatis & Pens. Monte Generoso, P. 6 fr,), a
pleasant village, whence Monte Generoso is ascended by a steep path in
31/2-4 hrs. Fine views are enjoyed also from the Monte SanV Agata
(3090 ft. ; 11/4 hr. to the N.E.) and from the Alpe di Melano (3280 ft.

;

11/4 M. to the S.E.), above the village of Melano.
1 32 1/2 M. Capolago (Hot. duLac ; Hot. Suisse ; Alb. d'Italia)

^

at the head of the S.E. arm of the lake, near the mouth of the La-
veggio, is the starting-point of the Monte Generoso Railway (steamer
from Lugano 5 times daily in summer, in 1-1 Y4 hr.; early steamer
via Porto Ceresio in 2 hrs.). Capolago is a station on the light

railway from Chiasso to Riva San Yitale (p. 17).
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From Capolago to the top op Monte Genekoso, rack-and-pinion
railway 4-5 times daily (April to Oct. only) in IV4 hr. ; to Bellavista (Hot.
Generoso) in ca, 3/^ hr. Fare to the top 71/2 fr-j return-ticket (valid for
10 days) 10 fr. (on Sun. 5, for two days 71/2 fr-); return-ticket from
Lugano 11 fr. 75 c. (Sun. 8 fr. 75 c), incl. R., D., & B. in the Hot. Kulm,
18 fr. — The trains start from the steamboat-pier at Capolago and halt
at (2 min.) the St. Gotthard Raihvay Station. The line then ascends
(gradient 20 : 100, afterwards 22 : 100), passing through five short tunnels. —
13/4 M. San Nicolao (2300 ft.), a station in the finely wooded Val di
Salorino. Farther on we enjoy a fine view of the plain of Lombardy
as far as Milan ; to the right is the Monte Bisbiuo (p. 205).

31/2 M. Bellavista (4005 ft. ; Hot. des Alpes, R. 2V2-3, B. IV4, L. 3,

D. 4, P. 7-10 fr.). About 8 min. to the S. is the ^Perron, a mountain-
spur commanding a beautiful view (best in the morning) of the Lake of
Lugano and the snow-peaks of the High Alps from the Gran Paradiso
to the St. Gotthard. About V2 M. to the E. of the station (tramway;
hotel-porter meets the trains) is the Hotel Monte Generoso-Bella Vista
(3960 ft. ; R. 3V.^-5, B. IV2, L. 4, D. 6, P. 9-12 fr.

;
post and telegraph

oflBce; Anglican Church Service), situated on a terrace commanding the
plain of Lombardy as far as Monte Viso. The hotel, open from May to
Oct., is frequented in summer mainly by Italians, at other seasons by the
English and Americans. A bridle-path leads hence to the summit in IV4 hr.

The railway ends at the station of (51/2 M.) Vetta (5295 ft.; Hotel
Kulm, R. 3-5, B. l'/2, L. 31/2, !>• ^, !*• 9-12 fr., with restaurant; Hot.-
Restaurant Clericetti , R. 2-3, D. 3 fr.). A good path leads hence in

V4 hr. to the summit of *Monte Generoso (5590 ft.). The view, em-
braces the entire Alpine chain from the Monte Yiso to the Corno dei Tre
Signori, and to the S. the plain of Lombardy, backed by the Apennines,
with the towns of Milan, l^odi, Crema, and Cremona (best in the morning).

Monte Generoso may be ascended also from Rovio (comp. p. 16);
from Meiidrisio (see below ; bridle-path via San Nicolao, in 4-41/2 hrs.)

;

or from Muyylo. The last-named route (diligence twice daily in 2V4 hrs.)

ascends the Valle dl Miii/gio via Castel San Pietro, Monte, and Casima
to f5|/.^ M.) Muyyio (2180 it. ; inns), whence the top is reached in 3 hrs. by
a bridle-path. From Laiizo d^Inttlvi {^^l.,\\v^.), see p. 218; recommended
for the return (guide advisable for novices"). — Cin i\\Q Dosso Bello (3725 ft.),

on the S. flank of Mte. Generoso, is tlie *l*e)is. Bernasconi (P. 7 fr. ; fine

view), 1 \iT. from Bellavista station, 2 hrs. from Meudrisio.

135 M. Mendrisio (1180 ft.; Alh. del Leone, R. 1 V2 fr.; Hot.
Meudrisio et reus. Suisse; Stella), a small town of 3800 inhab.,

Y2 M- from the station, lies at the beginning of the bridle-path to

the Mte. Generoso (to the Hot. Generoso 3 hrs.; mule 6 fr.).

At Ligornetto, IV2 M. to the W., the birthplace of Vincenzo Vela
(1822-91), is tlic Miiseo Vela, with models and a few originals by that
sculptor (diligence thrice daily, 35 c.). — To Serpiano, see p. 219.

A short tunnel carries us through the watershed between the

Laveggio and the Breggia fp. 204). 139 M. Balerna.
140 M. Chiasso (765 ft.; Bail. Bestaurant; Hot. Felix,

Alb. Croce Bossa, Hot. de la Gare, all near the station), the last

Swiss village (5773 inhab.; Italian and Swiss custom-houses), is an

important station for Italian emigrants. An electric railway runs

hence to Mendrisio and Riva San Vitale (j). 16). - To Maslianico

and Cernobbio and ascent of tiie Monte Risbino (4 hrs.), see p. 205.

The line j)ierces the Sasso Cavallasca by a tunnel, beyond

which a view of thf Lake of Como is disclosed to the left.

143 M. Conio (Staziunt San Giovamii)^ see p. 199.

BAkOiCMXH'a NuithwiQ Italy, litli b^dil. ^
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The line traverses the terminal moraine of the branch of the

lake on which Oomo lies. — 146 M. Alhate-Camerlata (tramway to

Como, see p. 199). Camerlata (930 ft.; Alb. Camerlata) is charm-

ingly situated at the S. base of a monntain-cone (1415 ft.) bearing

the ruined Castello Baradello (see p. 201). — 148Y2 M- Cucciago

(1135 ft.). Tunnel. — 150 M. Cantu-Asnago^ with the tramway
station for the town of Cantu (p. 202), 2^/^ M. to the N.E. ~ 152 M.
Carimate (970 ft.). — At (1 54^/2 M.) Camnago a line diverges for

Seveso San Pietro (p. 197). To the left lies the fertile Brianza
(p. 196), with its numerous villas, and in the background rises the

indented Monte Resegone (p. 196).

158 M. Seregno (735 ft. ; Alh.Angelo), a town with 12,000 in-

habitants.
From Seregno to Bergamo, 25 M., railway in 13/4-2 hrs. (fares 4 fr.

65, 3 fr. 25, 2 fr. 10 c). — 81/2 M. Usmate - Carnate (p. 195). — Beyond
(13 M.) Fciderno d^Adda (870 ft. ; inn) the railway crosses the Adda (p. 195)

by the *Pontc di Paderno , a single hold iron arch, 275 ft. above the
water. Below tlie bridge the stream forms a series of raj^ids. Adjacent
is an Electric Poiver House belonging to the cities of Milan and Monza
and constructed in 1897. A still larger power-house is being built at

Robbiate, above Paderno. — 20 M. Ponte-San-Pletro-Locate (p. 258). -~

25 M, Bergamo, see p. 248.

From Seregno to Novara. see p. 85.

Beyond (160 M.) Desio a good view is obtained of the Alpine
chain from the Monte Resegone to the Monte Grigua (p. 210) and

behind it of the mountains as far as the Splugen. — 161 Y^ M.
Lissoite-Muggio.

164 M. Monza and thence to (172 M.) Milan, see p. 193.

4. Prom Marseilles (Paris) to Genoa by the
Prench Riviera.

2551/2 M. Railway in 12-18 hrs. (fares 48 fr. 50, 33 fr. 30, 21 fr. 65 c);
to (I6IV2 M.) Ventimiglia in 6-10 hrs. (29 fr. 30, 19 fr. 95, 13 fr. 10 c). —
To Genoa from Paris via Marseilles (790 M.) 24-32 hrs. (145 fr. 5, 98 fr. 45,
64 fr. 65 c). — Trains de Luxe (1st el. only; with enhanced fares).

Calais-Mediterranean Express from Calais (in connection with the 11 a.m.
service from London) daily from Dec. 20th to May 1st (thrice weekly
from 4th to 18th May) via Paris and Marseilles to Ventimiglia in 2IV2 hrs.

(251/2 hrs. from London; fare thence 121. 5s. lOd. or 101. ISs. 8d. according
to season). Riviera Express (Berlin -Ventimiglia) , daily in Jan. -April,
twice weekly in Dec, from Marseilles to Ventimiglia in ca. 5 hrs. Oannes-
Vieona Express, daily in winter h-om Cannes to Genoa in ca. 7 hrs. ; to
Milan in llhrs.; to Verona in 131/2 hrs.; to Venice in 151/2 lirs. — For
farther details, see Baedeker's Southern France.

Marseilles. —Hotels. Gr.-Uot. du Louvre et de laPaix, R. from
4 fr., Gr. Hot. Noailles et MHropole, R. 4-10 fr., Grand-Hotel, Rue No-
ailles 3, 22, and 26, Reyina Hotel, Place Sadi-Carnot, R. from 4 fr.. Hot.
Bristol, Rue Cannebiere 19-23, all five of the first class. — Gr.-Hot. de
Geneve, UuQ des Templiers 3, R. from 31/2 fr. ; Hot. des Phoceens, Rue
Thubaneau 4, with restaurant, R. from 3 fr. ; Hot. de Rome et de St. Pierre,
Cours St. Louis 7, R. from 3 fr. — At or near the station: Hdt. de Ruaaie
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et d^Angleterre, R. 4-5 fr., Hot. de Bordeaux etd^ Orient, R. from 3 fr.,

Boul. d'Athenes 31 and 11. — Restaurants. La Reserve, Palace Hotel,
first-class, Restaurant du Roucas-Blanc, both in the Chemin de la Cor-
niche; Isnard, Hot. des Phoceens (p. 18); de Provence, Cours Belsunce 12.

— Cafes, chiefly in the Rues Noailles and Cannebiere.

Marseilles, with 517,500 inhab., the Massilia of antiquity, is

the principal seaport and second city of France and the depot of a

brisk maritime traffic with the East, Italy, and Africa. The modern
character of its buildings is in marked contrast to its antiquity,

and except for its busy harbour and beautiful site the city is com-
paratively uninteresting. — The ''^Cathedral, a large and handsome
modern building known as La Majoi' or Ste. Marie -Majeure^
stands on a terrace to the N.W. of the old town. — The magnificent

'^Palais de Longchamp contains the Muscc des Beaux Arts, with

valuable paintings and sculptures. — Fine view from '^Notre-Dame-
de-la-Garde, on the hill to the S. of the harbour.

The railway to Yentimiglia traverses an undulating and not

uninteresting country, at first at some distance from the sea. —
Near (5^/2 M.) St. Marcel we cross the Canal do Marseille.

IOV2 M. Auharpie (buffet). I6Y4 M. Cassis. 23 M. La CioiaU
Gare. 31 Y2 ^^- Bandol (Hot. des Bains). 36 M. OllioulesSanary.

38 Y2 ^- La Seyne-Tamaris-sur-Mer.

4iy2 M- Toulon {Grand-Hotely R. from 4 fr.; Hot. Victoria^

R. from 3 fr. ; Hot. du Louvre, R. from 2Y2 fr. ; etc.), a fortress of

the first class and alter Brest tlic most important naval station in

France, is finely situated on a deep bay. Pop. 103,550. Ste. Marie-
Majeure, the former cathedral, dates from the 11-1 2th cent., hut

has been much altered and enlarged.

48 72 ^^- La Pauline is the junction for llyeres. — We cross

the Gapeau. — 52y2 M. Sollies -Pout. 56 M. Oners -Pierrefeu.
6372M. Carnoules. 65 Y2M. Pignans. —We pass through the valley

of the Aille, with its olive and mulberry trees, into the valley of the

Argens. — 75 M. LeLuc et Le Cannet. 81 M. Vidaubau. — 84^2 M.
Les Arcs (buffet;, junction for Draguignan. — 89 Y2 M. Le Muy.

98 M. Frejus (Hot. du, Midi), the Forum Julii of the Romans,
with 4190 inhab., is noted for its Roman remains.

IOOV2 M. St. Raphael {Grand-Hotel^ P. from 12 fr.; Beaa-
Itivage, Contineidal et des Ihiins, at both P. from 10 fr.; etc.), a

thriving seaport on the Gtdf' of Frejus , is fr(M[uonted for sea-

bathing and as a winter- resort. The Mont Vinaigre (2028 ft.),

the highest summit of tfie Fstcrel, may be ascended hence in

372 hrs.

The ^Comiche d'Or, or CnrnicJui de VKstf'rel, a fine road vyiiip: in

beauty with the (Jrandc-C^onnVhc (p. 20) and skirtinj,' IIki beautiful coaHt
RH far HH (11) M.) La, Nnpoulc (p. 20), Ih preferable to the railway (rarr.

dear, bargain adviH.iblc).

112 M. Le Prnyas (KHii'irc] IIoIpI ri Or. Hot. cin Trayas; Sul»c
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et de la Reserve) is the starting-point for the ascent of the ^Gr^ayid

Pic du Cap Roux (1485 ft.; 2 hrs.) and for other excursions to the

Esterel. — 116 M. La Napoide, with the Cannes golf-club. --

II8Y2 ^- -^^ Bocca is the junction for Grasse (10 M.).

I2OY2 M. Cannes. — Hotels. Splendid Hotel, R. from 5, D.

5V2 fr-; Hot. de VUnivers, R. 4-6, D. 31/2 fr. ; Terminus, R. from 3,

D. 4 fr. ; Hot. des Colonies et des Negociants, R. from 3, D. 3 fr. ; de
Lyon, R. from 2V2, D- 3 fr. These three near the station ; for the many-
others, including the most sumptuous establishments, see Baedeker's
Southern France.

Cannes (29,365 inhab.), finely situated on the Golfe de la Na-
poule, is a prosperous winter-resort, with picturesque surroundings,

a luxuriant southern vegetation, and a mild and equable climate.

Above the harbour rises the Mont Chevalier, with the old quarter

of Le Suqiiet. The 'English Quarter' extends to the W. to La Bocca
(see above). Off the coast lie the lies des Levins.

Near (124 M.) Golfe-Juan-Vallauris a column commemorates
the landing of Napoleon I. on his return from Elba in 1815. —
126 M. Juan-les-Pins (Grrand-Hotel , etc.) is a winter-resort and
bathing-place.

I27Y2 ^- Antibes {Gr.- Hotel du Cap d^Aniihes, R. from

5 fr.; Grand-Hotel, R. from 4 fr. ; National et d'Alsace, etc.), the

ancient Antipolis, is a finely situated seaport (11,753 inhab.). The
Cap d^Antibes, a peninsula about 2y2 M. long, is noted for its

luxuriant vegetation and fine gardens.

132 M. Cagnes (Hot. Savournin), a winter-resort with an old

castle. — We cross the Var, formerly the frontier of France.

140 M. Nice. — Hotels. Near the P. L. M. Station: Terminus-
Hotel, R. from 41/2, B. 5 fr. ; de Berne, R. from 3, D. 4 fr. ; Hot.-Pens.
Richemont et de Russie, R. from 4, D. 41/2 fr. ; Hdt. Pens, du Globe et

des Voyageurs, R. from 21/2? D. 3 fr. For other hotels, many on the
most palatial scale, see Baedeker''s Southern France.

Nice (134,232 inhab.), the Nica^a of the ancients, superbly

situated on the broad Baie des Anges, is the winter-rendezvous of

invalids and others from all parts of Europe, for whose comfort

and entertainment every provision is made. In summer Nice is less

frequented. The old town is separated from the maich larger

strangers' quarter by the insignificant Paillon.
The celebrated *Iloute de la Q-rande-Corniche to (191/4 M.) Men-

tone traverses the most beautiful part of the Riviera and is far pre-
ferable to the railway (carr. 35 fr.). Road to La Giandola (Yievola),
see p. 57.

Beyond Nice the line passes through two long tunnels. —
142^^2 ^- Villefranche-sur-Mer (Hot. de la Reserve, de I'Univers,

etc.), in a beautiful situation, has a famous roadstead.

143 V2 M. Beaulieu (Hot. Bristol, R. from 10 fr.; Hot. Me-
tropole, R. from 6 fr. ; Victor^ia Hotel, R. from 5 fr. ; Hot. Krefft,

R. from 5 fr.; Empress Hotel, R. from 4 fr.), in a well-sheltered
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and sunny situation on a wide bay, is the youngest of the larger win-

ter-resorts on the French Riviera. — 147 M. Cap d^Ail-La Turbie.

149 M. Monaco. — Hotels (at La Condaminc). Gr.-Hdt. Pavilion

Dore, R. from 5 fr. ; Hdt. Bristol, R. from 4 fr. ; Hot. Beau-S4jour, R.
from 31/2 fr. ; Hot. de la Condamine, R. from 31/2 fr- ; Hdt. des Etra^igers,

R. from 31/2 fr. — British Yice-Consul. — Anglican Church.

Monaco is the capital of the diminutive principality of the same
name, which is only 8 sq.M. in area and contains 19,121 inhabitants.

It is governed by sovereign princes of the house of G-rimaldi. There

are no taxes, as all the expenses of the administration are defrayed

by the 'Societe des Bains de Mer'. The town consists of Monaco pro-

per, on a bold promontory, and La Condainine, the new town and

health-resort, on the bay below.

I5OY2 ^^- Monte Carlo. — Hotels. At Monte Carlo proper:

Hot. Metropole, R. from 10 fr. ; Hot. de Paris, Place du Casino ; Grand
Hotel, Rue de la Scala, R. from 10 fr. ; Balmoral Palace, Ave. de la

Costa, R. from 4 fr. ; Hot. des Colonies, Ave. de la Costa, R. from 5 fr.,

Nouvel Hotel du Louvre, Boul. des Moulins 16, R. from 5 fr., these two
plainer. — At Beausoleil: Riviera Palace, R. from 15 fr. ; Hot. Suisse,
R. from 4 fr.

Monte Carlo (7322 inhab.), belonging to the principality of

Monaco, is well known for its charming climate and beautiful sit-

uation, but is chiefly visited on account of its gaming facilities.

The handsome * Casino (1878) is sumptuously fitted up, and besides

the Salles de Jeu contains reading-rooms, a concert-room, etc.; the

gardens are very beautiful. — Higher up lies the new French town
of Beausoleil, with 6344 inhab. and two casinos, w^hich is a station

on the mountain-railway from Monte Carlo to the ancient village of

La Turbie (1595 ft.; Hot.-Restaurant du Righi d'Hiver).

Farther on we pass through Cap Martin by a long tunnel.

155 M. Mentone. — Hotels. In the Avenue de la Gare (for

passing tourists): Hot. dit Pare, R. from 3, D. 4 f r. ; Hot. de VEurope;
Hot. St. Petersbourg ; Hot. Suisse, Hdt. des Deux Mondes, hoth unpretend-
ing. — Also near the principal station : Gr.-Hdt. des lies Britanniques,
R. from 5, D. 6 fr. ; Gr.-Hdt. du Louvre, R. from 5, D. 6 fr. ; Gr.-Hdt.
des Amhassadeurs, Gr.-Hdt. Victoria, Gr.-Hdt. d^ Orient, at all three
R. from \, D. 5 fr.

Mentone, Fr. Menton (13,029 inliab.), which belonged to Monaco
until 1861, is charmingly situated on the Golfe de la, Paix, con-

sisting of two bays separated by a rocky promontory. As a winter-

resort Mentone offers simpler and quieter quarters than either Nice
or Cannes, while it is not less favoured by climate and has most
luxuriant vegetation. The Old Town, on the promontory, is very

f)ieturesque. The *Cap Martin (Cap Martin Hotel, R. from 10 fr.)

lies about 2 M. to the S.W. of Mentone.

The train passes beneath Mentone by a long tunnel and enters

Italy. After six more tunnels we cross the Roya.

16lVf M. Ventimiglia; thence to (2551/2 M.) Genoa, sec H. 22.
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5. From Innsbruck to Verona by the
Brenner.

177 M. Austrian Southern Eailway ( Oesterr^ichische Siidbahn) to

Ala, thence Italian State Kailway; express fares 32 fr. 45, 24 fr. 5,

15 fr. 70 c. ; ordinary 25 fr. 75, 19 fr. 10, 12 fr. 40 c. The day-express (1st &
2nd cl.) takes 7-7V2rthe night-express (1st, 2nd, & 3rd cl.) 7^/4, the ordinary
trains 12 hrs. — The following Trains de Luxe (1st cl. only; at higher
fares) take 6V2-7 hrs. : Nord-SUd-Express daily from Berlin to Verona,
going on after Sept. to Milan and in Dec.-May to Milan, Genoa, and
Cannes; Berlin-Naples Express from Innsbruck every Mon. &Thurs. night
from Dec. to mid-May; and Egyptian Express (Berlin to Naples) from
InnshrucTc every Thurs. at noon from Jan. to March (inclusive). — Views
on the right as far as tlie summit of the Brenner.

The Brenner (4490 ft.), the lowest pass over the main chain of the
Aljjs, once used by the Romans, was the iirst over which a modern road
was made (1772). The railway, opened in 1867, is carried through
21 tunnels and over 60 bridges. The steepest gradient between Inns-
bruck and the summit is 1:40, between the summit and Sterzing 1:44.

Innsbruck (1885 ft. ; Bail. Restaurant ; Hot. Tiroly R. from 4,

B. 172? D. 4 or 6 Kj Goldene Sonne, R. 3-7 K, Hot, de rEurojye,

R. 3-8 Kj all near the station; Hot. Maria Thei'esia, in the

town), the capital of Tyrol, with 53,200 inhab., is (lescribed in

Baedeker^s Eastern Alps.

The railway ascends the valley of the Sill. Numerous tunnels.

6 M. Batsch (2570 ft.). — 121/2 M. Matrei (3255 ft.), with the

chateau of Trautson. — 151/2 M- Steinach (3445 ft.). — The train

now ascends a steep incline, crosses the valleys of Schmirn and

Vals in a wide curve beyond (18^2 ^O St. Jodok, and runs high

above the Sill to (22 M.) Gries (4115 ft.). It then passes the small

green Brenner-See (on the right) and reaches —
25 M. Brenner (4495 ft.; Buffet)^ on the summit of the pass,

the watershed between the Black Sea and the Adriatic. From the

hillside to the right descends the FAsakj which the train now fol-

lows. — Beyond (271/2 M.) Brennerbad (4350 ft.) the line descends

rapidly to (301/2 M.) Schelleberg (4070 ft.), enters the Fflersch-Tal,
and traverses the A.ster Spiral Tunnel (835 yds.). 331/2 M. Bfle7'sch

(3760 ft.). — 36 M. Gossensass (3610 ft.), a summer and winter re-

sort. — The train now runs through wild rocky scenery. 40 M.
Sterzing (3110 ft.), a picturesque little town. On the left rises the

castle of Sprechenstein and on the right those of Thumburg and
Reifenstein. — 43 M. Freienfeld (3055 ft.). ~ We now cross the

Eisak. On the left bank is the restored castle of Welfenstein. —
47 M. Grasstein (2770 ft.), at the entrance of the narrow defile of

(491/2 M.) Mittewald, the lower end of which is closed by the

Franzensfeste, a strong fortress constructed in 1833-38. The
(52 M.) station of Franzensfeste (2450 ft.; Rail. Restaurant), the

junction of the Pustertal line, lies I1/4M. to the N.W. of the fort-

ress. — Vineyards and chestnuts now appear.
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59 M. Brixen (1835 ft.; H6L Elefant; Bahnhof Hotel) was
the capital of an ecclesiastical principality, secularized in 1803. —
"We cross the Eisak. 61 M. Alheins. The valley contracts. 64 M.
Villnos; 65 M. Klausen (1720 ft.). — The line skirts precipitous

porphyry cliffs. — 69 M. Waidhruck (1545 ft.). On the left, high

above, rises the Trostburg. The train crosses the Eisak, in a wild

defile of porphyry rocks. 741/2 M. Atzwang (1220 ft.). — 78 M.
Blumau. On the right bank begin the vine-clad slopes of the Botze-

ner Leite. — 81 1/2 ^- Kardaun. The train recrosses the Eisak and

enters the wide basin of Botzen, a district of luxuriant fertility.

83 M. Botzen (BaUicay Restaurant). — Hotels. Bristol, Kaiser-

Franz-Joseph-Str., 2 min. from the station, E. 4-10, B. 13/^, D. 7 K; Vic-
toria, opposite the station, R. from 3, B. 11/2? l^- IV2 ^/ Greif, Walter-
Platz, R. 2V2-6, B. 1^/2 K, with restaurant; Kaiserkrone, Erzherzog-Rainer-
Str., R. 2-5, B. Vj^K; Konig Laitri7i, Kaiser -Franz- Joseph -Str. (Hotel
Garni), R. from 8, B. IV2 K, all of the first class ; Hot. de VEuroj)e, R.
21/2-5, B. 11/4^?, Hot. Walter von dcr Vogeltveide, R. 2-4, B. VU K, both
in the Walter-Platz, with restaurants; Hot. Stiegl, Brenner-Str,, R. IV2-

3V2 K; Gasser, Bahnhof-Str., R. 2 K.

Botzen (870 ft.), Ital. Bolzano^ with 24,365 inhab., in the middle

ages the chief centre of the trade between Venice and the North
and to-day the most important commercial town in Tyrol, is beauti-

fully situated at the confluence of the Eisak and the Talfer, which
descends from the ^^aimtal on the N. The E. background is formed
by the fantastic dolomite peaks of the Schlern and Rosengarten; to

the W. rises the long porphyry ridge of the Mendel. In the Walter-
Platz is a monument to Walter von der Vogelweide, the poet, by
H. Natter (1889). The Gothic Parish Church of the 14th and 15th

cent, has a portal with two lions of red marble and a graceful

open-work spire. — The hill of FmyZ(1513 ft.; cable-tramway every

74-'/^ hr.) commands a fine view; the tramway station is 3 min.

from the p]isak bridge, under the 8. railway. — Beyond the Talfcr,

at tlie foot of the Guntschnaberg, lies Gries, a winter-resort.

Beyond Botzen the train crosses the Eisak, shortly before its

confluence with the Etsch, or Adiye, whicli becomes navigable at

(89'/.^ M.) Branzoll. To the right rises the wooded Mittelherg^

commanded by the long ridge of the Mejidel. — Beyond (93 M.)
Aner the train crosses the Adige. — 96 M. Neuinarkt-Tramin. ~
102^/2 M. hialurn, with the ruined Jladerhui^g on a precipitous

rock. — 107 M. San Michelc is the station lor the Val di Nov.
The train again crosses the Adige. — 111 M. Lavis, on the Avisio,
the stony bed of which is crossed by a bridge 1000 yds. in length.

inYij M. Trent ( Railvan ffeHtaurant). — IIotklk. huperial Hotel
Trento (V\. a; \i, 1), I'ia//a Dante, U. li-H, H. 11/,^, L. 5, 1). (; A', (iiHt-class ;

Mai/er (I'l. d ; B, 1), to the W. of the Ktaiion, II. 2Va-3, H. 1 A'; lirintnl,

with cafe; Inola Nnova (IM. e; B, 1, 2), with reHtaurant, R. l^J.^-^^j.^ K

;

Kuropa (PI. h: C, 2), Via Lunga 41. -- Poht & TicMoauAPii OFri(;K (PI.

C, 3), Piazza della PoHta.

Trent (630 ft.), or Trcnfo, [>al. Tridrnf/iw, with 27,100 inhab.,
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the wealthiest town in S. Tyrol, owed its early importance to its

position at the junction of the road leading from Venice through

the Val Sugana to the Brenner road. It has belonged to Austria

since 1814, but with its numerous towers, palaces, and broad streets,

still presents all the characteristics of an important Italian town.

In the Piazza Dante (PL B, 1) opposite the station, rises a lofty

Monument to Dante, by Zocchi (1896). The Via Romana (PI. B, 2;

leads hence to the S., crossing the 'old Adige', to the Via Lunga
and the Via Rodolfo Belenzani (formerly Via Larga), the two wide

main streets, containing several fine palaces. To the left in the

last-named street is the Palazzo Mimicipale (PI. 2; B, C, 2, 3j,
'

containing the Museo Comunale (open on week-days, 9-12 and

3-6). — The Vicolo Colico, a passage on the right, leads to the

church of Santa Maria Maggiore (PL B, 3), begun in 1520, vvrhich

contains a picture (1563), in the choir, with portraits of the mem-
bers of the Council of Trent (1545-63). The handsome *Organ-loft,

in the Renaissance style, is by V. Vicentino (1534).

The * Cathedral (Duomo ; PL B, C, 3), founded early in the 11th

cent., rebuilt by Adam d'Arogno (d. 1212), but not completed until

the 16th cent., contains frescoes and many bishops' tombs. In the

Piazza del Duomo (PL B, C, 3), which is adorned with the Neptune
Fountain (1768), stands the Palazzo Pretorio (now the military

headquarters), with the old Torre G-rande or clock-tower (PL 11 ; C, 3).

On the E. side of the town rises the im^os'mg'^ Castello del Biion
Consiglio (PL D, 1, 2), erected in 1474-84 as the residence of the bi-

shops and rebuilt in the Renaissance style after 1525, now a barrack

(adm. 9-11 and 2-4). It contains two fine courts and frescoes by Ro-

manino, Dosso Dossi, and others. The round Torre di Augusto (no

adm.) is not of Roman origin. — A good view of the town is ob-

tained from the Capuchin Convent (PL D, 1) above the Castello.

Motor Diligence (office next the Hot. Europa) in 33/4 hrs. (fares

10 if, QK 10 h) to (26V2 M.) Riva (p. 290), via (13 M.) Sarche (to Ponte
Caffaro, see p. 277) and (23 M.) Arco.

From Trent to Venice, via Bassano and Castelfranco, see R. 6.

Beyond Trent, the railway follows the left bank of the Adige,

the lower valley of which (as far as the Italian frontier), rich in

vines, maize, and mulberries, is named the Valle Lagarina. —
12272 M. Mattarello. On a hill near (I27Y2 M.) Galliano rises

the ruined castle of Beseno (to the left).

132 M. Rovereto (625 ft.; Rail. Restaurant; Hotel Central,

R. 2-3 K; Hot. Rovereto), with 11,655 inhab., is the leading in-

dustrial town in Southern Tyrol. — Road to Recoaro (motor

-

oran. twice daily in summer), Torrehelvicino, smdSchio, see p. 329.

The train crosses^ the Leno. On the right bank of the Adige
lies Isera, noted for its wine. On the left bank, near Lizzana, is

the Castello Dante (1005 ft.), in which the exiled Dante (p. 559)
is said to have been the guest of Count Castelbarco about 1303.
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13472 M. Mori (570 ft.; Buffet; Hotel Stazione, with restau-

rant, R. IY2-3V21 ^' 172'^^) ^^ ^^^ starting-point of a narrow-

gauge railway to Riva (see below), and of the road to Riva via Nago
and Torbole (10 Y2 ^-J carr. in 2 hrs., 7 K^ with two horses 14 K).

From Mori to Riva, ISVa M? railway in IV4 hr. (fares 1st cl. 3 i?" 20,

3rd cl. 1 ^ 60 h; best views to the left). The line crosses the Adige to

(2 M.) Mori-Borgata, the station for the large village of Mori (635 ft.).

It then traverses the broad green valley to (41/2 M.) Loppio (735 ft.),

with the chateau of Count Castelbarco, passes the little Lago di Loppio
(735 ft.), with its rocky islands, and winds up among rocky debris to the

summit of the pass beside the chapel of San Giovanni (915 ft.). We
descend to (8 M.) Nago-Torhole, the station for (20 min.) Torbole (p. 286)

and for Nago (710 ft, ; Alb. alle Due Oche ; Aquila Nera), a village situated
on the brink of a ravine, with the ruins of the castle of Penede (950 ft.),

on a steep rock to the left. — The line now follows the Arco road, com-
manding an exquisite *View of the blue Lago di Garda, with the Sarca at

our feet, and the long Monte Brione opposite, and, farther on, of the
Sarca valley, with Arco and the surrounding villages. — 11 M. Oltresarca
is the station for Vignole, Bolognano, and other villages. We then cross
the Sarca to (I21/2 M.) Arco (p. 293). Thence we traverse the fertile

valley via (131/2 M.) San Tomaso. — 151/2 M. Riva (p. 290; steamers on
the Lago di Garda, see p. 279).

Near (136 M.) Marco the line intersects the Slavini di Marco,
probably the remains of an ancient glacier, but according to Dante
(Inferno'^xii. 4-9) the remains of a landslip of 883. — At (I38V2 M.)

Serravalle the valley contracts.

142 M. Ala (480 ft. ; Rail. Restaurant ; Hot. Siazio7ie ; Corona).,

a town with 5300 inhab., is the seat of the Austrian custom-house

authorities. Luggage forwarded by this route to Italy should be

enquired for at the custom-house here.
Through the A''al Fredda to the Corno d'Aqiiilio (Fosse) and through

the Yalbona to Podesteria (Chiesanuova), sec p. 313; through the Valle
di Ronchi to Giazza, see p. 313.

Above Sabbionara, on the right, is a chateau of Count Castel-

barco, with 14th cent, frescoes. — 145 M. Avio. The village, on

the right bank, at the mouth of the Valle Aviana (comp. the Map,
p. 279), is a starting-point for the ascent of the Punta del Telegrat'o

(p. 293). — 14972 M. Borghetto is the last Austrian village.

151 Y2 M- Peri (415 ft.; Corona)^ the first Italian station and

ilie seat of the Italian custom-house, is the starting-point for the

ascent of the Monte Baldo (comp. p. 293). Via Fosse to the Ponte
di Vela, see p. 313. — To the right is the Madonna delta Corona
(p. 293), to the left the Mo7ife Pastello (3680 ft.). — To the right

of a 54 M.) Dolce is the Monte Cordospino (2070 ft.), with a fort. —
On an eminence to the right, near (158 M.) Ceraino, lies Rivoli
Veronese^ which was stormed by the French in 179() and 1797
under Massena, and aftf^rwards gave iiim his ducal title. — We
now enter the Chiusa di Verona, a fortified defile 65 yds. in width.

At the exit are the village of Volarrpie (360 ft.), on the left, and

the Monte Moscal (p. 289), on thr right.

The train passes (1627j M..) Domef/liara (400 ft.), also a station
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on the Verona and Garda line (comp. p. 289). To the left appear

the Monti Lessini (p. 313). — Beyond (166^2 M-) Pescantina and

(169^2 ^') Parona alVAdige (p. 289) the line crosses the Adige.

At Verona (see p. 297) the train stops first at (175 M.) the

Stazione Portia Nuova and then at (177 M.) the Stazione Porta
VescovOj the principal station.

6. Prom Trent to Venice via Bassano and
Castelfranco. Val Sugana Railway.

103 M. Austrian Southern Railway to Primolano, thence Itaman
State Railway; exiiress in 41/2 lii's. (fares 20 fr. 50, l.S fr. 70, 8 fr. 25c.),

ordinary train in 5-5V2 ln'S- (17 f^'-? H fi'- ^^, ^ ti-. 80 c). Best views as

far as Levico to the left; between Priraolano and Bassano to the right. —
See also Bacdckcr-s Eastern Alps.

Tj^entj sec p, 23. — The Valsugana Railway diverges to the left

from the 8. Railway after ly^ M., crosses iha Fer&inaj and traverses

the fertile Adige valley by a long viaduct. It then ascends rapidly

(gradient 1 : 50), describes a wide loop on the mountain-slope, and

traverses a spiral tunnel to the N. to —
5Y2 ^- Villazzano (920 ft.), a summer-resort with many villas.

Trent now disappears from view. — At (8 M.) Povo (1080 ft.) we
enter tlie Val Fey^sina. Near (9Y2 ^0 Ponte Alto (1155 ft.) is a

waterfall on the Fersina, 125 ft. in height. — The valley contracts

to a wild ravine, in which four tunnels are traversed and two forts

passed. — 11 M. Civezzano. — 13 M. Roncogno (1380 ft.) is situated

opposite the entrance of the Val Pine.

151/2 M. Pergine (1540 it; Buffet; Hot. Pergine, R. from

2 jfiT), on the watershed between the Adige and the Brciita. The
village (5000 inhab.), the chief place in the Fersina valley, lies

1/2 M. to the E., at the foot of the old Castel Persen (2220 ft.

;

restored in 1909 and now a German hotel).

The railway descends through a fertile region, once the bed
of a lake, to (17 Y2 ^0 ^^^'^ Cristoforo d^Ischia, Ger. St. Christoph
am See (1485 ft.; Hot. Seehof ; Hot. San Cristoforo), at theN. end of

the Lago di Caldonazzo., which is surrounded by wooded heights.

— 21 Y2 M. Caldonazzo (1530 ft.) lies at the mouth of the Val Centa

(p. 329). — We cross the Brenta, the discharge of the lake.

24 M. Levico (1640 ft.; Buffet; Gr.-H6t. des Bains; Gr.-

Hot. Neues Kurhaus ; Hot. Eden., Bellevue, etc.), with 6000 inhab.

and chalybeate and arsenical baths, supplied by springs rising at

the baths of Vetriolo (4890 ft.),. 3 hrs. higher up to the K
Here begins the fertile Val Sugana, with its vineyards, mul-

berry trees, and coniferous woods. To the left, below Vetriolo,

appears the ruined castle of Selva. ~ Beyond (26 M.) Barco and
(28 M.) Novaledo the Brenta is crossed twice. — 30 M. Eoncegno-
Marter (1365 ft.) is the station for Roncegno (1655 ft.; Palace
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Gr.-Hotel, etc.), with arsenical and chalybeate springs, situated

IY2 ^- to the N., at the foot of Monte Tesobo.

33 M. Borgo di Valsugana (1245 ft.; Bail. Restaurant

;

Hot. Valsugana)^ with 4500 inhab., is the Roman Ausugum. On
a hill to the N. are the ruins of Castel Telvana, high above which

are the remains of the Castello di San Pietro (2885 ft.). To the

S. are the Cima Dodici (7670 ft.) and the Cima Died or Undid
(7310 ft.), on the N. margin of the Sette Comiini (p. 329).

The train returns to the left bank of the Brenta and crosses

the broad gravelly channel of the Ceggio. — 36 M. Castelnuovo

(1175 ft.). The Maso and the Chiepina are crossed. 36 Y2 M. VilV

Agnedo-Strigno (1145 ft.), at the village of Agnedo, near the hand-

some Castello d IvanOj the property of Count Wolkenstein.

Beyond (39 M.) Ospedaletto we skirt the base of the CimaLaste
(5510 ft. ; on the left), on which, high up, is the curious natural

l)ridge known as the Ponte delV Orco^ 30 ft. in span. — 43 Vo ^^•

Grigno (820 ft; Rail. Restaurant), near the entrance of the Tesino

Valley. We cross the Grigno to (47 M.) Tezze, the last station in

Austria, and leaving the Yal Sugana, cross the Italian frontier.

At (507^ M.) Primolano (710 ft.; Rail. Restaurant; Alb.

delta Posta, plain) is the Austrian and Italian custom-house. The
Forte delta Scala. above, to the left, commands the road to Feltre

''p. 417) and Fonzaso (Primiero).

Tlie railway enters the *Canale di Brenta, a narrow gorge

in the Venetian Limestone Alps, with numerous tobacco-plantations,

established here in the 17th cent, by the Venetian Republic. The
road and railway (18 tunnels) descend on the left bank of the im-

petuous Brenta. On the left, in a rock-cave 100 ft. above the valley,

is the now inaccessible old stronghold of Covolo ; on the opposite

height is Knego (2580 ft.), a village belonging to the Sette Comuni
(p. 329j. — After passing i*^o/'/ Tombion, the line crosses the Cismon^
descending from the V'al Primiero, to the (54 M.) ancient village of

Cismon. Thence amid imposing and wild scenery we reach —
59^2 M. Carjjan^- Valstagna (485 ft. ; Cavallino). Opposite, on

tlie right bank, lies Valstagna^ with straw-hat factories and electric

power works. A bridle-path hence ascends the wild and romantic

Vat Frenzela to (5 hrs.j Asia/jo (p. 329).
At OlierOj a vill;ige on the Kassano road, '/i M. below Valstagna,

the 0^e>/Y> (oil-river), a Hhort tributary of tlie Brenta, issues in consider-
;ihl«' v«d»nne from the Grottp. di Oliero, an imposing stalactite -cavern
with a subterranean lake (adni., \\u\. boat, 1 f r.

;
guide;, (iiov. Honato).

61
Yj,

M. San Nazario. Beyond (64 M.) Solagtia (430 ft.) the

valley expands and we (Mijoy a *View of Bassano and the Brenta

(to the right). The train traverses a fertile plain.

68^/2 M. Bassano. -- Hotklr. Alb. HatiV AntoniOy Piazza Monte
Vcccliio, Alb. del Mondo, Via del Mondo, R. from 2'/,j, omn. Va fr., both
unpretending. — CAFts in the Piazza Vittorio Emanuele.
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Bassano (425 ft.) is a charmingly situated industrial town of

7600 inhabitants.
From the 11th cent, it was ruled by the Ghibelline family of the

Eccelini, the best known of whom was the terrible Ezzeliyio da Romano
(d. 1259), who, along with Enzio (p. 471), was the champion of the Hoheu-
staufen in N. Italy. Napoleon I. defeated the Austrians at Bassano on
8th Sept., 1796, four days after the battle of Rovereto, having marched
hither from Trent in two days. The covered timber bridge over the
Brenta (see below) occupies the place of one blown up by the French on
that occasion. — In 1809 Napoleon erected the district of Bassano into

a duchy and conferred it upon Maret, his secretary of state.

From the station we proceed wStraight on, then turn to the right

and farther on to the left by the Via lacopo da Ponte, which brings

us to the Piazza Garibaldi. This, with the long Piazza Yittorio

Emanuele and the Piazza Monte Yecchio (see below), to the W., is

the chief centre of traffic. From its S.E; corner the Via del Museo
leads to the Museo Civico (9-2 or 3, in winter 1 0-3 ; 8uu. 9-12 ; adm.
50 c, Sun. and Thurs. free), containing a number of works by the

Da Ponte family, surnamed Bassano from their birthplace.
Room 1. To Francesco Bassano (father of lacopo) are ascribed:

No. 2. Madonna with SS. Peter and Paul (1509; the only authenticated
example); 1. Madonna with SS. Bartholomew and John the Baptist;
3. St. John; 4. St. Peter. — By lacopo Bassano (1510-92; the most
eminent of this group of artists), are Nos. 5-20 (mostly early works),
the best being: 6. Rest on the Flight into Egypt; 7. The Podesta Soranzo
kneeling before the Madonna; *19. St. John the Baptist in the wilderness

;

*15. St. Valentine baptizing a dumb girl; 17. Nativity (1568; a late work).
— By Leandro Bassano (1557-1622; son of lacopo): 27. Portraits of the
Podesta Cappello and his sons before the Madonna (1597); 33. Madonna
and six saints. — Room III. The original models of Canova's Venus
and Hebe and casts of Canova's works.

In the church of Sa7i Giovarmi Battista, in the Piazza Vittorio

Emanuele, are a large stucco relief of the Baptism of Christ, by

(Hoy. Minelli, and noteworthy pictures by lacopo Bassano.

A narrow street leads from the Piazza Monte Vecchio, the

market-place, to the right to the Piazza del Terraglio (view) and
to the so - called Old Cathedral, which contains paintings by

lacopo Bassano: right. Assumption of the Virgin, with portraits

of Charles V., the Doge of Venice, the Pope, etc.; left of the high-

altar, Adoration of the Child; right, Martyrdom of Stephen.

On the N. side of the town is the Castello degli Eccelini,

now occupied by the arciprete (dean); adm. not always granted.

The promenades encircling the town command beautiful views

of the Alps and their foot-hills and of the brawling Brenta, spanned
by a picturesque timber bridge (see above). — In the suburb Borgo
Leone is the Villa Parolini^ with a beautiful park.

Possagno (1080 ft.; Alh. Socal). birthplace of Ant. Canova (1757-

1822), beautifully situated at the base of Monte Grappa {ij825 U.), 10 M.
to the N.E. of Bassano, is reached by a good road (diligence twice daily
in 2V4 hrs.), passing (3 M.) Romano d^Ezzelino, the birthplace of Ezze-
lino (see above), (5V.j M.) Borso, and (7 M.) C'respano. The domed church,
iu the .style of the Pantheon, built at Canova'.s expense, contains his
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tomb, an altar-piece by him, and a fine bronze group of the Entombment.
The Palazzo, as his house is called, contains models and casts of his works.

The road to Cornuda (comp. p. 417) runs to the E. from Bassano,
skirting the mountains and passing the villages of (41/2 M.) Mussolente,
(51/2 M.) San Zenone degli Ezzelini, and (131/2 M.) Maser. On a pro-
minent ridge a little above the road, about 71/2 M. from Cornuda (p. 417),
lies Asolo (680 ft. ; Alh. Asolo), whither Catharine Cornaro, the widowed
queen of Cyprus, retired on her abdication (p. 349). Catharine retained
her title and 'signed herself Queen of Cyprus, Jerusalem, and Armenia,
and Lady of Asolo. There she lived, dispensing justice, founding a

pawnshop for the assistance of the poor, distributing corn, gratis, in

years of distress, listening to the courtly conversation of Cardinal Bembo,
and amusing herself in the gardens of her summer-house on the plain'

(Horatio F. Brown). Asolo was a favourite resort of Robert Browning
and it is the scene of his Tippa Passes'. His house, in the street named
after him, was marked by a tablet on the centenary of his birth (1912). —
Tlie Parish Church contains a fine altar-piece (Madonna with SS. An-
thony Abbas and Basil) by Lorenzo Lotto (early work; 1506). Diligence
(twice daily in 2 hrs.) to (121/2 M.) Castelfranco (see below) via San Vito
Altivole and (71/2 M.) Riese (Due Spade, plain but good), birthplace of
Pope Pius X. (1835).

Fkom Bassano to Padua, 30 M., railway in 11/2-1^/4 hi'- (fares 4 fr. 20,

3 fr. 15, 1 fr. 95 c). The only important stations are (91/2 M.) Olttadella

(p. 328), junction for Vicenza and Treviso, and (I81/2 M.) Camposampiero
(p. 329), junction for the Padua-Montebelluna line. — Padua, see p. 330.

Tramway from Bassano to Vicenza (Noventa), see p. 329.

Beyond Bassano the railway rims in a straight line to the S.E.

through the fertile Venetian plain, with a fine view, on the left, of

the hills as far as Asolo, and a beautiful retrospect of the Monte
Urappa (p. 28). — 76 M. CastelLo di Godego (165 ft.), on the little

Masone^ has a lofty campanile and villas of the Venetians. The
towers of Castelfranco appear on the left farther on.

79^2 M. Castelfranco Veneto (145 ft.; Alh. alia Spada,
R. 2 fr., well spoken of; /Stella d^Ord)^ at the Spada, a pleasant

town with 5100 inhab., is the junction for the Vicenza -Treviso

(p. 328) and Padua-Montebelluna lines (p. 329). This town was the

birthplace of the painter GUmfione (p. 351). The ivy-clad Gothic

^Toivn Wall, which is crossed at the clock-tower on the way from

the station, encloses the ruined Casfello and the Cathedral (12 min.

from the station; closed 11.30-4). Behind the high-altar is a **Ma-
donna with 8S. Francis and Liberalis by Giorcfione (1504; freely

restored^; in the sacristy are frescoes of Justice, Prudence, Time,

I'ame, and four Cupids, by Paolo Veronese and Bait. Zelotti.
KxciJKsioKs. To GaUiera Vencta (p. 328; ^/^ hr.'s drive); to Fanzolo,

see p. 330. From Castelfranco (hut more conveniently from Cornuda,
p. 117) u visit may be paid to t!ic VlUa UlacomcUl, near Masrr, which
n»ay be reached by carriage (OS fr.) in l'/i lir. (A pheasant di'tonr may
hf made hy Fanzolo or }»y U'u-hc and Asolo, see ahove.)

90
'/.J

M. Noale-Sciivzii is tlie station for the village of Scorz^
and for the town of Noale (Due Spade), an important agricultural

market, with an ancient Venetian tower. 92'/^ M. Salzano, a

Hummer-resort of the Venetians.

98 M. Meatre and thence to (103 Af.) V^enice, see p. 330.
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7. Prom Villach (Salzburg, Vienna) to Venice
via Pontebba.

167 M. Austrian State Railway to Pontafel, thence Italian State
Railway; express in 113/^ hrs. (fares 59 fr. 95, 38 fr. 95, 24 fr. 95c.).

From Salzburg to Venice via Villach, 294 M., express in I2-I23/4 hrs.

(fares 58 fr. 55, 38 fr., 24 fr. 50 c.). — From Vienna to Venice, 400 M.,
express in 15V4-17 hrs. (79 fr. 25, 53 fr. 85, 34 fr. 95 c.); Vienna-Rome
Express (daily from mid-Jan. to end of April) in 141/2 hrs., Vienna-Cannes
Express (daily from mid -Nov. to mid -May) in 133/4 hrs. (extra fare by
these 'trains de luxe', 20 K 55 h). — See also Baedeker's Eastern Alps.

Villach (1640 ft.; Bail. Restaurant ; Hot. du Pare, Mosser,

etc.), an old town on the Drave^ with 19,300 inhab., where the lines

from Salzburg and Vienna converge. See Baedeker^s Easteini Alps.

We cross the Drave and, beyond (3 M.) Warmhad Villach,

where the Karawanken line diverges, the Gail. 10^.^ ^^- Arnold-
stein. Traces of the landslide of 1348 are still seen on the ridge of

the Dobratsch (7110 ft.). —We cross the Gailitz to (I3V2M.) Thorl-

Maglern and proceed high up on the left side of the Canal Valley.

Beyond (I7V2 ^^O Tarvis (2400 ft.), a favourite summer-resort,

the line ascends along the Bartolo brook, with the LuscJiarihery

on the left, to (22^/2 M.) Saifnitz (2680 ft.), on the watershed be-

tween the Black Sea and the Adriatic. —We skirt the Fellaio{2bM.)
Wolfshach (2575 ft,), at the entrance of the Seisera Valley, at the

head of which rises the rugged Wischbery. The train crosses the

stream at the picturesque Fort Malboryeth, and beyond (28^2 ^I)

Malboryeth traverses a ravine to (32 M.) Lusnitz.

38 M. Pontafel (1875 ft.; Rail. Restaurant), the Austrian

frontier and customs station, is separated by thePontebbana from —
39 Yg M. Pontebba, the first village in Italy, with the Italian

custom-house (luggage examined). The line then descends the wild

ravine of the Fella (Valle del Ferro), traversing an almost conti-

nuous series of cuttings, tunnels (24 before StazioneCarnia), bridges,

and viaducts. — 44 M. Doyna (1520 ft.), at the mouth of the Canale
di Doyna, at the head of which, to the E., rises the grand pyramid
of the Montasio (9030 ft.). — 47 M. Chiusaforte (1285 ft.; Alb.

Pesamosca; Alb. Martina), a summer-resort at the entrance of the

picturesque Raccolana Valley. Before (52 M.) Resiutta (1035 ft.)

the train crosses the Resia. 54 M. Moygio. — 57 M. Stazione per
la Carnia (845 ft.; Alb. Grassi) is the junction for a line to Tol-

mezzo and Villa Santina among the Friulian Alps. Beyond the

station the Fella flows into the Tayliamento.
60 M. Venzone (755 ft.). The train traverses the marshy valley

of the Tagliamento by an imposing viaduct, Yg ^- i^ length, and
then quits that river. — 64 M. Gemona-Ospedaletto.

82 V2 M. Udine and thence to (167 M.) Venice, see pp. 422-418.
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Route Page
8. Turin 33

From the Piazza Castello, with the Eoyal Palace, to the
Academy and the Piazze San Carlo and Carlo Emanuele,
36. — From the Piazza Castello to the Cathedral, the
Porta Palatina, and the Consolata, 42. — From the Piazza
Castello to the Piazza dello Statuto ; Griardino della Citta-

della; Corso Vittorio Emanuele Secondo; Griardino Pub

-

blico, 44. — From the Piazza Castello by the Via di

Po to the Piazza Vittorio Emanuele Primo, 45. — Right
bank of the Po ; Monte dei Cappuccini, 47.

Excursions: The Superga, 47. — Moncalieri, Carignano.
Stupinigi. Rivoli, 48, 49.

9. From Turin to Susa 49
10. From Turin to the Cottian Alps ....... 51

a. Torre Pellice, 51. — b. Crissolo (Monte Viso), 52.

11. From Turin to Ventimiglia via Cuneo and Tenda. The
Maritime Alps 52

12. From Cuneo to Bastia (Turin, Savona). The Ligurian

Alps 57
Environs of Mondovi, 58.

13. From Turin to Genoa 58

a. Via Bra and Savona 58
From Bra to Alf3ssandria; from Ceva to Ormea, 59.

b. Via Acqui and Ovada 60
c. Via Alessandria and No vi . 62

14. From Turin to the Graian Alps 64
a. Lanzo and the Stura Valleys, 64. — b. Ceresole, 65.

15. From Turin to Aosta and Courraayeur 67
Val Gressoney, 69. — Val Tournanche, 71. — Becca di

Nona, 74. — From Villeneuve to Ceresole Rcale, 75.

16. From Aosta to the Graian Alps 77
1. From Aosta to Cogne, 77. — 2. From Cogne to Valsava-
ranche, 79. — 3. From Valsavarauclie to RhtMnc Notre-
Dame, 80. — 4. From Rhcme Notre -Dame to Valgri-
sanclie, liiverogne, and Aosta, 81.

17. From Turin to Milan via Santhia and Novara . . . 81
From Vercclli to Alessandria, 83. — From Novara to

Seregno, 85.

18. From Santhia (Turin, Milan) to Biella 85
1 9. From Domodossola to Novara via Gravollona and Orta.

From Orta to Varallo 87

20. From Varallo to Novara. Valle della Sesia . . . 90
From Varallo to Fobello; to Alagna, 91.

This district *at the foot of th(^ mountains', enclosed on three sides

by the W. Alps (p. 47) and Apennines anri separated from Loinbardy by the
Lago Maggiorc and tlic Ti^ino, embraces the provinces of Turin, Novara,
C'n)7r.o , and Alesfinmlria , with 3,407,000 inhab. and an area of about

Kakdickku's Northern Italy, llth Rdit. 3
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11,100 sq. M. It consists of lowlands flanking tlie banks of the l*o and
its tributaries, wliich yield rice, wheat, and maize, of highlands where
excellent wine and silk are produced, and lastly of a bleaker mountain
region of forests and pastures. The earliest Inhabitants were Celtic and
Ligurian tribes, who were but slowly influenced by Eoman culture; and
it was not till the reign of Augustus that the subjugation of the higher
valleys was completed. The Dialect of the people still retains traces of

their ancient affinity with the French; thus, pieuve, instead of the Italian

piovere, om for uoino, cheur for cuore, sitd for cittd, raso7i for ragione,
piassa for piazza. This patois is universally spoken, even by the upper
classes, but is unintelligible to strangers. Throughout Piedmont, how-
ever, French is very generally understood.

The History of the country is closely interwoven with that of its

dynasty. The House of Savoy (or Casa Sabauda), a family of German
origin, professing even to trace their descent from the Saxon Duke "Witte-

kind , the opponent of Charlemagne , first became conspicuous among
the nobles of Upper Burgundy about the year 1000. Humbert I. ('Bian-

camano' ; d. 1056), Count of Morianna (La Maurienne, p. 2), who acquired
the territory of Aosta in 1032, is generally regarded as the founder of
the dynasty. His descendants, partly by marriage and partly by judi-
ciously espousing the cause of the pope and of the emperor alternately,
gradually succeeded in extending their supremacy over Susa, Turin, Ivrea,
and Nice. Amadeus VI. (1343-83), known as the 'Conte Verde' ('green

count') from his usual dress, extended the i)ower of his house in numerous
feuds and warred in the East. Amadeus VIII., raised to the ducal dignity
by Emp. Sigismund in 1416, added Greneva, Vercelli, and part of Pied-
mont to his possessions , and gave the principality its first legislative

code. He retired to a hermitage at Ripaille, near Thonon, in 1434, but
was created pope as Felix V. (1439-49) by the Council of Bale and died
in 1451. — Situated between the two great mediaeval powers of France
on one side and Austria and Spain on the other, the princes of Savoy
frequently changed sides and, although sometimes overtaken by terrible

disasters, contrived to maintain, and even to extend, their territory. In
the reign of Charles III. (1504-53) the greater part of the duchy was
annexed to France, but his son, Emmanuel PMlibert ('Testa di Ferro';

1553-80), restored it to its original extent and became its second founder.
This prince spent 25 years as a general in the service of Charles V. and
won the battle of St. Quentiu for Philip II. Under his son Charles
Emmanuel I. (1580-1630) the duchy again became dependent on France.
From the sons of this prince are descended the elder branch of the family,
which became extinct in 1831, and the younger Carignano line, which
succeeded to the throne in the person of Carlo Alberto. The following
dukes were Vittorio Amedeo I. (1630-37), Francesco Giacinto (1637-38),

Carlo Emanuele II. (1638-75), and Vittorio Amedeo II. (1675-1730). The
last of these, having boldly allied himself with Austria during the Spanish
War of Succession, managed to throw off the French suzerainty (1703)

;

he obtained Sicily as his reward, which island, however, he was after-

wards obliged to exchange for Sardinia (1720), and in 1713 he assumed the
title of King, which was subsequently coupled with the name of the
latter island. His successors were Carlo Emanuele III. (1730-73) and
Vittorio Amedeo III. (1773-96). After the battle of Turin (1706), in which
Prince Eicgene commanded the Imperialists , the Piedmontese princes
directed their attention to Prussia, which served as a model for the
organization of their kingdom. In both countries the military and feudal
element preponderated, and both were obliged to succumb to the new
powers evolved by the French Revolution. Carlo Emanuele IV. (1796-1802)
was deprived of all his continental possessions by the French in 1798,
and restricted to the island of Sardinia, which was protected by the
English fleet. Vittorio Emanuele I. (1802-21) was at length reinstated
in his dominions, with the addition of Genoa, by the Congress of Vienna.
Tlie Napoleonic period had swept away the feudal institutions of Pied-
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mont and had bequeathed in their stead many of the benefits of modern
legislation and high military renown. It is therefore intelligible that
the clerical reaction, which set in with the king's return, gave rise to an
insurrection which caused the king to abdicate and had to be quelled by
Austrian troops. His brother Carlo Felice (1821-31) adhered faithfully
to Jesuitical principles and lived on the whole in accordance with his
motto, 'Non sono re per essere seccato' ('worried'). The older line of
the House of Savoy became extinct with this prince, and was succeeded
by the collateral line of Carignano (p. 48; 27th April, 1831). Carlo Alberto
(b. 1798), who had been educated at a French military school and had
headed the insurrection of 1821, was protected by France and Russia
against the attempts of Austria to deprive him of his claims to the throne.
His own experiences and the force of circumstances rendered him an
implacable enemy of Austria. With him began the national development
of Piedmont, although his efforts were not always consistent. The liberals
called him the 'Re Tentenna' (the vacillating). On 6th Jan., 1848. Count
Cavour made the first public demand for the establishment of a con-
stitution, and on the 7th Feb. the king, half in despair, yielded to the
popular desires. The insurrection in Lombardy at length induced him to
become the champion of national independence and to give vent to his
old enmity against Austria (23rd March), but one year later his career
terminated with his defeat at Novara (23rd March, 1849). He then ab-
dicated and retired to Oporto, where he died a few months later (26th July).
It was reserved for his son Vittorio Ernanuele II. (b. 1820, d. 9th Jan.,
1878) finally to give effect to the national wishes of Italy.

8. Turin, Ital. Torino.

Railway Stations, l. Stazione Centrale, or di Porta Nuova {V\

.

D, 4 ; *Restaurant, much frequented by the inhabitants). Piazza Carlo
Felice (exit in the Via Sacchi), where hotel-omnibuses and cabs (tariff,

see p. 34) meet the trains. — 2. Stazione di Porta, Stisa (PI. B, 2; Restaur-
ant) and 3. Stazione Torino Dora, to the N. of the town, secondary
stations for the trains of the Novara-Milan line (R. 17) and for the line
to Pont Canavese (p. 95). City office (p. xvii), Carpaneto, Galleria Subalpina
(p. 37); Sleeping Car Office at the Central Station. — Stations of the
Local Railways : for the Superga (p. 47), for Trofarello (p. 60) via
Moncalieri (p. 48), and for Chivasso and Brusasco (p. 82), in the Piazza
Castello (PI. E, 2, 3); for Carignano (p. 48), in the Via Nizza (PI. D, 4);
for Stupiniai (p. 49'i and PioheH, and for Pinerolo (p. 51) via Orbassano
in the one dfirection and for Giaveno (p. 3) in the other, in the Via Sacchi
(PI. D, 4; sec above); for Rlvoli (p. 49), in the Piazza dcllo Statuto (PI.

C, 2); for Cirie-J^anzo (p. 64), near tlic Ponte Mosca (PI. E, 1). For the
local railways, comp. the larger edition of the time-table mentioned at

p. xvii, or the Orario dei Tramways (10 c).
Hotels (comp. p. xxi). Grand-Hotel et Hotel d'EuuopE (PI. a;

E, 3), Piazza Castello 19, 100 R. from 4, B. I'/u, L. 1, D. 7, P. from 12,
omn. 1 fr. ; Ok. -Hot. de Turin et Tkomretta (PI. b; D, 1), Via Sacchi 10,

near the Central Station, R. 1-7, B. I'/a, L- ^Vg-^, D. 5-6, P. from 10, omn.
Vo-l fr- ; Palace Hotel Turin, Via Sacchi 10, R. from 4, P. from 12 fr ; Gr.-
I16t. Lioure et d'Akgleterice, PiazzaCarloFelice 9, l^Obeds fromSVafr.

;

tlieso of the first class. — Or. -Hot. Suishk Terminus, opposite the Central
Station, R. from 5, B. I'/a, I^- 6 f r. ; Hot. Honne-Femme, Mktiu)pole, et
Feder (I'i. d; E, 3), Via Pietro Micca 3, R. from 31/4, P. from 9 fr. ; Hot.
Central et Continental (PI. e; E, 3), Via delle Finanze 2, with restaur-
ant, 90 R. from 3, H. IV4, !>• 3, D. di/jj, I', from 9, omn. 1 f r. ; Or. -Hot. dk
LA ViLLE ET HoLooNE (Fl. 1; D, i), CoTHo Vittofio Eni aniuilc Sccoudo ()0,

52 R. from 3'/^ fr. — The following are second-clasH and mor(^ in the Italian
style, i>nt also with central heating: Hot. duNoici>(P1. n ; D, 1). Via Roma 34,
in a noisy situation, R. 3-5, P. 9-10, omn. ''/^ fr., good ; HAt. Roma e Rocca

3*
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Cavour (PI. i; D, 4), Piazza Carlo Felice 14, prettily situated, 100 beds
at 3-4, P. 8-10 fr.

,
good; Hot. de France et Concorde (PL k; F, 3),

Via di Po 20, 50 beds at 2V2-3V2J ?• 8-10, omn. 1 fr. ; Hot. Venezia,
Via Venti Settembre 70, 90 beds at 3V2-4: fr. — Dogana Vecohia e Pens.
Svizzera (PI. m; D, 2), Via Corte d'Appello 4, E. 21/2 fr., omn. 60 c., un-
pretending. — Grissini, a kind of bread in long, thin, and crisp sticks,

are a specialty of Piedmont. The Piedraontese wines are excellent (comp.
p. xxv).

H6tels Meubl^s (comp. p. xvii). Gtr.-Hot. Fiorina (PI. f ; D, 3),

Via Pietro Micca 22, bed 3-4, Hot. Moderne (PI. g; D, 3), Via Venti Set-

tembre 41, 100 beds at 3-4, omn. 1 fr. ; Hot. Casalegno, Via Garibaldi,
bed 3-4 fr. ; all good.

Restaurants (comp. p. xxiii). Caffe-Ristorante del Camhio, Piazza
Carignano 2, fashionable; Restaurant du Pare, L. 5 fr. ; Ristorante
MolinaH, Via Santa Teresa, at the corner of the Piazza Solferino

;

Restaurant de la Meridiana, Via Roma 18; Birreria-Ristorante Voigt,
Via Pietro Micca 22, in the Hot. Fiorina (see above), Ristorante Parigi-
Sussa^nbrino, Via di Po 23-25, both much frequented; Caffe - Ristorante
Dilei, Via di Po, at the corner of the Via Alberto; Caff'e-Rist07'ante Posta,
Piazza Carlo Alberto; Ristorante Commercio, Via Venti Settembre 74. —
Wine Rooms. Cantina di Savoia, Via Cavour 2; Vermouth, good
at Carpano^s, Piazza Castello 18 and Piazza Vittorio Emanuele Primo 5.

Caf^s (comp. p. xxvi). Caff'e San Carlo, Piazza San Carlo, Ligure,
see p. 33, at both concert in the evening; degli Specchi, Via Pietro
Micca 18; Alfieri, Via di Po 9; Romano (p. 35), Piazza Castello. — Con-
fectioners. Baratti & Milano, Galleria Subalpina (p. 37); Romana,
Piazza Castello 23; Stratta, Piazza San Carlo 7. Chocolate (p. 36) at

Giuliano^s, Via dell' Accademia delle Scienze. — A favourite local be-
verage is Bicerin (15 c), a mixture of coffee, chocolate, and milk.

Birrerie (comp. p. xxvi). Ristorante del Teatro Alfieri, Piazza
Solferino, Caffe Piemo7ite, Piazza Carlo Felice 16, near the Central Station,

Munich beer at these two; Borsa, Via dell' Accademia delle Scienze 2;
Pilsener Urquell, Via Grenova 15; Birreria Durio , Via al Fortino 34
(Turin beer), with concert-room (concert every evening in summer), roller-

skating rink, and a place for playing Boccia.
Taximeter Cabs (tariff in each vehicle): 80 c. per 1000 metres,

10 c. for each 500 m. more or for V4hr.'s waiting; small luggage carried

inside free, trunk 25 c. (maximum 50c.). — Motor Cabs: 70 c. per
400 m., 10 c. for each 200 m. more or for 21/2 min. waiting; luggage as

above. — Motor Cars (for excursions): Garages Riuniti (Fiat), Corso
Massimo d'Azeglio 16.

Electric Tramways (Societa Belga Torinese and Azienda Tramvie
Municipali; usual fare 10 c, return-ticket 15 c, transfer-tickets available
for one day and for the lines of the same company only) traverse the

streets in many different directions (comp. Plan and p. 156). The chief

centres are Piazza Castello (PI. E, 2, 3), Piazza Emanuele Filiberto ('Porta

Palazzo'; PI. D, E, 1, 2), Piazza dello Statuto (PI. C, 2), Piazza San Mar-
tino (PL B, 2X Piazza Solferino (PI. D, 3), and Piazza Carlo Felice (PL D, 4).

Post Office (PL 46; D, 3), Via Alfieri 10. Branch-offices at Via Sacchi
12, Galleria Nazionale (p. 42), Via Barbaroux 4. Piazza Solferino 3, and
elsewhere. — Telegraph OflBce (PL E, 3), Piazza Carlo Alberto.

Booksellers. Rosenberg & Sellier, Via Maria Vittoria 18 ; F. Casa-
nova & Co., Piazza Carignano; Lattes, Via Graribald i 3. — Nev^^spapers.
Gazzetta del Popolo, II Momento, La Stampa, Gazzetta di Torino.

Tourists* Enquiry Oflace. Pro Torino, Via Roma 28. — Goods
Agents. Fratelli Gondrand, Galleria Nazionale (p. 42). — Cook^s Office,
Via Roma 31.

Bankers. Banca Commerciale Italiana, Via Santa Teresa 9 ; Pelle-
grini & Moris, Piazza Solferino 6; De Fernex & Co., Via Alfieri 15;
Kuster & Co., Via dell'Arsenale 14.

Physicians. Dr. Bettmann, Dr. Olivetti, Dr. Lawa.
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Baths. La Provvidenza, Via Venti Settembre 7; Bagni Cavour,
Via Lagrange 22; Bagni delVAnnunziata, Via di Po 51.

Military Music in front of the royal palace every afternoon be-
tween 4 and 6 p.m.; in May and June on Sun. in the old Piazza d'Armi
about 6 p.m. ; and thrice weekly 8-10 p.m. in the GHardino Pubblico (p. 45),

and on Sun. 2-4 in the Giardino Reale (p. 38).

Theatres (comp. p. xxvii). Teatro Regio (PI. E, 3), Piazza Castcllo,

for operas and ballets, built in 1738 and altered in 1903-5 when it was con-
verted into the municipal theatre (open during Lent and the Carnival only;
adm. 3 fr., reserved seat 10 fr.) ; Teatro Vittorio Emanuele Secondo (PI. 52

;

F, 3), Via Rossini 11, for operas and ballets (also circus); Teatro Cari-
gnano (PI. 48; E, 3), Piazza Carignano 4, for operas and dramas ; Politeama
Chiarella (PI. D, E, 5), Via Principe Tommaso, for operas and dramas;
Teatro Balbo (PI. E, 4), Via Andrea Doria 15, for operettas, etc. ; Teatro
Alfleri, Piazza Solferino ; Teatro Rossini, Via di Po. — Teati'o Gianduia
(PL 49; E, 3), Via Principe Amedeo 24, a marionette-theatre. — Variety
Theatres. Stabilimenti Eden, Via Bogino 40 and Corso Vitt. Emanuele
Secondo; Variete Maffei, Via Principe Tommaso 5; Variete Ro7nano,
Galleria Subalpina (p. 37), with a separate stage for summer on the
Piazza Castello.

Festivals. The Carnival is celebrated with as much brilliance as

ever in Turin, unlike the other large towns of Italy. — On Sept. 8th
there is a Church Festival at the Superga (p. 48).

British Consul-General, Major W. P. Chapman. — American
Consul, Albert H. Michelson, Via Andrea Doria 12; vice-consul, Piero
Gianolio.

Anglican Church, Via Pio Quinto 15, behind the Tempio Valdcsc

;

service once a month. — Protestant Service in the Tempio Valdese (PL
D, E, 4, 5) on Sundays, in French at 11, in Italian at 3 o'clock. — Chiesa
Metodista Episcopale, Via Lagrange 13 (Sun. 10 a.m. and Thurs. 10.30 a.m.).
— Chiesa Cristiana Evangelica, Galleria Nazionale.

Public Collections, etc. (official holidays, see p. xxvii). Most of
the museums are very cold in winter.
Accademia Albertina di Belle Arti (p. 45), week-days 10-5; fee 50 c.

Accademia delle Scienze {Museum of Antiquities and Picture Galter f/

;

p. 39), week-days 10-4 (May-Oct. 9-1), 1 fr. ; Sun. & holidays 1-4, free.

On certain holidays open in tlic morning also.

Ai^neria Reale (Armownj ; p. 37), week-days 10-12 & 2-4, by ticket obtained
(gratis) at the Uffizio della Direzioue, on the staircase; Sun. & holi-

days 9-12, free.

liiblioteca Nazionale (p. 45), daily (except Sun.) in summer 9-5 (Nov. to
April 9-4 and 7-10); closed in September.

CaHtello Medioevale (p. 45), daily 10-5 (May-Sept. 9-12 and 2-6), 50 c.

3Tole Antonelliana (p. 46), daily 10-5 (Nov. -Feb. 9-1), 50 c.

Monte dm Cappuccini: Belvedere of the Italian Alpine Club (p. 47),
Nov. to Feb. 8-11. .30 and 1-5, May to Aug. 5-11.30 and 2-6; at other
times 6.30-11.30 and 1-6; free.

MuHCo Civico : Arte applicata, alV Induatria (p. 46), Via Gaudenzio
Ferrari 1, Tuch., Thurs., and Sun. 9-4, free; Wed., Frid., and Sat. 1 fr.

;

r-losed on Mondays. — Belle Arti (p. 44), Corso Siccardi 30, Tues., Thurs.,
Hat., & Sun. 9-4, free; Wed. & Frid. 1 f r. ; closed on Mondays.

Mffseo Imlustriale Italiano (p. 42), Sun. & holidays 12.30-4, free.

MuHco Nazionale d^Artiglicra fp. 44), week-days 9-12 & 2-5, by ticket
obtained at the Direzione dcirOlTicina di Costiuzione d'Artigliera, Via
dcirArsenale 24; Sun. & lioli<lay.s 9-12, free.

Muneo di Stf>ria Naturale (p. 38), daily, except Mon., 1-4, free.

ralazzo Reale (p. 37), Sun., Tues., Thurs., & Sat. 10-12 & 2-4, fee >/a-l f'"-

1

at other times on application to the; curator, Signer Stramucci.
lienle IHnacotcca, see Accatlcniin. dclle Scienze.

Principal Attractions (l-l'/a day): Armoury (p. 37), Picture (Jal-

Icry (p. 39) and Muhcum of Antiquities (p. 39), monuments in the Cathedral
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(p. 42), view from the Mole Antonclliana (p. 46), from the Monte dei

Cappuccini (p. 47), or from the Superga (p. 47). — Excursion to the Sacra
di San Michele and Susa (p. 3 and E. 9).

Turin (785 ft.), Ital. Torino^ the seat of a university (founded

in 1404), of an archbishop, of a military academy, and the head-

quarters of the 1st Italian army corps, lies in a fertile plain on

the left bank of the Po, which receives the waters of the Dora
Riparia below the city. The plain of the Po is bounded on the

S.W. by the Cottian Alps (p. 51), on the KW. by the G-raian Alps

(p. 64), and on the E. by the Colli Torinesi, with the Monte dei

Cappuccini (p. 47), the Superga (p. 47), and the Bricco della

Maddalena (2335 ft.) on the right bank of the river. The popu-

lation of Turin numbers about 275,000, including the garrison

of 11,000 men. The industrial activity which has recently been

steadily falling behind that of Milan, owing to the diversion of

traffic by the Simplon Railway, includes the manufacture of machi-

nery, motor-cars, leather, and fancy goods, besides iron-founding,

cotton-spinning, and tanning. Turin is noted for vermouth (Ver-

mouth di Torino), chocolate (Grianduia, etc.), and caramels.
Turin, the ancient Taurasia, capital of the Taurini, a Ligurian-Celtic

tribe, destroyed by Hannibal in 218 B.C., afterwards the Eoman ^i^grws^a
Taurinorum, was the seat of a Prankish margrave under the Carolingians,
but it reached its first period of importance after 1418, as an occasional
residence of the Dukes of Savoy. In 1506-62 it was occupied by the
French. From 1720 it was the capital of the Kingdom of Sardinia. In
the 19th cent. Turin was the chief centre of the national struggles for

unification, and from 1859 to 1865 it was the capital of Italy.

Turin is conspicuous among the cities of Italy for the regularity of
its construction and for the number of its monuments. Its plan presents
rectangular blocks of houses (Isole), long, broad, straight streets (Vie),
frequently with arcades (Portici), and spacious squares, usually adorned
with gardens. Its history explains this. The plan of the old town, with
slight variations, is the same as that of the colony founded in A.D. 27 by
the Emperor Augustus, or even of an older Roman camp. It formed a

rectangle of 2350 ft. in length and 2200 ft. in breadth, and had eleven
towers on each side. Its site is now bounded by the Piazza Castello
on the E., the Via della Consolata and the Corso Siccardi on the W.,
the Via Griulio on the N., and the Via Santa Teresa on the S. The an-
cient Decumanus is represented by the modern Via Graribaldi and the
Cardo by the Via Porta Palatina and the Via San Tommaso. Besides
the N. main gate, or Porta Principalis Dextra (now the Porta Palatina,

p. 43), fragments still remain of the E. main gate {Porta Decumana, p. 37)
and of the ancient N.W. corner-tower, beside the Consolata (p. 43).

In mediaeval buildings Turin is remarkably poor. The earliest period
of architectural activity seems to have developed in the 16th cent., mainly
under Emmanuel Philibert, the founder of the citadel (p. 44). The city
suffered much damage when it was besieged by the French in 1640 and
1706, and it was afterwards systematically extended in accordance with
the original plan. The fortifications were demolished in 1801 and 1857.
The architectural character of the inner town was chiefly determined by
two architects of the baroque period, Guarino Guarini of Modena
(1624-83) and Filippo luvara of Sicily (1685-1735), to whom numerous
ecclesiastical and secular edifices arc due.

The spacious Piazza Castello (PI. E, 2, 3) forms the centre of

the town. From this point the busiest streets diverge: Via Roma,
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Via Pietro Micca, Via G-aribaldi, Via dell' Accademia delle Scienze,

and Via di Po (p. 45). — In the S.E. angle of the Piazza Castello

is the Galleria delVIndustria Subalpina (PI. 19), the other end

of which is in the Piazza Carlo Alberto (p. 38).

The Palazzo Madama (PL E, 3), a lofty and cumbrous pile

in the centre of the Piazza Castello, had as its nucleus a mediaeval

castle, adjoining the E. wall of the Roman town. This Castrum
PortaB Phihellonse, strongly fortified by William of Montferrat

towards the end of the 13th cent., was extended on the E. side by
Lodovico d'Acaia (1416) and protected by two lofty sixteen-sided

towers, the lower part of which was a remnant of the Porta Decu-
mana (p. 36). Farther alterations were made by Charles Em-
manuel II., but the building owes its present name to his widow,

Maria, who as dowager-duchess C^ikfac?ama i^eaZe'J added in 1718
the double *Flight of steps and the facade on the W. side, from a

design by Fil. luvara. The apartments on the first floor, which

were redecorated at the same period, were used from 1848 to 1860
as the meeting-place of the Sardinian Senate. The palace now con-

tains several institutions, including the State Archives and an

Observatory , in the towers concealed by the W. fagade. The
courtyard is used as a public thoroughfare. — In front of the palace

stands a Monument to the Sardinian Army (PL 28) by Vine. Vela

(1859); on the S. side is a bronze statue of the electrician Galileo

Ferraris (1847-97), by L. Contratti (1902).

At the N.W. corner of this piazza is the church of San Lorenzo
(PL E, 2; entr. from Via San Lorenzo), by Gruarini (1687), with a

peculiar dome and an exaggerated baroque interior.

To the N., in the Piazza Reale, rises the Palazzo Reale, or

Royal Palace (PL E, 2), a plain brick edifice erected in 1646-58

under Charles Emmanuel II. The palace-yard (a public thorough-

fare) is separated from the Piazza by a gate, the pillars of which
are adorned with two groups in bronze of Castor and Pollux,

designed by Abbondio Sangiorgio in 1842.
To the left in the hall of the palace (admission free), near the stair-

case, is an equestrian statue oi Duke Victor Amadeus I. (d. 1637). The
handsome staircase is embellished with statues of Emmanuel Philibcrt,
by Santo Varni, and Charles Albert, by Vine. Vela.

The First Floor (adm., see p. 3.5; we begin with the Sala degli
Svizzeri) contains a series of handsonu; *Apartments with ceiling-decor-
ations by Belloalo (1811), Daniel Seller of Vienna (1C)<)()), Claiidio lieau-
mont, and the brothers Fea (lOfK)), and with tapestry made at Turin
(17-18th cent.). The private apartments of Victor P^mmanucl II. arc not
8hown.

The S.E. wing of tlic palace contains the *Royal Armoury
(Armeria Jteale ; IM. E, 2). Entrance beside the Prefeitura (PL E, 2

;

first door to the left); admis.sion, see p. 155. The collection, which
is on the second story, is very choice. (Jatalogiic (1890) .'5 fr. ; Oiiidii

Ufflcialc (1905), illustrated, 50 c.
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Room I (Rotonda). To the right, Cabinet 49. Weapons from India,

W. Africa, S. America, etc.; Japanese equestrian armour (17th cent.).

Cab. 61. Turkish and Persian weapons. Cab. 46. Gifts of honour to

Victor Emmanuel II. Beyond the door. Cab. 44. Scimitar of Tippoo
Sahib, Sultan of Mysore (d. 1799). In the centre. Cab. 59. Bronze statuette

of Napoleon I. (by Marochetti) and a sword he wore; two French regi-

mental eagles. Cab. 66. Quadrant used by Napoleon I. when a young
officer. Cab. 58. Gifts of honour to King Humbert; memorials of the

Duke of Abruzzi's arctic expedition (1899-1900); Moltke's Italian orders.

By tlie 4th window, Two suits of Saracenic armour; weapons from Eri-

threa; Japanese weapons and armour. The favourite horse of Charles
Albert. Cab. 54. Memorials of Charles Albert. Above the cabinets,

Flags from the wars of 1848-49 and 1859. — We now enter the long Hall
(Galleria Beaumont). On the right, several suits of equestrian armour
worn by members of the Brescian family of Martinengo (16th cent.). By
the 2nd window, ^Equestrian armour of Cardinal Ascanio Maria Sforza
Visconti (15th cent.). On the right. Cab. 30. Sword attributed to Dona-
tello. CaJj. 22. Sword at one time erroneously attributed to Benvenuto
Cellini. By the 6th window. Campaign suit of Prince Eugene (1706).

Cab. 3. *Shield, embossed with scenes from the war of Marius against
Jugurtha (Italian, 16th cent.). We return along the left wall. By the
1st window, Saracenic equestrian suit of armour with the green banner of
the Prophet; to the right, an ancient rostrum in the form of a boar's head,
found in 1597 in the harbour at Genoa. Armour of Duke Emmanuel
Philibert, Viceroy of Sicily (early 17th cent.). Cab. 5. So-called sword
of St. Maurice (a work of the 13th cent.). Cab. 8. Prehistoric weapons
of the stone age. Cab. 11. Etruscan and Roman weapons and utensils.

Farther on. Cab. 27. Sword of the Imperial General Johann von Werth
(Solingen work). By the 5th window. Equestrian armour of Duke Em-
manuel Philibert (p. 32), by Negroli, an armourer of Milan (1561). Also,
muskets, daggers, maces, and fine helmets and shields (15-16th cent.). —
The windows on the right command a fi'ue view of the palace garden
and the Superga (p. 47).

On the floor below is the Royal Library (Biblioteca del Re) of
70,000 vols, and 3000 MSS. (shown only on application to the librarian),

containing valuable geographical, historical, and genealogical works,
miniatures of the 14-16th cent., d.rawings by Leonardo da Vinci (*Por-
trait of himself), Fra Bartolomeo, Correggio, Gaudenzio Ferrari, etc. —
A staircase ascends hence to the Collection of Coins, trinkets, enamels,
carved ivory, etc., in a small room adjoining the Armoury.

The Palace Garden (Giardino Reale; PI. E, F, 2), entered

from the arcade opposite the Palazzo Madama, is open on Sun. and
holidays, between 1st July and 1st Oct., 11-5 o'clock (military

music; p. 35). — Cathedralj see p. 42.

In the Piazza Carigj^ano, to the S. of the Piazza Castello, rises

the Palazzo Carignano (PI. 41; E, 3), with a brick fagade in

the baroque style, erected hyGuarini in 1680. Victor Emmanuel II.

was born in this palace in 1820. The Sardinian Chamber of De-
puties met here from 1848 to 1859, and the Italian Parliament
from 1861 to 1864. The handsome fagade at the back, in the Piazza
Carlo Alberto, was added in 1864-71 by Ferri and Bollati. The
palace contains the Museo di Storia Naturale (adm., see p. 35).

In the Piazza Carignano stands the marble statue of the philo-

sopher and patriot Vincenzo Gioherti (1801-52), by Albertoni

(1859). — The Piazza Carlo Alberto (PI. E, 3) contains a bronze
monument to King Charles Albertj by Marochetti (1861).
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In the vicinity, Via dell' Accademia No. 4, at the corner of

the Piazza Carignano, is the Palazzo dell' Accademia delle
Scienze (PI. E, 3), formerly a Jesuit college, erected by Guarini
in 1679. On the groundfloor and first floor is the collection of

antiquities; on the second floor (109 steps) the picture-gallery.

Admission, see p. 35.

The Museum of Antiquities (Reale Museo di Antichita) had as

its nucleus the valuable Egyptian collection founded about 1820 by Bern.
Brovetti. Director, Prof. Em. Schiaparelli. No catalogue.

GrROCND Floor. Rooms I & II contain the larger Egyptian anti-

quities, including a large capital in the shape of a wreath of lotus-

flowers, a diorite *Statue of Ramses II. (R. I), and other royal statues

(R. II). — Gallery, to the left. 1st Section: Grrseco-Roman sculptures
found in Egypt and Rome. Amazon (in green basalt; restored); frag-

ment of a fine relief (youth in a chariot with four horses), probably a
Greek work. In this section are also Etruscan antiquities from Luna
(p. 143). 2nd Section. Remains of a Roman mosaic (myth of Orpheus)
and inscriptions found in Piedmont. 3rd Section: Roman inscriptions
and architectural fragments found in Turin.

The Egyptian collections are continued on the First Floor. Room 1.

Mummies, coffins, scarabaei, canopi, etc. Among the papyri is the famous
Book of the Dead edited by Lepsius. — Room 2. Inscriptions from the
5th Dyn. to the Roman period; statuettes. An adjoining room with
Cyprian antiquities contains also the celebrated stele of the suffete

Melekiason in the Gra3co- Punic style, from Carthage. — Gallery 1.

Mummies, vases, and household utensils of the prehistoric period; also
toilet-articles, weapons, sandals, etc. On the walls is the famous list

of Egyptian Kings down to the 19th Dynasty. Gallery 2. Egyptian
deities and articles used in worship. In the middle is the Tabula Isiaca
found in the pontificate of Paul III. — Room 3, tothe right. Prehistoric
collection from Piedmont; casts of the reliefs of the triumphal arch at

Susa (p. 49). In the centre, model of the largest 'Nuraghe' (fortified

dwelling) in Sardinia. — Room 4. Celtic and Roman antiquities found in

Piedmont. Amongst the latter are some fine glass and good bronzes (a

Silcnus; Athena of the type of the Parthcnos of Phidias; Roman portrait-

bust of a member of the Gens Claudia). — Roovi 5 (to the left of
Gallery 2). In the 1st section are Egyptian textiles of the Christian and
Arab periods (including Coptic fabrics). 2nd Sec. (antiquities): Greek
and Roman statuettes and utensils in bronze, Greek and Etruscan vases,
prc-Roman glass and bronzes from Sardinia, Greek and Roman coins. In
the centre, Cupid asleep, wrongly attributed to Michael Angelo . 3rd Sec:
Etlmographical collections from America, the Fiji Islands, the Congo, etc.

The *Picture Gallery (PinacoUca) embraces 21 rooms,

containing over 600 paintings. Director, G. Gattini. Good illus-

trated catalogue (1909;, 3 fr. — The art -collections of the House
of Savoy were founded by Charles Emmanuel I. (1580-1630) and

were largely increased in 1741 by tbc purchase of Prince Eugene's

valuable gallery, wliicli included many Netherlandish works. A
number of the paintings carried off by the French in 1798 remained

in Paris after the conclusion of peace in 1815; and in 1832, the

rest, which had meantime l)een scattcjred through various palaces,

were collected to form a public gallery in the Palazzo Madarna.

They were transferred to the Academy in 1865.

This collection is important for the study of Macrino (VAlbd

(ca. 1470-1528) and his pupil Defendenie Ferrari (1470-1532;,
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and of Gaudenzio Ferrari (ca. 1471-1546; p. 158). Sodoma
(ca. 1477-1549

; p. 158) also is well represented. Lorenzo di Credits

(1459-1537; p. 560) Madonna, No. 115, of his best period, shows

that he was influenced by Leon, da Vinci. Among numerous and

important works of the old Netherlandish school are: 188. Petrus

Cristus; 202. Memling ; 17, 264, 279, 288. Van Dyck; 231, 261.

Genre-pictures by D. Tenters the Younger; 393. Rembrandt's
Old man asleep.

I. Room. Princes of the House of Savoy: 1. Horace Vernet, King
Charles Albert; 5. J. van Schuppen, Prince Eugene; *17. Van Dyck,
Prince Thomas (1634; p. 48); 12. N. Mignard, Frangoise d'Orleans, first

wife of Charles Emmanuel II.

The works in the next three rooms are chiefly by Piedmontese masters
of the 14-16th centuries. II. Room. To the right: 21. Barnaha da Wlodeiia

(p. 451), Madonna (1370); 3Iacrino d^Alha, 23. St. Francis receiving the
Stigmata (1506), *26. Madonna enthroned on clouds, with SS. John the
Baptist, James, Hugh, and Jerome (the painter's masterpiece; 1498), 31, 33.

Altar-wings with St. Louis of Toulouse and SS. Paul, Peter, and Bona-
ventura(?); 29bis. Giov. Mart. Spanzotti, Madonna enthroned; Defendente
Ferrari, 35. Betrothal of St. Catharine, 36. Madonna with SS. Michael
and Barbara (on the predella of the ancient frame, the Legend of St.
Barbara), 38. Saints.

III. Room. Gaudenzio Ferrari, 43. Conception of St. Anna, *46.

St. Peter and donor (altar-wing), 48. Joachim driven from the Temple,
49. Madonna enthroned and two saints, 50. Crucifixion (in distemper),
51. Pieta.

IV. Room. Sodoma, 56. Holy Family, 59. Lucretia, *63. Madonna
enthroned with SS. John the Evangelist, Jerome, Lucia, and Catharine.

Y. Room. Piedmontese masters of the 17th and 18th centuries.
YI. Room. Tuscan School (15-16th cent.): 103, 104. Fra Angelico da

Fiesole, Adoring angels; 106. Style of Sandro Botticelli, Triumph of
Chastity (one of the series mentioned on p. 107); 110. Botticelli, Madonna;
112. FroMciahigio , Annunciation; *115, 116. Lor. di Credi, Madonnas;
117. Piero Pollaiaolo, Tobias and the archangel Raphael; 122, 123. Ang.
Bronzino, Eleonora da Toledo and her husband Cosimo I. of Medici

;

Bald. Peruzzi, 129. Head, 131. Design for a facade (drawings).
YII. Room. Yarious Italian Schools (15-16th cent.) : Ambrog. Borgo-

gnone, 134. St. Ambrose preaching and Consecration of St. Augustine,
135. Madonna; above, 140. Gianpietrino, SS. Catharine and Peter Martyr;
145. After Raphael, Portrait of Pope Julius II. (p. 584); *146. Raphael,
Madonna della Tenda (a studio -copy of the original at Munich); *148.

Franc. Penni, Copy of Raphael's Entombment in the Borghese Gallery
at Rome (1518); 149. Giulio Clovio, 'II Santissimo Sudario' (comp. p. 43);
157. Giov. Bellini, Madonna (ruined by retouching); 155. Franc. Francia,
Entombment (1515); 161. Titian, St. Jerome (a late work; injured); 162.

Gregorio Schiavone, Madonna ; 164. Mantegna, Madonna and saints (freely
retouched); 165. After Titian, Pope Paul III. (original at Naples). — The
Ante-Room and Room IX contain a collection of drawings, engravings,
and woodcuts by old masters (changed from time to time).

YIII. Room. 167. Desiderio da Settignano, Madonna (marble relief);
169-186. Porcelain-paintings by A. Constantin of Greneva (chiefly copies
of famous pictures; ca. 1825). — We pass through R. IX to the —

X. Room. Flemish and Dutch Schools (15-17th cent.): *187. Jan van
Eyck, St. Francis receiving the Stigmata; 188. Petrus Cristus, Madonna;
*189, 190. Rogier van der Weyd'en, Yisitation, with portrait of the donor
(altar-wing; retouched) ; 192. Flemish Master of the Female Half-figures,
Crucifixion (triptych); *202. H. Memling, The Passion, a chronological
representation in the popular style of the North (in the foreground
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excellent portraits of the donor and his wife); Tenters the Younger

^

218. The painter's wife, 231. Tavern-scene; 234. Jan Brueghel, Landscape.
XI. Room. Dutch School (17th cent.): 261. Tenters the Younger^

Card-players; *264. Van Dyck, Children of Charles I. of England (1635);
274. Rubens, Sketch of his apotheosis of Henri lY in the Uffizi (comp.
p. 588); Van Dyck, *279. Infanta Isabella of Spain, 288. Holy Family
(showing the influence of Titian); 292. Fyt, Still-life; 296. Snyders, Fruit.

XII. Room. Grerman and Spanish Schools : 303. H. Holbein the Younger,
Portrait of Erasmus (a copy of the original in Parma) ; 313, 318. Angelica
Kauffmann, Sibyls ; between these, 315. Netscher, Scissors-grinder (1662)

;

*320. Velazquez, Philip IV. of Spain; 322. Ribera, St. Jerome.
XIII. Room. French School (17-18th cent.): 330. iV'. Poussin, St. Mar-

garet; 338. P. Mignard, Louis XIV on horseback; 343, 346. Claude
Lorrain, Landscapes; 350. F. Desportes, Still-life; 352. Bourguignon,
Battle against the Turks; 360. Mme. Vigee-Lebrun, Portrait (1792).

XIV. Room. Flemish and Dutch Schools (16-17th cent.): 362. Engel-
brechtsen, Crucifixion (triptych); G. Dou, 375. Portrait of a geographer,
377. Grirl at a window (1662); 379. Frans van Mieris the Elder, Portrait
of himself (1659); 392. B. Fabritius, Expulsion of Hagar (1655); *393.

Rembrandt, Old man asleep, resembling the artist's father (an early
work, ca. 1629) ; 395. Mytens the Elder and Steenwyck, Charles I. of Eng-
land (1627); Philips Wouverman, 402. Battle, 404. Horse -fair; *406.

Paul Potter, Cattle (1649); *412. Saenredam, Synagogue, the figures by
A. van Ostade; 419, 420. J. D. de Heem, Fruit and flowers.

XV. Room. Landscapes of the Dutch school, etc. ; at the exit (right),

444. J. van Ruysdael, Landscape.
The next three rooms contain chiefly Italian works of the 17th cen-

tury. XVI. Room. 464. Giulio Cesare Procaccini (here attributed to

Giov. Battista Crespi), SS. Francis and Carlo Borromeo adoring the
Madonna; *465. Caravaggio, Luto-player; 474. Sassoferrato, Madonna;
479. Carlo Maratta , Archangel Gabriel; 482. Sassoferrato, Madonna
della Rosa; above, 477, 483. G. Poussin, Landscapes.

XVII. Room, to the left. 491. Guercino, Saint; 492, 493. Franc.
Albani, Salmacis and the Hermaphrodite; 496. Guido Reni, Putti ; 497.

Guercino, Return of the Prodigal Son; 501. Gius. Maria Crespi, The
queen before St. John Nepomuc in the confessional. In the corners, 489,

495, 500, 509. Franc. Albani, The four Elements.
XVIII. Room. 534. Guercino, Ecce Homo; *518. Ribera (here at-

tributed to Bern. Strozzi), Homer.
Then two rooms chiefly with Venetian pictures (16 -18th cent.).

XIX. Room, 564. Paolo Veronese, Danae; 567. Ant. Badile,Vva^ani^iiion
in the Temple; 572. P. Veronese, The Queen of Sheba before Solomon;
573. Girolamo Savoldo, Adoration of the Child; 575. School of P. Vero-
nese, Finding of Moses.

XX. Room. *580. P. Veronese, Mary Magdalen washing the Saviour's
feet; 582, 585. Bern. Belotto, Views of Turin; 590. Ant. Canale (Cana-
letto), Piazzetta in Venice; 594. G. B. Tiepolo, Triumph of Germanicus.

XXI. Room. Battles of Prince Eugene, by ITuchtenburgh and others.

Opposite the Academy is the church of San Filippo (PI. 9;

E, 3), erected by Guarini after 1G79 and restored by luvara in

1714. The portico in front is a later addition. The beautiful

interior contains pictures by Guercino and others.

The Piazza San Carlo (PI. D, E, 8), laid out by Count Carlo

di Castellanionte in 1638, is the most homof^eneous of the; j)iazzas

in the old town. It is embellish(!d witli an equestrian *Statue of
Duke Emmanuel Philibert, in bronze, by Marochcffi (1838).

The relief on the W. side represents the l^attlc of St. Qucntin

(1557); that on the E. side the Peace of Cateau-Cambr^sia (1559),
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by which the duchy of Piedmont was restored to the House of

Savoy; the duke as '-pacem redditurus'' is in the act of sheathing

his sword. — The two churches on the S. side of the piazza are

San Carlo and Santa Cristina, both founded in the 17th cent.,

with facades of later date, respectively by G-rassi (1836) and by

luvara (1718). San Carlo contains a monument of the condottiere

Francesco Maria Broglia, ancestor of the French house of Broglie,

and a high-altar-piece by Morazzone.

The Via Roma leads from the Piazza San Carlo to the N. to

the Piazza Castello (p. 36), and to the S., passing the Galleria

Nazio7iale (PI. D, 4; 1889), to the Piazza Carlo Felice and the cen-

tral railway-station (p. 33).

To the E. of the Piazza San Carlo, at Via Lagrange No. 6, is

the AccademiaFilarmonica ^ remarkable for the magnificent rococo

decorations of its principal rooms; in the atrium are frescoes by
Bern. Gralliari (p. 87). In the Via Maria Vittoria, leading to the

Piazza Carlo Emannele Secondo (see below), is the Pal. della Cisterna

(PI. 44; E, 3), the residence of the Duke of Aosta. No. 32 in the

Via dell' Ospedale is the Museo Industriale Italiano (PL 39, E 4

;

adm., see p. 35).

The Aiuola Balbo (PI. E, 4), the Piazza Cavotir (PL E, F, 4), and the
Piazza Bodoni (PL F, 4), all in this neighbourhood, are adorned with
statues of distinguished modern Italians.

In the centre of the Piazza Carlo Emanuelb Secondo (PL E, 3, 4),

commonly called the 'Piazza Carlina', rises-the marble Monument
of Cavour (1810-61), by Griov. Dupre, erected in 1873. The creator

of Italian unity holds a scroll in his left hand with the famous words
'libera chiesa in libero stato'. — A tablet at Via Cavour No. 8

marks the house (PL D, 4) in which Cavour was born (burial-place,

comp. p. 60).

Adjoining the Pal. Reale (p. 37) on the N.W., in the Via Venti

Settembre, is the Cathedral (San Giovanni Battista; PL E, 2),

erected on the site of three earlier churches in 1492-98 by Meo
del Caprina of Florence, in the Renaissance style, with a marble
fagade. The upper part of the tower dates from 1648.

The Interior consists of nave, aisles, and transept, with an octagonal
dome. Over the W. portal is a copy of Leon, da Vinci's Last Supper
(p. 181). Over the second altar on the right is an altar-piece by Defen-
dente Ferrari. Frescoes on the ceiling modern. The seats of the royal
family are to the left of the high-altar.

Behind the high-altar is the Cappella del Santissimo Sudario
or della Santissima Sindone (open during morning -mass till 9 o'clock;
reached by 37 steps to the right of the high-altar), constructed in 1694
by Guarini. It is a lofty circular chapel of dark brown marble, con-
trasting strongly with the white monuments, separated from the choir
by a glass partition and covered with a curiously shaped dome. The
monuments were erected by King Charles Albert in 1842 to the memory
of illustrious members of his family: (r.) Emmanuel Philibert (d. 1580),
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'restitutor imperii', by Pomjyeo Marchesi; Prince Thomas (d. 1656; p. 48),
by Gaggini; Charles Emmanuel II. (d. 1675), by^raccaroZi; Amadeus VIII.
(d. 1451), by Cacciatori. The peculiar light from above enhances the effect.

In a kind of urn over the altar is preserved the Santissimo Sudario or
Santissima Sindone, a part of the linen cloth in which the body of the
Saviour is said to have been wrapped. This was brought from Cyprus
to Chambery in 1452 and since 1578 has been preserved at Turin.

From the Piazza San Griovanni the Yia Quattro Marzo leads to

the W. to the Palazzo di Citta (see below). — Behind a railing

on the right in the Via Yenti Settembre are some remnants of the

Roman Theatre. Farther on we turn to the left and reach the

Porta Palatina (PI. E, 2), a Roman gateway with two sixteen-

sided brick towers, judiciously restored in 1905-11. — At the S. end

of the Via Porta Palatina, to the right, is the church of Corpus
Domini (PI. D, E, 2), erected in 1610 by Ascanio Vittozzi^ on the

site of a chapel built to commemorate a miracle of the Host (1521).

The interior was altered in 1753. — In the adjacent church of

SaJito Spirito, dating from 1610 and restored in 1743, Rousseau,

an exile from G-eneva, at the age of 16, became a Roman Catholic

in 1728, but he again professed Calvinism at Greneva in 1754.

The Piazza del Palazzo di Citta, a few paces to the W., is

adorned with a bronze group by Palagi (1853), in memory of Ama-
cleus VI. (PI. .21), the 'Conte Verde' (d. 1383; p. 32), conqueror of

the Turks and restorer of the imperial throne of G-reece.

The Palazzo di Citta (PL D, 2), or town-hall, was erected by
Lanfranchi in 1669. The marble statues of Prince Eugene and
Prince Ferdinand (beside the entrance) and of Charles Albert and
Victor Emmanuel II. (in the vestibule) date from 1858-60. On the

first floor is the Bihlioteca Civica.

The Via Milano leads hence to the N. to the church of San
Doraenico (PI. 8, D 2; founded in 1354 and frequently restored),

which contains a Madonna and St. Dominic by Guercino; and the

Via Corte d'Appello to the W. to the Piazza Savoia (PI. D, 2), in

which rises an obelisk (75 ft.) commemorating the abolition of

ecclesiastical jurisdiction by the minister Siccardi in 1850. —
A few yards to the W., in the Via del Carmine, is the Chiesa del

Carmine (PI. 1; C, D, 2), by luvara (1732; fagade of 1872).

The Via dclla Consolata leads from the Piazza Savoia to the N.

to the church of La Consolata. At the S. end of this street (No. 1)

is the Palazzo Paesana (PL 45; I), 2), built in the 18th cent, by
IMaiiteri, a pupil of luvara, with an imposing vestibule and staircase.

La Consolata (PL 2; D, 2;, form(!(l by the union of two
churchfis, is a building in the baroque style, (erected by Gnarini in

1679, decorated in the interior \)y Jnvara in 1714, and sumptuously
remodelled in 1903-4. It is adjoined by a Campanile {\i)i\\ cent.?),

a relic of the lienedictine convent of Sant' Andrea, founded in 942
by monks from NovMlrsa (p. 50j.
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Interior. We first enter the oval church of SanV Andrea, which
opeus, on the right, on a new chapel, containing a highly-revered image
of the Madonna. Adjoining is the he^s-Sigonal Santuario delta Consolata,
with several circular side -chapels. A new chapel to the left contains
kneeling statues in marble of Maria Theresa, Queen of Charles Albert,
and Maria Adelaide, Queen of Victor Emmanuel II. (both of whom died
in 1855), by Vela (1861).

From the Piazza Castello (p. 36) the narrow Via Garibaldi leads

past the church of Santi Mdrtiri (PL 13, D 2; left), an ostentatious

baroque building byPellegrino Tibaldi, to the Piazza dello Statuto
(PL C, 2), with the huge Mont Cenis Tunnel Monument^ by
Tabacchi (1879): the Grenius of Science soars above a pile of granite

rocks, on which lie the conquered giants of the mountain.

From the Via Garibaldi we proceed to the S. by the Corso Sic-

cardi to the Giardino della Cittadella (PL C, D, 2), with statues.

In the grounds outside the Maschio della Cittadella (PL 20

;

C, 3), the former entrance to the citadel (erected in 1565 by Paciotto

da Urbino and nearly all pulled down in 1857), is a monument in

memory of Pietro Micca^ the 'soldato minatore', who, according

to the tradition, saved the citadel of Turin at the sacrifice of his

own life, on 30th Aug., 1706, by springing a mine when the French
grenadiers had already advanced to the very gates. The interior

accommodates the Museo Nazionale d'ArUglieria, a collection

of weapons of all periods, comprising pieces of ordnance from the

14th cent, to the present day (adm., see p. 35).

In the pretty and shady grounds of the Via della Cernaia, to the

E. of the citadel, rises the statue of General Alessandro Lamarmora
(d. 1855 in the Crimea), who founded the Bersaglieri in 1836.

In the Piazza Solferino (PL D, 3) are an equestrian statue of Duke
Ferdinand of Genoa (p. 83), by Balzico (1877) and other monuments. —
To the S.E. of the Piazza Solferino, in the Via dell' Arsenale, stands the
Artillery Arsenal (Pl. D, 3, 4), founded in 1659.

Farther on the Corso Siccardi intersects the Piazza Vittorio

Emanuele Secondo (PL C, 4), with the large Monument of Victor

Emmanuel 11.^ by P. Costa (d. 1901). — To the S. of the Piazza,

Corso Siccardi 30, is the Museo Civico di Belle Arti (PI. B, C, 4;

adm., see p. 35), containing modern sculptures and paintings.

The broad Corso Vittorio Emanuele Secondo (PI. A-F, 3-5),

about 21/4 M. in length, intersects the entire town. In the middle,

in front of the Central Station (p. 33), to the left, lies the Piazza
Carlo Felice (PL D, 4), with its *Grardens, adorned with a bronze

statue oi Massimo d'Azeglio (1798-1866), the statesman, poet, and
painter, by Balzico (1873). This piazza is adjoined by two smaller

ones, with statues of L. Lagrange (d. 1813; PI. 31), the mathema-
tician, and Paleocapa (d. 1869; PI. 36), the politician. — To the

E. of the Piazza Carlo Felice is the Waldensian Church {Tempio
Valdese; PI. D, E, 4, 5; see pp. 35, 52), the first Protestant church
built at Turin after the establishment of religious toleration in 1848.
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At the E. end of the Corso Vittorio Emanuele Secoudo, opposite

the fashionable Corso Massimo d'Azeglio, the grounds of the

Giardino Pubblico, or Parco del Valentino (PI. E, 5-7 ; cafe-

restaurant; concerts, see p. 35), extend along the river, command-
ing attractive views of the well-wooded right bank of the Po (boats

for hire). In the middle of the park are the Botanic Garden
and the unfinished *Castello del Valentino, a building in the

French style with four towers, begun in 1650 for the Madama Reale

Cristina, wife of Yittorio Amedeo I., by a pupil of Sal. Debrosse.

Since 1860 the chateau has been occupied by the Polytechnic

School (Reale Politecnico). In the court is a bronze statue of

Quintino Sella, the statesman (1826-84). On the S. side of the

garden rises the colossal bronze equestrian statue of Duke Ama-
deus ofAosta (1845-90 ; 1870-73 king of Spain), by Calandra (1902

;

PL 21a); on the pedestal are scenes from the history of the princes

of the house of Savoy. A little to the E., on the Po, is the Castello

Medioevale (adm., see p. 35), an interesting reproduction of a castle

of the 15th cent, with its dependent village, constructed in 1884.

From the end of the Corso Vittorio Emanuele Secondo the Corso

Cair61i (PI. F, 5, 4), in which is a monument to Garibaldi (by Tabac-

chi; 1887), leads to the Piazza Vittorio Emanuele Primo (p. 46).

In the New Quarter, to the S. of the Corso Vittorio Emanuele
Secondo, are the Synagogue (PI. 53; D, 5) and several modern churches.
Part of the former Piazza d'Armi (drill-ground) is now occupied by the
Stadium (PI. A, B, 4; 1910-11), the largest arena in Europe, with room
for 70,000 spectators.

In the Via di Po, which leads to the S.E. from the Piazza Castello,

on the left (No. 17), is the University (PL E, 3; 3000 students),

erected in 1713 by Ant. Ricca of Genoa, with a handsome court

and several statues. It contains a Museo Lapidario of Roman
antiquities, chiefly inscriptions.

The University Library, now the Bihliofeca Nazionale (adm.,

see p. 35;, was founded in 1720 by Vittorio Amedeo II.

The nucleus of this important collection, whicli numbers over 275,000
printed vols, and 1500 MSS., consists of the former library of the house
of Savoy. Among the MSS. are 59 codices from Bobbio (p. 437), Theo-
doret's Commentary on the Minor Prophets, with Byzantine miniatures
(9th cent.), Pliny's Historia Natiiralis, with miniatures of the school of
Mantegna, the Apocalypse with commentaries by IJeatiis, Cardinal Ros-
selli's missal, and a French volume containing the Romance of Huon of
liordeaux. The 1095 Incunabula include th(5 Rationale of Guglielmo
Duranti, printed by Fust at May(;nce in 1159, and a copy of the great
Bible of Plantin, nresented by Philip II. of Spain to Charles P^mmanuel.
Fr. Basso's map ot the world (1570) and about 10,000 woodcuts and engrav-
ings of various schools are among the other tr(^asures of the library. —
A disastrous fire in 1904 destroyed about 21,000 ])rinte(l vols, and about
2000 MSS., including the famous 'II(;urcs de Turin', the livri; d'heurcs of
the Duke of Berry.

To the right, at Via Accadeinia Albertina G, is the Accademia
Albertina di Belle Arti (PI. E, F, 3; adm., hoc p. 35), founded
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in 1652 and transferred hither in 1833. It contains a small col-

lection of pictures. Among the best of the older works (many

copies) are: 140, 141. Fra Filippo Lippi., Four Fathers of the

Church (wings of an altar-piece). Also numerous *Cartoons by

Gaudenzio Ferrari and Bern. Lanini^ and a cartoon of Leon, da

Vinci's St. Anna with the Virgin and Holy Child (not genuine).

The Via Montebello, the next cross-street on the left, leads to

the so-called Mole Antonelliana (PI. F, 3; adm., see p. 35),

begun in 1863 as a synagogue by Al. Antonelli (d. 1888) and com-

pleted by the city since 1878. It is a square building (44 yds. each

way) resembling a tower, with a singular fagade formed of several

orders of columns; its height is 536 ft., including the 'Stella d'ltalia'

548 ft. (Washington Obelisk 555 ft.). The dome is striking from its

bold disregard of the ordinary technical rules of construction. The
hall beneath the dome, the so-called Grande Aula., is 85 ft. square

and upwards of 300 ft. high ; it contains three galleries one above the

other. The gallery above the dome (1024 steps) commands a splendid

*View of the city and the Alps (comp. the Panorama and p. 47).

The galleries adjoining the central hall contain the Museo Nazionale del
Risorgimento Italiano, including memorials and autographs of many famous
Italians. With the exception of the portrait of Cavour the pictures are poor.

Close by, in the short Via Graudenzio Ferrari, No. 1, is the

Museo Civico d'Arte applicata all' Industria (PI. F, 3),

or Museum of Industrial Art. Adm., see p. 35.
First Floor. 1st Room. Paintings by G. Ilonthorst, Ca7io Cignani,

Jan Victors, etc. — 2nd Room. Paintings by Bugiardini, Ant. Vivarini,
etc. The central case contains illuminated manuscripts ; missal of Card.
Dom. della Rovere (late 15th cent.) ; statutes of the town of Turin (14th

cent.); old prints. — 3rd Room. Caskets (14-17th cent), old furniture and
musical instruments, views of Turin, etc. — Second Floor. 4th Room
(ante-room). Iron and brass works. — 5th Room. Ornamental locks and
keys; bronzes and bronze utensils, medals, plaquettes. — 6th Room.
Enamels, glass vessels, precious stones, stained glass ; in the middle,
clocks, snuff-boxes, etc. — 7th Room. ^Collection of eglomises (painted
glass, 13-18th cent.). — 8th & 9th Rooms. Spauish-Mauresque and Italian

ceramic ware, including admirable specimens from Vinovo (1776-1820) and
Capodimonte and early Viennese ware. — 10th Room. Sculptures in

marble, ivory, and wood. Near the entrance, six reliefs from the tomb
of Gaston de Foix (p. 175), by Bamhaia. — 11th Room. Textiles and cos-

tumes (18th cent.). — 12th Room. Embroideries; lace. — 13th Room (ante-

room). Costumes, shoes, etc. — We return to the First Floor. 14th Room.
Wood-carvings. — 15th Room. Carved furniture and panels. — 16th Room.
Choir-stalls from the abbey of Staffarda (14th cent.). — 17th Room. Fur-
niture (17th and 18th cent.). — We descend to the —

Ground Floor. 20th Room (gallery). Fragments of buildings and
sculptures, terracottas. — 21st Room. Carved wooden Gothic ceiling from
St. Marcel in the Dora Valley (15th cent.). — 23rd Room. State carriages
of the Archbishop of Turin (end of the 18th cent.) and of Cavour ; Gari-
Ijaldi's travelling carriage. — 24th Room. Model of a large Venetian
galley (peota) of 1730.

The Via di Po ends at the large Piazza Vittorio Emanuele
Prtmo (PI. F, 4), below the Corso Cair61i mentioned on p. 45.
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On the Right Bank of the Po, opposite the Ponte Vittorio

Emanuele Primo (PI. F, G-, 4) and the piazza of that name, stands

the church of Gran Madre di Dio (PL Gr, 4), erected by Ferd.
Bonsignore in 1818-31 in imitation of the Pantheon at Rome, to

commemorate the return of King Victor Emmanuel I. in 1814. —
A little lower down, on the Canale Michelotti, are the shady grounds
of the Bosco Michelotti (PI. G-, H, 4, 3).

The YiaMoncalieri leads from the bridge to the right to. (5 min.)

the Monte dei Cappuccini (PI. F, Gr, 5; 958 ft.), a wooded hill

rising 160 ft. above the Po and ascended by a cable-tramway

{funicolare ; return-fare 15 c.). At the top are a Capuchin monastery,
founded in 1583, the church of Santa Maria delMonte^ a garden-

restaurant, and a Station of the Italian Alpine Club^ with maps
and other collections and a belvedere (adm., see p. 35).

The *Yiew (best by morning-light) embraces the city, the plain, and
the chain of the Alps. To the N., beyond the mountains above Biella, we
see the Monte Rosa chain (15,215 ft.); to the N.W., the Grraian Alps, with
the Tersiva (11,525 ft.) to the right of the Mole Antonelliana, the Punta
di Lavina (10,855 ft.) to the left, then, farther W,, the Grran Paradiso
(13,324 ft. ; concealing Mont Blanc), Monte Levanna (11,875 ft.), and the
Ciamarella (12,060 ft.), and, behind the Torre d'Ovarda (10,090 ft.), the
Bessanese (11,915 ft.) and the Croce Rossa (11,705 ft.); to the W., behind
Monte Musine (p. 3) and in front of Mont Cenis, is the Rocciamelone
(11,601 ft.), to the left of which lies the valley of Susa (p. 49), with the
Sacra di San Michele (p. 3) on a conspicuous hill; to the S.W., in the
midst of the Cottian Alps, rises the pyramid of Monte Viso (12,610 ft.)

;

to the S. are the Maritime Alps, with Monte Matto (10,130 ft.) and the
Pnnta dell' Argentera (16,930 ft.).

A few minutes to the S., at the E. end of the Corso Vittorio

Emanuele Secondo (p. 44), stands the large Crimean Monument
(PI. 25; F, 5), by Luigi Belli, erected in 1892 to commemorate the

war of 1855-56. — Hence we return to the city across the Ponte
Umherto Primo (PL F, 5).

The Cemetery (Campo Santo Generale; PI. Gr, H, 1), iy4M.
to the N.E. of the Piazza Castello (open 9-4 in winter in fine

weather; in March and Oct. 8-5; in summer 8-12 and 2-7), is en-

tered from the end of the Via Catania, which is reached from the

Ponte delle IJenne, beyond the Oorso Regina Margherita (nearly

3 M. long), by the Strada del Regio Parco, a shady avenue (tram-

way from the Piazza Castello). In the front section, to the left by

the wall, is the tomb of Silvio Pellico (d. 1854; com]), p. 53); in

the central section we observe the names of D^Azeylioj Bava,
Brofftrioy Gioherti^ Pepe^ Tamafjuo (magnificent monument), and
other eminent Italians. - At the S. end is a Crematorinm {Ara
Crematoria ; IM. Gr, H, 1,2; adm. 9-12).

The excursion to the *Colle di Suporga or S()])cr(/a (2205 It.

;

comp. PI. H, 3), the highest point hut one in the Colli Torintisi,

Bakdbkku'8 Northern Italy, litli Kdit. 4
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with its conspicuous church, is well worth making in fine weather.

A steam-tramway plies from the Piazza Castello to the village of

(3 M.) Sassi (830 ft.) in Yg hr. ; thence we reach the top by cable-

tramway (ca. 2 M. long; maximum gradient 20:100) in 20 min.

(8 trains daily, in winter 5; no change of carriages); return-fares to

Sassi 60 or 50 c, to the Superga 4 fr. 60 or 3 fr. 40 c. (on Sun.

and holidays 2 fr. 15 or 1 fr. 55 c). From Sassi the top may be

reached on foot in IY2 ^^' t>y a shady road (to the right as we
quit the station, then by the first turning to the left; descent in

1 hr.).

The Chiesa di Superga, an offering vowed to the Virgin by

Victor Amadeus II. on the occasion of the raising of the siege

of Turin in 1706 (p. 36) and erected in 1717-31 from designs by
luvara, is a handsome edifice with a lofty dome and an imposing

portico in the style of an antique temple, and has a spacious octa-

gonal interior. From 1730 till 1849 it was the royal burial-church,

replacing Hautecombe (p. 2). It includes a library and a suite of

royal apartments (never occupied). We enter by the door on the

left of the church. In the interior (closed 12-2) are shown a room
hung with indifferent portraits of all the popes, the church, and the

crypt containing monuments of the kings from Victor Amadeus II.

to Charles Albert, and of Queen Maria Adelaide (p. 44) and Duke
Amadeus of Aosta (p. 45). The dome (245 ft. high; 311 steps)

commands a splendid **View of the Alps, from Monte Settepani

in the Ligurian Alps to the Adamello Group in S. Tyrol (comp.

the panorama, also Cherubini's relief in the station-building), the

Ligurian Apennines, the valley of the Po, and the Colli Torinesi.

— Alhergo-Ristorante della Funicolare, L. 2, D. 3-4, P. 7 fr.;

Ristorante Belvedere, 1j. IY2, D. 2-3 fr., plainer.

About 41/2 M. to the S. of Turin, on the line to Genoa (see p. GO) and
also on tlie tramway to Trofarello (p. 33 ; return-fare 80 c.), lies Mon-
calieri (Albergo Roma, good ; Ristoi'ante Grotta Gino), a pleasant little

town on the S.W. verge of the Colli Torinesi. On a height above the
town is the royal Chateau, (15th cent., rebuilt 17th cent. ; fine views), in

which Victor Emmanuel I. died in 1824 and Princess Clotilda of Savoy,
widow of Prince Jerome Bonaparte, in 1911. The picture-gallery in the
W. wing contains a series of large paintings illustrating the history of
tlie House of Savoy. The last of the series, 'Delivery of the Plebiscite
of Tuscany by Baron Ricasoli in I860', is interesting from its numerous
portraits (fee 1/2-I fr-)- Visitors to the chateau alight at the tramway-
station before the town.

A steam -tramway (p. 33) connects Turin with Carignano (775 ft.;

Alb. Venaria Realc), a town with 4700 inhab. and several fine churches,
situated on the highroad to Nice. San Giovanni Battista was erected by
Count Alfieri ; Santa Maria delle Grazie contains the tomb of Bianca
Palaeologiis, daughter of Quglielmo IV., Margrave of Montferrat, and wife
of Duke Charles I., at whose court the 'Chevalier Bayard' was brought up.— Carignano. with the title of a principality, was given as an appanage
to Thomas (d. 1656), fourth son of Charles Emmanuel I., from whom the
present royal family is descended. ~ Steam -tramway to Carmag7iola,
see p. 59.
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About 6 M. to the S.W. of Turin (steam- tram waj^, see p. 33) lies

Stupinigi (800 ft. ; Inn), a chateau erected by luvara in the reign of
Charles Emmanuel III. and occupied since 1900 as an autumn residence
by the Queen-Dowager Margherita. It contains several rooms with fine

frescoes and is surrounded by an extensive deer-park (visitors not always
admitted).

A tramway runs to the W. of Turin via (41/2 M.) Regina Margherita,
the station for CoUegno (p. 3), and (5 M.) LGumann''s cotton -mills, to

(71/2 M.) Rivoli (stat. 1160 ft.; Alb. Tre Re; Ristorante Casalegno,
beside the chateau), the Versailles of Piedmont. The quaint little town,
the Castricm Ripulas of the Romans, lying on the ridge of the hill be-
tween the valleys of the Dora Riparia (p. 36) and the Sangone, has been
a favourite residence of the princes of the house of Savoy since the
middle ages. It now forms a sort of suburb of Turin, much frequented
from Aug. to October. The most interesting buildings are the Villa Tuva,
by luvara, the so-called Casa del Conte Verde (ca. 1400), an elaborately
ornamented Gothic edifice, and the collegiate church of Santa Maria
della Stella. The Villa Ducale, a square building with a tower at each
corner, erected by Charles Emmanuel I. in 1562, was partially burned
down in 1693 by the French Marshal Catinat. The huge new edifice

called the Castello di Vittorio Amedeo Secondo was begun by luvara
in 1712, but only one-third of the original plan was carried out; most
of it is now used as barracks (adm. to the other rooms; fee). The Spianata
del Castello (1375 ft.) affords a fine view.

9. Prom Turin to Susa.
32V2 M. Mont Cenis Railway to Bussoleno (271/2 M. in I-IV2 hr.)

;

Branch Railway thence to Susa (5 M. in ca. 1/4 hr.). Return-ticket (p. xviii)

9 fr. 30, 6 fr. 50, or 4 fr. 20 c. — Comp. the Map, p. 61.

From Turin to (27^2 ^0 Bussoleno, see p. 3. — The brancli-

line to Susa remains on the left bank of the Dora Riparia. To the

right, at the foot of the Rocciamelone (p. 51), is Foresto di Svsa
1595 ft.), witli quarries of green and white marble.

327.^ M. Susa (1625 ft.; Alh. del Sole, witli cafe, R. IV2 fi'-,

good), Fr. Suse, the Roman Segusio, splendidly situated in the

midst of the so-called Cornha di Susa, at the junction of the

(Jenischia or Novalesa Valley with the valley of the Dora, is

now a quiet little town (3600 inhab.), the seat of a bishop.
Segusio, the chief town of the daring Alpine tribes of the valley of

the Dora Riparia, was in Caesar's time the capital of King Cottius I.,

who received the title of prefect aft(ir liis subjection to tlie Romans and
in 8 B.C. concluded an alliance witli Augustus. In A.D. 312, having
espoused the cause of Maxcntius, it was destroyed by Constantino the
Oreat. It sulisequently passed through the hands of the Ostrogoths, the
IJyzantines, and the Langobards, into the possession of the Franks.
JJuring the great predatory raids of the Tunisian Berbers from Albcnga
(comp. p. 119) Susa and Novalesa (11. 50) were seized and plundered in '.)0(),

and were not recovered until 5)50 ny Margrave Arduin of Turin. About
a century later the marquisatc; of Susa anrl Turin cam(; by marriage to

the houHC of Savoy, aft<.'r which it alternated with Chambery as the
residence of the new dynasty. The r<!Volt of tlnr citizens against Frederick
HarbaroHsa in 1108 was cruelly punished in 1171, only the; caHtle and a

tew churches esriaping destruction.

The *Triumphal Arch (44 ft. high, 39 ft. wide) in the so-

called Passeggiata Arclieologica, in the picturesque old town, on

4»
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the right bank of the Dora, is the chief monument of the Roman
period. According to the inscription it was erected in honour of

Augustus in 8 B.C. by Cottius I.; the reliefs on the frieze represent

the conclusion of the alliance and sacrificial scenes. — The two

unadorned Porte di Sharramento closed the entrance to the Castle

of Cottius /., rebuilt by the Margravine Adelheid and now much
disfigured.

Of the Roman Town Wall^ restored in the early middle ages,

nothing remains but the so-called Porta Savoia, a much altered

double gateway between the Piazza Savoia and Piazza San Griusto.

— The little Museo Civico (open Sun. 10-11) in the Palazzo di

Citta or Pal. Comunale contains a few Roman antiquities.

Among the mediaeval secular buildings are the Torre dei Ro-
tari, the tower of a nobleman's castle, in the courtyard of No. 35

Via Palazzo di Citta, the Casa dei De Bartolomei, in the Piazza

del Mercato (both of the 13th cent.), and the old houses of noble-

men of the court of Savoy in the Borgo dei Nobili.

The old Benedictine church of San Giusto, a relic of a convent

erected in 1026-29 and suppressed in 1772, is now the cathedral;

it was rebuilt in the Grothic style in the 13th cent, and has a fine

Romanesque campanile, the lower part of which was strengthened

in 1772.
Interior (unattractively decorated). In the Cappella del Rocciamelone

is a Gothic triptych in bronze (1358) formerly in the chapel on the Roccia-
melone (p. 51). The Grothic choir-stalls came from the former church of
Santa Maria Maggiore. In the sacristy are two Romanesque bronze door-
knockers. The 17th cent, chapel adjoining the right transept contains a

wooden statue of the Margravine Adelheid (? 15th cent.). — The Baptistery
has a mediaeval font of green marble (14th cent.).

The former Convento di San Francesco dates from the 13th

century.

To the KW. of Susa the *Old Mont Cenis Road (diligence

daily to Novalesa) crosses the Bora by the Ponte San Rocco and

ascends the right bank of the Cenischia. On the opposite bank are

tiie ruins of the Castle of Mompantero and of the fortress of

Brunetta, both destroyed by the French in 1796.

2Vc. M. Venaus (1980 ft.). — 5 M. Novalesa (2715 ft.; Alb.

di Novalesa, R. l^/g fr.), with three waterfalls and an electric power-
station for Turin. In the parish-church are pictures by Rubens
and Caravaggio, and the Teca di Sant' Eldrado (13th cent.), con-

taining the relics of that saint, who is much revered in this district

(festival 13th March).

Short of the village a road diverges on the right for the (Y4 hr.)

former Convento di Novalesa (now called the Convento Um-
berto Primo), founded in 726 by the Benedictines and the most
important convent in N. Italy before its destruction by the Berbers

(p. 49). The celebrated Chronicon Novaliciense (11th cent.), the
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history of the convent, is now preserved in the state archives of

Turin. The principal Church of the convent was rebuilt in 1712,

and the only ancient parts remaining are the Romanesque chapels

of Santa Maria Maddalena (11th cent.), San Pietro, and San
Salvatorey and the Chiesetta di SanV Eldrado (9th cent.; see

p. 50), now alone used for services, with rude 13th cent, frescoes

(legend of SS. Eldradus and Nicholas of Myra).
The New Mont Cenis Road, made by Napoleon I. in 1803-11, 17 M.

to the N.E. of the Mont Cenis tunnel (p. 2), connects Susa with (23 M.)
Lanslebourg in Savoy (see Baedeker^s Southern France). Motor-diligence
to (131/2 M.) the Mont Cents Pass (6840 ft.) 2-3 times daily (in winter
every second day only). — Another road leads to the S. from Susa over
the Colle delle Finestre (7265 ft.) to Fenestrelle (see below).

The Rocciamelone or Roccamelone (11,610 ft.), Fr. Roche-Melon,
called by the ancients Mons Romuleus, may be ascended from Susa in
8-9 hrs. (guide 10 fr.) ; the path is practicable for mules as far as Casa
d^Asti (9300 ft.), where there is a chapel and a house for pilgrims. On
the summit are the chapel of the Madonna della Neve, a popular pilgrim-
resort as early as 1358, a large bronze bust of Victor Emmanuel II. (1891),

and a bronze statue of the Madonna by Stuardi (1899). The *View extends
on the N. to Monte Lcvanna, on the "W. to the mountains of Savoy and
Dauphiny, and on the S. to the Cottian Alps. In clear weather Turin is

distinctly visible. Descent to Bessans, see Baedeker^ s Southern France.

10. Prom Turin to the Cottian Alps.
The valleys of the Cottian Alps, called Alpes Cottix by the Romans

after Cottius I. (p. 49), are all short and deep, like those of the Graian
Alps (p. 64), for the E. side of the Alps of Dauphiny and Savoy is here
very precipitous. — For the stringent regulations for visitors in the
frontier-districts, see p. xv.

a. From Turin to Torre Pellice, 34 M., railway, in 1^/4-21/2 Ill's,

(fares 4 fr. 45, 3 fr., 1 fr. 95 c). — The train diverges from the

Genoa line (p. 60) at the Samjone and turns to the S.W. — 15 Y2 M.
Airasca (855 ft.), whence a branch runs via Moretta (p. 53) and
Saluzzo (p. 53) to Cuneo (43 M.

; p. 54).

23V2 M. Pinerolo, Fr. Pignerol (1235 ft.; Alb. della Cam-
pana; Cannone d^Oro, good), a town with 12,600 inhab., long the

residence of the Acaia family in the middle ages, has a jute-factory

and a military riding-school for officers. The Cathedral dates

from the 11th century. A new vault (1898) in the church of San
Maurizio contains the tombs of eight princes of Savoy (1334-1490).

A little to the E., above the road to Riva, is the convent of Monte
Oliveto, occupied by French Carthusians since 1903 (comp. p. 535).

A stoaui-tramway runs lience via C'avour (985 ft.) to Saluzzo (p. 53).

Cavour, from the 17th cent, onwards the seat of the now extinct Counts
of Cavour, lies at the foot of the Rocca (1.505 ft.; view), an isolated
granite cone. — Another steam - tramway runs from Pinerolo to Verona
Arrjentina (2015 ft.), in the Val Chisone, wh(!nce an omnibus pli(!H to

I'errero (2795 ft.) and Fenestrelle (8785 ft.).

29 M. BrirheraHio^ Fr. J3rif/u&ras (1230 ft.; Alb. Corona
GroHsa); brancli-linc to iiargc (p. 52).
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34 M. Torre Pellice, Fr. La Tour-Pdis (1695 ft.; *H6t.-

Pens. Bel-Air, R. 2-3, P. 6-7 fr. incl. wine ; Hot, du Pare, Hot.

de VOurs, good; Hot.-Pens. Belleviie, P. 5-6 fr.; Pens, dii Fort),

a small town of 4000 inliab., in a fine situation, is the capital of the

Waldensian Valleys.

The Waldensian Valleys (Vallees Vaudoises), adjoining the French
frontier, are the home of those well-known Protestant communities (about
25,000 souls) who fled from Dauphiny to Piedmont during the war of the

Albigenscs (1209-29), and maintained themselves there in spite of cruel

persecutions (particularly in 1488, 1560-61, and 1655). It was the perse-

cution of 1655 that elicited a protest from Cromwell and inspired Milton's
well-known sonnet. In 1686 the Vaudois were partially exterminated, but
in 1689 they made their famous expedition from Geneva under Henri Ar-
naud and recaptured their territory. Thej^ did not receive full rights of
citizenship until 1848. After Torre Pellice the chief settlements are

Luserna, Villar, and Bohhio Pellice, Fr. Bobi-Pelis (2400 ft. ; Hot. Flora;
Hot. Michelin), all three in the valley of the Pellice, which is enclosed
by the Punta Cornour (9410 ft. ; 7 hrs., guide 8 fr.) and the Monte Granero
(Fr. Mont Granier ; 10,405 ft. ; 8V2 hrs,, guide 12 fr.); Angrogna (2565 ft.),

in the beautiful valley of the same name to the N. of Torre Pellice ; San
Germano or St. Germain (1595 ft.), in the Val Chisone ; and Perrero
(p. 51), in the Val Germanasca. — Comp. the Guide des Vallees Vaudoises
du Piemont (2nd edit.; Torre Pellice, 1907).

b. From Turin to Crissolo. Railway to (37 Y^ M.) Barge in

21/4-21/2 hrs. (5 fr. 10, 3 fr. 25, 2 fr. 10 c.), diverging^o the S. from

the Torre Pellice line at (29 M.) Bricherasio (p. 51). — From
Barge (1175 ft.; Alb, di Torino) roads (diligence twice daily) lead

in one direction to Revello (p. 53), and in the other to (3 M.) Paesana
(p, 53) and up the Po valley to (91/2 M,) Crissolo, Fr. Criissol

(4375 ft.; Alh. delta Corona, R. 1 1/2-3 fr.; Alb. del Gallo : guides,

Giov. Grenre, Ant. & Franc. Ant. Grilli, Claudio, Franc, & Grius.

Perotti, and others). Near Crissolo is the Caverna del Bio Martino
(4955 ft.

;
guide and illumination of the cave, 5 fr.), a dolomite cavern.

Crissolo is the starting-point for the ascent of *Monte Viso
(12,600 ft.), the Mon8 Vesulus of the Romans, the highest summit of the
Cottian Alps (not recommended to any but experts; guide 25, by the E,
face 35 fr.). We follow the bridle-path leading to the W. to the Col de
la Traversette (9680 ft.) past the Plan 3Ielze (5778 ft, ; Alb. della Regina)
as far as the (2 hrs. ; fine view) Pia7i del Re (6625 ft. ; Alb. Alpino), near
the sources of the Po. Thence we proceed to the S. to the (21/2 hrs.) Ri-
fugio-Alb. Quintino Sella (8695 ft.), near the Lago Grande (8510 ft.). From
this point we reach the summit by a stiff climb of 5 hrs. up the S. face.
The summit commands a splendid panorama, embracing Mont Blanc and
Monte Rosa on the N. — From the Col de la Traversette to Abries,
see Baedeker^s Southern France.

11. Prom Turin to Ventimiglia via Cuneo
and Tenda. The Maritime Alps.

114 M. Railway to (olVg M.) Cuneo in 2-3 hrs. (fares 10 fr, 25,
7 fr. 15, 4 fr. 60 c.); thence to (27 M.) Vievola in 13/4 hr. (fares 5 fr.,

3 fr. 50, 2 fr. 25 c). The railway is to be continued to Ventimiglia. In
the meantime a Motor Dit.igence ('Auto-Car del Roia') runs 3-4 times
daily (in winter twice) from Vievola to (32V2 M.) Ventimiglia in 21/4-
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3V2 lirs. (5 fr.). Carr. and pair from Tenda to Vciitimiglia in 41/2 ln's.

(25 fr. ; from Ventimiglia 30 fr.). — Beyond Tenda the road runs for

some distance through French territory, so that the custom-house for-

malities (strict) have to be undergone twice. Comp. the remarks on p. xv.

The train traverses the zone of the Brianponnais, the closelj'' com-
pressed region of the Ligurian and Maritime Alps, which, including the
adjacent Cottian Alps on the N. (E. 10), extends from Savona to Brian^on
(p. 2). The geological characteristics of this arid, thinly-peopled mo-un-
tain-region are huge and precipitous cliffs of limestone, twisted and com-
pressed strata of slate, and extensive dislocations.

From Turin to (18 M.) Carmagnola, see pp. 60, 58. — 23 Y2 M.
Racconigi (835 ft.; Alb. Corona Grrossa), with a royal chateau

built in 1670 and restored in 1834 and 1902; the park was laid

out in 1755 in the style of Le Notre. The chateau was the birth-

place of the crown-prince Humbert (1904). — From (28 M.) Ca-
vallermaggiore (940 ft.) branch-lines run E. to (8 M.) Bra (p. 59)

and W. to (10 M.) Moretta (p. 51).

32 Y2 M. Savigliano (1050 ft.; Alh. Aquila d'Oro; Corona)^

a town of 9900 inhab., on the Maira^ has railway-carriage works.

The principal church contains paintings by Giov. Ant. Molinari
(1577-1640), a native of the town.

From Savigliano a branch-line (9V2 M., in 1/2 hr. ; fares 1 fr. 90, 1 fr. 35,

85 c.) runs to Saluzzo (1120 ft. ; Alh. del Gallo, Corona Grossa, R. 2-3 fr.,

both good), formerly the capital of a marquisate, now a town of 10,300 inhab.
and the seat of a bishop, with a flourishing trade in agricultural produce.
It is the junction for the line from Airasca to Cuneo (p. 51). The Cathedral,
built in 1491-1501 but modernized in the interior, contains a large crucifix
of 1500 in the choir. Near the cathedral is a monument to Silvio Pellico,
the poet and patriot (d. 1854; p. 187), who was born at Saluzzo in 1788.

The higher part of the town (1295 ft.) contains several ancient buildings,
among which are the mediaeval Torre del Comune (15th cent.), the tower
of the old town-hall, the Casa della Chicsa, with beautiful terracotta
ornamentation, and the Casa del Giureconsulto Cavazza {Ibih. cent.), now
the Mu8eo Civico. In the new Palazzo Comunale are memorials of the
well-known printer Giambattista Bodoni (1740-1813; p. 448), who was born
at Saluzzo. A visit should be paid to the church of San Giovanni, in the
French-Gothic style, with a raised choir. The elaborate late-Gothic in-

terior contains the tomb of Marquis Lodovico II., by Ben. Briosco, and
many other sculptures by Lombard artists. The terrace of the so-called

Castello Sue, at the upper end of the town, beyond the Piazza del Castello,
commands a splendid *View of the Maritime Alps.

Steam Tkamways. 1. To the W. to (I21/2 M.) PaesaJia (p. 52) via

(5 M.) Revello (1150 ft.), a tjuaint plane with the ruins of a castle and
an ancient copy of Leon, da Vinci's Last Supper (p. 181), with variations. —
2. To the S. to (19V.^ M.) Cuneo (p. 54), via (2V2 M.) Mania (1350 ft.) and
(6 M.) Coatigliole Saluzzo (1500 ft.), both with castles. From Costigliole
a branch -line (5 M.) runs to Venasca (1810 ft.), in the Val Varalta,
whence the health-rosort of Sanipet/re (3215 ft.; All), dell' Angelo; Alb.
Scndo di Francia) is reached (12'/.j M.) hy motor-diligence in summer.

Other Hteam-traniwayH connect Saluzzo with Tarui and Pitwrolo (ly.bl).

3975, M. Fossano (1235 ft.; Rail. Restaurant ; Leon d'Oro),

with 7700 inhab., finely situated on a low eniinonce above the left

bank of the Sfura di Denumte (p. 59;, commanded by a castle, is

the Heat of a bishop and has an academy and mineral baths (branch-

line to Monduvi and ViUanova^ p. 58). — 47 M. Centallo (1400 It.;
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Croce Bianca), a considerable place with remains of its mediaeval

town-wall.

54^2 M. Cuneo, or Coni (1755 ft. ; Barra di Ferro^ generally

well spoken of; Alh. Reale Superga; Stella d'Oro^ with good re-

staurant), the capital of a province, with 15,400 inhab. and silk-

i'actories, lies on a lofty, wedge-shaped plateau at the confluence of

the Stura di Demonte and the Gesso. Motor-omnibus (filovia) from

the station by the Via Roma, the main thoroughfare of the town, to

the Piazza Vitt. Emanuele Secondo, with a monument to the jurist

Gius. Barbaroux, by Dini (1879), and farther on to the new Chiesa

delSacro Cuore (25 c, to the Piazza Yitt. Eman. 20 c). Near the Via
Roma is the Piazza Yirginio, with the old Franciscan Church (now

a military magazine), in the late-Romanesque transition style (1227),

with a Gothic campanile (1399). The shady Prome/^ac?e5, on the old

fortifications, afford splendid views of the Maritime Alps with the

Besimauda (p. 57) and of the Cottian Alps with Monte Yiso (p. 52),

Pleasant walk along the broad Yiale degli Angeli to (2^/4 M.) the

Madonna degli Angeli.

Eailway from Cuneo to the Certosa di Vol Pesio and to 3Iondov\,
see p. 57; to (43 M.) Airasca via Saluzzo and Moretta, see p. 51. — Steam
Tramways. 1. To the N.W. to (11 M.) Dronero (2035 ft.), in the Maira
valley, via (7 M.) Caraglio (1885 ft.), whence a diligence plies to the
summer -resort of Fradleves (2690 ft.; Alb. del Castello) in the Valle
Grana. 2. To the S.W. to Borgo San Dalmazzo (see below). 3. To the
S. to Boves (1905 ft.). — Railless Tramway (filovia) to Peveragno via
Spinetta; extension to Chiusa (p. 57) projected.

The railway to Yievola crosses the Gresso. — 62^/2 M. Borgo
San Dalmazzo (2070 ft. ; Alb. Tre Galli; Delfino), a small town
with 3600 inhab., the Urhs Pedona of the Romans, is overlooked

by the pilgrimage-church of Madonna del Monserrato (view).

From Borgo San Dalmazzo a delightful excursion may be made to

the Upper Yalley of the Gesso (diligence twice daily in summer as
far as the Terme di Yaldieri). — The road ascends the left bank of the
Gesso to {Q M.) Valdieri (2485 ft.; Hot. Caccia Reale

,
good; Alb. Italia),

which is the starting-point for an ascent of the Monte VArp (6005 ft.), an
excellent point of view. — From the Ponte Rosso, about I1/4 M. beyond
Valdicri, a road leads to the left to Entraque (2960 ft. ; Alh. delVAngela,
Moro, both plain but good), a fortified village of 1700 inhab., splendidly
situated in a lateral valley, 91/4 M. from Borgo San Dalmazzo. From this
point attractive excursions (guide, Giov. Demichelis) may be made to the
S.E. through the picturesque Vallone del Bousset past (21/2 hrs.) a water-
fall 984 ft. high, where the road terminates, and over the Colle del Sah-
bione (7420 ft.) to Casterino (comp. p. 56); to the S.W. through the Valle
delle Bovine to (21/2 hrs.) the Lake of Rovina (5035 ft.) and on, past a
picturesque waterfall, to the (41/2 hrs.) Lago Brocan (6560 ft.), with a
magnificent environment, near which is the Rifugio Genova (6465 ft.), a
starting-point for an ascent of the Punta delV Argentera (4 hrs.: 8 hrs.
from Entraque, guide 15 fr.). Good road through beech-woods to (6 M.)
San Giacomo (4100 ft.), whence bridle-paths lead to the glacier -filled
head of the valley at the foot of Monte Clapier (9990 ft.; 8 hrs. from
Entraque, guide 12-16 fr.), and across the CoUe delle Finestre (8105 ft.)

and past the pilgrimage-church of Madonna delle Finestre (6245 ft.; inn)
to (8 hrs.) St. Martin- Vesubie (sec Bae^ekefs Southern France)-
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The main road continues to ascend the deep Gesso valley, passing
quarries of grey marble. Beyond the hamlet of SanV Anna (Ostcria Pia-
cenza, poor) we pass the Palazzina di SanV Anna di Valdieri, a hunting-
lodge and summer residence of the royal family. — About 8 M. above
Valdieri, in a sequestered upland valley, lie the Terme di Valdieri
(4415 ft. ; *Hdt. Terme di Valdieri, E. from 5, P. 8V2-I2, motor-car from
Cuneo 10-40 fr.), with thirty-six warm sulphur-springs (100-156° Fahr.

;

season, June 25th to Sept. 30th) and fine pine-woods. To the W. a pleasant
excursion may be made into the Valasco Valley. Ascents (with guide)

:

*Monte Matto (10,230 ft.), fatiguing though not difficult (6 hrs.
;
guide

8 fr.); Pimta delV Argentera (10,826 ft. ; 7 hrs.
;
guide 14 fr.), the highest of

the Maritime Alps, for experts only (splendid panorama).
Another road connects Borgo San Dalmazzo with the Upper Valley

OF THE Stura di Demonte (motor-omnibus from Cuneo to Bagni di Vinadio
in summer). The capital of this beautiful valley, known to the Romans as
the Vallis Aurea on account of its fertility, is (11 M.) Demonte (2495 ft.

;

Alb. Garibaldi), an industrial place with 2400 inhab., pleasantly situated
in an open part of the valley, with the ruins of a fortress of the end
of the 16th century. Above Demonte the valley contracts. The next
villages are (15 M.) Aisone, (171/2 M.) Vinadio (2970 ft.; Alb. d'ltalia),

picturesquely situated and encircled by strong fortifications, (I8V2 ^0
PiancTie, and (25 M.) Samhuco (3715 ft.), near the Nodo del Mulo, a
mountain-mass of strategical importance, dominating the valleys of the
Stura, Macra , and Grana, with dilapidated fortifications dating from
1742. Farther on is (26 M.) Pietraporzio (4090 ft.; Alb. delle Alpi), and
beyond the pass of the Barricate (custom-house revision in the hospice
before the pass) come (3IV2 M.) Bersezio (5330 ft.) and (331/2 M.) Argentera
(Fr. UArgentiere ; 5515 ft.), with the Italian custom-house. From Argen-
tera over the Colte della Maddalena or Col de Larche (6550 ft.) to Larche
and Barcelonnette, in France, see Baedeker^s Southern France.

To the left beyond Vinadio (see above) opens the Vallone di SanV
Anna, with the Santuario di SanVAmia (6594 ft. ; hospice ; custom-house).
A bridle-path leads through this valley and over the (5 hrs.) Colle di SanV
Atma (7605 ft.) to the Vallone di Ciastiglione and on to Isola in tl)c Tinee
Valley (comp. Baedeker''8 Southern France).

Shortly oefore Pianche is reached (see above) a road diverges to tlie

left from the Stura valley road and leads to (51/2 M.) the Bagni di
Vinadio (4185 ft.), possessing a hotel (P. 71/2-^^ fr.) and eight hot sulphur-
springs (86-114° Fahr.), resembling those of Valdieri. A pleasant excursion
may be made hence to the (1 hr.) hamlet of Callieri, with its old woods
of beech and pine and a fine waterfall. Admirable views are had from
the Becco Alto d'lschiator (9840 ft. ; 8 hrs.), reached through the valley
of the same name and past several tarns, and from the Monte Tinihras
(9950 ft.; 9 hrs,), but the ascent in each case is fatiguing (guide 12-14 fr.).

637.2 M- Roccavione (2125 ft.), surrounded by chestnut woods,
with a ruined castle. The train here enters the valley of the Fe/*-

menagnUj enclosed by wooded heights, alternating with precipitous

limestone cliffs. Numerous tunnels. — 65 M. Eohilante, with a

chateau of the Counts of Robilant.

70 M. Vernantc (2620 ft.; Alb. deH'Albero P'iorito, good), a

summer-resort between the Besimauda(p. 57) on tlie E. Siml Monte
Bussaia or Bee (VOrd (8140 ft.; 4-6 hrs., easy and repaying)

on the W. — We pass througli a long spiral tunnel and across a

lofty viaduct.

74 y.^ M. Limone Piemonte (WMH) ft.; IW. (VEurope, R.

2-2'/jj» i^ ^-9 fr., incl. wine, good; Alb. della Po.^fa, very fair), a

summer and winter resort with 3000 inhab., lies in an open stretch
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of the valley at the K base of the Colle di Tenda. The Gothic

parish -church of San Pietro in Vincoli (1360) contains frescoes

of the 15th cent, and a pulpit from the Certosa di Pesio (p. 57). —
Ascent of the Besimauda^ see p. 57.

The old road over the fortified Colle di Tenda, or Monte Comio
(B145 ft.), where the Maritime Alps (W.) terminate and the Ligurian Alps
(E.) begin, is now closed to ordinary traffic. The new road, constructed
in 1883, penetrates the mountains by means of a tunnel, nearly 2 M.
long (N. entrance 4335 ft., S. entrance 4200 ft.). From the central point
both ends are visible. The road then descends through the valley of the
Boia., past fortifications, to (81/2 M.) Vievola (see below).

The railway now traverses the Tenda Tunnel (3400 ft. ; 5 M.
long; 1899), and enters the valley of the Eoia. -- 81 V2 M. Vievola
(3210 ft.), a village of workmen, the present terminus of the rail-

way. Motor-diligence to Ventimiglia, see p. 52; to Nice, see p. 57.

The fine Road to Yentimiglia passes through a ravine, en-

closed by curious quartz-rocks, and reaches —
21/2 M. (from Vievola) Tenda (2675 ft.; Alb. Nazionale, R.

2-5, P. 6-10 fr.
,
good cuisine; Alb. Savoia; Alb. della Croce

Bianca, Hot. de France & de la Gave, both plain), a picturesque

little town with 1800 inhab., in a splendid situation, overhung by
the precipitous Monte Ripa di Berna (5820 ft.). A few fragments

of the castle where Beatrice di Tenda was born (comp. p. 190)

stand on a rock near the cemetery.
Excursions (guide, Maurizio Sassi) may be made from Tenda to the

W. through the Urno Wood to (4 hrs.) the top of the Monte Ciagiole
(7525 ft.), which commands a view extending to the sea; to the N.E.,
through the picturesque valley of the Rio Freddo and over the (4 hrs.)

Colle del Signori (6930 ft.; refuge -hut) to the top of the (2 hrs.) Cima,
Marguareis (8700 ft.

;
guide 8 fr.), the highest summit of the Ligurian

Alps (*View).

We now descend through a narrow rocky valley, past large

quarries of pietra verde, to —
51/2 M. San Dalmazzo di Tenda (2285 ft. ; Hot. de St-Dal-

mas^ R. 2-5, P. 6-10 fr.; Italian custom-house), a pleasant summer-
resort situated amid luxuriant groves of chestnuts, with a nunnery
(girls' school) and several villas.

About 2 M. to the E. of San Dalmazzo lies Briga (2510 ft. ; Hotel
de la Source, R. 2V2, P. 6-8 fr. incl. wine), in the valley of the Levenza,^
with a 16th cent, church. About 3 M. to the E., above the Santuario di
Nostra Signora del Fontan (interesting frescoes of the 15th cent.; key
at Briga), is the pine-forest of the Pine.

A bridle-path leads to the W. through the Vallone della Miniera
to the pleasant Vallone Casterino, at the W. base of the Monte Ciagiole
(see above), with (31/2 hrs.) the hamlet of Casterino (5104 ft. ; inn). In
the upper part of the Vallone della Miniera or Valle delV Inferno is the
mining village of La Miniera (4950 ft.

;
plain inn), 21/2 hrs. from San

Dalmazzo, near which is the ancient zinc and lead mine" of La Miniera
or Vallauria, now worked by a Belgian company; 21/2 hrs. farther on,
beyond the Laghi Lunghi, we reach the Laghi delle Meraviglie, near the
Meraviglie (7545 ft.), rocks of slate inscribed with rude drawings of a
prehistoric period. From thn Laghi Lunghi we may make the attractive
ascent of the Monte Bego (9425 ft.), which commands a view of the Alps
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and the Riviera ; descent through the Fontanalba Valley, the first lateral

valley on the W. side of the Vallone Casterino, where there are more
drawings on the rocks. — In the Valmasca Valley, the second on the W.
side of the Vallone Casterino, are three large mountain -lakes in a
rocky solitude, one above another, the largest (7650 ft. ; 2V2hrs. ; toilsome)
at the foot of the Mte. Ciaminejas (9573 ft.). — From the Yallone Casterino
over the Colle del Sahbione to Entraque, see p. 54.

Near the (8 M.) French frontier the Roia valley contracts to

the *Gola di Gaitdarena, an imposing gorge, so narrow at places

as barely to leave room for river and road between the perpen-

dicular rocks (700-800 ft.). — At (IOV2 M.) Fontan (1425 ft.; Hot.

des Etrangers), with the French custom-house, the scenery assumes

a more southern character and the first olives appear. Farther on

Saorge (1830 ft.; Hot. des Touristes), on a lofty rocky terrace to

the left, with the ruins of a castle destroyed by the French in 1798,

commands the road.

At (15 Y2 ^0 La Giaiidola (985 ft.; Hotel des Etrangers),

situated in a green valley at the foot of bare clifi's of slate, the

roads to Nice and Ventimiglia divide.

The Road to Nice (38 M. ; motor-car daily ; railway under construction)
leads over the Col de Brouis (2885 ft.) to Sospello, Fr. Sospel (1140 ft.

;

Hotel de France; Hot. des Voyagcurs), and then over the Col de Braus
(3287 ft.) to UEscarme (Ital. Scarena; 1170 ft.), finally descending along
the Faillon. — Comp. Baedeker^s Southern France.

The road to Ventimiglia follows the picturesque valley of the

Roia, passes the little town of Breglio or Breil (885 ft.; Hot.

de France, very fair; Hot. Cacciardi), with the ruined castle of

Crivella, and regains Italian soil (custom-house). It then threads

two tunnels, below the rocky nest of Plena (1905 ft.), and traverses

the villages of (23 M.) San Michele and (24 M.) Airole (490 ft.).

32\/j, M. Ventimiglia^ see p. 128.

12. From Cuneo to Bastia (Turin, Savona).

The Ligurian Alps.
23 M. Railway in !»/,> hr. (fares <t fr. 30, 3 fr. 5, 1 fr. 95 c.).

Crmeo, sec p. 54. — From (5 M.) Beinette (1610 ft.) a highroad

(diligence tlirice daily) runs to the S.E. to (3 M.) Chiusa di Pesio
(1950 ft.; Alb. del Comrnercio, Leon d^Oro, both unpretending),

a small industrial town at the mouth of the Pesio Valley.

The Certosa di Pesio (^H.SO ft.), in the well wooded Val Fcsio,
10 M. from i{(;iiH;tt(; (onf-horse carr. 7, two-liorse 12 f r. ; omii. in snm-
mor)j was fonndrd in lU.'i and KujjprcHKed in 1802. It is now a hydro-
pathic (open Jiine-Scpt. ; V. 0-10 fr.) and snnimer- resort. An excursion
may be made henre to the (I'/u hr.) SourccH of the Pesio, in a rooky
ravine below the steep N. side of the Cinia ManjuareiH (p. 5(5). TIk;
Certosa is also the startin^^- point for tlnr ascent of tlie ^lieHifiiandn
or liigalta (S. peak, 7807 ft.), conunanfiin^,' a unioue view of the valley
of the Po and the Alps (mule-path, i hrs.), and of the Bcc Conta Iionna

(6575 ft.; dcHccnt to Vcrnaute or to Jiimonc, sec p. 55).
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17 M. Mondovi (Alb. Tre Limoni d/Oro^ good; Leon d^Oro),

a town of 9200 inhab., was the seat of a university from 1560 to

1719. From the Breo (1285 ft.), or lower and industrial part of

the town, a cable-tramway ascends to the Piazza (1835 ft.), or

upper part of the town, with the Cathedral (15th cent.) and a mon-

ument to Francesco Beccaria, the physicist (1716-81). The Bel-

vedere (1873 ft.), with its Gothic tower, commands a splendid view

of the Alps.
From Mondovi a tramway runs to (7 M.) San Michele cli Mondovi

(1455 ft.; Alb. Leon d'Oro) via (41/2 M.) the *Santuario di Vico (opposite
the Hot. de Mondovi, with thermal springs), a huge domed structure,

erected in 1596-1736 from the plans of Ascanio Vittozzi and containing
the tomb of Charles Emmanuel I. (p. 32) and frescoes by Bern. Galliari.

From San Michele highroads lead to the E. via Lesegno (1385 ft.) to

(9^/2 M.) Ceva'-i^. 59; diligence thrice daily) and to the S. via Roburent
(2605 ft.) to (12 M.) Pamparato (2675 ft.; Alb. Italia; omn. twice daily),

a village prettily situated amongst chestnut woods, with large stalactite

caverns. The road ends beyond Casotto (Inn, clean), at the former Car-
thusian convent of Castello di Casotto (1100 ft.), whence a bridle-path
crosses the Casotto Pass (4540 ft.), on the S. slope of the Bee Mindino
(6165 ft. ; fine views), to Garessio (p. 59).

From Mondovi a railway runs to (151/2 M.) Fossano (p. 53) to the IST.,

and another ascends the valley of the Ellero to the S.W., passing (S^/^ M.)
Frabosa-Bossea, to (41/2 M.) Villanova Mondovi (2010 ft. ; Alh. Croce
di Malta), a picturesque little town on the slope of the Monte Calvario
(2410 ft. ; view). About I1/4 M. to the W. of Yillanova is the Grotta
dei Dossi (adm., May-Oct., 1 fr.), the exploration of which takes about

V2 hr. (electric light). — About 11 M. to the S. of the Frabosa-Bossea
station, in the beautiful Valle di Corsaglia, is the much finer *Grotta
di Bossea, which is illuminated by the guide with magnesium-light. It

is reached in 3-4 hrs., via (5 M.) Frahosa-Sottana and the summer-resort
of (7 M.) Frabosa-Soprana (2905 ft.; Hot. Gastone, P. 7-9 fr., incl.

wine, open May 15th-0ct. 15th). The cave is open from June to Oct.
(adm. 21/4 fr., parties cheaper; no fees); the inn beside it is open from
July 20th to the beginning of September. To Ormea, see p. 59.

We proceed along the verge of the vine-clad undulating district

of Garzegna to (23 M.) Bastia^ on the railway from Turin to Sa-

vona (see p. 59).

13. Prom Turin to Genoa.
a. Via Bra and Savona.

From Turin to Savona, 9OV2M., in 4-5^/4 hrs. (fares 16 fr. 95, 11 fr. 90,
7 fr. 65 c.; express 18 fr. 65, 13 fr. 5, 8 fr. 50 c.) ; thence to Gtenoa,
26V2M. in IV4-2V4 brs. (fares 5 fr., 3 fr. 50, 2 fr. 25 c.; express 5 fr. 50,
3 fr. 85, 2 fr. 50 c). Finest views to the right.

From Turin to Trofarello, seep. 60. — I2Y2M. Villastellone.

18 M. Carmagnola (785 ft.; Alb. delVAlbero Fiorito; Due
Mori), with 3200 inhab., was the birthplace (1390) of the famous
condottiere Francesco Bussone, son of a swineherd, usually called

Count of Carmacjnola, who reconquered a great part of Lombardy
for Diikc Filippo Maria Visconti, and became Greneralissimo of the

Republic of Venice in 1426. At length his fidelity was suspected
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by the Council of Ten, and he was beheaded on 5th May, 1432.

Bussone's fate is the subject of a tragedy by Manzoni. — The 'Car-

magnole', the celebrated republican dance and song of the French
Revolution, was named after this town, the home of many of the

street-musicians of Paris. — Steam-tramway to Carignano (p. 48)

and Turin. — To Cuneo (Ventimiglia)^ see pp. 53-57.

31 M. Bra (910 ft.; Alh. Gambero d'Oro, good), with 11,300
inhab. and a busy trade in wine, cattle, truffles, and silk, is situated

on the S. spurs of the Colli Torinesi (p. 36), which here approach

the Apennines. Branch to Cavallermaggiore, see p. 53.

From Bra to Alessandria, 53 M., railway in 3 hrs. (fares 9 fr. 90,

6 fr, 95, 4 fr. 45 c.). — 41/2 M. Sa?ita Vittoria; pleasant excursion thence
to the royal chateau of Pollenzo, with the remains of the Roman town
of Pollentia. — 11 M. Alba (565 ft.; Alb. del Cannon d^Oro, good;
Buoi Rossi), with 8300 inhab. The cathedral of Smi Lorenzo dates from
the 15th century. Wine-growing and the rearing of silk-worms flourish

in the environs. Railless tramway to (8 M.) Barolo (990 ft.), noted for
its wine (comp. p. xxv). — 191/2 M. Castagnole Lanze; hranch-line to

Asti (p. 61). — We next traverse a fertile wine -country. — 251/2 M.
Santo Stefayio Belho, on the Belbo, the valley of which the train tra-

verses for some distance. — 34 M. Nizza Monferrato (455 ft. ; Alb. Bue
Rosso, well spoken of), also on the Asti-Ovada-Oenoa line (p. 61). — 48 M.
Cantalupo-Castellazzo and thence to Alessandria, see p. 62.

36 M. Cherasco (945 ft.), at the confluence of the Tdnaro (p. 60)

and the Stura di Demonte (p. 53), is not seen from the line, which
ascends the former. To the left lie the vine-clad Colline delleLanghe.

54 M. BastiUj the junction of the line to Cuneo (R. 12).

62 Y2 M. Ceva (1275 ft.; Alb. Beale; Corona Grossa^ R.

IY2-2 fr.), a humble little town with 2700 inhab., on the Tanaro,

with an old castle.

From Ceva to Ormea, 221/2 M., railway in I1/4 hr. (fares 4 fr. 20,
2 fr. 95, 1 fr. 90 c.). — The train ascends the valley of the Tanaro, in-

tersecting the ridges of tlie Briangonnais zone (p. 53). — 71/2 M. Bagnasco
(615 ft.; Alb. Bagnasco), on the road (diligence) running via (I21/2 M.)
Calizzano (2160 ft. ; Alb. del Genio) to (271/2 M.) Finale Marina (p. 119). —
Beyond (12 M.) Priola a picturesque ruined castle appears on the left. —
151/2 M. Garessio (1950 ft.; Leon d'Oro; Alb. Garessio), with a ruined
castle and marble quarries, is connected with (211/2 M.) Albenga (p. 119)

])y a road crossing the pass of Sa7i Bernardo (31(55 ft.). To Pamparato
(Mondovi), sec p. 5S. — 221/2 M. Ormea (2400 ft.; "*Grand-Hotel, with
hydropathic, V. 7-13 f r. ; Hot. den Alpes ; Hot.-I'ens. des Anglais; Hot.
d^ Italia et des Ktrangers ; Alb. Nazionale), an ancient and picturesque
little town, witli a ruined castle and marble quarries, is frequented as
a summer-resort. Pleasant excursions may be made to the S.W. to the

(IV4 hr.) stalactite cavern of Nava; farther to tlie W. through the rocky
gorges of the Negrone to (1 hrs.) Viozene (inn; guides), the starting-

I)oint for the asccwit of the Mongioie (8()3() ft.; 3 Jirs.); to the W. to the
top of the J*izzo d^ Ormea, (8125 ft.; 4'/2hrs.); to the; N. to the meadows
on the Monte Antoroto (7035 ft.; rich Alpine flora) and over the (3'/4 hrs.)

Cotle di Termini (f>58() ft.) to the (21/2 hrs.) Grotta di liosaea (p. 58); to

the S.E. to the ton of Monte ArrneMa (5705 ft.; 3 hrs.). - From Ormea
a picturesque; roacl (motor-diligence twice; daily in 3'V4-1 hrs.) h^ads across
the fortified Colle di Nava (3074 ft.; Hot. Mont Oiojc) and past (13 M.)
the prettily situated village of I^£ve di Teco (805 ft.; Alb. dell' Ang«'li»),

in the Arroscia valley, to (81 M.) Oneglia (p. 121).
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The train passes under the castle of Ceva by a tunnel and be-

gins to cross the Ligurian Alps, the finest part of the line. Between
this point and Savona are numerous viaducts and 28 tunnels. The
train quits the Tanaro and ascends. Beyond (66 Yg M.) Sale delle

Langhe (2015 ft.) is the Galleria del Belho, a tunnel upwards of

2Y2 M. in length, the longest on the line. — 73 Y2 ^I- Cengio

(1735 ft.), in the valley of the Bormida di Millesimo, whence the

highroad leads to (3 M.) Millesimo (1410 ft.), with an interesting

Roman bridge.

79 M. San Giuseppe di Cairo (1120 ft.), on the Bormida di

Spigno^ through the valley of which the railway from San Griuseppe

di Cairo to Acqui descends (see pp. 63, 62).

Interesting journey amid the deep ravines and precipices of

the Apennines. Tunnels and viaducts in rapid succession. — 87 Y2 ^«
Santuario di Savonaj a pilgrimage-church, founded in 1536.

90Y2 ^- Savona^ and thence to Genoa, see pp. 118-116.

b. Via Acqui and Ovada.
991/2 M. Railway in 5-61/2 hrs. (fares 18 fr. 60, 13 fr., 8 fr. 40 c).

The line at first runs at some distance from the left bank of

the Fo, crosses its affluent the Sangone, and then the Po itself by
a bridge of seven arches. — 5 M. Moiicalierij commanded by a

royal chateau (p. 48). A final retrospect is now obtained of the

hills of Turin and of the snowy peaks of the Alps to the left.

8 M. Trofarello (765 ft.) is the junction for branch-lines to

Savona and Cuneo-Vievola (RR. 13a, 11).

The line from Turin to Chieri (131/2 M., in ca. 3/^ hr.) also diverges
at Trofarello. — Chieri (930 ft. ; Alb. Cavallo Bianco, good ; Tre Re), an
industrial town with 11,900 inhab., has a Gothic Cathed7'al (14tli cent.)

and a freely restored octagonal Baptisteiy (13th cent.), with an altar-

piece by Defendente Ferrari (p. 39). — A pretty road (diligence twice
daily in 11/2-1^/4 hr.) leads to the E. from Chieri, through an undulating
wine-growing district, to Castelnuovo d^Asti (1005 ft.; Alb. della Ciocca,
unpretending). About 1 hr.'s drive to the N. is the former Abbazia di
Vezzolano (1360 ft.), said to have been founded by Charlemagne, the
Romanesque church of which (12th cent. ; interior restored) has an in-

teresting sculptured portal and contains a fine rood-loft and frescoes of the
15th century. The cloisters are in the late-Romanesque transition style.

IOY2 M. Camhiano-Santena ; the chateau of Santena, 1 M. to

the S. of the station, contains Cavour's grave (see p. 42). — Beyond

(I9Y2 M.) Villanova d'Asti (855 ft.) the line enters the fertile

uplands of the Colli Torinesi (p. 36). — 30 Y2 M- >S^«^ Damiano.
The train then crosses the Borbore and reaches the valley of the

Tanaro, which flows down to the Po through the valley between
the Colli Torinesi and the Apennines.

35 M. Asti (410 ft.; Bail. Restaurant; Alb. Reale, good; Alb.

Centrale), the Roman Asta, a mediaeval-looking town with 18,900 in-

hab. and numerous towers, is famous for its sparkling wine (Asti

spumante) and its horticulture^ It is the seat of a bishop. The
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Grothic Cathedral^ erected in 1348, has an interesting brick fagade;

the left aisle contains two altar-pieces by a master of the school

of Vercelli. The Romanesque baptistery of San Giovanni^ close

by (the sacristan o'f the cathedral keeps the key), is a circular build-

ing (now without a font), built in the 11th cent.(?) over an ancient

Christian basilica, part of which has again been rendered accessible;

it has monolithic columns with capitals bearing Christian symbols

(6th cent.). In the Piazza Alfieri is a statue of the poet Vittorio

Alfieri (1749-1803); the house in which he was born contains an

Alfieri Museum. Near the Porta Alessandria, on the S. side of

the church of San Pietro., is the small octagonal Baptistery ofSan
Pietro (11th cent.), borne by short columns with cubical capitals,

and enclosed by a low polygonal gallery. — Asti is the junction

of the line to Genova via Alessandria (R. 13 c).

From Asti to Mortara (Milan), 46 M., railway in 21/2-3^/4 hrs. (fares

8 fr. 60, 6 fr. 5, 3 fr. 90 c). Stations unimportant; 28 M. Casale Mon-
ferrato, see p. 83; Mortara, see p. 226. — From Asti to Castagnole
(p. 59), 13 M., in ^/^ hr. — Steam Tramways from Asti to Cortanze,
Canale, and MMitemagno (p. 83).

The Genoa line now crosses the Tanaro and near (38 Y2 ^O
San Marzanotto-Rivi reaches the wine-growing hill-district of

the Colli Astigiani., the N. termination of the Ligurian Apennines.

On a hill is the old chateau of Bellangero. — 40 Y2 ^- Mongar-
dino. We thread a tunnel and enter the valley of the l^iglione. —
45Y2 M. Agliano-Castelnuovo-Calcea. — The line crosses the

Belho and unites with tiiat from Bra to Alessandria at (50 Y2 M-)

Nizza Monferrato (p. 59), a town of 9200 inhab., with vineyards

and silk-culture. — 55 Y2 M- Momharuzzo (1055 ft.), in the Val
Cervino. — We thread a long tunnel and near (58 Y2 ^^^0 Alice

BelcoUe reach the valley of the Medrio (good wine).

63 Y2 M. Acqui (540 ft.; Grands-Hotels des Thermes; Hot.
Moma Bagni; Hot. Moderne MeuhU)^ the Aqum Statielloi of the

Romans, an episcopal town on the Bormida^ with 17,000 inhab. and
a considerable wine-trade, is known for its warm saline sulphur
springs (84-162";, efficacious against rheumatism. The Vecchie
Terrae^ on the right bank of the Bormida, are used in summer
(June-Sept.), tlie Nuove 7V7VAie (preferred by foreigners; hotel, see

above), in the town, near the wai-mest spring (La Bollente)., chiefly

in winter. 'J'he double-aisled Catltedral dates from the 12th cent-

ury. — To Alessandria and Savona, see pp. 62, 63.

We cross the Bormida by a bridgfi of 15 arches. 65 M. Visone
(560 ft.); 67 Y2 M. Prasco-Cremolvno. The tuniud of ( Iremolino, 2 M.
long, brings us to the valley of i\u) Orba^ an afliucnt of tiie Tanaro.

72 y, iM. Ovada (610 ft.; Alb. ditW Universo, K. 2-2
'/^ fr.),

with 8600 inhab., at the confluence' of the Stura with the Orba.

From Ovada to Alkshandkia (p. 62), 21 M., railway in I'/a-I'/k '»'•

(far(!H 3 fr. 95, 2 fr. 80, I fr. 80 c). -- Ktiam Tramway t<. Novi (p. «3).
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We ascend the pretty valley of the Stiira. 77 Y2 M- Rossiglione

(984 ft.). — Numerous viaducts and tunnels. Beyond (81 Yg M.) Cam-
iwligure (1165 ft.), its highest point, the line pierces the crest of

the Apennines by the Galleria del Turchino (4 M. long). Overhead
is the pass of the same name (1745 ft.). We descend to (85Y2 M.)

Mele (410 ft.), about 3 M. above Voltri (p. 117).

Farther on the line skirts the slopes of the mountains. 88 M.
Acquasanta; 92 M. Granara; 94 Y2 M. Borzoli {22b ft.). Several

fine views of the sea are obtained to the right. — 97 Y2 ^- f^^^^

Pier d'Arena (p. 116). Thence to Genoa, see p. 63. — 99 V2 M.
Genoa, see p. 95.

c. Via Alessandria and Novi.
103 M. Railway in 8-81/4 hrs. (fares 19 fr. 30, 13 fr. 50, 8 fr. 70 c.

;

express 20 f r. 75, 14 fr. 55, 9 fr. 40 c. ; by the Paris-Rome 'train de luxe'
28 fr. 20 c.). — Holders of through-tickets to San Remo and Ventimiglia
change carriages at San Pier d'Arena.

From Turin to (35 M.)Astij see p. 60. — Thence our line ascends

the valley of the Tanaro. — 47 M. Felizzano (375 ft.). Near Ales-

sandria the line to Arona (branch of the Simplon railway, p. 5) and

Bellinzona (R. 36) diverges to the N. We cross the Tanaro.

56 Y2 M. Alessandria (Railway Restaurant). — Hotels (comp.

p. xxi). Hot. Continental et Grand Mogol, Via Felice Cavallotti 8, R.
2-5 fr. ; Hot. de VEurope, Via Alessandro Terzo, good ; Alb. Venezia,
Corso Roma, R. IV2-2 fr. — Post & Telegraph Office, Via Parma, near
the Piazza Vittorio Emanuele. — Regulations for the neighbourhood of
fortifications, comp. p.

Alessandria (310 ft.), founded in 1168 by the Lombard towns

allied against the Emp. Frederick Barbarossa, was named after

Pope Alexander III. It is now the capital of a province, with

35,900 inhab. and thriving industries, including a large felt hat

factory (horsalino). From the Piazza Graribaldi the Via Vittoria

leads to the left to the Piazza Vittorio Emanuele, the centre of the

town. Thence the Via Umberto Primo and the Via Voghieri lead

to the N.W. to the handsome bridge over the Tanaro and the huge

Citadel on the left bank.
Alessandria is a junction for several lines: via Novara to Bellinzona

and to Arona, see p. 6 and R. 36; to Vercelli via Valenza, see p. 83; to

Milan via, Mortara and Vigevano, see p. 226; to Pavia via Torreberetti,
see p. 213; to Piacenza, Parma, Bologna, etc., see RR. 56 and 57; to Bra
(Cavallermaggiore), see p. 59; to Ovada, see p. 61.

Steam Tramways (starting from Alessandria station) run to the N.W.
via San Salvatore Monferrato to Casale Monferrato (p. 83) ; to the W.
to Montemagno (p. 83) ; to the N.E. to Sale (p. 244) ; to the S.E. via Spinetta
(p. 433) to Mandrogne. The last two lines pass (33/4 M.) Marengo, on the
other side of the Bormida, where, on 14th June, 1800, Napoleon defeated
the Austrians in a momentous battle.

From Alessandria to Savona, 65 M., railway in 4-41/4 hrs. (fares
12 fr. 20, 8 fr. 55, 5 fr. 50 c). — As far as (5 M.) Cantalupo-Castellazzo
the line is the same as to Bra (see p. 59). — 21 M. Aoqui, also a station
on the railway from Asti to Ovada and Genoa (see p. 61). — Tbe line
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ascends the valley of the Bormida, passing through numerous tunnels.
52 M. San Giuseppe di Cairo, see p. 60. — 65 M. Savona, see p. 118.

The line quits the Tanaro valley and crosses the Bormida.
To the left, in the plain extending towards the Scrivia, is the battle-

field of Marengo (see p. 62).

691/2 M- Novi Ligure (760 ft.; Alh. Reale), a town with

17,900 inhab., commanded to the right by hills with a belvedere-

tower, was the scene of a victory gained by the Austrians and

Knssians under Suvoroif over the French on 15th Aug., 1799.
Branch-line from Novi to Pavia and Milan via Tortona and Voghera,

see R. 37. Steara-tramway to Ovada, see p. 61.

A badly kept Highroad leads to the S. from Novi, via (6 M.) Gavi
(780 ft. ; inn), in the Val del Lemme, to (121/2 M.) Voltaggio (1120 ft.

;

^Grand- Hotel, with hydropathic, open 1st June-15th Oct., P. from
8 f r. ; Alh. Voltaggio; diligence to Busalla, see below), a small place with
baths and a sulphur-spring (621/2° Fahr.). The road goes on over the

(191/2 M.) Passo la Bocchetta (2530 ft.) to (231/2 M.) Campomorwie (380 ft.)

and (25 M.) Pontedccimo (see below). For motor-cars the route over the
Colle dei (>iovi is preferable.

74 M. Serravalle Scrivia (730 ft.; Alb. della Stazione) lies

3-y4 ^^- to the N.E. of Gravi (see above), on the highroad from Tortona

(p. 244) over the Colle dei Giovi (see below) to Grenoa. — The train

enters a mountainous region. — 77 M. Arquata Scrivia (820 ft.),

with a ruined castle. Between this and Genoa there are twenty-four

tunnels. Tlie train threads its way by means of embankments
through the picturesque Bocchetta^ the narrow rocky valley of

tlie Scrivia, wliicli is crossed several times. — 83 M. Lsola del

Cantont; on a hill to the right a ruined castle.

8572 ^^- Ronco Scrivia (1085 ft.; Alh. Leon d'Oro), a small

town with 2600 inhabitants.
At Ronco the old line via Busalla, which some trains follow, diverges

to the left from the main line. From Busalla to Genoa the line was
electrified in 1910. Beyond Busalla (diligence to Voltaggio, see above)
it passes three manufacturing places on the left bank of the Polc6vera
(see below): Pontedecimo (280 ft.; Alb. della Posta; tramway to Genoa,
see p. 97), Jiolzaneto (165 ft.), and liivarolo Ligu'-e (85 ft.). — 151/0 M.
San Pier d^Arena (see l>elow).

The main line penetrates tlie Colle dei Giovi (1550 ft.) by
the Ronco Tunnel^ upwards of 5 M. in length, and tlien descends

along the right bank of the narrow Polcevera Vallei/^ partly by

means of viaducts. — 91^2 M. Mi(jnane<jo (510 ft.), tlie station

for the Stabilimento Idrot(irapico al Colle dei Giovi (1150 It.; \\

from 7 fr.;. — 95'/.^ M. San Qviriro in Val ]*olcevera (300 ft.).

— The valley expands; its well-cultivated slopes are dotted with

the summer-villas of the (icnoese. — We cross the river.

101 M. San Pi^r d'Arena (p. 116; Rail. Brslatiranf, L.

3'/2i ^^- '^Va'^'A ^''-j J^cl. wine;. On the right are the lighthouse

and the rocky headland, mentioned on p. 112, bcdow which the train

passes by tunnels.

103 M. (lenoa^ s(;e p. 95.

Ha K.r.KK Kit's Norlhcni Mily. i h h jjin. 5
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14. Prom Turin to the Graian Alps.
The Graian Alps (the Alpes Graix of antiquity), an extensive

raouutain- system culminating in the Ciamarella (p. 65) in the S., the

Rntor (p. 81) in tlie N., and the Gran Paradiso (p. 80) in the E., lie

between the valleys of the Dora Baltea (p. 08) and the Isere (p. 2) on
the N., and tliosc of the Dora Rlparia (p. 2) an dthe Arc (p. 2) on the S.

The chief valleys in the S. part of the group are the three narrow upper
valleys of the Stiira di Lanzo (see below and p. 65) and the VaUe delV Oreo

,

the central poition of which is known as the Valle di Locana. — Comp.
the Map, p. 78.

a. From Turin to Lanzo, 20 M., railway in 74-174 ^ii*- (fares

3 fr. 35, 2 fr. 25, 1 fr. 50 c), starting from the Via Ponte Mosca
(PI. E, 1), where carriages or seats in the omnibus for the Stura

valleys should be engaged in advance. — 4Y2 M. Venaria JReale,

with the ruins of a royal hunting-chateau, at the influx of the

Ceronda into the Stura di Lanzo^ an affluent of the Po. The
train crosses both and ascends the valley of the Stura. — 13 M.
Ciri^ (1130 ft.; Leon d'Oro), with a 13th cent. Grothic church.

20 M. Lanzo Torinese (1770 ft.; Rail. Restaurant ; Posta;
Torino ; Europa) is a small place (1600 inhab.), prettily situated

on a hill, with a ruined castle, and surrounded with villas. The Ponte
del Roc, which crosses the Stura, Y2 M. to the S. of Lanzo, with

an arch 120 ft. in width, was built in 1378.
To the N. of Lanzo opens the pretty valley of the Tesso, the chief

place in which is (S^Vi M.) Coassolo Toinnese (2395 ft. ; Alb. d'ltalia.). On
the Monte Bastla, IV2 hr. to the W. of Lanzo, is the Santuarlo di SanV
Ignazio (3060 ft.).

Lanzo is the best starting-point for excursions in the Valleys
of the Stura, which diverge from each other at the Ponte di

Germagnano^ 2^/^ M. above Lanzo.

1. The Yalle di Viu is the southernmost of these (motor- dili-

gence in summer to Usseglio in 2 hrs., fare 5 fr. at other times

omn. in 5Y2 hrs.; one-horse carr. 14, two-horse 25 fr.). The chief

villages are: 10 M. Viit (2575 ft.; Alb. di Yiu; Corona Reale), on

a N.E. spur of the Monte Civrari (7550 ft; 5 hrs.); 13 M. Leinie

(3150 ft.; Stella; SanMichele); and (18 V2 M.) Usseglio (4100 ft.;

Alb. Cibrario; Rocciamelone), at the S. base of the Toyred'Ovarda
(10,090 ft.); guides, Franc. Ferro-Famil and Pietro Re-Fiorentin.

About 21/2 hrs. to the S.W. of Usseglio, in the Vallone di Malclaussla,
are the chalets oi Malciaussia (3850 ft.

;
poor accommodation), 1 hr. beyond

which lies the Lago Nero (6670 ft.), commanding a fine view of the head
of the valley (Rocciamclonc, Punta del Fort, Punta dell' Autaret) and of
the Torre d'Ovarda. — The Rifugio di Pera Ciaval (8465 ft.), between
XhG Monte Lera (11,010 ft.) and the Croce i^ossa.(ll,700 ft.), lies 41/2 hrs.
to the N.W. of Usseglio, via the Vallone d^Arnas and the Vallone di
Pera Ciaval. The Croce Rossa is ascended thence in 3 hrs. via the Colle
della Valletta (10,335 ft.); guide 12 fr. — An attractive pass (guide 12 fr.)

leads via the Vallone d'Arnas, the (21/2 hrs.) Alp Bessanetto (6910 ft.),

and the (-* hrs.) Panso Mangioire (9925 ft.) to the (2 hrs.) Piano della
MiiHsa and (10 min.) Balme (p. 65).
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2. The Valle d'Ala, the central valley, diverges from the N.

valley beyond {b^/2^.) Pessinetto (1870 ft.; Hot. des Alpes, on the

W. slope of Monte Bastla). A motor- diligence runs daily from Lanzo

to Balnie from mid-July to mid-Sept, in lYghr., 10 fr. (omn. at other

times in 5^2 hi*s.; one-horse carr. 14, two-horse 25 fr.). — 8 M.
Ceres (2310 ft.; Alb. di Ceres ; Italia); 13 V2 M. Ala di Stura
(3545 ft.; Grrand-Hotel, with garden; Bruneri; guide, P. A. Tetti);

15 Y2 ^- Moiidrone (4205 ft.; Hot. Ilegina), at the S. base of the

precipitous Via di Mondi^one (9725 ft.) and near the waterfall of

the Gorgia di Mondrone. — 18 M. Balme (4785 ft.; Alh.

Eeale; Belvedere; Delfino; guides, Griac. Bogiatto, M. A. Bricco,

Ant" Castagneri), a village at the N. base of the Torre d'Ovarda (p. 64).

A bridle-palli from JBalme leads to the W. to the (50 min.) Piano
della Mussa (5605 ft. ; Alb. Broggi, P. from 8fr.), near the Testa Ciarva and
Rocca Nei'a, both of interest to geologists, and on to (2 hrs.) the Rifugio-
Albergo Gastaldi, on the C7'ot del Ciaussine (8695 ft.), the starting-point

for the ascents of the Bessanese (11,915 ft.; difficult; 5V2 hrs.; guide
25 fr.) and the Ciamarella or Uia Ciamarella (12,060 ft. ; 41/2 hrs.

;
guide

18 fr.}. — From the Piano della Mussa a difficult pass leads via the

(IV2 hr.) Alpe di Ciamarella (6875 ft.) and the (1^/4 hr.) Gliizet dl Sea
(8975 ft.) to the Vallone di Sea and (3 hrs.) Forno (see below).

3. The *Valle Gtrande di Stura is the N. and chief valley

(diligence to Forno, 5Y4 hrs.; one-horse carr. 12, two-horse 20 fr.).

The cliief villages are: 972^^- Cantoira (2560 ft.; Alb. delCentro);

12^/2 M. Chialamherto (2805 ft.; Posta; Albero Fiorito), near

whicli are several earth-pyramids; 15 Y2 ^^- Bonzo (3195ft.), at tlic

S. base oitheMonteBeUagardaip.GG); IQM. FialveUa{:]'o05 it;

Baraccone); and (16 Y2 M.) Groscavallo (3615 ft.; Alb. di Gros-

cavallo, witli liumorous wall-paintings). — 20 M. Forno Alpi
Graie (4020 ft.; Alh.Francesia; guide, P. Anaclcto Girardi) lies

at the S.E. base of the Levanna (p. ^Q), About IY2 M. to the S.

is the h^antuario della Madonna del Forno (4395 ft.).

The little Rifugio della Gura (7315 ft.), 3 hrs. to the W. of Forno, is

tlje starting-point for the very interesting ascent of i\\Q. Levanna Orientale
(11,665 ft.; 6 hrs.; guide 20 fr.). Descent to Ceresole, see p. 66. — An
attractive route (6-7 hrs.) leads over the Colle delta Viccola (8875 ft.),

between the Levanna and the Corno Jiianco (p. 66), to the Lago di Dres
and (Jeresole (p. 66).

For the passes from the Stura valleys to Bessans and Bonncval in

Savoy, see Baedclcer^s Southern France.

b. Fkom Turin to Ckkksole Reale. From the Stazione di Porta

Su.sa (p. 33) to (32 M.) Pont, railway in 1 Y^-l-'A J»^- (f'^^'^'s 4 fr. 5,

2fr. 60 c.). - 7 Y2M. Settimo Torinese (p. 82); 13 M. /Va//, Jieuig/to,

with the Abbazia di Fr'uttuaria^ founded about J 000. ~ 21 Y2 ^1-

Jtivarolo Canavene is tlic jiuiction of a biancli-line via ()r:r(jna

(omn. to the ducal chateau of Aglit) to Castellanlontc. — 27Yi» M.

Valpcrga (1280 ft.), commanded by the (IY4 lu") Santuario di

lii'inionta (^2380 ft.; now an Obsdrvantinc convfMil ; vi«'W), fonmlrd

by King Ardiiin (p. 68; in 1010 and ichnilt in 1300. L^.SV'.^ iSl.
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Cuorgne (1350 ft.; Alb. della Corona Grrossa; Alb. Umberto Primo),

an industrial little town and, next to Pont, the chief place in the

Valle delVOrco.

32 M. Pont Canavese (1600 ft.; Alh. Ce/^^raZe), a jDicturesque

little place with ancient watch-towers and two cotton -factories,

lies at the mouth of the Vol Soana. Frassineto (3430 ft.), a

village on the S.W. slope of the Punta Quinseina (7680 ft.), 2 hrs.

to the N.E. of Pont, commands a fine view of the plain of the Po.
A road (diligence twice daily) ascends the pretty Val Soana via

(J:Va M.) Ingria to (7 M.) Ronco Canavese (3085 ft. ; Alb. Nazionale ; Hot.
Montelavina, R. •V4-IV2 fi'Oj the starting-point for the ascent of the *Monte
Colombo (9345 ft. ; 7 hrs., guide 8 fr. ; view). The road goes on to (91/2 M.)
Valprato and (11 M.) Campiglia ^Soana (4430 ft.). To Cogne, see p. 78.

From Pont a dusty Road (diligence to Locana twice, to Noasca
once daily; carr. from the Grrand-Hotel at Ceresole Reale meet the

first morning train) ascends through the valley of the Oreo via (3 M.;

Sparone (1760 ft.), with a ruined castle, (8 M.) Locana (2025 ft.)

Corona Grrossa; Tre Pernici; Cervo), the chief village of the Valle

di Locana
J
and (IO72 ^0 Perebecche, at the mouth of the Vallone

di Piantonetto (p. 79), to (16 V2 M.) Noasca (3485 ft.; Alb. Reale,

R. 3Y2 ^^•)- I^ the neighbourhood is the pretty waterfall of the

Noaschetta. — A road (4Y2 ^O leads from Noasca through the

wild gorge of the Oreo (the ^Scalari'' or ^Orrido delle Scale') to —
Ceresole Reale (4905 ft.; "^ Grand-Hotel, R. from 31/2, B.

1
1/4, L. 3, D. 41/2, P. inch wine 12 fr. ; Hot. Blanchetti, R. from 2 V2,

D. 4Y27 P- from 9 fr,, plainer), a parish with 300 inhab., situated

in the highest part of the valley of the Oreo, between the Merola
(7385 ft.), Cianna (8355 ft.), and Cima Curmaon (10,375 ft.), on

the N"., and the Cima di Deserta (8095 ft.), the Monte JBellagarda

(9645 ft.), Corno Bianco (9460 ft.), and the four-peaked Levanna
(11,875 ft.), on the S. On the S. bank of the brook are two mineral

springs. The road leads from the hotels, past the Cappella del

Carmine, to the (Y2 hr.) parish-church (view), and thence past the

gendarmerie barracks in Borgiallo and (^4 M.) Mua to Chiapili

di Sotto and (^4 hr.) Chiapili di iSopra, the two highest hamlets.
Excursions (guides, Dom. Blanchetti, Paolo Colombo, Bart. Ro-

lando, 5-6 fr. per day; mule and driver 10 fr.). Via Grosso, the lowest
hamlet of Ceresole, and through fine fir-woods to the (1 hr.) Alpi Crusionay
(5806 ft.), the (1 hr.) Alpi Liet, and the (25 min.) Laghetti della Bellagarda
(7340 ft.), on the N.E. slope of the Monte Bellagarda. — From Frera, on
the S. bank of the Oreo, to the (21/4 hrs.) Lago di Dres (6830 ft.), affording
a fine view of the Levannetta (11,280 ft.). — From Mua (see above) to
the (2V2 hrs.) Alpi di Nel and the Lago di Nel (7800 ft.), at the foot of
the vast Nel Glacier, below the Levanna Ceyitrale (11,875 ft.) and Le-
vanna Occidentale (11,788 ft.). — Over the Colle di Nel (8360 ft.), between
the Lago di Dres and the Alpi di Nel, to the (4 hrs.) little Rifttgio
della Leoan7ia (9185 ft.) and ascent thence (31/2 hrs.), via the Colle Per-
duto (10,637 ft.), of the Levanna Orientale (p. 65). — From the Cappella
del Carmine (see above) via the Alpe Sciule or Su6 (6385 ft.), the Colle
Losere (7140 ft.), between the Merola and Ciarma, and the Alpe Clasel
(7250 ft.), to the (1 hr.) AljM Broglletto (7465 ft.), at the head of the
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Vallonc del Roc, and thence by a royal huntiug-patli to tlic (2 hrs.) *ColIc
dclla Porta (9880 ft.), between the Cima Curmaon and the Cima di
Breuil or Broglio (11,335 ft.), whence we have a view of the Graian
Alps as far as the Torre d'Ovarda (p. 64) and of the Tarentaise heights
(Grande Motte, Yanoise), on the "W. We may descend on the W. to tlic

(1/2 hr.) Logo Lillet (9070 ft.), at the S. base of the Mare Percia (11,105 ft.)

and return' thence to the S. to (2 hrs.) Mua, via the Alpe del Medico (8115 ft.)

the Alpe Miellet (7690 ft.), and Pisson (6830 ft.).

Passes. Over the Colle della Piccola to Forno, seep. 65; over the

Col du Nivolet to Val Savaranche (with ascent of the Gran Paradiso) and
Villeneuve (Aosta), see p. 75; over the Col du Carro to Bonneval, and
over the Col de la Galise to Val d^Isere in Savoy, see Baedeker's Southern
France.

15. Prom Turin to Aosta and Courmayenr.
Railway to (80 M.) Aosta in 172"^ brs. (fares 15 fr., 10 fr. 50, 6 fr.

75 c. ; express in 3-31/4 hrs., train in summer only, fares 16 fr. 50, 11 fr. 55,

7 fr. 50 c). The part of the line between Ivrea and Aosta (41 V2 M., in

IV4-2V2 hrs. ; fares 7 fr. 80, 5 fr. 45, 3 fr. 50 c.) is distinguished both by
the beauty of the scenery and the boldness of its engineering. — From
Aosta to Courmayeur, 23 M., Motor Omnibus twice daily from July 1st

to Sept. 15th in 2 hrs., fare 10 fr. (in the other direction 8 fr.) ; luggage
1 fr. 20 c. per 22 lbs. Diligence or carriage (one-horse 15, two-horse 25 fr.)

in 5 hrs. ; a very fine drive, but liot and dusty in the height of summer.
The valleys of Aosta and Susa (p. 49) were alternately occupied by

tlie Franks and the Longobards and belonged to the Franconian Empire,
in consequence of which a South French dialect (langue valdotaine) still

predominates in tliesc Italian districts. The village of Bard (below the
fort) is the point of transition from Italian to French. The valleys close
to the E. and S. sides of Monte Rosa were settled by German peasants
from the Valais in the 13th cent., and in the parts nearest the mountain
a German dialect is still spoken.

From Turin to (18 M.) Chivasso^ sec pp. 81, 82. — Tlic line

to Aosta licre diverges to the N. from that to Milan. Between tlie

depressions of the lower mountains peep the Gran Paradiso, and
to the E., farther on, Monte Rosa. — Beyond (26^2 ^•) Calnso
Canavcse (^990 ft.) the train traverses a tunnel below the Moraine
Circus of Ivrea, the chain of hills (12 M. by 18 M.) on the S.

margin of the former Dora glacier, wliicli projects in the form of

a delta into the plain of the Po. Beliind tlie hills is a swampy region

with small ponds, the remains of a large lake which existed still

in the Roman time. To the E. rise the Serra (Flvrea (p. 68). —
Beyond (3.'J M.) Strambino (820 ft.) we cross the Chiusella. In

the foreground, at the entrance to tlie Dora valley, we sec the

Morujrpjjorio (6410 ft.) on the left and the Colma di Momharone
(p. 86) on the right.

38'/.^ M. Ivr6a (Rniliifn/ ReHtaurant). - - Uotki.h (com p. p. xxi).

*firiido di. Franria, H. from ^'/^ fr. ; Corona (V Italia; Alh. di Ijondrn.
— Cafks. Caffi', d^Jlo Stain to , Caffe del Cominercio , Pia/za Vittorio
Kmannclc; i'affe-RiHtorantc MasHimo d'Azefflio.

Ivrea (Hl^y ft.), the capital of the Ca/uivcfie and the seat of a

bishop, is a town with 6000 inli;ib., pictiires(jucly situated on the.
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Dora Baltea (Fr. Doin')^ the Diiria Major of tlic Ilomans. Tlic

liill (090 ft.\ at the E. base of which it lies, is crowned by tlic

Casfello delle Quattro Torri, built by Amadous VI. (p. 32) in

1358, and now a prison. Only three of the lofty brick towers re-

main, the fourth having been destroyed by lightning in 1676.
Ivrca, the ancient 7?JporcrZ^a, was colonized bj^ the Romans, B.C. 100,

in order to command the Alpine routes over the Great and Little St. Bern-
ard. Of the marg-raves of Ivrea the best-known are Berengar II. (d. 966)

and Ardiiin (1016), who obtained the Italian crown at Pavia (p. 240).

Near the station the river is crossed by two bridges, one of

which is a Rom.an Bridge of one arch, restored in 1716 and

widened in 1830. Beside the Giardino Puhhlico^ on the left bank,

rises the square brick Romanesque campanile (1041) of the former

church of Santo Stefano. — At Via Bertinatti 4, close by, is the

Casa Taqlianti^ witb a similar tower (12th cent.).

The Cathedral^ of ancient origin, has been frequently rebuilt,

with the exception of the towers and the Roman columns supporting

tlie crypt. In the ambulatory is a 12th cent, fresco; the sacristy

contains an altar-piece (Adoration of the Child) by Defendente

Ferrari. Scanty remains of the cloisters (10-1 1th cent.) may still

be seen in the garden of the convent of the Suore di San Giuseppe. —
Under the archway between the cathedral and the episcopal palace

stands the sarcophagus of the Boman duumvir 0. Atecius Valerius.

The Palazzo Mimicipale contains the little Museo Garda^
with ethnographical collections from E. Asia. — In tlie Piazza

Marsala is the interesting Casa di Credenza or dei Credendari,

a brick building of the 13th cent., once the meeting-place of the

nobles who made the laws. — To the N.E. of the town lies the pil-

grimage-church of Madonna del Monte.
Walks. To the N. through orchards to (V2 hr.) the Lago Sirio or

Lago di San Giuseppe (890 ft.); thence to the N.E., past the sliooting-

range (bersaglio) and the (V.i hr.) Lago di Campagna (780 ft.), to Chia-
verano (1080 ft.), a small town prettily situated on the edge of the Serra;
or from the Lago Sirio to the N. past the Lago Pisto7io (955 ft.) and
Lago Nero (1000 ft.) to (IV2 hr.) BorgofroMCO (see below).

Steam Tramway from Ivrea in 1^/4-2 hrs. to (I8V2 M.) Santhia (p. 82
;

fares 1 fr. 80, 1 fr. 50 c). The line runs near the S.W. edge of the Serra
d''Ivrea, a hilly ridge ca. 10 M. in length, the longest moraine in Europe,
nt one time the E. lateral moraine of the glacier of the Dora valley. The
chief stations arc: 3 M. Bollengo (1035 ft.), on the highroad via the
'^Vdliro della Serra (1935 ft. ; views) and Zuhiena (1615 ft.) to Mongrando
(p. 86); 7 M. Piverone (975 ft.), the station for the quaint village of
Magnano (1780 ft.), lying IV2 M. to the N., on tlic ridge of the Serra,
witli a 'ricetto' (see p. 85) ; 10 M. Viverone (910 it. ; inn), on the E. bank
of the Lago di Viverotie (755 ft.), the largest sheet of water remaining
from the lake mentioned on p. 67.

The train penetrates the hill of Ivrca by means of a tunnel,

1235 yds. long, and ascends the fertile valley of the Dora. 41 M.
MontaUo Dora, with a picturesque ruined castle (12-1 5th cent.).

43 M. Borgofranco d'Ivrea (830 ft.; Alb dei Bagni) is a

quaint place at the E. base of the Montebuono (1150 ft.), with a
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Stabilimento Balncoierapico (with arsenical springs), 130 caves in

tlie rock (halmette)^ and a brewery.
A steep path (mule 3, descent by sledge 2-3 fr.) leads to tlie N.E.

from Borgofranco to the village of Andrate (2745 ft. ; Alh. del Mom-
harone, plain), magnificently situated higli above the Dora valley, on
the S. slope of Monte Torretta (7150 ft.) and the Colma di 3Iomharone
(p. 86). From Andrate a pleasant hill-walk may be taken over the Croce
di Serra Pass (2800 ft.) to Donato (2335 ft.), whence a road leads via
Netro (1780 ft.) to Graglia Passe (p. 86).

To the left as we proceed lies Quassolo^ with two ruined castles,

to the right Montestrutto^ with a modern chateau. — The train

crosses the Dora to (45 Yg M-) Tavagnasco-S^ttimOj the station

for Tavagnasco and for the larger village of Settimo Vittone^ on

the left bank, on the site of a Roman military camp, with a hospice

(now an inn) founded in 894 by Marquis Ansgar of Ivrea; on the

hillside is a ruined castle, partly inhabited by peasants, and beside

the church is a very old chapel (8th cent.?).

Beyond (47 M.) Quincinetfo (950 ft.) the Dora, which has here

formed a large island, is twice crossed. To the right rise the ruined

castles of Cesnola and Castruzzone ; on tlie hillside, amidst vine-

yards, lies the village of Carema (1145 ft.).

49 M. Pont-St-Martin. The village (1 1 30 ft. ; Cavallo Bianco ;

Hot. Delapierre)^ with a iMiinod castle, found i-ics, electricity-works,

and an old Roman bridge over the Lys^ is picturesquely situated

at the mouth of the Voile di Gressoneg^ 1 M. from the station.

A road (motor-diligence in summer twice daily in 2 lirs,, fare 1 i fr.
;

electric tramway projected) runs hence through the deep Valle di Grres-
soney (comp. the Map, p. 86), watered by the Lys and lined with chestnut-
woods. 'IV2 M. Lillianes (21.50 ft.); 6 M. Fontainemorc (2195 ft.; over
the Colle della Barma d'Oropa to the Santuario d'Oropa, see p. 87). —
8V2 M. Issime (3080 ft. ; ^Hot.-Pens. Mont-Nery, P. 7-9 fr. ; Hot. Issime,
P. incl. wine 6-8 fr.), whence the '^Punta Friidiera {Mont-Nery ; 10,090 ft.)

may be ascended via the Colle di Chasten in 6-7 hrs. (guide 12 fr.). —
11 M. Gahy (3.395 ft.; *H6t. Regina, P. incl. wine 6-8 fr. ; Hot. Moderne)

;

over the Colle della Vecchia to Piedicavallo , sec p. 87. — I7V2 M.
Gressoney-St-Jean (4.515 ft.; *TT6t. -Perns. Lyskamm, P. lO-H fr.

;

Hot .-Pens. JJrJapicrre, P. 9-10 fr. ; Hot. du, Mont-Rose
.,

P. incl. wine
9-l<) fr.), the capital of the valley, in a fine situation, is a favourite
summer-resort, with 9.50 inhab. To the W. below the village lies the
Castello Savoia, a summer-residence of Queen Margherita (comp. p. 49).

Farther on is the *imel Mira.vnilr, (5270 ft., R. from 3, P. 10-13 fr.),

commanding a fine view of the S. side of the Monte Rosa chain, with
its glaciers. — 21 M. Gre88oney-la-Trinit6 (5310 ft.; Uot.-Pens. dn
Lac Gahiet, P. 10-15 fr. ; Not. 77ir,dy, P. «>-12 fr. ; Castor Hotel, P. 7-10 fr.),

where thr; road ends. Mridle-path over tho (laln'rf-Alp (7735 ft.) and the
Colled' Glen (9120 ft.; *Alb. iUA d'()lcn, R. 3-1, L, 3Va-l, D. 4Va fr. incl.

wine), with a magnifirent vi(5w (nune extensive from the Cnrno del Ca-
moscio or GemsHteiji, 99.30 ft., '/.^ hr. to the N.W.), to (7-8 hrs.) Alaqna
(p. 92). — Comp. Jinedeker^H Siritzerland.

Wo follow tlio broad valley, flanked l)v nnc iiioiiiitains, to

r50V2M.)the prettily-situated Donnaz (M):>i\ ft.; All). Alpino). The
train ascends a rocky d(!file and passes througli a tunnel under

Fort Bard (128:5 ft.), wliicb was built in tbe 1 lib cent., i)r()bably
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on the site of Roman fortifications, and was taken in 1242 by

Amadcus IV. of Savoy after a long siege, while in May, 1800,

before the battle of Marengo (p. 62), it was gallantly defended by

400 Austrians, who kept the French army in check for a week

;

it was rebnilt in 1825. The train then crosses the Dora to (52 M.)

Hone- Bard, beautifully situated. On the left opens the Val di

Camporciero, or Champorcher, wuth its fine rocky peaks (p. 79);

to the N.W. towers the Becca di Luseney (11,500 ft.). — The train

intersects a cone of debris on the left bank of the Dora. — 54 Y^ M.
Arnaz (1350 ft.), with a lofty ruined castle (2080 ft.).

56 V2 M. Verres (1210 ft.). The village (1280 tt. ;*Hot. d'Italic,

R. 2, B. IV4, 1^. 7-9 fr.; Alb. degli Amici\ with 1100 inhab. and

an old castle (Eocca) of the former Counts of Challant built in

1390, refortified in 1536, lies picturesquely on a rocky hill at the

entrance of the Valle di Challant, ^4 M- fi'om the station. Oppo-
site, on the right bank of the Dora, lies Issogne, also with a

*Chateau of the Counts of Challant in the late-Grothic style (1480;
interior tastefully restored). To the N.E., between the Challant and
Gressoney valleys, towers the rocky pyramid of the Becca di Vlou
(9948 ft.).

A Road (diligence to Brusson twice, to Champoluc once daily) runs
hence through the Valle di Challant, wliich is watered by the Evangon,
to (IOV2 M.) Brusson (4370 ft. ; Hot. Eden, P. incl. wine 7-lo'fr., good; Alb.
dell' Aquila, P. incl. wine 6-7 fr.), the capital of the valley, frequented
as a summer-resort, and to (17 M.) Champoluc (5150 ft.; Modern Hotel;
Hot. Breithorn). Comp. Baedeker^ s Switzerland.

Above Yerres the valley expands, but soon contracts again.

Extensive vineyards are passed. We cross the Evangon and the

Dora. On the slope to the left is the village of Champ-de-Praz,
lying at the entrance of the Val Chalame (rich in metals). Fartlicr

on lofty walls of rock rise to the left. — Near (60 M.) Montjovet
appear on the right, high above us, the extensive ruins of the

chateau oi Montjovet or St. Germain. The train crosses the Dora by
means of a viaduct and enters the picturesque *Defile ofMontjovet,
the grandest part of the line, with a succession of tunnels and but-

tresses of masonry, and the brawling Dora far below.

63^4 M. St. Vincent. — Hotels (comp. p. xxi; open in summer
only). ^Gr.-H6t. Billia, on the Chatillon road, 800 beds at 31/2-I2. B. IV2,
L. dVa, D. 51/2, P. 10-18, omn. IV2 fr-, *Gr.-H6t. de la Source, at the E.
end of the village, 100 R., P. incl. wine 10-11 fr., both of the first class,
with hydropathics; Gr.-Hot. Couronne, R. 2-5, B. IV2, L- 3, D. 4, P. 9-

11 fr,
; Hot. du Lion d'Or, R. from 2, B. IV2, L- 21/21 D. 4, P. incl. wine

from 91/2 fr-
; Hot. de Rome, R. 2-3, B. IV4, L. 3, D. 4, P. incl. wine 8-10 fr.

Near the mineral spring: Hot. Bellevue, P. incl. wine from 8 fr. ; Hot.
Funiculaire. — Gruide, Carlo Laurent.

St. Vincent (1885 ft.) lies on the hillside amidst beautiful chest-

nut-woods, Y2 ^^r. to the N. of the station (1415 ft.), from which it

is not visible; 2/4 M- higher up (cable railway) there is a mineral
spring ('Fons Salutis', 2090 ft.).
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*Mont Zerbion (8930 ft.), which may be ascended either from
St. Vincent or Chatillon, via the chalets of Francou (6655 ft. ; mule-path
thus far) in 5-6 hrs., commands a magnificent view of the Alpine chain
from Monte Rosa to Mont Blanc and of the G-ran Paradiso group.

The train runs towards the W. Loftily perched on the left is

the castle of Ussel (ca. 1350), once belonging to the Counts of

Challant (visible for a short time just after the tunnel).

641/2 M. Chatillon. — Hotels. *Gr.-Hdt. St. Vincent, on [the

St. Vincent road, with hydropathic, R. from 2V2, hoard 6V2 fi*- ; *IIdt. de
Londres, R. 21/2-31/2, B. I1/2, L. 21/2, D- 4, P. incl. wine 7-10, omn. 3/^ fr.,

Hot. du Nord, R. I1/2-3, P. incl. wine 6-9 fr., both in the town, by the
upper bridge. — Caffe-Ristorante Alpino ; Restaurant Carrel. — Guide,
Gius. Barmasse.

Chatillon (1810 ft.), a small town with 3100 Inhab. and a hand-

some chateau of the former Counts of Challant, is finely situated

1 M. to the N. above the station (1485 ft.), at the entrance to the

Vol Tournanche. Its houses are picturesquely scattered over the

deep wooded gorge of the Matmoire or Marmore., a torrent descend-

ing from the Matterhorn, and here spanned by two lofty bridges,

besides the Koman bridge blown up by the French in 1691.

A Diligence (thrice daily in 4 hrs., fare there and back 51/.2 fr.) runs
via (41/2 M.) Grands-Moulins (3915 ft.), where the imposing Matterhorn
.suddenly appears, (51/2 M.) Fiernaz (3445 ft. ; Hot. Bellevue), and (91/2 M.)
Ussin (4130 ft.) to (11 M.) Valtournanche or Pdquier (5000 ft. ; *H6t.
Royal, P. incl. wine 7-12 fr. ; Hot. Meynet, P. incl. wine 5-7 fr.), the
principal place in the valley. Bridle-path hence through the gorge called
the ^Goiiffre des Busserailles (Hot. des Alpes) and through another wild
and romantic ravine to the (1 hr.) Chalets d^Avouil (6495 ft.), in an open
valley surrounded by huge mountains (Chateau des Dames, Dent d'Herens,
Matterhorn, etc.). About 1/2 hr. to the N.E. are the chalets of Le Breuil
or Breil (6715 ft.; Hot. des Jumeaux, P. 8-10 fr. ; Hot. Breuil, P. incl.

wine 7-10 fr.), 10 min. above which, on tlie hill of Giomein, is the *H6tel
du Mont-Cervin (P. incl. wine 10-15 fr.). Over the Theodule Pass to
Zermatt, see Baedeker^s Switzerland.

The line crosses the Matmoire, traverses a deep cutting through

a deposit of debris, and reaches (67 V2 ^0 Chamhave (1560 ft.),

noted for its wine. To the W. opens the beautiful valley of Aosta,

rich in fruit and surrounded by lofty mountains, with the three-

peaked Rutor (p. 81) in the background.

Tlie line traverses a mass of debris at Diemoz (viaduct 107 yds.

long; tunnel). To the left lies the picturesque chateau of *F6nis
(4365 ft.; built by the Counts of Challant, with old mural paint-

ings), above the mouth of the Val de Clavalit^^ through which

peeps the snowy peak of the Tersiva (p. 78). — 72 M. Nus (1755 ft.

;

Alb. Croce d'Oro;, with a ruined castle, at the mouth of the Valine

de St. Barthdemy. — On the slope above (7372 ^) ^^- Marcel^
which lies at the mouth of the val!(!y of the same name (p. 79), is

the pilgrimage-church of 7Yo/W2085 ft.). — 75 M. Quart -Ville-

franahe n755 ft.), with the castle of Q?/ar^ (2480 ft.). We then

cross the Bagn^re and the Buthier.
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80 M. Aosta. — Hotels (comp. p. xxi). *Hdt. Boyal Victoria

(PL a; B, 2), at the station, K. 4-6, B. H/2, L- 3, D. 5, P. incl. wine 9-14 fr.,

Hot. dii Mont-Blanc (PI. b; A, 2), Faubourg St. Grenin 10, on the road to
Courmayeur, R. 3-3V2i B. IV2J D. 5, P. 7-15 fr., omn. 80 c, these two open
June-Sept, only: *H6t. de la Coiironne (PI. c; B, 2), Place Charles-Albert,
with garden, R.'2-3, P. 8-10, omn. 1/2 fr- ; *Sdt. Centoz (PI. d; B, 1), Place
Charles-Albert, with a dependance (PL e ; B, 1) in the Avenue Pere-Laurent
(garden, fine view), R. 2-3, P. 6-9 fr. ; Hot. Suisse (PL f; B, 2), Rue de
PHopital, R. IV2-3, P. 6-9 fr., good; Hot. Alpin (PL g; B, 2), Cours Victor-
Emmanuel-Deux. — Cafe-Restaurant National, Place Charles-Albert. —
Beer at Zlmmermann''s, Rue Xavier-de-Maistre 2 (PL B, 1).

Post & Telegraph Office (PL 7; B, 1), Place Charles-Albert, in the
Hotel de Ville. — Tourists' Enquiry Office. Associazione Valdostana,
Place Charles-Albert. — Motor Diligence, omnibus, and carriages to Cour-
mayeur, see p. 67 (apply at the Ufficio di Vetture, beside the Hot. Couronne).
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Aosta (1915 ft.), Fr. Aoste (pron. est), the Augusta Prsetoria

Salassorum of the Romans, was early in the 11th cent, occupied

by the Counts of Savoy. It is now the capital of a department, has

6100 inhab. (many cretins), and is the seat of a bishop. The town
lies at the confluence of the Buthier and the Dora Baltea., in a

fertile valley 2 M. broad, surrounded by an imposing circle of

mountains. To the N. rise Mont Yelan (12,170 ft.) and the Orand-

Combin (14,165 ft.), to the KW.. Mont Fallere (10,045 ft.), to the

S.W. the Rutor (p. 81), to the S.E. the Becca di Nona and Mont
Emilius (pp. 74, 75), to the E. the Punta Frudiera (p. 69), etc.

The valley of the Dora was anciently inhabited by the Salassi, a

Celtic tribe, who commanded the passage of the Grreat and the Little

St. Bernard, the two chief routes from Italy to Graul. They were con-
quered in 25 B.C. by Terentius Varro, who sold many of them as slaves
at Eporedia (p. 68). To protect the roads Varro then (23-22 B.C.) founded
a camp, 790 yds. long and {>25 yds. broad, with 20 square towers, and
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garrisoned it with 3000 soldiers of the Praetorian cohorts. The importance
of the Roman Aosta is indicated by a number of noteworthy remains,
which lie at an average depth of 10 ft. below the present town.

The Roman Town Walls, originally about 33-43 ft. high, have

been preserved almost in their entire extent, while at the S.E. angle

parts of the ancient facing and cornice are still in situ. Opposite

the station, to the right, is the so-called Tour du Pailleron (PI. 10;

B, 2), restored in 1892; this tower and the Tour du Lepreux

(p. 79) are the only Roman towers still extant.

The Cours Victor-Emmanuel II leads through a breach in the

wall and past the Jardin Public (PI. B, 2), in which is a bronze

statue of Victor Emmanuel II. in hunting-costume, to the Place
Charles-Albert, the market-place. The Hotel de Ville (PL 4; B, 1)

contains the collections of the Italian Alpine Club.

From the market-place, where the main streets of the town,

still preserving the old Roman arrangement, intersect each other,

we follow the Rue Humbert P^ to the E. town-gate, the originally

three-arched Porta Prjetoria, a double gate (propug-naculum

;

now much built up) with a court 103 ft. long and 39 ft. wide. Close

by is the so-called Vieille Insinuation, the square tower of the

mediaeval castle of the Lords of Quart (p. 71). — A few paces to the

N.W., in the Rue du Theatre-Romain, is the Roman Theatre (PI. 9

;

B, 1), of which only the S. wall (72 ft. high) remains.

From the Porta Praetoria the Rue St-Anselme leads to (4 min.)

the *HoNORARY Arch of Augustus (PI. C, 1), with its ten Corinthian

pilasters; the slate roof dates from 1716. We then cross the Buthier,

which changed its channel in the middle ages, and reach the arch

of a Roman Bridge (PI. C, 1), now half-buried in the earth.

A little to the N. of the Rue St-Anselme, in the Rue St-Ours,

lies the former collegiate church of St. Ours (PI. C, 1), founded
by St. Anselm fd. 921) but frequently rebuilt. Above the Gothic
cross-vaulting (15th cent.) in the interior the old wooden ceiling,

with fragments of Romanesque frescoes (11th cent.), has been
preserved. The choir, which is sliut oft" by a baroque screen (1768),

contains the tomb of Bishop Gallus (d. 546) and finely carved stalls

of the 15th cent. (Swiss work). The early-Romanesque crypt is

borne by twelve Roman columns. In front of the church rises a

Gothic Campanile (13th cent.), partly built of Roman hewn stones;

bf.'side the lime-tree in the square are two truncated columns. —
The fine Cloisters^ on the S. side of the church (key in the sacristy),

with interesting Romanesque sculptures on the capitals, date from
the 12th cent, and the Gothic vaulting from the 15th. -- 'Y\\g Priear^
de St, Ours (V\. C, 1 ; 15th cent.), adjacent on the S., has terracotta

ornamentation and an octagonal tower. The interior contains good

wood-carvings and frescoes.

The Rue St-Onrs ends near the Tour des Prisons 01 Tvnr du
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Bailliage (PI. B, 1), the N.E. corner of the town-wall, rebuilt in

the 12th cent, and incorporated in the Bailliage (PI. 1; office of

the mayor) in 1263. — Behind the Bailliage, in the Convent de

Ste. Catherine (PL 2; B, 1), in the Rue de I'Amphitheatre, eight

arcades of the Roman Amphitheatre have been preserved (adm.

daily 10-11 & 3-4).

The Cathedral (PI. A, B, 1), founded according to tradition

by St. Eusebius (p. 82), owes its present form to the 15th cent.;

the Renaissance fagade (1522) was badly restored in 1837. On the

N. side are Gothic cloisters (15th cent.), much spoiled in 1860 by

the insertion of a modern Grothic chapel.

Ikterior. The church contains tasteful Grothic choir-stalls (15th cent.),

two mosaic pavements of 1429, and several interesting tombs. — In the
crypt are ten Roman columns and an early Christian altar. — The treas-

ury contains two reliquaries of the 13th and 15th cent. (SS. Jucundus and
Grratus), a cameo of a Roman empress in a setting of the 13th cent., and
an ivory *Diptych of the Consul Probus (406) wath a representation of

the Emp. Honorius.

In the College de St. Anselme, close by, are Celtic and Roman
antiquities. — To the W. of the cathedral, in the Rue St-Bernard,

the Roman Forum (PL 3; A, 1), or according to others a grain-

magazine (horreum), was brought to light in 1909, occupying a

rectangle 98 yds. long by 95 yds. wide, with a central area (87 by
74 yds.) enclosed by arcades.

In the Place Roncas, the site of the ancient Porta Principalis

Sinistra (N. gate), rises the Palais Roncas (PL A, 1), dating from

1606 and now the sottoprefettura, with pretty frescoes in the court

and on the staircase.

We now skirt the town-wall on the outside to the round To2ir

de Tourneuve (PL A, 1) at the KW. corner of the wall. — By the

W. wall, beyond the Porta Decumana (pulled down in 1808), is the

Tour du L6preux (PL A, 2), which was altered in the middle ages.

This tower, in which a leper named Guasco (d. 1803) and his sister

Angelica (d. 1791) dragged out their miserable existence, is described

in Xavier de Maistre's story, 'Le Lepreux de la Cite d'Aoste'.

In the Avenue de la Gare, near the first breach in the S. wall,

we see on the left the Porta Principalis Dextra (PL 6; B, 2), the

old S. gate, and on the right the Tour de Bramafam (PL B, 2), a

relic of a castle of the Counts of Challant (12th cent.), containing an

inscription dedicated to Augustus by the Salassi.
Excursions. To the S.E. of Aosta rises the *Becca di Nona {Pic

Carrel; 10,310 ft.), which may be ascended in 6-7 hrs. (guide 10, if the night
be spent 14 fr.); provisions should be taken. Night-quarters at the Alp
Comboe (key must be brought from the quarters of the Alpine Club in
Aosta; mule to this point 16 fr.). The bridle-path, which is dusty at
first, crosses the Dora (comp. PL B, 2) to the village of Charvensod
(2450 ft.), whence it proceeds chiefly through wood, past the hermitage
of St. Grat (5815 ft.) and the chalets of Chamole (6990 ft.), to (31/2 hrs.)

the Col de Plan Fenetre (7300 ft.) and the {^U hr.) Alp Combo^ (6960 ft.),

in a narrow valley at the W. base of the Becca. The Signal Sismonda
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(7700 ft.), V2 tr. above (S.) the Col tie Plan Fenetre, commands a fine view
of the Rutor and the Pennine Alps. From the Alp Comboe a good zigzag
path ascends in 2i/2-3 hrs. to the summit on which are the neglected
Rifugio Budden of the Italian Alpine Club and an iron statue of the
Madonna. The superb *Yiew (panorama by Carrel) embraces Mont Blanc
and the Pennine and Graian Alps. — Expert mountaineers may take
the direct descent to the N. through the Comboe Valley; near the pretty
waterfall below the basin of Comboe they should cross the stream and
descend to the left to Charvensod.

The Mont Emilius (11,677 ft. ; 9 hrs. from Aosta, guide 16 fr.) may
be ascended from the Alp Comboe in 41/2 hrs. (fatiguing; for adepts only).

We follow the route to Cogne (pp. 77, 78) as far as the (1 hr.) Chalets d^Arbole
(8190 ft.) and then ascend to the left past the small Lago d'Arbole (9715 ft.)

and up the S. arete. The view is still more extensive than that from the
Becca di Nona.

From Aosta via Praraye and the Col de Valpelline to Zermatt, or over
the Great St. Bernard to Martigny, see BaedeJcer^s Switzerland.

The Road to Courmayeur (motor-diligence arxd omn., see p. 67)

ascends the broad and shadeless valley of the Dora Baltea, passing

(3 M.) the village of Sarre and the royal chateau of Sarre (2155 ft.

;

built in 1710), to (51/2 M.) St. Pierre (2170 ft.), with its pictur-

esque castle (14th cent; partly restored). Opposite is Aymaville
(2120 ft.), with a castle with four towers (11th and 16th cent.),

where the Vol de Cogne (p. 78) opens to the S.

From St. Pierre we proceed, enjoying a fine view of the Rutor
and Grrivola, past the well-preserved castle of Sarriod de la Tour
(14th cent.) and the Tour Colin (11th cent.), finally crossing the

Dora to —
7 M. Villeneuve (2295 it

-,
Hot.-Restaur. ColNivolet; Alh.-

Ristor. delV Unione., Ristor Pettigat)., a picturesquely situated

village, commanded by the rockperched ruin of Chdtel-Argent
riOth cent.).

From Villeiocdvb to Ceresole (13 hrs.). Ascent from Villeneuve by
a paved path, rough and steep. To the W., a fine view of Mont Blanc,
Opposite (3/4 hr.) Champlong^ where we reach the lowest part of the Val
Savaranche (p. 80), the beautifully wooded ValdeRheme opens on the W.

;

on the height between the valleys rises the castle of Introd (p. 80).

Following the lofty E. bank of the deep valley of the Savara, we next
come to (.3 hrs.) D6gioz- Valsavaranche (p. 80), then Tignct (p. 80),

Bien (5270 ft.), and (2V4 hrs.) Pont-¥alsavaranchc (611.5 ft.; Hot. Monte
Grlvola, plain but f?ood

;
guide, Giov. Leon. Dayne), the highest hamlet

in the valley, at the W. base of the Gran Paradise (p. 80).

The Val .Savaranche divides here. Our path crosses the brook de-

scending from the W. branch of the valley, and ascends a steep rocky
slope to the W. in numerous windings, passing a fine waterfall, to the
(1 hr.) *^Croix d^Arolei or (Jroce del Roleij (7810 ft.), a cross on the brink
of a precipice, where we enjoy a magnificeut survey of the Gran Paradise,
rising from extensive snowfields immediately opposite to us; to the N.
of it arc the Uccca di Montandaine, Pointe iferbetet, and the Grivola, to

the 8.W. the Trescnta, Ciarforon, and Kecca di Monciair (more extensive
view to the S., from the I'nnta del RoJey, iJH.'JO ft.)- ^^''e now traverse
the Plani del Nivolet, a mountain -valley abounding in flowers and at

places marshy, with numerous traces of glacier- friction. Beyond the
chalets of Oran Collet (790.5 ft.; modest accouimodation in the lieight of

Hummer) and Nivolet we reach (1 hr.) the royal shooting-box (lloale Oasa
di Caccia del Nivolet) on the lower Lago del Nivolet (8285 ft.), where a
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path diverges to the right for the Piani del Rosset, with the Lago Rosset
(8875 ft.), the largest mountain-lake in the Graian Alps. The upper Val
de Rheme is reached hence over the CoUe Rosset (9920 ft.).

Our route ascends past the upper Lago del Nivolet (8320 ft.) to the

(V4 hr.) *Colle del Nivolet (8635 ft.), a narrow ridge of rock with a
superb view, to the S., of the Lcvanna (p. 66), rising on the opposite
side of the deep Valle delVOrco; to the S.W. are the glaciers of the
Aiguilles Rousses (11,425 ft.), the Cime du Carro (10,860 ft.), and the
Cime d'Oin (10,750 ft.), to the E., the chain of the Gran Paradiso. We
now descend a steep rocky slope, in many windings, to the Vallone
d'Agnello, a bleak valley with several small tarns and a few chalets, and
thence by steep zigzags on the left side of the stream, with its numerous
falls, to the Alp Pilocca (6480 ft.), opposite the mouth of the Vallone del
Carro, and to (2 hrs.) Chiapili di'Sopra (51^8 ft.), the highest hamlet in

the parish of (2 hrs.) Ceresole (comp. p. 66).

Beyond Villeneiive we cross the Savaranche and ascend rapidly

to (9^2 ^0 Arvier (2545 ft.; Croce Bianca). High up on the

precipitous cliff to the right stands the church of St. Nicolas
(3925 ft.). In front of us is the snow-clad Rutor (p. 81). — Near the

beautifully situated village of (10 M.) Liverogne (2390 ft. ; Hot.

du Col du Mont, plain) we cross the deep rocky bed of the Dora
di Valgrisanche (p. 81), and traverse a rocky gorge. Opposite lies

Avise (2500 ft.), with two old castles and the ruined Chateau Ore

(10th cent.). Near (Y2 hr.) Ruinaz (2580 ft.) Mont Blanc comes in

sight. The road passes through another wild defile (Pierre Taillee),

partly by means of tunnels, and crosses to the left bank by the (^4 hr.)

Pont d'Equilive (2570 ft.); to the right is the fine fall of the Ver-

tosan. The valley expands. On the right bank, above Derby, is a

waterfall. From (15 Ya ^0 Pont-la-Salle (2925 ft. ; inn) a road leads

to the right to the little summer-resort oiLa Salle (3285 ft.; Etoile

d'Orient), with the Chateau des Cours (12th cent.). Farther on, to the

right, is the ruined Chdteau de Chdtelard (3840 ft.; 13th cent.).

171/2 M. Morgex (3020 ft.; Hot. Chene Vert, P. 4-6 fr.; Hot.

de I'Ange). The road now follows the lofty slope for some distance,

with a fine retrospective view of the Grivola (p. 78), crosses to the

right bank of the Dora, and reaches —
20 M. Pre-St-Didier (3250 ft. ;

*Hotel de V Univers, 100 beds

from 21/2, B. 11/4, L. 3, D. 41/2, P. 8-10 fr., inch wine; Hot. de Lou-
dres, P. 71/2-10 fr., incl. wine), a picturesquely situated village with
baths (arsenical chalybeate spring, 91^/2° Fahr.), where the road to

the Little St. Bernard diverges to the left (see below). Near the

warm springs, 1/4 M. lower, the Thuile has forced its way to the

iJora valley through precipitous cliffs.

The ascent of the *T6te de Crammont (8980 ft.), 5 hrs. to the W.
of Pre-St-Didier, is highly interesting (guide 8 fr., not indispensable; mule
12 fr. ; riding practicable to within 1/2 hr. of the top, on which point a
clear understanding should be come to with the muleteer). Following the
Little St. Bernard road to a point about V4 hr. above the first tunnel
(shorter footpath in 20 min.), we thence ascend in zigzags to the right to
the (2 hrs.) hamlet of Chanton (5970 ft.) and the (21/2 hrs.) summit. Splendid
view of Mont Blanc and the Graian Alps. About 5 min. below the top
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is the Capanna De Saussure, a refuge-hut of the Italian Alpine Club.
Another and easier route diverges to the right from the St. Bernard road
at Elevaz, 3 M. from Pre-St-Didier, joining the above route at Chanton.

From Pre-St-Didier via Balme and (51/2 M.) La Thuile (4730 ft. ; Hot.
National, Hot. Jacquemod, both unpretending; guide, Maurizio Bognier),
the best starting-point for the ascent of the Rutor (comp. p. 81), to the
pass of the Little St. Bernard (7180 ft.) and (33 M.) Bourg-St-Maurice,
sec Baedeker^s Southern, France.

Beyond Pre-St-Didier the road crosses the Dora, passes (Y4 hr.)

PaUsieux., and winds through a wooded ravine to (1 hr.) Cour-

mayeur. Pedestrians follow the shady path on the right bank.

23 M. Courmayeur. — Hotels. *Gr.-Hdt. Royal-Bertolini, with

garden, 180 R. at 3-10, B. I1/2, L. 31/2, D. 5, P. 12-20 fr. (open Junc-
Sept. only); *Gr.-Hdt. de VAnge, similar charges; *Edt. de V Union,
60 E. at 3-4, B. IV2, L- 3, D. 41/2, P. 81/2-II fr., incl. wine (open June-
Oct.); *Hdt. du Mont-Blanc, V2 M. to the N. of the village, E. 21/2-6,

B. IV2, L. 3, D. 4, P. 10-12 fr., incl. wine (open May-Oct.); Hot. Savoye,
E. 2-21/2, B. 1, L. 3, D. 31/2, P. 71/2-8 fr.; Hot. MeubU Ruffier. — CafS
du Mont-Blanc. — Motor Diligence, omn., and carr. to Aosta, see p. 67.
— Anglican Church Service in the season at the Grand-Hotel Eoyal.

Coui'mayeur (3985 ft.), a considerable village beautifully

situated at the head of the Aosta valley, is much frequented as a

summer-resort and for its chalybeate springs (hydropathic). The
summit of Mont Blanc is concealed from Courmayeur by the Mont
CUtif (7685 ft.), but is seen from the Pre-St-Didier road, V2 M.
to the S. — About ly^ M. to the N. are the small sulphur-baths

of La Saxe (4045 ft.).

The *Mont de la Saxe (7735 ft. ; 3 hrs.
;
guide unnecessary) affords

a complete view of the S. side of Mont Blanc with its glaciers, from the
Col de la Seigne to the Col Ferret, the Dent du G^ant and the Jorasses
heing prominent. A good bridle-path ascends from Courmayeur, via (1/4 hr.)

Villair, to the (2 hrs.) Chalets du IW, (6675 ft.) and the (1 hr.) summit.
The descent may be made by the Chalets du Leuchi (6305 ft.) into the
Val Ferret. Beyond Villair is the (I1/4 hr.) Trou des Romains (5895 ft.

;

guide necessary), a labyrinth of artificial caves, said to be the remains
of a Eoraan mine. — Excursions in the Mont Blanc chain, see Baedeker's
Switzerland or Southern France.

16. Prom Aosta to the Graian Alps.
Tlio hi^'liesl (H) chain of the Graian Alps (p. 61), between the Valle

deWOrco (p. 66) and the Dora Baltea (p. 68), culminates in the Gran
J'aradiso (13,324 ft.), a huge mass of gneiss and granite, and the Grlvola
(13,022 ft.). We here describe the main routes only, in the form of a
circular tour of four days from Aosta, via Cogne, Valsavaranche, Rheme
Notre-Dame, Valgrisanche, and Liverogne. Cogne is the best centre for
excursions. The mountains of Cogne are a favourite chassc of tlie Kings
of Italy, and the ibex (capra ibex; Hal. 'stanibecco', Fr. 'bouquetin') is

still found here, Victor lOmmanuel 11. having prest^rvcd it by crossing it

with the nioiintain-goat. Tlie bridle-paths Icacling to the royal shooting-
lodges arc often a great assistance to the pedestrian. The best map is

that of the Italian Alpine Club (1008; 1:50,000).

Ist Day. — From Aosta to Coqnk (G'/y hrs.). As far as (6 M.)

Aymaville (2120 ft.) we may follow the highroad (p. 75), unci lug-

gage may be forwarded thence; but it is preferable to cross the
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Dora near Aosta, and to go via Gressan and Jovengan (2070 ft.),

across meadows and fields. The bridle-path then ascends rapidly

past the church of St. Martin to Poya (2790 ft.), and enters the

monotonous Val de Cogne at a great height above the ravine

of the brawling Grand' Eyvie. Far below we observe the houses

of Pont d'El (2865 ft.), with its * Roman Bridge (originally an

aqueduct erected in the reign of Augustus), 60 yds. long and 395 ft.

above the stream. The valley contracts. Near the bridge by which

we cross the stream we obtain a view of the Grivola (see below)

to the right for a short time. — We next reach (2 hrs.) Vieyes

(3715 ft.; cantine), at the mouth of the Vallone di Nomenon
(p. 80; pretty waterfall), with the Grrivola and the Grand Nomenon
(11,444 ft.) in the background. Beyond (Y4 hr.) Silvenoire (right)

and a deserted iron-foundry we recross the brook by the (^/4 hr.)

Pont de Laval (4460 ft.), where the mountains of Cogne are re-

vealed, to (Y2 tr.) Epinel{^165 ft.), opposite thePunta delPousset
(see below), the Vallone del Traio (p. 80), and the Traio Glacier.
— At (Y2 hr.) Cr6taz (4940 ft.) the Valnontey descends from the

S. to the Grand' Eyvie. — 20 min. —
Cogne (5035 ft.; Hot. du Grand-Paradis, bed IV2-3, B.

174, P. incl. wine 6V2-8 fr., good; Hot. Grivola, bed 1-2, B. IV4,
P. incl. wine 5Y2-7 fr. , clean), the chief place in the valley, com-
mands a beautiful view of the Gran Paradiso and the Tour du Grand
St. Pierre (p. 79), with their glaciers (Glacier de la Tribulation, du

Grand Crou, du Money, etc.) to the S., and of Mont Blanc to the N.W.
Three valleys converge here: the Vallone di Valnontey from the S.,

the Vallone d'Urtier from the S.E., and the Vallone di Grauson
from the N.E.

Ascents and Passes (guides: Q-aspare, Pietro Clemente, and Pietro
Ferdinando Grerard, Luigi Mose Key). — *Punta del Pousset (9994 ft.;

5 hrs.; guide 8, with mule 16 fr.), a superb point of view. Crossing the
Valnontey at Cretaz (see above) the bridle-path enters a wood and ascends
grassy slopes to the chalets of Ors-Dessus and (8 hrs.) Pousset-Dessus or

Superiori (8390 ft.). Thence a steep climb of IV2 hr-? passing a very giddy
place near the top, brings us to the rocky summit. Close to us, above
the Traio Griacier, towers the Grivola, which, on this side, is hardly in-

ferior in boldness to the Matterhorn.

The *Punta di Tersiva (11,526 ft.; 7 hrs., with guide, 15 fr.)

presents no difficulty to adepts. We proceed through the Vallone di
Grauson to the (21/2 hrs.) chalets of Grauson (7450 ft.) and to (3/4 lir.)

Ervilleres (8240 ft.); thence, passing the Lac de Doreres (8935 ft.), to

the (1 hr.) Passo d^Invergyieux (9485 ft.) and by the W. arete to the
(21/2 brs.) summit. Magnificent view. The ascent may be made also
from the S. from the Vallone d'Urtier via the Ponton Alp (p. 79), or
from the N. (more difficult) from the Val de ClavaliU (p. 71).

The Grivola (13,022 ft.; 9 hrs.; guide 35 fr.) is laborious and fit for
experts only. Ascent from Valsavaranche more difficult.

In the Vallone di Valnontey, opening to the S. of Cogne, a
bridle-path leads along the right bank of the stream, past the villages
of Valnontey (5505 ft.) and (I1/2 hr.) Valmiana (5725 ft.), to the three
royal shooting-boxes (Appostamenti di Caccia) near the head of the valley.
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High above the valley, and reached by a steep ascent of 20 min. from
Yalmiana (to the left; 3 hrs. from Cogne), lie the chalets of 3Ioney
(7610 ft.); which command an admirable view of the Gran Paradiso
with its glaciers (ascent, see p. 80). Two difficult glacier-passes, the
Colle Grand Crou or Col Tuckett (11,139 ft.), between the Gran
Paradiso and the Becca di Gay (11,885 ft.), and the Colle di Money
(11,255 ft.), between the Roccia Viva (11,975 ft.) and the Tour du Grand
St. Pierre (see below), lead from the head of the Yallone de Valnontey
to the Vallone di Piantonetto (see below; guide 15 fr.).

From Cogne to Hone-Bard, 11-12 hrs., attractive and not difficult.

A bridle-path (royal hunting-path) crosses the TJrtier at (V2 hr.) Champlong
(5205 ft.) and ascends the valley of the stream with its abundant flowers
and waterfalls, commanding fine views of the Grivola, to the W., and of
the Combe de Valeille (see below), enclosed by glaciers, to the S. We
next pass the chapel of Cret (6675 ft.) to the (2 hrs.) chalets of Cha-
vanis (7515 ft.), whence we may either follow the lower path to the
right via Brouillot (7810 ft.) and Peratza, or that to the left along the
slope of the Tersiva (p. 78), via Pianas and Ponton (8650 ft.), with its

little lake, and along the Torre di Ponton (10,175 ft.) to the (2 hrs.)

Col de Cogne (Fenetre de Cogne or Finestra di Champorcher ; 9310 ft.),

between the Torre di Ponton and the Becco di Costazza (10,120 ft.). We
descend into the pastoral Val Cliamporcher or Camporciero, passing the
chalets of Dondenna, to (31/2 hrs.) Champorcher (4680 ft.; rustic inn), and
thence via Pont-Bozet (2545 ft.) to (21/2 hrs.) Hone-Bard (p. 70).

From Cogne to St. Marcel, 8 hrs., by mule-path. The route leads
through the Vallone di Grauson to the (21/2 hrs.) chalets of Grauson
(p. 78), and thence past the little Lago di Coronas (8830 ft.) to the (2 hrs.)

Col de St. Marcel (Colle di Coronas, 9540 ft.), a saddle of the Cresta
del Tessonet. We descend through the wooded Vallone di St. Marcel to

(31/2 trs-) St. Marcel (p. 71).

From Cogne to Aosta, 9 hrs. (with guide), fatiguing but interesting.
The route ascends via the chalets of Chavanis and Arpisson (7630 ft.) to
the Fasso Q-arin (9405 ft.); fine view of the Grran Paradiso and Grivola.
Descent via the Chalets d^Arbole (p. 75) and the hermitage of ^S*^. Grat
(p. 74). — To Aymaville (p. 75) over the Colle de Chaz-Seche (9250 ft.) or
the Colle del DHnc (8705 ft.), 7-8 hrs., both attractive and not difficult.

From Cogne to the Valle di Soana across the Colle della
NouvA, 7-8 hrs. to Campiglia, attractive and not difficult. Passing the
chalets of Chavanis and Brouillot (see above) to the foot of the glacier
and skirting this to the right, we proceed to the S.E. to (3 hrs.) the
Colle della Nouva [Colle deWArietta; 9625 ft.), and enjoy an ad-
mirable view of Mont Blanc and the S. side of the Graian Alps. Steep
descent to the chalets of Arietta (7465 ft.) and through the Valle di Cam-
piglia to (3 hrs.) Campiglia. — Two other passes to the Valle di Soana
lead respectively across the Colle di Bardo7iey (9335 ft.), between the
Torre di Lavina (10,855 ft.) and the Punta di Forzo (10,835 ft. ; fatiguing),
and across the Bocchetta di linncio (9860 ft.), to the N. of the Torre di

Lavina (difficult).

To the Valle dell' Oroo (Valle di Locana) over the Colle Grand-
Crou or the Colle Mo7iey, see above. Two other difficult passes lead
from the Vallone di Valeille, opening off the Vallone d'Urtier on the S.

(sec above), to the Rifugio Piantonetto (91 10 ft.) in the Vallone di Pian-
tonetto and to Percbecche (p. 66) in the Valle deWOrco: th(^ Colle di
Telecoio (10,815 ft.: fine views), between the Tour du (ira)id St. Pierre
(12,113 ft.; aHcended from the pasH , diflirult) and the I'unta Ondezana
(11,125 ft.), and the Passo delle Sengie (10,520 ft.), hetween the Ondo-
/ana and the Punta dellc Sengie (11,180 ft.).

2nd Day. — From Cocjnk to Valravauanchk (8-1) hrs.), attract-

ive (porter, 10 fr.). From (*/4 hr.) Valnoidcy (p. 78j tlic bridle-
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path ascends to the W., through wood, passing a fall of the Lau-
son^ to the (21/2 hrs.) royal shooting-lodge (Campement du Roi;

8490 ft.) and the (2 hrs.) CoUe del Lauson (10,830 ft.), with

an admirable view (still more extensive from a height a few minutes

to the S.). We descend, with views of the Grran Paradiso on the left

and the precipitous slopes of the Grrivola on the right, to (l^g ^r.)

the middle Alpi di Leviona (7756 ft.). The bridle-path follows the

left bank and reaches the bottom of iheVal Savaranche 3it (l^/^hv.)

Tignet (5225 ft.), 1 M. to the S. of Degioz-Valsavaranche
(5055 ft.; Hot. du Grand Paradis, R. IV2, D. 21/2 fr.; Hot-Pens,
du Col Lauson, P. 5-7 fr., both plain but good), Fr. Eau Rousse,

the chief village in the valley (guides. Albino Dayne, Grius. Prayet).

A fatiguing pass through the Vallone di Yalnontey (p. 78) to Valsa-
varanche (royal bridle-path as far as the Chalet de VHei'hetet, 7935 ft.;

accommodation) is the Colle d^Herbetet (10,695 ft.), between the Cima
del Gran Sertz (11,655 ft.) and the *Pointe de VHerhetet (12,395 ft.;

grand view). — From Vieyes (p. 78) to Valsavaranche through the Vallone
di Nomenon or from Epinel (p. 78) through the Vallone del Traio and
over the Colle del Traio (9390 ft.), and thence to the S.W. over the Colle
di Belleface or Colle di Bocconere (10,165 ft.), between the Grivola and
the Grand Nomenon (p. 78), 8-9 hrs.

From Valsavaranche to Ceresole, sec p. 75. — From (21/4 hrs.) Pont-
Valsavaranche (p. 75) the Gran Paradiso (13,324 ft.), the highest wholly
Italian mountain, may be ascended in 6-7 hrs. (toilsome and fit for strong
climbers only; guide 30 fr.). About V4 hi'- to the S. of Pont the bridle-

path ascends to the left to the (2 hrs.) Rifugio Vittorio Emanuele Secondo
(9105 ft.; inn), on the N". slope of the Ciarforon (11,945 ft.); thence we
skirt the S. margin of the Gran Paradiso Glacier to the (4-5 hrs.) summit.
The descent to Cogne may be made across the fissured Glacier de la Tri-

bulation and by the Chalet de VHerbetet (see above; very difficult).

3rd Day. — From Valsavaranche to Rheme Notre-Dame
(8-9 hrs.

;
porter 10 fr.). — The royal bridle-path ascends via (1 M.)

Cr^ton (5300 ft.), at first somewhat steeply, to (2 hrs.) a royal

shooting-lodge (Reale Accampamento dell' Anjoiian; 7185 ft.), and

thence leads in zigzags along the slope to the left, passing (1 Y4 hr.)

the small Lago de Djouan (8280 ft.). "We then take the path to the

right, past the (20 min.) Lago Nero (9080 ft.), to the (1 hr.) Colle
d'Entrelor (9850 ft.), between the Cima di Gollien (10,245 ft.)

and the Cima diPercia (10,580 ft.). Fine view of the Rutor to the

W. and of the Grran Paradiso and Grrivola to the E. Descent rather

steep through the Vallone d^Entrelor^ with the Becca di Sambeina
(10,375 ft.) on the left, to (21/2 hrs.) Rheme Wotre-Dame
(6015 ft.; Restaurant Grande-Rousse , R. IV2-2, B. 1, L. or D.

1^4-2, P. 6-7 fr.), the chief place in the Val de RMme^ which is

enclosed by imposing glaciers (guide, Casimiro Therisod). Notre-

Dame is 4 hrs. from Villeneiive (p. 75). The route down the valley

passes (74 hr.) Chanavey (Hot. Zemoz, unpretending but good),

RMme St. Georges (3935 ft.), and Introd (2885 ft.), where theVal de

Rheme unites with the Val Savaranche (comp. p. 75). In descending
we obtain a fine view of Mont Velan and the Grand Combin to the N.
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A moro toilsome route (9 lirs.) than the Col d'Entrclor leads from
Ynlsavaranche to Rhemc Notre-Bame across tlie Colle di Sort (9735 ft.),

which lies to the S. of the 3Ite. Roletta (11,100 ft.).

4th Day. — From Eheme Notre-Dame to Yalgrisanche and
THENCE TO LiVEROGNE AND AosTA (7 hrs. to Valgrisaiiclie

,
porter

12 fr. ; 3 lirs. more to Liverogne). Steep ascent to the (3^2 ^I's.)

Colle della Pinestra (9340 ft.), between the Becca di Tei

(10,435 ft.) on the right and the Grande JRousse or Bee de Vln-

vei^gnan (11,835 ft.) on the left, with fine view of the Ormehinc

(10,755 ft.) and the Rutor. The path descends through the stony

Vallon del Bouc. Where it divides we keep to the left. On our

left are the Glaeier de Rahuigne and Mont Forchat^ which con-

ceals the Grande Roussc. Passing (iV^hr.) i\\Q,Al])eNonva(102b ft.)

wc descend and cross the brook to j^V)?'??^;^ (5680 ft. ; small inn), the

highest hamlet in the Vol Grisanche ; then to Sevey^ Mondamje,
and (2 hrs.) Valgrisanche (5460 ft.; accommodation at the Can-
tine du Col du Mont or at the cure's; guides, Sev. Ponton and Giov.

Sulpizio Rosier), the chief village in the valley, at the base of the

Ihdor or Ruitor.
The ascent of the Hutor, an extensive, glacier-clad mountain witli

several peaks (S. and highest peak 11,435 ft.; N. peak 11, .815 ft.), either
from Yalgrisanche or better from La Thuile (p. 77), presents no serious
dilficnlty to climbers with a guide. From La Thuile a bridle-patli leads
througli the deep and narrow Rutor valley via La Jorx (5245 ft.) to the
(2 lirs.) '*Fall8 of the Rutor (fi345 ft.), whence we ascend to tlie left to

the (2'/._j hrs.) Rifugio di Santa Marghcrita (ca. 7940 ft.), situated on the
little Lago del RtUor, 5 min. to the N.E. of a height (8088 ft.) commantl-
ing a magnificent *View. Tlience over the (l'/.^ hr.) Col du Rutor (10,960 ft.),

with tlie ('aj)anna. Defcy of tlie Italian Alpine Club, to ('/.^ lir.) tlie Tetc
du, Rutor (11,435 ft.), with a s])lendid panorama of Mont i>lanc, etc.

'IMic bridle-path from Valgrisanclic to Liverogne (3 hrs.) leads

through tlie beautifully wooded Yal Grisanche, on tlie left bank of

the Dora di Valgrisanche, to Ceres or Sern^ (Hot. Frassy, rustic)

and Revers, where the river disappears for a short distance under
rocks. The hamlet of Planaval lies to the left. The valley con-

tracts to a wild ravine and the path on its left side skirts a precipice

liigli above the roaring torrent. On the 0])posite bank, on an appa-

rently inaccessible rock, is perched the ruined castle of Montrna-
jeur (3775 ft.). — Liverogne, see p. 76.

Near Liverogne the path quits the gorge and descends to the

left through meadows to the road from Oourmayeur to Aosfa (p. 72).

17. From Turin to Milan via Santhia and
Novara.

93 M. Railway in 2«/vj-5 hrs. ff.ircs 17 fr. 40, \2 fr. 20, 7 fr. H5 c.
;

cxnrcHH 19 fr. 15, !.'{ fr. 10, 8 fr. 70 c). - Fine views cf the Alps to the
left on clear day«.

Turin, sec p. iV,i. - The; D(fra lliparia is crossed, tlien the

tStnra di Lanzo (p. 64j beyond (5 M.) Torino Dora. — 10'/.^ M.
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Settimo 2\)rmesi% the junction for Eivarolo (Castellamonte, Pont

Canavesc; see p. 65). — Wo cross the Oreo.

18 M. Chivasso (600 ft.; Alb. della Posta Reale)^ a town

v.'itli 4200 inhab., near the influx of the Oreo into the Po. The
parish-chnrch contains a painting by Defendente Ferrari (p. 39).

Branch Lines hence to Aosta (R. 15) and (3OV2 M.) Casale 3Ionferrato

(p. 83). — Light Railway from Turin (comp. p. 33) , skirting the Colli

Torincsi (p. 36), via (91/2 M.) Gassino, (I41/2 M.) Castel San Genesio, with
sulphur-baths (Grr.-H6t. San Grencsio, P. from 8 fr., open May-Nov.), 2 M.
to the S. of Chivasso, and (221/2 M.) Oavagnolo (old church of Santa Fedc
with Romanesque carvings) to (23 M.) Brusasco (560 ft.).

Near (25 M.) Saluggia we cross the Dora Baltea (p. 68). To
the left, a glimpse of the Grraian Alps; then of the Yal d'Aosta. —
29 M. Livorno Vercellese. To the left is the Serra d'lvrea (p. 68).

36V2 M. Santhia (600 ft.; Bail. Restaura7it; Alh.-Risto-

rante Vittoria^ well spoken of; Alb. del Pallone)^ with 5200 in-

habitants. The church of SanfAgata contains an altar-piece by
Grand. Ferrari (p. 92). Santhia is the junction for the line from
Turin to Arona, a branch of the Simplon railway (p. 5). Railway

to Biclla, see R. 18; steam-tramway to Ivrea, see p. 68.

49 M. Vercelli (430 ft.; Alb. del Leon d'Oro, good; Alb.

Tre 7t*c), the Veredlae of the Romans, is an episcopal town with

17,900 inlial)itants. From the station we see the imposing church

of *SariVAndrea, erected in 1219-24 by canons from Paris; tlie

fagade is Romanesque; the interior, after the model of the churches

in N. France, is early-Gothic. Adjacent is a Miiseo Lapidario,
with Roman inscriptions and sculptures.

The Cathedral, dedicated to )St. Eusebius, Bishop of Vercelli

(ca. 360-380), was rebuilt in the 18th cent, with the exception of

the tower. The Cathedral Library possesses some rare old MSS.
The Areivescovado^ close by, contains a room with pictures by

Gaud. Ferrari and others (adm. on week-days, 9-11).

The Dominican cliurch of San Cristoforo, in the street of that

name, contains frescoes by G. Ferrari (1532-38) and B. Lanini; on

the high-altar, *Madonna and St. Christopher in an orchard, by

Ferrari. San Giuliano and San Paolo also contain works by

Ferrari. — In the Via Borgogna is the Museo Borgogna (adm. free

on Sun. & Tucs. afternoons, at other times y^-l fi'-)i with pictures

by old masters, chiefly of the Netherlands an(l Italy (Sodoma, Holy
Family; Cesare Magnis, ^neas and Dido),- modern pictures, etc.

To the S. of Vei^celldp. lay the Camjn Baudiij where Marius
defeated tlie Cimbri in 101 B.C.

A Steam Tj^amway plies to (26 M.) Biclla (p. 86); as far as (18 M.)
Massazza many rice-fields are passed. 2OV2 M- Benna (910 ft.), the station
for Verrone, with its old *Castlc (15th cent.); 23 M. Candelo (p. 85). —
Light Railways run from Vcvoelli to Trino on the S.W. ; to Casale
Monferrato (p. 83) on the S. ; and to the N. to Aranco-Borgosesia (p. 92)

and to Biandrate (p. 85) and Fara,.
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From Yercelli to Alessakdria, 35 M., railway in 13/4-2V4 hrs. (fares

6 fr. 50, 4 fr. 55, 2 fr. 95 c.)- — The chief intermediate station is (141/2 M.)
Casale Monferrato (380 ft. ; Alb. Rosa Rossa, Via Paleologi 10, with
central heating, R. from 2 fr., usually well spoken of; Alb. delVAngelo

;

Leon d'Oro), on the right bank of the Po, near the hill of Monferrato
''p. 226), with 18,900 inhabitants. It was the ancient capital of the Duchy of
Monferrato, which passed in 1536 to the G-onzagas (p. 315). It is now
the seat of a bishop and has cement and vitriol works. The interesting
Romanesque cathedral of SanVEvasio, a vaulted basilica with double
aisles and a fine atrium, was founded in 741 by the Lombard king Liut-
prand , and rebuilt in 1107. It contains several good paintings (by
G-. Ferrari and others) and sculptures by Lombard masters. The church
of San Domenico, with the remains of frescoes by Caroto (p. 300) , the
Palazzo di Cittd, with a handsome colonnade, and the old citadel of San
Giorgio are noteworthy also. The Ghibelline prince William of Mont-
ferrat is mentioned by Dante in his Purgatory (vii. 134). Near Casale
is the Sacro Monte di Crea, a pilgrim-resort resembling the Mt. Calvary
at Yarallo. The chapels contain terracotta groups by Tabacchetti (p. 91)

and others (nearly all sadly damayed), and in the church is a painting
by Macrino d'Alba. — Casale is the junction of the Asti-Mortara line

(p. 61) and of that to Chivasso (p. 82). It is connected with Alessandria,
with Vercelli (p. 82), and with Montemagno (p. 61 ; via Altavilla) by tram-
ways. — 26 M. Vale7iza, see p. 226. — 35 M. Alessandria, see p. 62.

' From Vercelli to Pavia, see p. 226.

The train crosses the Sesia (p. 90); to the left rise the Alps,

with the magnificent Monte Rosa group. — 52 M. Borgo Vercelli.

62 M. JSTovara Railway Restaurant, with interesting wine-cellar).

— Hotels (comp. p. xxi). Alb. d^Italia (PI. a ; B, 2), Via Benedetto Cairoli,

R. 3, omn. 3/^ fr. ; Hot. de la Ville (PI. b ; B, 2), Via San Gaudenzio, R. 21/2,

omn. 1/2^1". ; Alb. Tre Re (Fl.c; B, 2), Corso Cavour, clean; Alb. delta Pace,
Corso Umberto Primo, R. l^/g fr,, unpretending, well spoken of.

Post & Telegraph Office (PL C, 2), Corso Felice Cavallotti.

Novara (490 ft.), the Roman Novaria, now the capital of a

province, the seat of a bishop, and the headquarters of an army
division, is an attractive town with ca. 25,000 inhab. and a strong

garrison. The defeat of the Piodmontese at tlie battle of Novara
(see p. 33; on 23rd March, 1849, led to the abdication on the same
day of Charles Albert. Pretty promenades have been laid out on

the site of the fortifications, which dated from the Spanish period

^1552). Silk and cotton mills, engineering works, and biscuit and

cheese factories give evidence of the industrial development of the

town. There is also a large cartographical institute (De Agostini;

PI. B, 3). Like Turin Novara abounds in monuments.
From the station fPl. C, 1; we follow the Corso Garibaldi to

the Lar()o Cavour (V\. B, 1). A little to the W., at the end of

the Via Gaudenzio Ferrari, rises the church of San Gaudenzio
(PI. B, 1, 2j, erected in 1577 by Fellegri7io llbaldi, with a mo
dern campanile, and a dome 397 ft high. The interior, without

aisles, contains (2nd chapel to the left; a large altar-piece by Gaud.
Ferrari (1514, restored in 1902;. An extensive view of the Alps

is obtained from the tower and from tlTe promenade along the

neighbouring rampart (Baluardo Quintino Sella). — A little to the

S., in the Via Negroni, rises the Palazzo Bellini (V\. H, 2; now
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occupied by tlie Banca Popolare), built by P. Tibaldi; the facade
dates from about 1680, the pretty rococo decoration of the interior

from the 18th century.

Moiuuaenti:
2 Carlo Mberto . H^
3 CarloSmallJa .B2
4 Oxvour Bl
5 GaribaldL C
6 Umbertol B2
7 VUt^EmoTuE KZ

Wa-gner <t Debes . Leipzig

The Cathedral (PI. B, 2), originally an early-Christian edifice,

has been practically rebuilt by 8tef. Melchioni in 1831 (choir) and
by Antonelli in 1863-65. It has an excellent organ and contains
frescoes by Bern. Lanini and a Marriage of St. Catharine, by
Gaud. Ferrari. Opposite the imposing entrance-court is an early-
Romanesque Baptistery {V\. 1; B, 2).

On the N. side of the Piazza Vittorio Emanuele Secondo rises
the handsome Palazzo del Mercato (PI. A, B, 2; 1817-39), with
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a lar^e colonnade ; the interior accommodates tlie small Museum and
tlie Bihlioteca Civica with two works (angels) by Gr. Ferrari. —
Opposite is tlie Grothic Castello (PI. A, B, 2, 3), dating from the

13-14th cent., now partly used as a prison.

The tasteful terracotta ornamentation (15th cent.) on the Grothic

Casa della Porta^ Via Cannobio 8 (PL C, 2), should be noticed.

Tramway to Vigevano (p. 226) and to Biandrate (p. 82).

From Novara to Seregno, 331/2 M., railway (Ferrovie Nord Mllano)
in 13/4-2 hrs. (fares 5 fr. 50, 3 fr. 65, 2 fr. 25 c). — 41/2 M. Galliate (490 ft.),

the station for Cameri, 2 M. to the N.W., where there is a school of
aviation. — 8 M. Tiirbigo (490 ft.), on the Naviglio Grande (see below),
with an electric transmission-station. — 16 M. Busto-Arsizio (p. 6). — 18 M.
Castellanza, with another large electric transmission-station (30,000 H.P.).
— 25 M. Saronno (p. 198). — 331/2 M. Seregyio (p. 18).

Novara is the junction for the lines from (Domodossola) Arona
Tp. 239) and Bellinzona (E. 36) to Grenoa, and for the branch-lines

to Varallo (R. 20) and Orta-Domodossola (R. 19).

68 Y2 ^I- Trecate (445 ft.). The line crosses the Tieino by a

bridge of eleven arches, just beyond which we cross the Naviglio
Grande (p. 157), a navigable canal constructed in the 13th century.

76 M. Magenta (455 ft.).

Xear Magenta stand the Church of fian Martino, by Porrucchctti
(1903), and an obelisk to commemorate the victory of the French and
Sardinians over the Austrians on 4th June, 1859, whicli compolbMl the
latter to evacuate Lorabardy. Near tlie station are a battle-museum, a
charnel-house, and a bronze statue of MacMahon (1895).

The line intersects rice-fields. — 79^^ M. Vittnone. — At

(8472 M-) J^ho (p. 6), wc join tlie main line of the Simplon Railway.

93 M. Milan, see p. 152.

18. From Santhia (Turin, Milau) to Biella.
18»/<5 M. Railway in Vr^ ^t- (fares 3 fr. 40, 2 fr. 55, 1 fr. 70 c). —

From Turin, 55 M. , in 2-3 hrs. (fares 10 fr. 35, 7 fr. 25, 4 fr. 65 c.); from
Milan, 75 M., in 21/2-4V4 brs. (fares 14 fr. 5, 9 fr. 85, 6 fr. 35 c).

From Turin to Santhia (367^ M.) and from Milan to Santhia
CiCyi/.^ M.), sec R. 17. — 71/2 M. Salmsola (940 ft.), tlie Roman
Casfriim CiRsarenm^ on the S.E. spurs of the Serra d^Ivrea
(]). 68). — We cross tlie Elvo.

IOV2 M. Vergnasro (890 ft.), the station for the villages on

llie plateau of La J^rssa, on the E. slope of the Serra, where there

wejc gold-mines in ancient times. Good view of the M(mti nirlirsi,

of which the most prominent are, on the left, the Oolnia di Mom-
barone (p. 86), the Monte Mucrone (p. 87), Monte Mars (8530 ft.),

and the Cima di Ro (p. 87).

13 M. SavdigUano (1060 ft.). - At (15 M.) Candrlo (1 115 ff.;

p. 82), near the Cervo valley, is a well-preserved */iVrr/^> (13-1 5th

cent.), or fortified place of refuge, witli about 3(10 dwellings and

storehouses (now cellarsj.
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18 V2 ^- Biella. — Hotels (comp. p. xxi). *Tesia Grigia, *Alb. delV

Angelo, *Lcon dWro, Alb. Coitrale, plain but good, all in the Via Um-
bcrto Primo. — Post & Telegraph Office, Via Arnulfo. — Photographs
of the mountains at Vittorio Sella^s. — Cable Railway from the Piazza
del Duomo to the upper town (10 e.). — Carriage for half a day 6, with
two horses 12, whole day 12 or 20 fr. ; to the Santuario di Grraglia or the
Santuario d'Oropa 12 or 18 fr. there and back.

Biella, an episcopal see with 16,300 inhab., lies on the Cervo
and is divided into Biella Piazzo (1558 ft.), the upper town, and

Biella Piano (1345 ft.), the industrial lower town, with factories

of woollen and cotton goods, for which the power is furnished by
the Chinsella and the Dora (near Pont-St-Martin, p. 69).

From the station, beside which is the pretty Giardino PubblicOj

wc turn to the right into the Via Uraberto Primo, the main thorough-

fare of the lower town. The Via del Vescovado, the first side-

street on the left, leads to the church of San Sebastiano, a hand-

some Renaissance structure of 1504, with a modern fagade (1882).

— The life of the town centres round the Largo della Vittoria and
the Piazza del Duomo, also to the left of the Via Umberto Primo.

Here are the Palazzo Municipale, on the site of the church of

Santo Stefano (pulled down in 1872 with the exception of the 10th

cent, campanile), and the Cathedral, originally erected in the Gothic

style in 1402, but modernized in 1772 (fagade of 1825). Close by
is an early-Roraancsque Baptistery (9th cent.?).

Among the palaces of the upper town, which are now partly

tenanted by artisans, the former Palazzo del Coinwie, the Pal.

Scaqlia, and the Pal. Del Pozzo della Cisterna should be noticed.

On a hill on the left bank of the Cervo stands the former convent-
rhm-ch of San Gerolamo (1515 ft.), a tasteful Renaissance edifice of
1512-17. — On the plateau, 2 M. to the S. of Biella, to the W. of the road
to Sandigliano (p. 85 ), is the Oastello di Gaglianico (1150 ft. ; 14-16th cent.),

with a fine courtyard. The interior was modernized in the 17-18th cent.

;

the beautiful park was laid out in the 17th century.
From Biella a Steam Tramway (51/2 M. in 3/^ hr.) runs to the S.W.

via (2 M.) Occhieppo Inferiore (1365 ft.) and across the Elvo to Mo7i-
grando (1055 ft.), the starting-point of the road (p. 68) via the Valico della
Serra to Bollengo (Ivrca).

^
A Road commanding fine views (motor-car to the Santuario di Grraglia

twice daily in 40 min., fare 2 fr., back IV2 fr. ; omn. to Graglia Paese;
carr., see above) leads to the W. from Biella, via Occhieppo Inferiore,
Occhieppo Superiore (1195 ft.), and Muzzano (1775 ft.), to (7^2 M.) the
Santuario di Graglia (2665 ft.; Alb. deU'Eco), a pilgrimage -church
(17th cent.) with a large home for pilgrims (ospizio), situated 2 M. above
the village of Graglia Paese (1955 ft.), on the S.E. slope of the Colma
di Mombarone (see below). Close by is the Stabilimento Idroterapico di

Crraglia (2790 ft. ; P. from 9 fr.). A still more extensive view is obtained
from the Cappella San Carlo (3375 ft.), 3/4 hr. to the N. ; hence a footpath
leads past the chalets of Paglie di Sopra (5270 ft.) and the little Lago
Pasei (6950 ft.) to (A-iy^hrH.) the top of the Colma di Mombarone (7780 ft),
whence we have a splendid view of the Monti Biellesi, the mountains
encircling the Aosta valley, and the Monte Rosa group.

An Electric Light Railway (6V4 M. in 1 hr.) runs to the N.W. of
Biella, via (IV4 M.) Cossila San Grato (1790 ft.), the (2 M.) Stabilimento
Idroterapico di Cossila (P. 8V2-IO fr. ; open June-Sept.), and Favaro
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(2485 ft.), to Oropa Bagni (3480 ft. ; Stabilimento Idroterapico, R. 4-6,

P. from 11 fr., open June 15th-Sept. 30th; Alb. Croce Rossa), on the E.
slope of Monte Mucrone (see below). The main arm of the highroad
ascends to the N". in windings, passing 18 chapels with frescoes and
painted terracotta groups (17 -18th cent.), to (T^/^ M. from Biella) the

Santuario d'Oropa (4060 ft.), the most frequented pilgrim -resort in

Piedmont (festivals on Aug. 15th and Sept. 8th), with a long double row
of houses for pilgrims, the old Santuario (fagade by Fil. luvara, 1720),

the old church (1599), and an ostentatious new building. The attractive

ascent of Monte Mucrone (7660 ft. ; 5 hrs.
;
guide 6 fr.) leads hence via

the (2 hrs.) Rlfugio Fed. Rosazza (5950 ft. ; 6 beds), the small Lago del
Mucrone (6240 ft.), and the Bocchetta del Lago. From the refuge-hut an
easy pass leads over the Colle deila Barma d'' Oropa (7420 ft.) and descends
past the small Lago della Banna (6635 ft.) and Lago Vargno (5465 ft.) to

(6 hrs.) Fontainemore (p. 69), in the Grressoney valley. — From the San-
tuario d'Oropa a road runs to the N., piercing the pass of the Colle della
Oolnia (5320 ft.) by a tunnel 380 yds. long (Gralleria Rosazza, 4855 ft.), to

(31/2 brs.) the Santuario di San Giovanni (3345 ft.), amongst fine beech-
woods, and thence to (V2 br.) Ponte del Concresio (see below).

Another Steam Tramway (81/2 M. in 1 hr.) ascends to the N. from
Biella through the valley of the Cervo, past Tollegno and Miagliano
(1740 ft.), to (5 M.) Andorno Cacciorna (1785 ft.), the church of which
contains an altar-piece by Bern. Gralliari (1707-94), a native of the village,

and thence via (51/2 M.) Andorno Bagni (Grrand -Hotel, R. 3-7, P. from
10 fr.; Stabilimento Idroterapico, R. 2-5, P. from 10 fr. ; Alb.-Pens. Vit-
torio) to (8V2 M.) Balma (2295 ft.). — From Balma a Road (omn. twice
daily in IV2 br.) ascends via Campiglia Cervo (2545 ft. ; Alb. Alpino), Fonte
del Concresio (2650 ft.; see above), and Rosazza (2895 ft.) to (41/2 M,

;

motor-car from Biella daily, faro 2 fr. 45 c.) Piedicavallo (3400 ft. ; Alh.
Mologna; Rosa Bianca). To the N.E. of the village rises the *Cltna di
Bo or Mo)ite Bo (8385 ft.), ascended without difficulty from the Chiobia.

Valley via the Alpe Finestre (5700 ft.), Alpe Giasset (6300 ft. ; inn), and
Alpe Balmone (7145 ft.) in 5 hrs. (porter 6 fr.). On the top is a refuge-
luit (rifugio); magnificent panorama of the Bernese and Pennine Alps.
Passes : to the W. to the (21/2 hrs.) -^Lago della Vecchia (6200 ft.), on the
X. slope of Monte Cresto (8270 ft.), and over the Colle della Vecchia
(7170 ft.) to (6-7 hrs.) Gaby (p. 69), in the Grcssoney valley; via the Boc-
clietta del Croso (6365 ft.) and llassa (3010 ft.), a village in the Sorba val-

ley, to (51/2-6 hrs.) Fiode (p. 92), in the Sesia valley.

A third Steam Tramway from Biella (13 M. in I1/4-2V2 brs.) leads first

to the E., skirting tlie mountains via (5 M.) Valdengo (village 1 M. to the
S. among vine-clad hills) and (7 M.) Cossato (8210 ft.), and then to the N.,
ascending the industrial Strona Valley, witli its large wool -spinning
I'uctoritjs (lanificij. The cliief stations are (9V2 M.) Lessona (1185 ft.),

noted for its wine, and (10'/2 M.) Strona. From the terminus, below
Valle Inferiore Mosso (1125 ft. ; Alb. Centrale), a large manufacturing
jjlace, roads lead on the one hand to the N. to (-I'/a ^'f • j motor-car, see

|). 92; the small summ(;r-resort of Mosso Santa Maria (2055 ft.; Hot. de
la Poste & Bellevue), and on the other hand to the N.E. through the
Fonzoyie Valley to Fiancerl-Mosso (p. 92), in the Val Sessera.

19. Prom Domodossola to Novara via Gra-
vellona and Orta. Prom Orta to Varallo.

:>r, M. Railway in 3'/4-3'/. hrs. (fares 10 fr. 1.^), 7 fr. :;.'), 1 i'v. 7() c).

Conjp. the Map, p. 230.

DomodoHHola^ see p. \. Tin; i'ailw;iy iiins st.rui^^lit tlnoiii^h llic

V(d trOHHitla, followiii'T 1h»' ii;^Hil bunk of Ihr l\>rr or l\>s(i i\\. 4),
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while the Simploii Railway (R. 2) follows the left bank. — At

(3Y2 M') Villadossola (Alb. del Sempione) the Antrona Valley

opens on the right (see Baedeker's Switzerland). At (7 M.) Piedi-

mulera (810 ft.; Corona e Posta; Alb. Piedimulera; Alb. della

Stazione) the Val Anzasca opens to the right (road to Macugnaga^
'20 M., with motor-diligence from Domodossola in summer, see

Baedeker's Stvitzerland). The railway crosses the Anza and then

the Toce. 9 M. Vogogna^ 11 M. Premosello^ 13 M. Cuzzagoj three

stations on the Simplon Railway also (see p. 5). — Beyond the

last the Toce is crossed to (IS^/g ^0 Ornavasso (690 ft.; Italia).

18 Ya ^- Gravellona Toce (Bail. Bestaiirant)^ with large

cotton-mills, at the junction of the iStrona with the Toce.
Grravellona lies about 21/4 M. to the S.W. of the station Fdllanza-

Fondo-Toce on the Simplon Eailway (comp. p. 5). One-horse carr. to

(5 M.) Baveno (p. 236) 4 t'r., two-horse 8 fr.

The railway runs to the S. through the fertile valley of the

Strona. Beyond (21 M.) Crusinallo it crosses the river and the

Nigulia Canal, which drains the Lake of Orta.

23 M. Omegna (995 ft. ; Croce Bianca, well spoken of ; Posta

;

steamboat, see below), with a large paper-mill, lies at the N. end

of the charming Lake of Orta (950 ft. above the sea; 7Y2 ^^'

long), now known also as the Lago Casio from its (somewhat doubt-

ful) ancient name. — The line runs high above the lake. Beyond

(27 M.) Pettenasco we cross the Pescone, and then the imposing

tSassina Viaduct.

28^2 ^^- Orta-Miasino. — The Station lies on the Piano di

Legro, halfway between Orta and Miasino (p. 239). We turn to the left

at the exit, pass under the railway, and then go straight on, past (V2 ^^i'-)

the Villa Crespi (in the Moorish style), beyond which a guide-post points
to the right to the Monte d' Orta and the (V4 hr.) Alb. Eelvedere.

Hotels. *H6t. Belvedere, on the W. slope of the Monte d'Orta, with
fine view, R. 2i/<2-3, B. IV2, L. 21/2-3, D. 4-41/2, P. 8-10 fr., open April to

Oct. (Angl. Ch. Service in summer). — Alh. San Giiilio & Restaurant
Savoy, in the Piazza Principale; Alb. Leond'Oro, P. 6-7 fr.. Alb. Orta,
li. 21/2 fr., both in the Piazza, by the lake. — Post & Telegraph Office,
Piazza Umberto Primo.

Steamboats (May to Oct.), four times daily to Isola San Giulio (15 c),
P(^lla (25 c), and Omegna (1 hr. ; 1 fr.) j twice daily to Buccionc. — liowiNCJ
JJoat to Isola San Giulio or Buccione and back, I1/2 fr. ; ferry to Pella 1 f r.

1'he little town of Orta-Novarese (800 inhab.) consists mainly

of the Piazza Principale, opening on the lake, and one long narrow
street. It lies opposite the small Isola San Giulio, at the S.W.
base of tlie Monte d'Orta (1315 ft.), or Sacro Monte di San
Francesco, a beautifully wooded hill, jutting into the lake. Tlic

ascent of the Sacro Monte may be made either from the road be-

tween the town and the station (see above) or from the Piazza by
the Via al Sacro Monte, passing the church. In the 16-17th cent. 20
chapels were erected on the hill in honour of St. Francis of Assisi,

each containing a scene from his history in painted lifesize figures
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of terracotta, with a background 'al fresco' (the best in the 13th,

16th, and 20th chapels; in the last the canonization of the saint;

fee to the keeper at the first chapel, 50 c). The terrace of the

15th chapel and the adjoining walks afford delightful views. From
the campanile at the top (50 c.) we enjoy a panorama dominated

on the W. by the snowy Monte Rosa.
The Isola San Giulio (boat , see p. 88 ; Ristorante della Posta,

modest) owes its name to St. Julius, who came from G^reece in 379 to

convert the natives and founded the church (frequently rebuilt). The
latter contains reliefs, old frescoes, and a Romanesque pulpit (12th cent.).

In the sacristy are a Madonna by Gaudenzio Ferrari and some old vest-

ments, while the crypt, below the high-altar, contains a shrine of silver

and crystal, with the body of St. Julius. The villa of Count Casati is

rich in artistic treasures.

Excursions from Orta : to the E. to the (1 hr.) Madonna della Bocciola
(1565 ft.), situated on the hill above the station; to the S. to the (IV4 hr.)

Torre di Buccione (see below; boat, see p. 88), both points command-
ing good views, — From Pella (see below) to (V2 br.) Alzo (inn), with
granite -quarries (branch -railway from Gozzano, see below); to (1 hr.)

the Madonna del Sasso (2090 ft.), the pretty church of the hamlet of Bo-
letto, on a lofty cliff, commanding a fine view; and by the slope of the

Monte Camosino (2100 ft.) to (IV2 hr.) Cesara (Alb. Roma), in the valley of

the same name. — The Monte Mottarone may be ascended from Orta
in 4-5 hrs. via Carcegna, Armeno (carr. practicable to this point), and
C'hegylno (see p. 2.39; arrows on the houses, 'al Mottarone' or 'al Mergoz-
zolo')

;
guide 6, donkey 10 fr. ; over the Mottarone to Baveno or Stresa,

10 and 15 fr.

Beautiful views of the lake as we proceed. In the centre lies

the island of 8an Giulio (see above), and on the steep cliffs of the

W. bank is the church of the Madonna del Sasso (see above). Beyond

(30 ^/g ^-j Corconio the train traverses a cutting on the W. side

of the Torre di Buccione^ a conspicuous old watch-tower at the

S. end of the lake. — 3372 ^- (jrozzano, a considerable village

(branch-line to Alzo, sec above). We now traverse the fertile Val
d'Agogna. 36 V2 ^- Borrjomanero

^
junction for the line from

Turin' to Arona (p. 5). — 46^/2 M. Momo (1205 ft.).

56 M. Novara, sec p. 83. From Novara to Milan, railway in

1-1 Y2 I'^-i see p. 85; to Laveno in IY4-2 hrs., see pp. 225, 224.

FiioM OuTA OVER THE CoLMA TO Varallo, 4:^/2 hrs. (doiikcy 7,

to the Colma 4 fr.; guide unnecessary). On the W. bank of tli(^

lake lies Pella (1000 ft.; Alb. del I'esce, Alb. Milano, botii un-

Ijreteiidiiig), amidst chestnuts and walnuts (steamboat or rowing-

boat from Orta, sec p. 88;. Here we strike tlie road blading on the

hillside from Alzo (see above) to (1 hr.) Arola (2020 ft.). We turn

to the left 5 min. beyond the village, descend a little, -md then keep
on for

Yjj
hr. on the same level, skirting the gorge of the J'ellino

(waterfall;. We next ascend through wood to the {j^j^ hr.) wooded
CoUe della Colma ^'M)\)i) ft.;. Tin; height to the left commands
Monte itosa, the lakes of Orta and Vanjse, and the plain fmoi'e ('xt(;n-

sive view from the Monte Jiriaseo, 3890 ft., ')'.^ hi-, to llir S.;. In
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descending (to the right) we overlook the fertile Val Sesia^ with its

villages. The path leads through groves of chestnuts and walnuts

to (3/4 hr.) Civiasco (2420 ft. ; several taverns), w^hence a new road

(short-cut by the old path to the left), affording a grand view of Mte.

Eosa, winds down past the chapel of Madonna di Loreto (fresco

by Gr. Ferrari over the door) to (^4 hr.) Varallo (see below).

20. Prom Varallo to Novara. Valle
della Sesia.

34 M. Railway in 11/2-21/2 hrs. (fares 6 fr. 40, 4 fr. 50, 2 fr. 90 c.;

express, July to Sept. only, 7 fr. 5, 4 fr. 95, 3 fr. 20 c). Best views
to the right. Comp. the Map, p. 86.

Varallo, — Hotels. "^Splendid Park Hotel, Via d'Adda, on the

right bank of tlie Mastallone, above the town, with Stabilimento Idro-

terapico, R. 41/2-51/2, B. I1/2, L. 3, D. 4, P. from 9 fr. (light extra), open
June 1st -Oct. 15th; *H6t. d''Italie, Corso E,oma, with garden, R. 2i/2-3,

L. 3, D. 4, P. 7-9 fr., incl. wine, omn. 50 c. (closed Nov.-March) ; ^Posta,
Via Umberto Primo, R. 2-4, P. 7-9 (incl. wine), omn. 1/2 fr. ; Parigi;
Croce Bianca, R. 11/2 fr., plain but good.

Post & Telegraph Office, Piazza del Municipio. — Omnibus Office
at the Alb. Croce Bianca. — Club Alpino, Piazza Vittorio Emanuele (above
the theatre), with reading-room (strangers admitted 3-4).

Anglican Church Service. — Resident English Physician.

Varallo-Sesia (1480 ft.), with 3300 inhab., the capital of the

Val Sesia and a favourite summer-resort, with a school of art

(Scuola d'Arte applicata) and a cotton-factory, is finely situated at

the junction of the Mastallone with the Sesia.

From the Piazza Vitt. Emanuele, at the entrance to the town

from the station, a flight of steps ascends to the collegiate church

of San Gaudenzio (restored in 1710), which contains (behind the

high -altar) a picture in six sections (Marriage of St. Catharine,

Pieta, and Saints) by Grand. Ferrari. The Via Umberto Primo
traverses the entire town. A few minutes beyond the Piazza Vitt.

Emanuele the Via al Sacro Monte diverges to the right, passing

near the building of the Societd per VIncoraggiamento alle Belle

Arti, which contains a small picture-gallery and natural history

collections (Museo Calderini). At the end of the street is the

church of Santa Maria delle Grazie, in which is a series of

*Scenes from the life of Christ (1507-13; rood-screen) and other

frescoes (left aisle) by Grand. Ferrari.
The *Sacro Monte (Santuario di Varallo; 1995 ft.), a frequented

pilgrim-resort, rising in the immediate vicinity of the town, is ascended
from yanta Maria delle Grrazie (see above) in 20 min. by a paved patli

shaded by beautiful chestnuts, and commands a delightful view. This
^Nuova Geriisalemme nel Sacro Mo7ite di Varallo'' was founded in 1486
by Bernardino Caimi, a Milanese nobleman and Franciscan monk, with
the sanction of Pope Innocent VIII. — On the top of the hill and on its

slopes are a church and 43 Chapels, or oratories, containing scenes from
sacred history in painted I'fesize figures of terracotta, with supplementary
frescoes, beginning with the Fall, and ending with the F'intombment of
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the Virgin. These are the work of Gaudenzio Ferrari (No. 5. The Magi,
*38. Crucifixion), his pupil Berti. Lanini, Tahacchetti (d. 1615), Moraz-
zon^, Giov. d^Enrico a^Alagna (d. 1644), and other more modern and less

gifted artists. The handsome Church, huilt in 1614-49, has a modern
fagade. In the dome is a plastic representation of the Assumption, with
about 150 figures, by Bossola and Volpini of Milan. Below the church
is the Alhergo-Ristorante del Sacro Monte, with cafe.

The *Ciina della Res (Bee d' Ovaga, 5350 ft.), the finest point of view
near Yarallo, is ascended in ca. 3 hrs. from Crevola via the Alpe Casavei
and the Alpe della Res (4010 ft.). Below the top, on the E. side, is the

Rifugio Orazio Spanno (rfmts. in summer).

From Yarallo to Fobello. 11 M., diligence twice daily in 31/2 hrs.

From the bridge the road ascends the right bank of the Mastallone, but
beyond the Bagnolo Valley, in the (1 hr.) picturesque Orrido della Gula,
returns to the left bank. — 31/2 M. Bocciolaro (inn), at the mouth of the

Val Sahbiola; 51/2 M. Cravagliana (2045 ft.). Beyond i^^errera, a hamlet
at the mouth of the Valhella Gorge, we traverse the narrow Bocca di Voy
to (10 M.) Ponte delle Due Acque, a bridge over the Landwasser (see below).
— 11 M. Fobello (2885 ft. ; Posta Reale; Italia; guide, Pietro Camosso),
the capital of the valley, is a summer-resort.

From Fobello a bridle-path leads via La Plana (3285 ft.), Glavina,
and the chalets of Gias Gras and Baranca (5195 ft.) to the (3 hrs.) Colle
di Baranca (5970 ft. ; Alb. del Club Alpino, open after July 15th), IV4 hr.

to the E. of which rises the Pizzo del Moro (7660 ft. ; view). From the
pass a steep descent leads through the Valle Olocchia to (2 hrs.) Bannio
and (3 hrs.) Pontegrande (1720 ft.) in the Yal d'Anzasca (p. 88). — From
the Colle di Baranca an attractive route (6-7 hrs. from Fobello) leads via
the chalet of Selle di Baranca (5900 ft.) and the (IV4 hr.) Colle d'Egua
(7335 ft. ; view of Mte. Rosa) to the Val d'Egua and past the Alpi d^Egua
(6240 ft.) to (2 hrs.) Carcoforo (see below).

The road running to the N. from Ponte delle Due Acque (see above),
on the left bank of the Landwasser, leads in 1 hr. to (121/2 M. from
Yarallo) Himella, a German commune with ca. 1000 inhab. distributed
in fourteen hamlets on the mountain-slope. Near the church are the Hot.
Fontana and the Alb. della Posta (in both, P., incl. wine, 6-8 fr.).

Passes. To the N. over the Colle d^Orchetta or Drochetta (5970 ft.)

to Bannio and (6 hrs.) Pontegrande (see above) ; to the N.E. via Sella and
the Bocchetta or Colma di Campello (6320 ft.), on the N. flank of the Monte
Capio (7120 ft.), to (4 hrs.) Campello Monti (4260 ft. ; Alb. della Nigritella;
guide, Abele Traglio), a German hamlet finely situated in the upper part of
the Valle Strona (p. 87).

From Yarallo through the Yal Sesia to Alagna, 23 M., motor-
diligence twice daily in IV2 hr. (fare 10 fr,, back 8 fr.), carriage 14, with
two horses 20-25 fr. The road ascends the upper Yal Sesia, which beyond
Yarallo is known as the Val Grande, via Valmaggia, Vocca, and (6 M.)
Balmuccla (1900 ft.; Alb. Isonni, plain), at the influx of the Sermenza
and opposite the jagged Denti di Gavala (5295 ft.).

[From Balmuccia a road (omnibus daily from Yarallo to Rimasco in

3»/v nrs.; 2 fr.) ascends the pifturesque Val Sermenza and Valle Piccola
via (11/.^ M.) Boccioleto (2188 ft.; Alb. Fenicc, P. from 5 fr., good) and
(IVa M.) Fervento (Restaurant Yalle Sermenza) to (7 M.) Rlmasco (2970 ft.

;

Osteria del Club Alpino), at the foot of the Cinia Caatello (6510 ft.), where
the valley divides. In the Val d^E(/na, to the right (N.), a bridle-path
leads to (I6V2 M. from Yarallo) Carcoforo (1280 ft. ; Alb. Monte Moro, P.

6-8 fr., plain), whence we may proceed over the Colle <V Egna and the
Colle di Baranca to Pontegraiide or Fobello (see above). The road from
Kimasco goes on to the W. via (12 M.) Rinia San Giuseppe {i^io iuns) to

(13 M.) Rima (4650 ft.; ^Alb. Tagliaferro, P. incl. wine 7 10 fr., open
June 15th to Sept. 30th), another of the German hamlets at the S. base
of Monte Rosa (ace p. 92). A footpath leads hence over the Colle dtl
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Termine (7700 ft.) to Carcoforo in 41/2 ins., with guide (steep but not diflB-

cult). Two passes (guide 7 fr.) lead to the W. to Alagna (see below), viz. the

Colle Moiid (8300 ft. ; 5 his.) and the Bocchetta Moanda (7935 ft. ; 6 hrs.).]

Beyond Balmuccia (p. 91) our road goes on , on the left bank of the
Sesia, via (10 M.) Scopa (Alb. Topini), Scopello (Pastori, P., incl. wine,
6-8 fr.), and (IIV2 ^0 Bila, to (13 M.) Piode (inn), where the valley turns
abruptly to tlie N., below the mouth of the Sorha Valley (on the left;

via Rassa to Piedicavallo, see p. 87).

15 M. Campertogno (inn). The imposing Artogna Valley opens on the

left. — 16 M. 3IolUa (2887 ft. ; Alb. Yalsesiano, plain). — Thence through
the narrowing valley to (21 M.) Eiva Valdobbia (3628 ft. ; *Alb. delle

Alpi, P., incl. wine, 7-8 fr. ; Pens. Alpiua), beautifully situated, in view
of several peaks of Monte Rosa. On the church is a large fresco of

the Last Judgment by Melchiorrc d'Enrico (1597).

23 M. Alagna Valsesia (3955 ft. ; *Grand-H6tel Mo7ite Rosa, with
hydropathic, R. from 3, B. IV2, L. 3, D. 4, P. 8-10 fr., incl. wine; Hot.
des Alpes, P.. incl. wine, 7-10 fr. ; both open July-Sept, only), a village

with 260 inhab., finely situated, is much frequented as a summer-resort.
To Rlma, see above and p. 91; to Gressouey'la-Trinite over the Colle
d^Olen, see p. 69; other excursions and passes, see BaedeTcer^s Switzerland

.

Leaving Varallo, the railway for Novara threads the narrow
pass known as Gola di Loreto. — 1^/4 M. Bocca Pietra^ at the

base of the Mocca, with a mined castle. — 3Y2 M. Quarona. —
71/0 M. Borgosesia (1150 ft. ; Alb. Brettagna), with 2800 inhab.,

has cotton and woollen factories and paper-mills. — Sy.^ M. Val-

duggia. At the village of that name, 3 M. to the N.E., Gaudenzio

Ferrari (ca. 1471-1546; p. 158) was horn.

To the left, opposite the opening of the Valle Sessera, rises the

Monte Fenera (2950 ft.), interesting to geologists, with several

stalactite caverns. — 11 M. Grignasco (1140 ft.), a large village,

where vineyards begin.
From Grignasco to Coggiola, 91/2 M., railway in 2/4 hr. (fares 1 fr. 20,

80 c). At (3 M.) Bornate-Rondb the railway enters the Valle Sessera. —
51/2 M. Crevacuore Sostegno. The quaint village of Crevacuore (1235 ft.

;

Alb. Monte di Yarallo), with a castle ruined since 1617, lies 3/^ M. to the
N. — 7 M. Pianceri-Mosso is situated at the mouth of the Ponzone valley

(p. 87). — 91/2 M. Coggiola (1520 ft.; Corona Grossa) is tlie starting-point
for the ascent of the Monte Barone or Mombarone di Valsessera (6710 ft.

;

5 hrs. ; view). From Biella a motor-car plies via Mosso Santa Maria (p. 87)

to Coggiola in 13/^ hr. (fare 3 fr. 30 c).

15^2 M. Romagnano Sesia (870 ft.) is the junction for the

line from Arona to Turin (see p. 5). — I8Y2 M. Ghemme (790 ft.)

is noted for its wine. 23^2 ^- Briona (710 ft.) is situated on one

of the last spurs of the Pennine Alps. — Our line crosses the

Agogna (p. 89) and joins the line from Domodossola (p. 89).

34 M. Novara^ see p. 83.
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Route Page

21. Oenoa 95
a. From the Piazza Dcferrari to the Harbour. The Old
Town, 101. — b. From the Piazza Deferrari to the Piazza
Acquaverde and the Lighthouse, 106. — c. From the
Piazza Deferrari to the Piazza Manin via the Piazza Cor-
vetto. Via di Circonvallazione a Monte. Castellaccio.

Campo Santo, 112. — d. From the Piazza Deferrari to

the Via di Circonvallazione a Mare and the Lido d'Al-
baro, 114.

22. From Genoa to Ventlmiglia. Riviera di Ponente . .116
Pegli, 117. — Savona, 118. — Albenga, 119. — Alassio,
120. — San Remo, 121. — Ospedaletti. Bordighera, 126.

23. From Genoa to Pisa. Eiviera di Levante . . . .129
Ncrvi, 130. — Monte di Portofino, 182. — Santa Mar-
ghcrita ; thence to Portofino , 1.S3. — Rapallo , 134. —
Road from Rapallo to Chiavari, 136. — Sestri Levante,
137. — Levanto, 139. — Spczia, 140. — Sarzana, 143. —

I

Carrara, 144. — Viareggio, 145.

I

24. The Apiian Alps . 147
1

The Maritime and Ligiirian Alps and tlie contiguous Apennmes (the
boundary between which is some 20 M. to the W. of Genoa) slope gently
northwards to the Po in the form of an extensive rolling country, and
descend abruptly towards the sea to the S. Occasional earthquakes among
the Apennines betoken that the process of settlement is not quite at an
end. On the W. portion of the Gulf of Genoa the mountains arc inter-

sected by short and deep cross-valleys, the line of which may be traced
even below the sea ; in the E. portion the rivers flow in longitudinal
valleys, breaking through to tlie sea only a sliort distance above their
mouths. The narrow Riviera, or coast-district, is, except at Genoa and
the mouths of the principal valleys, sheltered from the N. wind by the
mountains and enjoys a tine sunny aspect. While the mean temperature
at Turin is SS"^ Fahr., it is no less than 61° at San Remo; and again,
while tlie temperature of January averages 32° at the former and occasion-
ally falls to 3°, it averages 48° at the latter and is rarely lower than
26''. The climate of the Riviera is therefore milder tlian that of Rome,
and since the middle of the 19th cent, has attracted crowds of visitors,
llceing from northern winters.

The RiviEKA, divided by 0(!noa into an irdnUirn {Riviera di Levante;
. 129) and a larger western half (Riviera di Ponente), whi(;h belongs to
ranee from Ventimiglia westwards, is one of tlu; most beautiful regions

on earth. It affords a delightful variety of landscapes, hold and lofty
promontories altcsrnating with wooded hills, and richly cultivated plains
near the coast. At places the road passes prcu-ipitous and frowning cliffs,

washetl by the surf of the Mc(literranean, while the summits are crowned
with the v('iH!ral)le ruins of towers ercrctcd in bygone ag(;.s for protection
against pirates. At other places extensive plantations of olives, with their
grotesque and gnarled stems, bright green pine- forests, and luxuriant
growths of figs, vines, citrons, oranges, oleanderH, myrtles, and aloes meet
the view, and (;ven palms are ocoasionally seen. Many of the towns are

Baedkkkh's N'o.ihciii n.iiy I nil i;, lit.
(J

I
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charmingly situated in fertile spots or on picturesque hills; others,

commanded by ancient strongholds, are perched like nests among the

rocks. Little churches and chapels peering from the sombre foliage of

cypresses, and gigantic grey pinnacles of rock frowning upon the smil-

ing plains, frequently enhance the charms of the scenery, while the vast
expanse of the Mediterranean, with its ever -varying hues, forms one
of the chief attractions.

As the cuuntry differs in many respects from Piedmont, so also do
its Inhabitants, while their Genoese dialect, which is difficult for for-

eigners to understand, occupies a middle place between the Gallic patois

of Upper Italy and that of Sardinia. The historical development of the

two countries also has been widely different. The natural resource of the

Ligurians, or the inhabitants of the Riviera, was the sea, and they were
accordingly known to the Greeks at a very early, period as pirates and free-

booters. As the Greek Massalia (Marseilles) formed the centre of trade

in y. France, with Niksea (Nice) as its extreme outpost towards the E., so

Genoa constituted the natural outlet for the traffic of the Riviera. Dur-
ing the 3rd cent. B.C. Genoa became subject to the Romans, who in sub-
sequent centuries had to wage long and obstinate wars with the Ligurians,
in order to secure the possession of the military coast-road to Spain. As
late as the reign of Augustus the Roman culture had made little progress
liere. At that period the inhabitants exported timber, cattle, hides, wool,
and honey, receiving wine and oil in exchange. In the 7th cent, the Longo-
hards (p. 152) gained a footing here, and thenceforth the political state

of the country was gradually altered. The W. part with Nice belonged
to Provence, but in 1388 came into the possession of the Counts of Savoy,
forming their only access to the sea down to the period when they acquired
Genoa (1815). After the Austrian war of 1859 Nice (1512 sq. M.) and Savoy
(3889 sq. M.) were ceded by Italy to France in 1860 as a compensation for

the services rendered by Napoleon III.

The district of Liguria, consisting of the provinces of Porto Mau-
rizio and Genoa, with an area of 2040 sq. M. and 1,075,800 inhab., once
formed the Republic of Genoa, which in the 13th cent, became mistress
of the W. part of the Mediterranean, and afterwards fought against Venice
for the supremacy of the Levant. Genoa's greatness was founded on the
ruin of Pisa. The Tuscan hatred of the Genoese was embodied in the
saying — 'Mare senza pesce, montagne senza alberi, uomini senza fedCj

e donue senza vergogua', and Dante (Inf. xxxiii. 151-53) addresses them
with the words —

'Ahi, Genovesi, uomini diversi

D'ogni costume, e pien d'ogni magagna;
Perche non siete voi del mondo spersi ?'

Modern historians describe the character of the Genoese in the middle
ages in a similar strain. The whole energy of tlie Genoese seems indeed
to have been concentrated on commerce and the pursuit of gain. Notwith-
standing their proud naval supremacy they participated little in the
intellectual development in Italy, and neither possessed a school of art

nor produced any scholars of eminence. When at length the effete re-

public was incorporated with Piedmont it became the representative of
radical principles as contrasted with the conservatism of the royalist
territory. Giuseppe Mazzini (1808-72) was born at Genoa (see p. 104), and
Garibaldi (1807-82), though born at Nice, was the son of a Genoese of
Chiavari. The rivalry of the once far-famed republic with the upstart
Turin, and of the restless harbour population with the stolid Piedmontese,
have of recent years been productive of very notable results. Modern
Genoa has, moreover, regained its ancient mercantile importance, though
its naval arsenal has been transferred to Spezia.
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21. Genoa.+
Railway Stations, l. Stazione Piazza Principe (PI. B, 2; restau-

rant, L. 2-3, D. 3-1 fr.), in tlie Piazza Acquavcrde, the central station for

all trains. The hotel-omnibuses and cabs (tariff, see jj. 96) wait here

only. — 2. StazioJie Brignole or Stazione Oricntale (PI. I, G, 7; restau-

rant), Piazza Giuseppe Yerdi, in the Bisagno valley, connected with tlie

central station by means of a tunnel below the higher parts of the town,
is the first halt of the Spezia and Pisa trains and the starting-point of

tlie local trains to Chiavari. Travellers engaging rooms beforehand will

do well to ascertain from the landlord whether to alight at and book
luggage to Stazione Principe or Bjignole. — Railway-tickets of all kinds
may be obtained at the tourist-agents' mentioned on p. 99.

Arrival by Sea. Passenger-steamers berth at the Ponte Federico
Guylielmo (PL A, B, 3) or at the Ponte Aiidrea Doria (PL A, 3), or anchor
in the vicinity (embarking or disembarking by boat 30 c, at night 60 c.).

On tlie former wharf are tlie custom-house, a post and telegraph office,

and a railway booking-office. — Travellers wisliing to go on by rail

without delay may, immediately after the custom-liouse examination on
the quay, book their luggage there for their destination (fee to the facchino
of tlie dogana, 20-30 c).

Hotels (comp. p. xxi ; most of them are in noisy situations and
many are variously judged; drinking-water, see p. xxv; nearly all the
larger hotels have lifts and central lieating). *Grakd-H6tel Miramaue
(PL i; A, 2), Via Pagano Doria, in the former Doria Garden on tlie hill-

slope above the railway, with view-terrace, 280 beds from 6, B. 2, L. 5,

D. 7, P. from 16, omn. 1 fr. ; Gk.-IIot. de GiiKEs (PL f; E, 5), Piazza
Deferrari, 100 beds from 5, B. li/v», L. 4, D. 6-7, P. from 12, omn. 1 fr.

:

Hot. -Pens. Bklstol (PL p; F, 6), Via Venti Settembre 35, 160 beds
from 6, B. 2, L. 5, D. 7, P. from 15 fr. ; Eden Palace Hotel (PL b; G, 5),

Via Serra 6, below tlie Acquasola (p. 114) and not far from the Brignole
Station, quiet, with pleasant garden, 110 beds at 6-12, B. D/o, L. 4, D. 6,

P. from 12, omn. IVa fi. ; Gr.-Hot. Savoy (PL s; C, 2), Via Arsenale di

T<rra, above the Piazza Acquaverde and close to tlie Central Station,
]20 beds from 5, B. V^U, L. 4, D. 6, S. 5, omn. 1 f r. ; Gk.-Hot. Isotta
a'l. a; F, 5), Via Roma 5, 150 beds at 4-7, B. li/.^, P. 12-15, omn. IV2 f^-j

with restaurant. — Hot. de la Ville (PL d; D, J), Via Carlo Alberto,
120 beds at 4-7, B. I1/2, I^- 31/2, 1^. 5, P. from 12V2, "i^n. 1 f r. ; Modern
Hotel (PL v; F, G), Via Venti Settembre 10, 120 beds from 4, B. IV2,
L. 3V2t !>• 41/2-5, P. 11-14, omn. 1 f r. ; Hot. de Londre« (PL h; C, 2), Via
Balbi 33, 80 beds from 4, B. 11/2, L- 3V2, !> 5, S. 4, omn. 1 fr. ; Hot.
Continental (PL 1; E, 4), Via Cairoli 1-3, 120 beds from 5, B. fi/.^, L.

3V2, -D- '^-f^, S. 5, P. from 12, omn. I-IV4 f^'-j "with restaurant and tea-
room; The Prince Hotel, Via Balbi, near the station (PL C, 2), 150
beds from 4, H. IV2, L. 3'/.^-4, D. 5-6, P. from 10 f r. ; Gr.-Hot. Britannia
(PL y; C, 2), Via Balbi 38, 120 beds at 3-6, B. IV2, L. 3'/.^, D. 4V5>, P.
9-14, omn. '/2 ^'-j good. — Less pretending: *H6t.-Pens. Smith (PL e,

i)5; Kuglish landlord), I'iazza Caricamento, R. 2>/5j-4, B. IV4, L. 3, 1). 4,

I'. 8-10 fr., iiicl. wine, omn. 1 fr., frecjncnlcd by English and Americans :

*lloT. Victoi'.ia (PL I; J), 3), Piazza Annnnziala, 140 beds from 3'/2) ''•

from 9'/.^ fr., with rcslanrant; Royal Aquila (I'l. k; C, 2), Piazza Acqua-
verde, near the Central Station, 145 beds from H'/a, B. IV2, 1^- '^'A^j ^^' 'h
P. from 10, omn. from the harbour IV2 f «• ; Hot. de France et Russik

t Genoa is divided into tin; Scsticri of JVii, Molo, Portdria^ San
Viucenzo, San Tcodoro. and Maddalcna. - The focuH of traffic ih the
I'iazza Deferrari (PL E, 5, 6). — F/a, Htreet; vicoy \auv] vico chiuHo,
blind alley; salita, ascending Htreet; mura, rampart. — 'I'he Iiouhch are
numbered in black, the Bhopn (botteyhe) in red; the dillerent dwellings
in tuueuientb arc nuiubercd also (e.g. Interno 7j.

(J*
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^Pl. g; D, 5), Piazza Biauclii, 120 beds at 3-4, B. I1/4, 'L. 3, D. 4, P.

10-11 fr. : Hot. Central (PI. c; F, 5), Via San 8ebastiaiio 8, R. from 3,

B. IV4, L. 3, D. 4, P. 81/2-11, o""i- 1 ^•'•5 CoNFiDENZA, Via Roma (PI. F, 5),

70 beds at Si/.^-S, B. IV4, I'- 3, D. 4, P. 9-12 fr., good; Metropole (PI. 0;
F, 5), Piazza Fontane Marosc, K. 21/2-4, B. 1, L. 3, D. 4, P. 8V2-IO fr.,

iucl. wine, omn. 1 fr. — Hot. Helvetia (PI. r; D, 3), Piazza Annunziata,
60 beds at 2V.>-4, B. I1/4, ^- -''Ai, D. 31/2, P. 81/2-9, omn. s/^ fr. ; Riviera
Private Hotel, Corso Qgo Bassi 24 (PI. C, 1), R. 21/2-6, B. IV4, L. 2i/o,

D. 31/.,, P. 8-12 fr. ; Hot. -Pens. Lucerne, Via Almeria 15 (PI. C, 1),

25 beds at 2-31/2, B. I1/4, L. or D. 21/2 (with wine 3) , P. 6-8 fr. ; Hot.
Concordia (PI. n; F, 5), Via San Giuseppe, R. 3-31/2, omn. 1 fr. ; Ckoce
Di Malta, Via San Giuseppe 38, R. 21/2-3, omn. 1 fr. — Unpretending
hotels for tourists, with restaurants : Hot. Unione, Piazza Campetto
(PI. E, 5), R. 21/2-3 fr. ; Alb. Nazionale (PI. u; D, 4), Via Lomellini 14,

R. 21/2-3 fr-, omn. 60 c., patronized by the Roman Catholic clergy; Hot.
Stella, Via Andrea Doria (PL B, 2), R. 21/2-31/2 fr. ; Liguria e Simplon,
Via Balbi 26, R. 2-3 fr. ; Lloyd-Hotel Germania, Via Carlo Alberto 39,

near the Central Station, R. from 21/2, B. 1, D. 21/2, P. 71/2 fr. ; Hot. Firenze,
Via Carlo Alberto 31, 55 beds at 2-21/2 fr.

H6tels Meubles (with lifts and central heating). Hot. Splendide
(PL x; F, 6), Via Ettore Vernazza, R. from 3, omn. 1 fr. ; Gr.-Hot. Bavaria
(Pi z; F, 5), Via Martino Piaggio, pleasantly situated beside the Piazza
Corvette, R. 3-12, omn. 1 fr. ; Imperial (PL im; F, 6), Via Venti Set-

tembre 30, R. 3-41/2, omn. 1 f r. ; Excelsior (PL w; E, 5), Via Carlo Fe-
lice 4, commercial. — Hospices. "^Hot. Jetta, Via Pagano Doria 8,

R. from 21/2, B. I1/4, L. 21/2, D. 3, P. from 7 fr., well spoken of; Deutsch-
Katholisches Hospiz, Via Miramare 1 (PL JE, 8); Riviera -Hospiz, V^ia

Ugo Bassi 24; Schwesternheim (Prot.), Spianata di Castelletto 20a,

int. 2, for ladies. — Pensions. Pens. M'lora, Via Venti Settembre 33
(PL F, 6), 8-10 fr., well spoken of; Pe^is. Riviera Ligure, Via Peschiera 16
(PL G, H, 5); Pens. Pdgatti. Via Assarotti 6, P. 7-10 fr. ; Pens. Henrici,
Via Palestro 19, from 41/2 ir- ; Pens. Weber, Via Palestro 6.

Cafes (comp. p. xxvi). Caffe Eoma, Via Roma, elegant, Milano,
Galleria Mazzini, both restaurants also; Andrea Doria, Via Roma, on
the groundfloor of the prcfettura; Posta, Via Carlo Felice.

Resta-urants. Trattoria del Teatro Carlo Felice (PL E, F, 5; p. 98),

good but not cheap (often crowded); Caffe-Eistorante Ligure, Via San
Luca 81; Ristorante Cairo, Via Venti Settembre 36, good; Labo , Via
Carlo Felice 7; Posta, Galleria Mazzini, not expensive, often overcrowded
(not for ladies in the evening); Aquila d^Oro, Via San Pietro 21, near
the Old Exchange (p. 104) ; Crespi, Via Andrea Doria 64 (with bedrooms to

let); Omnibus, Via Lomellini, at the corner of the Piazza della Zecca. —
Birrerie. Giardino d''Italia, Piazza Corvetto (PL G, 5), near the Acqua-
sola, witli garden (cinematograph and concerts in the evening), Bavaria,
corner of Via Venti Settembre and Via Ettore Vernazza, both restau-
rants as well, with Munich and Pilsener beer; 6r<xm6rm2^s (also L. ; cold
viands in the evening), Via San Sebastiano (PL F, 5), popular; Augustiner
Brilv,, Piazza Corvetto (PL G, .5); Birreria Pilsen, Piazza della Zecca
fPL D, E, 3); Erhart, Via Carlo Felice 6; Cervisia (also restaurant),
Galleria Mazzini.

Cabs (a tariff in each).

Per drive (between the Bisagno on
the E. and the lighthouse on the W.)

1 hour
Each addit. 1/2 hr
To the Cainpo Santo (p. 113) .

To Nervi (p. 130) or Pegli (p. 1 W) ,

To Recco (p. 132)

Night-fares are due from 9 p.m. (Oct.-Mar. 7 p.m.) until dawn. For
drives beyond the town, incl. a halt of 1/2 hr., a half-fare extra must be

One-ho rsc cab Two-horse cab
By day At night By day At night
1 — 1.50 1.50 2 —
2 — 2.50 2.50 3—.
1 — 1.25 1.50 1.75

2 — 2.50
5~ 5.50 5.50 6 —
8 — 10.50 8.50 11-
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paid for the rctnrn. — Small articles of lug-gag-e carried inside free; trunk
20 c. — Motor Cabs (vetture-automobili publiche), up to 1200 metres 1 fr.

20 c., each addit. 300 m, 20 c. ; at night (from 10 or 8 p.m.), 25% more.
Trunk 25 c. Tariff not valid beyond JSTcrvi, Voltri, Pontedecimo, or Prato.

Omnibus from the Piazza Deferrari (PI. E, 6) by the Via G-aribaldi

and Via Balbi to the Central Station and the Piazza, Principe (PI. B, 2;
fare 10 c). — Motor Omnibus from the Piazza Deferrari to the Lido
d'Albaro (p. 116), in summer only (fare, incl. adm., 1 fr. 50 c, return 80 c):
to Portofino (p. 134), four times daily (8 fr., return-ticket 12 fr.).

Motor Cars for excursions may be hired at the Garages Ritmiti,
Corso Buenos Ayres (PI. T, K, 8).

Electric Tramways (from fi or 7 a.m. to midniglit). Tlie suburban
lines are generally overcrowded by workmen between 5.30 and 7 p.m.
1 (wliite boards and lamps, etc.). Piazza Ca,ricamcnto (PI. D, 4, 5)-

Piazza Deferrari (PL E, 5. 6) - Piazza Corvetto (PI. F, a, ^) - Stazione
Briqnole (PL I, 6, 7); every 9 min., 10 c. — 2 (red and white). Piazza
Deferrari (PL E, 5, 6) -Piazza Corvetto -Piazza Manin (PL I, 4) -Via di

Circonvallazione a Monte (station at San Nicolo, p. 113)-Piazza Acquaverde
(PL B, C, 2) -Piazza Principe (PL B, 2); every 71/2 min., 20 c. — 3
(white and yellow). Piazza Deferrari - Piazza Corvetto - Corso Andrea
Podesta (PL F, G, 6, 7)- Via Gal. Alessi -Pms;::^ Carignano (PL E, 8);

every 9 min., 10 c. — 4 (white and yellow). Piazza Caricamento (PL D,
•J, 5) -Piazza Deferrari -Piazza Corvetto -Corso Andrea Podesta -F?ct Cor-
}iica (PL E, F, 8, 9); every 9 min., 15 c. — 5 (red). Piazza, Deferrari-
Piazza Corvetto -Piazza Manin (PL I, 4) -Via Montaldo (PL I, l)-Cam])o
Santo (p. 113); every 7V2 min., 20 c. — 6 (blue). Piazza Deferrari-Vi'dzzd
Corvetto -Piazza Portello (PL F, 4)-Piazza dclla Zecca (PL D, E, 3)-'Via

Balbi -Piazza Acquaverde - Pm^^-a Pn'^ici^^c (PL B, 2); every 4 min., 10 r.

Tliis line runs partly througli tunnels in whicli the temperature is low.
— 7 (white and blue). Piazza. Deferrari -Yin Venti Scttembre (PL F,
(j, 6, 7)- Via Canevr.ri (PL I, K, 6-4)-Campo Santo-Doria - Praio every
20 min.. 35 c. — 8 (red). Piazza Deferrari-Yi^ Vcnti Scttembre -Ponte
Pila (PL H, I, 7)-San Francesco d'Albaro -Sturla- Quarto - Quinto-A^erw";
every V4 ^ii'-j i" 50 min., 4o c. (to Sturla 20, to Q.uinto 35 c.). A brancli-

line runs to the Lido d'Albaro, every 7 min. in 1/4 ^^^'-i ^-^ ^- — 9 (white
and red). Pidzza Defer7'ari-Yia.Ycni\ Scttembre -Ponte Pila-San Martino
tVAlhRYO- Sturla; every V4br., 20 c. Some of tlie cars (vvliite) do not go
beyond San Martino. — 10 (white and green). Piazza Deferra,ri-Y\<\ Venti
Scttembre -Piazza Savonarola (PL I, K, 8)-Cantiere delta Foce (PL H,
T, 10); every 12 min., 10 c. — 11 (wliite and red). Piazza Raibetta (PL
D, .5) -Via di Circonvallazione a Mare-Ponte V'lhi- Stazione Brignole (PL T,

H. 7); every 8 miu., 10 c. - - 12 (blue). Piazza Deferrari -Yin YcnW Sci-

leinbre-Via CanevMri - Ponte Castelfidardo-Piazza Manzoni (PL K, {])-S(in

Pr/Ut/toso; awA-y 7 inin., 10 c. — 13. J^iazza Caricamento (PL D, 5)- Via
Carlo Alberto -Piazza Princii)c (PL J5, 2)-Sa)i, Pier d^Arena (20 c.), aud
thence in the one direction to (Joruigliano (25 c.), SeMri Ponente (35 c.),

Pegli (60 c), and Voltri, and in the other to Rivarolo (40 c), Bolza.neto
(55 c), and Pontedecimo (80 c). Pontedecimo is reached also by a much
shorter line from the Piazza Dinegro (p. 112), the first part of which (to

the station of Certosa) paKses through a tunnel Vj.^l^\. \\\ length and very
cold, cspf'cially in summer.

Cable Tramways (f/niicofari). 1. Piazza della Zrrca (V]. I), E, 3)-

Corso C;ir})oriar;i 'l*\. E, 2; 10c.)-San Nicolo (p. 113 ; "iTy r.)- daHtellaccio
(beyond Pi. K, 1; p. 113); every 10 min., 50 c. -- 2. Piazza Portello {V\.

F, AyCitrso Magenta {V\. F, G, 3; p. 113); 10 c. — 3. Stazione Piazza Prin-
ripe (PI. A, B, 1, 2; Salita San Ruc.co)- Granarolo (p. Ill); every Va l"*-

(in winter evf^ry hr. on wec^k-days), .'10 c, down 20 c.

lj\fis (anccnHori). 1. Via Venti Sctlcmbre-Ponte Monuinentale (comp.
PI. G, «; p. Ill), 5 0. — 2. Piazza I'ortello (PL F, 1)-Spianala (^istelhilto

(comp. I'L Fi, '1 : p. 113), 10 c; approach through llie (lallcria CoinnuM-ciale,

tt tunnel 125 ydn. long, with Hhops.
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Theatres. *Tcatro Carlo Felice (PL E, F, 5), one of the largest in

Italy, open in winter only, for operas; PoUteama Genovese (PI. F, Gr, 4),

Via (roito, for operas (smoking allowed); PoUteama Bcqina Marghcrita
(PI. Gr, 7), Via Venti Settembre, for dramas, operas, and operettas; Teafro
Paganinl (PI. F, 3, 4), Via Caffaro, chiefly for dramas, in winter only;
Teatro Verdi, Via Venti Settembre 39. — Variety Theatres. Stahilimenti,
Rl?miti, Via Venti Settembre ; TeatroEden, VialnnoccnzioFrngoni ; Teatro
Verdi, see above. — Band in tlie Acquasola Park (p. 114) three times a

week, 9-10.30 p.m. in snmmer and 2-4 p.m. in winter.
Shops. Booksellers: A. Donath, Via Lnccoli 33 (PI. E, 5; also

English and French books). — Photographs: Noack's views of tlie Ri-
viera and N". Italy may be had from all art-dealers, etc. ; Cicolari, Galleria
^Inzzini 24. — Reproductions of Works of Old Masters: Rimasscf,
Piazza Luccoli 23.

—

Filigree Work: Barabino, Codevilla, and others,

in the Via degli Orefici; Sivelli, Via Roma 66. — Candied Fruit (Frutti
cnnditi) : Romayiengo, Via degli Orefici 74; Klainguti, Piazza Soziglia;
Fer7'0 e Cassanello, Piazza Deferrari.

Post Office, Piazza Deferrari (PI. E. 6), open 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. —
Telegraph Office (PI. E, 6), Palazzo Dnc'ale (p. 102), Piazza Deferrari.
— Several branch-offices.

Bankers. Gra?iet, Broivn, & Co., Via Graribaldi 7: Banca Comraer-
ciale Italiana, Piazza Banehi (PI. D, 5), near the Old Exchange (p. 104);
Credito Italiano , Via San Luca 4 and Via Venti Settembre 35 ; Banca
n' Italia, Via San Lorenzo (PI. D, E, 5); Pfister, Via Roma .5. — Money
Changers abundant near the Old Exchange; Via Roma 26, etc.

Steamboats (comp. also Baedeker^s Mediterranean). Societa Nazio-
)iale di Servizi Marittimi (Via Balbi 40), w^eekly to Palermo, to Leghorn,
Bastia, and Portotorres (Corsica), to Cagliari and Tunis (Tripoli), via

Leghorn, Naples, Messina, and Catania to Alexandria, vialSTaples, Messina,
Reggio, and Catania to Syracuse, via Leghorn, Naples, Palermo, Messina,
Catania, the Piraeus, and Constantinople to Odessa. — Navigazione Gc-
nerale Italiana (Via Venti Settembre 34), thrice monthly via Naples to

Boston or New YiDrk. — White Star Line (Piazza Annunziata 18), to

Naples, Gribraltar, New York or Boston. — Cunard Li?iG (C. Figoli,

Piazza San Marcellino 6), to G-ibraltax and New York and to Trieste. —
Uamhurg-America Line (Piazza Annunziata 18), to Naples and New York.
— North German Lloyd (Fratelli Leupold, Via Garibaldi 5), thrice monthly
to Naples fChina or Australian liner), weekly or fortnightly to Naples,
Palermo, Gribraltar, and New York, fortnightly to Bizerta and Alexandria,
twice monthly to Naples, Catania, Smyrna, Constantinople, Odessa, and
Batum. — Societa Italia (Via Venti Settembre 34), La Veloce (Via Oari-

baldi 2) , and Llof/d Italiano (Palazzo Doria, Via Andria Doria), once or

twice monthly to Naples and New York. — Lloi/d Sahaudo (Piazza San
Siro 10), twice monthly to Naples, Palermo, and New York. — Messageries
Maritimes (G-ondrand, Calata Zingari, Palazzo Doria).

Physicians. Dr. J. R. Svenslej/ (Engl.), Hotel IJnionc; Dr. Breiting
(speaks English), Corso Solferino 20; Prof. Giov. Ferrari (speaks English),

Via Assarotti 12; Dr. Streiff (oculist), Corso Solferino 13, int. 1. -—

Protestant Hospital, Salita San Rocchino, supported by the foreigners in

Genoa (physician. Dr. Breiting). — Dentists. Bright, Via Santi Giacomo
e Filippo'35; Markus , Via Roma .5; Mela, Salita Santa Catcrina 1. —
Chemists. Zerega (English prescriptions). Via Carlo Felice 2; Farmacia
Internazionale Moscatelli, Via Carlo Felice 33; Farmacia Anglo-Germa-
}ilca (Hahn), Via Cairoli 38.

Baths. At the Albergo D'mrno, below the Teatro Carlo Felice (see

above); at the Palazzo Spinola (PI. F, 5), Salita Santa Catcrina, and
elsewhere. — Sea Baths (July & Aug.) at the Lido d'Albaro (p. 116);
also at San Pier d'Arcna, beyond the lighthouse (p. 116; poorly fitted up).

Sea-bathing places on the Riviera, see RR. 22, 23.

Lteux d'Aisance (latrine pubbliche: 10 c.) at the Albergo Diurno
(see above); Salita del Fondaco (PI. E, 5, 6); in the Galleria Mazzini; Via
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iSniiti Giaooino n Filippo (PI. G, 5); in tho gardens bcliintl tho Colunihus
monument (PL C, 2); etc.

Tourist Agents. Th. Cook & Son, Piazza della Meridiana 17
(PI. E, 4); Gondrand (also goods and sleeping-car agents), Via Venti
Sotterabre 35 and Calata Zingari (PI. A , 2) ; Associaziouc Nazionale
Ttalianaper il 3fovimento del Forcstieri, Piazza Defcrrari (in the Teatro
Carlo Felice). — Goods Agents. American Express Co. , Piazza An-
nunziata 17; Socletd Transito, Via Lomellini 23 (PI. D, 3, 4); Scmler
a- Gerhardt, Piazza Santa Sabina 2 (PL D, 3).

Consuls. British Consul-Gtkneral, William Kcene, Via Palestro 8
;

vice-consul, G. B. BeaJc. — American Consul, James A. Smith, Corso
Andrea Podcsta 6; vice-consul, James B. Yonncj. — Lloyd's Agent, Evan
Mackenzie, Palazzo della Meridiana. — British Chamber of Commerce,
Via Innocenza Fruguni (10-12; 2-.5).

English Churches. Church of the JToly Ghost (built by iStreet, in

tlie Lombard style). Piazza Marsala (PL Gr, 4,5); services at 8.15, 11, and
5; chaplain. Rev. Edv:in H. Burtt, M. A. — Seamen^s Tnstitvte , Via
Milano 73 (Mr. Burtt); serv. Sun. and Thurs. 7.30 p.m.; weekly concert on
"Wed.; reading, writing, and recreation rooms open daily for seamen, 10-10.

— Presbi/terian Church, Via Peschiera 4 (Rev. Jas. Laing , M. A.):
service at 11 a.m. — Genoa Harbour Mission, in connection with the
Brit. & For. Sailors' Society and tlie Amer. Seaman's Friend Society:
scrv. Sun. at 7.30 and Tues. at 8 p.m. in the Sailors^ Rest, 15 Via Milano
(Rev. Mr. Laing and Mr. Fr. M. Beattie). Social entertainments Frid. at

8 p.m. ^visitors v/elcome).

Collections and Galleries.
Cnthedrnl Trensnni (p. 108), Mon. ct Thurs. 1-4; ^J^^v.

Mnseo Chiossove (p. 102), daily, exrept Mon., 10-3; 1 f r. ; free in summer
on Thurs.. in winter on Sundavs.

Palazzo Bianco (p. 108), daily, lf-4 (April to Sept. 10-4); 1 fr., Sun. 25 c.

Palazzo Reale (p. 110), daily, in the absence of the court.

Palazzo Rosso (p. 107), on Mon., Thurs., and Sat., 10-4; 50 c. ; on Sun.
25 f. ; closed on Tucs., Wed. and Fridays.

Principal Attractions (two days). 1st Day. Morning: Sant' Am-
brogio (p. 102); Cathedral (p. 102); Harbour (p. 103). Afternoon: Via Gari-
baldi (p. 107) with visit to the Palazzo Rosso (p. 107) or tlio Pal. Bianco
(p. 108); Via Balbi (p. 110); Palazzo Rosazza (p. 112) or Lighthouse
(p. 112). — 2nd Day. Morning: Via Venti Settembre (p. 114); Corso An-
drea Podesta Cp. ll^l); Santa Maria di Carignano (p. 114); Via di Circon-
v^llazione a Mare (p. 115) or Lido d'Albaro (p. 110). Afternoon: Villetta
Dinegro (p. 112); Castcllaccio (p. 113; ])est towards evening). Invalids
should not attempt to visit the Bisagno valley or Castcllaccio in winter
when the N.W. wind (Tramontana) is blowing. — Excursion to Nervi,
sec pp. lir>, 129, 130; to Portofino, p. 13L

Genoa, Tlali.in GpMOva, Froncli Genes, with 163,200 inhal).

(272,400 innl. tho snhnrbs on tho loft bank of tho liisagno), tlio Roat

of a iinivoraity and of an arolihishop and tho hoadqiiartors of tho 4tli

FLilian army corps, is a strong fortross and tlio chiof comnioroial

town in Italy. Its sitnation, rising ahovo tho soa in a wido sonii-

oirclo, and its nnmorons palaoos justly ontitlo it to tho cj)ithot of

'//« Snperha\ Tho old town is a notwork of narrow and stoo|)

stroots, linod with many-str)ri('d hnildings, hut tlio newor quartors

havo broad and straight thorouf^bfaros. Sinro tho t7th cont. Gonoa
has boon protootod on tho landward side by a rampart, ovor 9 M.
lonp^, which extends from tho largo lighthoi»fio on thoW. side (p. 1 12),

past tho Forte Ber/afo (1020 ft.), to tho Forfp delln Sperone
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(1690 ft.) and then descends past Forte Castellaccio (1250 ft.;

p. 113) into the valley of the Bisagno, on the S. E. The heights

around the town are crowned with ten detached forts.

The oldest harbour consisted of the Porto or present inner

harbour, closed on the S. by the Molo Vecchio (now 660 yds. long),

begun about 1250, and by the Molo Nuovo (760 yds. long), dating

from 1637. In 1877-95, however, very extensive additions were

made, largely at the cost of the Duke of Galliera (d. 1876.) The
Molo TsTuovo was prolonged to the S.E. by the Molo Duca di

GaUiera (about 1 M. long), and on the E. side a new breakwater,

the Molo Giano or Orienfale (550 yds. long), was added, creating

a new harbour (Porto Nuovo) and an outer basin (Avamporto
Vittoi^io Emanuele Secondo) for men-of-war (comp. the Map,
p. 116). The aggregate water -area of these -different basins is

470 acres; the length of the quays (calate) is 7 M. The chief im-

ports are raw materials (coal, cotton, iron, cocoons) for the factories

of N. Italy, besides wheat, maize, and petroleum from Russia and

America and ])hosphates from Tunis and America. The exports

(much less important) are mainly cotton and silk fabrics, Carrara

mai'ble, etc. Genoa is also an important emigration harbour. In

1909 the harbour was entered and cleared by 13,349 vessels, with

an aggregate burden of 15,800,000 tons.

Genoa, which is the headquarters of the steel combine, knoAvn

as the Unipne Siderurgica, is a commercial centre for the iron-

mining interest and for the growing industries of Italy, from iron-

founding to ship-building. Most of the factories, including a rolling-

mill, oil and colour factories, etc., are established in villages to

the "W. and in the Polcevera valley (p. 63).

From the earliest times Grenoa has been famous as a seaport; about
-^100 B.C. its trade with the Grrccks, Etrusoans, and Celts was already
considerable. The Roman form of its municipal government was main-
tained t})roughout the period of the barbarian invasions, wlien a Frankisli
feudal nobility sprang- up alongside of tlie native nobhjsse. The smaller
towns on the Ligurian coast looked up to Genoa as their champion against
the Saracens, who ravaged the country from Albenga and Frassineto
(Fraxinet) and in 036 even plundered Genoa itself. In 1119-33 the Gen-
oese v/aged war with varying success against Pisa, which threatenetl
its maritime commerce from the settlements on Corsica and Sardinia.
In the following century the rival cities were almost permanently at
war down to 1284, when the power of Pisa was shattered for ever in
the terrible naval battle at Meloria (p. 512). At a still earlier period
Genoa had participated in the Crusades, and secured to herself a busy
trade with the Levant. She also possessed settlements in the Crimea,
at Constantinople (Pera), in Syria and Cyprus, in Tunis, Algeria, and
Morocco. Tlie consequent rivalry of the Genoese and Venetians was a
fruitful source of wars and feuds, which were not ended until the defeat
of Genoa at the battle of Chioggia in 1380 (comp. p. 349).

The internal history of the city was no less chequered than the
external. The party-conflicts between the great families of the Doria,
Spinola, Adorni, and Frec/osi (Ghibcllines) on one side, and the Grimaldi,
Fieschi, Gtmrchi, and Montaldi (Guelphs) on the other, led to some
extraordinary results. The defeated party used, at the expense of their
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own indcpcTidcTicc. to invoke the aid of sonic foreign prince, and accord'

ing-ly wc find that after tlie 14th cent, the kings of Naples and France,
the marquises of Montferrat, and the dukes of Milan were alternately

masters of Genoa. Nor was this state of affairs materially altered by
the revolution of 1339, by which the exclusive sway of the nobility was
overthrown, and a, Docfe, elected for life, invested with the supreme power.
In the midst of all this confusion the only stable element was the mer-
cantile Banco cli San Giorgio, which had acquired extensive possessions,
chiefly in Corsica, and would, perhaps, have eventually absorbed the

whole of the republic and converted it into a commercial aristocracy,

had not Genoa lost its power of independent development by becoming
involved in the wars of the great powers. Aiulrea, Doria (1468-1560;

p. Ill), the admiral of Emperor Charles V., at length restored peace by
the establishment of a new oligarchic constitution (1528), and the un-
successful conspiracy of Fiesco in 1547 was one of the last attempts to

make the supreme power dependent on unbridled personal ambition. But
the power of Genoa was already on tlie wane. The Turks conquered its

oriental possessions one after another, and the city was subjected to

severe humiliations by Louis XIV of France, whose fleet under JDuquesne
bombarded Genoa in 1684, and by the Imperial troops Avho occupied the
city for some months in 1746. These last were expelled by a popular
rising, begun by a stone thrown by Balilla, a lad of 15 years. A revolt
in Corsica, which began in 1729, was suppressed only with tlie aid of the
French, who afterwards (1768) took possession of tlie island on their own
belialf. In 1797 tlie aristocratic government of Genoa w^as superseded by
the democratic 'Ligurian Kepublic', establislied by Napoleon. In 1805
Tiiguria was formally annexed to the Empire of France and in 1815 to

the Kingdom of Sardinia.

To the student of art Genoa offers much of interest. Some of the
smaller churches arc of very ancient origin, though usually altered in

the Gothic period and adorned by Pisan or Lombard sculpture. The
Renaissance palaces of the Genoese noblesse are, on the other hand, of
the greatest importance, surpassing in number and magnificence those of
any other city in Italy. Many of tliese palaces were erected by Galeazzo
Alessi of Perugia (15i2-72), a follower of Michael Angclo, whose style
influenced also subsequent architects, most of whom were Lombards (Rocco
L?/raf/o, Bartolomeo Bianco, and others). In spite of occasional defects
Genoese palace-arcliitecturc is of an imposing and uniform character, and
displays great ingenuity in making the best of unfavourable and limited
sites. T!ic palaces, moreover, contain a considerable number of works of
art, and linhens, who resided at Genoa in 1606-H, and TVt?? /)//r/c (1621-25)

have preserved llic memory of many members of tlie nol)less(\ The native
school of art, however, never rose lo importance, and was little benefited
liy tin; inflnen(!e of the Florentines and Correggio and later by that of the
C;ir;i(fi (p. 172). The chief painters were J/nca CanihiaHO (1527-85), Giov.
tintt. Par/fji (1554-1627), Bernardo Strozzi, surnamed J I Cappuccino or

Pretc Gcnovcse (1581-1611), and Benedetto Castiglionc (1616-70).

a. From the Piazza Deferrari to the Harbour.
The Old Town.

Thi) I'lAzzA r)KFKi{i{AKi (PI. E, 5, 6; 78 ft. aliovo iho soa; siai 1-

in;(- point of most of the (ih'.cUlc, tramways, p. 97) is tlio chinf

conirc of traffic. On its N.W. side stands the Palazzo Deferrari
(18th cent.). Opposite, near tlie equestrian slatue of Oarihaldi,

are the Teatrn Carlo Frh'rr (p. OS) and tli(! Aeadeniy; on the S.K.

Hide the Neiv Exrhan(/e and the General Post Ofjice i\\)\ I).

The AccADKMiA LifUJHTiCA Di ViV.iA.i^ AuTi {V\. E, F, H), fr)nnded in
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17.")!, accommodates on tlic first floor the Biblioteca Civica, und

on tlic second floor the "^'Museo Chiossone (adm., see p. 99), a

valuable collection of Japanese and Chinese art.

The short Via Sellai leads from the W. angle of the square to

the Piazza Umberto Primo (PI. E, 6), on the E. side of which rises —
Sant' Ambrogio, a church of the Jesuits (1589), with a facade

completed in 1639 and a profusely decorated interior.

Interior. 3r{l altar on the ri^ht: Assumption, by Guido Rent (restored
in 1898; covered). High-altar-piece, Presentation in the Temple, hy Eubcns
(an early work of about 1607). The four black monolithic columns arc
from Porto Yencrc (p. 142). 3rd altar on the left: Rubens, *St. Ignatius
healing the sick (ca. 1620, restored in 1896; covered). 4th altar on the
left: Ant. Semiui, Martyrdom of St. Andrew (1531).

On the N. side of the Piazza Umberto Primo rises the Palazzo
Ducale (PI. E, 6), the old residence of the doges, originally a build-

ing of the 13th cent., but remodelled about 1590, and modernized
by Simo7ie Cantoni after a fire in 1777. The sumptuous interior

(fine *Staircase) now contains the telegraph -oflice and other govern-

ment-offices. — The adjoining Gothic Toi^re del Popolo daics from
1307 (upper part from 1539).

^ The busy Via San Lokenzo (PI. E, D, 6, 5) runs hence to the —
/ *Cathedral of San Lorenzo (PI. E, 5, 6), founded in 985,

f'c- erected about 1100 in the Romanesque style, restored in the

Grothic style in 1307-12, and provided v/ith a Renaissance dome by
Galeazzo Alessi in 1567. The choir was modernized in 1617, and

the interior of the nave has been harmoniously restored since 1895.

The lower part of the fagade, w^hich consists of alternate courses

of black and white marble, was constructed in imitation of the

French Gothic churches. On the S. tower (the only one completed)

is the so-called Arrotino ('scissors -grinder'), the figure of a saint \

with a sun-dial. The sculptures of the principal portal date from

the end of the 13th century. The Romanesque side -portals arc

richly decorated with sculptures of the 12-14th cent, (on the K
portal, a carver's inscription of 1342) and with archaistic ornamen-
tation on the entablature and capitals.

The Interior, to which the massive substructure of the towers forms
a kind of atrium, still retains 16 Corinthian columns from the original

Romanesque building. The upper order of columns alternating with
piers belongs to the building or 1307. The galleries were removed when
the aisles were heightened about 1189. — The tomb of Grirol. Calvi

j

(d. 144.3), beside the first altar on the right, is the oldest specimen of
', early-Renaissance sculpture in Grcnoa. — On the right, over the second
side-portal, is the monument (restored in 1905) of Cardinal Luca Fieschi
(d. 1336), by a follower of Giov. Plsano. — The frescoes in the transept
are by Lod. Pogliaghi (1910). — In the chapel to the right of the choir,
a ^Crucifixion with saints and angels (covered), the masterpiece of Fed.
Barocclo (1595). In the choir, handsome stalls with inlaid work (1514-49).

In the chapel to the left of the choir, six pictures and a statue of Faith
by lytjxa Camhiaso. — In the first chapel in the left aisle are seven
statues by Gi/gl. della Porta. The second chapel (women not admitted),
1hat of *San (Giovanni Battista, by Dom, Gaggini (after 1448), contains
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;i sarcophag'us of the 13th cent. (*? beside the altar) with rclios of Jolin the
Baptist. The six statues at the sides are hy Matteo Civitali (p. 529); the
Madonna and John the Baptist \)y Andrea Sansovino (1503); the oanopy
])y Nice, da Corte (1530); and tlic other sculptures by Giacomo and Gu-
fjUclmo dslla Forta (1.532). The facade of the chapel, with admirable re-

liefs above (best light in the afternoon), was executed hy Dom. and Rlia
Gafigini and Giov. da Bissone (1118-50); the interior was redecorated in

1192-96 l)y Giov. de Aria.
In the sacristy is the Cathedra.l> Treasury (adm., see p. 99; entr.,

Via dell' Arcivcscovado 21). Among the objects here is the Sacro Catino,
the vessel out of which the Saviour and liis disciples arc said to have
]);u-takcn of the paschal lamb, or that in which Joseph of Ari-mathea
caught some drops of the blood of the Crucified (an ancient oriental

glass vessel, captured by the Genoese at Ccsarca iu 1101 and supposed
to be made of a large emerald, until it was broken at Paris, whither it

lind been carried by Napoleon I.). The setting dates from 1827. Other
treasures arc the Croce di San Zaccaria, a Byzantine processional cross;
a silver shrine for the Procession of Corpus Domini, executed in 1553-

1611 by Franc. Rocchi of Milan and other artists; a silver altar-front

by the' German goldsmith Melehior Siiss (1599); a silver shrine for the
])rocession on Ash Wednesday, by Teramo di Danielc (1137), with sta-

tuettes of the four patron-saints of Genoa (SS. Jolm the Baptist, Law-
rence, George, and Sirus) by Sinione Caldera(?); two clioir vestments
(15th and 16th cent.) and costly vessels.

To the left of tho cathcfli\al arc Romanesque cloisters (12th

cent.). — Opposite, Via dell' Arcivcscovado 14, arc the State

Archives.

The Via San Lorenzo ends in the Via Vitt. Emaniiele at the

IHazza Rnihetta (V\. B, 5), near tlic Harbour. Opposite is the

Vortn or Deposito Franco, the free ]iar1)0iii', founded in lf)42. —
To the ri^ht, in tlie Via t'onuiiereio and JMazza Caricaniento, is tlie

(Jothic Palazzo di San Giorgio (PI. D, 5), erected a])ont 1260,

enlar;(ed in the 14th cent, and in 1571, and from 1408 to 1797
orcnpied by the Banco di San Giorgio fp. 101). Restored ])y D^An-
(Irade^ it is now the seat of the Harbour (yommission (Consorzio

Antonomo del Porto). Tlie large hall is embellished with 21 marble

statnes of men who have deserved well of the city, some hy liombard
njasters (Michele de Aria, Pace Gaggini, Tamagnino).

Rehind the free harbour the Porta del Molo (PI. C, 5), built in

1 .")r)0 by (Jaleazzo Alessi, leads to the Molo Vecchio^ with the new
Afaf/azzini Geiierali and a small lighthouse {Favale; PI. A, 5;

no adm.).

A Row IN TMK TlAintoru {•! fr. ])pr lioiir for 1-1 pcrs. ; l)argain lieforc-

liHiid) is very attractive when llic sky is clear ;ind the sea calm. We
first row to the end <»f the ^7oh) Verrhio and thence proceed to tlie Bacinl
dl Carennffffio (PI. C, T), 7, 8), or dry dockw, whence we row past the
end of the Molo Ginvo (liglitliouKC ; PI. 0, H, 0) to the Molo Dncadi Gal-
Hrrn, which coinmandK a fine *Vicw of tlir* city and mountains. II(;nc(;

wo n'tiirn on foot, jiuHHintr the Quarantine Station, and traverse tho Molo
\novo to the large lighthonHc (p. 112), wliieli may he visited. Tlien by
electric tramway (No. l.'J) to the Piazza (loninuMida (p. 101).

The busy Via Carlo Amikuto (V]. D, 0, 2-4) begins at th(>

f*iazza ('aricamento. To the right is the Portiratn di Sottarijin

(V\, D, 5, 4j, with arcades restored in the Gothic style in 1900.
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Farther on the street leads past the old Ddrsena (PI. C, 3). or

naval harbour, in whieh Fiesco (p. 101) was drowned in 1547, the

Magazzini della Darsena (PL C, B, 3, 2), the old naval arsenal,

and the Dogana (PI. B, 2, 3), or custom-house. Behind the last, on

the Calata Santa Limbania, are the 8ilos (PL B, 3), or grain-maga-

zines, and a little farther on is the Ponte Federico Guglielmo
(PL A, B, 3), near the Palazzo Doria a Fassolo (p. 111).

We return to the small Piazza Commenda (PL B, C, 2), with the

old lodge of the Knights of St. John (since 1530 Knights of Malta).

7\t the coivuer of tlie Via di Pre and tlie Via San Giovanni (leading

to the Piazza Acqnavcrde, p. Ill) is the small early-Gothic cliurcli

of San Giovanni BaUista or di Pre (13th cent.), with a tasteful

campanile. Since a reconstruction in the 17th cent, tlie entrance

of the church has been at the E. end.

From the S.E. end of the Via di Pre, Avhence the Via dellc

Fontane leads to the left to the Piazza Annunziata (p. 109), we pass

Hi rough the Gothic i^orfa dei Vacca (PL B, 3), the KAV. town-gate

of 1155, adorned with mcdi.Tval sculptures, to the Via del Campo
(PL I), 4) and the Piazza Fossatello (PL D, 4). Tlie Torre dd
Piccamigli^ in tlie Via del Campo, dates from 1460.

Tlie short Via Lomcllini ascends to the N. from tlie Piazza Fossa-
tello to the Piazza Annunziata. In this street are the Palazzo Ccnturionc
(No. 1), by Gal. Alessi, the house (ISTo, 33) in which 3Iazzini (p. 94) was
horn, and the baroque church of San Filippo Neri (PL D, 3; 1674), witli

frescoes by Marc' Ant. Franceschini and Heinrich Haffner (p. 478). The ad-
joining Oratoriiim contains a statue of the Immaculata, by Pierre Puget.

In the small Piazza San Siro, a few paces to the E. from the

Piazza Fossatello, is the old cathedral of San Siro (PL D, 4), re-

built about 1576 (facade of 1830), containing frescoes by Carlone
and an altar-piece by Orazio Lomi (Gentileschi).

Tlien through the Via San Luca to tlie Piazza Banchi, witli the

Old Exchange {Loggia dei Banelii^ Borsa; PL D, 5; business-

hours, 11-3) a)id the former church of San Piciro in Banchi (1583),

with its high flight of steps.

The Via dclla Maddalena, one of the most curious streets of the old

town, diverges to the left near the hegiiining of the Via Ran I^uca and
ascends to the Via Luccoli and the Piazza Fontane Marose (p. 106).

From the S. corner of the Exchange the narrow Via Orefici

(PL D, E, 5), with numerous goldsmiths' shops (a door on the right

is adorned with an Adoration of the Magi in relief, 15th cent.),

leads to the little Piazza Campetto (PL E, 5), in the centre of what
was once the most fashionable quarter, with many aristocratic

palazzi. No. 8 in this piazza is the handsome late -Renaissance

Palazzo Imperiali, by Giov. Batt. Castello of Bergamo (1560).

A few paces to the left, in the little Piazza delle Vigne, is the

ancient church of Santa Maria delle Vigne (PL E, 5), restored

in the baroque style since 1586.
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This church has three Gothic figures above the side-portal on the

right and a tower of the 13th century. In the chapel to the left of the

choir is a wooden crucihx with painted statues of the Virgin and St. John,
by Maragliano. The church is adjoined by a ruined cloister of. the

11th century.
xi little to the N.W., in the Yico dclle Mele (PI. D, 5), near the

Piazzetta San Sepolcro, is- the elegant Palazzo GriUo-Serra, with a relief

of St. Greorge on its portal, in the style of Giov. Gaggini.

We now follow the short Via San Matteo, leading to the S.E.

from the Piazza Campetto. No. 12 is the former Palazzo Fagano
Doina^ built in the 14th cent, but altered in 1515. The vestibule

and staircase are decorated with majolica tiles resembling the

Spanish ^azulejos'.

The Gothic church of San Matteo (PL E, 5), restored in 1278,

contains many memorials of the Doria family, the facade being

covered with inscriptions in their honour. To the right is a Roman
sarcophagus containing the remains of Lamba Doria, who defeated

the Venetians at Curzola in 1297.
The Interior was altered after 1530, with the assistance of Giov.

Batt. Castello and Luca Cambiaso, by the Florentine MontorsoU^ who
was invited to Genoa by Andrea Doria and executed the whole of the
sculptures which adorn the church. The balustrade of the organ-loft is

particularly fine. Above tlie high-altar is Andrea Doria's sword, and his

tomb is in the crypt. — To the left of the church are handsoiuc cloisters
with double columns in the early -Gothic style (1308-10), with ancient
inscriptions relating to the Dorias and remains of Moutorsoli's statue of
Andrea Doria (1539) and the statue of Giov. Andrea Doria (1577) which
were mutilated during the Revolution in 1797.

The little piazza in front of the church is surrounded with

Palaces of the Doria Family^ some with their lower halves covered

with black and yellow marble. The palazzo (No. 17) at the corner

of the Salita alio Arcivescovado bears, above its elegant early-Re-

naissance portal, the inscription, ^Senat. Cons. Andrea) de Oria,

patriae liberatori munus publicum'.
To the N., in the Via Chiossone, is another Doria Palace^ with an

early -Renaissance relief on the portal; and in the Salita San Matteo,
ascending to the Piazza Deferrari (p. 101), on the Palazzo Danovaro
(No. 19 formerly Doria), is a relief of St. (ieorg(«, by Oiov. da Bissone.

The steep and picturesque streets to tlie S. of the Via San Lo-

renzo (p. 102j, in the oldest part of Genoa, contain several churches
of considerable artistic interest. The continuation of the Via San
Pietro della Porta leads to the Piazza San Gioitcao (PI. L), (i), on

the S.E. side of which stands the baroque churcli of ^an Gionjio

(1620), containing a Picta by the Spanish master Sanchez Coello

(1st chapel to the left of the choir) and three paintings by ];uca

Cambiaso. Adjoining it on the left is the charming little clnirch of

San Torj)ete. by Ant. Rocca (IG.'U).

A few yards to the S.W. of San Torpet(^ is the Piazza Okiij.o

C'ATTANiio, with the Palazzo Cattaneo, which has a tasteful Re-

naissance portal (1504) by TamagViino nnd olliers. - We proefMMJ
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thence to the S.W. by the Vico dietro il Coro di San Cosimo and

then by an archway on the right, and reach the Romanesque church

of ISanti Cosmo e Dainiano (12th cent.?), which contains (left of

the high-altar) a Madonna in the style of Barnaba daModena (p.451.)

From the end of the last-named vico the Salita di Santa Maria di

(.'astello ascends to the left to the church of Santa Maria di

Castello (PL D, 6), a Eomanesque building- (perhaps of the 11th

cent.) with a Gothic choir, on the site of the Koman castle. Above
the portal is an ancient architrave.

Ten of the shafts of the columns in the interior are antique. In the
first chapel on the left is a Eonian sarcophagus, used as an altar; the
early-ileuaissance marble altar-piece is by Elia Gaggini. In the second
chapel on the right is a Coronation of the Yirgin 'by Lod. Brea (1512);
and the tliird has tasteful lienaissance decorations (tiles) and an altar-

piece by Sacc/ii (1526). — In the cloisters are ceiling-frescoes of Sibyls
and Vroi)liets by Corrado de Allemagna and an Annunciation by Jitstus

of Kavensh'urg (1451 ; under glass).

To the N.E. is the little Piazza Embriaci (PI. D, G), with the

Torre deyli Embriacij the solitary relic of the castle of Guglielmo

degli Embriaci, who distinguished himself at the capture of Jeru-

salem in 1099. Thence the Vico dei Giustiniani leads to the Via
San Bernardo, at the S.E. end of which we turn to the right to reach

tlie piazza and church of San Donate (PI. E, 6), the latter a

Romanesque structure of the 12th cent, (restored in 1900). The
architrave and columns of the entrance show an archaistic tendency

like those of the cathedral. In the interior are some antique col-

umns and (in the left transept) an "^Adoration of the Magi, by the

Netherlandish Master of the Death of the Virgin.

We may proceed hence either via the Salita Pollaiuoli to the

N.E. to the Piazza Umberto Primo (p. 10'2), or to the S.W. via the

Strada Sant' Agostino to the Piazza Sarzano (p. 115), or to the E. via

the Vico del Fico to the Piano di Sant' Andrea, and thence pass

under the Gothic Porta (Soprana or Porta di SanV Andrea, the

S.E. city-gate (1155), and descend the Vico Dritto di Ponticello to

the Piazza Ponticello and the Via Venti Settembre (p. 114). No. 37,

on the left side of the Vico Dritto di Ponticello, is the small An-
cestral House of Columbus (PI. E, 6; p. 111).

b. From the Piazza Deferrari to the Piazza Acquaverde
and the Lighthouse.

From the Piazza Deferrari two streets lead to the N.E.: to the

right the Via Koma (p. 112), to the left the short Via Caelo Felice
(PI. E, F, 5). The latter leads past the Palazzo Pallavicini (No. 12

;

now the Pal. Durazzo) to the Piazza belle Fontane Makose
(PI. F, 4, 5). No. 17 in this piazza is the Pal. Delia Casa (15th cent.,

but rebuilt in the 17th), adorned with live ancient honorary statues

in niches; No. 27 is the Pal. Pod. Stefano Pallavicini, with a

painted facade, and sumptuously fitted up in modern taste.
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At tlie Piazza delle Fontane Marose begins a line of streets

laid out in the 16th and 17th cent., extending to the Piazza Acqua-

verde (p. Ill), under the names of Via Garibaldi (formerly Via
Nuova)^ Via CairoU (formerly Via Nuovissima)^ and Via Balhi.

In these streets, which form one of the chief arteries of traffic, are

the most imjDortant palaces and several churches. Some of the for-

mer should be visited for the sake of their noble staircases, one of

the sights of Genoa.

The first of these main streets, the narrow *Via Gtaribaldi

(PL E, 4), is flanked with a succession of palaces. On the right,

No. 1, Palazzo Carabiaso, by Gal. Alessi. On the left. No. 2, Pal,

Gambaro^ formerly Cambiaso. Right, No. 3, PaL Parodi, erected

in 1567-81 by Gal. Alessi, with frescoes by Luca Cambiaso and

others. Left, No. 4, Pal. Cataldi^ formerly Carega^ erected about

1560 by Giov. P)att. Castello (p. 105) and adorned with ceiling-fres-

coes. Right, No. 5, Pal. Spinola., by Gal. Alessi, now a commercial
school. Left, No. 6, Pal. Gioryio Doria (not always open), by
Alessi, with frescoes by Luca Cambiaso and other pictures (Casti-

glione. Shepherd and shepherdess; Van Byck, Portrait of a lady;

P. Veronese, Susanna). — Right, No. 7, Pal. Podesta^ a late-Renais-

sunce edifice with a pretty fountain, by Fil. Parodi.

Left, No. 10, Pal. Adorno (accessible by introduction only),

also by Gal. Alessi., contains several good pictures: Rubens., Her-

cules and Deianeira (both much restored); three small pictures

attributed to Mantegiia., though more in the style of S. Botticelli

'Triumi)li of Amor, of Jugurtha, of Judith; comp. p. 40, No. 106);

Cambiaso., Madonna and saints; Corneille de Lyon (not J. Clouet),

Portraits of four children; Pellegro Piola., Frieze with children;

Perin del Vaga., Nativity of Maiy.

Left, No. 12, Pal. Serra (no admission), by G. Alessi; interior

remodelled by Charles de Wailly (d. 1798) and Tagliafico, with a

magnificent rococo hall.

Right, No. 9, * Palazzo Municipale (PI. E, 4), formerly

JJoria Parsi, by Rocco Lurago (1564), with a handsome staircase

ami court, skilfully adapted to tiie sloping site.

TIk; Vkhtiuijlk is adoiiHMl with frcsrocK from the lil'o of tlio Doj^e
(iiiiiiiildi and llu; JStaiucase in the court with a statue of Cattancio Pinelli.— In the Iar^(^ Council Ciiambkk on tli(; ui)p(3r floor are mosaie ])ortraits

(hy Salviati; 18G7) of Colunibus and Marco I'olo. In the. adjacent room
ar(; facsimiles of letters of Columbus (the orij^inals ar(; in llu; pjMleslal
of his bust in the Sala della (liunta). A r(;cess in the wall to the left

contains Paganini's violin (a '(luarneri').

Left, No. 18, Palazzo Rosso ^IM. E, 4), hy AIc.hsIC^)^ so named
from it8 red colour, form(;rly the propc^rty of tli(; Brignole-Sale
family, was presented to the city of Genoa in 1874, alorig with

its valuable contents, library, and * Picture Gallery ((j/dleria

Brignole-/Sale Dtferrari ; adm., ace j>. 99; lists <d iiictuics in
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each room), by the Marchesa Maria Brignole - Sale, Duchess of

Galliera (d. 1889).
Ascending the staircase to the third story, we pass to the right into

the Stanza delle Arti Liberali (R. I), named, like several of the follow-

ing rooms, after the ceiling-paintings (Here by Giov. Ant. Carlone), and
containing three portraits of doges of the Brignole family (17-18th cent.).

— To the right, the Alcova (R. II). Rigaud, Lady and gentleman of the
Brignole family ; Picasso, Duchess of Gralliera. — III. Stanza della
GiovENTU (ceiling by Doin. Parodi). On the exit-wall: Giiercino, Cleo-
patra; B. Strozziy 'il Cappuccino^ Caritas or maternal love (after Cam-
biaso). Cook with poultry. — IV. Sala Grande, with ceiling decorated
with the armorial bearings of the family. Entrance-wall: D. Piola, Sun-
chariot of Apollo. — V. Stanza della Primavera (frescoes by Gj'egorlo
Deferrari). Paris Bordone,Ye-D.etia,n womam; Moretto, ^Physician (1533) ;

Van Dyck, *Marchese Antonio Giulio Brignole-Sale on horseback (restored
in 1903); B.Strozzi, Shepherd with flute; A. Durer, Portrait (1506; dam-
aged). On the exit-wall: Van Dyck, Portrait of father and son. En-
trance-wall: Van Dyck, Marchesa Paola Brignole-Sale (ruined). Bearing
of the Cross (early work; here ascribed to liubcns); lac. Bassano, Por-
trait of father and son ; Paris Bordone, *Portrait. — VI. Stanza dell'
Estate (ceiling by Deferrari). Guercino, Suicide of Cato; B. Strozzl,
Incredulity of Thomas ; Caravaggio, Raising of Lazarus ; Hend. Aver-
cainp (not Brueghel), Two winter-scenes. On the window-wall is a large
mirror with a magnificent baroque frame by Fil. Parodi. — VII. Stanza
dell' Autunno (frescoes by Dom. Piola). Giiercino, Holy Family with
SS. John the Evangelist and Bartholomew. — VIII. Stanza dell' In-
VERNO (frescoes by Dom. Piola). To the left, Paolo Veronese, Judith
and Holofernes. Entrance-wall: Pellegro Piola, Holy Family; Murillo,
Holy Family (early work); Paris Bordone, Holy Family with SS. Jerome
and Catharine (one of the master's chief works, but much injured). —
IX. Stanza della Vita dell' Uomo (ceiling-painting, the Fates, by G. A.
Carlone). Van Dyck, Portrait; Abraham Teiiiers, Two genre pictures.

Entrance-wall: Van Dyck, Marchesa Gcronima Brignole-Sale, with her
daughter (retouched).

No. 13, nearly opposite the Pal. Rosso and named 'white' by way
of contrast, is the Palazzo Bianco (PL E, 4), erected in 1565-69,

also once the property of the Brignole-Sale family, but bequeathed

in 1889 with numerous works of art to the city by the Duchess of

Galliera (see above), and since 1893 converted into a museum known
like the other as the '^Galleria Brignole-Sale Deferrari (adni.,

see p. 99 ; lists in each room).
Vestibule. On the walls arc inscriptions and sculptures, including

remains of Genoese sepulchral monuments.
Entresol. — To the left are two rooms occupied by the Museo del

IlisoRGiMENTO (comp. p. 176). In the second are the banner of the 'Thou-
sand of Marsala' and letters of Garibaldi. — To the right is the Museo
Di Storia ed Arte. Room I. Pre -Roman sepulchral remains from the

Via Venti Settembre (p. 114). Room II. Large bronze tablet of 117 B.C.,

recording the judgment of Roman arbiters in a dispute between Genoa
and a castle in the Val Polcevera. Roman discoveries from Libarna and
Luni (p. 143). Room III. Byzantine pallium from Pera, with legends of

the saints (13th cent.). Room IV. Columbus Room. Crystal urn en-

closing a small part of the ashes of Columbus, discovered in 1877 in the

Cathedral of Santo Domingo ; models of the three caravels of Columbus
(1892). Florentine tapestries. Room V. Views of ancient Genoese colonies

(islands of Chios, Jerba, Corsica, Tabarca). Room VI. Weights and mea-
sures ; old cannon found in the harbour. Room VII. Early views of

Genoa; models of ships. Room VIII. Bridal bed of the Brignole family
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(18th cent.); lace of the 16th cent.; ecclesiastical vestments (17th cent.).
— We return to the staircase, with the continuation of the collection of
sculpture. On the second landing are *Fragmeuts of the tomb of the Em-
press Margaret Brabant (d. 1311), consort of Henry VII., by Giov. Pisano.

Second Floor. — The Ante-Room contains sculptures : Studio of the
Delia Robhia, Terracotta altar, with the Coronation of the Virgin (from
Spezia); Bacchic procession, a Roman sarcophagus-relief from the tomb
of Franc. Spinola at Gacta. Frescoes of the 14th century.

Room I. Portraits. Ancient Chinese and Japanese vases. — Room II

(to the left). Flemish tapestry; Japanese vases.

R. III. Paintings of the Flemish and Dutch schools. Jan Steen,
*Rustic wedding; Rubens, *Lovers, Enjoyment of life (an allegory; after

1630); Gerard David (not Floris), *Madonna, with SS. Jerome and
Nicholas of Tolentino; Jan Steeii, Children's festival (injured); J. van
Ruysdael, Landscape ; Van Dt/ck, Christ and the Pharisees ; Fr. Pourbus
the Elder (not Holbein), Portrait of a young woman ; Teniers the Younger,
*Guard-room; Adr. Isenbrant (not Memling), Madonna; G. David, Cruci-
fixion (school-piece) ; Nic. Maes, Portrait. — Franc, di San Giorgio (?),

Bronze bust of Giov. Gioviano Pontano ; Canova, Penitent Magdalen (1796).

R. IV. Spanish and French paintings. Murillo, St. Francis in ecstasy;
Velazqitez, Philip IV. (school-piece) ; Zurbaran, SS. Ursula and Euphemia

;

L. David, Portrait ; Murillo , Rest on the flight into Egypt ; Ribera,
Philosopher.

R. V. Italian paintings. Paolo Veronese(?), Boy praying; Pontormo,
Portrait ; Filippino Lippi, Madonna and angels, with SS. Francis, Sebas-
tian, and John the Baptist (1503); Palma Vecchio , Madonna with the
Magdalen and tlic Baptist (replica of the painting in Bergamo) ; Correggio,
Madonna adoring the Child (copy).

R. VI and Gallery I. Paintings of the Genoese school and drawings.
B. Strozzi, St. Cecilia; L. C'ambiaso, Diana and Callisto; B. Castiglione,
Jacob's wooing. — R. VII. Genoese frescoes. Antique vases.

R. VIII. Italian paintings. — Gallery II. Small sculptures, etc.

R. IX. Modern paintings. In the cases are antique lamps, vases, glass,

and coins. — R. X. Majolica from Savona and elsewhere; porcelain.

Crossing the small Piazza della Meridiana to tlie N.W., we enter

the Via Caik6li (PI. E, D, 4). The Palazzo De Mari, at the corner,

has its rear-fagade decorated with paintings in grisaille of the labours

of Hercules (16th cent.). In the interior are frescoes by L.Carabiaso

(Ulysses slaying the wooers, Roman battle-scenes, naval battles, etc.).

At the end of the street. No. 18, on the left, is the Palazzo Balhi
(PI. D, 3; by Gregorio Petondi, 1750), through which a fine view is

obtained of the lower-lying Via Lomellini (p. 104). — We then cross

the Piazza della Zecca (PI. I), 3), with the station of the Cable
Traravjay to the Via di Circonvallazione a Monte (p. 113) and Ca-

stellaccio (p. 113), and follow the Via alia Xunziata to the —
Piazza dkll'Annlnziata ^^1. D, 3), in which rises tlu^ former

Capuchin church of *Santis8iina Annunziata del Vastato,
erected by (nac. della, ]*orfa in 1587. On the brick facade, other-

wise unfinished, is a classic portico by Carlo Parahino (1843).

The interior, a well-proportioned basilica with a dome, was rebuilt

in the 17th cent, and adorned with frescoes by the Carlone, Givlio

Benso (choir), and other artists.

In th«; left tranHf'pt tin; alfar-picrc in u coloured wooden groii|) of the

Commiini(*n of St. Pasqnalf, l»y MarngWmo (172.S). The HacriHty confainH
a DcHront from the CroKH, hy Majvifftlof/o (1726); the uoloiirin(r ih modern.

iUjCDEKfcu'a Northern Italy. 1 Uh Kdit. 7
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In the handsome Via Balbi (Pl.D, C, 3, 2), on the right, No. 1,

is the Palazzo Durazzo-Pallavicini, built by Barf. Bianco
for Paolo Balbi about 1620, with a handsome fagade, a fine vesti-

bule, and a superb *Staircase (left) added by Andrea Tagliafico at

the end of the 18th century. On the first floor (bell to the right,

at the back) is the *GaUeria Durazzo-Pallavicini (shown on intro-

duction only).

The Antisala contains busts of the Durazzo-Pallavicini family. —
II. Room (to the left, beyond R. III). Left: Rubens, *Silenus with
Bacchantes (ca. 1608); Imitator of Van Dyck , Large family group (not
James I. of England with his family). — III. Room. Beryi. Strozzi, Por-
trait of a bishop; B. Castiglione, Hagar in the desert; Titian, Mary
Magdalen (a late work). — lY. Room. Guiclo Reni, Carita Romana; Paolo
Veronese, Marriage of St. Catharine (school-piece) ; Rubens (?), Portrait,

a round picture; Tintoretto, Marchese Agostino Durazzo, full-length;

Giddo Reni, Porcia Romana; H. Rigaud, Marchese Ippolito Durazzo. Ad-
mirable porcelain vases in the centre of the room. — V. Room. Chinese
porcelain. — VI. Room. Entrance-wall: Domenichino, Risen Christ ap-
pearing to his mother, Death of Adonis; Van Dyck, *Boy in white satin;

Van Dyclc(?), Young Tobias; Van Dyck, *Three children with a dog;
Rubens, *Philip IV. of Spain, full-length (ca. 1630); Ribera, Heraclitus
(weeping philosopher), Democritus (laughing philosopher); Van Dyck,
**Marchesa Caterina Durazzo with two children (spoiled). — VII. Room.
Unimportant. — VIII. Room. German School, Madonna with saints and
donors; Gerard David {?), Rest on the flight into Egypt. — IX. Room.
Right: Rubens, Ambrogio Spinola (?); German School (not Lombard Sch.),

Crucifixion, with saints. — The Library contains 7000 vols., including
many specimens of early printing.

On the left side, No. 4, is the *Palazzo Balbi- Senarega
(PI. D, 3), begun after 1620 by Barf. Bianco and enlarged in the

18th cent, by Pier Ant. Corradi. It still belongs to the family

who built it, and after whom the street is named. The superb

court, with its Doric colonnades, affords a glimpse of the orangery.

The interesting picture-gallery on the second floor is not acces-

sible to strangers.

On the right side of the street, No. 5, is the Palazzo dell'

Universita (PI. D, 3), begun as a Jesuit college by Bart. Bianco
in 1623 and created a university in 1812. The *Court and stair-

case are the finest at Genoa. The second floor contains a library,

a natural history museum, and an aula with six allegorical bronze

statues and reliefs by Griovanni da Bologna. A staircase leads hence

to the high-lying Botanic Garden of the university (PI. D, 2; ring

at the iron gate). Adjoining the upper entrance, in the Corso Dogali

(p. 113), is the Botanic Institute, founded in 1897 by Sir Thomas
Hanbury (p. 129).

On the right is San Carlo, with sculptures by Algardi (1650),

Left, No. 10, Palazzo Reale (PI. C, 3), erected about 1650
by the Lombard architects Franc. Cantone and Giov. Ang. Falcone
for the Durazzo family, and extended in 1705 by Carlo Fontana
of Rome. It was purchased by the royal family in 1817 and re-

stored in 1842, and contains handsome staircases and balconies
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fine views). The pictures and antiquities are of no great value

(adm., see p. 99).

We pass through an ante-chamber to the handsome gallery with rococo
painting and a few ancient and modern statues : on the right, Apollo and
Apollino, on the left, Mercury; at the end. Rape of Proserpine, by Schiaf-

fino. In the throne -room, two large pictures from Tasso's 'Jerusalem
Delivered', by Luca Giordano. In the royal apartments: Van Dyck,
Crucifixion (resembling the painting in San Michele^ p. 134). — Fine view
of the harbour from the balcony.

The Via Balbi ends at the Piazza Acquaveede (PI, C, 2), the

large square in front of the central railway -station (tramways

Nos. 2 & 6, p. 97). On the N. side of the Piazza, embosomed in

palm-trees, rises a marble Statue of Columbus (erected in

1862), who was born at Genoa probably about 1450 (d. in 1506

at Yalladolid).

To the W. of the station is the Piazza del Principe (PI. B, 2),

which commands a view of part of the old fortifications. A large

bronze monument, 40 ft. high, by Giulio Monteverde, was erected

here in 1896 in honour of the Duke of Galliera (p. 100). It re-

presents Liberality handing to Mercury treasures from her cup. —
No. 4 in the Piazza (W. side) is the long —

Palazzo Doria a Fdssalo (PI. A, B, 2), presented in 1522
to Andrea Doria^ 'padre della patria' (d. 1560, at the age of 92).

It was remodelled about 1529 from designs by Fra Giov. An(f.

Montorsoli, and adorned with frescoes and grotesques by Perin
del Vaga. The elder branch of the Doria family, to which the

palace belongs, has allied itself with thePamphili family and gener-

ally resides at Rome.
The long Latin inscription on the side next the street records that

Andrea d^Oria, admiral of the Papal, Imperial, French, and Genoese fleets,

in order to close his eventful career in honourable repose, caused the
palace to be rebuilt for himself and his succossors. His praises were thus
sung by Ariosto: 'questo e quel Doria, che fa dai pirati sicuro il vostro
mar per tutti i lati'.

To the right in the court is a large arcaded loggia, to the left a taste-

ful garden and a fountain by the Carlone (1599-1601), with a statue of
Andrea Doria as Neptune. — The last door on the right admits us to the
apartments with PeHn del Vaga^s Frescoes (restored in 1815). On the
ceiling, vaulting, and lunettes of the great entrance-hall are scenes from
Roman history, below which are reliefs ])y MontorsoU ; on the staircase
are tasteful grotesques, A corridor on the first floor, with portraits of
the Doria family, is rharmingly decorated with stucco and painted orna-
racnts in the style of Raphael's loggic in the Vatican; a saloon with a
large ceiling-painting, Jupiter overthrowing the Titans (subcrb chimney-
piece); and a side-room with a ceiling-fresco of the Carita Romann.

The niche with a colossal statue of Hercules (^11 Gujante')., on

the hill near the H6tel Miramarc, is tbc only relic now left of the

upper Doria garden.
A Camle Tkamway (No. .'{, p. 97; lower station 2 niin. to tlie N. of tlic

Piazza T'rincipf;, entr. from the Salita 8an Rocco) ascends to Granar61o
(775 ft.; Ristorantc Concordia, with garden), which coinnmnds a fine view
of the town and the Riviera di Levante. From Oranarolo to Caatellaccin,
8CC p. 113.

7*
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The Via San Benedetto and the Via Milano, farther on, lead

from the Palazzo Doria past the Sailors^ Best (p. 99) and the large

new quays to the lighthouse (tramway No. 13, p. 97). Ahout half-

way we reach the Piazza Dinegro^ No. 41 in which is the Palazzo
Rosazza, formerly Dinegro, dating from the 16th cent, (fagade

by A. Tagliafico). The charming gardens, with their rare plants

and pretty fountains, deserve a visit; in the upper part is a Belve-

dere, commanding a *View similar to that from the lighthouse

(gardener 50 c).

Tramway (with tunnel) from the Piazza Dinegro to the Val Pol-
cevera, see p. 97.

On the Capo del Faro, the rocky headland separating Genoa
from San Pier d'Arena (p. 116), rises the large Lighthouse (Lan-
terna; 230 ft.), with its dazzling reflectors showing a light visible

for nearly 30 miles. The tower (353 steps) may be ascended and
the apparatus inspected (fee 1 fr.); but the platform at its foot

(fee 50 c.) commands as good a view. Best light in the evening.
The *ViEw embraces the town and extensive harbour of Genoa, with

the amphitheatre of mountains behind ; to the E. the Riviera di Levante
is visible as far as the picturesque promontory of Portofino; to the W.
are seen the coast-villages on the Riviera di Ponente from San Pier d'Arena
to Savona, the headland of Noli, and the Capo delle Mele, while in the
distance are the usually snow-capped peaks of the Ligurian and Mari-
time Alps.

c. From the Piazza Deferrari to the Piazza Manin via
the Piazza Corvette. Via di Circonvallazione a Monte.

Castellaccio. Campo Santo.

The Via Roma (PI. F, 5; tramw^ays Nos. 3 and 4, p. 97), already

mentioned at p. 106, is another important focus of traffic. It ascends

to the N.E., passing (right) the Galleria Mazzini and cutting off

a corner of the interesting old Palazzo Spinola (now the Pre-

fettura), to the Piazza Corvetto (PL F, G-, 5), where a bronze

equestrian of Statue of Victor Emmanuel II. was erected in

1886, from Barzaghi's designs. From this point we may proceed

to the left, passing a marble Statue of Mazzini (p. 94), to the —
*Villetta Dinegro (PI. F, 4; 240 ft.), a beautiful public park,

with pretty cascades and numerous animals and birds. Winding
promenades ascend from the entrance to a high bastioti which
affords a noble survey of city, harbour, and environs.

The Via Assarotti (PI. Gr-I, 5, 4), the continuation of the Via
Koma, ascends past the church of Santa Maria Immacolata
(PL G, 4; 1856-73) to the Piazza Manin (PL I, 4; 330 ft.).

Between the Via Peschiera and the Via San Bartolomeo degli Armeni,
two side-streets on the right, on the slope of the Zerbino, lies the Villa
Pallavicini delle Peschiere (PL H, 5), laid out by Gal. Alessi in
1560-72, and once a typical example of a Renaissance country-house,
with its grottoes, terraces, and beautiful park. — Not far off, above the
Via Felice, is the Villa Gropallo (PI. I, 4), with its handsome terrace
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(16th cent.). — The castellated villa, known as the Castello Mackenzie
(PI. I, 3), on the hill above the Piazza Manin, was built by Gino Coppede
of Florence.

On the W. side of the Piazza Manin begins the Via di Cir-
convallazione a Monte, a magnificent road laid out since 1876

on the hills at the back of the town (tramway No. 2, see p. 97).

It skirts the hillside to the W. in long windings, under various

names. To tbe right, at the end of the Corso Principe Amedeo, is

the church of San Bartolomeo degli Armeni (PI. H, 3), which
possesses a highly venerated Byzantine painting of Christ ('Sudario')

and altar-pieces by L. Cambiaso (Transfiguration and Ascension).

The road goes on to the W. (Corso Solferino, Corso Magenta,

Corso Paganini) to the Spianata Castelletto (PL E, 3; lift, p. 97;

cafe-restaurant), commanding one of the finest views of Genoa. The
name recalls the French castle destroyed in 1413. Taking the

name of Corso Firenze the road next runs to the N. to the church

and cable-car station (see below) of San Nicolo (PI. E, 1). It then

sweeps round above the poor-house (see below) and the charm-

ingly situated Castello di Montegalletto (PI. C, D, 1), a villa in the

style of a mediaeval castle belonging to the well-known Captain

E. A. D'Albertis, to the Corso Ugo Bassi (PI. C, 1), whence it winds

down under various names to the Piazza Acquaverde (p. 111). The
tramway avoids some of the curves by a tunnel.

From the Piazza della Zecca (PI. D, 3; p. 109) the Cable Tram-
way mentioned at p. 97 ascends through a tunnel in 7 min. to

San Nicolo (see above; change of carriage) and thence in 7 min.

more through orchards to the loftily-situated *Castellaecio. The
upper terminus of the line (ca. 1020 ft.; Caff^-Ristorante Bere-

gardo^ very fair; Ristorante Ideal-Righi) commands a beautiful

view of the valley of the Bisagno and the Campo Santo. About
12 min. higher up is the old Forte Castellaccio (1252 ft.), with a

magnificent view of Genoa and the coast from Savona to the pro-

montory of Portofino.
Pedestrians may eitlicr take the steep paved patli, beginning at the

Trattoria dei Cacciatori, halfway between the terminus and the fort, which
descends in 20 min. to the church of San Nicolo (see above), or follow
the stony ridge to the W. of tlie fort to (li/.^ hr.) Granarolo (p. 111).

The older line of roads, diverging to the left at tlie Spianata Castel-
letto (see above), is known as the Via di Circo7ivallazio7ie a Monte In-
ft;riore. The first part of it, named the Corso Carbo7iara, leads to tlio

Albergo del Poveri or poor-houKC (PI. T), E, 1, 2j 3J8 ft.), the church
of which contains sculptures by Montoraoli (I'ieta) and I'icrre Ptujct
(Immaculate Conceptionj. The road th(;n takes the name of Corso iJoyali
and rejoins the main thoroughfare at the Castello di Montegalletto, ad-
joining the upper cntranco to the Jiotanic UardrM (p. 110).

The Campo Santo or Cimitero di Staglicno (open daily 8-G,

in spring 9-5, in winter 10-4; tramway No. 5, p. 1)7) is reached

from the Piazza Manin (p. 112; by the Via Montaldu, which loaves

the city by the Porta San Bartolomeo (IM. I, :<, 4) and tlien
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descends (views) to the N. into the Valley of the Bisagno and to

Staglieno. About Y2 ^^- farther on (IY2 ^I- from the town) is the

entrance to the cemetery, which was laid out by Besasco in 1844-

1851 and stretches up the slope on the K bank of the Bisagno. We
first enter a large rectangular space, with sumptuous single mo-
numents in the recesses of the arcades, beyond which is an oval

space, with rows of monuments in the recesses. Flights of steps

and broad inclined planes lead up to the upper galleries, the

central point of which is a rotunda, with a dome borne by mono-
lithic columns of black marble. Above the rotunda, to the N.E.,

on the steep hillside, is the tomb of Griuseppe Mazzini (d. 1872). —
In returning we may use the tramway line No. 7 (p. 97).

By road from Genoa to Piacenza, comp. p. 437.

d. Prom the Piazza Deferrari. to the Via di Circon-
vallazione a Mare and the Lido d'Albaro.

The Via Yenti Settembre (PI. F, H, 6, 7), a handsome thorough-

fare 2/3 M. in length, laid out in 1892-1905 and flanked with

arcades containing shops, is the busiest street in Grenoa. From
the New Exchange (p. 101) it leads to the S.E. to the Ponte Monu-
mentale (PI. Gr, 6 ; lift, see p. 97). This viaduct is reached from

the Piazza Corvetto (p. 112) via the Acquasola (PI. Gr, 5, 6; con-

certs, p. 98), a park laid out on part of the inner town-ramparts,

and the Corso Andrea Podesta (tramway No. 3, p. 97). — Situated

on a terrace near the Ponte Monumentale is the unimportant former

church of —
Santo Stefano (PI. F, Gr, 6), a great part of which collapsed

in 1912. Its Romanesque tower is a relic of the original church on

this site, while the fagade and the outer columns of the choir date

from a Gothic restoration in the 14th century. The cantoria (choir-

gallery) on the entrance-wall is an early w^ork (1499) of Ben. da
Rovezzano of Florence. Above the high-altar, the *Stoning of

St. Stephen by Giulio Romano^ one of his best works (1523;

covered). — Adjoining is the new church of the same name.

We now enter the S. part of the Corso Andrea Podesta (PI. Gr,

F, 7 ; fine views). From the Piazza Graleazzo Alessi (PL F, 8) we
follow the Via Graleazzo Alessi to the W. to the church of —

*Santa Maria di Carignano (PI. E, 8; 174 ft.), begun after

1576 from Galeazzo Alessi's design (1552) and not completed till

ca. 1600. It is a smaller edition of the plan adopted by Michael

Angelo and Bramante for St. Peter's at Rome. Here, however, a

square ground-plan takes the place of the Greek cross of St. Peter's,

and small lanterns represent the minor domes. The principal portal

dates from the 18th century.
Interior. Second altar to the right, Maratta^ Martyrdom of St.

Blasius; 4th altar, Franc. Vanni, Communion of Mary Magdalen; Ist altar
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to the left, Guercino, St. Francis ; 3rd altar, Luca Cambiaso, *Entomb-
ment. Baroque statues below the dome by Pierre Paget (St. Sebastian
and the beatified Alessandro Sauli), Parodi (John the Baptist), and Claude
David (St. Bartholomew).

The *ViEw from the highest gallery of the dome (370 ft. above the

sea; 119 steps to the first gallery, thence to the top 130; easy and well
lighted staircase) embraces the city, harbour, and fortifications, the po-

pulous coast (comp. p. 112), and on the S. the vast, ever-varying expanse
of the Mediterranean. (Sacristan 25 c. ; his attendance for the ascent un-
necessary; best light in the morning.)

The Via Fieschi leads from the N.E. side of the church to the

Via Yenti Settembre ; from the N.W. side the Ponte Carignano
(1718-24), spanning a street 100 ft. below, leads to the Piazza

Sarzano (PL D, 7), with view of the tasteful campanile of the early-

Gothic church of SanV Agostino (PL E, 7). The Strada Sant'

Agostino goes on to the church of San Donate (p. 106). — In the

opposite direction the Via Nino Bixio leads to the Piazza Bixio

(PL F, 8), among the gardens of which rises a bronze statue of

General Nino Bixio (1821-73), by Pazzi (1890).

The broad Via Corsica (PL F, E, 8, 9), the prolongation of the

Corso Andrea Podesta, descends from the Piazza Bixio towards the

S.W. to the —
*Via di Circonvallazione a Mare, a fine street, laid out

in 1893-95 on the site of the outer ramparts, traversed by a tram-

way (No. 11, p. 97), and commanding beautiful views. It begins,

as the Corso Prinx'ipe Oddone, at the Piazza Cavour (PL D, 6)

and passes the docks mentioned at p. 103, the Sailors' Home
(Casa di Gente di Mare), and the Albergo Popolare (PL D, 7;

p. 184); then under the name of Corso Aurelio Saffi (PL E-H,

9, lOj it ascends gradually, skirts the sea beneath the hill crowned
by the church of Santa Maria di Carignano (p. 114), and finally

ascends the right bank of the Bisagno, passing the Piazza di

Francia with the new Museo Civico di Stoi^ia Naturale (PL G-,

H, 8), to the Ponte Pila (PL H, I, 7).

From the Ponte Pila the Via Cancvari (PI. I, K, 6-3) and the Via
Uobbio (PI. I, 2, 1) ascend tlic riglit bank of the river to tlie Cainpo Santo
(p. 113; tramway No. 7, p. 97). — Anotlior tramway (No. 12) diverges from
the Via Cancvari and croHses the l^)nte Castelfidardo (1^1. K, (5) to the
Hubiirb of San FruttuoHO. A Htcep pilgrims' path ascends thence to the
Santuario del Monte (400 ft.), a pilgrimage-church rebuilt in 1653, with
altar-pieces and sculptures of the Genoese school.

'J'hc Corso Buenos Ayres (PL I, K, 8), the E. continuation of

the Via Venti Settembre (p. 114), intersects the suburb of Borgo
Pila. The Corso Torino (tramway No. 10, p. 97) runs to tlie right

to the Caniiere della Foce (PL If, I, 10), extensive ship-building

yards, whence a new Coast Promenade to the Tjido d'Albaro (p. 1 16)

is ))eing made.

The Cor.so Buenos Ayres ends at tlie Piazza Tonimaseo (PL K, 8),

to the N. of which is the suburb of San Martino d'Albdm (tram-
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way No. 9, p. 97). The Road to Neryi leads straight on (tramway

No. 8 ; carr., see p. 96), via the Collina df Alharo. In San Francesco
d^Alharo are a house occupied by Lord Byron in 1822-23 (Via

Albaro 10), the Palazzo del Paradiso (16th cent.), the Villa

Camhiaso (1557), and other fine country iiouses.

A new road (tramway No. 8, p 97), diverging to the right at

the Villa Raggio, on the top of the ridge, descends to the *Lido
d'Albaro, a pleasure-resort (adm. 50 c), wdth concert-rooms,

variety-theatre, cafe-restaurant (L. SYa? ^- 5 fr.), and sea-baths

(70 C.-IY2 f^-)- Fine view of the coast as far as the Monte di

Portofino (p. 132). On the beach is an artificial grotto, where the

surf is sometimes very fine when the Scirocco is blowing. In

winter the Lido d'Albaro is frequented only on holidays.
The Nervi road reaches the sea at (41/2 M.) Sturla (p. 130), beyond

which it skirts the coast, with continuous fine views of both Rivieras

(p. 93), to the station of Quarto clei Mille (p. 130). A small monument
near the station marks the point of embarkation of the 1000 Garibaldians
for Marsala in 1860. Thence via Quinto (p. 130) to Nervi (p. 130).

22. Prom Genoa to Ventimiglia. Riviera
di Ponente.

94 M. Railway in 41/2-6 hrs. (fares 17 fr. 55, 12 fr. 30, 7 fr. 90 c.

;

express 19 fr. 25, 13 fr. 50, 8 fr. 75 c). ~ The 'trains de luxe' (Nord-Sud
Express, p. 19; Vienna-Cannes, p. 30; Eome-Cannes, Jan.-mid-May) per-

form the journey in about 41/4 hrs. (fare 26 fr. 10 c). The views, best on
the left, are sadly interrupted by the tunnels (78 in number) through the

numerous promontories. — This tour by road (103 M.) is strongly recom-
mended to Motorists; for Cyclists it is very fatiguing. — Electric Tram-
tvay (No. 13) to Voltri, see p. 97.

In calm weather the *Steambota Journey along the coast from Genoa
to Nice is far preferable to the railway. A saloon -steamer of the

Hamburg-America Line plies in winter every Mon., Wed., and Frid. at

9 a.m. from Genoa, returning from Nice on Tues., Thurs., and Sat. at

9 a.m.; from Genova to San Remo 5 hrs., thence to Nice 31/4 hrs. ; fares

from Genoa to San Remo I81/2 fr. , to Mentone 22 fr. , to Monaco 23 fr.,

to Nice 25 fr. ; return-tickets at reduced rates, valid for the whole season.
Small luggage free; larger trunks 2 fr. Restaurant on board.

Genoa^ see p. 95. — The remarks at p. 93 on the luxuriant

flora apply especially to the Riviera di Ponente.

272 M. San Pier d'Arena or Sampierdarena (p. 63), an in-

dustrial town (15,100 inhab.) situated on the coast at the mouth of

the Polc6vera (p. 63), has two Romanesque churches and numerous
palaces, including the Pal. Scassi, tovmevlj Imperiali, and the Pal.

Spinola, both by Galeazzo Alessi. Large sugar-refinery, steel-works,

etc. Fine view from the pilgrimage-church near the Forte Belvedere
(420 ft.; inn), 11/4 M. to the N.E. — We cross the Polcevera.

3 M. Cornigliano Licjure (Grrand-Hotel Villa Rachel), an in-

dustrial town with numerous villas (Villa Raggio, finely situated

on the coast).
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4^2 ^^' Sestri-Ponente (Alhergo-Ristorante della Grotta),

with 17,200 iuliab., has a number of manufactories and ship-yards.

6 M. Pegli. — Hotels. *Grand-Hotel Mediterranee, in the Palazzo

Lomellini, with hydropathic and electro-therapeutic arrangements and fine

garden, 100 R. at 3-7, B. I1/2, L- 31/2, ^' 5, P. 9-15 fr. , sea-bath 60 c,
Gr.-Hot. Savoy et Pegli, 80 R. at 3-5, B. I1/4, L. 3, D. 4, P. 7-10 fr., these

two in the busy Via Vittorio Emanuele ; Hot. de la Ville et d^Angleterre,
opposite the station, 60 R. at 3-8, B. I1/5, L. 3, D. 41/2, P. 7-9 fr. — Hot.-
Restaurant Puppo, Via Yitt. Eman., 40 R. at 2-3 fr., B. 80 c, P., incl.

wine, 7-8 fr. ; Alb. Colombo, Via Andrea Doria. — Restaurants. Caffe
Milano, Ristorante A7idrea Doria (rooms), both unpretending but good. —
Physicians, see under Genoa, p. 98; also Dr. Heusser and Dr. Kerez. —
Anglican Church (St. John^s),v^iVn services from Jan. to March.— Electric
Tramway to Genoa and Voltri, No. 13, p. 97.

Pegli (20 ft.), with 6100 inhab., ship-building yards, and an

old castle (Castellazzo)^ a much visited summer sea-bathing place,

is cooler and moister than the W. wintering-places on the Riviera

and is itself visited as a winter-station by nervous sufferers.

Numerous beautiful walks in the wooded valleys and on the

hill-slopes lend a peculiar charm to Pegli. The Passeggiata del

Villini, in the grounds of the former Villa Elena, may be specially

mentioned (line views). Among the villas are the Villa Rostan
(15th cent.), with grounds in the English style, the Villa Rapallo
(adm. 1-2 fr.), and the Villa Doria (permesso in the PaL Doria in

Genoa). The chief attraction is, however, the —
^ Villa Pallavicini (open daily except Frid. 10-3.50, on Sun,

& holidays 9-2.50; closed on Maundy Thursday, Easter Sunday, Whit-

sunday, All Saints Day, and Christmas Day), the property of the

Durazzo-Pallavicini family (p. 110). The entrance is immediately

to tlie left of the exit from the station; permessi at the steward's

office, where visitors write their names in a book and receive a

guide (fee 1 fr.). The visit takes about IY2 lii'-

The grounds extending along the slopes of the coast display a pro-
fusion of luxuriant vegetation and afford dcliglitful prospects of Genoa,
tliC sea, the coast, and the mountains. On the highest point (to which
visitors should insist upon proceeding) stands a castle in the mcdiseval
style with a tower (view). Around it are indications of a simulated siege.

Farther on is a stalactite grotto with a sul)tcrranean piece of water; under
the bridge a striking glimpse of tlie lighthouse of Genoa and tlie sea.

There are also summer-houses in the Poinpcian, Turkish, and Chinese
styles, an obelisk, fountains, surprise water -works, etc. The gardens
contain fine examples of the vanilla, cinnamon, and camphor plants, sugar-
canes, palms, cedars, magnolias, and azaleas.

7 M. iVa, with large steel-works. — S'/^ ^'^' Voltri, a town
with 13,000 inhab., at the mouth of the Lcira and the Ceritsa,

with iron-works, a marine hos])ital, and tlie Villa Galliera.

13 M. Arenzano (Hotel du Pare, R. 2-3, P. 8-12 fr.; Hot.

Genfjva, etc.;, a sniall surniner-r(;sort witli a good batliing-bcacli,

an old castle, and tlic line park of the Villa Sanli- Pallavicini;

beautiful retrospect towards (jenoa.

15\/, M. Cognlc.to, erroncouHly described as the birthplace of
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Coliimbns (p. 111). — 20 M. Varazze {Rot . Grenova, R. 2 fr., Hot.

Torretti, both good), with 6700 inhab., is a busy ship -building

place, prettily situated among orange gardens, and is visited as a

wintering-place and bathing-resort. — 22 M. Celle Ligure, the

birthplace of Pope Sixtus lY. (Francesco della Rovere). — 24 M.
Albissola, the Roman Alba Dociliaj situated at the mouth of the

Sansohhia, includes three villages. Pottery is largely manufactured

in Albissola Marina. The handsome Palazzo della Rovere (now

Pal. Gravotti), in Albissola Superiorej was the birthplace of Pope
Julius II. (Griuliano della Rovere).

26Y2 ^^' Savona (Railway Restaurant). — Hotels. ^Hotel Suisse,

Piazza Garibaldi, 60 R. at 3-5, omn. 3/^ fr. ; Hot.Moderne du Commerce, near
the station, 45 R. at 21/2-3V2 fi*- ; Albergo Roma e Torino, Piazza Paleocapa,
E. 21/2, omn. V2 fi*- — Cafe Chianale. — Cabs. Per drive 80 c., per hour
11/2 fr-> special tariff for longer excursions. — Omnibuses. To Albissola
Superiore, 35 c.; to Vado, every 20 min., 30 c.; to Spotorno, twice daily,

50 c.; etc. — Sea Baths at the Stabilim^nto Wanda. — British Coksul,
Salv. Guattari. — Lloyd's Agent, E. Bandini. — Church Seatnen^s In-
stitute for British sailors (services on Sun. and Tues., concert on Wed.).

Savona (33 ft.), the Savo of the Romans, on the Letimbro,
was occupied in the second Punic War by Hannibal's brother Mago,
and during the middle ages waged an unsuccessful rivalry with

Grenoa. It is now the seat of a bishop and an important seaport

and industrial town (24,900 inhab.). Soap (sapoue) is said to have

derived its name from this town.

At the Harbour
J

to the N.E. of the station, rises the ancient

Torre Pancaldoj called after the navigator of that name; and on

the adjoining point is a G-enoese fort (now a prison), incorporating

some remains of the old cathedral, destroyed in 1542. The new
Cathedral (1604) contains a picture by Lod. Brea, a marble cross

by G-. A. Molinari (1499), and a Renaissance pulpit by Molinari and

Ant. Aprile (1522). Opposite is the Ateneo (uniinished), built for

Julius II. by Griul. da Sangallo. — The handsome theatre, erected

in 1853, is dedicated to the poet Gabr. Chiabrera (1552-1637), a

native of the place. — The oratory of Santa Maria di Castello has

a large altar-piece by Vine. Foppa and Lod. Brea, with a portrait of

the donor, Giuliano della Rovere (1490; injured). — In the Ospedale
Civico is the Museo Civico (open on Sun. & Thurs., 9-12 and 3-5),

including a small picture-gallery and natural history collections.

To the S.W. of the station lie a large Industrial Quarter, with

iron-works, steel-works, potteries, etc., and the pretty Giardino
Pubblico.

The church of the Madonna degli Angeli, near the artillery-barracks,
to the N. above the harbour, commands a *View of the Gulf of Genoa as

far as Camogli (p. 132). — Santuario, see p. 60.

From Savona to Turin, sec pp. 60-58; to Alessayidria, see pp. 63, 62.

The railway now traverses orange gardens, which yield the

*chinotti' (small candied oranges) of commerce. — 30V« M. Vado,
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the Vada Sahatia of the Romans, on a deep bay protected by two
forts (fine view from the lighthouse IY4 M. to the S.E.). — 32 M.
Bergeggi, From the highroad to Spotorno we obtain a fine *Retro-

spect of the Riviera as far as Camogli. Opposite lies the rocky islet

of Bergeggi (210 ft.), once the seat of a celebrated monastery. —
34 M. Spotorno (Alb. della Pace) has an excellent bathing-beach.

36 M. Noli (Alhergo Italia; Alb. Roma)^ a little fishing town,

charmingly ensconced in a sheltered situation, once a free town
under the protection of Genoa, has several ancient towers, the

remains of the town-walls, and a good beach. The small Roman-
esque basilica of San Paragorio, near the station, dates from the

13th century. — Beautiful ^Yiew from the Capo di Noli (905 ft.),

3 M. to the S. (bridle-path), on which are a signal-station (Semdforo)
and the Romanesque church of Santa Margheritaj finely situated

on the edge of the cliff. The road from Noli to Finale Marina
intersects the cape by means of a tunnel, 130 yds. in length.

38^/2 M. Varigotti (inn); path to the (1 hr.) Semaforo (see above).

41 Y2 M. Finale Marina (Alhergo Garibaldi) is a prettily

situated little town, with orange -gardens and two sea-bathing

establishments. The elaborate baroque Church is by Bernini. The
old Castle (14th cent.), above the Villa De Baymondi^ is now a

prison. To the N., above Filiate Pia, lies the village of Verzi,

with a Roman bridge. To the W., beyond the mouth of the Porra^
is the precipitous promontory of Caprazoppa, which the road

pierces by a tunnel ; and farther on are the Arene Cdndide (sand-

dunes; whence sand is shipped) and large limestone quarries.

43 M. Borgio Verezzi (Pens. Internazionale). — 45 Y2 M- Pietra

Ligm'e has an interesting church and a ruined castle on an isolated

rock. — 47 M. Loano (Hot. Bellevue). To the right of the line is

the suppressed monastery of Monte Carmelo, erected by the Dorias

in 1609. — 48 M. Borghetto Santo Spirito. — Beyond (49 M.)

CerialCj with its market-gardens, the mountains recede.

52 M. Albenga (Jiail. Restaurant ; Hot. Albenga, R. l^-
2^2 '^r. ; onin. to Alassio, sec p. 120), the Albingaumim of the

Romans, in a wide plain on the Cerda., is the quaintest old town in

the Riviera (4300 inhab.) and an episcopal see. Tlic old harbour

has disappeared with the recession of the coast-line. The old Toivn
Walls arc preserved, besides numerous Brick 2\)wers of ciifitcaux

of the old noblesse, including the leaning Torre dei Griffi and the

tower of the present Sottojjrefettura, connected by an arch with

the campanile (138 ft. high) of the Gothic Cathedral. The lower

part of the cathedral-facade and tlie lUiptistery (5th cent.) are the

oldest early -Christian structures in Liguria. Other interesting

buildings arc the early- Romanesque chapel of Santa Maria in

Fontibua (10th cent.) and a Roman bridge {Ponte Lungo ; 150 yds.

long), beneath which the Centa formerly flowed, in the avenue 74 ^'
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to the N. of the town. Near the present mouth of the river, 1^2 M.
from the station, we obtain a beautiful view of Albenga, the coast

as far as the Capo diNoli, the island of Grallinaria, and the Ligurian

Alps. — From Albenga to Garessio^ see p. 59.

To the left lies the rocky island of Gallinaria (295 ft.), with

picturesque cliffs, two caves on the shore, and an old Benedictine

abbey (13tli cent.; now a private house). — The train skirts the

promontory of Santa Croce (see below).

56^2^- AlaSSio. — Hotels. Grand - Hotel Alassio , 110 beds

at 4-8, B. 11/2, L. 31/2-^, D- 5-6, P. 8-14, omn. (luggage extra) ^U fr- ; *Salis-
hury Hotel, high up, patronized by the English, P. 9-12 fr., these two
with gardens; Hot.-Pens. Bellevite, in an open situation, 50 beds, B. IV4,
L. 31/2, D. 41/2 fr., incl. wine, board 7 fr. ; *The Norfolk Hotel, 30 beds,
B. 11/2, L. 3, h. 41/2, P- 8-12 fr. ; Hot. cle la Mediterranee, on the sea, with
garden, 60 E., B. IV2, L- 3, D. 4, P. 9 fr., good ; Terminus Hotel Concordia,
very fair; Hot. Victoria, on the sea, an English family hotel, 30 R. from
21/2, B. 11/4, L. 21/2, D. 31/2, incl. wine, P. from 7 fr., well spoken of; Hot.
de Milan, on the sea, R. from 2, B. 1, L. 21/2, D- 4, P. from 6 fr. ; Hot.
Savoia, with central heating and garden, 32 R. from 2, B. 1, L. 2, D. 3,

P. 5-6 fr.; Alb. del Commercio ; Alb. Nazionale, unpretending. — Pension
Villa Vittoria, 5-71/2 fi*., very fair. — Banker, House Agent, etc., Walter
Congreve. — Bookseller, Librairie hiteryiationale. — Carriage with
one horse to the Capo Santa Croce 3, with two horses 5 fr. ; to Solva
or Moglio 4 and 6 fr. ; to the Capo delle Mele 6 and 7 fr. — Omnibus
twice daily to Albenga (30 c.) and to Laigueglia (see beelow).

—

Boat to

Grallinaria 8 fr. — Anglican Church (St. John's), services at 10.30 & 3

or 5; chaplain, Rev. G. E. Stodart, M. A., Casa San Griorgio. — English
Physician, Dr. E. G^. Boon, Villa Catarina.

Alassio (16 ft.), a fishing-port with 4200 inhab., situated on a

semicircular bay opening to the S.E., has a fine sandy beach ex-

tending as far as Laigueglia. It is frequented in summer as a bathing-

place and in winter as a health-resort, especially by English visi-

tors. Beside the station is Hanhury Hall, with concert and reading

rooms; below are the public park and a short esplanade, with an

ancient tower and a view of Gallinaria and Laigueglia.
Excursions (photographing on the mountains forbidden). To the N.E.

to the (3/4 hr.) Capo Santa Croce, with the remains of a Roman road and
the picturesque ruins of the Arco Santa Croce (evening light best). — To
the top of the (2 hrs.) *Monte Pisciavino (1960 ft. ; wide view), either by
the road to the N. via Solva, or by the mule-path to the N.W., leading
through groves of olives and carob -trees, to Vegliasco (1280 ft.). The
descent may be made via the Monte Bignone (1705 ft.) to Albenga (p. 119).— Via Vegliasco, or to the W. via Moglio, to the top of the Monte Tirasso
(1920 ft.), on which is the pilgrimage-chapel of Madonna della Guardia.

58 M. Laigueglia (Alb. Concordia), a sea-bathing place with

narrow streets, was bombarded by the British in 1812. — The train

penetrates the Capo delle Mele (240 ft. ; lighthouse, signal-station,

and pilgrimage-chapel) by means of a long tunnel, ivhile the road
describes a wide curve. — 60 M. Andora, a group of villages in

the fertile vale of the Merida (sulphur-springs; Vj^ M. inland a

large ruined castle). — 63Y2 ^- Cervo-San Bartolomeo. Cervo is

picturesquely situated on the right.
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65 M. Diano Marina (Hot. Paradis, with sea-baths, R. 2^2-

3Y2i P- 8"^ ^r-)? i^ ^ fertile plain, with trade in olive-oil and 2000
inhab., has been largely rebuilt since the earthquake of 1887. To
the right, above, is Diano Castello. — The train passes by a tunnel

under the Capo Berta (880 ft.), on which stands the ruined Torre
delVArpisella. In clear weather the view from the cape (2/4 hr.'s

walk from Oneglia) extends east-wards to the Riviera di Levante.

68^/2 M. Oneglia, {Rail. Restaurant ; * Grand-Hotel Oneglia^

on the sea, open in winter only, 60 beds 3-5, B. 1^2? L- ^^l^i ^'

3^21 P- 7-9 fr., frequented by the English; Hot. Victoria^ in the

town; omnibus to Porto Maurizio, 20 c), with 8300 inhab. and a

shallow harboui', is one of the newer winter-resorts. It carries on

a busy trade in olive-oil. Near the station is a cellular prison.

Oneglia was the birthplace ofAndrea Doria (p. Ill) and of Edmondo
de Amicis (1846), the writer. To the N. appear the peaks of the

Ligurian Alps.
From Oneglia to Ormea, via the Col di Nava, see p. 59.

The train crosses the broad and stony bed of the Impero. —
70 M. Porto Maurizio {*Riviera Palace Hotel^ 100 beds from

5, B. iy27 L. 5, D. 7, P. from 12, omn. 1^2 f^-7 luggage extra, closed

in summer; Hotel de France, in the town; Anglican Church
Services at the Palace Hotel), with 6800 inhab. and a small har-

bour, is most picturesquely situated on a promontory. Olive-oil is

the staple commodity. Porto Maurizio has a fine domed church by
Simone Cantoni (1780) and a charming Griardino Pubblico.

The scenery now becomes less picturesque. — 73 M. Sail

Lorenzo alMare; ll^j^^. Santo-Stefano-Riva-Ligure. — The
train crosses tlie Argentina or Fiumara di Taggia, beyond which
is (79^2 M-) Taggia, which is the station also for the fishing-

village of Arma. A road leads from Arma to (3 M.) Bussana
Vecchia, romantically perched on a hill (670 ft.). The ruins of

this village, which was completely destroyed by the earthquake of

1887, are worth visiting (key of tlie ruined church at Bussana
Numm, IV2 M- lower down).

The picturesque little town of Taggia {Alb. cV Italia; omn. from San
Rcmo, 8ee below) lies 2 M. up the valley of the river. Giov. Dom. Rnfjini
(1807-81), poet and natriot, lived here from 1875 till his death. The town
contains several ol(l patrician mansions, and in the church of the Domi-
nican convent are paintings of the early Genoese school.

Beyond a short tunnel we obtain a view (on the right) oi Bussana
Vecchia and Bussana Nuovo and of Poggio (p. 125). Then a

tunnel under the Capo Verde ^ on which is the pilgrimage-chapel

of the Madonna della Guardia.

84 M. San Remo. - The Railway Station (I'l. C, 4; UcHiaii-

rani) lies on the W. hay, a few hundred yards beyond the new town.

Hotels & Pensions (nearly all have ^,'ardens). On the W. liufi, in

an open BituatioD, preferred by English visitorH: (Ju. Hot. Royal (I'l. e;
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B, 4), Corso doll' Imperatrice, 200 beds from 5, B. 2, L. 4, D. 6, P. from
13 fr. ; *West End Hotel (PI. g; A, 4), Corso Matuzia, 130 beds at 5-10,

B. li/2> ^' ^1 ^- 6j ^- 11-20, omn. IV2 fr. ; Grand-Hotel et Hot. des Anglais
(PI. b; B, 4), Corso delP Imperatrice, 130 beds at 4-10, B.IV2, L. 4-5, D. 6-7,

P. 10-18 fr. ; Riviera Palace Hotel (PL 1; C, 4), same street, 140 beds
at 31/2-lOj B. IV2, L. 4, D. 6, P. 9-16 fr., frequented by Americans ; Con-
tinental Palace (PI. cp; A, 4), Corso Matuzia, close to the sea, with
sea-baths, 150 beds at 3-7, B. IV2, L. 31/2, D. 5, P. 10-15, omn. IV2 fr.

;

Hot. Imperial Kaiserhof (PI. h; A, 4), Corso Matuzia, 60 R. at 3V2-5,
B. 11/2, L. 3, D. 5, P. 8-14, omn. IV2 fr- ; Hot. de Londres (PI. c; A, 4),

Corso Matuzia, 100 beds from 3, B. IV2, L. 3-31/2, D- 5-6, P. 8V2-I2V2 fr.,

frequented by the English; all these of the first class. — *H6t.-Pens.
Paradis et db Russie (PI. f ; B, 4), 52 R. at 21/3-5, B. I1/2, D. 41/2, S. 31/2,

P. 81/2-I2 fr., *HdT.-PENS. Midi et de France, P. 9-12 fr., both in Corso dell'

Imperatrice; *H6t.-Pens. Beausejour (PI. d; A, 4), Corso Matuzia, 30 R.
at 21/2-5, B. 11/4, D. 31/2, S. 21/2, P. 8-12 fr.; Hot. Bristol (PI. i; B, 4),

Via Regina Margherita, 25 R. at 3-5, B. I1/4, L. 3, D. 41/2, P. 8-10 fr. ; Hot.
Pavillon (PI. k; A, 4), Corso Matuzia, R. 4, B. I1/4, L. 3 , D. 31/2, P.
71/2-IO fr. — In the Corso degli Inglesi, in an elovated situation : *GrR.-H6T.
Savoy (PI. s ; B, 3), 150 R. from 5, B. 2, L. 4-5, D. 6-8, P. from 121/2, omn. 2 fr.

,

first-class ; Hot. Belvedere, Hot. Bel Sito (PI. y ; B, 3), Pens. Bellavista
(PI. be ; B, 3), English Pension (PI. m ; B, 3), Pens, des Anglais, all English.

iVea?* the Station, and in theNeiv Town: *H6t. de Paris (PI. n; C, 4),

Corso dell' Imperatrice, R. 4-5, B. I1/2, L. 3, D. 4, P. 10-12 fr. ; *H6t. db
l'Europe et de la Paix (PI. a; C, 4), 100 beds at 4-6, B. I1/2, L. 31/2,

D. 5, P. 10-14 fr.; Hot. Cosmopolitain (PI. z; C, 4), Via Roma, 65 beds
at 3-5, B. 11/4, L. 3, D. 4, P. 9-12 fr. ; Excelsior Hotel Milan, Via Roma,
with restaurant, 30 R. at 3-4, B. I1/4, P. 7-10 fr., good; Hot. Metropolb
et Terminus (PI. 0; C, 4), Via Roma, with restaurant, 32 R. from 21/2,

P. 8 fr. ; Hot. Central et Commerce (PI. ce; C, 3), Via Andrea Carli,

with cafe -restaurant, recommended to passing tourists, 40 R. at 21/2-31/2,

B. 11/4, L. 3, D. 31/2, P. 8-10 fr.; Hot. de la Reine, Corso dell'Imper-
atrice, adjoining the Giardino Pubblico , frequented by the English, P.
7-9 fr. ; Hot. National , Via Vitt. Emanuele 1 , 45 beds at 3-5, B. I1/4,

L. 11/2, D. 3, P. 8-10 fr. (these three without central heating). — Hot.
San Remo-Molinari , Via Roma, R. 21/2, D. 31/2 fr., Hot. de la Grande
Bretagne, Hot. -Pens. Umberto Primo, in the Via Vitt. Emanuele, Italian.

On the E. Bay, in a sheltered and quiet situation : *Grand-H6tel
Bellevue (PI. p; F, 1, 2), Corso Felice Cavallotti, adjoining the Villa
Zirio, 120 beds at 5-12, B. I1/2, L. 4, D. 6, P. 12-20, omn. I1/4 fr. ; *Gr.-
Hot. de la Mediterranee (PL w; F, 2), Corso Felice Cavallotti, with sea-

baths, 120 beds at 4-8, B. I1/2, L. 4, D. 5, P. 10-18, omn. 1 fr. ; *Gr.-H6t.
DE Nice (PL t; E, 2), Corso Garibaldi, 95 R. at 31/2-6, B. I1/2, L. 31/2, D. 5,

P. 9-14 fr. ; all these of the first class.—^*H6t. Victoria et de Rome (PL v;
F, 2), Corso Felice Cavallotti, 75 beds at 21/2-5, B. I1/2, L. 3, D. 41/2, P. 8-12,

omn. 1 fr. ; Hot. Germania et Pens. Lindenhof (PL r; F, 2), Via del

Castillo, near the sea, P. 8-12 fr. ; Schweizerhof (PL u; E, 2), Corso
Garibaldi, P. 8-10 fr. ; Pens. Paula Roberta, Via di Francia (PL D, E, 2),

quite German, P. 7-10 fr. ; Hot.-Pens. du Midi, Via Ruffini (PL E, 2);
Pens, des Etrangers, Corso Garibaldi.

In summer only the Not. Cosmopolitain, Excelsior Hotel Milan, Hot.
Metropole, Hot. National, Hot. San Remo Molinari, and Hot. Grande
Bretagne arc open.

Sanatoria. Kurhaus (PL F, 1), near the Gr.-H6t. Bellevue (see above),
with hydropathic, 75 beds; Columbia, Villa Ferrari, 15 beds, P. 121/2-

25 fr. For consumptives : English Nursing Home Sunnybank, Berigo (from
4 guineas a week); Villa Quisisana (PL q; A, 4) , above the Corso Ma-
tuzia (from 13 fr. a day).

Apartments (comp. p. xxii). Suites of apartments are to be found
in the Via Vittorio Emanuele, Corso dell' Imperatrice, Via Feraldi, Corso
Garibaldi, Via Umberto, and Via Roma. Those in other parts of the
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town are less desirable, owing to the coldness of the streets. Villas
abound; rent for the winter 1500-12,000 fr., including furniture and other
requisites (distinct bargain necessary). Lists of apartments and villas at

the Anglo-American Ageyicy, the Agence Ligtcrienne, and the Agence
Benecke et Heywood, all in the Via Vittorio Emanuele.

Caf^s- Restaurants. Restaur, du Casino Municipal, in the Kur-
saal (see below); Cafe Roma, Yia Umberto 3, both with Munich and
Pilsner beer, L. 21/2, D. 31/2 fr- > incl. wine (band and varieties in the
evening); *Cafe du Commerce, in the Hot. Central (p= 122), *Cafe Euro-
pean, Via Vitt. Emanuele; Restaurant International (Bouillon Duval),
Via Vitt. Emanuele 34, inexpensive. — Confectioners. Thewes, facing
the Giardino Pubblico; Gaspero , Andry, & Co., Via Vitt. Emanuele 24;
Steiner Saluzzi & Co., Via Vitt. Emanuele 6 bis. — Tea-Room. Alexan-
dra Tea Rooms, Corso dell'Imperatrice.

Music in the Via Rufani (PI. E, 2) on Sun., Tues., & Thurs., 2.30-4p.m.
— Places of Entertainment. Casi7io Manicipale (PI. C, 3), with
concert-room, theatre (operas and operettas), reading-room, and 'Cercle

des Etrangers' (card-room, for members only) ; ticket for the day 1 fr. (also

subscribers). — Teatro Principe Amedeo (PI. D, 3).

Carriages. Drive in the lower town 1 fr., with two horses l^/g fr.

(at night I1/2 or 21/2 fr.); per half-hour IV2 or 2 fr. (at night 2 or 3 fr.);

drive in the upper town, IV25 2, 2, or 3 fr.
;
per hour 21/2 , 3V2> 31/2 or

4 fr. Double fare in the town between 1 and 4 p.m. from Dec. to mid-
May (inclusive). If luggage over 441bs., each box 1/2 fr. One-horse carr.

to the Madonna della Costa 3, landau for 4 pers. 4, two-horse carr. 6 fr.

;

drive round the hill-road ('Griro della Circonvallazione'
;
p. 125) 5, 6, or

10 fr. ; to Bordighera 10, 12, or 15 fr. (incl the Strada Eomana 12, 14, or
18 fr.). Carr. with rubber tyres charge 25''/o more in each case. — Donkey
to Madonna della Guardia, Verczzo, or Coldirodi 4, to Bussana Vecchia
or San Romolo 6, Ccriana or Monte Bignone 8, to Baiardo 10 fr. — Boat
per hour for 1 person 1 fr., for several 2 fr. and fee (bargaining advisable).

Motor Cars at the Societd Generale Esercizi con Automobili, op-
posite the railway-station.

Omnibus from the Piazza Cappuccini (PI. C, 3) to the end of the
Corso Fl'1. Cavallotti ('Val d'Olivi'), every 1/2 hr. from 7 to 12 and from
2 to 7 (10 c); from the Piazza Colombo to Ospedalctti 8 times daily (30
('.), to Bordighera twice daily (00 c).

Post and Telegraph Office (PI. D, 3), Via Roma 14 bis ; open 8 a.m.
to 8 p.m. (telegraph-office till 9 p.m. and till midnight from Dec. 1st to

April .^Otli); branch-office at Corso Garibaldi 8.

Bankers. Benecke et Heywood (see above); Fratelli Asquasciati;
Riihino; Monibello, Dehraud, & Co., all in the Via Vitt. Emanuele.

Tourist Agents. Thos. Cook & Son, Via Vitt. Emanuele 17 ; Benecke
ft lleyirood (sec above), for the International Sleeping-Car Co. and the
North (icrman T^loyd ; C. Stefano, Via Roma 14, for the Hamburg-America
I.in<' (]). 110).

Shops. Booksellers: Ruef, Corso Garibaldi 30; Branzke, Corso dell'

Inipcratrice 7; Oandolfo , Via Vitt. Emanuele 21; Zoscn (also photo-
graphs), Via Vitt. Emanuele 15. — Among the specialties of the place are
inlaid wood (AnfoHHi, Di Leva, Via Vitt. Emanuele) and the perfumes
manufactured hy Airardi.

English Physicians. Dr. M. Pouter, Villa San Giovanni ; Dr. Blaikie-
Smith, Villa Victoria; Dr. Crichton-Miller, Villa Mary; Dr. Hunt, Villa
Margucrita; Dr. Lillie, Villa San Bartolomco. — Dentist. Dr. Joseph
Qerholini, Via Privata. — Chemists. Squire, Via Vitt. Emanuele 17;
Peinemanutk Wiedemann, Via Vitt. Kuiatiucle 10 (PI, Ap. ; C, 3); Jordan,
Via Vitt. Emanuele 27. — Baths in the Via I'rivata and in the Stdhili-

LTnento
dci lifumi di Marr, (1*1. E, 2), I'asscggiata Inip(;rat()re FcchTico.

Visitors* Tax daily r^Ocr., per we<'k 2 fr., 2 iJCfH. 1 fr., Hcason .'JO and TjO fr.

British Vice-Consul, Meyscy Turton. -- Amkkkan Cunsilau_

—
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Anglican Churches (from Oct. to May). St. John the BaptisVs (PI.

B, 4), Via Roma; services 11 & 5.30; chaplain, Rev. W. J. S. Emerij, M.A.,
Casa Franca, Corso dell' Imperatrice. — All Saints^ (PI. B, 4), Corso dell'

Iraperatrice ; services 10.30 & 5.30; chaplain. Rev. E. B. Brackenhury,
M.A., Villa San Giorgio. — Presbyterian Church (PI. C, 4; services at

11 & 5), Corso deirimperatrice 4.

Golf Links (9 holes) at A7'ma di Taggia, near Taggia (sec p. 121).

Climate. San Remo is sheltered by an unbroken semicircular hill

rising from the Capo Nero to the Piano Carpa7'o (2955 ft.), culminating
in the Monte Caggio (3575 ft.) and Moiite Bignone (4260 ft.), and descend-
ing thence to the Capo Verde, its summit being nowhere more than 4 M.
distant in a straight line. The N. winds are, therefore, entirely excluded
from this favoured spot, especially as a double range of mountains rises

behind the town a little farther back, while the force of the E. and W.
winds is much broken. Violent E. winds, however, frequently occur at

the end of February and the beginning of March, and the 'Mistral' is

also an unwelcome visitor at this season. — To consumptive and bron-
chial patients the E. bay is recommended on account of its sheltered
situation and humid atmosphere, while those suffering from nervous and
liver complaints will find the dry and stimulating air of the W. bay
more beneficial. — The mean temperature of San Remo during the three
winter months is 51° Fahr.

San Remo., a town of 17,100 inhab., lies in the middle of a

beautiful bay, 5^2 ^^- wide, embosomed in olive-groves that cover

the valleys and lower slopes and give place higher up to pines and

other coniferse. It has been a health-resort since 1861.

The crowded houses of the Old Town (CittaVecchia or La
Pigna^ PI. C, D, 2, 3), with the church of San Siro founded in the

12th cent., occupy a steep hill between the short valleys of the

Toi^rente San Francesco and the Torrente di San Romolo.
A smaller quarter named Castigliuoli lies to the W. of the latter

stream. These older parts of the town consist of a curious labyrinth

of narrow lanes, flights of steps, archways, lofty and sombre houses,

and mouldering walls. The arches which connect the houses high

above the streets are intended to give them stability in case of earth-

quakes. Vines are frequently seen clambering up the houses and

putting forth their tendrils and leaves on the topmost stories.

The '^WN Tov^^N occupies the alluvial land at the foot of the hill.

The long Via Vittorio Emaniiele (PL C, D, 3), with its numerous
shops, is the chief centre of traffic. No. 24 in this street, the

Palazzo Borea WOlmo (15th cent.), possesses a fine staircase. —
To the S.E. is the fort of Santa Tecla (PI. D, 3, 4; now a prison),

constructed by the Genoese to defend the small harbour, which is

sheltered by a breakwater 1300 ft. in length.

The Via Vitt. Emanuele leads past the Casino Municipale {Kur-

saal; PI. C, 3 ; p. 123) to the *Corso dell' Imperateice (PL B, C, 4),

on the W. bay, which is planted with palms. This magnificent pro-

menade, the favourite vdnter-resort of the visitor, skirts the railway

and the sea and terminates towards the W. in the beautiful Giardino
deirimperatrice (PL 1, B, 4), beyond which begin the Corso
Matuzia and the Corso Ponente (PL A, 4), ending at the cemetery.
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The main thoroughfare of the quarters on the E. bay is the Corso
Garibaldi (PL B, E, 2) and its E. prolongation, the Corso Felice

Cavallotti (PL E, F, 2). A little above the Jatter, next to th6 Belle-

vue Hotel, is the Villa Villeneuve or Zirio (no adm.), where the

dying German Crown Prince Frederick William resided from Nov.,

1887, to March, 1888. — The chief promenades in this quarter

are the high -lying Via Wolfango Goethe (PL E, F, 1) and the

quiet Corso Federico Guglielmo (PL E, F, 2), by the sea.

A delightful drive (tariff, see p. 123) is afforded by the *Hill
Road to the IST. of the town, which begins at the Rondo Marsaglia,

above the Piazza Colombo, and, at first under the name Strada

Zefflro Massa (PL D, 2, 1), ascends the left bank of the Torrente

San Francesco in the sheltered Barragallo Valley. The Via

Porte Candelieri, the old road to Yerezzo, coming from the Madonna
della Costa, crosses the stream by a picturesque bridge. Farther

on we follow the Via Dante Alighieri (PL D, 1), v/hich turns to the

S. towards the white dome-covered church of Madonna della Costa
(PL C, 2), perched on the top of the hill as the keystone of the old

town. The church is approached by alleys of cypresses and, like

the Giardino Regina Elena, beside the large Hospital (PL C, 2),

commands a fine view of bay and mountain.

The Via Galileo Galilei (PL C, B, 1, 2), the continuation of the

hill-road, runs up one side and down the other of the San Momolo
Valley^ passing the Madonna del Borgo (PL B, 1), and then,

shortly before the Rondo or Piazzale San Bernardo (PL C, 3), joins

the Corso degli Inglcsi (PL A-C, 3, 4; formerly Strada Berigo).

This road leads to the W. and, flanked by beautiful gardens, winds
along the hillside. A little below the road is the fine palm-garden
of the * Villa Parva (PL B, 3; adm. Wed. & Sat., 10-12 and 2-4;

1 fr. , for charitable purposes). We then enter the valley of the

Torrente della Foce and descend it to the Corso Matuzia (PL A, 4).

Excursions. A beautiful and easily reached point of view is the (1 hr.)

^Madonna della Guardia (.370 ft. ; restaurant) on Capo Verde (best view in

the morning; carr,, see p. 12.3). The ascent begins at the Dazio Comunale,
about I'V^ M. to the E. of San Remo. Tlie return from tlie church may
be made by Pofjffio (Albergo Vof2;f^'w, etc.), a villa^^e noted for its wine.
The })est view is obtained from near the old tower a])Ove the village. —
To Jif'ftHona Vecr.hia or to Taf/f/ia, see p. 121. -- A good road (omn., see

p. 128) leads via l^)ggio to the (S'/.^ M.) picturesque hill-town of Ccriann
(1210 ft. ; inn). — A road leads througli the charming valley of San Martina
to the (21/2 hrs.) prettily situated Verez::o, with the cliurches of San Donato
and Sant' Antonio. — To Sa^i Romolo (2.')80 ft.), a former hermitage, witli

fine cliestnut woods and villas, in the upi)er valley of San J^)molo, a

donkfv-ride of 2V2 hrs. (« fr.). Tliis excursion m.iv b(! continued via tlie

CoUe dei Termini (3105 ft.) to the (I'/u hr.) '^Monfe liif/iiotie (l2f;o ft.
;
pano-

rama of the sea witli Corsica to the S. and th(i Maritime Alps to tlie N.).

Ilir-h flora (rhododendrons). From tli(^ j)ass a bridb^-path descends to the
N.W., via the Piano del Re, to the well-situated village of Jiaiardo (20.^)0 ft.;

two inns), whence we may r(!turn to San liemo via Ceriuna (sc(5 above)-
Another pleasant extension of the exeurslon from San Komolo is that

via the Monte Cafff/io (3.'j75 ft.) and the villageH of Seboi'f/a and SasHo

Uaf.ukkkh'h Northern Italy, lltli E«lit. iJ
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to Bordighera (see below). — To Coldirodi (see below) by Ospedaletti

2 hrs. ; or direct, by a very ancient road , 1 hr. — Yia Ospedaletti to

(21/2 hvs.) B07'dighera (omn., see p. 123).

The train passes through a tunnel under Capo Nero^ while the

road winds round the promontory high above the sea.

87 M. Ospedaletti. — Hotels. *Gr.-Hdtel de la Reinc, 125 heds

at 4-9, B. IV2J L' 4? ^- 5, JP. 9-18 fr., of the first class; Hdt.-Pens. Sinsse,

70 R. at 3-7, B. IV2, L- 3, D. 4, P. 8-14 fr. ; *Hdt. Royal, 50 R. from 4, B. 13/4,

D. 4i/2< S. 31/2, P- 9-15 fr. (not for invalids) ; Hdt.-Pens. Metropole, 45 R.
at 3-8, B. IV2/L. 21/2, D. 3-31/2, P. 71/2-10 fr., good; "^Hot.-Pens. Riviera,
P. 6-8 fr. ; Alh. d^Italia, P. from 5 fr. — Also Private Apartments. —
Anglican Church Service in winter in the Hot. Suisse. — Physicians,
Dr. Enderlin; Dr. Hiiguenin; Dr. Oster, and others. — Visitors' Tax
11/2 fr. per week. — Concerts in the Casino (with restaurant and reading-
room) on Mon. and Frid., 2.30-4.30 p.m. — Post & Telegraph Office next
the Hot. Metropole. — Omnibus to San Remo and Bordighera, see p. 123.

Above the little fishing-port of Ospedaletti a winter -resort

(100 ft.) was laid out in 1882 at great expense, in a sheltered and

most favourable situation, with walks free from dust. Ospedaletti

is one of the chief flower-markets in the Eiviera; visits should be

paid to the Pepini^re in the Via G-aribaldi, above the town, and

to the Gmnchetto (venerable palms), on the Bordighera road.

From Ospedaletti a mule-track (3/4 hr.) and a road diverging at Capo
Nero lead to the little town of Coldirodi or Colla (830 ft. ; Cafe-Restaur-
ant des Etrangers ; Caffe-Ristoraute della Biblioteca) , the town-hall of

which contains a library and an inconsiderable picture-gallery (adm. 50 c).

Fine view near the cemetery.

90Y2 ^^- Bordighera. — Hotels and Pensions (largely patron-

ized by the English). On the Strada Romana (p. 127), in a sheltered
situation: *H6tel et Kurhaus du Cap Ampeglio (PI. q) , with hydro-
pathic and magnificent view, 160 beds at 6-15, B. 2, L. 5, D. 7, P. 12-20,

omn. IV2 fr. ; *H6t. Angst (PI. a), with fine garden, 180 beds from 5,

B. IS/4, L. 4-5, D. 6-8, P. 12-24 fr.; *H6t. Royal (PI. r), R. from 4, B. IV2,

L. 31/2, I>. 5, P. 10-17 fr. ; *H6t. Hesperia (PI. 0), 95 beds at 4-10, B. I1/2,

L. 4, D. 51/2, P. from 10, omn. IV2 fr. : *H6t. Belvedere (PI. s), with
garden, 95 R. at 4-8, B. IV2, L. 4, D. 6, P. 14-18, omn. I1/2 fr. ; Hot.
DE LoNDRES (PI. c), English ; *H6t. Bellavista (PI. c), R. 3^2-6, B. IV4,

L. 3, D. 4, P. 8-11 fr. — In the Via Vittorio Emanuele : ^Gtrand-Hotel
(PI. h), 80 beds at 3-7, B. IV2, ^- ^^2, D- ^1/2, P. 8-13, omn. IV2 fr.,

*H6t. d'Angleterre (PL f), 70 beds at 4-7, B. IV2, L- ^1/2, D- ^1/2, P. '^-

14 fr., *Park Hotel (PI. g), R. 3V2-7, B. V/.^, L. 31/2, D- ^V2, P- 9-14: fr.,

all three with gardens; Hot. Central (PI. m) , at the station, with
restaurant, R. 21/2-31/2, H. IV4, P. 7-8 fr. — In the Via Bischoffsheim

:

Hot. de la Reine (PI. t), R. 3-5, B. IV2, L- 31/2, D. ^^k, P- 7-12 fr. —
In the Via Imperatrice Federico : Hot. Victoria, with restaurant, R. 2V2-4^,

B. IV2, L. 2V2, D. 31/2, P. 61/2-IO fr., good; Union-Hot. Savoie (PI. 1),

R. from 4, B. 11/2? L- 2V2> I^- 4, P. from 8 fr. ; Hot. Bordighera et Ter-
minus (PI. b), R. 21/2-31/?, B. 11/4, L. 21/2, D. 31/2, P. 8-9 fr., well spoken
of. — In the Strada dei Colli, to the N.E. of the old town. Hot. Bristol,
P. 71/3-91/2 fr., English.

Pensions. Villa Constantia (PI. d), Strada Romana, P. 8-12 fr., good;
Pens. Jolie (PI, k), Via Regina Margherita^ P. 6-8 fr., good ; Pe^is. Philipp
(PI. p); Pens, de la Peine (PI. t), Via Bischoffsheim, P. from 7 fr. ; Pens.
Bellevue, near the Strada di Circumvallazionc ; Villa Quiaisana, Pens,
Bichemont, both Strada Romana ; Pens, Alexandra, Via Regina Margherita,

In bumnicr only the Hotel Centred and Pens. Jolic arc u|ion,
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Restaurants. Faisan Dove (rooms), Via Imperatrice Federico (Munich
beer); Caffe-Ristoraiite Ligure; Caffe delta Stazione. — Caf6 & Con-
fectioner-. Berger, Via Vitt. Emanuele. — Tea Room. Bordighera
Tea Rooyns, Via Bischoffsheim.

Physicians^ Dr. Hubbard, Casa Santa Monica ; Dr. J. Linton Bogle,
Villa Vaniglia; Dr. G. Hamilton, Villa Pozzoforte (all English); Dr. Her-
schcl, Dr. Lcicinsohn (Grerman). — Dentists. Saltarelli; Viviani. —
Chemists. Calvauna: Tassarotti ; Hentrich, Wuj'tz, YmYitt.'Emainnelc.

Anglican Church. All Saints\ Via Bischoffsheim, services from
Oct. to May at 10.30 anil 3; chaplain, Rev. H. C. Muriel, 31.A.

Post & Telegraph Office, Piazza Mazzini, open 8 a.m. -8 p.m.
British Vice -Consul, A. Turton. — Bankers: Girlbaldi: The

Bank (also money-changer's); Edw. Berry, Casa Balestra (Engl. Banker)

;

the last two are also agents for furnished apartments.
Palms & Flowers at L. Winter^s, Via Vittorio Emanuele.
Cabs (for 1 or 2 pcrs.): per drive J, with two horses IV2 fi'-

;
per

hour 2, 3 fr. ; each addit. pers. 50 c. more; to Ospedaletti 6 or 10 fr. ; to

Coldirodi 12 or 18 fr. ; to Perinaldo 18 or 30 fr.

Omnibus via Ospedaletti to San Remo, see p. 123; to Vallebona
twice, and to Soldano once daily. — Electric Tramway from the Piazza
Mazzini by the Via Vitt. Emanuele via Piani di Vallecrosia and Ponti
Nervia (p. 128) to Ventimigiia (p. 128), every V4-V2 ^''- ^^ winter (45 or 30 c).

Climate. The strangers' quarter is formed by the Strada Romana,
now converted into a wide and dust -free promenade running along the
slope through groves of pine and olive. Only its E. end is fairly sheltered,
the rest being exposed to the dry coast-winds. Serious cases of illness

are therefore not usually sent to Bordighera, which, in contrast to tlie

other Riviera stations, is frequented mainly by convalescents and tourists.
— The temperature in v.inter is lower than at San Remo and Ospedaletti.

Bordighera (3900 inhab.), first brouo;lit into general notice by
Ruflfini's novel 'Dr. Antonio', consists of an old npper quarter, on

the higher ground of the Capo Sanf^Ain])r(/lioj and a new lower

quarter, between the coast-road (here named Via Vittorio Emanuele)
and the Strada Romana. The Fasser/f/iata a Mare, a picturesque

coast-promenade free from dust, extends westwards from the foot

of the rocky cape.

From the Via Vittorio Emanuele, in wliich are the station and

tlie Chiesa di Terrasanta, built by Gamier, the Via Begin a Mar-
ghcrita, the Via Imperatrice Federico, and the Via Bischoffsheim

ascend to the Strada Roma/fa (the ancient Via Avrclia), whicli

ends on the W. at tlie Borgheito brook. This fine road affords

charming views of the palm-gardens of the Hotel AiKjfit and the

Villa Ktelitida (built by Garnicr). On its vS. side, below the Hotel

d<' r.ondres, is the Museum, or International Free Librari/,

founded by Mr. Bicknell and containing a reading-room, a con-

cert-hall, a library, a unique collection of the flora of the Riviera,

a collection of minerals, and an arclueological collection (including

fr.'igments and casts of the rock-inscriptions mentioned at p. .56). —
A magnificent *View is obtained from th(; Sjnanata, del Capo, on

the top of the [iromontory, at the K. end of the road: to the- left, the

hay of Ospedaletti; to the right, V(M)timigliii, INfentone, Cap Martin,

Monaco, the Monts Esterel, and the snow-flecked Alpcs Marltimes.

Another pleasant walk is atfoided by tlie Strada (lei Colliy to the

8*
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N. of the old town. From the end of the road, immediately beyond

tlie Villa Bianchini, a footpath ascends to the left to the Torre dei

Mostaccini (375 ft.), an old watch-tower commanding a fine view.

Bordighera is famous for its floriculture (roses, carnations, ane-

mones, etc.), which partly supplants olive-growing, and for its date-

palms (Phoenix dactylifera), of which, however, the fruit seldom

ripens sufficiently to be edible. Like Elche (see Baedeker's Spain)

Bordighera does a large business in supplying palm-branches to

Roman Catholic churches for Palm Sunday and to Jewish com-
munities for the Feast of Tabernacles. For the former purpose

tlie leaves are bleached on the trees by being tightly bound up. —
The finest palms are to be seen on the Ospcdaletti road, tcf the E.

of the town : in the gardens of the Villa Gamier (now Gossmann

;

adm. on Wed. & Sat. only), at Winter's Vallone Gardens (adm.

free), 1 M. from the station, and in the *Madonna Garden 3it jRuota,

3/4 M. beyond the bridge, belonging to the same owner and contain-

ing the celebrated Scheffel Palms (adm. Oct.-April 75 c).

From the Vallone Gardens we may ascend the Valley of the Sasso
(in dry weather) to the (1 M.) Aqueduct, follow it for ^/^ M. and return
thence to (IV4 M.) Bordighera along the conduit.

Excursions. From Old Bordighera by foot and bridle paths through
beautiful olive -groves to (3/^ hr.) Sasso (725 ft.); thence via Seborga
(1695 ft. ; inn), formerly the mint of the abbots of L^rins, to the Monte
Caggio and to San Romolo, see p. 125. — To (21/4 M. ; omn., see p. 127)

Valieho7ia via Borghetto. — From the Piani di Vallecrosia, the W . sub-
urb of Bordighera (tramway-station, see p. 127), a road ascends via Valle-
crosia, San Biagio della Cima, and Soldano (omn., see p. 127), to (3V2-4: hrs.)

Perinaldo (1895 ft.; inn; omn. to Ventimiglia, see below), a village com-
manding beautiful views. Perinaldo is the birthplace of the astronomers Giov.
Dom. Cassini (1625-1712), Giac. Fil. Maraldi (1665-1729), and G. D. Maraldi
(1709-88). — The ascent of the *Cima di Santa Croce (1160 ft.) is highly
attractive. From the tramway-station at the foot of the valley of Valle-
crosia a marked footpath ascends through wood to (ca. li/2hr.\ the chapel
on the summit (magnificent view). We may return by a steep path to the
'N. to San Biagio or to Dolceacqua. — From the tramway-station of Ponte
Nervia (see below), in the Nervia valley, we may proceed via (l^/^ M.)
Camporosso to (41/2 ^0 Dolceacqua (165 ft. ; three inns), with the ruined
ancestral castle of the Dorias of Genoa (p. 101). Thence we go on via

(7 M.) Isolahona to (IIV2 M.) Pigna (1015 ft.; Hot. de France; Hot. Um-
berto Primo; omn. to Ventimiglia, see below), the parish-church of which
has a winged altar of the 15th century. In the ruinous chapel of Sayi
Bernardo are some- interesting frescoes. — To Coldi7'odi via (.SV2 M.)
Ospedaletti, see p. 126.

92 Y2 M. Vallecrosia, near the Piani di Vallecrosia (see above;

views); to the right is anItalianProtestant school. Crossing the JVer-

via, we obtain a glimpse of the Maritime Alps ; on the left, at Ponte
Nervia, are scanty remains of a Roman settlement with a theatre.

94 M. Ventimiglia (Railway Restaurant, L. 3, D. 4, luncheon-
basket 31/2 fr.). — Hotels. Hot. des Voyagetcrs, with restaurant, B. from
21/2 fr., good, Hot. Suisse et Terminus, R. 2V2-3V2 f^-. Hot. Maison Doree,
with restaurant, all near the station. — Ristorante Oreste, clean. — C'afjfe

Teatro. ~ Money Changers at the rail, station, — Goods Agfnts, Fratelli
G&ndrand.
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Cab per drive 1 fr., at night IV2 fr.
;
per hr. 2 fr. ; to Mortola 2, there

and back 4fr. — Electric Tramway to Bordighera, sec p. 127. — Motor
Omnibus to Vievola, see p. 52.

Ventimiglia (45 ft.), Fr. Vintimille^ the Roman Albium Inte-

melium, the Italian frontier-town, with 3500 Inhab. and the seat

of a bishop, consists of the industrial new town, in an exposed (N.

wind) situation between the station and the sea, and the pictur-

esque old town on a hill to the W. of the Boia. In the old town is

the MunicipiOy containing a small collection of Roman antiquities

from Ponte Nervia (p. 128). The Cathedral, the Baptistery, and

the church of San Michele are three interesting Romanesque buil-

dings. The first contains aMadonnaby BarnabadaModena (p. 451);

the last has columns bearing Roman inscriptions. About Y2 M. to

the W. lies the picturesque Porta Canarda, Above the isolated

tower-like rock (Scoglio alto) on the beach rises the former Citadel

(now barracks).

Fine views are obtained from the ruined Genoese fort of San Paolo
(535 ft.), 20 min. above the old town, and from above the (1 hr.) ruined
Castello d^Appio (1130 ft.). — To the Val Nervia, see p. 128.

On the Mentone road, within Italy, is (2V2 M.) M6rtola, with the
*Giardino Hanbury, the most luxuriant on the Riviera (adm. on Mon.
& Frid. afternoons, fee 1 fr., for the benefit of the poor; visitors inscribe
their names).

From Ventimiglia to Tenda (for Cuneo and Turin), sec R. 11 ; to Mar-
seillea (Mento)ie, Nice), see R. 4.

23. Prom Genoa to Pisa. Riviera di
Levante.

102Va M. Railway. 'Train de luxe' (Paris to Rome, p. 1; Cannes to

Rome, p. 116) in 3V4-IV2 hrs. (fare 28 fr. 50 c.); fast express in 33/4-'lV4

and express in 4-4V2 hrs. (20 fr. 65, 1-1 fr. 45, 9 fr. 40 c); ordinary train
in 53/4-6V4 hrs. (19 fr. 15, 13 fr. 40, 8 fr. 65 c). The trains start from the
Stazione Piazza Principe (local trains to Chiavari also from the Stazinne
Brignole; comp. the time-tables). — Tickets to Nervi, Rapallo, etc. by
the fast express arc issued only as extensions of tickets to Genoa, on
application being made to the 'Controllore' or to the station-master im-
mediately on the traveller's arrival in Genoa. Some of the express trains
do not carry local passengers between Genoa and Chiavari, Spezia and
Pisa, or Viareggio and Pisa. — Best views on the right (entrance -side
of the carriage). Between Nervi and Spezia the view is much interrupted
by the numerous tunnels. It is dangerous to lean out of the carriage-
window. — Electric Tramway (No. 8) to Nervi, see p. 97. — Motor Onini-
huses to Portoflno (p. 131) i times daily, 7 fr., there and back 11 f r. ; office

at Genoa, Piazza Deferrari.

Genoa, sec p. 95. On leaving the Stazione Piazza Principe
the train passes through a long tunnel (4-5 min.).

2 M. Stazione Bryjaole. To the left we obtain a view of the

fortress-crowned heights around Genoa.

On the Riviera di Levarite, or coast to the K. of (Jenoa, the

vegetation is less luxuriant tiian on the Riviera di Ponente (p. 1 1(3),

but the scenery is almost more striking. The line is carried through
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luimeroiis cuttings and more tlian eighty tunnels. The villages have

narrow streets ami lofty houses, closely built on the narrow sea-

board or in confined valleys.

The train crosses the msigni^csini Bisag7io (p. 115) and passes

under the Collina d'Alharo (p. 116) by means of a tunnel. — . 4^2 M.
Starla (Gr.-H6t. Sturla, L. 21/2, D. 31/2, P. from 7 fr.), witli sea-

baths (ascent of Monte Fascia, see p. 131). To the right, the

Mediterranean; to the left, tlie olive-clad slopes of the Apennines,

sprinkled with country-bouses. — 5 M. Quarto dei Mille (p. 116).

— 6 M. Quinto al Mare (Gr.-Hot. Quinto, on the sea, with view-

terrace and sea-baths, R. 372-7 fr., B. 80 c, P. 8-10 fr., Italian,

very fair; Hot.-Pens. Beau-Sejour, plainer), with several factories,

a pretty Griardino Publico, handsome villas, dense orange-groves,

and fine palm-trees. In the foreground rises the promontory of

Fortofino (p. 132).

7Y2 ^' Nervi. — Hotels (comp. p. xxi: with central lieating- and

gardens). At Nervi: *Grand-H6tel, Via Garibaldi, adjoining the park
of Marchese Gropallo (p. 131), with restaurant and cafe on the coast prome-
nade, 100 beds at 4-10, B. I1/2, L- f, D. 5, P. 12-25, omn. IV2 fi'- ; *Grand
Eden Hotel, on the hill above the Via Grimaldi, with garden stretching
to the sea, 150 beds at 3-10, B. IV2, L. 4, D. 5-7, P. 10-21, omn. IV2 fr.

;

*H6t. Victoria, near the station and the sea, 90 beds at 3-6, B. IV4, L- 3,

D. 41/2, S- 3, P. 9-13 fr, ; *Strand Hotel,, in an open situation with line

views, at the W. end of the coast promenade, with sea-baths, 70 beds at

3-8, B. 11/2, L. 3, D. 4-41/2, P. 8-14 fr. ; Hot. Savoie, Via Carignano, near
the station, 64 beds from 31/2, B. IV2, D- 4, S. 3, P. 9-14 fr. : Schweizerhof
& Pens. Paradiso, Via Grimaldi (two houses), with garden, cafe, restaur-

ant, and sea-baths, 70 beds from 3, B. 11/2? D- ^V2> S. 31/2, P- from 8, omn.
1 fr. ; Hot.-Pens. Nervi, 53 beds at 3-5, B. IV2, L. 21/2, P- 4, P. 8-11 fr., good,
Hot. International, with restaurant, E. 2i/2-4, B. IV2, P- 7V2-10fr., good,
Alb.-Eistorante Cristoforo Colombo, all three in the Piazza Vittorio
Emanuele. — At Capohcngo (p. 131): *Schiokert's Park Hotel, with line

grounds stretching to the sea (adm. free), cafe -restaurant and sea-baths,
125 beds at 3-6, B. IV2, L- 3, D. 4, P. 8-15, omn. IV2 fr., not for consump-
tives ; Hot.-Pens. Bellevue, Via Belvedere, on the road to the church of
Sant' llario, with line view, P. from 6V2 fr. — In summer, the Schweizer-
hof and Schickert's Park Hotel only are open.

Pensions (usually with gardens). P. Sonera, in the park of Count
Gnecco, to the W. of the town, 8-10 fr. ; P. Splendidej P. de la Ville (from
6 fr.), P. Centrale, these three at the W. end of the town, near the Giardino
Pubblico; P. Riviera (from 71/2 fr.), P. Villa Frisia, P. Excelsior (from
71/2 fr.), these three in the Viale Vitt. Emanuele (p. 131) ; P. Biirgi (7-10 fr.),

P. du Printemps (5-6 fr.), P. du Midi, these three Via Carignano ; P. Bean-
Site (Italian), Via Serra 18, P. from 7 fr. ; P. Sacchetti, near the Eden
Hotel, P. from 6 fr. ; P. Beau-Rivage, Via Capolungo.

Furnished Apartments (800-1500 fr. for the season) and villas (2500
4000 fr.) are scarce. Information at Fricke's and Anthes's (p. 131).

Caf6s. Caffe Umberto , Via Umberto Prime ; Caffe del Kiosa,
C. Miramare, both on the coast promenade.

Post & Telegraph Office, Via Corvette 134; branch-office at Capo-
lungo (p. 131).

Cabs. Per drive in the town 80 c, with two horses IV4 fr. ; at night
1
1/2 or 2 fr.

;
per hour 3, 31/2, SVa, and 4 fr. Special tariff for drives beyond

the town (to SanV llario, 8V2 or 4 fr. ; to Genoa, 5 or 51/2 fr. ; to Rapallo,
12 or 14 fr. ; to Portoflno, 18 or 20 fr.).
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Electric Tramway (from the Piazza Yitt. Emanuele) to Genoa^
see p. 97 (No. 8).

Physicians. German, Di\ Bratz^ D)\ Ortenait (Sanatorium Hygiea),
Dr. Sclineegans ; Austrians, Dr. Strelinger ; Russians, Dr. Mandelherg,
Dr. Salmanoff, Dr. Scheinin, etc. — Dentist. Dr. Ebner, Yia del Pozzo 65.

— Chemists. Gallo, Yia Corvetto 111 ; P. Fi'icke (German), Piazza Bel-

vedere (also photographic req^uisites). — The drinking-water of Nervi is

objectionable (see p. xxv).
Sea-Baths: Strand Hotel, Schickert's Park Hotel, Schweizerhof.

Anglican Church Service, at the Eden Hotel in winter.

Music, daily at 2.30 p.m. on the coast promenade. — Yisitors' Tax,
li/o fr. per week.

Bookseller and Bazar : Ed. Behrmann, Yia del Pozzo Gl. — Banker,
Anthes, Yia Garibaldi 48.

Climate, etc. Nervi, the oldest winter-station on the E. Riviera, is

backed on the N. by Monte Giiigo, and is sheltered on the N.W. by the

Monte MorOj a spur of the Monte Fasce, and on the E. by the promontory
of Porto fl?io, while it lies fully exposed to the S.E. wind. Its mean winter
temperature (52° Fahr.) is almost the same as that of the W. Riviera, but
the rainfall at Nervi is more copious and the periods of dry weather less

prolonged. The relative moisture of the three winter months is 60.1 per cent.

Nervi, a small town with 3500 inhab., surrounded with groves

of olives, oranges, and lemons, is much frequented in winter by
English, Russians, and G-ermans as a health-resort. The town is

intersected by the highroad, which bears six different names be-

tween tlie l^orrente di Nervi on the W. and Sanf Ilario Ligure on

tlie K. In the Piazza Cavour (to the W.) is the small Giardino Pub-
hlii'O with the fine park of the Villa Crave (Yia Corvetto No. 118).

To tlie E., towards (Japolango., Yia Garibaldi No. 55, is the Park of
the Marchese Gropallo (adm. ^/^ fr.), with a fine group of date-

palms and an old watch-tower. In the Yia Serra is the Villa Serra
(no adm.). All these are noteworthy for their luxuriant vegetation.

A feature of the place is the dust-free and sunny * Coast Prom-
enade (to the left on leaving the station), which runs along the

shore above the rocky beach, and is protected by a lofty wall on

the landward side. Pleasantly placed benches on the promenade
and in the adjoining gardens afford resting-places for patients who
wish to l)c mucii in the open air without taking active exercise.

The Yia Hclvedere, beginning at the Piazza Belvedere, al)out the middle
of the main .street, ascends in curves to (^/.j hr.) the cliur(!h of fianV Ilario
(«5I0 ft.). On the way, and from beside the churcli, we obtain admirable
vit'WH as far as I'ortofino on tlie E., and of the Riviera di Ponente and
the liignrian Alps on the W. The footpath (short-cuts) may be clioson
for the descent; or we mav follow the liill on the W. and descend via the
Cappella San Rocco (055 ft.) to the (iiardino Pubblico (V2 hr.). — From
Sanf Ilario we may proceed via the Monte Glugo (Ibdb ft.) to the top of the
Monte Fancia, or Faace (2730 ft. ; J^V-^brs.), whence a fine view is obtained of
Genoa and to the N.W. of the Apennines as far as tlie Monte Rosa chain;
descent via Apparizione to Hturla (p. IIJO).

The nnmorou.s tunnels that now follow sadly interfere with the

enjoyment of the view. — 87.^ M. Pixjlia.vo (Hot. -Pens, nristol).

Oy.^ M. Viftve di Soriy above which rises the chapel of Sanfa Critre

(1720 ft.; IY2 hr.; view). - lO*/^ M. Snri (65 ft.) is beautifully
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situated at the mouth of a pretty valley, up which a road runs to

(I3/4 M.) Canepa. We enjoy a noble survey of sea and valley from

the viaduct which passes high above the town and rivulet.

13 M. Reoco (Alhei^go delta Stazione, modest) is a convenient

starting-point for a visit to the Monte Portofino (see below): one-

horse carriage to Ruta 2-3 fr. ; motor -omnibus via Ruta to Porto-

fino-Kulm four times daily, fare 4, there and back 6, with descent to

Rapallo 7 fr.

The **Monte di Portofino ov Monte TeUgrafo (2000 ft.) is an almost
square promontory of hard tertiary conglomerate, with a rich flora, especi-
ally on its S. slopes. The most convenient approach is by the road from
Recco to Santa Margherita (p. 133) and Rapallo (p. 134; motor-omn. from
Grenoa, see p. 97; from Recco, see above; from Santa Margherita and
Rapallo, see p. 135). The road (fine views), which is joined about halfway
up by the steeper road from Camogli (see below), ascends to the S.E. to

(21/2 M.) Ruta (950 ft.), a village situated at the top of the ridge between
the Gulf of Grenoa and the Gulf of Rapallo, and commanding a fine retro-

spect of Genoa.
Immediately before a tunnel traversed by the highroad, to the right,

is the entrance to the Tark of Portofino-Kulm' (adm. 1 fr.), through which
a private road (IV2 M. ; motor-car there and back 1 fr.) ascends in curves
to the Gr.-H6t. Portofino-Kulm (1475 ft. ; 60 R. at 6-10, B. 2, L. 4, D. 7,

P. from 121/2 fi'-, of the first class), situated on the top of the hill. The
magnificent "^View to the W., includes the coast from Camogli to Genoa and
the Riviera di Ponente as far as Capo Berta, commanded by the Ligurian
and Maritime Alps and by the Monte Viso (p. 52) and other peaks of the
Cottian Alps; to the S.E., the Gulf of Rapallo, the coast as far as Palmaria
and Portovenere (p. 142), and the distant Apuan Alps (p. 147; panorama by
Delle Plane). — Those who wish to avoid the private road ascend the path
with steps, to the N., opposite the entrance, and beyond the church of
Ruta follow a paved bridle-path to the S. (V2 hr.), which divides, 8 min.
above the inn, into three arms : one leading to the right to the (1/2 hr.) Semd-
foro Nuovo, the new signal-station (1/2 hr. below the old one) on the Monte
Campana (2915 ft.), another to the left to the (V4 hr.) Pietre Strette (see

below), while we proceed by the middle path (green way-marks), at first

through wood, to the (1/2 hr.) Semdforo Vecchio (2000 ft.), on the highest
summit of Mte. Portofino, which commands an admirable view, extending
to the S.W., in clear weather, to Corsica and the Tuscan islands.

From the summit we proceed to the W. by the mule-track leading to

the new signal -station and, halfway, either descend to the right to the
Chalet Paradiso (rfmts. ; views) and the hotel, or (preferable) follow the
new path on the S. slope of the mountain, with a good view of the wooded
bay of Cala delV Oro, a ruined watch-tower (TorrettaJ, and San Fruttuoso,
to the pass known as the Pietre Sti'ette (1415 ft.). A steep path (way-marks)
descends hence to the S. to (3/4 hr.) San Fruttuoso (p. 134), where a boat
for Camogli (6-8 fr.) or Portofino (4-6 fr.) may be taken. Or, about half-

way down, we may enter an excellent mountain-path, on the left, which
leads along the S. ridge of the promontory to San Sehastiano (540 ft.

j

inn) and (IV4 hr.) Portofino (p. 134).

I4Y2 ^- Camogli (Alb. delta Stazionej plain), a small, but

at one time important harbour (6700 inhab.), with a school of na-

vigation, lofty houses, and the ruined Castelto Dragone (views),

is also connected with (2^2 ^0 Ruta (see above) by road, and with

the Monte di Portofino (2 hrs.) by a bridle-path via San Rocco.
— From San Rocco a poor footpath (views) leads to the S. past the

church of San Nicola to the Pmita delta Chiappa^ the S.W,
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point of the promontory (1^2 ^i*- from Camogli), with a small ora-

tory (Madonnina), a curious harbour, and an old convent (now a

private house). To San Fruttuoso, see p. 134.

Beyond a tunnel (1^4 M.) penetrating the promontory of Porto-

fino the train reaches —
I7Y2 M. Santa Margherita Ligure. — Hotels. In a lofty

and open situation near the station: *Eden Gtrand-Hotel Guglielmina
with terrace, 114 beds from 5, B. IV4, L. 4-5, D. 6-8, P. from 12, omn. IV2 fr.

of the first class, closed in summer. — On the Portoflno road, I-IV4 M
from the station : *GrR.-H6T. Miramare, 100 beds at 6-18, B. 1^/4, L. 4-6

D. 6-8, P. 12-22, omn. 1 fr. ; *H6t. Regina Elena, 70 beds at 4-8, B. IV2, L. 3

D. 5, P. 10-15, omn. I1/2 fi'- — On the Rapallo road, near the station: *GrR.

Hot. Continental, 70 beds at 4-8, B. IV2, L. 3, D. 5, P. 10-15, omn. IV2 fr.

*Metropole, 80 beds at 3-4, B. IV2, L. 3, D. 4, P. 7-9, omn. 1 fr., both wit
fine gardens; Imperial Palace, see p. 134. — On the seaward side of th
town: *Strand Hotel, 100 beds at 4-10, B. IV2, L. 3, D. 41/2, P. 10-12 fr.

Hot. Bellevue, Yia Sella, 80 beds at 3-5, B. IV4, L. 3, D. 41/2, P. 7-9 fr.

Hot.-Pens. Victoria, with garden, 30 R., P. from 71/2 fr. ; Kursaal Hotel
with cafe -restaurant and sea -hatha, R. from 3, B. 11/2? L' 3, D. 41/2, P
from 8 fr. — In the town : Hot. Central Kaiserhof, R. from 2, B. IV4, L. 3

D. 4, P. from 8 fr., Alb. Roma, with restaurant, P. 6 fr., both in the Piazza
Mazzini, plain but good; Alb. della Nuova Posta. — Pensions: Villa
Bauer, Piazza Mazzini, 7-9 fr. ; P. Suisse, 20 beds, P. 6-12 fr. — Cafe-
Restaurant. Bar Colombo, near the harbour (agency for motor-cars to

Portofino-Kulm, p. 132).

Carriage to Portofino and back with one horse (2 pers.) 6, with two
horses 8 fr. ; to Rapallo 5 or 9 fr. ; to Ruta 10 or 14 fr. ; to Zoagli 8 or 10 fr.;

to Chiavari 16 or 20 fr. ; to Sestri Levante 25 or 35 fr. — Boat to Portofin.
and back 4-6, to San Fruttuoso 12-14, to Camogli (without return) 15 fro

Physician: Dr. Schwenke, Via Sella 11.

Santa Margherita, a town with 4900 inhabitants, frequented

as a winter-resort and for sea-bathing, is situated on a beautiful and
sheltered bay of the Gulf of Rapallo , also called Golfo Tigulio

after the T'igulii, the ancient inhabitants of this region. Columbus,
Victor Emmanuel II., Cavour, Mazzini, and Humbert I. are all

commemorated by statues here. Many of the women are engaged in

lace -making. — A magnificent avenue of plane-trees leads up the

Val di San Siro to tlie church of San Siro (to San Lorenzo and
Ruta, see p. 132).

The *RoAD TO l^jRTOFiNo (3M. ; omn., see above), commenced
under Napoleon I., is one of the most beautiful in Italy. It skirts

the sea from Santa Margherita, with views of the coast as far as

the hills of Spezia, and passes below the (Y2 *>''•) former Benedic-

tine convent of Cervara (ca. 1631; now occui)ied by French Car-

thusians, where, after the battle of Pavia (p. 240), Francis I. of

France, detained by contrary winds on his way to Madrid as th»'

prisoner of Charles V., was once confiniul. Thence the road, ])assing

the pictur(!Sfjue (JaHtla of Paragiji (Mr. F. Rrown, of (jcnoa), leads

to l^araggi {\\\\\h. ('osmopolitc, with sea-baths, I*. fJ-O fr., good),

where the old road (fine views) div(!rg(!s to the right. The new road

leads round the Punta Caieca and ends at tlie churcli of Portofino.

BAicr.KKKu's Xorthern lUly. 14th Edit. 9
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Portofino. — Hotels. Gr.-Eot. Splendide, in a lofty situation

with terrace and garden, E. from 4, B. IV2, L- ^^It^, D- 5-6, P. 9-14, omn.
21/2 fr. — Piccolo Hotel, at the entrance of the village, plain but good;
Alb. Delflyio, by the harbour. P., incl. wine, 6-7 fr. — Cafes-Restaurakts.
Bolando, National, both by the harbour, modest.

The fishing-village of Portofino^ the Roman Portas Delphini.,

is ensconced in a narrow and well-sheltered bay near the S.E. ex-

tremity of the promontory, where Richard Coeur-de-Lion embarked
for Sicily in 1190. Lace is made here.

From the S.W. corner of the Piazza del Porto the Salita San
Giorgio ascends in 5 min. to the church of S. Giorgio (12th cent.),

with a striking view of the open sea. The Villa Carnarvon, close

by (entrance, Salita di San Griorgio 17), was occupied by the Ger-

man Crown Prince Frederick William in autumn 1886 (adm. to the

beautiful park Mon. 10-12, 2-4; 50 c).

The Via della Penisola, a footpath below the church, passing the

castles of Castello and Castelletto (now converted into villas), leads

to the (Y4 hr.) Punta del Capo, a small lighthouse on the edge of

the cliff (splendid view).

The highly attractive mountain-path from S. Margherita to Portofino,

reached by a road ascending beyond the Hot. Regina Elena, crosses the
hill below the church of Madonna di Nozdrego, and descends to join the
road at Paraggi (p. 133). On the way a footpath diverges on the left for

Cervara (p. 133) and another on the right for Uccelleria, a fine point of view.
The excursion to Portofino may be pleasantly prolonged (in calm

weather) by taking a boat (p. 133 ; from Portofino 6-8 fr.), along the preci-

pitous S. coast of the promontory, to (IV4 hr.) the abbey of *San Frut-
tuoso (Osteria Unica, unpretending), mentioned as early as 986, pictur-

esquely situated on a bay between steep rocks. The early-Gothic church
contains in the cloisters a Roman sarcophagus and the tombs of some
members of the Doria family (13-14th cent.). We thence row on to the

(3/4 hr.) Punta della CTiiappa and (1/2 hr.) Camogli (p. 132).

The Monte di Portofino (p. 132) may be ascended from Portofino in

21/4 hrs., from San Fruttuoso in 2 hrs.

The picturesque *Road to Rapallo (2 M. ; omn., see p. 133)

passes the Villa Spinola to the fishing-village of San Michele di

Pagana, the church of which possesses an altar-piece by Yan
Dyck (Crucifixion; ca. 1625; injured; best light 2-3 p.m.). Farther

on, beyond the Kursaal (p. 135) and the arch of a Roman bridge, it

passes the road to Recco (p. 132) and crosses the Boato (p. 135).

The Railway runs to the N. and traverses two tunnels, be-

tween which lies the local station of (18 M.) San Michele.

18 Y2 M- Rapallo. — Hotels (comp. p. xxi; mostly closed in

summer). On the Santa Margherita Road, to the S.W., I-IV4 M. from the
station: *Imperial Palace Hotel, 180 beds from 5, B. 2, L. 4, D. 6-8,

bath 3, P. 12-20 fr. (omn. also at Santa Margherita station), patronized by
English and American visitors ; *New Kursaal Hotel, above the Kursaal
(p. 13.5), 200 beds from 5, B. I1/2, L. 5, D. 6, P. 12-20 fr. ; both of the first

class, with parks. — On the Recco Road (Yia San Nicola), to the W.,
V2-3/4M. from the station : *Gk.-H6t. Verdi, 120 beds at 4-15, B. IV2, L- ^Va,
D. 5, P. 9-18, omn. IV2 f^-, first-class, many English, closed June-Sept.;
*H6t.-Pens. Bradn-Bellevcb, 50 beds at 2i/5j-5, B. IV4, D. 3Va, S. 2V2-3,
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P. 7-10 fr., German. — On the Chiavari Road, to the S.E., 1-2 M. from the
station, with gardens: *New Bristol, Hotel, 100 beds at 6-8, B. 11/2,

L. 31/2? ^' 5, P. 12-16, omn. I1/2 fr. ; Helvetia Palace Park Hotel, 90 beds
at 3-6, B. 11/2, L- 3, D. 5, P. 8-12, omn. IV2 fr- — On the Sea, near the G-iar-

dino Pubblico: *GrR.-H6T. Modbrnb (three houses), 120 beds at 3-6, B. I1/2,

L. 3, D. 5, P. 8-15 fr. ; *Riviera Splendid Hotel, 100 beds at 31/2-4, B. IV2,

L. 31/2? ^- 5) P* 8-15, omn. 1 fr. (no lift), these two with small gardens;
Gr.-Hot. Savoia, 90 beds at 3-4, B. I1/2, L. 3, D. 4, P. 8-12, omn. l-lV4fr.
— On the Corso Regina Elena : Gtr.-Hot. Royal, with garden, 150 beds
from 3, B. IV4, L. 31/2? D- 4V2j P- 8-14, omn. 1 fr. ; Hot. des Etrangers,
50 R. from 21/2, B. I1/2, L. 21/2, D. 31/2, P- MO fr. ; Eden Hotel & Pens.
Germania, with small garden, R. 2i/a-3y2, B. I1/2, D- 31/2, S. 21/2, P. 6V2-9 fr.

— At the Harbour : Hot. Marsala, with restaurant and chalet on the sea,

P. 6-8 fr., Italian, good. — At the S.E. end of the Toivn, beyond the Castle:
GrRAND-HoTEL ET EuROPE, with Small garden, 90 beds at 3-6, B. IV2, L- 3V2»
D. 41/2? P- 8-12, omn. 1 fr., many English; Alb. d'Italia, on the sea, with
restaurant, 40 beds from 21/2, P. 6-9 fr. — In the Corso Italia, near the

station: Hot.-Restaurant de la G-are, Alb. Commeroio, R. 2 fr., both
unpretending. — Pensions: Alsen, Elisabeth, Jolanda, etc.

Caf^s-Restaurants. Trattoria Saline (with sea-baths), Mun^.hner
Kindl, both on the sea; Cafe Centrale, Piazza Cavour; Gambrinus, at

the Hot. de la Gare.

Cabs (stand in the Piazza Cavour, where the tariff is displayed ; de-

finite bargain advisable). Drive in the town with one horse 60 c, with two
horses 1 fr. ; to the Kursaal 80 c., I1/2 fr. Longer drives (incl. V2 hr.'s halt

when the cab is hired both ways): to Santa Marghcrita, one-horse cab 2V2,
two-horse 3V2> there and back 31/2 and 5 fr. ; to Zoagli, 3, 41/2, 5, and 6 fr. ; to

rortoflno or Ruta 5, 7, 8, and 12 fr. ; to Chiavari (IV2 br.), 8, 10, 10, and 15 fr.

Motor Omnibus to Portoflno-Kulm (p. 132) 4 times daily in con-
nection with the express trains (4 fr., there and back 6 fr.). The vehicles
start at the Gambrinus Cafe (see above) and have halts at the Trattoria
Saline and in Santa Margherita. — Omnibus to Santa Marghcrita, see p. 133.

Boats. Per hr. 2 fr. ; to Portofino and back, ca. 6 fr. ; during the
season motor-boats to Santa Margherita and Portofino.

Post & Telegraph Office, Corso Regina Elena 14; branch-office in

the Kursaal.
Kursaal-Casino, on the Santa Margherita road, with park, restau-

rant (L. 4-5, D. 5-6 fr.), and roller-skating rink; concerts twice daily;
adm. 50 c. in the morning, 1 fr. per day (season-tickets moderate).

Physicians. English, Dr. Winslow, Yia Montebello 3; German,
Dr. Bruck; Dr. Schmincke, Dr. Wilhelmy. — Chemist. H. Voigt,
Piazza Garibaldi.

Anglican Church (St. George's), at the W. end of the town ; services
(Nov. -April) at 8..W, 10.30, and 5..30; chaplain. Rev. T. Uodsnn.

Climate. Rapallo is surrounded on the N". by a semicircle of moun-
tains, whi'ih unite with the promontory of Portofino on the W. to form a
tolfirablc shelter against tlie wind. Rapallo is cooler, moister, and rainier
than Ncrvi, but far excels it in the number of its attractive walks.

Rajjalloy a small seaport with 7500 inhab., who make lace

and carry on a brisk trade in olive -oil, is situated at the head of

the (hdf (ff Rapallo (\). VM\), between the mouth of the hoato and

those of two smaller streams (Torrcntc. Sail Vra/iwcscit and Rio
Taia). It is much fre(iu(;nted as a winter-resort and for sea-bathing.

In the Piazza Cavour^ at the intersection of the main striicts, is

the parish-church, with its leaninp^ tower. The little Giardino

PuhhlicOj at the mouth of the Boato, commands a charming view

9*
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of Sestri (p. 137). — On the S.E. side of the fishing-harbour (now

sanded up) rises a mediseval Castello, now a prison. Beyond it is

the church of San Francesco^ which contains (1st aitar on the

right) a painting, by Luciano Borzone, of the Miracles of St. An-
thony of Padua. — The Via Avenaggi, behind the castle, joins the

road to Chiavari (see below).

Excursions. By boat (IV2 hr.; see p. 135) or by road (p. 134; 41/2 M.)
via Santa Margherita to Portofino (p. 134). — Via San Lorenzo della
Costa and (41/2 M.) Ruta to (31/2 hrs.) the top of Monte di Portofino
(p. 132; motor-omn. and carr, to Portofino-Kulm, see p. 135), or to (21/2-

3 hrs.) Recco or Camogli, p. 132. — By road (omnibus) through the Boato
Valley, with its numerous orchards, to (1 M.) SanVAnna. Thence to the
N., by the Vol di Foggia, dominated by the sheer Manico di Lume
(2625 ft.), to San Pietro di Novella and (21/2 M.) Sa^iVAndrea di Foggia;
or to the W. to (2 M.) Santa Maria del Campo, near the Romanesque
church of Sail Tommaso and the carly-Grothic ruins of the Monasterio
di Valle Christi (founded 1204; secularized 1570); or to the S.W. to

(21/2 M.) San Massimo. The last two villages are connected by footpaths
with Ruta and San Lorenzo (see above). — To SanVAmhrogio, s/^ hr. to

the S.E. — To the N.E. is the pilgrimage-church of ^Mado7i7ia, di Mont-
allegro (2005 ft.; founded in 1557), reached by a bridle-path (road under
construction) in 2-21/4 hrs., and commanding a superb view. Beside the
church is the Locanda di Montallegro (R. 2-3, P. 5-6 fr.). The view is still

more extensive from the Monte Rosa (2270 ft.), V4 hr. to the E., or from
the Monte Castello (2170 ft.), 1/2 hr. to the S.E. From the latter we may
descend to the S.W. to SanVAmhrogio (see above), or we may follow the
ridge to the S.E. and then descend to San Ruffino di Levi (915 ft.; inn) and
through the pretty Rupina,ro Valley to (21/2 hrs.) Chiavari (see below).

The *RoAD TROM Rapallo to Chiavari (TYg ^-i carr., see

p. 135), beyond the Rio Taia, ascends the wooded hillside, with fine

views of the coast as far as Portofino, then follows the cliffs in

curves, high above the sea, to (3 M.) the Cliff House Saloon, a small

cafe on a projecting spur, commanding a *Yiew of Zoagli, the pre-

cipitous coast beyond Chiavari, and the peninsula of Sestri. The

road goes on among olive -groves, passing the upper houses of

(3^4 M.) Zoagli (see below), and beyond the Pens. Villa Otto skirts

a cliff scantily clad with pine-trees. It then passes through two

tunnels and ascends over a ridge, affording a view of Chiavari, to

which it finally descends in curves.

The Railway between Rapallo and Chiavari is an almost con-

tinuous tunnel. — 21 M. Zoagli (165 ft.; Pens. Yilla Otto, from

7 fr.), a prettily situated little place, in a valley descending from

the Monte Castello (see above).

24 M. Chiavari. — Hotels (all in the town). Hotel-Restaurant
Negrino , Via Ligure 2, in a quiet situation, E. 2-21/2, P. (incl. wine)
7 fr., good; Alb. dei Giardini, Via della Cattedrale, with restaurant,
E. 2-5 fr. ; Alb. Priario, Via Venti Scttembre; Pens. Entella, Via Puccio.— Caffe Defllla, Piazza Venti Settembre. — Boat to Portofino 5 fr. —
Carriage to Eapallo 6 f r. — Omnibus to Sestri (p. 137).

Chiavari, an episcopal town with 10,400 inhab., near the mouth
of the Entella, where ihe mountains recede in a wide semicircle,

manufactures lace, light chairs (sedie di Chiavari), and silk, and
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builds ships. Near the station are pretty gardens and the church of

Madonna delV Orto (1613), now the cathedral, with a large portico

added in 1835. The ruined Castle dates from the 12th century. Fine

view from the mouth of the river, at the E. end of the town.
Picturesque walk by the old Ponte delta Maddale?ia, the highest up

of the bridges over the Entella, to (3/^ hr.) the late-Romanesque church
of *San Salvatore, erected in 1244-52; adjacent is an old palace of the

Fieschi (see below). — Via San Ruffino di Levi to the Madonna di
Montallegro, see p. 136.

From Chiavari a road runs N. via Carasco (100 ft.) into the Sturla
Valley, in which are the villages of Borgonuovo and (10 M.) Borzonasca
(510 ft.; several inns). From the former a road diverges to the N.E.,
running via the Passo del Bocco (3125 ft.) to the little summer and
pilgrims' resort of Santa 3Iaria del Taro (2340 ft.; inn). A bridlc-patli

(mule 5 fr.) connects Borzonasca with (IV2 hr.) Prato Sopra la Croce
(1845 ft.: Alb. del Club Alpino, E. 1 fr.," well spoken of; Hot.-Pens. Pitta-

luga), a favourite summer-resort in the Penna Valleu (old chestnut woods),
near a cold mineral spring. Prato is the starting-point for the ascent of

ih^ Monte Aiona (5580 ft.; 31/2 hrs.; views) and of the rugged greenstone
peak of the Monte Penna (5695 ft.; 4V2-5 hrs.), whence the descent may
be made via the Casa del Pejina (4395 ft.; good beds) to (21/2 hrs.) Santa
Maria del Taro (see above).

25^2 M- Lavagna (Alb. Nazionalc), a ship-building place with

5300 inhab., was the seat of the Counts Fieschi until 1198 and the

birthplace of Sinibaldo dc' Fieschi, afterwards Pope Innocent IV.

(1243-54). Ascent of Monte Capenardo via Cogorno, sec p. 138. —
27 M. Cavi^ at the mouth of a charming ravine.

28 Y2 ^I- Sestri Levante. — Hotels. * Grand -Hotel Jenach,

in an open situation on the W. bay, with garden, 190 beds from 4, B.

IV2, L- 31/2, D- •">, P- 10-16, omn. 3/4-lV4fr. ; Hot. d'Europe et Miramare,
on the S. bay, R. 4-6 B. IV2, L- 3, D. 4, P. 8-12 fr., good; Alh. Roma,
with good restaurant. — Ristorante Florida, near the station, clean. —
Caffk (Jentro, near the post-office; Osteria Marcone (wine).

Post & Telegraph Office, Via Carlo Alberto, the main street. —
Sea Baths at the Stahilimento Nettuno (also theatre), on the W. bay.

CARitiAGE to Cliiavari with one horse 5, with two horses 7 fr. ; to

Rapallo 12 and 20 f r. ; to Portofino or Ruta 15 and 30 fr. — Omnibus
to Chiavari hourly (10 c).

Sestri Levante, probably the Roman Segesta Tigulioruni, a

small seaport with 3000 inhab., is situated on the flat and fertile

isthmus which connects the plain at the mouth of the streamlet

Gromolo with the Isola (230 ft.; once an island), an abrupt and
picturesque sandstone cape. The shallow W. bay commands an

extensive view of the Gulf of Rapallo (p. 133); the small 8. bay has

steep wooded banks. Sestri is visited for soa-bathing in sunniHT
by Italians and as a winter-resort by nervous patients, while its

l)eautiful and well -wooded environs attract numerous pleasure

tourists. Its winter- temperature (46.4'' Falir.) is lower tlian thai

of other Riviera stations as it is not so well sheltered from the N.

wind, but the snn is longer visible and the atmosphere is drier.

The pretty Coast Promenade, on the W. bay, near the station,

and the adjoining Giardino I*nbblico arc tlie favourite resorts of
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visitors. — From the harbour, at the S. extremity of the bay, we
may follow the picturesque road to the end of the promontory,

and ascend past the Guardie di Finanza (coast-guard station)

to the "^ Villa Piuma (ring at the upper gate, No. 4; fee 25-40 c).

Passing below the mansion and beyond a ^castle' (view), we round

the cape to the right, with its fine pines and undergrowth. — Grood

views of the S. bay are obtained on the way to the old Campo Santo
(from the harbour to the left by the church), from the Capuchin
Monastery^ and from the Villa Mandrella (visitors ring; fee 25 c).

Excursions. Pleasant walk to the S.E. to Riva (p. 139), via the
villages of Pila and San Bartolomeo (1 hr. ; boat from Sestri 2-3 fr.). —
The Telegrafo (576 ft.) , or signal-station , on the S. spur of the Monte
Castello (870 ft.), which commands a *View of the bay of Riva and of
the coast as far as the promontory of Portofino, may be ascended in

1 hr. by a new path from the Via della Chiusa. Attractive return routes
lead via the Nuovo Cimitero or to the N.E. via the Madonna del Bosco
(fine view of the coast and the Petronio valley) , whence we descend
among oaks and strawberry-trees (arbutus unedo; in blossom in Nov. and
Dec) to the railway and the Via della Chiusa. — A steep footpath, diverg-
ing to the right from the Chiavari road before the tunnel and affording
fine views, leads past the ruined chapel of SanVAnna to Cavi (p. 137).—

• A bridle-path ascends to the N. from Sant' Anna to the (21/2 hrs.) top
of the Monte Capenardo (2270 ft. ; view). Descent to the W. to Cogorno
and Lavagna (p. 137). — Carriage-road via Pila to the copper-mines of

Santa Vittoria and Libiolo, in the Grromolo valley.
The Highroad from Sestri to Spezia (35V2 M. ; carriage 25, with

two horses 45 fr.) diverges to the right from the road to Borgotaro (see

below) beyond Pila (see above), and from (2 M.) Trigoso winds up the

scantily wooded mountains (short-cuts for walkers), affording a fine retro-

spect of Sestri and the Monte Castello, to the magnificently situated

Casa Bertollo. (The dairy of Casaggi, a little to the right, is another
fine point of view.) Thence we follow the N. side of the Monte Moneglia
(1710 ft.), and, in view of the sea, reach the prettily situated village of

(71/2 M.) Bracco (1310 ft. ; inn), whence a footpath descends on the S.

to Moneglia (p. 139). We now traverse a bleak mountain-district via

Baracchino to (IIV2 ^0 Baracca (1930 ft. ; inn). A picturesque road
leads hence to the right, passing quarries of so-called red marble, to

Bonassola and (8V2 M.) Levanto (p. 139). Our road, however, descends
past (I61/2 M.) Carroddno Inferiore (555 ft. ; omn. to Spezia) to (221/2 M.)
Borghetto di Vara (360 ft. ; Alb. Europa, modest; Caffe Conti, with rooms),
in the valley of the Vara, an affluent of the Magra. The road skirts

the broad, gravelly bed of the river and runs up and down to (30 M.)
Ricco (460 ft.) and the pass of (33 M.) La Foce (p. 141), on the last

height before Spezia, whence we enjoy a magnificent prospect of the
bay and the precipitous Alpi Apuane (R. 24). We then descend to

(351/2 M.) Spezia (p. 140).

From Sestri to Borgotaro, 41 M. (omn. to Varese twice daily in

41/2 hrs.). The picturesque road leads to the E. from Pila (see above)
via Sara to (3 M.) Casarza Ligure (110 ft.), in the Petronio valley,
and thence past the copper-mines (on the left) to the hamlet of Bargo-
nasco. It then mounts rapidly via (7 M.) Castiglione CMavarese (890 ft.),

Missanoy and (11 M.) Velva (inn) to the (I21/2 M.) Passo di Velva (1790 ft.;

inn), commanding a fine view of the Apennines and the sea. On the
summit is a pilgrimage-church (Madonna della Guardia), built in 1895.
We descend to (21 M.) Va/rese Ligure (1130 ft.; Alb. della Posta), cross
the (29 M.) Passo di Cento Oroci (3445 ft.) to the Albergo Cento Croci,
at the foot of Mte. Zuccone (4670 ft.), and descend via the Monte Alto
(1445 ft.) to (41 M.) Borgotaro (p. 449). A bridle-path, following the ridge
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of the Apennines to the S.E. from the Passo di Cento Croci, leads via
the Monte Scassella (4030 ft.) to the Monte Gottero (p. 450) in 2 hrs.

The railwaynow intersects the picturesque hilly district of Sestri.

Beyond (31 M.) Biva-Trigoso^ with a shipyard, tunnels succeed

each other in rapid succession all the way to Spezia. Several fine

glimpses of the sea and the rocky coast to the right. — 34Y2 M-
Moneglia, birthplace of Luca Cambiaso (1527-85; p. 101), the

painter, has two old castles. — 31^/2^. Deiva, at the entrance to a

side-valley; 39 M. Framura. — 41 M. Bonassola, with sea-haths

and a ruined castle. To Baracca, see p. 138.

43 M. L6vanto. — Hotels. *Grand-Hdtel, 90 beds at 3-5, B. I1/2,

L. 31/2, D- ^V2j P- 8-10, omn. 1 fr. ; Stella d''Italia, with restaurant, E.
21/2-31/2 >

B. 1, P. 7-71/2 fr., *Hdtel Savoie, E. 21/2-3, B. 1, L. 21/2, D. 3,

P. 6-8 fr. , these two English; *Hdt. National, E. 2-4 fr. , B. 80 c., P.
incl. wine 6-7 fr. ; all these have gardens; Alh. Europa, modest. —
Anglican Church Service (Jan. to April) at the St. Columban Chapel
in the Palazzo Bonaventura (chaplain. Rev. R. T. Marshall). — English
Physician, Dr. Beehy.

Levanto, a quiet town, winter-resort, and sea-bathing place,

with 2700 inhab., occupies a sheltered situation on a semicircular

bay, at the mouth of a short and wide mountain valley, command-
ed by the wooded summits of the Monte Rossola (1845 ft.) and the

Monte Vd (1620 ft,). It possesses an old citadel and well preserved

mediaeval town-walls. In the neighbourhood is an old abbey. In

clear weather the snow-covered peaks of the Cottian Alps (Monte
Viso, etc.) may be descried to the W.

From'the bridle-path to Monterosso (see below) a footpath diverges to

the right, beyond the (1 hr.) summit of the pass, and follows the telegraph-
j)oles to the (1/2 hr.) Punta del Mesco (1020 ft.), a promontory with a

signal-post, a ruined chapel, and fine view of the Cinque Terre (descent
to Monterosso, ^U ^r.). — From Levanto to Baracca, see p. 138.

Beyond the Punta del Mesco (tunnel, IY3 M. long) follow the

villages of the Cinque Terre, occupying very sheltered situations

lint cut off from each other by lofty cliffs. Oranges, lemons, and
vine are largely produced here; the vines are in many cases trained

upon wire over the gorges of the streamlets and on the face of

lieer cliffs, accessible only by ladders or ropes.

46 M. Monterosso al Mare (inn) has a Gothic church of 1307
and a lofty ruined castle. The pilgrimage chapel of Madonna di
Sffviore (1535 ft.), 1^/^ hr. to the N.E., contains a very ancient

image of the Virgin. Fine view from the {^/^ hr.) chapel of Santa
( 'roce (2025 ft.), whence we may descend to Vcrnazza.

48 M. Vernazza (196 ft.), with a ruined castle, is situated on
tb(' edge of an overhanging cliff. Tiie Monte Malpert uso (2690 ft.)

may be ascended hence in 275, hrs.; descent to Corniglia, to Rio-

maggiore or via Biassa (p. 141) to Spezia. — Beyond Vernazza we
|)a.sa the debris of an extensive landslip (1853-62).

50 M. Corniglia^ with an old church. 51 M. Manarola,
with a ruined castle. — 5lYx M. Riomaggiore (inn). About 3 M.
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to the S.E. are the old pilgrimage chapel of Madonna di Monte
Negro (1115 ft.) and the Capo Monte Negro, the S.E. limit of the

Cinque Terre. — Beyond the Biassa Tunnel (2Y2 M.; 7 min.)

we reach —
56 M. Spezia. — Hotels. Hotel Eoyal Croce di Malta (Eng-

lish landlord), Via Mazzini, in an open situation near the sea, with
restaurant, R. 5-10, B. I1/2-2, L. 31/2, D. 5, P. 10-14, omn. 1 fr. — Alb.
Italia, Via Domenico Chiodo (noisy), with good restaurant, R. 8-31/2, omn.
a/4-1 f r. ; GrRAN Brettagna e Roma, close by, with restaurant, R. ^^j^-^,

omn. 1 fr., Alb. del Gtiappone, Corso Cavour, with trattoria, R. 2-21/2?

omn. 3/4 fr., these two commercial: Alb.-Ristorante Gtaetano, R. li/g-

2 fr.
,

plain but good, Alb. Firenze, unpretending, both at the station.

Caf6s. Caffe Bazzell-Crastan , Via Domenico Chiodo, good; C. Na-
zionale, C. Torinese, near the Giardino Pubblico. — Bar Americano,
Ilelene (also confectioner's), Italia, all in the Corso Cavour.

Restaurants. *Ristorante Rebecchino, Via Duca di Genova ; Trat-
toria Fiorentina, Via Persio, modest (also rooms to let).

Baths. Stahilionento Zanazzo, Via Da Passano. — Sea Baths at

the Selene, Nereide, and Iride establishments on the N. side of the gulf,

and at San Terenzo (plain) and Lerici (p. 142). — Chemists. Magni,
Prati, Drovandi, all three Via Chiodo,

Post & Telegraph Office, Corso Cavour.

Theatres. Teatro Civico , Piazza Mentana ; Politeama Duca. di
Genova, Piazza Verdi. — Music on Sun., Tues., and Thurs. ia the Giar-
dino Pubblico.

Electric Tramways. 1. Railway Station -Yia, Domenico Chiodo-
Migliarina a 3Ionte (25 c.) — 2. Via Chiodo - Cantiere San Bartolomeo -

Muggiano (25 c.) — 3. Fossa Mastra -Yia, Qhiodo - Pegazzano (25 c). —
4. Poi^ta Rocca - Chiappa. — Diligence to Portovenere, thrice daily iu

13/4 hr. (70 c); Electric Omnibus to Fezzano (p. 142; 30 c).

Cabs. Per drive 80 c, at night 1 fr., trunk 30 c. Outside the town
11/.^ fr. per 1/2 hr., each additional 1/2 hr. 1 fr. ; to Biassa 6 fr. Circular
drive via La Foce and Sarbia ('Giro della Foce'), with one horse 8,

two horses 12 fr. ; to Portovenere or to San Terenzo and Lerici, 10 and
15 fr. ; carr. and pair to the top of the Monte di Castellana 20, to Sarzana
12 and 20 fr.

Boat with one rower, I1/2 fr. the first hr., 1 fr. each additional hr,,

for 2 pers. 2 fr., and 1 fr. 20 c. each addit. hr. ; 3 pers. 21/2 fr. and 1 fr.

40 c. ; 4 pers. 3 fr. and 1 fr. 60 c. ; 5 pers. 31/2 and 2 fr. ; to the Stabi-
limento Selene 30 c. (or 50, 60, 70, and 80 c.) ; to Le Grazie I1/2 fr. (or 1 fr.

80 c, 2 fr., 2 fr. 30, 2 fr. 50 c.) ; to San Terenzo 2 fr. (or 2 fr. 40,
2 fr. 80, 3 fr. 20, 3 fr. 80 c.) ; to Portovenere or to Lerici, 1 pers. 21/2 fr.,

to Palmaria 3 fr. (each additional pers. 1/2 fr. more).

Steamboats (starting at the Giardino Pubblico), poor and often
crowdeed. Via Fezzano and Le Grazie to Portovenere, thrice daily in 1 hr.,

fare 30 c.; to Sayi Terenzo and Lerici, hourly in summer, in 1/2-^/4 hr.,

fare 30 c, at other seasons thrice daily (five times on holidays).

Anglican Church, Via Principe Amedeo ; services in winter at 8.30,

10.30, and 3.30. — British Vice-Consul, H. C. Ricardo. — Lloyd's
Agent, E. Pongiglione.

N.B. Visitors must not approach within 330 yds. of the forts (see
the notice-boards), and sketching and photographing should be avoided.

Spezia (50 ft.), founded in 1371, an industrial town with 38,900
inliab., a strong fortress, and since 1861 the chief naval harbour
of Italy, lies at the N.W. angle of the Golfo della Spezia^ at the

foot of beautiful hills fringed by picturesque villages and crowned
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with forts. The mercantile harbour (Porto Mercantile) is unim-

portant. The climate is very mild, so that Spezia is frequented as

a winter-residence by the English and for sea-bathing in summer
by the Italians. The Via del Prione offers the shortest route from

the railway station to the sea. Side-streets lead from this street to

the S.W. to the Corso Cavour, the main thoroughfare in the inner

town, No. 39 in which accommodates the public Library and the

Museo Civico (nat. hist, collections; Roman antiquities from San

Vito; municipal relics). The seaward side of the town is skirted

by the Via Domenico Chiodo, planted with orange -trees, which

passes near the Piazza Vittorio Emanuele, converted into a Giar-
dino Pubblico, and the Viale Mazzini, with its fine palms and

yuccas. From the shore we enjoy a beautiful view of the gulf and

of the Apuan Alps (R. 24) rising above the Caprione^ the hilly

land to the E., with the white marble-quarries of Carrara.

The Via Chiodo leads to the S.W. to the Royal Naval Arsenal,

which covers an area of 220 acres (no admission, except on March
19th). — The marine artillery magazines in the bay of >San Vito^

immediately to the S., cover an area of 150 acres. Remains of Roman
sea-baths were found here. — The Cantiere di San Bartolomeo

(p. 142), on the N.E. side of the gulf, serve as a torpedo station.

The *Gidf of Spezia., upwards of 5^2 ^- in length and 4Y2 M.
wide, one of the largest and safest natural harbours of the Me-
diterranean, anciently praised by Ennius as the Lunai Portus,

is protected by forts and by the Diga Subacquea., a submarine

breakwater nearly 2 M. long, constructed in 1874.

Excursions. A fine survey of the town and gulf is afforded by the
'Giro della Foce' (carr., see p. 140; 21/2 hrs. on foot).. We follow the
atrada dei Colli, or Strada di Circonvallazione , which diverges to tlie

left at the end of the Viale Mazzini, and is connected with the town by
two flights of steps also. This leads via the (!olli7ia del Foggio, above
the Castello and the Bastid, a smaller castle built by tlie Milanese in

1371 and rebuilt in 1747, passing pretty country-houses, to the Fiinfa
Castfillazzo on the N.W. Thence we may return to tlie Porta Geneva
(see below) on the left, or continue our walk to the W. via Sdrbla and
along the flank of the fortified Monte (Jastellazzo (935 ft.) to Marlnasco,
with the old church of Santo 8tefano, and the pass ot La Foce (790 ft.;

inn), whence we have a *View of the gulf and the Apuan Alps. [From
Sarbia a beautiful road leads up the Duraaca Valley to the Monte Albano.]
From La Foce a monotonous road leads down via Chiappa (tramway,
p. 140j to the I'orta Oenova. — A still finer *Koad leads uj) to the W.
from Fegazzano (tramway, see y. 140) through the JJiaHsa Valleg (four
stalactite caves) to the quaint village of 7iia««a (1175 ft. ; inn; carr., see

p. 140) and then ascends in curves (short-cuts) through wood to the; crest
to the \.W. of i\ni Mo7ite Franchi (1745 ft.). Thence we proceed to the
N., through pinewoods, to the saddle (2190 ft.) between the Monte lira-
mapane and the Monte Verua(di (2125 ft.; both fortified), where, from
the narrow road running to the W., we enjoy fine views of the Cinque
Terre (p. 139; and th(! coast. Hence we make our way to the N.Fi. to the
Haddle betwe(;n the Monte Bianna (2050 ft.) and the fortified Mte. I'arodi
(2200 ft.), and we descend thence (fine views), to the pass of La Foce
(see above) and to the town via the Strada dei Colli.
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A charming *Exciiision may be made to Portovenerc, either by
steamer (see p. 140) or via the highroad (7 M. ; carr. and omnibus , see

p. 1-10), which doscribca a wide curve round the arsenal and then skirt.s

the S.W. shore of the gulf, via Maj'olaj Cadimare, Fezzano, Panigaglia,
and Le Grazle.

Portovenere (Ristorante Belvedere, Trattoria del Genio] both
clean), on the site of the ancient Portus Veneris, with well-preserved
fortifications built by the Genoese in 1113 and vainly attacked by the

Spaniards and Neapolitans in 1492, is most picturesquely situated on the
Costa deirOliva, a promontory separated from the island of Palmaria
by a strait, 160 yds. wide. It is celebrated, like Palmaria, for a yellows-

veined black marble, known as 'Portoro'. Charming prospect from the
ruined church of San Pietro, rising higli above the sea, and supposed
to occupy the site of the Temple of Venus. Between two rocks beneath
the church is the Grotta Arpaia (accessible by steps; fee), or 'Byron's
Grrotto' (inscription), where the poet is said to have written much of his

'Corsair'. — The island of Palmaria (613 ft.), crowned by a fort con-
taining a jjenitentiary, and an important Marconi station, commands a

fine view of the Italian coast from Portofino to Viareggio ; best from
beside the lighthouse on the Capo delVIsola, the S. extremity. On a

cliff at the N.E. extremity is the curious old Torre delta Scuola. The
Grotta Azzurra and the Gala Grayide, two interesting caves on the pre-
cipitous W. coast, are most conveniently visited in the course of an ex-
pedition round the island from Portovenere (2 hrs.; 5-6 fr. by bargain). —
Another fine view is obtained from Tino (300 ft.), a rocky islet to tlie

S. of Palmaria, with a signal-station, castle, and ruined abbey.
From Le Grazie (see above) a military road ascends to the fortified

summits of the Monte di Castellana (1627 ft.) and Monte Muzzerone
(1045 ft.; signal-station); on the way *View of the gulf and of the
precipitous coast of the Cinque Terre (p. 139).

Of the excursions on the N.E. side of the gulf, that to the Bay of
Lerici is the finest (steamer and carr., see p. 140). The carriage-road leads
to Pitgliola and the Villa Marigola, now the residence of Mr. W. Percy
Cochrane, formerly the home of the Henfrey family, who entertained
here the late Queen Victoria and Emp. Frederick III. of Germany. —
The steamer passes the Cantiere di San Bartolomeo (p. 141 ; tramway,
see p. 140) and Pertusola, with the lead-foundries of the former Stabili-

mento Henfrey, and then enters the Bay of Lerici (views). We disembark
at the picturesque fishing-village of San Terenzo (no inn). Outside the

village, on the road to (IV4 M.) Lerici, is the beautifully situated Casa
Macca7'ani, formerly Casa Magni, occupied by Shelley in 1822, during
his last days (comp. p. 146; tablet). Farther on are the Stabilimento Bal-
neario Eden Nettuno and two smaller bathing establishments.

Lerici {"^Ilotel des Palmes, on the sea, with garden, R. 2-3, P. 6-7 fr.),

a small seaport with 4300 inliab., a Romanesque church, and an imposing
12th cent, castle (now a marine observatory; no adm.), was the capital
of the Gulf of Spezia in the middle ages. Its slieltered site and charming
environs adapt it for a residence of some duration. — A road (omnibu
thrice daily, 60 c.) unites Lerici with Pagliola (see above) and (41/2 M.) Sar-
zana (p. 143). — The picturesque fishing-village of Telaro lies 3 M. to

the S.E. of Lerici by a pretty footpath passing below the village of
Serra, From Telaro we may prolong our walk either to the E. over
abrupt ridges and boulder-strewn fields to (1 hr.) Ameglia (p. 143) or to

the S.E. viii the village of Monte Marcello (870 ft. ; signal-station) to the
(IV2 hr.) mouth of the Magra (p. 143).

Railway from Spezia to Parma (Milan), see R. 59.

Soon after quitting Spezia we enjoy a beautiful view of the Grulf

of Spezia to the right. — Beyond (61 M.) Vezzano Ligure (p. 371),

where the line to Parma diverges to the N., we see to the left
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the Aipi ApuHiie (R. 24). — 62^/2 M. Areola ^ with a conspicuous

campanile. The train crosses the Magra^ the ancient Macra^
which formed the boundary between Etruria and Liguria.

66 M. Sarzana (85 ft.; Alb. cVItalia^ Piazza Garibaldi, very

fair), with 6500 inhab., the Roman Sergianiim^ or Luna Nova^
from its having succeeded the ancient Luna (see below), was taken

by the Florentines in 1467 under Lorenzo Magnilico, from whom it

was w^rested by Charles VIII. of France. It subsequently belonged

to Genoa. Sarzana, the seat of a bishop since 1202, was the birth-

place of Pope Nicholas V. (Tommaso Parentuccelli, 1447-55). The
town, which is situated in a fertile plain^ is noted for its w^ell-

preserved Town Walls of the 15th century. The Castello^ erected

by the Pisans and altered in 1488 and 1496, is now a prison. The
handsome Cathedral of white marble, in the Italian Gothic style,

re-erected in 1355-1477, contains an ancient painted crucifix from

Luni (1138) and two early-Renaissance altars by Leonardo Ricco-

manni. In San Francesco are the tomb of Guarniero, a son of

Castruccio Castracani (p. 529), by Giov. di Balduccio (1328), and

two tombs of the Malaspina family. A pleasant and well-shaded

promenade skirts the town on the S. On the verge of the hill

("numerous villas), ^/\ M. to the X., is the picturesque fortification

of Sarzanello, constructed by Castruccio.-

Excursions. To the N.E. to Fosdhioio (p. 441) , on tlie road to

Fivizzano (Reggie). — To the 8.E. to (iVa M.) Castelnuovo di Miujra
(G20 ft.), with a castle of 1274. — To tlfe W. via (IV4 M.) Vonte di
Mayra to Ltrlci (comp. p. 142). — To the S.E. along tlie riglit bank of
the Magra to (5 M.) Ameglla (inn; p. 142), or by the river-plain to the
fishing-village of Santa Croce, at the mouth of the Magra (abound-
ing in eels; very picturesque river - landscape) , with the remains of a

monastery in which Dante is said to have once lived. Hence we may
proceed to the N.W. via Monte Marcello to Telaro and Lerici (comp.
p. 142j ; or we may cross to the left bank of tlic Magra (ferry 1/.2 fr.) and
walk along the shore to the E. to (I'/vj hr.) Marina di Carrara (see below).

Railway from Sarzana to Farma (Milan), see R. 59.

On the Apuan Alps, to the left, we observe the conspicuous white

ravanefi ("p. 144). — Near (69^/2 M.) Luni arc the ruins of Luna.
This origiiiully Etruscan town, a Romau colony since 117 B.C., was
destroyed hy tli(! Arabs M016;, and its episcopal see was in con-

sequence transferred to Sarzana in the 13th century. Tiie ruins of

.in amphitheatre and a theatre arc still traceahh*. Vvom Luna tlie

district derives its name of La Ltinifjiana.

72 M, Avenza (Hail, llestattrard)^ above which rises an old

castle (R()c<-aj of Castruccio (Jastracani, of 1322, with bold round

lowers and pinnacles, was once the frontier-town of tlie Duchy of

Massa. It is now in Tuscany.
On the coaxt, l'/4 M. to the S.E., lies Marina d'Avenza or Marina

di Carrara {Wh. JtiMtorantH il Tirrenoj, a ftea-bathing resort, with a pier

MOO yds. in length (ponti caricatori), the terminus of the marble-railway
ineutioiK'd below.

Ekom Avknza to Caukaka, W M., railway in '/ihr. (fares r>0, IT), So r ).
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Carrara. — Hotels. Gr.-Hot. Carrara, Via Roma 13, R. 21/2-^, ornn.

1 fr. ; Hot. de la Poste et National, Via Alberica 5, R. 21/2-3, omn. 1/2 fr.,

good. — Post Office, Piazza del Risorgimento. — One-horse Carriage
to the Campo Santo 1, to Massa 4-5 fr. — Omnibus from the Piazza dell'

Accademia to Massa, 60 c.

Carrara (285 ft.) is a pleasant little town with 25,000 inhab., most of

whom gain their livelihood by working the marble. Some of the studios

of the numerous sculptors are interesting (e.g. Studio Lazzerini, near
the theatre; Stabilimento Triscornia, at the station). American Consular
Agent, Felix A, Dalmas. — From the rail, station we follow the Via
San Martino and the Corso Vittorio Emauuele to the right to the Theatre,
where the Via Apuana (cab-stand) diverges for the church of the Ma-
donjia delle Grazie, with sumptuous decorations in marble. The Via
Lunense goes on from the theatre to the Piazza Alberica, and the Via
Ghibellina thence to the Piazza del Duomo , in which are the house
occupied on several occasions by Michael Angelo (p. 560) and the 'Gigante',
an unfinished statue of Andrea Doria (p. 101) by Baccio Bandinelli. The
church of SanfAndrea, a Grothic structure of the 13th cent., has a fine

facade and good sculptures. The Via Santa Maria (No. 18 the little

Gothic Casa Repetti) leads to the Piazza dell' Accademia, with the former
ducal palace, now the Accademia di Belle Arti, containing works by
sculptors of Carrara and several Roman antiquities found in the quarries
of Fantiscritti (see below; e.g. a bas-relief of Jupiter with Bacchus).

The Marble Quarries (Cave) of Carrara enjoy a world-wide fame.
The deposits of marble occur throughout almost the whole of the Apuan
Alps (R. 24), from the little river Aulella on the N. to Pietrasanta

(p. 145) on the S. and Castelnuovo di Garfagnana (p. 450) on the E. The
quarries in the valleys of Fantiscritti, Colonnata, and Torano were
worked by the Romans, but after the downfall of the West Roman Empire
the 'marmor Lunensis' (so named from the seaport of Luna, p. 143) was
almost entirely forgotten. The building of the cathedral of Pisa and
the churches of Lucca, Pistoia, and other neighbouring towns again
created a demand for Carrara marble; and the artistic activity of the

15-16th cent, gave a renewed impulse to its use. The industry now
grows steadily; in 1908 about 143,000 tons of rough blocks were exported,
besides 672,000 tons of sawn blocks and 153,000 tons of otherwise worked
blocks. About 700 quarries in all are in operation; of these 500, with
ca. 6500 workmen, are at Carrara, and the rest at Massa, in the Versilia

(p. 145), and at Ami (p. 148). There are 74 marble-sawing works at

Carrara and 33 at Massa. The best and largest blocks yield the mai^mo
statuario. — The quarrymen work from 8 to 4 in winter, in summer
from 5 to 3.

A visit to the quarries (2-3 hrs.
;
guide, not indispensable, 2-3 fr.) is

most conveniently made by means of the Fei^rovia Marmifera, or 'marble
railway', which sends a branch into each of the three valleys (station

in the Via Umberto Primo, at the E. end of the town). Passengers are
carried gratis (the tunnels are often very cold). Visitors on foot, starting^

from the Madonna delle Grazie (see above), follow the shady Viale di

Potrignano (view to the right, of the Colonnata valley) to the Campo
Smito and descend thence to Torano (490 ft.). At the entrance to the
village we turn to the right and climb the steep lanes to the marble
railway (see below), the track of which we follow in the narrow shade-
less u|)land valley, passing numerous quarries, to (1 M.) the station
of Piastra (875 ft.). We may push on to the highest station (small
restaurant), but the ascent is fatiguing, and the visitor will probably be
satisfied by the quarries and expanses of dazzling white debris (ravaneti)
already seen. A horn is blown as a signal when the rock is about to
be blasted. The blocks of marble are roughly squared on the spot.
Sometimes they are simply rolled down the mountain, but usually they
are carried down on rude wooden sledges (lizze) descending steep paved
slipways provided with soaped wooden rollers, and controlled by hempen
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cables wound round posts at the sides of the slipways. At the foot
they are carried away on ox-waggons, either to the ships at Marina di

Carrara or to the railway.

From Carrara to Fosdinovo, see p. 441.

Beyond Avenza the railway crosses the Carrione sind the Frigido.

76V2 M. Massa (213 ft.; Hotel Massa, with garden, R. 3-7,

P. 9-12, omn. 1 fr., good; Alb. il Giappone^ R. 2, omn. Vg fr., modest;

onin. from the station to the Piazza Umberto Primo and thence to

Carrara), with 10,600 inhab., formerly the capital of the Duchy of

Massa-Carrara, is pleasantly situated on the Frigido amidst marble-

yielding hills and enjoys a mild climate. The handsome Palazzo
Ducale (1701; now the prefettura), with its fine court, was a sum-

mer-residence of Napoleon's sister Elisa Baciocchi. The church of

San Francesco contains a Madonna by Pinturicchio, some re-

mains of frescoes from Santa Maria del Popolo at Rome, and six

candelabra and a crucifix by Pietro Tacca.
The Rocca, now a prison, 3/^ M. to the N.E., commands a splendid

view (permesso at the prefettura).

A Light Railway (20 min. ; fares 25, 20 c.) runs from Massa to the
little port of San Giuseppe or Marina di Massa (Hot. Tirreno, P. from
8 fr.), 3 M. to the S.W., near the mouth of the Frigido, with sea-baths.
The wooden jetty, where marble is shipped, affords a splendid view of
the ooast from Portovenere to Yiareggio, and of the Alpi Apuane.

Excursion from Massa to the Alpi Apuane, see R. 24.

We now pass through extensive olive-woods; to the left lies

the village of Montignoso (325 ft.) with the picturesque ruins of

the Castello Aghinolfi on a steep hill. — 80 72 M- Sey^ravezza.

The village of that name (p. 148) lies 2 M. to the N.E.
A road (tramway projected) leads from the station via Querceta to

(2 M.) Forte dei 3Tarmi (Pens. Gobbi; Pens. Idonc), a little seaside-

resort surrounded by pine-woods, with a quay for shipping marble.

83 "M. FietrsiSSiTitsi (Alb.-Bistorante Ballerini^ clean), a small

town ^8700 inhab.) with ancient walls, the capital of tlie Versilia

(p. 148), was taken by the Florentines in 1484. At the beginning

of the town is the Rocchetta^ a relic of the fortifications. Tlie

cathedral of San Martino (II Duomo) dates from tlie 14th cent.;

tlio interior, modernized in the 17th cent., contains a puli)it and

sculptures by Stagio Stagi. Campanile of 1380. SanV Agostino is

a Gothic church of the 14th cent., completed in 1911. To the S.W.

of the town rises the Bocca^ a ruined castle (13th cent.). — Near
j^ietrasanta are quicksilver-mines and mar])le-quarries. Excursion

to the Apiian Alps, see R. 24.

8972^- Viareggio. — Railway Station at tbe E. end of the

town, 8/4 M. from the beach (tramway, sec p. W^).

Hotels (mostly overcrowded in Hummer and prices raised ; the larger
bouHcs have central heating), Okawd-Hotel et Royal, Viale Carducci,
IM) bedH at 4-r), B. 1«/.^, L. .3, T). f,, P. 12-11, omn. 1'/^ fr. ; Or.-Hot. Ukoina,
faring' the «ea, witli a Hmall ^'ardcn, 00 K, from .SV.^, li. !«/«, I^- ^Vy. I^- •'»»

r. from 10, ornn. 1 fr., Hot. dk Hiihhik, ir> H. at ^-f), H. 1V4, !>• '^Vii,

1). IVv!, !* 10-12, omn. 1 fr., lioth in thf Via Maiiiii, at the corner of
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the Piazza d'Azcglio; Excelsior Hot. d'Italie, 60 B.. at 3-5, B. 1, P. 9,

omn. 1 fr., patronized by the English and Americans, Hot. de Paris-
SoLEiL, both in the Piazza d'Azeglio ; Hot. de Nice, Viale Ugo Foscolo

;

Hot. Savoia et Bristol, Hot. de Florence, Hot. de la Paix (well

spoken of), Hot. Grande Bretagne, all in the Yiale Manin. — Hot.
Miramar e Commercio, Piazza Graribaldi, Alb. Vittoria, Via Regia, at

the corner of tlie Piazza del Mercato, 1/4 ^^- from the station, both nn-

pretonding. — Pension Pini, Yilla delle Rose, P. 6-7 fr. — Ajmrtmeiiis
not clieap.

Caf^s. Caffe del Teatro, Piazza Yittorio Emauuele Secondo ; Caffe
del Casino, in the Casino (see below). Piazza Manzoni, and, in summer,
several cafes and confectioners in the Yiale Manin. — Restaurant.
Ristorante Tosca, Yia G-iuseppe Yerdi (with rooms to let).

Cabs. Per drive 1 pers. 1 fr., several pers. IV2 fi*-
;
per hr. within

13/4 M., 2 fr., each addit. hr. I1/2 fr. ; longer drives according to bargain.
Same fares at night. Hand-luggage free; trunk 30-50 c.

Train"way from the railway -station to the Piazza d'Azeglio and
thence by the coast to the Fosso dell'Abate. — Light Railway to Camaiore.

Post & Telegraph Office, Piazza Yittorio Emanuele Secondo. —
Theatres. Reale Teatro Pacini, Piazza Yitt. Eman. Secondo; Casino,
Piazza Manzoni; Politeama, open-air theatre, on the beach.

Sea Bathing at the *StahiUmento Nettujto and Balena both with
restaurants, ball-rooms, and skating-rinks; Bagno di Felice. — Beggars
and hawkers are exceedingly troublesome on the beach in summer.

Anglican Church, Yia Leonardo da Yinci ; services at 10. 30 and 3

;

chaplain, Rev. J. E. Sj/mes, M. A.
EngUsh Physician, Dr. Hugh Muriro, The Bungalow.

yiaregcjio (13 ft.), foimded by Lucca in 1171, is a quiet country-

toAvn (14,900 inhab.), with regular and monotonous streets, situated

in a spacious and somewhat marshy plain on the sea, about 3 M. to

the S.E. of the spurs of the Alpi Apuane. It is visited as a winter-

resort (mainly by English and American travellers) and in summer
it is the most frequented sea-bathing place in Italy, next to the

Lido at Yenice.

From the railway-station a road leads to the W. direct to the

beach, crossing the Ponte di Pisa^ skirting the Canale Burla-
macca., the discharge of the lake of Massaciuccoli (p. 147), and

passing the Darsena Vecchia and Darsena Nuova^ two small

harbours for the export of marble. From the end of the N. Molo
(220 yds. long), at the mouth of the canal (Porto Canale)^ we
enjoy a splendid view of the Alpi Apuane and of the coast from
Leghorn to the Gulf of Spezia.

The Yiale Manin or Lungo Mare, skirting the beach, and the

Piazza d'Azeglio, with its gardens, are the favourite resorts of

visitors. In the Piazza Principe Aniedeo, adjoining the Yiale Manin
to the W., is a monument to Shelley {y. 144), by Urbano Lucchesi.

On tlie side of the pedestal, encircled by interwined branches of oak
and olive, is a book bearing on its cover the word Trometoo'. Above
this is the following inscription: — '1894 to P. B. Shelley, heart of hearts,
in 1822 drowned in this sea, consumed by fire on this* shore, where he
meditated the addition to 'Prometheus Unbound' of a posthumous page
in which every generation would have a token of its struggles, its tears,

and its redemption',
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The Pineta, or pine-forest, of Viareggio, extends for 6 M. along

the coast to the N. It belongs to the town and is open to visitors.

In the Tenufa Borhone^ a pine-forest to the S. of the town (the pro-

perty of Archduke Leopold Salvator of Austria), is the Villa dei

Borboni., built for the Archduchess Marie Louise (visitors admitted)

;

the chapel contains the Mausoleum of the Dukes of Parma (ca. 1825).
From Viareggio a narrow-gauge railway runs to the N.E. in ca. V2 ^i^"-

to (7 M.) the little town of Camaiore (147 ft.; Alb. il Giardinetto); 2 M.
to the E. lies the Pieve di Camaiore, a Romanesque church founded at

a very early date. From Camaiore a road leads to the S.E. via (31/2 M.)
Montemagno (735 ft.) to (151/2 M.) Lucca (p. 528).

A pleasant Drive (or cycle-tour) may be made to (6 M.) Pietrasanta
(p. 145) or to the Lago di Massaciitccoli (2V2 sq. M. ; 8 ft. deep), near
the station of Torre del Lago (sec below). Near the village of Massa-
ciuccoli, at the E. end of the lake, are the so-called Bagni di Nerone,
a Roman ruin. The lake may be reached by boat on the canal.

From Viareggio to Lucca, 141/2 M., branch -railway in 2/4 hr. via (5 M.)
Massarosa and (8V2 M.) Nozzano. — From Lucca (p. 528) to Florence via
Pistoia, see pp. 536, 537, 542-544; to Bologna via Pistoia, see pp. 536, 537,

and R. 64.

The Railway traverses a thick pine-wood (Mdcchia di Mi-
gliarino) beyond (92y2 M.) Torre del Lago^ and at (97^2 ^I-)

Mifjliarino crosses the Serchio (ip. 512).
'

1027. M. Pisa (p. 511). To the left, before we enter the station,

rise the cathedral, baptistery, and campanile. AVc then cross the

Arno.

24. The Apuan Alps.
The name of the Alpi Apuane is derived from the warlike tribe of

the Apuani, subdued by the Romans in 180 B.C. and mostly transferred
to Samnium. Along with the mountain chains of Spezia they constitute
an independent system, geologically allied with the Maritime Alps. They
consist mainly of hard limestone rocks, to the pronounced crystalline
formation of which is due their extraordinary wealth of marble (p. 144);
but older slate formations also occur, as in the Monte Pisanino (6385 ft.),

the highest summit of the group. Tlie Apuan Alps are separated by the
deep vallevs of the A?tlella and the SercJiio from the Etruscan Apennines;
and their boldly sliaped peaks stand in vivid contrast to the flat rounded
summits of the latter, ^which in winter are much more tliickly covered
with snow. The l>est periods for excursitins in tliis comparatively little

known but beautiful mountain region are from April to June and in

September and October. Tn summer tlie midday sun is too hot for
exertion. In clear weatlier the j)(!aks command line views of the A])en-
nines, the fertile vales of the Mngra and the Sercliio, of the coast -line
from Spezia to liCghorn, and of the Tuscan islands and the distant Corsica.
Only liie chief routes are givcri in our description below.

1. Carrara (p. 144) is tlie best 8tartinj[i:-point for the fatiguing

bat repaying ascent of the M<nite Hagro (5740 ft.; A^j^ hrs., vifi

Torano).

2. From Manna (\). 145) a road ascends the pictuicsqiic |V//

Frigido^ to the N.K., to (4'/^ M.) Foruo, wiiitlicr a light railway

also runs on vSun. (4 trains, in 50 niln.). At Guadine (485 ft.), a

little short of Forno, a road diverges to the right for the villugo
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of Resceto (1625 ft.; inn; guide, Gr. Conti), 71/2 M. from Massa.

A broad path, interrupted at places, ascends from Resceto to the

(3 hrs.) Passo delta Tambura (5315 ft.), lying between the Monte
Tamhura (6200 ft. ; view), 2/4 hr. to the K, and the Alto di Sella

(5655 ft. ; ascent difficult). Thence we descend to the KE., via Vagli
di Sopra (2380 ft.; good inn) and Vagli di Sotto (1970 ft.) to

(3V2 hrs.) Camporgiano (p. 450), in the valley of the Serchio. —
The Passo della Focolaccia (5465 ft. ; near it to the S. the Rifiigio

Aronte of the I.A.C. ; keyat Resceto), 3 hrs. to the K of Resceto,

is the starting-point for the difficult ascent of the Monte Pisanino
(6385 ft.).

3. A highroad (omnibus to Ponte Stazzemese 50 c, carr. 5 fr.)

runs to the N. from Pietrasanta (p. 145) up the valley of the Serra
to Serravezza (180 ft.* railway -station, see p. 145), situated at

the point where the Serra and the Vezza united to form the Versilia.,

from which the district has taken its name. The Casino Ducale here

was built for Grrand-duke Cosimo I. of Tuscany, by Bart. Ammanati.
The large marble-quarries at Serravezza were opened in 1518 by
Michael Angelo, on behalf of Pope Leo X. Farther on the road enters

the Val di Vezza to the E., and proceeds via (5 M.) UArgentera,
a very ancient silver-mine, and (5 Y2 M-) Ruosina to (8 V2 M.) Ponte
Stazzemese (565 ft.; Alb. Milani; guides, L.Bianchini and others).

A highly picturesque mountain-road leads to the N. from Ruosina to

the (8 M.) Cipollaio Tu7i7iel (2640 ft.), 1200 yds. long and entirely unlighted,
and to the marble-quarries in the romantic valley of the Tttrrite Secca,
below the mining village of Ami (3005 ft. ; inn). From Arni we may
ascend via the Passo di Sella (5020 ft.) to Vagli di Sopra (see above).

Ponte Stazzemese offers the best headquarters for the exploration of

the S. portion of the Alpi Apuane. To the N. we proceed via Volegno
(1390 ft.) and the (21/4 hrs.) Foce di Mosceta (4100 ft. ; refuge-hut), where
a bridle-path diverges for Ruosina \m Levigliani, to the top of the (4 hrs.)

*Pdnia della Croce (6100 ft.), long famous as a point of view. To the

N.E. we may ascend the Monte Forato (4015 ft.), via Cardoso (885 ft.)

;

on the top is a curious rock-arch resembling a window. To the E. rises

the Monte Procinto (3860 ft.), the wooded summit of which, surrounded
on all sides by sheer precipices nearly 500 ft. deep, is celebrated by
Ariosto as 'the abode of Suspicion'. The route (3 fcrs.) leads via Stazzema
(1410 ft.), with its 13th cent, church (interesting sculptures on the portal),

and the (2 hrs.) Al/pe della Grotta (2840 ft.), where we find the guide
(Gr. Gherardi, 2 fr.). The final ascent (1 hr.), by means of ladders and
steps, should be attempted only by climbers with steady heads.

From the Alpe della Grotta (see above), we proceed via the

Calldre di Matanna (3705 ft.), a pass Y2 ^^- ^^ ^^^K of the Monte
Matanna (4320 ft.), to (1 hr.) the Pian d'Orsina (3410 ft.; Inn,

P. 5^2-7 fr.), with its attractive mountain-pastures. A path indi-

cated by red marks leads hence to the E. via Palagnana (2440 ft.)

to (2 hrs.) Fdbbriche, and thence, in 2^/2 hrs. more, finally travers-

ing the valley of the Serchio, to the Bagni di Lucca (p. 535).
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Route Page

25. Milan 152
a. From the Piazza del Duomo to the Central Station.

Northern Quarters of the City. The Brera, 159. — b.

From the Piazza del Duomo and the Piazza dei Mer-
canti to the Castello and the Arco della Pace, 172. —
c. West Quarters of the City. Biblioteca Ambrosiana.
Santa Maria delle G-razie. Sant' Ambrogio, 178. — d.

Along the Via Torino to the Southern Quarters of the
City (San Satiro, San Lorenzo, Sant' Eustorgio, Ospe-
dale Maggiore), 183, — e. East Quarters of the City.
The Corso Vittorio Emanuele and its Side Streets. Giar-
dini Pubblici, 188. — f. The Cemeteries, 189.

Excursion to the Certosa di Pavia 190
26. From Milan to Lecco and Colico via Monza (Chiavenna,

Tirauo) 193

27. From Milan to Bellagio. The Brianza 196

28. From Milan to Como via Saronno 198

29. Como 199

30. Lake of Como 203
31. From Colico to Chiavenna (Maloja Pass, Spliigen) . . 212
32. From Colico to Bormio via the Val Tellina .... 213
33. From Menaggio, on the Lake of Como, to Lugano and

to Luino, on the Lago Maggiore 217

34. From Milan to Porto Ceresio, on the Lake of Lugano,

via Gallarate and Varese 220
35. From Milan to Laveno, on the Lago Maggiore, via Sa-

ronno and Varese 223
36. From Bellinzona to Genoa 225

From Milan to Mortara (Genoa) via Vigevano, 226.

37. Lago Maggiore 226
38. From Milan to Genoa via Pavia and Voghera . . . 240

From Pavia to Alessandria and to Cremona, 248.

39. From Milan to Cremona via Codogno 244
From Cremona to Brescia; to Mantua; to Borgo San
Donnino, 247. — From Cremona to Piacenza, 248.

40. From Milan to Bergamo 248
41. The Bergainasque Alps 254

1. Valle Brembana, 251. — 2. Valle Seriaiia, 2.00. —
3. Val Cavallina, 257.

42. From Lecco to Brescia vifi lierganio 258
43. From Milan to Verona via Iir»'Hcia 258
44. Brescia 260
45. The Brescian Alps 270

a. Lago d'lHco, 270. - b. Val Camonict, 27:5. - c. Val
Trompia, 27«. — d. Val Sabbia and Lago d'Idro, 276.

46. From Brescia to Gargnaiio on the Lago di Garda . . 277
47. The Lago di Garda 279
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Lomharchj, the district to the S. of the Alps, which is separated from
Piedmont by the La^o Maggiore and the Timio, from Venetia by the

Mincio (p. 279), and from the Emilia by the Po^ takes its name from the

Germanic tribe that invaded Italy in 568. It is divided into the eight

provinces of Como, Milano, Pavia, Sondrio, Bergamo, Cremona, Brescia,
and Mantova, covering an area of about 9000 sq. M. , and containing

4,334,100 inhabitants. The name was once applied to a much larger tract.

Lombardy has not inaptly been likened to an artichoke, the leaves of

which were eaten off in succession by the lords of Piedmont (p. 32);
thus in 1427 they appropriated Vercelli, in 1531 Asti, in 1706 Alessandria,
1707 Val Sesia, in 1736 Tortona and Novara, and in 1743 Domodossola.
The heart of the country, to continue the metaj)hor, would then be the
Milanese or District of Milan, the tract lying between the Ticino, Po,
and Adda. The zones of cultivation are the same as in Piedmont, ixiz.

the region of pastures among the mountains, that of the vine, fruit-trees,

and silk-culture on the lower undulating country and the slopes adjoining
the lakes, and that of wheat, maize, and meadows in the plains ; rice is

grown in the river -bottoms (comp. p. 190). The crops are much more
abundant than in Piedmont. The climate of Lombardy is thoroughly con-
tinental : winter in the plains, which are scourged by bitter winds, is

very cold (minimum at Milan, 1.4°Fahr. ; mean temperature of Jan. 31°)

and abounds in snow and mist (at Milan snow occurs on 18 days yearly,
mist on 73) ; w^hile in summer the heat is greater than that of S. Italy
(maximum at Milan, 101° Fahr. ; mean temp, of Aug. 77°). The annual
rainfall is by no means inconsiderable (at Milan 41.6 inches). In the
height of summer rain is rare beyond the lower Alps, and is more fre-

quent when the wind is from the E. than when it is from the W., as the
moisture of the W. winds is absorbed by the Maritime Alps and the
Apennines; but a thorough system of irrigation, without a parallel in

any other part of Europe, prevails here, so that a failure of the crops
is hardly possible. In the middle ages the importance of Milan was due
to its woollen industries, but sheep-breeding has in modern tim-es been
largely superseded by the silk-culture, an industry which has so materially
increased the wealth of the country, that it used to be ^said during the
Austrian regime that the army and the officers lived on mulberry leaves,

as their produce alone sufficed to pay the land taxes. In these circum-
stances the population is unusually dense, being about 477 persons to the

sq. mile, or only a little less dense than in Liguria and Campania.
The central situation and the wealth of the country hav& ever ren-

dered Lombardy an apple of discord among the European nations. In
the earliest period known to us it was occupied, in succession to the
Ligivrians and Umhrians, by the Etruscans, an Italian race, which in

the 6th cent. B.C. was subjugated or expelled by Celts from the W. These
immigrants founded Mediolanuni (Milan), near the site of the Etruscan
Mclpura, destroyed in 396 B.C. It was but slowly that the Italians sub-
dued or assimilated these foreigners, and it was not till 222 B.C. that the
Romans extended their supremacy to the banks of the Po by their victory
at Clastldium (p. 433). In the following century Gallia Cisalpma was
constituted a province, on which Caesar conferred the rights of citizenship
in B.C. 46. Throughout the whole of the imperial epoch these regions of
Northern Italy formed the chief buttress of the power of Rome. From
the 4th cent, on Milan surpassed Rome in extent and, in many respects,
in importance also. It became an imperial residence, and the church
founded here by St. Ambrosius (who was bishop of Milan in 374-97) long
maintained, like those of Aquileia (p. 428) and Grado (p. 430), its inde-
pendence ot the popes. Cardinal Petrus Damiani, the legate of Gregory VII.,
finally reduced it to subjection (11th cent.), but the so-called 'Ambrosian
liturgy' perpetuated the tradition of its liberty down to our own times.

The Longobards made Pavia their capital, but their domination, after
lasting for two centuries, was overthrown by Cha/rlemagne in 774 (p. 3).

The Lombard dialect contains a good many words derived from the
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German (thus, hro7i, gast, grd, pio, s'tnessor, stordj and stosd, from the
Grerman Brunnen, Gast, Greis, Pflug, Messer, stSreji, and stossen). The
crown of Lombardy was worn successively by the Franconian and by
the Gerr,ia7i Kings, the latter of whom, particularly the Othos, did much
to promote the prosperity of the towns. When the rupture between the
emperor and the pope divided the whole of Italy into a Guelph and a

Ghibelline camp, Milan, the leader of the federated Lombard cities since

1167, formed the headquarters of the national, and Cremona those of the
imperial party, and the power of the Hohenstaufen proved to be no match
for the Lombard walls.

The dissensions between the nobles and the burghers, which prevailed
in every town, led to the creation of several new principalities. In 1277
Archbishop Ottone degli Visconti of Milan (whose family was so called
from their former office of 'vicecomites', or archiepiscopal judges) was
nominated ^Capitano del Popolo', and in 1294 Matteo Visconti, his nephew,
was appointed governor of Lombardy by the German king, Adolf of
Nassau. Altliough banished for a time by the Guelph family Delia Torre,
Matteo and his sons and their posterity contrived to assert their right to

the Signoria. The greatest of this family were Lucchino Visconti (1339-

49), Petrarch's patron, and Gian Galeazzo , who succeeded his father
Galeazzo II. (p. 172; d. 1378) as ruler of the W. portion of the district

of Milan. In 1385 Gian Galeazzo wrested the reins of government in the E.
portion also from his uncle Bernabb. and he afterwards extended his duchy
to Pisa and Bologna, and even as lar as Perugia and Spoleto. His chief
concern was to raise taxes for the purpose of carrying on war, but at

the same time the country flourished under his just and systematic gov-
ernment. The municipal councillors were entrusted with administrative
and executive powers in matters of police, while artists and men of let-

ters were invited to the court by the prince, who founded the Cathedral
at Milan and the Certosa at Pavia. But after his death in 1402 chaos
came again. He was succeeded by his three sons, Giovanni Maria, as-

sassinated in 1412 by the sons of Bernabo, Filippo Maria, and Gabriele
Maria (d. 1408). Under Filippo wars were carried on with Florence, Ve-
nice, and Naples.

On the extinction of the Visconti family with the death of Filippo
Maria in 1447, Milan declared itself a republic under the name Repub-
hlica di SanVAmbrogio . In 14,50, however, Francesco Sforza the con-
dottiere, who had been elected general-in-chief by the 'capitaniV of the
republic, made himself duke, and restored order and security to the
distracted state. He rebuilt the Castello, constructed the Martesana Canal
and the Ospodale Maggiore, and surrounded himself with Byzantine and
Italian scholars, who applauded the Latin orations of his daughter Hip-
poly ta. Francesco died in 1466 and his art -loving but dissolute son,
(Galeazzo Maria, was assassinated ten yaars later in the church of Santo
Stefano, leaving his son Giovanni Galeazzo still a minor. Lodovico il

Mora seized the regency in name of his nephew, and on the death of the
latter in 1191 he induced Charles VIII. of France to undertake a cam-
paign against Naples, thus inaugurating a new period in the history of
Italy. Since that time Italy has at once been the battletield and the
prey of the great powers of Europe. Lodovico himself, after having re-

v<dted against France and been defeated at Novara in 1500, terminated
his career in a French dungeon. IIIk hou Massimiliano, after a brief
reign (1512-15), surrendered Milan to Francis 1., the victor at Marignano
(p. 435). The victory of dharlcs V. at Bicocca in 1522 placed Fran-
rt'.HCO II. Maria, brother of MaHKiniiliano, on the throne; and in 1525 the
l)attlc of I'avia constituted Charles V. arbiter of the fortunes of Italy.
In 1510, five years after llw; death of the last Sforza, he invested his

^on, I'hilip II. of Spain, with the duchy of Milan.
In 1714 the SpaniHh HUpremacy was followed by the Auatrian in

( oDHoquence of the War of SuccesHion. On four occanions (1738, 1746,
179B, and 1800) the Froncli look poiROHHion of Milan, and the Napoleonic

10*
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period at length swept away the last relics of its mediaeval institutions.

Although Napoleon annexed the whole of Piedmont, Genoa, Parma, Tus-
cany, and Rome (about 36,000 sq. M. of Italian territory) to France, the
erection of the Cisalpine Republic (1797) and then of a Ki^igdom of Italy
(1805) contributed materially to arouse a national spirit of patriotism.
This kingdom embraced Lombardy, Venice, S. Tyrol, Istria, the greater
part of the Emilia, and the Marches. Milan was the capital, and Napoleon
was king, but was represented by his stepson Eugene Beauharnais as
viceroy. The Austrian Supremacy., which was restored in 1814, proved
irreconcilable with the national aspirations of the people. By the Peace
of Zurich (1859) Lombardy, with the exception of the district of Mantua,
was ceded to Napoleon III., who ceded it in turn to Sardinia. Comp.
E. Button's 'The Cities of Lombardy' (London, 1912).

25. Milan.
Railway Stations, l. The Central Station (PI. F, G, 1 ; Restaur-

ant, good), built in 1864, is used by all the state lines. Omnibuses from
most of the hotels are in waiting (fare ^U-l^l2 fr.)- Cab, see p. 154. Electric
tramways (Nos. 1, 2, 25, 29, & 30) into the town 10 c. (hand-baggage only
allowed ; comp. p. 154). — 2. The Stazione Ferrovie Nord Milano (PI. C, 4

;

Restaurant), for the lines of the N. Railway to Saronno and Como (R. 28),

to Erba (R. 27), and to Varese and Laveno (R. 35), is connected with the
Piazza del Duomo and the other two rail, stations by the electric tram-
ways Nos. 13 & 25 (p. 154). — 3. The Stazione di Porta Genova or di
Porta Ticinese (PI. B, 8) is a secondary station for the trains to Mortara
and Genoa (p. 226). — Railway-tickets for the State lines may be procured
also at Via Santa Margherita 16 (PL E, 4, 5) and in the tourist agencies
mentioned at p. 156 ; for the N. Railways at the Agenzia Fei'rovie Nord,
Galleria Vittorio Emanuele 26, and at the Agenzia Chiari-Sommariva
(p. 156). — Agency of the Sleeping Car Co., at Via Alessandro Manzoni 25

and at the station-inspector's office.

Hotels (mostly in a noisy situation; drinking-water, see p. xxv). In
the Toivn: *H6tel de la Ville (PI. a; F, 5), Corso Vittorio Emanuele 34,

with post-office and ticket and luggage office, 125 R. at 5-10, B. 1V2> L. 4,

D. 6-7, P. from 16, omn. 2 f r. ; *H6t. Cavour (PI. b; F, 3), Piazza Cavour
10, pleasantly situated opposite the Giardini Pubblici, with luggage office,

120 beds at 6-9, B. 2, L. 41/2, D. 6-7, P. 15-20, omn. IV4 fr. ; *Gr.-H6t.
Milan (PL mi; F, 3, 4), Via Alessandro Manzoni 29, with ticket and
luggage office, 200 beds at 5-10 fr. (50 private baths), B. IV2, L. 4, D. 5-6,

P. 12-20, omn. 1 fr. ; *Gr.-H6t. Continental (PL e; E, 4), Via Alessan-
dro Manzoni 7, with ticket and luggage office, 250 beds from 5, B. IV2)
L. 4, D. 5-6, P. from 12, omn. VI2 ir. — Somewhat less pretending:
*Bertolini's Hot. Europe (PL f ; F, 5), Corso Vitt. Emanuele 9, 100 beds
at 5-10, B. 13/4, L. 4, D. 6, P. from 13, omn. IV2 fr. ; *Gr.-H6t. Metropole
(PL q; E, 5), Piazza del Duomo 2, 175 beds at 4-10, B. 13/^, L. 4, D. 51/2,

P. from 12, omn. IV4-2 fr. ; *Regina Hotel e Rebecchino (PI. p; E, 5),

Via Santa Margherita 16, 80 R. at 5-8, B. IV2, L- 31/2, I>- 5, P. 12-16,

omn. 11/2 fr. , frequented by Italians. — *Rome Hotel (PL g; F, 5),

Corso Vitt. Emanuele 7, R. 4-16, B. IV2, L. 31/2, T>. 5, P. from 11,

omn. 11/2 fr.; *H6t. Manin (PL k; F, 2), Via Manin 7, near the Giardini
Pubblici, in a pleasant situation, 52 R. from 41/2, B. IV2) L. 3-3V2, I^*

5-6, P. from I21/2, omn. IV4 fr., patronized by English travellers; Splen-
dide Corso Hotel (PL c; F, 5), Corso Vitt. Emanuele 15, 140 beds from
41/2, B. H/2, L. 4, D. 51/2, P. from 12, autobus IV2 fr- ; Gr.-Hot. Royal
(PI. d ; E, 5), Via Broletto 4, 120 R. at 4-10, B. IV2, L. 3, D. 4, P. from
12, omn. IV4-IV2 fr.; Bella Venezia (PL i ; E, F, 5), Piazza San Fedele
1, R. 31/2-5, B. 11/2, omn. 1 fr. ; *Victobia (PL 0; G, 4, 5), Corso Vittorio
Emanuele 42, R. 2Va-6 , B. I'/a, L. 3, D. 4, P. 8-12, omn. »U fr- ; Hot.-Rest.
Bretagna, Via Victor Hugo, R. 2Va-8, B. IV4, L. 21/2, D. 31/2, ?• 8 fr. —
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The following are good Italian houses of the second class : Hot. db France
(PL m; F, 5), Corso Vitt. Eman. 19, 120 beds at 3V2-4V2, L- 3, D. 41/2, P.
9-12 (incl. wine) , omn. 1 fr. ; Hot. Commeroio (PI. co ; F , 5) , Piazza
Fontana 5, with cafe-restaurant, 100 R. at 3-41/2, omn. 1 fr. ; Hot. Pozzo-
Central (PI. 1; E, 6), Via delle Asole 8, cor. of the Via Torino, R.
rom 3V2> L' 3, D. 4, P. 9-11, omn. 1 fr. ; Agnello e del Duomo (PI.

h; F, 5), Via Agnello 2, R. 31/2-6, L. 3-4, D. 4-5, P. 10-14 fr., with wine;
Angioli et Sempione (PL, an; E, 5), Via San Protaso 3, R. 21/2, L. 3,

D. 4, omn. 3/4 fr. ; Schweizerhof & Excelsior Hot. (PL ex ; E, 6), Via
Rastrelli 20, R. from 3, D. 31/2, P. 8-10 fr. ; Hot. Falcone e Spagna,
Via Falcone 9 (PL E, 6), 100 beds at 23/4-31/2, D. 4-41/2, P. 81/2-IO, omn.
1 fr. — Plain: Hot. Fontana (PL f ; F, 5), Piazza Fontana 14; Hot.
BisciONE E Bellevue, Piazza Fontana 8, R. 21/3-31/2 fr. ; Alb. Passarella,
Via Passarella 24 (PL F, G, 5), R. from 2 fr.

Near the Central Station: *Palace Hotel (PL y; Gt, 1), first-class,

with restaurant and ticket and luggage office, R. 5-15, B. 2, L. 41/2, D.
7, S. 5, omn. 3/4 fr. (luggage 90 c.) ; H6t. du Nord (PL u; F, 1), with
the dependance Hot. des Anglais, R. 31/2-6, B. li/g, L. 31/2, D. 41/2, P. 9-14 fr.,

well spoken of; *Bellini's Hot. Terminus (PL v; G, 1), 70 R. at 31/2-6,

B. 11/2, L. 3, D. 41/2, omn. i/g-l fr. ; Hot. Como, next the Hot. Terminus,
R. 3-5, B. 11/4, L. 21/2, D. 4fr. ; Hot. d'Italie (PL z; F, 1), R. 3-4, B.

11/4, L. 3, D. 4 fr. ; Concordia (PL w; F, 1), R. 21/3-3, B. I1/4, L. 3, D.
4 fr., variously judged; Hot. Poste-Suisse, R. 21/2-3, B. I1/4 fr. ; the last

four in the square in front of the station; Alb. San Gottardo, Via Galileo
5, well spoken of; Hot. Schmid (PL s; F, 1), Via Marco Polo 16, R.
from 3, B. I1/4, D. or S. 3 fr., good; Comfortable Hotel du Paro (PL
X ; F, 2), Via Principe Umberto 29 ; Hot. Locarno, 2 min. from the station,

well spoken of. — Helvetia e Savoia, Via Marco Polo 13, with re-

staurant, R. 2-3, B. 1 fr. ; Alb. Nizza, Viale Principe Umberto 6, R. 2-

41/2, B. 1 fr. ;Alb. Vecchio Cervo, Via Principe Umberto 14, with rest-

aurant, R. 2-21/2 fr. ; Windsor, Via Marco Polo 5, R. I3/4-31/2 fr., B. 90 c.

H6tels Meubl^s (with lift and central heating). Gr.-Hot. Marino
ET National (PL ma; E, 4), Piazza della Scala 5, R. 4-6, omn. 1 f r.

;

Hot. Diana Meuble, Viale Monforte 42, in the Kursaal Diana (p. 155),

.similar prices; Gr.-Hot. Moderns Meuble (PL mo; E, 5), Piazza del

Duomo (Via Carlo Alberto 16), R. 31/2-5, omn. I1/2 fr. ; Hot. Ancora et
Geneve Meuble (PL n; F, 5) , Corso Vitt. Emanucle 3, R. 21/3-4 fr.

;

Lario Hot. Meoble (PL t; F, 5), Piazza Fontana 10, R. 23/4-31/2 f r.

;

Splcga (PL r; E, 5), Via San Protaso 1, R. 3 fr.

Pensions (comp. p. xx). Miss Betham, Via Brera 5, 6 f r. ; Hot.-
Pens. Riegcr (formerly Noa), Via Boccaccio 4 (PL B, 4), with lift, P.

from 71/2 ir., German; Bassi, Corso Vitt. Emanuele 8, P. 7-8 fr. ; Papa,
Via Victor Hugo 3 (PL E, 3), 6-7 fr. ; Wyss , Corso Buenos Ayres 1,

4th floor (PL H, 1, 2), 51/2-7 fr. ; Pens. Anglaise (Mrs. Ernst), Corso
Vittorio Kinamielc 26, 6-8 fr.

Restaurants. *Cova, Via Alessandro Manzoni 1 and Via Giuseppe
Verdi 2; *6'ai't>ii, Galloria Vitt. Emanucle ; '*Fiaschetteria Toscana,\'vA
Bcrchct 1, near the E. branch of the Galleria Vitt. Emanuele; Belvedere,
noar the N. citation, inexpenHive.

Caf6s (comp. p. xxvi). (,'af["e (Java, Via Giuseppe Verdi 2 (PL E, 4),

<l(!gantly fitted up, with garden, evening concerts from May to Sept.;
(Uimpari, Galleria Vitt. Emanuele; caft's in the Glardini Puhblicl (p. 189)
and the Nuovo Parco (p. 177). - - Cakioh- Rkstaiikants. *(*aff'(i Blfji,

GamhrinuH-lIallc, both in tlie Galleria Vitt. Emanuele; (music in the even-
ing); *NazionaZe Casanova, Piazza del Duomo (Via Carlo Alberto 2);
^Oroloaio, on the E. side of the Cathedral; Comniercio , Piazza Fontana
5 fsce above); Conperativo, Galleria Vitt. Emanuele (above the GambrinuH-
Halle), Via Meravigli 9 (in the llnione ('oopcrativu, p. 155), and Piazzole
Venczia 2a; Kursaal Diana, Kdcn, in the Varicity Theatres mentioned
at p. 155; Morcsco, Via Solferino 2, near the Brera.
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Confectioners (Confetterie , Pasticcerie). Caffe Cova, see p. 153;
Montini, Via Alessandro Manzoni 29a; Roma, Via Orefici 2.

Birrerie (see p. xxvi). At the cafds-restaurants (see p. 153) ; also,

Colombo, Via Ugo Foscolo 2 (German beer) ; Filrstenberghrdu, Via Grallina,

cor. of Via Santa Margherita, frequented by Grerraans ; Bar Apollo, with
basement premises, on the N. side of the Piazza del Duomo (concert after-

noon and evening; very mixed company).
Cabs (tariff in each vehicle). Taximeter Cabs: 80 c. per 1000 metres,

10 c. for each 500 m. more or for 1/4 hr.'s waiting; small luggage carried
inside free, trunk 25 c. (maximum 50 c). — Motor Cabs : 70 c. per 400 m.,
10 c. for each 200 m. more or for 21/2 min. waiting; luggage as above. —
Motor Cars for touring may be had from the Societd Italia7ia Auto-
mobili Fiat, Foro Bonaparte 35a,

Electric Tram-ways. 1. Piazza del Duomo (PI. E, 5) by Via Al.
Manzoni, Via Principe Umberto, Central Station (PI. F, Gr, 1), Porta Ve-
nezia (PI. H, 2), and Corso Vcnezia, back to the Piazza del Duomo. —
2. Same route in the reverse direction. — 5. Piazza del Duomo by Via
Al. Manzoni, Via Montebello, Corso di Porta Nuova (PI. E, 1, 2), and
Stazione Treni Elettrici (PL F, 1) to Via Ponte Seveso. — 6. Piazza
del Duomo by Piazza della Scala, Via Brera (PL E, 4, 3), Porta Volta
(PL C, 1) to Cimitero Monumentale (comp. PL C, 1). — 12. Piazza del
Duomo by Via Dante, Piazzale Stazione Nord (PL C, 4), Via Vincenzo
Monti, and Porta Sempione (PL B, 2) to Corso Sempione (PI. A, B, 1, 2).— IS, Piazza del Duomo by Via Dante and Foro Bonaparte to Piazzale
Stazione Nord. — 15. Piazza del Duomo by Via Dante, Foro Bonaparte,
Via Boccaccio (PL B, 4), Porta Magenta (PL A, 5), and Piazza Michelangelo
Buonarotti to San Siro (Ippodromo). — 17. Piazza del DUomo by Via
Carlo Alberto and Via Rugabella (PL E, 6, 7) to Porta Lodovica (PL E, 8),

returning by Via Amedei (PL E, 6) and Via Torino.— 18. Piazza del Duomo
by Via Torino, Via Cesare Correnti (PL C, 6, 7), and Via Ausonio (PL B, C,

6, 7) to Via Andrea Solari (PL A, 7, 8). — 19. Piazza del Duomo by
Via Torino, Corso di Porta Ticinese (PL D, 6-8), and Porta Ticinese (PL
D, 8) to San Cristoforo. — 21. Piazza del Duomo by Piazza Fontana
(PL F, 5) and Corso di Porta Vittoria (PL H, 5) to Corso Ventidue Marzo
(comp. PL H, 5). — 25. Linea Interstazionale : from Ceyitral Station by
Porta Nuova (PL E, F, 1), Via Pontaccio (PL D, E, 3 ; Brera), Piazzale
Stazione ^rd (PL C, 4), and Via Carducci (PL B, C, 5, 6) to Stazione
di Porta Genova or Ticinese (PL B, 8). — 27. Piazzale Loreto (to the
N.E. of PL H, 1) by Corso Buenos Ayres (PL H, 1, 2), Corso Venezia,
Via Palestro (PL G, F, 3), Via AL .Manzoni, Via Monte di Pieta (PL
E, 3, 4), and Foro Bonaparte to Piazzale Stazione Nord. — 29, 30. Linea
di Circonvallazione round the whole of the old town. — Fare early in

the morning 5 c, at other times 10 c. Transfer-tickets ('biglietti per cor-

respondenza') are issued on some lines. There are no fixed stations;
passengers hail the driver when they wish to enter and ring when they
wish to alight. The cars running to the Central Station, which are often
overcrowded, carry letter-boxes.

Electric Railway to Monza (p. 193; 91/2 M. in 1 hr., fares 70 or
45 c. , return 1 fr. 10 or 70 c. ; every 1/2 '^i"- from the Porta Venezia, PL
H 2) via the Corso Buenos Ayres (PL H, 2, 1) and the Viale 'Monza with
its plane-trees; the chief stations are Precotto, with a brass-foundry, and
Sesto (p. 193), beyond which the view of the Alps is unimpeded. The
chief stopping-places in Monza are at the station, the Piazza Roma, and
the royal chateau.

Steam Tramways connect Milan with a large part of Lombardy
(comp. the Map, p. 192). The only line of possible interest for the stranger
is that to the Torre del Mdngano (Ccrtosa; see p. 190) and Pavia.

Post & Telegraph Ofifice (PL D, 5), Via della Posta 2, open from
8 a.m. to 9 p.m. (Sun. 8-5; telegrams received at night also); branch-
offices at the Central Station, Via Alessandro Manzoni 34, Via Boccaccio 4,

Corso Venezia 12, etc. — Pneumatic Post (posta pneumatica), with letter-
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boxes at the Central Station, General Post Office, Yia Al. Manzoni 34,
and Piazza Oiovane Italia (PI. A, 4, 5).

Theatres (comp. p. xxvii). The *Teatro alia Scala (PI. E, 4), one
of the largest in Europe, was built by Gius. Piermarini in 1776-78
and holds 3600 spectators. The performances (operas, ballets, spectacular
pieces) take place during winter only. The interior is worthy of inspec-
tion (open 9-4; 1/2^1".). — Teatro Lirico (PI. F, 6), built by Sfondrini
in 1894, at the corner of the Yia Larga and the Yia Rastrelli (opera). —
Teatro Dal Verme (PI. D, 4), Foro Bonaparte (operas and ballets, sometimes
used as a circus). — Teatro Manzoni (PI. E, 5), Piazza San Fedele, ele-

gantly fitted up (good performances of comedy); Teatro Filodrammdtici
(PI. E, 4), Yia San Dalmazio (dramas); Teatro Fossati (PI. D, 3), Foro
Bonaparte (comedies, operettas, etc). ; Teatro Olympia (PI. D, 4), Yia
Benedetto Cairoli (plays and operas). — Theatres of Yarieties: Kur-
saal Diana (PI. H, 2), Yiale Monforte (also operettas); Eden Theatre
(PI. D, 4), Yia Cairoli; adm. 1 fr. (very mixed public at these two); Tria-
non, in the Splendide Corso Hotel (p. 152).

Bands play in summer in the Piazza della Scala (p. 162; Thurs.,
8-10 p.m.), the Giardini Pubblici (p. 189; Sun., 3-6 and 8-11 p.m.), and the
Parco (p. 177; Sun., 8-11 p.m.).

Bankers. Banca Cominerciale Italiana (PI. E, 4; p. 162), Piazza
della Scala 3 ; C'redito Italiano , Piazza Cordusio ; Mylius & Co. , Yia
Clerici 4 (PI. E, 4); Vonwiller & Co., Yia Cordusio, opposite the O.P.O.;
Societd Bancaria Milanese, Yia Tommaso Grossi 1. — Money Changers.
Ponti, on the N. side of the Piazza del Duomo ; Rasini & Co., Yia dei

Mercanti (PI. E, 5); Vicini, Canetta, Sbarbaro, & Co., Yia Al. Manzoni 3.

Booksellers. Hoepli, Galleria de Cristoforis (p. 188), Corso Yitt.
Emanuele 37; Sacchi & Figli, Corso Yenezia 13 ; Libreria Treves, Grail.

Yitt. Emanuele ; Fratelli Bocca, Corso Yitt. Emanuele 21 ; Remo Sandron,
Yia Al. Manzoni 7; Ant. Vallardi, Piazza alia Scala 10; Baldini, Castoldi
& Co., Galleria Yitt. Emanuele; Sperling & Kupfer, Yia Morone 3. —
Newspapers. II Corriere della Sera (5 c); La Perseveranza ; La Sera;
II Secolo, etc.

Shops. The best are in the Corso and the Galleria Yittorio Emanuele.
The Unione Cooperativa (PI. D, 5), Yia Meravigli 9, and the Alle Cittd
d* Italia (Fratelli Bocconi), Piazza del Duomo, are establishments in the
style of the large Magasins at Paris (fixed prices). — Silks: TTaimann,
Yia Al. Manzoni 10; Baietta, Giovannoli, & Co., Corso Yitt. Emanuele 31.

— Inlaid Furniture: Pogliani, Yia Monte Napoleone 15. — Travelling
requisites: Franzi & Co., Yia Al. Manzoni 15. — Photographs: Bonomi,
Gall. Yitt. Emanuele 84; Coinpagnia Rotograflca, Yia Guastalla 9 (also

photographic materials). — Art Dealers: Grandi, Corso Yenezia 12 (en-

gravings); Grubicy , Piazza Castello 2 (modern art). — Cigars (comp.

p. xxvi). Genuine havanas may be obtained from Tagliabue, Galleria Yitt.
Eraanuelc 90.

Physicians. Dr. Hubert Higgins, Piazza Stazione Centrale 3 (1-1);

Dr. Nadig, Via del Monte Napoleone 16; Dr. Schneider, Foro Bonaparte
42; Dr. SchiolM, Yia del Monte Napoleone 11. — Dentists. Dr. Pape, Yia
Gesu 12; Dr. Flatow , Yia della Passarclla 36. — Private Hospitals.
Asilo Evangf'lic.o per Ammalati, Yia Monte Rosa 12, outside the Porta
Magenta, the hosnital of the foreign colony in Milan; (Jasa di Salute
Parapini, Via Alfonso LainarinoraH (PI. G, II, 7).—^ Chkmihth. Farmacia
Anglo-Germauia, Piazza ('t)rrluHio ; Conperailva Farmaceutlca, Piazza
del Duomo (Via Carlo Alberto); Valcamonica , Corso Yitt. Emanuele 4

;

ZainbclicMi, Piazza San Carlo 1, Corso Vitt. Emanuele; Erba, Piazza del

Duomo CV. side).

Baths. ^Terme^ Foro Bonaparte 68, with Turkish, medicinal, and
swimming baths (ladies 9-12); Tre Re, Via Tre Alberghi 24 (PI. E, 6);

Baqni delVAnnanciata, Via Aniiunciala 11; liagni Ccntrali, Corso Vit-

lorio lOmanuele 17, with medicinal baths; Bnqno d^lle Gabelle, BaHtioni
di Porta Nuova (PI. E, 1), with swimming-bath, not oxpcnsivo. — Liiciix
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d'Aisanoe. Albergo Diurno, Via Silvio Pellico (PI. E, 5); Piazza del

Duomo (W. side); Piazza San Fidele (PI. E, 4, 5); Piazza Cordusio, ad-

joining San Babila (PI. Gr, 4); Foro Bonaparte, by the Teatro del Verme;
in the Park and the Giardini Pubblici. r

Clubs. Italian Alpine Club (Milan Section), Via Silvio Pellico 6

(4 to 6 p.m. & 8.30 to 10 p.m. ; holidays 3-6). — Touring Club Italiano,
see p. XX.

Tourist Agents. Thos. Cook & Son, Via Al. Manzoni 7; Touring
Office Gondrand, Galleria Vitt. Emanuele 22 ; Agenzia Chiari-Sommariva,
Via Broletto 2 (Piazza Cordusio). — Goods Agents. Fraielli Gondrand,
Via Pontaccio 21 (PI. D, 3); Seb. Boser, Via Carlo Alberto 32; Jacky
Summerer & Co., Via Solferino 20.

Consuls. British Consul, Joseph H. Towsey. — American Consul,
Charles M, Caughy ; vice-consul, Chas. C. Broy.

Anglican Church. All Saints^ (PI. D, 2), Via Solferino 17, adjoining
the British Consulate, Sun. at 8.30, 11, and 3.30. — Walde7isian Church
(Tempio Valdese, PI. E, 6), Piazza San G-iovanni in Conca, at 11 and 7.

Collections and Objects of Interest. For a list of the national
holidays, see p. xxvii. Most of the museums are very cold in winter, but
the Brera is heated.

Ambrosiana (p. 178), daily 10-4, Sun. and holidays 1-4 (Nov. -Feb.
10-3 & 1-3), 1 fr. (Settala Museum on Sun., Wed., & Frid. only, Sala della

Rosa on Sun., Tues., & Thurs.). Reading Room free.

Aquarium {^.111), daily 9-7 (Oct.-March. 10-5), 25 c.; closed at Easter
and Christmas.

Brera (p. 165).. Library, daily 9-5 (Nov.-April 9-7), Sun. 10-2, closed
on holidays. Picture Gallery, week-days 10-4 (June, July, & Aug. 9-3),

1 fr; on Sun. and holidays, 9-12, free. Collection of Coins, Mon., Wed.,
and Frid., 12-3; closed on Sun. & holidays.

Castello Collections (i.e. Museo Archeologico ed Artistico, Galleria
d'Arte Moderna, and Museo del Risorgimento Nazionale; pp. 173, 176), Mon.
1-4 or 1-5, other week-days 10-4 or 10-5, 1 fr. ; open free on Sun. and holi-

days 11-4.

Exhibition of the Societd per le Belle Arti (p. 164), daily 9-6 (winter
10-4), 1 fr., on Sun. and holidays 50 c. — The Accademia di Brera also
holds its exhibitions of modern paintings here.

Last Supper of Leonardo da Vinci (p. 181), daily 9.30-4.30 (Nov.-Feb*.

10-4), Sun. and holidays 10-1 ; adm. 1 fr.

Museo Borromeo (p. 179), Tues. & Frid., 1-4, fee (V2-I fr-)-

Museo Civico di Storia Naturale (p. 189), Mon. 1-5 (Nov.-Feb. 1-4;

closed on the first Mon. in each month), other week-days 10-5 (10-4), 1/2 fr.

;

Sun. and holidays 9-11.30 & 1-5 (1-4), free.

Museo Poldi-Pezzdli (p. 163), week-days 9-4 (Nov. -Feb. 10-4), 1 fr.

;

Sun. and holidays 9-12, 20 c.

Palazzo Reale (p. 162), daily 10-12, on application (1 fr.); free on
Sun. & Thurs., 12-4.

Principal Attractions (2 days). 1st Day. Morning: *Cathedral
(p. 159; Mass 11-12 on Sun.), ascend to the *Roof (p. 161); Galleria Vittorio
Emanuele (p. 162); Palazzo Marino (p. 162); *Brera Gallery (p. 165). After-
noon: Piazza dei Mercanti (p. 172): Castello Collections (pp. 173-176).
Evening: walk in the Corso Vitt. Emanuele (p. 188) and Piazza del Duomo
(p. 159). — 2nd Day. Morning: Santa Maria delle Grazie (p. 181) and
Leonardo da Vinci's Last Supper (p. 181) ; Sant' Ambrogio (p. 182) ; *San
Lorenzo (p. 184); *San Satiro (p. 183); *Ospedale Maggiore (p. 187). After-
noon : Museo Poldi-Pezzoli (p. 163). Evening : Giardini Pubblici (p. 189). —
Excursion to Chiaravalle (best by carriage) and to the *Certosa di Pavia,
see p. 190; to Monza, see p. 193; to Varese (Monte Tre Croci), see p. 220.

The valets-de-place and hawkers in the Piazza del Duomo are a great
nuisance. Travellers should be on their guard against pickpockets in the
Cathedral and on the platforms of the tramway-cars.
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Milan (405 ft.), Ital. MildnOy the Mediolanum of the Romans,
is the capital of Lombardy, the seat of an archbishop, the head-

quarters of the second army corps, and the most populous city in

Italy (610,000 inhab., incl. a garrison of 8300 men). It lies on the

small river Olona (p. 224), in the middle of the fruitful Lombardic
plain and near the mouths of several important Alpine passes.

As the chief railway centre, the wealthiest manufacturing town,

the principal financial centre, and headquarters of the booksell-

ing trade, it claims to be the virtual capital ('capitale morale')

of Italy and the focus of its modern activity and life. It is the

largest silk-market in Europe (over 200 large firms), and its manu-
factures of woollen and cotton goods, gloves, railway rolling stock,

and art-furniture are important also. It exports a very consider-

able amount of cheese, butter, eggs, poultry, and other country

produce. The as yet little developed internal navigation of N. Italy

is served by the Ddrsena (PI. C, 8), or harbour on the Olona, which
is connected by means of the Naviglio Grande (p. 85) with the

Ticino and the Lago Maggiore, by the Naviglio di Pavia (p. 240)

with the Ticino and the Po, and by the Naviglio della Martesana
(p. 194) with the Adda, the Lake of Como, and the Po. About
8000 river-craft enter the harbour annually. There are numerous
Swiss and G-erman residents.

History (comp. also p. 150). The favourable situation of Milan has
always secured for it a high degree of prosperity. Under the Romans,
who conquered it in 222 B.C., it was the largest city of Italy but one,

but owing to its repeated destruction hardly a trace of that period has
been left (p. 184). After the decay of the Lombard sovereignty the
power of the archbishops increased enormously, especially under Aribert
(1018-45), against whom the smaller vassals formed a league in 1035,
known as the Motta. At a later date the people, grouped round the
Carroccio, fought for the Archbishops both against Conrad II. and against
the noblesse, expelling the latter from the city in 1041. At that time
the trade and industry of Milan, especially the weaving of woollen goods
and the making of arms and objects in gold, had become very important.
The Roman walls had long before become too cramped, and in 1157 an
almost circular moat, still preserved in the inner canal (Naviglio), was
constructed round the town. In 1102, however, the F/mp. Frederick /.,

with the help of the Ghibelline towns of Lombardy, totally destroyed the
city with the exception of a few churches. His severe rule, however, soon
roused the whole of Lombardy against him; five years later (1167) Milan
WHS rebuilt by the allied cities of Hrescia, Bergamo, Mantua, and Verona,
while tlio battle of Legnano (p. (5; 1170) finally shattered Barbarossa's
liopes of rc-CHtablishing the empire of Charlemagne.

The Viftconti (p. 151), who became SSignori' of Milan in 1277 and
furnished several occupants to the arrhiepiscopal diair, made; an end of
tlie city's constitutional independence, but benefited it bv the introduction
of the silk-industry (ca. l.'MO), by the wide extension of th(Mr sway, and
by the construction of a new outer rampart (tin; IfcfoHHo or RcdcfoHHo)
to protect the Huburbs. The Sforzan (1150-1535) endeavoured to reconcile;

the Milanese to their loss of liberty by the brilliancy of their court and
their patronage of art.

The warH of the early part of the 16th cent, and the heavy taxes of
the SjxiniMh I'crind did not prevent th(! growth of the city, winch in 1590

numbered ti(i,(m) inhabitants. In 1527 city-walls were erected on the site
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of the outer ramparts, aud in 1549 a new series of fortified and bastioned
walls were begun. In 1714 Milan, with the rest of Lombardy, passed into

the hands oi Austria, under whom it enjoyed a much better government.
In 1797 it became the capital of the ^Cisalpine Republic^ and then (down
to 1815) that of the Kingdom of Italy. The bloody insurrection of the
Cinque Giomate (March 17th-22nd, 1848) compelled the Austrians to eva-
cuate the city for several months, and the patriotic agitations which en-
sued were happily ended by the desired union with the new kingdom of
Italy in 1859.

Art History. The only buildings of the early-Christian and Roman-
esque periods that survived the destruction of 1162 were the churches of
San Lorenzo (the oldest church in Milan), Sant' Ambrogio (the quaintest
church in Milan), San Simpliciano, San Sepolcro, San Celso, and San
Babila. The Gothic churches are of more decorative than constructive
value; some, like the cathedral, represent a not very successful com-
promise between the styles of the N. and of Italy, while others follow
Venetian models (the Frari).

It was not till after 1450 that Filarete (Ospedale Maggiore) and Miche-
lozzo (Banco Mediceo, Cappella Portinari in Sant' Eustorgio) succeeded
in introdacing the Tuscan early -Renaissance style, and this only after

protracted struggles with the Lombard masters, who clung obstinately to

the pointed arch. Their influence, along with traces of that of N. art,

is mirrored in the Lombardic school of sculpture, which grew up about
1440 and gradually extended its activity to Venice, Grenoa, S. Italy, and
even Spain. Its principal masters, Cristoforo Mantegazza (d. 1482), Giov.
Ant. Amadeo (1447-1522), Cristoforo Solari (d. 1527), and Tomm. Rodari
(d. 1533), may best be studied in the Certosa in Pavia, the Cappella Col-
leoni in Bergamo, and the Cathedral of Como. The decline of the style

is shown in the late works of Agostino Busti, surnamed Bamhaia (ca.

1480-1548). A more serious and realistic conception is revealed by the
versatile Cristoforo Foppa, surnamed Caradosso (ca. 1452-1527), who is

famous also as a medal-engraver and goldsmith. — The earlier painters
of this period, such as Vincenzo Foppa (flourished 1457-1516), who was
born at Brescia but trained in Padua, and his pupil Ambrogio Borgognone
(flourished 1480-1523), remained faithful to the local tradition.

Milan reached the zenith of its art -reputation as the residence of

Bramante (1472-1500), to whom are due San Satiro, the choir and dome
of Santa Maria delle Grrazie, and the cloisters of Sant' Ambrogio, and of

Leonardo da Vinci (1485-1500 and 1506-16). The latter here executed his

masterpieces : the Last Supper and the clay model of the equestrian mon-
ument of Francesco Sforza, destroyed by the French in 1499. Among the
pupils of Leonardo were the painters Giovanni Antonio Boltraffio, Marco
d^Oggiono, Andrea Salaino, Cesare da Sesto, and Gianpietrino ; and his

influence is manifest also in the works of Afidrea Solario, Bramantino,
Bernardino Luini, Giov. Ant. Bazzi {il Sddoma; ca. 1477-1549), and
Gaudenzio Ferrari (ca. 1471-1546), a much -travelled artist, who shows
also traces of his study of Pietro Perugino, Raphael, and Correggio.

We recognize Bramante's style in many buildings of Lombardy, such
as Santa Maria in Busto Arsizio, the church of Abbiategrasso, Santa Maria
dclla Croce at Crema, the Cathedral and Santa Maria de Canepanova at

Pavia, and the Incoronata at Lodi. Milan itself owes its present architect-

ural physiognomy rather to the masters of the late-Renaissance — Galeazzo
Alessi (p. 101 ; Pal. Marino), Vi7ic. Seregni (1503-91 ; Pal. dei Griureconsulti),
and Pellegrino Tibaldi of Bologna (p. 471; 1537-97; court of the Archi-
episcopal Palace). The churches by these architects (San Paolo al Corpo,
San Vittore, San Fedele, San Sebastiano) show the transition to the baroque
style. The most important architect of the 17th cent, was Franc. Maria
Ricchini, who flourished ca. 1605-51 (Brera Palace, lower parts of the
cathedral fafade, San Giueeppe, Pal. Litta, middle part of the Ospedale
Maggiore). The latest creations of the baroque style (Pal. Cusani, San
Pietro Celestino) were immediately succeeded by the pseudo- classical
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buildings of Giuseppe Piermarini (1734-1806; sidc-fafadc of the archi-

cpiscopal palace, Pal. Belgioioso, Pal. Reale), Luigi Canonica (1764-1844;
Arena), and Liiigi Cagnola (1762-1833; Arco dclla Pace).

The three earlier Procaccini, the chief painters after 1550, betray the
mannerism of the Caracci, while Ercole Procaccini the Fowngrer (1596-

1676), Giov. Bait. Crespi, surnamed II Cerano (1557-1633), Daniele Crespi
(1.590-1630), and Carlo Franc. Nuvolone (1608-61) are vigorous disciples of

the same eclectic masters (p. 472). — The sculpture of this period is in-

significant.

Since the Napoleonic period, and more especially since 1859, Milan
lias assumed a modern appearance, owing to comprehensive internal im-
provements, to which many notable buildings have been sacrificed. In
painting it ranks with Venice and Rome among the most important artistic

centres of modern Italy. Sculpture is here carried on to such an extent as

to have become almost a special industry. The Milanese sculptors take
great pride in their technical skill, and in effective imitations of nature.

a. From the Piazza del Duomo to the Central Station.
Northern Quarters of the City. Brera Gallery.

The focus of the commercial and public life of Milan is the

*Piazza del Duomo (PL E, 5), much extended since 1876 and
now enclosed on the N. and S. by imposing edifices designed by
MengoJii (p. 162). It is a centre for electric tramways (p. 154). In

the middle of the piazza rises the bronze equestrian statue of Victor

Emmanuel II., by Ercole Rosa (1896), on a pedestal bearing reliefs

of the Allies entering Milan after the battle of Magenta.

The celebrated *Cathedral (PI. E, F, 5), dedicated 'Marise
Nascenti\ as the inscription on the facade announces and as the

gilded statue on the central tower indicates, is built on the site of

the smaller early-Christian basilica of Santa Maria Maggiore. It was
at that period the largest church in existence and it is still one of

the largest and most sumptuous in the world. This huge structure,

made of white marble from Candoglia (p. 5) and other quarries,

covers an area of 14,000 sq. yds. (of which about 2400 sq. yds. arc

taken up by the walls and pillars), and holds about 40,000 people.

The interior is 486 ft. in length, the transept 289 ft. across, the

facade 202 ft. in breadth; the nave 151 ft. in height, 56 ft. in

breadth. The dome is 223 ft. in height; the total height, to the

top of the statue of the Virgin, is 354 ft. The buttresses and tiic

roof are adorned with 135 pinnacles, and the exterior with about

2300 statues in marble. The stained-glass windows in the choir

are said to be the largest in the world.

The cathedral was founded by the splendour-loving (Jian Oa-
Icazzo Visconti in 1386. Simoiie da OvHenifja and Marco da, Carn-

pione (d. 1390) arc named as the earliest master-builders. The
l)iiil(ling progressed but slowly, owing to the dissensions bctwei'n

tlie Italian areliitects and the Ofrnian and French masters (A^/r/zo/r/.s

(^r Jjo/iavnuft/riy 11ana von Freihiirti, IIcinri<h von Grnilnd,

r/rif-h von Filssimjeny Jean Mif/not, and others), who were fre-

(jMcntly called to thoir aid. Tho result is a compromise between
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the Italian and the Northern points of view. Among later super-

intendents of the building -operations were Filippo degli Organi
of Modena (sole architect from 1402 to 1448), Giovanni Solari

and his son Guiniforte Solari (between 1459 and 1476), Francesco
di Giorgio of Siena and Giov. Ant. Amadeo (about 1500), and Giov.

Dolcebuono, Cristoforo Solari, etc. The crypt and the baptistery,

the style of which is quite out of harmony with the general design

of the building, were added after 1567 hy Pellegrino Tibaldi, who
also laid down the marble pavement and designed a baroque fagade.

The church was consecrated by San Carlo Borromeo on Oct. 20th,

1577. The dome was a creation of Amadeo and Dolcebuono; the

minaret-like spire which surmounts it, 95 ft. in height, was added

by Croce and Merula more than two centuries later (1759-69). The
*Fa5ade, begun in 1616 by Ricchini (cathedral-architect in 1605-

38), more or less after Tibaldi's design, remained uncompleted until

Napoleon caused the works to be resumed, with modifications by
Buzzi and Fel. Soave (1805-9). The pinnacles and their plastic

ornamentation date mainly from the first half of the 19th century.

The upper portion of the fagade was restored in 1903-7. The
neo-Grothic bronze door of the main portal, with reliefs from the

life of the Virgin, is by Lodovico Pogliaghi (1906).

The church is cruciform in plan, with double aisles and a

transept, the latter also flanked with aisles. The Interior (open

from 5.30 or 6.30 a.m. till dusk) is supported by fifty-two gigantic

pillars, each 11 ft. in diameter, above the capitals of which are

unpleasing canopied niches with statues. The general effect is very

impressive in spite of the inadequate light.

Interior. — Eight Aisle. Sarcophagus of Archbishop Arlbert (p. 157),

above which is a gilded crucifix of the 11th century. Monument of
Ottone Yisconti (d. 1295) and Griovanni Yisconti (d. 1354), both archbishops
of Milan. Gothic monument of Marco Carelli (d. 1394), the merchant
prince, in the style of Niccolo d^Arezzo (p. 356). Tomb of Canon Yimer-
cati, by Bavibaia. — Right Transept. Huge stained-glass window, with
scenes from the life of San Carlo Borromeo (1910). To the right, by the
staircase to the roof (ticket -office; p. 161), is the * Monument of the
brothers Gian Giacomo and Gabriele de' Medici, both of Milan, erected
by their brother Pope Pius lY. (1560-62), the bronze figures by Leone
Leoni. The altar of the Offering of Mary (opposite, to the left) is adorned
with fine reliefs by Bamhaia, with a relief of the Nativity of the Yirgin
by Tantardini (1863) at the foot. Adjacent is the statue of St. Bartho-
lomew by Marco Agrate (1562), anatomically remarkable, as the saint is

represented flayed, with his skin on his shoulder, and bearing the modest
inscription 'non me Praxiteles sed Marcus finxit Agrates'.

Ambulatory. The door of the S. Sacristy here is remarkable for its

richly sculptured Gothic decorations, by Hans Fernach (1393). In the
sacristy are a figure of Christ by Cristoforo Solari and the Treasury
(adra. 1 fr.), which contains silver statues and candelabra of the 17th cent.

;

the enamelled Evangelium of Abp. Aribert (p. 157) ; diptychs of the 6th cent.

;

book-covers adorned with Byzantine and Lombardic carving of the early
middle ages ; ivory censer belonging to Abp. Godfrey (d. 977), originally
used at the coronation of Otho II.; and a golden Pax by Caradosso {?).

In the ambulatory, a little farther on, is a highly revered Madonna,
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erroneously ascribed to Bern. Luini, beyond which is a sitting figure of
Martin V. by lacopino da Tradate (1421). Then the black marble Mon-
ument of Cardinal Marino Caracciolo (d. 1538), by Bambaia. The fourth
of the handsome neo-Grothic confessionals is for the English, French,
German, and Spanish languages. The stained glass in the three vast choir-

windows, comprising 350 Scriptural subjects, mostly copied from old pic-

tures, were executed by Giov. Bertini (1844). — Before the N. Sacristy
is reached the statue of Pius IV. is seen above, in a sitting posture, by
Angelo de Marinis {II Siciliano ; 1556). The door of this sacristy is

adorned with fine sculptures by lac. da Campione (d. 1398).

Choir. The marble screens and the tabernacle of the high-altar (1568)
were designed by Tibaldi. — In the spandrels of the Dome are statues
of the four Latin Church Fathers, by Cristoforo Solari (1501). — In the
Crypt is the Cappella San Carlo Borromeo (p. 239), with the tomb of
ttie saint, built by Ricchini and redecorated by Pestagalli (1817). The
reliquary, richly adorned with gold and jewels, was a gift of Philip IV,
of Spain. Entrance opposite the doors to the sacristy, to the N. and S.

of the choir (open free till 10 a.m., at other times 1 fr. ; for showing the
relics of the saint 5 fr.).

In the centre of the N. Transept is a valuable bronze *Candelabium,
in the form of a tree with seven branches and decorated with figures on
the lower portions (probably a Frencli work of the 13th cent.).

Left Aisle. Altar-piece, painted in 1600 hy Fed. BarocclOj represenl-
ing Sant' Ambrogio releasing Emp. Theodosius from ecclesiastical penal-
ties (1600). The third chapel contains the old wooden C'ruciflx which San
Carlo Borromeo bore in 1576, when engaged, barefooted, in his missions
of mercy during the plague. Adjacent, the monument of three archbishops
of the Arcimboldi family (1555), and by the wall, the statues of eight
Apostles (13th cent.). Not far from the N. side -door is the Font, con-
sisting of an antique bath of porphyry; canopy by Fellegrlno Tibaldi.

The traveller should not omit to ascend to the *Roof and
Tower of the Cathedral. The staircase ascends from the corner

of the right transept (ticket 25 c; panorama of the Alps 75 c;
guide needless). Single visitors are not now admitted, except when
other visitors are already at the top. We first mount to the roof

(\bS steps), where we get a good view from the platform of the

facade. At the N.E. angle of the church, above the N. sacristy, is

the oldest pinnacle (Guglia Carelli), with sculptures in tlie manner
of Nircolo d'Arezzo. Adjacent is a group of Adam and Abel, by

Orisfof. Solari, to whom is ascribc^d also the Eve and Cain at the

S.E. corner.

We now turn to the dome (Tiburio), the oldest and finest pin-

nacle of whicli, on the N.E. side, is by Amadeo. On the opposite

side is a winding staircase (177 steps) leading to the platform of

the dome; to leach tlie higli<\st gallery of th(; tower, just b(dow the

figuje of the Virgin by (Hiusc/jjpe. liini (1773), we must mount 11)3

steps more. A watchman, generally stationed at the top, possesses

a good telescope.

View. To the extreme left (S.W.), Mojil(; Viso (p. 52), then Mont
CeniH (p. 2); between these two, lower down, th(! Supcrga (p. 47) near
Turin; Mont lilarif, (Jroat St. ]{ernard ; Monte JioNa, the nioHt conHpiruoiis
of all; then, the MiH(habelh»rner, Monlc; Moro, th(? FletHcIihorn, i\\e Monte
Leone near the Simplon, the H«;rneHe Alnn, .SpKlgen, the Hernina, and
fin the diHtance to the E.) the Ortler. Ti»e roreground on the N. Ih occupied
l)y the hilly district between the I^ago Maggiore and tho Lago di Como
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To the S. the Certosa di Pavia (p. 191) is visible, farther E. the towers and
domes of Pavia itself, in the background the Apennines. The atmosphere
is never clear enough to see all these points except early in the morning.

To the S. stands the Palazzo Reale (PI. E, F, 5, 6; adm.,

see p. 156), built in 1788 by Piermarini on the site of the Palazzo

di Corte, the earliest mansion of the Yisconti and the Sforza; the

facade on the Via Larga is by Gius. Tazzini (1836). It is adorned

with frescoes by Andrea Appiani, Griiil. Traballesi, Pelagio Palagi,

and Franc. Hayez, and contains several handsome saloons. In the

Via del Palazzo Reale, to the E. of the palace, are visible the

*Tower (1330; built by F. Pecorari) and apse of the church of San
GottardOj formerly the chapel of the Visconti.

To the E. of the Royal Palace, in the Piazza del Campo Santo

(formerly the cathedral-cemetery), rises the large Archiepiseopal
Palace {Palazzo Arcivescovile ; PL F, 5), erected by Abp. Guido
Ant. Arcimboldi in 1494 et seq. in the early-Renaissance style, but

altered in 1570 by Pellegrino Tihaldi, while the fagade towards

the Piazza Fontana is by Gius. Piermarini. The first court (Cortile

della Can6nica) has a double colonnade and colossal statues (Moses

and Aaron) by Tantardini and Strazza. The second court, on the

side next the Piazza Fontana, completed by Fed. Borromeo (p. 178),

is embellished with decorative paintings of the Renaissance (skil-

fully restored).

The W. side of the Piazza del Duomo is skirted by the Via

Carlo Alberto, beyond which, to the N.W., lies the Piazza dei

Mercanti (p. 172).

On the N. side is the imposing palatial fagade (finished in 1878)

which forms the entrance to the *Galleria Vittorio Emanuele
(PI. E, 5), connecting the Piazza del Duomo with the Piazza della

Scala. This was built in 1865-67 by Giiis. Mengoni at at cost of

320,000Z. and is the most imposing structure of the kind in Europe

(213 yds. in length, 16 yds. in breadth, and 85 ft. in height). The
form is that of a Latin cross, with an octagon in the centre, crowned
at a height of 157 ft. with a glass cupola.

The Piazza della Scala (PL E, 4) is embellished with the

Monument of Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519) by Magni (1872);

round the pedestal are Marco d'Oggiono, Cesare da Sesto, Salaino,

and Boltraffio, four of Leonardo's pupils. — In the piazza, to the

N.W., is the Teatro alia Scala (p. 155); to the N.E., the Banca
Commerciale Italiana, by Luca Beltrami (1907-10). To the S.E.

is the large Palazzo Marino (PL E, 4), the Municipio since 1861,

erected by Galeazzo Alessi (p. 158) in 1558-60 for Tom. Marini of

Genoa. The main fagade, towards the Piazza della Scala, was com-

pleted in 1890 from the designs of Luca Beltrami. The *Court
and the council-chamber (formerly the ball-room) on the first floor

are interesting.
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Behind the Pal. Marino is the Piazza San Fedele, with a bronze

statue of Alessandro Manzoni (p. 195) and^ to the N., the Jesuit

church of San Fedele (PI. E, F, 4), erected by San Carlo Borro-

meo in 1569 from designs by Pellegrino Tibaldi and containing a

sumptuous high-altar and two fine bronze candelabra. The adjoin-

ing Palazzo del Censo ed Archivio was formerly the Jesuit college.

— To the N.E., Via degli Omenoni 1, is the Palazzo degli Omenoni,
erected by Leone Leoni and adorned with Atlantes. The Via degli

Omenoni ends in the Piazza Belgioioso (PI. F, 4), in which are the

Palazzo Belgioioso (No. 2), by Piermarini (1777), and Manzoni^s
House (No. 3), with frescoes by Griac. Campi (1894).

Adjacent, Via Morone 10, is the *Museo Poldi-PezzoIi
(PI. E, F, 4), bequeathed to the town by Grian Griac. Poldi-Pezzoli in

1879 and exhibited in the tastefully-furnished house of the founder.

The collections include pictures, textile fabrics, arms and armour,

and small antiques (adm., p. 156; catalogue, 1911, 1 fr.). Director,

Camillo Boito.

Ground Floor. Room I. Oriental carpets. — Room III (left). Coptic
textiles; among the paintings: 73. Carlo Maratta, Portrait of a cardinal.

First Floor. In the Sala Verde (to the left), formerly the library,
is an ancient Flemish tapestry (15th cent.), representing King Solomon
and the Queen of Sheba. Paintings: *95. Ribera, Portrait of an ecclesi-
astic (16.S8); *103. Fr. Guardi, Lagoon at Venice; 107. Bern. BelottOy
View of Padua; 113. Glov. Dom. Tiepolo, Madonna with saints; 114, 115.

Giov. Batt. Tiepolo, Two sketches. — The Antisala and the Sala Gialla,
the next two rooms, contain nothing of importance.

Salone Dobato (to the right). In the wall-case is porcelain ; in the
case at the window, antique gold ornaments and goldsmith's work of the
10-18th cent.; in the centre-case, valuable ecclesiastical vessels, etc. (some
Gothic); in the last case, antique glass, vases, and bronzes. Beside the
mirror, Persian weapons and fine *Per8ian carpet (15th cent. ?). Pictures:
*157. Do7n. Veiieziano (here ascribed to Fiero della Francesca), Portrait
of a woman; 150. Botticelli, Madonna. Bronze bust of Ulpiano Volpi,
Bishop of Chieti, by Lor. Bernini (No. 367). — In the small room adjacent:
Lucas Cranach, Christ, Madonna; 436. re8elli7io{?), Annunciation.

Sala Neka. Pictures: 473. Signorelli, St. Barbara; 474. Borgognone,
St. Catharine ; *ill. Mariotto Alherti^ielli, Small winged altar-piece, with
the Madonna and SS. Catharine and Barbara within and the Annunciation
without (1.500). — Sala dei Vetri (formerly a bedroom). (Hass from
Murano (p. 414). Pictures: 490-492. Fra Vittore Ghislandi (p. 352), Por-
traits; 489. Bcrtini, Portrait of the founder. — Corner Room ((iabinetto
Daute), Romanesque crosses and reliquaries. — Sala dkgli Specchi.
555. Girolamo R<rmatiino, Madonna enthroned with saints and angels, in

an attractive landHca]>e; 560. I'alma Vecchio, Portrait.
Sala del PBuufiLNo. *577. Franc. Morone, Samson and Delilah

(signature 'Victor Carpatius' forged); 581. And. Verrocchio, Madonna with
angelB (school-piece); 589, Ant. Vivarlni, Madonna enthroned, with angels;
.593. Pietro L(rrenzetti, Same subject; 597. t'oalnw Tura, Maternal love
(sfhool-piece); 598. Piero delta Francrnca, St. Dominic; 600. Cos. Tura, A
cjinonized bishop; Pietro I'erugino, *Madonna v/ith angels (in the middle).

Gabinetto dki Venbti. 617, 618, Hart. Montagna, St. Jerome and
St. Paul; Carl() Crivclli, 620. Christ auri St. Francis, 621. St. Sebastian;
624. Giov. Bellini, Risen Christ; 627. Franc, liuonsignori , Portrait;

Cvma da Coiie^liano. Bacchus and Ariadne; 625. Mantcgna, Madonna
with the Hlceping Child (showiDg the iuHucnco of Donatollo) ; 611. Andr.
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Preuitall, Portrait. — Returning to the Sala degli Specchi we enter, to
the right, the —

Sala dei Lombardi. *637. Andrea Solario, Ecce Homo; 126. Borgo-
gnone, Madonna with singing angels; *642. Giov. Ant. Boltraffio, Madonna;
&43. Vine. Foppa, Madonna ; 652. Luini, St. Jerome ; A. Solario, *655. Rest
on the Flight into Egypt (1515), 653. John the Baptist, 657. St. Catharine
of Alexandria; B. Luini, 659. Bearing of the Cross, with the weeping
Mary, 663. Marriage of St. Catharine. On easels : 667. Cesare da Sesto,
Madonna with the Lamb (showing Leon, da Vinci's influence); Solario,
Madonna. — Three bridal chests (15th cent.), that on the right with two
charming medallions by Bart. Montagna(?). — To the right is the Ar-
moury, with an extensive collection of Italian, Grerman, and Spanish
armour and weapons (13-18th cent.).

The Via Alessandro Manzoni (PL E, F, 4, 3; tramways 1, 5,

& 27, see p. 154), one of the chief thoroughfares of the city, be-

gins at the Piazza della Scala (p. 162). In the Via Bigli, the first

cross-street to the right beyond the Via Morone, stands the Casa
Alijjrandi' Taverna or Po7iti (No. 11, to the right), with a fine

Renaissance portal and arcaded court, with freely restored mytho-
logical paintings of the school of Leonardo da Vinci. — From the

Via Monte Napoleone, the next cross-street on the right, we turn

to the left into the Via Santo Spirito (PL F, 4, 3), with the Palazzi

Bagatti-Valsecchi. That on the right (No. 10), built in 1882 in

the late Renaissance style, contains valuable art-treasures (visitors

admitted; fee ^j^-l fr.); No. 7, on the left, is a brick building erected

in 1815 in the style of the early Lombard Renaissance.

The Via Alessandro Manzoni ends at the Piazza Cavour (PL F, 3),

in which, opposite the S.W. entrance of the Griardini Pubblici

(p. 189), rises a Bronze Statue of Cavour.^ by Tabacchi, with a

figure of Clio, by Tantardini, on the pedestal. — To the right is

the Reale Istituto Tecnico Superiore.

Farther on, in the Via Principe Umberto, to the right (No. 32)

are the show-rooms of the Societa per le Belle Arti (PL F, 2;

adm., see p. 156). This street ends, below the Bastioni di Porta

Venezia (p. 189), at the Porta Principe Umberto (PL F, 1) and

the large open space in front of the Central Station (p. 152).

At the N.W. angle of the Piazza della Scala (p. 162) begins the

Via GriusEPPE Verdi (PL E, 4), which is traversed by the tramway
(No. 6; p. 164) to the Porta Volta. To the right, opposite the

Scala Theatre, is the former Casino dei Nohili (Nos. 2 & 4), with

a Renaissance court. — Farther on, to the right, at the corner of

the Via Andegari, is the small church of San Giuseppe., built by

Ricchini (1630), with a sumptuous baroque high-haltar. — The Via

di Brera, the prolongation of the Via Griuseppe Verdi, contains

(left) the Palazzo Cusani (now the Comando Militare; PL E, 3),

an admirable baroque structure by Ruggieri (ca. 1725), with a gar-

den fagade by Piermarini. To the right (No. 28) stands the —
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Palazzo di Brera (PL E, 3), begun for a Jesuit college by

Bicchini in 1615 but not completed till the following century.

Since 1776 it has been the seat of the Accademia di Belle Artij

and it is. now styled Palazzo di Scienze, Lettere ed Arti. It con-

tains the Picture Gallery described, below, the Library founded

in 1770 (BibliotecaNazionale Braidense; 300,000 vols, and 3000
MSS.; adm., see p. 156), the Reale Gabinetto Numismatico, or

Collection of Coins (46,000; adm., see p. 156), and the Obser-

vatory, founded in 1766.

In the handsome *Court (by Ricchini), with its double flight

of steps, is a bronze statue of Napoleon L, as a Roman emperor,

by Canova (1810), placed here in 1859. By the staircase, to the

left, the statue of the celebrated jurist Cesare Beccaria (1738-94),

the first scientific opponent of capital punishment.

On the first floor is the *Picture Gallery or Pinacot^ca,

founded in 1809. Adm., see p. 156; catalogue (1909), 1 fr. ; large

scientific catalogue, with illustrations (1908), 5 fr. Director, Dr. E.
Modigliano. Good light necessary. — The chief strength of the

collection, which contains ca. 750 old pictures, lies in the works
by N. Italian masters. Among the paintings of the 15th cent, the

three examples of Mantegna (Room IX) rank first. The most not-

able works of the Venetian school (p. 351) are those by Cayio
Crivelli (R. IX), The Preaching of St. Mark by Gentile Bellini

(R. V), the works of Giovanni Bellini (R. IX), and Cima da Cone-

ylia7io (R. V); and of a later period The Finding of Moses by Boni-

fazio dei Pitati (R. IV), the Portrait of Porcia and the St. Jerome
by Titian (R. VI), Tintoretto^s Finding of the body of St. Mark
(R. IV), and the admirable series of portraits by Lorenzo Lotto

(R. VII), rivalled by Giov. Batt. Moroni of Bergamo (R. III).

The Lombard pupils of Leonardo da Vinci are amply and ade-

quately represented in RR. XIV and XV. The Madonna in a bower
of roses (R. XVI) is the best of the oil-paintings by Bernardino
Luiniy and the best of his frescoes are the Madonna with SS. An-
thony and Barbara (R. II) and the Burial of St. Catharine (R. XVI).

The schools of Emilia are illustrated by interesting works by the

I'errarese masters Krcole de^ Hoberti and Dosso Dossi (R. XX).

Of Correygio the collection possesses an admirable early work
I!. XX;. The examples of the masters of Central Italy are few in

uumber, but they include not only exquisite works by the Umbrians
Gentile da Fabriano and Piero delta Francesca (R. XXV), but

also Raphael'^ far-famed Sposalizio (R. XXII), the chief work of

his first or IJmbrian period, and Brainante^s vigorous frescoes

(\i. XXIV). The most important works of foreign schools are the

portraits of ladies by Van Dyc/c and by Rembrandt (\i. XXXI).

From Room I, in which admission-tickets are obtained, we enter

(to the right) -
Baedkkbk'8 Nurthern Italy. 14th Edit. 11
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Room II, a long gallery, hung with frescoes of the Lombard

School. To the left, Bramantino, 15. Madonna enthroned, with

ano*els, 16. Putti amid grape-vines, from the Yilla della Felucca

(Monza); 17. St. Martin; Vine. Foppa, 19. Madonna with SS. John

the Baptist and John the Evangelist (1485), 20. Martyrdom of

O s cjJ^TJi

St Sebastian; 22-25. Boryognone, Nine saints (from Saii Satiro),

Madonna with angels: to the right and left, 2^-^^. Gaud. Ferrari,

Scenes from, the life of the Virgin (from the old church of Santa

Maria della Pace). — To the left is —
KooM llbis, containing frescoes by Bernardino Lmm from

the Villa della Pelucca near Monza, among which may be mentioned
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Nos. *66. Madonna witli SS. Anthony Abbas and Barbara (1521),

73. Sacrifice to Pan, 74. Apollo and Daphne, 76 (r.), Birth of Adonis,

*288. St. Catharine laid in her sarcophagus by angels, with the in-

scription 'C. V. S. Ch.', i.e. Catharina Virgo Sponsa Christi. — The
Anteroom on the right contains the archives and u collection of

photographs. — Straight on arc the nine —
Rooms of the Yenetiax Schools of the 15 -18th centuries.

Room III. To the left, Moretto, 91. Madonna with SS. Jerome,

Anthony Abbas, and Francis (injured), 92. Assumption. — 755.

Bomamno J Portrait of a Martinengo; 93. Moretto, St. Francis;

98. Momanino, Madonna; 99. Franc. Torhido. Portrait; *100.

Giov. Batt. Moroni, Portrait of Navagiero, Podesta of Bergamo
(1565); Paris Bordone, 104. Holy Family with St. Ambrose and
the donor, *105. Love-scene. — *114. Girol. Savoldo, Madonna
and four saints; 116. Cariani, Holy Family with six saints. —
119. Palma Vecchio, Adoration of the Magi, from the church of

Sant' Elena at Venice (completed by Cariani). — To the left is —
Room IV. To the left, Paolo Veronese, *139. SS. Anthony

Abbas, Cornelius, and Cyprian, and a page, tlie finest 'conversa-

zione' piece (see p. 352) by this master, 140. Christ at the house

of Simon the Pharisee; 142. lac. Tintoretto, SS. Helena, Macarius,

\ndrew, and Barbara. — **143. Tintoretto, Finding of the body
')\ St. Mark by the Venetians, to whom the saint appears in a vision,

one of the grandest compositions of the artist and also a master-

])iece of technique (from the Scuola di San Marco in Venice; ca.

1548; comp. pp. 359, 372); *144. Bonifazio dei Pitati, Finding of

Moses, in the style of Giorgione (p. 351). — 148. Paolo Veronese,

Adoration of the Magi (injured).

Room V. To the left, 160. Michele da Verona, Crucifixion, a

colossal work, with fair-haired popular types and a view of Verona
ill the background (1501). — 164. Gentile l^ellini (completed by
' nov. Bellini)

J
Preaching of St. Mark at Alexandria, from the

M;uola di San Marco in Venice (injured); *165. Bart. Montaijna,
Nfadoiina enthroned, with saints' and angels with musical instni-

iiieiits, one of the master's best works (1499;. — Vitt. Carpaccio,
170. St. Stephen and the Scribes (1514), 171. Presentation of tlie

Virgin (1504;; Cima da Co7ief/liano, *174. St. Peter with Jolin

the Baptist and St. Paul, 175. Madojina enthroned, with SS. John
Ihc Baptist, Sebastian, Rochus, and Maiy Magdalen (an early work).

177. lAhcraleda Verona, St. Sebastian; *176. Cima da Cone-

'/liano, SS. J*eier Martyr, Augustine, nnd Nicholas of Bari.

To the right is —
Room VL Titian, * 1 80. Portrait of ('ount Porcia ('of the master's

iniddb' period, ca. 1537; injured), *182. St. .l(;ronie in a fine sylvan

landscape, a characteristic example of his later style (about 1560;;

119. PalmaVecchio, SS. Sebastian, Constantine, Helena, and Rochus.

11*
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Room VII. *183-185. Lorenzo Lotto, Three portraits.

'The fine-chiselled features (of the lady), extremely pure in drawing,
charm by their mild expression. A delicate but healthy complexion is

displayed in warm sweet tones of extraordinary transparence ; and masterly
transitions lead the eye from opal lights into rich and coloured shadows.
A half length in the same collection represents a man of lean and bony
make with a swallow-tailed beard, a grey eye, close set features, and a
grave aspect. . . . The ruddy skin of the face (in the third portrait) is

broken with touches now warm now cold by which the play of light and
reflections is rendered with deceptive truth.' — C. & C.

We proceed through Room VIII and to the left enter —
Room IX, containing masterpieces of the 15th century. To the

right, *198. Andrea Mantegna, Madonna in a nimbus of angels'

heads. — 199. Andrea Mantegna, Pieta.

'It is a picture in which Mantegna's grandest style is impressed,
foreshortened with disagreeable boldness, but with surprising truth,

studied from nature.' — C. & C.

200. Andrea Mantegna, Altar-piece (above, Pieta, below,

St. Luke and other saints), painted in 1454, and a proof of the early

maturity of the artist, then 24 years old; Carlo Crivelli, *201.

Madonna enthroned, with four saints (1482), 202, 203. Coronation of

the Virgin, with a Pieta above it (1493), 206. Crucifixion with the

Madonna and St. John, *207. Madonna enthroned; Giov. Bellmi,
*214. Pieta, an early and genuinely impassioned work, 215. Madonna
(a late work, 1510), 216. Madonna (an early work from a Grreek

church). — We pass through Room VIII and to the left enter —
RoomX. 223. Stefano da Zevio, Adoration of the Magi (1435);

22b.Franc.Morone,ilL2iAomi2i enthroned with SS. Nicholas andZeno;

228, Antonio daMurano and Giov.Alemanno, Madonna with saints.

Room XI (18th cent.). 230. Giov. Batt. Tiepolo, Battle-piece

(sketch); 229. Giov. Batt. Piazzetta, Crucifixion; 235, 236. Bern.

Belotto, Villa Gazzada, near Varese; 242, 243. Franc. Guardi,
Grand Canal in Venice. — We next enter the seven —

Rooms of the Lombard Schools. Room XII. Defeudente
Ferrari, 718. SS. Catharine and Sebastian, 719. St. Andrew; 734.

Vine. Civerchio, Adoration of the Child. — Room XIII. Borgo-
gnone, 259. Madonna with a Carthusian monk and St. Clara, 258.

SS. Jerome, Ambrose, and Catharine, with a Pietix above.

Room XIV (and XV): School of Leonardo da Vinci. 262.

Gianpietrino, Mary Magdalen; 274. Cesare da Sesto, St. Jerome.
— Room XV. 276. Cesare da Sesto, Madonna under the laurel-tree;

277. Gaud. Ferrari, 278. Franc. Napoletano, Madonnas; 280.

Leonardo da Vinci{?)^ Head of Christ, a drawing (injured); 281.

Boltraffio, Kneeling donors, remains of a larger altar-piece; Andr.
Solario, 282. Portrait, 285. Madonna with SS. Joseph and Jerome,

an early work (1495; restored); 286. Sodoma, Madonna.
Room XVI, with pictures and frescoes by Bern. Luini. 1st sec-

tion: 41-44. Angels (from the former Monaster© delle Vetere at
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Milan); 289. Madonna in a bower of roses. 2nd Section (an imi-

tation of the Chapel of St. Joseph in the old church of Santa Maria

della Pace): 294-305. Scenes from the life of the Virgin, with

angels. — To the right is —
Room XYII. To the right, 321. Gaud. Ferrari, Martyrdom

of St. Catharine of Alexandria. — 309. Bramantino, Crucifixion;

308. Borgognone, Assumption and Coronation of the Virgin (1522);

307. Vine. Foppa, Madonna enthroned with angels, and six panels

with figures of saints. — 310. Master of the Sforza Altar, Ma-
donna enthroned, with the four Latin church-fathers, SS. Jerome,

Gregory, Augustine, and Ambrose, and the donors, Lodovico il

Moro, his wife Beatrice d'Este, and their two children (1494). —
335. Camillo Boccaccino, Madonna, with saints. — On easels:

Frescoes from the Villa della Felucca by Luini (735-745. History

of Moses, 748. Vulcan's forge) and Bramantino (746, 747. Putti);

319. Boltraffio, Portrait of Girolamo Casio, the poet (injured; in

an o]d frame). — In the middle. Drawings (15-18th cent.).

Room XVIII (17-18th cent.). In the middle are the remainder

of the Pelucca frescoes (749. Luini, Grirls bathing) and drawings

(some bequeathed by Morelli, p. 251). — Farther on are the two—
Rooms of the Schools of the Emtlia. Room XIX. 417. Fil.

Mazzola, Portrait. — Room XX. To the right, *428. Ercole de'

Roherti, Madonna enthroned with SS. Anna, Elizabeth, Augustine,

and the beatified Pietro degli Onesti; 429. Lor. Costa, Adoration

of the Magi fl499); 431-433. Dosso Dossi, Francesco d'Este as

SS. George, John the Baptist, and Sebastian. — Garofalo, 438.

Pieta fl527}, 439. Crucifixion; *434. Ortolano, Crucifixion; 447.

Cos. Tura, Fragment of a Crucifixion; 448. Franc. Francia,
Annunciation; 449. Franc. Cossa, Two wings of an altar with

SS. Peter and John the Baptist. — On an easel: *427. Correggio,

Adoration of the Magi, an early work in the master's Ferrarese

style. — We next enter —
Room XXI: Schools of the Romagna. Nice. Rondinelli, 452.

St. John the Evangelist appearing to Galla Placidia (p. 494), 453.

Madonna enthroned, with four saints. — We now enter the four —
Rooms of the Schools of Central Italy (the Marches, Tuscany,

Umbria, etc.). Room XXII. * *47 2. i^a^^/meZ's far-famed Sposalizio,

or the Nuptials of the Virgin, painted in 1504 for the church of

San Francesco in Citta di Castcllo, where it remained till 1798.
The conipoHition cloHcly rcKemblcH that of the SpoHalizio of rcrugino

(now at Caen), in whoHe Htiidio Raphael then worked. In both paintings
a small polygonal teiiiole rJHCH in the background, while the foreground
is oocupicfl by the higli-prieHt ; Mary \h attended by a group of graceful
virgins, while near JoHcph stand the rejected suitors. A closer examina-
tion of Rapliael's work, however, divulges many points of div(»rgenc<'.

The conception and drawing of the individual figures and the moro deli-

cate disposition of the grouping reveal the original and peculiar genius
of the younger artist (Springer).
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Room XXIII. Luca Signorelli, 4:17. Madonna, 476. Scourging

of Christ (early works); between these, *475. Benozzo Gozzoli,

Miracles of St. Dominic (part of an altar-piece).

Room XXIY. **489-496. Bi^araante , Heraclitns and Demo-
critus, with six figures of heroes, minstrels, and fighting-men, frag-

ments of frescoes from the Casa Panigarola (now Prinetti) in Milan,

conceived with somewhat of the dignity of a Melozzo da Forli. —
RooMiXXV. *497. Gentile da Fabriano, Altar-piece, above. Cor-

onation of the Virgin, with four saints, on the predella. Charming
scenes from the life of the Virgin (early work). — 503. Giov. Santi
(father of Raphael), Annunciation; 507. Timoteo Viti, Annunciation

with SS. John the Baptist and Sebastian.; — 505. Luca Signorelli,

Madonna enthroned with saints; *510. Piero della Francescay Ma-
donna enthroned with saints, angels, and the worshipping donor,

Duke Federigo da Montefeltro (p. 582). — Then come the two —
Rooms of the Bolognese School (16-17th cent.). Room XXVI.

By the exit, 538. Guido Feni, SS. Peter and Paul. On an easel:

513. Franc. Albani. Dance of Cupids. — Room XXVII. 550.

Domenichino, Madonna enthroned, with SS. John the Evangelist

and Petronius; 556. Guercino, Expulsion of Hagar.

Room XXVIII: Roman School (16-17th cent.). To the right, 565.

A. Bronzino, Andrea Doria (p. 101) as Neptune; 574. F. Baroccio,

Martyrdom of St. Vitalis (1583); 583. Sassoferrato^ Madonna.
Room XXIX: Schools of Genoa and Naples. 603. Luca Gior-

dano, Madonna and saints; 607. Salvator Bosa, Landscape, with

St. Paul the Hermit. On an easel: 613. Bibera, St. Jerome.

Rooms XXX and XXXI: Foreign Schools. Room XXX. 620.

Herri met de Bles, Adoration of the Magi; 655. Jan Bruegliel,

Village-street (1607). — Room XXXI. To the right, 679. Bnbens,

Last Supper (from Malines; ca. 1615-20); 699. Jac. Jordae?is,

Abraham's sacrifice; 701. A. van Dyck, Madonna and St. Anthony
of Padua. On easels: *614. Bembrandt, Portrait of his sister, an

early work (1632); *700. Van Dyck, Princess Amalie of Solms.
The following rooms contain works of the 19th century. In Room

XXXII, near the 2n(l window: Franc. Hayez, Portraits of Manzoni
(No. 38), Massimo d'Azcglio (.54), and Ant. Rosmini (56). — In Rooms
XXXIII-XXXY are competitive designs by pupils of the academy. Room
XXXY contains also: Appiani, Portraits of Canova and of Ugo Foscolo;
P. Troubetzkoy , Bust of Griov. Scgantini.

At No. 18 Via Borgo ISTuovo, behind the Brera, is the Palazzo
Crespi (PL E, 3), containing an important "^Picture Gallery (ca.

200 pictures by old masters), to which admission is courteously

granted on previous application (fee Yg-l ^^O-
Room I. *Titian (ascribed also to Giorgione or Bern. Licinio), Por-

trait of a woman (*la Schiavona') ; Bacchiacca, Adoration of the Magi.

Room IT. On easels : *Lor. Lotto, Holy Family ; *3fariotto AlhertineUi,
Adoration of the Child; ^Bacchiacca, Madonna; Franc. Francia, St. Bar-
bara; ^^-CorrcggiOj Adoration of the Child, in a landscape with storm,
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early' work in the master's Ferrarese style: Franc. Granacci, State-entry
of Charles YIII. into Florence; Marco 3Iarziale, Pieta; Florentine Scliool
{not Michael Angelo), Madonna. —On the walls: Canaletto (Ant. Canale),
Two views of the Grrand Canal in Venice ; Bern. Licinio, Holy Family;
'^Dom. Morons J

The fall of the Bonacolsi (p. 315), with an interesting
representation of the Piazza Sordello and the old fagade of the cathedral

(1490). — In the first side-room are some Netherlandish and Grerman works
{B. Bruyn, Portrait). — In the second side-room : ^Franc. Caroto, Holy
Family (1530); *Giov. Batt. Tiepolo, Vision of St. Anna (with the sketch
beside it), the Beata Laduina; Ribera, St. Jerome; Gms. Crespi, Genre-
scene; Bart. Veneto, Madonna; Marco Basaiti, Madonna with two saints

(1521) ;
portraits by Giov. Batt. Moroni, Gian. Batt. Dossi, smdj. L. David.

Room III. On easels: Bern. Luini, St. Jerome; Gvanpietrino, Ma-
donna; Amhr. de Predis, Madonna; Aivdr. Solario, Portrait; Giov. Ant.
Boltrafpo, Madonna; Rogier van der Weyden (?), Holy Family, with
St. Paul and the donor. — On the walls : Girol. Savoldo, Adoration of

the Child ; ^Romanino, Bearing of the Gross ; GianpietrinOj Holy Family

;

Boccaccio Boccaccino, Madonna ; '^Giov. Bellini, Madonna; Paris Bordone,
Shepherd and nymph; *3Ioretto, Visitation; PabnaVecchio, Christ arisen;

A. Solaria, Madonna, The Virgin at prayer, Ecce Homo ; Gaud. Ferrari,
Madonna; Amhr. Borgognone , Adoration of the Child; Vine. Foppa,
Madonna; Marco d^Oggiono, Altar-piece in three parts» Madonna enthroned
with angels, saints, and adoring donors.

In the Bedroom: *Gaud. Ferrari, Pieta.

Adjacent, at the junction of the Martesaua (p. 15V) with the

Naviglio, is the church of San Marco (PI. E, 3), a Gothic build-

ing of the 13-15th cent., with a fine brick'fagade (upper part by
Carlo ^facciachifiiy 1871). The interior was modernized in the

baroque style in 1691-98. The transept contains the Gothic tombs
of Beato Lanfranco-Settala (d. 1264), founder of the church, by
Giovanni di Balduccio (p. 185), and the jurist Salvarinus de Ali-

prandis (d. 1344), perhaps by one of the Campionesi {com^. p. 219).

To the N.W. of the Brera is the church of San Simpliciano
(PI. D, 3), a fine Romanesque structure, repeatedly altered at a

later date; the fac^ade was skilfully restored by Macciachini in

1870. The apse contains a Coronation of the Virgin by Borgognone
(restored). — Farther to the "N"., in the Corso Garibaldi (r.), not far

from tlic Porta Garibaldi, is the Gothic double church of Santa
Maria Incoronata (PI. D, 1), built in 1451-87, but modernized
in 1652 and again in 1827. The Cappella Bossi contains the tombs
of Giovanni Tolentino (d. 1517) and Archbishop Gabriele da (/oti-

gnola (d. 1457j, the former in the style of Andrea Fusina.

To the S.W. of the Brera lies Santa Maria del Carmine
(PI. D, 3, 4;, a Gothic cruciform churcli of the 15th cent., with a

modern facade and a modernised interior. In the right transept

is an Adoration of the (Jhild, by Vincenzo Civerchio {?). — At Via

Bossi 4 (PI. E, 4), close by, is the Casa Vismara^ on the site

of the Banco Medireo, built from the plans of Micliael Angelo in

1456 -.for Pigcllo Portinari, the agent of (Josiino the Elder (|). 557).

Of the original building the jjortal (p. 174; and parts of the court

alone remain.
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In the adjacent Via Clerici, on the right, is the Palazzo
Cl^rici (now the Corte d'Appello; PL E, 4), with its fine rococo

rooms, built in 1740. The banquet-room (always open) contains

an admirably -preserved *Ceiling Fresco (Course of the Sun) by

G. B. Tiepolo (1740). — The Casa Vimercati^ Via Filodramma-
tici (PI. E, 4), has a late-Grothic portal (ca. 1460), with three busts

of members of the Sforza family.

b. From the Piazza del Duomo and the Piazza dei Mer-
canti to the Castello and the Arco della Pace.

To the W. of the Piazza del Duomo, beyond the Via Carlo

Alberto (p. 162), lies the *Piazza dei Mercanti (PI. E, 5), the

central point of the mediaeval city, and formerly provided with

five gates. In the centre of this piazza is the former Palazzo della
Ragione (court of justice), a large hall erected in 1228-33, partly

of Roman remains, and skilfully restored in 1907-10; on the S.

side is an equestrian figure (by Ben. Antdami?) of the builder, the

Podesta Oldrado da Tresseno, with the inscription, 'qui solium

struxit, Catharos ut debuit uxit' (the Cathari or heretics burned by
him were the Waldensians). — On the N. side of the piazza (Via

dei Mercanti) is the Palazzo dei Giureconsulti, erected by Vine.

Seregni (1564), with an old tower (1274). — On the quaint-looking

S. side are the Grothic Loggia degli Osii, erected in 1316 in black

and white marble (restored in 1902-4; now the Museo Commerciale),

and the Palazzo delle Scuole Palatine (now the Chamber of Com-
merce), a free copy of the Pal. dei Griureconsulti. — Through the

Via Cesare Cantu to the Bihlioteca Ambrosiana, see p. 178.

The Piazza dei Mercanti is adjoined on the N.W. by the new
Piazza Cokdusio (PL D, E, 5), commonly known as Piazza Elittica,

from its elliptical shape. It is the starting-point of several tram-

way-lines. On the S. side rises the Exchange, with a fine covered

court, by L. Broggi (1899-1901; adm, 1-3 p.m.). Facing the Via
Dante is a bronze statue (by Luigi Secchi; 1899) of Gius. Parini
(1729-99), author of the satiric poem 'II Giorno'.

From the Piazza Cordusio to the Castello runs a new line of

streets, formed by the wide Via Dante (PL D, 5, 4; tramways
Nos. 12 & 13, see p. 154) and, beyond the Foro Bonaparte, by the

Via Benedetto Cair61i (PL D, 4). In the Foro Bonaparte (laid out

under Napoleon I. on the site of the castle -moat) is a bronze

equestrian statue of Garibaldi^ by Ettore Ximenes (1895), with

allegorical figures of Revolution and Liberty.

The *Castello or Castello Sforzesco (PL C, 3, 4), the castle

of Milan, a rectangular building, defended by four corner-towers

and a curtain -wall, was originally built in 1368 as the Rocca
Viscontea or Castello di Porta Giovia by Galeazzo II. Visconti

(1355-78), adjoining the old Porta Griovia. It was destroyed by the
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Ambrosian Republic (p. 151) in 1447, but was rebuilt and enlarged

by the Sforza after 1450 and beautified by Bramante, Leonardo
da Vinci, and other masters. Frequently since the French in-

vasion (1499) the castle has been the focus of struggles for tlie

possession of Lombardy. Under the Austrian regime it was con-

verted into barracks. In 1893-1911 it was admirably restored in

the 15th cent, style from the plans of Luca Beltrami, and it now
contains a school of art and the municipal art-collections.

The main entrance, in the middle of the principal fagade, towards

the Piazza Castello, is by the Torre Umberto Primo (230 ft. high),

a tower-gateway erected in 1901-5 in imitation of the old tower

destroyed by an explosion of gunpowder in 1521. The two round
towers (102 ft. high) at the corners, the Torrione Santo Spirito

on the left and the Torynone dei Carmini on the right, were
restored in 1894 and 1904 and now serve as reservoirs for drink-

ing-water. The side-entrances. Porta Santo Spirito (S.W.) and

Porta dei Carmini (N.E.), were added in 1906. — On the N^.E.

side, beside the Torre delle Asse, is the Ponticella di Lodovico
il Moro, a bridge over the castle-moat, with a tasteful loggia; it

was reconstructed by Bramante after 1490 and restored in 1903.

The three entrances open on the -Piazza d^Armi, the large and
picturesque anterior court, with its flower-beds. At the back of

this, to the left, is the Rocchetta, erected by Francesco Sforza

on the foundations of the Yisconti castle, with a windowless fagade,

a new curtain-wall, and two square towers: the Torre di Bona di

Savoia (1477; 140 ft. high) and (behind) the Torre del Tesoro
or Castcllana. To the right is the Corte Ducale, the new palace of

the Sforzas, with Gothic windows (restored) and a curtain -wall.

The passage between the two palaces opens on the Parco (p. 177).

In the X.W. angle of the court of the Corte Ducale is the

Loggetta, a graceful Renaissance structure, erected by Ben. Ferrini
in the time of Galoazzo Maria. 'J'ho building now accommodates
the *Museo Archeologico ed Artistico (adm., see p. 156;
catalogue;.

On the groundfloor is the Museo Archeologico, formerly (1862-

98j in the Brcra. This includes pre-Roman articles and antiques

discovered in Lombardy and medi<eval and modern sculptures.
I. Room ''('ancellcria Ducale ). In tlio first divi.sion are pro-Roman

antiqnitieH, includinp two skeh-tons of tlic later stone a^^e, Celtic anti-

quities from g'ravcH at Trezzo and iSesto Calende, and prehistoric (Umbrian V)

objectH from Albate; also Etniseau and (Ireek antiquities. In the second
Hcetion beyond tbc four antique porphyry columns, (ireek and Roman
antiquities. Roman sarcopha^M and architectural fragments; amonj,' the
Hculptures is a torso of Venus /"found at Milan).

II. Roo.M. Early media;val antiquities and sculptures (0-12th cent.).

Entrance-wall: Fragments of frescoes and archit(!(;tural fragments from
the former C(jnvent-<*hurch of Santa Maria d'Aurona (some still in the

Longobardic Btylc). In the two middle cases, articles found in Ostro-

;<)thik and Longobardie graves; behiml, Longobardic bust of a woman
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(7th cent.). — Left wall: Romanesque fragments from the churches of

Sant' Eustorgio and San Celso (12th cent.). — Exit-wall: Remains from
the cloisters of the convent of Santa Radegonda (12th cent.); reliefs from
the Porta Romana (1171) and Porta Tosa, comprising caricatures of Emp.
Frederick Barbarossa and the Empress Beatrix (?).

III. Room, with traces of the original ceiling-paintings (Resurrection

and Saints), by Vine. Foppa. Portal of the church of San G-ottardo

(p. 162). In the centre, large *Monumcnt of Bcrnabo Yisconti (p. 151),

in the style of Bonino da Campione, executed during Bernabo's lifetime

(ca. 1370) for the old church of San Giovanni in Conca, with traces of

gilding. On the sarcophagus are reliefs of the Evangelists, the Cruci-

fixion and a Pieta, and the Coronation of Mary; above, the equestrian

statue of Bernabo and two Virtues (Fortitude and Justice).

TbrredelTesoro

IV. Room. On the entrance-wall, monument of the Rusca family of
Como (ca. 1400). To the left, monument of Regina della Scala, sister of
Can Signorio (p. 302) and wife of Bernabo Visconti (see above); statue
of the Virgin, from the cathedral. By the rear wall, sculptures from
the Porta Orientale (Porta Venezia). — In the adjacent side-room, to the
left, remains of the old ceiling-paintings (16th cent.). — In the court, to
the right, is the —

PoRTicus (Sala Aperta), with a collection of the arms of the Visconti
and Sforza. — In the adjacent Court, to the left, baroque portal of the
time of Philip III. ; opposite, on the right, marble portal from the Banco
Mediceo (p. 171), with the arms and portraits of Francesco Sforza and
his wife Bianca Maria Visconti.

V. Room, the former chapel fCappella Ducale), with the sadly dam-
aged remains of ceiling-frescoes (Resurrection, Annunciation) by Stefano
cZe' Fedeli, Giov. di Montorfano, and others (1473). Late-G-othic sculp-
tures (Scuola Lombardo-Venezjana; ca. 1400-50), from the cathedral, Cas-
tiglione Olona, etc. ; early-Renaissance pulpit from San Pietro in Gessate.

VII. Room (Sala dei DtccaliJ, with a ceiling tastefully decorated
with the arms and initials of Galeazzo Maria Sforza on a blue ground.
Early-Renaissance sculptures, showing the influence of Donatello (Scuola
Lombardo-Padovana; ca. 1450-1500): to the right, *Tabernacle with six
angels, by the Master of San Trovaso ; a relief of Louis the Saint on
a Crusade, by Agostino di Duccio. In the middle, statue of the Virgin
('Madonna del Coazzone') by P. A. Solari, from the cathedral (1485). —
To the right is the —
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VI. Room (Sola delle Asse), intended for memorials of the Sforzas.

The fine ceiling-paintings (restored in 1901-2) are ascribed to Leonardo
da Vinci (1498). The ceiling presents the appearance of a huge arbour
Cpergolato'), among the dense branches of which are golden cords (the

crest of Lodovico il Moro) and tablets with inscriptions. — To the left

is the —
YIII. Room (Sola delle Colombine), with well-preserved ceiling and

wall decorations on a red ground. (The white dove in an aureole is the

crest of Bona di Savoia; beside it is her motto, *a bon droit'.) Sculptures
of the best Lombard period (ca. 1500). Entrance-wall : Giov. Ant. Amadeo,
Adoration of the Child (1482) and Annunciation (circular relief). Exit-
wall : Medallion portrait of Lodovico il Moro; half-length of a woman
(studio-piece) and relief of the Madonna, by Tomm. Rodari. In the centre,

half-length of a woman ('La Mora') and head of a girl by Amadeo (?).

IX. Room (Sala delli Scarlioni). Sculptures of the 16-18th centuries.

In the first division, by the entrance-wall, Andr. Fusina, Tomb of Bishop
Batt. Bagaroto, from Santa Maria della Pace (1519); by the window,
Bambaia, Portions of the monument of Graston de Foix (p. 506) ordered
in 1515 by Francis I. but never completed , with the recumbent *Statue
of the hero, and casts of the remaining portions; Bambaia, Monument
of the poet Lancino Curzio (d. 1513). — In the second division, in the
middle, *Bronze bust of Michael Angelo, by one of his pupils (replica

in the Louvre). In the cases, ornamental locks, keys, etc.

X. Room. Terracottas of the 12-16th cent., from Milan and Cremona,
including large medallion heads (by Caradosso?) from the former Banco
Mediceo (p. 171); by the entrance-wall, frieze with sea-gods from the
Pal. Trecchi (p. 247).

The staircase at the end of Room X, affording an excellent view

of the graceful Gothic window in Room IX (to the right), leads to

the Loggetta (p. 173), on the first floor of which is the —
*MusEO Artistico Municipale, with the collections of industrial

art and the municipal collection of old masters.
I. Room {Sola delle Guardie; No. 11 on the Plan). The first division

contains a valuable collection of *Majolica: Milanese fayencc (18th cent.),

including imitations of Chinese and Japanese porcelain; fine Italian majo-
lica of the 16th cent., with sumptuous specimens from Urbino (Case 3, in

the middle; H), Gubbio, and Deruta (Case 4; P); fine Persian tiles

(window-wall to the right; Case 0) and Hispano-Mauresque majolica
(rentre of the left wall; Case Q). Then, Chinese and European porcelain,
including examples from Capodimonte and Ginori. — Second division:
Tn the central cabinets are ivory carvings (in Cab. 8, Roman, early-
Christian, Byzantine, and mediaeval), niello works, Limoges enamels, glass
(goblet of the Sforzas; 15th cent.); on the walls are Japanese antiquities

(1.) and stained glass (r.). — From the first division we enter the —
IL Room (J*rima Sola Ducale; PI. 12). To the left, Italian iron-work

and bronzes (16-18th cent.), including several elegant caskets. To the right
of the entrance, bust of Costanza Buonarclli, by Ijor. Bernini] in the
case below, equestrian statuette of Marshal Gian Giac. Trivulzio (d, 186),
perhaps a free copy of the lost model by Leonardo da Vinci. By the
first window, Ecclesiastical jewellery (U-HUh cent.). By the exit, Japa-
nese bronzes and armour. On the walls is Brussels tapestry (16-17th cent.).

III. Room (Seconda Sala Ducale; PI. 13). Italian furniture (16-17th
cent.), inr;lu(ling several bridal chests; (;(>llection of frames (15-17th cent.).
— IV. Room (Terza Sola Ducale; V\. 14). Furniture and frames of the
17-18th centuricH.

V. Room (Sala della Torre; PI, 15). Lace, embroidery, textiles,
puppets, coHtumcB of the 18th cent., Italian national costumes. Piece of
carly-Flcmish tapestry (15th cent.), with the Raising of Lazarus. — We
now retrace our steps and pass through R. I (Tl. 11) into the —
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VI. Room [Sola di Milano ; PI. 16). Objects of interest connected
with Milan ; ancient views of the city, cathedral (period of Pellegrino
Tibaldi), the Piazza del Duomo (with the old Portico dei Figini and the
entry of Prince Eugene of Savoy), and castello ; large banner of St. Ara-
brosius, carried in municipal processions (1565) ; coins and medals ; original

of the treaty made between Milan and Louis XII in 1502 ; fourteen medallion
portraits of the Sforzas and Emp. Maximilian I., by Bern. Luini (ca. 1530).

VII. & VIII. Rooms {Sale delta Pinacoteca; PI. 17, 18): *Pinacoteca,
or gallery of old masters. In Room VII. *Bern. Strozzi, Berenice; 1.

Vine. Foppa, Martyrdom of St. Sebastian ; 3foreif<o, St. Anthony (a late

work), St. Ursula, John the Baptist, the Prophet Jeremiah (early work^).
VIII. Room. To the right, 27. Cariani, Lot and his daughters ; 28.

Bern. Licinio, Double portrait; 32. Lor. Lotto, Portrait of a youth; 58.

Pordenone, Portrait of a gentleman, with a lap-dog; 59. lac. Bassano,
Portrait of a general; *64. Tintoretto, Doge lac. Soranzo; 65.. G. B.
Moroni, Portrait; 78. G. B. Tiepolo, Communion of St. Lucia; Fr. Guardi,
*83. Storm, *371, *372. Sea-pieces with ruins; G. B. Moroni, Death of
St. Peter Martyr; 130. Greuze, GrirPs head; 106. P. Potter, Swine (1649);
145. Van Dyclc, Henrietta Maria, wife of Charles I. of England (school-

piece). — 178. C. F. Nuvolone, Madonna. — Fra, Vitto7'e Ghislandi, 202.

Portrait of himself, 203. Portrait of a monk; 228, Al. Magnasco, Market-
scene; *249. Ant. da.Messina, Portrait of a man in a laurel-wreath; *253.

C'orreggio, Holy Family, the so-called Madonna Bolognini , an early work
in the master'sFerrarese style; Boltrafflo, 280. Madonna, 279, 281. Altar-
wings with saints and donors; *283. Sodoma, Archangel Michael; 306.

Gianpietrino , Mary Magdalen ; Borgognone, St. Jerome; *305. V.Foppa,
Madonna. — In the centre, choir-books (14-16th cent.), drawings, etc..

—

On the right side-wall are Milanese frescoes (15th cent.) from the demolished
churches of Santa Chiara and Santa Maria del Griardino. From the small
exit-door at the end of this room we may proceed by the curtain-wall
and a flight of steps to a side-entrance to the Modern Gallery (see below).

The RoccHETTA has lost almost the whole of the artistic decor-

ation of its interior. The EpigrapJdcal Section of the Archaeolog-

ical Museum is arranged under the arcades of the court (catalogue

by Em. Seletti). The rooms on the S.W. side of the groundfloor

contain the collections of the Societd Numismatica Italiana (coins)

and the archives of the Societd Storicu Lomhcirda.
The three large rooms on the IST.W. side of the groundfloor, and

the first and second floors are occupied by the Galleria d'Arte
Moderna (adm., see p. 156), which was founded in 1903 and con-

sists mainly of works of the 19th cent, painters and sculptors of

Lombardy. On the groundfloor is also the Municipal Collection

of Coins and Medals^ while on the first floor is the Museo del

Risorgimento Nazionale (adm., see p. 156), with a collection of

patriotic objects from the time of the Cisalpine Republic (p. 152)

down to the present day. No catalogue.

Ground Floor. — I. liooM (Sola del Oonsiglio): Sctilptures, includ-

ing numerous statues and busts of famous men. Entrance-wall : Pompeo
Marchesi, 695. The artist himself, 697. Canova. Window-wall, 708. Marchesi,
Ijconardo da Vinci; 717. Thorvaldsen, Connt Sommariva. Exit-wall;
Canova, Benevolence (plaster). — II. Room (Sala delle Scolture). Plaster
casts. — III. Room (Sala del Tesdro), with the remnants of a fresco of
Mercury or Argus, by Bramante ; sculptures; cartoons by Andr. Appiani;
coins and *Medals. — The staircase beside the exit leads to the —

First Floor. To the riglit is the Museo del Risorgimento. — We
retrace our steps and turn to the right into the principal saloon, formerly
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tlic Sala delta Balla (159 ft long and 59 ft. broad), which has been
divided into two rooms (IV, V). IV. Room (gallery; PI. 4). Pictures

by Giacomo Favretto (604. 'Vandalismo', a picture-restorer; 608. Mouse),
some sculptures, and the Graphic Collection (engravings and etchings by
Bianchi, Fortuny, Rops, Rasse7ifosse, Chahine, etc.). Canova, Hebe
(model). — V. Room (left; PI. 5). 1st Section: pictures hy Mose Bianchi
(496. Signora di Monza, from Manzoni's 'Promessi Sposi' ; 427. Eve of

confirmation). 2nd Sec: 4.81, Carcawo, . San Cclso (Milan); 475, 476.

Fr. Hayez, Portraits of Rossini and Cavour. 3rd Sec..: Pictures by Haycz.
4th Sec. : 454. Ang. dalV Oca Biaiica, Ave Maria; Jtlayez, 447. Despair,
445. Manzoni. 5th Sec. : 426, 77i. Couture, The lunatic; Butti, Miner
(bronze). — Adjoining the staircase is the —

III. Gallery. To the left, 415. Triibner, Transitoriness; 413. Thor-
raldsen. Count Somraariva; 395, Zanetti, Lagoons of Venice; 382. Laiv-
rence, Canova; *381. Prud^hon-, Count Soramariva. Window -wall: 375.

A. Aclienbach, Sunset; 373. //. Vertiet, Sahara; 374. Isabey, 368. A. Achen-
bach, Sea-pieces; 367, Calame, Mountain-scene; 365 bis. Troyon, Horses at

water; 357. (/hieHci, Mask; 351. >S'i^ ^//.J^as^, London by night. — We
ascend to the —

Second Floor. II. Gallery (gallery of the Sala della Balla). To
the left, 326, Blanchi, Storm on the lagoons; A. Ferrari., Views of Milan,
To the right, terracottas by Sdngiorgio and Marchesi. —We return to the —

I. Gallery, To the left, Bazzaro, Madonna del Carmine (Milan),
Nun taking the veil; 232, Blanchi, Harbour of Chioggia; 228, Induno,
Forebodiiig; 225. (alandra, Girl (bronze); P, Troubetzkoy, Equestrian
statue of Tolstoi; 221. Formis, Lagoons; 151. Carcano. After wovk-hoiirs.
— To the right is the —

I. Room. 31. Cagnoni, Portrait; water-colours by Hayez, Induno,
Bianchi, and others. Miniatures, — II. Room. Water-colours; 56. Meunier,
Fisherman of Ostend (bronze). — III. Room. Dam. Morelli, 110, Sketch,
111. His own portrait; 108. Paqliano, Indian summer; 103. Morelli, Mas-
querade;. 85. Pasini, Court of a mosque; 71. Vinea, Before the duel;
68. Pagliano, Studio. — IV. Room. Cartographical Collection of the
Municipal Archives. — V. Room. Old views of Milan.

The open space at the back of the Castello, originally the plea-

sance of the Visconti and Sforza, was converted in 1893-97 into

the public Parco (V\. B, C, 2-4; 116 acres). At the N.Pl part of

the grounds, at Via Oaudio 2, is the *Aquarium (PI. C, 2, 3), with

a good collection of marine and fresh-water specimens (adm., see

p. 156). — Beyond rises the Arena (PI. C, 2), an amphitheatre for

s))orts, built in 1807 ^vith the material of the old fortifications of

the Castello) and accommodating 30/)00 spectators. Hard hy ai'c

XhoTtrrre Stifjler, an iron belvedere (1894), commanding an ex-

tensive *Panorama of Milan, the plains of Lombardy, and tiie Alps

<'adm. 30 c; ascent only on Sun. in clear weather, in summer in the

evenings also;, and the Montafjnola., a low hill with a cafe-restaurant

' onccrts, see p. 155).

The N.W. side of the park is bounded by the Porta del Seiu-

;>iV)w^ ('tramway No. 12, see p. 154), the name of which refers to

the construction of the Simplon road (\). 4), and the Arco della
Pace HM. li, 2), a triumphal arch of wliile marhlc, begun*^ hy

fj. ('afjruda for the Foro Bonaparte (p. 172) in 1800 and comploted
under the Austrians in 1838. Most of its sculptures are hy Pom-

I 'CO Marchesi.
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From the S.W. side of the Castello we proceed across the Piaz-

zale Stazione Nord (PL C, 4) and through the Via Boccaccio and

the Via Caradosso (PL B^ 5) to the convent-church of Santa Maria
delle Grazie and Leon, da Vinci^s Last Supper (p. 181).

c. West Quarters of the City. Biblioteca Ambrosiana.
Santa Maria delle Grazie. Sant' Ambrogio.

From the S.W. corner of the Piazza dei Mercanti (p. 172) the

Via Cesare Cantu leads to the small Piazza della Rosa, with its

singular monument, by E. Bazzardo (1906), to Felice Cavalloiti.,

the Radical politician and poet, who is represented as the Leonidas

of Mentana. — On the S. side of the piazza is the celebrated —
* Biblioteca Ambrosiana (PL D, E, 5), founded by Abp.

Fed. Borromeo (1594-1631). The original' building, erected by
Fabio Mangone in 1603-9, abuts on the Piazza San Sepolcro ; the

part to the N. was added in 1829-36. On the groundfloor are the

Library proper, containing ca. 250,000 vols, of printed books and

15,000 MSS., and also the Museo Settala^ the oldest museum in

Milan, founded by Dr. Manfredo Settala (d. 1680). Upstairs are the

valuable collections of art, including the Picture Gallery^ founded

by Card. Borromeo in 1618 (adm., see p. 156; entrance to the Anti-

camera, in the court, third door to the right). 'Gruida Sommaria'

(1907), with illustrations, 2 fr.

On the First Floor is the *Pinacoteca. Room A (Cabinet of

Bronzes). Busts of Canova and Thorvaldsen, by themselves. Pictures:
6. German School, Adoration of the Magi; 17. Raphael Mengs, Pope
Clement XIII. ; Jan Brueghel, 3. Madonna in a garland of flowers, 26.

Paradise. — We ascend a short staircase to Room B. 4. Luini, Ma-
donna; 3. Bart. Veneto, Holy Family; 28. Marco Basaiti, Risen Christ;

Gianpietrino, 27. St. John, 29. Mary Magdalen; 17. Giulio Clovio, Con-
version of St. Paul. — Room C. 15-20, 25-30. Jan Brueghel, Landscapes
and still-life pieces ; 23. Mabuse (?), Madonna at the well (youthful work ?)

;

33. Rottenhammer, Choir of angels; 43. Meng.s, Leopold I. (p. 559). By the
windows, Jan Brueghel, *46. Water, *50. Fire. — Room D. 26. Moretto,
Death of St. Peter Martyr; Borgognone, *23. Madonna enthroned, with
saints and singing angels (1485), 21 & 17. Wings of an altar with SS.
Christopher and Peter Martyr, Francis and Elizabeth; Bramantino, 18.

Madonna with SS. Michael and Ambrose, *19. Adoration of the Holy
Child (an early work). On easels : *15. S. Botticelli, Madonna and angels

;

6. Timoteo Viti, God the Father. — Room E. To the right, ^'^RaphaeVs
Cartoon of the 'School of Athens', which should be carefully studied.

The dilapidated condition of the fresco in the Vatican makes this cartoon
of great interest and value, since here only we gain the full key to the

artistic motives of the painter. The deviations of the fresco from the

cartoon, with the exception of the additions of the sitting figure at the

foot of the staircase, the temple -colonnade, and the portrait of Raphael
himself, are unimportant. Adjacent, study for the Archimedes (? portrait

of Braraante) and a photograph of the fresco. Also in this room: 3.

B. Luini, Holy Family (after Leon, da Vinci's cartoon in London);
5. Gianpietrino, Madonna. On easels: *8. LeoJiardo da Vinci (?), Por-
trait of a young lady (perhaps Madonna Bianca, daughter of Lodovico
il Moro and wife of Roberto Sansevcrino) ; Luini, 9. Youthful Christ,

10. John the Baptist as a boy: *19. Leon, da Vinci (?), Musician (perhaps
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Franchino Gaffurio); 18. Cariani, Bearing of the Cross; 2Z. B. Veneto,
Portrait; Guardi, 37. Landscape, *34. Sea-piece; Tiepolo, 36. Bishop,
33. Presentation in the Temple ; *35. Titian, Gian de' Medici (p. 211

;

1550). On the rear wall: 40. lac. Bassano, Adoration of the Shepherds;
42. Titian, Adoration of the Magi (original in the Prado at Madrid); 43.

Bonifazio dei Fitati, Holy Family, with Tobias and the angel; 44. Moroni,
Portrait (1554) ; 47. Ghislandi, Portrait. — Room F. 67. Baroccio, Adora-
tion of the Shepherds. Miniatures. — Cabinet G ('Gabinetto Leonardo').
In the case, the famous *Codex Atlanticus of Leon, da Yinci, an album
of 804 pages, with original drawings and MSS. illustrating the universality
of Leonardo's genius; above. Drawings of the School of Leon, da Vinci.
The other frames contain drawings by his pupils and successors (comp.
p. 158). — Room H. *Collection of Drawings and Engravings, including
examples of Pisanello (p. 300), Mantegna, Raphael, Dilrer, Beham,
Aldegrever, and Pencz. In the middle of the room are the chief treasures
of the Settala Museum (see below), viz. -the bronze figure of a Roman
Lar and a silver-gilt group of Diana on a hind (Augsburg; 17th cent.).
— On the upper landing (L) are sculptures by Bambaia, from the tomb
of Gaston de Foix (p. 175).

Ground Floor. To the rigl»t, in the court, is the Museo Settala,
arranged in the original 17th cent, manner. It includes the founder's
apparatus for physical and chemical research-work, mineralogical and
zoological collections, Roman and Etruscan antiquities, ethnographical
objects from Peru, and pictures. In the middle are maces (15th cent.) and
other weapons. — Farther on (1.) is the Sola delta Rosa, with portraits
by Appiani (53, 56) and Palagi (51) and other 19th cent, paintings. Also
miniatures and old views of Milan. — Opposite is the —

Biblloteca. In the Cortiletto dei Marmi (L) are a Cupid by Schadoiv
and a bust of Byron and four reliefs by Thorvaldsen. — In the large
Sala Antica (M), dating from the time of Fed. Borromeo, are exhibited
(partly in photographic reproductions) the chief treasures or the collection,

including fragments of an illuminated MS. of Homer (3rd cent.); a MS. of
Virgil, with miniatures by Simone da Sie»a and marginalia by Petrarch;
a palimpsest of the 5th cent, with the Pauline epistles and other parts of
Ulfila's Gothic translation of the Bible, along witii a fragment of a Gothic
calendar (from Bobbio, p. 437); a Dante MS. of the end of the 14th cent.

;

some pages of the Codex Atlanticus (see above); Japanese prints and
woodcuts; autographs of San Carlo Borromeo, Ariosto, Tasso, Galileo,
Liguori, Sarni, etc. — The Sala dell' Incoronazione (1.) contains medals,
weapons, ana a fresco of Christ crowned with thorns by Bern. Luini (1521).

At the back of the library, in the Piazza 8aii Sepolcro, is a Mon-
ument to Federiyo Borromeo (1865). — To the right is the Roman-
esque church of San Sepolcro (PI. D, 5), dating from the 11-1 2th

cent., with two campaniles, barrel-vaulting, and a large crypt. Tlie

interior has been modernised. On the entrance -wall is a fresco

(JMeta) by Bramantino; in the sacristy is a picture by Gianpietrino

(Madonna and angels). — The. Via del Hollo leads hence to the W.
to the Piazza San Borromeo, which contains a statue of 8an CJarlo

Borromeo (p. 239) and also the old —
Palazzo Borromeo (No. 7; PL D, 5). In the late -Gothic

side-court of the palace are three frescoes, liistorically interesting;

for their subjects (card-jilayers, players at ball, and a rustic dance),

ascriljed to Michelino da liedozzo (ca. 1430). On tlie first story is a

*J'i("rjiRK Galleky (Pinacoteca) containing some important paint

ings and a few sculptures, chielly of the Lombard School (adm.,

see p. 156; no catalogue).
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I. KooM. Madonna with John the Baptist and St. Sebastian, an
alto-relief by Marco da San Michele (1525). Copies of ancient painting-s

(56. Cavalry engagement, hy Ercole de^ Roberti), etc. — II. Eoom. "^Andrea
Fusina, Madonna witli King Francis I., alto-relief; Desklerio da Setti-

gtmnoi?), Bust of a girl; 155. Giov. Ant. Boltraffio, Head of the Virgin
(fragment of a fresco). This room also contains some beautiful miniatures
upon copper. — III. Room. Paintings of the German and Netherlandish
schools, drawings, autographs, etc. — IV. Room, containing the chief
works of the collection. 9. Gianpietr'ino, Flora; Gaud. Ferrari, 10.

St. Sebastian, 12. Madonna with SS. Joseph and Anthony Abbas; 13.

Bern. Parentino, Bearing of the Cross; Gaud. Ferrari, 14. St. Rochus, 16.

Two Amoretti; *68. Bern. Luini, Susanna (half-length); 69. Fil. Mazzola,
Portrait (1468); 34. Luini, Holy Family ; 35. Bern. Zenale (not Borgognone),
Portrait of Andrea de' Novelli, Bishop of Alba; 36. PiyituriccMo, Bearing
of the Cross (1513); 37. Cesare da Sesto, Adoration of the Magi (early
work); 43. Lorenzo Lotto, Crucifixion; 40. Bart. Veneto, St. Catharine;
Borgognone, *41. Madonna enthroned, 45. Madonna by a rose-hedge;
Luini, *44. Madonna and saints, 47. Daughter of Herodias ; BorgognOne,
48. Christ blessing, 49. Madonna ; 50, 52. Vine. Foppa (not Borgognone),
Annunciation; 51. Lombard School {not Leon, da Vinci), Madonna; *72.

Bolti'affio, Madonna with the vase (early work).

A little to the IST.W., at No. 4 Via G-orani (PL D, 5), is the Casa
Bazzero, with a coHectioii of weapons and a view of the tower of

an ancient patrician castle (14th cent.), which is visible also from

the court of No. 2 Via Brisa. — The Via Santa Maria alia Porta

leads farther to the N.W. to the Coeso Magenta (tramway No. 15,

see p. 154), in which, to the right, is the Palazzo Litta (PI. 0, 5;

formerly Arese), built by Ricchini in 1648, with an imposing rococo

fagade and a handsome staircase and court, now occupied by the

offices of the State Railways (p. xvii). On the left rises the small

church of —
San Maurizio, or Chiesa del Monastero Maggiore (PI. 0, 5),

erected in 1503-19 by Giov.DolcebuorWj a pupil of Bramante.
The Interior contains numerous frescoes. Third chapel on the right

:

*Scourging of Christ and scenes from the martyrdom of St. Catharine,

painted by Luini in 1530. The ^Frescoes beside the high -altar also are

hy Luini (before 1525): below, to the left, SS. Cecilia and Ursula at the
sides of the tabernacle, with a beautiful figure of an angel. In the
lunette above is a kneeling figure of the donor, Alessandro Bentivoglio
(d. 1532; expelled from Bologna and buried here), with SS. Benedict, John
the Baptist, and John the Evangelist. Above, martyrdom of St. Maurice.
Below, to the right, SS. Apollonia and Lucia at the sides of the taber-
nacle, with the risen Christ; in the lunette, Ippolita Sforza, wife of
Bentivoglio, with SS. vScholastica, Agnes, and Catharine. Above, St. Sigis-

niund presents a model of the church to St. Maurice. In the centre is

the Assumption. The frescoes in the chapels at the sides of the entrance-
door are by Aurelio Luini and his j)npils. — Behind the high-altar lies

the Nuns' Choir, of the same size as the churcli itself. At the high-altar
is a series' of nine Frescoes of tlie Passion; below, the lifesize figures of
SS. Apollonia, Lucia, Catharine, Agatha, Sebastian, and Rochus, all by
Luini. Between the arches on the side-walls are medallions of saints, by
Borgognone (?). In the arches of the gallery above are medallions of
holy women, by Boltraffio.

In the Via Bernardino Luini, beyond the church, is an early-

mediieval tower, said to date from the days of Abp. Anspert (p. 182).

Farther on in the Corso Magenta, on the right, is situated the
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abbey-church of *Santa Maria delle Grazie (PI. B, 5), a Grothic

brick edifice of 1470-82. The elegant main portal is in the early-

Renaissance style. The choir and the sixteen -sided *Dome were
designed by Bramante (1492-97), but were not completed till the

16th century. The elaborate external decorations of the lower part

of the building, due to Bramante, are among the most charming
creations of the Early Renaissance.

Right Aisle. In the 2nd chapel, John the Baptist, an altar-piece
by Giul. Bugiardini. 4th chapel, frescoes by Gaudenzio Ferrari, the
Crucifixion, Christ crowned with thorns, Christ scourged (1542), angels
with the instruments of the Passion (on the vaulting). — In the Choir
are good stalls of the Renaissance, probably by Zenale and Fra Damiano
(ca. 1497). — Left Aisle. The gorgeous Cappella del Rosario, witli a

defaced fresco (Mater Misericordiae), by Bonifazio Bembo, contains the
mural tablet of Branda Castiglione (d. 1495), in the style of Giov. Ant.
Amadeo, and the family-tomb of the Delia Torre (p. 151), by Tommaso
and Francesco da Cazzaniga (1483; restored).

The Dominican Monastery to the N., used as a barrack

since 1796, has been restored hy Luca Beltrami. The first walk of

the cloisters, to the left of the choir of the church, is adjoined on the

N. by the Sacristy, which contains an altar-piece (John the Baptist

and donor) by Nice. Appiani, a pupil of Marco d'Oggiono. To the

right and left are relief-portraits of Lodovico il Moro and his son

Massimiliano, from Bambaia^s studio. The Renaissance cabinets

are adorned with charming paintings on wood. Through the small

central cloister and the chapter-house we reach the great W. walk,

incorporating the refectory (not accessible from this side).

A door marked 'Cenacolo Vinciano', in the N.W. angle of tlie

JMazza Santa Maria, is the present entrance to the refectory, con-

taining the celebrated **Last Supper of Leonardo da Vinci,
the great masterpiece of the artist (adm., see p. 150). The picture,

painted on the wall 'a tempera' probably before 1499, had already

suffered greatly from the peeling off of the colours by the middle

of tije 16th century. Tlie earlier restorations by Bellotti (ca. 1730),

Mazza (1770), andBarezzi (1860) seem to have been confined prac-

tically to the drapery and the architectonic background. Tlie paint-

ing was car<j fully cleaned and restored and tlic colours were fixed

.Sy Caveuaghi with mastic in 1908.
In the Name room arc exhil)it(Ml also RafTael Morj^hen's well-known cii-

KTlvin^, nuiiieroiiH phf)to^'raphs, inclndin;^ those of the drawing's at Weijiiar
orroueouflly attributed to ii(roiiar(b<, and conteniporaneous copies of the

threat fresr.o, by Andrea i:)olario, C'csarc drJ Mayno, Marco d^O<f(/i(>uo, An.t

.

'I*'. Olaxiatc, and Loniazzo. TIk; Htudy of the orif,'inal is iiuudi facilitated
by tn inHpection of these, thouj^h they arc all inferior to the v\)\\y at Poiitc

(.'apriasca (j». 15). Th*; ori^'inal ah)n(;, however, cxhibitK to ita full extent,

the emotionH which the nianter intended to exprcHs, and wiiich even the

bcKt copies fail to reproduce. Th(! uiotivi? of the work haw been widl
explained by Goct/ie: *Tiie artJKt r(!prenrntH the pjsirdul littb' b.ind

lound the Hacred table uk thunihT-ntnick by the MastcM-'M words, ()n«; of

you Hhall betray nie. They have been pronounced ; the whole couipuny
iM in diHiuay, while ho himMclf bowH his head with dowuouHt eyeH. HIh
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whole attitude, the motion of his arms and hands, all seem to repeat
with heavenly resignation, and his silence to confirm, the mournful words
**It cannot be otherwise. One fyoou shall betray me!" ' Comp. also p. Iviii.

The decorative mural paintings by Leonardo in the lunettes and

spandrels (Sforza coats-of-arms and garlands) are in almost as de-

plorable a condition as the Last Supper. The large fresco by Giov.

Donato Montorfano (Crucifixion) of 1495, opposite the Last

Supper, is better preserved. The kneeling figures of Buke Lodovico

11 Moro (p. 169) and his wife Bianca Maria with their children are

by Leonardo, but of these, in spite of free retouching, only scanty

traces remain.

The Via Caradosso and the Via Boccaccio lead hence to the

Castello (p. 172).

In the Piazzale Michelangelo Buonarotti, beyond the former

Porta Magenta (PI. A, 5), is the Casa di Riposo pei Musicisti, a

home of rest for musicians, established in 1899 by Verdi (d. 1901),

who is buried here. It contains also a Verdi Museum and a concert-

hall, with pictures by Dom. Morelli, Fil. Palizzi, and others; adm.

daily except Thurs. 2-5 p.m., 50 c.

From Santa Maria delle Grrazie the Via Bernardo Zenale and

the Via San Vittore lead to the S.E. to the church of San Vittore

al Corpo (PI. B, 6), a late-Renaissance building by Galeazzo Alessi

(1560), with elaborate internal decoration (stucco-work, choir-stalls

of 1583, cabinets of the 17th cent, in the sacristy). — A little

farther on, beyond the Via Carducci, part of the ancient route round

the ramparts, we reach the quiet Piazza Sant' Ambrogio (PI. C,

5, 6), with the old church of —
*Sant' Ambrogio (PI. C, 6), a Romanesque basilica, with

dome and atrium but no transept. The earliest church, dedicated

to SS. Gervasius and Protasius, was founded in 386 by St. Am-
brose (p. 150), who according to an ancient tradition baptized

St. Augustine here in 387. It was rebuilt by the Benedictines ca.

800, but of their work nothing remains except the chancel and the

Campanile dei M6naci (S.). The atrium was renewed by Archbp.
Anspert (868-881), and the greater part of the church was rebuilt

in the 12th century. The N. tower (Campanile dei Canonici) dates

from 1128. Under FederigoBorromeo(p. 17S) Bicchini restored the

arcades of the atrium and began the remodelling of the interior. The
excrescences of the 17-18th cent, were all removed by F. Schmidt
of Vienna (1858 et seq.) and by Gaet. Landriani (1865-89). It is

now intended to relieve the church of the disfiguring buildings

round it and to establish a museum.
The fine Atrium, containing remains of ancient tombstones, inscrip-

tions, and frescoes, seems, like the fagade, to have preserved the archi-
tectural forms of the original building. The latticed wooden door of the
church, with reliefs from tiie life of David (partly restored in 1750), dates
from the time of St. Ambrose.

The Interior has a spacious nave, peculiar side -galleries, and an
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octagonal cupola over the high-altar. It has been wholly redecorated
and contains many works of art. — In the 1st chapel of the left aisle,

a Eisen Christ, fresco by Borgognone. — Right aisle. On the right and
left of the side-entrance: frescoes by Gaudensio Ferrari, representing
the Bearing of the Cross, the three Maries, and the Descent from the Cross.

2nd Chapel: a fine kneeling statue of St. Marcellina, by Pacetti (1812).

5th Chapel : Legend of St. George, frescoes by Bernardino Lanini. The
first door to the left in the large 6th chapel leads to the Sagrestia delle

Messe, with ceiling-painting by Tiepolo (Ecstasy of St. Bernard). Through
the second door we enter the Cappella di San Satiro (generally closed;

very dark), the only relic of the original church, with mosaics (restored).
— In the chapel to the right of the choir is an altar-piece by B. Luini,
Madonna and saints (electric light turned on on request). — In front of

the choir (1.) are an early-Christian sarcophagus (6th cent.) and the pulpit
(restored after 1196), with rude late -Romanesque carvings. Above are

a bronze relief of St. Ambrose and a bronze eagle from the old pulpit

(10th cent. ?). — The *High Altar, also restored after 1196, still retains

its original decoration of ca. 835, the only intact example of its period.

This consists of reliefs on silver and gold ground (in front), enriched with
enamel and gems, executed by Volfvinius, a German (covered, shown
only on payment of 5 fr,). The 12th cent, canopy over the high -altar,

borne by four columns of porphyry from the original altar, is adorned
with Romanesque stucco ^Reliefs (recently regilded), in the style of

those at the Tempietto in Cividale (p. 435) and possibly the work of a

German Benedictine. The Tribuna contains fine Renaissance stalls, in a

naturalistic style, by Giac. del Maino and others (1469), and an ancient
episcopal throne. Above are early-Romanesque mosaics of the 9th cent.

:

Christ in the centre, at the sides St. Ambrose aud other saints. — To the

left of the choir is the tombstone of Pepin, son of Charlemagne (p. 299).

Opposite, at the N. entrance to the Crypt, is a fresco by Borgognone
(Christ among the Scribes). The modernized crypt contains a silver

reliquary (1898), in which are preserved the bones of SS. Ambrose, Pro-
tasius, and Gervasius.

Adjacent to the left aisle is an unfinished cloister, designed by
Bramante (1492), and afterwards rebuilt. — A good view of the

church is obtained from the forecourt of the Cistercian convent of

HanV Ambrogio (now a military hospital; PL C, 6). The two inner

courts, designed by Bramante, are inaccessible.

The Via Lanzone (PI. C, 6) leads hence to the S.E. to the Via
Torino (see below) and San Lorenzo (p. 184).

d. Along the Via Torino to the Southern Quarters of
the City. San Satiro, San Lorenzo, Sant' Eustorgio,

Ospedale Maggiore.

'I'he busy Via Touino (1^1. E, D, 5, 6; tramways Nos. 18 & 19,

see p. 154j begins at tlie 8.W. corner of the Piazza del Duomo.
To the left (best seen from the Via Cappellari) is the small churcli

of San Satiro (PI. E, 5, 6; closed 12-4, in winter 12-3), founded

by A\)\). Ans])ert (879), practically rebuilt in 1242, and re-erected

by hraniante and others al)Oiit 1480. The farade is modern. The
apparent choir is only j)ainted in pf^rspective. The octagonal *Bap-

tistery (originally the sacristy), ofT the right aisle, also by Jira-

mante (before 1488), is the gem of the early-Kenaissance in Jiom-

bardy; it has a beautiful frieze by Caradoaso (?), of putt! and heads

Baedeker's Northern Italy. 14th Kdit. 12
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in medallions. At the end of the left transept is a curious little

building with a cupola (Cappella della Pieta; 879), containing a

Pieta, in painted terracotta, by Caradosso (? usually covered).

Farther on in the Via Torino, to the right, is the church of

Sa7i Sebastiano (PL D, E, 6), a two-storied circular edifice in the

baroque style, by P. Tibaldi (1577); the frescoes in the dome are

modern. — The church of San Giorgio al Palazzo (PL D, 6),

also to the right, was founded in 750, rebuilt in 1600, and restored

in 1821 and 1909. It contains in the 1st chapel on the right a

St. Jerome by Gaud. Ferrari; in the 3rd chapel on the right,

paintings by Luini: above the altar, Entombment and Crowning
with thorns; at the sides. Scourging and Ecce Homo; in the dome.

Crucifixion (fresco).

Farther to the N.W., in the Piazza Mentana (PL D, 6), is a 31onitment
by Luigi Belli, erected in 1880 in memory of the Italians who fell at

Mentana. — In the Via San Caloeero, at the S.W. end of the old town,
is the interesting church of San Vincenzo in Prato (PI. B, C, 7), a ba-
silica without transepts, said to have been erected in 835, rebuilt in 1386,
long used for secular purposes, and skilfully restored by Landriani in

1885-88. Most of the columns are ancient; the choir-screens and ambones
(p. xxxvii) give a good idea of the primitive Christian arrangement. —
In the Via Marco d'Oggiono (PL C, 7), close to the Naviglio del Vallone
(harbour -canal), stands the large Albergo Popolare (PL C, 7), a 'poor
man's hotel' founded in 1900 by the Unione Cooperativa (p. 155).

To the S. the Via Torino is continued by the Corso di Porta
TiciNESE (PL D, 7, 8), in which, on the left, is a large *Colonnade
(PL D, 7) of sixteen Corinthian columns, the most important relic

of the Koman Mediolanum. Adjacent is the entrance to —
*San Lorenzo (PL D, 7), the most ancient church in Milan,

which was erected in 451 on the ruins of a Roman building, and

rebuilt about 560 under the influence of St. Sophia in Constan-

tinople and San Vitale in Ravenna. It was restored after a fire in

1071, and practically rebuilt by Martina Bassi about 1573. It is

octagonal in form, and covered with a dome. On the four principal

sides are large semicircular apses in two stories, each borne by foin'

columns alternately octagonal and round.
At the back of the high-altar is the Cappella di SanV Ippolito, dat-

ing originally from the 5th cent., with the tomb of Count Giov. Maiia
Visconti, by Marco Agrate (1559). — To the right of the church is the
almost equally ancient Cappella di SanVAquilino (closed), containing
old mosaics (Christ and the Apostles and Annunciation to the Shep-
herds, the latter freely restored), and an ancient Christian sarcophagus.
The entrance to the chapel from the church is adorned with an antique
marble frame, on which appears a Bacchante riding a goat (to the left).

Farther to the S., beyond the Naviglio, rises the convent-church

of —
Sant' Eustorgio (PL D, 8), a basilica with aisles and without

transepts, founded in the 4th cent., altered in the Grothic style in

1278, modernized in the 17th cent, by Ricchini, and restored in

the original style after 1862. The modern fagade is by Giov.
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Brocca (1865). In the Via Santa Croce, behind the choir, is the

elegant brick Portinari Chapel (see below).

1st Chapel to the right, Mural monument of G-iac. Stefano Brivio
(d. 1484), by Tommaso da Cazzaniga and Bened. Briosco; 4th Chapel to

the right, Gothic monument of Stefano Visconti (ca. 1359), by Bonino da
Campione (?); 6th Chapel, Monuments of Gaspare Visconti and his wife
Agnes (d. 1417). — Farther on, on the same side, the Cappella del Magi,
containing a relief of 1347 and a late-Roman sarcophagus, in which the
'bones of the Magi' were preserved until they were presented to the city
of Cologne by Frederick Barbarossa in 1164. By the high-altar are reliefs

of the Passion, dating from the 14th century. In a modern sarcophagus
(1900) below are deposited the bones of SS. Eustorgius, Magnus, and
Honoratus, three archbishops of Milan in the 4th century. — From the
choir we pass to the left into the *Cappella PoHinari, with a fine cupola
and a charming frieze of angels, built in 1462-68 by Michelozzo (p. 158)
for Pigello Portinari (d. 1468; p. 171) of Florence. It contains the mag-
nificent Gothic *Tomb, in marble, of St. Peter Martyr by Giov. diBalduccio
of Pisa (1339), This saint, the Dominican Fra Pietro of Verona, was
murdered in 1252 in the forest of Barlassina, in consequence of his per-
secution of heretics. The walls are adorned with *Frescoes of the four
Latin Fathers of the Church, scenes from the life of St. Peter Martyr,
the Annunciation, and the Assumption, by Vine. Foppa. — In the sacristy
is a Penitent St. Jerome, by Borgognone.

The adjacent Dominican Convent is now a barrack.

We follow the street to the Porta Ticinese (PI. D, 8), originally

intended to commemorate the Battle of Marengo, but inscribed in

1815 'Paci Popiilorum Sospitae'. We then turn to the E. along the

Via Gian Galeazzo to the old Porta Lodovica (PL E, 8), whence
we follow the Corso San Celso (PL E, 8, 7), to the left, to the

church of —
Santa Maria presso San Celso (PL E, 8), built in the .Re-

naissance style by Giov. Dolcehuono (p. 180), Cristof. Solarij and
others after 1493. It possesses a handsome atrium (1514-26), at-

tributed to Bern. Zenale^ and an over-decorated marble fagade de-

signed by Galeazzo Alessi and executed by Martino Bassi (1569-

72). The sculptures are by Ann. Fontana and Stoldo Lorenzi.
The Interior is in the form of a basilica with coffered barrel-vaulting

over the nave, a dodecagonal cupola, and an ambulatory. By the 2uu
altar to the right, *Holy Family and St. Jerome, by Paris Bordone; the
fiipola is decorated with frescoes hy Andr. Appiani (1795), in the classicist

style; to the left of the high-altar, *Statue of the Virgin (Assunta, from
the facade) by Ann. Fontana; in the ambulatory, Gaudenzio Ferrarij
Baptism of Christ, and Moretto, Conversion of St. Paul ; at the beginning
of the left aisle, Borgognone, Madonna and saints. The 2nd chapel on
the left contains a sarcophagus witli tlu; relics of St. Celsus. — In the
sacristy are a marble lavabo and Hp(;cimcns of goldsmith's work.

Adjacent is the Romanesque church of aSW Celso, docked of

its W. half in 1826 and now possessing few remains of the orig-

inal structure.

At the N. end of the Corso San Celso is the Piazza SanV Eu-
femia, in which, to the right, stands the church of that name
(PL E, 7), dating originally from the 5th cent., but repeatedly

restored (last in 1870;. In the third chapel on the left is a Madonna

12»
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with saints and angels, by Marco d'Oggiono. — On the S. side of

the Piazza is the church of San Paolo (PL E, 7), a richly or-

namented building of the middle of the 16th century. The archi-

tectural decorations of the fagade already illustrate the principles

of the later baroque style, and this is seen even more strongly in

the interior, which is adorned with frescoes by the brothers Giulio,

Antonio, and Vincenzo Campi (p. 245).

The Via Amedei leads hence towards the N. In the third side-

street on the left, the Yia Olmetto, is the Congregazione di Caritci

(PI. D, E, 6), formerly the Pal. Archinti; the ceiling of the hall

containing the archives is decorated with large frescoes by Griov.

Bom.Tiepolo, representing the Triumph of the Arts. — To the right

(No. 4) in the Via Piatti, which leads back to the Via Torino (p. 183),

is the Casa Pozzobonello, with a pretty early-Renaissance court.

Between these streets and the Piazza Sant' Alessandro extends

the huge Palazzo Trivulzio (PL D, E, 6), with a handsome baroque

portal and valuable art -collections (adm. by introduction only).

Sculptures : Two early-Christian diptyches (6th cent.) ; tomb of Azzone
Visconti (1328-39), from San Grottardo, by Giov. di Balduccio^ to whom
is ascribed also the relief of Louis the Bavarian investing Azzone Vis-
conti as imperial viceregent ; statuette of a warrior, being a bronze copy
of one of the figures of Leon, da VincVs first model for the equestrian
monument to Franc. Sforza (p. 158); a relief-portrait by Cristoforo Solari

;

reliefs from the tomb of Piero Visconti (from San Marco) by Tommaso
da Cazzaniga and Ben. Briosco ; marble bust of Philip 11. of Spain, by
Leo7ie Leoni. Paintings : Antonello da Messina, Portrait (1476) ; Mantegna,
Madonna enthroned, with saints and angels (1497) ; Giov. Bellini, Madonna;
Bramantino, Madonna and saints, also twelve sketches for tapestries

with representations of the months. — The library (Biblioteca Trivulziana

;

6000 vols, and 3000 MSS.) contains a Dante codex of 1337, a few leaves
from the Heures de Turin (p. 45), a MS. of Leonardo da Vinci, etc.

Opposite, on the E. side of the piazza, stands the church of

Sant' Alessandro (PL E, 6), erected after 1602 by Lor. Binago

;

the W. fagade (restored in 1905), with two towers, is a copy of

Santa Maria di Carignano in Genoa (p. 114). The fine interior has

elaborate decorations of the end of the 17th century.

From the Piazza Sant' Alessandro we follow the Via Zebedia

to the E. to the Corso di Porta Romana, the continuation of the

Via Carlo Alberto, which leads to the Porta Romana. To the left

in this street rises the church of —
SanlSTazaro (PI. F, 6, 7), perhaps a foundation of the 4th cent.,

restored in the 12th cent, and in 1578.
Interior. The Cappella Santa Caterina, on the left, contains one of

the chief works of Bernardino Lanini (1546), a large fresco representing
the martyrdom of St. Catharine, painted in imitation of the similar picture
in the Brera by Lanini's master Gaudenzio Ferrari (p. 169) ; on the right
are a carved Gothic altar and ancient Swiss stained -glass windows. —
A side-entrance admits to the octagonal sepulchral chapel of the Trivulzi,
resembling a fortress, built by Franc. Briosco (1518), and containing the
tomb of Marshal Gian Giac. Trivulzio (1436-1518) and his two wives,
Margherita Colleoui and Beatrice de Avalos, by Bart, delta Porta (?).
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In the priests' house (Canonica) is preserved the silver *Relic[uary of

St. Nazarius (4th cent.), a Greek-oriental work conceived in an entirely

antique manner (Christ as a youthful ruler of the world).

To the KE. of San Nazaro, in the Via dell' Ospedale, is the —
*OspedaIe Maggiore (PL F, 6), the first municipal hospital,

founded in 1456 by Franc. Sforza, a vast and remarkably fine brick

structure, about 935 ft", long and 395 ft. broad, with a main
central court and eight subsidiary courts. The *S. wing was begun

after 1462 (?) in the 'Lombard transition style', a mixture of Gothic

and Renaissance forms, by Antonio Filay^ete (p. 158), with the

assistance of Guiniforte Solari (p. 191) and other Lombard archi-

tects. The smaller courts on the S. side (especially the graceful

Cortile dei Preti; 1486) and the S. colonnade of the *Main Court

show a gradual approximation to the style of Bramante. The central

part of the facade (with its Gothic windows and baroque portal),

the other three sides of the main court, and the church are creations

of JRicchini (1624-49); the N". wing of the hospital was completed

by Pietro Castelli at the end of the 18tli century. , The edifice is

entirely covered externally with terracotta, in a style frequently

observed in other Milanese buildings, but the older parts of the

facade, with its rich window-mouldings, are superior to any other

structure of the kind at Milan.
From the hack of the hospital the Via San Barnaha leads to the

Botonda (PI. H, 6; open on Thurs. & Sun., 10-4; adm. 50 c.), built by
yVrrigone and dedicated by the Viceroy Eugene Bcauharnais in 1809 as a

J'antheon Nazionalc. It now contains a collection of portraits of bene-
factors of the Ospedale Maggiore, from the 16th cent, to the present day.
— In the Via Guastalla, the first cross-street of the Via San Barnaba,
is the Synagogue (PI. G, 6), by Luca Beltrami (1892). - San Pietro in
Gessatej see p. 188.

From the Barriera Vittoria (PL H, 5) the Corso Ventiduc Marzo leads
to the Aer6dro?no, opened in 1910.

A little to the N. of the Ospedale Maggiore is the Piazza Santo

Stefano (PL F, 6), with the old church of Santo Stefano (practically

rebuilt in the 16th cent.), in which Galeazzo Maria Sforza (p. 151)

was murdered in 1476. — Hard by is tlic Piazza del Verzierc

(PI. F, G, 5), used as a vegetable-market. We may now return to

the W. by the Via Tenaglie and the Piazza Fontana (PI. F, 5),

with its graceful Fovntain (by G. Piermarini), to the Piazza del

Duonio, or we may follow the Via Ccsare P>eccaria to tlie N. to the

Palazzo (li Giustizia (Tl. F, 5), a baroque structure by Seregni(?),

with a courtyard of later date (1605); to the left of the portal is a

tablet conimemoratlug Silvio Pellico and the other Italian patriots

committed by the Austrians to the fortress of Spielberg in 1821
(cornp. [). UW). Adjacent is the Piazza l^.-ccaria, with a good statue

of Bercaria (p. 165), by Gius. Oraiidi (1871). — The Via Cesare

Bcccaria ends on the N. at the Corso Vittorio Emanueic (p. 188).
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e. East Quarters of the City. The Corso Vittorio
Emanuele and its Side Streets. Giardini Pubblici.

On the N.E. side of the cathedral begins the Corso Yittobio

Emanuele (PL F, 5; tramway No. 2, see p. 154), which, with its

prolongation, the Corso Venezia (PI. Gr, H, 4, 3), leads to the Griar-

dini Pubblici. This is the principal business-street in Milan, con-

taining the best shops. At No. 23, on the left, is an antique statue,

known as 4'uomo di pietra'. Farther on is the church of San Carlo
(PI. F, 4, 5), a rotunda by Amati (1836-47) in the style of the

Pantheon at Kome, dedicated to San Carlo Borromeo (p. 239). The
adjacent Galleria de^ Cristoforis., occupied by shops, was erected

by Pizzala in 1830-32.

To the right, farther on, at the corner of the Corso Venezia

and the Via Monforte, is the small Romanesque church of San
Bahila (PI. G-, 4), with a new fagade (1905). In front of the church

is an old Column with a lion.

To the S. of the Via Monforte, in the Via del Conservatorio, is

the large conventual church of Santa Maria della Passione
(Pl.H, 5), 'amori et dolori sacrum', begun in the Renaissance style in

1485, with an octagonal dome (164 ft. high) by Crist. Solari (1530),

a later nave, and a fagade by Rusnati in an unbridled baroque style

(1692).
It contains a Last Supper by Gaud. Ferrari (left transept; freely

restored), a *Pieta by Luini (behind the high- altar; with a predella,

representing scenes from the life of Constantine and Helena, the earliest

known work of this master, showing the influence of Borgognone and
Bramantino), and the tomb of Abp. Birago, the founder of the church,

by Andrea Fusina (14.95). The pilasters are adorned with figures of

saints by Daniele Crespi (1622). The ceiling of the sacristy was painted
by Borgognone (ca. 1505).

The Reale Conservato7^io di Musica Giuseppe Verdi occupies

the old Lateranensian monastery. — A little to the S.W., near the

Corso di Porta Vittoria, is the Gothic monastic church of SanPietro
in Gessate(Pl. Gr, 5), rebuilt about 1460-1506. This contains much
defaced frescoes hj Bern. Butinojie and Bern. Zenale (scenes from
the life of St. Ambrose), the painfully realistic monument of Am-
brogio Grrifo (d. 1493) l3y C. Solaris and elaborate baroque choir-

stalls. The Benedictine cloisters, with two early-Renaissance courts

(1500), are now occupied by the Orfanotrofio^ or orphanage.

We now return to the Corso Venezia. On the left, on this side

of the canal, is the Archiepiscopal Seminary (PI. F, Gr, 4 ; No. 29),

by Gius. Meda (1570), with a baroque portal (by Ricchini) and a

fine court with a two-story arcade. — Farther on, to the right

(No. 16),. is the Casa Fontana (now Silvestri)^ of the middle of

the 15th cent., with scanty traces of fagade-paintings by Bramante,
to whom is ascribed also a frieze in one of the rooms.

In the A-^ia del Senato, which diverges to the left by the Naviglio,
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stands (1.) the church of San Pietro Celestino (PI. G-, 4), with an

interior in an extravagant baroque style (1728). On the right

No. 10), adjoining the Boschetti (see below), is the Palazzo del
Senato (PL Gr, 3; formerly CoUegio Elvetico)., built about 1600
by Fdbio Mangone, now containing the provincial archives; in

one of the handsome courts is an admirable equestrian statue of

Napoleon III. (bronze), by Barzaghi.
Farther on in the Corso Yenezia, to the right, No. 22, is the

Palazzo Ser'belloni (PI. Gr, 4), a classicist building by Simone
Cantoni (1794), with a collection of old musical instruments, some
artistic treasures (Antonello da Messina, Bramantino, Moretto, and

others), and a large garden. — On the left, farther on, Nos. 59-61,

is the Pal. Ciani (PL Gr, 3), by Casati (1861), with rich ornamen-

tation in terracotta. On the right (No. 56) is the Pal. Rocca-
Saporiti (PL Gr, 3), by Grius. Perego (1812), in the 'classicist' style,

with reliefs by Marchesi. — A little farther on, to the left, stands

the *Museo Civico di Storia Naturale (PI. Gr, 3), a tasteful

brick building by Griov. Ceruti, erected in 1892-94 and enlarged in

1907-8. It contains the natural history collections of the city.

Adm., see p. 156. Catalogue (1908) 20 c.

The *Giardiiii Pubblici (PI. F, G, 2, 3), between the Corso

Venezia and the Via Manin, are probably the most beautiful public

park in Italy, with their tasteful flower-beds, their ponds, and their

picturesque groups of venerable trees. They were laid out in

1782-85 and extended in 1856-58 (45 acres). Concerts, see p. 155.

On a small island in the middle of the park is a marble statue of

the Milanese dialect poet Carlo Porta, byPuttinati. Bronze figures

commemorate Ant. Stoppani, the geologist (1824-91), Ant. Rosmini
(p. 238), and other worthies. The high-lying N. portion of the gardens,

known as the Montemerlo (cafe-restaurant), is skirted by the chest-

nut avenue of the Bastioni di Porta Venezia (PI. Gr, F, 2, 1 ; p. 164).

On the S. side of the park, in the Via Palestro, is the Villa

Reale (PL Gr, 3), erected by L. Pollack for Gen. Belgioioso in 1790
and presented to Napoleon by the Cisalpine Republic in 1802. It

contains a few works of art. The Giardino Reale possesses a

small lake and is separated by a small canal from the Boschetti

(1785), an avenue with trees and monuments. — In the Via Manin
stands the Palazzo Melzi, containing paintings by Ccsare da Scsto,

etc. — Piazza Cavour, see p. 164.

f. The Cemeteries.

To the N.W. of the Vorta Volta (V\. C, D, 1) and at the ter-

minus of tramway No. 6, mentioned at p. 154, lies the Cimit^ro
Monumentale (50 acres), designed by C. Marcifuhini. Tt is en-

closed by rolonnadcfl and is one of the finest 'cam pi santi' in It.'lly.

(Guides, who speak French or German, I'/a fr. for each person.)
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The numerous and handsome monuments form a veritable museum
of modern Milanese sculpture (p. 159). Adjoining the entrance is

the J^arnediOy a large building with the tombs of Al. Manzoni

(p. 19 5) and other celebrated Milanese; the wings are used as Co-

lumbaria. In the corner to the left is the Cimitero degli Acattolici

(for Protestants, etc.), and to the right is the Cimitero degli Ehrei.

In the last (N.W.) section is situated the Tempio Crematoi^ioj

erected in 1876 (inspection permitted).

The Cimitero di Musocco, 3 M. to the N.W. of the Porta del

Sempione (p. 177), was laid out in 1895 and is twice the size of the Cimi-
tero Monumentale. It is reached by the Co7'so del Sempione (PI. B, A, 2, 1)

and the Via Cenisio (tramway), the latter beginning at the Piazza Cenisio,

to the W. of the Cimitero Monumentale.
Near the Via MacMahon, a few hundred yards to the N. of the Via

Cenisio, lies the dilapidated Palazzo della Simonetta, built in 1547
by Dom. Gidntallodi for Ferrante Gonzaga, Duke of Gruastalla, formerly
a model example of the brilliant suburban villas of the Renaissance.

Excursion from Milan to the Certosa di Pavia.
To visit the Certosa di Pavia we may use either the Railway to Cer-

tosa, on the Pavia-Grenoa line (R. 38), or the Pavia Steam Tramway as

far as Torre di Mdngano. The railway starts from the Central Station
and takes 1/2-I ^i"- (express return-fares 5 fr. 15, 3fr. 60; comp. p. 240).

The tramway starts about every 2 hrs. outside the Porta Ticinese (PI. D, 8;
electric tramway No. 19, from the Piazza del Duomo, see p. 154) and takes

IV2 hr. (return-fares 2 fr., 1 fr. 30 c). One-horse cab from either station

to the Certosa, 50 c. each; omn. 30 c. The excursion takes 1/2 day.

The district traversed between Milan and Pavia consists of

alternate stretches of meadow (marcite, p. 150), rice-fields (p. 150),

and underwood, and offers little of interest. At (4Y2 M.) Rogoredo
the Railway diverges to the S. from the line to Piacenza (p. 434).

51/2 M- Chiaravalle Milanese (3 M. from the Porta Ro-

mana, p. 186) is noted for its Cistercian ^Church, a fine brick

edifice with a lofty tower, in the Romanesque style, founded by
St. Bernard of Clairvaux and dedicated in 1221. The interior, in

the transition style but partly modernized, is adorned with frescoes

by Milanese painters of the 15th cent, (dome), Bramante (*Scourging

of Christ; N. transept), and B. Luini (Madonna; N. transept). The
elaborate baroque choir-stalls are by Carlo Graraviglia (1640). The
S. side of the church is adjoined by a graceful little cloister. —
I2Y2 ^' Villamaggiore.

17 Y2 ^- Stazione della Certosa (Hot.-Restaurant de la Yille,

L. 3 fr.), whence two routes lead along the enclosing wall (right

and left) to the entrance (W. side) of the Certosa (walk of Y4 hr.).

The Steam Tkamway follows the highroad and passes (10 M.) Binasco,
with an ancient castle, in which the jealous Duke Filippo Maria Visconti
caused his noble and innocent wife Beatrice di Tenda (p. 56) to be put
to death iu 1418. The station of (151/2 M.) Torre del 3Idngano (Caffe-

Ristorante Vittoria, on the road to the Certosa, unpretending; Ristor.
Milano, to the S. of the Certosa), on the Naviglio di Pavia (p. 157), lies

about 3/4 M. to the W. of the Certosa.
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The *Certosa di Pavia, or Carthusian monastery, the splen-

did memorial of the Milan dynasties, was begun in 1396 by Gian
Galeazzo Yisconti (p. 151) in fulfilment of a vow made by his wife

Catharina. The monastic buildings were completed (with the

exception of the cloisters) soon after Galeazzo's death, under the

direction oi Beym. da Venezia, Cristof. da Conigo, and others;

while the church, along with the cloisters, was continued after

1453 by Guiniforte Solari (d. 1481) in the Lombard transition

style (p. 187), with exterior arcading and elaborate terracotta or-

naments. The fagade of white marble (from Carrara and Candoglia,

pp. 144, 5) was begun in 1473 by Crist. Mantegazza and Giov.

Ant. Amadeo, and the lower part was completed after 1492 on

Amadeo's model. The warlike commotions of the time kept the

upper part unfinished. The monastery was suppressed under Em-
peror Joseph II. in 1782, but iu 1843-81 was reoccupied by the

Carthusians, and is now a 'National Monument'.
An inspection of the Certosa, which is open from 8.30 to 5.30

in summer and from 9 to 4 in winter (on Sun. & holidays, except

Xew Year's Day, Easter Sunday, and Whitsunday, 9-3), takes

1-2 hrs. (adm, 1 fr. 30 c. Sun. free; guide imperative, gratuities

forbidden).

Beyond the Vestibule (ticket-office), with sadly-damaged fres-

r(»es by Bern. Lvini (SS. Sebastian and Christopher) and others,

we enter the Piazzale, or forecourt, surrounded by the former Far-
macia or laboratory (now a liqueur-distillery), the Foresteriaj or

strangers' lodging-house, and the Palazzo Ducale (now a Museinn,

[). 193), built about 1625 by Franc. Ricchini for distinguished visi-

tors to the monastery. On the E. side of the court rises the cele-

brated facade of the church.

The **Facade, unquestionably the finest example of early-

Renaissance decorative work in N. Italy, is perhaps the most
masterly creation of its kind of the 15th century. Its design, in-

dependent of tlie antique orders of architecture, is in the Lombard-
Romanesque style of graduated cliurcli-fronts , with projecting

pillars and transverse arcades, wliile within these well-defined

structural features it embraces a wonderful and judiciously distri-

buted wealth of ornament. -- The plinth is adorned with medallions

of Roman emperors, above which are reliefs representing Biblical

history and scenes from the life of Gian Galeazzo (including the

transference of the bones of the founder to the Certosa in 1474).

Relow tlie four magnificent windows, })y Arnadeo, is a row of

ingels' heads, and above them are niclies with numerous statues.

A relief by the main portal, which was completed in 1501 by Ben.
/irioscOj represents the dedication of the church in 1497. The
statues on the top are hy Briosro^ Andrea Fitsina, [I'amagfrino^

Gian Giacomo delta Borta, Cristoforo f^olari^ ajid others.
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Before entering the church, we should take a glance (from the

rear) at the choir and central tower.

The beautiful and spacious *Interior has a purely Gothic nave,

supported by eight handsome pillars, with aisles and 14 chapels;

while Renaissance forms begin to appear in the transepts and choir

(each with a triple absidal ending) and in the dome above the

crossing. The originally handsome decorations designed by Bor-
gognone(?) and the fine stained-glass windows of the 15th cent,

have partly disappeared. Most of the altar-pieces and the present

florid enrichments of the chapels date from the 17th century. The
beautiful choir-screen of iron and bronze was executed about 1660
by Fr. Villa and P. P. Ripa. The mosaic pavement, originally

laid down by Rinaldo de Stauris (ca. 1460), was restored in 1850.
"We begin in the Left Aisle. 1st Chapel. Grraceful Renaissance foun-

tain (lavabo) by the brothers Mantegazza. 2nd Chapel. Altar-piece by
Pietro Perugino, of which only the central part, above, representing Grod

the Father, is original, the other parts being now in the National Gallery
in London. Adjacent are the four Latin Church Fathers, by Borgognone. —
In the 6th Chapel : Borgognone, St. Ambrose with four other saints (1490).

Left Transept: *Figures of Lodovico il Moro and his wife Beatrice d'Este
(d. 1497) , from the unfinished monument of the latter, one of the chief
works of Crist. Solari, brought in 1564 from Santa Maria delle Grazie in
Milan (p. 181) and restored in 1891. In front of the altar is a handsome
bronze candelabrum by Ann. Fontana (1580). The ceiling -fresco is by
Borgognone (?) : Coronation of the Virgin, with the kneeling figures of
Franc. Sforza and Lodovico il Moro.

The Old Sacristy, to the left of the choir, has a fine marble portal
with seven portraits of the Visconti and Sforza families ; in the interior

is a fine carved-bone altar-piece, in 66 sections, by Bald, degli Eynbriachi
of Venice (1409). — The Choir contains a fine altar by Ambrogio Volpi
and others (1568) ; beneath, in front, is a small Pieta, a charming relief-

medallion. The *Choir Stalls are adorned with inlaid figures of apostles
and saints, executed by Bart, de^ Polli ofModena and other artists (1486-

98) from drawings by Borgognone. The frescoes on the vaulting are by
Daniele Crespi. — The door to the right of the choir, handsomely framed
in marble and with seven portraits of Milanese princesses, leads to the
Lavabo, which contains a rich Renaissance fountain by Alb. Mafflolo of
Carrara (1490), a fresco by Bern. Luini (Madonna with the carnation),
and a stained-glass window of 1477.

Right Transept : magnificent *Monument of Gian Galeazzo Visconti,
begun in 1494-97 by Gian Cristoforo Romano and Ben. Briosco, but not
finished until 1562 (by Galeazzo Alessi and others). The ceiling-frescoes,

by Borgogno7ie(?), represent Gian Galeazzo, holding the original model
of the church, and his sons kneeling before the Virgin. — The adjoining
Sagrestia Nuova, has a large altar-piece, an *Assumption by A. Solario
(completed in 1576 by Bern. Campi). In the desk-cases arc choir-books
of 1551 and 1567.

An elegant early -Renaissance portal, by Amadeo and others (1466),

leads from the right transept to the *Front Cloisters (Chiostro della

Fontana), which possess slender marble columns and charming decorations
in terracotta by Rinaldo de Stauris (1463-78). Fine view from the front

of the Refectory (W. side) of the side of the church and the S. transept.
— Around the Great Cloisters (Grande Chiostro), which also have fine

terracotta decorations by R. de Stauris, are situated 24 small houses for-

merly occupied by the monks, each consisting of three rooms with a loggia
and a small garden. On the park-gate, by the brothers Mantegazza, is a

relief of Catharina Visconti (p. 191).
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We now re-enter the church. Right Aisle. In the 2nd Chapel: Guer-
cino, Madonna enthroned, with two saints (1641; injured). 3rd Chapel:
Borgognone, St. Sirus and four other saints (1491). The well-preserved
ceiling -decoration is by lac. de Motis (1491). 4th Chapel: Borgognone,
Crucifixion (1490). Gth^Chapel: Altar-piece by lfac?'mo (Z'^Zba (1496 ; the
four Evangelists above are by Borgognone).

The Palazzo Ducale (p. 191) has been occupied since 1901 by the
Certosa Museum, containing photographs and casts (groundfloor), draw-
ings (incl. designs for a baroque fagade), and fragments of sculpture. The
most important painting is Bart. 3Iontagna'S, *Madonna enthroned with
saints and angelic musicians (1490), with side -pictures by Borgognone.
* Pavia, whlcli lies 5 M. to the S. of the Certosa, and the rail-

way thence to Voghera and Genoa, are described in R. 38.

26. Prom Milan to Lecco and Colico via
Monza (Ckiave^ina, Tirano).

.56 M. Railway (electric) in 21/2-3V2 lirs. (fares 10 fr. 45, 7 fr. 35, 4 fr.

70 c. ; express, 11 fr. 50, 8 fr. 5, 5 fr. 25 c). The 'Lightning Express'
(July 15th to Sept. 15th) takes 21/4 hrs. Through and return tickets may
be obtained for Tremezzo, Cadenabbia, Bellagio, and Menaggio. — Comp.
the Maps, pp. 254, 204.

The line to Lecco is identical with the St. Grotthard Railway

(R. 3} as far as Monza and traverses a fertile and w^ell-irrigated

plain, luxuriantly clothed with vineyards, mulberry-plantations, and

fields of maize. — 4^/3 M. f^esto San Giovanni^ an industrial suburb

of Milan, with steel-works, carriage-factories, iron-foundries, etc.

8 M. Monza. - - TIotels. Eden Hotel Savoia, Piazzale Eden, 1 M.
from the station, R. IVa-SVzfr.; Alh. del Parco, Alh. Sport, both IV2 M.
from the station, opposite the entrance to the palace park, with gardens

;

Castello e Falcone, at the station, unpretending.

—

Restaurant. Trattoria
nl Duomo, Piazza del Duomo. — Caffe-Ristorante Galizia, Piazza Roma. —
Cabs. Per drive ^/^ fr. : per V2 ^^- ^^ the town 1 fr., each addit. V2 ll^*•

70 c. : outside the town 2 and 1 fr.

Monza (532 ft.), a town on the Lamhro, with 27,800 inhah.,

Itas been the coronation-town of the kings of Lombardy since the

1 1th cent. (comp. p. 240). Leaving the station and following the

Via Italia to the right, we pass the church of Santa Maria in

Strata (second on the right), with a Gothic brick fagade of ca.

1393 ('interior modernized), and in 10 min. reach the Piazza Roma,
the centre of the town, with the Gothic Afnnicipio or town-hall,

called also Palazzo Arencjario (131h cent., restored in 1890). —
To the riglit, at the end of the Via Napoleone, is tlie Piazza del

Duomo, in which rises the —
Catiikdral (San Giovanni)., tlie chief o])jeci of interest. Ti

was erected in the 14th cent, in the TvOmbard-Gotliic style ])y

Mattoo (la C(iru])\<inp on tlic site of a church founded in 590 by

the Longobard quecMi Theodolinda and afterwards replaced l)y a

Ronianesfpie structure. The interior, with })oth aisles flanked hy

chapels, lias been almost entirely mo(l<'rnizefl since the t7tb eenl

ury. The line faeade, with a large rose- window, was restorj-d in
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1889-1901. Above the portal is a very curious Romanesque relief

representing Queen Theodolinda amid her treasures ; below, the

Baptism of Christ. The campanile, burnt down in 1740, has been

re-erected since 1891.
Interior. In the right transept is a curious relief representing the

coronation of a German king, from the former imperial gallery by M. da
Campione (now the organ-loft). — The chapel to the left of the choir,

restored in 1890, contains the plain sarcophagus of Queen Theodolinda
(14th cent.) and frescoes of scenes from her life by the Zavattari (1444).

Here is preserved also the celebrated Iron Crown (Corona Ferrea), sup-
posed to have been the royal crown of the Longobards, with which the
German emperors were crowned as kings of Italy, from the 13th cent,

onwards. This venerable relic was used at the coronation of the Emp.
Charles V. in 1530, of Napoleon at Milan in 1805, and of Emp. Ferdinand I.

in 1838. It consists of a broad hoop of gold adorned with precious stones,

round the interior of which is a thin strip of iron, said to have been made
from a nail of the true Cross brought by the Empress Helena from Palestine.

(Fee for seeing the crown and treasury, 5 fr.) — The ^Treasury (fee 1 fr.)

contains several objects of historical interest: a hen with seven chickens
in silver-gilt (on a modern copper base), perhaps representing Lombardy
and its seven provinces, executed by order or Queen Theodolinda; the
queen's crown, fan, and comb; a richly-adorned book -cover with an in-

scription of Theodolinda ; fine diptychs of the 4-6th cent. ; reliquary of

Berengarius I.
;
goblet of sapphire, with a stem of Gothic workmanship

;

Gothic goblet of Gian Galeazzo Visconti ; Gothic carvings in ivory.

To the N. of the town, about ^4 ^- fi'oni the Piazza Roma, lies

the YiLLA Reale, reached by following the tramway -line and

crossing the Piazza Vittorio Emanuele; it was formerly the royal

summer-palace and stands in an extensive and beautiful park, tra-

versed by the Lambro. The mansion, in the 'classicist' style, was
built about 1777 by Gius. Piermarini for Archduke Ferdinand,

Grovernor of Lombardy. A drive in the park is attractive (entrance

near the terminus of the tramway, 6 min. from the Villa); cyclists

are admitted.

The Via Regina Margherita and the Via Matteo da Campione
lead from the vicinity of the Villa to the Expiatory Chapel (1910),

in the crypt of which is a block of stone marking the spot on which
King Humbert I. was assassinated, on July 29th, 1900. The chapel,

designed by Sacconi, is richly embellished with mosaics and orien-

tal marble.
From Monza to Bergamo, 24 M., steam- tramway in 21/4 hrs. The

chief intermediate stations are (51/2 M.) Vimercatc and (131/2 M.) Trezzo
sitlVAdda (615 ft. ; Alb. Trezzo), with the picturesque ruins of a Castle

of the Visconti (adm. 50 c), in which Gian Galeazzo (p. 151) confined his

uncle Bernabo. The Martesana (p. 157) diverges here, and its old sluices are

said to have been constructed by Leonardo da Vinci. — Bergamo, see p. 248.

Other steam -tramways run from Monza: 1. Past the royal park to

(71/2 M.) Car^ate Brianza. 2. Via (41/2 M.) Arcore (see below), (11 M.) Monti-
cello (1330 ft. ; Posta, R. 1-2 fr.), a favourite summer-resort in the Brianza
(p. 196), and (13 M.) Ba'^^zanb (1215 ft.), to (20 M.) Oggiono (p. 202).

The lines to Lecco and to Como divide at Monza. The former

skirts the S.E. slopes of the beautiful range of hills of the Brianza
(p. 196). — I2V2 M. (from Milan) Arcore (630 ft.), see above. —
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I5Y2 M- Usmate-Carnate is also a station on the line from Se-

regno to Bergamo (p. 18). — 18 Y2 ^- Cernusco - Merate. The
village of Merate (945 ft.; Albergo del Sole), 1 M. to the E. of the

station, has a large factory (Stabilimento Gravazzi) and pretty villas.

From the rail, station a pleasant excursion (1 hr.) may be taken to

the X.W. to the lofty Montevecchia (1570 ft. ; Alb. della Pianta). The
church of Montevecchia commands an excellent view of the Lombard
plain, Milan, Cremona, Novara, and part of the Brianza, etc. "We may
descend hence to the W., with a guide, to (IV4 hr.) Missaglia (1065 ft.;

Alb. Missaglia) and go on thence to (1/2 hr.) Monticello (p. 194).

21 M. Olgiate-Molgora. Beyond a tunnel a view of the valley

of the Adda is obtained to the right. The train descends, crosses

the river, and joins the Lecco and Bergamo line (R. 42) at (27 Y2 ^0
Calolzio (780 ft.), which is magnificently situated at the foot of

the mountains, on the E. bank of the small Lago di Olginate. —
Thence we skirt the E. bank of the Lago di Garlate via (28 Ya ^^0

Vercurago-San-GirolamOj which lies below the hill of San Gi-

rolamo (1340 ft.; view), with a pilgrimage-church and a ruined

castle. 30 M. Maggianico, with a hydropathic establishment.

32 M. Lecco. — The Railway Station (fair restaurant) lies on the

E. side of the town, 1/2 M. from the pier (Pontile); omn. 1 fr. (included
in through-fare), trunk 25 c.

Hotels. *Croce di Malta ed Italia, Piazza Garibaldi 6, with restaurant,
R. from 2V2, omn. ^/^fr., Hot. Mazzoleni, R. 2-5, omn. 1 fr., well situated at

the pier, these two with central heating; Alb. Corona, Via Cavour 31, near
the station, a fair Italian house. — Caffe Teatro, Piazza Mazzini (beer).

Post & Telegraph Office, Piazza Craribaldi.

Lecco (1(}() ft.) is an industrial town with 10,400 inhab. and silk,

cotton, and iron manufactories, magnificently situated at the W. base

of Mte. Resegone (p. 194) and at the S. end of the Lake of Lecco or

E. arm of the Lake of Como (p. 204), from which the Adda here

emerges. The Via Cavour, the chief thoroughfare, connects the rail,

station with the Piazza Garibaldi, near the harbour. Just to the S.

is the Piazza Mazzini, whence we ascend, along the L^orrente Cal-

done.^ to the Largo Alessandro Manzoni, where a statue by Confalo-

nieri, commemorates Alessandro Manzoni (b. in Milan 1785, d.

1M73;, the poet; tlie pedestal is decorated with reliefs froniManzoni's

'I JVoiiiessi Sposi', the scene of which is partly laid iu Lecco.

From the Largo Manzoni the Via Azzone Visconti leads S. to

the *Ponte Grande (views), a stone bridge of eleven arches, con-

structed in 1336 by Azzone Visconti (p. 180; and sj)anning the Adda;
at the town-end are remains of a fortified tower. Beyond the bridge

the road forks: the l<*ft branch leads via Pescate and Garlate to

Olginate^ on the Lago di Olginate (He«^ ahove); the right branch,

passing the village of Malgrate (with many silk-factories and an

old castello of IImj Malaspina;, to the W. of Lecco, leads to Como
(p. 199;.

ExouRsionH. To Han Girolamo, hjm; above?. Ascent of the *Afontc
Burro, nee p. 202 (narr. to Galbiate 5, witb two horsen 10 fr.). - Tho
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ascent of *Monte Resegone (6155 ft.), an indented dolomite ridge, takes

41/2 hrs. from Lecco, through the Val Comer-a, y^ith the Rifugio Stoppani
(2955 ft.); from Calolzio (p. 195) it takes 5 hrs., ym Erve (1855 ft.; inn;

guide, C. Milesi) and the Riftigio Alpinisti Monzesi (4070 ft.), on the

Fasso del Fo.
A Highroad (motor-diligence to Taceno thrice daily in 2V4 hrs.) runs

to the N. from Lecco to (201/.2 M.) Bellano. — 21/2 M. Laorca (1460 ft.),

a manufacturing place; 41/2 M. Ballabio Inferiore (2140ft.; inn), in a

narrow valley between Monte San Martino (p. 209) and Monte Due Mani
(5470 ft.). Farther on the road threads the defile of Gola di Balisio and
reaches the C'olle di Balisio (2370 ft.

;
poor osteria), which affords a view

extending to the Pizzo dei Tre Signori (8880 ft.). We then descend into

the Valsassina, a broad valley lying at the base of the Grigna chain

(pp. 209, 210) and watered by the Fioverna. The chief places in this

valley are (71/2 M.) Barzio (2525 ft. ; Alb. della Stella), a little to the right

of the road, 3 hrs. below the Rifugio Lecco (5870 ft.), on the Altipiano di

Bobhio, much frequented in winter by ski-runners from Milan ; 8 M. Fas-
turo (2105 ft.; Alb. Mazzoleni; guides, Celestino and Guide Invernizzi),

to the left of the road (ascent of the Grigna Settentrionale, see p. 210);
10 M. Introhio (1920 ft.; Alb. delle Miniere; Alb. Introbio), near the flue

waterfall of the Tro^^/m (Taradiso dei Cani'); 121/2M. Oortahbio ; 141/2M.
Vortenova (1580 ft. ; Alb. Gnocchi) ; 16 M. Taceno (1665 ft. ; Albergo-Risto-
rante Legnone, R. l^j^ir., plain). — Below Taceno, beyond the Fian delle

Stalle (with the small mineral baths of Tartavalle to the left), the road
enters the Valle Muggiasca, the narrow lower valley of the Pioverna,
adjoining the S.W. foot-hills of the Monte di Muggio (5875 ft.). We pass
through four tunnels and many cuttings. Near Bellano, in the Orrido di
Bellano, are two waterfalls. — 2OV2 ^« Bellano, see p. 24.

Steamer from Lecco to Cadenabbia (Como) , see p. 203. — Railway
to Bergamo, see R. 42.

The Electric Railway to Colico runs along the E. bank of

the lake, passing through tunnels and over viaducts. 38 M. Man-
dello-Tonzanico (p. 209); 42 M. Lie7-7ia (p. 209); 451/2 M. Per-

ledo-Varenna (p. 210), the station for the steamers on the Como
arm ofthe lake; 47V2M. Bellano (p. 211); SOy^M. Z>ermo (p. 211).

~ 56 M. Colico, see p. 212.

27. Prom Milan to Bellagio. The Brianza.
Railway (Ferrovie Nord Milano) from Milan to (271/2 M.) Incino-

Erba (starting from the Stazione Ferrovie Nord, p. 152) in IV2-2 hrs. (fares

4 fr. 25, 2 fr. 50, 1 fr. 60 c). — Highroad from Erba via (13 M.) Civenna
(diligence, see p. 209) to (I8V2 M.) Bellagio.

The Brian2sa is the undulating tract between the Lambro and the
Adda, stretching to the N. to the so-called Alta Brianza, the triangular
peninsula which divides the Lago di Como from the Lago di Lecco (comp.
p. 204). Like the entire region as far as the Lago Maggiore it is occupied
by the extreme lower skirts of the Alpine chain (cretaceous limestone),
which are overlaid with thick glacial deposits as the glaciers of the main
valleys here came to an end. In the centre are several small lakes (Lago
d^Annone, Fusiano, Segrino, Alserio, and Montorfano), some shallow
depressions in the limestone, some dammed in by moraine accumulations.
The soil is very fertile, and the whole district studded with villas peeping
out from vines, orchards, and mulberry-plantations.

Milan, see p. 152). — The Railway to Incino-Erba traverses

a well cultivated plain. As far as (3 M.) Bovisa, an industrial suburb

with large chemical works, it coincides with the line to Saronno
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(R. 28). — 4y2 M. Affori, with a parisli-churcli containing an old

copy of Leonardo da Vinci's 'Yierge aux Rochers'. — S^/g M. Cor-

manno-Brusuglio. The train now ascends the right bank of the

small Seveso as far as Seveso San Pietro. — 10 M. Varedo (590 ft.).

From (I372 M-) Seveso San Pietro a branch-line diverges

to (1^4 M.) Camnago (p. 18), a station on the St. Grotthard rail-

way, which our line crosses near (15 M.) Meda. — Near (18^2 M-)

Carugo-Giussano the country becomes hilly. 20 M. Arosio (985 ft.

;

Alb. dell'Angelo), pleasantly situated amid vine-clad hills, some
of which are crowned with villages and country-houses.

21 Y2 ^^- Inverigo (1150 ft. ; Alb. Grigante), a pretty village to the

W. above the valley of the Lamhro. On a hill rises the Rotonda,
one of the finest villas in the Brianza. The Villa Crivelli is fa-

mous for its cypresses. — Beyond (23 M.) Lambrugo-Lurago the

train ascends the valley of the Lambro. — 25^2 ^- Merone-Pon-
fenuovo, the junction of the Lecco and Como line (p. 202). The
Lago d'Alserio (855 ft.) is passed on the left and the larger Lago
di Pusiano (845 ft.) on the right. The train enters the charming
plain of Erba (Piano d'Erha).

21'^l2 M. Incino-Erha, the station for the village of Incino and
tlie small town of Erba. Incino, the ancient Liciniforum, is men-
tioned by Pliny along with Bergamo and Como; it contains a lofty

Lombard campanile. Erba (1055 ft. ; Alber-go Crotto Rosa, good;

Alh. della Stella) lies a little to the W., on the road from Como to

Lecco, built on the terraced slopes of a small liill in a fertile region.

Among the villas on the N.W, side is the Villa Amalia, commanding
a charming view of the Brianza, — From Erba to Como, see p. 202.

The *HiGHROAD FROM Ekba to Bellagio crosses the Lanihro,
which has been canalized and conducted into the Lago di Pusiano,

u little to the S.E, Immediately afterwards the route to Bellagio

diverges to the left from the road to Lecco, and runs to the N.,

past (2 M.) Longone al Segrino (1225 ft.; Alb. Rocca), on the W.
bunk of the narrow Lago del Segrino, to -^

5 Af. Canzo (1270 ft.; Alb. Croce di Malta, clean), which is

almost contiguous to (G M.) Asso (1395 ft.), the two numbering
together 2000 inhabitants. At the entrance of Asso is a large silk-

manufactory (Cana Versa).

The road now gradually ascends in the wooded Vallassina, the

upper valley of the Lambro, passing (9'/2 M.) Lasnigo (18G5 ft.),

Jiarni flO M.; 2085 ft.j, and (11 M.) Magreglio (2415 ft.; Alb.

Monte San Primo). The first view of both arms of the Lake of

< omo is obtained from the eminence near the (12 M.) chapel of

tlie Madonna di Ghisallo (2475 ft.).

Delightful survey of the entire S.E. arm (Lago di Lecco, p. 209)

after passing the first church of (13 M.) Civenna (2045 ft.;

Bellevue, open from April to Oct., with view-terrace; Ristorante
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delta Pasta, with bedrooms). The road now runs as far as (15 M.)

Guello (inn) along the shady brow of the mountain, which extends

into the lake at Bellagio. Beyond the chapel good views are ob-

tained of the W. arm of the Tremezzina (p. 207) to the W., of the

Lago di Lecco, and finally of the entire lake from the Punta di

Bellagio (p. 208) to Domaso (p. 212).

The road winds downwards, passing the Villa Giulia (p. 209)

and the churchyard of Bellagio. 18 Yg M- Bellagio, see p. 207.
A longer route, which will reward the pedestrian, is by the *Monte

San Primo (p. 209). Ascent from Canzo with a guide in 4-5 hrs., descent
via Gruello (see above) to Bellagio 3 hrs. (fatiguing, over debris).

28. Prom Milan to Como via Saronno.
28V2 ^' Railway (Ferrovie Nord Milano) in IV4.-2 hrs. (fares 3 fr. 45,

2 fr. 20, 1 fr. 65 c. ; return-fares 5 fr., 3 fr. 20, 2 fr. 25 c). — At both the
Stazione Ferrovie Nord and the town office (p. 152) through and return
tickets (p. 203) may be procured for Brunate, Cernobbio, Cadenabbia, Bel-
lagio, Menaggio, Bellano, and Colico.

As far as (3 M.) Bovisa, see p. 196. Farther on we enjoy a

good view of the Mte. Rosa group, to the left.

131/2 ^. Saronno (700 ft.; Alhergo del Commercio ; Lieon

d'Oro)., a large village on the Lura, with 8700 inhab., a large

factory of lace, and locomotive and machine works, is known in

Italy for its excellent gingerbread (amaretti). — A quadruple

avenue of plane trees leads W. from the station to the (1/4 M.)

celebrated pilgrimage-church called the Santuario della Beata
Vergine, an early -Renaissance structure by Vincenzo dalVOrto

(1498), with a campanile by Paolo della Porta (1516), while the

fagade and other additions are in a pompous baroque style (17th

cent.). It contains a series of admirable *Frescoes.
The paintings in the interior of the dome represent a concert of angels,

and are by Gaudenzio Ferrari. Round the drum are several wooden
statues by Andrea Fusina. The frescoes immediately below the drum are

by Lanini, those in the next section by Cesare del Magna and Bernardino
Luini (SS. Rochus and Sebastian). The remaining frescoes, the best of

which arc the ^Adoration of the Magi (in the choir) and *SS. ApoUonia
and Catharine (in the small apse), are all by Luini, who, as the story goes,

sought an asylum in the sanctuary of Saronno after killing a man in self-

defence, and had to work at the bidding of the monks.

Saronno is a station on the line from Novara to Seregno (p. 85)

and the starting-point of a branch-line of the Ferrovie Nord via

Castellanza (p. 85) to (I4Y2 M.) Cairate-Lonate-Ceppino, in the

industrial Olona valley. — From Saronno to Varese and Laveno,
see R. 35.

221/2 M. Fino Mornasco (1075 ft.) ; 25Y2 M.Grandate-Breccia,
junction of the Como and Laveno line (p. 202); 27^2^- Camerlata
(p. 18). — We descend, enjoying a pretty view of Como and Bru-

nate, to (28 M.) Como Borghi.
28 Y2 M. Como Lago, the main station (comp. p. 199).
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29. Como.
Railway Stations, l. Stazione Como Sa Giovanni or Stazione

Ferrovie dello Stato , the principal station (St. Gotthard Railway) ,
i/g M.

to the S.W. of the quay (tramway, see below). 2. Stazione Como Lago
or Ferrovie Nord Milano, 350 yds*, to the E. of the quay (branch-lines to

Saronno and Milan, R. 28, and to Varese and Laveno, p. 202). 3. Stazione
Como Borghi, of no importance to tourists.

Hotels (comp. p. xxi). Near the harbour: *GrR.-H6T. Plinids (PI. p),
Lungo Lario di Levante, of the first class, with bathing -establishment,
R. 4-10, B. 11/2, L. 4-5, D. 6-7, P. from 12, omn. IV2 fr- (closed Nov.-Feb.);
*Gr.-H6t. Volta (PI. V), R. 4-5, B. I1/2, L. 3 , D. 41/2, P. 8-10, omn. 1 fr.

;

*H6t. Metropole et Suisse (PI. m), with cafe -restaurant, R. 2V2-5,
P. 8-12, omn. 1 fr. ; *Forcati's Hot. d'Italie et d'Angleterre,
R. 31/2-5, P. 9-12, omn. 3/^-1 fr. ; *H6t. Bellevue (PL b), with restaurant,
R. 2-3, B. IV4, P. 71/2-9, omn. 3/^-1 fr, ; these four in the Piazza Cavour. —
At the principal station: Alb. Stazione, R. I1/2-2 fr., clean.

Restaurants (comp. p. xxiii). Barchetta (with bedrooms), Piazza
Cavour; Ristorante San Gottardo (R. from li/^ fr.), Piazza Yolta; Bristol,
at the Hot. Bellevue (see above). — Caf6s. Caff'e del Bottegone, Birreria
d^ Italia, Piazza del Duomo; Ca/fe - Ristorante Sbodio , Cafj^e-Ristorante
Plinio, Piazza Cavour. — Confectioner: Rebecchi, Yia Plinio.

Bathing Establishment. Terme Comensi, on the lake by the
Giardino Pubblico (medicinal baths also in summer). —• Post & Tele-
graph OflBce, Via Uuione 22; branch at Piazza Cavour 7. — Photo-
graphs, etc. at Romano & VittanVs, Yia Plinio 4.

Banks. Banca Commerciale Italiana, Societd Bancaria Italiana,
both Yia Yitt. Emanuele. — Pro-Como (Touring Office Gondrand), Yia
Plinio.

Cabs. Per drive in the town 1, 4 pers. I1/2 fr.
;
per hour 3 or 4, each

addit. 1/2 hr. V2 or 1 fr. To Blevio (1-3 pers.) 3, Cernobbio 31/2, Yilla
d'Este, Albate, or Torno 4 fr. ; return-journey or for each 1/2 hr.'s waiting
50 c. extra. Trunk 25 c.

Trani"way8. 1. Stazione San Cfiovanni (see above) -Piazza Cavour-
Funicolarc; every 1/2 br., 10 c, — 2. Piazza Cavour-Yia Dante-San Martino.
— 3. Piazza Cavour -Piazza del Duomo -Piazza Yittoria- Piazza San Barto-
lomeo-San Rocco-Camerlata (Castello Baradello, p. 18); ev. 1/4 hr., 20 c.

Branch-lines from Camerlata vifi Albate (p. 18) to Cantu (p. 202), and via
Lurate-Caccivio (p. 202) to Appiano and Mozzate (p. 223). — 4. Piazza
Cavour -Yilla Salazar (Villa I'Olmo, p. 201)-Ponte Chiasso; ev. V4-V2 li^*-)

to Villa Salazar 15, to Chiasso 35 c. — 5. Piazza Cavour -Yilla Salazar-
Tavernola- Cernobbio (p. 20i)-Ma8liauico (p. 205).

Cable Railway (Funicolare) from the Stazione Funlcolare, in the
Borgo Sant' Agostino, 7 min. to the N.E. of Piazza Cavour, to Brunate
(p. 201), every 1/.^ lir. (hourly in winter); fares, up V/^, down 1 fr. (before
8 a.m. and after 7.30 p.m. 75 c), return-tickets (valid for 10 days) 2 fr. 30 c.

Steamboats (30 c.) ply 8 times daily between Como and Moltrasio
(p. 205;; the intermediate stations (not always touched at) are Como Funi-
colare, Tavernola, Cernobbio, Pizzo, Blevio, and Torno.

Como (665 ft.), a fiourisliinf^ industrial town, the cuijital of a

province, and the see of a bisho]), witii 34,300 inhab. and large silk-

faetorie.s and dye-work.s, lies at the S.W. end of the I^ake of (Jonio

(\). '204), and is enclosed by an aniphitheatrt; of mountains. Tlie

mall stream Coftia enters the lake here. Como is the Roman
^ 'omuffij the hlrthj)lace of the the- elder and tlie younger IMiny. Tiie

physicist Count AlftHsaitdro Volta (1745-1827), whose statue by

i'. Marches] (1838; is in the Piazza Volta, to tlie S.W. of the quay

was born at Como in the iiouse marked *Casa Volta' on the i'ian

Baedekcr's Nortbcro Italy, lith Kdit. 13
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The Piazza CavouVy a large square near the harbour, the most

animated part of the town on fine evenings, is connected with the

Piazza del Duomo by the short Via Plinio.

The *Catliedral, built entirely of marble, is one of the best

in K Italy. The earliest building, the Romanesque double -aisled

basilica ol Santa Maria MaggiorCj was erected early in the 11th

century. The nave was rebuilt in 1396-1452, mainly by Lorenzo
degli Spazi (1402) and Pietro da Breggia (1439-52). The Grothic

fagade was erected in 1457-87 by Luchino Scarabota of Milan.

The elaborate early-Renaissance decoration of the fagade and of

the exterior of the nave (in the style of Bramante on the S. side)

was the work of the brothers Tommaso and lacopo Rodari
(1487-1513). In 1513 et seq. the choir was rebuilt in the Renais-

sance style by the Rodari, who used Cristof. Solaris design (1519)

for the beautiful apse. The octagonal central dome, designed in

part by Fil. luvaraj dates from 1730-70. Among the most suc-

cessful sculptures are the figures of prophets and urn- bearers on

the buttresses. The noble S. portal (1491) was built in Bramante^

s

style by an unknown architect. Adjoining the fine main portal are

seated figures of the twoPlinys, erected in 1498. The over-decorated

N. portal (Porta della Rana) dates from 1507-9.
Interior. The heavy vaulting of the 16 -17th cent., with its gaudy

painting of 1838, destroys the effect of the fine proportions. To the right

of the entrance is the monument of Cardinal Tolomeo Gallio (1861). By
the first altar are reliefs of the Passion, by Tomm. Rodari; the second
*Altar, a Renaissance work of 1514, bears scenes from the life of St. Abon-
dius, the patron -saint of the town; adjoining (1.) the ^Adoration of tlie

Magi, by Bern. Luini, and (r.) the Flight into Egpyt, by Gaud. Ferrari.
Over the third altar, a Madonna by B. Luini. In the Choir, the Apostles,
by Pompeo Marchesi, and stained glass by Giuseppe Bertini (1861-78). —
Fine statue of St. Sebastian (1498) in the N". Transept. — In the Left
Aisle : on the Altare dell' Addolorata, Entombment by Tonmiaso Rodari
(1498); at the next altar, G. Ferrari, Nuptials of the Virgin (1.), B. Luini,
Adoration of the Shepherds (r.). — On high-days eleven pieces of Flemish
and Italian tapestry (16-1 7th cent.) are hung up in the nave.

To the left of the cathedral is the Broletto (now a public office),

constructed of alternate courses of black and white stone, and com-
pleted in 1215 (restored in 1900). The Torre Campanaria (cam-

panile) was built at the same time.

In the Via Rusconi, the first street diverging on the right from
the Via Vittorio Emanuele, to the S.W. of the cathedral, is the dila-

pidated Palazzo Rusconi (now Casarico), originally erected in

the 13th cent., but remodelled in the 16th and 17th.

Near the middle of the Via Vittorio Emanuele (r.) is the rear

of the Romanesque church of San Fedele, known to have existed

in 914 but rebuilt in 1265, with a fine pentagonal apse. The chief

fagade, in the Piazza del Mercato, is unfinished; the interior was
modernised in the 17t]i century.

The Palazzo Giovio, on the left, at the end of the street, con-
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tains the Museo Civico (adiu. daily except Tues., 10-4, 50 c,

Frid. 1 fr.; catalogue 1 fr.).

On the groundfloor are memorials of Volta and of Cesare Cantu (1807-95),

the historian; views of Como, etc. — On the first floor are prehistoric
and Roman antiquities; a rich collection of coins; autographs of Volta
and others; local curiosities, etc.

The old Town "Wall is intact except near the lake; on the S.E.

side are three well-preserved towers, that in the middle, the Porta
Torre (130 ft. high), now known as the Porta Vittoria^ being

a massive five-storied structure of 1192 in the Piazza Vittoria. —
In the Viale Varese, a promenade shaded with plane-trees and

skirting the S.W. town-wall, is the church of the Saiitissima Annun-
ciata, of the 16-18th cent., known also as the Chiesadel Crocefisso,

from a miraculous image.

From the S.W. angle of the town-wall we follow the Via Lu-

cini, ascend along the Cosia, cross this stream at the dye-works,

and reach (6 min.) the church of *Sant' Abbondio, a double-

aisled, flat-roofed Romanesque basilica of the 11th cent., erected

on the foundations of an early -Christian church (5th cent.). It

was modernised in 1587 and well restored in 1863-88. The choir

contains 14th cent, frescoes from the life of Christ, including the

Dream of the Magi (a very rare subject). — P'arther up on the

right bank is tlie Piazza San Bartolomeo, with a station of the

tramway to (Jamerlata (No. 3, p. 199).
Excursions. By tramway (No. 3) along the Via Milano towards the

S. to the church of Sail Hocco, and thence by the Via Castel Baradello
t(» the C/a lir.) Altipiano dl Carjjof'oro, with the early-Romanesque church
of San Caijwf'oro, said to have been founded in the 4th century. Farther
on i« (»/.^ hr.) the Castello Baradello (p. 18), built by Emp. Frederick
Barbarossa, and destroyed by the Spaniards in 1529. The tower was
restored in 1903 (view).

On the W. bank of the lake, on the beautiful road to (2^2 M.)
C'emohhio (p. 204), just beyond the Borgo San Giorgio or N.W. suburb
of Como, and adjoining the Villa Salazar tramway -station (p. 199), lies
the *J^?7^ar O^wo (Duca Visconti-Modrone), the largest on the lake (1780-

82), witii fine rooms and a charming garden (visitors admitted; local
Kteamcr, see p. 199). — Another *Roai) ('Viale Ageno', shady in the morn-
ing; carr., see j). 199), traversing the Borgo SanVAgostino, leads along
ihc E, liank of tlie lake to tlie Villa (Jenn, witli tlie beautiful municipal
(Jiardino ruhhlico, and then, on the hillside, high above the Tunta di

Ueuo (p. 204), to (2VaM.) liU-vio and (41/2 M.) Torno (p. 205). This route
affords a fine view of the lake, the Val lircggia, and Monte Rosa (to theW.).
At 'J'orno a path with steps leads from the road to the pier in 3 minutes.

A Caulk Railway {'^j^ M. long; steepest gradient 55:100; fares,
' <• p. 199), passing throngli a tunnel 132 yds. long, leads from the N. end

I the; Horgo Sant' Agostino , via i'arcscione (Ristorante Kalchetto), to
I i niin.) Brunate (2H;o ft.; Grand-lldtcl Jirunate, with garden, R. from

.;'/2, n. IV2, I.. 3V4, D. 5, I'. 10-14 fr.; Hot. Milan, R. from 2V2, 1^- 2V2,
1). 3'/2, I*, from 7 f r. ; Splendid l/otcl Mirandola, on the road to JSan

Manrizio, with garden, it. 2'/2--*<'/2» '^- 1, ^'- "^^I'i, 1^- 4, V. 7-9 fr., closed
liom Nov. to April; *II6t. JirJlaoiMta, with small garden and view, R.
rom 2, n. 11/4, I.. 2'/„ I). 31/2, I'. V fr. ; Alht:rgo-Ri.Htorantr, Volta, V. 4«/.j

. fr.), a winter-rrsort. with th«' villas of many Milanese, cit onnnands a

upcrb fView of the Couio valley, the plain of J..ombardy as fur as Milan,

13»
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The Piazza Cavoiir, a large square near the harbour, the most

animated part of the town on fine evenings, is connected with the

Piazza del Duomo by the short Via Plinio.

The *Cathedral, built entirely of marble, is one of the best

in N. Italy. The earliest building, the Romanesque double -aisled

basilica oi Santa Maria Maggiore, was erected early in the 11th

century. The nave was rebuilt in 1396-1452, mainly by Lorenzo
degli Spazi (1402) and Pietro da Breggia (1439-52). The Gothic

fagade was erected in 1457-87 by Luchino Scarabota of Milan.

The elaborate early-Renaissance decoration of the fagade and of

the exterior of the nave (in the style of Bramante on the S. side)

was the work of the brothers Tommaso and lacopo Rodari
(1487-1513). In 1513 et seq. the choir was rebuilt in the Renais-

sance style by the Rodari, who used Cristof. SolarVs design (1519)

for the beautiful apse. The octagonal central dome, designed in

part by Fil. luvara, dates from 1730-70. Among the most suc-

cessful sculptures are the figures of prophets and urn-bearers on

the buttresses. The noble S. portal (1491) was built in Bramante^

s

style by an unknown architect. Adjoining the fine main portal are

seated figures of the two Plinys, erected in 1498. The over-decorated

N. portal (Porta della Rana) dates from 1507-9.
Interior. The heavy vaulting of the 16 -17th cent., with its gaudy

painting of 1838, destroys the effect of the fine proportions. To the right
of the entrance is the monument of Cardinal Tolomeo Gallio (1861). By
the first altar are reliefs of the Passion, by Toynm. Rodari; the second
''^Altar, a Renaissance work of 1514, bears scenes from the life of St. Abon-
dlus, the patron -saint of the town; adjoining (1.) the ^Adoration of the
Magi, by Bern. Luini, and (r.) the Flight into Egpyt, by Gaud. Ferrari.
Over the third altar, a Madonna by B. Luini. In the Choir, the Apostles,
by Pompeo Marchesi, and stained glass by Giuseppe Bertini (1861-78). —
Pine statue of St. Sebastian (1498) in the N. Transept. — In the Left
Aisle : on the Altare delP Addolorata, Entombment by Toiwrnaso Rodari
(1498); at the next altar, G. Ferrari, Nuptials of the Virgin (1.), B. Luini,
Adoration of the Shepherds (r.), — On high-days eleven pieces of Flemisli
and Italian tapestry (16-1 7th cent.) are hung up in the nave.

To the left of the cathedral is the Broletto (now a public office),

constructed of alternate courses of black and white stone, and com-

pleted in 1215 (restored in 1900). The Torre Campanaria (cam-

panile) was built at the same time.

In the Via Rusconi, the first street diverging on the right from
the Via Vittorio Emanuele, to the S.W. of the cathedral, is the dila-

pidated Palazzo Rusconi (now Casarico)., originally erected in

the 13th cent., but remodelled in the 16th and 17th.

Near the middle of the Via Vittorio Emanuele (r.) is the rear
of the Romanesque church of San Fedele, known to have existed

in 914 but rebuilt in 1265, with a fine pentagonal apse. The chief

fa(^ade, in the Piazza del Mercato, is unfinished; the interior was
modernised in the 17th century.

The Palazzo Giovio, on the left, at the end of the street, con-
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tains the Museo Civico (adiu. daily except Tues., 10-4, 50 c.,

Frid. 1 fr. ; catalogue 1 fr.).

On the groundfloor are memorials of Volta and of Cesare Cantu (1807-95),

the historian; views of Como, etc. — On the first floor are prehistoric
and Roman antiquities; a rich collection of coins; autographs of Volta
and others; local curiosities, etc.

The old TownWall is intact except near the lake; on the S.E.

side are three well-preserved towers, that in the middle, the Porta
Torre (130 ft. high), now known as the Porta Vittoriay being

a massive five-storied structure of 1192 in the Piazza Vittoria. —
In the Viale Varese, a promenade shaded with plane-trees and

skirting the S.W. town-wall, is the church of the Santissima Annun-
ciatay of the 16-18th cent., known also as the Chiesadel CrocefissOj

from a miraculous image.

P'rom the S.W. angle of the town-wall we follow the Via Lu-

cini, ascend along the Cosia, cross this stream at the dye-works,

and reach (6 min.) the church of *Sant' Abbondio, a double-

aisled, flat-roofed Romanesque basilica of the 11th cent., erected

on the foundations of an early -Christian church (5th cent.). It

was modernised in 1587 and well restored in 1863-88. The choir

contains 14th cent, frescoes from the life of Christ, including the

Dream of the Magi (a very rare subject). — Farther up on the

right bank is the Piazza San Bartolomeo, with a station of the

tramway to Camerlata (No. 3, p. 199).
Excursions. By tramway (No. 3) along the Via Milano towards the

S. to the church of Han Hocco, and thence by the Via Castel Baradello
to tlie (Vii hr.) Altipiaiw ill Carpof'oro, witli the early-Romanesque churcli
of San Carpof'oro, said to have been founded in the 4th century. Farther
on is (V^ hr.) the Castello Baradello (p. 18), built by Emp. Frederick
Rarbarossa, and destroyed by the Spaniards in 1529. The tower was
restored in 190.3 (view).

On the W. bank of the lake, on the beautiful road to (2V2 M.)
(Jernohhio (p. 201), just beyond the Borgo San Giorgio or N.W. suburb
of (Jomo, and adjoining the Villa Salazar tramway -station (p. 199), lies

the * K^7/a^0^mo (Duca Visconti-Modrone), the largest on the lake (1780-

82), with fine rooms and a charming garden (visitors admitted; local
steamer, see p. 199), —^ Another *Road ('Viale Ageno', shady in the morn-
ing; carr., see p. 199), traversing tlic liorgo SanVAgostino, leads along
llic E. Ijank of tJie lake to the Villa Gcmo, with the beautiful municipal
Giardino ruhblico, and then, on the hillside, high above the Punta di

Oeno (p. 20i), to (2V.2 M.) Jilevio and (4V2 M.) Torno (p. 205). This route
affords a fine view of the lake, the Val lireggia, and Monte Rosa (to theW.).
At 'J'orno a path with steps leads from the road to the pier in 3 minutes.

A Cable Railway ('^/^ M. long; steepest gradient 55:100; fares,

see p. 199), passing throngli a tunnel 132 yds. long, leads from the N, end
of the Borgo Sant' Agostino , via ( 'arascione (Ristorante Falchetto), to

(13 min.) Brunate (21()0 ft.; Grand-Ifotel Brunatc, with garden, R. from
3«/.^, H. IV2, 1^. 3'/4, D. 5, P. U)-U fr.; Hot. Milan, R. from 2V2, 1^- 2V2,
I). 3V2, P- from 7 fr. ; Splendid Hotel Mirandola, on the road to San
Maurizio, with garden, R. 2V2-3'/v., H. 1, L. 2V2, !>• 4, P. 7-9 fr., closed
fr«m Nov. to April; *II6t. BrMaviHta, with small garden and view, R.
from 2, H. 11/4, \'. 2'/.^, I). 3V2, !'• 7 f r. ; Albergo-HiHtoranU; Volta, P. I'/a

7 fr,), a winter-rcHort. with th(^ villas of many Milanese, clt ommands a

auperb View of the Como valley, the plain of Lombardy as far as Milan,

13*
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the Prealpi and of the Alps to Mte. Rosa (best light in the morning). —
Several pleasant walks (guide-posts and benches) : to the (20 min.) Piani
dl Brunate, on the slope above the lake; to the (12 min.) Fontana Pis-
sarottino (2385 ft.), with a view of Cernobbio and Monte Bisbino; past
the Alb. Riposo (P. SV^-"? fi'O and Splenid Hot. Mirandola to (1/2 hr.) Sa7i
Maurizio (2860 ft. ; Restaurant) and the Tre Croci {Brunate Culm; 3215 ft.),

or via the ^Zi^i di Blevio to Monte Piatto (2140 ft.; Alb. Alpino, P.
with wine from 5 fr.). More comprehensive views are commanded by the

Pizzo dl Torno (3740 ft.), IV4 hr. to the E. of San Maurizio, and by the

(2 hrs.) Monte Boletto (4050 ft.).

From Como to Bellagio via Erba
, 26V2 ^- > one-horse carriage in

5-6 hrs. (25 fr.). The road, which will repay the pedestrian also, ascends
the valley of the Cosia. The lake is concealed by the spurs of the Monte
Boletto. Near the Cosia bridge is the interesting Marmitta dei Giganti
(glacier-mill). In the church of Camnago Volta (1050 ft. ; a little to the
N. of the road) is the tomb of Volta (p. 199). Farther on, to the S. of
the road, rises the jagged Montorfano, near a little lake. Near (41/2 M.)
Casano Albese (1325 ft.) is a leaning campanile. Beyond (5 M.) Albese
(1325 ft.), we enjoy a view of the Piano d^ Erba, with the lakes (p. 196)
of Alserio, Pusiano, and Annone, dominated on the E. by the Mte.
Resegone (p. 196). — 8 M. Erba, and thence to Bellagio, see pp. 197, 198.

From Como to Lecco, 26 M., state-railway in 11/2-2V2 lirs. (4 fr. 90,

3 fr. 45, 2 fr. 20 c). — 3 M. Albate-Camerlata, see p. 18. — 71/2 M.
Cantu (1210 ft.; Alb. Cantii; Alb. Centrale), a town of 8200 inhab., also

a station on the St. Gotthard Railway (Cantu-Asnago, p. 18) and terminus
of the tramway mentioned at p. 199. — 11 M. A7izano del Parco (1080 ft.).

To the left lies the Lago d^Alserio. — 131/2 M. Merone-Pontenuovo, the
junction of the Milan and Erba line (R. 27); 151/2 M. Casletto-Eogeno, on
the S. bank of the Lago di Pusiano ; 171/2 M. Molteno (965 ft.); 191/2 M.
Oggioyio, at the S. end of the Lago di Annone (740 ft.; light railway to

Monza, see p. 194). The train then runs along the E. bank of this lake. —
211/2 M. Sola dl Barro (795 ft.) is the station for the village of Galbiate
(1215 ft,), 11/4 M. to the S.E., the best starting-point for an ascent of

*Monte Barro (3025 ft.). A good bridle-path (horse 31/2 fr. , incl. fee)

ascends to the (2 hrs.) *Albergo-Ristorante sul Monte Barro (2370 ft.), a

quiet resort with a large garden (R. from 2, L. 2, D. 4, P. from 6 fr. ; closed
from Oct. 15th to April 30th). Hence a walk of 1/2 hr. brings us to the top.

The magnificent view embraces the Brianza (p. 196), the Lake of Lecco
(p. 209), and the Valsassina. The descent may be pleasantly made to (I1/2 hr.)

Malgrate (p. 195), passing a finely situated pilgrimage -church. — Near
(221/2 M.) Civate (880 ft. ; inn), in the Voile delVOro, is the hill-chapel of

San Pietro (2140 ft.), witli Romanesque stucco-reliefs, perhaps by German
Benedictines of the 12tli century. The Lago di Annone is connected with
the Lake of Lecco by tlie Riiorto, the course of which we now follow. The
Mte. Resegone (p. 196) is prominent to the E. —• 241/2 M. Valmadrera
(780 ft.). The train then crosses the Adda and reaches (26 M.) Lecco (p. 195).

From Como via Varese to Laveno, on the Lago Maggiore, 311/2M.,
railway (Ferrovie Nord Milano) in 2-21/2 hrs. (fares 5 fr. 40, 3 fr. 85, 2 fr.

70 c); to Varese, 18 M., in I-I1/4 hr. (fares 3 fr. 10, 2 fr. 10, 1 fr. 55 c).
— As far as (3 M.) Grandate-Breccia, see R. 28. Our line runs to the
S.W., with a view of Monte Bisbino (p. 205) and Monte Generoso on the
right. We descend to (6 M.) Lurate-Uaccivio (1080 ft.), and then ascend
through birch-woods to (11 M.) Solhiate-Albiolo (1460 ft.), the highest point
of the line. In the foreground appears the Monte Campo dei Fieri (p. 222).

— 15 M. Malnate (p. 224), the junction of the Milan-Sarouno-Varese line.

— 18 M. Varese (change carriages), and thence to (311/2 M.) Laveno, see

p. 224.

From Como to the Monte Generoso, see p. 17.
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30 Lake of Como.
Plan of Excursion. The Lakes of Como and Lugano (p. 217) and

the Lago Maggiore (R. 37) may be visited from Milan most expeditiously
as follows : by the St. Grotthard line (R. 3) or the Saronno-Como railway
(R. 28) in 3/4-1^/4 hr. to Como (Cathedral); proceed by steamboat in the
afternoon in 13/4-31/2 hrs. to Cadenabhia or Bellagio, the latter the most
beautiful point on the Lake of Como, and spend the night there. In the
evening and next morning visit Villa Carlotta and Villa Serbelloni; by
steamboat in V4 br., or by rowing-boat, to Menaggio ; thence by railway
to Porlezza, in time for the steamboat which starts for Lugano (p. 217),

arriving early enough to leave time for the ascent of Monte San Salvatore.

From Lugano by steamboat or electric railway to Ponte Tresa and thence
by steam-tramway to Luino (comp. p. 232); steamboat from Luino in 21/2-

31/2 hrs. to the Borromean Islmids (Isola Bella). From the islands we may
proceed in IV4 hr. to Arona and return by railway (R. 2) to Milan (IV4-

2 hrs.), or we may return by steamer to (I-IV4 hr.) Laveno and go on
thence by the N. railway via Varese (R. 35) to (1^/4-2 hrs.) Milan. — The
Circular Totjr Tickets (see p. xvii) issued for this excursion are econo-
mical and convenient. Tour No. 8 of the state railways (1st class 28 fr.,

2nd cl. 24 fr. 35 c.) and No. 1 of the Fcrrovie Nord (20 fr. 50, 16 fr. 15 c),
both available for 15 days, follow substantially the routes indicated above.
— Through Tickets via Como (R. 29) or via Lecco (R. 26) to the princi-

pal steamboat stations are issued at the Central Station, the City Agency
(p. 152), and the Tourist Agents (p. 156) at Milan. — The Return Tickets
issued by both railway-systems for Bellagio, Cadenabhia, and Menaggio
(state-railways, 9 fr. 25, 7 fr. 25 c. ; Fcrr. Nord, 8 fr. 50, 7 fr., 4 fr. 10 c.) and
those issued by the Ferr. Nord for Colico (10 fr. 45, 8 fr. 95, 4 fr. 95 c.)

are valid for eight days and allow the steamboat journey to be broken
at three points.

Ilail"way (stations marked *R' in the text). From Lecco to Colico,
24 M., train in I-IV4 ^^- (fares 4 fr. 55, 3 fr. 20, 2 fr. 5 c. ; express fares
5 fr., 3 fr. 50, 2 fr. 30 c. ; see R. 26).

Steamboat (comp. p. xix) thrice daily from Como to Colico in 41/2-

5 hrs. (fares 4 fr., 2 fr. 60 c.); six times daily from Como to Bellagio;
four times daily from Cadenabhia to Lecco in 1V2-1'V hr. Return-tickets
are good for three days (Sunday tickets, comp. p. xix). Family tickets,

good for one year (21 fr., 11 fr.), entitle the holder to an abatement of
.50 per cent for each trip. Some of the boats are handsome saloon-steamers,
with good restaurants on board (L. 3, D. 41/2 fr-)- — I^ the following
description the stations at which there is a pier arc indicated by *P', the
small-boat stations by *B'.

High Roads lead along the E. bank from Lecco (p. 195) to (26 M.)
Colico (p. 212), and along the beautiful W. shore (numerous villas) from
Como to (32 M.) Gcra (p. 212), with a short gap between Trcmczzo and
Cadenabhia. A road along the Como arm to (dVg M.) Torno (p. 205) is to

bo prolonged to Carcno.
Rowing Boats (barca, pi. harchc). First hour l'/2 fr., each ad-

ditional hour 1 fr. for each rower. From Bellagio to Cadenabhia and back
(or vice versa), cacli rower 2'/2 f i'- ; Mellagio to Trcmczzo, Bellagio to

Menaggio, ancl Bellagio to Varenna also 2'/.^ fr. each rower; Bellagio to
Villa Melzi, Villa Carlotta, and back, each rower 3 fr. - - One rower suf-

fices, unless the traveller is pressed for time; a second may be dismissed
with the words 'basta uno!' The traveller should insist upon seeing the
tariff before embarking. When travellers are not nnmcrous the boatmen
readily reduce their demands. In bargaining the following phrases will be
found useful: Quanta voletc per fa covho di, in(''ora (di due ore)? Sia/nro

due (tre, qaattrn) peranue. K troppo, vl daro una, Urn, (due lire, etc.).

In addition to the fare it is usual to give a hnancia' or ^bunna/mnno'' of

Va fr. or 1 fr. according to the length of the excursion.
Motor Boats aro kept for hire at sorao of the larger hotclH.
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The *Lake of Como (650 ft.), Italian Lago di Como or

II Lario, the Lacus Larius of the Komans, is extolled by Yirgil

(Georg. ii. 159) and is in the estimation of many the most beautiful

lake in N. Italy. Numerous villages and the gay villas of the Mila-

nese aristocracy, surrounded by luxuriant gardens and vineyards,

are scattered along its banks. In the forests above, the brilliant

green of the chestnut and walnut contrasts strongly with the greyish

tints of the olive. The mountains rise to a height of 8560 ft. The
lake, from Como to the N. extremity, is 30 M. long; its greatest

width, between Menaggio and Varenna, nearly 2^/2 M. ; total area

60 sq. M. The Lago di M^zzola, formerly the N. bay of the lake,

has been separated from it by the only large delta in the lake,

formed by the deposits of the Adda (p. 214). In the middle, at

the Pimta di Bellagio (p. 208), the lake divides into two branches,

called respectively the Lakes of Oomo (W.) and Lecco (E.). Tiie

Adda enters at the upper extremity and makes its egress near

Lecco. Owing to its narrow bed and great depth (maximum 1345 ft.)

the lake resembles a fiord; inundations, as at the Lago di Lugano,

are not uncommon. — The industrious inhabitants on the banks

are much occupied in the production and manufacture of silk. Taste-

ful articles in olive-wood are made at Bellagio.

M The variegated hues of the oleanders are very striking in summer.
The laurel grows wild here. — The lake abounds in fish, and salmon-
trout (trote) of 20 lbs. weight occur. The 'Agoni' (sardines) are excellent.

The prospect from the quay at Como (p. 199) is limited, but

beyond the first promontory on the E., the Punta di Geno, the

beauty of the lake is disclosed to view (comp. p. 201).

W. Bank.

Borgo Vico, Borgo San
Giorgio

J
and Villa VOlmo^ see

p. 201.

Villa Tavernola, beyond the

mouth of the Breggia (tramway
and local steamer, see p. 199).

Villa Cima, in a beautiful park.

Cernobbio (P). — *Gr.-mt.
Villa cVEste (closed Nov. - Feb.),
with fine park, 148 beds from 4,

B. IV2, T.. 41/2-6, D. 6-8, P. 12-20,

omn. 1 (from Como 2) fr., frequented
by English and Americans (Angl.
Church Scrv.). — *H6t. Reine Olga,
with small garden, 80 beds at 3-4,

B. IV4, 1-. 3, D. 41/4, P. 9-11 fr.;

Alb. Milano, 20 beds at 1V2-2V2>
B. ^U, P. 5i/a-7 fr., incl. wine,
Italian, good ; Alb. Stella. — Tram-
way and Local Steamer to Como,
see p. 199.

E. Bank.

Borgo SanVAgostino and

Brunate, on the spurs of the

Monte Boletto, see p. 201.

Blevio (B ; Hot. Blevio), be-

yond the Punta di Geno, with

many villas. Local steamer, see

p. 199.

Villa Taglioni, formerly tlie

property of the famous danseuse

Marie Taglioni (d. 1884); Villa

Taverna.
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W. Bank.

Cernobbio, a considerable vil-

lage, 21/2 M. to the E. of Chiasso

(p. 17), is surrounded by hand-

some villas.

The Monte Bisbino (4390 ft.),

with a pilgrimage-church and a fine

view, is easily ascended in 31/2-

4 hrs. from Cernobbio via (1/2 hr.)

Rovenna (1450 ft.) and the Monti
Madrona (2755 ft.

;
poor inn in

summer). The descent may be made
on the S.W., via (IV2 hr.) Sagno
and (1/2 hr.) Vacalio , to (V2 hr.)

Chiasso (p. 17) or Maslianico (tram-
way, see p. 199); the descent on
the N.E. leads along the ridge, to

(4-5 hrs.) Argegno (see below).

Villa Pizzo, on a promontory
extending far into the lake.

Moltrasio (P ; Alb. Caramaz-

za; Ristorante della Posta),

rising in terraces on the steep

slope, with luxuriant gardens.
Local Steamer toComo, see p. 199.

U7^io (P) ; then Carate Lario
(P; H6t. Lario, R. 2-3, B. 1,

P. 8-10 fr.), Laglio, and Ger-
manello, all with attractive vil-

las. On the bank of the lake is

the pyramidal tomb, 65 ft. high,

of Dr. Frank of Pavia (d. 1842).

Torriggia (P ; Ristorante Tor-

riggia); on the promontory, the

Villa Cetti.

Brienno (P; Osteria Nazio-

nale, with R.), embosomed in

laurels.

To the N.E., beyond the Punta
d'Avedo (p. 206), appear the

*Alps from Mte. Legnone (p. 211)

to the Grigna Meridionalc

(p. 209), often still capped witli

snow in spring. On the lake

itself Varcnna (\). 210) and Bel-

lagio come into sight.

Argegno (P ; Hot. Villa Bel-

vedere et du Lac, P. from 6 fr.,

E. Bank.

Torno (P ; Albergo del Va-
pore., R. from I'^j^-, P- 5^2 ^^-i

incl. wine, good; Alb, Bel-

vedere)., finely situated on a pro-

montory and surrounded by vil-

las, with a pretty church.
Local Steamer to Como, see p. 199;

road to Como, see p. 201. — Mule-
path to (11/4 br.) Mte.Piatto (p. 202).

Villa Pliniana, in the bay
of Molina, erected in 1570 by
Count Anguissola, is now the

property of the Marchesa Trotti

(adm. 50 c). It derives its name
of Pliniana from a spring which
daily changes its level, a pecul-

iarity mentioned by the younger

Pliny (Ep. iv, 30). At present

the villa is reached only by boat

from Torno.

Biva di Palanzo (P; Alb.

Plinio) and Pognana (B) ; then

Quarzano and Careno (B).

Nesso (P), at the mouth of the

Val di Nesso, which ascends to

the Piano del Tivano (3800 ft.),

with a waterfall in a gorge. As-

cent of Mte. San Primo, see

p. 209.
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W. Bank.

clean and comfortable), at the

mouth of the fertile Intelvi

Valley.
A carriage-road leads hence via

Castiglione d'Intelvi (1970 ft. ; Alb.
Castiglione) and San Fedele d'ln-
telvi (2556 ft.; Alb. San Fedele,
with garden, P. incl. wine 6 fr.) to

Pellio Inferiore, Scaria (2497 ft.),

and Lanzo d^Intelvi (p. 218; rail-

less tramway twice daily) in one
direction, and in the other to Osteno
(p. 218).

The *Drive to Tremezzo (p. 207)

may be strongly recommended. —
Ascent of Mte. Bishino, see p. 205.

Colonno (B); then Sola (P;

Cafe-Restaurant &Pension Sala),

opposite the small island of Co-

macina, frequently mentioned

in the Longobard period and in

the annals of mediaeval warfare,

with the small church of San
Giovanni.
Campo (P; Ristorante Gran-

dolfi). — On the Punta d'Avedo
or di Balhianello, which pro-

jects far into the lake half-

way between Campo and Lenno,

glitters the Villa Arconati (fine

*View; accessible by boat only).

In the bay lies Lenno (P;

^^Hot.Reqina, with garden, R. 2-

S'A, B.iV„L.2V,-3,D.3Vr4,
P.6-9 fr.),the southernmost place

in the Tremezzina (p. 207), with

an old octagonal baptistery.

A 'Route de Calvairo', with 15

chapels like those of the Sacro
Monte at Varallo (p. 90) , leads to

(3/4 hr.) Santa Maria del Soccorso
(1.S75 ft. ; inn), a 'Mt. Calvary' com-
manding a striking view. The return
may be made vihMezzegra(12lr)it.).

Ascent of Mte. Galbiga from
Mezzegra, see p. 209.

Azzdno (P; Pens. Suisse, P.

6-7 fr.), on the K shore of the

Bay of Lenno (road to Cade-

nabbia projected).

E. Bank.

Beyond Cavagnola, a hamlet

on a spur of the Forcoletta

(Colmenacco ; 4205 ft.), we ob-

tain a view of the Punta d'Avedo

and Bellagio.

On the steep N. slope of the

Forcoletta, which in winter is

almost sunless, appear the ham-
lets of Carvagnana, Pescau
(B), and Bagnana, all belonging

to the commune of Lezzeno.

Beyond Lezzeno (P ; Alb. Bo-

leso-Prosperina, modest) is the

Grotta del Bulgaro, scarcely

accessible except by boat (adm.

1 fr. ; open March-Nov.). When
the light is partly excluded from

the cave, the water assumes a

wonderful green hue.
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W. Bank.

Tremezzo (P). — Hotels.
*Hdt. Tremezzo, with the depen-
dance Beaurivage, adjoining the

Villa Carlotta, 150 beds from 3, B.

11/2, L. 3, D. 5, S. 31/2, P. from 71/2,

omn. 1/2 fr. ; *H6t.BazzonietduLac,
with the depen dances Hot. Belve-
dere and Villa Erminia (command-
ing site and old park), 150 beds at

2-6, B. 11/4, L. 3, D. 4, S. 3, P. from
6 fr. ; *Hdt. Villa Cornelia , with
restaurant, 70 beds at 2V2-5, B. IV4,

P. 7-10 fr., closed in Dec. & Jan.

;

Restaurant - Pension Bel Soggior-
no, Italian.

Tremezzo, the capital of the

Tremezzina, with luxuriant gar-

dens on the slope of the moraine-

hills, lies at the S. base of the

Monte di Tremezzo (5580 ft.).

An avenue of plane-trees, pass-

ing the Villa Carlotta (p. 208),

connects Tremezzo with Cade-

nahbia.
Interesting *Excursion (drive

there and back, 3-4 hrs.) by Lenno
(Punta d'Avedo, p. 206) to Argegno
(p. 20.5).

Cadenabbia.—Hotels (many
p]nglish and American visitors;

hotel-omnibuses meet the trains at

Menaggio also). *Bel,levue , ad-

joining the Villa Carlotta, with
shady grounds on the lake, 150 beds
from 4, B. 1^/4, L. 5-6, D. 6-8, P.
from 13 fr. (closed Nov. 1.5th-rcb.)

;

Britannia , with garden on the
lake, 100 beds at 3-7, B. IV2, L- 3-4,

D. 5-6, P. 8-1 5 fr. (closed Nov.-Marcli
loth) ; *Belle-Ile, 75 beds at 21/2-5,

B. IV4, I^. 3-4, D. 41/2-6, P.'. 8-1 2,
oinn. 1/2 fr. (closed Dec. -Feb.). —
T.css pretentious : Hot.-Pens. Cade-
nabbia, .50 beds at .3-7, B. I1/4, L. 3,

T). 4, P. 7-10 fr. ; Pens. Eden, 20 beds,
P. 6-7 fr., good; Hot. -Pens. Sgoh-
BATi, with restaurant (Munich beer),

P. 7 fr. ; Alberoo - Ristorante
MoRr.ANTi, p. 6-71/2 fr.,nnpret(;n(l-

ing. - - Anglican Church (serviccH
in Oct. &; Nov.). -- Fhiglinh Phf/ni-
cianSj same as at Bellagio.

Cadrnahhia, a small place in

the parish of (iriantej '/.^ ^^- ^^^

E. Bank.

San Giovanni di Bellagio

(P), with a church containing an

altar-piece by Grand. Ferrari

(p. 158): Christ in glory, with

saints and donors. The beautiful

garden of the Villa Trotti com-

bines the luxuriance of a S. vege-

tation with English-like expan-

ses of turf.

Villa Besana, formerly Pol-

di, contains the modern mauso-

leum of a Prince Gronzaga, in the

form of a round Romanesque
tower. Fine view. Visitors are

admitted to the beautiful garden

(gratuity).

Villa Melzi, see p. 208.

Bellagio. — Hotels (comp.

p. xxi). *H6t. Grande Bretagne,
frequented by the English and Ame-
ricans, with large park and Anglican
church, 2.50 beds at 5-10, B. 11/2,

L. 31/2-41/2, D. 5-7, P. 12-18, omn.
3/4 fr., closed Nov. -Feb. ; Gtr.-Hot.
Bellagio, with garden on the lake,

250 beds at 5-10, B. I1/2, L. 4-41/2,

D. 6-7, P. 11-20, omn. ^U fr., with the

dependance Villa Serhelloni(jp. 208

;

similar charges ; both closed in Dec.
& Jan.). - - *H6t. Genazzini et
Metropole, beautifully situated

on the lake, with small garden,
80 beds at .3-51/.,, b. li/.., L. .3,

D. 41/2, P. i)-ll fr., "closed Nov. 15th-

Fcb. 15th; ^Splendide Hotel den
Ktrangeus, witb garden-restauranl,
75 beds from .'i, B. IV2, ^^- ^Va, T). I'Aj,

I*, from 8 fr. ; *IIot. Flokenoe, with
restaurant (Mnriicli beer) and snmll

garden on the lake, 100 beds at .'{-5,

B. 11/2, L. .3, D. 41/2, P. 8-12, omn.
1/2 fr. -- *iroT. DiT Tmo, :V2 beds

at 21/2.31/2, B. 11/2, T.. 21/a, I). .T/2, P.

8-10 fr.; Hot.-Ukstaurant iSuissK,
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W. Bank.

the N.E. of Tremezzo and 2 M.

to the S. of Menaggio, lies in the

warmest and most sheltered sit-

uation on the Lake of Como after

Tremezzo. It has several pleas-

ant villas. — In the vicinity

(S.W.), on the road (p. 207)
along the shore to Tremezzo,

stands the *Villa Carlotta,
formerly Sommariva, built by
Giorgio Clerici (p. 172) in 1747.

In 1843 it came into the posses-

sion of Princess Albert of Prus-

sia, after whose daughter CAar-
/o^/e, Duchess of Saxe-Meiningen

(d. 1855), it is named. The Duke
of Saxe-Meiningen is the present

proprietor (accessible from 8 to

5, door opened every Y2 ^^-'i

1 fr. each pers.).

Interior. Tlie Marble Hall
contains the celebrated ^Reliefs by
Thorvaldsen , representing Alex-
ander the Grreat's Triumphal Entry
into Babylon in 323 B.C. This
frieze was first reproduced in plaster
for the Quirinal in 1811-12, in honour
of Napoleon; for this marble re-

plica a sum of over 14,000?. was
paid by Count G-iov. Batt. Somma-
riva in 1828. Also several statues
by Canova (Cupid and Psyche, Mary
Magdalen, Palamedes, Yenus), etc.

— On the chimney-piece in the Bil-
liard Room is a small marble frieze

of a Bacchanalian procession, said

to be an early work of Thorvaldsen,
The well-kept *Garden, laid out

on an old moraine, contains the most
luxuriant vegetation. It is especi-
ally beautiful in May, when the
azaleas and rhododendrons arc in

bloom. The tulip-trees, cedars, and
magnolias arc very fine, while the
geniality of the climate is attested
by the orange and lemon trellises,
the lianas, the cacti, and the Aus-
tralian ferns. Pleasant glimpses of
the lake arc obtained through the
thick shrubbery.

Beyond the Villa Carlotta, on

the lake-road, is the family-vault

E. Bank.

25 beds at IV2-2V2J L. 3, D. 31/2,

P. 6-7 fr., plain. — Ristorante-
Pbnsion Belvedere, on the way
to the Villa Giulia.

Caf6-Restaurant Bella Venezia,
near the pier.

Post Office at the S. end of the
town. — Telegraph Office in the
garden of the Gr.-H6t. Bellagio.

Lace, Silk Goods , and Olwe-
ivood Carvings at numerous shops.

Lake Baths (for swimmers).
Bagni Volta (1 fr.), with view-ter-
race (cafe), near the Villa Melzi,

V4 M. to the S. of the pier.

Rowing Boats, see p, 203.

Anglican Church (St. James's)

;

chaplain, Rev. H. G. Baldwin.
English Physicians, Dr. Bishop

(March-June & Sept.-Dec); Dr. Eliot.

Bellagio (710 ft.), a small

town with 1100 inhab., at the

W. base of the Punta di Bel-

lagio (p. 204), is perhaps the

most delightful point among the

lakes of Upper Italy. — A road

and a steep lane (beginning be-

hind the Hot. Grenazzini) ascend

through the town to the —
*Villa Serbelloni (adm.

1 fr., free for guests of Hot. Bel-

lagio ; hotel, see p. 207), the park

of which, with its old palms,

extends to the end of the pro-

montory. Charming glimpses of

Varenna, Villa Arconati, Villa

Carlotta, Villa Visconti, etc.

The Villa La Boyssonade
(adm. 10-12 and 2-5, 1/2 fr.) and

the Villa Belmonte command
other fine views.

The Villa Melzi, on the Como
arm of the lake, Yg ^- ^^ the S.

of Bellagio, was erected in 1810-

15 and now belongs to the

Duchess of Melzi; it possesses

numerous works of art and a

splendid garden (adm. Thurs. &
Sun., 1 fr. ; entr. by S. gate).
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W. Bank.

of the Sommarivas (open 9-6;

fee 20-30 c), with the tombs of

Counts Gr.B.Sommariva (d.l836),

by Pompeo Marches!, and Lnigi

kSommariva (d. 1838), by Pietro

Tenerani. The altar-piece is a

Pieta by Ben. Cacciatori.

Behind Cadenabbia rises the rock
of n Sasso (2790 ft.). Halfway up
stands the Madonna di San Mar-
tina, a small church, commanding
a beautiful view ; ascent IV2 hr. (via

Griante to the small chapel of San
RoccOj then follow the paved track).

The Monte Grocione (5345 ft.),

to the W., commands a striking
view of the Lake of Como and Bel-
lagio (a somewhat fatiguing ascent
uf 4 hrs.; guide 5 fr. ; in order to

avoid the heat the traveller should
start at 2 a.m.). A finer view of the
Alps of Valais (W.) is obtained from
the *Monte Galbiga (5567 ft.),

which may be reached in 1 hr. from
Monte Crocione by ascending the

(10 min.) Monte diTremezzo (6680 it.)

and thence following the crest.

From Monte Gralbiga we may de-

scend a steep and stony path on
the S.E., leading via Mezzegra to

(3 hrs.) Lenno (p. 206); or we may
cross the saddle between the Monte
di Lenno (5205 ft.) and the Cirna
Doaria (4745 ft.) and proceed to the
W. through the Valle Ponna to

(3 hrs.) SanFcdele d^Intelvi (p. 206).

At the Punta di Bellagio the S.W. and S.E. arms of the lake

unite (comp. p. 204).
The latter, the Lago di Lecco (12Va M. long), though inferior to

the other in picturesqueness and luxuriance of vegetation, presents grander
mountain scenery. The abrupt E. bank, with its steep sleigh-paths, is

skirted by the railway mentioned at p. 196. Steamers from Cadenabbia
to Lecco, see p. 203.

The steamer rounds the Punta di Bellagio (sec above). To the left,

Liema CP and R; Ristorantc Unione), at the foot of the abrupt Cima Pa-
lagia (5080 ft.). Fine view towards the N". — Right: Limonta (B ; Pens.
Ccrvicri, R. IV^i I^ ^72 f^., Italian, very fair; Trattoria del Porto), the
station for Guello (p. 198), Vaanena (li), the station for (3 M.) (Hvcnna,
(p. 197), and Onno (P; Alb. del Porto). Left: Olcio fR), then MandeUo
Lario (P & li ; Alb. della Grigna; Fiistorauli; della Torre), on a delta
running far out into the lake at tin; foot of the Orlgna, Meridionalc or

Mte. (Jampione (7165 ft.), witli the new Itlfagio-Alhergo Carlo Porta, used
also in ascending the Origna Settentrionale (p. 210). Then Ahbwlia Sopra
Ad/la (B & R), at the mouth of the Val Qerona. To the loft rises the

Mte. San Martina (4765 ft.). On the W. bank, at the base of tho (Jorni

dl Canzo (4500 ft.), are comcnt-works. Opposite Locco, to tho right, lioi

E. Bank.

On the Civenna road (p. 197),

beyond the cemetery, we reach

a blue iron gate on the left, lead-

ing to the Villa Giulia, with

beautiful *G-ardens, famous for

their camellias in spring (open

daily in summer, other times on

Sun. and holidays only ; fee 72^J'-)-

A pleasant ^Excursion may be
taken hence to (IV2 hr.) Guello or

(21/2 hrs.) Civenna (p. 197), either

by road, passing the Villa Giulia
(diligence to Civenna twice daily
in 2 hrs.; one-horse carr. 8 fr.,

3 hrs. there and back), or from the
steamboat-stations of Limonta and
Vassena (see below).

The,highly interesting ascent of

the *Monte San Primo (5530 ft.)

may be made in 41/2 hrs. from Bel-
lagio (guide 10 fr.). We follow the
highway to Gruello and then keep
to the left along the road passing
the Sasso Lentina, a huge erratic
boulder, and sweeping round to the

Alpe del Borgo (3198 ft.), whence
a footpath leads to the (3 hrs.) sum-
mit, on which is a ruined chapel.
Magnificent view of the Lake of
Como and the Brianza, backed by
a grand mountain-panorama. The
descent may be made on the W. to

(2V4 hrs.) Nesso (p. 205) or on the
S.E. to Canzo (p. 197).
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Parh, situated at the mouth of the Bitorto (p. 202) and separated from
Malgrate (p. 195) by the promontory of San Dionigio, The lake now
contracts to the width of the Adda. — Lecco (P & R), see p. 195.

On the chief arm of the Lake of Como, as we proceed towards

Colico, the first steamboat -stations are Menaggio (W. bank) and
Varcnna (E. bank).

W. Bank. I E. Bank.

Menaggio (P). — Piers. One,

to theS., beside the Hotel Menaggio,
for the Steam Tramway to Porlezza
(Lugano; see p. 217); another, be-

side the Hotels Victoria and Corona.
Hotel-omnibuses at both.

Hotels (many English andAmeri-
cau visitors). ^Hotel Victoria^ 125

beds at 4-8, B. IV2, L- ^Vg, ^- 5, P.

10-16, omn. I-IV2 fr. (closed from
Dec. 1st to Feb. 10th), "^Grand-Hot.
Menaggio (closed from Nov. toFeb.),

74 beds at 3V2-7, B. H/g, L. 31/2,

D. 5, P. 9-14 fr., both with gardens
on the lake. — Hot. de la Couronne,
25 beds at 2-3, D. 31/2, P. 6-8 fr.,

incl. wine ; Alhergo-Ristorante Bel-
vedere; Pens. Bella Vista, P. 7 fr,,

good; Hot. Olivedo y R. from 2,

L. 21/2, D. 3V2, P. from 7 fr., well
spoken of. — Railway Restaurant,
L. 21/2 fi*-

J
good (also bedrooms,

from 2 fr.).— Golf Course (9 holes),

at Grandola (p. 217).

Menaggio (1800 inhab.), with

a large silk manufactory, com-
mands a fine view of Bellagio.

On the lake, to the S., is the

handsome Villa Mylius.
A good road, diverging to the

right from the Porlezza road (p. 217),

ascends in windings to (V2 br.) Lo-
veno sopra Menaggio (1040 ft. ; tea-

rooms), near the church of which
stands the Villa Vigoni, com-
manding a magnificent view (apply
to the gardener; 1/2"^ f^-)- The gar-
den-saloon contains two reliefs by
Thorvaldsen. — Adjacent are the
Villa Massimo d'Azeglio and the
Villa Garovaglio.
From the Villa Vigoni a good

footpath leads via the villages of
(1 hr.) Plesio (1965 ft.) and (y.^ hr.)
Breglia (2465 ft.) to the church of
Madonna di Breglia, commanding
an extensive view. From Breglia
we may descend by a steep path
to Acquaseria (p. 211). — The

Varenna (P & R; Royal
Victoria Hotel, 95 beds at 3-6,

B.1V2,L.3V2, B, 5,P. 8-15fr.;

Alb. Olivedo, unpretending) is

charmingly situated on a sunny
promontory, at the mouth of the

Valle cfEsino. It is surrounded

by gardens and has quarries of

black marble. Magnificent view

of Bellagio and the entire lake.

The railway station is Y4 M.
from the pier (omn. 30 c). In the

vicinity both road and railway

pass through several tunnels.

About 3/4 M. to theS. of Varenna
the FiumeLatte ('milk brook', from
its colour) is precipitated in several
leaps from a height of 1000 ft.,

forming an imposing cascade in

spring, but dried up in summer. —
The ruins of Torre di Vezio, be-

side the high-lying hamlet of Vezio
(1/2 hr.), and the chapel of San De-
fendentc, 3 M. to the W. of Eseno
Superiore (see below), command
beautiful views.

From Varenna a fatiguing foot-

path leads via Regoledo (p. 211)
and above the Orrido di Bellano
(p. 196) to (13/4hr.) Bellano (p. 211).

The *Monte Grigna Setten-
trionale ov Monte Coderio (7905 ft.)

is a very fine point (mule to the
Rifugio Monza 5 fr.). From Va-
renna a bridle-path leads on the

right bank of the Esino via Per-
ledo (1340 ft.) and Esino Inferioi^e

(2705 ft.) to (21/2 hrs.) Esino Supe-
riore (2995 ft. ; Alb. Monte Codeno,
inexpensive), prettily situatcrl.

Thence (guide. Carlo Bertarini,

10 fr. ; not indispensable) via the

Alp Cainallo (IV2 hr.) and the

Alp Monte Codeno (IV2 hr.) to the

(V2 hr.) Rifugio - Albergo Monza
(6235 ft.) and to (2 hrs.) the top
(Rifugio Grigna Vetta, inn in
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W. Bank.
Cima la Qrona (5685 ft.), ascended
from Plesio in 21/2 hrs., commands
a fine view of Lake Como and of

the E. arm of Lake Lugano.

A *Road, mostly in shade in the
afternoon, leads to the N.E. from
Menaggio, skirting the (20 min.)
quiet bay of Nohiallo, the station

of the Como 'torpedo boats' (p. 286),

and then traversing five tunnels in

the yellowish-brown cliff, the Sasso
Rancio ('orange-rock'), to (40 min.)
Acquaseria (see below). The Rus-
sians under Bellegarde marched by
this route in 1799 along the old

dangerous footpath over the rock,
but suffered lieavy losses.

Acquaseria (P; Alb. Mi-
lano, on the highroad, plain but

good; Caffe - Ristorante Gah-
bani, at the pier, unpretending),

at the E. base of the Cima la

(jrrona (see above), with a hat-

factory, is the chief village in the

commune of Sanf Abbondio.

Bezzouieo (B), at the foot of

Monte Bregagno (6915 ft.), has

a restored castle of thelSth cent.,

the ancestral seat of the Torre

Rezzonico family.

Crernia (P), with the hand-

some church of 8an Michele

(altar-piece, *St. Michael, by

Paolo Veronese). The old church

of San Vito, a little to the N.,

contains a fine Madonna with

angels by Borgognone (p. 158).

— Then Fianello Lario (P),

amid groves of chestnut.

On rocks rising precipitously

above Musao (W) is situated the

iiiiued castle of liocca di Mns-
so, the residence of (iian Giac.

de' Medici (d. 155Gj in 1525-32,

'tiie Castellan of Musso' or 'Fal-

co della Rupe', who from this

spot ruled over the entire Lake
of Como.

E. Bank.
summer). The last part is rather
trying. Superb view of the whole
Alpine chain from the Mte. Viso
to the Ortler (the Mte. Rosa group
particularly fine), and of the plain
of the Po to the distant Apen-
nines. We may descend to the W.
(steep) to the club-hut Rifugio Re-
leccio (5625 ft.) in the Vol Meria,
and to Mandello (p. 209), or to the
S.E. to the RifugioPialeral (4790 ft.

)

and the Colle di Balisio (p. 196) or

Pasturo (p. 196).

From Regoledo (R), between

Varenna and Bellano, a cable-

railway (940 yds. long) runs in

summer (return-fare IY4 fr.) to

the Grand - Hotel Regoledo
(1425 ft. ; with hydropathic

establishment, 150 beds, P. 9-

12 fr., closed from Nov. to April).

Bellano (P & R; *Hotel-

Restaurant Tommaso Grossi,

P. 6-8 fr. ; Alb. Porta, P. 6-7 fr.,

both on the lake) has 2300 in-

hab. and some factories. By the

pier is a monument to Tomm.
Grossi (1790-1853), the poet,

who was born at Bellano. A
street leads hence to the (8 min.)

rail, station (p. 196).
Through the Pioverma Gorge and

Valsassina to Lecco, see p. 196.

Dervio (B & R), at the mouth
of the Varrone, is situated at

the base of the Monte Legjione

and its spur, the Monte Legno7i-

cino (5625 ft.).

* Monte Legnone (8565 ft.)

may be ascended hence in 7 hrs.

(with guide; not difficult and very
interesting). Bridlc-patli totheN.K.
to (IV2 l«r.) Sueglto (2580 ft. ; Oste-
lia Hretagna, plain but good) on
the W. slope of Mte. Legnoncino,
and thence (red way - marks) via

ArtesKO to the (2 hrs.) Rifugio Roc-
coll Lorla of the Italian Alpine
(Jlub (4800 ft.; two huts, with good
accommodation), on the saddle be-

tween TiOgnone and Legnoncino (flue
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W. Bank.

Dongo (P; Alh. Tre Pievi;

Alb. Dongo)^ a large village in

a sheltered situation. On the

road to Musso lies the beautiful

Giardino Manzi, with a wood-

ed park.

Gravedona (P; Hot. d^lta-

lie)^ with 1200 inhab., is situat-

ed at the mouth of the gorge of

the Liro. The handsome Pa-
lazzo del Pero with four towers,

at the upper end, was built in

3 586 byPellegrinoTibaldi. Ad-
joining the venerable church of

San Vincenzo rises the Bap-
fisterif of Santa Maria del

Tiglio, an interesting building

ofthe 12th cent., with campanile.
A bridle-path leads to the W.

through the Valle di Gravedona,
over the Passo San lorio (6420 ft.),

and down through the Valle Marob-
hia to (10 hrs.) Bellinzona (p. 9).

Provisions and guide necessary (no

inn en route).

Domclso (P) has several hand-

some villas. — Finally Gera (B).

E. Bank.

view) ; thence to theE. to the (2 hrs.)

Rifugio Legnone (7010 ft. ; no beds)
and the (I1/4 hr.) summit, with magni-
ficent view. — The ascent on the
N.E. side, from Delebio (p. 214), is

easieY. A bridle-path leads through
the Valle della Lesina to the (4 hrs.)

Alp Cappello (4993 ft.), and thence
across the Bocchetta del Legnoiie
to the (3-31/2 hrs.) summit.

CorennOy with a ruined castle;

Dorio (R.) ; Olgiasca. — Piona
(K.), on the bay named Laghetto

di Piona.
Colico (P & R). — The Rail-

way Station (restaurant) is »/» ^l-

from the lake (omn., fare included
in through-ticket). — Hotels. Hot.
Hisi, with cafe -restaurant, R. 2-

21/2 fr., clean; Alb. Croce d^Oro.
— Restaurant Sport, at the sta-

tion, with rooms, good ; Ristorante
della Posta (R. from IV2 f^'O) very
fair.

ColicOj pleasantly situated in

a plain near the mouth of the

Adda^ii^ the junction ofthe lines

from Milan to Lecco and Ohia-

venna (RR. 26, 31) and to Son-

drio and Tirano (RR. 26, 32).

31. Prom Colico to Chiavenna (Maloja Pass,

Splilgen).
17 M. Electric Railway, a continuation of the Milan and Colico

line (R. 26; generally running without connection witli the Lake Conio
steamer). The so-called 'Lightning Express' (p. 193 ; from Milan in 3 hrs.)

and the ordinary express take 40-45 min. (fares 3 fr. 45, 2 fr. 45, 1 fr. GO c.)

;

the other trains take 53 min.-lV4 hr. (fares 3 fr. 15, 2 fr. 20, 1 fr. 45 c).

Colico, see above. — At the fort of Fuentes, built by the Spa-

niards in 1603 and destroyed by the French in 1796, the line di-

verges to the N. from the Val Tellina Railway (R. 32) and crosses

the Adda (p. 214). — 41/2 M. Duhino (750 ft.), in the Piano di

Spagna^ the fever-scourged delta of the Adda.
Farther on, we skirt the E. bank of the Lago di Mezzola (p. 204),

which connects with Lake Como by the Mera only (here navigable).

J'Mne retrospect of the pyramid of Mte. Legnone (p. 211). — 8 M.
Novate Mezzola, on the N. bay of the lake.

The Piano di Ckiavenna, the name given to the wide valley

of the Mera below Chiavenna, is enclosed by lofty mountains and
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mncli exposed to the ravages of the river. — 10 Y2 ^- Samolaco
is the station for the village of that name on the right bank, the

Roman Summolacu, at the former N. end of Lake Como. To the

left is the fine waterfall of the Boggia, descending from the narrow

Valle Bodengo ; then, on the slope near the Valle delta Forcola,

the village of Gordona (960 ft.), amid luxuriant vineyards. Fine

view of the Liro valley (see below) and Chiavenna. Three tunnels.

17 M. Chiavenna. — Hotels. *Hdtel Conradi-Poste, ^UM. from
the railway-station, with line garden, 60 beds at 2-5, B. I1/2, L- 31/2, D- 4:^/2,

V. 7-10, onin. 1/2-^/4 fr. ; *Hdtel National & Engadiner Hof, at the station,

R. from 21/2, B. I1/4, L. 21/2, D- 31/2, P- 6-9 fr. ; Hot. Helvetia & Specola,
at the station, R. from 21/2, B. IV4 fr. ; Alb. Crimea, on the Promenade,
R. 2 fr. ; Hot. de la Gare, Alb. San Paolo, both near the station, un-
pretending. — Grood beer at the Loivenkeller.

The Station {Cafe-Restaurant, L. or D. incl. wine 21/2 fi'O lies to

the S.E. of the town. Through -tickets are here issued to the steam-
boat-stations on the Lago di Como, with coupon for the omnibus between
the railway-station and the quay at Colico (comp. p. 212).

Chiavenna (1040 ft.), the Roman Clavenna^ an ancient town
with 3100 inhab., charmingly situated on the Mera, is adapted for

:i stay of some time. The town, the key of the Spltigen road and of

the Val Bregaglia, through which the road to the Maloja Pass and
the Engadine leads to the E., belonged (along with the Valtellina)

to the Grisons from 1512 to 1797. San Lorenzo.^ the principal

church, has a slender campanile, rising from an arcaded enclosure

which was formerly the burial-ground. The octagonal Battistero

(closed; fee 15-20 c.) contains a font of 1206, adorned with reliefs.

In the Piazza Castello, at the foot of tlie castle-rock, are the ruins

of an unfinished palace of the last governor appointed by the Grisons.

The ruined Chateau., with two towers, in the same piazza, is the

legendary scene of Frederick Barbarossa's unavailing prostration

before Henry the Lion, sliortly before the battle of Legnano (p. 6).

The castle-rock above the town, now known as the ^Paradiso\ com-
mands a picturesque view (adm. 50 c); the Castle., once destroyed

by Barbarossa in 1187, fell into final ruin in 1G39. The Caurga,
a cutting 30 ft. wide made by the Visconti in the castle-rock, recalls

tlie desperate struggles with the dukes of Milan.
Via the Liro Valley (Valle San Giacomo) and over tlie Spltigen Pans

to Tiiusis, and via, the Val Bregaglia and Maloja PasR to the Upper
Kiigadine, see Baedeker^s Switzerland.

32. Prom Colico to Bormio via the
Val Tellina.

FicoM Colico to ISondrio, 257.^ M., cbictiic railway (normal gauge)
in l-VU hr. (fares 4 fr. 30, 3 Ir. :i'>, 2 ir. 15 (;., exmoHK 5 Ir. 25, 3 fr. 70,

2 fr. 40 f;.). The line \h a continuation of that from Milan to Colico (H. 20).

— Fkom Sondkh) to Tikano, 1(> M., railway in 52 niin.-l hr. {'.i fr. .'15,

2 fr. 15, 1 fr, 10 c, exproHH 3 fr. .'i5, 2 fr. .'}5, 1 fr. 55 c). Kxpre.sH trains

from uiid-July to initl-Sopt. only. — Fuom Tirano to tuk Haoni di
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BoRMio, 251/2 M-> motor -omnibus four times daily in summer (July-
Sept.) in 2V4-3V2 hrs. (once daily in 31/4 hrs. at other seasons); fare 8 fr.,

down 6 fr. (electric railway projected). For return-tickets from Milan to

the Bagni di Bormio and to St. Moritz, comp. p. xvii and the large edition
of the Orario Ufficiale (p. xvii). — Comp. the Map, p. 254.

The Val Tellina, which is watered by the Adda, is one of the main
longitudinal valleys in the Alps, separating the central chain from the
Bergamasque Alps (R. 41). It belonged to the Grisons down to 1797,
then to Austria, and since 1859 has been united to Italy. The inunda-
tions of the river often cause lasting damage by scattering debris from
its broad gravelly channel and make the lower part of the valley marshy
and unhealthy. An aromatic red wine is grown on the slopes of the
valley. As far as Tirano the line is accompanied by the poles of the
electric transmission cable (100 M. long) from Brusio in the Poschiavo,

Colico, see p. 212. — The electric railway to Sondrio runs to

the E., ascending the left bank of the Adda and passing the fort of

Fuentes (p. 212), to (4V2 M.) Delebio (710 ft.), on the Lesina (ascent

of Mte. Legnone, see p. 212). — 8 M. Cosio-Valtellino-Traona.
To the left rises the Monte Sijluga (9330 ft.).

10 M. Morbeguo (835 ft.; Alb. Morhegno ; Centrale)^ with

3600 inhab., lies at the mouth of the Valle del Bitto. The church

of San Lorenzo has a fine carved altar after Grand. Ferrari's design

by Angelo del Maino (1516-22). In the vicinity is the generating

station of the railway.
In the Valle del Bitto di Gerola, the S. arm of the Yalle del Bitto,

lies the little summer-resort of (10 M.) Gerola Alta (3450 ft.; Alb. Pizzo
dei Tre Signori; Pens. Morhegno), at the N. base of the Pizzo dei Tre
Signori (p. 196). — Through the Yalle del Bitto di Albaredo, the E. arm,
to the Val Brembana, see p. 256.

We cross the Adda to (14 M.) Ardenno-MdsinOj near the mouth
of the Val Masino.

A diligence plies hence thrice daily in 21/2 hrs. to (91/2 M.) the Bagni del
Masino (3840 ft. ; Kurhaus, open June 25th to Sept. 15th only, P. 8-12 fr.),

starting-point for the ascent of the Monte della Disgrazia (12,070 ft.),

the highest summit in Lombardy (comp. Baedeker''s Switzerland).

19^2 M. t^an-Pietro-JBerhenno (to Branzi in the Val Brembana,
see p. 256). — Farther on the train skirts the hill of Sassella,

noted for its wine and crowned with a church.

251/2 M. Sondrio (1020 ft.; *Hdt. de la Poste, with restaurant

and garden, R. 3-5, B. 1 Y21 P. 8-10, omn. ^4 fi*- ; ^^^- della Stazione,

well spoken of), the capital of the Yal Tellina, with 4400 inhab.,

situated on the brawling MallerOy produces excellent wine.
A road runs to the N.W. to the (IV4 M.) former nunnery of San Lo-

renzo (now a school), situated on a hill commanding a fine view. —
About 3 M. to the N.E. of Sondrio is the ruined castle of Orumello
(carr. there and back 5 fr. ; view), near which excellent wine (Grumello,
Inferno; is produced.

Through the Valle Malenco to Chiesa (carr. 5 fr.), passing the pictur-
esque falls of the Mallero in the (3/4 hr.) gorge of Arquino and the (1/4 hr.)

Antognaaco Fall, to Chiesa and over the Muretto Pass to the Upper Enga-
dine, see Baedeker's Switzerland. — Ascent -of the Corno Stella, see p. 256.

The railway to Tirano proceeds via (28 Y2 M-) Tresivio, the

station for (6 M.) Prasomaso^ with the 'Sanatorio Popolare Um-
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berto Primo', the public sanatorium for the province of Milan. —
About IV2 M. to the K of (30 V2 M.) Ponte is the village of that

name (1640 ft.), with a Madonna in fresco, by Luini, over the W.
door of the church. — 337.2 M. San Giacomo (1180 ft.). Pass to

Bondione, in the Val Serio, see p. 257.

From (36 M.) Tresenda (1220 ft.; Alb. Amhrosini, moderate)

a road (omn. twice daily) leads N.W. to (4y2 M-) the small and an-

cient town of Teglio (2860 ft. ; Hot. Combolo), situated on a moun-
tain-ridge (views), with a ruined castle, the handsome Renaissance

Palazzo Berta (16th cent.), and the church of San Lorenzo, with

frescoes by Fermo Stella of Caravaggio (1528). Tresenda is the

starting-point of the road over the Passo d'Aprica (p. 276). To
Bondione, see p. 257.

41 Y2 ^- Tirano. — The Eailway Station lies on the right bank of

the Adda, bet^voen the town of Tirano and the village of Madonna di Tirano.
Hotels. Gr.-Hot. Tirano, R. 2-7, B. IV2, P- 8-12, omn. 1 fr., Hot.

de la Gare, with garden, both at the station; Hot. Stelvio, R. 2-3Vo,
B. 11/4, P. 71/2 10 fr., omn. free, Posta, R. IV4-2V2 fr., these two in Tirano.
— Alb. Sail Michele

J
in Madonna di Tirano, R. 2-3, B. 1 fr. — Caffe

Lorandi, in Tirano.

Tirano (1410 ft.), a small town of 3500 inhab., often exposed'to

damage from the floods of the Adda, contains old mansions of the

Yisconti, Pallavicini, and Salis families. — About •Y4M. to thcN.W.,
at the entrance to the Val di Poschiavo, near the Swiss frontier,

is Madonna di Tirano (1440 ft.), a village with a large and hand-

some pilgrimage-church, built in 1506-33 after designs b}^ Braman-
tino. The elaborately carved screen dates from the 18th century.

Hence by the Bernina Railway through the Val di Poschiavo to tlie

Upper Engadine, see Baedeker^s Sivltzerland.

The High Road to the Bagni di Bormio (motor-omnibus, see

pp. 213, 214) crosses the Adda. To the N. rises the precipitous

Monte Masuc(-io (9240 ft.). — 2 M. Sernio (2085 ft.), amid vine-

clad hills. We descend to tlie N.E. to (3^4 M.) Lovero VaUellino.
— 5 M. Tovo di Sant'Agaia (1740 ft.).

At (5^2 M-) Mazzo di Valtellina (1835 ft.) the road rccrosses

to the right bank of the Adda, and beyond (7^/.^ M.) Grossotto

(2035 ft.; Alb. Pini) it crosses the Roasco, which here issues from
the Val Gromia (see Baedeker\s Switzerland). To tlie left tlie

imposing I'uined castle of Venosta. Opposite, on the left bank, is

the new Klectrif' I*over Jfotise for the eity of Milan, the starting-

])oint of the cable (90 M. long) ov(;r th(^ Mortirolo l*ass and through

the Val Camonica. -- Beyond (87., M.) Gro.sio (2170 ft.; Alb. Hi-

lardi, well spoken of), with a bell-foundry anrl the chaicijin of Count
Visconti-Venosta, we once more cross th(i Adda.

127., M. Bolladore r2790 ft.; Hotel des Alpes, well spoken

of; J'osfa, B. 2, B. 1 fr.; Pens. ViUa Manara). To th(^ S. rises

the Monte SeriMni (9735 ft.).

Haki.kkku'h Noitlicrn H.ily. lllh VAW
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To the N., amid the foot-hills of tlic Cimc Rcdasco (sec below), lies

the village of Sondalo (3080 ft.), in the pine-woods above which (Pineta
di Sortenna) is Dr. Zubiani's Sanatorium for consumptives (4100 ft.).

The valley contracts; the soutliern vegetation disappears; far

Ijolow rushes the grey glacier-water of the Adda. — The road runs

to the N. via Mondadizza, with a curious old church, to (14 Y2 M.)

Le Prese (3095 ft.), where we recross the Adda. The dam here was
formed in connection with the electric works of Grossotto. We next

enter the defile of Serra di Morigyione, about 3^2 ^I- ii^ length,

which separates the Val Tellina from the region of Bormio. In 1859
the Ponte del Diavolo was the scene of an engagement between
Austrians and Garibaldians. At (17 M.) the end of the pass lies tlie

Iiamlet of Morignone (3570 ft.). The Valle di Sotto, forming the

upper stage of the valley and extending to Bormio, is dominated by
towering mountains, some of them with glaciers: to the left the

Cima Redasco (10,300 ft.) and the Cima di Piazzi (11,285 ft.), to

the right tlie Monte Sobretta (10,815 ft.). Farther on is the hamlet

of Sanf Antonio Morignone (3595 ft.).

Beyond (20 V2 M.) Ceijina (3745 ft.; Hot.-Pens. Cepina, R. 2-21/2,

B. 1, P. 6Y2-7V2 fi'-) we reach the level green valley (Piano) of

Bormio. At Santa Lucia (3840 ft.) we cross the Frodolfo (see

below). The road runs to the N.E. to —
241/2 M. Bormio (4020 ft.; Posta, R. 2-3, P. incl. wine 7-9 fr.;

Alb. delta Torre, E. 1 1/2 -2 725 ^- ^-^ fi'-? well spoken of; Cajfe

dementi), a quaint little town with numerous dilapidated towers,

picturesquely situated at the entrance to the Val Furva or valley

of the Frodolfo. (To Santa Caterina, see Baedeker^s Eastern
Alps.) To the KW. opens the Val di Dentro, leading to the Ber-

nina Pass (see Baedeker's Switzerland).

At Bormio begins i\\(i Stelvio Road^hwilt in 1820-25. It ascends

in a wide curve, affording a fine retrospect of Bormio and its girdle

of mountains.

251/2 M. Bagni di Bormio. The New Baths (Bagni Nuovi;
4345 ft.), a handsome building surrounded v/ith gardens on a ter-

race commanding a fine survey, are much frequented in summer
(230 beds at 3-8, B. I1/2, L. 31/2-4, D. 5, P. 10-18 fr.; Angl. Church

Service). The Bacjni Vecchi, or Old Baths (Hotel, 110 beds at 2-4,

B. 1
1/4, L. 3, D. 4,'P. 71/2-10 fr. ; season from July 1st to Sept. 10th),

are 1/2 M. higlier up (4755 ft.), perched on the rocks below the road.

The seven springs, containing salt and sulphur (100-105" Fahr.),

rise in the dolomite cliffs near the old baths; they are mentioned
by Pliny and Cassiodorus. The old Roman baths (piscine) hewn in

the rock are interesting. — From Bormio over the Stelvio (Stilfser

Joch) to Landeck and Meran, see Baedeker-'s Eastern Alps.
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33. Prom Menaggio, on the Lake of Como,
to Lugano and to Luino, on the Lago

Maggiore.
42 M. LionT Railway from Menaggio to Porlezza, 8 M., in 50 min.

(farors 3 fr., 1 fr. f>5 e. ; views to the left) : station at Menaggio, conip. p. 210.

— Steamboat (mediocre restaurant) from Porlezza to (11 M.) L^igano in

I-IV4 hr. (fares 2 fr. 50, 1 fr. 20 e.), and from Lugano via Porto Ceresio
to (15 M.) Ponte Tresa in 13/4-21/4 hrs. (fares 2 fr."^, 1 fr. 50 c.). — Light
Railway from Ponte Tresa via Cremenaga to Luino, 8 M., in 40 min.
(fares 3 fr,, i fr. 40 c.). Through-tickets from Menaggio to Lugano 5 fr. 50,

2 fr. 85 c, to Luino 10 fr. 50, 5 fr. 75 c. ; Sun. return-tickets from Lugano
to Porlezza and Ponte Tresa IV2 & 1 fr- (tickets also on hoard of the
steamers). — Swiss custom-house examination on tlic steamboat, Italian
at Ponte Tresa or Porlezza. — Light Railway from Lugano (St. Gotthard
Station) to Ponte Tresa, 7 M., 11 times daily in 1/2 lir. (fares 1 fr. 95, 1 fr.

30 c., there and back 3 fr. 15. 2 fr. 10 c), sec pp. 217, 220. — Comp. the
Maps, pp. 202, 16, 227.

Menaggio^ see p. 210. — Tlie Light Railway to Porlezza
at first ascends rapidly (5 : 100) to the hills above the lake, then

turns and rnns towards the N". for about half-a-mile. Fine *yiew
to tlie right of the central part of the Lake of Como, with Bellagio

in tlie middle. Farther on the line describes a wide bend to the

Vr. and winds high up along the left side of the deep Val Sanagra.
Tunnel. — At (3 M.) Grandola (1260 ft.; Alb. Crotto Scheggia),

the station for the Menaggio golf-links (p. 210), we reach the highest

point of the line, 610 ft. above the Lake of Como. The train descends

rapidly (4 : 100), via (S^/., M.) Bene-Grona, (51/2 M.) Piano PoHezza
(on the small Lago del Piano)^ San Pietro (6-^4 M. ; where the

Lago di Lngano comes in sight), and (TYg ^0 Tavordo^ in the

broad Valley of the Criccio.

8 M. Porlezza (Alh. del Lago, well spoken of; Posta or

Artgelo), on the N.E. arm of the Lake of Lngano, with glass-works

and tlie Italian custora-honsc for travellers from Lngano, is the

station of the Italian 'torpedo-boats' (p. 286). Rail, station, close

to the steamboat-pier. Highroad to Osteno (p. 218).

'J1ie Lake of Lugano (890 ft.), called by the Italians Lago
Ceresio after its doubtful Latin name, is 20 sq. M. in area and
1)45 ft. deep at its deepest point. The curionsly shaped lake, not

iiiilike the letter S, occupies tfic deepest portions of two cross-

vallfys, separated by the Monte San Salvatore, while the N. ends

of the valleys, as well as the valley to the N.E., between Castaguola

and I'orlezza, have been filled n]) by the rivers Agno and Ckiss(f-

raie. Its partly wooded and precipitous banks are less varied and

more sombre than those of Lakes (Jonio and Maggiore, but its

central part, the *Pay of Lugano, vies in scenic charm and
luxuriance of vegetation with its more celebrated neighbours.

TIk; STKAMKFt proceeds via, (Hnia, at thf fool r»f tin- sleep Iiills

on the N. Ijinik, ;iu(l crosses tlie Jiike I0

I I
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OstSno (Alb. del Vapore, expensive; Alb. della Grotta), on

the wooded S. bank of the lake, the birthplace of the sculptor

Andrea Bregno (d. 1506 in Rome), who is represented by two
ciboria in the church.

The Grotto of Osteno, Ital. Orrido or Pescara ('fishermen's gorge')
(11 Osteno, is frequently visited from Lngano (return-fare 2 fr. 75 c. ; ticket
for the grotto, including the ferry, obtained on board the steamer, 75 c).
The ferryman guides visitors through the village and down to the right
sliort of the stone bridge, to a small foot-bridge over the brook. The
mouth of the gorge, in which there is a small waterfall, is near (7 min.)
a projecting rock (restaurant). Visitors thread the narrow ravine in a
small boat. Far above, the roof is formed by overhanging bushes, be-

tween wliich glimpses of blue sky are obtained. The gorge is terminated
by a waterfall. — Time permitting, the Grottoes of Rescia, with their
tufa quarries and fossils, may be visited also (boat there and back in 1 hr.).

The steamer steers obliquely across the lake, affording a view

to the left of Mte. San Salvatore (p. 14), to San Mamette (*8tel]a

d'ltalia, on the pier; *Pens. Amsler-Garten, ^j^ hr. higher up, 5Vo-
6 fr., good; Pens. Val Solda), beautifully situated at the mouth of

the picturesque Val Solda ^ with Castello high above it (p. 16). —
Oria (Hot.-Pens. Beau-Rivage, P. from 6 fr.) is also the station for

Albocjasio (Ristorante Due Gemelli, plain), with a picturesquely

situated church. Ascent of Monte Boglia, see p. 16.

We now return to the S. bank, on which lies Santa Mar-
gherita, an old church at the base of the precipitous Monte CasU
(34:30 ft.).

A Cable Railway, 3/^ M. long (fares 3 & 2 fr., return-tickets 4 & B,

on Sun. and holidays 2i/-2 & IV2 f^- 1 from Lugano 5 fr. .85 & 3 fr. 65 and 3 fr.

& 1 fr. 80 c), leads from the station of Santa Margherita (910 ft.) in 20 min.
(steepest gradient 65 : 100) to Belvedere di Lanzo d''Intel vi (2905 ft.

;

Funiculaire-Eestaurant Belvedere, with R., L. 21/2, D- 31/2, P. 7-8V2 fi*-),

affording a fine view of the Val Solda, the Bay of Lugano, and the Alps with
Monte Rosa. A road, turning to the right at the customs officers' barracks,
leads to the Anglican Church (service in summer) and the (10 min.) ^Gra7id-
Hotel Belvedere (3015 ft. ; 100 beds at 3V2-5, L. 31/2-4, D. 5-6, P. 8-15 fr.

;

open from April to Oct.), on the N. margin of the Fian d'' Orano (3430 ft.).

— The main branch of the road runs from the customs-barracks to the left

to (IV4 M.) Lanzo d'Intelvi (2975 ft. ; Palace Hotel Bella Vista, with
central heating and park, 80 beds at 21/2-^, B. Vj^, L. 31/2, ^' ^1/2, P- 8-

12 fr., closed from Oct. to April 15th; Hot. de Milan, P. 6 fr. ; Alh. Cen-
trale, R. IV2-2V2, I^- 2, D. 2V2 f r. ; Hot. Villa Annunciata, P. 5-9 fr.), a

pleasant village with several villas, on the uppermost level of the Val
d^Intelvi (p. 206). A road leads to the small clialybeate baths of Paraviso
(20.50 ft.; P. .51/2-6V2 fr.) , 1 M. to the E. — From Lanzo via Aro§no to

(3 hrs.) Maroggia, see p. 16; ascent of the (31/2 brs.) Monte Generoso,
see p. 17; to (4 hrs.) Argegno, see p. 206.

The steep N. slopes of the Monte di Caprino (p. 15) bey.ond

Santa Margherita, and the IST. bank of the lake beyond Bellarma
belong to Switzerland.

The steamer steers diagonally across the lake to the village

of Gdndria (Hot. Seehof, by the pier, E. from V/^, P. from
5 fr. ; Antico Ristorante), with its arcades and its vine-terraces on

the stoo]) slopes at the foot of Mte. Bre (p. 14; walk to Ere and
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Castagnola, see p. 14). — The next station, also on the steep S.

slope of Monte Bre, is Lugano- Castagnola (p. 13), The steamer

then traverses the pretty bay of Lugano, on the S. side of which
the Mte. San Salvatore rises conspicuously.

Lugano, see p. 9. The station of the St. Gotthard Railway

lies high above the town, 1 M. from the Lugano-Centrale pier.

As we leave Lugano, we enjoy a fine retrospect of the town and

Mte. Bre. The steamer rounds the promontory of San Martino
(p. 14) and calls at Campionej an Italian enclave in Swiss terri-

tory. This village was the home of the Lombard sculptors of the

13-14th cent, known as the 'Campionesi'. The church of the Ma-
donna dell' Annunziata contains some 14th cent, frescoes of the

Lombard school (Life of John the Baptist). Fine retrospect of the

Alps to the N. ; to the left rise the steep flanks of Mte. Generoso

(p. 17). The boat now passes, with lowered funnel, through an arch

of the Ponte Diga (p. 16) and generally touches both at Bissone

(p. 16) on the E. bank and at Melicle (p. 16) on the W. bank.

At this point a fine view is obtained to the left of the S.E. arm
of the lake {Lake of Capolago, see p. 16), which the Punta di

Poiana, a spur of Mte. San Giorgio (see below), separates from
the W. arm. The steamer enters the latter (to the left, Brusin
Arsizio) and stops at Morcote (Pens. Olivella)^ a small town
picturesquely situated at the S. angle of Monte Arbostora (2710 ft.)

and commanded by the church of Madonna del Sasso and a ruined

castle (1560 ft.). The cliurch of the adjacent (N.E.) village of Vico
Morcote (1415 ft.) contains interesting sculptures.

The steamer now crosses the lake to tlie small bay of Porto
Ceresio {Alb. Ceresio, plain), situated on Italian soil (elcctj'ic

railway to Varese and Milan^ see R. 34).

A bridle-path ascends to the N.E. to (IVij hr.) Serpiano (2290 ft. ; Aib.
Serpiano), charrainj^ly situated among woods and meadows at the foot of
Monte Sau Giorgio (3590 ft.), and commanding a beautiful view of tlie Lake
of Lugano (road from Mendrisio via Meride under construction; sec p. 17).

The steamer turns to the N. and reaches the W. part of the

lake. To the left, in Italy, lies Brusirajjiano (Alb. Parini), where
Mte. San Salvatore again comes into sight to the N.E.

The boat passes to the left of the Lake of Agno (p. 220), the

background of which is formed by Mte. Bigorio, Mte. Tamaro, and
other summits, and steers thiough the Stretto diLavena, a narrow
channel leading into the westernmost bay of the lake. To the left

is the village of Lavena^ to the right, the barren Morde Sassalto

(1740 ft.j, formerly an island. At the W. end of the bay is —
Ponte Tresa, consisting of two villages, the larger of which

is Swiss and the smaller Italian, divided by the river Tresa, which

issues from the lake lieie. 1'he railway station and steamboat pier

arc on the Italian side (left bank). On the Swiss side is iho Albergo

Crivelli (R. from 1 fr.).
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Tliu Light Railway fkom Lugano to roivTE Tkksa (7 M. ; sec j). 217)

passes Sorengo (1157 ft.), descends past the small Lake of Muzzcuw
1^1120 ft.) to the (IV'i M.) Cappclla di Vlglio, and, turning- to the right

along the hillside, to {'d^j^^i--) Bioggio (4()7 ft. ; sec p. 15); thence through
tlic broad valley of the Agno (p. 9) to the small town of (4^/4 M.) Agno
(U70 ft. ; Ristorante Boffa), on the arm of the Lake of Lugano named after

it (p. 219). Farther on we pass (61/4 M.) Magliaso (950 ft. ; Pens, Helvetia,

P. -i^l^-^ fi'., good; to Novaggio, see p. 15) and cross the MagJiaaina to

(tjV2 M.) Caslano and (7 M.) Fonte Tresa.
From Ponte Tresa to GliirJa (VareseJ, see p. 22ii.

The Light Railway from Ponte Tresa to Luino descends

along the left bank of the rapid and clear Tresa, which here forms

tlie boundary between Italy and Switzerland. Several villages and

churches are seen perched on the hills. Beyond the station of

(3Y2 ^^ Cremenaya (830 ft.) the train passes through two tunnels.

At Ponte Cremenaga (motor-diligence, see p. 217) it crosses the

river, the precipitous right bank of which is now also Italian. —
6 M. Creva (745 ft.), with manufactories. Crossing the Bellinzona-

Genoa line (R. 36; station to the left), v/e arrive at (8M.)Z/?^mo, where

the station adjoins the Lago Maggiore steamboat-quay (sec p. 23'J).

34. From Milan to Porto Ceresio, on the
Lake of Lugano, via Gallarate and Varese.

l«V.^ M. Ei/ECTKic Eailway (Ferrovie clello Statu) in li/^-l-V.i In-, (lares

1 f r. 50, 2 fr. 2j c.) ; to (371/2 M.) Varese in 1-2 hrs. (fares 8 fr. SO, 1 f r. 65 c).

Keturn-ticket.s to Lugano 8 fr. 15, 4 fr. 55 c. (ISun. & holidays 7V-j ^ f fi"-);

from Lugano to the Sacro Monte 5fr. 95, 3 fr. 95 c. (4 fr. 65, 3 fr. 40 c).

The trains start in the Via Galileo Galilei (PL F, 1; tramway No. 5, see

]). 154), beside the Central Station. Heavy luggage is accepted on the 'B'

trains only. The trains are much overcrowded on Sun. and holidays and
on Sat. evenings in summer. Both the Swiss and the Italian custom-house
examination takes place on the steamer. — Comj). the Map, p. 226.

From Milan to (25 M.) Gallarate, where tlie Simjjlon Railway
diverges, see p. 6.

From Gallarate to Laveko, 20 M., railway in 3/^-1 hr. (fares 1 fr. 80,

90 c; from Milan, in 2-21/2 hrs., 3 fr. 90, 1 fr. 95 c.). — 10 M. Ternate-
Varano-Borghi, on the little lake of Comabblo (795 ft.). — 15 M. Besozzo
(850 ft.). — 20 M. Laveno, see p. 233.

Our line runs to the N. through the fertile moraine hills of the

Varesoito. 3072 M. Alhizzate; 35 M. Gazzada (1230 ft.), in a

lofty situation, with the Villa Gacjnola. As the train proceeds

we enjoy a beautiful view, to the left, of the Lake of Varese and
Vaiese with the MoJite Campo dei Fiori in the background.

377i» M. Varese. — Railway Stations. 1. Stazione Ferrovie
dello tStato, to tlie E. of the town. — 2. Stazione Ferrovie Nord Milaiio,
350 yds. U the N.E. of the foregoing, for tlie Milan -Laveno (II. 35) and
Como-Lavcno lines (p. 202). — 3. Stazione dclle Bettole, on the N. side
of the town, for the electric railway to Luino (p. 221).

Hotels. *Kx(jKLsiou Gkand-Hotel Vakese, a large establishment,
3/4 M. to tlie W. of the town, near the station of Casbeno (p. 224), with a
beautiful garden and a splendid view of the W. Alps, R. from 5, B. IV2,
L. 41/2, D. .51/2, y- 10-16, on.n. IV-^ fr. (closed Dec. -Mar. 1.5th). — In the
town (rooms must be ordered in advance during the races, in Sept.) : Europa,
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Via Luigi Sacco 2, R. from 2V2, P. fi'om 7, oinn. ^/4 fr. , Italia, Corsu
Roma, with small garden, R. 21/2-4:, P. 7-9, omn. '^U i^'-f both Italian, with
restaurants; Akgelo, Via Alessandro Manzoni 10, Centrale, Corso Vit-
torio Emanuele Sccondo 41, both quite unpretending. — Caf^s (Cavoui',
etc.) under the arcades in the Corso Vittorio Emanuele Secondo.

Post & Telegraph OfSce, in the Municipio (see below).
Cabs. One-horse carr. per drive in the town 1 fr., to Castiglione

(p. 224), with a stay of 1-2 hrs., about 6 fr. (bargain necessary).
Electric Tramways (generjrily crowded on Sun.). 1. From the Sta-

zione Ferrovie Nord, via the Piazza Porcari, the Piazza Beccaria, Bettolc,
(2 M.), and Robarello, to (V2 hr.) the Prima Cappella, below the Madonna
del Monte (every 10-20 min. ; fare, up 50, down 30 c.). — 2. From the
Stazione dello Stato via Casbeno to Bobbiate, ev. 40 minutes. — 3. From
the Stazione dello Stato, via the Piazza Porcari and the Via Luigi Sacco,
to Masnago, ev. 20 minutes. — 4. From the Stazione dello Stato to Bizzo-
zero, ev. 20 minutes. — 5. From the Stazione dello Stato to Azzate.

Wire Rope Railways (Funicolari). l. From Vellojie (at the Prima
Cappella, see above) to the (25 min.) 3Ionte Tre Croci, ev. 20 min. (fare
1 fr. 70, down 60 c. ; from Varese 2 fr. 20, 90 c.). — 2. From Vellone to the
(13 min.) Sacro Monte, ev. 20 min. (fare 1 fr., down 40 c. ; from Varese
1 fr. 50, 70 c).

Electric Railway from Bettole (see above), via Grhirla and Cunardo,
to (151/2 M.) Luino (p. 232) in ca. 1 hr. (fares 2 fr. 30, 1 fr. 35 c).

Anglican Cliiircli Service in the Grrand-Hotel Varese. — Golf
Course (9 liolcs) near the Grand -Hotel. — English Physician (in

summer), Dr. Hubert Higglns, Via Staurenghi 3.

Varese (1250 ft.), a thriving town with 7700 inhab. and silk,

leather, carriage, and other manufactories, contains a Kursaal, a

Stadium, and numerous summer-villas of Milanese families. The
environs are charming, and the summer-licat is endurable.

The Via Orrigoni and the Via p]raanucle Morosini lead from
the rail, station to the Piazza Venti Settembre. Here begins the

busiest line of thoroughfares, consisting of the Via Garoni, the

Corso Roma, and (beyond the small Piazza Porcari) the (r.) Corso

Vittorio Emanuele Secondo. Behind the arcades of the last, in tlie

small Piazza San Vittore, is the church of San Vittore., rebuilt in

1580-1615 after a design by Pellegrino Tibaldi, with a facade by
L. Pollack (1795). Fine *View from the campanile (1617-1773),

236 ft. in height (ticket from the sexton; 277 steps; ascent dark

and fatiguing). Adjoining is an ancient Ba,ptistc7^y.

In the Via Luigi Sacco, to the left, near the Piazza Porcari,

is the Ma?iicipiOj formerly named La Carte, built for Duke Fran-

cis III. of Modena in 1775. In the right wing is the Mnseo Civico,

a collection of prehistoj'ic and Komaji antitpiities. The Giarditio

J'dhhlico, loiiiierly tlio j)alace-garden, is laid out in the old Italian

style; fine view of tin; Lake of Varese and the W. Alps, with Monte
Ivosa, from the top of the wooded ridge.

'J'hc Villa Lifta AI(/d{f///a/n, in Jhnino Inferiore, a little to

the N. of the N. Station, still bears traces of a skirjnish fought

here in 1850 between Garibaldi and the Austrians. — In Biiimo
tSuperiore., halfway between Biumo Inferiorc and Bcttolc (sec above),

are the attractive Villa J*onfi and Villa Liffa.

i
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The most attractive excursion Trom Varcsc is that to tlie *Monte
Tre Crooi (3555 ft.), which is ascended by a motor road and also by a

WiKE Rope Railway (p. 221), 990 yds. long, opened in 1911. The lower
station of Vellone (2070 ft.) lies beyond the short tunnel at the electric

tramway terminus of Prima Cappella (p. 221). The upper station of Campo
(lei Fiori (3385 ft.), near which arc a large hotel and some new villas, is

8 min. below the bare summit of the mountain (marked by a cross).

The view is famous. It includes the small lakes of Comabbio, Monate,
and Biandrouno, the Lago di Yaresc, t^o arms of the Lago Maggiorc,
part of Lake Como, the Brianza, the Bergamasque Alps, and the wide,
but often mist-covered plain extending past Milan and Novara to the
Colli Torinesi (p. 36). The S. horizon is bounded by the long chain of

the Apennines ; the most prominent features of the W. Alps are Monte
Viso, the Graian Alps, and Monte Rosa (morning-light most favourable).
— A more comprehensive view, including the glacier-world of S. Switzer-
land, is obtained from the (l'V4 hr.) *Monte Campo dei Fiori (4025 ft.).

From the summit a bridle-path descends to the Sacro Monte, running high
above the Valcuvia (p. 224) and passing the Punta Fizzella (3070 ft.), a

projecting spur on the N. side of the Monte Tre Oroci.
Another Wire Rope Railw^ay (p. 221), 385 yds. long, opened in 1909

(steepest gradient 57 : 100), leads from the station of Vellone to the Sacro
Monte (2885 ft.), a rocky protuberance on the S.E. slope of the Monte
Tre Croci. The terminus lies beyond the village (Alb. Camponovo), near
the former convent (founded 1475) and pilgrimage-church (16-17th cent.)

of Madoyma del Monte. In the vestibule of the church is a 13th cent,

relief of the Madonna; in the dome traces of frescoes of ca. 1500. Pictur-
esque *View. From the church a paved path descends to the hamlet of

Oronco (1835 ft. ; Alb. del Riposo, with garden and view), near the station
of Prima Cappella. This path passes a statue of Moses and 14 chapels,
adorned with 17th cent, frescoes and groups in painted stucco illustrating
the mysteries of the rosary.

Other Excursions. To the S.E. to (2V4 M.) Bizzozero (1240 ft.), by
the Milan road, which commands beautiful views of the spurs of the Alps
as far as the Lake of Como, of the S. end of the Lago Maggiorc, and of

the Monte Rosa group (tramway, see p. 222). From Bizzozero we may
descend, partly throngli wood, via Lozza (1075 ft.) to (3 M.) Castiglumo
Cp. 224) in the Val d'Olona. — To the S. to (1^/4 M.) SanVAlbino and
Gazzcida (p. 220), returning \\k Azzate (1090 ft. ; tramway, see p. 221), with
its magnificent Alpine view. — To the S.W. via Casbeno (p. 224) and
(IV4 M.) Bobbiate (1080 ft. ; tramway, see p. 221) to Calcinate del Pesce, on
the N.E. bank of the Lago di Varese (785 ft.), and thence via Oltrona al
Lago (970 ft.) and Voltorre (855 ft. ; where there is an old Lateranensian
monastery with interesting Romanesque cloisters) to (6M.) Gavirate (p. 224).— To the Colle Campiglio (1485 ft.), IV2 M. to the W., on the road to

Masnago and Laveno, commanding a fine viev/ ; thence via (IV4 M.) Mas-
7iago (1345 ft. ; tramway, see p. 221) and (21/2 M.) Casciago (1510 ft.

;

where the Villa Castelbarco affords a fine *View of the five lakes and of
Mte. Rosa) to (3 M.) Luvinate (1370 ft.), whence a beautiful view is ob-
tained of the Lake of Varese and the small adjacent Lake of Biandronno
(790 ft.), and also of the fartlier distant (S.W.) lakes of Monate (880 ft.)

and Comabbio (p. 220). From Luvinate we descend either via (3'V4 M.)
Barasso (1320 ft.) to the rail, station of Barasso-Comerio or via (41/2 M.)
(Joinerio (1255 ft.) to (6 M.) Gavirate (p. 224). — From Schieranna, below
Bobbiate (sec above), in 1 lir., or from Gavirate in 35 min., across the Lago
di Varese by small boat to the Isola Camilla or Virginia, generally known
as Isolino (summer -restaurant), with the small Museo Ponti, containing
relics of lake-dwellings (custodian at the museum or in Biandronno).

Those who make a longer stay should take the pleasant Drive round
the Mte. Campo del Fiori via Gavirate (p. 224), Cocquio (1045 ft.), Orino
(1450 ft), Brinzio (1665 ft.), and Fogliaro (carr. 8-10 fr., with two horses
16-20 fr.).
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The Light Railway to Luino (p. 221), at first skirting the highroad,
diverges to the N. at Bettole and enters the picturesque Valganna,
or upper valley of the Olona. It passes through the Olona gorge , with
the (2 M.) shady Grotte di Valganna (restaurant, good beer), and skirts

the small Lago di Ganna, on the left, to (6 M.) Ganna (1505 ft.; Alb.
Valganna), the chief village in the valley, at the base of Monte Povidone
(3258 ft. ; view). It then skirts the pretty Lago di Ghirla (1430 ft.

;

fish abundant; frequented in winter by skaters from Milan) to (71/2 M.)
Ghirla (1475 ft. ; Alb. delF Annunciata), whence a road (41/2 M. ; electric

railway projected; one-horse carr. 5 fr.) runs to the N.E. through the
beautiful Marchirolo Valley down to Sayi Pietro and Ponte Tresa (p. 219).

The railway descends in windings to the N.W., with superb view of the
mountains round the Lago Maggiore, via (81/2 M.) Cunardo (1535 ft.), with
the Varese electric works and reservoir, and (IOV2 ^0 Ferrera-Camartino
to (12 M.) Grantola (820 ft.), in the monotonous Margorabbia Valley. —
151/2 M. Luino, see p. 232.

From Varese to Como, see p. 202; to Laveno, see R. 35.

The Railway to Porto Ceresio crosses the Ferrovie Nord and

then the Olona. — 391/2 M. Induno- Olona (1300 ft.), with the

Villa Medici. To the left rises the Mte. Monarca (2815 ft.).

Tunnel. 41 Yg M. Arcisate - Brenno ; Arcisate (1245 ft.; Alb.

Marinoni) lies to the left, at the base of the finely-shaped Sasso
delle Coma (3390 ft.). — The line curves round the Monte Useria

(1810 ft.), with its pilgrimage-church. — 431/2 ^I- Bisuschio-Viggiu.
At Bisuschio (1130 ft.), which lies in the Vol Brlvio, 1 M. to the W.,

is the interesting Villa Cicogna, with a large park and a splendid view
of the Lake of Lugano. — The little town of Viggiu (1625 ft.; Touring
Cliib Hot. Viggiu, good; Angclo, simple) lies 2 M. to tlie E. of the rail.

Htatiou (diligence thrice daily) and is commanded by the churcli of SanV
Ella and by the *Palace Grand-Hotel Prealjn (1975 ft.; E. 3-8, B. IV4,
L, 3-i, D. 5-6, P. from 8, omn. IV2 fi'. ; closed from Oct. to April).

We descend into the Val Brivio. In the foreground to the left is a

large graiiite-quai-ry (paving-stones), at Cuasso al Monte (1640 ft.).

46 1/2 ^^- Porto Ceresio (p. 219). The rail, station lies close

to the Lake of Lugano. Steamer 10 times daily in summer to

(V4-IV4 ^1''-) Luganoy see pp. 217, 9.

35. Prom Milan to Laveno, on the Lago
Maggiore, via Saronno and Varese.
15V'2 ^^- i< A II.WAY (Ferrovie Nord, MiJano) in 2-2^/4 Ijrs. (fares d fr. 25,

3 fr. 55, 1 fr. 80 c); to (3IV2 M.) Varene in 1-2 his. (fares 3 fr. 70, 2 fr. 55,
1 fr. 35 c). For return-tickets, comp. p. 227. — In clear weather this is

H very attractive journey (best views to the left).

From Milan to (137^, M.) t^aronno, see p. 198. — As we proceed,

we liave a fine view to the riglit of ]>runatc, the mountains round
\/,\k(i Como, Jind Mte. Generoso. — l(i M. (Jerenzano-Turate. The
large Casa Umberto Primo at Turate (785 ft.) is a pensioners'

liome. — 197'i ^- Mozzatc, (tramway to Como, see p. 199).

2275, M. Tradate (1024 ft.). To the left we obtain a grand
view of the Valais Alps; in the foreground ap])ear the Mte. Campo
del Fiori (p. 222; and the mountains round the Lak(! of Lugano.

26 M. Venegono-^uperiore-Castiglionc (1204 ft.).
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About Vl>i M. to the W. of Vencgono Supcriorc, and 5V'2 M. to the

S.E. of Vaicse (comp. p. 222; tramway to Bizzozero and cair., sec p. 221),

is Castiglione Olona (1055 ft.), on the Olona, with 1900 inhab. and some
interesting works of art. In the main street (Via Vittorio Emanuele Se-
oondo) is the Casa Castlglioni, the house of Cardinal Branda Castiglioni
(d. 1113), a brick building with a handsome Gothic window and portal. —
A few paces off, at the approach to the collegiate church (Via Cardinal
Branca), lies the Chiesa cli Villa or CJiiesa del Corpo di Crista, a lai'ge

building in the style of Brunelleschi (p. 560), probably the oldest early-

Benaissance edifice in Lombardy, with an elegant portal and the tomb of
(hiido Castiglioni (d. 1485). The Grothic Collegiate Church, situated
high up above the wooded gorge of the Olona, contains, in the choir,

frescoes (mostly much injured) painted about 1428 for Card. Castiglioni
by Masolino of Florence, the master of Masaccio (pp. Iv, 631) : at the
sides of the windows, scenes from the lives of SS. Stephen and Lawrence;
on the vaulting, Annunciation, Marriage of the Virgin, Birth of Christ,

Adoration of the Magi, Assumption of the Virgin, and Coronation of the
Virgin; on the left is the monument of Card. Castiglioni by Leo7iardu8
Griffus (1443). The sacristy contains valuable church-furniture, incl. an
ivory reliquary of the 8th cent. (?). — The sacristan (Va'l fr.) conducts
visitors across the court to the Baptistery, which also is richly adorned
with ^Frescoes by Masolino (scenes from the life of John the Baptist;
about 1435). Those on the entrance-wall (Angel appearing to Zacharias)
and on the N. wall (1.) are almost completely destroyed. On the choir-

wall: John preaching Christ as the Messiah; *Baptism of Christ (the three
figures nndressing themselves to the right are interesting indications of

the awakening study of the human form); John preaching before Herod;
above, on the vaulting, God the Father between angels. On the S. wall:
John in prison ; the daughter of Herodias begging the head of John the

Baptist and bearing it to her mother. Tlie rocky cave in the background
contains tlic saint's tomb; on tlie vaulting, the Evangelists.

Tlic train now enters ilic Varesotto (p. 220), crosses a viaduct,

and readies (2872 ^^0 Malnate (1150 ft.), the junction of the Como-
Lavcno line (p. 202). — We cross the valley of the Olo7ia by a

lofty viaduct. Beyond a tunnel we cross another ravine.

31Y„ M. Varese (p. 220), the junction of the electric railway

from Milan to Porto Oeresio via G-allarate (R. 34).

The railway, traversing a tunnel, sweeps round Varese on the

S. — 33Y2 ^^' Varese- Casbeno J the station for the Excelsior Hotel

(p. 220). — FartJier on view of the Lago di Varese (1.; p. 222)

and the distant Monte Rosa. The lake comes fully into sight beyond

{'dQ^/2M.) Barasso-Comerio. — We descend to (38Y2 ^0 Gavirate

(930 ft.), near the N.W. extremity of the Lago di Varese. In the

vicinity are quarries of 'marmo jnaiolica', a kind of marble used

for decorative purposes. To tlie Isolmo, see p. 222.

In the foreground to tlie left is the Monte Mottarone (p. 238).

41 Y2 M. Gemonio (1015 ft.), with villas. Fartlier on the Boesioj

which waters the Valcuvia, is crossed, and beyond (43 M.) CiUi-

ylio its right bank skirted. The line then leads past the S. base

of tbe precipitous Sasso di Ferro to —
4572 M. Laveno (p. 233), on the E. bank of Lago Maggiore, a

station on the Bellinzona and Grenoa line (p. 225) and also a steam-

boat-station. Boat to the Borromean Islands, see pp. 236, 233,



36. Prom Bellinzona to Genoa.
Railway to (155 M.) Genoa, express in 7-8 lirs. (fares 31 fr. 90, 22 fr. 45,

Vo fr. 75 c), ordinary trains in 13 hrs. : to (25 M.) Luino in I-IV2 J^^"- (f^iies

4 fr. 65, 3 fr. 25, 2 fr. 10 c.) ; to (34 M.) Laveno in 11/2-2^/4 lirs. (fares 6 fr. 40,
4 fr. 50, 2 fr. 90 c). Best views to the right.

Oleggio is the junction of the extension of the Simplon Railway (R. 2)

from Arona to Genoa. — At Mortara our line is joined by another coming
from Milan, on which some of the through -trains from Milan to Genoa
run. From Milan to Genoa, IO61/2 M., in e^/2-T^U ^^I'S- (fares 19 fr. 75,

13 fr. 85, 8 fr. 90 c); express in 41/4-5 hrs. (21 fr. 15, 14 fr. 80, 9 fr. 60 c).

Bellinzona
J
see p. 9. Railway to (SYg M.) Cadenazzo, where

the Locarnp line diverges, see p. 227. — At (IOY2 ^^0 Magadino
(p. 230) the train reaches the Lago Maggiore, and skirts its E.

hank (views to the right; corap. the Map, p. 230). Opposite lies

Locarno (p. 227). — Beyond (1472 M.) Ranzo-Gerra (opposite

Brissago, p. 231) we cross the Dirinella, the Italian frontier.

17 M. Pino-TronzanQ, the first Italian station. The hank
becomes steep and rocky; nnmerons tunnels, cuttings, and viaducts.

Delightful views of tlic lake to the right; opposite lies Cannobio

(p. 231), and farther on is the promontory of Cannero, with its

picturesque castles (p. 232). Near (21 M.) Maccagno (p. 231) the

train crosses the Giona.
25 M. Luiiio, an international station, v.ith Swiss and Italian

ciistoin-liouses, sec p. 232. — To L/igauo^ sec R. 33; to VaresCj
sec p. 223.

The line crosses the I'reaa (p. 232). 29 M. Fortv-Valiravaglia
(\). 232;. Beyond a tunnel under the castle of Calde (p. 232) we sldrt

the bay of Calde (opposite Intra, p. 233) and enter tlie Tunnel of
Calde, 1-^4 M. long, penetrating the Fizzoni di Laveno (p. 233).

34 M. Laveno (Stazione dello Stato) is the steamboat -station

for Pallaiiza, Baveno, Stresa, and the Borromean Islands, and the

starting-point of the State Railway to Gallarate and Milan and of

the Northern lines to Varesc, Saronno, and Milan, and to Varese
and Como (see p. 233;.

The line quits the lake for a short distance. — 36Y2M. Legginno-
Monvalle; 40 V2 M. Ispra (720 ft.), on a promontory (opposite

Belgirate and Lesa, p. 239), neai- the Vnnia d^hpra. — IMie last

^^limpse of the lake is obtained beyond (43'/^ M.) Taino-Augera.
Opposite lies Arona ((). 239).

47 M. Sesto Calonde, at the (ifliiix of the Ticiiio from the

lakr, jimetion \^}v the Simjjlon Railway (R. 2). A handsome iron

hridgc, with two roadways (the lower for the railway, tite upprr for

the Simplon road;, here spans tlie Ticino. The railway to Arona
(p. 239; diverges to tlie right on the other side of the river.

Wc follow the right bank of the Ticino. 51 M. Vorto-Varal-
pnmhia; then a long tunnel. 53 M. Pomhia.
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56V2 M. Oleggio (760 ft.), a little town with 3100 inhab.

is the junction of the branch-line to Arona and Genoa (p. 5).

A glimpse of Mte. Rosa is obtained to the right. Flat country.

67 M. Novara (p. 83), junction for Milan and Turin (R. 17).

licyond (77^2 ^0 Borgo-Lavezzaro we traverse rice-fields.

82 M. Mortara (355 ft.; Alh. Tre Re), with 7300 inhab., is

tlie chief place in the Lomellina. The Gothic church of SaJi

Lorenzo contains an unskilfully restored carved altar of the Re-
naissance (16th cent.) and pictures byLanini and Gaud. Ferrari. The
Austrians defeated the Piedmontese here on Mar. 21st, 1849.

At Mortara the direct line to Milan diverges. From Milan to Mor-
tara , 321/2 M., in 11/2-2 hrs. (fares 6 f r. 5, 4 fr. 25, 2 fr. 75, c. ; express
B fr. 65, 4 fr. 65, 3 fr. 5 c.). We start from the Central Station, and pass
Milano Porta Ticinese (PI. B, 8) and Abbiategrasso (395 ft. ; Alb. San
Griuseppe), with a *Church by Bramantc (1497). We cross the Ticino to

(241/2 M.) Vigevano (380 ft. ; Falcone) , a town of some importance in

the silk- trade, with 18,000 inliab. and a spacious market-place (Piazza
Ducale or del Diiomo), dating from the reign of Lodovico il Moro (p. 151),

the arcades of which still exhibit traces of early-Renaissance decorations
(pcrliaps by Bramantc). The Gothic Castello, practically rebuilt by Bra-
mante and Leonardo da Yinci in 1492, has an elegant Renaissance loggia
by Bramante (in the upper story of the court) ; the upper portion of the
main tower is a copy of the Castello tower at Milan (p. 173). Steam-tram-
way from Yigevano to Novara (p. 83). — 321/2 M. Mortara.

Mortara is also the junction for the Vercelli-Pavia line: 42 M., in

3-33/4 hrs. (fares 7 fr. 80, 5 fr. 45, 3 fr. 50 c). Stations unimportant. Vcr-
celli, see p. 82; Pavia, see p. 240. — From Mortara to Asti, see p. 61.

927., M. Sartirana (325 ft.); 96 1/2 M. Torreheretti (290 ft.),

the junction of the Pavia and Alessandria line (p. 243).

To the left the chain of the Apennines ioriw'^ a blue line in the

distance. The train crosses the Fo. — 100 M. Stazione di Va-
lenza, junction for Vcrcelli and Alessandria (p. 83), lies l^g ^^•

to the N.W. of Valenza (410 ft.), with 10,000 inhab. and a cathe-

dral of the 16th century. — Tunnel l^^M. in length, piercing the

Monferrato^ the name given to the wine-growing outliers of the

Colli Torinesi (p. 36). — IO3Y2M. Valmadonna; several prettily

situated little towns {e.g. San Salvatore Monferrato, p. 62) lie on

the chain of hills to the right. Thcl^dnaro is then crossed.

lOSy^ ^- Alessandria^ and thence to (155 M.) Genoa, see R. 13c.

37. Lago Maggiore.
Pr.AN for a circular tour round the three lakes, sec p. 203. The fincwt

pHit of the Lago Maggiore is the W. bay, with the Bori'onican IslandSj
which arc best visited from Pallanza, Stresa, or Baveno by small boat,
thougli the Imrried traveller may accomplish the excursion by steamer.

Ilailways (stations are denoted by a capital R in the following de-
scription).— From Bellinzona to Looarro, 131/2 M., in 3/^ hr. (fares 2 fr. 30,
1 fr. 60, 1 fr. 15 c). Through-tickets incl. the steamboat on the Lago Mag-
giore are issued for Pallanza (5 f r. 90, 5 fr. 20, 3 fr. 15 c.) and other points.

From Bellikzona to Sesto Calende via Luino, 47 M., in 2-3 hrs.

(fares 9 fr. 15, 6 fr. 45, 4 fr. 30 c). See U. 36.
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From Pallanza-Fondo-Toce to Sesto Calende via Arona, 2OV2 M.,
in I-IV2 hr. (fares 3 fr. 85, 2 fr. 70, 1 fr. 75 c).

From Luiuo to Lugano, see pp. 220, 219 j from Laveno to Varese (Porto
Ceresio, Como, Milan), see R. 35.

Steamboats (comp. p. xix; some of the boats are saloon-steamers,
with restaurants on board, L. 3, D. 41/2 fr.)j 4-5 times daily in summer
from Locarno to Arona and 5-6 times daily from Luino to Stresa. From
Locarno to Arona 51/2-61/2 hrs. ; from Luino to Isola Bella 21/2-3V2 bi"S- (from
Laveno I-IV4J from Pallanza V2 hr.) ; from Isola Bella to Arona I1/4-IV2 !"'•

The steamers are often late. Fares from Locarno to Arona 6 fr. 5 or 3 fr.

45 c, from Luino to Isola Bella 3 fr. 25 or 1 fr. 90 c, from Isola Bella to

Arona 1 fr. 90 or 1 fr. 20 c. ; ticket valid for three days all over the lake
(biglietto di libera percorrenza) 9 fr. 50, 5 fr. 50 c. ; fifteen-day ticket (valid

for a year, for week-days only) 15 fr. 60, 10 fr. 60 c. ; Sun. ticket (biglietto

festivo ; July to Oct. ; not valid for all steamers) 1 fr. 50 c, 1 fr. Tickets
purchased on board the steamers cost 10 c. more in each case. Ordinary
return-tickets are valid for 2 days, Sun. return-tickets for 3 days. Return-
tickets, valid for 8 days, are issued at the chief stations on the lake to

Milan (steamer to Laveno, thence N. Railway via Varese): fares 13 fr.,

9 fr. 40, 5 fr. 60 c. (Sunday return-tickets 8 fr., 6 fr., 3 fr, 80 c.). — Steam-
boat Stations are indicated in the following description by heavier type.
The following stations are not always touched at: Magadino , Ascona,
Ranzo, Maccagno, Cannero. Oggehhio, Ghiffa, Porto Valtravaglia, Suna,
and Isola Superiore. — The Italian customs examination takes place
between Brissago and Cannobio, the Swiss between Brissago and Maga-
dino, both on board the steamers.

From Bellixzoxa to Locarno (fares, see p. 226). The train

diverges to the right from the Lugano line (p. 9) at {2^/2 M.) Ght-
biasco and traverses the broad valley of tlie Ticino^ which enters

the Lago Maggiore. — h^j^ M. Cadenazzo, the junction of tlie line

skirting the E. Lank of the lake to Luino, Novara, and Genoa (R. 36).

— The Locarno branch crosses the Ticino beyond Cugnasco (on

the right), and the Verzasca, which dashes forth from a gorge on

the right, a little short of (11 M.) Gordola-Val Verzasca. It

then skirts the Lago Maggiore to (ISVg M.) Locarno,

Locarno (R). — Railway Stations, l. St. Gotthard Station
(restaurant), at Muralto, 4 min. from the pier and from the Piazza Grande.
2. StazioneVallemaggia ('Locarno Sant' Antonio'), at thcW. end of Locarno,
8-10 min. from the Piazza Grande, a secondary station of the electric rail-

way to Bignasco (p. 230).

Hotels. At Locarno and Muralto: *Gr.-H6t. Locarno (PI. a), above
the station, 240 beds at 4tA^-8, B. IV2, L. 4, D. 6, P. 10-15, omn. IV2 fi'-,

many Englisli visitors, *Hot. du Paro (PI. b), on tlio road to Minusio,
130 beds from 3, B. IV2, I^- 31/2, !>• 5, P. 8-12 fr., *Hot. Reher, A^ialo

Yorl>ano, 1/2 M. to the K. of the pier, 140 beds at 3-6, B. V/.^, I). 41/2,

8. 3'/i{> P. 8-13, onin. 3/4 fr., German, these three with lifts, central lieat-

ing, and gardens. — *Hot. Metropole (PI. d), Piazza Grande, witli lift

and central heating, 75 beds at ^y.^-i, B, IJ/j, L. 3, 1). 4, P. 7-12, onm.
'/•> fr. ; *IfoT. Beau-Kivaoe, on the; Yiale Verf)ano, witli central heating and
garden, 45 beds at 2«/^-4, iJ. l'/4, 13. 3V2, S. 2Vv>, P. O-H), omn. Yi f r. ; *H<">t.

r.Ki.vEi)Ei£E CPl. c), in t}i(! Yal Kaniogna. b(!h)W the Madonna del Sasso
(]}. 229), with central heating and garden, 45 beds at I'/'j-^'Ai. I^- ^: !*• <"'-^'

omn. '/2 ^^''i *H6t. du TiAO (PI, e), I'iazza Grande, near the ])ier, with rafr-

rcHtaurant, 45 beds at 2>/.^-4, B. ]«/4, !>• SVj, S. 2V2, P. «'A2-« f^.. Hot.
iSuifiSK KT Itame fPl. f). Piazza Grande, with central heating ('/^ ^r.) and
rcHtaurant, 25 beds at 2-3, I>. V[.^, W 7-9 fr., Italian, good, Hot. -Pens.
'i'EicMiKr'8-SiEHKNMANN, Via alia Hamogna, with wine room, 22 bedH at
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2-3, B. IV4, P. 6-8V2 fr., Hot. Milano (PI. g), Via Antonio Ciseri, near
the pier, R. IV2-2V2, B. IV4. P- 6-8 f r. , Hot. Bahnhof, R. IV2-2, D. 2-

2Va ir. ; these five suitable for passing tourists. — At Locarno - 3Ionti

(p. 229): *H6T.-rENS. Siebbnmann, finely situated with terrace and restau-

rant, R. 2-1, D. 3V2-tj P- 7-12 fr. : Hot. Gdtsoh al Sasso, with restaurant;
KiTRHAus Orselina, R. 2-3, P. GV2-7 fr.

Pensions (usually in open situations with gardens; some closed in

summer). In Locarno: Pension Villa Erica, P. 51/2-10 fr., Germanta, O'/.^-

8 fr.. Villa Eden, 5-7 fr., these three on the road to the Piazzalo della

Trinita; Villa des Lllas, in the Quartiore Nuovo, for invalids, from 7 fr.

— In Muralto : Villa Elisabeth, 6-9 fr. ; Villa Liberia , 6V2-8 fr. ; Siplendide,
from 6 f r. ; Mimosa, 6-8 fr. ; Frimavera, 6-71/2 fi'- ; Villa Muralto, 5-8 f r.

;

Qiiisisana, 5V2-7V'> fr- ; Villa Camelia, 6-7 fr. ; Villa Frida (vegetarian),

51/2-8 fr. ; Falmiera (Mrs. Carter), 6-7 fr. ; Villa Myosotis, 5-G fr. ; Villa
Fossa, 51/0-7 fr. ; Helvetia, 5-7 fr. — In Minusio : Gi-af, 5-6 f r. — In Lo-
carno-Monti : Planta; Miraftori, with open-air cafe, 41/2-61/2 fr. ; Kiirhaiis
Monti, from 6 fr. ; Villa Ceres, with open-air pavilions, 5-7 fr.. Villa Lotos,
6-8 fr.; these five vegetarian pensions, near the Piazzale dclla Trinita.

Restaurants. Fistorante del Giardiyio (with beds), near the pier,

Ristorante San Gottardo , Via alia Ramogna, two good Italian houses;
Festaur. Giltsch al Sasso (see above), Cafe-Festaurant Funicolare (D.

21/2 fr.); these two in Locarno-Monti.
Caf^s. Caffe I/Oca?-wo (also confectioner), Caffe Svizzero , ])oth in

the Piazza Grande. — Confectioner. Sclicuer, Piazza Grande. — Eeer
Saloon. Hot. da Lac (p. 227).

Post & Telegraph Office, Piazza Grande.
Banks. Banca Svlzzera Americana, Banca Credito Tlcinese, both

in the Piazza Grande. — Photographs (also photographic materials),

FratcUl Biicfil, Via alia Ramogna.
Physicians. Dr. Balli; Dr. Morel; Dr. Strauss; Dr. Vivanti.
Baths. Stabillmento Fimoldi, near the gas-works, with trout-breeding.

— Enquiry Office (9-12 & 2-6), Via alia Ramogna, close to the Hot. du Lae.
Kursaal- Casino, Piazza Grande, with variety performances and

gaming-rooms.
Tramway from the Stazione Vallemaggio (p. 230) via the Piazza

Grande, St. Gotthard Station (15 c.), and Via Orselina (Muralto) to Minusio
(25 c), every 16-21 minutes.

Cable Railway to the Mado'nna del Sasso (p. 229) , starting every
1/4 hr. from the lower, station (675 ft.) in the Via alia Ramogna, and stoji-

ping at the Grand-Hotel and the SSantuario' ; the terminus lies 5 min. above
the church. Fares, up 90 or 60, down 4.0 or 30 c, return 1 fr. or 70 c.

(Sun. & holidays 90 Sc 60 c).

Motor Boats two or three times daily in the season (at other times
on Mon., Tliurs., & Sat.) to Magadino and Gerra (return- fare 60-80 c;
special rates for excursion -parties). — Rowing Boats, 1/2 hr., 1 f r.

;

1 hr., 11/2 fr. ; each additional hr., 1 fr.

Motor Omnibus to Brissago thrice daily in 50 min. (1 fr.).

Loearno (080 ft.), a quiet place witli 3600 inliab., is situated

on tlie N. sliorc of tlic lake, at tlie jnoutli of tlie Magcjia, tlie de-

posits of which have formed a large delta. Owing to its beautiful

environs it has of late become a favourite spring and autumn resort,

while its mild climate (mean winter temperature 37° Fahr.) at-

tracts winter-residents also. In the middle ages Locarno belonged to

the bishops of Como and afterwards to Milan, but it was ceded to

Switzerland by Massimiliano Sforza (p. 151) in 1513. The expul-

sion of the Protestants in 1553 arrested the development of the

town. The clKiracter of tlio architecture and population is Italian.
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The focus of life and traJEc is the long Piazza Grande (large

market every second Thurs.), with arcades on the N. side. To the S.

are the modern buildings of the Quartie're Nuovo. — From the S.W.

end of the Piazza Grrande we reach the old Castello of the Yisconti

(p. 151), besieged in vain by 10,000 Swiss in 1502 and partly demo-

lished in 1518. Close by are the remains of the old harbour and the

primary school, with a small Museum (adm. 50 c).

'From the harbour, on the E. side of the Piazza G-rande, the

Qaai di Locarno (views) leads S. to the Bosco deWIsolino and the

Saleggi, in the Maggia delta. — The Viale Verbano, the favourite

lake -promenade, runs E. from the pier to (25 min.) the village of

Bivajnana, with the old Castello di Ferro and the church of

San Quirico.

Beyond the Ramogna, above the railway, lies Muralto, witli

1500 inhab., pretty gardens, and the old parish-church of San
Vittore (rebuilt in the 12th cent.), with an ancient crypt. On the

tower is a large relief of St. Victor on horseback. — Adjoining

Muralto is the village of Minusio (tramway, see p. 228).

In the Val Ramogna, on a wooded eminence above the town,

is the pilgrimage-church of Madonna del Sasso (1165 ft.), reached

either by the cable-railway (p. 228) or by a footpath ('Route do Cal-

vaire'; Y2 ^^O- 'J'he church, founded in 1480 and rebuilt in 1569,
contains an Entombment, by Ciseri (to the left), and a Flight into

Egypt, by Bramantino (to the right). Fine view of the lake, espe-

cially from the porticus on the S. side of the church.

On the sheltered slopes (good views) near the terminus of the

Cable Railway (1250 ft.; restaurants, see p. 228) lie the villas,

hotels, and pensions of Locarno-Monti (p. 228). The best return-

route crosses the Piazzale della Trinita (restaurant), 10 min. to

the W. of the terminus, and passes the chapel of the Santissima
Trinita dei Monti (1325 ft.). Hence we keep to the left (view of

N. arm of lake) and follow the windings of the highroad down to

the (Y2 hr.) Piazza Sant' Antonio, to the W. of the Piazza Grrande.

A second road leads to the right to (20 min.) Muralto and (turning

finally to the left) to (72 ^^') Minusio (see a])Ove).

I.ONGEU KxouHSioNS. FroTii llic lorniiiuis of tlic wirc-ropo railway to
II10 N.W., via (20 min.) OrHelina (141)5 ft.) to (1 lir.) San Jierndrdo
(;J2.*}0 ft. ; F(MiH. Alpciilioim, G-7 fr.) ; then via tlio (20 min.) (;}iaj)ol of San
Jlrrnardo (3r)9rj ft.; viow of tho lake) and tlio j\l/)) Cardada (5500 ft.) t<»

tlio (2 Iir8.) roncione di Trona ((5150 ft.), a ^Taiid ])<)int of view. Fidiii

San iJernardo wo return via lire (.*}()25 ft. ; inn) to tho riazzaic. d<l/a
Trinita (hoo above).— From Ornclina to the 10., alon^ the hif^liroad (dilif,a'n('e

from the Madonna del Sa880 twiec daily), to (2 J^\.) JJrione (1420 ft.; lino

view) and (V/.^ M.) Contra (IMO ft,), about 2 M. above the rail, station
of (jordola-Val-VcrzaHoa (p. 227); then to the N., higli above; the V<d Ver-
zuHca, to (7 M.) MergoHcia (2110 ft.). — 'J'o the W. to (V4 br.) Soldnno,
then aero«H the Maj,'gia and straight on to (20 min.) Losonc, with large
wino-rcllars (good wine), or to the loft to ('/a br.) ARcona (p. 2'M)) and by
tho bnnk of the lake (luxuriant vegetation) to (r*/-, br.) JlrinHago ''p. 23i;.
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The route froniLosone 'over the hilP and past Ronco (1165 ft.) is still more
picturesque. In the church of Ronco is a St. Martin by Ciseri.

FiiOM LoOARNO TO BiGNASCO, 18 M., clcctric railway in IV2 ln'- (fares

3 fr. 65, 2 fr. 55 c. ; return-fares 5 fr. 85, 4 fr. 5 c.; no first class; special

trips for tourists on Mon., Wed., & Sat. afternoons, in 1 hr.). Views to

the left, except at Ponte Brolla. — The trains start at the St. Gotthard
Station and stop first at OV4 M.) Locarno Sant' Antonio (Vallemaggia
.station

,
p. 227). At (IV4 M.) Solduno (p. 229) begins the ValJe Maggia,

the valley (25 M. long) of the clear and gravelly Maggia. The inhabit-

ants of the quaint villages are wont to emigrate to transatlantic lands
but always with the view of returning. To the left opens the Pedemonte,
the lowest step of the valley of the Melezza (Valle Centovalli) and of
the Val Onsernone (see Baedeker^8 Sivitzerland) . — Just short of (3 M.)
Ponte Brolla (855 ft.) we have a *View from the bridge (r.) of the
rapids of the Maggia, in a narrow ravine. — 8V2 M. Maggia (1080 ft.),

the pleasant little chief place of the valley. To the right is the Cascata
delta Pozzaccia. In the foreground rises the fine pyramid of the Ma-
done di Camedo (8035 ft.). — Beyond (121/2 M.) Sofneo, to the left, is the
Soladino Fall. We cross the Maggia. To the left is the mouth of the
Valle di Campo (see BaedeJcer^s Switzerland). — 16 M. Cevio (1370 ft.),

with the Pretorio, the old official residence of the Bailiffs. — 18 M.
Bignasco (1145 ft.; Hot. du Glacier, E. 2-3, D. 31/2, S. 21/2, P. 6-9 fr.,

closed from Nov. to Feb. ; Alh. delta Posta) lies amid magnificent moun-
tain-scenery at the mouth of the Val Bavo7ia, which runs up to the ice-

clad Monte Bas6di7io (10,745 ft.; see Baede'ker''s Switzerland). Crossing
first the Bavona and then the Maggia, we reach the picturesque old part
of the village , with wooden hay-barns standing on stone supports resem-
bling mushrooms. Beyond is a fine waterfall.

The *Lago Maggiore (635 ft.; greatest deptli 1220 ft.), the

Lacns Verbamis of tlie Koinans, is about 40 M. long and averages

2-3 M. in widtli (area 82 sq. M.). It seems to owe its existence to

some great lateral movement of the S. Alps, for on its E. bank,

near Lnino and Laveno, the S. Alpine limestone zone abruptly ter-

minates. The K part of the lake belongs to Switzerland; the W.
bank beyond the brook Valmara and the E. bank beyond fhaDm-
nella belong to Italy. Its principal tributaries are on the N. the

Ticino (Tessin) and the Maggia, and on the W. the Toce (Tosa;

pp. 4, 235). The river issuing from the S. end of the lake retains

the name of Ticino. The banks of the N. arm are bounded by lofty

mountains, for the most part wooded, whilst those of the S. arm
become flat near Arona. The water is of a green colour in its N.

arm and deep blue towards the S.

Opposite Locarno, at the mouth of the Ticino, lies Magadino
(R; Hot.- Pens. Ruffoni., with cafe -restaurant on the lake; Pens.

Viviani, 47^-5 fr.), at the foot of Monte Tamaro (p. 16).

To the S. of Locarno we have a view into the valley of the

Maggia (see above). Farther on the W. bank of the lake is studded

with villages and country-houses. On the bank of the lake runs

the road from Locarno to Pallanza. In an angle lies Ascona
(B ; Hot.-Pens. Senfiiramis, P. 5-9 fr.), with a ruined castle, a sana-

torium ('Monte Verita'), and several villas; higher up, on the slope,

Ronco (see above). Passing the two small Jsole di Brissago, the
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steamer reaches Gerra and Ranzo (R; Ristorante Masa)^ on

the E. bank. — On the W. bank lies Brissago {'^ Grand-Hotel

,

on the lake, with garden, 95 beds at SYg-S, B. IY27 L. 4, D. 5,

P. 8-15 fr.; Hot. du Myrthe, at the pier, 25 beds, P. 5-6 fr., good;

Alb. Vanettij Alb. Svizzero, in the village, unpretending), the last

Swiss station, at the E. base of Monte Limidario (7180' ft.; view).

Its picturesque villas lie amid luxuriant gardens, and the slopes

above are covered with vines, fig-trees, olives, and pomegranates;

even the myrtle flourishes in the open air. By the church, near the

pier, is a group of fine old cypresses. At the N. and S. ends of the

village are tobacco factories, producing ^Brissago cigars'. Beyond
those to the S. is the Madonna del Ponte, a small Renaissance

church in the Lombard style. A 'Route de Calvaire' leads througli

the wooded ravine behind the village past a chalybeate spring to tlie

high-lying church of Madonna del Monte.

Opposite Brissago, on the E. bank, lies the Italian village of

Pino Lago Maggiore (R).

On the W. bank lie SanV Agdta and Cannobio {Alb. Can-
nobio e Savoia^ on the lake, 58 beds at 2-3, B. 1 Y4, P. 6-8 fr., well

spoken of; Alb. delle Alpi, moderate; *Pens. Villa Badia, V/2 M.
to the S., 330 ft. above the lake, 25 beds, P. 6-8 fr.). Cannobio

f2500 inhab.), one of the oldest and most prosperous villages on the

lake, is situated on a plateau at the entrance of the cool Valle Can-
nobina, and is frequented by Italians in summer. Near the pier

stands the Renaissance church of the Santuario della Sardissima
Pietd, in the style of Bramante; the dome and the octagonal choir

are by Pellegrino Tibaldi (1571); at the high-altar is a ^Bearing of

the Cross, by Gaud. Ferrari (about 1525). — Cannobio is the sta-

tion of the Italian 'torpedo-boats' in the preventive service (p. 286).

Pleasant walk (also omn.) up the heautiful Valle Cannohina to (V2 hr.)

the Bains-Hotel CciHino (June-Sept.), a hydropathic, and thence via Traf-
fluine to the (20 min.) Orrido di SanVAnna, a grand rocky gorge with a
waterfall to which boats can ascend (boatman to be brought from Traf-
fiume, V2-I fr.). Thence via Cumolo (2930 ft.) and Santa Maria Maggiore
(2675 ft.), in tiic Vigezzo valley, to Domodossola, see Baedeker''si Switzer-
laml. — A walk along the road to (4i/<> M.) Cannero (p. 232) may 1)0

recommended.

The steamer now steers to the E. ])Uiik (to the W. the Cast(;lli

(11 Cannero, p. 232, and sto|)s at Maccagno (R), which has two

stations: Marcagno Snperiore (B), to the N. of tlie Ciona, and

Maccagno Inferiore (Hot. Moderne, R. 17.^-3, P. 6-8 fr.; Alb. della

Torre), with a picturesque church and an ancient watch-tower. Hence
we may visit the (2 hrs.) loftily situated Lago d'Klio (3025 ft.;

inn;. To the S. appear Stresa and Mte. Mottarone. -- Farther on

the viaducts and tunnels of the Hellinzona and (ienoa linci (\). 225)

are seen skirting the lake. Passing Colrnrgna^ in a wooded i-;ivin(',

we next reach

Haki.kkku'm N'oitlh-ni It;ily. UlliMilil. 15
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Luino (R). — The Steamboat Pibr adjoins the waiting-room (L.

2V2, D. 4Va fr.) of the Steam Tramway to Ponte Tresa (Lugano ; see p. 9).

By passing to the left of this station and to the right of the statue of
Garioaldi, following the wide Via Principe di Napoli for 9 min., then
turning to the left, we reach in 3 rain, more (omnibus 40, trunk 50,

smaller package 25 c.) the Stazione Inteknazionale, the station of the
Bellinzona and Genoa line (R. 36), where the Italian and Swiss custom-
house examinations take place- (Restaurant, L. 2-21/2? D. 3-1 fr., incl. wine).

Hotels. *Grand- Hotel Simplon et Terminus, on the lake, to the
S.W. of the town, with central heating and garden, 80 beds at 3-5, B. IV2?

L. 3, D. 4, P. 8-12, omn. 1 fr. ; Eden Kttrsaal - Hotel, Piazza Garibaldi,
with restaurant on the lake, 25 beds at 3-5, B. I1/4, L. 3, D. 41/2, P. 9-12,

omn. 1 fr. ; Hot. Schiveizerhof et Poste, 50 beds at 2-3, P. 7-9 fr.," VittoiHa,
40 beds at 2-21/2, P. 6-8 fr., Ancora et Bellevue, R. I1/2-3, P. 6-9 fr., these
three near the steamboat pier; Metropole, P. from 6 fr. ; Falcone, plain
but good. — Near the Stazione Internazionalc: Alb. Mila7io, R. 2, L. 21/2?

D. 31/2, P. 6-8 fr., incl. wine. — Caffe Clerici, by the pier.

Luino (690 ft.), an industrial town with 3800 inhab. and several

pleasant villas, is situated near the junction of the Margorahbia
(p. 223) with the Tresa (p. 219). The Statue of Garibaldi, near

the pier, comraemorates his brave hut futile attempt to continue

the contest here with his devoted guerilla band after the conclusion

of the armistice between Piedmont and Austria on Aug. 15th, 1848.

The church of San Pietro iri Campagnaj in the S.W. part of the

town, contains injured frescoes by Bernardino Luini (ca. 1470-

1532; p. 158), said to have been a native of the place. Luino has

a trout-breeding station.

Pleasant walk to Maccagno (p. 231). — On the lake, beyond the junc-
tion of the Tresa with the Margorabbia, ^/^ M. to the S.W., lies Ger-
mignaga, with large cotton and silk factories.

Electric railway via Cunardo to Bettole (Varese), see p. 221.

On rocky islets near the W. bank rise two ruined castles, the

Castelli di Cannero, the property of Count Borromeo. In the 15th

cent, they harboured the live brothers Mazzarda, notorious brigands,

the terror of tlie district. — Cannero {Alb. d''Italia., R. 2-3,

P. 6-7 fr., good; Hot.-Fens. Nizza., Alb. Reale^ Alb. Liguria, all

on the lake; Alb. San Bemo, in the village) is beautifully situated

on the sunny S. slopes of Monte Carza (3670 ft.), in the midst of

vineyards and orchards. On the edge of the rock, Y2 ^^*- ^^ ^^^ ^^-i

is the village of Oggiogno (Ristorante del Belvedere, with pension),

affording fine views. Ascent of Mte. Zeda, see p. 235.

We next pass the little village of Barbd, with its slender cam-
panile, then Oggebbio {Hot. de la Poste, R. 172-^7 P- ^ fr., well

spoken of), built in terraces on the mountain slopes, amid chestnut

woods and rich vegetation, both on the W. bank, and Porto
Valtravaglia (R; Ristorante del Sole), on the E. bank. To the

S.W. of the last are the old tower of the Castello di Calde, on
a rocky hill with quarries and cement- works, and Cald^., on the

small bay at the N. base of the Pizzoni di Laveno (p. 233).

Fai'ther on lies Ghiffa (Hotel Ghiffa & Bisioranle Rebec-
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chino^ P. from 7 fr.; Alb. Centrale), on the W. bank, with beautiful

gardens on the Intra road. — The steamer steers obliquely across

the lake, a magnificent view soon opening out in clear weather.

On the N.W., to the right of the blunted cone of the Mte. Rosso

(p. 235), is the glacier-clad Simplon group (Portjengrat, Weissmies,

Fletschhorn, etc.); to the S.W. , the Isola Bella, with the woody
slope of Mte. Mottarone (p. 238) as background; to the S., beyond

the Pizzoni di Laveno, the Sasso di Ferro (see below). As soon

as the boat enters the Bay of Laveno, between the Punta San
Michele (1.; see below) and the Punta di Cerro, the imposing Mte.

Rosa group becomes suddenly visible to the W., towering over the

white quarries of Feriolo (p. 236).

Laveno (R). — Railway Stations. 1. Stazioyie Ferrovie Novel

Milann, near the pier (view), for lines to Varese and Como (p. 202) and
to Yarese, Saronno, and Milan (R. 35). — 2. Stazione Fenxwie dello Stato,

V2 M. to the S.E., beyond the Boesio, for the lines to Grallarate and Milan
fp. 220 & R. 2) and to Bellinzona, Luino, and Genoa (R. 36). Omnibus
from the pier 30 c. (included in through-fare).

Hotels. *Hdt.-Pens. Bellevice, 60 beds at 21/2-3, P. 6-8 fr. ; Alb. delict

Posta, at the E. end of the town, no view, 35 beds at 2-2i/_„ P. 7 fr.? «i

fair Italian house; Alh. Laveno, near the harbour.

Laveno. a quiet place with 1800 inhab., lies at the foot of the

Pizzoni di Laveno (3325 ft.) and of the Sasso di Ferro, on a

small bay at the mouth of the Boesio. In 1849-59 it was a forti-

fied harbour for the Austrian gun -boats'. A monument near the

quay commemorates the Garibaldians who fell in 1859. The Yia

del Canone leads in Y4 ^ii*- to the Punta San Michele and the Villa.

Pulld, with a fine park. The site of Fort San Michele is marked
by a Torre Commemorativa (1889).

Behind Laveno rises the green Sasso di Ferro (3485 ft.), the most
beautiful mountain on the lake, easily ascended in 21/2-3 hrs. (red way-
marks) and commanding a magnificent view of llie lake, the plain as far

as Milan, and the Monte Rosa chain. — About 6 M. to the N.E. of La-
veno, behind the Sasso di Ferro, lies tlie hamlet of Vararo (2380 ft.),

whence we may ascend the *Monte Nudo (1052 ft. ; IV2 hr.), perhaps
the finest view -point in the district, commanding the Lago Maggiore,
the Lago di Lugano, the Lago di Varese, and tlie Valaisian Alps. —
Interesting excursion to the convent of Santa Caterina del Sasso,
11/4 lir. from Laveno, high above the lake. We may go either by land
(carr. 5 fr.) via C'erro, for which a road diverges to the right beyond tlie

bridge over the Boesio, and thence ))y a picturesque footpath; or direct

by boat from Laveno. Charming view of the Borromean Islands and Ihe
snow-mf)unlainH to the W.

From Laveno to the Borromean Inlands and Pollanza (pp. 230, 231),

boat with three rowers, 10-12 fr. : to Isola liella I'/j br. ; tlience to Isola

Madre 20 min., to Pallanza 20 min. more.

The sl«.'amboat now ai)pr()acl)os the W. bank again, disclosing

another fine Alpine view.

Intra ^085 ft.; "^ Hotel de la Ville et Lion d'Or, R. 2-5, IJ.

1'', Ir.; Hotel Intra; Ca/f^) Verbano), a nourishing town (0900

inbab.) with numcrons monuments, is situated on alluvial .soil,

bctwron the Torrente San (liftvanni and Ihc Tin-rente Sun
15*
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Bernardino. These two streams afford the water - power for

numerous cotton -mills, silk-mills, hat -factories, foundries, etc.,

chiefly belonging to Swiss proprietors. In the vicinity are several

fine villas. The "^ Villa Franzosini (Count Barbo), V2 ^- to the

N.E. (adm. on week-days; fee), and the Villa Ada of M. Ceriani,

•y4 M. farther on, both have luxuriant gardens.
Pleasant walk from Intra to the N. by a good road (diligence twice

daily in 2 hrs. ; carr. 16 fr. , witli 2 or 3 horses 25 fr. ; shady short-cuts
for walkers), via Arizzano (1510 ft.), to (3:V4 M.) B^e (1950 ft. ; *Hdf.-
Pens. Bee, P. incl. wine G-7 fr. ; Anglo-Bar Restaurant, good), with a
fine view of the Lago Maggiorc, and to (3 M.) Premeno (2650 ft. ; '*H6t.-

Fens. Premeno, P. from 8 fr. ; Alb. Vittoria, P. from 7V2 f^'- ; Bistorante
To7-nico, with rooms), a summer-resort of the Milanese. Above it (10 min.)
is the Tornico, a platform laid out in honour of Garibaldi, with a good
spring. About V2 'i^'- higher is the Plan Quage (3115 ft.; Alb. Monte
Zeda, P. from 6V2 fi'O? commanding an admirable view of the lake. Ascent
of Monte Zeda from Premeno, see p. 235.

To the S. of Intra the Fwita Castagnola, with its wealth of

luxuriant vegetation, stretches far into the lake. As soon as we
double the cape and enter the wide W. bay of the lake we obtain

a *Yiew of the Borromean Islands (p. 236): near the kS. bank is the

Isola Bella, to the W. of it the Isola dei Pescatori, in front, the

Isola Madre. The little Isola San Giovanni (no adm.), close to

the N. bank, also belongs to the group.

Pallanza. — Hotels (lifts and central heating in the larger houses).

*GrRAND-H6TEL Pallanza, at Castag-uola, on the road to Intra, 1/2 M. from
the landing-place, with three dependances , large grounds, and railway
booking-office, 200 beds at 4-8, B. I1/2, L- 3V2-4, B. 5-6, lake-bath 1, P.8V2-

12V2, omn. 1-1 V4 fj"- ; *GrKAND Eden Hotel, 3 min. farther on, on the Pun1a
Castagnola, with garden and fine view, 125 beds at 31/0- 7, B. IV25 ^' '^^I'^y

D. 5, P. 10-15, omn. VU fr. — *H6tel Stmplon, 80 beds at 2-5, L. 31/0,

D. 5, P. 8-14 fr. ; *H6t. Metropoi.e, 70 beds at 3-5, B. IV2, L. 3, P. 4-5',

P. 8-10, omn. 1/2 f r. ; *H6t. Bellevue, 75 beds at 2-1, B. Vj^, Tj. 3, D. 4,

P. 7-12 fr. (these three near the quay; the first two with small gardens\
— Hot. Suisse, with restaurant, 40 beds at IV2-2V2? I*- fi'om 7 fr., good,
Italia, R. IV2-2V27 P- 5-7 fr., botli at the quay; Hot. St. Gotthard,
well spoken of. — At Castagnola: Hotel & Kurhaus Castagnola, 45 beds,

P. 6'/2-9fr.; Hot.-Pens. Strauss, R. from 2, P. from 6 fr., with garden.
Caf^s. Cafjfe Bolongaro, Central Bar, both at the quay.
Post & Telegraph Office, Via Cavour 12.

Boat with one rower to the Isola Madre 21/2, with two 4, to Isola

Bella 3V2 or 6; to both islands or to Stresa 4 or 7 ; to Laveno or to Santa
Caterina del Sasso 5 or 9 fr. (return in each case included). Comp. also p. 203.

Cabs. Per hour, with one horse 3 fr., with two horses 6 fr. ; eacli

addit. 1/4 hr. 1 or 21/2 fr- To the Eden Hotel or Suna 1 fr. ; to the station
of Pallanza-Fondo-Toce with one horse 3, with two horses 6 fr. ; to Lago
di Mergozzo and round the Mont' Orfano 7 or 12 fr. ; to Omegna 7 or
14 fr.; to Monte Rosso 8 or 16 fr. ; to Premeno 15 or 25 fr. The cabmen
standing? at the pier generally accept less.

Electric Tramway to the station of Pallanza-Fondo-Toce in ^l^i^w,
see p. 5 fcontinuation to Oravellona and Omegna projected).

Anglican Church Service in the Grand-Hotel Pallanza (Oct.-Dec).

Pallanza (660 ft.), a thriving little town with 4600 inhab.,

delightfully situated opposite the Borromean Islands, commands a

view of them and of the lake as far as the snow-covered Swi.'-s
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Alps (Portjengrat, Weissmics). On account of its sheltered and sunny

situation it enjoys a repute as an intermediate stage between the Ri-

viera and more northerly climes and as a winter-resort.

Opposite the quay is the market-place (Piazza Graribaldi), with

the Municipio and the church of San Leonardo (16th cent.). The
highroad to the right (dusty; numerous motor-cars) leads past the

villas Melzi cVEril and Biffi (right) and the nursery-gardens ot*

Rovelli (left; to the Punta Castagnola, and thence, passing the

villas of Messtorf, L'Eremitaggio, and /San Bemigio, to {l'% M.)

Intra (p. 233). The old church of San Bemigio (rebuilt in 1500; key

at San Leonardo's) stands by the lake, near the villa of the same name.

From the market-place the Via Cavour and then the broad

Yiale Principe Umberto lead to the N. to the (Y4 hr.) domed
church of the Madonna di Campagna, containing frescoes by
Gaud. Ferrari (dome) and the Procaccini (choir and chapels). The
church lies at the foot of the *Monte Bosso (2275 ft.), which is

ascended from the Trobaso road (see below) in IY2 br., by a car-

riage-route to the left, or from Suna (see below) in 2^2 hrs. by a

road via Cavandone. Small restaurant at the top (beautiful view).
Circuit of the Monte Rosso (3V2-<t hrs.). We proceed straight on

from the Madonna di Campagna to the (1/4 hr.) Osteria del Flusc, where
we cross the San Bernardino (pp. 233, 234); 20 min. Intra road; 6 min.
TrohaiiO ; we turn to the left in the village; in 12 rain, the road forks, the
right branch leading to Uncliio (see below), the left (yellow way-marks)
reerossing the San Bernardino by a fine bridge; in 6 min., beyond San-
ilnOy we strike a steep and stony road leading to (Vvi hr.) Bieno ; thence
to the S.E.

,
passing the (V* hr.) pilgrimage -church below Cavandone

(1360ft.), we reach the above-mentioned road; the lake soon comes into
view once more; IV2 hr. Sana (see below). — By following the right arm
of the road (black way -marks) beyond Trobaso to (V4 hr.) Unchio and
(40 min.) Cossogno (Alb. Cossogno) and then taking tlie 'Via Solferino'
(to the left), we soon reach (stony path) the (V4 hr.) Roman Bridge over
the romantic gorge of the San Bernardino. Paths with steps lead hence
to (V4 hr.) the church oi Rovegro; hence to the left to the village, where
we turn to the right. In the village we turn to the left and then follow
a stony path along the ridge in the direction of Santino (see above) and
finally to the right to Bieno (see above).

The ascent of *Monte Zeda (7075 ft.; 6Vvj-7 hrs.; green way-marks)
is interesting. The road leads via Trohaso (see above; turn to the right
in the village), Carnbiaaca (990 ft.), and Comero to the (2 hrs.) mountain-
village of Miazzina (2365 ft.; Ristorantc Principessa Elena), whence a
Hunny footpath ascends to the (2'/2 hrs.) Plan CavaUone (5140 ft.; Alb.
Nava, plain) and via, the I'lzzo Maroyia (6725 ft.) to the (2 hrs.) summit,
which commands a wide view. — P'rom Preineno (p. 234; 4 hrs.) and from
Cannero (p. 232; 6 hrs.) marked paths ascend to the Rifitglo al Vian Vadda
(5610 ft. ; inn in summer, k(!y at oth(!r times at the Caffe Verbano at Intra),
I'/'j hr. below the summit, on the K.

From Pailanza the tramway mentioned at p. 5 leads to the W.
along the lake via (y.^ M.) Suna (Ilot.- Pens. Sana; ALb. J^enee

d'OrOj plain but good;, and (iV^/^ M.) Fondo I'oce, situated at the

mouth of the impetuous 'J'oce ('Jona), where tlie road to the Lago

di Mcrgozzo (p. 5) diverges to tlie right, to (5 M.) Pailanza-Pondo-
2'oce (p. 5), a station on the Siniplon railway.
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III the S.W. nook ol" tlic bay lies Feriolo, 2^4 M. from Grravcl-

lona. The quarries o! red and white granite, extending along the

liills between Feriolo and Baveno, have Tor ages yielded a splendid

building material, which has been used for the church ol' San Paolo

luori Ic Mura at Rome, for the Cathedral and the Galleria Vitt.

Emanuclc at Milan, and other important structures.

Baveno (R). — Railway Restaurant. — Hotels. *Palace & Guand
Hotel, on the Stresa road, 110 beds at 5-10, B. IV2, L- 4, D. 6, P. 10-20,

oinn. IV2 fi'-> *Gr.-H6t. Bellevue, to the N. of the town, 150 beds, similar
charges, both with large grounds and closed Nov.-February. — *Beau-
HivAGE, in the town, with garden, 60 beds from 3, B. IV2, L- 3, D. 4,

P. 7-10 fr., closed Dec.-Feb. ; *H6t. Suisse et des Iles Borromees, with
restaurant, 55 beds at 2-3, B. 1, L. 2-2V2) D. 31/2? L- 6-8 fr. ; Simplon et
Terminus, with small garden, 40 beds at 3, B. 1, L. 21/2, D. 4, P. 7-9 fr.,

patronized by the English, closed Dec. -Feb. (these two recommended to

passing tourists); Hot. Continental, 40 beds from 2, B. IV4, L. 3,

M. 4, P. from 7 fr. ; Hot.-Pens. Fontana Villa Rosa, P. 6-8 fr. ; Hotel-
Restaurant Helvetia, R. 1V2"2V2> ?• 6-7 fr. j Pens. Eden, P. 5-8 fr. —
Caffe Ruffo7ii, at the quay.

Cabs. Per drive 1 fr,, per hr. 21/2 fr- ; to Stresa 3V2 (and back 5) fr.,

to Omcgna and back 12 fr. (with two horses 20 fr.), to Orta 18 (two horses
30) fr. — Boats (comp. pp. 203, 237) to the Isola Bella with one rower

2V2 fr-j to the Isola Madre and back 4 fr.

Anglican Church in the garden of the Villa Clara (April-Oct.).

Baveno (690 ft.), a small place commanding a fine view of the

bay, is situated on the delta at the mouth of a streamlet descending

from Monte Mottarone (p. 238), It is frequently chosen for a stay

of some time, especially in the warmer months.
Highroad to Stresa and Leva (Mte. Mottarone), sec p. 238.

The most beautiful feature in this W. bay of the lake is formed

by the *Borroniean Islands, the scenery in the neighbourhood

of which rivals that of the Lake of Como in grandeur and perhaps

surpasses it in loveliness. The westernmost, the Isola Superiore
or del Pescatori {Pens. Beausite, E. 2, P. 7 fr., closed Dec-
Feb,; Ristorante Belvedere, R. 3, P. 6 fr., Ristorante del Ver-

hanOj both plain but good), is almost entirely occupied by a fishing-

village, but commands picturesque views. The steamers touch here

only occasionally, but all of them call at the —
*Isola Bella {Hotel du Dauphin or Delfino, R. 2-3, B. IY4,

L. 3, D. 4, P. 7-10 fr., closed in winter; Ristorante del Vapore
e Sempione, modest), the most celebrated of the four islands,

formerly a barren rock with a church and a few cottages, until

Count Vitaliano Borromeo (d. 1690) converted it into a summer-
residence by erecting a chateau and laying out the gardens. The
huge unfinished Chateau contains a series of handsome reception-

rooms, a gallery hung with Flemish tapestry of the 17th cent., and

a collection of paintings, mainly copies but including a few good
Lombard works {Boltrajfio, Portrait; Gianpietrino, Lucretia and
Cleopatra). The private chapel (adm. by special introduction only)

contains the handsome Renaissance tomb of Count Griovanni Bor-
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romco, by pupils of Aviadeo^ with an earlier base (by Matteo
Ravertif). — The beautiful Garden, laid out in the old Italian

style, rises in ten terraces 100 ft. above the lake, and is stocked

with lemon-trees, cedars, magnolias, orange-trees, laurels, cork-

trees, camellias, carob-trees, oleanders, and other luxuriant pro-

ducts of the south, while shell-grottoes, arbours, and statues meet
the eye in profusion. The traveller coming from the N. cannot fail

to be struck with the view of the banks of the lake as seen from
here, studded with innumerable habitations, the extensive lake

with its deep blue waters and beautiful girdle of snowy mountains

combining the stern grandeur of the High Alps with the charms of

a southern clime. — The island is open to the public daily, except

Mon., from March 15th to Nov. 15th, from 9 to 4 (adm. 1 fr., on
holidays 1/2 f^'O- — The usual charge for a boat from Isola Bella

to Isola Madre and back with one rower is 3 fr.

The *Isola Madre (not a steamboat-station), also belonging

to the Borromeo family, with charming grounds in the English
style, excels the Isola Bella in the luxuriance and variety of its

vegetation. On its S. side are terraces with lemon and orange

trellises; on the summit is an uninhabited 'Palazzo' (beautiful

view). Adm. daily from 9 to 4 (fee Y2 f^'O-

Nearly opposite Isola Bella, on the AV. bank, lies —
Stresa (R). — The Station (Restaurant) lies ^74 M. to tlic W. of

the ([UHy (Piazza Lacuale), above the shady Viale Diichcssa.

Hotels. On the highroad (Corso Umbcrto Piimo) : *Gkand-H6tel
&DE.S [sLES BoRKOMEES, 210 bcds at 4V2-l»j B. 17.2, J^- 4, D. 6, P. 10-?0, omn.
1 U\ (closed Dec. -Feb.), *Regina Palace, 200 beds from 6, B. 2, L. 4-5,

IJ. fj-8, P. from 12 fr. (closed mid-Nov. to end of Feb.), two hotels of the
first class, respectively V2 M- ^^^ V* M. to the N.W. of the landing-place,
with parks and gardens on the lake; Hot. Milan & Kaiseruof, 60 beds
at 3-7, B. 11/2, L. 3, D. 41/2, P. 8-12 fr., Hot. d'Italie et Pens. Suisse, with
cafe-restaurant, 35 beds at 3-4, B. IV4, L. 3, D. 4, P. 8-10 fr., both well
spoken of; Hot. -Pens. Savoy & liUZERNEiiHOF, 25 beds at 2-7, P. from
6V4 f'"-j K^Jod ; Alb. Reale Bolongaro, 20 beds at 2-2V2 fr., well spoken
of (the last four near tlie quay). — On the Via Antonio Rosmini: *H6t.
Beau-Sejour, with garden, 35 beds at 2'/2-l, P- 7-10, omn. 1 fr. — On
the Viale Principessa Margherita, near the station, Alb. San Gottardo,
with garden, 25 beds at 2-3, P. (i-9 fr., Italian, good ; Hot. Continental,
R. from 2V2, B. l'/.^, L. 3, I). 4 fr. — At Oarciano- Chignolo , on tlie

Baveno road. Pens. Flora, from 7 fr. — At A Ijjlno (p. 238), *H6t.
Bellevue Alpino (2185 ft.), 00 beds at 2V2-3V27 P- i^-12 fr. (closed
Dec.-March). — At Lcvo (p. 238), *Hot. Levo, 20 beds, P., incl. wine,
6-7 fr. (closed Oct.-March).

Caf6. ('a/f'ii JUdoz/fffiro, near the landing-place.
Post & Telegraph Office in the Municipio, at the quay. — Cook's

Office, Corso Umbcrto Primo.

Boat (barca) with onf; rower 2 fr. for the first liour, iiiid 1 Ir. for

each afblilional '/a hr. ; to Jiiota Helta and Jnola Madre and back, with
one rower, 5, with two rowers U fr. ; to Santa Caicrina del Sas80 (p. 233),

5 or 8 fr. — Motor Launch, special tariff.

Caba. Onc-horsc cab to the station, 1 jjcrs. 60, ;d, night 00 r. (more
than one pers. 50 c. or 75 c. each); to Baveno and back 3 fr., to Hc^IgirJtfo

1V«» to Lesa 4, to Meina 5, to Arona 6 fr. (in each case, 1-8 pers. with
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1 lir.'s halt). Two-horse cab to Alpino, Levo, and Gignesc 8 fr., there
and back 12 f r. ; to otlier points twice the above fares. Trunk, 25 c.

Anglican Church in the grounds of the Hotel dcs lies Borromces
(scrv. April-Oct.).

Physician, Dr. C. Lodigiani, Corso Umberto Primo 25 (speaks
English).

Stresa (690 ft.; pop. 1500), cooler and more breezy than most

other places on the lake, with many country-houses, is a suitable

spot for a lengthened stay during the summer months, though tlie

main road is tlien rendered unpleasantly dusty by innumerable

motor-cars. The Villa Ducale, 3 min. from the quay and near

the church, belongs to the Duke of Genoa. Farther on, towards

Baveno, and 12 min. from the quay, lies the Casino (adm. 50 c),

beyond which, on the slope of Mte. Mottarone, is the Villa Dora,
with a fine garden (visitors admitted; no fee). — To the S.W. of

the quay, in the direction of Belgirate, are (10 min.) the beauti-

fully situated Villa Pallavicino and the (Y4 hr.) Villa Vignolo,

both with fine gardens (visitors admitted). — From the lake the

Via Antonio Rosmini ascends in 10 min. (from the station the Via

della Plana in 20 min.) to the Collegio Rosmini (875 ft.). The
church (closed 11.30-1.30) contains the monument of the philosopher

and statesman Ant. Rosmini (1797-1855), by Vela.
The Viale Duchessa, ascending to the left between the two principal

hotels, crosses the railway and joins the steep old road to Alpino near
the (V4 hr.) Villa Siemens. The *Passeggiate Siemens, diverging be-

fore we reach the villa, offer attractive walks through the woods (to Ve-
dasco, the gorge of the Roddo, Levo, etc.). — A pleasant drive (2-21/2 hrs.)

may be taken by the new^ road ascending from the Via Principe Toramaso near
the quay, passing various villages, to Levo (1915 ft. ; hotel, see p. 237) and
descending via Someraro, Campinq, Loita, and Romanico to Baveno (p. 236).

The Monte Mottarone is ascended from Stresa by a rack-and-pinion
railway in 6.5 min. (fare 6 fr., return-ticket 0, on Sun. & holidays 6, valid
for two days 71/2 fi'O- The trains

,
ply to Alpino (V2 hr. ; 2 fr. 95 , i f r.

45 c.) all the year round, and beyond that only between March 15th and
Nov. 15th. Starting at the landing-place, they follow the Via Principe
Tommaso and pass below the Simplon Railway. — 1 M. Vedasco-Binda
(1240 ft.); IV2 M. Vezzo-Carpugnino (1585 ft.); 21/2 M. Gignese-Levo
(2075 ft.). — 31/4 M. Alpino (2550 ft.). — 43/^ M. Borromeo (3220 ft.).

The terminus at (6 M.) Mottarone (4525 ft.) lies 5 min. to the S.E. of
the "^Hotel Mottarone (4678 ft. ; R. 3, B. I1/2, I^- 3, D- 4, P. 7-8 fr. ; closed
Nov.-March), 20 min. below the bare summit of the —

*Monte Mottarone (4892 ft.), the culminating point of the Jfer-

cjozzolo Group. The *View from the top of the 'Rigi of Northern Italy'

embraces the Alps, from the Col di Teuda and Monte Viso on the W.
to the Ortler and Adamello on the E. (panorama by Bossoli, in the hotel).

The most conspicuous feature is the Mte. Rosa group to the W. (especially
fine by morning-light) ; to the right of it appear the Cima di Jazzi, Strahl-
horn, Rimpfischhorn, Allalinhorn, Alphubel, Mischabel (Taschhorn, Dom,
Nadelhorn), Pizzo Bottarello, Portjcngrat, Bietschhorn, Mte. Leone, Jung-
frau, Hclsenhorn, Fiescherhorner; then more distant, to the E. of the
peak of Mte. Zeda, the Rheinwald Mountains, Bernina, Mte. Disgrazia,
Mte. Legnonc, Mte. Gcneroso, Mte. Grigna. At our feet lie seven different
lakes, the Lago d'Orta, Lago di Mcrgozzo, Lago Maggiore, Lago di Bian-
dronno, liago di Yarese, Lago di Monatc, and Lago di Comabbio ; farther
to the right stretcii the extensive plains of Lombardy and Piedmont, in

the centre of which rises the cathedral of Milan and farther to the W.
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Novara, Vcrcclli, and Turin with the Supciga. The Ticino and the Sesia
meander like silver threads through the plains.

On the W. side a path, rather steep at places (guide advisable), de-

scends via the Ricovero Cortano (3405 ft.), a refuge-hut, direct to (2 hrs.)

Omegna (rail, stat., see p. 88). — Travellers bound for Orta (41/4 hrs.)

soon reach a distinct bridle-path on the S. side of the hill (guide un-
necessary), which after 1 lir. passes .above the Eicovero Cortano (to the

right) and in 40 miu. more in front of the Madonna di Luciago. In
40 min. more they reach Chegglno (2120 ft.), whence another 1/4 hr. brings
thera to Ai-nieno (1715 ft. ; Alb. al Mottarone), on tlie highroad. They
follow the latter, and in 12 min. reach a point where tlie road forks, the
left branch leading to 3Iiasino, while the right, crossing the railway (sta-

tion of Orta to the left), runs via Carcegua and the Villa Crespi (p. 88)

to Orta {l^J4^ hr. from Armeno). To reach the Hotel Belvedere (p. 88) we
turn to the right, 2 min. beyond the Villa Crespi.

Beyond Stresa the banks of the Lago Maggiore become flatter.

— The next place on the W. bank is Belgirate (R), snrrounded

by the Villas Fontana^ dal Pozzo, Minerbi, and others. — Then
follow Lesa (R), with the Palazzo Stampa^ a favourite resort of

Manzoni (p. 195), and Meina (R; Hotel Meina, P. 7-12 fr.), with

the magnificent Villa Farragiana and others. The statue of San

Carlo Borromeo (see belo^v) is visible to the S. , and a glimpse of

the Monte Campo del Fieri (p. 222), far to the E., is obtained.
An attractive excursion may be made from Lesa or from Meina via

the village of Massino (1525 ft.), with its old castle, to the Eremo del
Monte San Salvatore (2605 ft.).

The steamer steers obliquely across the lake to Angera (R;

Posta), on the E. bank, with an old castle of the Visconti, since

1439 the property of tlie Counts Borromeo. View from the Ere-
miiafjfjio di JSan Quirico (1350 ft.).

Arona (R). — The Railway Station (^Rstaurant) is near the

pier. — Hotels. Hot. St. Gothard-Terminus , R. 3-4 fr., Milano, plain,
Ijoth near tlie quay. — Cafes -Restaurants (with bedrooms). Italia;
Ciardbio.

Arona (740 ft.), an ancient town with 4600 inhab., lies on the

W. bank, about 3 M. from the S. end of the lake. In the principal

church of Santa Maria th^ chapel of the Rorromean family, to the

right of the liigh-altar, contains an *Altar-piccc in six sections, by

Oaudenzio Ferrari (1511), representing the Holy Family, God the

Father, eight saints, and the donatrix. The adjacent Gothic church

oi Santi Martiri has an altar-piece by l^orgognorie.

On a height overlooking the entire district, Y2 ^^^' to the N. of

the pier and beside a Seminary, is a colossal Statue of San Carlo,

75 ft. in h(;ight, resting on a pedestal 40 ft. high, erected in 1697
in honour of the celebrated Count Carlo Rorromeo, Cardinal-Arcli-

bishof) of Milan (horn here in 1538, died 1584, canonized 1610;.

'I'ho head, hands, and feet of the statue are of bronze, the rohe of

wrought copper. The enterprising visitoi" may ascend tlie interior

(50 c; unpleasant) to the head of the statue.

Siinplun Railway from Aroiia to Milan and U) JJontoduHSola ( lirignc),

SCO tt. 2; to Turin and Genoa, see p 5.
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38. From Milan to Genoa via Pavia and
Voghera.

in M. Railway in 3V4-BV.1 Ins. (fares 17 fr. 55, 12 fr. 80, 7 fr. 90 c.

;

express 19 fr. 25, 1.3 fr. 50, 8 fr. 75 c.); to Pavla, 22V2 M., in V2-I hr.

(fares 1 fr. 20, 2 fr. 95, 1 fr. 90 c.; express 1 fr. 60, 3 fr. 25, 2 fr. 10 c.). ~
In winter the 'trains dc luxo' (Nord-Siid Express, p. 22; Vienna to Cannes
express, p. 30) traverse this route (froin Milan to Genoa, 2=V4 hrs. ; fare

26 fr. 5 e.).

From Milan to (17 Va M.) Certosa, sec p. 190.

22 Y2 M- Pavia. — Railway Stations. 1. Staziom Oeutrale (PI.

A, 2; Restaurant). — 2. Siazlone Porta Garibaldi (PI. D, 3), for the line

to Cremona (and Mantua).
Hotels. Croce Bianca (PI. a; B, 3), Corso Vittorio Emanuele, R.

2-4, omn. 1/2 fr- ; Tre Re (PI. b; B, 3), Vicolo Tre Re; Alb.-Mstorante Mo-
derno, at the station, R. 21/2 fr., new. — Caff'e Bortolo, Cafj^e Demetrio,
both in the Corso Vittorio Emanuele. — Ristorante del Siro (with bed-
rooms). Via Antonio Bordoni 5 (PI. B, C, 3), good.

Post & Telegraph Office in the Mercato Coperto (PI. B, 3).

Cab per drive 80 e., at night 1 fr. 20 c.; per 1/2 ^r. 1 fr., each addit.

Vvj hr. 50 c. ; to the Certosa and back, with 2 hrs.' stay, 6 fr. — Omnibus
from the Stazione Centrale to the Via Mazzini (PI. C, 3), 10 c. — Steam
Tramway to Milan (comp. p. 190), starting from the Piazza Petrarca
(PI. B, 2).

Chief Sights (1/2 day): San Michele; Covered Bridge; University;
Santa Maria del Carmine; Castello; San Pietro in Ciel d'Oro; Santa Maria
di Canepanova.

Pavia (250 ft.), with 29,500 iriliab., capital of the province of

the same name, the seat of a bishop and a university, is situated

near the confluence of the I'icino and the Po and is connected

with Milan by the Naviglio di Pavia (p. 157). Of the numerous
towers, which won for it the title of 'Citta delle Cento Torri', and

of the churches only a few now remain; but parts of the ramparts

and bulwarks of the Spanish period still attest the ancient import-

ance of the town.
Pavia, the Ticinum of the ancients and tlie capital of the Lombards

from 572 to 771, was not known as Papia until the 7th century. Beren-
garius I., Margrave of Friuli (883), and two of his successors were crowned
as Kings of Italy in the church of San Michele here, and Henry II. (1004),

Frederick Barbarossa (1155), and other German rulers received the Lom-
bard crown at Pavia. In the middle ages it was the faithful ally of the
German emperors, until it was handed over in 1360, by Emp. Charles IV.,
to Galeazzo II. Visconti (p. 151), as imperial vicar. — The battle of
Pavia, at which Francis I. of France was defeated and taken prisoner
by Lannoy, general of Charles V., took place in the park of the castle
on 24th Feb., 1525.

Leaving the central railway station, we enter the Corso Cavouk
(PL A, B, 3; through the Porta Cavour. On No. 36 (r.) is the statue

of a Konian magistrate: No. 31 (1.) is the Palazzo Bottigella^ a

brick edifice by Amadeo(?), in the style of Bramante. — The Via
lacopo Bossolaro leads to the right to the Piazza del Duomo.

The Cathedral (PI. B, 3), begun in the early-Renaissance style

by Cristoforo Rocchi in 1487 on the site of two churches of the
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Lombard period and continued with the co-operation of Amadeo
and Bramantej but never completed, is a vast 'central' structure

(comp. p. Ixviii) with four arms. The facade (1898) and the central

cupola (300 ft. high) are modern.
Interior. In the right transept is the marble altar (by Totnm. Or-

solino, 1653) of St. Syrus (2nd cent.), who, according to the legend, was
first bishop of Pavia. In the choir are *Altar-pieces by Gianpletrino (1521

;

in tlie original frame) and Bern. Gatti (Madonna with the rosary, 1531).

Adjoining the church on the left rises the massive Torre Macj-

(jiore (256 ft. high), a tower mentioned as early as 1330; the top

story was begun in 1583 by Pellegrino Tibaldi.

The Via dei Liguri leads hence to the S. to the church of San
Teodoro (PI. B, 4), containing an ancient view of Pavia (1522) and

frescoes ascribed to Bramantino(?), representing scenes from the

lives of SS. Theodore and Agnes (1510-11). — To the E. from this

point, beyond the Corso Vittor. Emanuele (see below), rises —
San Michele (PI. C, 4), a basilica in the Lombard-Romanesque

style, dating form the latter part of the 11th cent, (completed in

1155). The fagade is adorned with numerous reliefs in sandstone,

in ribbon-like stripes, and a curious gabled gallery. The vaulted

interior, restored in 1860-75, has galleries in the aisles and an oc-

tagonal central cupola. In the left transept and near the choir arc

traces of ancient frescoes. The tomb of Mart. Salimbeni, in the

dark crypt, has a relief by Giov. Ant. Amadeo (1491).

The Collegio Borromeo (PI. C, D, 4), a little to the S.E., was
built in 1563-80 for 8t. Carlo Borromeo (p. 239) by P. Tibaldi.

The Corso Vittorio Emanuele (PI. B, 1-4), intersecting the

town from N. to S., runs from the Porta Milano (PI. B, C, 1) to the

Porta Ticino (PI. B, 4), at the point where the Ticino is crossed by

the Ponte Coperto, a covered stone bridge 210 yds. long, built in

1353 and roofed in in 1583.

To the right in the Corso Vitt. Emanuele is the Mercaio Co-

jK'.rto (PI. B, 3), built by Balossi in 1880-82. Behind it, in the

Piazza del Popolo, is a monument (PI. 12), by Enrico Cassi (1900),

to the Cairoli Family of Pavia: Adelaide Cairoli entrusts a banner

to her five sons, illustrious in the war of independfmce; in front,

to the left, is Benedetto Cairoli (1825-89), the statesman.

In the middle of the Corso, to the right, stands the University
(PI. B, C, 2, 3; 1600 students), founded by Galeazzo II. Visconti

in 1361 on the site of the Sehola Pajnensisj a famous school of

law, which had existed here since the 11th century. The present

building, begun in 1490 under Lodovico il Moro, was greatly ex-

tended about 1770 by Cfiu.s. IHermarird and others. Tlie classicist

Aula Magna is by Marcliesi (1850). The handsome (iuadrangl(;s are

embellished with memorials of celcsbrated prof(;Hsoi-s and students;

in the second court is a statue of Volta, by Ant. Tantardini (1878j.
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In the library (ca. 250,000 vols.) are preserved some of the ashes of

Columbus (comp. p. Ill), who is said to have been a student atPavia.

The Via Roma, to the W. of the University, leads to the Grothic

church of *Santa Maria del Carmine (PI. E, 3), a brick edifice

of fine proportions, flanked with chapels, and dating from 1390.

The sacristy contains a Renaissance fountain by Amadeo (1406;

early work). — Opposite are the remains of a fine Renaissance

palazzo-court, in the style of Bramante.
In the Vicolo San Zcno, between the Via Roma and tlie Piazza Pe-

trarea, are busts of Boethius and Petrarch. Tradition points this out as

the place in which Boethius, imprisoned by tlie Emperor Theodoric, com-
posed his work on the 'Consolation of Philosophy'. Petrarch, with his

danghter and son-in-law , frequently visited the palace as the guest of
Galeazzo II. His grandson Francesco, who died here in 1368, was inter-

red in the former church of San Zeno. A tablet bearing a short poem
of Petrarch in allusion to this event, in six Latin distiches, is preserved
in the Museum.

At the S. end of the Piazza Petrarca, to the right (No. 2), is

the Palazzo Malasjnna, now the Museo Civico (PL 15; B, 2),

open daily (fee; MS. catalogue). On the groundfloor are antiquities

and national relics.

On the first floor are reliefs by Amadeo and a collection of about
J 50 paintings, including (to tlie right in the 2nd room) 112. Carlo Orivelli,

The napkin of St. Veronica (an early work); 58. Aiit. da Messina, Portrait
(retouched); 60. Correggio, Holy Family, an early work (much damaged)

;

6S. B. Ltiini, Fragment of a fresco; 11. Fra BaHolomeo, Holy Family.
The fine engravings and niello-prints (e.g. Fountain of Love, by Ant.
Pollalaolo), the coins, etc. are shown 11-3 only.

We now turn to the N., cross the AUea di Piazza Castello, and

follow the Via Giacomo Grriziotti to the old monastic church of

San Pietro in Cibl i>'Oro (PI. B, 2), rebuilt about 1100 in the

Lombard-Romanesque style, and restored in 1875-99 by Any. Sa-
voldi. The exterior of the choir should be noticed.

Interior (closed 12-3). In the high clioir is the sumptuous ^Arca
di SanVAgostino, adorned with 95 statuettes and 50 reliefs, executed by
one of the Cainpionesi (y) after 1362. On the sarcophagus is the recum-
bent figure of St. Augustine, whose relics were carried to Sardinia in

406 by Catliolic bishops fleeing from Hippo Regius in N. Africa, and were
brought thence to Pavia in 723 under King Liutprand. — The choir-apse
has modern frescoes by Loverini and Bernardi. — The double -aisled
crypt rests upon 24 columns.

We return by the Via Luitprando to the Piazza Castello and to

the old Castle (PI. C, 2), erected by Galeazzo 11. in 1360-65, now
used as barracks, and containing a handsome court of the 14th cent,

(adm. by permission of the officer on guard).

The Via Pietro Carpanelli leads to the S.E. of the Piazza Cas-

tello to the Gothic church of San Francesco (PI. C, 2, 3), of the

loth cent., with a modernized interior. The rich brick fagade was
restored in 1897. — In the vicinity stands the Collegio Ghislieri

(PL C, 3;, founded in 1569 by Pius V. (Ghislieri), a colossal bronze

statue of whom (PI. 14) has been erected in the piazza in front. — The
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adjacent /S'cwo^a di Pittura (^\. 16; D, 3) contains a small picture-

gallery, including a Bearing of the Cross by Ambrogio Borgognone.

The former Collegio CastigUoni (now Casa Brugnatelli), Via

San Martino 18 (PI. C, 2), contains good frescoes by Bonifazio

Bembo (1475) in the old oratory. — The Via Sant' Ulderico leads

in the opposite direction to the Via Lazzaro Spallanzani (PL C, 3),

in which three ancient Brick Towers are preserved.

In the Via Defendente Sacchi, a little to the S.W., is the church

of Sayita Maria di Canepanova (PI. 6; C, 3), a small octagonal

structure designed by Bramante (1492) but not completed until

1564, with a passage round the top. — In the vicinity is the former

Palazzo Mezzabarba, a handsome baroque edifice of 1729-30, now
the Municijno (PI. C, 3). — The Palazzo Rossi (formerly Botti-

gella), Via Mazzini 14 (PI. C, B, 3), has a fine Renaissance court and

portal by Amadeo, in the style of Bramante.

To the W. of the town, Y2 M. outside the Porta Cavour (PL A, 3),

lies the church of San Salvatore, founded in the 7th cent, under
King Aribert, but entirely rebuilt in the 15- 16th centuries. —
About Y2 ^f- fai'tlier on is the church of San Lanfranco., formerly

San Sepolcro (12th cent.), with the sarcophagus of Bishop Lan-

franco Beccari (d. 1198), by Amadeo (1498), who executed also some
of tlie fine terracotta sculptures in the cloisters (1467).

From Pavia to Alessandria via Torreberetti (p. 226) and Valenza
rp. 226), 101/2 M., railway in ca. 2V4;43/4 hrs. (fares 7 fr. 55, 5 fr. 80, 3 fr. 40 c).
Tlie line crosses the Ticino and intersects the broad plain of the Po, in

a S.W. direction. Unimportant stations.

From Pavia to Cremona (Mantna), 46 M., railway in 2-31/2 hrs. (fares

8 fr. 60, 6 fr. 5, 3 fr. 90 c). — The line intersects the fertile plain watered
hy the Po and the Olona. — 91/2 M. Belgioioso, with a handsome chateau.
— 26V2 ^« Casal])U8terle)if/o, where the line unites with that from Milan
to Bologna (p. i?A). — 30 M. Codogno (p. i34). Thence to (46 M.) Cremona,
see R. .39.

From Pavia to Stradella, via Bressana- Bottarone (sec below),
20 M., railway in l-lV4hr. Stradella, sec p. 433.

From Pavia to Vercelli, see p. 226.

The Railway to Gexoa crosses the Ticino and, beyond (26 M.)

Cava. Manara, the Po by a brid<^e '/^ M. lon;^. A t (30 7^ M.)Bres.^ana'

]i<)ltar(ni(' diverges the above-nn^ntioned brand) to 8tradellaf[).433).

.'i.'i'/.^ M. IjiuKiavilla.

.'JHYj, M. Vogh^ra CMi) ft.; llailvmy UeHlaiirant; Italia),

with 14,600 inliab., perhaps tlie ancient Iria, on the; left bank of

th<; StafJ'ora, was once fortified by Oian Ouleazzo Visconli. The
ancient church of San Tjorenzo was rcmodc^lb'd in 1600. — Froni

\(i\r\\(n'\i to Piacenza, see R. 56.

The steam-tramway from Voghera to Stradc^lla (p. 433) passes tlie vil-

la^'c of (41/2 M.) Montehello, famous for the hattle of 9tli .June, 1800 (five

days before the battle of Marenj^o). Here, too, on 20th May, 1H59, llic

first serious encounter between the Ansfrians and the united I'^icnch ;uid

kSardinian armies took place.
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Another light railway connects Voghera with (5 M.) Rivmiazzano,
the station for Salice (Grand-Hotel, P. 10-14 fr. ; Alb. Milano, P. 7-9 fr.),

a small watering-place, with iodine and saline baths.

At (43^/2 M.) Pontecurone we cross the impetuous Curone (dry

in summer). Country fertile.

49 M. Tortona (395 ft.; Hot. d'Eurojje et Moderne, good;

Alb. Nazionale; cab to the Castello lYg, to Salice 4 fr.), the ancient

Dertona, a town of 11,300 inhab., on the Serima, was destroyed

in 1155 by Frederick Barbarossa. The Cathedral dates from 1584.

The ancient church of Santa Maria dei Canali (9th cent.) was
rebuilt in the 13th century. The chapel of the Episcopal Palace
contains a winged picture by Macrino d'Alba (1499). In the Museo
Romano (adm. 1 fr.) is a remarkable ancient sarcophagus. Fine

view from the Castello, a fortress since the 16th century.
From Tortona a branch-railway runs to (51/2 M.) Castelmiovo Scriv/a,

and a steam-tramway to Sale (p. 62).

From Tortona to Tttrin via Alessandria, see RE. 56, 13c.

6072 ^- Novij and thence to (94 M.) Genoa, see R. 13 c.

39. Prom Milan to Cremona via Codogno,
511/2 M. Railway in lYrSV^ hi'S- (fares 9 fr. 65, 6 fr. 75, 4 fr. 35 e.).

Carriages are changed at Codogno.

From Milan to (35^2 ^0 Codogno, see p. 434. Our train di-

verges here from the main line to the E. — Near (39 Yg M-) ^^•~-

zighettone, where Francis I. was confined after the battle of Pavia

(p. 240), we cross the Adda (p. 214), which is here navigable. —
49 M. Cava Tigozzi.

51^2 M. Cremona. — Railway Station (Restaurant), outside

the Porta Milano (PI. C, 1). — Hotels. '^ITot. Roma, Piazza Roma 11

(PI. E, F, .8), R. from 3, omn. 3/^ fr. ; Alh. Fontana (PI. c; F, 3), Vicolo
delle Osteric 6, with popular restaurant, R. lV2fr., well spoken of; Pavone
(PI. d; F, 3), Via Beccheric Vccchie 3; Pesce d^Oro, Via Beltrami, near
the Piazza del Comune, good and quiet. — Cafes. Caffe-Ristorante
Soresini, good, Caf/'e Gambrinus, both in the Piazza Roma.

Post & Telegraph Office (PI. E, F, 3), Piazza Roma. — Cabs. Per
drive 1 fr., at night 1 fr. 20 c.

;
per 1/2 hr. 1 fr. 20 c., each addit. 1/2 ^Ji'-

Vv fr. Luggage free. — Photographs at Retries, Via Mazzini.

Cremona (147 ft.), the capital of a province and an episcopal
soe, with 30,200 inhab., lies in a fertile plain on the left bank of

the Po, and is important for its silk-culture.
The original town was wrested by tlie Romans from the Gallic Ceno-

mani and colonized hy them at the beginning of the second Punic war
(218 B.C.). It became one of the most flourishing towns in N. Italy, but
in A.D. 70, during the civil wars, it was reduced to ruins by the Emp.
Vespasian, who, however, afterwards restored it. 'Bellis externis intacta
civilibus infolix' is the summary of its history by Tacitus. The Goths
and Longobards, especially King Agilulf (603), as well as the subsequent
conflicts between Guelphs and Ghibellines, did great damage to the town.
Cremona espoused the cause of Frederick Barbarossa against Milan and
Crema, nnd subsequently came into the possession of the Visconti (1335)
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and of Francesco Sforza (p. 151), who had married Bianca Maria Visconti in
the old church of San Sigismondo here. Thenceforward it belonged to Milan.
On 1st Feb., 1702, Prince Eugene surprised the French marshal Villeroi here
and took him prisoner. In 1799 the Austrians defeated the French here.

The manufacturers of the far-famed Violins and Yiol'as of Cremona
were Andrea Amati (ca. 1510-80) and Niccolb Amati (1596-1684), Antonio
Stradivari (1614-1728), and Giuseppe Ant. Gnarneri (1683-1745).

Paiktikg. Boccaccio Boccaccino (ca. 1467-1524), who for a time seems
to have belonged to the circle of Giov. Bellini (p. 351) in Venice, is gen-
erally regarded as the founder of the Cremona school of painting. The
frescoes of his assistants AltobeUo da Melone and Gian Franc. Bemho
show the influence of Romanino (p. 262) and Pordenone (p. 352), who worked
side by side with them in the cathedral. The traditions of Boccaccino
were continued by his son, Camillo Boccaccino, and by Galeazzo Campi
(1477-1536). The younger Campi, Giulio and Antonio, .were mainly sub-
ject to the sway of Griulio Romano. Cremona was the birthplace of So-
fonisba Anguissola (1535-1632), who, like her five sisters, practised the
art of painting, and was highly esteemed by her contemporaries. She
afterwards retired to Genoa, and even in her old age attracted the ad-
miration of Van Dj^ck.

In the Piazza del Comune (PI. F, 4) rises the imposing Tor-
razzo, an octagonal tower 397 ft. in height, erected in 1261-84
on a square base of earlier date (12tli cent.?), and connected with the

cathedral hy the Bertazzolaj a loggia begun in 1497 but not com-
pleted until 1738. Extensive view from the top. — Opposite the

tower is the Gothic *Palazzo Comunale (now the Municipio)
of 1206-45 (restored), with a fine Renaissance portal, a few pictures

by masters of the Cremona school, and a rich marble chimney-piece

by Gaspare Pedoni (1502). Adjacent to the left is the Gothic

Palazzo dei Giureconsultt ^called Pal. del Militi until 1393), of

1292, restored in 1871.

The *Cathedral (PI. F, 4), a vaulted structure in the Lombard-
Romanesque style, erected in 1107-90, has a rich main fagade, em-
bellished with columns, and tasteful brick fagades on the transepts,

especially the 8. one. Above the portal are statues (Madonna and
saints; ca. 1341) in the style of Giov. di Balduccio ; tlie sarco-

phagus of Folchino degli Schizzi (d. 1357; is by Bonino da Cam-
pio7ie. Tlie Renaissance pediment was added by Alberto Severo
(1491); the statues of saints above the rose-window are by Pietro

de Rhande 501), who designed also tlie three round turrets.

Tlie IxTKKioK with its aisles, and traiisc})ts also flanked witli aisles,

ia covered with frescoes by Boccaccio Boccaccino (ca. 150()-18), Bomanino
(1.519-20), Pordenone (1520-22), and later masters of the Cremona .Scliool,

Hwch as Camillo Boccaccino, Altohello da Melone, Pietro and Gian Fraiic.
Bemho, the Campi, and Gatti. Over tlie arclies of tlie nave, on bolh
sides, are long series of frescoes. Left wall: above the first four arelics,

Boccaccio Boccaccino, J.ife of the Virgin, in eight scenes; 5th arcli, Gian
Francesco Bemho, The Magi, and Presentation in tlie Temple; biiyond
tlie organ, Altohello da Melone, Flight into Egypt, and Massaen; u\ tl.e

Innocents; above the last areh, Boccaccino, Christ teaching in the Temple.
The eolossal figures of Christ and four saints in the apse; are by Boccac-
cino. Right v;all: above the first three arches, Melone, Last Siij)|)er,

Christ washing the Diseiples' feet, Clirist on the Mt. of Olives, Christ

taken by the soldiers, Christ before Caiaphas; above the 1th find 5th ar<'hoB,
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Eomanino , *Clirist led out to be crucified, Scourging of Christ, Crown
of Thorns, EcoeHomo; above the last three arches, towards the facade,

Pordenone^s tliree celebrated *Passion Scenes : Christ before Pilate, Christ

and St. Veronica, Bearing of the Cross. On the front wall. Crucifixion

with the Entombment and Resurrection below , all by Pordenone. — In
the 1st chapel on the right, Pordenone^ Madonna with SS.Paul and Domi-
nic. — The two pulpits are embellished with reliefs from an old tomb,
by Amadco (1482). — Tlie choir contains fine Renaissance stalls by Giov.
Maria Platina (1482-90). The high-altar-piece (Assumption) is by Bern.
Gatti. The chapel of the Host (1569), to the right of the choir, is

elaborately frescoed by the Ca/mpi. — In tlie right transept is a fresco,

by Giulio Campi, representing the history of Esther; in the left transept,

a relief by Amadeo (St. Himerius distributing alms). — The sacristy
('Camerone dell'Econpmato') contains a beautiful enamelled silver cross by
Ambr. Pozzi and Agost. Sacchi (1478). — In the crypt stands the sarco-

phagus of SS. Peter and Marcellinus, by Bened. Briosco (1507).

Near the cathedral to the S. are the octagonal Battistero

(PL F, 4), of 1167, and the subterranean Campo Santo, in the pave-

ment of which are curious old mosaics (Hercules andNessus; Piety

wounded by Cruelty; Faith tearing out the tongue of Discord, etc.);

key at the Vescovado, entered through No. 3.

The Piazza Roma (PI. E, F, 3), to the N.W. of the cathedral,

is laid out with gardens (music on Sun. and Thurs. evenings).

A few hundred yards to the N.W. of the Piazza Roma, in the Via
Ugolani Dati (PI. E, 2), stands the old Palazzo Dati, erected in 1501 in

the late-Renaissance style of Gal. Alessi and now a hospital. The *Court
and staircase arc very fine. —^To the E., at No. 7 Corso di Porta Veuezia,
is the Palazzo Fodri (now the Monte di Pietct; PI. Gr, 2, 3), dating from
the 15th century. The elegant brick fagade is embellished with a charm-
ing frieze of Nereids, coats-of-arms, and portrait-heads, and in the court
is a frieze of Bacchantes. — Farther on, near the Porta Venezia (p. 247),

is tlie church of SanVAbhondio (PI. Gr, 2), rebuilt since 1579, with an
early work (1527) of Giulio Campi (Madonna with SS. Nazarius and Celsus)
and a Coronation of the Virgin, by Altobello da Melone. In the sacristy
are some cabinets by G. M. Platina.

From the Municipio the Corso Vittorio Emanuele leads to the

W. to the former Palazzo Reale., now the Istituto Ala Ponzoni
for industriat art, which contains the interesting Museo Civico
(PI. E, 4); adm. daily 10-3, 50 c; every alternate Sun. free.

On the Staircase are sculptures, mosaics, etc. — First Floor. From
Room I (anteroom), with frescoes from ancient churches and small sculp-
tures, we pass through a handsome Renaissance doorway to Room II,

wliich contains enamels, bronzes, miniatures, book-bindings, ivory carvings,
and terracottas. — Room III. Medals and plaquettes; also Trinity, by
Vine. OlvercMo, and other paintings. — Room IV. Paintings. 140. Giav.
Franc. Bembo , Madonna; 142. Camillo Boccaccino , Madonna and two
saints; 110. Boccaccio Boccacciiio, Madonna enthroned with SS. Anthony
of Padua and Stephen (1518); 115. Gal. Campi, Madonna and two saints.— Room V. Miniatures and paintings. 197, Lor. di Credi{?), Madonna;
Carlo Crivelli, 101. San Nicolu of Tolentino (retouched), 162. Madonna.
— In the following rooms are works by early Netherlandish masters (Ja/*

Provost, Madonna), drawings, modern paintings, sculptures, etc.

On the Second Floor are old prints, views of Cremona, designs of
frescoes, weapons, uniforms, and natural history collections.

The Via del Teatro, the next turning on the S. but one from the

Corso Vittor. Em an., leads to the chui'cli of Sax Pjetho al Po
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(PL E, 5), built in 1563-68 by Ripari. Over the fourth altar to

the left, Madonna and saints, by Gian Franc. Bembo (1524). The
rich ceiling-paintings are by Ant. Campi and other masters.

The Yia Ponchielli leads to the N. from the Museum towards
Sant' Agostino (PI. D, 3), a church of the 14th cent. : first chapel

on the right, Pieta, by Giulio Campi; last side-altar but one,

*Madonna and two saints, hj Perugino (1494); left, beside the 4th

altar, portraits of Francesco Sforza and his wife Bianca Maria Vis-

conti, frescoes by Bonif. Bembo (retouched).

We now follow the Via Gruido Grandi, passing on the right the

small church of Santa Margherita (PI. D, 3), built and adorned
with frescoes by Griulio Campi (1546), and, farther on, to the left.

No. 1, the Palazzo Trecchi (PI. C, 2), in the early-Renaissance style.

In the Piazza GtAribaldi (PL C, D, 2), on the right, stands the

church of Sant' Agata (PL D, 2), with a classicist fagade (1845).

To the right, within this church, is the Renaissance monument of

Franc. Trecchi, hj Gian Cristoforo Romano (1502); beside the

high-altar, four large frescoes by Giulio Campi (1536).

From the piazza the Corso Oaribaldi leads to the N.W. to the

Porta Milano (PL C, 1) and the station. Near the gate, adjoining

the church of San Luca (PL C, 1), is the Oratorio di Cristo

RisortOy a tasteful brick edifice of the early Renaissance (1503);

the interior, renewed in the baroque style, contains frescoes by
Malosso (ca. 1600).

Not far from the Porta Milano, at Via Bertesi 8 (PL C, D, 1),

stands the Pal. Raimondi (now Repiellini)^ an early-Renaissance

brick structure, containing sculptures by Pedoni. In the Via Pa-

lestro (PL D, 1, 2) is the Pal. Stanga, with a baroque fagade and
a fine colonnade of the early Renaissance.

About IV4 M. to the E. of the Porta Venezia (PL H, 2) is the church
of San Sigismondo, a magnificent early -Renaissance edifice by Bart.
Gazzo (1463), with frescoes and pictures by Camillo Boccaccino, Giulio
diTxdi Ant. Campi, and other Crcmoncse masters; hi^h-altar-piecc hy Giulio
Campi (15iO), Madonna with saints, and, below, Francesco Sforza and his

wife, founders of the church. San Sif^israondo is a station on the steam-
tramway from Cremona to Casalmaggiore (p. 269). — Near the village of
Le Torri lies the beautiful Villa Sacerdoti.

Fkom Ckemona to Brescia, 3IV2 M., railway in Vj.^-l^U 1*^. (fares

5 fr. 95, 4 fr. 15, 2 fr. 70 c). — 7 M. Oimeneta, see p. 259. — 271/2 M.
San Zeno-Folzano, see p. 269. — 31 V2 M. Brescia, see p. 260.

From Cremona to Mantua, dVJ.^ M. , railway in 1V.,-P/., lir. (fares

7 fr. 80, 5 fr. 45, 3 fr. 50 c). — 18 M. Piadena (115 ft.) is the junction
of the BrcKfia and Parma line (p. 269). -- 21 M. Bdzzolo (98 ft.), with an
old castle of the Oonzagas (p. 315). — We cross the Oglio near (271/2 M.)
Marcaria. — 34 M. CaHtelluccliio. To the left lies the Lago Superiore
(p. 314). — 41Va M. Mantua, see p. 314.

Ff<om Cremona to Boroo San Donnino, 21 M. , railway in l-li/.jhr,

(express fares 4 fr. 35, 3 fr. 5 c, 2 fr.). -- 13 M. BuBSeto (130 ft.; Alb.

del Angelo), a little town with 1700 inhab., is tlic chief intermediate
station. The Chiesa dci Minori Osscrvanti, tlie prijicipal church, possoBSOfl

Baedeker's Northern Italy. 14th Edit. 16
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a Pieta, an admirable early work (ca. 1475) by Guide Mazzoni (p. 451).

Steam-tramway to Parma, see p. 448. — 21 M. Borgo San Donnino and
thence to Bolog-na, see p. 438.

From Cremona to Piaoenza, 191/4 M., steam-tramway in IV2-2 bis.

The road (comp. PL D, 5) intersects the plain on the right bank of the Po,
after crossing the river with its numerous islands, and at Caorso crosses

the river formed by the Chiavenria and Riglio. "We cross the Nure at

Boncaglia and proceed to the "W. to Piacenza (p. 435).

From Cremona to Pavia, see p. 243; to Tixviglio (Milan), sec pp. 259,

258; via Fiorenzuola to Lugagnano, see p. 437.

40. From Milan to Bergamo.
Railway. Local express via Treviglio Ovest, 3OV2 M. in 55 min.

(fares 6 fr. 30, 4 fr. 40, 2 fr. 85 e.). Slow train via Treviglio (main sta-

tion), 331/2 M. in 11/2-1^/4 hr. (fares 3 fr. 10, 1 fr. 70 e. ; 'biglietti di tariffa

vicinale'). Finest views to the left.

As far as (16 M.) Cassano d/Adda all trains follow the Milan

to Yerona line (comp. p. 258). Thence the express trains run via

Ti^eviglio Ovest, while the slow trains follow the main line to Tix-

viglio (20 M. ; p. 258). — Our line here diverges to the N.E. 247-2 M.
(or 271/2 M.) Verdello; 30V2 M. (or 331/2 M.) Bergamo.

Bergamo. — Railway Stations. 1. Stazione FerroviaHa, or

Ferrovie dello Stato (PI. E, 6; restaurant), for the lines to Milan and to

Lecco and Brescia (R. 42). — 2. Stazione Valle Bremhana (PI. E, F, 5, 6),

for the electric line to the Valle Brembana (R. 41a). — 3. Stazione Valle
Seriana (PI. E, 6), for the line to the Valle Seriana (R. 41b).

Hotels. In the new town: *H6tcl Moderne (PL a; D, 5), Viale
della Stazione, with restaurant and theatre, R. 3-5, P. 10-12, omn. 1 fr.

;

Alh. Reale Italia (PL b; C, 5), in the noisy Via Venti Settembre, with
restaurant, R. 21/3-31/2, omn. 1/2 fr., good; Hot. Concordia Meuble (PL c;
D, 5), R. 21/2-4, Viale della Stazione; Alb. Cappello d'Oro (PL d; D, 5),

with restaurant, R. I1/2-3 fr., same street. — In the old town: Alb. del
Sole (PL e ; B, 1), Via Bartoiomeo Colleoni, with terrace, plain.

Cafes -Restaukajvts. Caffe-Ristorante Carminati, at the Hot. Mo-
derne; Caffe NazioJiale, good; Caff's Centrale, both on the Senticrone
(PL D, 4); Ristorante Picmontese, Viale Stazione 26. — Confectioner.
Pasticceria Isacchi, Viale della Stazione 10. — Birreria. Gambrimts,
on the Sentierone.

Cabs (stand in the Piazza Cavour). Upper town: per drive (1-2 pers.)

2, per hr. 22/4 fr. (3 pers. 1 fr. extra) ; trunk 40 c. Lower town : per drive

1, per hr. I1/2 fr., trunk 25 c.

Tramways (6 a.m. to 10 p.m. ; fare 10 c, before 8 a.m. 5 c.). 1. Stazi-
one Ferroviaria (PL E, 6) -Piazza G^NOux-Stazione Fu7iicolare (PL C, 2).— 2. Borgo Santa Caterina (PL F, 1)- Piazza GduVour- Cinque Vie (PL B,
5). — 3. Ci7nitero-BoTgo Palazzo (PL F, 4, 3) -Piazza CaiYonr- Cinque Vie.

Cable Tramway (Ftmicolare ; PL C, 2) from the Viale Vittorio
Emanucle to the upper town; up 15 c. (incl. tramway from the station
20 c), down 10 c. — Another (Tram FunicolareJ, with a tunnel 970 yds.
long and a rack-and-pinion section of 370 yds., connects the Viale Vittorio
Eraanuele with San Vigilio (p. 253).

Post & Teleorapu Office (PL D, 4), Via Masone, near the Sentierone.
Booksellers. FratelU Bolis, Via Torquato Tasso 7. — Photographs.

Taramelli, same street No. 22.

Chief Sights (1 day). Forenoon: Piazza Cavour (p. 249), San Barto-
iomeo (p. 249), Santo Spirito (p. 250), San Bernardino in Pignolo (p. 250),
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Academy (p. 250). Afternoon: Piazza Garibaldi (p. 252), Santa Maria Mag-
giore, with the Cappella Collconi (p. 252), view from the ramparts (p. 251)
or from the Castcllo (p. 253).

Bergamo (790-1235 ft.), a provincial capital and episcopal sec,

with ca. 52,000 inhab., lies at the foot of the Bergamasque Alps

(Alpi Orohie), at the junction of their two main valleys, the Valle

Bremhana (p. 254) and the Valle Seriana (p. 256). The town con-

sists of two distinct parts, the Cittci AUa, or upper tow^n, pictur-

esquely situated on hills and strongly fortified by the Venetians in

1561-88, and the much larger Cittd Plana, or lower town, in the

plain, embracing the former suburbs of Borgo San Leonardo, Borgo
Pignolo, Borgo Santa Caterina, Borgo Sant'Antonio, and Borgo Pa-

bzzo. Bergamo is one of the busiest of the smaller trading and

manufacturing towns of Italy, with numerous cotton, silk, and other

factories.

Bergajno, the Barra of prehistoric (Umbrian?) times and the Bergimo
of the Cenomani (p. 261), is mentioned in documents of the 8th cent, as

Bergamum or Bergomo. After resisting a siege by Frederick Barbarossa
in 11()6 the town became one of the most active members of the league
of Lombard towns. From 1296 onwards it suffered much from the feuds
between the Ghibellines led by the Suardi family and the Guelphs under
the Collconi. The Visconti took possession of Bergamo in 1343, and
from 1428 till 1797 it belonged to Venice, with the exception of the interval
1509-29. — The once famous fair of Bergamo (Fiera di tSant' Alcssandro,
Aug. 22nd to Sept. Stii) has lost its importance.

a. Low^er Town.
From the railway station (PI. E, 6) the broad Viale della Sta-

zione (Pi. D, 5j leads to the Porta Nuova (PI. D, 4, 5) and the

Piazza Cavour (PI. C, D, 4, 5), the latter with monuments to Cavour,

Victor Emmanuel 11. , and Lorenzo Mascheroni (1750-1800), the

niathematician. — The Sentierone (PL D, 4), the broad walk on

the S. side of the open space formerly used for the fair (see above),

is the 'Corso' of Bergamo (band on Sun. afternoon). Opposite it are

the 7'eafro Donizetti (PI. D, 4; 1797-99) and the Piazza del Muni-
cipio (PI. D, 4), with a monument by Jerace (1897) to the composer
Gaetano Donizetti (1798-1848), who was a native of Bergamo.

To the W. of tlie Piazza Cavour, at the corner of the Via Borfuro
and the Via Sant' Alcssandro , which ascends to the upper town, rises

the large church of Sant' Alessandro in Colonna (PI. B, C, 4), re-

built in 1447 and 1780, and conlJiining an altar-piece ])y Komanino (p. 2()2

;

Assumption) in the left transept. The church is named from the partly
antique column in front of it, at which tSt. Alexander, tutelary saint of
Bergamo, is said to h«ve siifTered martyrdom. The elaborate and con-
spicuous campanile dates from 1905.

At the end of the Sentierone, at tlie cornci* of the ViaTorqualo
Tasso, is the church of San Bartolomeo (PI. J3, 4), restored in

the 17th cent, ffafjade of V.)()\). iieliiiid the higli-altar is one of the

chi(!f works of Lor. Lotto, *Madonna surrounded l)y ten saints

fl51G). Fine choir-stalls by Fra Darniano (1520j. At tlie end

of the Via Torquato Tasso, to tlie right, is the church of

Hi*
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Santo Spirito (PL E, 3). Tlie aisleless *Interior, in the early-

Renaissance style, is due partly to Pietro Isahello (ca. 1521).
Left, 1st chapel: Previtali, John the Baptist, surrounded by SS. Bar-

tholomew, Nicholas of Bari, Joseph, and Dominic, the painter's masterpiece
(1515). Left, 2nd chapel: Borgognone, Descent of the Holy Ghost, God
the Father, Annunciation ; on the left, John the Baptist and St. Jerome

;

on the right, SS. Augustine and Francis (1508). Left, 5th chapel and in

the sacristy: Tombs of the Tasso family (sec below), of the 17th century.
Right, 4th chapel : Lotto, *Madonna and four saints ; above, angels in a
glory (1521). Right, 5th chapel: Previtali, Madonna and four saints (1525),

Resurrection (finished by Ag. da Caversegno).

A little to the N., in the quaint Via Pignolo, which ascends

sharply, is the little church of San Bernay^dino in Pig7iolo (PI.

E, 3); in the choir is a *Holy Family with SS. Anthony Abbas,
Joachim, John the Baptist, and Bernardino, by Lor. Lotto (1521). —
Higher up are several palaces with fine courtyards in the early-Re-

naissance style, including the Casa Grataroli (No. 72; now the

Circolo Artistico), the Casa Casotti (No. 76; now the Casa Rathgeb),

and the Casa Eredi Terzi (No. 108). The Casa Tasso (No. 80;
now the Casa Baldini) partly belonged to the Tasso family (p. 255)
in the 16-17th centuries. — Close by is the church of —

SayiVAlessandro della Cy^oce (PI. D, 2), restored in the 17th

cent, and containing a Coronation of the Virgin by Gr. B. Moroni
and, in the sacristy, a portrait by Moroni and a Crucifixion by
Previtali (1514). — To the right the Via San Tommaso descends to

tlie Porta Santa Caterina (tramway, see p. 248), before reaching

which we come to the —
Accademia Carrara (PL E, 1), a school of art founded by

Count Griac. Carrara in 1795, with a valuable *Picture Callery

[(j-alleina Carrara, Gal. Morelli, and Gal. Lochis; open daily,

10-4. adm. 1 fr. ; on 1st and 3rd Sun. of each month from March
to Nov., free). Director, Sig. Valentino Bernardi. No catalogue.

Ground Floor. Rooms I-V. Art-industrial Museum. — VI. Room.
Historical and topographical collection of Bergamo.

Upper Floor. Galleria Carrara and Lochis. — VII. Room. Minia-
tures, designs, and engravings. — VIII. Room. Pictures by less well-
known Bergamasque masters. — IX. Room. Portraits by Fra Vittore
Ghislandi (surnamed Frafe di Galgario). — X. Room. Lorenzo Lotto,
*53, Holy Family and St. Catharine; *55. Betrothal of St. Catharine
(15:33); =5^54. Portrait of a lady; 56-50. Three panels of the prcdella of
Santo Stefano atFortino; *H3. /ac. Palma Vecchio, Madonna and saints;
G. B. Moroni, *68. Portrait of Bernardo Spino, *69. Pace Rivola Spino,
71. Portrait ^of a child; Giov. Cariani, 73. The slave, *74. Portrait of
G. B. da Caravaggio ; 82, 87, 93. Moroni, Portraits. — XI. Room. Paint-
ings by Francesco di Simone da Santacroce, Girolamo da Santacroce,
Andrea Cordegliaghi (108), Andrea Previtali (109, 110, 113, etc.), etc. —
XII. and Xlir. Rooms: Modern artists. — XIV. Room. Frescoes. -—

XV. Room (Venetian School of the 15th cent.). 153. Bart. Montagna,
Madoana and saints; Carpaccio, 155. Nativity of the Virgin, 162. St. Rocco
and a devotee; 164. lac. Bellini, Madonna; *167. Giov. Bellini, Madonna;
*168. Antonello da Messina, St. Sebastian; 169. Lazza7'0 Bastiani, Holy
Trinity; *170. Andrea Mantegna, Madonna; 172. Carlo Crivelli, 175.
Bnrtol. Vivarini, Madonnas; 182. lacobello del Fiore, Madonna and
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Cliilds, with six panels of the life of Christ. — XVI. Room. Yenetian
Masters of the 16 -18th centuries. 185. Bomanino , Adoration of the
Shepherds; 186. G. F. Caroto , Massacre of the Innocents; 187. Dom.
Teotocopnli, surnamed II Greco, St. Francis receiving the stigmata; 191.

Bonifacio Veronese, Adoration of the Magi ; Aless. Bonvicino, surnamed
II Moretto, *192. The Redeemer with a devotee, 202. Holy Family; 203,

20 i. Paris Bordone, Vintage; 205. Giorgio7ie(?), Orpheus and Eur^^dice;
211-218. Franc. ZticcareUi, Landscapes and two portraits of children;
223-225. Pietro Longhi, Venetian scenes ; *228-238. Franc. Guardi, Eleven
views; 210. Bern. Bellotto , Arch of Titus at Rome; *241-245. G. B.
Tiepolo, Sacred subjects. — XVII. Room. Emilian, Lombard, Tuscan, and
Umbrian Painters. 263. Cosimo Tura, Madonna; *267. Franc. Francia,
Christ with the cross; 279. Vine. Foppa, Mount Calvary with the three
Crucified ; 288-292. Ambr. da Fossano, surnamed H Bergognone, Sacred
subjects; 293-296. Gaud. Ferrari, Putti; 297. Boltraffio, Madonna; 312.

Perugino, Infant Christ in the manger; ^Raphael, St. Sebastian; *324.

Fra Beato Angelico , Madonna with angels. — XVIII. Room. Large
paintings of various schools. 329. lacopo di Antonello da Messina, Ma-
donna; 332-336. Borgognone, Saints; 338. Vine. Civerchio, St. Francis;
342. Girol. Giovenone, Madonna and saints; 343. Gaud. Fei'rai'i, Ma-
donna; 368. Giulio Campi, Portrait of Cesare Borgia (?). — XIX. Room,
Large Venetian pictures of the 16-18th centuries. 379-383. Bart. Vivarini,
Saints; 390. Vine. Catena, Christ at Emmaus; 394. Marco Basaiti, Por-
trait; 395. Marco Marziale, Madonna; 399. Franc. Bonsignori, Por-
trait of Gr. F. Gonzaga; 400. Vittore Belluinano, Crucifixion; 416. Tin-
toretto, Portrait of an old man; 435. Padovanino, Triumph of Venus. —
XX. Room. Foreign painters. 444. Simon Vouet, Armed youth; 455,450.
Gasp. Diighet, suTnamed Poussin, Landscapes; 468. Durer (?), Christ on
the way to Mt. Calvary; 475. P. Brueghel the Elder, the Adultresa;
*477. Frangois Clouet, Portrait; 490. J. van Ruysdael, Landscape.

Galleria Moreli.i, bequeathed in 1891 by the well-known art-critic.

— I. Room. To the left, 7. Ber^i. Luini, Madonna; Franc. Pesellino,
9. A judgment, *11. Marriage of Griselda to the Lord of Saluzzo (from
Boccaccio's Decameron); 16. Master of the Pellegrini Chapel (p. 302),

Madonna (group in clay); 17. Pisanello, Lionello d'E.ste, Duke of Ferrara

;

22. Boltraffio, Christ, a half -figure (an early work); 23. Baldovinetti,
Portrait of himself; 26. Ambrogio de Predis, Portrait of a page; *27.

Giov. Bellini, Madonna; 30. Tim. Viti, St. Margaret; 31. Ercole Grayidi,
St. John ; 35. Benedetto da Maiayio, Angel (figure in clay), belonging to

the Madonna dell' Olivo at Prato (p. 513); 41. Giov. Bellini, Madonna;
44. BaH. Montagna., St. Jerome. — II. Room. To tlie left, *61. Basaiti,
Portrait (1521); 62. Bacchiacca, Cain and Abel; 66. Sodoma, Monster
('I'uomo fantastico'); *77. B. Fabritius, Satyr and peasant; 80. Gov.
Flinck (not Rembrandt), Portrait (1635) ; 90. Lenbach, Portrait of Morelli

;

101. Moretto, Christ and the Woman of Samaria; 91. Empress Frederick
of Germany, Transitoriness (1882).

The Via della Noca, a footpath planted witli acacias, ascends

from tlie Accademia to the Porta Sant' Agostino (p. 253).

b. Upper ToAArn.

A pretty avenue of chestnut-trees, the Viale Viit. Enianuclt^

Secondo (cable-tramway, p. 248), connects tlie Piazza Oavoiir (p. 249)

with the Upper Tow.v, the ramparts of wliicli have been convcM'tcd

into promenades and afford fine views of the plain of FiOmbardy

and the fi(;rgamasqu(; Alps.

From the upper terminus of the cabhvtramway, in the M(M('ato

delle Scarp(!, we fiiay fjrocecd to the left through the Via (Jactano
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Donizetti (PL C, B, 2), with the former Palazzo Fogaccia (No. 11

;

now the Casa deirArciprete) to Santa Maria Maggiore (see below);

or we may bear to the right to the Rocca (PL C, 1), or castle (now

a prison), which was re-erected in the 12-15th cent, on the Colle

cli Sa/nVEufemia (1235 ft.), probably on the site of the Roman
capitol; or, finally, we may go straight on by the Via Gonibito,

past the Torre di Gomhito (ca. 1100; left), the only patrician

tower left in the town, to (3 min.) the —
Piazza Garibaldi (PL B, 1), the picturesque old market-place.

Here, on the right, is the Palazzo Ntiovo, designed by Scamozzi

(1611) in the late-Kenaissance style, but unfinished. The palace

is now the Reale Istituto Tecnico Yitt. Emanuele and contains the

Miiseo di Storia Naturals (adm. on application to the custodian).

— Opposite is the Gothic Palazzo della Ragione (p. 172), or Pal.

Vecchio, which was almost entirely rebuilt ca. 1513; on the ground-

floor, an open colonnade, is a statue of Torquato Tasso (p. 255).

The palace contains the Biblioteca C^^;^<?«(1764), with 150,000 vols.,

including 2000 incunabula (open Sun. & Frid. 10-1, on other days

10-3). On the right rises the huge Torre Comunalcy a clock-tower

and campanile since the 15th century.

In the Piazza del Duomo, behind the Palazzo Vecchio, lies

*Santa Maria Maggiore (PL B, 2), begun in the Romanesque
style in 1137, with a picturesque choir; at the side-entrances are

Gothic lion-portals (that to the S. by Giov. da Campione, 1360).

To the right of the K portal is the Cappella Colleoni.

The Interior (usual entrance on the S. side) has been restored in a

rich baroque style. The nave contains wall-paintings by Paxino da Nova
(much injured), under Florentine tapestry (from designs by Al. Allori,
1582-86). — The right aisle contains the partly restored tomb of Card.
Longo degli Alessandri (d. at Avignon, 1319), by Ugo da Camjnone, and
the tomb of Donizetti (p. 249), by Vine. Vela (18.55). — In the right transept
is a fresco, representing the tree of St. Bonaventura, by a follower of
Giotto (1347). — The choir contains a large painting by Luca Giorda,7io,
tlie Israelites crossing the Red Sea. — The Renaissance *Choir Stalls are

by F. Capodiferro (1522-32) and other artists (behind) and by Giov. Belli
(1540-77; in front). The fine intarsia work in the central panels (covered)
v/as partly designed by Lor. Lotto. — In the treasury (above tlic sacristy)
are a large Crucifix (13th cent. ?) and several works in niello.

The adjoining *Cappella Colleoni (shown by the sagrestano),

erected by G. A. Amadeo in 1470-76 in the early-Renaissance

style, has a fagade lavishly covered with marble, which, however,
was much altered and adorned with sculptures from the interior

when the building was modernized in the 18th century.
The interior contains the tomb of the founder Bart. Colleoni (d. 1475

;

p. 391), begun by G. Ant. Amadeo (the upper parts later), with reliefs
from the life of Christ. On the top is the gilded equestrian statue of
Colleoni by Sixtus Siry of Nuremberg (1501). To the left is the smaller,
but beautiful monument of his daughter Medea (d. 1470), also by Amadeo,
and originally in the church of Basella. Above the altar on the right
arc good sculptures; to the left, a Holy Family hy Angelica Kauffmann
(covered). Fine intarsia work by G. B. Caniana (ca. 1785). The frescoes
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in the vaulting, by G. B. Tiepolo (1732), represent scenes from the life

of John the Baptist and allegorical figures of Faith, Love, and Hope.

The adjacent Baptistery (on the right), by Griov. da Campion

e

(1340; thoroughly renovated in 1660), originally in Santa Maria
Maggiore, was re-erected here in 1898. In the interior are reliefs

of the Passion (key in the sacristy of the cathedral; fee 30-50 c).

Opposite is the Cathedral (PI. B, 2; SanVAlessandro)., on

the site of the Lombardic church of San Yincenzo. The present

edifice was begnn in 1459, partly by Filarete (p. 158); the choir

was added in 1650 from a design by Carlo Fontana; the dome
(1830-53) and fagade (1887) are modern.

Interior. 1st altar to the left : Madonna and saints by G. B. Moroni
(1576); 5th altar to the right: Martyrdom of the Bishop St. John by
G. B. Tiepolo (an early work); behind the high -altar, a Madonna, an
excellent late work of Giov. Bellini (1512 ; covered).

At No. 9 in the neighbouring Via deli' Arena (PI. A, B, 1, 2) is

the Pio Istituto Musicale G-aetano Donizetti, with the small Doni-
zetti Museum (Museo Donizettiano).

A little to the W. of the Piazza Graribaldi, at No. 9 Via Barto-

lomeo Colleoni, is the Luogo Pio Colleoni (PI. B, 1), the dwelling

of Bart. Colleoni, who left it to the city for an orphanage in 1466.

The former reception-room is richly adorned with frescoes, allegor-

ical figures, etc. (after 1475); in an adjoining room is an equestrian

portrait of Colleoni (fresco) by Moroni (fee Yg fr.).

We now return to the station of the cable-tramway and proceed

thence, to the left, through the Via di Porta Dipinta, passing the

church of SanVAndrea (PI. C, 2), which contains a Madonna en-

throned with four saints, by Moretto (altar to the right; covered).

Fine view. The street leads to the church of San Michele al Pozzo
Bianco (PL D, 1; key at Sant' Andrea), which contains *Frescoes

by Lor. Lotto, representing the Annunciation and the Nativity and

Marriage of the Virgin (ca. 1523; chapel to the left of the choir;

partly concealed by the altar-piece). — Farther on in the same
street is the Gothic church of SanfAgostino (1444), now part of a

barrack, near which is the Porta Sant' Agostino (PI. D, 1).

A more extensive view than that from the ramparts (p. 251) is ob-

tained from the tower of the old Castello, an outer fortress rebuilt in

1107 and in 1313-45, and blown up by the command of Napoleon I.; it

lies about 3/^ M. to the N.W. of the Porta Sant' Alessandro (PL A, 1),

on the Monte San Vigilio (1630 ft.; inn; cable-tramway, see p. 248).

About IV4 M. to "the W. of the Castello is the Pasco dei Tedeschi,
commandinj? a good view of tiie Valle Brembana.

Steam Tramways from IJergamo. 1. From the rail, station in the

Via Paleocapa (PI. D, .5, 6) to Trezzo and Monza, see p. 194. 2. From
the Vialc della Stazione (PI. E, 6) to Soncino (p. 2.59; 26 M.). Intermediate
stations: 3 M. Seriate (p. 258); 7V'^ M. CavernaffO (660 ft.), the station

for (1 M.) the chateau of Malpaga, the home of Bart. Colleoni's ol(l ago,

with fine but neglected frescoes by Romanino (Visit of King Chri.stian

of Denmark to Malpaga, 1474); 151/2 M. Romano (p. 2.59). — Railway yifi

Ponte San Pictro (p. 2.58) to Seref/no j see p. 18. From Sercgno to Sti-

ronno, Biinto Arsizio, and Novara, sec p. 85.
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41. The Bergamasque Alps.

1. Valle Brembana.

Light Railway (electric) from Bergamo (station, PI. E, 6) to San
Giovanni Bianco, 191/2 M. in ca. IV4 hr. (fares 2 fr. 50, 1 fr. 60 c). —
Diligence from San Giovanni Bianco to Olmo, twice daily in ca. l^/^ hr.,

and from Ambria to Serina, twice daily in 2 hrs.

BergamOj see p. 248. — The Light Railway makes a bend

towards the K to the station of (174 M.) Borgo Santa Caterina
(PL F, 1), then, near (21/2 M.) Valtesse (925 ft.), it crosses the

hilly country to the K of the town, and reaches the Valle Brem-
bana, or valley of the Brembo, near (7 M.) Villa d^Almt (980 ft.),

an unimportant village with a cotton-factory, situated near the

mouth of the Imagna Valley^ which in old* times was well known
for its armourers. A diligence runs hence via Capizzone, the station

for the small sulphur-baths of Sanf Omohono (Alb. Centrale), to

Valsecca. — 8 M. Clenezza (960 ft.), with an old castle (10th cent.),

is commanded by the Monte Uhione (2935 ft.), once also crowned
with a castle. Close by the Imagna is spanned by a bridge dating

from the early middle ages.

Farther on the train runs high above the Brembo and passes

below the ancient village of Botta (on the right); on the river below

are the Bergamo electric-power works. — Beyond (10 M.) Sedrina
(1065 ft.), the Gothic church of which (ca. 1400) possesses an altar-

piece by Lor. Lotto, the train traverses a picturesque gorge to

(10^2 M.) Brembilla- Sedrina, beside the Po7iti di Sedrina^ two

old bridges (1570) and a new double bridge crossing the-Brembo
and its affluent the Bremhilla.

From the Ponti di Sedrina a road ascends the Bremhilla valley to

the N.W. to (3 M.) the small sulphur-baths of Bremhilla, its cliicf vil-

lage, then crosses the ridge known as the Foppa Oalda and leads via

(8V2 M.) Gerosa (2495 ft.), the Forcella di Bura (2975 ft.), and Peghera
(2675 ft.), the church of which possesses a fine high-altar-piece by Palma
Vecchio, to (I8V2 M.) Taleggio (2495 ft.), the largest village in the Valle
Taleggio, 5 M. to the W. of San Giovanni Bianco (p. 255).

We cross the Brembo to (12^/2 M.) Zogno (1095 ft.; Alb.

Italia)^ the quaint capital of the lower Valle Brembana, situated in

a broad, fertile valley. The parish -church of San Loi^enzo con-

tains valuable art-treasures. The Monte Canto Alto (3760 ft.), to

the S., commands a wide view of the plains of Lombardy.
131/2 M. Ambria (1065 ft.), at the mouth of the Val Serina.
From Ambria a road (diligence, see above) leads to the N.E., first

through a gorge (Gola d^Ambria) and then past the little Lago d'Algua,
recently formed by a landslide, to (7 M.) Serina (2690 ft. ; Alb. della
Posta; Alb. del Giardinetto)^ at the W. base of the jagged Monte Alhen
^6625 ft.). Serina was the birthplace of Palma Vecchio (p. 351), parts of
a large altar-piece by whom are in the parish-church. Through the Valle
Antea to San Giovanni Bianco, see p. 255. — The road goes on to the
N.E. via Valpiana (3520 ft.) to the little mineral bath of Oltre il Colle
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(3380 ft.; Alb. Fonte Minerale del Drago
;
guide, Luigi Manenti), situated

in a beautiful upland vale of the same name (with galena-mines), at the
S.W. base of the Pizzo Arera (8240 ft.).

15y2 M- fSan Pellegrino. the station for the village of that

name (Alb. del Papa).

16 M. San Pellegrino Terme. — Hotels (comp. p. xxi; usu-

ally crowded in July and Aug.). ^Go-and-IIdtel, on the left bank of the
Brembo, near the station, first class, R. 3-15, B. IV2, L- 4r-.5, D. 6-8,

P. 10-25, omn. Ifr., open May-Sept.; Hot. des Thermes et Milan, R. 4-6,

B. 11/4, L. 31/2, D. 5, P. 11-15 fr.. May 15th-Sept. 15th; Eden Grand Hotel,
P. from 10 fr., June 15th- Sept. 15th; Posta, Pt. 2V2-3, P. 8-10 fr. (incl.

wine). May 15th-0ct. 31st; Alh. Cavour, R. 21/2-4^, P. 8-12 fr. (incl. wine);
all these on the right bank. — Many hotels meubles (case d'alloggio) and
private apartments. — Cafe. Caffe- Concerto Isacchi.

San Pellegrino (1165 ft.), prettily situated in the wooded
Yalle Brembana, which is noted for its equable climate in summer,
is now a very popular health-resort (ca. 50,000 visitors annually).

The three thermal alkaline springs (80°. 6 Fahr.), prescribed for

gout and for affections of the stomach, liver, etc., rise on the right

bank of the Brembo. Near the bathing-establishment are the pump-
room (Palazzo della Fonte), the gorgeous Kursaal (Grrande Casino

;

adm. 2 fr.), and the Teatro Eden. Lower down, on the Brembo, is

an old avenue of chestnut-trees called the Viale Vittorio Emanuele.
An electric wire-rope railway (nearly 1/2 M. long; steepest gradient

65:100) runs to the W. from the Casino in 10 min. to the Pizzo del Sole
or San Pellegrino Kulm (2460 ft.; restaurant). — Another good point of
view is the Paradiso (1705 ft. ; Ristorantc Paradiso, with rooms), 1 M.
from the chief square.

We cross the Brembo to (lOYg M.) San Giovanni Bianco
(1310 ft. ; Hot. ValBremhana; Alh. della Fosta ; Alh. Tre Corone)^

at the confluence of the Enna, which descends from the Yalle

Taleggio (p. 254). Electric zinc foundry.
Immediately before San Giovanni Bianco a short branch-road diverges

to the left from the highroad, leading to the village oi Ftcipiano al Brembo
(1520 ft.), birthplace of Cariani, the painter (ca. 1485-1541). —• A mule-
path leads to the E. through the industrial Valle Antea, with zinc-mines
and the village of Dossena (3235 ft.), to Serina (p. 254).

The Road runs to the K to (2 M.) Camerata Cornello (1865 ft.).

A tablet here denotes the ancestral abode of the Tassi family, of

which the poets Bernardo and Torquato Tasso were members, as

well as Oniodeo do' Tassi, the alleged founder (in 1290) of the mod-
ern postal system and ancestor of the princes of Thnrn and Taxis,

the former German postmasters-general. — At (5y.^ M.) Lenna
(1520 ft.; Alh. del Sole) the two upper brandies of the valley

divide — the Valle di Mezzoldo, to the W., and the Valfondra^
to the E. Farther on are (6 M.) Piazza Bremhana (1760 ft.; Alb.

Piazza Brembana, R. 1 Y^-3 fr.), the capital of the upper Valb^ Hreni-

bana, and (8 M.) Olmo al Bremho (1825 ft.; Alh. della Salute).

From Olmo an cany paH.s leads to the N. via Mezzoldo (2710 ft.),

wlicrc the road ends at proHcnt, to the refuge -hut (caiitonirra) (W S<in

Marco (OOIO ft.) and tlio PnHfto San Marco (r.515 ft.), dcHrciiding to Alha
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redo per San Marco (2975 ft.), in the Valle del Bitto di Albaredo, and
thence to Morbegno (p. 214), in the Val Tellina.

From Lcnna a road runs to the N.E. in the beautiful Valfondra via
the villages of (IV4 M.) Valnegra (1910 ft.) and Moio de' Calvi (2170 ft.),

beyond which a branch-road diverges to the right for Bordogyia and the
little summer-resort of RoncoheUo (3410 ft. ; Grand-Hotel Ro'ncobello, K.

2V2-5, board 6V2 fr- ; Alb. Mileri). The main road then traverses the Qola
di Fondra, a gloomy ravine, to the villages of (2V2 M.) Fondra (2320 ft.),

(33/4 M.) TrabucheUo (2580 ft.), and (6V4 M.) Branzi (2770 ft. ; Alb, Mo-
nad; Alb. Berera; guide, Oristof. Monaci), in the upper part of the
valley. From Branzi a bridle-path leads to the S.E. past the beautiful
Falls of the Brembo to the Rifugio ai Laghi Gemelli (6635 ft. ; inn),

near the two mountain-lakes on the W. slope of Monte Corte (8180 ft.),

and thence over the Passo d^Aviasco to Valgoglio and Gromo (p. 257),

in the Yal Seriana; another leads to the N. via Valleve (3745 ft.) and
Foppolo (4970 ft. ; Corno Stella) to the Passo Dordona (6825 ft.) and thence
through the Val Madre and past the village of that name to Fiisine and
the station of San Pietro-Berbenno (p. 214) in the Yal Tellina. The
*Cor7io Stella (8595 ft.), to the N.E., may be ascended from Branzi viii.

Caro7ia (3640 ft.) and the Passo di Publino (7715 ft.); from its summit
a magnificent view is obtained of the Bergamasque Alps, the Val Tellins,

the Alpine chain from the Gran Paradiso and Monte Rosa to the Ortler,

and the distant plain of Lombardy (panorama by Bossoli). We may de-

scend from the pass to (1 hr.) the Alp di Pitblino (6860 ft. ; accommoda-
tion), near the picturesque tarns called the Laghi di Publino (6905 ft.),

and via (IV2 br.) San Salvatore (4295 ft. ; inn), with a church said to be
the oldest in the Val Tellina (5th cent. ?), to (I1/2 hr.) Albosaggia (1575 ft.),

whence a road crosses the Adda to {^U hr.) Sondrio (p. 214).

2. Valle Seriana.

Railway from Bergamo (station, PI. E, t>) to Chisone, 201/2 M. in

13/4 hr. (fares 2 fr. 70, 1 fr. 95 c). — Diligence from Clusone to Bondione
daily in 41/4 hrs., to Lovere in 21/4 hrs., and to Vilminore in 51/2 brs.

Bey^gamo, see p. 248. — The Railway descends to the N.E.

through the picturesque and industrial Valle Seriana, or valley

of the SeriOy halfway up which are many zinc and lead mines in

the dolomitic triass. — 4Y2 M. Alzano ikTac/^we (9530 ft.), where
the church of San Martino contains an altar-piece by Lor. Lotto

(Death of Peter Martyr); goodwood-carvings in the sacristy. — 8 M.
Albino (1140 ft.; Alb. Falcone), the chief place in the lower part

of the valley (3700 inhab.), was the birthplace of Gr. B. Moroni

(p. 262); the parish church contains an altar-piece by him. —
Farther on the line is carried along a viaduct in the bed of the

Serio. — 11 M. Gazzaniga (1255 ft.).

At (17 M.) Ponte di Nossa and (18 M.) Ponte della Selva
(1560 ft.; Alb. Biffi) are cotton-mills driven by electricity.

20 V2 M. Clusone (2125 ft. ; Alh. Gdmbero, good; Alb. Reale;
Alb. Barzasi)^ a small town with 5000 inhab., whence diligences

run to (8 V^ M.) Lovere (p. 272 ; S.E.) and to Vilminore (p. 273 ; N.E.).

From Clusone the Highroad (diligence, see above) is joined at

(1^4 M.) Villa d'Ogna (1770 ft.), whence it proceeds along the left

bank of the Serio via (3 M.) Ardesio (1945 ft.) to the (3^4 M.) Ponte
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di Briolta, where the two roads up the valley unite. From this

point we follow the right bank via (Sy^ M.) Gromo (2220 ft.; Alb.

Terzi, good; Ristorante della Posta), most picturesquely situated,

(71/2 M.) Gandellino (2220 ft.), and (10 M.) Fiumenero (2600 ft.;

Osteria Morandi), finally skirting the S. base of the Pizzo Redorta
(9965 ft.), to (131/2 M.) Bondione (2920 ft.; Alh. della Cascata,

R. IY2 f^-? very fair; guides, Serafino Bonacorsi, Ant. Josi, etc.), the

last village in the Valle Seriana, encircled by imposing mountains.

A bridle-path (marked by the I. A. C.) leads to the N.E. of

Bondione, on the left bank of the Serio, passing picturesque cas-

cades and ravines (Goi di Fonc, Got del Ca), to the (2 hrs.) magni-

ficent *Cascate del Serio, which descend in three leaps from a

height of about 1000 ft. into a romantic cauldron environed by
snow-clad mountains (best view from the ^Belvedere, protected by
iron railings). Above the falls, on the Piano del Barhellino (3 hrs.

from Bondione), is the finely situated Rifugio Curd (6220 ft.) of

tlie Italian Alpine Club (inn in summer).
From the Rifugio the Pizzo Recastello (9475 ft. ; 31/2 hrs.), the Monte

Gleno (9355 ft. ; 31/2-^ hrs.), the Monte Torena (9550 ft. ; 4 hrs.), the Pizzo
del Diavolo (9600 ft. ; 4 hrs.), and the Pizzo di Coca (10,015 ft. ; 5 hrs.)

may be ascended' with a guide (10-12 fr.). — Hence we may proceed over
tlie Passo della Malgina (9065 ft.) and through the finely wooded Val
Malgina to the N. to (6 hrs.) San Giacomo, in the Val Tellina (a pleasant
trip). Or we may pass the small Barhellino Lake (6995 ft. ; to the N.E.)
and the sources of the Serio and ascend to (3 hrs.) the Passo di Caronella
(8585 ft.) ; we then descend through the Valle di Caronella to (3 hrs.)

Carona (accommodation at the curd's) and (IV2 hr.) Tresenda (p. 215).

3. Yal Cayallina.

Steam Tramways. 1. From Bergamo (station, PI. E, 5) to Sdrnico,
22>/2 M. in 21/2 hrs. (fares 2 fr. 20, 1 fr. 40 c); to Trescore, IO1/2 M. in

1 hr. (fare 1 fr. 70 c). — 2. From Trescore to Lovere, 171/2 M. in IV2 hr.

Bergamo, see p. 248. — The Tramway to Sarnico crosses the

Serio near (3 M.) Villa di Serio (900 ft.)-, then runs to the E. through

fertile hilly country, via {b^j^ M.) Torre de''Roveri (895 ft.), to

(10 V2 M.) Trescore Balneario (890 ft. ; Alh. StaUlimento; Alh.

della Torre, K. 2-4, P. 7-10 fr.), a small watering-place with sul-

phnr-baths, at the end of the Val Cavallina. Near Trescore is

the Villa Stiardi, with frescoes by Lor. Lotto (1524).
From Trescore the tramway first runs to the S. to (IV/.^M.) Gorla,t/o

(780 ft.), IV4 ^- from the station mentioned at p, 258, thou to the; S.IO.

to (16 M.) (Jrumello del Monte (685 ft.; p. 258), wiionce it ascends to the
N.E. via (18'/2 M.) Caleppio to (221/2 M.) Sarnico (p. 271).

The Tramway to Lovf:RE ascends the Val Cavallina to the N.E.

from Trescore, running via (3 M.) Borgo di Terzo (985 ft.) to (7 M.)

Spinone (1195 ft.), and thence along the W. bank of the pretty

Lago di Spinone or Lago di Endine (1 1 05 ft.) to (1 7.^ M.) Kndiiie

(l.'HO ft.; Alb. Leoni); finally it descends into the lUrrlezza Valley,

passing via (14 7.2 M.) Sovere-Pianico and (16 M.) Castro (p. 272),

on the Lago d'Isco, to (17'/^ M.) Lovere (\). 'J72).
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42. Prom Lecco to Brescia via Bergamo.
52 M. Railway in 8-31/4 hrs. (fares 9 fr. 65, 6 fr. 75, 4 fr. 35 c).

We change carriages at Rovato. — Yicws of the Alps to the left.

Lecco, see p. 195. — 2^2 M. Maggianico ; S^^M. Vercurago-
San-Girolamo ; 4Y2 M- Calolzio-Olginate, all stations on the line

from Lecco to Monza and Milan (p. 195). — 16 M. PonfeSan-
Pietro-Locate, the station for Ponte San Pietro (735 ft.), with a

cotton factory, a pretty church, and an old castle. Railway to

Seregno, see p. 18. — We cross the Bremho (p. 254),

2OV2 M. Bergamo (p. 248).

Near (23 V2 M.) Seriate (815 ft. ; Alb. Cervetta) the Serio (p. 256)

is crossed; below the village the river runs for some distance under-

ground. — 28 M. Gorlago (p. 257). 31 Y2 M. Grumello del Monte
(p. 257). — The Oglio (p. 270) is next crossed; looking down the

river we have a fine view of —
34 M. Palazzolo sul Oglio (545 ft. ; Alh. Italia), an industrial

place on the left bank of the river, the junction of a branch-line to

(6 M.) Pardtico - Sdrnico (p. 271). On the left are the moraine
hills of the Franciacorta, at the S. end of the Lago d'Iseo. The
line skirts the MonVOrfdno. — 39 M. Coccaglio (525 ft.).

4OY2 ^- Povato, junction for the line from Milan to Verona
and thence to (52 M.) Brescia, see p. 259.

43. Prom Milan to Verona via Brescia.
93 M. Railway in 21/4-43/4 hrs. (fares 17 fr. 40, 12 fr. 20, 7 fr. 85 c.

;

express, 19 fr. 15, 13 fr. 40, 8 fr. 70 c). 'Train do luxe' (Cannes-Vienna,
p. 30), in 21/4-21/2 hrs. (fare 25 fr. 90 c). Some of the express trains have
dining-cars. — Railway stations at Desenzano and Verona, see pp. 259,

297. —• Best views on the left.

Milan, see p. 152. — 12 M. Melzo. — At (16 M.) Cassano
cVAdda (435 ft.; Alb. Grrande) we cross the blue Adda (p. 214).

About 41/2 M. to the N. of Cassano is the little town of Vaprio
cVAdda (530 ft.), terminus of the light railway from Milan via Villa
Fornaci. In the Villa Melzi is a fresco of the Madonna of the school of
Leonardo da Vinci.

20 M. Treviglio (415 ft.; Rail. Restaurant ; Alh. Regina
d*Inghilterra), a town of 5900 inhab., is the junction for the pass-

enger-trains to Bergamo (comp. R. 40). The church of San Martino
contains interesting pictures by Bern. Zenale and Bern. Butinone.

From Trkviglio to Cremona, 401/2 M., railway in 11/2-2 hrs. (fares
7 fr. .55, 5 fr. 30, 3 fr. 40 c). — 31/2 M. Caravacjgio (365 ft.), a town of
7700 inhab., with the pilgrimage-church of the Madonna di Caravaggio,
was the birthplace of the painter Michael Angelo Amerighi da Caravaggio
rca. 1505-1009). — 131/2 M. Crema (200 ft.; Alb. Pozzo Nuovo), an in-

dustrial town (8000 inhab.) and episcopal residence, with an ancient castle.
The Romanesque Cathedral has a line brick facade of the 13th cent, and
contains a painting (SS. Sebastian, Christopher, and Rochus) by Vine.
Civorchio (2nd altar on the left). About 3/4 M. from the town stands the
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circular church of *Santa Maria deJla Croce, with effective subsidiary
buildings in brick, built after 1490 by Giov. Battaggio and others, under
the influence of Bramante ; the interior is octagonal in form. Steam-tramway
to Soncino and Lodi (Milan), see p. 434. — 24 M. Soresina; 30 M. Casal-
buttano (200 ft.) ; 33V8 M. Olmeneta (p. 247). — 4OV2 M. Cremona, see p. 244.

We cross the Se7^io (p. 256). — 28 M. Rornano di Lombardia
(395 ft.), junction for the light railway from Bergamo to Soncino

(comp. p. 253).
The little town of Soncino (280 ft. ; Alh. Aquila dWro, well spoken

of), on the Oglio (p. 270), IOV2 M- to the S.E. of Eomano, is the terminus
of the above-mentioned steam-tramway from Milan via Lodi and Crema,
and is connected by a similar tramway with Brescia (p. 269). It contains
a handsome Castello, built in 1469-75 by Ben. Ferrini (p. 173) for Gale-
azzo Maria Sforza. The Palazzo Viala, with a tasteful terracotta fagade,
and the church of Santa Maria delle Grazie (founded in 1492), with frescoes
by Giul. and Bern. Campi, are interesting. — The Palazzo Barbi, at Torre
PaHavicina, on the Oglio, 3 M. to the N. of Soncino, has a charmingly
painted interior, due to the Campi (introduction necessary).

To the left, some distance from the railway, lies Cortenuova,
which was the scene of the last great victory gained by Emp.
Frederick II. and Ezzelino over the allied towns of Lombardy (1237).
— Beyond (32 M.) Calcio the Oglio is crossed. — 36 Y2 ^^- Chiari

(485 ft.), an old industrial town with 4200 inhab., where Prince

Eugene defeated Catinat on Sept. 1st, 1701.

40 V2 ^^- Rovato (565 ft.; Bail. Restaurant)., a small town
with 5000 inhab., is dominated on the W. by the convent of San
Michele, situated on the long ridge of MonVOi^fdno (1480 ft.), the

southernmost hill of the Franciacorta (p. 270). Rovato is the junction

of the line from Lecco to Bergamo and Brescia (R. 42) and a station

on the steam-tramway from Chiari to Iseo (p. 270).

51 M. Brescia, see p. 260.

56 M. Rezzato (p. 276). The Chiese (p. 276) is crossed. — Beyond
(65 M.) Lonato (615 ft.), with an old fortress, the train intersects

the W. edge of the belt of moraines (8-9 M. wide) that encloses

the S. end of the Lago di Garda from the Chiese to the valley of

the Adige, forming several concentric semicircles, interrupted by
steep, isolated heights.

The line is now carried over a long viaduct, affording an ad-

mirable *Survoy in clear weather of the dark blue Lago di Garda
fp. 279) and the peninsula of Sirmione (p. 281) to the left, and
reaches the high-lying station of —

687., M. Desenzano (p. 280).
From the main rail. Htation (restaurant) a Bhancii Line (2V2 M., in

10 min.) ruuH to the harbour-station (Desenzano Laao), 2 min. from the
l)i<T. The fare (55, 40, .'{0 c.) \h inclurhid in the through-tickets. TravellorH
with hand-luggage will find it quicker to go by oniuibus or cal) (p. 280).

A iSteam Tkamway via T.onato (see above) to Castiglione delle Sti-

viere (p. 2fV.i) i.s under coiiHtriiction.

72 M. San Martino della Battaglia. A monument on the

right commemorates the battle of Solfcrino, where the French and
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Pieduioiitose under Emp. Napoleon III. and KingVictorEmmanuel 11.

defeated the Austrians under Emp. Francis Joseph, 24tli June, 1859.
Hurried travellers content themselves with a visit to the To"wer

of San Martino (3(30 ft.; adm. 50, on Sun. and holidays 25 c.), 3/^ M.
to the S. (iV'i M. to the S.E. of Desenzano and 6 M. to the S. of Sirmione).
This structure, erected to commemorate the battle of Solferino and con-
verted into a military museum in 1898, stands upon a platform 65 ft. in

width and rises to a height of 243 ft. Vv^e first enter a circular chamber,
in the centre of which is a statue of Victor Emmanuel II. by Ant. Dal
Zotfo. On the walls arc scenes from the life of the King, and on the
vaulting are eight allegorical figures representing the chief cities of Italy,

all by Vitt. Bressanin. The niches contain busts of the eight Italian
generals who fell in the wars of independence. From the round chamber
an easy staircase ascends to seven rooms, all containing battle-paintings.
From the uppermost room we emerge on the platform of the tower, which
not only commands the battle-field (chief points indicated by arrows) but
also affords an extensive *View of the Lago di Garda and the chain of
the Alps. Near the tower are a post-office, a modest trattoria, and a
Char-nel House, surrounded by cypresses.

The village of Solferino (675 ft. ; Colonna, Sole, both plain), which
formed the centre of the Austrian position, lies on the S.W. margin of
the hills bordering the Lago di Garda on the S., about 71/2 M. to the S.

of Desenzano and about 5 M. to the S.W. of San Martino.

We traverse the Lugana to (77 M.) Peschiera sul Garda
(p. 289). On the left we have a view of the Monte Pastello (p. 25),

of the Corno d'Aquilio (5072 ft.), on the W. verge of the Altipiauo

dei Lessini (p. 313), and of the Grruppo di Posta (p. 313).

79^2 M. Castelnuovo di Verona. — 84 M. Soiwmacampagnaj
IV4M. to the N. of the village of Sommacampagna (395 ft.; Alb.

Carletti) and 5 M. to the N.E. of Custoza (p. 314). — 91 V'o M. Verona
Porta Nuova. The J.6^i|^e is crossed. 93 M. Verona FortaVescovo,
see p. 297. — To Venice, see R. 50.

44. Brescia.
The Railway Station (PI. A, 4; Restaurant), for the lines to Milan

and Venice (11. 43), Bergamo and Lecco (R. 42), Edolo (R. 45 b), Cremona
(p. 247), and Parma and Sarzana (p. 269; R. 59), lies at the S.W. end of

the town. 2'ow7i Office at Via Giordano Bruno .5 (PI. B, 3).

Hotels. In the town : *Alb. d'Italia (PI. b ; C, 3), Corso Zanardelli 32
R. 21/2-31/2, B- IV4, omn. 3/4 fr.; *H6t. Gallo (PI. c; C, 3), Via Paganora 3

with g-ood restaurant, R. from 2, central heating 1/4, omn. I1/2 fr. ; Alb.
Brescia (PI. a; B, 3), Via Umberto Prime, R. 21/3-31/2, omn. 3/^ fr. ; Orologio
Vecchio (PL e ; C, 2), Via Broletto, near the Piazza del Duomo, R. 2-21/2 fr.

;

Gambero (PL d ; C, 3), near the Corso Zanardelli, R. 2, omn. 1/2 fr. ; Panteo
(PL f; C, 3), Via Gabriele Rosa, R. from I1/4 fr. — Near the station:
Hot. loEA (PL g; A, 4), Viale Stazione, with restaurant, 60 R. from 21/2 fr.,

good; Hot. Meuble Locatelli (PL h; A, 4), Via Vincenzo Foppa 9, with
small garden, R. 3 fr., very fair; Alb. Volta, plain.

Caf^s-Restaurants. *Ristorante La Vittoria, Caffe Maffio, Bar
Central, etc., in tlie Corso Zanardelli. — Bar Aquarium, Corso Zanardelli,
good coffee. — Birreria. Gamhrinus^ Via Paganora (variety enter-
tainments).

Cabs (carrozze pubbliche; stand in the Via delle Dieci Giornatc, near
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theCorsoZanardelli): Ifr. per drive (up to V-^lii'-)) lV2fA*- ^f^crlOp.m. ; 11/2^^.

per hour, each addit. 1/2 hr. 75 c. (to the Castello 1 fr. extra). Trunk 20 c.

Tramways (10 c.; not after 10 p.m.). l. From the Railway Station

via the Corso Yitt. Eman. and Corso Zanardelli (PL C, 3) to the Porta
Cremona (PL C, 4; continuation by the Via Solferino to the station pro-

jected). — 2. From the Piazzale Arnaldo (PL E, 3) via the Corso Zanar-
delli and Corso Palcstro (PL B, 3) to the Piazzale Garibaldi (PL A, 2). —
3. From the Corso Zanardelli via the Piazza della Loggia (PL C, 2) to the

Piazzale Trento (PL C, 1).

Post & Telegraph Office (PL B, C, 3), Via Umberto Primo 13.

Bookseller. Castoldi, Corso Zanardelli. — Photographs, by Brogi
and Alinari (p. 550), to be had at the galleries and at Capita7iio^s, Corso
Vittorio Emanuele 40.

Collections (comp. p. xxvii). — Biblioteca Queriniana (p. 264), 9-12

& 2-6 on week-days (9-4 & 8-10 Oct.-March), 9-12 on Sun. & holidays (closed

Oct. lst-20th).

Castello (p. 269), open all day, adm. 20 c.; Museo del Eisorgimento,
7-5, 30 c.

Medieval Museum (p. 266), week-days 10-4 (Nov. -Feb. 10-3), Ifr.
(incl. adm. to the Museum of Antiquities), Sun. in summer 1-4, free.

Museum of Antiquities (p. 265), as to the Mediaeval Museum.
Pi7iacoteca Marti'tiengo {p. 267), as to the Mediseval Museum.
Principal Attractions (I-IV2 day). Santi Nazzaro e Celso (p. 262),

Madonna dei Miracoli (p. 262), San Francesco (p. 262), Municipio (p. 263),

Cathedral (p. 264), Museum of Antiquities (p. 265), Pinacoteca Martinengo
(p. 267), San Giovanni Evangelista (p. 268), Castello (p. 269).

Brescia (490 ft.), capital of a province and see of a bishop,

with 44,200 inhab., is beautifully situated at the foot of the Colle

Cidneo (crowned by the Castello, p. 269) and tLe Ronchi (p. 269),

foothills of the Brescian Alps. Like the neighbouring Yal Troinpia

(p. 276) it is the seat of a considerable iron industry, but the manu-
facture of arms, celebrated since the 15th cent., has declined.

Brescia, the ancient Brixia, probably founded by the Ligurians, was
the capital of the Celtic Cenomani from the Oth cent, onward and after-

wards became a Roman colony, known in the imperial epoch as Colonia
Augusta Civica. Between it and Verona ran the busy Via Gallica. After
the storms of the barbaric invasions it rose to renewed prosperity as the
seat of a line of Lombard dukes, and enjoyed the special favour of King
Dcsiderius (p. 3). In 1167 Brescia became one of the most active members
of the league of Lombard towns (p. 151). It was vainly besieged in 1238
by Emp. Frederick II., but twenty years later it fell into the power of
Kzzfdino (p. 28). In 1311 the town, after being partly laid in ruins,
opened its gates to Emp. Henry YII. ; in 1331 it passed into the hands of
the Scaliger Mastino II. (p. 299), and in 1339 into those of the Visconti,
from whom, however, it passed to Venice in 1426. Under Venetian supre-
macy Brescia rapidly rose to be the most prosperous town, next to Verona,
of the 'Terra Ferma', and in 1438-40 successfully defied a Milanese army
under Nice, riccinino. In 1512 Brescia was sacked and burned by the
French under Gaston de Foix (p. 506) after an obstinate defence. Five
years later it was restored to Venice, to whicli it belonged till 1797, Imt
it has never recovered its ancient importance. After the unsuccessful revolt
of 1848 Brescia alone of all the Lombard towns rallied, under the youth-
ful Tito Sperij to Charles Albert's renewed attempt in 1819; but it w.is

bombarded by the Austrians under Ilaynau (the Miycna of HreN(;ia') and
after ten days of obstinate street- fighting was taken on A])ril 2nd.
Arnold of lireHcia, a pupil of Abelard, was ou(^ of the; most prominent
leaders of the reforn;ing movement in Italy in the middb; agcH ; he at-

tacked the secular power and wealth of the clergy, and after being ex-

communicated by Hadrian IV. was executed at Rome in 1155.
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Brescia is noteworthy in the history of art as the birthplace of Ales-
samlro Bonvicino, surnanied il Moretto (1498-1555). Like the Veronese
masters he is distinguished from the Venetian school by the comparative
soberness of his colouring ('subdued silvery tone'), although he vies with
the Venetians in richness and brilliancy, while he sometimes reveals a full

measure of the ideality of the golden period of art. Bonvicino rarely
extended the sphere of his labours beyond his native place, and Brescia
is therefore abundantly stored with his works. The churches here and the
Pinacoteca Martinengo display his fertility, both as a painter 'al fresco'

and in oils. Other eminent masters of Brescia are Giovanni Girolamo
Savoldo (1180-1548) and the brilliant colourist Girol. Romani, surnamed
II Romanino (1485-1566). Versatility distinguishes Moretto's pupil Giov.
Batt. Moroni (d. 1577), of Bergamo, one of the best portrait-painters of
the Renaissance.

Brescia contains several interesting antiquities (p. 265), and an ex-
cellent idea of the wealth and brilliance of the mediseval city may be
gleaned from the W. half of the Monte di Pieta, the vestibule of the
Madonna dei Miracoli, and the Municipio, three of the most charming
creations of the early Renaissance in Italy. Sculpture was in the hands
oi IjomhMA (Tamagnino ; Gaspare Pedoni) and Venetian masters; Antonio
Calegari (1698-1777), a member of the native school of sculpture (of which
little is yet known), flourished later. •

In the gardens of the Piazzale Roma, outside the former town-

gate, rises a bronze monument to Giuseppe Zanardelli(Pl. 20 ; A, 4),

the statesman, a native of Brescia (1826-1903), by Dav. Calandra

(1909). The inscription is: 'Reipublicse strenue flexit habenas'.

The Corso Carlo Alberto leads from the gate to the church of

Santi Nazzaro e Celso (PI. 13; A, 3), built in 1780 and con-

taining several good pictures.

*High-altar-piece by Titian, in five sections, the Resurrection being
the principal subject; on the right, St. Sebastian, on the left, St. Greorge
with the portrait of Averoldo, the donor (1522) ; above these, the Annun-
ciation (4ong an object of study to the artists of the Brescian School':
C. & C). — Second altar on the left, *Coronation of the Virgin, with SS.
Michael, Joseph, Nicholas, and Francis below, hj Moretto (covered; 'this

altar-piece is the very best of its kind, cold perhaps in silver-grey surface,

but full of bright harmony and colour' : C. & C). — Third altar on the
right, Christ in glory (1541); fourth altar on the left. Nativity, with SS.
Nazarius and Cclsus, also by Moretto, sadly damaged. — In the sacristy,

above the side-door, Predella by Moretto, Adoration of the Child, Madonna
and angel in medallions. On tlie organ-wing, an Annunciation by Foppa.

A few yards to the E., in the Corso Vittorio Emanuele, is the

small church of the Madonna dei Miracoli (PI. 5 ; B, 3), with

an elegant early -Renaissance ^Vestibule (1487-1508), overladen

with decorations by Gasp. Pedoni, Ta7nagnino, and others. The
other parts of the fagade and the interior, with its unusual com-
bination of domes and barrel-vaulting, belong to an extension begun
in 1530 and completed in the 18th century. — A few paces farther

on, to the right (No.*13), is the Palazzo Martinengo Villagana,
an unfinished baroque building by Stefano Carra (17th cent.).

In the Via Aspromonte, a few yards to the N.W., lies the church
of San Francesco (PL B, 3; main entrance in the Corso Palestro),

originally a Gothic building of 1254-65, but almost entirely modern-
ized since the 16th century.
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Interior. 3rd altar on the right, *3foretto, SS. Margaret, Francis,
and Jerome (signed 1530) ; over the high-altar, **Roma)iino, Madonna and
saints, a masterpiece of brilliant colouring (about 1511 ; restored in 1910)

;

tlie magnificent Renaissance frame is by Stef. Lamberti (1502). In the apse
are remains of frescoes (Madonna with angels ; 15th cent.) ; also paintings by
Romanino (The four Latin Church-Fathers, Christ and the four Evangelists).

The Casa Fortunato, an elegant little palazzo in the Venetian

high-Renaissance style (16th cent.), should be noticed in the Via

Frat. Porcellaga (PL B, 3 ; No. 3, on the right). — Not far off,

25 Via Dante, is the Palazzo Martinengo delta Fdhhrica (now

Salvddego, PL B, 3), of the 16th cent., with an interior (freely

modernized) by Ant. Marchetti (see below). A garden-room on the

first floor displays the original Renaissance decoration and eight

frescoes (partly retouched) by Moretto, representing countesses of

Martinengo in fine Alpine scenery (fee 30-50 c). — No. 38, on the

opposite side of the street, is the Palazzo Calzavcllia (now Pagiioli)^

with a fine Renaissance portal and traces of the original coloured

decoration of the fagade. — To the Chiesa della Pace^ see p. 268.

We return by the Via Frat. Porcellaga to the Corso PalestrOj

near the E. end of which, on the right, are the Case del Gdmbero
(PL B, C, 3), adorned with frescoes by Romanino and Lattanzio

G-ambaro (still in fair preservation on the side next the Via Um-
berto Primo).

The centre of traffic has been of late years the Corso Zanardelli
(PL C, 3 ; tramways, p. 261), with its arcades and cafes on the N. side.

In this street is also the main entrance of the Teatro Grande (PL

C, 3), or Teatro Comunale, which was rebuilt in 1810 by Luigi

Canonica but retains the handsome auditorium and foyer (ridotto)

by Ant. Marchetti (18th cent.); visitors enter by the Portineria in

the Via Paganora (fee Y2 f^*-)-

The Via delle Dieci Giornate (PL C, 3), with its numerous shops,

leads hence to the K, skirting the original W. wall of the town,

to the*PiAzzA DELLA Loggia (PLC, 2; formerly Piazza Vecchia), one
of the most picturesque squares in Italy. On itsW. side rises the —

*Municipio (PL 14; li, C, 2), usually called La Loggia, begun
in the early-Renaissance style in 1492-1508 on the plans of I'omm.
Formentone of Vicenza (1489), though the upper part was not

completed until 1526-74. The window-mouldings are by Palladio
(1562). The large saloon on the upper story and the lofty vaulted

roof were destroyed l)y a fire in 1575. The exterior of this magni-
ficent structure is almost overladen with ornamentation, including

a series of cjnperors' heads by I'arnagnino and others, and a charm-
ing 'putto' frieze by Sansovino (1558). On the groundfloor is a deep
colonnade; in front are pillars and curious pilasters. The ujiper

floor recedes considerably. The octagonal addition on the top is

due to L. Vanvitclli (1769-73).

The 8. side of the piazza is occupied by the Monte di Pietdj

Baedkkkk'8 Northern Italy. 14th Edit, J7
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the W. half of which is a tasteful *Loggia above an open colonnade,

begun in the early-Renaissance style in 1484, while the E. half, by

Pier Maria Bagnadore, was not erected until 1597.

On the E. side of the piazza, above an archway in a palace-

facade, rises the Torre dell' Orologio, or clock-tower, erected

in 1552, with a large dial (1 to 24). The bell is struck by two iron

figures as at Venice (p. 359). — To the left is the so-called Porta
Bruciata (formerly Porta Milanese), the dilapidated gate-tower of

the original W. town-wall. — We pass through the above-mentioned

archway to the S.E. to the Piazza del Duomo, in which is the —
*Duonio Nuovo (PI. C, 3), a handsome church in the form of

a Greek cross, with a lengthened choir. This edifice was begun in

1604 by Giov. Baft. Lantana on the site of the original Lombard
summer-cathedral of San Pietro de Dom, but the massive dome
(270 ft. high), by Luigi Cagnola and Rod. Vantini, was not added

until 1815-25. Above the portal is a bust of Bishop Ang. Maria
Querini, by Ant. Calegari (1752).

Interior. By the third altar on the right is the early -Renaissance
tomb of Bishop Apolloniiis, transferred hither in 1674 from the crypt of

the old cathedral. By the 4th altar (very dark) are *Statues of St. Agnes
and other saints, by Ajit. Calegari. — High-altar-piece, an Assumption by
Seb. Conca (18th cent.).

From a door between the 2nd and 3rd altars 23 steps descend

to the Duomo Veechio (PI. C, 3), the old winter-cathedral, gen-

erally called La Rotonda (shown by the sacristan of the Duomo
Nuovo). This massive domed structure (of the 12th cent.?) is circular,

as its name imports, with an ambulatory, and rests on eight short

pillars in the interior. Beneath is the crypt, or Basilica di San
Filiasfro (now lighted by electricity), the remains of a basilica of

the Lombard period, the ground -plan of which was probably fol-

lowed in the curious old addition on the E. side of the church,

consisting of a transept and choir with lateral chapels.
On the "W. side of the above-mentioned ambulatory is the tomb of

Bishop Berardo Maggi (d. 1308), by Ugo da Campione{?). — Altar-piece
in the added choir, an *Assumption by Mo7'etto (1526); at the sides, a Pre-
sentation in the Temple and a Visitation, by Romanino.

At Via Mazzini 3, behind the Buomo Nuovo, is the municipal

Biblioteca Queriniana (PL 4, C 3; adm., see p. 261), a col-

lection of 80,000 vols., founded in 1747 by Bishop Querini.
A number of curiosities are exhibited in the show-case in the reading-

room : Book of the G^ospels of the 9th cent., with gold letters on purple
vellum; Koran in 12 vols , with miniatures and gilding; an old Book of
the Gospels, and a Harmony of the Gospels by Eusebius (10th cent.), with
miniatures; 14th cent. MS. of Dante; a Venetian MS. of Petrarch (1470);
a Dante with numerous wood-cuts, printed at Brescia in 1487, etc.

The Broletto (PI. C, 2, 3), the pile of buildings between the

Piazza del Duomo and the Piazza Martiri di Belfiore, was occupied
by the civic authorities until 1421, but now contains the courts of

justice and the prefettura. The ashlar erection on the S. side, with
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the Loggia delle Grride on the W. side and the campanile (Torre

del Popolo), dates from 1187-1234, while the E. side of the pile

was completed about 1250. The N. portion, in brick, begun by
Berardo Maggi but not completed until the 14th cent., incorporates

the Gothic fagade of the former church of SanV Agostino. The
additions of later centuries were removed in 1902.

The Yicolo Sant' Agostino ascends to the Piazza Tito Speri

(PI. C, 2), at the entrance to the Castello (p. 269). This piazza, with

a monument to Tito Speri (p. 261), who was executed at Mantua
in 1853, was one of the most obstinately contested points in 1849.

The Via dei Musei, following the line of the Via ^miliaj the

ancient main street of the Roman city, leads hence to the E. to the

Piazza Gtiosue Carducci (PL D, 3), on the site of the Roman Forum,
of which a few Columns on the E. side (next the Vicolo Lungo) and

some remains of the Curia, in the little Piazza Griovanni Labus

(2 min. to the S.), are the only relics.

On an artificial terrace, 26 ft. high, at the base of the castle-

hill and at the N. end of the ancient Forum, stands the Roman
Capitol, a Corinthian temple dedicated to Jupiter, Juno, and

Minerva, which, according to inscriptions, was erected in A.D. 72

by Vespasian. This temple, excavated and restored by Rod. Vantini

in 1823-30, now contains the municipal —
^Museum of Antiquities {Museo Civico Eta Romana or

Museo Patrio ; PI. D, 2; adm., see p. 261). The pronaos of tlie

tem])lc projects in the middle to the depth of two columns. It was
approached by a flight of steps, interrupted by a platform, but

only the fifteen highest steps are now left. The cella (practically

rebuilt) consists of a main recess or apse, projecting for 8Y2 ^^'

towards the rear, and two side-recesses. Bases for the statues of

the gods may be seen by the back-wall.
Main Recess. To the left arc cabinets with Roman bronzes (half-

figure of Attis, etc.), glass (large cinerary urn), etc. In the first cabinet
to the left arc objects from Longobard graves, including 14 pectoral crosses
of tliin gold plate. In the centre are two graves of the stone age. By
the rear-wall are an archaic head and cases with Roman coins. — Left
Recess. On a revolving pedestal, **Statuc of Victor}/, a bronze figure

about 6 ft. high, resembling the Venus of Capua (at Naples). The goddess
probably originally stood as the charioteer of a biga (two-horse chariot)
on tlic ])ediment of the tem])le. Remains of the chariot and of the horse
hr(!ast-f)latos arc sliown in the cabinet i»y the left wall, and the adjacent
hroiize gilt statuette of a caj)tive also belonged to the group. Here are
al.so gilded l>rr)nze busts of Roman emi)erors and (by the right wall) two
Roman reliefs in marl^le (IJacchic Scene and Battle of Marathon). — Ri(;iit

Kkcess. PVagments of the cult-statue of the temple. In the centre, case
with Roman imperial coins; in the cases to the left, Roman vases and
glass (notal)ly a very elegant little amphora); in the first case to tiie

right, a small bronze enamelled ointment fiask in the shape of a bucket
and a terracotta lamp in the shape of a gladiator's helmet.

A little to theE., in the court of tlie Casa Ganibara, in the Vicolo

Fontanonc (PI. D, 2), arc a few traces of the Eoinan Theatre.
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Farther along the Via dei Musei, and in the upper part of the

Via Veronica Gambara (see below), rises a large block of buildings,

including three churches. Tliesc are relics of the famous Benedictine

nunnery of JSan Michele (afterwards San Salvatore or Santa
Giulia)^ founded by Besiderius (p. 261) and suppressed in 1797.

The Romanesque church of Santa Maria del Solario (PL D, 2, 3;

ll-12th cent.) is richly frescoed in the interior, San Salvatore

(Stli cent.), on the site of San Michele, the earliest Lombard church,

and Santa Giulia (1466-1599), have been occupied since 1882 by
the MediaBval Museum {Museo Civico Eta Cristiana, or Museo
Jledioevale ; PL D, 2; adm., see p. 261; no catalogue).

In the Vestibule, a Lust of Fra Paolo Sarpi (p. 387). — In the New
Part of the church, on the wall to the left, fine Brescian weapons and
armour (16-18th cent.), architectural remains with interesting ornaments
of the Longobard period; in front, the 'Cross of Galla Placidia' (p. 494),

decorated with gems of various periods and alleged portraits of the em-
press, her brother Honorius, and her son Valentiniau III. ; in the large
central case, ivory reliefs, including the late-Roman Diptychon Q.ueri-

nianum, with a representation of Paris and Helen, and consular diptychs
of Nardo Manlius Boetius (487) and Lampadius; medallions. Renaissance
bronzes. On the N. wall, marble door (16th cent.) from a church at Chiari,

Venetian glass, Limoges and Venetian enamel, niello work, and the 'Lipsa-
noteca', a cross formed of portions of a carved ivory reliquary of the
4th century. — In the Old Part of the church, the monument of the Vene-
tian general Nice. Orsini (1510), and the Mausoleum of Count Marcantonio
Martinengo (16th cent.), with reliefs in bronze, from the church of San
Cristo (see below). The lectern opposite is adorned with intarsia by Fra
Raff'aello da Brescia from designs by Romaniiio (1509-13). — On the
back-wall, a fresco of the 16th century. — Finally we descend into the
lower-lying church of San Salvatore, which contains a collection of re-

mains of frescoes (15-16th cent.).

The church of San Cristo (PL B, 2) has a fagade with inter-

esting brick-ornamentation (15th cent.).

The Vicolo San Clemente leads to the right from the Via Veronica

Gambara to San Clemente (PL 9; D, 3), a small church con-

taining a modern monument to Moretto (p. 262; to the left) and

five of his works, much injured by retouching. The church (closed

9-4.30) is badly lighted, but the paintings are electrically illum-

inated on request (sacristan in the Vicolo San Clemente, to the W.).
On the right, 2ud altar, *SS. Cecilia, Barbara, Agnes, Agatha, and

Lucia: a charming composition, in which the repellant attributes of
martyrdom are handled with such marvellous naivete as almost to assume
an attractive air (C. & C). On the left, 1st altar, St. Ursula and the
Eleven Thousand Virgins; 2nd altar. Madonna with SS. Catharine of
Alexandria, Catharine of Siena, Paul, and Jerome; 3rd altar, Abraham and
Melchisedech. *High- altar -piece, Madonna with SS. Clement, Dominic,
Florian, Catharine, and Mary Magdalen.

A little to the S.E. is Santa Maria Calehera (PL 12; D, 3),

closed 11-4 (sacristan, Vicolo dell' Arciprcte 2).

l8t altar to the left: Simon the Pharisee and Christ by Moretto. 2nd
;.ltar to the riglit: *St. Apollonius blessing the Host, hy Roma7iino. Small
chapel behind the pulpit: Pieta with SS. Jerome and Dorothea, by Mo-
retto. High-altar: Visitation, by Calisto Piazza (1525).
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In the adjacent Piazzale Arnaldo (PL E, 3), beside tlie former
Porta Ycnezia, is a bronze statue of Arnold of Brescia (PL 15;

p. 261) by Odoardo Tabacchi (1882). Pretty view of the Ronchi

(p. 269). Tramway, see p. 261.

We return by the Via Tosio or the Corso Magenta and, turning

to the left by the Via dell' Arsenale, reach the Piazza Moretto,
with a bronze Statue of Moretto (PL 18; D, 4), by Dom. G-hidoni

(1898). — In the Via Martinengo da Barco, on the E. side of the

square, rises the —
*Pinacoteca Martinengo (PL 3 ; D, 4), the municHjal picture-

gallery, especially strong in works by Moretto and Romanino. Adm.,
see p. 261 ; no catalogue.

GrRODND Floor. Sculptures: Thorvaldsen, (xa,nym(n\c, Day and N'ight
(reliefs); Canova, Bust of Elconora d'Este,

First Floor. Room I. Giov. Donato 3Io7itdrfano(?), St. George and
the dragon; numerous frescoes. — Room II (main room). Beside the
entrance, Romanino, *10. Christ at Eramaus, *11. Woman taken in adul-

tery (frescoes). Over the door, *27. Moretto, Madonna in clouds, with
St. Francis, an angel, and the donor below (1542). On the entrance-wall, to

the left. Franc. Francia, 32. Madonna, 33. Holy Family; 14. Tintoretto,
Portrait ; 30, 29. Giov. Bellini, Portraits ; no numbers, Romanino, Adora-
tion of the Shepherds (fresco), Moretto, Assumption. To the right, 23. Girol.
dai Librl, Miniature; *37. Raphael, Eccc Homo, painted in Florence, still

under Umbrian influence (1505; covered); *34. Lor. Lotto, Adoration of
the Magi; 23. Romanino, Bearing of the Cross; 13. Raphael, Angelic head
(a fragment of the master's earliest picture, painted in 1500 for the Catlie-

dral of Citta di Castello). By Moi^etto, 19. Portrait, 39. Salome, 36. Annun-
ciation (early work), 17. Christ at Emmaus, 13. Adoration of the Child.
In the centre, Moretto, Bearing of the Cross (fresco from San Giuseppe),
SS. Anthony of Padua, Anthony Abbas, and Nicholas of Tolcutino. Exit-
wall, Moretto, *29. Descent of the Holy Ghost, **28. Madonna in clouds,

with SS. Eupliemia and Justina, and two canonized bishops below (from
Santa Eufemia), *St. Nicholas presenting school-children to the Madonna
(1539). On the window-wall are photographs of other works by Moretto. —
Room III. 46. Girol. dai Libri, Monk singing (miniature); 8. Calisto
Piazza, Adoration of the Child (1524; fresco); 9. Vine. Oiverchio, SS.
Nicholas of Tolentino, Rochus, and Sebastian; no number, Girol. Savoldo,
Adoration of the Child; 15. Sofonisba Anguissiola, Portrait. — Room IV.
At the exit, 16. Clouet, Henri III of France. —• Room V. Modern Italian
paintings: 16. Franc, llayez, The fugitives of Parga; no number, Andrea
Appiani, Toilette of Venus. — Rooms VI-XII contain a *Collection of
Drawings and Engravings by old masters.

Adjoining the Pinacoteca Martinengo is Sant' Afra (PL D, 4),

an ancient cliurch entirely rebuilt in 1580 by Pietro Bar/nadore.
Interior. ITigh-altar-j)iece : Tintoretto, Ascension. Over the S. do(tr:

Titian ('/), Christ and the Woman taken in adultery (covered). Over the
second altar on the N. side: /'. Vcronene, Martyrdom of St. Afra.

The church of Sant' Alessandro (l^I. 7; 0,4), in the Via Moretto,

contains (1st altar to the right) an Annunciation (cover(;d) by /r/r.

Bellini (?) and a Pieta by Oiverchio (2nd altar to the right).

The Palazzo Martrnengo Colleoni (PL (J, 4), at No. 78 o|)|)()Mite, :it

the corner of the Corso Cavour, was built in 1071-1710 hy (Jiorgio

Bassignano for the branch of the family dcMcending on the mother's

side from IJart. Coll con i's daughter Orsina.
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Near the N.W. angle of the Piazza della Loggia (p. 263) begins

the Corso Goffredo Mameli, which, with its prolongation, the Corso

Garibaldi, leads to the Piazzale Garibaldi (see below). At the end of

the first-named street, to the left, is the Torre della Pallata (PI. 21
;

B, 2), the gate-tower (100 ft. high; battlements modern) of the

second W. city-wall. The baroque Fountain is by Pietro Bagnadore

(1590?). — Near another fountain to the right, in the Via Pietro

Tambureni, is San Giovanni Evangelista (PL B, 2).

Interior. 3rd altar on the right: Moretto, Massacre of the Inno-
cents, a youthful work (copied from the engraving by Marcantonio). In
the choir, behind the high-altar : Moretto, *Madonna in clouds, with John
the Baptist, Zacharias, SS. Augustine and Agnes below, God the Father
above (unfortunately retouched). — In the chapel (Corpus Domini) on the

left, a model of harmonious Renaissance decoration : Civerchio (?), Entomb-
ment, in a magnificent frame (1509); in the lunette above, Coronation of

the Virgin, by Moretto. *Frescoes on the right by Moretto (youthful works
of 1521, showing the influence of Romanino) : Collecting the manna, Eli-

jah, and Last Supper (lunette), on the pilasters, St. Mark and St. Luke,
and six prophets above. Those on the left are by Romanino: Raising of

Lazarus, Mary Magdalen before Christ, and the Sacrament (lunette), on
the pilasters, St. John and St. Matthew (the latter damaged), and six pro-
phets above. — In the Battistero (to the left of the entrance): Francesco
Francia, *The Trinity adored by saints, one of the artist's finest works.

A little to the S. of the Torre della Pallata, on the right side

of the Via Giuseppe Verdi, is the fine Chiesa della Pace (PI. 6;

B, 2), by Giorgio Massari (p. 350) of Venice. The statue of St. James,

below the dome, is by Ant. Calcgari. —
- Opposite (N"o. 17) is the

baroque Palazzo Uggeri (now Ferrante), of the 18th century.
About 1/2 ^'1- beyond the equestrian Statue of Garibaldi (PI. 16) at

the former Porta Milano, near the Piazzale Graribaldi (PL A, 2), is the

Cimitero, constructed in the pseudo-classical style by Rod. Vantini in

1815-21, the earliest of the monumental cemeteries of modern Italy. In
the centre is a chapel with a tower {Faro; 200 ft.), commanding a fine view
(keeper, 30-50 c).

The Via delle Grazie, the northernmost side -street diverging

from the Corso Garibaldi, leads to Santa Maria delle Grazie
(PL A, 2), a former convent-church, designed by Lod. Bareella.

It dates from 1522, with the exception of the early-Renaissance

main portal (ca. 1450).
The Interior has elaborate stucco -decorations of the 18th century.

1st altar to the left. Madonna in clouds, with four saints below, hy Foppa;
over the high-altar, a Nativity of the Virgin, by Moretto; chapel to the
right of the choir. Madonna in clouds, below, SS. Sebastian, Ambrose,
and Rochus by Moretto. — The church is adjoined by a small early-Renais-
sance court and a modern pilgrimage-chapel, rebuilt by Ant. Tagliaferri.

We return by the Via Elia Capriolo to the Via delle Battaglie

(commemorating the contests for the W. town-wall), and proceed
thence by the Via Cesare Arici to visit Santa Maria del Carmine
(PL B, C, 2), dating from the 15th cent., with an early-Renaissance

portal and fine brick ornamentation on the fagade. The lunette

contains a fresco (Annunciation) by Ferramola. In the interior

is a beautiful coloured terracotta group of the Entombment, by an
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unknown Lombard master, and (3rd chapel on the right) a ceiling-

painting of the four Fathers of the Church, by Vine. Foppa.
A. little to the N.E., in the Via San Faustino, is the church of

Santi Faustino e Giovita (PI. C, 1), rebuilt in the 17th cent, by
Santo Calegari. The altar-piece (Adoration of the Shepherds) is by
Lattanzio Gambara.

The Colle Cidneo, the castle-hill, named after a mytliical Ligur-

ian king and converted into a public park in 1882, is ascended

from the Piazzale Trento (PI. C, 1; tramway, see p. 261) or from

the Piazza Tito Speri (p. 265). Above the tramway- terminus is a

Venetian Gateway, with the Lion of St. Mark (p. 297), forming the

entrance to the —
Castello (PI. C, D, 2 ; adm., see p. 261). Beyond the Ristorante

Doneda we reach a large open space (viev>^), whence the road ascends

in curves to the old Castle of the Visconti, passing two Round
Towers (16th cent.), the chief relics of the Venetian fortifications

blown up by the French. In the interior of the castle, which dates

from the period of Lucchino and Griovanni Visconti (p. 151), are the

Museo del Risorgimento, containing Garibaldi's travelling-carriage,

etc., and the Sale Pasinij in which there are other patriotic col-

lections. Among the remains of Roman masonry on the highest

point rises the Torre Mirabella, an early mediaeval round watch-

tower. The view (best towards evening) ranges on the S.E. to

Solferino (p. 260), S. to the Apennines, and W. to Monte Rosa. To
the K is tlie Val Trompia (p. 276), and to the N.E. the ridge of the

Ronchij with its villas and gardens, separated from the castle-hill

since 1553 by the artificial cutting of the Pusterla.
Ou the E. Hank of the castle-hill is San Fietro in Oliveto (PI. D, 2),

a Reuaissance church ascribed to lac. Sausoviuo (1520). — In the vicinity,

beside the forraer Porta Sant' Eusebio, are remains of the Roman Aqueduct,
nearly 20 M. long, which comes from the neighbourhood of Lumezzane.

Steam Tuamways run from Brescia to the W. to (20V2 M.) Soncino
(p. 259); to the E. to (43V2 M.) Mantua (p. 311; in ca. 4 hrs.), via (17 M.)
(Jaatiglione delle Stiviere (380 ft.), the Junction for the branch -line

(p. 259) to Desenzano, (22 M.) Medole (203 ft.), in the church of which is

a fine late work by Titian (Christ appearing to the Virgin), (231/2 M.) Cro-
cevia Solferino, 3 M. to the S. of Solferino (p. 260), (29 M.) VoUa Manto-
vana, and (34 M.) Goito (98 ft.), noted for the defeat of the Austrians by
Charles Albert fp. 33) in 1818. —• Other steam-tramways run from Brescia
to the Alpine Valleys described on p. 276; electric railway to Toscolano
on the Lago di Oarda (comp. R. 40).

Fkom ijitKSOiA TO Parma, 57 M., railway in 2'/.2-3 hrs. (fares 10 fr. 70,

7 fr. 50, 4 fr. 85 c). — The chief intermediate stations are (4>/2 M.) San
Zeno Folzano (p. 247), (25>/2 M.) Anola (p. 321), (32>/2 M.) I'indeua (p. 217),

junction of the Cremona and Mantua line, and (12 M.) (JaHcUmat/f/iore

fp. 247), connected with Cremona by steam-tramway. — The I*o and the

Parma (p, 442) are crossed. — 57 M. Parma, see p. 441.

From Brescia to Cremona, hoc p. 247; to Bergamo and Lccco, sec

R. 42; to Vobamo vifl Rezzato sec p. 276, 277.
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45. The Brescian Alps.
a. Lago d'Iseo.

Railways. 1. From Brescia to Pisogne ( Val Camonica line ; see p. 273),

28V2 M. in ca. 2 hrs. (fares 1st el. 2 fr. 50, 3rd el. 1 fr. 55 c.) ; to Iseo,
15 M. in 1 hr. (fares 1 fr., 60 c); branch from Eovato (p. 259) to Paderno
under construction. 2. From (Brescia, Bergamo) Palazzolo to Paratico-
Sdnilco (comp. p. 258). — Steam Tramways. 1. From (Chiari) Rovato
(p. 259) to Iseo, 71/2 M. in ^/^ hr. (the cheapest route from Milan; fares
1 fr. 75, 50 c.). 2. From Bergamo to Sarnico (comp. p. 258). 3. From
Trescore to Lovere (see p. 257). — Steamer on the Lago d'Iseo between
Sarnico and Lovere 4-5 times daily in 21/2-3 hrs. and between Iseo and
Lovere in 1V2-2 hrs. ; Sunday tickets (p. xix) are issued between April
and Nov. and cheap return tickets on market days (Tues., Frid., Sat.).

Iseo and Marone are the only intermediate stations touched at by all the
boats. — Motor Boat, in connection with the trains, between Pisogne
and Lovere (12 min. ; 15 c).

From Brescia to Pisogne (comp. the Map, p. 254). — Brescia,

see p. 260. — The Railway runs to the KW., at first not far from
the Milan line, to (7Y2 M.) Paderno Franciacortaj and traverses

the moraine deposits of the Franciacorta. — Beyond (12Y2M.)Pro-
vaglio d'Iseo (755 ft.) we observe on the left the Torhiera, the moor
skirting the S. bank of the Lago d'Iseo, with extensive peat-fields.

15 M. Iseo {Alh. Leone d'Oro^ with restaurant, on the quay,

R. 2-3, B. 1, P. incl. wine 9 fr.
,
good), a quiet lake -port with

3100 inhab., situated at the base of the Pizzo delVOi^to (3285 ft.),

with a castle of the Scaligers, dating from the time of Mastino II.

(p. 299). The interior of the church was modernized in 1827; on

the fagade is the tomb of Count Griac. Oldofredi (d. 1325).

The *Lago d'Iseo {Lacus Sehinus ; 610 ft. above the sea;

I5Y2 M- long, IY4-3 M. broad, and about 820 ft. deep in the centre)

has an area of 24 square miles and is one of the most picturesque

of the smaller Alpine lakes. Its chief affluent is the Oglio, which

quits it again at Sarnico. The surrounding mountains, nearly all

stripped of their woods, culminate in the Monte Guglielmo (6395 ft.).

Its weather -conditions resemble those of the Lago di Grarda; the

Ora (p. 280) frequently blows with great violence on the N. part

of the lake about midday. On the E. bank, from Iseo to Pisogne,

a highroad, commanding magnificent views, runs parallel with

the railway; on the W. bank there are roads only from Sarnico to

Tavernola and from Riva di Solto to Lovere. Iseo, Marone, and

Lovere are favourite resorts in summer.
Immediately beyond Iseo we have a view on the left of the

lofty Montisola (p. 271) and the snow-clad Bergamasque Alps (Pizzo

della Presolana, Pizzo Redorto, Pizzo del Diavolo, etc.). — From

(18 Y2 M.) Sulzano (Alb. Aquila Marina, modest) a ferry-boat plies

to Peschiera (p. 271). Sulzano lies at the foot of a moraine-hill that

extends to (20\/2 M.) Marasino (Alb. della Posta).
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22 Y2 M. Marone (Alb. Brescia; Alb. Cremona)^ picturesquely

situated at the mouth of the Sestolaj has silk -factories, manu-
factures of woollen rugs, etc.

The dolomite ridge of the *Moiite Guglielmo (6395 ft.) may be
ascended from Marone via Cislano, near which are some interesting earth-

pyramids, and Zone (2260 ft.; Alb. Alpino) in 4V2-5 hrs., or from Toline
(see below) in 5 hrs.

;
just below the summit is a Rifugio (rfmts. and beds).

The superb view embraces the lake, the Bergamasque Alps, the Adamello
group, the mountains of the Val Trompia, and Monte Rosa. The descent
may be made on the E., via Pezzoro (2854 ft.), to (2-3 hrs.) Lavone (p. 276),

or to the S. through the Val (VInzino to (2-3V2 hrs.) Inzino (p. 276).

After leaving (23Y2 ^^0 Velio the train traverses seventeen

tunnels in the precipitous cliffs of the Corno del Trenta Passi
(4060 ft.). Beyond the sixteenth tunnel we obtain, to the left, a

beautiful *View of the N. end of the lake and of the snow-clad

Adamello group, with the summit of the Adamello itself, the Plan

di Neve, and the Salarno and Adame glaciers. — 26 Yg ^- Toline.

Ascent of the Monte Guglielmo, see above. — Tunnel.
28

1/2 M. Pisogne (650 ft.; Alb. Tre Stelle; Alb. della Posta,

R. 2fr., clean), the chief place in theValCamonica, is situated on the

N. bank of the lake, near the influx of the Oglio. It has 4200 inhab.

and carries on iron industries. The handsome church was built in

1769 by Ant. Marchetti (p. 263). The church of the hospital has

remains of frescoes by Romanino. Motor-boat to Lovere, see p. 270.
— Continuation of the railway to Edolo^ see p. 273.

The Steamer starts from Sarnico {Capjjello, on the quay,

plain but good), a village with a silk-mill, prettily situated at the

8.W. end of the lake. On the left bank of the Oglio, 1/4 M. from
the quay, is the station of the railway from Palazzolo (see p. 258).

Beyond it is the village of Pardtico, with the ruined Castello dei

Lanteri, on the W. slope of the Monte Alto (2138 ft.).

The first steamboat-station is Predore (Angelo, modest), oc-

cupying a sunny situation among olive-groves at the base of the

steep and barren foothills of the Monte Bronzone (4375 ft.). —
Opposite, at the foot of the Monte Alto, lies the village of Clusane
8ul Laf/Oj with the ruins of the castle of Carmagnola (p. 58), built

in 1428. — Thence the steamer steers across the lake to Iseo
(p. 270), with fine views of the Montisola and the Monte Guglielmo.

The next station on the W. bank is Tavernola Bergarnasca
(inn), a picturesque village witii good wine, damaged by a hmdslide

in 1906. On the (Vj^ M.) Corno di Tavernola, the promontory
on the road to Predore, is the Pozzo Glaciale, a large 'glacier-mill'.

In the middle of the lake, oi)positeTav<;rnola, lies tlie Montisola
(1965 ft.), a mountainous isle about 1^4 M. long, with dense clHistnut-

woods and a few olive-groves. At its S.E. extremity, op()().sit(i Sulzano

(p. 270;, lies tiie fishing-village of PencMera Marafflio (Alb. ddla

Deniocrazia), and on its S.W. point is the JIikjji Martiuefif/o, u

ruined castlo. From Pescliicra and I'rom th(; Mteamboat-.statian ol"
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Siviano (Alb. Archetti, modest), on the K. coast, mountain -paths

ascend to the Madoniia. clella Seggiola a pilgrimage-chapel on the

highest point of the island (fine view).

The following stations on the picturesque E. bank are Sale-

Marasino (p. 270), then, beyond the Loreto Islet, with the modern-
Gothic Castello Trinchieri, Marone and Velio (p. 271). Opposite,

on the W. bank, lies Riva di Solto, with olive-woods.

To the left we next see the sheltered little bay of Bogn, with

curious contortions of the strata, and then, before the industrial

village of Castro, the sheer cliffs of the Fresu di Castro. The
steamer recrosses to Pisogne (p. 271), on the E. bank. — Finally

we pass the marshy mouth of the Oglio and approach Lovere, with

a line view of the Adamello group to the N.

Lovere. — Hotels (comp. p. xxi). ^Hotel Lovere, with garden
on the lake, R. 21/2-1, B. I1/4, L. 21/2-3, D. 3-4, P. 7-9 fr., a favourite resoit
of English travellers and frequently crowded; Alhergo SanVAnionic,
Ancora, both in the market-place, indifferent. — Caffe Nazionale. — Motor
Boat to Pisogne, see p. 270.

Lovere is a busy little place with 3300 inhab., prettily situated

on a slope at the N.AV. end of the lake. It has a silk-spinning

factory and is the seat of the Stabilime/ito Metallurgico Gregormi,
a large iron-work and cannon-foundry on the road to Castro. —
The high-lying church of Santa Maria in Valvendra, at the N.

end of the village (Via Venti Settembre), was begun in 1473; it is

a handsome columnar basilica in the Renaissance style, with baroque

decorations. The 4th chapel to the left contains an early-Milanese

altar-piece (Marriage of the Virgin) and frescoes by Floriano Ferra-

mola and Andrea da Manerbio. On the outside of the organ-shutters,

in the choir, to the right, is an Annunciation by Ferramola (dated

1518), on the inside SS. Faustina and Jovita on horseback, by

Romanino. On the high-altar is an Ascension by Franc. Morone.

A new lake-promenade leads from the Piazza Umberto Primo
(the market-place) to a 'rondel' commanding a magnificent view of

the mountains of the Val Trompia (p. 276) and the Adamello group.

— Close by is the Accadbmia Tadini, with the municipal col-

lections; the attendant is to be found on the N. side of the building

(Piazza Garibaldi XX; fee Y2-I ^'^O- ^^ catalogue.

Beyond the entrance-room (unimportant) we enter Room A (to the
right), containing North Italian paintings (15t hcent.), including *27. lac.
Bellini, Madonna (restored; frame modern). — Room B. Vine. Civerchio,
36. Baptism of Christ (1599), 37. Madonna and saints ; *59. Parmigianino

,

Portrait (restored). — Room C. 67. Paris Bordone, Madonna with SS. Chris-
topher and George, an early work (retouched). — Room D. 107, 105, Tin-
toretto, Doge and Dogaressa (ruined). — In Room F are miniature-portraits.
— Room L. Franc. Hayez, 316. Portrait of himself, 315. Crown of Thorns
(1875); 385. Manzoni, Count Faustino Tadini (over the entrance); 423.

Morettoi?), Portrait. — Rooms 0, R, S, and T contain natural -history
C(rtlections. — Room U. Porcelain. — Room V. Tapestries, etc.

The chapel behind the building contains the tomb of Count Tadini
(d. 1799), by Canova.
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A pleasant excursion (2 hrs.) may be made by the new road via

the Colle San Maurizio (with the Convento dei Cappuccini)^ and

the Santuario San Giovanni (1988 ft.) to the Plateau of Bossico

(2790 ft.; Alb. Colombina), with summer cottages belonging to the

citizens of Lovere. Attractive views of the lake and mountains.
From Lovere to Trescore (Bergamo), sec p. 257; through the ravine

(orrido) of Borlezza to Clusone, see p. 256; to Cividate, see below.

b. Val Camonioa.
Railway from Brescia to Edolo (Ferrovia di Valle Camonica), 621/2 M.

iu 41/2 hrs. (fares 7 fr. 80, 4 fr. 35 c.); from Fisogne to Edolo, 34 M. in

ca. 21/2 lirs. (fares 5 fr. 30, 2 fr. 80 c.). — Steam Tramway from Lovere
to Cividate, 13V.2 M* '^^ 2 hrs. (IVa? 1 fi'O* — Comp. the Map, p. 254.

From Brescia to Pisogne, 28Y2 M-i see pp. 270, 271. — The
Railway soon enters the wide lower portion of theVal Camonica,
which is watered by the Oglio and derives its name from its ancient

inhabitants, the Camiinni. It abounds in vineyards, maize-fields,

mulberry plantations (for the rearing of silk-worms), and iron-

works. In this valley are the high tension conduits of the electric

works at Grrossotto (p. 215) and Cedegolo (p. 275). The Val Camonica
is enclosed by lofty wooded mountains; the dark rocks (verrucano)

contrast curiously with the light triassic formations.

To the left we obtain pretty glimpses of the mountain-villages

of the Costa Volpino. The line crosses the stony beds of several

torrents near (31 M.) Gratacasolo-Piano Camuno and at (33 M.)

Artogne-Gidnico. At (35 Y2 ^^v) Darfo, near Corna Boario,with
its electric works, we pass to the right bank of the Oglio.

The Steam Tramway from Lovere to Cividate (fares, see above) and
tlie higliroad follow the right bank of the Oglio via (2V2 M. from Lovere)
Volpino, with large anhydrite quarries, and (41/2 M.) Rogno (695 ft.) to

(7V2 M.) (Jorna Boario. The subsequent stopping-places, including Civi-
date (p. 274), arc also railway-stations.

A Road (diligence daily from Corna to Schilpario in 5 hrs.) leads to

the N.W. from Casino J3oario (p. 273) through the picturesque Valle
d^Atifjolo, following the left bank of tlie Dezzo (here almost dry) to

(13/^ M.) Gorzoiie (1145 ft.; Alb. Rizzonelli), beyond which it crosses the
stream to (2V2 M.) Angolo (1375 ft.). Farther on we enter the imposing
^Dezzo Gorge (6 M. long), known also as the Via Mala Lomharda, the last

part of which passes between the jagged Pizzo della Presolana (8270 ft.),

on the left, and the (Jorna di San Fermo (7630 ft.), on the right. At the
exit of the pass is (lO'/^ M.) Dezzo (2445 ft. ; Alb. Franccschetti, modest),
where the road from Clusone (mentioned at p. 256) comes in. Here begins
the upper section of the valley, enclosed by lofty mountains and known
as the Valle di Scalve. The chief villages arc (IS'/.^ M.) Vilminore
(3310 ft.; Alb. Brescia, P. incl. wine 7-9 fr. ; Alb. Albrici; Alb. Honicelli),

a summer-resort a little off the road, and (ir» M.) Schii])ari(> (36«)0 ft. ; Alb.
Alpino, P. incl. wine (y^lr'^^lz ^f-', guides, Tonimaso Monaldi and others),

with iron-works, the birthplace of Cardinal Mai (d. 1855), the wc^ll-known
)olyglot scholar. A bridle-path (mulo 9 fr.) leads to the E. from Srhilpario
;o the I'asso di dampelli (6210 ft.), connnanding a good view of the Ada-
mcllo group, and then descends through the hUh\]), shad«'l(!HH, and mono-
tonous Val Clegna, between the Concarena (right) and Monte Kilo (b'ft;

p. 275), to (6'/ahrH.) Capo di Ponte (p.- 271).

I
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36 M. Casino Boario (740 ft.; H6t. des Thermes, R. 2-4, B. 1,

P. 8-10 fr., open June 15th-Sept. 15th; Alb. degli Alpinisti), with

chalybeate springs, occupies a fine situation. — The opening of the

gloomy Valle delVInferno is seen on the right as we approach

(38 V. ^^0 -^^^^ ^^ Borno.
39 M. CognO'Esine. At Cogno, with its cotton-mill, the Valle

7'robiolo opens to the left, with the Convento delU Annunziata
(2295 ft. ; views) and the mountain-hamlets of Ossimo (2850 ft.) and

Bonio (2950 ft.; Alb. Franzoni, etc.). Esine (925 ft.) is situated

in the Valle della Grigna, on the other side of the Oglio.

At (41 M.) Cividate -Malegno the steam -tramway (p. 273)

ends. Cividate Camuno (890 ft.; Alb. Contessi, poor), the ancient

capital of the valley, is picturesquely situated on the left bank of

the Oglio, commanded by a ruined monastery.
An attractive pass leads via Berzo Inferiore (1155 ft.) aud Bienno

(1465 ft.), two villages iu the Valle dclla Grigna (see above), and through
the Valle delle Valli, with the liamlet of Prestine (1980 ft. ; Alb. dclla

Stella) and the Ostcria di Campolaro (4740 ft.), to the (5 hrs.) Passo dl
Croce Domini (6215 ft.), whence it descends through the solitary Valle
Sanguinera and Val Caffaro to Bagolino (p. 277).

Beyond Malegno (1050 ft. ; Alb. Morandini), at the mouth of

the Valle di Lozio, watered by the Ldnico, the railway rounds

a rocky barrier which projects into the valley from the E., cro.ss<^s

the Oglio, and reaches a higher section of the valley at —
431/2 M. Breno (1080 ft.; Alh. d'ltalia, R. 1-2 fr., very faii-;

Alb. della Stazioiie; Trattoria del Fumo ; guide, Apollonio

Bettoni), the official capital of the Val Camonica, with 2500 inhab.

and a ruined castle. Fine view of the dolomitic Coma di Coh-

carena (8630 ft.), to the N., and of the granite Pizzo Badile
(7990 ft.), to the KE. — At Braone the destructive torrent of

Pallohio dashes forth from a ravine on the right.

47 M. Ceto-Cerveno. Ceto (1470 ft.) lies near the railway at

the W. base of the Pizzo Badile, Cerveno (1630 ft.) on a mound at

the foot of the Concarena, on the other side of the river. The church

of the latter contains a curious representation of the Passion, with

about 200 figures, by Beniamino Simoni of Brescia (18th cent.). —
To the right we have a view of Cimbergo (see below).

50 M. Capo di Ponte (1185 ft.; Alh, Sant^ Antonio, plain;

Osteria Apollonio) possesses in the early -Romanesque basilica of

San Siro (9th cent.) the oldest church in the Val Camonica (ancient

font). The bridle-path to the Val Clegna and the Valle di Scalve

(p. 273) begins at the hamlet of Cemmo, on the right bank of the Oglio.

An attractive excursion (6-6V2 iirs.) may be made from Capo di Ponte
via the mountain-villages of Cimbergo (2785 ft. ; inn), with its picturesque
ruined castle, and Paspardo (3210 ft.), and thence by the W. and N". slopes
of the Monte Colombe (7060 ft.) to the *Lago d'Arno (5880 ft.), which
resembles a fjord. Accommodation if necessary may be obtained in the
Casa della Finanza, at the W. end of the lake, near the new dam of the
Socleta dcir Adamello (see p. 275). A descent (guide necessary) leads
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through the Val Saviore via Isola (ca. 2950 ft.), with the upper electric

power transmission works, to Cedegolo (see below).

Beyond Capo cli Ponte the scenery becomes sterner; mulberry-

trees and maize-fields are less numerons. — We cross the Oglio

to (51 Y2 M.) Sdlero, a village (1550 ft.) at the E. base of the ferri-

ferous Monte Elto (7045 ft.). — To the right, at Grevo and Cede-

golo, are the new Electric Poiver Transmission Works of the

Societa dell'Adamello (ca. 47,000 H.P., from the Lago d'Arno and

the Poglia, conveyed by means of a high tension line, 135 M. in

length, to the neighbourhood of Parma).

53 M. Cedegolo (1395 ft.; Alh. della Posta, good; Alb. alV

Adamello ; Trattoria Sanguini) is situated at the mouth of ihaVal
Saviore (watered by the Poglia)^ the two arms of which extend up
to the Adamello group under the names of Val Salarno and Val
Adame (see Baedeker^s Eastern Alps).

The *Piano della Regina (8605 ft.), the S.W. buttress of the Ada-
mello group, commands a magnificent view. It is ascended via the moun-
tain-hamlets of Cevo (3445 ft.) and Saviore (3960 ft.; Trattoria Casalini;
guide, Giov. Tomaselli). The descent may be made to Rino (see below)
either on the N.W. via the hamlets of Zassa and Garda and then through
fine chestnut-woods, or (more attractive) on the E. to the Passo del Competto
(8290 ft.) on the Monte Marser (9110 ft.) and thence to the N. by a steep
descent via the Malga Frino (5575 ft.) and Malga Premassone (see below).

The train proceeds through a ravine (tunnels) to (55 M.) Forno
d^Aglione, with abandoned iron-works, at the mouth of the Valle

di Paisco. — Near (58 M.) Malonno, in the spacious green Prada
di Malonno, we enjoy fine views, to the right, of the jagged icy

peaks of the Cima delle Grranate (10,205 ft.), the Roccia Baitone

(10,950 ft.), and the Corno Baitone (10,930 ft.), while in the fore-

ground rises the reddish Mte. Aviolo (see below). To the right, at

the mouths of the Val di Malga and Valle Gallinera, lies Pino
(sec below). — Beyond several tunnels we cross the Oglio to —

61^2 ^- Sonico (2135 ft.), a village amidst extensive chestnut-

woods, at the W. base of the Monte Aviolo.
A fine excursion (5V'2-6 hrs.) may be made lience via Rino (2295 ft.;

Alb. Mottinclli, very fair) and through the Val di Malga, with i\\(i Malga
PreniaHHone (5215 ft.), to the *Conca di Baitone, a valley at the W. base
of the Adamello , in which lie the Lago di Baitone and six other lakes
and the Rifugio di Baitone (7995 ft.). Comp. Baedeker''8 Eastern Alps.

At Mu the railway returns to the right bank of the Oglio.

627^, M. Edolo (2265 ft.; Hot. Edolo, near the station, new;
Alh. Leon d^Oro ; Alb. del Gallo; Alb. del Commercio ; Caffe del

liisorgimento) is a picturesque little town witli 1500 inhab., in a

Ijfoad and verdant valley.

The aHcent of the Monte Aviolo (9-155 ft. ; 5-() hrs.; with guide), the

\.W. buttress of the Adamello group, is made via Mu (see above), Vnl
Moia, and the Conca della Foppa (6560 ft.). Fine view of the Adamello,
Ortlcr, Hernina, and the BergamaHoue Alps as far as the Monte Disgrazia.

A Road (diligence to TniHcwla. twice daily in i hrs., coupe fr.

;

electric tramway projected), leadH to the W. from Edolo through the Val
di Corteno (rctroHpects of the Adamello) via (3 M.) Coricncdolo (2975 ft.)
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and (5V2 M.) Corteno (3295 ft.) to the (10 M.) Passo d' Aprica (3875 ft.),

V2 M. beyond which, near the prettily situated village of Aprica, is the

'^Hotel Aprica (R. 3-5, D. 31/2, P- 8-12 fr.). A view of the Val Tellina,

with 8ondrio in the background and the broad gravelly bed of the
Adda before us, is soon disclosed. Several of the snowy peaks of the
Bernina come into view towards the N. ; below, above Tresenda, rises the
square tower of Teglio (p. 215). On the road is the (11 M.) Osteria del
Belvedere (3010 ft.; very plain but not cheap), commanding an admirable
view. The road descends through chestnut woods, describes a wide curve
to tlie N.E. by Motta, and penetrates the rock by two cuttings. Before
(18 M.) Tresenda (p. 215) the Adda is crossed.

Over the Tonaie Pass to Male (San Michele, Mendel, Botzen), sec
Baedeker's Eastern Alps.

e. Val Trompia.
Steam Tramway from Brescia (starting at the rail, station) to (18 M.)

Tavernole, in 2 lirs. (fares 1 fr. 65, 1 fr. 20 c). — Omnibus from Tavcr-
nolo to (8 M.) Collio, twice daily in 2 hrs. — Comp. the Map, p. 251.

The Steam Tramway, quitting Brescia by the Porta Trento

(comp. p. 269), traverses the fertile Val Garza, and beyond (4Y2 ^O
Stocchetta runs to the N., through the Val Trompia, which is

watered by the Mella and contains numerous iron-mines.

8V2 M. Cogozzo. — 121/2 M. Gardone Val Trompia (1050 ft.;

Alb. Beretta), with weapon factories. — 13 M. Inzino (1120 ft.) is,

like Lavone (see below), a starting-point for the ascent of the Monte
Guglielmo (p. 271). — At (16 M.) Brozzo (1345 ft.) begins the road

to Nozza, mentioned at p. 277. — 18 M. Tavernole is the terminus

of the steam-tramway. — 18
1/2 ^- Lavone Val Ti^ompia (1625 ft.;

Alb. Palazzina). — 20V2 M. Bovegno (2280 ft.).

26 M. Collio (2755 ft.; Alb. degli Alpinisti) is the capital of

the Upper Val Trompia, which is enclosed by fine mountains. —
The road ends at (271/2 M.) San Colomhano (3070 ft.).

A good path leads from San Colombano via the Passo di Maniva
(5175 ft.) to (41/2 hrs.) BagoUno (p. 277). The Dosso Alto (6775 ft. ; 1 hr.),

to the S., and the Monte Colomhine (7315 ft.; 2 hrs.), to the N.W., may be
ascended from the Passo di Maniva; two easy and attractive expeditions.

d. Val Sabbia and Lago d'Idro.

Railway from (Brescia) Rezzato via Tormini to Voharno, 16 M., in

ca. IV2 hr. (fares 2 fr. 35, 1 fr. 30, 80 c). The stations are numerous and
the trains are often late. Public vehicles for Salb (fare 50 c.) are usually
to be found at Tormini (p. 278). — Steam Tramway from Tormini via

(12 M.) Nozza to (121/2 M.) Vestone (5 trains daily, in ca. IV2 hr. ; fares

1 fr. 20, 90 c). — Highroad from Brescia to (22V2 M.) Vestone via Caino
(1185 ft.), in the Val Garza, Preseglie (1265 ft.), JBarghe, and Nozza (dili-

gence daily in SVa hrs.). From Vestone a diligence plies twice daily to

Ponte Caffaro, whence a motor-diligence goes on via Condino, Tione, and
Sarche to Trento. An electric tramway from Brescia to Caino, Vestone,
and Ponte Caflfaro is projected. Comp. the Map, p. 254.

Beyond Rezzato (p. 259) the Railway turns to the N.E., near

the barren S.E. slopes of the Brescian Alps, and enters the Chiese

Valley, which is watered by the Naviglio Grande, a canal con-

structed by Berardo Maggi (p. 264) in 1288, The chief stations
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are (10 M.) Gavardo (p. 278), where we cross the Chiese, and

(I2V2 M.) Tormini (p. 278). — 16 M. Voharno (805 ft.), with an

iron-foundry, the terminus of the line, is situated in the upper
valley of the Chiese, which above Tormini is known as the Val
Sabbia. The valley bends sharply at Nozza and thence ascends,

enclosed by lofty mountains, to the Adamello group.

The Steam Tramway from Tormini ascends the Yal Sabbia on tlie

KE. to (3 M.) Voharno (see above). — 8M. Sahhio Chiese (1030 ft.),

with electric transmission works. The castle (Rocca) contains old

Brescian paintings (14-15th cent.). — At (10 M.) Barghe (955 ft.)

the road from Brescia through the Val Garza (p. 276) enters the

Val Sabbia. ~ From (12 M.) Nozza (1015 ft.; Alb. Croce, plain)

a road leads to Brozzo (p. 276), via (31/2 M.) Casto (1405 ft.), (51/2 M.)

Comero (2260 ft.), and (81/2 M.) Loclrino (2415 ft.). The little

mountain-church of Auro^ below Casto, contains one of Moretto's

chief works. — 12^2 M. Vestone (1050 ft.; Gambero; Agnello;

Italia), the capital of the valley.

The Road (motor-diligence, see p. 276) quits the Yal Sabbia at

(3 M.) Lavenone (1260 ft.) and then skirts the W. bank of the

Lago d'Idro (1207 ft.), which is 6 M. long and V4-IV4 M. broad.

To the right, at the S.E. angle of the lake, is the village of Idro
(Alb. Vaticano). — 7 M. Anfo (1280 ft.; Stella; Cervo; etc.), with

modern fortifications. Farther on is the picturesque castle otRocca
d'Anfo^ once a Venetian frontier-fort.

12^2 ^^- Ponte Cdffaro (inn; Italian and Austrian custom-

houses), 1 M. to the N. of the Lago d'Idro, on the Caffaro, which
here forms the frontier.

In the Val Caffaro, which near its mouth forms an impassable gorge,
a road leads in wide curves to the W. to (31/2 M.) Bagolino (2395 ft.;

AJh. Ciapana, very fair), a large mountain-village (4000 inhab.), in a fine

situation. — From Bagolino over the Passo cli Croce Domini to Cividate,
8ce p. 274; over the Passo di Maniva to the Val Trompia, sec p. 276.

From Ponte Caffaro to the Lago di Lcdro and to Riva, on the Lago
di Garda, see pp. 292, 291 ; to Condino and Tionc (Sarchc, Trent), sec
Baedeker^8 Eastern Alps.

46. From Brescia to Gargnano on the Lago
di Garda.

Electric Light Railway (witli luggage-van) to Toscolano, 29 M., in

2V4 hrs. (fares 2 fr. GO, 1 fr. 95 c); to Gardonc-Riviera, 20 M., in 2 hrs.

(2 fr. 20, 1 fr. 65 c). The cars start at tlie special station in the Yialo
Stazione (V\. A, 4) and fnake their first stop at the Porta Venezia (PI. E, 3).

From this point to Salo the trains are often uncomfortably crowded,
licst views to the left as far as Salo; from ?\asano to Maderno, on the
right. — iJiLiOKNCE (dirty) from Toscolano to (3Vvj M.) Oargnano, in ^/^ hr.

(continuation of the electric tramway jirojected).

Brescia, see p. 200. — Tlio Light Railway skirts tlic Brescian

Alps, passing first tho Honchi (p. 269). — 6 JVI. Bezzato (480 ft.;
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p. 276), SVa ^J- MazzanOj both with limestone quarries. — 9^2 M.

Nuvolera.
12 M. Paitone (680 ft.; inn); the church, V4 hr. above the vil-

lage, possesses an altar-piece by Moretto. — 15 M. Gavardo (650 ft.

;

p. 277), a cotton-spinning village with 2700 inhab., is situated on

the Chiese (p. 276), which we here cross. — Beyond (I672 ^^•) Villa-

nuova, the Naviglio Grande (p. 276) runs on the left, and the

Monte Covolo (p. 282) rises on the right.

18 M. Tormini (745 ft.; inn) is the junction for the railway

from Rezzato to Yobarno and for the steam-tramway to Yestone

(p. 277). The two stations adjoin each other, at the foot of the

Monte Selva Piana, which may be ascended hence in 2^4 hrs. via

Prandaglio (1640 ft.) and the church of Madonna delta Neve
(2900 ft.; views).

Our line quits the valley of the Chiese and follows the Desen-

zano road to the S.E. (p. 281). On our left a fertile and well-peopled

undulating tract extends to Monte San Bartolomeo; nearer is the

beautiful bay of Salo (p. 281). — Before we reach (20V2 M.) Villa

Said we enjoy a *Yiew of the 'Eiviera Bresciana' (p. 282) as far as

Fasano and of Monte Baldo (p. 292). — Beyond Cunettone (510 ft.;

p. 281) our line descends in a sharp curve to the right (view of

Salo) to (23 M.) Campoverde^ surrounded by market-gardens. The
Ponte di SanVAnna is the relic of a Roman bridge.

231/2 M. Salo-Piazza, at the W. end of Sal6 (p. 281), is the chief

halt for that town. 24 M. Said-Carmine is at the E. end.

Our line follows the road mentioned on p. 282, via (2572 ^^
Barharano (p. 282), to (26 M.) Gardone Riviera (p. 282), with

halts at the Savoy and Orand Hotels and at the Protestant Church.
— 27 Y2 ^^' Fasano (p. 284), where the tramway halts in the vil-

lage, 3 min. from the steamboat pier. — We then skirt the foot of

the precipitous Povinato, with fine views of the bay of Maderno

(p. 284) and Monte Baldo to the right.

28 Y2 ^- Maderno (p. 284); the tramway-station is 3 min. from

the pier. — Thence the line follows the highroad across the luxuri-

antly fertile peninsula to (29 M.) Ponte Toscolano, the terminus,

at the S.W. end of the little town of Toscolano (p. 285), below the

Yalle Toscolano (p. 285).

The Road crosses the river and skirts the S. side of the town
to (29 Y2 M.) Toscolano Piazza, at the harbour. The most beautiful

part of the road begins here, affording in clear weather a mag-
nificent *Yiew of Monte Baldo and the S. end of the Lago di Garda.
— 3172 M. Bogliaco (p. 285).

The road finally quits the lake and runs between rows of houses,

via (32 M.) Villa di Garcjnano (p. 285) to (33 M.) Gargnano(p. 285).
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47. The Lago di Garda.
steamboats (comp. p. xix; tolerable restaurants on board). Main

Services : 1. Between Desenzano and Riva, by the W. bank, thrice daily
in 4-5 hrs. (express-service in 31/4 hrs. between March 1st and May 15t.h).

2. Between Peschiera and Riva, by the E. bank, once daily in ca. 41/4 hrs.

The fast morning-steamer from Desenzano touches only at Sirmione, Salo,
G-ardone, Fasano, Maderno, and G-argnano (the express steamer in spring-

only at Maderno and Gargnano). The steamer from Peschiera calls also

at Bogliaco and Gargnano on the W. bank. — Subsidiary Services: 1.

Express service (March 1st -May 15th only) from Desenzano to Maderno
and Salo, twice daily in 1^/4 hr. (to Gardone IV2 bi'O- 2 (March Ist-May
15th only). Between Maderno, Salo, San Vigilio, Garda (E. bank), and
Peschiera, once daily in 21/4 hrs. 3. From Desenzano via Sirmione, Salu,

Gardone, Moderno, and Gargnano to Castelletto on the E. bank, once daily
in ca. 3 hrs., returning to Maderno and thence via Garda to Peschiera in

3 hrs. 4 (in summer only). From Peschiera via Sirmione to Desenzano,
daily in ca. IV4 hr. 5. From Peschiera via Garda to Maderno, daily in

2 hrs. (in spring in l^/^ hr.). 6. Excursion-steamer (only on Sun. and
holidays from Aug. 15th to Oct. 15th) from Peschiera via Garda, Maderno,
Gargnano, and Malcesine to Riva, returning by the E. bank. —• Fares. From
Desenzano to Riva 4 fr. 45 or 2 fr. 50 c. (to Gardone 1 fr. 70, 1 fr. 5 c);
from Peschiera to Riva4 fr. 60 or 2 fr. 60 c. Besides Return Tickets (p. xix;
valid for IV2 day only) Biglietti Festivl, or holiday-tickets, valid over
the entire lake, are issued between June 30th and Oct. 15th (IV2, 1 fi".>

valid one day only), and Fortnightlfj 'Tickets, valid for a year on week-
days only (21 fr. 60, 14 fr. 60 c). — In the following description the stations
at which there are piers are indicated by 'P', the small-boat stations by
'B'. — Sea-sickness is not unknown in rough weather, and storms or fog
sometimes suspend or interrupt the service. — Luggage undergoes a custom-
house examination at Riva and at Torbole.

Railway from Desenzano and Peschiera to Verona and Brescia
(Milanj, see R. 43; from Garda to Domegliara and Veroiia^ p. 289; from
Kiva to Arco and Mori, p. 25. Arrangements between the steamboat com-
pany and the Italian State Railways and the Riva-Mori Railway enable trav-
ellers to book their luggage through to Milan, Venice, x\la, or Mori even
from intermediate steamboat stations. — Details as to Circular Tour
Tickets and as to return-tickets to Milan, Venice, etc. are to be found in

the Orario Ufficiale (p. xvii; large edition). — For the Electric Light Rail-
way from Toscolano to Brescia, see R. 46.

Highroad from Malcesine via (18 M.) Garda and (29 M.) Peschiera
to (36 M.j Sirmione, or to (37V2 M.) Desenzano; from Desenzano via
(I2V2 ^0 -^'^^'^ to (22 V2 M.) Gargnano.

The *Lago di Garda (210 ft.), the Lacus Bendcus of the

Romans, the largest of the N. Italian lakes, is 32 M. in length, and

3-10'/4 M. broad; area 143 sq. M., greatest deptli 1135 ft. It belongs

to Italy, except the N. extremity with Kiva and Torb61e, which is

Austrian. The chief feeder is the SarcUj and it discliarges itself

to the S. by the Mrncio. Tlje narrow N. portion of the lake, not

unlike a Norwegian fjord, occupies an ancient vaUey between lofty

mountains. The banks of the S. portion, which is very sliallow,

especially between Garda, Pescbiera, and Sirmione, gradually slope

down to the extensive moraine-circuses left by the ancient (iarda

glacier (comp. p. 259;. — The E. bank (Sponda Veronese ov iiarde-

sana) is separated from the vall(;y of the Adige by tlio Monte
Jialdo ([}. 292;, a range about 24 M. in length, terminating to the

Hakdkkick'h Northern Italy. 1 Itli Kdit. 18
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S.W. in tlie Monte Luppia and the cape of San Viyilio (p. 288).

The mountains on the W. bank are the S. spurs of the Giudicarian

Alps ; they culminate in the Monte Pizzocolo (5195 ft.), on the S., and

the Monte Caplone (6505 ft.) on the N., and form precipitous cliffs

between Gargnano and Riva. The most sheltered parts of the lake,

especially between Fasano and Salo, are the lovely coast-strip known
as the Riviera Bresciana and the calm Bay ofGarda. The K end

of the lake in fine weather is often considerably agitated about

midday by a local wind from the S. {Ora; cold in spring and winter),

while the S. end is exposed to an E. wind (Vinezza). In a storm

from the N. the entire lake is sometimes almost as rough as the

sea, as recorded by Virgil (Georg. ii. 160: 'fluctibus et fremitu

adsurgens Benace marino'). The water is generally of an azure blue,

especially in summer.
The Vegetation is very luxuriant, especially on the more sheltered

stretches of the coast. Even the sensitive lemon (limone) arrives at

maturity on the Riviera, near Limone, and between Malcesine and Torri,
but in winter the trees require to be carefully enclosed by wooden shelters

derrej cedraie). This is done with the aid of numerous white brick pil-

lars, which gleam picturesquely amid the sap-green foliage. In conse-
quence of the disease known as 'gumming' and of low prices the annual
yield of lemons is steadily decreasing. Citrons (citrus 7)iedica) also are

extensively cultivated on the Riviera. Capershrubs (capparis spinosa)
flourish in the chinks of old walls, which are enlivened by innumerable
green lizards (lacertus muralisj. Gfroves of olives, on both banks of the
lake and in the Sacra valley, stretch up the hill-slopes to a height of 985 ft.

;

but the trees suffer a good deal from 'scale' (fungus; polyporus fulvun
olese), which renders it necessary to hollow out the trunks artificially. The
tall and fragrant laurel trees (laurus nobilis), which shade many of the
roads, are characteristic of the Riviera. Cypresses and scattered pine-trees
grow on the mountain -slopes. The ornamental trees and shrubs include
palms (chamasrops excelsa, chamserops humilis, phoenix dactylifera, etc.),

yuccas (yucca gloriosa), cedars (cedrus Deodara, c. Libani, C. Atlantica),
evergreen magnolias (magnolia grandiflora), and aloes (agave Americana),
while the gardens of Arco are noted for their beautiful conifers.

In winter swarms of sea-gulls (gabbiani) enliven the surface of the
lake, but the number of singing birds is steadily declining in consequence
of the persecution they suffer both on Italian and Austrian territory. —
Among the excellent fish in the lake are the trota, or trout, which attains

25 lbs., the carpione, or salmon-trout, the anguilla, or eel, and the tinea,
or tench. The sardine-fishing is interesting to see.

Desenzano sul Lago (P). — Railway Stations, see p. 259. —
Hotels (in the Italian style). Royal Mayer, R. 2-5, B. IV2, L- 3-3V2,
D. 4, omn. 1/2-^/4 fr., well spoken of; Hot. Splendide, R. 2-3, B. IV4, omn.
Va-V4 fi'., good; these two at the pier; Due Colombe, with terrace on the
lake, R. 2-21/2, B. 1 fr., good; Giardino, near the rail, station, unpretend-
iflg-_ — Omnibus or Cab from the pier to the railway-station (bargain
advisable) 50 c. per pers. ; trunk 25 c. One-horse carriage to Sirmione or
San Martino (p. 259) 4, to Salo and Gardone Riviera 8-9 fr. — Boat to
Sirmione with one rower 5, with two 8 fr.

Desenzano, with 4300 inhab., lies on the S.W. bay of the lake,

and is a station on the railway from Milan to Verona (p. 259). The
old Castle serves now as barracks. Fine view from the Break-
water. Large market on Tuesdays.
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A Road (carr., see p. 280) leads to the N. from Desenzano througli

the Valte7iese and past C'anettone (p. 278) to (121/2 M.) Said (see below).
— About 21/4 M. to the N.W. of Desenzano, on a branch-road leading to

Lonato (p. 259), lies the ancient Benedictine monastery oi Maguzzano
(10th cent.). The church, which has a Romanesque campanile, has been
modernized since 1491.

West Bank from Desenzano to Riva. The first station is —
Sirmione (P). — Hotels (all Italian; not for consumptives).

^Grand-Hotel Regie Tertne, at the S. end of the village, near the castle,

R. 3-5, B. 11/4, L. 3, D. 4 (with wine 41/4), P. incl. wine 9-12 fr., open March-
Nov. ; Hot-Pens. Sirmione, at the pier, R. 2-3 fr., B. 80 c., L. 3, D. 31/2,

P. incl. wine 7V2-IO fr. ; Eden Modern Hotel, at the pier, R. I1/2-21/2,

L. 21/2, D. 3, P. 7-8 fr. ; Dependance-Hotel, P. 6-7 fr., plain, open March
15th-0ct. 15th; Hot. Germania et Pension Scaligeri, R. IV4-2, P. 6-71/2 fi'«,

Italia, Alb. Catullo, all in the village, unpretending. — Baths (Stabili-

/rcento dei Bagni) in the Hot. Regie Terme, 1 fr. 90, 1 fr. 60 c. •— Visitors'
Tax, 5 fr. — No water-works; few mosquitoes.

Sirmione^ the Sirmio of antiquity, a 'mansio' (post-station) on

the Via Gallica (p. 261), and a favourite resort of wealthy Romans,
is now a fishing -village frequented by Grermans in spring and
autumn and by Italians in summer for the sake of its sulphur-

baths. It is situated near the N. end of a narrow promontory,

projecting 2^2 M- into the lake, about 3^2 ^P to the E. of Desenzano,

and not quite half-way to Peschiera (p. 260). Beside the village is

a picturesque Gothic Castle of the Scaligers (p. 299), dating from
the end of the 13th cent. (*View from the tower; 146 steps, fee

30-50 C). The Boiola, a hot sulphur-spring (149'' Fahr.) rising in

the lake, is connected with the baths by a pipe 985 yds. long.

From the N. end of the village a pretty footpath leads to the right,

passing first the Cortine Hill (300 ft.), on which stood successively a

Roman fort and a nunnery (765), and then the olive -clad lieight (315 ft.)

crowned by the little church of San Pietro, mentioned in 760 and rebuilt
in 1320. In 1/4 hr. more we reach the N. extremity of the peninsula (295 ft.),

on which is a broad terrace. Hence, especially towards evening, we enjoy
a splendid *View of the entire lake and of the so-called Grotte di Catullo,
the considerable remains of a Roman building (4th cent. ?) extending into
tlie lake, said to have been the country-liouse of Catullus, who wrote his

poems here ('peuinsularum , Sirmio, insularumque ocelle'). Tennyson
celebrates 'olive -silvery' Sirmio and its connection with Catullus in one
of the most musical of his short poems ('Frater ave atque vale').

P'or the excursion to San Martino and Solferino, comp. p. 260,

From Sirmione the steamboat steers past the abrupt Eocca di

Manerha (7 J 5 ft.), and touches at the villages of Manerba (B) and

San Felice di JScdvolo (B). It then threads the rocky channel

between the Valtenese (see above; and the crescent-shaped Isola,

di Garda, with the modern (jothic chfiteau of J'rincjcss Scipiono

P»orghese (no adm.), steers to the W., and enters the bay of --

Salo (Pj. — Hotels. *Grawl- Hotel Salo , in an oj)cn situation

bcnide the lake, near the steam - train way station Salu-Carniino (p. 278j,

with a beautiful garden, 120 beds at 1-8, Ji. l'/.^, I.. 3Va, D. 5, l\ 10-18,

ojnn. 1 fr., closed Juno-Aug. ; JJot. Victoria, 50 beds at 2-1, M. I, 1>. ii'/a,

1'. «Vii-9 fr. ; Mttropole, U. l»/a-3, P. 7-9 fr., well spoken of; Jiavitra, \i.

•1 i, F. 6-7V'j fr., unpretending but good; these three at the pier, with chIch

18*
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aud restaurants; Pension Villa Bettina, on the Gardone road. — Cafe
Roma, Piazza Vittorio Emanuele, with R. from 2^2 fr. (also confectioner's).
— Visitors' Tax as at Gardo7ie (p. 283).

Saloj a town with 5000 inhab. and manufactories of Acqua di

Cedro (lemon-liqueur), is charmingly situated at the base of the bare

Monte San Bartolomeo, on the W. shore of the bay that opens at

Grardone. In 1377 it became the capital of the 'Magniflca Patria della

Riviera', which belonged to Venice in 1426-1509 and 1516-1796.

From the Porta Carmine, the E. town gate, the Lungolago
Giuseppe ZanardelU^ a sunny promenade laid out since the earth-

quake of 1901, leads to the long Piazza Vittorio Emanuele, on the W.
Half-way is the Grothic parish-church of Santa Maria Annunziata
(1453), with a Pucnaissance portal by Pietro da Salo, an assistant

of lac. Sansovino, containing several pictures of the Brescian and

Veronese Schools : on the pillar to the right of the high-altar. Ador-

ation of the Child, by Franc. Torbido; in the apse, Assumption, a

fresco by Palma Giovane. — In the modest church of San Bern-
ardinOj beyond the Piazza Vittor. Emanuele, is an altar-piece by

Romanino (1529; San Bonaventura with a donor and angels), by the

2nd altar on the left.

A lofty flight of steps ascends from the Piazza Vittor. Eman.
to the Strada dei Collij a new road above the town, commanding-

fine views.
Excursions. From the steam-tramway station of Cunettone (p. 278),

on the road (p. 281) to Dcsenzano, we may ascend the Monte Santa Oaterina
(660 ft.) or visit Cisano or San Felice di Scovolo (p. 281). — A fine

view (hest by evening-light) is obtained from the W. summit of the Monte
San Ba7'tolomeo (1865 ft.), which is ascended in IV2 hr. from the steam-
tramway station Salo-Carmine (descent to Grardone IV4 hr.). — The path
on the E. slope of Monte San Bartolomeo way be taken to Serniga (1405 ft.)

and San Michele (p. 284), whence we may return over the pass of La
Stacca (1510 ft.) to the Valle Madonna dei Rivi, with its little church
(590 ft.), and thence via Renzano (600 ft.) and the Strada dei Colli. —
From Tormini (p. 278) we may proceed to the N.E. to the church of San
Pietro (view), returning via Gazzane, the Madonna dei Rivi, and Renzano;
or to the S.W. to the top of Monte Covolo (1820 ft.), returning to the E.,
via Benecco, the commanding Bocca di Croce (1060 ft.), and C'ampovei'de
(p. 278). — From Tormini to the top of Monte Selva IHana and via
Veatone to the Lago d''Idro, see p. 277.

At Salo we reach the Riviera (p. 280), 10 M. long, with

numerous villages and country-houses (electric railway, see p. 277).

At Barharano ^ halfway along the monotonous road from Salo to

Gardone, is the Palazzo Martinengo , built in 1577, witli a park
in the old-Italian style (no adm.). — The next station is —

Gardone Riviera. — Piers at Gardone di Sotto and Fasano
dl Sotto.

Hotels & Pensions (generally overcrowded in March and April).
1. In Gardone di Sotto: ^Grand-Hotel CtArdone Riviera, on the lake,
near the pier, with cafc-rcstaurant, gardens, and lake-baths, 280 beds at
3-8, B. IV2, L. .31/2, 1>. 5, P. 10-17 fr. (closed from June to raid-Sept.);
Savoy Hotel, in the village, on the lake-promenade, with garden, 120 beds
at 3-8, B. IV2, D. 41/2, S. 3, P. 9-15 fr. (open all the yeai- round); *Roma,
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in an open situation above the village, with garden, 60 beds from 2i/2»

B. IV2, !>• ^, S. 3, P. from 71/2 fr. (closed June Ist-Sept. 15th); Hot. Monte
Baldo, 40 beds at 21/2-3, B. IV5, D. 31/2, S. 21/2, P. 8-12 fr., good (closed

June-Sept.), Hot.-Pens. Hohl, R. 2-31/2, P. 71/2-IO fr., both on the lake,

on the Fasano road, with gardens; Pens. Bellevue- Frank, in an open
situation beside the Casino, with garden, P. 71/2-I2 fr. ; *H6t. Germania,
R. 2-31/2, P. 7-9 fr., Hot.-Pens. Haberlin, Pens. Eden-Riviera, P. 6-8 fr.,

these three on the road to Grardone di Sopra, with gardens ; Hot.-Restaur-
ant Baviera, well spoken of. in the village, unpretending. — 2. In Fasano
di Sotto, 8-10 min. to the S.W. of the pier, 15-20 min. to the N.E. of
Gardone di Sotto, are the following, all in sheltered situations, with
gardens, and all closed in summer: Grand -Hotel, Fasano, on the lake,

with restaurant, view-terrace, and baths, R. 3-8, B. I1/2, D.41/2, S. 3, P. 9-16,

omn. 1 fr. ; Pens. Quisisana, in an open situation above the road, R. 3-8,

B. 1 fr. 30, D. 3 fr. 80, S. 2 fr. 80 c, P. 8-I21/2 fr., good; Hot. Bellavista
G-iGOi.A, R. 21/2-6, B. 11/5, D. 3, S. 2, P. 71/2-12 fr., Hot.-Pens. Rosenhof,
R. 2-5, P. 7-11 fr., Pens. Maria Elisabeth, these three on the lake. Beside
the pier: Hotel Bellariva, with E. aspect and garden, R. 3-5, P. 9-15 fr.,

good (open all the year round). — 3. In Barharano (p. 282), 12 min. from
the pier at Gardone: Pens. Yilla Sonnenburg, above the road, with a
pretty garden, 40 beds, P. from 8 fr., good. — Sanatorium. Villa Prima-
cera (Drs. Boral & Koniger), in Gardone di Sopra, 1/2 M. above the quaj^,

with a beautiful garden, P. IO-I21/2 fr. — Apartments at the Casa Cipani,
next the Hotel Rosenhof. — Gardone is supplied with excellent drinking-
water from the Val di Sur. Mosquitoes abound (p. xxiii).

Caf^s-Restaurants at the Casino (p. 284) and on the lake-promenade.
Post & Telegraph Office, at Gardone di Sotto, in the main street;

brancli-office at Fasano di Sotto.

Physicians. Dr. Boral; Dr. Brix (in Fasano); Dr. Briihl; Dr.
Frenkel (lady - doctor) ; Dr. Koch; Dr. Udo Kdniger ; Dr. Krez; Dr.
Rohden (in Fasano). — Dentist. Hruska. — Chemist. Pcrnici, at the
pier in Gardone. — Visitors' Tax, 30 c. per day, 16 fr. 80 c. per season.

Cabs. Per hour, with one horse, 1-2 pcrs. 21/2, 3 pers. 3 fr. ; to the
Toscolano Ravine and Gargnano and back 8 & 10, with two horses 14 fr.

;

to Torraini 5, 6, & 9 fr. ; to Cunettone 6, 7, & 10 fr. ; to San Pietro, 7, 8,

8c 14 fr. ; to Cape Manerba 7, 9, & 14 fr. ; to Desenzano 9, 12, & 18 fr. ; to
Gaino with two horses 15 fr. ; to Solferino, San Martino, and Sirraione
17 & 32 fr.

Boats. Per hour with one rower I1/2, with two 21/2 fr. ; to Salo and
back 21/2 & 5 fr. ; to the Isola di Garda or to Maderno 3 & 5, to Cape
Manerba (two rowers) 7, to the promontory of San Vigilio (2 rowers) 10,

to Garda (2 rowers) 12 fr. — Sailing Boats and Motor Boats according
to tariff (excursions to Sirmione, San Vigilio, and Garda).

Climate. Gardone, with a mean winter temperature of 39° Fahr.
(minimum 17.6") \h, with the exception of Arco (p. 293), the warmest winter
health-station to the N. of the Apennines. It is excellently sheltered from
the prevalent winter winds (N. and N.W.) by the chain of hills rising
from the Mte. San Bartolomeo to the Mte. Pizzocolo (p. 284) and inter-

rupted only by the Barharano Ravine. The Vinezza (p. 280), often very
cold in early spring, and tlie moist S.E. wind or Scirocco have free access,
but the Ora (p. 280) is hardly felt here at all. The greatest rainfall takes
place in aiitunin (Oct. to mid-December) and April, while the three winter
months have usually little rain or wind, abundance of sunshine, and a
low range of temperature (uiean"daily range in Dec. 9" Falir., in Jan. 9.5"

in Feb. 11.7°). Snow seldom lies long on the ground. The relative humi-
dity (75 per cent) is about the same as that of Montreux. Fogs are rare.

Gardone Riviera^ consisting of eiglit villages [Gardone di

SoffOj Gardone di Sopra, Fasano di Softo, Fasano di Sopra,
(ttc), liJis Ijocoiik; since 1885 a favonritf; winter-resort, while; in tlu;

Spring and autumn it is frequented also by tourists^ principally
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Grermans and Austrians. The chief walks are the lake-promenade,

between the Piazza Wimmer, at the pier of Gardone, and the mouth
of the Barbarano stream, and the Fasano road, on which are the

German Protestant Church and the Casino (caf6-restaurant, see

p. 283; afternoon -concerts). The hills above command beantiful

views of the lake and of Monte Baldo (p. 292).

Excursions. The paths are generally steep, but are well provided
with benches and way-marks. To Morgnaga and the ^Little RigV (640 ft.),

returning by the Barbarano Ravine, IV2 hi'- — To Gardone di Sopra
(425 ft.), with a fine view and the beautiful gardens of the Villa Cargnacco
(no adm.) ; we may ascend a little beyond the latter, then descend to the
right through the Wimmer Gorge to the Casino, or by the laurel walk' to

Fasano di Sopro. (525 ft.) and descend through the shady Fasano Ravifie to

Fasano di Sotto (IV4 hr.). — From the children's hospital, at the S.W. end
of Gardone di Sopra, a path ascends to San Michele (1325 ft.), a high-lying
church, affording a fine view of the lake and of the Val di Sur, IV4 hr. ; we
may return along the slope of Monte Lavino (see below) by the 'high walk'
via Sopianc (920 ft.) and Grardone di Sopra (IV2 hr.). — From Fasano di

Sotto to the Bornico Ravine, thence immediately to the left up to the

Crefeld Bench (view) and along the steep slope of the Rovinato (see below)
and through olive-wood to the church of Monte 3faderno (660 ft. ; view
from the parsonage), whence we descend to Maderno (see below), 1 hr. —
By boat (IV2 hr.) to the promontory oi Manerha (vievr of the whole lake). —
See also excursions from Salo, Maderno, and Gargnano, pp. 282, 285.

Ascents. Monte Rdccolo (1600 ft. ; IV2 hr.), via Sopiane (sec above).
— Monte Lavino (2975 ft. ; 2i/o-3 hrs.), via San Michele (see above) and
Monte Rovero (2150 ft.); descent via Mte. Roccolo. — Monte Pizzdcolo
or Monte Gu (5195 ft. ; 5-6 hrs.), commanding an extensive view, though
inferior to that from the Mte. Baldo.

The steamer now proceeds to Fasano di Gardone Riviera
(P; hotels, see p. 283), 20 min. to the KE. of Gardone di Sotto. —
Farther on we pass the beautifully situated Villa Zanardelli, near

the mouth of the Bornico, and the cliffs of Rovinato (p. 278), to —
Maderno (P). — Hotels (not for consumptives). On the lake-

promenade, with gardens: Strand-Hot. Bristol, R. 2V2-4, B. IV5, D. 4, S. 3,

P. 8-12 fr. (closed June-Aiig.); Hot. Lignet, R. IVa-S, D. 3, V. 7-81/2 fr.

(closed May 25th-Scpt. 15th). — In the village : Hot. Maderno et Pens. Villa
delle Rose, with garden, P. from 6 fr., good; San Marco, at the pier,

with cafe, P. 51/2-6 fr., plain but good; Pens. Speranza, P. from 51/2 fr.

;

Pens. Villa Flora. — Visitors' Tax, 25 c. per day, 5 fr. per season.

Maderno, a picturesque village with 1200 inhab., situated in

a little bay on the S. side of the fertile delta of the little Tosco-

la,no, is, like Bogliaco and Gargnano, frequented mainly in spring

and autumn. The Campanile behind the parish-church of Sant^
ErcuUano is the relic of a castle destroyed by the French in 1797.

The old church of Sant/Andrea has an ornate Romanesque fagade

(12th cent.), but the interior was spoiled after 1580. The Palazzo
Gonzaga, built after 1600, was a sum.mer-residence of the Dukes
of Mantna (p. 315), who built also, in 1660, the Palazzina on the

mountain-slope. The Lake Promenade commands a charming view
of the Tsola di Garda (p. 281) and of the S. end of the lake. —
Steamer to Castelletto and Peschiera, see p. 279.
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Maderno is the station for Tosco^ano (Cavallo Bianco), the ancient

Tusctdanum, a straggling industrial village (1300 inhab.) at the N.

end of the peninsula. — Steam-tramway to Brescia, see p. 278.
Excursions (numerous way-marks). From Maderno via Monte Maderno

to Fasano, or via Vigole to Bezzuglio and Fasano, see p. 284. — From the
steam-tramway station of Ponte Toscolano (p. 278), on the right bank of

the stream, via the villages of San Martino (950 ft.) and Sanico, to La
Rocca (124=5 it.), a view-hill planted with cypresses; descent by the Tos-
colano Ravine. — Beyond the ancient bridge over the Toscolano (view) a
road ascends the left bank into the picturesque Toscolano Ravine (Yalle
Toscolano or Valle delle Camerate), between the Mte. Pizzocolo (p. 284)
and the Mte. Castello di Graino (2848 ft.), passing several tunnels, paper-
mills , and the Riviera electricity -works at CovoU. The road proper
ends at (1/4 hr. farther) the hamlet of Camerate (970 ft.), whence a rough
cart-road runs to the S. via the village of Gaino (985 ft.), the church of
which (870 ft.), surrounded by cypresses, commands a magnificent view of
\he lake (steep path from Toscolano direct in 40 min.).

As the steamer proceeds the Monte Stivo (6865 ft.) appears

behind the Monte Comaro (see below). A *Road skirting the lake

and affording beautiful views connects Toscolano with the next

station, Bogliaco (P; Gr.-H6t. Bogliaco, with cafe-restaurant and
park, R. 31/2-8, D. 5, P. 9-18 fr., closed mid-May to mid-Sept.), in

a somewhat exposed situation on the S.W. coast of the Bay of
Gargnano. The large chateau of Count Bettoni, built in 1791,
contains art-collections and has a fine park. — About IY2 ^- to the

N.W. of Bogliaco, beyond Villa di Gargnano, is the village of —
Gargnano (T; Hot.-Pens. Cervo, with a quiet d6pendance on

the lake, R. 2-3, B. 1, D. 31/2, S. 21/2, P- 7-9 fr., Hot. Gargnano,
similar prices, both near the pier; pop. 1200), iinely situated amid
olive and lemon plantations, and commanded on the N. by the pre-

cipitous Mte. Comaro, the K limit of the Riviera. The former

Franciscan Monastery (13th cent.) has fine Gothic cloisters.

Excursions (way -marks abundant). Via Bogliaco to Gaino and the
Toscolano Ravine, see above. — By the old road from Bogliaco via Villa-
vetro, Fornico (680 ft.), and Zuino (960 ft.), at the S. base of the Mte.
Navazzo (2295 ft.), to the picturesque plateau of Monte Gargnano, at the
foot of the Monte Avertis (3015 ft.) and Mte. Pier, on which are the villages
of Navazzo (1600 ft.), Formaga (1945 ft.

;
quarters at the schoolmaster's),

TAano (1885 ft.), and Sasso (1750 ft.). A new direct road from Gargnano
to these villages is under construction. The Monte Denervo (4790 ft.) is

ascended in \ hrs. from Sasso, via the Casa Razone (3160 ft.), in a fine

beech-wood, the hamlet of Ldvere, and the Bocchetta di Lovere (3450 ft.);

the summit commands a splendid view. We may descend on the E. via
the Malga di Denervo to Piovere (see below) or through the Vol Daer to

MtiHione (see below), or on the S. via the Monte Comaro (4200 ft.) and
the little church of San Valentino (1180 ft.), nestling against a precipitous
cliff, to Gargnano.

The mountains between Gargnano and Campione, with their huge

precipitous cliffs, are very impressive. On the slope lies Muslone
(1520 ft.;. Porto di Tignale (B), to tlie S.W. of the Valle di Vione
fwaterfall), is the station for Piovere 37!^) ft.), Oldesio, Gardola
M820 ft.; inn), and other villages situated on a f(>rtile plateau, tiot

visible from the lake (road under construction).
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The steamer then steers past the conspicuous Monte Castello di

Tignale(2^b5ft). To the N. appears Monte Brione (p. 292). The next

station is Cainpione (P), at the mouth of the Tignalga or Campione^
with a cotton-spinnery and a fish-breeding establishment.

A pleasant excursion may be made hence to (2 hrs.) the Madonna di

Monte CasteUo (2265 ft.)- Thence we may descend via Oldesio (p. 285)

and Piovere to Porto di Tignale or to Gargnano.

Porto di Tremosine (B), station for the plateau of Tremosine.
The village of Pieve di Tremosine (1355 ft.; inn), seen high above the

lake, is reached by a zigzag path and also by a new *Road (3 M. long;
views) , ascending through the imposing gorge of the Valle di Brasa.
Above the last wide bend, on the slope of the Coste di Piitmer, we
suddenly come into view of the fertile and well-peopled plateau. The
road is being continued via Priezzo, Sompriezzo, Musio, Secastello, Villa,

San Bartolomeo, and Voltino to (6 M.) Vesio (2120 ft.), the largest of the
seventeen Tremosine villages, at the exit of the Val di Bondio.

An almost equally good view is commanded by the church of Voltino
(1830 ft.), 3 M. to the S.E., beyond the gorge of the Brasa. On the cam-
panile is a bilingual inscription of the Roman period, not yet entirely

deciphered. The descent may be made via Ustecchio to (2 hrs.) Limone.

Beyond the gorge of the Brasa (waterfall) and the Pnnta di

Corlor lies Limone (P; Ristorante BellaYista), at the foot of Monte
Mughera. A few small 'torpedo-boats' (torpediniere) are stationed

here to prevent smuggling; the entire N. end of the lake is illumined

at night by their search-lights. To Pregasina, see p. 292.

Beyond the Punta Reamol (with an Italian customs station)

and the Punta dei Ldrici we cross the Austrian frontier and soon

after pass the gorge of the Val di Ledro (below, the Ponale Fall).

High above the lake is the Ponale Road (p. 291).

Riva^ see p. 290.

E. Bank prom Riva to Peschiera. The first station, not al-

ways touched at, is —
Torbole (P). — Hotels. On the lake: *Gr.-H6t. Torhole, on the

Riva road, 1/2 M. from the pier, R. 3-6, B. IV2, B. 41/2, S. 31/2, ?• 8-16^
(closed mid-Nov. to mid-Feb.); *H6t. Garda-See, with view -terrace and
cafd-restaurant. R. 2-3, P. from QK; Hotel-Garni Helvetia, by the pier,
R. 11/5-3 K; Hot. Benaco, R. from IV2, P. from 6 iJT. — In the village: Alb,
del Giardino, R. 1-1V2? P- ^-5 K, an unpretending Italian house. — Motor
Boat and Omnibus to Riva, see p. 290.— Guide, Giac. Civetii?ii, alias PomeL

Torbole. a picturesque fishing-village, in shadow in winter until

10 a.m., lies at the N.E. angle of the lake, near the influx of the

Sarca, commanded by the N. spurs of the Monte Altissimo (p. 292).
At the S. end of the village are a narrow lake-promenade (views)

and a fish-breeding establishment.
Excursions. Via San Nicolo to the top of Monte Brione or to (.50 min.)

Riva, see pp. 292, 25. By the lake to the Ponale Fall (p. 291 ; boat 4 K).— By the highroad or by the old road to Nago and Penede, see p. 25. —
To Arco (p. 293) via Nago in l^U br., or by the right bank of the Sarca
via Linfano, at the E. base of Monte Brione in I1/4 hr. — Ascent of the
Monte Altissimo via Nago and the Malga Casina, see p. 292.

The steamer next skirts the precipitous cliffs of the Monte
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Altissimo, used as a target for the practice of the Austrian artillery.

The Italian boundary lies beyond the deserted Casdn di Tempesta,
on the lonely Punta di Val Marza. Passing Casello, Navene
(see below), and the Sasso di Campagnolo, we next reach —

Malcesine (P). — Hotels (all on the lake). Gr.-Hot. Malcesine,

with small garden, R. 2-5, B. I1/4, D. 31/2, S. 21/2, P. 7-9 fr., good; Alb.
d^ Italia, with terrace, P. incl. wine from 5 fr.. Hot. Sperrle, R. 1V2-2,
P. from 6 fr., both unpretending. — Motor Boat for excursions.

Malcesine, a little town (1900 inhab.), in shadow in winter

until 11 a.m., is finely situated among olive -groves beneath the

rugged cliffs of the Monte Baldo Veronese (p. 292), from which se-

veral ravines stretch down to the mountain-terrace above the town.

At the N. end of Malcesine, almost sheer above the lake, is a pictur-

esque old Castle of the Scaligers (13-14th cent.), with an addition of

the Venetian period (1622; now customs-barracks). Goethe, when
sketching here in 1786, was threatened with arrest by theVenetian

officials (see his 'Italienische Reise'). View from the tower (100 ft.

;

fee). — The high-lying church of Santi Benigno e Caro (1766),

in the S. part of the village, contains a Descent from the Cross by
Girolamo dai Libri (?). The gardens of the Villa Holzel, on the

lake below the road, are open to visitors.

Excursions. To the N.E. to (1 hr.) Navene (modest osteria), by a
road leading among olives via Campagnolo, with its little fishing-harbour
behind the Sasso di Campagnolo, and Preara, with its quarries. — A steep
paved path diverges to the right from the above-mentioned road, about
3/4 M. from Malcesine, and leads to the (V2 hr.) fertile plateau of Palaz-
zina. The farm on the verge of the mountain -terrace here commands a

fine survey of the lake from the Rocca di Manerba (p. 281) to the Sarca
valley and of the Giudicarian Alps. Beyond the Rocchetta, a promontory
to the S. with a similar view, we reach the (V2 br.) plateau of Le Vigne,
whence we may descend either to the church of Malcesine or to the left

(rough footpath at first) to the village in the idyllic Val di Sogno ('valley

of dreams'). —• Ascents of the Monte Altissimo and the Punta del Tele-

grafo, sec pp. 292, 293.

The stretch between Malcesine and Garda (p. 288) is the most
beautiful part of the Gardesana or E. bank. Beyond Malcesine,

off the Dosso del Pis, lie two uninhabited islets, Isola delV Olivo

and Isola di Sogno, at the mouth of the Val di Sogno (sec above).

Cassone, finely situated at the foot of the Cima Val Dritta

and Frd della Baziva (p. 292), 3 M. to the S.W. of Malcesine, is

not called at by the steamers. In this village, below the church

(1761-62), rises the JRi, a copious rock-spring.

Beyond the islet of Trimelone (fortified in 1911) we toncli at

AssenzaiV). The pier commands a fine view of the Punta del Tele-

grafo (p. 292) and the cliffs of the W. bank. Farther on is the fish-

ing-harbour of Porto di Brenzone, below the village of Castello di

Brenzone (510 ft.), and a large magnesia-factory. — Magvgnano
(V\ Locanda al Mora) lies bfdow th(; wooded cliffs of th(! (.oal Santo
and the Costahella (p. 2U',V). Near Marniga w(; see the church of

San Gi(jvanni di Brenzone, among dense olive-groves.
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At Castelletto di Brenzone (P; Alb. del Sole; guide, Ant.

Griramonti) is the mother-house (built 1908-10) of the Order of the

Sacra Familia (nursing sisters). Steamers to Maderno (Peschiera),

see p. 279. Ascent of the Punta del Telegrafo, see p. 293. — We
then pass the Romanesque church of San Zeno (10th cent.?) and

the village of Pai di Sotto (via Pai di Sopra to San Zeno di Mon-
tagna, see below). From this point we have our final retrospect of

the K end of the lake, with Mte. Brione (p. 292).

Torj'i del Benaco (P; Alb. Calcinardi, modest), the ancient

Castrum Turrium, occupies a fine position on a promontory, with

views of Monte Pizzocolo (p. 284) and the Riviera. The S. towers of

the mediaeval castle date from 1383. Between Torri and Albisano

(see below) are large quarries of coloured marble (many fossils).

The banks now become flatter. The picturesque promontory

of *San Vigilio (P; H6t.-Pens. SanYigilio, R. IV2-2, P. from 6 fr.,

plain but good), 2^4 M. to the W. of G-arda, extends far into the

lake. The Villa Guarienti di Brenzone^ built in 1540 by San-

micheli and destroyed by the myrmidons of Vend6me in 1703, with

its tall old cypresses and marble carvings by Girol. Campagna

(p. 351), affords a charming view of the Riviera and of the S. bank
of the lake with Sirmione (Y2 fr- to the gardener).

In the beautiful Bay of Garda, sheltered from the N. by the

bare Monte Luppia (1370 ft.), lie the Villa Carlotti and the Villa

Albertini-Giovanelli, with a fine park (gardener 1 fr.).

Garda (P). — Hotels. Terminus Hotel, at the station, with

restaurant and small garden, R. from 21/2, P. from 8 fr., good; Pens.
Dante, on the San Vigilio road ; Alb. al Monte Baldo, in the town, plain
but good. — Caffe Merlo, on the lake, P. 4 fr. — One-horse carr. to San
Yigilio 2-3, to Malcesine 15 fr.

The old town of Garda, at the influx of the Tesino, which
descends from Monte Baldo, was the Bendcus of the ancients and
the Garden of the German lore, and as the chief town on the lake

in the early middle ages has given the latter its name.
Turning to the left at the parish-church of Santa Maria in the Borgo,

at the S. end of Garda, and a little farther on to the right, we reach in

3/4 hr. the little Caraaldulensian monastery of San Giorgio or Eremo,
founded on a wooded height (1015 ft.) in 1669. The Rocca di Garda (964 ft.

;

view), the foremost summit, is crowned with the scanty ruins of a castle
which defied the army of Frederick Barbarossa in 1160-62.

From Garda a road leads through the Yal Tesino, and another via
Marciaga (920 ft.), passing the Madonna di Marciaga (fine views), to
Castione Veronese (1035 ft.) and to San Zeno di Montagna (1910 ft. ; Hot.-
Pens. lolanda, R. from IV2, P- 5-7 fr.

;
guide, Sperindio Zanolli), a little

summer-resort situated high above the lake, on the S.W. slope of the Monte
Baldo chain. San Zeno, which is the starting-point for the ascent of the
Punta del Telegrafo (comp. p. 293), may be reached also from Caprino
rp. 289) via Lumini (2270 ft.). A mountain -path leads to the N. from
^an Zeno via Pai di Sopra (430 ft.) to (IV4 hr.) Pai di Sotto (see above), and
a road leads to the S.W. to the finely situated village oi Albisano (1015 ft.),

whence we may descend either to the W. by a steep path to (20 min.)
Torri (see above), or to the S. through ihaVolparaValley to (lV2hr.) Garda.
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From Garda to Verona, 231/2 M., local railway in 1^/4-2 hrs. (fares

4 fr. 20, 3 fr. 5, 1 fr. 90 c. ; recommended as far as Domegliara). The line

first runs to the S., at the foot of the Rocca, skirting the lake, to (2 M.)
Bardolino (see below; station V2 ^- from the pier). Thence it ascends
through luxuriantly fertile country, with a fine view of the lake on the
right, to (41/2 M.) Calmasino (535 ft.). —•

N"ear (51/2 ^O Cavaion, a pict-

uresquely situated place, we approach the chain of hills culminating in

the Monte Moscal (1465 ft.). — 71/2 M. Affl (625 ft.; Alh. Moscal), on
the E. side of the ridge, is the junction for the branch -line via Coster-
mano (p. 293) to (5 M.) Caprino Veronese (835 ft.; Alb. del Leone, good;
Alb. San Marco; guide, Bortolo Battistoni, alias Brenzonal), at the S.

base of the Monte Baldo chain (to Ferrara di Monte Baldo and ascent of

the Punta del Telegrafo, see p. 293). — The main line descends (view
on the left of the Chiusa di Verona, p. 25, on the right of the fortifica-

tions of Pastrengo) to the S.E. through the Val Tasso to (IOV2 M.) Sega
di Cavaion^ in the valley of the Adige. Fine retrospect of the Monte
Baldo chain, to the left, before we cross the river. — 12 M. Domegliara
(p. 25), where our line crosses the Brenner railway (stations about 1/4 M.
apart). — "We now turn to the E. into the Val PoUcella, a pleasant up-
land region, between the Monti Lessini (p. 313) and the Adige, noted for

its wine. — 13 M. SanVAmhrogio di Valpolicella (590 ft.), with large
quarries of red (Veronese) marble, is the station also for the (IV2 M.)
village of San Giorgio Ingannopoltron or di Valpolicella (1230 ft.), in

a magnificent situation. The early-Romanesque church (8th cent. ?) at San
Griorgio, originally oriented to the W., was practically rebuilt in the
13th cent. ; it possesses the remains of a Lombard ciborium, dating from
the time of Liutprand (p. 242), and picturesque cloisters. — 17 M. San
Floriano, with a Romanesque campanile. — Beyond (I8V2 M.) Negrar we
skirt the left bank of the Adige via (201/2 M.) Parona alVAdige (p. 26).— 23V2 M- Verona (Stazione Porta San Giorgio, p. 297).

The hills farther on are covered with olives, vines, and fruit-

trees. Fine view of the lake, with Cape Manerba and Sirmione in

the distance. The next station is Bardolino (P; Alb. Bardolino, in

the town; rail, station, see above), a small town celebrated for its

wine, with two little early-Romanesque churches: San Sevcro, now
a music school, and San Zeno, mentioned as early as 807. — We
next pass Cisano, the Romanesque church (8th and 12th cent.

;

interior modernized) of which boasts a Madonna by Franc. Torbido,

and the church of the Madonna della Perfjolana^ and reach Lazise
fP), with a mediaeval town-wall, a castle of the 13th cent., and scanty

remains of a Venetian naval harbour; fine country-houses in the

neijT^hbourhood. — The steamer next touches at —
Peschiera sul Garda (Hot. Montresor BelVArrivo^ R. 1 y^-

3 fr.. unpretending, closed in winter), the ancient ^ri7?ca, as early

as T)antf;'s time an important frontier-fortress, now a quiet place

Nvitli 1000 inhabitants. It lies at the S.E. end of the lake, at the

efflux of the MinciOy on whicli is a fish -breeding establishment

fstazione ittio/^enica). The old castle of the Scaligers has been re-

placed by extensive fortifications due to the Venetians (1553-56;

perhaps (](tH\^noA by Sanmicheli?), Na])oleon I., and the Austrians.

On 30t]i May, 1848, Peschiera was taken })y the Piedmontese under

Miinno after a pfallant defence by tlie Austrian General Ratli, wln'cli

lasted six weeks, but recaptured on 1 4th A ugust by Haynau (p. 261 ).
-
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To Milan or Verona^ see R. 43. The station (Restaurant, L. or D.

2-3 fr.) is on the E. side of the town, about Y2 ^- f^'om the pier

(one-horse carr. 50 c. each person).

Riva. — Steamboat Piers: Riva Cittd, at the harbour; Riva
Ferrovia (usually called at in connection with the trains only), at the
railway-station. — The Railway Station (Restaurant) lies about 1/3 M.
to the E. of the harbour.

Hotels. The following, on the shadeless Torbole road (p. 287), with
prardens and lake-baths, are adapted for a stay of some time: *Lmo Palace
Hotel, near the station, with lift and central heating, 130 beds at 3-12,

B. IV2' L- 31/2-^, D- 5-6, P. from 10, bath 21/2, omn. IK (closed mid-Nov.-
mid-Feb.); *H6t.-Pens. See -Villa, three villas, 3/^ M. to the E. of the
station, 80 beds at 8-31/2, B. 1, D. 31/2, S. 21/2, P. 8-10, omn. ^UK; *H6t.-
Pens. du Lac, a few min. nearer the station than the preceding, 70 beds
at 2-3, B. 1, D. 3-31/2, S. 2, P. from Q Kj omn. QOh. — On the Ponale
road (p. 292): Lungolano Quai Hotel, in an open situation on the lake,

with view-terrace and restaurant, 60 beds at 2-4, B. 1, P. 7-10 iT, omn. 60 ?t;

Hot. Garda, with garden. Hot. Monte Oro, with cafe-restaurant, both
unpretending. — Near the Inviolata: Pens. Minerva, P. 7-8 IT. — In the
town, for passing tourists: G-r.-Hot. Imperial del Sole (marked S 071

the map), at the harbour, with terrace on the lake, 110 beds at 2V2-5.
B. 11/5, r>. 31/2, P- 8-12 (in winter 6), omn. ^l^K; *H6t.-Pens. Riva, Piazza
Carducci, near the barracks, 90 beds at 2-4, B. 1 ^ 10 h, D. 31/2, S. 21/.^,

P. 7^/2-'^^, omn. 1/2^/ Bayrischer HoF, Piazza Castello, with cafe-restaurant
(music in the evening), 90 beds at 11/2"^, ?• 6-10 K; Hot. Central, Piazza
Benacense, 54 beds at 2-4 K; Krautner's Hot. Post, 50 beds at I1/2-2V2,

P. 51/2-8 K; Hot. Bohm, 45 beds at IV2-3, P. 6-8 K, in the Viale Dante and
near the station, good; Hot. Musch, Viale Dante, near the Porta San
Marco, 40 beds at liT 20-1 7^40 h, P. 5-6 K, plain but good : Bucher, Viale
Dante, near the Porta San Michele, R. 1 K^Oh-2 K, P. from 5 iT, well
spoken of; Alb. Lepre, Alb. G-allo, both in the Piazza San Rocco, behind
the Piazza Castello, unpretending. — Board and medical attendance for
invalids at Dr. von Hartungen^s Sanatorium, on the Torbole road, P.
from 8 fr. (light extra). — Private Apartments moderate.

Post & Telegraph Office, Viale San Francesco, near the station. —
Tourist Office (also goods agents). Fratelli Gondrand, Piazzo Brolo, —
Bankers. Vine. Andreis, Piazza Benacense; Banca Cooperativa di Riva,
Piazza Brolo. — Bookseller, Georgi, Via Antonio Gazzoletti.

Lake Baths, below the Ponale Eoad and at the three first-named hotels.

Motor Boat from the Piazza Catena three times daily to the Ponale
Fall and to Torbole (60 h); on Tues., Thurs., & Sat. afternoons, round
trip Riva-Limonc-Malccsina, 4 jK" 20 7i. — Rowing Boats (4 pers.). Piazza
Carducci, per hr. with one rower 2, with two rowers 4 K; to the Ponale
Fall or to Torbole 3 or 4.K; to the Ponale Fall, Torbole, and back 6 or
8 K; to Limonc 10, to Malccsine 12 K. — Sailing Boats, 3 K per hour.

Omnibus (50 c.) 4 times daily to Torbole, starting from the Hot.
Central, — Motor Diligence, twice daily in 33/^-51/4 hrs. to Trent, via
Arco and Sarche (where cars are changed).

Carriages. To the Belvedere (Monte Brione), with one horse IV2,
there and back 21/2 K, with two horses 21/2 or 41/2^; to Varone IK 60h
or 3 K, and 4 or 5 K; to Torbole 2 or 3 and 31/2 or 51/2 K; to Arco 21/2 or
3 and 41/2 or 6K; to the Ponale road 21/2 or 4 and 4 or QK; to Nago 31/2

or 51/2 and 6 or 8K; to Pieve di Ledro 6 or 9 and 11 or 11 K; to Mori
61/2 or 10 and 13 or 17 K.

Railway to Arco and Mori, see p. 25.

Biva (230 ft.), a fortress and busy liarbour with 4100 inhab.,

is finely situated at the N.W. end of the lake, at the base of the
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precipitous Rocchetta (4976 ft.). Riva affords pleasant summer-
quarters; the heat is tempered by the Ora (p. 280), and in the after-

noon the town lies in the shadow of the hills. Riva formerly belonged

in turn to the bishopric of Trent, to Milan, and to Yenice ; but since

1815 it has, with the whole of S, Tyrol, belonged to Austria.

In the quaint Piazza Benacense, to the K of the harbour, rises

the Torre Apponale (115 ft.), once a tower of the old town-wall, but

converted into a belfry in 1530. On the W. side of the piazza are

the Palazzo Fretorio, built by the Scaligers in 1370 and still used

as a lawcourt, and the Palazzo del Provveditore (now the Muni-

cipio), erected by the Yenetians in 1475.

The Yia Antonio Grazzoletti leads from the E. side of the piazza

to the little Piazza Carducci, on the lake, with gardens, commanding
fine views. Here stands La Pocca, a castle of the 12-15th cent.,

altered in 1850 and now used as barracks.

To the N. of the Rocca is the Piazza Brolo, whence the Yiale

Stazione, an avenue of palms and magnolias, leads to the E. to the

station, and the narrow Yia del Yento to the N., past the Chiesa

Arcijjretale (Santa Maria Assunta), to the Porta San Michele, the

N.E. gate of the town. Thence the broad Yiale Roma leads to the

church of the Inviolata (closed 12-2 p.m.), a sumptuous baroque

edifice of 1603, with pretty rococo choir-stalls.

Excursions (comp. p. 294; guides, Paolo Mazzarini and Carlo Miclie-

lotti). — An easy zigzag path, to the left outside tlie Porta San Marco,
the N.W. gate of the town, ascends in V2 i'l"- to the Bastione (490 ft.

;

fine views), a ruined watch-tower of 1508, on the slope of the Rocchetta.
A pleasant walk leads below the tower, to the N.W., along the slope
to the (20 min.) lilstorante Maria Maddalena (P. 6-7 K), then by a narrow
path through the Albola Valley to the (V^ hr.) paper-mill at Sa'ii, Giacomo,
I'/vi M. to the N.W. of Riva by the liighroad.

A road (tramway projected) leads from the Porta San Marco, towards
the N.W. (to the right at the fork before San Griacomo) via Varone (400 ft.)

to the hamlet of Foci del Varone, with the *Cascata del Varone, a

line waterfall in a grand rocky gorge (adm. 40 /i, electric light 60 /t;

cloak desirable on account of the spray). Thence we may proceed either

by road via Varone and Ceole to (3 M.) Arco (p. 293) or by bridle -patli

via Colofjna to (1 hr.) Tenno (1425 ft.; Trattoria alia Croce, plain), with
au old castle (now private property; charming view from the terrace in

the garden), whence we may proceed to the E. to (IV4 hr.) Arco (p. 293),

or go on to the N.W. to the (3 M.) lonely Lago di Tenno (1840 ft.) and
return thence to the S.W., via (IV2 lir-) l*ranz<), to Riva.

The Fall of the Ponale is best visited by motor-boat (20 min.) or

rowing-]>oat (p. 290; ca. '74 hr.), landing at the modest restaurant below
the fall (passage 20 c). Visitors ascend hence on the S. side of the ravine;,

])ast the Riva electric works and three small artificial waterfalls, to the

C/ahr.) cart-road to Pregasina and the Ponale bridge (see below). Those who
omit the lower falls may proceed direct from Riva by the *Ponale Road
(built in 1818-51), usually very dusty but in shade after 3 j).m., which
skirts the clifTs of the Rocchetta and linally passes through three tunnels
(fort). Fine views (best in the aft(!rnoon). At the (2V^ M.) modest Re-
Htaitrant Belvedere the road to the Val di Ledro ascends in curves (see

>, 292;. A terrace about 2 min. below commands a good view of all the

alls (adm. 20 h). - Just beyond the inn a cart-track diverges to the left

from the road. This leads to the Ponale bridge (950 ft.), crossing the
I
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stream at its narrow exit from the Val di Lcdro, and goes on to the (^/^ hr.)

view-hill beside Pregdsina (1758 ft.; inn), overlooking the lake. Thence
we may follow the wooded slope of the Monte Guil (4335 ft.), to the S.W.,
via the Passo di Gail (4090 ft.), to the (2 hrs.) Rdccolo di Nembra (3805 ft.

;

fine view), and descend via the Malga Valacco and through the Gorge of
the Singol to (2 hrs.) Limone (p. 286).

Val di Ledro (carr. to Pieve, see p. 290; diligence twice daily, to

Pieve in 2-3 hrs., 2 K, to Storo in 43/^ hrs., 3 iC 40 ^). The continuation
of the Ponale road leads past a fort and via (31/2 M.) Biacesa and (51/2 M.)
Molina to the pretty Lago di Ledro (2150 ft.), on tlie N. bank of which
lie Mezzolago (Hot. -Pens. Mezzolago, U. 1 K 60 7fc-3, B. 1, P. 6-8^ and

(8V2 M.) Pieve di Ledro (Albergo Alpino, R. 2-3, B. 1, P. 6-7 K). Thence
the road leads via (91/2 M.) Bezzecca (Alb. Bezzecca), (IOV2 M.) Tiarno
di Sotto (2380 ft.), and Tiarno di Sopra (2455 ft.), and through the sec^ues-

tered V"al Ampola, to (19 M.) Stor'o (1340 ft.; Agnello) in the valley of ^the

ChiedC, here called the Val Buona. Beyond (21 M.) Darzo (Ancora, good),
and (23 M.) Lodrone (1245 ft.) it reaches (231/2 M.) Ponte Caff'aro (p. 277).

Thence to the Lago d^Idro and to Vestone, see p. 277.

Visitors may ascend the fortified Monte Brione (1235 ft.), to the
E. of Riva, only as far as the (1 hr.) Belvedere, beside the S. battery
(fine survey of the whole lake). The route (indicated by guide- boards)
diverges from the Torbole road, a little before the Fort San Nicolo.

The ascent of Monte Baldo (p. 279), noted for its flora but stripped
of most of its woods, is interesting and varied, but somewhat fatiguing
in winter on account of the snow, and in summer on account of the heat.

This range consists of two groups, separated by the depression of the
Bocca di Navene (4690 ft.) : N. the Monte Altissimo di Nago (6790 ft.),

and S. the Monte Baldo Veronese or Monte Maggiore, with the Oima di
Val Dritta (7270 ft.), the Pro, delta Baziva (7230 ft,), and the Punta del

TeUgrafo (7218 ft.). — The Altissimo (6790 ft.) is best ascended from
Mori (p. 25), on the N.E. side. The new road ascends to (2 hrs.) Bren-
tdnico (2275ft.; Alb. Monte Baldo); thence, with guide, over Alpine pas-
tures via (I1/2 hr.) San Giaconio (3825 ft. ; inn) and the Malga Tolghe to the

(21/2-3 hrs.) top, on which is the Rifugio Monte Baldo (6725 ft. ; beds and
provision-depot; key kept by the Italian guides only). Fine view of the
mountains, the N. portion of the Lago di Garda, and the Sarca valley.
Uescent either to the N. via the Malga Casina (5 min. above, a good spring)
and finally by a very stony path to (4 hrs.) Nago (p. 25), or to the S. to

the Bocca di Navene (see above) and the Bocca Tratto Spini (5640 ft.),

and thence by a mule-track via the finely situated Malga Piombi (3800 ft.)

and Le Vigne to (41/2 hrs.) Malceaine (p. 287).

The panorama is still grander from the *Monte Baldo Veronese.
The Cinia di Val Dritta (for experts only) is ascended either from the
Bocca di Navene or direct from Brentonico by the old mule-path ('Cam-
piona') via tlie Artilotie Alp (6280 ft. ; inn). From the summit a fine

high-level route (Via della Oresta) leads along the E. slopes of the Prd
delta Baziva (see above) and Panta Pettorina (7190 ft.) and finally through
the Bocca di Val Larga (6870 ft.) to the (IV2 hr.) Punta del Telegrafo
(see below). Or we may descend via the Casara Noveza (4405 ft.), on the
above-mentioned 'campiona', Novezina, and Carnbrigar (3510 ft.) to (3 hrs.)
Ferrara (p. 293). — The starting-points for the ascent of the *Punta del
Telegrafo are Avio (p. 25; mule-path through the Valle Aviana), Peri,
(iarda, and Caprino. From Peri (p. 25) we ferry across the Adige to
liivalta. Thence we take the mule-path via the Piano di Festa (2310 ft.)

and the Pa88o della Crocetta (3245 ft.) direct to (3 hrs.) Ferrara (p. 293).
Or we may select the preferable but very fatiguing route via {^l^ hr.)

Brentino (585 ft. ; inn), by the steep pilgrims' path (in shade in the after-
noon) through the Vaio dellc Pissotte and, beyond a bridge, up 276 steps
to (2 hrs.) the pilgrimage-church of Madonna della Corona (2540 ft.; inn),
rebuilt in 1625 and enlarged in 1899, beneath an almost perpendicular cliff.

From the bridge we climb another fiight of steps in the rock (775 steps)
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to the (1/2 111'-) village of Spiazzi (3130 ft. ; Alb. Zanetti, etc.), a little

summer-resort with a fine view, whence a road runs to the N. to (1 hr.)

Ferrara di Monte Baldo (2805 ft.; Alb. Stefanini; Alb. Adamoli; guides,
Bern, and Giov. Tonini). Spiazzi is reached also from Garda (p. 288) in

31/2 brs. by a road (carr. 6-8, with two horses 10-12 fr.) via Costermano
(p. 289), Pessina, the railway station of Caprino (p. 289), and Pazzon
(1270 ft.). From Spiazzi we proceed via Ime (3710 ft.), the Bocchetto di
Ndole (5390 ft.), and the Rifugio Albertini (see below), to (4 hrs.) the

Rifugio Telegraf'o (7055 ft. ; beds and mattresses
;
provisions and key as

at p. 292), 7 min. below the summit. From Ferrara this point is reached in

21/2-3 hrs. (mule 4 fr.) via Cambrigar (p. 292), the Pozza dei Pastori (4590 ft.;

good water), and the Valle Losana. The view embraces the Dolomites,
the Ortler and Bernina groups, the Brescian, Bergamasque, and Pennine
Alps with Monte Rosa, most of the Lago di Grarda, and the plain extend-
ing to the Adriatic Sea. Descents : on the N. side (partly by sledge-tracks),
with fine views of the Lago di Garda, via the Malga Fiahio to (4-5 hrs.)

Malcesine (p. 287; ascent thence 7-8 hrs., with guide); on the S. side, first

by the toilsome but commanding high-level route along the Cima Sas-
cagna (7005tft.), the Vetta delle Buse (7065 ft.), and the Coal Santo
(6805 ft.), to the (13/^ hr.) Rifugio Albertini (6270 ft.), on the slope of the

Costabella (6765 ft.), and then to the S.W. down through the Valle Vac-
cara to the pretty Altipiano di Prada, with the so-called Palazzlna
(3065 ft. ; inn) and magnificent views of the* mountains and lake. Thence
we may descend steeply to the N.W. to (2 hrs.) Castelletto (p. 288 ; as-

cent thence 8 hrs., guide 6 fr.), or to the S.W., past the Palazzo dei Cervl
(2825 ft.), and strike a road leading to (21/2 hrs.) San Zeno di Montagna
(p. 288; asceiit thence 7 hrs.).

About 3^2 M- to the N.E. of Riva, up the beautiful valley of

the ^arca (railway, see p. 25), lies —
Arco. — Hotels (mostly open only from Oct. to mid-May; nearly

all have gardens). *Grand-H6tel des Palmes, on the Old Kur-Promenade,
with lift, central heating, and a covered promenade, li. 2V2-5, B. IV^j
D. 41/2, S. 31/2, Jf. 7-12 iC; *H6t. Bellevue, near the station, K. 1V2-5,
B. 1, D. 3-31/2, S. 11/2, P- 7-10 iT; *ViCTORiA, in Braile, 1/2 M. to the N.W.
of the Kur-Park, in a sheltered site, E. 3-10, B. I1/2, 1*. from 7 K; *H6t.-
Pens. Stkasser, Old Kur-Promenade, with cafe and confectioner's, R. 3-

41/2, ii. IV5, I>. 4, S. 21/2, P. 7-10 K (closed June-Sept.) ; Hot. des Boule-
vards, at the Kur-Casino, with cafe-restaurant; Hot.-Pens, de l'Europe,
near the New Kur-Promenade, 11. 2-4, B. IV2, D- 4, S. 21/2, P- 7-9 K; *H6t.-
Pens. Rainalter, in the Kur-Park, R. 2-3, P. 6-9 K; *H6t.-Pens. Oliven-
HEIM, high up, in a sunny situation on the Lomego Promenade, R. 21/2-4,

\\ l-bK; Park-Hotel Grommer, beside the Kur-Park, R. 2-3, B. 1, P. 5-7 A';

Hot. Germania, Old Kur-Promenade, R. 2-5, D. 3, S. 2, P. 6-10 X; Hot.
Krzherzog Albreoht, at Chiarano (p. 294), R. I1/2-21/2, P. 6-8V2-?^- —The
following are open all the year round: Hot. Austria, on the Kur-Prom-
(;nade, witli cafe-restaurant, R. 1 K 60 /t-3 /T, P. 61/2-7 K; Hot. Kaiserkrone,
Via (liovanni Segantini, in tlife old town, R. l^/^-2^j^, P. ^)-l K ; Riviera,
with cafe -restaurant and good confectioner's, R. 1 7(r 60 /t-21/2 -/^, B. 1 A'.

Pensions (5-10 iiT daily;. Pens. Quiniaana ; P. Sonnenheim ; P. Villa
Garda; Wienerheim ; Sanatorium Sonnecic, at Chiarano, in a sheltered
MJtuation. — Wine-Room. Silventro, Via Yasocolante.

Carriages. To Varone, with one horse 2, two horses 4 1{, there and
hack 3 and 6 A; to Jtiva 2V2 and 4, 4 and UK; to the Ponale Fall 4 and 6,

6 and HK; round trip to Nago, Torbole, Riva, and Arco 8-12 if (including
Varone 10 and 16 A); to Rovereto 9 and J6 7C; to Trent 14 and 24 K. - •

Donkey per hr. 2 K, each hr. addit. 70 h.

Visitors* Tax, 2 K eacli pern, per week (3 days free), per weason 4()7i ;

music tax for tlie whole season 5 A". - - Band in the New Kur-l^ronieuadu
daily 11 12.30 & 2-3.30; in spring and autumn 3-4.30.
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Anglican Church Service in the Prot. Church, near the railway.
Articles in Olive Wood at Flamm^s (bookseller), Bareygia^s, iu the

market-place, and Boninseyna^s, Mogno 1 (not a shop).

Ai'co (300 ft.), an ancient town of 4500 inhab., situated on the

right bank of the iSarca, is much frequented as a winter-resort,

mainly by Austrians and Grermans. The old town, with its pictur-

esque N. suburb of StranforiOj forms a semicircle at the base of

the steep, cypress -clad rock (930 ft.), crowned by a Castle (see

below), held since 1124 by the Counts of Arco. In the Piazza Grrande

stand the Chiesa Arcipretale (Santa Maria dell'Assunzione), built

iu 1603-18, and the Palazzo Marchetti (1501), once a residence of

the counts, with faded frescoes. — Beside the Kur-Park is a

monument to Giovanni Segantiiii (1858-99), the painter, a native

of Arco. Farther to the W. are the handsome Old Kar-Promenade
(magnolias) and the Neiv Kur-Promenade (palms), between which
are the Salone Municipale (for concerts, etc.) and the Kar-Casino,
with a covered promenade.

To the N., on the hill-slope above Stranforio, is the former Villa

of the Archduke Albert, now unoccupied (admission to the garden on
application to the head-gardener; no gratuity). — The Villa Road, the
continuation of the Old Kur-Promenade, leads past the Weisses Kreuz
(an Austrian military sanatorium) and the Villa Hildehrand (a convalescent
iiome for German officers) to (3/^ M.) Chiarano. The Villa Angerer, be-

tween Chiarano and Viyne, 1 M. from the Kur-Park, has a fine garden
(adm. on Tues., 10-12).

Walks (comp. the list in the covered promenade at the Kur-Casino).
A steep bridle-path ascends from Stranforio to the (V2 hr.) Castle of
Arco (adm. 20 h), passing the remains of the large PaJlas. From beside
the Keep we enjoy a beautiful *View. — The best view of the castle is

obtained from the *Lom6go Promenade, which leads to the W. from
tStrauforio to the Dosso Rouiarzollo, passing the Villa Falma, with its

fine palms. Fine panoramas from the Holm Oak (645 ft.), on the Dosso
KomarzoUo, 3/^ hr. from the Kurplatz, and from the Casa Bianca (855 ft.),

a solitary farmhouse on the Monte Lomego.

The Villa Road leads to the W. to (IV4 M.) Variynano (Restaurant
Belvedere), whence a bridle-path (steep at first), commanding fine views,
leads to (1 hr.) Tenno (p. 291). We may return via Coloyna (G80 ft.) and
Gavazzo (660 ft.), or via Cologna, Varone (p. 291), Ceole (470 ft.), and
the Convento deile Grazie, to the road via Albola mentioned on p. 291.

The romantic Via alia Sega e Frabi, diverging to the left on this

side of the bridge, between the castle -rock and the Sarca, traverses the
remains of a huge landslip to (1 hr.) Cenlga (inn), which may be reached
also from the suburb of Mogno by the Strada delle 31a7'rocche on the left

bank of the Sarca. We may return by a stony path through the Laghel
Valley, passing the chapel of Santa M^ria di Laghel (578 ft.). — The
village of Massone

,
picturesquely situated at the foot of Mte. Stivo

(0865 ft.;, is reached in 1/2 hr. by a path diverging to the right from the
highroad immediately beyond Mogno and passing the Capuchin Monastery
and the Heataurant Concordia (good wine; bedrooms). We return via
the quaiiit old village of *b'a7i Martino, with its high-lying church.
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Route Page
48. Yerona 297

a. Quarters on the Right Bank of the Adige . . . 300
b. Left Bank of the Adige (Yeronetta) 308
From Yerona to Caldiero and Cologna. From Yerona
and Caldiero to the Monti Lessini, 312.

49. From Yerona to Bologna (^FlorenceJ via Mantua and
Modena . 314

From Yerona to Rovigo, 314. — From Mantua to Asola
via Grazie, 320. —• From Mantua to Ostiglia; to Yiadana
via Sabbioneta; to Monselice via Este. From Suzzara
to Parma and to Ferrara, 321.

50. From Yerona to Yenice via Padua. Yicenza . . . 322
From Yicenza to Treviso; to Recoaro, Sohio, Asiago,
and Bassano, 328, 329.

51. Padua 330
From Padua to Yenice via Fusina, 340.

52. Yenice 340
a. Piazza of St. Mark and Environs. Riva degli Schia-

voni and Griardini Pubblici 354
b. From the Piazza of St. Mark to the Academy . . 368
c. Canal Qrande 377
d. From the Piazza of St. Mark to the Rialto Bridge

and the Northern Quarters . 385
e. From the Piazza of St. Mark to Santi Giovanni e

Paolo, and thence through the Eastern Quarters to

the Riva degli Schiavoni 389
f. Quarters to the W. of the Canal Grande .... 396
g. From the Campo della Carita to Santa Maria della

Salute. San Giorgio Maggiore. Giudecca . . . 408
h. Excursions : The Lido. San Lazzaro. Chioggia. Murano.

Burano. Torcello 410

63. From Yenice to Belluno via Treviso 416
From Belluno to Pieve di Cadore and Cortina, 418.

54. From Yenice to Udine (Pontebba) via Treviso. Ex-
cursion to Cividale 418

55. From Yenice to Trieste via Cervignano. Excursion to

Aquileia and Grade 425

The N.E. part of Italy is named II Vbneto after the ancient Venitiy
a people of Illyrian stock who had migrated from Asia and in prehistoric
times had successively repelled the attacks of the Ligurians, the Etrus-
cans, and the Celts. This district is divide*! into the eight provinces of
Vercjna, Vicenza, Pa/Iova, Rovigo, VenerAa, TreviHO, Belluno, and Udine.
Its area, 9059 sq. M., is a little larger than that of Lombardy, whih; its

population of 3,192,700 is considerably smaller. The western and larger
portion of the country only, between the Mincio and JHavc, is as thickly
peopled as the eastern ami less prosperous part of Lonibardy between
the Adda and the Mincio; but iha Fritili, called after the ancient capital

of Forum Julii (Cividale) and formerly the territory of the patriarchM

Baideker's Northern Italy. 11th Edit. 19
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of Aquileia, to the E. of the Piave, consists of very inferior soil, owing
to the debris brought down by the Alpine streams. The ^Furlania7is\
the poor inhabitants of the Friuli, many of whom are of German or

Slovenian origin, speak a patois of their own.
The Venetian Dialect contains no traces of the Gallic element like

that of the districts from Piedmont to the Romagna (p. 494), which were
once conquered by the Celts. It is the softest of all the Italian dialects,

the flattening and elision of the consonants being very common. Thus
nevode for yilpote, suar ioi sttdare, fogo for fuoco, sio7' for signore.
Another characteristic is the conversion of g into z^ as zente for gente,

zomo for giorno, mazore for maggiore.
The history of the country has always been influenced by the proxi-

mity of the sea and the peculiar formation of the coast. The North
Adriatic Delta is a vast alluvial region, extending in a wide curve from
the mouth of the Isonzo to the Mareccliia near Rimini, bordered on the sea-

coast by a strip of land, 9-12 M. broad, which is interrupted by numerous
lagoons and in antiquity was covered with pine -forests. The fall of
the river Po is very gradual, being for a considerable distance 2% inches
only, and latterly little more than 1/4 ij^ch per English mile, and ever
since the middle ages its lower course has been confined within huge
embankments to avert the danger of inundations. Like the Adige and
Brenta and the coast-rivers of Friuli (Tagliamento, Livenza, and Piave),
some of which also are hemmed in by dykes, the Po brings down large
quantities of alluvial deposits, which the prevailing N.E, and N. winds
distribute along the coast, thus forming extensive lagoons (lagune), sep-
arated from the sea by narrow strips of land (lidi) and connected witli

it by outlets (portij. The lagoons are of two kinds, those which are

still affected by the ebb and flow of the tide (lagune vive) and those
which are completely cut off from the sea and subject to malarious ex-

halations (lagune morte). The Venetians have secured the Laguna Veneta
(25 M. long and 91/2 M. wide at its broadest point) from further alluvial

deposits by altering the course of the coast-river (Brenta) and by build-

ing huge dykes (murazzi) at the narrower parts of the lidi, but outside'

it the coast is continually encroaching upon the sea. The Valli di Co-
macchio are all that is left of the ancient Laguna di Padusa, between
the Po and the Uso; and of the famous seaports of antiquity Spina,
the most ancient, has completely disappeared, while Hatria (Adria),

Altinum (Altino), Aquileia, and Ravenna now lie 6-14 M. from the coast.

Until 1150 the Po flowed towards the S. ; since then it has, with its seven
new mouths, formed a delta 25 M. long and 121/2 M. broad, between tlie

Laguna Veneta and the Valli di Comacchio.
This extensive alluvial territory, which reminds one of Holland,

called into activity the ingenuity and enterprise of its inhabitants at an
early period, and a temperate and conservative character has thus been
imparted to their history. While the Romanization of Lombardy and
Piedmont was attended with violent struggles, it was rapidly effected
on the coast without opposition, from the time of the alliance between
the Veneti and the Romans (3rd cent. B.C.). The Roman colony of Aquileia
was founded as early as 181 B.C., and the boundary of Italy was thus
laid down near the point to which it still extends. Owing to its maritime
trade, its manufactures, cattle-breeding, and agriculture, Venetia pros-
pered greatly under the emperors; and in competition with the seaports
Padua liooame the wealthiest town in Italy next to Rome. After Aqui-
leia, Concordia, Opitergium, Altinum, and Padua had been destroyed by
Attila in 452 the inhabitants of these coast-towns sought refuge in the
islands of the Lagoons, chiefly at Grado ('Aquileia Nova'), Cdorle,
Heraclea, Torcello (Altinum Novum), Murano , Malamocco , Poveglia
(Popilia), and Chioggia (Clugia Maior). The Longobards (p. 150) were
confined to the mainland with aid from the Byzantine emperors; but in

the following century the necessity of a closer union for mutual support
led to the establishment of a confederate state. In 697 Paulucius
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Anafestus (d. 716) was elected the first Diox or Doge of this naval union,

while Heraclea was chosen as the seat of government. In 742, however,
the latter was transferred to Malamocco. Almost entirely removed from
Teutonic influences, and under the protection of the Byzantine Empire,
the most famous of mediaeval states took its rise here from apparently
insignificant beginnings. In 809 the islands repulsed an attack of King
Pepin (p. 299), but on the capture of Chioggia the inhabitants of Mala-
mocco took refuge on the island of Rivoalto (Rialto).

Rivoalto, the most secure of all the islands, was selected in 811 as

the seat of government, and thus the future prominence of Venice was
founded. Agnellus Partecipatius is said to have been the first doge
whose residence occupied the site of the present Palace of the Doges.
Situated between the Byzantine and Prankish empires, Venice became
the connecting link between the trade of each, to the detriment of Aqui-
leia and Grade, and the great depot of the traffic between the East and
the West. In 828 a Venetian fleet brought the body of St. Mark to

Venice, and thenceforth the Venetians revered him as their tutelary saint,

using his emblem, the lion (Rev. iv. 7), as their cognizance, and his name
as synonymous with the republic, while their supreme official functionaries
were styled 'Procurators of St. Mark'.

In the interests of her commerce Venice was at length (after 997)
induced to make foreign conquests. These were at first confined to the
Istrian and Dalmatian coasts for the purpose of procuring building mate-
rials and suppressing piracy. The rivalry that sprang up with Genoa
during the Crusades led the Venetians to effect a footing in the Levant,
and to establish extensive colonies. At the same time the constitution
of the state developed into a rigorous oligarchy, which with terrible im-
partiality contrived to keep both the nobility and people in check, and
effectually to curb the national desire for liberty.

In the neighbouring towns the supreme power rested on a foundation
altogether different. The republics had been overthrown by the despots,
who, supported by mercenary troops and the favour of the lower classes,

had founded principalities in the modern sense of the word. Sucli were
the Visconti in Milan, the Scaligers in Verona, the Carrara in Padua,
the Gonzaga in Mantua, and the Este in Ferrara. The danger of col-

lision with warlike princes, and the support they afforded to every attempt
to overthrow the Venetian constitution, led to their own downfall. Venice,
liaving made conquests on the mainland (terra ferma) for the sake of
her own safety, soon became one of the chief Italian powers, and was
thus involved in all the interminable wars caused by the rivalry of the
different states. She obtained possession of Treviso in 1339, Belluno,
Hassano , and Vicenza in 1101 , Padua and Verona in 1405, Kovcreto in

1117, Cividale in 1419, Udine in 1120, the shores of the Lago di Garda
and lircscia in 1120, Bergamo in 1128, Crema in 1151, and Ilovigo in

1181. In the market-places of these towns the lion of St. Mark was
erected as a token of their subjugation, and Venetian nobles were ap-
pointed tlicir governors (capitano, jwdestd, vlcario). The district thus
conquered extenihMl to ahout 13,200 sq. M., besides the Dalmatian posses-
siourt (42.50 sq. M.) and the settlements in the Jjcvant.

For the Kuhsequent history of the Republic, nntil its overthrow l)y

Napoleon in 1797, see pp. 319, 350.

48. Verona.
Railway Stations: (l) SLazlone Porta VdHCovo (PI. I, <>; r(vslaurant,

I), incl, wine 3'/2 f r. ,
gooil), ahout J'/i M. to th(i E. of the Piazza Bra

(Piazza Vittorio Kni;inuel(g. - (2j Stazume Porta Naova {\'\. H, (>), '^U M.
to tin* .S.W, of the Piazza Bra, a Huhhi(li;iry st;ition lor the; trains from
'I'yrol, Milan, and liologna (luggage is not hooked hy express-trains f'r«»!M

this* station). — (3) Stazione Porta San (liortjlo (PI. K, 1), for the line

19*
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to Domegliara and Garda (p. 289). — Town Agency (p. xvii), Via Maz-
zini 18; Sleeping Car Co.^ 8 Agent, the Station Inspector (Controllore), at

the railway -station.

Hotels (see p. xxi). Gtrand- Hotel de Londres et Eoyal Deux
Tours (PI. b ; F, 3), Corso Sant' Anastasia, with a covered court, R. 5-7,

B. IV2-2, L- ^> ^' 6-"^) omn. 1-2 fr., high charges for extras also; Gr.-Hot.
CoLOMBA d'Oro (PI. e; D, 3), Via Colomba 10, near the Piazza Bra, R. 4-6,

B. IVoj L. 3, D. 41/2, omn. I-IV2 fr-, good; Hot. Riva San Lorenzo &
Cavour (PI. d ; D, 3), Corso Cavour 34 and Riva San Lorenzo 15, 60 R. at 3-5,

B. IV4, L. 3, D. 4, S. 3, omn. 1 fr., well spoken of; Hot. Milano, near
the Amphitheatre, R. ^^k-^\l2, B. IV2, L- 4:, D. 5, P. 12-14 fr., incl. wine,
good. — Less pretentious (with restaurants): Hot.-Restaurant Accademia
(PI. g; E, 3), Via Mazzini 19, 100 beds from 21/2, omn. ^U fr- ; Europa
ED Aquila Nera (PI. f ; E, 3), in the narrow Via delle Quattro Spade
(No. 8), R. 21/2-3, omn. I-IV4 fr., well spoken of. — Alb. Torcolo (PI. k;
D, 3, 4), Via Colomba 11, R. from I1/2 fr., Alb. Ferrata (PI. i; C, 4),

Via Teatro Filarmonico, R. from IV2 fr.. Alb. Cbntrale, Piazza delle

Erbe 21, R. 2-3 fr., very fair, Hot.-Pens. Gtermania e Ciiiave d'Oro, Via
Mazzini, R. from IV2 fr., Alb. alla Scala dei Mazzanti (PI. h; E, 3),

Via Mazzanti, Gtabbia d'Oro, Corso Porta Borsari 6, these six unpretend-
ing. — In summer the mosquitoes are troublesome (p. xviii).

Caf^s-Restaurants (p. xxiii). Moderno Eistorante, Cafe Vittorio
Bmanuele, both in the Piazza Bra, much frequented ; Cafe Dante, Piazza
dei Signori. — Birrerie (p. xxvi). Birreria Restaurant Loivenbrdu,
Piazza Bra 20; Birreria alla Taverna (Franziskaner), Piazza delle Erbe
35 ; Lowenbrdu, near the Stazione Porta Nuova.

Cabs ('Broughams'). Per drive for 1-3 pers. 75 c, per 1/2 l^r. or
between the station and the town 1 fr., per hr. IV2 fr. , each addit. hr.

1 fr. 25 c. ; in the eveniiig (i.e. after the lamps are lit) 30 c. per hr. more.
Trunk 25 c.

Trani"ways (10 c, before 9 a. m. 5 c.). 1. From the Stazione Porta
Vescovo (PL I, 6) via Piazza delle Erbe (PI. E, 3), Castel Vecchio (PI.

C, 3), and Piazza Bra (PL D, 4) to the Stazione Porta Nuova (PL B, 6). —
2. From the Stazione Porta Vescovo via Via Leoncino (PL E, 4) and the
Arena (PL D, 4) to the Stazione Porta Nuova. — 3. From the Borgo
Trento (comp. PL E, 1) via the Stazione Porta San Griorgio (PL E, 1),

Ponte Umberto (PL F, 3), and Piazza delle Erbe, to Porta San Zeno
(PL A, 1).

Post and Telegraph Office (PL F, 3) in the Piazza dell'Iudi-

pendenza; branch-office in the Via Teatro Filarmonico (PL C, 4).

Banks. Banca Commerciale Italiana (PL E, 3) , Piazza Scala 1

;

Banca cli Verona, Via Mazzini 16. — Book Shops. Oberosler , Via
Mazzini 45 (information of any kind) ; Libreria Dante, Via Mazzini 70.

Baths. Stabilimento Bagni San Luca, Corso Vitt. Emanuele 8,

near the Portoni della Bra (PL C, 4). — Lieux d'Aisance {cessi pubblicl

;

10 c), Via dietro Antiteatro 6, to the E. of the Amphitheatre, and Piazza
Navona (PI. F, 3).

Theatres (p. xxvii). Teatro Filarmonico (PL C, 4 ; p. 305), Via Teatro
Filarmonico, performances in winter only ; Teatro Dranvmatico (PL E, F, 3),

Piazza Navona; Teatro Bistort (PL B, C, 4). — Musio on Thurs. & Sun.
evenings in the Piazza Bra.

Chief Sights (IV2 day). 1st Day. Morning: Piazza delle Erbe and
Piazza dei Signori (pp. 300, 301); Tombs of the Scaligers (p. 302); Sant'Ana-
stasia (p. 302j ; Cathedral (p. 303); Corso Cavour (p. 304); by tramway to
San Zeno (p. 306) ; Piazza Bra and the Amphitheatre (p. 304). Afternoon :

San G-iorgio in Braida (p. 312); Roman Theatre (p. 311); Santa Maria in
Organo (p. 310); Giardino Giusti (p. 310). — 2nd Day. San Fermo Maggiore
;p. 307); Museo Civico (p. 308). — Excursion to San Michele, see p. 312. —
An Inclusive Ticket (biglietto cumulativo; 2 fr.) may be obtained at

the station-restaurant and the chief hotels, admitting to all the municipal
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places of interest (Tower of the Municipio, Tombs of the Scaligers,

Amphitheatre, Juliet's Tomb, Museo Lapidario Maffeiano, Museo Civico,

and Eoman Theatre). — For the regulations with regard to the fortified

quarters, comp. p. xv.

Verona (180 ft.), the capital of a province, with 61,600 inhab.

and a garrison of 6000 men, lies on both banks of the rapid Adige

(p. 23), which has been enclosed by high embankments since 1895,

and near the hills called the Altipiano dei Lessini (p. 313). A
fortress of the first class and seat of the commandant of the 3rd

Army Corps, it is the largest and most beautiful town of the Venetian

'terra ferma'. It has an extensive trade in agricultural produce and

some manufactures. Twice a year it is the scene of a horse-market,

lasting for a week from the second Mon. in March and October.
Founded by the Rhaetians and Euganeans and afterwards occupied

by the Celtic Cenomani (p. 261), Yerona was made a Roman colony in

89 B.C., and became one of the most prosperous towns of Upper Italy.

The Ostrogoth Theodoric the Great, the 'Dietrich of Bern' (i.e. Verona)
of German lore (d. 526), raised Verona, along with Ravenna and Pavia,
to the rank of a royal residence. The town was taken by Narses (p. 432)
in 555 and by the Longobard king Alboin in 568 ; the latter fell a victim
to the vengeance of his wife Rosamund, daughter of the conquered ruler
of Yerona, whom he had forced to drink wine out of her father's skull.

The Frankish monarchs Pepin, son of Charlemagne, and, after the Caro-
lingian epoch, Berengarius I., ruled here. Emp. Otho the Great united
the district of Verona with the duchy of Bavaria. After 1164 Verona
headed the league of Yenetian cities against Frederick Barbarossa. During
the fierce contests between Guelphs and Ghibellines the terrible Ezzelino
da Romano (p. 28) occupied Yerona in 1227. In 1260, the year after
Ezzelino's death, Mastino della Scala, another Ghibelline, was elected
Podesta. The Scaligers, the great princes of his house, inaugurated a
glorious period for the city. Mastino was assassinated in 1277, but his
brother and successor Albert (1277-1301) secured the supremacy of his line.

Romeo and Juliet (comp. p 305) are said to have loved and died in the
reign of Albert's son Bartoiomeo (1301-4), and then also Dante made Verona
his first place of refuge on his banishment from Florence. The greatest
member of this illustrious family was Can Francesco., or ^Can Grande /.'

(1312-29), who captured Yicenza and subdued Padua after a long struggle.
His brilliant court numbered Dante among its guests. Mastino II. (1329-51)
at first conquered Brescia, Parma, and Lucca, but his rule was after-

wards restricted to Yerona and Yicenza by a league formed by Florence,
Ycnice, and Milan. Can Grande II., his successor, was murdered by
his brother Can Signorio in 1359; and in 1387 the latter's son Antonio,
who also had endeavoured to secure his possession by fratricide, was
expelled by Gian Galeazzo Visconti (p. 151). Through Giacomo da
Carrara (comp. p. 331) the town fell to Padua in 1404, but in 1405 it

passed to the Venetians, from whom it was temporarily captured by the
Milanese in 1439 and by Emp. Maximilian I. in 1509-17. In 1527 et seq.

Yerona was surrounded with new walls and bastions by the Venetians
under Sanmicheli. After the destruction of the Castello San Pietro and
he Castello San Felire (1801) the town was again strongly fortified by
the Austrians, who had taken possession of it in 1814. Along with
I'eschiera, Mantua, and I.cgnago (p. 314) Yerona now formed the famous
'Quadrilatf.'ral', finally with a garrison of 36,000 mcin, the chief support

f AuHtrian rule in Italy until 1866.

In the history of AiajniTECTURE Yerona is important, both on account
"f its mcdijpval buildings, and an the birthj)lace of Fra Giocondn (1435-

1515), one of tJio most famous ami IcarrKMl archittM'ts of the early Re-
naisaancc, whose works are to be found at Ycnice, Paris, Troviso (forti-
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fications), and Rome, aiul as the home oi Michele Sanmicheli (1484-1559),

who sought to unite tlio beauty of the Doric order with the grim strength

of military fortifications and adorned the city with a series of sumptuous
edifices. In judging of the Verona palaces we must bear in mind that

it was customary here, as at various other towns of the Venetian 'terra

forma', to adorn the facades with paintings. Traces of tliis may be seen

near San Fcrmo, by the Porta Borsari, in the Piazza delle Erbe, and else-

where. — The earlier Veronese Painters of the second half of the 14th

cent, were superior especially in colouring to the Florentine school of

Giotto. The chief of these masters was Alticliiero, to whom is ascribed

the fresco in Sant'Anastasia (p. 302), the only monument of the period
in Verona (other frescoes in Padua, see pp. 336, 337). A follower of

Altichiero was Martino da Verona (p. 308), who was influenced by Giotto
also. A new period of importance began about 1420 with the work of

Stefano da Zevio (b. 1393), an artist partly of northern origin and greatly
influenced by the French miniature painters, and of Ant. Pisa7io, sur-

named Pisanello (ca. 1395-1455), celebrated also as a medallist, who worked
chiefly in Mantua, Ferrara, and elsewhere. After them came LiberaJe
da Verona (1451-15.36), especially noteworthy for his miniatures, Dome-
nico Morone fb. 1442), Girolamo dai Libri (1474-1556), Francesco Moro7ie
(1474-1529), the greatest of this group, Francesco Caroto (1470-1546), and
Paolo Morando, surnamed Cavazzdla (1486-1522). Bonifazio dei Pitati
(1487-1553), though a native of Verona, flourished entirely in Venice. On
the other hand Paolo Calidri, surnamed Veronese (1528-88), also resident
in Venice, owed his artistic development to the influence of his native
place. — In the history of Sculpture Verona likewise holds a place of some
importance, as is evidenced by the Romanesque reliefs on the doorway
of the Cathedral and on the fagade of San Zcno, the font of San Giovanni
in Fonte, and the Gothic equestrian monuments of the Scaligers.

Comp. 'The Story of Verona', by the Hon. Alethea Wiel (1902).

a. Quarters on the Right Bank of the Adige.

The *PiAzzA DELLE Erbe (PI. E, 3), the ancient forum, now the

fruit and vegetable market, is one of the most picturesque squares

in Italy. In the centre rises the Capitello, sometimes erroneously

called the Berlina (pillory), a canopy borne by four columns, dating

in its present form from the t6th cent, and formerly used for the

elections of the Signori and the Podesta. To the N. of it is a

Fountain (1368), with the so-called Madonna Verona, an antique

marble statue from Rome (head and arms restored in the middle

ages). The Marble Column (1523) at the N. end of the piazza

bears the lion of St. Mark (comp. p. 297), restored in 1886.

The brick building on the W. side, at the corner of the Via Pellic-

ciai, is the Casa dei Mercanti, dating from 1301, but rebuilt in

1878 and now the Chamber of Commerce. On the N. side rises the

magnificent Palazzo Trezza (formerly Maffei)^ built in the baroque

style in 1668, with a curious spiral staircase. The lofty Torre del

Gardello (1370), to the left in the Vicolo Monte, served as a clock-

tower until 1810. The Casa Mazzanti, at the corner to the right,

on the Corso Sant'Anastasia (p. 302), was originally built by the

Scaligers, but was restored in 1535. It is adorned with frescoes

by Alberto Cavalli, an imitator of Griulio Romano; at the back, in

the Via Mazzanti (p. 301;, is an ancient outside staircase.
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Passing throngh an archway in the Via Costa, between the

Domns Nova and the Torre del Comune (see below), we enter the

handsomely paved —
*PiAzzA DEI SiGNOEi or PiAzzA Dante (PI. E, F, 3), the old

name of which recalls the Scaligers. On its W. side, between Via

Costa and the Volto Barbaro, rises the so-called Domus Nova,
erected in the 13th cent, as the residence of the Podesta and the

judges but rebuilt in 1659. Above the gateway of the courtyard

is a fine baroque coat of arms. — The group of buildings on the

S. side, at the corner of the Piazza delle Erbe, is the Palazzo del

Comune or Pal. della Bagione (p. 172), the old Municipio founded

in 1193. Its main iagade is of the Renaissance period (1524), but

the rest of the exterior was modernized at the beginning of the

19th cent, by Grius. Barbieri. In the court (Mercato vecchio),

which contains a grand flight of steps in the Grothic style (1446-50),

is the entrance to the Torre del Comune (272 ft. high), said to have

been erected in 1172 but altered in 1448 (fine view; adm. 50 c.;

laborious ascent). — Farther on, beside a battlemented tower of the

Scaligers, is the former Palazzo del Capitano (p. 334), now law
courts ^Tribunal), originally a residence of the Scaligers but altered

in 1530-31. The Porta dei Bombardieri (1687), in the court, is in

a florid baroque style. — On the E. side of the piazza is the

Prefettura, also a former residence of the Scaligers (13th cent.),

altered in the 16th cent, for the use of the Podesta; the fine portal

is by Sanmicheli. — On the N. side stands the —
*Palazzo del Consiglio, or Old Toivn Hall, usually called

La Loggia, one of the finest early-Renaissance buildings in N.

Italy, erected in 1476-93, probably from designs hy Fra Giocondo,
and restored in 1873. By the door are two fine bronze statues by
Girol. Campagna, representing the Annunciation. Over the door

is the inscription, placed here by the Venetians: 'Pro summa fide

suraraus amor 1592'. Above are statues of celebrated ancient Vero-

nese: Cornelius Nepos, Catullus, Vitruvius, the younger Pliny, and
yErailius Macer, the poet and friend of Virgil. On the wall are

busts of famous modern Veronese. On the upper floor (custodian

in the court) is the Sala del Consiglio Provinciale, with old frescoes

^ca. 1600), one of which represents the submission of Verona to the

Venetians and gives an early view of the Piazza delle Erbe.
The entrancGH to the I'iazza dei Signori arc spanned by archways.

Above the arch next the Lop^ia, behind the monument to Dante (1865),

is a statue of the physician and poet Oirol. Fracantoro (d. 1553) by
Danese Cattaneo ('1559). In tlie W. cornc^r is a statue of Scipione Maffei,
the historian ('H575-1755), by O. A. Final! (1750); heliind it, in the Via
Mazzanti (p, 300), is a picturesque Well Ifea/l (puteale) of H78.

The Via Santa Maria Antica, the passage adjoining the Tribunal,

leads to the ancient church of Santa Maria Ardica (restored in

the original style), with Romanesque campanile, and the imposing
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*Tonibs of the Scaligers {Scaligere; PI. F, 3), the stern G-othic

forms of which immortalize the masculine genius of the dynasty.

The ladder (scala), their crest, often recurs on the elaborate Grothic

railings.

Over the church-door are the sarcophagus and a copy (original in the

Museo Civico) of the equestrian statue of Can Grande I. delta Scala
(d. 1329); adjoining it, the wall-monument of Giovanni della Scala (d.

1350J and the sarcophagus of Mastino I. (d. 1277). Next to the Piazza

dei Signori is the monument of Mastino II, (d. 1351), another sarco-

phagus witli canopy and equestrian statue. The similar monument at the

opposite corner of the street, executed by Bonino da Campione (much
restored in 1904) for Can Signorio (d. 1375) during his life-time, is em-
bellished with statues of Christian heroes and virtues. The sarcophagi
between these, bearing the same crest, have no names. (The custodian
lives in a house to the right of the church; fee 25c. each person.)

We pow proceed to the N. to the Corso SantAVastasia, at the

E. end of which rises the Dominican church of *Sant'Anastasia
(PI. F, 2), a Gothic edifice erected about 1290-1323 and 1422-81.

It has an unfinished brick fagade with a portal in marble, on the

right side of which are tw^o reliefs of 1436, representing the

Preaching and Death of St. Peter Martyr; the fresco in the lunette

dates from the 14th century.
The Interior, borne by 12 columns, is remarkable for boldness and

symmetry of proportion : the late-Gothic decoration of the vaulting dates
from 1437, the elaborate altars from the 15-18th centuries. On the first

columns to the left and right are 16th cent, holy water basins supported
by hump-backed dwarfs, the so-called 'Gobbi di Sant' Anastasia'. By
the first altar to the right is the monument of the Genoese doge Giano
Fregoso (d. 1529), afterwards a Venetian general, by Danese Cattaneo
(1565). Above the 3rd altar, which is adorned with exquisite early-
Renaissance ornamentation, is a fresco of the Entombment, by Liberate
da Verona. The frame-work of the 4th altar is an imitation of the ancient
Arco dei Gavi beside the Castel Vecchio, removed in 1805; altar-piece,
St. Martin by Caroto. — In the next small chapel, above the wall-tomb
of Gianesello do Folgaria (d. 1425), are an Entombment of the 15th cent.,

a wooden crucifix of the 15th cent., and a fine iron lamp. — In the riglit

transept are a fine early-Renaissance altar, with paintings of St. Paul by
Cavazzota, and a Madonna with saints by Girotamo dai Libri, in a
tasteful frame. — In the second chapel of the choir, on the right (locked),
above the tomb of Fed. Cavallo (d. 1396), is a *Fresco by Attichiero,
Knights of tlio Cavalli family kneeling before the Virgin. The adjoining
Capp. [Pellegrini (on the left) contains *Terracotta reliefs from the life of
Christ by a N. Italian artist of the early-Renaissance (admirable kneeling
figure of the donor, to the right of the Descent from the Cross). On the
outside, above the arch at the entrance, is a fresco of St. George and
the dragon fthe principal figure much damaged), by Pisanetto. — In the
choir, to the left, is the painted *Tomb of General Sarego, probably by
Rosso of Florence (p. 572; 1424-29). Behind the high-altar are some fine
early-Renaissance stalls. — In the adjoining Cappella Lavagnoli (left)

are frescoes, by Benaglio, the Miraculous Draught of Fishes, the Cruci-
fixion, and Christ preaching by the Lake of Galilee (Lago di Garda in

the background). — The left transept contains frescoes by Boninsegna
and Stefano da, Zevio, and a picture by Liberate da Verona, Assumption
of Mary Magdalen, with SS. Catharine and Juliana. — Above the 4th altar
(from the entrance) in the left aisle. Descent of the Holy Ghost by
Nice. Giol/ftno {IhlH); above is the same subject *al fresco' hy Michele da
Verona. At each side are four statues of saints. Over the 2ud altar,
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Christ with SS. Erasmus and George, by Giolflno. Over the 1st altar

painted sculptures by Michele da Verona (about 1500).

To the left of the church, over a gateway, is the marble sarco-

phagus of Count Gruglielmo da Castelharco, the Scaligers' friend

(p. 24); behind are three others (14-1 5th cent.). — The church of

San Pietro Martire, formerly San Giorgetto dei Domenicanij
contains a curious allegorical fresco by Griov. Maria Falconetto

:

Madonna enthroned with kneeling Teutonic knights (1514); key at

the adjacent Collegio Provinciale. — We now proceed to the K
through the Via Liceo and the Via Duomo to the —

Cathedral (Diiomo ; PL F, 1, 2), a Romanesque structure of the

12th cent., the nave and the Grothic windows of the fagade dating

from the 15th. Behind the colums and griffins of the handsome
portal are Roland and Oliver, the paladins of Charlemagne, in rough

relief, executed according to the inscription by Nicolaus (1135).

On the outside of the apse are pilasters with an architrave, in the

antique style. Beside the cathedral rises an unfinished campanile,

designed by Sanmicheli, resting upon an ancient basis.

The Interior consists of nave and aisles, with eight red marble pillars.

The walls adjoining and above the first three altars on the right and
left are adorned with decorative paintings by Falconetto (1503). Above
the rood-loft, designed by Sanmicheli, is a bronze crucifix by Giam-
hattista da Verona. The Adoration of the Magi, over the 2nd altar to

the right, is by Liberate da Verona, with wings by Giolflno. At the
end of the right aisle is the Tomb of St. Agatha, a Grothic monument
of 135.3 enclosed in beautiful Renaissance frame-work (1508). In the choir
are frescoes from the life of the Virgin, executed by Franc. Torbido
from drawings by Giulio Romano. — Over the 1st altar on the left,

Assumption by Titian (ca. 1525; frame by Sansovino).

To the left of the choir a corridor leads to San Gtiovanni in

FoN'TE, the ancient baptistery, of the 12th cent.; excellent Roman-
esque reliefs on the font (12th cent.); to the right of the choir.

Madonna enthroned with two saints and donor, altar-piece by
Caroto (1513). — In the Romanesque Cloisters, on the N. side of the

church, is an early-Christian mosaic (covered; 30 c. to the custodian).

On the N. side of the Piazza del Duomo (No. 19) is the Palazzo
DEI Canonici fPl. F, 1), containing the Bihlioteca Capifolare with

its precious MSS., among which Niebuhr discovered the Institutes

of Gaius in 1816 fadm. in the forenoon).

In the Piazza Vescovado, behind the cathedral, is theVESCOVADO
(PI. F, 1), or bishop's residence, with a Renaissance fa(;;ade (1502)

and a chapel containing three paintings by Librrale daVerona,
a Madonna by Morone, and a Raising of Lazarus by Caroto (1531).

— The neighbouring bridges Ponte drlla Pietra (PI. F, G, 2;

p. 311) and P<mte Garibaldi (V\. E, 1; p. 312) lead to Veronetta.

We now follow the Stradone Duomo and the Via Sani'Kuf<Miii;i

to the W. At the ond of the latter rises the church of Sant'Euf6mia
(V\. E, 2, 3j, a Gothic .sirneiure of the; 13-14ih c(!nf.,wiih Madonnas
by Moretto (Ist altar on the left; restored^ and Dotii. Urusasorci
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(3rd altar on the right) and *Frescoes (story of Tobias etc.), by Ca-

roto (in the Capp. Spolverini, to the right of the choir; much injured).

A little to the S. of Sant'Eufemia is the Corso Porta Borsari,

which begins at the Piazza delle Erbe and leads to the Porta dei
Borsari (PI. D, 3), a town -gate erected under Emp. Gallienus,

A.D. 265, in the later Roman style; the entablature has disappeared.

To the W. this street is prolonged by the Corso Cayour (PI. D,

C, 3), once a chief thoroughfare of Verona, with several hand-

some palaces. To the right (No. 2) is the baroque Palazzo Carlofti

(1665); to the left the Renaissance PaZas;^^ Scannagatti (16th cent.;

now the Banca d'ltalia; PI. D, 3). Opposite (No. 10) is the Gothic

Palazzo Pozzoni. Farther on, to the left, in a small piazza, is the

church of Santi Apostoli (PL D, 3), with a very ancient tower and

a Romanesque apse; below it is the church of Santa Teuteria,

founded in the 8th century. — Also on the left (No. 19) is the hand-

some *Pal. Bevilacqua, by Sanmicheli (1530), a technical institute

since 1905. — Opposite is the small church of San Lorenzo (11th

cent.?), a Romanesque edifice, with round towers on the fagade. The
interior, restored in 1896-98, has galleries supported alternately

by pillars and columns and contains remains of old frescoes.

Farther on, on the right, are the Pal. Portalupi, by Gaet. Pinter

(1802-4; No. 38), and the Pal. Canossa, by Sanmicheli (1530-37;

No. 44). The latter has a fine portico and colonnaded court, with

an attica added in 1770; the main saloon on the upper floor has a

large fresco in the vaulting by Giov. Batt. Tiepolo (Ascent of Her-

cules to the Temple of Fame).

The neighbouring Piazzetta di Castel Vecchio (PI. C, 3) affords

a picturesque view of the imposing pinnacled Bridge (1354-55)

which connects the Castel Vecchio (PL C, 3), the castle of Can
Grande II. (14th cent.), now a barrack, with the Borgo Trento on

the left bank of the Adigo (open to passengers during the day).

From the Castello to San Zeno, see p. .306. The Stradone San Ber-
nardino leads to the W. to San Bernardino (p. .306), while the Corso is

prolonged to the S.W. to the Porta del Polio {^. 305).

To the S. of the Corso Cavour, and connected with it by several

lanes, lies the busy Piazza Vittorio Emanuele (PI. D, 4; 'corso'

in the evening), still usually called Piazza Bra (from ^pratvm\
meadow), with an equestrian Statue of Victor Emmanuel II. On
the N. side of the piazza is the Pal. Malfatti (formerly Pal.

Guastaverza)^ by Sanmicheli.

On the E. side of the piazza rises the famous Roman *Ainphi-
theatre (Arena ; PI. D, 4), erected under Diocletian about A. D. 290,
and known in German lore as the abode of Dietrich (Theodoric) of

Bern (p. 299). It was 105 ft. in height, 167 yds. long, and 134 yds.

wide. Since the earthquake of 1814 the only remains of the outer

wall ('ala') with its three stories are four arcades on the N. side.
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Around the Interior (cntr. from the "W. side by arcade No. Y; adm.
1 fr., Sun. free; closed at sunset; guide superfluous) rise 43 tiers of
steps of grey or reddish-yellow limestone (gradually restored since the
end of the 16th cent.), on which about 25,000 spectators could sit. Fine
view from the highest steps. Two doors at the ends of the longer dia-

meter afforded access to the arena itself (83 by 48V2 yds.).

On the E. side of the Amphitheatre, in the Piazza Mura G-allieno,

a fragment of tlie Late-Roman City Wall has been preserved.

Adjoining the Amphitheatre on the S.W. stands the Municipio
(PL D, 4; formerly a guard-house), erected in 1836-38 in the classic-

ist style by Grius. Barbieri.

The wide Yia Pallone, beginning behind the Municipio, leads to the
S.E., skirting the wall of the former Citadel of the time of dian Galeazzo
Yisconti (p. 299; now used as barracks), to the Ponte Aleardi (PI. E, 6; toll

2 c.) and the Cimitero (p. 309). — Immediately to the left, at the corner of
Yia Scipione Maffei, is the Palazzo Da Lisca (formerly Pal. Ridolfl; PL
D, 5); it contains in the saloon a famous fresco by Dom. Brusasorci, r.e-

presenting the Entry into Bologna of Charles Y. and Clement YII. (p. 471).

A little to the S. of the Yia Pallone, on the Campo di Fiera (PL
D, E, 5, 6; horse-market), which occupies the site of a Franciscan mon-
astery, is a modern Romanesque cloister (1899; adm. 50 c.) containing a

mediaeval trough called the Tomha di Giulietta, or ^Tomh of Juliets
The whole scene is prosaic and unattractive. Shakespeare's play of
'Romeo and Juliet' is founded on a romance by the poet Luigi da Porto.
A monument to Shakespeare, by Renato Cattani, was erected here in

1910. The house of the Capuletti, Juliet's parents, see p. 307.

The W. side of the Piazza Bra is occupied by the Gran
Guardia Vecehia (PL D, 4), or old guard-house, begun in 1610-14

by Dom. Curtoni but not completed until 1821. Adjacent are the

Portoni delta Bra, an old gateway with a tower, probably another

fragment of G-ian Galeazzo's fortifications.

In the courtyard of the Teatro Filarmonico, built by Franc.

Bibiena in 1716 and rehuilt in 1760, is the Museo Lapidario
Maffeiano (PL C, 4), founded by Scipione Maffei (p. 301), containing

Etruscan, Greek, Roman, early-Christian, and mediaeval inscriptions,

interesting antique sculptures (under the portions of the theatre to

the left, on the wall, 728. ^Esculapius and Hygieia, an Attic votive

relief, 4th cent. B.C.), and columns of the Lombard ciborium men-
lionf'd on p. 289. Yisitors enter by the iron gate (adm. 50 c; open
8-7 on week-days, 8-2 on Sun., in winter 9-3 or 10-2).

Passing through the Portoni we reach the Corso Yitt. Ema-
NiKLE (PL C, R, 4, 5), in which is a statue of Michele ^aninicheli,

'grande nella arcliitettura civile e religiosa, massimo nella militare'.

At the end of the Corso rises the handsome Porta Nvova (PL B, 6),

by Sanmicbeli. Outside this gate are the Stazione Porta Nuova
(p. 297) and the danale Jadiifftrialpy or Adige Canal, completed in

1888, with several faetori(!S.

From the Voriw Nuova nn avenue L^ads to tlie N.W. to the

*Porta del Palio ^formerly l^orta Htiipa; PL A, 4), built by

Savmirlieli, and admirfd by CJoetbe. — "We now follow the Si r.'i cl-

one di Porta I'alio and (left) the Vicolo San Bernardino to —
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San Bernardino (PI. A, 3), a Franciscan church of 1451-66.

We enter from the E. angle, through the pretty cloisters. Above
the door to the left of the church is a fresco, St. Bernardino, by

Cavazzola (if the church-door be closed, ring in the corner to the left).

Interior. 1st chapel on the right: Frescoes of legendary subjects
by Giolflno. — 2n(l altar on the right, Madonna enthroned, with SS. Greorge

and Jerome, by Franc. Buonsignori (1488). — 5th chapel: on the altar-

wall , copies from Cavazzola (originals in the Museo Civico) ; above,
*Crncifixion with the Virgin and St. John, an early work by Fr. Morone
(1498); on the left, Christ parting from his mother by Cai'oto, and three
paintings from the Passion by Giolpno. — At the end to the right is

tlie *CappeUa Pellegrini, by Sanmicheli (1557, restored 1793), with
beautiful Renaissance decoration. — In the choir, to the left, Madonna
enthroned, with saints, by Benaglio. — Organ of 1481. On the organ-
doors are SS. Bernardino and Francis, and (over the portal) SS. Bona-
ventura and Lodovico, by Fr. Morone. — The Cloisters and one of the

chapels contain frescoes by Giolflno (early works). — In the Eefectory
of the monastery, formerly the library, frescoes by Dom. Morone, acces-

sible only from the street.

In the poorer N.W. quarter of the town, reached hence by the

Vicolo San Bernardino or from the Castel Vecchio (p. 304) by fol-

lowing the embankment on the Adige, with its fine views (tramway,

see p. 298), lies the quiet Piazza San Zeno with the church of

*San Zeno Maggiore (PI. A, 2), the finest Romanesque building

in N". Italy. The interior of this flat-roofed basilica, which dates

from the 11th cent., is supported by alternate columns and pillars.

The nave and the noble facade were altered after 1138, the choir

was rebuilt in 1386-98, and the whole building restored since 1870.
The Portal, the columns of which rest on lions of red marble, is

embellished with Romanesque reliefs of Scriptural subjects by Nicolaus
and Guilelmus or Wiligelmus (1139). Below, to the right, the Arian
lioretic Theodoric, as a wild huntsman, is speeding lieadlong to the devil;
to the left are jousting scenes (also badly damaged). At the top of the
door-posts are the twelve months. The doors are covered with rude bronze
reliefs from the Bible and the life of St. Zeno, probably the work of
German artists (ll-12th cent.).

In the Interior the curious wooden ceiling of the nave (14th cent.)

and the elaborate frescoes in the aisles (12-1.3th cent.) should be noticed.

On the entrance-wall is a fine Grothic crucifix. In the corner to the right,

an ancient octagonal font; behind it, a fresco of St. Zeno (14th cent.).

The holy-water basin, by the 1st column on the right, rests on an in-

verted antique capital ; opposite is an ancient porphyry vase. — At the
end of the right aisle, before ascending to the choir, we see on the right
an altar between two columns of brown marble, resting upon a lion and
a bull. — On the Choir Screen are marble statues of Christ and the
Apostles (oa. 1200), still retaining traces of colouring. On the wall below
are ornaments and figures of animals in coloured low relief. In the
choir, to the right, is a painted marble figure of St. Zeno (d. 380), a
fisherman and afterwards Bishop of Verona, ascribed to the 9th century.
Gothic choir-stalls. Beside the high-altar, to the right, is an admirable
Picture (covered ; best light in the early morning) by Mantegna (1459)

:

Madonna enthroned, with angelic musicians and saints; on the left,

SS. Peter, Paul, John, and Augustine; on the right, SS. John the Baptist,
Gregory, Lawrence, and Benedict, in solemn attitude and full of indi-

viduality, with remarkably rich accessories. (The predella pictures arc
copies.) — The spacious Crypt contains the bronze reliquary of St. Zeno,
designed by the brothers Spazzi (1889).
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On the S. side of the fagade rises a slender Romanesque Cam-
panile (11-1 2th cent.). The massive Tower on the IST. side, with

its Ghibelline battlements (p. 562), and the Cloisters (altered in the

14th cent.), with graceful, partly Grothic, double columns, are the

last relics of a Benedictine convent (suppressed in 1770) repeatedly-

inhabited by the mediaeval German emperors on their expeditions

to Rome. On the top floor of the tower are some interesting late-

Romanesque wall-paintings (fee to the sacristan, 50 c).

To the N.W. of San Zeno is the Porta San Zeno (PL A, 1),

erected in 1540 by Sanmicheli.

We now return from the Piazza Bra (p. 304) to the N.E. to the

Piazza delle Erbe by the narrow Via Mazzini (PI. D, E, 4, 3), the

chief thoroughfare of the city.

In the Via Scala, one of the S. side-lanes of the Via Mazzini, is the church
of Santa Maria delta Scala (PI. E, 3), with an early-Renaissance portal.

On the left side of the Via Cappello (PI. E, 3), to the S. of the

Piazza delle Erbe, is an old house (13th cent.; No. 7), now belonging

to the town (tablet), said to be that of Juliet's parents (Capuletti;

p. 305). The street then takes the name of Via San Sebastiano
(PI. E, F, 3, 4), in which, adjoining the church of San Sebastiano,

is the Biblioteca Coraunale (open in winter 9-3 and 6-9, in summer
9-4, on Sun. and holidays 9-12), founded in 1792, and containing

numerous records.

In the Via Leoni (PL E, 4), the prolongation of the same street,

on the left, beyond No. 3, is the Arco dei Leoni, part of a Roman
double gateway, supposed to be coeval with the Porta dei Borsari

(p. 304j, but of superior execution, bearing an inscription partially

preserved. Behind it are remains of a still older arch.

Near this is the double church of *Saii Fermo Maggiore
fPl. E, F, 4), erected in the Romanesque style in 1065(?)-1143 by

the Benedictines; the upper church, with the exception of the cam-
panile and two apses, was rebuilt in the Gotliic style about 1313
by the Franciscans. The interesting fa(^ade is decorated witli bi'ick

and marble. On the left side of it is the sarcophagus of Aventino

Fracastoro (d. 1368), physician of Can G-rande I.

The Intekiok, entered by the left side-door (visitors knock) has no
aisleH. Fine old roof in larcli-wood. Above tlie main entrance is an
early Veronese fresco (llth (;ent.) of the Crucifixion. Adjacent, on the
left wall, is the monument of the Breuzoni, with sculptures by Rohho
(p. 302; 1420); above is a fragment of a fresco by Pisanello, the Annun-
ciation. — Over the side-entrance on tbe loft, fresco of tbe Crucifixion
(lith cent.); in the chapel to tbe left. Altar-piece by Caroto (1528),
Madonna, St. Anna, and the (Uiild witb four saints. In the adjoining
space, behind a railing, is tb<; inorjunuuit of tbe pbysician (iir. (b^lla Torre,
by Iticcio (tbe bronze rcli(;fs, now in tb*; Louvre;, arc her*! rcplaccul by
copies). - (Jbapel on tbe left of tbe <;boir, St. Antbony witb four otber
saints, bv Liberate da Verona. — 3rd altar on tbe rigbt in tbo nave,

Trinity, Madonna in clouds, Tobias and tbe angel, and a saint, by Franc.
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Torbido. — lu the 2n(l chapel is the elaborate tomb of the jurist BarnabR
da Morano (d. M12), by Ant. da Mestre, close to the Gothic marble
pulpit (13%) presented by him. The fragmentary frescoes adjoining this

chapel (Last Judgment and legendary scenes, such as the meeting of the

three living and the three dead) and the frescoes on the pulpit (Elijah in

the Fiery Chariot, Moses before the Burning Bush, etc.) are by Martina
da Verona (p. 300).

From the sacristy we descend to the Lower Church, an interesting

Romanesque basilica supported by piers, formerly reached by means of

eight stairs.

b. Left Bank of the Adige (Veronetta).

The Via Leoni ends at the iron Ponte delle Navi (PL F, 4),

which was erected in 1893 on the site of two stone bridges destroyed

by inundations of the Adige in 1757 and 1882. It affords a good

survey of the choir and transept of San Fermo, and also up the river

to the Castello San Pietro (p. 312).

Just below the bridge, on the Lungadige Porta Vittoria, is the

*Palazzo Lavezzola Pompei (PI. F, 5), whicli was erected by San-
micheli about 1530 and became the property of the tov/n in 1833.

Since 1854 it has contained the Museo Civico (open in summer
9-4, in winter 9-3, adm. 1 fr. ; on holidays from 10 a.m., free;

visitors ring), which was enlarged and rearranged in 1904-10.

Director, Dr. Ant. Avena.
Ground Floor. In Eoom I, to the right of the entrance, is a Museo

del Risorgimento (p. 176). Room II. Roman antiquities from the bed
of the Adige and the province of Verona (in the centre, a leaden coffin;

in the window-cabinet, surgical instruments). — Room III. Prehistoric
antiquities from the lake-dwellings of the Lago di Grarda, from the pro-
vince of Verona, and from the Euganaean hills; collection of vases. —
Room IV. Ethnographical collections from Japan, Eritrea, and elsewhere.
— Court I. Plaster casts of modern sculptures; also, in the centre, the
weather-heatcn equestrian statue of Can Grande I. (p. 302). In the passage
into the II. Court, Mediaeval sculptures and architectural fragments. The
adjacent room on the right contains natural history collections (line fossils

from Bolca, p. 313). — Court II. Roman altars, tombstones, architectural
fragments, and marble sculptures. — From the vestibule we ascend to
the left to the —

First Floor, with the *Pinacoteca or picture-gallery (over 2000
pictures), containing a splendid collection of works of the Veronese school,
(iood catalogue (1910; 3 fr.). — On the staircase are frescoes. — Room III.

On easels: 90. Pisanello C^), Madonna in a rose-garden; 359. Stefano da
Zevio, Same subject; 838. Liberate da Verona, Marriage - chest of the
Sambonifacio family, with the triumph of Chastity and Love. On the
entrance-wall: Franc. Buonsignori, 148. Madonna (1483), 271. Madonna
enthroned, with SS. Onuphrius, Jerome, Christopher, and a bishop (1484).
— Room IV. 2J9, 2062. Nice. Giolfino, Madonna in the clouds, with
saints; Liberale da Verona, 430. Adoration of the Child, 176. Adoration
of the Magi, 377. Descent from the Cross, 798. St. Sebastian (on an easel).
— Room V. Francesco Caroto, 119. Madonna, 300. Christ washing the
disciples' feet, with the Madonna and David in the clouds, 251. St. Catha-
rine, 114. Holy Family (under Giulio Romano's influence), 260. Adoration
of tiie Child, *3i3. Tobias with the three archangels (on an easel); Girol.
dai Libri, 253, liaptism of Christ, 252. Madonna enthroned, with SS.
Rochus and Sebastian, *333. Madonna in clouds, with SS. Andrew and
Peter (1533), *339. Holy Family with Tobias and the angel (fine land-
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scape; 1530), 290. Adoration of the Child, with richly detailed landscape. —
Room VI. Franc. Morone, 259. St. Catharine and the donor, 305. Christ

washing the disciples' feet, *330. Trinity with John the Baptist and Mary
(early work), *182. Madonna (on an easel); Oavazzola, *298. Christ and
St. Thomas, with Descent of the Holy Spirit and Ascension in the back-
ground, *335. Madonna with angels, saints, and donor (1522), from San
Bernardino, the master's last work, recalling the school of Ferrara in

its colouring. Five scenes from the Passion, also from San Bernardino,
1517 (394. Bearing of the Cross, 303. Scourging of Christ, 308. Christ
crowned with thorns, *390. Gethsemane, *392. Descent from the Cross,
with the Adige and the Castcllo San Pietro in the background). — Room YII,
to the right of R. V. 3. IVanc. 2'orhido, Madonna; 244. Ant. Badile
(teacher of Paolo Veronese), Madonna enthroned, with SS. Peter, Andrew,
and John, in^ the background the Piazza dei Signori (1544). — On the right

is a passage*(VIII) containing miniatures by Liberale da Verona, Girol.
dal Libri, and others, and leading to Room IX, in which are pictures
from village churches in the province of Verona. — Room X, adjoining
on the right. Paolo Veronese, 31. Baptism of Christ (studio-jjiece), 243.

Madonna enthroned, with two saints and the donors, *267. Portrait of
Pasio Guarienti (an early work; 1556), 245. Entombment. — We pass
through R. IX to Room XI : 13. Paolo Farinato, Christ brought before
the people by Pilate. — We return to E. IX and turn to the left into
Room XII, with works by unimportant Veronese artists (16-18th cent.). —
The staircase to the right leads to Rooms XIII-XV, containing modern
sculptures and paintings. In R. XIV: 1249. Angelo dalV Oca Bianca,
The cruel woman. In R. XV: 1345. Mose Bianchi, Chioggia; 1262.

P. Fragiacomo, Venetian lagoon ; 1365. Franc. SartorelU, San Francesco
del Deserto (p. 415); 2053. Ang. dalV Oca Bia^ica, All Saints' Day (on
an easel). — We descend the staircase to Room XVI, with works by
Venetian masters (15-18th cent.). On a screen: 222, 223, 225, 959, 960.

Franc. Guardi (p. 352), Views in Venice; 749. G. B. Tiepolo, Sketcli
for a ceiling-painting; to the right, 51. Titian, Portrait; to the left, 87.

Mantegna, Holy Family (studio-piece); *365. lac. Bellini, Crucifixion
(restored). On easels: 306. lac. Bellini {'^) , St. Jerome; *351. Carlo
C'rivelli, Madonna with angels (an early work); *77. Giov. Bellini, Ma-
donna (an early work). — Room XVII. 1143, 1144. Views in Verona
(18th cent.). ~- Room XVIII (Italians of various schools). To the right,

780. Bern. Strozzi, Portrait; 155. Fra^ic. Francia, Holy Family; to the
left, *194. Bern. Cavallino (of Naples), Christ and the Woman taken in
adultery. By the exit, M. Pietro Peruglno, Adoration of the Child. —
Room XIX (foreign schools). 104. Style of Altdorfer (here ascribed to

M. Feaelen), Portrait of the Vicar Kolb; 830. Jac. Jordaens, Susannah
and the Eiders (on an easel). — Rooms XX & XXI contain frescoes. In
R. XX: 513. AlticUero {'^), CruciGxiou. In R. XXI: 326. Giov. Batt.
Zelotti, Allegory of music; no number, F7'anc. Morone, Baptism of
Christ, with medallions of tlie Evangelists.

The adjoininf^ Cappella Fompeiy a fragment of tlie churcli of

SantaMariadella VittoriaNuova, contains frescoes by Franc. Morone,
God the Father and the Four Kvano;elists (key at the Museum).

To the S. of the Porta Vittoria {V\. E, 5 ; 1838) is th(; Cimitero
(IM. F, 6), laid out on a grand scale in 1828, with its cyprc^ss avcMiue

and handsome gateway adorned with groups in marble by S])azzi;

in the interior are Doric colonnades and a domed churcli. It is open
till sunset.

Opposite the cemetery is the I'onte Aleardi (PI. E, (5), heading t<»

the Via Pallono and the Piazza Wrk (p. 304). -- The avemir on the left

bank of the Adige leadn acroHS the Uallway Bridge (fine vi<nvj to the

Porta Naova (p. 305).
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In the Via Veiiti Settembre, to the E. of the Ponte delle Navi,

rises San Paolo di Campo Marzo (PI. F, 5), with a fagade by

Al. Fompei (ca. 1763), who probably modernized the interior also.

The church contains Madonnas with saints by Girolamo dai Lihri
(3rd altar to the right), P. Veronese {Yig\\i transept), SLndBuonsignori

(to the left); over the high-altar, Madonna between SS. Paul and

Peter by Giov. Caroto.

Farther to the E. is the Vicolo Fiumicello, leading to the left

along a brook to Santi Nazzaro e Celso (PI. H, 4), an originally

Gothic church rebuilt in the Renaissance style in 1464-83.
In the right transept, on the right, two *Paintings on panel, John

the Baptist, and SS. Benedict, Nazarius, and Celsus, by Bart. Montagna.
A Pieta and St. Blaise with St. Juliana, in the sacristy, are by the same
artist. In the choir are frescoes by Farinato. In the Cappella di San
Biagio (left transept) is an altar-piece, Madonna and saints, by Buon-
signori (1519), in a fine old frame (accessories by Girol. dai Libri,
1527); in the altar -niche, frescoes by Bart. Montagna (history of St.

Blaise; much damaged); in the dome, faded frescoes by Falconetto (1493).

Hence we proceed to the N., through the Via Muro Padri, to the

Via Griardino Griusti, No. 10 in which, to the right, is the entrance

to the Pal. Giusti and the *Giardino Giusti (PL Gr, H, 3, 4), dating

from the middle of the 16th cent. (adm. on week-days, 8-7.30 in

summer, 10-5 in winter). Visitors ring at a gate on the right in

the court (20-30 c. to the gate-keeper). This beautiful park contains

numerous cypresses, some of them 400 years old and 130 ft. in

height. The loftily situated view-terrace (ascent through the turret

to the left above the central approach) commands a beautiful view

of Verona, the distant Apennines, Monte Pizzocolo (p. 284), and
Monte Guglielmo (p. 271; evening-light favourable).

Just short of the Pal. Giusti the Via Disciplina leads to the W. to

San Tommaso (PI. F, G, 3, 4), a brick structure of the 15th cent.,

whicli contains a fine altar-piece by Girol. dai Lihri, SS. Sebastian,
Rochus, and Job (last altar on the right).

A little to the N. of the Pal. Griusti, in the Interrato dell'Acqua

Morta, the ancient canal that till 1895 separated the island of the

Adige from Veronetta, lies the church of Santa Maria in Organo
(PI. Gr, 3), a foundation of the Lombard period, rebuilt by the Bene-

dictines in the Renaissance style in 1481, with an unfinished fagade

designed by Sanmicheli (1592).
Interior (if main portal is closed, try the side-door in the Via Santa

Maria in Organo). In the nave are *Frescoes by Franc. Morone, re-
presenting (right) Adam and Eve, the Flood, Abraham's Sacrifice, Joseph
sold by his Brethren, (left) Passage of the Red Sea, Moses receiving the
Tables of the Law, David and Goliath, Elijah in the Fiery Chariot. Third
altar on the left. Madonna and Child, with SS. Martin and Augustine
and two angelic musicians, by Franc. Morone (1503); 4th altar on the
left. Madonna with saints, by Savoldo (1533). Chapel to the left of the
choir, fresco of the Resurrection by Dom. Brusasorci. The seats in
front of the high-altar are ejiibellishcd with landscapes by Cavazzola
and Brusasorci. liehind it is a carved wooden candelabrum by Fra
Giovanni da Verona, who belonged to the monastery of this church.
Choir Stalls with intarsia (views of the town above, ornamentation at
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the sides and below), of 1499, by the same master. Chapel on the right
of the choir: Ascension, Shower of manna, Passover, frescoes by Oiolflno.
In the right transept are an altar-piece (St. Francesca Romana) by Guer-
cino (1639) and, on the wall in front, above, frescoes by Cavazzola (on
the left St. Michael, on the right St. Raphael with Tobias). — The Sac-
risty contains intarsias by Fra Giovanni; the elaborate wainscoting on
the left is later; the ceiling and friezes, with half-length *Portraits of
monks and saints, are by Francesco Morone.

From the end of the Via Santa Maria in Organo the Via San
Giovanni in Valle ascends to the right to the ancient little church
of San GriovANNi in Valle (PI. Gr, H, 2), mentioned as early as the

8th cent, and reconsecrated in 1164. It is aflat-roofed basilica,

borne by columns with very early capitals. Over the entrance is a

fresco of the Madonna by Stefano da Zevio, and in the crypt are

two early-Christian sarcophagi. — The Vicolo Borgo Tascherio and
the Via Redentore lead back to the Adige.

In the vicinity, above the Rigaste Redentore, on the W. slope

of the Colle San Pietro, lies the *Roinan Theatre (PI. Gr, 2),

dating from the time of Augustus and, next to the Amphitheatre,
the most important building of antiquity in Verona. Known in the

10th cent, as thePalatium of Theodoric and occupied since the early

middle ages by churches and private houses, this structure was
inadequately explored by Andrea Monga in 1834-61 and finally laid

bare by the municipality in 1904. Adm. 50 c; entrance at Rigaste

Redentore 2, where the objects which have been discovered are ex-

hibited (Scavi Monga and Scavi del Comune).
By the S. parodos, the tunnel-like passage between the auditorium

(cavea) and the stage -building (pulpitum), we reach the semicircular
orchestra, with the remains of the old conduit (euripus). The extant re-

mains of the stage-building, which is peculiar in having a semicircular
termination, consist of huge fragments of wall in reticulated work (opus
reticnlatum) and a number of pillars, which supported the stage (scaena).

The semicircular auditorium (diameter 113 yds.), on the slope of the hill,

was divided into two parts (maeniana) by a passage (praecinctio). The
twenty rows of marble seats (gradus) of the lower part, divided into
wedges by narrow staircases, have been partially restored. The southern-
most of the two single staircases ascending to the praecinctio is in parti-
cularly good preservation. Some of the supporting walls of the highest
part of the auditorium, where the people of the lower classes were accom-
modated, have escaped destruction.

A double flight of outside steps, dating from 1697-1703, leads

from the lower rows of seats in the theatre to the little church of

Santi Siro e Libera, of the time of Berengarius I. (p. 299), with
a Gothic facade (14th cent.). — The liigh wall to the left of this

church, constructed of stones from tlie tlieatre, is a fragment of

th<; convent of San Girolamo (15th cent.; of tlie Gesuati); the little

cliurch contains a fresco of tlie Annunciation l)y]<'ranc.Caroto(1508).

('lose by is the Ponte delUi Pletra, of which the two arches

next the left bank are Roman, while the three others and the tower
on the right bank date originally from the time of the Scaligcr

Alberto I. (1298), but were almost completely rebuilt in 1520.

Baedbkbr'8 Nortlieru Italy. 14ih Edit. 20
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Opposite the bridge we ascend a steep path with steps and

then the Via San Carlo to the Castello San Pietro (PL G, 2;

permission from the divisional commandant, Via San Tommaso), a

barrack erected by the Austrians (1854) on the site of a castle of

the Visconti, near which (beside the former church of San Pietro

del Castello) Berengarins I. was murdered in 924. From the entrance

and from the terrace of the barracks a splendid view may be en-

joyed. — Another barrack was erected by the Austrians (1840) on

the site of the Castello San Felice (PI. I, 1), which Grian Galeazzo

(p. 299) and the Venetians built of stones from the Amphitheatre.

In the Via San Carlo stands the church of Santo Stefano
(Pl.Gr, 1), perhaps the original cathedral, of very early date (8th cent.?)

but rebuilt in the 12th cent, as a Romanesque flat-roofed basilica

with pillars; the raised choir and its ambulatory date from the

14th century. In the right transept is an altar-piece, Madonna in

a glory, by Franc. Caroto: at the back of the choir is an old

bishop's chair (?). The crypt contains bishops' tombs of the early

middle ages. — Hence the Via Sant'Alessio leads to the W. to the

Piazza San Griorgio.

The church of San Giorgio in Braida, or San Giorgio

Maggio7^e (PI. F, 1 ; entrance usually by a side-door on the N.), was
rebuilt after 1477 and completed in the 16th cent, with the aid of

Sanmicheli. The interior contains an admirable collection of well-

preserved paintings by Veronese and Brescian masters.
W. wall, over the door: Tintoretto, Baptism of Christ; 1st altar on

the left, Franc. Caroto, St. Ursula (1545) ; 3rd altar on the left, Caroto,
SS. Rochus and Sebastian , with predella (centre figure of St. Joseph
modern); above, The Apostles healing a demoniac, by D. Brusasorci; in

tlie lunette, Transfiguration, by Caroto; 4th altar on the left, Girolamo
dai Libri, *Madonna enthroned, between SS. Zeno and Lorenzo Giustiniani,
with three angels with musical instruments at the foot (1526); 5th altar

on the left, Moretto, *Madonna with holy women (1540), one of this master's
best works, with delicate colouring in a silvery tone. At the sides of the
organ and opposite, Romanino, Martyrdom of St. George (1540), originally

the panel of an organ. — By the choir-pillars, Caroto, Annunciation. To
the right in the choir, Paolo Farinato, Feeding of the Five Tliousand
(1603); to the left, Fel. B7'U8a8orci, Shower of manna. High-altar-piece
(covered) : P. Veronese, ^Martyrdom of St. George, a masterpiece, in which
the horrors of the scene are mitigated by nobility of outline and richness of
colour. — 4th altar on the right, Fel. Brusasorci, Madonna with archangels.

From this point we pass through the Porta San Giorgio (1525)

and the adjoining grounds to the Ponte Garibaldi (PI. E, 1 ; p. 303),

near which are several bark-mills.

From Verowa to Cologna, electric tramway in 13/4-23/4 hrs., starting
outside the Porta Vescovo (comp. PI. I, 5). — 2 M. San Michele di
Verona, or San Michele Extra, the birthplace of the architect Michele
Sanmicheli (p. 300), with the round church of Madonna di Campagna,
said to have oeen built in 1559-61 from his plans (splendid Alpine view
from the dome). About IV2 M. to the N. rises the ruined castle of

Montorio (13th cent. ?). The tramway then passes San Martino (p. 322),

Caldiero (p. 322), Soave (p. 323), San Bonifacio (p. 323), and Lonigo
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(p. 323), at the "W. base of the Monti Berici, and beyond the impetuous
little Gud, reaches the little town of Cologna Veneta, with a hand-
some modern church containing an altar-piece by Bart. Montagna (1522).

The campanile is a tower of the old 13th cent, castle of the Scaligers.

The Museo Civico, in the Palazzo Comunale, contains Roman antiquities.

The vine -clad hills to the N". of Verona are the foothills of the

Altipiano dei Lessini, or del Tredici Comuni, a poorly watered
plateau with extensive pastures, that stretches fan-shaped to the S. from
tlie Gruppo di Posta, on the Austrian frontier. The inhabitants of the

'thirteen parishes', like those of the Sette Comuni (p. 329), are descend-
ants of Bavarian and Tyrolese colonists who immigrated here after 1287

from the Germanic settlements near Vicenza. Their original dialect, a

branch of Middle High German, is preserved only at Giazza and near
Campo Fontana.

The beautiful Val, Pantena, the W. main valley of the Monti Lessini
and not included in the Tredici Comuni, is visited from Verona direct

(diligence </aily to Bellori in 21/2, to Chiesanuova in 6 hrs. ; carr. 10 fr.).

The road leads via the villages of (3 M.) Poiano (the ancient Pollianum),
Quinto di Valpolicella, whence a road diverges for the so-called Pantheon
(a subterranean Roman nymphseum or temple) near Santa Maria in Stelle,

Marzana, and (71/2 M.) Grezzana (545 ft.), the chief place in the valley,

with an interesting campanile (1213), to (11 M.) Bellori (1056 ft. ; inn),

where it forks. — The right branch leads to (20 M.) Chiesanuova^ offi-

cially Bosco Chiesanuova (3620 ft. ; Alb. Beccherle), the ancient Frizzo-
lana and now the largest village (2800 inhab.) of the Tredici Comuni, a
favourite summ_er- resort of the Veronese and a good starting-point for
mountain ascents (guide, Siraone Faccio). To the IST. a route leads to

(3 hrs.) Podesteria (inn) and thence to the N,W. through the Valhona
to (3 hrs.) Ala (p. 25). The direct pass through the Vaio di Squaranto^
the central main valley of the Monti Lessini, to (21/2 hrs.) Velo and
(3'/4hrs.) Giazza (see below) is not specially recommended. — The left

branch of the valley leads from Bellori to (ca. 9 M.) Fosse (3100 ft.), on
the way to which we may visit the natural arch known as ^Ponte di Veia
(li)75 ft.), about 3 M. from Bellori. The adjacent caves do not repay a
visit. From Fosse a steep and stony footpath descends to (IV2 hr.) Peii
(p. 2.5). An interesting pass leads from Fosse via Coste (3640 ft.), the
Passo delta Liana (4790 ft.), and the Val Fredda to (4 hrs.) Ala (p. 25).

The fertile and attractive Valle d'Illasi, the E. main valley of

the Monti Lessini, is visited from Caldiero (p. 322) , whence a steam-
tiamway runs to Tregnago. — 41/2 M. Illasi (Alb. Dorizzi), the churoli

of which contains a fine fresco by Stefano da Zevio (Madonna with
angels). In the park of the adjacent Palazzo Pompei is a picturesque
ruined castle (13th cent.). — 71/2 M. Tref/naf/o (1015 ft.; rustic inn) has a
ruined castle of the ]3t}) rent, and a small Romanesque church. — Tlio
rf»ad goes on tlience via (10 M.) (Jor/olo, with a ruined castle, (11 M.) Badia.
(Mavenii (1540 ft.), and (151/2 M.) Selva di Progno to (20 M.) Giazza. —
From Barlia Calavena a road leads to the E. to tlie villages of Vestema.
Vecchia (1605 ft,), near wliich are some massive basaltic columns, and
Ventena Nuova : and thence another leads to the N.W. to (S^l2M.) Bolca,
(2925 ft.), on the verge of the Purf/a di Bolr.a (3060 ft.; views), an
ancient crater. The environs of Bolca are rich in fossils. — Giazza
(2485 ft.; 7wn), Germ. Glietzen or Jdtzen , is situated in the highest
part of the Valle d'Tllasi, here known as the Valle di Revolto. Excur-
sions (guide, l)om. Gaule): vifi the (2 hrs.) Osteria, di Revolto ('1395 ft.;

plain) to the Vanso Maiera or to the Passo Pertica (.5010 ft.) and thence
(sither to the N.W. tiirough tlie Vnlle di Jlonchi to Ata (p. 25), or to the

N. to the ('2V, hrs.) ton of the *Cima di Posta (7IH0 ft.; guide necessary),
the highest summit or the Gruppo di Posta; from tlio Osteria di lievolto
to tlie K. via the (1«/.^ lir.) I'asso delta Lora, or Passo Tre Croci (5030 ft.),

to (2'/2 hrs.) Rer.onro (p. 328).

From Verona via iJomcjjUara to Garda ami Ctiprhio, see p. 289.

20*
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49. Prom Verona to Bologna (Florence)

via Mantua and Modena.
86Va M- Train de Luxe (Berlin to Naples; Egypt Express, p. 22) in

if'/2 hrs. (fare 21 fr.); Express in 21/4-31/4 hrs. (17 fr. 75, 12 fr. 45, 8 fr.

10 c); Ordinary Train in 4-51/4 hrs. (16 fr. 15, 11 fr. 30, 7 fr. 30). —
To Mantua (251/2 M.) in ^u-l'^U hr. (fares 4 fr. 80, 3 fr. 35, 2 fr. 15 c.

;

express 5 fr. 25, 3 fr. 70, 2 fr. 40 c.); to Modena (631/2 M.) in 2-33/4 hrs.

(fares 11 fr. 85, 8 fr. 30, 5 fr. 35 c.; express 13 fr. 5, 9 fr. 15, 5 fr. 95 c.);

train de luxe in IV4 hr. (17 fr. 60 c).

Verona, see p. 297. The line traverses a rich plain. Near
Mantua are fields of rice. Fine Alpine view. — 7 M. Dossohuono
(220 ft.).

Dossobuono is the junction of the Verona and Rovigo Railway
(621/2 M. from Verona, in 31/4-41/4 hrs.). — 29 M. Cerea (p. 321). -- 331/2 M,
Legnago (50 ft.), a town of 2700 inhab., temporarily fortified by the Aus-
trians afler 1815 to defend the passage of the Adige, is also a station on
the Mantua and Monselice line (p. 321). — 621/2 M. Rovigo, see p. 458.

11 M. Villafranca di Ve7^ona (175 ft.; Alb. del Sole), a small

town with 5000 inhab., where the preliminaries of a peace between
France and Austria were concluded on 1 1th July, 1859, after the battle

of Solferino. About 31/2 M. to the KW. of Villafranca and 5 M. to

the S.W. of Sommacampagna (p. 260) lies Custoza, where the Italians

were defeated by the Austrians in 1848 and 1866 (charnel-house).

23 M. SanV Antonio Mantovano. The train passes the Citadel

of Mantua and crosses the Ponte del Molini (comp. p. 320).

251/2 M. Mantua. Station (PI. A, 3) to the W. of the town.

Mantua. — Hotels (comp. p. xxi). Aquila d^Oro (PI. a; B, 3),

Corso Umborto Prirao, with good restaurant, R. from 21/2, omn. 1/2-^/4 fr.

;

Senoner (PI. b; B, 3), Via della Posta, with restaurant, R. from 2, omn.
3/4 fr., good; Alb. Nazio7iale, well spoken of. — In summer the mosquitoes
at Mantua are troublesome (comp. p. xxiii).

Cafes (comp. p. xxvi). Caffe alia Posta, C. alia Borsa, O. Veneziano,
all in the Corso Umberto Primo.

Photographs at PremVs, opposite the Aquila d'Oro.
Post & Telegraph Office (PI. B, 3), Via della Posta.
Cab per drive 75 c., first hr. 1 fr. 50 c., each following 1/2 hr. 50 c. —

Tramway (10 c.) from the rail, station through the Corso Vittorio Ema-
nuele and the Corso Umberto Primo to the Porta Molina (PI. B, 1).

Chief Sights (Vu-1 day): Sant' Andrea; Cathedral; Reggia; Museo
Civico; Palazzo del Te. The hurried traveller should engage a cab' at the
station for 1 hr., drive to the (12 min.) Palazzo del Te, which may be
seen in 1/2 br., and then to the Piazza delle Erbe or Piazza Sordello.

Mantua (65 ft.), Ital. Mdntova, a very ancient town founded
by the Etruscans, with 31,100 inhab. (3000 Jews) and some manu-
factories, is a provincial capital. Its situation, on the Mincio
(p. 279), which here forms a lake partly surrounded by marshy
ground, is considered unhealthy. Since the middle ages the lake has

been divided into three parts, called the Lago Superiore (N."W.),

the Lago di Mezzo (N.E.), and the Lago Inferiore (E.), by means
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of embankments , the Ponte del Molini (PI. B, 1 ; p. 320) and the

Ponte San Giorgio (PL D, 2; 985 yds. long).

Mantua is mentioned as the home of Virgil^ who was born at the

ancient Andes (now called Pietole, see p. 321), but it was not a place of
importance till the middle ages. From 984 on it was, with Modena and
Ferrara, an imperial fief in the possession of the Margraves of Este (p. 460).

During Henry IV. 's campaigns against the pope Mantua was occupied by
the royal troops in 1092, and it was not recovered by the Countess Matilda

(p. 511) until 1114, shortly before her death. Under the leadership of the
heroic Sordello, sung by Dante (Purg. vi. 74-151) and by Browning, the
Mantuans repelled a besieging army under Ezzeliuo (p. 28) in 1256.

After Sordello's death the citizens in 1274 elected Pinamonte Bonacolsi,
the Ghibelline, to be 'Capitano del Popolo'j in 1328, after the downfall
of that dynasty, Licigi Gonzaga, the leader of the Guelph nobility, was
chosen. Mantua owes its prosperity to the Gronzaga family. They fought
successfully against Milan and Venice, and extended their territory, while
they were liberal patrons of art and science. Giovanni Francesco II.

(1407-44), the first margrave, invited the learned Vittorino da Feltre to

Mantua, and through him made his court a renowned centre of culture and
education. He was succeeded by Lodovico III. (1444-78). The beautiful
and accomplished Isabella d^Este (1474-1539), sister of Alfonso I., Duke
of Ferrara, and mother of Eleonora of Urbino, was the wife of Giovanni
Francesco III. (1484-1519). She carried on a lively correspondence with
the most eminent men of her time, and with judicious taste collected
valuable books, pictures, and antiquities. In 1530 Federico II. (1519-40)

was raised to the rank of duke by Charles V., and in 1536 he was in-

vested with the marquisate of Monteferrato ; a monument of his reign
is the Palazzo del Te. In 1627, when Charles de Nevers, a member of
a French collateral line , ascended the throne , the Mantuan war of suc-
cession broke out and Emperor Ferdinand II. declared the fief forfeited.

In 1630 Mantua was stormed and sacked by the Austrians and although
the emperor, hard pressed by the Swedes, was obliged to conclude
peace in 1631, the town never recovered from this blow. Carlo IV.,
the last duke, taking the French side in the Spanish war of succession,
was declared an outlaw in 1703; Monteferrato was awarded to Piedmont,
and Mantua to Austria, of whose supremacy in Italy it became one of
the chief supports. After an obstinate defence by Grcneral Wurmser the
fortress capitulated to the French on 2nd February, 1797. After 1815
Mantua belonged to the Quadrilateral (p. 299), and by the Peace of Villa-

franca it was retained by the Austrians, unlike the rest of Lombardy,
and was not ceded to Italy until 1866.

In the history of Architecture Mantua is of importance on account
of the buildings of Leon Battista Alberti (p. 560) of Florence, who had
been summoned to Mantua by Lodovico III. — Mantua also witnessed
the labours of several great Renaissance Painters, the first of whom
was risanello (p. 300; after 1422), of whose work, however, no example
has been preserved here. Andrea Mantegna (p. 332) entered the service
of Lodovico MI. in 1463. In vigour of conception and in the fidelity of
}iis characters he rivals his best contemporaries, wliile he surpasses them
in accuracy of perspective and in his refined taste for beauty of landscape.
He died at Mantua in 1506 and was succeeded as court -painter in tlio

following year by Lorenzo Costa (comp. pp. 461, 472). Wiien Raphael's
pupils were dispersed after his death (1520), Giulio Romano (1492-1,546), the
grratcst of thcrn, settled at Mfintua in 1524, and there attained so high a

r»',putation as an archit(!ct and ])ainter that Mantua has heen called the
'town of Giulio iiomano'. After the example of Ra^^hael's work in the

Farnesina he composed mythological decorative; ])aintings, wiiich, though
far inferior to their prototype, attract by the ricliness of the niotivcis and
sensuouH magnificence of composition, and are important owing to the

influence they exercised on later art. Francesco rrimaliccio and Niccold
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delV AbatCj pupils of Giulio Kumano who were educated liere, were after-

wards summoned to Fontaincbleau, and thus formed a link between the

French and the Italian Kenaissauce. Giulio Romano's works must also

have influenced the style of Rahena, Avho was court-painter at Mantua in

ltU)0-8, under Vincenzo II.

From the railway-station wc follow the Corso Yittorio Emanuclc

{V\. A, B, 3), and, crossing the rapid Mio^ which unites the Lago
Supcriore and Lago Inferiore, enter the Corso Umberto Primo
(PL B, C, 3; formerly Via Sogliari), to the arcades of which the

traffic of the town is chiefly confined. — A little farther on, in the

Piazza Andrea Mantegna, rises —
*Sant' Andrea (PL C, 2, 3), the most important church in

Mantua. It was begun in 1472-94 from designs by Leon Batiista

Alherti; the transept and choir were erected in 1597-1600 by

Ant: Viani; while the dome, designed by Fil. lavaraj was not

added till 1732-82. The white marble fagade, with its spacious

portico, is conceived in the style of a classic temple; adjoining it

is a square Gothic tower of red brick, with an elegant octagonal

top (1414).
The Intekiok (always open), which is remarkable for its imposing

proportions, is 110 yds. in leng-th, has no aisles, and is covered with mas-
sive barrel-vaulting, the sunk panels being painted. The 1st Chapel on
the left (locked) contains frescoes by Franc. Manteg7ia (1516); the tomb
of Andrea Mantegna (p. 315), with fi fine bust in bronze by Gian-
marco Cavalli; and tv/o late works hy Mantegria, Holy Family (injured)

and Baptism of Christ (restored in 1890). — 2nd Chap, on the left: Ma-
donna enthroned and saints, hy Lorenzo Conta (1525; much damaged). —
Cappella San LoKGiNo (last on the right): Sarcophagus with the inscrip-

tion : 'Longini eius
,

qui latus Christi percussit, ossa'. The frescoes,

designed by Giiilio Romano (1581-35), represent the Crucifixion ; below is

Longinus; on the opposite side, the rediscovery of the sacred blood in

1018 (the saint is said to have brought some drops hither, now preserved
in the crypt). — The Kight Transept contains the monument of Bishop
(xiorgio Audreasi (d. 1511)), by Frospero dementi (1551; p. 139). The
swan is the old heraldic emblem of Mantua. — Left Transept. Chapel
on the left: (right) Monument of Pietro Strozzi (d. 1529), brought from
the former Dominican church, with caryatides, designed by Gitdio Ro-
mano (best seen from the middle of the nave). — Choir: Martyrdom of

St. Andrew, a fresco by Gionjio Anselmi (1775), in the apse.

The S.E. side of the busy Piazza delle Erbe, close by, is oc-

cupied by the Torre delV Orologio and the Palazzo delta Ragione
(PL C, 3; p. 172), originally of the 13th cent., but entirely altered

since then. In a niche on the Gothic fagade towards the little Piazza

IJroletto is a rude relief of Virgil (1227).

A little farther on is the Piazza Sordello (PL C, D, 2), in the

centre of which rises a monument to the political martyrs of the

year 1851. Here, on the left, are situated two old Gothic palazzi,

crowned with battlements, both long in the possession of the Bona-

colsi (p. 315), viz, the Palazzo Cadenazzi (12-I'Mh cent.), with the

Tor7^e delta Gahhia (180 ft. high), named from the iron cage on

the S.W. side, and the Palazzo Castiglioni (13th cent.). Adjoining

the latter is the Palazzo Vescovile (18th cent.).
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The Cathedral of Santi Pietro e Paolo (PL C, B, 2), the

old burial-church of the Counts of Canossa and of the Gonzagas,

was originally a Romanesque edifice, but was restored in the Grothic

style in 1393-1401; after a fire in 1545 the interior was skilfully

remodelled by Batt. Covo and G. B. Bertani from designs by
Giulio Romano. The baroque fagade dates from 1756; behind

the church is an unfinished Romanesque campanile (12th cent.).

The Interior (closed in the middle of the day) has double aisles and
a dome over the crossing. On the left are two additions, the Cappella
dell' Incoronata (by Alberti?), with the tomb of Margrave Bonifacio of

Canossa (d. 1052), and the Chapel of the Sacrament (1652), containing a

picture by Dom. Brusasorci (St. Margaret). Below the central dome and
in the choir are sepulchral monuments of bishops (15-17th cent.), mostly
belonging to the G-onzaga family. The choir contains frescoes by Dom.
Feii, representing the Trinity with the Virgin, John the Baptist, and
angels. In the sacristy is a fine missal (15th cent.).

The entire quarter between the Piazza Sordello and'^the Lago
Inferiore is occupied by the spacious Reggia, or Corte Reale
(PL D, 2, 3), originally a palace of the Bonacolsi (1302), afterwards

frequently added to by the Gonzagas, but now in great part un-

occupied. The original Grothic fagade, with its battlements, is still

in good preservation (restored since 1909). The original splendour

of the palace is still represented in the apartments of Isabella d'Este

(p. 315) as well as in those altered for P'ederico II. in 1525-31 by
Giulio Romano. The elegant decorations in the classicist style,

now to be seen in several of the rooms devastated by the Austrians

in 1630, date from the reigns of Maria Theresa and Joseph II. and

from the time of Eugene Beauharnais.
A visit to the palace requires not less than 1 hr. The custodian is

in attendance between 9 and 3. .30 (fee 1 fr.). Entrance by the last door-
way in the Piazza Sordello.

Ground Floor. The so-called ^Scalchekia, embellished with fine

grotesques and frescoes (hunting-scenes with Diana, etc.), by Giulio Bo-
}nano, and the small garden -court are now the solitary relics of the
Appartamento della Grotta, prepared for Isabella d'Este and once filled

with art-treasures.

T}ie Upper Floor is reached by means of a handsome staircase dat-

ing from about lOiO. The Sala dei Duchi is hung with portraits of all

the Gonzagas. — The Appartamento dell' Imperatrioe was altered

under Maria Theresa by Viermarini (p. 159) and has recently been fitted "

up again. It contains the magnificent bed used by Eugene Beauharnais
in 1812. — The adjoining Sala dei Fiumi is embellished with allegorical

figures of the rivers near Mantua, by Giorgio Anaelnii (1775). In front
of it is the new Giardino Pensile, or hanging garden. —• The Sala dello
ZoDiAC'O has ceiling-paintings of the signs u'i the zodiac, l)y Lor. Costa
the Younger ; the mural decorations date from 1808. - 'J'ho Apparta-
mento dell' Imperato.e or Appartamento Verde, altered for Joseph II.

in 1783 by Paolo Pozzo, has been tastefully decorated by the Mantuan
artists And. Mones and G. B. Marconi. On the left wall are painted
copies (hy Fel. Carnpl) of the tapestry brought hither by Maria Theresa
from the church of Santa Barbara. '^I'he tapestry itself (coj)ies of liaphael's

lapcslry in the Vatican; is now in Vienna (sinct; 18BG). — The Picture
Gallkry (Galleria dei Quadrij contains unimportant paintingb and two
portrait -busts by Marcolonc, a pupil of Lor. Jiernini. — Tlio Apj'Akta-
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MEHTO DuoALE, built by A7it. Viani under Vincenzo I. (1587-1612), is at

present empty. — We pass through two anterooms, with a fine frieze

(views of towns), into the *Appartamento del Paradiso, consisting of

the four little Camerini of Isabella d'Este, which are interesting for their

early-Renaissance decorations, still in tolerable repair. We observe here
particularly the iutarsia, the reliefs on the marble door, and the coffered

ceiling. The motto of the princess, *nec spe nee metu', appears several
times. The corner-room commands a view of the garden and of the Lago
Inferiore. In the last room are some remains of the old frieze from
the Sala dello Zodiaco (p. 317). — The sumptuous Sala degli Specchi
(room of mirrors) is embellished with frescoes by pupils of Giulio Ro~
mano. — We now pass through the Appartamekto di Troia, some of

the richly decorated rooms of which are in sad disrepair: Sala di Manto,
formerly a banquet-room ; Sala dei Capitani or Sala del Giuramento, with
a (restored) fresco of Luigi Gonzaga (p. 315) receiving the allegiance of

the people; Sala dei Marchesi, with charming stucco ornamentation by
Fr. Primaticcio ; Sala del Trioufo di Giulio Cesare, so called from the
series of nine paintings by Andrea Mantegua, now at Hampton Court;
two rooms with elegant grotesques (adjoined by a loggia and the neglected
old hanging garden); Stanza del Giovc, with a ceiling-painting by Giulio
Romano; Sala di Troia, with frescoes by Giulio Romano (poorly restored
in 1816); and *Sala dei Marmi, tastefully decorated in the style of the
ancient thermae. — Next on the left comes the Loggia, with a view of
the Castello di Corte, Ponte San Giorgio, Lago Inferiore, and Lago di

Mezzo. On the right we overlook the Cavallbrizza , or tilt-yard, with
its twisted columns, which was designed by Giulio Romano. — We
proceed through the Sala dei Fiori to the Galleria della Mostra, at

one time occupied by the natural history museum, which retains traces of
its old ceiling-painting by Giulio Rovmno. — We are finally conducted
to the Dwarfs' Apartments (Appartamento dei NaniJ, adapted to the
size of their inmates. — The Saloke dell' ArmerIa, the meeting-place
of the council of Mantua convened by Pius II. in 1459, and afterwards
an armoury, is rarely shown.

The vaulted passage near the N.E. end of the Piazza Sordello

leads to the right to the Piazza Castello, in which rises the Castello

di Corte (PI. D, 2; adm. in the morning only), the old castle of the

Gonzagas, built in 1395-1406 by Bartolino Ploti (p. 462).
Several of the rooms on the first floor (staircase on the left) were

decorated after 1460 with frescoes by Mantegua, but none have been pre-

served except those in the *Camera degli Sposi (1474), which are among
his finest creations. Three scenes on the entrance-wall represent Lodovico
Gonzaga meeting his son Francesco (afterwards cardinal) on his return
from Rome. Above the door is a tablet with an inscription, borne by
beautiful putti with butterflies' wings. On the other wall is the family

. of the Gonzagas with their court: on the left, Lodovico Gonzaga with
his wife Barbara. On the ceiling are portraits of Roman emperors in

grisaille; in the spandrels are small mythological scenes; and in the
centre is an illusive painting of an apparent opening, through which
Cupids and girls gaze down into the room. This last was the model for

all subsequent illusive paintings of the kind.

In the little Piazza Santa Barbara, to the right of the Piazza

Castello, and belonging to the same imposing pile of buildings, is

the church of Santa Barbara (PI. D, 2), a late-Renaissance build-

ing by Giov. Bait. Bertani (1562-65). Over the high-altar, the

Martyrdom of St. Barbara, by Dom. Brusasorci. By the same
master are the angel-musicians on the wall to the left and the

angels with torches on the right.
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From the cathedral the Via Fratelli Cair(31i leads to the N.W.
to the Piazza Vikgiliana (PL C, 2; drill-ground), with a handsome
arena (Anfiteatro Virgiliano) and a view of the Lago di Mezzo.

From the Piazza Broletto (p. 316) the Via dell' Accademia leads

to the S.E. to the Piazza Dante Alighieri (PL C, D, 3), with a

monument to Dante (1871). — To the right is the —
Palazzo degli Studi (PL C, 3), built in 1763, now containing

the Ldbrary, the important Archivio Storico Gonzaga, and the

*Museo Civico, which includes a number of interesting antiques,

from Sabbioneta (p. 321), etc.; fee Yo f^'-

The museum occupies a long gallery on the first floor. To the right

of the entrance, 2. Bust of a youthful infernal deity (so-called Yirgil) ; 9.

Melpomene; 16. Sarcophagus-relief, Revenge and flight of Medea; 26. Torso
of a boy (so-called Adonis) ; 29. Sarcophagus-relief, Labours of Hercules

;

31. Greek tomb -relief, so-called funeral supper; 36. Female torso; 43.

Satyr and nymph (relief); 56. Sarcophagus -relief, Destruction of Troy;
58. Fragment of an altar; 59. Fragment in relief. Two satyrs with musical
instruments beside an altar ; 65. Fragment of a statue (so-called Narcissus)

;

69. Sarcophagus -reliefs (marriage, sacrifices, and barbarians before an
emperor). — In the adjoining room, on the right, the so-called 'Seat of
Virgil' and inscriptions. — We now return to the hall. End-Avall, to the
right, 148. Greek tomb-relief. Side-wall, 161. Late-Greek tomb-relief with
a man and wife; adjacent, 158^ 164. Bacchic reliefs, probably imitations
of antiques executed at the Renaissance period; 168. Bust of ^sculapius;
174. Relief, Throne with attributes and eagle of Jupiter; 180. Fragment
of a statue of an athlete; 181. Roman portrait -bust of the time of the
Republic ; 186. Frieze with a battle-scene (Greeks and Celts) ; 187. Decora-
tive relief, Dionysos and satyrs at the vintage; 190. Roman portrait-bust
of the Republican period; 102. Marcus Aurclius as a boy wearing the cap
of a priest (flamenj; 194. Bust of one of the Dioscuri. — In the centre,
*198. Torso of Venus (much damaged) ; *210. Apollo, a marble copy of

an archaic bronze statue in the museum at Naples; 225. Greek sepulchral
urn; 237. Statue from a tomb of a youth represented as Hermes. — By
the window to the right, *276. Greek tomb -relief, Youth with a small
servant. — Opposite, to the right of the door, no number. Fine bronze
portrait-head of a woman. Farther to the left, 281. Colossal female head

;

287. Bust of Homer; 292. Roman portrait; 309. Votive relief to a demi-
god; 318. Sarcophagus -relief, Venus and Adonis; 320. Tombstone of a
Roman trumpeter (tubicen) ; 324. Fragment of a statue of Artemis; *328.

Caryatid; *336. Bust of Euripides.

The building on the S.E. side of the Piazza Dante is the Reale
Accademia Virgiliana (PL D, 3), which was erected after 1767
by Paolo Pozzo for the Accademia di Scienze ed Arti (founded by
Maria Theresa), with a classicist fagade by Gius. Piermarini (the

present main facade added in 1890) and a lecture-room (Teatro

Accadcmico) by Ant. Ribiena (1760). Ifere are also tlie little Mvseo
del Risorgimento and tlu! Museo Patrio, founded in 1852 (en-

trance, Via dell' Accademia 23; fee ^l^iv.).

On the gronndfloor are inscriptionH, mcdiaival and modern smlptiireN,
prehistoric antif|uiticH, etc. - - On the first floor are frescoes from Manliian
churches, paintings, old plan of Rome (Ifjlh cent.), a colhiotion of coins
and medalH, die-stampH from Mantua, lioz/olo, (JnaHtalla, Monforrato, etc.

On the cnd-wallH of the laHt room is an e;trly *Work by Rubens, cut into

two parts, reprcHcnting the Gonzaga family adoring the Trinity (1601).
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In the 8. quarter of the town, in the Via Giov. Accrbi (PI. B, 4),

is Mantegncis House (now the Istituto Tecnico), dating from 1476;

the exterior has been entirely altered, but the courtyard is inter-

esting. — Close by is the former cliurcli of San Sebastiano

(PI. B, 4), which has now fallen into decay and is not accessible to

visitors; it was erected in 1459 from the designs of Leon. Batt.

Alberti, and was the earliest Renaissance church built in the shape

of a Greek cross.

Outside the neighbouring Porta Pusterla is the one -storied

*Palazzo del Te (PI. A,, B, 5 ; contracted from Teieto), erected

on the site of a stud-farm of the Gonzagas as a country-house for

Fedcrico II. in 1525-35 by Batt. Covo, and decorated with frescoes

and fine grotesques by i^r. Primaticcio. Benedetto da Peseta,

Rinaldo Mantovano, and others, the whole from designs by Giidio

Bomano. Morning light best for the main rooms. The palace now
belongs to the town (visitors ring; fee Yg f^-)-

1st Room (Sala dei Cavalli). Six excellent portraits of Arab steeds,

the favourite horses of Federico II. ; fine coffered ceiling. — 2kd Room
(tsala di Psiche). *Myth of Psyche and Bacchanalians (the upper paint-
ings are in better preservation). Opposite the entrance, Polyphemus.
Franc. Penni (1528) assisted in the decoration of this room (restored
in 1907). — 3kd Room (Camera delle Medaglie). In the lower ovals,
Fishing, Market-place, Gladiatorial combats, etc.; on the ceiling, the
zodiac (in relief), etc. — 4th Room (Sala di Fetonte), with three antique
*Busts of Roman empresses and charming *Stucco ornamentation , by
Primaticcio (1528), Fall of Phaeton, and many smaller pictures. — Then
a fine open Loggia (Orande Atrio) , which Avas injured by an Austrian
shell in 1799 and contains the History of David (1533-34). — 5th Room
(Sala degli Stucchi). Frieze by Primaticcio (Emp. Sigismund entering
Mantua in 1433); above, stucco figures of Hercules and Mars. — 6th Room
(Sala di Cesare). Frieze of Putti, by Primaticcio. — The 7th Room is

the Sala dei Giganti, extolled by Vasari, with walls fantastically adapted
to the painting executed by Rinaldo 3Iantovano and others in 1532-34

but much restored (Fall of the Giants, figures 13-15 ft. in height). —
Lastly several Cabinets, with charming Raphaelesque decoration, and
an oblong bathroom.

At the N.E. corner of the neglected Garden is the so-called Casino
delta Grotta, with its exquisite little rooms and its grotto encircling a

small garden.

Giulio Romanovs House (PL B, 4) is No. 14 Via Carlo Poma.
The Pal. di Giustizia (No. 7 ; opposite), with its colossal hermse,

was also built by him.
From the Porta Molina (PI. B, 1), at the N. end of the town, we cross

the Ponte dei Molifii (PI. B, 1), a fortified embankment built by Alberto
Pitentino, in 1198, with twelve openings at which mills originally stood.
This brings us to the poor suburb of Cittadella, with the N. outer gate of
the town, erected by Giulio Romano (1549). On the rampart of the Citadel
(restored in 1717) Andreas Hofer, the Tyrolese patriot, was shot by the
French on 20th Feb., 1810. The spot is marked by a small memorial stone
surrounded by a railing; his bones were transferred to Innsbruck in 1823.

Steam Tkamways. 1. To the W. via (41/2 M.) Grazie and (12 M.) Gaz-
zoldo degli Ippoliti to (22V2 M.) Asola (p. 269). — The church of Sa7ita
Maria delle Grazie (1399) at Grazie contains 44 life-size figures in wood
and wax of famous visitors to this pilgrim -resort, such as Charles V.,
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Ferdinand I., Pope Pins II., and the Connetable de Bourbon; an *Altar-
piecc (St. Sebastian) by Franc. Buonsignori ; and tlie fine Renaissance
tombs of Count Baldassare Castiglioni (1478-1529), author of the Cortigiano,

by Giulio Romano (inscription by Pietro Bembo), of Grirol. Stanga, and
of Bern. Corradi, the last two by Grian Cristoforo Romano (1498).

2. To the N.W. to (431/2 M.) Brescia, see p. 269.

3. To the S.E. via (5 M.) Pietole, the birthplace of Virgil (p. 315),
:tnd (8V2 M.) Bagnolo San Vito, the station for San Benedetto Po (see

below), to (231/2 M.) Ostiglia.

4. To the S.W. via (33/4 M.) Montanara, (11^/4 M.) Gazzuolo, and
(IOV4 ^i-) Sabbioneta to (26 M.) Viadana, on the left bank of the Po.
Near Montanara is a column commemorating the battle of Montanara and
Curtatone, the heroic struggle of the Tuscan legion against the Austrians
(May 29th, 1848). — The little town of Sabbioneta became in the 16th
cent., under Vespasiano Gonzaga (1531-91), general of Charles V. and
Philip II., the model of a small princely residence -town of the Renais-
sance period. It was well fortified and had broad, straight streets, a mint,
an academy, a library, a printing-office, etc. Faded traces of the former
splendour linger in the Municiino, formerly the Palazzo Ducale, with
frescoes and stucco-embellishments by Bern. Campi, of Cremona, and Al,
berto Cavalli (p. 300), and in the Palazzo del Giardino, the summer-palace-
rharmingly decorated within by Bern. Campi and others. Adjoining the
latter is the Galleria Ducale, or former museum of antiquities. The
Theatre, built in 1588-90 by Vine. Scamozzi, follows the general plan of

the theatre in Vicenza (p. 326). In the handsome Chiesa delV Incoronata
is tlie tomb of Vespasiano Gonzaga, with a seated figure of the prince,
by Leone Leoni.

From Mantua to Mokselice, 52 M., railway in 2V2-3 hrs. (fares 9fr. 75,

6 fr. 85, 4 fr. 40 c). 20 M. Sanguinetto (62 ft.), a small town with an old

castle, much spoiled by alterations, which in 1405 was used by the Vene-
tians as a prison for Giacomo da Carrara (p. 299). — At (231/2 M.) Cerea
(p. 314) we join the Verona and Rovigo line, which we follow to (281/2 M.)
Legnago. — 37V2 ^ Montagnana (52 ft.; Alb.Molini; tramway to

Vicenza, see p. 329), a town of 3500 inhab., lias well-preserved mediaeval
town-walls with pinnacled lowers. In the picturesque Piazza Vittorio
pjmanuele Secondo stands the Gothic Cathedral (restored in 1431), with
Renaissance door and choir, two altar-pieces by Giov. Buonconsiglio
(1511 and 1513; retouched), etc. The neighbouring Pal. del Municipio,
formerly the Pal. Pretorio, is ascribed to Sanmichcli (p. 300) and contains
a painting by Giov. Buonconsiglio in the large hall (spoiled by restoration).

Near the Porta Padova stands the Pal. Pisani, by Palladio, adjoining
which is the Tempietto, a chapel with the tomb of Admiral Vettor Pisani

(p. 395). ~ 17 M. Este, see p. 457. — 52 M. Monselice, a station on the
Padua and Bologna line (p. 457).

From Mantua to Cremona, sec p. 217.

The MoDKNA Railway crosses the Po by an iron tubular bridge

beyond (32^2 M.) Borfjoforte (62 ft.), above which rises a castle. —
'M^l^i M. t^iLzzara (Rail. Restaurant; Alb. ]*assera).

Fkom Suzzaua to Pakma, 27V2 ^1^-) railway in li/4-l-V,i hr, (fares 5 f r.

,

3 fr. 50, 2 fr. 50 c), via (T'/a M.) Giiastalla \Alb. Pcllegrino), a small
town near the Po, with 2700 inhab., wliich from 1538 to 17^6 was the
scat of a lateral branch of tlie (Joiizag;is. From Guastalla to Pcgglo, see

p. '141, — 271/2 ^^- Parma, see p. -111.

From .Suzzaua to Fkkuaka, 51 M., railway in 2'V4-3'V4 lirw. IMie first

station of importaiire i.s (10 M.) San Benedetto Po (59 ft.; Alb. Aquita
Nera, modest), a town with 1700 inhab., till 1798 the scat of llie rich

Hcncdiotinc convent of San liencdetio Polirone, founded in 981. Tiio

Church, a Oolhic edifice of 121G, was converted by Oiulio Komano, in
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1539 et scq., into a magnificent Renaissance building. It contains a large

number o? statues by Ant. Begarelli (p. 452; partly studio-pieces) ; the

fragments of the tomb of Marchesa Matilda (p. 511), in the anteroom of the

sacristv; and a fresco (Transfiguration), by Griulio Romano, on the vaulting

of the 'sacristy. — 2IV2 M. Poggio Rusco (p. 490). — Beyond (801/2 M.)
Sermide, on the right bank of the Po, lies the JBoniflca di Burana, a

large tract of land (210,000 acres) which was drained in 1892-99. — 401/2 M.
Bondeno. — 51 M. Ferrara, sec p. 460.

After passing (42 M.) Gonzaga-Reggiolo we enter the district

of Emilia (p. 431).

54 M. Carpi (92 ft.; Alh. Carpi), a town of 7200 inhab. and

an episcopal see, with an old Palace, which from 1327 was the

residence of the Pio family. Alberto Pio (1475-1531), a pupil of

Aldus Manutius and a patron of Ariosto, built the handsome Palace
Court (in the chapel, frescoes by Bernardino Loschi) and began

the New Cathedral after plans by Baldassare Peruzzi (ca. 1514).

In the interior, to the left, a Christ by Begarelli (p. 452), two

statues by Prospero Clementi, and a pulpit of the 11th century. The
Loggia opposite the cathedral and the Colonnades also testify to

the taste and culture of Alberto, who was expelled by Charles V.

in 1525. The Franciscan church of '^Sa7i Niccolo was erected in

1493-1522 (nave by Peruzzi?). Behind the palace is the Old
Cathedral (La Sacra), founded in 751 and altered after 1515. The
ancient Romanesque portal has been inserted in the facade designed

by Peruzzi ; the interior contains the Gothic tomb of Maufredo Pio

(1351). Close by is a Romanesque campanile (1217-21). The church

of San Francesco
J
rebuilt in 1682, contains the beautiful tomb of

Marco Pio (d. 1418).
From Carpi to Correggio and Reggio, see p. 441.

63 Y2 ^^- Modena and thence to (86^2 ^O Bologna , see

pp. 451,441.

50. Prom Verona to Venice via Padua.
Vicenza.

7IV2 M. Railway in 13/4-4 hrs. (fares 13 fr. 25, 9 fr. 35, 6 fr. 5 c.;

express 14 fr. 70, 10 fr. 30, 6 fr. 70 c). Dining-cars are attached to some
of the express trains. Finest views generally to the left. — 'Train de
luxe' (Simplon Express, p. 3; Cannes -Vienna Express, p. 30) in 1^/4 hr.

(fare 20 fr.). — From JPadua to Venice the line via Fusina (p. 340) is

preferable in summer, in fine weather, for those who have not much
luggage.

Verona (Porta Vescovo), see p. 297. The line traverses an ex-

tremely fertile district, planted with vines, mulberries, and maize,

and intersected with irrigation-trenches. To the left appears San
Michele (p. 312). — 3V2 ^- San Martino Buonalbergo (150 ft.),

with the high-lying Villa Musella, amidst cypresses.

7 Yg M. Caldiero (145 ft.). Excursion to the Monti Lessini,

see p. 313. — The warm saline springs of (8Y2 M.) Bagni di
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Caldiero rise out ef the Monte Bocca (260 ft.), a low basalt hill,

and contain iodine. — We next pass Soave (p. 312), on the slope

to the left, presenting a good picture of a mediaeval fortified town,

with a pinnacled *Town Wall, with numerous towers, dating from

the time of Can Signorio (p. 299), and a castle (13th cent.?; the

lower court of the Venetian period) restored in 1892.

I2V2 M. San Bonifacio (110 ft.; p, 312). On a hill to the N.

is Monteforte. Arcole, 3^4 M. to the S., was the scene of the

sanguinary battles of 15-17th Nov., 1796, between the Austrians

under Alvinczy and the French under Bonaparte, Massena, Au-
gereau, and Lannes. — 16 M. Lonigo (steam-tramway to the village,

41/2 M. to the S.E., see p. 312). To the right appear the Monti
B^rici^ a chain of volcanic hills, with large quarries worked from
antiquity to the present day. — 20 M. Montehello Vicentino. The
handsome chateau belongs to Count Arrighi. Beautiful view of the

Alps (to the left); on a hill, the ruined castles of Montecchio (p. 328).

— Then (25 M.) Tavernelle (steam-tramway to Recoaro and to

Chiampo, see p. 328). — 30 M. Vicenza.

Vicenza. — Hotels (comp. p. xxi). Alh. Roma (PL a; B, 3), Corso

Principe Umberto, with trattoria and small garden, R, 21/2-3, omn. 1/2 fr.,

good. — Alh. Centrals (PL e; B, 2), in the narrow Contrada delle Due
Rode, R. 21/2, omn. 1/2 fr., tolerable; Gran Parigi (PL b; B, 3), same
street, R. 2, omn. 1/2 ^^'-j unpretending; Oavalletto (PL d; C, 3), Piazza
Biade, simple.

Cafes. Garibaldi, Piazza del Signori; Nazionale, in the Corso.
Cab from the station to the town 75 e. (at night, 1 fr.) ; in the town,

per hr. IV3, each additional hr. IV4 fr. ; trunk 25 c.

Post & Telegraph Office at the corner of Contrada Santo Stefano
and Contr. Griacomo Zanella (PL C, 2).

Chief Sights d day) : Corso Principe Umberto and Piazza dei Signori,
with the Basilica Palladiana (pp. 321, 325); Palazzi in the Contrada Porti
and Contrada Giacomo Zanella (p. 327); Teatro Olimpico (p. 326); Museo
Civico (p. 325). In the afternoon: Madonna del Monte (p. 328) and Rotonda
fp. 328). The churches are closed from 12 to 4 p.m. — The Festa delta
Rna, a popular festival, takes place on Sept. 1st.

Vicenza (130 ft.), the ancient Vicetia, with 24,300 inhab., is

tlie capital of a province and sec of a bishop. It lies amid pictur-

esque environs at the N". base of the Monti Berici (see above), on
both sides of the Bacchifjlione, at its confluence with the Retrone.
Although closely built, the town possesses many interesting palaces

of the 15-18tli cent., which well r(!pay a short visit.

Vicenza, like inost of the; larger towns of N. Italy, boasted in the
L5th cent, of a School of Painting, wliicli, tboiigli it was strongly in-

fluenced bv Mantegna (horn here in 1430, l)iit active in Padua and Mantua
alone) and never produced masters of the highc^Ht rank, yielded results
of considerable importance. The gall(;ry and the chur(;heH (Cathedral,
Santa Corona) of Vicenza contain nurnprous works by" Jiarlolomeo Mon-
tafjna fca. 1450- L023), of Crzinuovi. His compositions are strongly rc^-

alistic, and he hIiowh a predilection for muscular figures and for colouring
of a rich brownish tint. IJis drapery is ungraceful, but, like that of
LJiiier, boldly defined. Giovanni BuonconHiyiio, surnamed Ma/rescalco
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(flor. 1497-1537), resembling the Venetians both in conception and colouring,

ranks as the second master of note. His chief works are the Pieta in the

Museum and the Madonna at San Ilocco. — In the 16th cent. Vicenza
lost its importance as a school of painting, but attained a high reputation

in the province of Architectuue, having given birth to Andrea Palladio
(1518-80), the last great arcliitect of the Renaissance, the chief sphere of

whose operations was his native town. By his study of the antique in

Home he was enabled to effect a revival of what may be termed the an-

cient language of forms, and he aimed at strict proportion and organic

connection among the different members of his buildings, thus contrasting

with Michael Angelo and the masters of the baroque style. The chief

characteristics of his school are a studious adherence to impressive sim-
plicity of form and a very sparing indulgence in the lavisli enrichments
in which the early-Renaissance was too apt to revel. His finest churches
are at Venice (comp. p. 350), but his palaces, and those of liis followers,

Vine. Scamozzi (p. 350), Ottone Calderari (1730-1803), and others, impart
to Vicenza its characteristic appearance.

We enter the town by the W. gate, Porta del Castello (PI. B, 3),

which has a lofty tower (13th cent. ?), the last relic of a castle destroy-

ed in 1812. — To the right, at the S. end of the Piazza del Castello,

is the Palazzo Giulio Porto, formerly called Casa del Diavolo,

by Palladio, with two unfinished and very narrow stories united by

Corinthian columns with a rich cornice.

To the left, at the beginning of the Corso Principe Umberto,
which intersects the entire town, lies the Palazzo Bonin (PL B, 3),

by Vine. Scamozzi. On the right, opposite the church of San Fi-

lippo Neri, erected by Griorgio Massari (p. 350) in 1719, stands

the Palazzo Zileri dal Verme (formerly Pal. Loschi)^ by Ottone

Calderari (18th cent.), with a fine door-knocker. — The Strada

Loschi, the next cross-street on the right, leads to the —
Duomo (PI. B, 3), consisting of a low Gothic nave with side-

chapels in place of aisles, a lofty Renaissance choir and dome, and

a crypt of the 18th century. In the 4th chapel to the left arc

frescoes and a Madonna witli saints by Bart. Montagna, in an

old frame; in the 5th to the right is a Death of the Virgin ])y Lor.

Veneziano (136). — To the right in the Piazza del Duomo is the

Vescovadoy or episcopal palace, with a fagade of 1819; the court

(1543) contains to the right a graceful early-Renaissance arcade by
Tomm. Formentone (1494).

We return to the Corso. On the left is tlie Palazzo Thiene,

and farther on, beyond the Contrada Pozzo Rosso (p. 327), is the

Pal. Brunello (formerly Pal. Braschi; usually known as the

Casino Vecchio)^ two Gothic edifices of the 15th century. On the

right, beyond the Contrada Cavour, is the handsome Palazzo Porto
(formerly Pal. Trissino - Baston) ^ designed by Scamozzi (1588-

1662). Opposite is the Contrada Porti (see p. 327.)

The Contrada Cavour leads to the handsome Piazza dei Signori,

with a marble statue of Palladio (1859), two columns of the Venetian

period, and the slender Torre delV Orologio, a brick tower 270 ft.

iiigli, formerly belonging to a nobleman's house (1174), but con-
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verted into a-campanile in 1311 and 1448. — Adjoining the tower

on the right rises the —
**BasilicaPalladiana (PI. C, 2, 3), with its grand colonnades

in two stories, the lower Doric, the upper Ionic, surrounding the

Palazzo della Ragione (town -hall), an earlier building in the

pointed style. These colonnades, begun in 1549 but not finished

until 1614, are among Palladio's earliest works. On the first floor

is a large hall with a finely vaulted wooden roof (key at the police-

office in the Municipio; gratuity 30-50 c). — On the left, opposite

the Basilica, is the unfinished Loggia del Capitanio (p. 334), also

by Palladio (1571), overladen with plastic embellishments; it now
belongs to the Municipio. On the right is the Palazzo del Monte
di Pieid, with the church of San Vincenzo, by Griambattista Alba-

nese (1620).
Behind the Basilica are two of the most graceful of the older palaces

of Yicenza, the semi-Gothic *Casa Fasolo (PI. C, 3; formerly Casa Piga-
fetta), at Contrada della Luna 5, dating from 1481, with the motto *il

n'est rose sans espine', and the Gothic Casa Caola (formerly Casa Garza-
dori), Contrada San Michele.

"We return to the Corso by the Contrada Monte di Pieta, in which,

to the right, is the Biblioteca Bertoliaria (librarian, Mons. Dom.
Bortolan), by Ant. Muttoni (1704), containing about 170,000 vols,

and a valuable MS. of the Divina Commedia (14th cent.).

To the left in the Corso, beyond the Contrada Griacomo Zanella

(p. 327), are the Gothic Pal. Schio (formerly Pal. Dal Toso)., with

•an early-Renaissance portal and a collection of antiquities (in the

gateway), and, at the end of the street, the so-called Casa di Pal-

ladio (Pal. VenzOj formerly Pal. Cogollo), the fagade of which
was once painted (1566). — We next reach, on the right, in the

Piazza Vittorio Emanuele, the —
Museo Civico (PI. C, 2), established in the Pal. Chiericatij

one of Palladio's finest edifices, seriously injured in 1848 but

restored in 1855 (open on Sun. & holidays 10-1, free; week-days
9-11 and 2-4, 1 fr.).

Gkound Floor: Roman antiquities from an ancient theatre (Teatro
Berga). — The Upper Floor (cntr. to the right in the court) contains the —

Pinacoteca (catalogue 1912, 2 fr.). — Room T. Bart. Montagna,
*1, Madonna and saints; *2. Same subject; *1. Presentation in the temple;
etc. — Room II. 10. Giov. Speratiza, Assumption; *12. Giov. Buon-
conniglio. Entombment; Battista da Vicenza, l.S-lfi, Scenes from the life

of Pope Silvester; 17. Triptych. — Room III. lectures by the Bassano
family (see p. 28). 29. lacopo da Ponte, Portrait of Vine, Scamozzi, the
architect. — Room IV. Marcello FogoUno, 3-1. Epiphany, 85. St. Francis
receivinpf the stigmata, and other saints; 38. Bk nncoriHiglin , Madonna
and saints. — Room V. '19. Jaco'pn da Povte, tlie Senators ofVicenza;
51, 52, 56, .58. Alens. Maga.nza, Portraits. — Room VI. Paintinps by
Fr. Aviani. — Room VII. 09 and li. lac. Tintoretto, St. AuK-ustinu heal-

ing,' the plague-stricken; 77. Paolo VcroncHC, Holy Family; *79. Ayidrea
Meldola surnanmcd Schiaronc, Madonna and (Miild ; 8(5. Paolo Moraiido
CCavazzola), Portrait of a physician disguised as St. (Bosnian; 87. Lor.

Lotto, Portrait. — Room VIII. 94. Giulio Carpioni, i3acchanal j 97.
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G. B. Pittoni, Diana and Actaeon; 101. Gianhettmo Cignaroli, Madonna
and saints; *105. Plazzctta , St. Francis fainting after having received
the stigmata; 106. Domenico Tiepolo, Beheading of St. John the Baptist

;

*107. G. B. Tiepolo, Madonna. — Room IX. 110. Sebastiano Ricci, The
family of Darius; 112. Morazzone, St. George. — Room X. *146. Cima
da CbnegUano, Madonna and saints; 153. Gir. Mocetto, Madonna; 169.

Andria Busato, St. Anthony of Padua. — Room XI. 174, 175, 176. Ltica
Loughi , Madonnas; 179. Marco Palmezzano , Entombment; *190. F. de
Mainerl, St. Dominic with the Holy Child; 195. Cotignola, Madonna. —
Room XII. 207. Luca Giardaiio, Ulysses; 222. EUsabetta Sira7ii, Ma-
donna; 227, 228. Carlo Maratta, Female heads. — Rooms XIII and XIV.
Water-colours and copies of old pictures. — Room XV. 251, 252. Gius.
Zais, Landscapes; 255. Fr. Zuccarelli, Landscape; 269. Sebastiano and
Marco Ricci, View of ruins; 280, 282. M. Ricci, Architectural subjects.
— Room XVI. *288. Anthony van Dyck, the Four Ages; 297. Ha7is
Memling, Crucifixion and saints. — Room XVII. 321. Pietro Berettini
da Cortona, 328 and 330. Giulio Carpioni, 329, 331-334. Francesco Maffei,
Portraits with allegories. — The next two rooms contain modern pictures.
We then descend the stairs to the five rooms of the Museo Fantoni del

Risorgimento (patriotic exhibits). — Returning to R. XVII we enter the
collection of engravings on the left; farther on, in the last room but one,
is modern glass from Murano (p. 414) ; in the last room are drawings and
manuscripts of Palladio , etc., and coins. — The Natural History
Collection contains valuable fossils (fish, palms, a crocodile, etc.), most
of them found near Vicenza.

In the vicinity, behind the so-called Territorio, fortifications

of the Venetian period, is the *Teatro Olimpieo (PL C, 2;

custodian on the N. side, opposite the bathing-establishment; fee

Y2 fi'Oi l)egun from designs by Palladia in 1579, completed in

1584, after his death, by Seamozzi, and inaugurated by the per-

formance of the 'CEdipus Tyrannus' of Sophocles.
Palladio adhered generally to the precepts of Vitruvius as to the

construction of ancient theatres, but the building is far from being a

mere imitation. The auditorium rises in thirteen semi-oval tiers to a wall
with pilasters ; in front, about 5 ft. lower down, are the orchestra and
the magnificent two-storied stage (p. 311). The three openings at the
back of the stage, a triumphal arch and two square -headed side -doors,
afford views of approaching streets, constructed of wood in curiously
deceptive relief. The theatre is covered with a painted velarium.

A little to the "W., on the left side of the Via Venti Settembre,

is the beautiful Gothic Casa Thiene or Regau.
The most interesting churches and many fine palazzi are to be

found in the quarter to the N. of the Corso Principe Umberto. The
Contrada di Santa Corona, diverging just before the E. end of the

Corso, loads to the Dominican church of Santa Corona (PI. C, 2),

a Gotliic brick edifice of 1260-1300, with a modern fagade.
Interior. 2nd altar on the left. Five saints by Bart. Montagna (in

a rich Keiiaissancc; frame); 5th altar on the left, ^Baptism of Christ by
Giovanni Bellini, in a fine frame, one of the finest productions of the
master (painted about 1501?). Chapel to the right of the choir, two fine

Gothic mural monuments (15th cent.).

At the end of the street, to the left, is the Banca CattoUca
^formerly Pal. Leoni-Montanari), by Paolo Guidolin (1689), inter-

esting on account of the staircase and the loggia in the court, but over-

laden with stucco ornamentation in an exaggerated baroque style.
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Tlie Contrada Santo Stefano, almost opposite the church of

Santa Corona, leads to Santo Stefano (PL C, 2), a baroque edifice

by Guarini; in the left transept, *Palma VecchiOj Madonna
enthroned with SS. Lucia and G-eorge, an admirable example of his

middle period (best light in the morning).

Opposite, to the left, in the Contrada Griacomo Zanella, stands

the unfinished Palazzo Thiene (now the Banca Popolare), the

front designed by Palladio (1556), the rear, an early-Renaissance

structure, facing the Contrada Porti. — Opposite to it, in the last-

named street, rises the richly ornamented Palazzo Porto -Bar-
BARAN (PI. B, C, 2), by Palladio (1570), and at the N. end of the

street, to the left (No. 11), are the Grothic Pal. Porto ^ with an attrac-

tive early-Renaissance portal of 1481, and two Palazzi Colleonij of

which one (No. 13) is Grothic (15th cent.), with a fine colonnade and

staircase, the other (No. 15) by Palladio (1552).
In the Contrada San Marco, beyond the Bacchiglione, on the right,

are the Pal. Folco (PI. B, 1 ; formerly Pal. Franceschini), by Ottavio
Bertotti (1770), and the Pal. Dalle Ore-Quirini (formerly Pal. Capra),
with a beautiful garden in the early Italian style.

From the Contrada Porti we proceed through the Contrada
Riale, past the Pal. Cordellina, by Ott. Calderari (1776; right),

to the Contrada San Lorenzo, immediately to the left in which is

the Pal. Tecchio (formerly Pal. Caldogni), by Palladio (?; 1575).

Farther to the N. rises the Pal. Repeta (now the Banca d^Italia;

PI. B, 2), a baroque structure by Ant. Muttoni (1710). — To the

left, in the piazza of the same name, stands the church of —
San Lorenzo (PI. B, 2), a fine Grothic building of 1280-1344.

The interior (restored in 1906-11) contains the tomb of Bart.
Montagna (p. 323), the Renaissance mural monument of Leonardo
Porto (d. 1562), and, in the chapel to the left of the choir, frescoes

of scenes from the life of St. Peter (injured), by Montagna. — In

front of the church is a statue of Giacomo Zanella (1820-88),
the poet, by C. Spazzi (1893).

In the S. part of this street, known as the Contrada Pozzo Rosso,

is Heft; No. 8) the Pal. Valmarana (PI. B, 2), by Palladio (1566),

and in tlie Contrada Cantarane (PI. A, B, 2; right) is the Pal. Mala-
spina (formerly Pal. Vecchia)^ by Giorgio Massari (1750).

In the W. part of the town is the church of San Rocco (PI. A, 2),

with a high-altar-piece by Giov. Buonconsifilio : Madonna enthroned with
SS. SebaHtian, Bernard, Peter, and Paul, remarkable for its fine colouring
(1502). — A little to the N. is tin; Porta Santa Croce (PI. A, 1), erected
after 1381 by the Scaligers fp. 299), with a huge circular tower.

In the Giardino Salvi (PI. A, .3), outside tlie Porta Castcllo (|). 824),
is preserved a loggia by Palladio. — In the Borgo San Felice, which be-
gins hero, lies the Romanesque church of Santi Felice e Fortnnatoj dat-
ing from the 12th cent, hut modernized in tlie interior in 1074; in the
14th cent, a wall-gallery was added to the lofty campanile (1100).

Beyond the Villa Arrigoni (PI. C, 4), on the other side of the

railway, we traverse the Portici di Motife B&rico (PI. C, 4, 5), an

Babdbkkk*(i Northern Italy. 14th Edit. 21
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arcade 710 yds. long, erected by Ant. Muttoni in 1746, which was
sharply contested in 1848 by Italian irregular troops and the

Austrians. This arcade leads past the cross-roads mentioned below

to the pilgrimage-church of the —
Madonna del Monte (PI. C, 6), built in 1668 by Ag. Borella

of Bologna, on the model of the Rotonda. The present left transept

is formed by the small Gothic church of 1428; in the sacristy,

*Bart. Montagna, Pieta (1500). The old refectory of the mon-

astery (shown by the sacristan) contains the Banquet of Grregory

the Great by P. Veronese (1572), torn to pieces in 1848 but restor-

ed with the aid of the copy in the Pinacoteca.

From the cross-roads (PI. C, 5; 295 ft.), where a fine view is

obtained of the town and the Alps, a road leads to the E. along

the hill (comp. PI. C, D, 5), from which a (2 min.) footpath diverges

to the right, passing the villa of the writer Ant. Fogazzaro (1842-

1911) and the Villa Valmarana (*Frescoes by Tiepolo, early works
in excellent preservation), to (10 min.) the —

Rotonda Palladiana, at the N.E. base of the Monti Berici.

This is a square building, now much dilapidated, with an Ionic

colonnade on each side. In the centre is a circular domed hall. Visi-

tors admitted (ring at the gate of the farm, to the right of the main

entrance; Yg f^O-

The Cimitero, laid out by Giacomo Verda, to the N.E. of the town

(via the Borgo Scroffa, PI. B, 1), contains the modern tomb of Palladio.

From Vicenza to Treviso, 371/2 M., railway in 2-21/4 hrs. (fares 5 fr. 50,

4 fr., 2 fr. 40 c). — 5 M. Lisiera is the station for the large village of
Quinto Vicentino, 11/2^- to the E,, with the Yilla Thiene, designed by
Palladio. — Beyond (10 M.) Carmignano di Brenta we cross the Brenta. —
15 M. Cittadella (I6O ft. ; Alh. Ronia; Cappello), with 3600 inhab., junc-
tion of the Padua and Bassano railway (p. 29). The town, with its well-
preserved mediaeval *Walls, was founded in 1220 by the Paduans for pro-
tection against the Trcvisans, who had built Castelfranco in 1218. The
Cathedral contains a Last Supper by lacopo Bassano. About 21/4 M. to the
N. of Cittadella, on the Castelfranco road, lies the village of Galliei^a

Veneta (Sole, modest), with a handsome chateau and park of the Empress
Maria Anna of Austria. — 22 M. Castelfranco Veneto, see p. 29. —
371/2 M. Treviso (p. 419).

From Yicenza to Recjoaro, 26 M., steam-tramway in 2-2^/4 hrs.

(fares 2 fr. 40, 1 fr. 20 c), starting near the railway -station (PI. A, 3).

Principal stations: 41/5, M. Tavernelle (]). 32 fi); 1 M. MonteccMo Maggiore
f235 ft. ; Alb. Rosa d'Oro), with the imposing Yilla Cordellina (frescoes
by Tiepolo; to the right), commanded by two ruined castles; 8 M. San
Vitale, whence a branch-line runs to Arzignano and ChiaTnpo, while our
line ascends the Agno Valley between the basaltic spurs of the Alps. —
191/4 M. Valdagno (870 ft.; Alb. delle Alpi), a small town with 6800 in-

habitants. - The (26 M.) chalybeate Baths of Kecoaro (1460 ft.; Gr.-
Hot. Giorgetti, P. 8-12 fr., Eden Hotel, at the springs; Alb. Fortuna,
Alh. Trettenero, Cittd di Geneva, etc., in the town; Beale Stabilimento
IdroelettrocineHiterapico, a large bath-house), visited annually by 7-8000
persons in the season CJune-Sept.) , are finely situated at the foot of
the Monte Hpitz (3640 ft.). The springs rise at Recoaro Fonti, 1 M.
above the town. Excursions: over the Pasao delta Lora to Giazza, see

p. 313; from the Rifugio Schio (4880 ft.), 3 hrs. to the N.W., to the W.
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via the Bocchetta dei Fondi to the Cima di Posta, see p. 313; via the
Passo Campogrosso (4780 ft), either to the N.W. to (2 hrs.) Vallarsa (see

below) or to the N. to Mo7ite Baffelan (5875 ft.), the Cornetto (6240 ft.),

and the Piano delle Fugazze (see below). — A good road (motor -dili-

gence to Schio and to Rovereto, p. 24) leads from Eecoaro via the Passo
Xon (2200 ft.) and Staro (2070 ft.) to (7 M.) Valli dei Signori (1145 ft.),

situated in the Leogra Valley, 3 M. above Torrebelvicino (see below) on
the Yicenza road. Thence it ascends the valley to the (14 M.) Piano
delle Fugazze (3795 ft.; *H6t. Dolomiti, E. from 31/2, P- 7-10 fr.), on
the Austrian frontier, between the Cornetto (see above) and the Monte
Pasiibio (7335 ft.), and thence via (20 M.) Vallarsa (2670 ft.; inn) and
down the picturesque valley of the Arsa to (3OV2 M.) Rovereto (p. 24).

From Vicenza to Schio, 20 M., railway in 3/^-11/4 hr. (fares 3 fr. 35,

2 fr. 40, 1 fr. 50 c). 8 M. Dueville (185 ft.). 131/2 M. TUene (480 ft.

;

Alb. della Luna), a town with 7400 inhab. and a chateau containing
frescoes by P. Veronese, is the junction for the line to Rocchette and
Asiago (see below). — Farther on in the Leogra valley lies Schio (635 ft.

;

Alh. Croce d'Oro, near the cathedral, R. from 2 fr.), a town with 10,200
inhab., a glass-factory, and extensive wool-factories, the largest of which
is the Laniflcio Rossi, founded by Al. Rossi (1819-98), who laid out a

workmen's colony. The cathedral of San Pietro is of the 18th century.
Schio is a good starting-point for excursions. — From Schio a motor-
diligence plies to Rovereto and Recoaro, and steam-tramways run to the
W. to (21/2 M.) Torrebelvicino (855 ft. ; see above), and to the N". via

(51/2 M.) Piovene (915 ft.) and (6V4 M.) Rocchette (see below) to (12 M.)
Arsiero (1170 ft.; Alb. Bortolan), the chief place in the Val d^Astico.

From Yicenza to Asiago, 34 M., railway and steam-tramway (partly
rack -and -pinion) in 3-3V4 ^i'^- From Vicenza to (13^2 M.) Thiene, see
above. The steam-tramway proceeds to the N". via (I7V2 ^0 Carre (720 ft.)

and (19 M.) Ohiuppano-Caltrano, then to the N.W. in the Yal d'Astico,
to (2OV2 M.) Rocchette (665 ft.), the junction for the line to Schio and
Arsiero (see above), with large weaving -mills and a brewery. Beyond
Rocchette, where carriages are changed, we cross the deep bed of the Astico
and ascend in windings to (22V2 ^0 Cogollo (1170 ft.), where the rack-and-
pinion section of 31/2 M. begins (fine views). — 26V2M. Campiello (3115 ft.)

and (28 M.) Tresche-Conca (3435 ft.) are the first villages on the Altipiano
dei Sette Cornuni, a barren plateau with about 30,000 inhab. of Bavarian
and Tyrolese origin, who, however, now mostly speak Italian only. — 29 M.
Cesuna (3450 ft.); 321/2 M. Canove di Roana (3270 ft.). — 34 M. Asiago
(3280 ft.; Alh. Croce Bianca; Alh. Venezia; Mondo; Paradiso ; Rosa),
the capital of the Sette Comuni, frequented as a summer -resort by the
Yenetians, with 2000 inhab. and a museum of prehistoric antiquities.
?Vom Asiago through the Val Frenzela to Valstagna, see p. 27; to (151/2M.)
Arsiero (see above) and via Lavarone tlirough the Centa Valley to Caldo-
nazzo (p. 26), see Baedeker'' s Eastern Alps.

From Yicenza to Bashano (p. 27), 21 M., steam-tramway in 18/4hr.,

via (17 M.) MaroHtica (350 ft. ; Alb. del Cappello), a town with 4300 inhab.,
numerous straw-plaiting factories, a pretty market-place, and a mediaeval
town wall with battlements.

Steam-tramway via Ponte di Barbarano and Noventa to Montagnana
(p. 321), 29 M., in 2 St. 20 Min.

Between Yicenza and l^adua are (35 M.) Lerrno and (39'/., M.)

J'oiana di dranflon. To th(; S., the Monti Eiiganei (p. 45C).

48
V.,

M- Padua, see p. 330.
FitOM Patkia to Montkhki.lijna (lUilliino), 28'/.. M., railway in IV4

l"/'2 hr. ffares \ fr. 20, 3 fr. 15, 1 fr. 95 e.). This line, div(;rging to the

N. from that to Verona, croHHcs the Jirenta to (3 M.) Vigoddrzere (W> ft.;

light r.iilway, sec p. 331). -11 M. Camposani)n'er(> (79'ft.), jiinclinii fDr

21*
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the line to Bassano (p. 29). — 18 M. Castelfranco Veneto, see p. 29. —
221/.. M. FanzolOj with fine frescoes by Paolo Veronese and Batt. Zelotti,

at the Villa Emo (1551). — 28V2 M. Montebelhma, see p. 416.

From Padna to Venice via Fusina, sec p. 340.

To the left, as the train proceeds, are seen the distant Venetian

Alps. At (52 M.) Po7ite di Brenta (46 ft.; p. 340) we cross the

Brenta. — 58 1/0 M. Dolo (26 ft.; p. 340). — Near (61 M.) Marano
a canalized arm of the Brenta (Canale di Mirano) is crossed.

6672^-^6Stre (13 ft.; Railway Restaurant)^ a poor country-

town with 6500 inhab., is the junction for the lines via Treviso to

Belhino (R. 53) and to Udine and Pontebba (RR. 54, 7), and for the

line via Cervignano to Trieste (R. 55). Tramway to Mirano (6^4 M.,

in 37 min.). Mestre (garage at the station, the Piazza Barche, and

the Piazza Umberto Primo) and San Giuliano (electric railway and

lagoon-steamer, see p. 345) are motor-car stations for Venice,

Soon, in the distance, we see the towers of Venice, which, with

Murano and Burano (both on the left), rises from the sea as we
ajiproach Fort Marghera. On the right is Bottenigo, the future

coal-port of Venice. The train now reaches a Bridge (2^4 M. long;

222 arches of 31 ft. span), built in 1846 and widened in 1910-11,

by which it crosses the Laguna V^nefa (p. 296) in 8 minutes. To
the left are the masts supporting the high-tension line from the

electric power-works at the Cellina Falls (p. 421).

71^2 M. Veiiice, see p. 340.

51. Padua.
Railway Stations. 1. Stazione Ferroviaria (V\. D, 1), the princi-

pal station, 1/2 M. from the Piazza Cavour, for the Verona-Venice (R. 50),

Venice-Bologna (R. 61), Padna-Bassano (p. 29), and Padua -Montebelluna
fp. 329) lines. Town -agency (p. xvii) at Via Cavour 13. — 2. Stazione
Santa Sofia (PI. E, 3), for the steam -tramways to Piove di Sacco and to

Conselve and Bagnoli.
Hotels (comp. p. xxi). Gr.-Hot. Royal Savoie (PI. a; D, 4), Piazza

Cavour, R. 3-41/2. omn. 3/4-I fr., well spoken of; GrR.-HoT. Storione
(PI. e; C, D, 4), Via San Canziano, with restaurant (fine room), R. from
3, P. 8-10 fr., good; Alb. Fanti Stella d' Org (PI. b; D, 3) , Piazza
Garibaldi, R. 2V2-4, omn. 1 fr., well spoken of, also with a frequented
restaurant; Alb. al Sole (hotel mcuble), near the Piazza Garibaldi,
R. 2-4 fr., plainer. — Alb. al Paradiso (PI. c; D, 3), Piazza Garibaldi,
R. 1V2-2V2> plain but good; Alb. Croci Bianche (PL f; D, E, 5), Piazza
del Santo, frequented by pilgrims; Alb. Leon Bianco (PL g; D, 4), near
the Piazza Cavour; Alb.-Ristorante alla Stazione (PL d; C, D, 1),

near the principal station, R. 2 fr., quite unpretending. — The drinking-
water is excellent. In summer the mosquitoes are troublesome (p. xxiii).

Caf68. The *Cap. Pedrocchi (PL C.P.; D, 4), near the Piazza Ca-
vour, erected in 1831 in the classicist style by Gius. Japelli, was at that
time the largest cafe in Europe, and is still the pride of the town (open
all night); C. Posta, opposite Pedrocchi's; C. Guerrana, at the corner
of the Piazza Garibaldi. — Restaurants at the hotels; Birreria Stop-
pato (with rooms), Via Eremitani 3 (PL D, 3); Rotonda (?\. C, 1), open-
air restaurant with a summer-theatre, on the bastion beside the Barriera
Mazzini. — Wink Rooms. Fiaschetteria Randi, Piazza Garibaldi; Fia-
scJietteria Fratelli Penasa, Via Turchia 6 (PL C, D, 4), with cold viands.
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Cabs CVettura pubhlica^J, per drive 1 fr. (2-6 a.m. 25 c. extra; to

or from the station 50 c. extra), per V2 ^^- IV4 fj"-? P^r hr. 2 fr., each ad-

ditional 1/2 ^^* ^U f^' Luggage 40 c. — Motor Car (for excursions) from
the Garages Biuniti, Piazza Cavour 9 and Piazza del Municipio.

Tramway (lO c.) from the main station via the Corso del Popolo
(PL D, 1-3) and Piazza Cavour (PL_p, 4), to Bassanello (comp. PL C, 8)

on the one hand, and on the other via the Piazza Mazzini (PL C, 2), Piazza
deir Unita d'ltalia (PL C, 4), and Piazza del Santo (PL D, 5) to the Piaz-
zale Pontecorvo (PL E, 5).

Electric Light Railways. 1. From the Piazza Garibaldi via the
Barriera Mazzini (PL C, 2) to Arcella and Vigodarzere (p. 329). — 2. From
the main station to Piazzola sul Brenta. — 3. From the Piazza delP
Unita d'ltalia (PL C, 4) every 20 min. via the Piazza del Duomo, Bar-
riera Euganea (PL A, 5), and Tencarola to Teolo (p. 456) on the one hand,
and on the other via Abano Bagni (30 c.) to Torreglia (p. 456). — 4. From
the Piazza Garibaldi to Fusina (Venice), see p. 340.

Booksellers (also photographs). Libreria alV XJniversita ^ in the
University (p. 333); A. Draghi, Via Cavour 9. — Post & Telegraph
Office (PL D, 4), Piazzetta Pedrocchi, near the Piazza Cavour.

Public Collections, etc. (comp, p. xxvii)

:

Biblioteca A^itoniana (p. 337), week-days, 9-12 & 2-4, free.

Madonna delVArena (p. 332), week-days, 9-4, 1 fr. ; Sun. & holidays,
9-2, 20 c.

Museo Antoniana, see Biblioteca Antoniana.
Museo Civico (p. 337), week-days, 9-4, 50 c. ; Sun. & holidays, 9-1, free.

Salone (p. 334), on week-days at any time, on Sun. till 2 p.m. only; 50 c.

University Library (p. 334), week-days, 9-4.

Chief Attractions (IV2 day). 1st Day, Morning: Madonna delPArena
(p. 332); Ereraitani (p. 333); Piazza dei Frutti and Piazza delle Erbe, with
the Salone (p. 334); Piazza dell' Unita d'ltalia (p. 334). Afternoon: Piazza
del Santo, with the Scuola del Santo (p. 337) and Cappella San Giorgio
(p. 337); Botanic Garden (p. 338); Santa Giustina (p. 339). — 2nd Day.
Morning: Sant' Antonio (p. 335); Museo Civico (p. 337). — Artists and
scholars may obtain free tickets for the Madonna dell' Arena and the
Salone at the Municipio (p. 334; Divisione Terza, on the 3rd floor), for
the Museo Civico through the curator.

Padua (40 ft.), Ital. Fddova, Lat. Patavium, the capital of a

province and see of a bishop, with 51,400 inhab. (incl. a garrison

of 3000 men), lies on the Bacchic/Hone, which flows through it in

several branches. Its narrow streets are generally flanked with
low ^PorticV or arcades, but some of the chief thoroughfares have
been widened by the removal of the portici. The outer quarters

consist largely of gardens. Some of the numerous bridges over the

different arms of the river date from the Roman period. Padua is

an industrial town and carries on an important trade in agri-

cultural produce (exportation of fowls and eggs).

Padua, according to Virgil, traces its origin to Antenor, the mythical
king of Troy, brother of Priam, and under Augustus it was the wealthiest
town in Upper Italy. It was prohahly the hirthplanc; of Livy, the historian
^59 B.C. -17 A.D.). All the ancient monuments were destroyed during tiio

immigration of the barbarian hordes. In the middle ages the town, which
fell into the hands of Kzzelino da Komano (p. 28) in 1237-5G, sided with
the GuelfdiH, and in 1318 it appointed Tacopo da Carrara to the Signoria.
The princes of his family were mucli harrassed by the Scaligers ol'

Verona and the repnl^lic of Venice and at length succumbefi in 1405, when
Padua was annexed to Venctia. The Univcrsitf/y founded by Bishop
Giordano in 1222 and extended by Emp. Frederick II. in 1238, rendered
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Padua a famous seat of learning throughout the middle ages and the

Renaissance period, and N. Italy is chiefly indebted to her for its culture.

In the History of Art also Padua is an important place, its reputa-

tion as the chief seat of Italian learning having attracted many artists.

The Florentine masters Giotto, Andrea del Castagno, Paolo Uccello, Fra
Filippo Lippi, Donatello (1443-53), and Leon Batt. Alherti found abun-
dant occupation here. The native artists were introduced to the antique

by the Florentines and the classical scholars ; and the school of art founded
here by Francesco Squarcione (1397-1474) exhibits a peculiar doctrinaire

character. Squarcione, though not a professional artist,»made a valuable
collection of works of art during his travels, and caused young artists

to make drawings from these models. The austere style peculiar to the

Paduan pictures is perhaps due to this doctrinaire training of the artists

and to the influence of Donatello. The greatest master of the school of

Squarcione and of lacopo Bellini (p. 351), who worked in Padua for a time,

was Andrea 3Iantegna (1430-1506; corap. p. 315), who exhibits an almost
northern, Albrecht-Durer-likc severity of style. The chief work of his

early period is in the church of the Eremitani.

From the Main Raihvay Station (PL D, 1) wc follow the new
CoKso DEL PopOLO (PI. D, 1-3; tramway, see p. 331), crossing the

Bacchlglione, to (6 min.) the new Giardino Fubblico (PL I), 2).

Adjoining the gardens of the Arena, which show the oval outlines

of a Roman amphitheatre, rises the —
Madonna dell' Arena (PL D, 3), an oblong chapel erected

by Scrovegno in 1303 and decorated in 1305 with a series of

**Frescoes by Giotto (pp. xliii et seq.; restored by Botti in 1869).

Adm., see p. 331. Morning- light best. Catalogues are provided

lor the use of visitors.

These frescoes represent the History of the Virgin and Christ,
from the apocryphal Proto-Evangelium and the New Testament, and end,

according to ancient custom, with the Last Judgment, painted on the
entrance wall. The lower part of this last work, much injured, was prob-
ably executed chiefly by Giotto's pupils, but the master-hand is revealed
in the youthful Christ at the top, surrounded by apostles, angels, and
saints. The paintings on the side-walls are arranged in four rows, one
above another. The Uppermost JRow ''beginning to the right of the choir-

arch) relates the history of the Virgin from the rejection of Joachim's
sacrifice to Mary's bridal procession. The Birth of the Virgin and the
Presentation of the Virgin in the Temple show scrupulous fidelity to

nature. — The Second Row begins with the Annunciation (choir-arch),

and depicts tlie youth of Christ and his ministry up to the expulsion of the

money-changers from the Temple. The finest scenes arc the Adoration
of the Magi, the Flight to Egypt, and the Entry into Jerusalem. — The
grandest flight of Giotto's imagination is seen in some of the paintings
in the Third Row, mainly devoted to the Passion. The representation
of Christ's sorrows as beginning with the Corruption of Judas (to the
left of the choir-wall) is a fine dramatic touch. In the Crucifixion Giotto
lias not only surpassed his predecessors in the nobility of his conception
of the Sufferer, but lias added a most effective and pathetic feature in the
small winged angels, who show every degree of sympathy and sorrow.
The gem of the series, however, is the *Pieta, or Christ wept over by the
Virgin and his friends. —• The Lowest Row consists of allegorical figures
of the Virtues and Vices in grisaille, and leads up to the Last Judgment.
The Christ enthroned with angels, above the choir-arch, shows that Giotto
was as much at home in the domain of placid gracefulness as in that of
emotion and passion. — The Frescoes in the Choir (Death, Assumption,
and Coronation of the Virgin) arc by a later hand and of little import-
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ance. By the rear wall is the monument of the founder of the church

(d. 1336), by Andreolo de Sanctis, of Venice. On the altar, in front of

this, is a figure of the Madonna by Giovanni Pisano, to whom also the

statue of Scrovegno, in the sacristy, to the left, may be ascribed.

From the Arena we proceed to the Piazza Eremitani and the

Eremitani (PI. D, 3), an old Augustine church of the middle of

the 13th cent., restored in 1880, containing *Frescoes by Andrea
Mantegna and his contemporaries of the school of Squarcione,

which are among the most important examples ofNorthern Italian art.

Nave. By the entrance -wall are two painted altars of terracotta,

probably by Giov. Minello, that to the right with a fresco of 1511. On
the right and left are the elaborate Grothic tombs of Ubertino da Carrara

(1338-45) and lacopo (il Minore) da Carrara (1345-50), by Andreolo de
Sanctis, brought hither from the church of Sant' Agostino (pulled down
in 1820). In the centre of the left wall is the tomb of the jurist Bena-
vides (d. 1582), by the Florentine B. Atmnanati, executed in 1546.

On the walls of the Choir are poor frescoes, ascribed to Guariento :

Astronomical representations. Scenes from the life of St. Augustine (re-

painted), etc. — Sacristy (entrance from the choir, to the left) : Guido
Beni, John the Baptist.

The Cappella Santi Iacopo e Cristoforo (fee 50 c), adjoining the

nave on the right, is embellished with celebrated frescoes, damaged
yet still very attractive, with ornamentation showing the indebtedness
of the School of Squarcione to its study of the antique. The Evangelists
on the ceiling are the poorest and probably the earliest part of the work.
The four upper sections on the wall on the right also are by inferior

artists ; the two highest scenes, representing St. James as a worker of

miracles, and St. James before the king, are by an unknown master (Bono
da Ferrara?) ; central section, St. Christopher with the Infant Christ, by
Bono dn Ferrara, Adoration of the giant saint, by Ansaino da Forli.

The paintings on the wall and vaulting of the recesses of the choir arc

by Niccolo Pizzolo, an able Paduan, who died young; the Assumption
of the Virgin was probably finished by Mantegna. By far the most im-
portant are the *Pictures with which Andrea Mantegna completed the

cycle between 1453 and 1459. The left wall presents to us the life of

St. James from his call to his execution. The lower scenes exhibit greater
ability and maturity than the upper, so that we can trace the master's
progress step by step. The Execution and Burial of St. Christopher, the
lowest pictures on the right wall, subsequently added by Mantegna, are

sadly injured. —• The large terracotta altar -relief of the Madonna and
saints is by Giov. da Pisa, one of Donatello's assistants, but has been
spoiled by a modern coat of paint.

The Corso del Popolo ends at the Piazza Garibaldi (PL D, 3),

whence we follow the sliort Via Cavour on the S. to the Piazza
Oavour (V\. 1), 4), which, with the neighbouring Via Otto Febbraio
(Pi. D, 4), on the S., now form the cliief centre of life and business.

In the Via Otto Febbraio, to the right, is the Caffe Pedrocchi

(p. 330). — On the left stands the —
University (1*1. D,4), usually called ^JlB(j\ from a celebrated

niedicfcval tavern with the sign of the ox (bove) which existed liere

until 141)3. In the liandsome colonnades in the court, erected in

1552 by Andrea delta Valle, arc numerous names and armorial

bearings of distinguished ^cives academicV. Handsome aula. The
anatomical theatre resembles that in Bologna (p. 477).
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In the Via San Biagio, to the E. of the Piazza Cavour, is the new
University Library (PI. D, 4; adm., see p. 331; librarian, Prof. Caputo).
— A little to the E., at the end of the Via Santa Sofia, stands the Roman-
esque church of Santa Sofia (PL E, 4), the oldest in Padua, the choir

being very primitive.

Opposite the University the short Via del Sale and the Largo

del Municipio lead to the W. to the Piazza dei Frutti and the

Piazza delle Erbe (PI. 0, 4). At the N.E. angle of the latter is

the Palazzo del Municipio (PI. C, D, 4), of the 16th century. —
Between the piazzas rises the Palazzo della Pagione, briefly called

the Salone, a ^Juris Basilica^ as the inscription records, erected

in 1172-1219. The logge were added in 1306.
The Salone or great hall on the upper floor, from which the building

derives its name, was altered in 1420. It has a vaulted wooden ceiling

and is 90 yds. in length, 31 yds. in breadth, and 79 ft. in height (adm.,

see p. 331 ; entr. by the staircase on the S. side of the court of the Muni-
cipio). The walls are adorned with over 300 frescoes, painted after 1420

by Giov. Miretto and others (much retouched), representing the influence
of the constellations and the seasons on mankind. By the entrance-wall
are two colossal Egyptian statues of Neith, and the 'Petrone' or Tietra
del Vitupero' (lapis vituperii et cessionis bonorumj , a kind of stone
pillory, formerly in the market-place, on which defaulting debtors were
exposed to the jeers of the populace. The. hall contains also a large
wooden horse which seems to be copied from the horse in Donatello's
monument of Gattamelata (p. 335). Behind the horse, on the wall to the
right, is the tombstone of T. Livius Halys, a freedman of the family of

the historian Livy (p. 331).

Adjacent, in the Piazza dell' Unita d' Italia (formerly P. dei

Signoin; PI. C, 4), rises the Loggia del Consiglio, an elegant

early-Renaissance work by Ann. Bassano (1501), consisting of an

open arcade above a broad flight of steps. The interior, by Biagio
BigiOj was not completed until 1523-26. In front stands an ancient

Column (erected here in 1405) with the Lion of St. Mark (p. 297).

At the W. end of the piazza, where the castle erected by Uber-

tino da Carrara (p. 333) in 1338-44 formerly stood, is the Pal. del

Capitanioj once the seat of the Venetian governor, which was rebuilt

by Falconetto in 1532, with a Renaissance portal and an imposing

clock-tower. Of the castle of the Carrara there remain only the Sala

dei G-iganti, with a portrait of Petrarch by Altichiero (the other

frescoes by Altichiero, Avanzo, and Gruariento were completely

painted over in 1540), and a fragment of a two-storied loggia in the

court of the Scuola Reale Carrarese (entr. Via delP Accademia;
PI. B, 4).

The Cathedral (PI. B, 4), with an unfinished fagade, was built

by Andr. della Valle and Ag. Righetto in 1551-77, in the late-

Renaissance style. The Treasury (Tesoro) contains miniatures of

the 12-15th centuries and handsome ecclesiastical vessels. Adjoin-

ing the cathedral on the N. is the Baptistery, an elegant brick

structure of the 12th cent., adorned with frescoes of 1380, ascribed

to Giusto Padovano (opened by the sacristan).
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In the adjacent Episcopal Palace (Vescovado) is a hall with por-
traits of the bishops, painted in fresco by lac. da Montagnana, and a
chapel with charming early-Renaissance decoration (1491). The adjacent
library of the Cathedral Chapter contains an interesting painting by Nice.
Semitecolo of Venice (1367).

The Casa degli Specchij Via del Yescovado 31 (PL B, C, 4), is an

elegant Renaissance structure in the style of the Lombardi (p. 350).

From the Via Otto Febbraio (p. 333) the Via San Francesco,

skirting the S. side of the university, leads to the Ponte San Lo-
renzo (PI. D, 4). A doubtful tradition identifies No. 9 (3358) in this

street as Dante's House (comp. p. 339). At the corner of the street

almost opposite is a mediseval sarcophagus of 1283, known as the

Tomb of Antenor (comp. p. 331).

A few paces farther on is the Via del Santo, leading to the right

to the (6 min.) Piazza del Santo (PI. D, 5 ; tramway, p. 331). Here, in

front of the church, rises Donatello's famous equestrian **Statue
of Gattamelata {Erasmo da Narni; d. 1443), generalissimo of

the Republic of Venice in 1438-41. This, the first great equestrian

monument made in bronze in Italy since antiquity, was cast in 1447
and erected in 1453.

Sant' Antonio (PI. D, E, 5), commonly called ^11 Santo% the

sepulchral church of St. Anthony of Padua (b. at Lisbon in 1195,

d. at Arcella in 1231), was erected in 1232-1307, with a ground-

plan borrowed from earlier French Gothic churches. This huge

structure is 126 yds. long and 60 yds. broad across the transepts.

On the exterior are two slender campanili and seven domes in the

oriental style, in rivalry with St. Mark's church at Venice. The
unskilful heightening of these domes in 1424 has seriously injured

the appearance of the building. The interior, restored and white-

washed after a fire in 1749, is now being gradually redecorated.

This church is visited every year by crowds of pilgrims.
The modern bronze doors, by Ca7nillo Boito (1895), replace the ancient

doors of wood. Fo'ar Gothic niches in the central portal contain statuettes
of SS. Francis, Louis of Toulouse, Anthony, and Bonaventura, the chief
saints of the Franciscan order. In the lunette above are SS. Bernardino
and Antonio holding the monogram of Christ, a fresco by Mantegna (1452).

Intefuok. Tlie nave and aisles are borne by twelve pillars; the
choir, which, with the ambulatory, was repainted in 1910-11, has eight
clustered columns. — On the entrance-wall, to the right, is tlie tomb of
Ant. Trombetta, by Riccio (1522).

Nave. On the right and left near the beginning are two holy-water
basins, witlj statuettes of John the Baptist, perhaps by Tullio Lombardi(?),
and Christ, by Tiziano Anpetti. — Hy the 2n(i pillar on the left. Mon-
ument of AleHH. (Jontariui (d. 1553), Venetian general, with six. slaves as huj)-

porters, by Sanmich/di, AL Vittoria, and others. liy the 2nd pillar on tiio

right, the simple and chaste monument of Card. Plclro Beinbo (d, 1517), by
Hanmicheli. The busts on both these monuments are by Danesc (Jattanco.

RiOHT Aisle. l8t Chapel: on the left, the sarcophagus of General
Oattainelata (see above), and on the right, that of his son Giovanni da
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Narni (d. 1455), probably an early work by Bart. Bellano of Padua, a

pupil of Donatello, though Venturi ascribes it to Bertoldo.
Right Transept. Cappella San Felice^ formerly San Idcopo, erected

about 1372-82 by Andreolo de Sanctis^ restored in 1773, with a new organ
and *Frescoes by Altlchiero (1376), the chief representative of the earlier

Veronese School (p. 300), and his assistant AvaJizo. Behind the altar, a

Crucifixion, in three parts. In the lunettes above and on the side-walls,

scenes from the legend of St. James. Best light in the afternoon.

Left Transept. ^Cappella del Santo, a florid late-Eenaissance edi-

fice begun by Giov. Minello after Riccio^s design (1500) and continued
in 1533-16 by Falconetto, with four columns in front and two elegant
corner-pillars ; between the arches are the Evangelists. The walls are

embellished with fine high reliefs of scenes from the life of St. Anthony
(beginning to the left of the altar): 1. Ordination of St. Anthony, by
Antonio Minello (1512); 2. Resuscitation of a murdered woman, by
Giovanni Dentone (1524) ; *3. Resuscitation of a youth, by Girolamo
Campagna {IbVd-ll) ; 4. Resuscitation of a suicide surrounded by women,
by lac. Sansovino (1536) ; 5. Resuscitation of a child, by Minello and
Sansovino (1520-28); 6. Discovery of a stone in the corpse of a miser
instead of a heart, 7. Healing of a youth, who having struck his mother
in anger had punished himself by cutting off his leg, both by Tullio
Lombardi (1525); 8. Conversion of a heretic by a miracle with a glas.s,

by Gian Maria Mosca and Paolo Stella (1520-30); 9. St. Anthony giving
speech to an infant to enable it to prove its mother's innocence, by
Antonio Lomhaixli {lb05 ; beautiful, but somewhat cold, and inspired by
a study of Greek sculpture). The bones of the saint repose beneath the

altar, on which are many votive tablets. Two magnificent silver candel-
abra, borne by angels in marble. Beautiful white and golden ornamenta-
tion on the ceiling by Tiziano Minio and others (ca. 1540).

Left Aisle. Adjoining the Capp. del Santo is the baroque monument
of Caterino Cornaro (d. 1674), 'Dalmatise, dein Cretae cum summa potestate
legatus', by Giusto le Court; to the left is the monument of the jurist

Antonio Roselli (d. 1466), by Bart. Bellano.
Choir. The marble screen was designed hj Donatello ; on its inner

side are twelve reliefs in bronze, from the Old Testament, ten by Bellano
(1484-88), two (David before the Ark, Judith and Holofernes ; the 3rd and
5th to the left) by Riccio (1507). The full-length portrait of St. Anthony,
in front, to the left, is said to be the best likeness. — The High Altar,
executed in 1446-50 by Donatello and his pupils and removed in 1576 to

make room for an altar by Oirol. Campagna, was restored from a not
very successful design of Camillo Boito in 1895 and adorned with the
original sculptures by Donatello. Below are twelve charming angelic
musicians (largely studio-pieces), behind, a fine *Dcposition in the Tomb,
and tlic symbols of the Evangelists (studio-pieces). On the antependium
arc a Pieta and four exquisite *Reliefs in bronze (Miracles of St. Anthony),
in an elaborate Renaissance setting. On the altar and parapet is a bronze
crucifix, with the Virgin, the tutelars of Padua, and four other saints. —
By the altar is a bronze *Candclabrum, IIV2 ft. high, by Riccio, with a
variety of Christian and heathen representations (1507-16).

Ambulatory. To the left of the Capp. del Santo is the tomb of tlie

jurist Raff'aMlo Fulyoso (d. 1427), probably by Piero di Niccolo Lamberti
(p. 393). Beliind is the Cappella del Beato Luca Belludi, with frescoes
by Giusto Padovano (1382; retouched). Farther on, on each side of the
sanctuary, are six national chapels, recently repainted.

The Sanctuary (adm. 31/2 fr- for one or more), or Cappella del Tesoro,
an elaborate baroque structure by Fil. Parodi, added to the church in

1690, contains a collection of admirable goldsmith's work of the 15th
and 16th cent., including (iattamelata's baton, a reliquary with the tongue
of St. Anthony, a (jothic censer, and a credence plate.

The Saoristy contains mosaics in wood (freely restored) executed
from Squarcione^a designs by Lor. and Cristof. da Lendinara. The
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marble decoration is by Bart. Bellano (1469-72). — The adjoining Cap-
pella del Capitolo contains some fragmentary frescoes by Giotto.

From the S. angle of the Gothic Cloisters (many ancient tomb-

stones), on the S. side of the church, a staircase ascends to the

Biblioteca Antoniana (adm., see p. 331; librarian, Mons. Grirol.

G-ranic), containing 30,000 printed books and Humorous MSS. from

the 8th cent, onward.
The most interesting MSS. are exhibited in the Salone, decorated

by Ferd. Focchi in 1714: choir-books of the 14th cent, with miniatures
by Niccolb da Bologna; missal (15th cent.), presented by the Duchess
Bianca Maria Visconti (p. 174), with fine miniatures; incunabula (Mayence
1459 and 1465 ; Rome 1468). Also, two globes by Padre Coronelli (17th cent.).

The rooms below the library are devoted to the Museo Antoniano,
founded in 1907. Besides paintings, carvings, engravings, and medals
referring to St. Anthony and his cliurch, the collection includes intarsia

work by the Canozzi of Lendinara and others, a Flemish tapestry of the
15th cent., Oattamelata's coat-of-arms in Nanto stone, and casts of the
chief bronze sculptures in the church (custodian, 1/2 f •"•)•

The Scuola del Santo (PL D, 5), on the S. side of the Piazza

del Santo, the former hall of the brotherhood of St. Anthony, is

adorned with seventeen frescoes (mostly repainted) from the life

of the saint. Three of them are by Titian (early works of 1511).

Best light in the afternoon; fee 50 c. .

By the entrance, to the riglit : *I. Titian, St. Anthony causing an
infant to bear witness (see p. 336), in the style of Griorgione (p. 351)

;

II. & III. Dom. Campagnola, The stone in the corpse of the miser (p. 336),

Miracle of the ass; IV. Filippo da Verona (?), St. Anthony appears to

the people of Padua and foretells the fall of Ezzelino (p. 331); V. School
of Titian, Death of St. Anthony; VI. Giov. Contarini {?), Transferring
the bones of the saint ; VII. Girol. del Santo, Miracle with a glass (see

p. 336); VIII. Filippo da Verona C^), Meeting of the saint with Ezzelino

;

IX. Girol. del Santo, Madonna with SS. Francis and Anthony; X. Filippo
da Verona, Miracle of the rain ; XI. Titian, Resuscitation of a woman slain

by her jealous husband (injured) ; *XII. Titian, Curing the boy's leg (p. 336)

;

XIII. & XIV. disfigured; XV. painted in 1775; XVI. also by a later artist;

XVII. Dom. Ca.mpagnola, Resuscitation of a child who had been drowned.

The adjacent Cappella San Giorgio contains twenty-one ad-

mirable frescoes (1377) by Altichiero and Avanzo (p. 336). Key
kept by the sacristan of Sant' Antonio. Best light in the afternoon.

To the right, below, Legend of St. Lucia; al)Ove, Legend of St. Cath-
arine; to the left, above and below. Legend of St. George. Altar-wall:
Crucifixion, Coronation of the Virgin. Wall of the door: Flight into

Egypt, Adoration of the Magi, Nativity.

To the right of the Scuola del Santo, at the corner of the Via

Orto Botanico, is the Museo Civico (PI. D, 6), rebuilt in 1881 by

BoitOj with a fine fa(;ade and staircase, containing the civic Lib-
rary/, Archives^ and Collections of Antiquities and Fainiimjs
(adni., see p. 331). No catalogue. Director, Prof. Andrea Moschetti.

On the groundfloor is the Musko Archkolocjico, with pre-

historic and Roman antiquities found in the province of Padua, etc.

On tlie upper floor is the 1*ictuke Gallery, containing few

paintings of importance. A Madonna by Ronianino is the gem of

the collection.
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Anteroom (to the right of the staircase). Eiccio, Half-figures of

the Madonna and Mary Magdalen, from a Pieta (from San Canziano;

1530), Terracotta bust (from a statue); Guido Mazzoni{]^. ^b2), Portions
of a terracotta group (Pieta); Bai't. Bellano, Wood-caLi'xing of the Madonna
enthroned, with angels. — To the left of the staircase is the —

Sala Emo-Capodilista (in three divisions). The first two divisions

contain Italian paintings of the 15-16th cent., mainly Venetian. — 1st Divi-

sion : To the left, *33. Marco Basaiti, Madonna between SS. Peter and
Liberale; 3B. Morone, Madonna; 49. Lor. Lotto, Madonna and saints.

In the centre, 50. Giorgione, Panel from a chest (studio-piece). — 2nd
Division: To the left, 175. Boccaccio Boccaccino, Madonna with two
saints. — 3rd Division: Works mainly of the 17th century. On an easel,

*56. Giorgione, Panel from a chest.

The Adjoining Kooms contain the smaller collections. R. I. Grlass,

majolica (incl. the coat-of-arms of a majolica painter), and porcelain.

R. II. Costumes, valuable textiles, lace. R. III. Bronzes, work in silver,

etc. In the centre. Bronze candelabrum, by Desiderio da Firenze. R. IV.
Furniture and wood-carving; in the centre, ivory carvings, engraved gems,
etc. R. V. Illuminated MSS., incunabula, ancient documents, early plans
of the town, etc.

The Corridor to the right of the vestibule of the large hall contains
paintings (14-18th cent.). 1st Division: to the left, 399. Squarcione, Altar-
piece in five sections with St. Jerome in the middle (ca. 1450; injured). To
tlie right, works by Pietro Longhi and his son Al. Longhi (p. 352) ;

pastels

by Rosalba Carriera. 2nd Division : to the left, 416. lac. Bellini (?),

Christ in Hades, part of the altar-piece mentioned at p. 401. To the right,

536. Rogier van der Weyden, Descent from the Cross (copy). 3rd Divi-
sion: to the left, 461. Boccaccio Boccaccino, Madonna (in an old frame).

Large Hall. End-wall, Flemish tapestry representing a procession
of knights; farther on, French tapestry (14th cent.). Paintings: 617. Dom.
Campagnola, Beheading of the Baptist; opposite, *655. Al. Longhi. Portrait
of a Venetian admiral; *648. G.B. Tiepolo, St. Patrick, Bishop ot Ireland,
healing a sick man. On an easel, And. Previtali, Madonna adored by the
donor, an early work (1501).

Last Hall. Back-wall : *669. Romanino, Madonna enthroned with
saints, in a handsome frame, from Santa Giustina (1513); to the left, 663.

Romanino, Last Supper (1513) ; 665. Luca Longhi, Martyrdom of St. Justina
(1562) ; to the right,672. Romanino, Madonna enthroned with two saints (1521).

In the next room: 29 paintings in tempera by Guar^iento (Angel,
St, Matthew, Madonna, etc.), from the chapel of the castle of the Carrara
(p. 334). — The Last Rooms contain coins and medals ; modern paintings and
sculptures. — Library: MSS., including the Codice Carrarese (14th cent.),

with seven portraits of princes; collection of books relating to Padua.

—

Archives: Original documents concerning the canonization of SS. Anthony
and Francis; a 'Raccolta Dantesca', a 'Raccolta Petrarchesca', etc.

In the Via Cesarotti, No. 21 (E. of Saiit' Antonio), stands the

Palazzo Giustiniani (PL E, 5), with two garden-houses built by
Falconetto for Luigi Cornaro in 1524, which, though dilapidated,

are among the finest monuments of that period. The frescoes and
stucco-work are. in the style of Raphael's Logge in the Vatican.

A little to the S. of the Piazza del Santo, at the end of the Via
Orto Botanico (p. 337), lies the Botanic Garden (PI. B, E, 6),

founded in 1545 (ring at the gate). Director, Prof. Saccardo.
Among the interesting old trees in this garden is the Palma di Goethe

(Chamserops humilisj, planted about 1585, visited and described by Ooethe
in 1786, and enclosed within a building of its own. — The main build-
ing contains a valuable library and portraits of eminent botanists of all

countries.
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The Via Donatello leads to the W. from the Botanic Grarden to

the quiet Piazza Vittorio Emanuele Secondo (PI. C, D, 6),

formerly the Prato delta Valle. In the centre is a shady promen-
ade adorned with a double series of 82 statues of illustrious men
connected with Padua.

On the W. side of the piazza is the Loggia Amiilea (PI. C, 6), a

modern Grothic structure by Grlus. Jajpelli, used by the judges at the horse-
races held here on the first day of the annual fair (Fiera del Santo;
12-15th June), first established in 1275 to commemorate the expulsion of

Ezzelino. Below are marble Statues of Dante and Giotto (who met at

Padua in 1306), by Vincenzo Yela (1865).

At the S.E. angle of the Piazza is the old conventual church of

*Santa Giustina (PI. D, 7), a Renaissance edifice of imposing

proportions, begun by Girol. da Brescia in 1501, continued by
Al. Leopardi in 1521-22, and completed in 1532, with tjje ex-

ception of the fagade, by Andrea Moroni of Bergamo. The interior

consists of nave and aisles, flanked with rows of chapels; it is

364 ft. long and 98 ft. wide, with a transept 250 ft. long. The
aisles are roofed with barrel-vaulting, the nave with three flat

domes. The transept and choir terminate in semicircular recesses

and are surmounted by four lofty cupolas.
The church is paved with coloured marble. Behind the high-altar,

which contains the tomb of St. Justina (d. 303), is the *Martyrdom of
St. Justina, by Paolo Veronese (ca. 1568). Beautifully carved choir stalls

from drawings by Camjpagnola (1560), New Testament subjects above,
Old Testament below. In' the chapel on the right of the choir, a Pieta,
a large group in marble by Parodi (17th cent.). The sacristy contains a
t.-rracotta statue of the Madonna, perhaps by Giovanni Minelli. The old
choir, the only remnant of the original church (entrance by the door ou
the right of the high -altar) also possesses fine carved stalls. — The
cloisters are now inaccessible, being used for military purposes.

The former church of Santa Maria delle Grazie in Vanzo
('PI. C, 5, 6), to the N.W. of the Piazza Vitt. Emanuele Secondo,

contains a Crucifixion by Michele da Verona (1505; injured) and

a Madonna enthroned with four saints by Bart. Montagna.

From the Piazza Garibaldi (p. 333) the Via Garibaldi leads to

tlie N.W. to the Ponte Molino (PI. C, 3), near which rises a Tower

y

bearing the vigorous (modern) inscription, *mesto avanzo di nefanda

tirannide: Ezzelino eresse 1250', which recalls the tyranny of

Ezzelino da Romano (p. 331).

In the adjoining Piazza Petrarca (P). C, 2, 3) rises a mon-
ument to Petrarch (p. 457), erected in 1874. — On the N. side of

the piazza stand the Church of i Carmini and the Scuola del
Carmine (now a baptistery; sacristan in the cloisters), with sadly-

(l.un.igod IGth cent, frescoes.
J^cft of the altar: Titian, Meeting of Joachim and Anna, executed in

ir^ll, at the same time as the freHcoes in the Scuola del Santo (j). WSl

;

liadly injured); on the end-wall, Dom. Campagnola, Birth of ChriHt and
Adoration of the Magi; the others are by inferior maHlerH.
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From Padua to Venioe via Fusina, 26 M., electric tramway and
steamer in 2-21/2 hrs. (fares 2 fr. 10, 1 fr. 35 c). — The tramway starts

from the Piazza Garibaldi (PI. D, 3); luggage-office at the Fiaschetteria

Randi (p. 330). — At (31/2 M.) Po7ite di Brenta (p. 330) we cross the

Brenta beyond which we skirt the navigable Naviglio di Brenta. — 7 M.
Strci (inn), with pretty country-houses of the Venetians. Less than 1/2 M«
to the N.E. of the station is the *Palazzo Pisani, built about 1740 for

the Pisani family of Venice by Count Frigimelica and F. M. Preti, and
bought in 1807 by Napoleon I. for Eugene Beauharnais, Viceroy of Italy.

It is now the experimental station of the Magistrato alle Acque, or

Venetian Canal Board. The magnificent ball-room contains a huge ceiling-

painting by Tiepolo: the Glorification of the Pisani (1762). There is also

a beautiful garden. — 11 M. Dolo (Alb. Garibaldi), also a railway-station
(see p. 330). — 131/2 M. Mi7'a Taglio, with the villas of many Venetian
families. — Passing the Venetian advanced fort of Oriago, we reach

(I8V2 ^^0 Malcontenta. — 211/2 M. Fusina is the terminus of the tramway.
Steamer to Venice, see p. 344. Fine view of the city as we approach
(best J)y evening-light).

52. Venice. +

The Railway Station (Pi. C, D, 3; Restaurant^ good) is at the
N.W. end of tlie Canal Grande. The town-offices are at the Tourists'
Enqui]^ Office and at Fserber's, see p. 345; the Inspector at the station
is an agent for the Sleeping Car Co. Opposite the exit gondolas (tariff,

see p. 343) and the motor -launches or 'omnibus-boats' of certain hotels
are always in waiting. The hotel-servants will hail a gondola for those
who do not know the language. The landing-place of the Lido Express
(p. 341) and of the small steamers mentioned at pp. 343, 344 (hand-luggage
free; trunks or cycles not carried) is beyond the railway-bridge. The
gondolas go to and from the station along side-canals.

Arrival by Sea. The sea-going steamers (p. 345) anchor in tlie

Canale di San Marco, opposite the Punta della Salute (PI. G, 6). Gondola
tariff, see p. 343; from the steamer to the quay (Piazzetta), with one
rower (day or night), 20 c.

Hotels (comp. p. xxi ; drinking-water, comp. p. xxv). In the Town :

Hotel Royal Danieli (PI. a; H, 5), Riva degli Schiavoni, with post and
railway-ticket offices, 280 beds, R. 7-30, B. 2, L. 4, I). 7-10, P. 15-25 fr.

;

*H6tel de l'Edrope (PL b; G, 6), on the Grand Canal, entr. Calle del

Ridotto, 120 beds at 5-8, B. 2, L. 5, D. 7, P. 14-18 fr., American and
French visitors; Grand-Hotel (PL o; F, 6), on the Grand Canal, entr. Via
Ventidue Marzo, Ramo Minotto 2322, 350 beds at 7-30, B. I1/2, L. 4, D. 7,

F. 15-25 fr. ; *Grand-H6tel Britannia (PL c; G, 6), on the Grand Canal,
entr. Corte Barozzi, with small garden, 300 beds from 5, B. l^U, L. 31/2-^,

t Venice is divided into the seven districts (sestieri) of Castello,
San Marco, Cannaregio, Dorsoduro, San Polo, Santa Croce, and
Giudecca, of which the first three are on the N.E. side of the Grand
Canal, the last four on the S.W. The houses in each district are
numbered continuously. — The main centre is the Piazza di San Marco
(PL G, H, 5), with the Piazzetta di San Marco and Piazzetta dei Leon I

adjoining it. Every other square or open space is called Campo, or, if

small, (Jamjpiello. (Jalle and ruga are the ordinary words for a street;
sottoportico or corte (properly court) is a passage; ramo, a short street
or blind alley; rughetta, a short side-street; salizzada, tlie chief street
of a parish; fondamenta or riva, a street flanked on one side by a canal.
Rio is a narrow canal; rioterrd is a canal that has been filled up. Sacca
means an open space (land or water) at the point where a canal enters
the lagoon. — Comp. Boerio^s Dizionario del Dialetto Veneto (Venice;
2nd edit., 1856).
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D. 6-7, P. from 14 fr. ; these four are high-class houses in old palazzi,

with d^pendances in the adjoining houses (R. at these sometimes inferior).
— Somewhat less pretentious: *GrRArrD-H6TEL d'Italie (Bauer -Griin-
wald; PI. h; Gr, 6), on the Grand Canal and the Campo San Moise, with
garden-terrace and restaurant (p. 342), 350 beds at 31/2-10, B. I1/2, L- ^, D- 5-6,

P. 11-20 fr., patronized by Germans, generally crowded; *Grand Canal
Hotel & Monaco (PI. 1; G, 6), on the Grand Canal, entr. Calle Valla-
resso, R. from 5, B. IV2, L. 4, D. 6, P. from 11 fr. ; *H6t. Regina (PI. t;

G, 6), on the Grand Canal, entr. Calle Traghetto, with small garden,
140 beds at 5-18, B. IV2, L. 31/2, I>- 5, P. from 12 fr., English and American
visitors; Hot. de Milan & Bristol (PI. u; G, 6), on the Grand Canal,
entr. Calle Traghetto, R. from 4, B. I1/2, L. 3-31/2, D- 4V2-5, P. from 10 fr.

;

Hot. Alexandria, on the Grand Canal, R. 31/2-6, P. 9-11 fr., new; Hot.
Beau-Rivage (PI. r; H, I, 5), Riva degli Schiavoni, 110 beds from 4, B. li/o,

L. 4, D. 5, P. from 10 fr., patronized by English and Americans; Hot.
Luna (PI. f ; G, 6), close to the Piazza of St. Mark; Hot. Bellevde &
DE RussiE (PI. d ; G-, H, 5), Piazza of St. Mark, entr. Calle Larga San
Marco, 90 beds at 31/2-71/2, B. I1/2, L. 3, D. 4, P. 9-14 fr., English; Hot.
ViTTORTA (PI. g; G, 5), in the Frezzeria (p. 368), Ramo dei Fuseri 1812,
200 beds from 31/2, B. I1/2, L. 31/2, D. 5, P. 10-14, 'omnibus-boat' I1/2 fr.,

American clientele; Hot. Metropole (PI. m; I, 5), Riva degli Schiavoni
4149, 50 R. at 3-5, B. I1/4, L. 21/2, D. 31/2, P. 8-10 fr., well spoken of; Hot.
loLANDA E Baviera (PI. y; H, 5), Riva degli Schiavoni 4187, with cafe-
restaurant (p. 342), 90 beds at 31/2-5, P. 8-12 fr., good; Hot.-Pens. Aurora
(PI. p ; I, 5), Riva degli Schiavoni 4133, 70 beds at 21/3-5, P. 71/2-I2 fr. ; Hot.-
Pens. International, Yia Ventidue Marzo 2399, R. 21/3-4, B. 1, L. 21/2,

I). 31/2, P. 71/2-9 fr. ; Hot. Sandwirt (PI. q ; I, 5), Riva degli Schiavoni 4111,
150 beds at 3-41/2, B. 1, P. 7-9 fr. ; Hot.-Pens. La Calcina (PI. x ; E, 7), Fonda-
menta delle Zattere 781, with restaurant, 100 beds at 1^/^-2 fr., English, un-
pretending. — Good second-class hotels, in the Italian style, with trattorie

;

Hot.-Restaur. Cavalletto (PI. s; G, 5), San Gallo 1006, near the Bacino
Orseolo, 100 beds at 3-7, P. from 91/2 fr. ; *H6t. Centrale Vapore (PI. i;

G, 5), Ponte Baratteri, San Marco, near the Merceria ('omnibus -boat'):
Alb. Orientale e Cappello Nero, behind the Piazza of St. Mark, entr.

Profuratie Vecchie, 180 beds at 21/2-31/2. P. 9-12, 'omnibus-boat' li/4fr.;

}foT. BoNVECCHiATi (PI. w; G, 5), Calle Carlo Goldoni, with small garden,
100 beds 21/2-31/2, P. 9-11 fr., good; Bella Venezia, Calle dei Fabbri 4710
(PI. G, 5), Alb.-Ristorante al Giorgione, Santi Apostoli 4587, near the
^'a d'Oro (PI. G. 3), both unpretending. — Near the station, for passing
lourists: Hot. Terminus (PI. te; D, 3), Rioterra Lista di Spagna, R.
t rom 3, B. IV4, L. 21/2, D. 31/2 fr.

On the lAdo (comp. Plan, p. 411
; suitable for a long stay and pre-

ferable in summer owing to the sea breezes): *Exoelsior Palace (PI. a,

A, 4; Societa dei Bagni di Lido), on the sea, I1/2 M. from the main
landing-place, erected in 1907-8 in the Moorish -Venetian style by Giov.
Sardi and beautifully fitted up, with view-tower and sea-bathing estab-
lishment (p. 412), .500 beds from 6, B. 2, L. 5-6, D. 8-10, P. from 16 fr. ; Gr.-
JfoT. des JU1N8 fPl. b, C 2; same Co.), near the Stabilimento dei Bagni
(\K 411), with park 500 beds from 6 B. I1/2, L. 5, I). 7, P. from 14 fr. ; Hot.
Villa Reoina (PI. c, B 1), 80 beds from 5, ii. 1'/.,, L. 4, D. 5, P. from
IL' fr. ; *Hot. Splendide (PI. d; B, 2), 1.50 ])eds from 5, B. I1/2, L. 4, D. C),

P. from 12 fr. ; Hunoauia Palace Hotel (PI. e; i{, 1), 170 ]»eds at 3-6,

B. IV.j, L. 3V2, I>- 41/2, P. 10-14 fr. ; Central Modekne Hotel, witii

restaurant, 150 beds from 3, B. IV4, L. 8, I). 4, P. 9-12 fr., new; all these
of the first class, tlie last five open Aj)ril-Oei. only. — At tlie landing-
place, with cafeH-restaurantH : Or. -Hot. Lido (PI. f, Ji 1 ; Societa dei Hagni),

with garden, 210 i»eds at 4-7, H. IV2, ''• '^'/j, !>• -^V-i, !'• 11-1^» f'-i <>!'<'"

April -Oct. only; Alb. -Pens. Laguna {V\. h; J{, 1), gftod ;
Penh. Counk

d'Or (Pl. i; B, 2), P. 7V2-n fr., well spoken of. Tiie Lido ExpresH
(motor-boatH of the Sdejcti <lei Bagni di liido) plies 7 times daily from
April to 0(1. between the Garage lieale on Hk; Piazza Uarche at MeBtre
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(p. 330), the station (meeting most of the express trains), and the Excel-
sior Palace, whence a motor -omn. runs to the other hotels of the com-
pany; the journey from the station to the Excelsior Palace takes V2 ^r.

(fare 2 fr, ; hand -luggage 20 c., trunk 1 fr. ; to the Hot. des Bains and
Hot. Villa Regina 1 fr. 60 c).

Pensions (see p. xxii). Casa Petraroa (PI. pe; F, 4), on the Grrand
Canal, San Silvestro 1095, San Polo, P. 7-9 fr., frequented by English
and Americans ; Pens. Comello-Visentini, Santa Maria del Griglio 2465,
8-10 fr. ; Pens. Minerva, Via Ventidue Marzo, 7-9 fr. ; Pens. Gregory,
2499 Sottoportico Barbarigo, 7-9 fr., English; Pens. Casa Frollo, Fonda-
menta Q-aloni 64 (PI. E, 7), Zattere, 6-7 fr. ; Pens. Krusner-Violin, Fonda-
menta Fenice 2554, Santa Maria del Giglio ; Pens. Lanza, Calle della Posta,
San Bartolomeo, 6fr. ; Pens. Falcone, S. Marco, Calle Posta Centrale 5369a,
7 fr. — Christliches Hospiz, Campo Sant'Angelo 3581, 5-61/2 fr., plain.

H6tels Meubl^s. Moderne Hot. Manin (PI. v; G, 5), Bacino Orse-
olo, R. 3-5 fr.; Casa Savoia (PI. n; I, 5), R. 31/2-6 fr., Casa Fontana, R.
21/2-5 fr. (P. if desired), Riva degli Schiavoni 4156 and 4161, both good

;

CiTTA Di Trieste, Calle Larga 370 a, San Marco, R. 2-3 fr. ; Casa Rossi,
Calle Larga San Marco and Calle delPAngelo 403, R. 2-21/2 fr., B. 80 c.

Furnished Rooms. The following are recommended even for a

short stay : Casa Poschacher, Campo Santo Stefano 2957 ; Frau Rambuseck-
Adami, Riva degli Schiavoni 4150 and Campo San Moise 1464; Casa Ohici,
Riva degli Schiavoni, entr. Calle del Forno 3769; Frau Schmiltz-Monti,
Calle dei Preti 1263, Ascensione, San Marco; Frati Maitdl, Calle della
Posta 5369a, San Bartolomeo. — Private Apartments (comp. p. xxii;
distinguished by a white placard on the shutters; list at the Agenzia
Mercurio, Calle Canonica, San Marco) are dearest on the Grand Canal
and the sunny Riva degli Schiavoni and in summer on the Lido. The
Fondamenta delle Zattere (PI. D, E, 7 ; not much choice) is quiet and
pleasant, though somewhat remote. It is usual to pay for a fortnight
in advance.

Restaurants {Trattorie; comp. p. xxiii; gratuity to the head-waiter
only). *Bauer- Grilnivald, Via Ventidue Marzo, in the Hotel d'ltalie

(p. 341), Restaurant Pilsen, in the Moderne Hot. Manin (see above), both
with seats outside, and often crowded; Caffe-Ristorante Baviera, in the
Hot. lolanda e Baviera (p. 341), Riva degli Schiavoni.— In the Italian style :

Cappello Nero (p. 341), entr. from the Merceria; Hot. Centrale Vapore
(p. 341); Cavalletto (p. iiil)', Hot. BonveccMaM (ip. 34:1), moderate; Ris-
torante Pajiada, Calle dei Specchieri 647, to the N. of the church of
St. Mark, good but often crowded. — Oysters should not be eaten at

Venice. — Wine Room. Dogen-Stiibel, Piscina San Fantin, near the Via
Ventidue Marzo.

Caf^s (comp. p. xxvi). In the Piazza of St. Mark: S. side, Florian,
numerous newspapers, Aurora (Borsa); N. side: Quadri. After sunset
hundreds of chairs and small tables are placed in front of these caf^s
for the use of customers. — Giacomuzzi, Calle Vallaresso (PI. Gr, 6), good
luncheon provided, OrientaJe, Riva degli Schiavoni 4204 (much frequented
in the evening also), good, these two somewhat cheaper. — Confectioner:
Laveno., on the N. side of the Piazza of St. Mark. — Tea Room : Ortes,
Via Ventidue Marzo 2288.

The Gondolas (Gdndole; sing. Gdndola), which take the place of
cabs at Venice, are first heard of in a document of 1094. They are pro-
vided with leather seats for 4-6 persons and a low covering or cabin
Cfelze), which may be removed. In conformity with a law passed in the
15th cent, they are entirely black. The small steamers (p. 343) now plying
have not affected the popularity of the gondolas with tourists , and on
the side-canals gondolas are still the only means of transit. The heavy
indented iron prow (ferro), resembling a halberd, is partly intended as
a measure of the height of the bridges, which cannot be passed unless
the ferro, the highest part of the craft, clears them, and partly to counter-
balance the weight of the rower (gondoliere) , who stands at the other
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end on the poppa, whence he is popularly hailed as ^Poppe\ %'avar il

felze^ means 'to remove the cabin or covering'. The shouts of the gon-
doliers on turning a corner are weird and melancholy: a-deZ means 'look

out', sia stall, 'keep to the right', sia premi, 'keep to the left', sia di
lungo, 'keep straight on'. The man who pulls the gondolas in to the
landing-place and assists passengers to embark and disembark (steps

often slimy) is called Rampino ('hooker'
;
gratuity not obligatory, at

most 5 c.)-

The Tariff, which must be shown on demand, distinguishes between
gondolas for hire (servizio di nolo) and the ferries (traglietti) at the
tixed points marked on our plan. Gondola for Hire, with one rower
C'remo''): inside the town (p. 340), for the first hour 1-2 pers. IV2 fi'-?

3-4 pers. 2 fr., 5-6 pers. 21/2 fi'v to the Lido 2, San Lazzaro 2V2, Murano
3 fr., for each additional half-hour half as much again. Hand-luggage
.0 c. each article, trunk 20 c. At night (after the street lamps are lit)

50 c. extra for every hour. For a whole day (10 hrs.) 1-2 pers. 10, 3-4 pers. 12,

5-6 pers. 14 fr. For a second rower double the ordinary fare is charged;
one, however, -suffices for trips in the town C-hasta uno^). For the public
festivals mentioned on p. 348 the gondoliers are entitled to demand 15 or
30 fr. In addition to the fare a small fee is always expected (for half-

day V2-I fr.). — The chief 'stand' for gondolas is at the Molo (PL H, 6;

p. 359), and there are others at the larger hotels, the Riva del Carbon
(PL F, G, 4, 5), the rail, station, the Fondamente Nuove (PL G-I, 2, 3), etc.

The visitor should select his own boat and on no account take one without
a number (indicated on the lanterns at night). If the gondola is hired
by the hour ('all ora^J the passenger should show his watch and make
tlie time of starting quite clear. Those who know the language will
often be able to bargain for less than the tariff, especially in the more
remote parts of the town. The insolence of some gondoliers towards
visitors who do not know the language, and especially towards ladies

unaccompanied by a gentleman, has long been a matter of complaint.
If any difficulty arises application should be made to a policeman (Vigile
riiunicipale), or (better) a complaint should be lodged, giving the gon-
dola's number, with the inspector (Ispettore del Corpo dei Vigili) in the
Palazzo Loredan (p. 380).

Ferries (Traghetti). Across the Grand Canal (traghetto diretto) 5 c.

for each pers. (at' night 1-2 pers. 10, 3-4 pers. 20, 5-6 pers. 30 c.); oblique
crossing (traghetto trasversale) 10 c. each pers. (longer distances 20 c,
bargain necessary). From the Molo (see above) to the Punta della Dogana
(PI. G, 6) or to San Giorgio Maggiore for 1-2 pers. 15 c, 3-4 pers. 20 c,
5-6 pers. 30 c. ; to the Giudecca 25 c. each pers. (double charges at night
in each case); to the steamers in the Canale di San Marco 20 c. at all

times. From the Punta della Dogana or the Fondamenta delle Zattere
to the Giudecca 15 c. (at night 30 c). From the Molo to the Giardini
I'liliblici 50 c.; thence to the Lido for 1-4 pers. 1 fr. (double at night).

I'roin the Fondamente Nuove to San Michele (cemetery) or to Murano for

1-1 pers. 30 c. (at night 60 c.). Travellers should let it be distinctly
uinb^rHtood when they wish the 'traghetto' only.

Steamers. The small stcsamboats of the municipality (Vaiwrettl
drlCAzienda coimtnale di Na.vigazione interna) ply on the canaLs, except
in case of fog. i\'isHcngers pay on the piers on qnitting the boats, but
lor the stage from the (iiardini Puhblici to the liido, on board. CliangJ!

may be ohtained from the pnrser on board the boat.

L From Santa Chiara (Fl. C, 4) to the Giardini Ihihhlici (PL L, 7;
two piers) by the Grand Canal; in summer (April-Get.) from 7 a.m. to

7 p.m. as far as the Lido [Santa Maria EUsahetta; comp. the IMan,

p. 411), The voyage to the Piazza of St. Mark takes 25 min., to the Lido

V4 hr. The boats start every 10-12 min. from 6 a.m. to 12.30 a.m. Jietwcu'ii

the station and tlie Riva del Carbon the; steamers ply also every V2 '"•

from 3.30 till p.m. Fare to the Giardini I»nhl)lici 10 o. (in the early
morning 5c.), thence to the Lido 10 c. extra. - Stations {pontoni:

Bakdekku's Northern Italy. Mth VAW. i>t>
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comp. the Plan): Santa Lucia (PI. D, 4) and Scalzi (PI. D, 3), for the

railway-station, the former for those going towards Santa Chiara, the

latter for those going towards the Piazza of St. Mark; San Geremia
(PI. E, 3), for the Cannarcgio (p. 384); Museo Civico (PI. E, 3; p. 399);

Cd d^Oro, for the Via Vittorio Emanuele (p. 387) and the Galleria d'Arte
Modorna (p. 398), witli two piers, the first at the palace (PI. F, 3; p. 381),

for those going towards the Piazza of St. Mark, the second at the Calle

della Pegola (PI. Gr, 3, 4), for those going towards the station; Cerva and
Biva del Carbon (PI. G, 4), for the Rialto Bridge (p. 381) and the Merceria

(p. 385), Cerva for those going towards the Piazza of St. Mark, Riva del

(Jarbou for tliose going towards the station; San Silvestro (PI. F, 4, 5),

for tlie Galleria d'Arte Moderna (corap. p. 348); SanVAnyelo (PI. F, 5);

San Tomd (PI. E, 5), for the Church of the Frari (p. 403); Accad6mia
(PI. E, 6), for the picture-gallery of the Academy (p. 370), with two piers,

the first for those going towards the Piazza of St. Mark, the second for

those going towards the station; Santa 3Iaria del Giglio (PI. F, 6), for

the Via Ventidue Marzo (p. 368) ; San Marco (at the Calle Vallaresso,
PI. G, 6), for the Piazza of St. Mark (p. 354); San Zaccaria (PI. H, 5),

for the Riva degli Schiavoni (p. 367) and the Piazza of St. Mark ; Brdgora
(PI. I, 5, 6). for the Riva degli Schiavoni; Veiieta Marina (PI. K, 6), for

the Arsenal (p. 395),

2. From the Biva degli Schiavoni (PL H, 5, 6) to the Lido (Satita

Maria EUsahetta) ; From the Ponte della Paglia every 20 min. in summer
from 6 a.m. till 1 a.m. (in April, May, and Sept. half-hourly between
9 p.m. and 1 a.m. ; in Oct. half-hourly between 6 and 9 p.m. and hourly
between 9 p.m. and 1 a.m.), in winter every 1/2 hr. till dusk, later as re-

quired, in V4 hr. (fare 15, there and back 25 or, incl. adm. to the Sta-
bilimento dei Bagni, 40 c. ; the same, incl. bath, 1 fr. 30 c).

3. From the Biva degli Schiavoni (PI. H, 5) to the Lido (Quattro
Fontane), via San Servilio and San Lazzaro (p. 412), hourly in summer
(May-Sept.) from 6 or 7 a.m. till 7 or 8 p.m., in winter on Sun. & holi-

days only (fare 15 c.). The steamers start near the Victor Emmanuel
monument.

4. From the Biva degli Schiavoni (PI. H, 5) to the Lido (San Nicolo)
hourly from C.30 a.m. till sunset (10 c). The steamers start near the
Victor Emmanuel monument.

5. From the Biva degli Schiavoni (PI. H, 5, 6) to San Giorgio Mag-
giore (PI. H, 7), Santa Croce (PI. F, 8), Fondamenta delle Zaitere (PI.

E, 7), SanV Eufemia (PI. D, 7), the Magazzini Genei'ali (PI. A, 6), and
the Stazione Marittima (PI. A, 6); half-hourly, from 6 a.m. till 8 (in

winter 7) p.m. (10 c).
6. From the Fondamenta delle Zattere (PI. E, 7) to the Giudecca

(PI. E, 8), every 5-10 min. from 5 a.m. till 1 a.m. (5 c; free at midday
and towards evening).

7. From the Fondamente Nuove (PI. H, 3) to San Michele (5 c.) and
Murano (p. 414; 10 c); every 20 min., from 6 to 8 p.m. every V4 hr., later,

every hour; terminus near the Museum during the day, at night at Colonna,

The Lagoon Steamers of the Socletd Veneta di Navigazione a
Vapore Lagunare maintain the service to tlie more distant points.

1. From the Biva degli Schiavoni (PI. H, 5, 6) to the Fondaiuenta
delle Zattere (PI. E, 7) and Fusina, sixteen times daily in 35 min. (40 and
25 c). Electric tramway from Fusina to Padua, see p. 340.

2. From the Biva degli Schiavoni (PI. H, 5) to Malamocco, Pelleatrina,
and Chioggia{\), 412), 6-7 times daily in 2 lirs. (return fares Vl2&^Uir.),
starting from tlie Ponte della Paglia.

3. From tlie Biva degli Schiavoni to Burano (p. 415) and Torcello
(p. 415), excursion-steamers on week-days from April to Oct., when the
weatlier is fine, about 1.30 or 2 p.m. (fare 2 fr.), starting at the Ponte
del Vin (PI. H, 4).

4. From the Fomlamenle Nuove (PI. H, 3) to Mazzorho, Burano, and
Torcello (line to Cavaziicchcrina), once daily (return fares 1 fr. 25, 70 c).
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5. From the Rialto (PI. Gr, 1; p. 344) to San Giulimw and Mestre,
hourly (usually crowded, not recommended; fares 50 &"30 c, on Sun. and
holidays 60 & 40 c.) ; electric light railway from San Giuliano to Mestre
(p. 330; station in the Piazza Umberto Primo).

Motor Boats of the Societd Veneziana Automobili NauticheCSvan^j,
Veueta Marina, may be hired for excursions through the hotels or the
tourist-offices (see below).

Sea-going Steamers (comp. Bsedeker''s Mediterranean). Austrian
Llofjd (agency in the Piazzetta) and Societd Veneziana di Navigazione
a Vapoi'e, see p. 426. — Hungarian-Croatian Steamship Co. (agency in

the Piazzetta and at Th. Cook & Son's, see below), on Mou. mornings and
Tues.-Sat. evenings (Nov. Ist-March 17th on Mon. & Thurs. evenings only)
to Fiume (for Budapest) in 10 hrs. (fares 14 fr. 75, 10 fr. 50 c.; cabin
2 if, D. 5 K; through ticket to Vienna via Budapest 55 A' 40, 37 K%0 h). —
Societd Nazionale di Servizi Marittimi (agency, Campo Morosini 2802),
once a week to Constantinople via Ancona, Brindisi, Corfu, Patras,
and the Piraeus (Athens), and twice monthly to Alexandria.

Consuls. British, E. de Zuccato, Traghetto San Felice, Grand Canal.— American, James Verner Long, Fondamenta Bonlini, San Trovaso

;

vice-consul, Alex. Thayer. — Lloyd's Agent, Guido Serena, San
Marco Ascensione 1275.

Banks. Banca Commerciale Italiana, Via Vcntidue Marzo 2188;
Societd Bancaria Italiano , Bocca di Piazza 1239, San Marco; Guetta
(American Express Co.), Campo San Moise.

Goods Agents. Fischer & Rechsteiner, succ, Ponte delle Ballote
4700, near San Salvatore (PI. Gr, 5); Fratelli Gondrand, Palazzo Moro-
sini, Campo Santo Stefano 2803; Parisi, Fondamenta Santa Chiara.

Tourist Agents. Thos. Cook & Son (also bankers), Piazza dci

Leoncini , near the Piazza of St. Mark; P. Faerber , Campo San Moise
1158, in tlie Hot. d'ltalie (in summer also in the Hungaria Palace Hotel,

(p. 341), town-agent for the railways. — Tourists* Enquiry Offices.
Associazione Nazionale pel Movimento Forestieri, in the office of the
Socicta Bancaria (see above); Touring Office Gondrand (Touring Club
Italiano), Pal. Morosini, Campo Santo Stefano.

Baths. Bagni San Giuliano, Campo San Gallo 1092 (PI. G, 5). —
Sea Baths on the Lido, see pp.411, 412. — Lieux d'Aisance {cessi;

10 c), behind the telegraph-office, Bocca di Piazza (see below) ; on the ground-
floor of the Doges' Palace; Campo San Bartolomeo, by tlic Ponte Rialto

;

Rio Terra, near the station; Fondamenta Ca di Dio, by San Biagio.

Post Office, in the Fondaco dei Tedeschi (PI. G, 4; p. 381), near
the Rialto Bridge, open from 8 a.m. till 9 p.m. — Telegraph Office
(PI. G, 6), Bocca di Piazza, to tlic W. of the Piazza of St. Mark; brancli

post-offices here and on tlic Lido (opposite the Stabilimento dei Bagni).
Theatres (com p.p. xxvii; tickets sold also at Piazza San Marco 112,

N. side). La Fcnice (PI. F, 5, 6), Campo San Fantino, built by Giov.
Ant. Selva in 1791 and restored after a fire in 1836, holds 3000 spectators;
operas and ballets (performances only during the carnival). Teatro Rossini
(PI. F, 5), San Benedetto; Teatro Goldoni (PI. G, 5), Calle dei Fabbri,
San Luca. Tlie Teatro Malibran (PI. G, 4), Calle del Teatro, San Gio-
vanni Crisostomo, is a popular theatre. In winter interesting Marionette
Theatre, Via Ventidue Marzo (6-9 p.n).). — *Facanapa', a popular Venetian
stage -character, may be seen at the Marionette Theatre. 'Pantaloon'
('Pantaleonc') on the Venetian stage is a respectable medical man.

Booksellers. Ongdnia, with lending-library and art-gallery, Piazza
of St. Mark, S.W. corner; Istituto Vencto di Arti Gra/lche, Piazza San
Marco 40; P. Fxrbcr (see above), Campo San Moise J 156. — Rk/XDINO
Room. Ateneo Venelo, Cani])o San Fantino (PI. F, 5; p. 368), with pe-
riodicals and library (adm. 25 c). — Nkvvhpapkics. Jal Gazzeita di Venezia,
L'Adrialico, La Itlft'Ha (clerical;, and // Gazzetfino (socialist; 3 c).

Photographs. Compagnia Jtofogra/Ica, AUnari, Sali/zada San
Moisu I'Sll and l.'VJ'.i; Aiif. Genova, Ntiga , Sdlrinti (Cine archilcclnral
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pieces), Piazza of St. Mark G6, 78, and 45. — Photographic materials: Com-
pagfiia Botograflca (p. 315); Dr. Jordan, Piazza of St. Mark 52, Via
Ventidue Marzo (in summer also at the Stabilimento dei Bagni, p. 411)

;

Marti7i & Michieli, Asceusione 1300, San Marco.
Shops (comp. p. xxviii). The best shops are in the Piazza of St. Mark,

in the 3/ercg?n'a (p. 385), in the Frezzeria {VI. Cr, 5; p. 368), entered from
the W. end of tlie Piazza of St. Mark, and in the Salizzada San Moish
(p. 368). A large choice of objects of industrial art may be had at ths

Emporium founded in 1910 by Count Graziadei on the N. side of the Piazza
of St. Mark (fixed prices; moderate). — Glass Manufacturers (comp.

p. 411 ; many foreign makes) : The Venice & Murano Co. (Dr. TestoUni),
Canal Grande, Pal. Da Mula (shops at Piazza San Marco 68, Campo San
Yio 668, etc.) ; Erede Dr. A. Salviati & Co., Canal Grande, San Gregorio 195,
and Piazza San Marco 78 (factory at Murano) ; Rigb & Co., Pal. Barbarigo
della Terrazza (p. 380), Canal Grande, and Campo San Moise 1458; Fratelli
Bottacln, Fondamenta dei Felzi 6317, Piazza San Marco and Campo Santi
(Jiovanni e Paolo; Fratelli Griffon, Piazza San Marco 77; Ferro Toso &
Co., Fondamenta dei Vetri 10, Murano (p. 414); Fratelli Toso, Ponte di

Kialto 5355 (factory at Murano). — Venetian Ornaments: Rigo & Co. (see

above); Podio , Ascensione 1301, San Marco. — Jewellery: Pallotti,
Piazza San Marco 132 ; Missiaglia, Piazza San Marco 124.— Bookbindings :

Ongania (p. 345), Piazza of St. Mark; P. Fasrher (p. 345), Campo San
Moise 1458; Toldo, Calle delle Balotte. — Artistic Furniture: Fra-
telli Bottacin (see above) ; Fratelli Griffon (see above) ; Cadorin, Fonda-
menta Briati 2534, Santa Maria del Carmine. — Lace (merletti, pizzi, comp.
p. 415 ; many foreign makes) : Shop of the Reale Scuola Mei'letti di Burano
(Royal School of Lace-making at Burano; p. 415), in the passage on the
W. side of the Piazza San Marco; Jesurum & Co., Campo Santi Filippo
e Giacomo 4292, near the Ponte di Canonica (p. 389); Melville & Ziff'er,

Piazza San Marco 75bis, Via Ventidue Marzo 2088, and Campo San Moise
1463; all these with fixed prices; Bernardi, Via Ventidue Marzo; Abolafio,
Piazza San Marco 81 and 111, and Via Ventidue Marzo 2395.

Antiquities and Objects of Art (comp. p. xxviii) : M. Guggenheim,
Palazzo Balbi (p. 379), Ponte della Frescada, San Toma ; Piccoli, San Polo
2083; Salvadori, Pal. Moro-Lin (p. 379), San Samuele 3241; Barozzi,
Corte del Duca Sforza 3056 (p. 378), San Samuele, Canal Grande; Minerbi,
Frezzeria 1473.

International Art Exhibition held every two years (1914, 1916, etc.)

in the Giardini Pubblici (p. 368), from April to Oct. ; adm. 2 fr., monthly
ticket 5 fr.

Religious Services. Anglican Church (St. George's), Campo San
Vio 731; services on Sun. at 8, 10.30, and 3.30 or 5.30. Chaplain, Rev.
A. L. Price, B. A., Casa Scomparini, 2725 Grand Canal. — Scottish Chv/rch,
Piazza San Marco 95, Sottoportico del Cavalletto; scrv. Sun. 11 and 4.

Minister, Rev. Alex. Robertson, D.D., Ca' Struan, Ponte della Salute. —
Ifalia7i Episcopal Methodist Chnrch, Sottoportico del Cavalletto. —
Italian Baptist Church, Campo della Guerra. — Waldensian Church
(PI. H, 4; serv. at 11), Pal. Cavagnis, near the Ponte Cavagnis (p. 391).
— German Church, Campo Santi Apostoli. — Greek Church, San Giorgio
dei Greci (p. 394; Sun., 10 a.m.). — Sailors^ Institute, San Simeone Pic-
colo 353 ; Missionary, Mr. 11. Fussey. — Industrial Home for Destitute
Boys, San Giobbe 923, Cannaregio; directors, Mr. and Mrs. Antonini
(visitors welcome; articles in carved wood).

The Climate of Venice is tempered by the sea, so that the winters
are fairly mild, though cold N.E. winds (Bora) and thick fogs are not
uncommon. The mean temperature of the year is 56.6° Fahr. ; that of
January, the coldest month, 36.7°; April 56.1°; July 76.4°; October 58.8°.

The rainfall (ca. 29 in. annually) is inconsiderable, and chiefly occurs when
the scirocco is blowing; all the same the air is very humid, and rheuma-
tism therefore is prevalent. Its perfect immunity from dust is one of
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tlic chief advantages of Venice, and another is its noiseless highways.
The waterworks supply drinking-water from the district of Castelfranco

(p. 29). Travellers who intend wintering in Venice should choose rooms
with a southern aspect (comp. p. 342). The warmest parts of the town
are the Riva degli Schiavoni and the Fondamenta delle Zattere. — From
June to October the Mosquitoes arc very troublesome, even on the Lido
(comp. p. xxiii).

Physicians. Dr. Van Someren (English), Calle Cicogna 2406, Via
Ventidue Marzo (2-4 p.m.); Dr. Wm. Blaydes (English), Campo Sant'
Agnese 773 (1-3 p.m.); Dr. F. Baum (speaks English), Campo San
Moise 1464; Dr. Werner (German; speaks English), Calle dei Berga-
maschi 2283a, Via Ventidue Marzo; Dr. Rodella (Swiss), Riva degli

Schiavoni 2143; Dr. Magno , Corte Barozzi 2152, Via Ventidue Marzo;
Dr. Massaria, Corte del Teatro 2243, Santa Maria del Giglio. — Dentists.
Stenifcld, Calle del Pestrin 2316, Via Ventidue Marzo ; Dr. Rotelli, San
Luca, Fondamenta Cavalli 4091; Bardella, Calle Cicogna, Via Ventidue
Marzo. — Chemists. Zampironi, Salizzada San Moise 1494 (p. 368);
Botner, Ponte Sant' Antonino 3505 (also mineral waters); Mantovani,
Calle Larga 413, San Marco; Ponci, Ponte dei Baratteri, near the Mer-
ceria, San Marco; Pisanello , Campo San Polo; Baldisserotto , at the
Stabilimenti dei Bagni on the Lido (p. 411).

International Hospital and English Nursing Home, Giudecca 149.

Plan of Visit. For a stay of about 4 days the following is recom-
mended.

1st Day (better distributed over a day and a half if time permit).
Piazza of St. Mark (p. 354); ascent of the Campanile di S. Marco (p. 358);
S. Marco (p. 355) ; Palace of the Doges (p. 360). In the afternoon, Gon-
dola trip from the Piazzetta (p. 359) through the Grand Canal (p. 377)
to the Cannaregio (p. 384), then back to the Ponte Rialto, where we
land to walk through the Merceria (p. 385) to the Piazza of St. Mark.

2nd Day. S. Maria delta Salute (p. 408) ; Accademia di Belle Arti
(p. 370). In the afternoon, Sciwla di S. Rocco (p. 405); Frari (p. 403;
pictures still in San Tomd, p. 402, in 1912).

3rd Day. S. Zaccaria (p. 389); S. Maria Formosa (p. 390); SS. Gio-
vanni e Paolo (p. 391) ; S. Maria dei Miracoli (p. 393) or S. Giorgio degli
Schiavoni (p. 391). In the afternoon, the Lido (p. 410).

4th Day. S. Salvatore (p. 385); S. Giovanni Crisostomo (p. 386);
Museo Civico Corj-er (p. 399). In the afternoon, S. Sebastiano (p. 406)

;

Redentore (p. 410); S. Giorgio Maggiore (p. 409; ascend campanile).
Admission is generally obtained to the Churches in the early

morning or forenoon, after which apply to tlie sacristan (sagrestano)

;

visitors knock at the church door and if the sacristan does not then
appear a boy (5 c.) may be sent to fetch lilni. St. Mark's and S. Salva-
tore are open all day, also SS. (iiovanni c Paolo and the Frari, exco])t
between 12 and 2 (50 c. cliargcd in the afternoon until the conclusion of
the restoration). During the fortnight before Easter the altar-pieces aie
not shown.

Academy (p. 370; with central heating): week-days, 9-4, 1 f r. ; on Sun.
and holidays, 10-2, gratis; closed on national holidays (p. xxvii).

Archives (p. 404): week-days 10-11.30 & 1..S0-3.

Arnennl (p. .395): week-days, 9-3 (no gratuities; cameras prohibited).
Biblloteca Nazionale Marciana (p. 359): for students on week-days,

9-5; exhibition-room 9-11 only; closed Oct. lst-15tii.

Biblioteca Querini Stmiipalia (p. IV.)1): week-days 3-11 p.m.. Sun.
Sc holidays 2-5.

Palace of the Doges (p. 360): week-days, 9-5, 1 fr. ; Archaeological
MiiHcum, 1 f r. ; I'rigioni, 50 c.; Sun. and holidays, 10-2, gratis; closed on
New Year's Day, Easter Sunday, Ascension Day, an<l Christmas Day.
Good light dcHirablc. (iiiidr; wholly unnecessary. The attendants are
ready to give what information is rcrpiircd.
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Gallcria (fArte Moderna (p. 398): week-days, 9-4, 1 f r. ; on Sun. and
holidays, 9-2, gratis.

Mnsco Civico Correr (p. 399) : daily, 9-d, Ifr. ; Sun. and holidays
free. The Museum is a steamboat-station (p. 344).

Pinacoteca Qucrini Stampalia (p. 391): Sun., Thurs., & holidays, 10-3,

free; at other times on application.

Private Palaces. The only palaces regularly shown to the public
are the Palazzi Papadopoll (p. 380), MicMel dalle Colonne (p. 382), Ven-
dramin-Calergi (p. 383), Labia (p. 384), Giovanelli (p. 387), and Grimani
(p. 390), and the Ca d'Oro (p. 382).

Scnola del Carmini (p. 406), daily 8.30-12 & 1-5, 1/2 fi'-

Scuola di San Rocco (p. 405): week-days, 9-5 in summer, 9-4 in March,
Sept., & Oct., 10-3 in winter; 1 fr., incl. the Church of S. Rocco.

Scminario Patriarcale (p. 409): daily 9-12 and after 2 p.m., 1/2^^-

The gondoliers name the palaces and churches as they pass (comp.
p. 377). Interesting walks also may be taken with the aid of the plan;
some of the out of the way quarters of the town arc better avoided by
ladies unless accompanied by a gentleman. Some of the chief routes,

e. g. from the Piazza of St. Mark to the railway-station, to the post-
office, and to the steamer-stations on the Grand Canal, and from the pier
beside San Silvestro (p. 344) to the Galleria d'Arte Moderna, and thence
to the Museo Civico, arc indicated by notices on the street-corners.

The Guides (p. xvi), who are very importunate, especially in the
Piazza of St. Mark, are in most cases quite needless, and few, if any,
can be trusted to treat tlieir clients fairly and squarely. Like the gon-
doliers they arc always trying to entice foreigners into certain glass-
factories and shops, where they are well rewarded at the expense of the
purchaser.

Popular Festivals. In summer there arc frequently Serenades,
i.e. concerts with illuminations on the Canal Grande; here also an annual
Regatta is hold. — The Festa del Redentore, on the third Sun. in July,
when the Fondamenta delle Zattcre is connected with the Redentore
(p. 410) by a bridge of boats, is pretty; still more so is the Thanks-
giving Day for the Cessation of the Plague (21st Nov.), on which occasion
the church of Santa Maria della Salute (p. 408) is connected with the
Calle Scuola dei Fabbri and with Santa Maria del Giglio by bridges of
boats.

History. For the early history of Venice, see p. 297. The founda-
tion of the Eastern supremacy of Venice was laid by Doge Enrico Dan-
dnlo (1192-1205), who conquered Constantinople in 1204. In consequence
of this Venice gained possession of numerous places on the coasts of
the y^Ogcan Sea and of most of the Greek islands, including Crete (Candia),
which was administered on the model of the mother-city. During the
conquest and administration of tlicse new territories tliere arose a class
of nobles, who declared themselves hereditary in 1297 and excluded the
rest of the people from all share in tlie government. The supreme author-
ity lay with the Great Council (Maggior Consiglio), which consisted of
all mcml)ers of tlic Nobili above twenty. The executive was vested in
a Doge, or Duke, and six counsellors, with whom was associated the
Council of the Pregadi. The Pregadi were afterwards united with the
higher officials to form the Senate. The duty of the Avogadori di Comune
was to see that tlie public officials governed constitutionally. After the
conspiracy of Baiamonte Tiepolo (1310) the chief power was vested in
the Council of Ten (Consiglio dei Died), elected yearly by the Maggior
Consiglio; and this tribunal, from which the State Inquisition was devel-
oped in the 16th cent., controlled, in conjunction with the doge and his
councillors, every department of government.

With her rival Genoa the Republic came repeatedly into violent
conflict, losing many of her conquests in the East; but the Genoese were
at length totally defeated by Doge Andrea Dandolo in 1352. His successor
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Marino Falieri plotted for the overthrow of the aristocracy, but his

scheme was discovered, and he was beheaded on 17th April, 1355. During
the regime of Andrea Contarini (1367-82) Genoa, Naples, Hungary, the
Count of Grorizia, the Patriarch of Aquileia, the Carraras (p. 331), and
the Scaligers (p. 299) formed an alliance against Venice. In 1379 the
Genoese captured Chioggia, but they were surrounded in the Lagune and
compelled to surrender, 24th June, 1380. Peace was concluded in 1381.

In 1386 Antonio Venier (1382-1400) occupied the island of Corfu, and
afterwards Durazzo, Argos, etc. Under Michele Steno (1400-1414) the
Venetian general Malatesta conquered Vicenza, Belluno, Feltre, Rovigo,
Verona, and Padua (1405) ; in 1408 the Republic gained possession of
Lepanto and Patras, and in 1409 of Guastalla and Casalmaggiore. In 1421
Tommaso Mocenigo (1413-23) waged war successfully against Hungary.
In 1416 the Venetian fleet under Loredan defeated the Turkish at Gallipoli,
and in 1421 it subdued all the towns of the Dalmatian coast, so that
Venice now held the entire coast, with the exception of Trieste, from
the estuary of the Po to the island of Corfu.

Moncenigo's successor was Francesco Foscari (1423-57). In 1426
Brescia fell into the hands of the Venetian general Carmagnola (p. 58).

In 1449 the Venetians took Crema, but they were unable to prevent the
elevation of Sforza to the dukedom of Milan (1450). A sad ending
awaited the long and glorious career of Foscari. Suspected by the Council
of Ten, and weakened by contentions with the Loredani and other private
feuds, he was deposed in 1457 and died a few days afterwards. — Under
Cristoforo Moro (1462-71) the Turks conquered the Morea, where a few
fortresses only were retained by Venice. In 1483 the Republic acquired
Zante, and in 1189 Cyprus also, which was ceded by Catharine Cornaro,
a Venetian lady, widow of King James II. of Cyprus.

The 15th cent, witnessed the zenith of the glory of Venice. It rivalled
Bruges as tlio focus of the commerce of Europe, shared with Genoa the
reputation of being the leading slave-market in Italy, and was universally
respected and admired. It numbered 200,000 inliab. , including many
Jews expelled from Granada and other Moorish towns in Spain by the
events of 1492. Its annual exports were valued at 10 million ducats,
4 millions being clear profit. It possessed 300 sea -going vessels with
8000 sailors, 3000 smaller craft with 17,000 men, and a fleet of 45 galleys
carrying 11,000 men, who maintained the naval supremacy of the Republic.
But in the middle of the 15th cent, an evil omen occurred: Constantinople
was captured by the Turks in 1453, and the supremacy of Venice in the
East was thus undermined. The crowning blow, however, was the dis-

covery of the new sea-route to India at the close of the century, by
which much of its commerce was diverted to the Portuguese. Yet 'the

arts, which had meanwhile been silently developing, shed a glorious
sunset over the waning glory of tlie mighty Repul)lic'.

The opening of the 16th cent. ))rout?lit new losses. In 1503 Venice
signed a humiliating peace with Bajazet 11., to wliom she ceded the whole
of the Morea. The League of Cambrai, formed by the Pope, the Emperor,
and the Kings of France and Aragon against Venice in 1508, and the
victory of tlie PVench at Agnadello in 1509 ofcasioned serious losses to

the Republic. The wars between Emp. Charles V. and Francis I. of France
(1521-30) were prejudicial to Venice, but her power was most seriously
impaired Ijy her continuous struggle against the Turks. In 1510 she lost

Nauplia, the islands of Chios, Paros, and others, and in 1571 Cyprus
also, notwithstanding the brave defence of Famagusta by Bragadino. In
the naval battle of Lepanto (1st Oct., 1571) the Venetian fleet distin-

^'uislied itHclf greatly under Doge. SebaHtiano Vcnler (1577-78). In 1669
the island of Candia was conquered by the Turks, ^riie Venetians, however,
under Francenro Moronini {^PeloponncHiacuH^ ; 1688-94) and Kfinigsmarck,
were victorious in the Morea in 1681, and conquered Corone, Patras,

Corinth, and Athens; in H;96 and 1698 they again defeated the Turkish
fleetii and by the Peace of Carlowitz in 1709 they regained the Morea;
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but the Turks rcconquoicd the peninsula in 1715, and in 1718 were con-

firmed in their possession by the Peace of Passarowitz.
From this period Venice ceases to occupy a prominent position in

history. She retained her N. Italian possessions only, remained neutral

in every war, and continued to decline in power. On the outbreak of

the French Revolution Venice at first stoutly opposed the new principles;

on the victorious advance of the French she endeavoured to preserve her
neutrality, and repeatedly rejected Bonaparte's proposals of alliance.

Irritated by this opposition, he broke off his negotiations and took
possession of the city on 16th May, 1797, and the last doge Lodovico
Manin (1788-97) abdicated. By the Peace of Campo Formio (1797) Venctia
was assigned to Austria, by that of Pressburg (1805) to the kingdom of

Italy, and in 1814 to Austria. At length in 1848 Venice declared herself

a Republic under the presidency ai Daniele Martin ; but after a siege of

15 months she was taken by Radetzky in Au^., 1819. Finally, the war
of 1866 led to the union of Venetia with the kingdom of Italy. See
H. F. Broicn's 'History of Venice', mentioned at p. 352.

In the History of Art Venice has shown herself as independent of

the mainland as in situation and political history. The surprise of the
traveller who beholds Venice for the first time, even after having seen
the rest of Italy, will be felt also by those who study her art. The
monuments of the Romanesque Period at Venice at once betray the
fact that her greatness was founded on her oriental commerce. The
church of St. Mark is in the Byzantine style, the oldest mosaics bear a

Byzantine impress, and the same type is observable in other branches
of art. Even during the period of Gothic Art the Venetians diifered

in their style from the rest of Italy. In ecclesiastical architecture these
differences were comparatively slight, but the Venetian palaces, which,
as generally in Upper Italy, are the chief Gothic buildings, possess a
more marked individuality. Foremost amongst these ranks the older
portion of the Doges' Palace, built hy Piet7'o Baseggio{?), Giovanni Buon
(d. before 1443), and his son Bartolomeo Buon the Elder (d. ca. 1465);
while the Ca d'Oro, the Palazzo Foscari, and many others on the Canal
(irande display a character of their own. They possess a large entrance-
colonnade ; a loggia (portego) on the upper floor, with windows close
together in the middle; wings, treated chiefly as surfaces for painting;
and everywhere a wealth of decoration and colour. Still more zealously
did the Venetians cultivate the Renaissance Architecture, naturalized
at the end of the 15th cent., much later than in the rest of Italy. In
point of size the early-Renaissance buildings in Venice cannot compare
with those of Tuscany, but they are more richly decorated, and retain
the articulation peculiar to the earliest period. Chief among Venetian
architects were Antonio Rizzo of Verona (ca. 1430- ca. 1498), Fietro Lom-
hardi (ca. 1435-1515), head of a family of immigrants from Carona, on
the Lago di Lugano, Moro Coducci (d. 1504), Scarpagnino (d. 1549), Idcopo
Sajisovino of Florence (1186-1570; ]). 351), Antonio da Fonte (1512-97),
and lastly, the greatest of all, And7'ca Falladio of Vicenza (1518-80;

p. .324), who inaugurated a new era, especially in church-architecture, by
limiting the fagade to a single order of massive columns. Under the
'classical' influence of Palladio and his successors, Vincenzo Scamozzi
(1552-1616) and Baldassare Longhena (1604-82), Venetian architecture held
out longer than the rest of Italy against the rococo style of Bernini's
school. The exaggerated love of embellishment and the extravagance of
this period of art are represented in Venice only by a few churches
designed by Giuseppe Sardi (1630-99), Alessandro Tremignan, Domenico
Rossi (d. 1742), and others. Giorgio Massari (flor. ca. 1730-53), Palladio's
latest follower, forms a link wit>h the succeeding 'classicist' period.

In the province of Sculpture the city possessed at the end of the
1 1th cent, two important masters in the brothers Giacomello and Fierpaolo
delle Massegne (flor. ca. 1388-1417), who had probably studied in the
school of Andreolo de Sanctis (d. 1377). In the course of the 15th cent.
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abundant employment, both for native sculptors and for numerous others

from Lombardy and Tuscany, was provided by the plastic adornment of

the palazzi of the nobles and the scuole of the numerous brotherhoods
(confraternita), and still more by the growing taste for monumental tombs
in the churches. The most important names here are those of the Buon
(p. 350), Bartolomeo Bellano of Padua, who introduced the Venetians to

the style of Donatello (p. 560), Antonio Rizzo (p. 350), and Pietro
Lombardi (p. 350). The classic tendancy within Renaissance sculpture

is represented by TulUo Lombardi (ca. 1460-1532) and Antonio Lombardi
(ca. 1462-1516), sons of Pietro, and by Alessandro Leopardi (d. 1522),

who had all formed themselves by the study of Greek sculptures. After
1527 Idcopo Sansovino, sculptor and architect, was the leading master
His works, though often designed for pictorial effect, are more pleasing
than those of Michael Angelo's school. His chief pupils were Girolamo
Campagna (ca. 1550-1623) and Alessandro Vittoria (1525-1608).

Venetian Painting did not begin to attract universal attention till

the beginning of the 15th cent. (comp. p. Ixiv). In the 14th cent, it was
far inferior to that of other Italian schools, and though Giotto (p. 559)

was engaged in the neighbouring town of Padua, Venice remained unaffected
by his influence. In 1365 Guariento of Padua and ca. 1420 the Umbrian
Gentile da Fabriano and Antonio Pisano of Verona were invited to

Venice to decorate the doges' palace. The native Venetian masters did
not become prominent till a later date. Among these the most noted
masters were Giovanni (also named Alemannus from his German origin),

Antonio, Bartolomeo, and Alvise (Luigi) Vivarini (ca. 1446-ca. 1504),
known as the Muranesi, Idcopo Bellini (cdi. 1400-71), Gentile daFabriano's
far-travelled pupil, who, as father-in-law of Mantegna, influenced the
Paduan school (p. 332), and Ca7io Crivelli (flor. ca. 1468-93). Antonello
da Messina (ca. 1430-79) introduced painting in oils into Venice about
1173, and the new method contributed powerfully to the development of
tlui first purely Venetian artists in Gentile Bellini (ca. 1429-1507), the
earliest Venetian historical and legendary painter, and Giovanni Bellini
(ca. 1130-1516), the sons of lacopo. Giovanni Bellini, who had many pupils,
is with Mantegna the most important master of the early Renaissance
in N. Italy. Alike in composition (as in the 'santa conversazione', a
peaceful, yet expressive group of saints with the Madonna), in his love
of colour and appreciation of landscape, and in his conception of female
figures, he may be regarded as the precursor of the glorious prime of
Venetian painting. Among his contemporaries were Vittore Carpaccio (flor.

1 180-1520), an industrious pictorial narrator, and Marco Basaiti (ca. 1470-

ca. 1530), while to his school belonged Gia7i Battista Cima da Conegliano
(1159-1518), Andrea Prevltali (d. 1528), Niccolo Rondinelli, and others.

The first of the great masters of tlie late Renaissance was Giorgionc
{Giorgio liarbarellif, ca. 1477-1510), but unfortunately only the altar-

piece at Castelfranco (p. 29) is thoroughly autlienticated as liis work;
thongli at Venice the 'Famiglia di Giorgionc' in the Pal. Giovanelli
(p. 387) and an Apollo and Dapline in the Seminario Patriarcale (p. 409)
HTo ascrib(Ml to him. The peculiar glow of his colouring, combined with
tiic new P'lorcntine mode of formal expression (introduced to the N.
Italian painters by Leonardo da Vinr-i and others), imparts even to his
isolated half-figures unwonted life and poetical charm. The first artist
who fully developed that type of female beauty in which simple enjoy-
ment of life is HO admirably exprtsssed was Jacopo Palnia (Vecchio,
<n. 1180-1528) of lierganio. The golden hair of his sitters recalls the
fashionable nractice of the period oH dyeing the hair a light colour.
Surpassing all his fellows in celebrity, in fertility, and in the length of
his career, next comes the great Tiziano Veoklli (c;i. 1/187-1576). Frescoes
by him may be seen in the; Scuola riel Santo and Sciiola del Carmine at
I'adua and in the Dogen' I'alace at Venice; and though his oil-p.iintings
;irc diHtrihuted throughrnit the galleries of Kuropc, scvcinl of his most
striking works, chiefly religious compohitioUH, arc Htill ()reservedat Venice.
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Among the contemporaries of Giorgionc and Titian must be mentioned
Sebastinyio del Pionibn (1485-1517), a pupil of Giorgionc, who after-

wards yielded to the fascinating influence of Michael Angelo, Rocco Mar-
coni (d. 1529), the dreamy Lorenzo Lotto (1480-1556), Bonifazio del Pitati
of Verona (1487-1553; comp. p. 300), Giovanni Anto7iio (da) Pordenone
(1183-1539), who was for some time a rival of Titian and whose flesh-tints

arc unsurpassed, and Paris Bordone (1500-71), important mainly for his
portraits. The most gifted master of the following generation was lacopo
Tintoretto (Robicsti, 1518-91), called by Vasari 'il piu terribile cervello,
che abbia avuto mai la pittura', who in his eagerness for effect lost the
golden tints of his school. Paolo Calidri, surnamed Veronese (1528-88),
on the other hand, in his incomparably luminous symphonies of colour,
maintains the best traditions of his school. The Bassanos (p. 28), as
'peasant-painters', cultivated genre scenes of humbler life. Among the
latest masters of the school of Titian and Tintoretto were Palma Giova-ne
(1514-1628), Alessandro Varotari, surnamed Padovanino (1590-1650), and
Fra Vittore Ghislandi (1655-1743), a Carmelite friar and portrait-painter
from Bergamo.

So sound were the roots of Venetian art, so potent was the outward
stimulus received from the brilliant architecture and the opulent and
varied life of the city, as well as from the picturesque charm of the
lagoon-landscape, that the 18th cent, witnessed a remarkable revival of
art in Venice, in spite of the political downfall of the city and in spite
of the universal decline in painting throughout the rest of Italy. The
architectural painters Antonio Canale (1697-1768) and Bernardo Belotto
(1724-80), his pupil (both surnamed Canaletto), have bequeathed us a rich

series of beautiful town-views. Pietro Longhi (1702-85), 'the Italian
Hogarth' , depicts , often with considerable humour, the costumes and
manners of his contemporaries, both in the domestic circle and in the
profuse festivals, such as the famous Carnival of Venice. The portraits
also by this artist and those by his son Alessandro Longhi (1733-1813)

have recently risen into considerable favour. The talented Fi^ancesco
Guardi (1712-93) excelled all his contemporaries both in landscape and
in genre scenes. The older period of art is brought to a close in the
great decorative painter Giovanni Battista Tiepolo (1696-1770), the heir
of three brilliant centuries. Working, like Guardi, with a palette of
refined delicacy, Tiepolo produced ceiling -paintings distinguished for
their masterly adaptation to their position and for their spacial effect.

Visitors to Venice should be provided with 'Life on the Lagoons',
(2nd edit., London, 1891), by Horatio F. Brown, an excellent little book,
which furnishes answers to most of the questions about Venice that sug-

gest themselves to the intelligent visitor. The same author's 'Venice:
an Historical Sketch of the Republic' (1893) and 'Venetian Studies' (1887)

are recommended also. It is, of course, well to be familiar with Ruskin^s
'Stones of Venice', or at least with the 'Introductory Chapters and Local
Indices, printed separately for the use of travellers' (in 2 octavo vols.

;

1881). His 'St. Mark's Rest, tlie History of Venice written for the help
of the few travellers who still care for her Monuments' is issued in the

same form as the better-known 'Mornings in Florence'. The 'Venice' of

Mr. J. CJ. Bare is an interesting and convenient manual; the 'Venetian
Life' of Mr. W. D. Howells is one of the most charming books of its

kind. Bernhard Berenson^s 'Venetian Painters of the Renaissance, with
an index to their works' (1894) will be found useful by the art-lover.

The Rev. Dr. Alex. Robertson^s 'Fra Paolo Sarpi' treats a critical epoch
of Venetian history; his 'Bible of St. Mark' deals exhaustively with the
history, mosaics, and sculptures of St. Mark's Church ; and his 'Venetian
Sermons' is a defence of the old republic. See also the 'Renaissance in

Italy', by J. A. Symonds ; 'Venice', by the Hon. Alethea Wiel ('Story of

the Nations Series'; 1894); 'The Makers of Venice', by Mrs. Oliphant;
^Venice', by Grant Allen (Historical Guides series); G. PaulVs 'Venice',
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translated by P. G. Konody (London, 1901); 'The Story of Venice', by
Tho8. Oakey ('Mediaeval Town Series'; 1905); 'Venice on Foot' (London,

1907) and 'Venice and her Treasures', with notes on the pictures by Maud
Cruttwell (London , 1909) , both by Hugh A. Douglas ; and 'Venice and
Vcnetia', by Edward Hutton (London, 1912). — Mr. Ruskin advises the

traveller who is fond of paintings to devote his principal attention 'to

the works of Tintoret, Paul Veronese, and John Bellini; not of course

neglecting Titian, yet remembering that Titian can be well and thoroughly
studied in almost any great European gallery, while Tintoret and Bellini

can be judged of only in Venice, and Paul Veronese .... is not to be
fully estimated until he is seen at play among the fantastic chequers of

the Venetian ceilings'.

Venicey Ital. Veneziay the strongly fortified capital of the province

of its own name, a commercial and naval port, and the seat of an

archbishop with the title of Patriarch (comp. p. 430), lies in 45° 27 ' N.

latitude, 2^2 M- from the mainland, in the LagunaVeneta (p. 296).

Its 15,000 houses and palaces, chiefly built on piles and occupying

an area about 6Y2 M- in circumference, stand on 117 small islands,

formed by more than 150 canals, and connected by 378 bridges,

most of which are of stone. The canals, generally passable by small

boats only, sometimes lap the very walls of the houses and are

sometimes separated from them by narrow paths. Among these

bouses extends a labyrinth of lanes and passages (comp. p. 340).

The pojiulation, which had dwindled from 200,000 to 96,000 after

its dissolution as an independent state (1797), is now about 148,500,

of whom one fourth are paupers. The industry of Venice is practi-

cally confined to the flourishing production of art-objects (p. 346),

ship-building, cotton-spinning, and iron-working. Its trade, almost

entirely a transit-trade in raw materials (British coal, phosphates,

etc.), extends only to a part of Venetia, the Romagna (p. 494), and
E. Lombardy. The ships frequenting the port are mainly under
the British, Austrian, or Hungarian flag. The harbour consists of

the Canale (or Bacino) di San Marco (39 ft. deep), for war-shij)s

and passenger-steamers, and the j\cw Bacino della Stazume Marit-
fimay at the W. end of the Giudecca Canal, connected by rails with

I lie railway-station, for cargo-steamers. The small coasting-craft

(traharcoli) lie in the Giudecca, Canalj between the Dogana di

Mare and the Fondameiita delle Zattere.

The Lagoons are connected with the open sea by four entrances:

/*or/o dei Tre Porti, Porfo di Lido, Porto di Malamocco, Port<t

di Chiof)(jia. Of these only the second and third are available for

large vessels. The Harirma viva^ (p. 296) at Venice; is about 5 M.
in width. At high water innumerable stakes ('pali'), i-ising from

thf! water, mark the navigable channels which surround the city,

while at low water many mud-banks make their appearance. Wiicn

the wind blows strongly the surface of thc^Iijigoons is often agitated

enough to cause sea-sickness. In winter sj)ring-tid(!S (alfa ma,r(^a)j

accompanied by a continuous east wind, sonietinics raise the level
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of the water about 10 It., so that even the Piazza di San Marco
(only IGYjj in. above sea-level) is flooded and may be traversed by
gondola.

a. Piazza of St. Mark and Environs. Riva degli Schia-
voni and Giardini Pubbliei.

The **Piazza ofSt. Mark (PL a, 5), usually called 'La Piazza\
a square paved with trachyte and marble, 191 yds. in length, on

the W. side 61 and on the E. 90 yds. in breadth, affords the most
striking evidence of the ancient glory of Venice. On tlirec sides it

is enclosed by imposing buildings, which appear to form one vast

marble palace, blackened by wind and weather; on the E. it is

bounded by the Church of St. Mark and the Piazzetta (p. 359).

The two three-storied palaces on the N. and S. sides were once

the residence of the nine 'procurators', the highest officials of the

Republic, whence their name Procuratie. The Procuratie Vecchiej

or N. wing, were erected in 1480-1517 by Pietro Lombardi,
Bartolomeo Buon the Younger, and Guglielmo Bergamasco. The
Procuratie Nuove, or S. wing, begun by Scamozzi in 1584, to-

gether with the adjoining Old Library (p. 359) now form the Palazzo
Reale. The present arrangement dates from the 18th and 19th cent,

(adra. on Sun. & Thurs. 10-4, other days 2.30-4; fee 1/2 f^*-)- — The
edifice on the W. side, the AtriOj or Nuova Fahhrica, was erected

in 1810, partly on the site of the church of San Geminiano, a work
of lac. Sansovino. The groundfloors of these structures consist of

arcades and contain the cafes and shops mentioned at pp. 342, 346.

'The Place of St. Mark is the heart of Venice, and from this

beats new life in every direction, through an intricate system of

streets and canals, that bring it back again to the same centre'

(Howells). On summer-evenings all who desire to enjoy fresh air

congregate here. The scene is liveliest when the military band plays

(Sun., Mon., Wed., & Frid., 8.30-10.30). In winter the band plays

on the same days, 2.30-4.30 p.m., and tlic Piazza is then a fashion-

able promenade. By moonlight the piazza is strikingly impressive.
A larj,'c flock of Pigeons (Colombi) enlivens the Piazza. In accord-

anoc witli an old custom pigeons were sent out. from the vestibule of
San Marco on Palm Sunday, and these nested in the nooks and crannies
of the surrounding buildings. Down to the close of the Republic they
were fed at the public expense, but they are now dependent upon private
charity. Towards evening they perch under the arches of St. Mark's.
Grain and peas may be bought for the pigeons from various loungers in

the Piazza; and those whose ambition leans in that direction may have
themselves photographed with the pigeons clustering round them.

The three richly decorated bronze *Pedestals of the flag-staffs in

front of the church were executed by Aless. Leopardi in 1500-5-

The banners of the Republic which once waved here are now sue.

ceeded on Sundays and holidays by those of the Kingdom of Italy.
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The nucleus of **San Marco (PL H, 5), the church of St. Mark,

the tutelary saint of Venice, whose bones are said to have been

brought by Venetians from Alexandria in 829, is a Romanesque
brick basilica with three semicircular apses, begun in 830 on the

site of a church of St. Theodore and rebuilt after a fire in 976. In

the middle of the 11th cent, a reconstruction was begun in a Byzantine

style and decorated with that lavish and almost oriental magnifi-

cence that commands our admiration to-day. The fanciful effect of

the exterior was enhanced by the Grothic additions it received in

the 15th cent., probably after a fire in 1419. The edifice (250 ft.

long, 170 ft. wide) is in the form of a Grreek cross (with equal arms),

covered with Byzantine domes in the centre and at the end of each

arm (comp. the ground -plan at p. 360). The foremost arm is, in

conformity with Byzantine usage, completely surrounded by a vesti-

bule covered with a series of smaller domes. On the S. side this

contains the baptistery and the Cappella Zeno; and on the W. side

it forms the fagade. Above it a gallery runs round the upper part

of the church. Externally and internally the church is adorned with

five hundred marble columns (mostly oriental), with capitals in an

exuberant variety of styles. The lower parts of the walls are richly

embellished with oriental marble, while the upper portions and the

vaulting are covered with mosaics (45,790 sq. ft.) on a gold ground,

affording an admirable survey of the development of the art since

the 10th century.

St. Mark's was the state church of the Republic, in which the

doges were crowned and in which the authorities attended service

on festivals in full state. Since 1807 it has been the cathedral,

a dignity which once belonged to San Pietro di Castello (p. 396).

Mr. Ruskin , in the 'Stones of Venice' , lays great stress upon the

colouring of St. Mark's, reminding the reader 'that the school of incrusted

architecture is the only one in which perfect and permanent chromatic
decoration is possible'. And again : — 'the effects of St. Mark's depend
not only upon the most delicate sculpture in every part, but, as we have
just stated, eminently on its colour also, and that the most subtle, va-

rial)]e, inexpressible colour in the world, — the colour of glass, of transpa-
r(;nt alal^astcr, of polished marble, and lustrous gold'.

"W. Fagade. Over the principal portal are *Foui{ Horses in gilded
bronze, Oft. in heiglit, which are among the finest of ancient bronzes,
and the sole existing sp(!cimen of an ancic^nt quadriga. They probably
once adorned the triumphal arch of Nero, and afterwards that of Trajan.
Constantine scMit them to afiorn thir imperial hijipodromc at Constantinopb',
whence; the Doge Enrico Dandolo brouglit them to Venice in 1204 as the

spoils of war. In 1797 they were carried by Napoleon to Paris, but in

1«15 they were restored to their former position l>y Kmp. Francis.

Mosaics: below, over the principal entrance, the T^ast Judgment,
cxc.omU'A in IS.'ifJ; on the right, Kmbarkation of the body of St. Mark at

Alexandria, and its Arrival at Vcnicj;, both of IfWU); on tli(! l(;ft, the

Veneration of th(! saint, of 1728, and Deposition of the rtilics of the saint

in the Church of St. Mark, of the Kith cent, (note the fagade represented
without the (iothic additions). - Above, on the left and right, ar(! four

nioKaics nf the 17th eent. , Deseeiit fr(»iii the Cross, Christ in Hades,
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Resurrection, Ascension. — The quaint mediaeval Sculptures, especially

the late-Romanesque reliefs at the main entrance (Virtues, Sibyls, al-

legorical representation of the months, etc.), and the Byzantine reliefs

in the walls deserve notice. In the soffit of the large central arch, above
the four horses, are late-Gothic sculptures by Niccolb (VArezzo of Flor-

ence, whose style is recalled also by the statue of St. Mark on the gable,

the semi-figures of angels in the two smaller arches on the left, and
several urn-bearers below the Gothic pinnacles.

N. Fagade (on the Piazzetta dei Lconi, p. 389). On the vaulting of

the portal arc late-Romanesque carvings of prophets, angels, and saints.

Above the door is a relief of the Nativity, showing lingering traces of
Byzantine influence. Below is the marble sarcophagus of Maniu (p. 350).

Vestibule (Atrio). The three red slabs in the pavement commem-
orate the meeting between Emperor Frederick Barbarossa and Pope Alex-
ander 111. (p. 364), which, after their reconciliation (p. 381), took place
here on 23rd July, 1177, through the mediation of the l)oge Seb. Ziani and
Ulrich II., Patriarch of Aquiieia. According to an old tradition the em-
peror kneeling before the pope said, ^non tibi sed Petro\ to which the
pope replied, ^et mihi et Petro\ — The Byzantine Mosaics (13th cent.)

represent Old Testament subjects, as suggested by the 'Genesis Cotto-
niana', an illuminated MS. of the 6th century. The series begins on the
right: 1st Dome, Creation of the World, and Fall of Man; in the next
arch, the Deluge; in the following arch (beyond the main portal), Noah,
and the Tower of Babel; 2nd Dome, History of Abraham; 3rd (corner)

Dome, Joseph's dream, Joseph sold by his brethren, and Jacob's lament;
4th and 5th Domes, Joseph in Egypt; 6th Dome, History of Moses. In
the vaulting above the principal entrance to the church, St. Mark, exe-
cuted in 1515 by the brothers Zuccato. — The Bronze Doors are adorned
with figures of saints in enamel (niello); the central door is of Byzantine
origin (ca. 1085j, but that on the right was executed in Venice in 1112.

The charm of the **Interior consists in the beauty of the main
lines, the noble perspectives, and the magnificent decoration. The domes
are each supported by four piers connected by massive round arches.
Tlie four arms of the cruciform ground-plan are each divided in tliree

l)y rows of columns connected by low round arches and supporting open
galleries. The pavement of marble mosaic dates from the 12th century.
The Mosaics represent, above the door, Christ, the Virgin, and St. Mark
(the most ancient mosaic; 10th cent.) ; in the arch above, the Apocalypse
by Zuccato (1579).

Nave. The foot of the Beniiier on the right is enriched with fine

antique reliefs. The Mosaics in the right aisle represent Christ in Geth-
semane, with legends of the Apostles above (12th cent.); 1st Dome, De-
scent of the Holy Ghost (with representatives of the Gentiles looking on);
in the left aisle, Paradise, and Martyrdom of the Apostles (16th cent.).

At the beginning of the left aisle is a gilded Byzantine relief of the
Madonna (10th cent.), and the Altar by the central pillar on the left

has an elegant Byzantine canopy. — The Mosaics in the central dome
represent the Ascension, and those on the S. and W. ribs, scenes from
the Passion (12th cent.). Tlic otlier mosaics are chiefly of the 16ih and
17th centuries. By the screen, right and left of the approach to tlie

liigii-altar, are two Romanesque Pulpits (ambones) in coloured marble,
supported on columns, with canopies in the Byzantine -Venetian style.
The lower part of the double pulpit on tlie left is used for reading the
Epistle, the upper part for reading the Gospel. Upon these and upon
the piers supporting the dome are richly gilt late-Romanesque figures of
angels. On the Screen are fourteen statues in marble by Giacomello
and Pierpaolo delle Massegne (1394): St. Mark, the Virgin, and the
Apostles, with a gilded Crucifix. On the Pood Arch above, fine mosaics
from designs by Tintoretto. — Lkft Transept: above, on the left, a
Mosaic of 1542, representing the genealogy of Mary; fine Renaissance
Altar by Pietro Lombardi or Ant. Rizzo (ca. 1470) and two bronze
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candelabra by Camillo Alberti (1520). — To tlie left is the Cappella dei
Mascoli (PI. c), built in 1430, with an altar by Giov. and Bart. Buon
and mosaics by Michiel Giamho7io (left) and an unknown Paduan Master
(or perhaps Paolo Uccello; right). — Adjoining is the Cappella di SanV
Isidoro (PI. b), with the tomb of the saint and stifif mosaics in the style

of Giotto^s School.
To the right and left of the Choir is tasteful Eenaissance panelling,

by Fra Seb. ScMavone, above which are six reliefs in bronze (three on
each side), by Jac. Sansovino , from the life of St. Mark. To the left

is the throne (Sedia Patriarcale) of the patriarch, by Saccardo (1895).— On the balustrade of the Stalls are (in the centre) the four Evangelists
in bronze, by Sansovino, and (outside) four Fathers of the church , by
Glrolamo Caliari (1614).

The High Altar (Altar Maggiore) stands beneath a canopy of verde
antico, borne by four columns of marble with reliefs, some of which are

early-Christian. The ^Pala d^Oro, enamelled work with jewels, on plates
of gold and silver, executed at Constantinople in 1105 for the front of
an altar, forms the altar-piece; it was rearranged in the 13th and 14th
cent, and furnished with Gothic additions. It is uncovered at Easter only,
but is shown daily except on festivals, 11-2, by tickets (50 c.; obtained
in the Cappella San Pietro, PL d), which admit to the treasury also.

Under the high-altar repose the relics of St. Mark , which disappeared
after the fire of 976 but were miraculously recovered in 1094. — Behind
the high-altar is a second Altar with four spiral columns of alabaster,
of which the two white ones in the middle are translucent. Behind is

a tasteful ciborium-door by lac. Sansovino. The Mosaics in the dome
represent Christ surrounded by Old Testament saints; those of the apse,
Christ entlironed (1506). — The bronze door leading to the sacristy, to

the left, behind tlie high-altar, bears reliefs of the Entombment and Re-
surrection of Christ, and admirable *Heads of Evangelists and Prophets
executed by Sansovino (1556).

The Sacristy (SagrestiaJ, to the left, contains some fine mosaics on
tlie vaulting (1530; still early-Renaissance in style). Cabinets with iii-

tarsia work by Fra Seb. Schiavone, Antonio and Paolo da Mantova, and
others (1450-1520).

The Ckypt, restored in 1901, is one of the oldest parts of the edifice

fcntr. from the sacristy; adm. 50 c, from Nov. to May; closed 12-2).

It contains a multitude of short columns of Greek marble, and in the
middle is an enclosure with marble railings of the early-Christian period.

The Right Transept contains an early -Renaissance altar by Pietro
Lombardi (?) and two very fine bronze candelabra by Maffeo Olivieri
of Brescia (1527). — In the corner, near a relief of the Madonna by Giov.
Buon, is the entrance to the Treasury {Tesoro di San Marco; open
daily, except festivals, 11-2; tickets, 50 c, in the Cap. San Pietro, PI. d).

By the wall to the right, the doge's throne from the choir, in the Re-
naissance style; by the wall to tlie left, glass-case witii valuable Byzan-
tine book-covers and an episcopal throne of the 7th cent., with symbolictal
reliefs, from Alexandria. On the tal)le, two Gotliic candelabra (I5th

cent.); adjacent, bust of John tlie Baptist, perliaps of the 11th cent. (V).

liy the rear-wall are an antependium in beaten silver (J4th cent.) and the
'.vord of the L)oge Morosini (p. 319). Jn tlie centre, sumj)tuous *Church-

I iirnilurc, mostly brought as the sj)oils of war from St. So])hia at Constan-
tinople; Kgy{)tian vesflclH in rock-crystal (10th cent.); works in agat(;

and turquoise.
In the right aisle, close to the principal entrance;, is the Battistkro

(closed, 30 c,), in the cemtre of which is a large font of 1516. The bronze
lid, adorned with rc]i(;f8 by Tiziano Minio of J^adua and Desiderio of

Florence, bears a bronze statue of John the Baptist, by FranccHCo Segala
(1.565). Opposite the door, the (iothic, monument of Doge; Andrea Dandolo
(1342-51). The block of granite on tin- altar is from Mt. Tabor. The
mr^saicH in the vaulting <latc from ca. 1:500. In the ((nlrjtl d(»mc, (Uiri.st
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commaudiug his disciples to baptize the Gentiles in his name; the other
mosaics are chiefly from the life of Jolin the Baptist. — From the Bap-
tistery we enter the Cappella Zeno, which is visible through the railing

in the entrance-vestibule. This contains the bust of an angel (to the

right of the altar), four statues of prophets (over the main entrance), a

relief of tlie Baptism of Christ, and other late-Romanesque sculptures.

In the centre rises the handsome bronze ^Monument of Cardinal Giam-
battista Zeno (d. 1501), designed like the altar by Alessandro Leopardi
and Antonio Lombardo (1504-19); on the sarcophagus is the figure of the
cardinal, over lifesize; below are six Virtues by Paolo Savlno. The
handsome altar and canopy also are cast in bronze, with the exception
of the frieze and the bases of the columns. Over the altar are groups
in bronze of the "^^Madonna ('dclla Scarpa'), by Ant. Lombardo (1515 ?),

and 8t. Peter and John the Baptist, by P. Savino ; above, a relief of

God the Father, executed hy Ant. Lombardi; on the altar itself, a relief

of tlie Resurrection by Paolo Savino. The Byzantine ^llosaics (history
of St. Mark) date from the end of the 13th century.

The visitor is recommended to walk round the Gallery inside the
church in order to inspect the mosaics more closely. Ascent from the
principal portal (adm. 50 c; closed 12-2). The gallery outside the church
should then be visited for the purpose of examining the bronze horses

(p. 355).

On the S. side of the church are two square Pilasters^ with

Byzantine ornamentation, brought in 1256 from the church of

St. Saba at Acre, which was destroyed by the Venetians. From the

Pietra del Bando, a block of porphyry at the S.W. corner, the

decrees of the Republic were promulgated. — The two curious

Reliefs m porphyry, immured b}^ the entrance to the Palace of the

Doges (p. 360), representing two pairs of warriors embracing each

other, are of oriental origin also and are the subject of various

legends (see Hare's 'Venice').

The square Campanile (di San Marco), 325 ft. in height, at

the S.E. angle of the Piazza di San Marco, was originally erected

about 900, rebuilt in 1329, and provided with a new upper story

by Bart. Buon the Younger, after an earthquake in 1512. In

1902 it collapsed, injuring the Loggetta at its foot; but the found-

ations were strengthened and the tower was admirably rebuilt in

1905-11 by Piacentini. Above the unadorned brick shaft, 160 ft.

in height, is the bell-chamber of Istrian limestone, with an attica

embellished with reliefs of Justice and the Lion of St. Mark, and

surmounted by a spire in reinforced cement covered with plates of

copper and supporting the gilded figure of an angel.

The Loggetta, or vestibule, on the E. side of the Campanile,

erected l)y Sansovino in 154.0, once a rendezvous of tlie Nobili

(p. 348; and afterwards a guard -room during the sessions of the

Great Council, has a magnificent bronze door by Ant. Gai (1750)

and is adorned with bronze statues of Peace, *Mcrcury, Apollo,

and Pallas, by Sansovino (freely restored) and four marble reliefs,

by Girol. da Ferrara. In the interior is a terracotta group of the

Holy Family, by Sansovino, which has been pieced together again

since its injury by the fall of tlie tower.
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The tower is always open (adin. 15 c.)- The ascent by a winding in-

clined plane of 38 bends with a few steps at the top is easy and well-lighted.

Only one of the five bells is old, viz. the largest, known as the Marangona.
The *View, particularly fine in the early morning or shortly before sunset
in clear weather, embraces the city, the lagoon, with the 'pali' marking the

channels (p. 353), the Adriatic as far as the Grulf of Trieste, the Alps from
the Karst (p. 427) to the Lago di Garda, and, to the W., the Monti Euganei
(p. 456). The fire-watchman stationed on the tower has a telescope.

The Clock Tower {Torre delV Orologio; PI. O, H, 5), at the

E. end of the Old Procuratie, erected in 1496-99 perhaps from

designs by Moro Coducci (f), rises over a lofty gateway, which
forms the entrance to the Merceria (p. 385). The gilded figure of

the Madonna was executed in the studio of the Lomhardi, On the

platform are two *Griants in bronze (\)y A^nt. Rizzof)^ who strike the

hours on a bell. The custodian explains the mechanism of the clock

(72 fr.); entrance under the archway to the left (visitors ring).

Between the S.E. corner of the Piazza of St. Mark and the Lagune,

and bounded on the W. by the Library, on the E. by the Palace of

the Doges, extends the *Piazzetta di San Marco (PL H, 5, 6),

usually known simply as the Piazzetta. On the Molo here, the chief

stand for gondolas (p. 342), are two Granite Columns, from Syria

or Constantinople, erected in 1180. One of them bears the Winged
Lion of St. Mark (shattered at Paris in 1815, but put together again

in 1893); the other, St. Theodore on a crocodile, patron of the an-

cient republic, placed here in 1329. The Venetian phrase 'fra

Marco e Todaro^ corresponds to our 'between liammer and anvil'.

The **01d Library (Lihreria Vecchia), erected by San-
sovino in 1536-53, is perhaps the most magnificent secular edifice

in Italy. It consists of a double colonnade with arches and em-
bedded columns in strict conformity with Roman models, the lower

orderes being Doric, the upper Ionic. At the top is a parapet with

obelisks and statues. The somewhat exuberant plastic embellisli-

ment is due to Toramaso and Girolamo Lomhardi^ Al. Vittoria

(caryatides at the main portal), and others. The building, now the

E. wing of the royal palace (p. 354), is at present occupied by the

Duke of the Abruzzi (no admission).
Interior. In the Antechamber of the Library is a *Ceiling-paintin{,''

• 'presenting Wi«dom, by Titian (a late work). -- The Main Saloon is

mbelli.sbcd with portraits of twelve philosophers (incl. Diogenes and
\ irhiiiiedes by Tintoretto) and with ceiling-paintings hy Vaolo Veronese
(deonietry, Arithmetic, and Music; 155()) and others. Two large frescoes
by Tintoretto, formerly in the .Sciiola di San Marco, represent a Miracle
of St. Mark (rescue of a Saracen dnring a ntorm) and the ^Transference oT
ilie r«;licH of tije saint from Alexandria (p. :}r>5). We may note also:

Hocco Marconi y The woman taken in adultery; Bonifazio dei Pitati,
Madonna with SS. HoraobonuH and Karbara (1530).

On the Molo, between the Library and the UoyalGard.en{\).^ll)^
is the old Zecca iV\. il, G; hence 'zecchino' or Ssequin'), or MvhI,

rebuilt by Sansovino in 1530. Since 1905 it has accommodated tin;

c«'lebralod Library of 8t. Mark (Reale Biblioteca Nazionalv

Ham)KKEk's Northern It.ily. 11th iOdit. 2!'
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Marciana)j founded in 1468 by Card. Bessarione and transferred

at Napoleon's command from the Old Library to the Doges' Palace

in 1812. The library contains 350,000 printed volumes and about

11,000 MSS. Admission, see p. 347; entrance by Door No. 7 from

the Piazzetta. Librarian, Dr. Carlo Frati.

Gkou.ni) Floor. The vestibule is adorned with two Atlautcs, by-

Girt)?. Canipayyia and Tiziano Aspetti (the latter in an affected style).

The fine court has been roofed over and is used as a reading-rooin. The
staircase on tlie right ascends to the —

First Floor, on which is the Sala Bessarione, or exhibition room.
The large show-case in the centre contains a commentary on the Odyssey
(10th cent.); a MS. of Dante of the second half of the 14th cent., with
numerous miniatures; autographs of Titian, Galileo, and Canova; Marco
Polo's will (p. 387); various ancient maps, etc. In the show-case by the
window are MSS. by Petrarch; early books printed in Venice (1469J ; and
book -bindings, including some splendid Byzantine book- covers of the
9-llth centuries. The Breviario Grimani, a famous early -Flemish bre-
viary of the beginning of the 16th cent., with beautiful miniatures in the

style of Mab^tse and Gerard David, is represented by a facsimile only.

The **Palace of the Doges (Palazzo Ducale; PI. H, 5) is

said to have been founded beside the church of St. Theodore (p. 355)

about 814 for the first Doge of Venice. It was rebuilt after con-

flagrations in 976 and 1105 and altered under Doge Seb. Ziani

(1172-78). The oldest portion of the present edifice, the S. wing

(77 yds. long), on the Molo, was built in 1309-40 by Pietro Ba-
seggio (?), while the W. wing (82 yds. long), facing the Piazzetta,

was erected in 1424-38 by Giovanni Buon and his son Bartolomeo
Buon the Elder. Both these wings are in the Gothic style, but the

transition from late-Gothic to Renaissance is illustrated in the main
portal, the so-called Porta della Carta, built by the Buon in 1438-43,

and in the N. fagade of the court, with its elegant corner-tower

(torricella), adjoining the church of St. Mark. The large E. wing
of the palace, presenting its fine fagade to the Rio del Palazzo, was
begun by Ant. Rizzo in 1484-88, continued by Pietro Lomhardi
in 1499-1511, and completed by Scarpagnino in 1545-49, while

the little Renaissance fagade in tlie Corte dei Senatori, adjoining

St. Mark's at the N.E. corner, is attributed to Guglielrno Berga-
masco (1520). The serious damage caused by fires in 1574 and

1577 was repaired by Antonio da Ponte^ Palladio, and others.

The Gothic portions of the palace, which were thoroughly

restored in 1873-89, form an arcade in two stories (36 columns
below, 71 above), surmounted by a lofty brick ujjper story, term-

inating in pinnacles. The exterior is faced with slabs of coloured

marble with foliage-patterns; and over the central windows project

large balconies. The beautiful windovz-traccry has been preserved

only in the two end windows in the S. fagade. The upper arcade,

called ^La Loggia., is remarkably rich. The capitals of the short

columns below (which have no bases) are richly decorated with foliage,

figures of men, and animals. The relief of Venetia enthroned, near
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the right end of the W. fagade, among the tracery of the upper ar-

cade, and the high-reliefs over the corner-columns on the Molo (Adam
and Eve, at the S.W. angle, Noah's Transgression, at the S.E. angle)

are remarkable achievements of Lombard sculpture (15th cent.)

Mr. Ruskin, who gives an elaborate description of the sculptures in

his 'Stones of Venice', affirms that the capital under the Adam and

Eve, 'in the workmanship and grouping of its foliage', is, on the

whole, the finest he knows in Europe. On the corner-pillar next the

portal are interesting figures of Numa Pompilius, Scipio, Emperor
Trajan judging the cause of a widow. Justice, etc., all with inscrip-

tions. The group above these is the *Judgment of Solomon, by two

unknown Florentines (1438; injured). All these are Grothic.

Among the sculptures of the *Porta della Carta the figure of

Temperance, below to the left, the charming Putti climbing among
the Grothic foliage of the tympanum, and the figure of Strength,

above, are especially attractive. The relief of the Lion of St. Mark
with the kneeling figure of Doge Franc. Foscari, above the portal,

and the similar relief over the balcony on the W. fagade are modern
reproductions of works destroyed by the Radicals in 1797.

The Court {Carte; comp. the Plan, p. 360), with its picturesque

combination of Gothic and Renaissance styles, is very magnificent.

In the centre are two Well Heads in bronze, of 1556 and 1559.

Id the Renaissance niches of the N. fagade, adjoining the entrance,

are antique statues (freely restored), a statue of the Venetian general

iJuke Francis Maria I. of Urbino (d. 1538) by Giovanni dalV Opera
(\). 571), and the statue of a shield -bearer by Ant. Rizzo. The
beautiful statues of *Adam and Eve, on the so-called Arco Foscari,

opposite the Scala dei Giganti, also are by Rizzo (1464).

The richly ornamented Scala dei Giganti., the flight of steps

leading to the palace, derives its name from the colossal statues of

Mars and Neptune at the top, by Sansovino (1554). It was built

by Ant. Rizzo. On the highest landing of these steps, in the later

period of the Republic, the doges were crowned.

The *Interior (admission, see p. 347; office on the first floor, to

the right; includes the residence of the Doges and the apartments
in which the authorities of the Republic held tiieir meetings. The
latlei- retain much of their ancient splendour. Since the fires of 1574
and 1577, which destroy(Ml most of the interior, the palace has be-

come a museum mainly of later masters, such as Tintoretto^ Paolo
Veronese^ and J*alma Giovane, 'dnd presents a most brilliantdisplay

of V<;netian painting, so far as executed for the service ol" the state.

The excellent condition of most of the paintings is noteworthy; tiie

gorgeous colouring of P. Veronese is nowhere better illu,strat(Mi.

Lists ol' tlie pictur(;s are placed in the princifial rooms on week-days.

We ascend the Scala (l(;i (iiganii, not lorg(;tting to notice the

l;ist<'liil RrnaisHanc*" orrianHJniaiioii of tlu! stepH.

t>3*
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First Floor (Piano delle Logge, comp. tlie Plan, p. 361).

In the upper colonnade arc modern busts of Venetian scholars,

artists, and doges. To the right, beside the ticket-office, is the

richly decorated Scala d'Oro, built by Sansovino and restored in

1577, once accessible to those only whose names were entered as

'Nobili' in the Golden Book (p. 404). The stucco-work is by ^/.

Vittoria, the paintings by G. B. Franco. This staircase ascends

direct to the third story. — The next staircase, i\\Q Scala dei Cen-

sori^ is the entrance to the second floor (p. 364).

Third Floor (Terzo Piano on the Plan, p. 361). We first enter

a small anteroom, the —
I. Atrio Quadrato, with ceiling-paintings by Tintoretto, Doge

Priuli receiving the sword of justice. On the walls, portraits of pro-

curators (p. 354), also by Tintoretto. — To the riglit is the —
II. Sala DELLE QuATTRO Porte, restored in 1869; architectonic

decorations by Palladio (1575). Entrance-wall, in the centre : *lJoge

Ant. Grrimani kneeling before Religion, by Titian (a late work; ca.

1555), brought hither after the fire of 1574; the figures at the sides

arc by Marco Vecelli. The side pictures are by Titian's pupils:

left, Verona conquered by the Venetians in 1459, by Giov. Con-
tarini. Over the windows in the E. wall: Neptune strewing the

treasures of the deep at the feet of Venetia, by Tiepolo. Exit-wall

:

Arrival of Henri III of France at Venice in 1574, by Andrea. Vi-

centino; Doge Marino Grimani receiving the Persian ambassadors

in 1603, by Gahriele Caliari, son of P. Veronese. Magnificent

ceiling with stucco-work; painting by lac. Thitoretto.

III. Anticollegio, opposite the Atrio Quadrato. The decoration

and fine chimney-piece were designed by Scamozzi. Opposite the

windows, Jacob's return to Canaan, by lac. Bassuno ; *Rape of

Europa, by P. Veronese. Also, four paintings by Tintoretto: Forge

of Vulcan, Mercury with the Graces, Minerva driving back Mars,

and Ariadne and Bacchus. On the ceiling, Venetia enthroned (faded),

a fresco by P. Veronese.

IV. Sala del Collegio. On the left, chimney-piece with sta-

tues of Hercules and Mercury, by Girol. Campagna. Over the

door and on the exit-wall : Doge Andrea Gritti praying to the Virgin,

Nuptials of St. Catharine (with a portrait of Doge Franc. Donato),

Virgin in glory (with Doge Niccolo da Ponte), Adoration of the

Saviour (with Doge Alvise Mocenigo), all by lac. Tintoretto. Over
the throne, a *Memorial picture of the Battle of Lepanto (1571;

p. 349), Christ in glory (below. Doge Venier and St. Justina; left.

Religion ; right, St. Mark ; at the back, Venetia), by P. Veronese.

Ceiling-paintings (considered the finest in the palace), Neptune and

Mars, Religion, *Venetia on the globe with Justice and Peace, all

by 1\ Veronese.

V. Sala del Se\ato. On the W. wall, over the throne, Descent
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from the Cross, by lac. Tintoretto^ with portraits of the Doges
Pietro Laiiclo and Marc' Antonio Trcvisano; on the wall, to the left,

Doge Seb. Ycnier before Venetia, Doge Pasquale Cicogna in j^re-

sencc of the Saviour, Venetia with the Lion against Europa on the

Bull (an allusion to the League of Cambrai, see p. 349), all by

Falma Giovaiie; Doge Pietro Loredan imploring the aid of tlie

Virgin, by lac. Tintoretto. On the S. end-wall, Christ in glory,

witli Doges Lorenzo and Grirolamo Priuli, by Palma Giovane. Cen-

tral ceiling-painting: Venice, Queen of the Sea, by lac. Tinloretto.

Beyond this room (to the right of the throne) is the Anti-

ciiiESETTA, or vestibule to the chapel of the Doges, containing two

pictures by lac. Tintoretto, SS. Jerome and Andrew, and SS. Louis,

Margaret, and George. — The Chapel (Chiesetta) contains pictures

(*Giov. Bellini, Madonna); over the altar. Statue of the Madonna
by Tomm. Lomhardi (1536; not Sansovino).

We return to the Sala delle Quattro Porte and thence pass

ill rough an anteroom (left) to the —
VI. Sala del Consiglio dei Dieci (comp. p. 348). Entrance

wall: Pope Alexander III., the Patriarch of Grado, and Doge Seb.

Ziani (p. 364), by Leandro Bassano ; opposite, the Peace of Bo-

logna between Pope Clement VII. and Erap. Charles V., 1529, ])y

Marco Vecelli. Back-wall: Adoration of the Magi, by Aliensc.

Ceiling-paintings, ])artly copies of Veronese and partly by Batt.

Zelotti and others; the *()ld Man supporting his head witli his hand

(at the back) is by P. Veronese himself.

VII. Sala della Bussola, antechamber of the three Inquisitors

of the Republic (view into the courtyard of the Carceri, p. 367).

On the exit-wall (the former entrance) is an opening, formerly

adorned with a lion's head in marble, into the mouth of which

(Bocca di Leone) secret denunciations were thrown. This room
contains two pictures by Aliense: on the entrance-wall. Taking of

Brescia, 1426, opposite, Taking of Bergamo, 1427; chimney-piece

by Sansovino ; opposite. Doge Leon. Donato kneeling before the

Madonna, by Marco Vecelli. On the ceiling, St. Mark surrounded

by angels, by Paolo Veronese (a copy; original in the Louvre). —
The room to the right is the —

VJII. Sala dei Capi del Conshjlto (IIh; three heads of the

Council of Ten). Central ceiling-p;iinting, an ang(d driving away the

vices, of the school of Paolo Veronese; chimney-pi(3Ce by f^an-

sovino, with caryatides hy Pietro da Said. On tlie right wall:

Madonna and Child, two saints, and Doge Leon. Loredan, by Vine.

(Uiiena. — We now return through th(; Sala del la Bussola and from

the staircase enter the Piomiu, the garret -prisons immediately

undnr the leads fpiomhi) of the palace, which w(M*e rendered access

ihle again in 1911. The r(!putation of these cells is worse than the

reality. — We descend the staircase to the —
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:

Second Floor (Secondo Piano, Plan, p. 361). To tlic left, in

tlic S. wino^, is the —
^Andito, an antorooni with paintings by Aliense, Dom. Tinfo-

r<'//o (Transfio^iiration), and others. — Off this, on the left, open the

Sala di Quakantia Civil Yecchia, tlic former civil appeal-court,

and the so-called Sala Bessarione. The latter now contains the

remains of the large fresco of Paradise, by Guariento (p. 351),

which originally decorated the Sala del Maggior Consiglio and is

said to have been largely repainted as early as 1524 (comp. the co])y

by lacobello del Fiore, mentioned at p. 371). — We next enter the —
Sala del Maggior Consiglio, 59 yds. long, 27 yds. broad,

50 ft. high, which was the assembly -hall of the Great Council

(p. 348). The balcony affords a *View of the lagoons with the is-

lands of San Griorgio and the Grindecca opposite and the Lido in

the distance to the left. The ceiling -paintings, which represent

battles of the Venetians, are by P. Veronese, Franc. Bassano, lac.

Tintoretto, and Palma Giovane; the best are *Venice crowned by
Fame (in the large oval next the entrance) by Paolo Veronese, and

Doge Niccolo da Ponte in the presence of Venice, with the senate

and ambassadors of the conquered cities (in the rectangle in the

C(mtrc), by lac. Tintoretto. — On the frieze are the portraits of

76 doges, beginning with Obelerio Antenoreo (804-810), the ninth

doge of the confederation (p. 297). Between the first two portraits

on the W. end-wall is a black tablet bearing the inscription: 'Hie

est locus Marini Faletri decapitati pro crirainibus' (comp. p. 349).

— On the E. wall, formerly covering Gruariento's frescoe (sec above),

lac. TifUoretto's Paradise, the largest oil-painting in the world

(72 ft. by 23 ft.; restored in 1904-9), with a bewildering multitude

of figures, many of the heads of w^hich are admirable.
On the walls are 21 large scenes from the history of the Republic

by Leandro and Francesco Bassano, Paolo Veronese, lacopo and Dome-
nico Tintoretto, and others. These pictures consist of two scries. The
first illustrates in somewhat boastful fashion the life of Doqe Sehastiano
Ziani (1172-78), who supported Pope Alexander III. during his strife with
Frederick Barbarossa (comp. p. 356) and (in league with the towns of Lom-
hardy) resisted the imperial demands; the second depicts the exploits of

Doge Enrico Dandolo (p. 348). The final scene of the former series,

by Giulio del Moro (on the end wall), depicts the Pope presenting gifts

to the Doge, including the ring, the symbol of supremacy with which
the Doge annually 'wedded the Adriatic', 1177 (comp. p. 395).

The Corridor contains portraits. — The Sala dello Scrutinio,

or Votimj ITalL used at the election of the doges and other officials,

is decorated similarly to the preceding room. The balcony affords

a good view of Sansovino's Old Library.
On the frieze ?ire portraits of the last 39 doges, from Pietro Loredan

(1567-70) down to Lod. Manin (1797). Entrance-wall: Last Judgment, by
Palma Giovane: above. Prophets, by Andrea Vicentino. — On the other
walls and on the ceiling arc scenes from the history of the Republic,
by Marco Vecelli, Aliense, Aiulrea, Viccyitino , lac. Tintoretto, and
others, — Opposite the entrance: Monument erected in 1694 to Doge
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Francesco Morosini 'Peloponncsiacus', who in 1684-90 conquered the Morea
and Athens (p. 849); the bronze half-figure of the doge in front is attri-

buted to 6r. F. AlherghetU.

We return, to the riglit, through the Sala di Quarantia Civil

Nova, the civil court, which contains some unimportant paintings.

Tf time permit, a visit may now be paid to the ArchBeological
Museum, in the E. wing of the palace (adm., see p. 347; ticket-

office at the entrance; director. Dr. Ces. Ruga), We first enter the

Mediaeval and Modern Section (Sezione Medioevale e Moderna),
which occupies those rooms of the Appartamento Ducale^ or re-

sidence of the doges, that escaped the fire of 1574.
Beyond the I. Room (Galleria d'Ingresso) we enter the II. Room

(Sala degli Scarlatti; originally the doge's bedroom). Fine early-Renais-

sance wooden ceiling. Chimney-piece by Ant. and Tullio Lombardi.
Over the entrance is a relief of the Doge Leon. Loredan kneeling before
the Virgin, perhaps by Ant. Rizzo (?) ; the relief of the Madonna, oppo-
site, dates from 1528.

III. Room (Sala dello Scudo). In front of the entrance to the Sala dei

Filosofi (see below) hangs the famous *Map of the world by the Camaldul-
cnsian monk Fra Mauro (1457-59); adjacent, to the right, six tablets of

carved wood from the planisphere of Haji Mohammed of Tunis (1559),

captured by the Venetians in the 17th century. On the walls, other old

maps. — The door to the left leads into the —
IV. Room (Sala Grimani), with a fine early-Renaissance wooden ceiling

and a chimney-piece by Ant. and Tullio Lombardi. Two paintings of

the Lion of St. Mark, by lacobello del Flore (1415) and Vittore Car-
paccio (1516; notice the old window-tracery of the Doge's Palace). Busts
of doges, including Andrea Vendramin and Franc. Foscari, the latter a

fragment of the original relief over the Porta della Carta (p. 361). Busts
of Ben. Manzini and Al. Contarini by Al. Vittoria. Renaissance statuettes

(16th cent.). — Straight on is the —
V. Room (Sala Erizzo), with chimney-piece and magnificent wooden

ceiling of the 16th century. Small sculptures in marble, bronze, and
ivory. Dies for Venetian coins.

VI. Room (Sala Priuli), decorated, like R. VII, with stucco reliefs

of the 18th century. — To the right is the —
VII. Room (Sala dei Filosofi), the windows of which command views

of the choir-apse of St. Mark's and of the court of the Palazzo Patri-

arcale. From the steps of the staircase by the right wall we see an
interesting *Frcsco or St. Christopher, by Titian, painted about 1521.

Tn the wall of an adjacent corridor is a memorial of the monument of

Thomas Mowbray, Duke of Norfolk, who was banished by Richard II.

The Duke died at Venice in 1.399 and was buried in the vestibule of

San Marco (p. .3.56). His body was removed to England in 15.3.3, while his

monnmental tombstone remained in sit/i till 1810, when it also was taken
to Knglnnd. — The door in the X.E. corner of this room leads to the —

VIIF-X. Rooms (Stanzc del Doge), the private apartments of the

doges from 1577 to 1797. Round the walls of the first room (Stanza
Oialla) are bronze sculptures of the Renaissance: Busts of Bern. Scarde-
one and Pietro Benavides (15th cent.); Ant. Lombardi, Assumption and
Coronation of the Virgin, reliefs from the destroyed monument of the

Doges Marco and Agost. Barbarigo in the Carita; RiccioC?), Four reliefs

from the legend of the Holy Cross; AL Leopardi, (opposite), Tabernactle
door from the chnrch of St. Servus (df.stroycd in 1812); Cainelio, Hattle-

HccncH ; kSchool of the Lombardi, St. Martin. Tullio Lombardi, Double
relief-portrait in marble. By the entrance-wall, a narwhal-horn, with
carvingH. In the wall-ca«o« are fine mcflalH and plauuettes by rina-

nello, Maiteo rfc' Vasti, Sperandio, Leone Leoni, ana others. In the
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middle are bronze statues: Mercury, after Giov. da Bologna; Venus and
Cupid; Adonis (Ifith cent.)- In the central show-cases arc seals of the

do£?eR, coins (osellc, p. 100) from Murano, ivory reliefs, and cameos. — Tn
the next room (Stanza Grigia) is a cliimney-picce hy Fietro Lombardi('?).
Bronze busts of Hadrian and the Empress Sabina (16th cent.). Tiziano
Aspeitl, Bronze busts of Marc' Antonio Bragadino (p. 349) and of the Doges
Ag. Barbarigo and Sel). Vcnier. Al. VUtoria, Terracotta bust of Doge
Marino (Irimani (p. .'396). Some of the statuettes in the centre are after

llio anti(juo. The c;kscs by the walls contain Venetian coins. — The
third room (Stiuiz;! Azzurra) contains portraits of doges and the hat (corno

tlucalc) of Paolo licnicr, the last doge but one (1779-89).

The staircase on the right descends to the First Flook (Piano
dclle Logge, p. 362), on which is the *Antique Section (Sezio7ie

Anfica) of the ranseum, comprising chiefly G-reek and Roman sculp-

tures in marble from the celebrated collection of Cardinal Dom.
Grimani, bequeathed to the Venetian Republic in 1523.

I. Corridor (Androne). Roman and Greek inscriptions, etc. — A
narroAv passage leads to the II. Room (Saletta della Diana). 1. Archaic
Diana (ca. 500 B.C.). Greek steles. — III. Room (Sala Greca). Greek
sculptures of the 5th cent. B.C. : 10. Draped torso of a seated figure;
11-16, 20. Fine female portrait-figures.

IV. Room (Sala dei Galli ed Epoca EUenistica). By the walls: *47.

Bust of a philosopher (.Srd cent. B.C.); 25. Bust of Athena (ca. dOOB.C);
35. Bust of Apollo, of the school of Praxiteles; 29. Rape of Ganymede,
a Roman work, freely restored; 36. Leda; 42, 40. Satyr and Maenad
(Uellenistic) ; *43. Cupid bending his bow, perhaps after Lysippus ; iA.

Ulysses (Hellenistic statuette). Tn the middle, *48-50. Three conquered
Gauls, resembling the Dying Gladiator al Rome and connected with
similar statues at Naples and Rome, ancient copies of the groups erected
on the Acropolis of Athens by Attains I., King of Pergamum, about 239
B.C., after his victory over the Gauls at Sardis.

V. Room (Sala degli Imperatori Romani). Busts and statues of Roman
emperors: 64. Geta; 62. Lucius Verus; 61. Marcus Aurelius ; 60. Hadrian

;

58. Augustus (colossal statue from the palace of Diocletian at Spalato)

;

55. Trajan; 53. Caligula; *52. Tiberius; *51. Vitellius. In the middle,
68. Square Roman altar, with charming representations of satyrs.

VI. Room (Corridoio dei Bassorilievi). By the entrance, 87. Bust of
a Diadochos (?; Hellenistic). By the exit-wall: 69. Fragment of a Roman
sarcophagus-relief representing a naval battle between Greeks and Per-
sians; 70. Roman relief of satyrs at the vintage; 71. Front of a Roman
sarcophagus, representing the death of the children of Niobe.

VII. Room (Sala dei Busti). Roman busts, chiefly of emperors ajid

empresses (by the entrance-wall, 139. Augustus). — VIII. Room (Salone
delle Statue, formerly Cancellcria Ducale), with a 16th cent, frieze of
putti, though the ceiling, like those of the following rooms, is modern.
Hellenistic and Grseco-Roman statues in marble. By the entrance-wall:
151. Bust of Hercules; 154. Nereid (ca. 300 B.C. ; head modern). By the
exit-wall, 175. Statue of a Muse (Melpomene). In the middle, 183. Roman
tripod-base, with armed genii.

IX. Room (Corridoio dei Cippi). Marble sepulchral reliefs (chiefly
Roman) and cinorary urns. — X. Room (Sala delle Statue; formerly Sala
della Milizia da Mare), with mural paintings of the 18th cent. (Q,ueen of
Sheba; Venice enthroned; St. Mark; Adoration of the Magi). Smaller
marble sculptures: by the entrance, 223. Bust of Apollo; by the exit,
214. Bacchus, 215. Helios. — XI. Room (Prima Sala dell' Avogaria), with
portraits of avogadori (p. 348) and notaries (16-18th cent.) and a painting,
by Donafo Vcneziano, of SS. Jerome and Augustine with the Lion of
St. Mark (1461). The show-cases contain small bronzes, glass, cameos
(among them Zeus Aigiochos , a celebrated Greek specimen), etc. The
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Libro d'Oro, or Golden Book (p. 40i), was formerly preserved in the ad-

joining anteroom (Stanzino del Libro d'Oro). — XII. Room (Seconda
8ala dell' Avogaria or Sala del Bellini), with an early- Venetian clock

(16th cent.). On the entrance- wall, ^Giovanni Bellini, Pieta (1472);

opposite, Tac. Tintoretto, Resurrection of Christ, with three avogadori.

A view of the N. side of tlie Bridge of Sighs is obtained from the middle
window, — The following corridor leads to the left to the Bridge of Sighs.
— From the XIII. Room (Sala dei Censori), which is empty at present,

we regain ilic colonnade (p. 360).

A door between the staircases leads to the steps descending to

tlie Priyioni, a number of gloomy cells with a torture-chamber and

the place of execution for political criminals.

From the Fonte della Paglia (PI. H, 5, 6), at the E. end of the

Molo, we have a view^ of the Bridge of Sighs {Ponte dei Sospiri;

PI. H, 5), which was constructed by Ant. Contino ca. 1600 and

connects the Palace of the Doges with the Carceri or Prigioni di

San Marco (PL H, 5), built in 1571-97 by Ant. da Ponte as a

prison for ordinary criminals.
Too much sentiment need not be wasted on the Bridge of Sighs, as

the present structure — that 'pathetic swindle' as Mr. Howells calls it —

,

serving merely as a means of communication between the Criminal Courts
and Ihe Criminal Prison, has probably never been crossed by any prisoner
whose name is worth remembering or whose fate deserves our sympathy.

At the Ponte della Paglia begins the *Riva degli Schiavoni
(PI. H, I, 5; 'quay of the Slavonians'), a quay about 550 yds. in

length, which has been w^ideued and paved with Istrian stone since

the end of the ISth century. Forujcrly the place where the mer-

chant-vessels from Slavonia unladed, it is now the principal quay
for the city and lagoon steamers (p. 344) and always presents an

animated scene. The Hotel Danieli (p. 340) was the home of Alfred

de Musset and George Sand in 1833. Beyond the next bridge,

the Ponte del Vin (PI. H, 5), rises an equestrian Statue of Victor

Emmanuel II.
J
by E. Ferrari (1887); at the back of the pedestal

is Vcnetia enslaved, in front, Venetia liberated. The Sottoportico

San Zaccaria leads to the left to the church ofSan Zaccaria (p. 389).

— Beyond the third bridge rises the church of Santa Maria della
Pieta (PI. I, 5), with a modern faeade (1906): in the higli-choir,

above the principal entrance, *Christ in th(; house of the Pharisee

liv Morefto (1544); on the ceiling. Victory of the Faith, by
(m. B. lie]polo.

The short Fondamenta C/k di ])io (PI. K, 0), the continuation

f»f the Uiva degli Schiavoni, leads to the; church o\ San Biaffio

V\. K, ()), in front of wliieli stands a nionunj(;nt commemorating
Ihe adn)irable S(;rvico of the soldi(;is at the inundation of Mareli,

1H82. Tbe gateway of the Arsenal (p. 395) is visible from the

• Irawbridge in front of this church.

The adjacent st(;amboat-f|uay of Vrncta Marina (\). 344; is tiie

tation for the broad and busy Via Garibaldi (1*1. K, L, Oj, fiom
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t!io AV^ end of wliicli, hcsido the Monument of Garibaldi, an

avenue known as tl)c Viale Garibaldi (PI. L, 6) leads to tlie Giar-

dini Pubblici, which, however, arc more conveniently reached by
takinfr the steamer to the Giai'dini Pnbblici Pier (p. 343),

The Giardini Pubblici (PI. L, M, 7), a pretty park, 20 acres

in extent, laid out by Napoleon in 1807 on a space obtained by the

demolition of several monasteries, is much frequented in the after-

noon and evcnini!^ in summer. In tlie N.E. corner is the Palazzo

delV Enposizioiie Artistica, erected for the biennial art exhibitions

inau^nirated in 1895 (p. 346).

Two hridgcs connect the Giardini T'lihblici with tlie island of Sant'
Elena (PI. M, 7, 8), to which the building- enterprise of the city has
not yet extended. On the E. side is the neglected church of SanV Elena,
an early-Gothic edifice of 1205-12, once rich in treasures of art.

b. From the Piazza of St. Mark to the Academy.
The passage in the S.W. corner of the Piazza of St. Mark leads

to the Salizzada San Moise, with its numerous shops. To the

right is the narrow Frezzeria (PI. Gr, 5), another busy street. To
the left, in the Campo San Moise, is the church of San Moise
(PI. G-, 6), with a fantastic but highly picturesque baroque facade

by Al. Tremignan (166S), though Ruskin says it is 'notable as one

of the basest examples of the basest school of the Renaissance'.

John Laiv (1671-1729), originator of the 'Mississippi Scheme', is

buried in this church. Beyond it we cross the bridge and proceed

straight on along the Via Ventidue Marzo (PL Gr, F, 6),

The second side-street to the right, the Calle delle Veste, leads to

the Campo San Fantino, in which are situated the Teatro Fcnice (PI. F, 6;

l». 315); the Ateneo Veneto (see p. 3i5), a Renaissance building by AL
Vittoria, formerly the Scnola di San Girolamo ; *San Fantino, the finest

early-Renaissance church in Venice, built after 1507 hy Scarpagnino, Avhich,

upart from its groined vaulting, may be regarded as a precursor of Saii

Salvatore (p. 385). Tlie fine choir of San Fantino is by lac. Sansovlno
(I5t9); in the pavement arc tombstones of the 16th century.

From the end of the Via Ventidue Marzo the Calle delle Ostreghe

leads to the left to the church of Santa Maria Zobenigo (PL

F, 6) or Santa Maria del Giglio, erected in 1680-83 by Gius.

Sardi for the Barbaro family {^harharo monumento del decadi-

mento delV arte*, as it has been called). On the showy baroque
facade are statues of members of the family. Below are plans of

Zara, Crete, Padua, Rome, Corfu, and Spalato; above are represent-

ations of naval Ijattles. In the choir, to the left, is the fiine monu-
ment of Giulio Contarini, by Al. Vittoria.

Leaving this church, we bear to the right across the Campiello

dclla Feltrina and through the Calle Zaguri to the Campo San
Maurizio, with the church of that name, and then follow the Calle

del Piovan and the Calle del Spezier to the large Campo Francesco
Morosini (PL E, F, 6), which is embellished with a marble statue
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of Niccold Tommaseo, pliilosoplicr and teacher (d. 1874). To the

left is the Pal. Morosmi (No. 2802), formerly renowned for its

art-treasures, and to the right is --

*Santo Stefano (PI. F, 5, 6), a Gothic church of the 14th cent.,

with an elegant facade in brick (restored in 1904), rich leaf-work

over tlie portal, and good window-raouldings in terracotta. The in-

terior has a peculiarly constructed timber vaulting (recently restor-

ed), recalling that of San Fermo at Verona (p. 307), which, along

with the wide intervals of the slender columns, imparts a very

pleasing appearance of lightness.

By the entrance-wall, to the left, is the fine tomb of the physician
lacopo Suriano (d. 1511). The ornamental paintings in the nave were
renewed in 1903; in the pavement is the large tombstone of the Doge
Francesco Morosini (p. 349). — In the sacristy, Giov. Batt. Pittoni,
Marriage at Cana. — On the marble screens of the choir are statues of

the twelve Apostles and four saints, from the studio of Pietro Lotn-
bardi (1475). Renaissance stalls by Marco and Francesco Cozzi (1465-88).

On the high-altar are bronze statues by Girol. Campagna(?). — In the
chapel to the left of the choir is the tomb of the jurist Giov. Batt.
Ferretti, by SanmicheU(?). — In the left aisle, 3rd altar, statues of
St. Jerome and St. Paul by Pietro Lombardi.

Behind the church stands a Grothic Campanile (restored in 1903).
— Adjoining the church on the left are handsome Cloisters (1532),

with the remains of fine frescoes by Pordenone on the upper story.

Crossing the cloisters we reach the Campo Sant' Angelo (PI. F, 5),

witli a marble monument to Pietro Paleocapa, the engineer (1788-1869). —
Farther to the N.E., near tlic Teafro Rossini, is the Piazza Manin (PI.

F, G, 5), adorned with si Monuwe^it of Danielc Manin (p. 350) in bronze.
On the Cassa di Risparmio (Savings Bank), in this square, is a marble
talilet commemorating the fact that the famous Aldine Press once occu-
})icd this site. [The tablet on another house in the parish of Sant' Agostino,
associating it also with Aldus, is probably wrong; comp. 'The Venetian
Printing Press', by H. F. Brovm.] Wc tlien traverse the Calle della
Vida (right) and, taking the first side-street to tlie right, reach the Palazzo
Contarini dot Bovolo, now liclonging to the Congregazione di Carita.
Tliis contains the *Scala Minelli or Scala, a Chiocciola (PI. F, (r, 5), a
T)ictureRque spiral staircase in a round tower of Istriau marble, con-
Htructed by Giov. Candi (d. 1499).

Wc now retrace our steps and cross tlic Campo Morosini to the

S.E. to the small Campo Pisani, in which stands the *Palazzo
Pisani a Santo Stefano (PI. F, 6; No. 2809; now a conscj'-

vatorium), a good example of the residence of a rich merchant of the

baroque period, with spacious arcaded courts and magnificent in-

ferior decoration. Tlie large concert-hall is adorned with frescoes

by Vitt. Jiressanin (1905), the Glorification of music.

A few j)accs to the S.W. of the Campo Morosini lies tlie cbui'ch

of Sa.v Vitalk (PI. E, 6; San Vidal in Venetian), built about 1700
by Andr. Tirali. It contains (behind the high-altar) a good paint-

ing by Carpaccin^ of 8t. Vitalis on horseback, with (sight othc^r

saints and the Madonna in clouds (1514). — From the Campo
San Vidal, on the S., we cross the Orand Canal by the iron ))ridgp

(p. 378j to the Campo della Carita (IM. E, Gj and tlie Acadcvn/.
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The **Accaclemia di Belle Arti (PL E, 6), a modern build-

in*,^ witli u classieist facade, occupies the site of the Scuola di

Sdfifa ^f(lria della Carifd, tlie old assembly-hall of that brother-

Itood, which was founded in 1360; it lies on the Grand Canal (steam-

boat station, p. 344) and may be reached on foot from the Piaz/a

of 8t. Mark in 10 minutes. The entrance is almost opposite the

iron brid«^e, to the right, under a figure of Minerva with the lion;

the ticket-office is immediately to the right of the entrance, whence

we ascend the staircase.

Adm. see p. 347; small catalogue (1907), I74 fr. Director, Prof.

Gino Fogolari.

The gallery, which was founded in 1798, contains about 750 pic-

tures, chiefly by Venetian masters (14-19tb cent.), and possesses an

abundance of works of the first class, besides many mediocre paint-

ings. The ordinary visitor will
«gZ^ Cnrif^, ijg ji^Qst interested in the can-

vases of the time of the Bellini

(p. 351). The historical paint-

ings by Gentile Bellini and Yit-

tore Carpaccio in Rooms XV
and XVI present a lifelike pic-

ture of ancient Venice, while the

brilliance of tlK^ir colouring

makes us forget the poverty of

their execution and the want of

individuality in their figures and

groups. It is instructive to

compare the Venetian manner
with the mode in which con-

temporary Florentine artists ar-

range their groups and describe

historical events. In the case of

the pictures of Giovanni Bellini

('Room XVIII), who is admirably represented, the attention is chiefly

arrested by his 'santa conversazione' pieces (p. 351), by the beauty
of his nude figures, and by his vigorous though not very saint-like

male figures. Boccaccio Boccaccino (p. 245) is represented by
one of his chief works (Room XVII, No. 600), one of the best oi

that period. Palrna Vecchio also is represented here by one of

his best works, a Holy Family (R. VII, No. 147). The Descent from
the Cross iTt. V, No. 166), recently ascribed to Marco Basaiti but
])erhaps finished by liocco Marconi^ marks the highest level to

which Basaiti attained under the influence of Giov. Bellini. Titian's

juasterpiecc, the Assumption of the Virgin (R. II, No. 40), requires

no comment; the glowing rapture of the apostles, the jubilant delight

of the angels, the beaming bliss of the Madonna, and the magni-
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ficence of the colouring cannot fail to strike tlie eye of every be-

jiolder. The gallery comprises also the last creation of this master:

the Picta in R. X (No. 400), a composition full of pathos, with a

touching figure of Mary Magdalen. His Presentation of the Virgin

(R. XXIV, No. 626) is very attractive also, owing to the spirited

grouping and the beauty of the individual figures. Bonifazio dei

ntaWs wealth of colour is displayed in the Story of Dives (R. X,

No. 291) and in the Massacre of the Innocents (R. X, No. 319). The
Miracle of St. Mark (R. II, No. 42), by lacopo Tintoretto, and the

Supper in the house of Levi (R. IX, No. 203) by Paolo Veronese^

are specially interesting. The masters of the 18th cent, are better

represented in the Museo Civico Correr and in the Pinacoteca

Querini Stampalia.

The double staircase ends in —
Room I (Sala dei Maestri Primitivi). The finely carved and

gilded wooden ceiling, by Marco Cozzi (1461-84), is adorned with

paintings hy Bart. Vivarini (God the Father) and Dom. Campa-
ynola. Pictures of the 14-15tli cent., some in fine original frames.

On the entrance -wall: lb. lacobello del Flore, Justice between
the archangels Michael and Gabriel (1421). On the right side-wall:

10. Lorenzo Veneziano, Altar-piece in numerous sections, in the

centre the Annunciation (1358), above, God the Father by Ben.
Diana. Exit-wall: 1. lacohello del Fiore, Paradise, with the

Coronation of the Virgin in the centre, a copy of Guariento's fresco

(p. 364;; 33. Michele Giambono, Coronation of the Virgin (a copy

of tlie original by Ant. Vivarini and Giov. Aleman7io in SanPanta-
leone, p. 406;. Left side -wall: 24. Mich. Larahertini (Bologna;

d. 1469), Altar-piece in numerous sections, with scenes from the

Legend of the Holy Cross in the predella. In this room are also some
frescoes of the 16th cent.: 732. Giov. Bnonconsiglio , Madonna
enthroned; 755. Franc. Morone^ Madonna and St. Rochus.

Room II (Sala dell' Assunta), containing the masterpieces of the

collection. **40. I'itian, Assumption ('Assunta'), painted in 1516-

18 for the Frari (p. 403), whose high-altar it once adorned, and
• vcral times restored (best seen from Room I).

'Tliore iH nothing ho rcniarkahlc in this cnclianiirig picturo as the
f'ontrast between the ai»par(*nt siniplioity of tlic resultH, and tlie science
with whif;li these results are bronght ahout. Focal concentration is attained
!)>' perspective science, applied alike to lines and to atmosphere, at the
same time that a deep an(f studied intention is discoverahh; in the suhtle
distrihution of radiance and ^^loom. , . . Something indescrihable strikes
UH in the joyful innocence of the heavenly company whose winged units
crowd together singing, playing, wondering and praying, some in light,

some in half light, others in gloom, with a spirit of life moving in tlieni

that i8 quite delightful to tlic mind and the eye. Like the bees about
their queen this swarm of augeU ris(;s with th(; beauteous ajiparition of
the Virgin, whose noble face is transfigured with gladness, whose stcj)

is momentarily arrested as she ascends on the clouds, and with upturned
face and outstretched arms Wings f<»r the heaven out of which thcKterual
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looks down. To this central point in the picture Titian invites us by all

the arts of which he is a master. . . . The apostles we observe are in

shade. An awfully inspired unanimity directs their thoughts and eyes
from the tomb round which they linger to the circle of clouds beauti-

fully supported in its upward passage by the floating shapes of the

angels. The lifelike semblance of nature in these forms, and the marvellous
puwer with which their various sensations of fear, devotion, reverent
wonder, and rapture are expressed, raise Titian to a rank as high as that

held by Raphael and Michaelangelo.' — Crowe & Cavalcaselle.

Entrance-wall: to the right, 44. Vitt. Carpaccio^ Presentation

in the Temple (1510); to the left, 36. Cima da ConegUanOj
Madonna enthroned, with saints and angel-musicians; above, *45.

Faolo Veronese, Ceres oifering her gifts to the enthroned Venetia.

— Left wall: *37. Paolo Veronese, Madonna enthroned, with

saints. *38. Giov. Bellifii, Madonna enthroned, with SS. Sebastian

and Dominic and a bishop to the right, and Job, St. Francis, and

John the Baptist to the left; on the steps of the throne are three

angels. This is one of the finest works of the artist (ca. 1478).

39. Marco Basaiti, Call of James and John, the Sons of Zebedee

(1510). — Right wall: lac. Tintoretto, *42. St. Mark rescuing a

condemned slave, from the Scuola di San Marco (belonging to the

same series as those mentioned on pp. 167, 359; 1548), 43. The
Fall (youthful work). — The steps leads to —

Room III (Sala dei Maestri Italian! Diversi). Entrance-wall: 62.

Eibera, Martyrdom of St. Bartholomew; 59. Caravaggio, Homer.
Opposite, 56. Garofalo, Madonna in clouds, with four saints (1518).

— Farther on to the left is —
Room IV (Sala dei Disegni), with ceiling-paintings by Benedetto

Caliari (Assumption) and Tintoi^etto (Allegories). By the entrance-

wall, in Case 80 (left), are drawings by Albert Dilrer, Hans
Baldung Grien, etc. In the centre are some leaves from the so-

called ''(Sketch Booh of Ra2)haeV (not genuine; perhaps by a pupil

of Pinturicchio). By the back-wall, in the show-cases: 35, 38.

Drawings by Michael Angelo ; 39, 42, 43, 46. *Drawings by Leo-
nardo da Vinci, including studies for his John the Baptist (in the

Louvre;, the missing Adoration of the Shepherds, the Last Supper

(p. 181), and the Battle of Anghiari (p. 563). — We now return to

Room III and pass to the left into —
Room V (Sala dei Bcliiniani). Entrance-wall: *166. Marco

Basaiti and Rocco Marconi, Descent from the Cross, the group
in tbe centre of great beauty. — Left wall: 102. Basaiti, St. George
and tiif Dragon (1520;; 80. Bart, Montagna, Madonna enthroned,

with SS. Sebastian and Jerome; 89. Carpaccio, Martyrdom of the

10,000 Christians on Mt. Ararat (1515). — 69. Basaiti, Christ on

the Mt. of Olives (1510;. — 602. Giov. Buonconsiglio, SS. Thecla,

Cosmas, and Benedict (a fragment). — 734. Pier Maria Pennacchi,
Two panels from an organ-case, with the Annunciation. — We now
pass through the first door to tbe right into —
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Room VI (Sala A. van Byck), containing unimportant Nether-

landish pictures. To the right, 176. A. van Dyckj Crucifixion.

Room VII. Left wall: 156. Cariani, Holy Family. — Exit-

wall: 658. Cima da Conegliano, Madonna enthroned, with SS. Di-

onysius and Liberalis, and, above, Christ blessing, between SS. Peter

and Paul (restored). — 151. FeUegrino da San Daniele, Annun-
ciation (1519). — No number, *Romanino, Descent from the Cross

(1 510). — In the centre, *147. Palma Vecchio, Holy Family with

S S. John the Baptist and Catharina, an unfinished late work.

Room VIII (Sala dei Fiamminghi), with works by Netherlandish

and Grerman artists. Entrance-wall: 180. Jan Steen, Astrologer;

368. Ad. Elsheimer, Peter's denial, an early work. — Opposite:

*191. Rogier van der Weyden, Portrait; 586. Memling, Portrait

of a young man (copy). — By the exit, 182, 184. H. Bosch, Scenes

in hell. — We return to R. V and ascend the steps to —
Room IX (Sala di Paolo Veronese). End-wall to the right: *203.

Paolo Veronese, Jesus in the house of Levi (1573), a huge canvas

(40 ft. by 19 ft.), one of the most famous works of the artist, who
has used the biblical incident as a pretext for delineating a banquet

of Venetian patricians (much damaged). — Right side-wall: 661.

Paolo Vei'onese, St. Nicholas preaching at Myra and Adoration of

the Magi (damaged), with the four evangelists, a ceiling-painting

from the former cliurch of San Nicoletto della Lattuga. — lac.

Tintoretto, 725. Presentation in the Temple, *217. Descent from
the Cross. — Beside the exit, Al. Vittoria, Busts of Dom. and

Franc. Duodo.

Room X (Sala di Bonifazio). To the left, 321. Pordenone, Ma-
donna of the Carmelites, with saints (injured).

*291. Bonifazio dei Pitati, Banquet of Dives.
'An attractive narrative composition, affording us a glimpse of the

private life of a Venetian aristocrat. In the splendour of the colouring,
the beauty of the forms, and the charm of the landscape in the back-
ground, we may recognize the influence of Titian's masterpieces of ca.

1510-20.' — Burckhardt.

Bonifazio dei Piiati, 284. Christ enthroned, with saints (1530),

318. St. Mark; 170. Dom. Camxjagnola (f), St. Prosdocimus. ~
316. Pordenone, San Lorenzo Ciustiniani, with John the Ba])tist,

St. Francis, St. Augustine, and three other figures.

*400. Titian, Pieta, his last picture (J 576), intended for liis

tomb in the Frari hut ieft unfinisiied owing to a quarrel with the

Franciscans, and completed by Palma Giovane, as the inscription

records.

*lt may be that looking closely at the *Piet4', our eyes will lose;

IhemselveH in a chaoH of touches ; but retiring to the focal distance, llicy

recover themselves and distinguish all that '^I'itian meant to convey. In

the group of the Virgin and Christ — a group full of the deep(;st and
truewt feeling — there lies a grandeur comparable in one senses with ihnl

whivh strikeH us in the 'Pieta' of Michaclnngelo.' (!. .f C.
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Bonifazio dei Fifati, 319. Massacre of the Innocents, 295.

Judgment of Solomon (1533) ;
*320. Paris Bordone, Fisherman

presenting tlie Boge with the ring received from St. Mark, one of

the most beautiful ceremonial pictures in existence; 516. Giorgione,

Storm at sea (the miracle of 1340, when St. Mark calmed a spring

ilood), finished by Paris Bordone (retouched in the 18th cent.). —
In the recess, Canovay Original model for the group of Hercules

and Lichas. — We enter the —
Loggia Palladiana, which chiefly contains mediocre pictures

of the 17-18th cent.; in the centre, to the right, 343. G. B. I'iejwlo,

Worshipping the Brazen Serpent (damaged). — The first room on

the right is Room XI (Sala dei Bassani), with pictures by lacopo,

Leandro, and Francesco Bassano. 726. lac. Bassano, Adoration

of the Shepherds. — At the end of the Loggia we turn to the right

and pass through Booms XIV and XIII into —
Boom XII (Sala dei Secoli diciassette e diciotto). Back-w^all:

643. Luca Giordano, Descent from the Cross. — Boom XIII (Sala

di Bosalba Carriera), with twelve pastel portraits by Rosalha,

Carriera. Also, Fietro Longhi, 464-469. Domestic scenes; no

number, Portrait of Pope Clement XIII. (p. 383).

Boom XIV (Sala del Tiepolo). G. B. Tiepolo, 481. Holy Family
witli St. Cajetan, *462. St. Helena finding the Holy Cross, a ceiling

painting (restored), 484. St. Joseph with the Holy Child and foui-

saints. Also, 707. G. B. Fittoni^ Mary Magdalen. — Farther on,

adjoining Corridor I, are four new rooms (marked a-d on our plan).

Boom a (right) chiefly contains unimportant pictures of the

17th and 18th centuries. 474. Giamhettino Cignaroli, Death
of Bachel; 483. G. B. Piazzetta, Market-scene and drawings. —
Boom b (opposite), with works by Venetians of the 18th century.

*494. Arit. Canale (Canaletto), Scuola di San Marco ; Bern. Belotto,

Two views of the Grand Canal; *709. Fraric. Guardi, Islands of

San Giorgio Maggiore (with the old campanile) and Ciudecca. Also,

architectural pieces and landscapes by Mich. Marieschi (b. 1743).

— At the end of the corridor, on the left, is Boom c (Accademia

Veneta Secolo diciotto). 493. Al. Longhi, Allegory of the art of

drawing; *463. Ant. Canale, Fantasy in architecture ('capriccio

arcliitettonico'). — Opposite is Boom d (Accademia di Belle Arti

Sl'CoIo diecinove). On the left, 453. Dom. Pellegrini, Portrait

(1794); Flayez, Destruction of Jerusalem. — We now enter —
CoiiiuDOR ii, in which are unimportant pictures of the 15-

17th centuries. From the last window, fine view of Palladio's mon-
astery-court (p. 376;. — The middle door (right) leads into —

Boom XV (Sala di Gentile Bellini), with pictures from the Scuola

di San Giovanni Evangelista (p. 404), representations of the Miracles

of the Cross, etc. ^Lo the left, 563. Gentile Bellini, Healing of a

sick person by means of a fragment of the Cross (injured); *566.
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CarpacciOj Cure of a lunatic, with the old wooden Rialto Bridge

in the background; Gentile Bellini, *567. Procession in the Piazza

of St. Mark (1496), interesting for the old view of the piazza, show-

ing the old mosaics on the church of San Marco and the window-
tracery of the Doges' palace, 568. Miraculous finding of a fragment

of the 'True Cross', which had fallen into the canal (1500), 570.

San Lorenzo Griustiniani, a tempera painting on canvas from the

church of the Madonna del Orto (1465; injured).

Room XVI (Sala del Carpaccio), with nine *Scenes from the

legend of St. Ursula, painted by Vittore Carpaccio in 1490-95

for the Scuola di Sant' Orsola in Venice.
Beginning to the right of the exit: 572. The ambassadors of the pagan

king of England, father of Prince Conon, bring to King Maurus proposals
for the hand of his daughter, St. Ursula; to the right, Maurus deliberates
over the matter; 573. The ambassadors depart with the answer that the
bride desired the postponement of the marriage for three years, in order
to make a pilgrimage to Rome, accompanied by eleven thousand virgins

;

574. Return of the ambassadors to England and their report to the king;
575. Double picture, representing the Departure of Prince Conon, who
has resolved to share in the pilgrimage, and his Meeting with Ursula
(on shipboard); 576. Apotheosis of St. Ursula; 577. Ursula, her compan-
ions, and the prince receive the blessing of Pope Cyriacus (in the back-
ground rises the Castel Sant' Angelo) ; *578. The saint's dream of her
martyrdom ; 579. Arrival of St. Ursula at Cologne ; 580. Martyrdom of the
saint and her virgins, who are pierced with arrows ; and burial of the saint.
— The style in which the legend is narrated is almost too simple, but
interesting on account of the admirable perspective and faithful render-
ing of real life. The traveller who has visited Belgium cannot fail to

compare this work with the celebrated shrine of St. Ursula at Bruges,
painted by Hans Memling about the same time (1489) for the Hospital
of St. John there. The execution of the northern artist is tender and
graceful, almost like miniature-painting, while the extensive canvases
of his Venetian contemporary are vigorous, almost coarse in character.

Through the Vestibule we reach —
Rooms XVII & XVIII, which contain masterpieces of the close

of the 15th century. R. XVII. Left side-wall: 589. Pietro da Mes-
sina, Ecce Homo; *588. Mantegna, St. George, grandly conceived,

and executed with the delicacy of a miniature; 47. Piero della

Francesca, St. Jerome, with adoring donor (damaged); 607. Alvise

Vivarini, Madonna enthroned, with saints (1480). — 628. Cosimo
Tura, Madonna. — *600. Boccaccio Boccaccino, Madonna with

SS. Peter, John the Baptist, Catharine, and Rosa, a richly-coloured

picture with beautiful landscape; Cima da Conegliano, *611.

Christ with SS. Magnus and Thomas, 623. St. Christopher, *592.

Tobias and the angel, with SS. Nicholas of Bari and James, 603.

Madonna with John the Baptist and St. Paul, 604. Entombment;
MoreUOj 331. St. Peter, 332. John the Baptist. — In the centre,

Da;dalus and Icarus, an early work of Canova.
Room XVIII contains admirable works by Giovanni Bellini^

most of which have, however, becm freely r(!stored. To the left,

612. Madonna; 583. Madonna (an early workj; *595. Five small

Babdbkkr's Northern Italy. Htli Edit. 24
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pictures from tlie lid of a 'cassoiie' (Bacchus and Ariadne, Allegories

of Knowledge, of Happiness, of Truth, and of Slander), dating from

the artist's later period, some with delightful landscapes. — *613.

Madonna, Mary Magdalen, and St. Catharine ('the three women are

characterised by an extraordinary union of dignity, earnestness,

and beauty'. C.dt C); *596. Madonna of the Two Trees (1487);

*610. Madonna with SS. Paul and George (after 1483); 87. Christ,

fragment of a Transfiguration. — 591. Madonna (retouched); *594.

Madonna in a beautiful landscape. — 582. lacopo Bellini^ Ma-
donna. — We return to R. XVII and thence enter —

Room XIX (right), with 16th cent, pictures. 1st Section: *314.

Titiarij John the Baptist in the Wilderness, with a fine silvan land-

scape (a late work); 245. Titian (more probably an early work by
lac. Tintoretto)^ Portrait of lac. Soranzo; 95. Seh. del Piombo(?),

Visitation (an early work; retouched); 730. Lo7\ Lotto, Adoration

of the Child. Opposite, 724. Lotto, Portrait. — 2nd Section: 305.

Po7^denone, Portrait of a woman; lac. Tintoretto, 234. Procurator

Andrea Cappello, 233. Doge Alvise Mocenigo. — We return through

the Vestibule (p. 375) and descend the steps to the left to —
Room XX, formerly the Sala dell' Albergo (strangers' room) of

the brotherhood, with the old panelling and the carved and gilded

wooden ceiling of the 15th century. On the exit-wall, *626. Titian,

Presentation of the Virgin, painted in 1539 for this room, and re-

placed in its old position in 1892 (damaged).
'It was in the nature of Titian to represent a subject like this as

a domestic pageant of his own time, and seen in this light it is exceedingly
touching and surprisingly beautiful. Mary in a dress of celestial blue
ascends the steps of the temple in a lialo of radiance. She pauses on the
first landing place, and gathers her skirts, to ascend to the second. . . .

Uniting the majestic lines of a composition perfect in the balance of its

masses with an effect unsurpassed in its contrasts of light and shade,
the genius of the master lias laid the scene in palatial architecture of
grand simplicity. . . . The harmony of the colours is so true and ringing,
and the chords are so subtle, that the eye takes in the scene as if it

were one of natural richness, unconscious of the means by which that
richness is attained. ... In this gorgeous yet masculine and robust
realism Titian shows his great originality, and claims to be the noblest
representative of the Venetian school of colour.' — C. & C.

Right wall: *625. Ant. Vivarini and Giov. Alemanno, Ma-
donna enthroned, with angels and the four Latin Fathers of the

Church (1446), a masterpiece of the early Venetian school and also

interesting on account of the peculiar architecture.

Adjoining the Academy on the left is the Reale Istituto di
Belle Arti. To the left of the first court is an unfinished, three-

storied *CouRT, with a double colonnade, a fragment of the Lateran
convent erected by Falladio and burned down in 1630, which is

enthusiastically described by Goethe.

From the Carapo della Carita to the church of Santa Maria
della Salute, see p. 408.
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c. Canal Grande.

The ** Grand Canal, or Canalazzo, the main artery of the

traffic of Venice , fully 2 M. in length , with an average width of

77 yds. and a depth of 17 ft., intersects the city from KW. to S.E.

in a curve resembling an inverted S. It is crossed by three bridges,

the Ponte di Ferro (PL E, 6), the Ponte di Rialto (PL Q, 4), and the

Ponte alia Stazione (PL D, 3). This magnificent thoroughfare, one

of the finest in the world, is adorned with about two hundred old

patrician palaces, mostly dating from the 14-18th cent., and several

churches, and every bend in its course reveals new beauties. For
a trip on the canal a gondola (comp. pp. 342, 348) is to be preferred

to the steamers (p. 343; No. 1), which go too quickly. The gondolier

points out the chief edifices (comp. also the Album by Ongania,
II Canalazzo a Venezia, 1 fr.); the posts (pali) display the heraldic

colours of their owners. Our list begins at the Piazzetta (p. 359).

Right.

Zecca (PL H, 6), see p. 359;
farther on, beyond the 6rmr-
dino Peale and the back of the

Procuratie Nuove (Palazzo Re-

ale, p. 354), is the steamboat
station San Marco (PL Gr, 6;

p. 344).

Palazzo Giustinian, now Ho-
tel de TEurope (PL b ; a, 6), a

Gothic edifice of the 15th cent.

Pal. Treve.s (formerly Ba-
rozzi-Emo)^ by Longhena (?). It

contains Hector and Ajax, Cano-

va's last works (fee Y2 fr.).

Pal. Ti^polo-Zncchelliy now
Hotel Britannia (PL c; G, 6).

Pal. Contarini (15th cent.).

*Pal. Contarini-Fasan (PL

G, F, 6), Gothic (14th cent.), the

so-called 'House of Desdeniona.'

Pal. Ferro (Gothic; 14th

cent.), now the Gr}ind-H6tel

(PLo;F, 6).

Pal. Fini (PL F, 6; 1688),

united with the Gr.-Hotel.

Pal. Gritti (Gothic; 14th

cent.), another depfMidance of

the Grand-Hotel.

24*

Left.

Punta della Salute and Do-
gana di Mare (PL G, 6), the

principal custom-house, erected

by Gius. Benoni in 1676-82;

the vane on the tower is a For-

tuna on a globe. — A little back,

the Seminario Patriarcale

(p. 409).

Santa Maria della Salute
(PL F, G, 6), see p. 408.

Abbazia San Gregorio (PL
F, 6;, a decayed Gothic church

of 1342, with tasteful cloisters,

restored in 1911.

Palazzo Volkofif, formerly

J'al. Barbara (Gothic; 14th

c<mt.).

Pal. Dario (PL F, 6j, in the

style of the l^ombardi (ca. 1480j.

Pal. Venter (^dei Lemd'), the

groundHoor of a building plan-

ned on a scale of great magnifl-
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Left.

cence, by Lor. Boschetti (1749),

with garden.

Pal. Morosini-Bombo, form-

erly Da j\Ma (Grothic; 15th

cent.).

ral. Loredan (PI. E, 6 ; 17th

cent.), residence of the widow of

Don Carlos, Duke of Madrid
(d. 1909).

Pal. Balhi - Valier (18th

cent.).

Pal. Polignac (formerly Con-
tarini- Angaran)

.,
in the style

of the Lombardi (15th cent.).

Right.

Steamboat station Santa
Maria del Giglio (PI. F, 6),

see p. 344.

*PaL Corner della Ca
Grande (PL F, 6), in the late-

Renaissance style, built by lac.

Sarisovino in 1532, with spa-

cious colonnaded court, now
seat of the Prefettura and the

Consiglio Provinciale.
The hall of the Provincial Coun-

cil is adorned with ceiling -paint-
ings (Triumph of Venice, etc.) and
a frieze, 140 i't. long (Procession
of the Doge, in the Piazza di San
Marco), by Gms. Vizzutto-Alberti
and Vine. De' Stefani (1897).

Steamboat station Accademia
(PI. E, 6), see p. 344.

Ponte di Ferro or Ponte
tlie Campo della Carita and the

Accademia di Belle Arti,

see p. 370.

Palazzi Contarini dagli
Scrigni, one by Scamozzi (1609),
in the late -Renaissance style,

the other Grothic (15th cent.).

Pal. Loredan or delVAmha-
sciatore {15th cent.), the German
embassy for some time in the

18th cent, (restored in 1900),
with two statues of warriors on
the fagade ascribed to Pietro

Lombardi.

Pal. Barharo (Gothic; 14th

cent.).

Pal. Franchetti, formerly

Cavalli(Fl.E,^), a Gothic build-

ing of the 15th cent, (restored

about 1890); new staircase by
Camillo Boito.

I

Church of San Vitale (p. 369).

delVAccademia (PL E, 6), between

Campo San Yidal (p. 369).

Pal. Levi, formerly Giusti-

nian-Lolin (PL E, 6), by Bald.

Longhena.

Pal. Falier (Gothic; 15th

cent.), occupied for some time

by Mr. W. D. Howells.

Ca (i.e. Casa) del Duca
Sforza (PI. E, 6), a plain house

on the grand foundations of a

palace begun for Francesco

Sforza, Duke of Milan, but left

unfinished by order of the Re-

public.
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Left.

*Pal. Rezzonico (PL E, 6),

now Herschel de^Minerhi, built

by Bald. Longhena (1G80),

with a top story by G. Massari
(1745). This is the house in

which Kobert Browning died in

1889; memorial tablet on the

wall facing the side -canal. It

contains an elegant rococo room
on the first floor and ceiling-

paintings by Luca Giordano
and G. B. Tiepolo (adm. seldom

permitted).

Two Palazzi Giustiniani (PL

E, 5), in the Grothic style (15th

cent.). In the first of these Mr.
Howells wrote his 'Venetian

Life'. In the second (now Pal.

Sernaggiotto)^ which has a new
outside staircase (1904) and a

fine court with a tasteful foun-

tain-head, Richard Wagner com-

posed the second act of 'Tristan

and Isolde'.

*PaL Foscari (PL E, 5),

called Pal. Giustiniani before

the addition of the upper story

by Doge Francesco Foscari
(p'. 349), a Gothic edifice of the

15th cent, (restored in 1867),

situated at the point where the

Canal turns to the E., containing

the Reale Scuola Superiore di

Commercio.
Pal. Guggenheim (p. 346),

formerly Balbi, late-Konais-

Hance, by Aless. Vittoria (1582-

90).

Pal. Grimani (a Han Tomd),
late-Renaissance.

Steamboat station Sa,n Tomd
(PI. E, 5), by the Calle del Tra-

ghetto Vecchio, see p. 344.

Pal. Pi^rsicOy in the style of

the Loinbardi (16th cent.;.

Right.

Pal. Malipiero (formerly

Capello), rebuilt in 1622.

Campo San Samuele^ with

a church of thatname (PL E, 6, 5).

Pal. Sina, formerly Grassi
(Pl.E, 6, 5), by a. Massari (1705-

45); interesting frescoes (car-

nival-scenes) by P. Longhi on

the staircase.

Pal. Pascolato (Pi. E, 5;

Un-marAy Moro-Lin)., a late-Re-

naissance edifice by Seb.Mazzoni
of Florence (16th cent.).

Pal. Contarini delle Figure
(PI. E, 5), early- Renaissance

(1504), with trophies on the

walls.

Pal. Mocenigoy three conti-

guous palaces, that in the centre
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Left.

Goldoni (1707-93), the writer of

Italian comedies, was born in the

interesting: Gothic house (good stair-

case) behind this, at the corner of

Ponte San Toma (bust and inscrip-

tion).

Pal. Tiepolo- Valier (15-16th

cent.).

*Pal. Pisani a San Polo
(PL E, 5), Gothic (15th cent.).

Pal. Barbarigo della Ter-

razza, by Bern. Contino (1568).

Pal. Cappello-Layard (PI.

E, F, 5), the residence of Lady
Layard till her death in 1912,

with a valuable collection of

old pictures bequeathed by Sir

Henry Layard (d. 1894) to the

London National Gallery.

Pal. Grimani - Giustinian
(PI. F, 5), in the style of the

Lombardi (16th cent.).

Pal. Bernardo
J
Gothic (15th

cent.), now a mosaic depot.

Pal. Dona
J

Romanesque
(12th cent.).

Pal. Papadopoli (PI. F, 5),

formerly Coccina - Tiepolo , a

late -Renaissance edifice of the

16th cent., rebuilt in 1874 et

seq. and sumptuously fitted up in

the styles of the 16-18th cent-

uries. It contains *Genre pic-

tures by G. B. Tiepolo. Visitors

usually admitted.

Pal. Businello (formerly

Giustinian), Romanesque (12th

cent.?), freely restored.

Steamboat station San Sil-

vestro (PI. F, 5), see p. 344.

Right.

occupied by Lord Byron in 1818.

The second and third of these

palaces date from 1580.

Pal. Garzoni (Gothic; 15th

cent.).

Steamboat station SanV An-
gelo (PI. F, 5), see p. 344.

*Pal. Corner Spinelli (PI.

F, 5), early - Renaissance, by
Moro Coduccij in the style of

the Lombardi.

Pal. Costanzo, formerly Ca-
valli (Gothic; 15th cent.).

*PaL Grimani (PI. E, 5),

in the florid Renaissance style,

the chef d'oeuvre of Sanmicheli

(p. 300; 16th cent.), now the

Reale Corte d'Appello; 'the

principal type in Venice, and

one of the best in Europe, of the

central architecture of the Re-

naissance schools' (Ruskin).

*Pal. Farsetti (originally

Ddndolo), Romanesque style of

12th cent. , now occupied (like

the following) by the municipal

offices (Municipio).

*Pal. Loredan, coeval with

the last, with the armorial bear-

ings of King Peter Lusignan of

Cyprus, who here tried to or-
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Left.

Pal. Rava, in the modern
Gothic style, by Griov. Sardi

(1906). This palace and the

house adjoining it (Casa Petrar-

ca, p. 342) occupy the site of the

palazzo inhabited by the patri-

archs of Grado (p. 430) in 1156-

1451. Here in 1177, after the

preliminary truce of Chioggia

('Trattato Clodiano'), the final

terms of peace between Emp.
Frederick I. and Pope Alexan-

der III. (comp. pp. 356, 364)

were arranged by the mediation

of Doge Seb. Ziani and Patriarch

Ulric II. of Aquileia.

Right.

ganize a crusade against the

Turks in 1363 and 1366.
'This palace, though not conspi-

cuous, will be felt at last,

by all who examine it carefully,

to be the most beautiful palace in

the whole extent of the Grand Canal.'
— Buskin.

Pal. Dandolo (PL F, G, 5),

early-Gothic, said to occupy the

site of the residence of the ce-

lebrated Doge Enrico Dandolo

(p. 348 ; small cafe on the ground-

floor).

Pal. Bembo (Gothic; 15th

cent.).

Steamboat stations Riva del

Carbon and Cerva (PL G, 4),

see p. 344.

Pal. Martin (PI. G, 4), late-

Renaissance, with fagade by
Sansovino, 16th cent. , belong-

ed to the last Doge Lod. Manin

(p. 350); now Banca d^Italia.

Steamboat station Rialto (PI.

G, 4), see p. 345 (No. 5).

The Ponte di Rialto {i.e. 'di rivo alto'; PL G, 4), built in

1588-92 by Ant. da Ponte on the site of an earlier wooden bridge,

is 157 ft. long and 72 ft. wide, and consists of a single marble
arch of 90 ft. span and 25 ft. in height. Down to 1854 it was the

sole permanent connecting link between the E. and W. quarters

of Venice. The bridge is flanked by shops. — Description of the

quarter near the Ponte Rialto, see pp. 385, 386, 396, 402. It is the

district (not the bridge) that Shylock speaks of in 'The Merchant
of Venice'.

Pal. dei Camerlenghi (PL

G, 4j, early-Renaissance, erected

in 1525 by Gufjlielmo Berf/a-

masco or ^carpafjnino , once

the residence of the chamber-
lains or tax-collectors of the Re-

public.

Fdhhriche Vecchie di Rialto^
by Scarpagnino (1514-22). —
In front is the Erberia(V\. G, 4),

P6ndaco dei Tedeschi
(PL G, 4; Venetian Fontecfo d.

T.), a German warehouse from

the 12th cent, onwards, now ac-

commodating tlie General Post

Office. After a fire in 1505 it

was re-erected by the state from

a design by Girolamo Tedesco

and ^Scarpagnino. Of the paint-

ings on the farade, by Gior-
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Left.

the landing-place of the boats

bringing vegetables and fruit

from Malamocco, Pellestrina,

and other places.

Fahhriche Naove di Eialto,

by lac. Sansovino (1555), restor-

ed in 1860, and now accommo-
dating the Beale Corte d^Assise.

Pescheria or Mercato del

Pesce (PI. F, G, 4), the interest-

ing fish-market, with a modern
Gothic market-hall, by Ces. Lau-

renti and Eupolo (1907). —
Behind it is the Gothic Pal.

Querini (13th cent.), restored

in 1908.

Pal. Brandolin, formerly

Morosini (Gothic; 14th cent.).

Right.

gione and Titian (completed in

1508), only slight vestiges re-

main.

Pal. Civ7'an, restored by G.

Massari.

Pal. Lion (13th cent.).

Casa da Mosto (12th cent. ?),

in the 17-18th cent, part of the

famous Leon Bianco tavern.

Pal. Mangilli-Valmarana,
built by Ant. Yisentini (1760j.

Pal. Michiel dal Brusd, ori-

ginally Gothic.

Pal. Michiel dalle Co-
lonne (PI. G, 3, 4), now Dona
dalle Pose, Gothic, but rebuilt

in the 17th century.
On the first floor are Flemish

*Tapestries, of which ten (16th cent.)

illustrate the history of Scipio (from
cartoons by M. Coxie?) and four
have scenes of child-life, by a pupil
of Rubens (17th cent.). In the Sa-
lone, Moretto, *Equestrian portrait

;

12 paintings by Pietro Longhi; por-
celain and majolica. In an ante-
chamber is a ceiling -painting by
6r. B. Tiepolo, who painted also

the beautiful coats of arms in the
gallery. — Entr. from the Yia Vitt.
Emanuele (p. 387) through the short
Calle del Duca.

Pal. Sagredo (PI. F, G, 3),

formerly Morosini (now the

Istituto Rava)^ a Gothic build-

ing of the 14th century.
In the interior are an interesting

baroque staircase by Andrea Tirali
and a painting (Fall of the giants)

by Pietro Longhi (1754).

*Ca d'Oro (PI. F, 3; steam-

boat station, see p. 344), the

most elegant Gothic palace in

Venice (comp. p. 350), named
from the original gilding of the

ornamentation of the facade. It
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Left.

Pal. Corner della Regina
(Pl.F, 3), ercctedhy Dom. Bossi
in 1724, on the site of the house

in which Catharine Cornaro

(p. 349) was born; now the

'Monte di Pieta' or pawn-office.

*Pal. Pesaro (PI. F, 3), the

finest late-Renaissance palace in

Venice, by Loncjhena (1679),

but notfinisheduntil 1710. Since

1899 it has belonged to the city

and it now contains the Galleria
d'Arfe Moderna (p. 398).

Pal. Giovanelli, formerly

Foscarini, by Gins. Sardi (17th

cent.).

Church of Sant' Eustachio
(Pl.F, 3; Venetian Santo Stae),
built by Giov. Grassi in 1678,
with rich baroque fagade by
Dora. Rossi (1709).

Pal. Trorij 16th century.

Pal. Battaglia, by Longhena
(1668). — Adjacent is the An-
tico GranaiOj or former gra-

nary of the republic.

F6ndaco del Turchi (V\.

E, 3; Venetian Fontef/o d. 7'.),

in the late-KomaneHqiuj style of

the 13th cent., presented by the

Republic to the Marquises of

Right.

was built in 1421-36 for Piero

Contarini by Matteo Raverti
and 6r^o^?. Buon and Bart. Buon
the Elder, and was restored

about 1895 by Baron Franchetti.
In the court are two well-heads

with representations of the Car-
dinal Virtues, early works by Bart.
Buon (1427).

Pal. Fontana, late -Renais-

sance (16th cent,). Here Pope
Clement XIII. (1758-69; Carlo

Rezzonico) was born.

Pal.Grima7ii{lLormerly Gus-
soni), in the style of Sanmicheli

(p. 300).

Pal. Erizzo (Gothic; 15th

cent.), altered in the interior in

1717 by G. Massari.

*Pal.Vendrainin-Calergi
(PL E, 3), originally Loredan,
completed in the early -Renais-

sance style, about 1509, hjMoro
Coducci{?)^ one of the finest pa-

laces in Venice.
Motto on the exterior, 'non

nobis''. — Richard "Wagner, the
composer, died in this house in

1883 (comp. the novel 'II Fuoco' by
Gabr. d'Annunzio, who wrote the
inscription on the memorial tablet).

Church of Santa Marcuola
(PI . E, 3 ;

properly Santi Ermd-
f/ora e Fortunato)^ built by

0. Massari (1728-36), with un-

finislied facade.
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Right.

In the interior is an early work
by Titian: The boy Christ between
SS. Andrew and Catharine (to the
left of the S. entrance) ; also a Last
Supper by lac. Tintoretto (1547).

Farther on, beyond the Canna-

regio (see below), the church

of San Geremia (PL D, E, 3),

dating from 1753 (steamboat

station, see p. 344).

Pal.Clery{V\.J),Z', formerly

Flangini)^ late-Eenaissance (un-

finished), perhaps by Longh-
ena(?).

*Chiesa degli Scalzi (PI.

D, 3; steamboat station, see

p. 344), the former church of

the bare-footed friars, begun in

1649 by Bald. Longhenay with

a fine fagade added by Gius.

Sardi in 1683-89. Next to the

Gesuiti (p. 388) this is the most

sumptuous church of the Vene-

tian baroque style.

The interior was restored in

1853-62. The ceiling is decorated
with a large fresco by G. B. Tie-

polo, representing the miraculous
removal of the house of the Virgin
to Loreto. The high-altar, by Gius.
Pozzo, has eight spiral columns*

Adjoining the Scalzi is the Ponte alia Stazione (PI. D, 3),

or station bridge, completed in 1858.

Left.

Ferrara (p. 460) in 1381, and

after 1621 a Turkish depot. In

1861-69 it was restored without

conspicuous success and was

fitted up for the Museo Civico

Carre?' (p. 399).

Steamboat station Museo Ci-

vico, see p. 344.

Casa CorreVj formerly the

residence of the patrician Teo-

doro Correr (d. 1830), the found-

er of the Museo Civico Correr,

now part of the Museum.

Pal. Nigra, by Griov. Sardi

(1904), with terrace.

San Simeone Piccolo (PI.

D, 3, 4), rebuilt in 1718-38 by
Giov. Scalfarotto, is an imitation

of the Pantheon at Rome,

Stazione Ferroviaria (Rail.

Station), see p. 340.

Steamboat station Santa Lu-
cia (PI. D, 4), see p. 344.

To the left, near the point where the Canal turns to the N.W.,

is the pretty Giardino Papadopoli (PI. D, C, 4; permesso at the

Pal. Papadopoli, p. 380). Farther on is the last steamboat station,

Santa Chiara (PI. C, 4; see p. 343).

On the Cannaregio, which diverges from the Canal Grande at

San Geremia, rises, on the left, the Palazzo Labia (PL D, E, 3;

adm., 9-5, 1 fr.), a handsome but neglected edifice by Andr. Comi-
nelli (1720-50), with *Frescoe8 by Tiepolo in the principal hall on
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the first floor (Anthony and Cleopatra). — Following the Cannaregio

farther, we reach, on the left, —
San Giobbe (PI. C, 2 ; open till noon), an early-Renaissance

church begun in 1451 and finished after 1471 by Ant. Gambello
and Pietro Lombardi. It has a fine portal.

Interior. On the left the second chapel, built by a Florentine (per-

haps Franc, di Simone), has a handsome marble altar and a ceiling adorned
with glazed terracotta reliefs of the Evangelists, from the workshop of

Luca della Robbia. — On the right over the third altar, Paris Bor-
done, SS. Andrew, Anthony, and Nicholas. — In the Choir and in the

recess to the left are charming *Ornaments and reliefs by Pietro Lom-
bardi; on the floor, the tombstone of Doge Cristoforo Moro (1462-71),

founder of the church. — In the chapel to the right of the choir is an
Adoration of the Shepherds, by Savoldo (1540). — In the adjacent
Sacristy : Andr. Previtali, Marriage of St. Catharine, in a fine old frame

;

terracotta bust of St. Bernardino (15th cent.).

To the N. E. of the Cannaregio is the Ghetto Vecchio (PI. D,

E, 2), with its tall, many-storied houses, long the quarter of the

Jews, who were originally settled in the Griudecca. The Tempio
Israelitico Spagnuolo (PL E, 2), or Synagogue of the Spanish Jews

(p. 349), was rebuilt by Longhena in 1655.

Proceeding to the N.E. from the Ghetto Yecchio we reach the Ghetto
Nuovo and cross the bridge of that name to the Fondamenta Ormesini, where
we turn to the right. A few yards farther on we turn to the left through
the Calle della Malvasia and the Calle del Capitello to the aisleless church
of Sant'AIvise (PI. E, l; open till 9.30 a.m.). The choir contains a
fine colossal picture of the Bearing of the Cross, by G. B. Tiepolo, and two
smaller works by the same master (Scourging of Christ, Crown of Thorns).

d. From the Piazza of St. Mark to the Rialto Bridge and
the Northern Quarters.

The narrow Merceria (PL Gr, 5), which enters the Piazza of

St. Mark under the clock-tower (p. 359), is the principal business-

street of Venice, containing attractive shops. The second short

street to the right leads to the church of —
San Qiuliano {^San Zulian''; PI. G-, 5), erected by Sansovino

in 1554. Over the portal is the bronze statue of the founder, the

jurist Thomas of Ravenna, in a sitting posture, by the same master.

Interior. 1st altar to the left: Boccaccio Boccaccino, Madonna
enthroned and four saints. Chapel to the left of the high-altar: Giro-
lamo (Jampayna^s *Dying Christ supported by angels, a relief in marble;
adjacent the Virgin and St. Jolin, l)ronze statues, also by Campagna. —
Oood light necessary.

Returning to the Merceria, we soon observe the lofty choir of

San Salvatore app(;aring between the houses.

*San Salvatore (PI. G, 5; comp. p. 347), erected by Giorgio
Hpaverdo and Tidlio Lombardi in 150G-34 (baroque facade 1663),

is the finest Renaissance church in Venice. The interior is peculiar;

it is roofed by three flat domes resting on barrel-vaulting, which
is supported in turn on square domed corner-spaces.
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Right Aisle. On tho 2ii{l altar: Madonna with angels, by Cam-
pagna; adjacent, Monument of Doge Franc. Venier (1553-54), with a fine

figure of Hope (r.), hy Sansovino. Over the 3rd altar: *T'i^ia/i's Annun-
ciation, executed at an advanced age (1566); the frame is by Sansovino. —
Right Transept. In the middle is the monument of Catharine Cornaro
(d. 1510), Queen of Cyprus, who abdicated in 1489 in favour of Venice (see

p. 349). — Choir. The high-altar is by Giigl. Bergamasco. The altar-

piece is a Transfiguration by Titian, painted about 1560 (injured; covered;
best light at midday). The chased silver reredos, with numerous figures

of saints, etc., executed about 1290, is shown only on high festivals. —
Chapel on the left: *Christ at Emmaus, by Giov. Bellini (covered). —
Left Aisle. By the altar to the right of the organ, statues of SS. Rochus
and Sebastian, by Al. Vittoria; statue of St. Jerome, by Danese Cattaneo.
SS. Augustine and Theodore On the wings of the organ are hj Franc. Vecelli.

The Campanile (adm. 20 c; ascent from the right transept or

from the sacristy) affords a good survey of the town.

Then to the right (N.) to the Campo San Bartolomeo, in which
a bronze statue, modelled by Dal Zotto, was erected in 1883 to

Ca7^lo Goldoni, the dramatist (p. 380). In the church of San
Bartolomeo (PI. Gr, 4), to the right and left of the organ, SS. Sini-

bald and Louis, and to the right and left in the aisles, SS. Bartho-

lomew and Sebastian, all by Sehastiano del Piornbo (early works,

under Giorgione's influence). — The Ponte Rialto (p. 381) lies to

the W. of the Campo San Bartolomeo.
To the E. the Calle della Bissa and the Calle al Ponte Sant' Antonio

lead to the church of San Lio (PL G-, 4; Venetian for San Leone; closed
in the afternoon), dedicated to Pope Leo IX. Over the first altar on the
left is Titian'' 8 St. lago di Compostella, a late work (1565); and to the
right of the choir is the Cappella Grussoni, an early-Renaissance structure
by Pietro and Tullio Lo7nhardi, distinguished for its elaborate sculptural
decoration. — From the end of the Salizzada San Lio the Calle delle Bando
leads to the left to the church of Santa Maria Formosa (p. 390).

We cross the Campo San Bartolomeo in a straight (N.) direc-

tion, pass the Fondaco dei Tedeschi (p. 381) on the left, and

reach, on the right —
San Giovanni Crisostomo (PI. Gr, 4), erected in the early-

Renaissance style after 1497 by Moro Coducci.
Second altar on the left. Coronation of the Virgin, and the Apostles,

reliefs by Tullio Lomhardi. First altar on the right, *Giov. Bellini,
SS. Jerome, Christopher, and Augustine in a beautiful mountainous
landscape (his last signed work, in his 85th year, 1513; restored in 1895):
'John Bellini is the only artist who appears to me to have united, in

equal and magnificent measures, justness of drawing, nobleness of colour-
ing, and perfect manliness of treatment, with the purest religious feeling'
(Ruskin). — High-altar (good light at midday), *Seb. del Piombo, St. Chry-
sostom with SS. Augustine, John the Baptist, Liberale, Catharine, Agnes,
and Mary Magdalen, painted about 1508 perhaps from a design by &ior-
gione, Piombo's last work immediately before his departure for Rome
(restored in 1895; covered): 'there is much to characterise Sebastian in

the ideal sensualism and consciously attractive bearing which distinguish
the females on the left foreground' CO. & C).

The Sottoportico and the Corte del Milione, immediately to the

right of the church, lead to the picturesque court of the same
name, in which, to the left beside the Teatro Malihran (p. 345),
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is a much altered mediaeval Tower, with an ancient portal. This

is the sole remaining relic of the house of the celebrated traveller

Marco Polo (1259-1323), the rest having been burned down in

1597. — To the church of Santa Maria dei Miracolij see p. 393.

Farther on, in the Campo Santi Apostoli, beyond the second

bridge, is the church of the Santi Apostoli (PL G-, 3), rebuilt in

1575, but including the Cappella Cornaro (second chapel on the

right), erected by Gugl. Bergamasco about 1530, which belonged

to the earlier church. This contains monuments to Marco and

Giorgio Cornaro (father and brother of Catharine Cofnaro, p. 386)

and a beautiful altar-piece by G. B. Tiepolo, Last communion of

St. Lucia (restored). At the side-entrance to the church is a bust

of St. Se bastian, by Tullio Lomhardi. — Opposite is the old

Scuola delVAngelo Custode (PI. Gr, 3, 4; Grerman Prot. church),

with a fagade by Andr. Tirali (1734).

To the N.W. of the Campo Santi Apostoli runs the broad new
Via Yittorio Emanuele (PI. F, Gr, 3), which crosses the Rio San

Felice to the church of San Felice (PL F, 3), a Renaissance build-

ing of 1551-56. The Calle del Traghetto leads to the left from the

Campo San Felice to the ferry for the Palazzo Corner della Regina
and Palazzo Pesaro (comp. p. 398). — Beyond the church we cross

the Rio di Noale to the Salizzada Santa Fosca, No. 2292 in which
(on the right) is the —

Palazzo Giovanelli (PL F, 3; originally Pal. Dona)., of the

15th cent., but completely modernized, with a handsame ball-room

(18th cent.) and a small but interesting picture-gallery (adm. usual-

ly granted on application; fee Ya"! f^O-
Bonifazio dei Pitati, Marriage of St. Catharine; Paris Bordone,

Madonna and saints ; *Giorgio7ie, Landscape with figures (Adrastus, Hyp-
sipyle, and the child Oplieltes ?), one of the master's finest creations,
second only to the picture at Castelfranco (p. 29); Antonello da Messina,
Portrait; Rocco Marconi, The woman taken in adultery; Bacchiacca,
Moses smiting the rock (lid of a chest); Pietro Longhi, Portrait.

A few yards farther on is the Campo Santa Fosca (PL F, 3),

with the church of that name and a bronze statue of Fra Paolo
Sarpi (1552-1623), the historian of the Council of Trent, by Mar-
sili. The monument, whicli is close to the bridge where Fra Paolo

was set upon by the papal assassins, was decreed by the Republic

of Venice in 1623 and erected in 1892 (see Dr. Alex. Robertson's

'Fra Paolo Sarpi', and T. A. TroUope's 'Paul the Pope and Paul thr

Friar'). — Proceeding to the right from this point and crossing two
bridges, we reach the Campo San Marziale, with the church of —

San Makziale (PL F, 2; Venetian for San Marciliano ; open

till 10 a.m.), dating from 1693, which contains a *Tobias and thr

Angel by Titian (ca. 1540; above the 1st altar on the left) and

Tintoretto''9 St. Marcilian with SS. Peter and Paul f2nd altar to

the right).
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We cross the Poiite San Marziale, to the N.W. of the church,

turn to the left on reaching the Fondamenta delta Misericordia,

then take the second turning on the right (Calle Larga), and cross

the Rio della Sensa to the Campo dei Mori. The so-called Mori
are three curious figures in oriental garb (probably portraits of

Greek merchants from the Morea), which are to be seen on the

Casa Mastellij to the right, and on the G-othic Casa del Tinto-

rettOy the adjoining house in the Fondamenta dei Mori. The latter

house was once occupied by lacopo Tintoretto. — The Calle dei

Mori leads sh*aight on to the church of the —
*Madonna dell' Orto (PI. F, 2), called also San Cristoforo

Afartire, with a beautiful late-Gothic fagade of 1460 and a curious

campanile in the early-Renaissance style. Above the main portal are

an Annunciation and a statue of St. Christopher by Bart. Buon
the Elder. The interior , with a flat wooden ceiling supported by
ten columns and with modern painted decorations, contains many
good pictures.

Eight Aisle: 1st altar, *Cima da Co7iegliano, St. John the Baptist
with SS. Peter, Mark, Jerome, and Paul, an early work (1489) ; 4th altar,

Daniel van Dyck, Martyrdom of St. Lawrence. Above the entrance of
the sacristy, a sculptured bust of the Virgin, probably of the school of
Artiadeo (p. 758). Sacristy: Virgin and Child, by Giov. de Sanctis. —
Chapel on the Right of the choir: Memorial tablet to lac. Tintoretto
(d. 1591), who is buried here. — Choir: to the right, the Last Judgment
(injured; eloquently described and explained in 'Modern Painters', Vol. 2),

to tlie left. Adoration of the golden calf, large works by Tintoretto.
Over the high-altar an Annunciation, by Palma Giovane; at the sides.

Vision of St. Peter, and Martyrdom of St. Christopher, by Tintoretto
(formerly the wings of an organ-case). — Left Aisle: at the end, tlie

Capp. Contarini, containing busts of six members of the celebrated family
of that name; those of the Cardinal and the Procurator, the two in the
middle on the left and right respectively, hy Alessandro Vittorla; altar-

piece by Ti7itoretto, Miracle of St. Agnes; next chapel: Tintoretto,
Presentation in the Temple. 1st Chapel: Giov. Bellini, Madonna (early
work; freely restored).

We return to tbe Rio della Sensa and follow it to the left to

the Ahhazia della Misericordia (PL G, 2), the church -portal of

which is adorned with figures of angels considered to be the earliest

works of Bart. Buon the Elder (1425).

Crossing tlie Rio di Noale we return to the S.W. to the Rio San
Felice and beyond the church turn to the N.E. into the Rio di Santa

Caterina. The high-altar-piece of the churcli of Santa Caterina
here (PI. G, 3; entrance to the right through the ConvittoNazionale)
is a *Marriage of St. Catharine, by Paolo Veronese, a masterpiece
in admirable preservation (after 1572). At the end of the right aisle

is a Tobias with the angel, by Orazio Vecelli, the son of Titian.

We proceed to the E. to the Ponte dei Gesuiti and, turning to

the left, reach the church of —
*Santa Maria dei Gesuiti (PI. G, H, 3), usually known as

*/ GesuitVj rebuilt in 1715-30 in the baroque style by Dom. Rossi
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(elaborate fagade by Giov. Batt. Fattoretto). The interior, entirely

lined with marble inlaid with verde antico, is sumptuously decorated

like all the churches of this order.
In the 1st chapel of the Left Aisle is the Martyrdom of St. Lawrence,

one of the finest of the altar-pieces by Titian (1558), who 'never made
a nearer approach to the grand art of the Florentines than when he
painted this piece, in which he applied the principle of dramatic exe-
cution peculiar to Michaelangelo'. Unfortunately it is darkened by age
(seen best about noon). — In the Left Transept, the Assumption, an
altar-piece by Tintoretto (retouched). — At the High Altar (by Gius.
Pozzo) are ten spiral columns of verde antico; in the centre, a globe,
with God the Father and the Son. The chapel to the left of the high-
altar contains the Monument of Doge Pasquale Cicogna (1585-95), with
the recumbent *Statue of the deceased, by Girol. Campagna.

The adjoining cloisters, the Convento dei Crociferi from 1543
onwards, are now barracks. — The Oratorio dei Crociferi (open

in the morning), opposite the church of the Jesuits, contains fres-

coes by Palma Giovane and others, with excellent portraits of

members of the Order (1584).

We may return from this point either along the Fondamente
Nuove (PI. H, 2, 3; view of San Michele and Murano) and then to

the right past Santi Giovanni e Paolo to the JRiva degli Schia-
votii (comp. pp. 391 et seq.), or we may combine this trip with an

excursion to Murano (steamboat, see p. 414).

e. From the Piazza of St. Mark to Santi Giovanni e
Paolo, and thence through the Eastern Quarters to the

Riva degli Schiavoni.

The Piazzetta dei Leoni, on the N. side of St. Mark's, so

called from the two lions in red marble (1722), is bounded on

the E. by the modern Palazzo Patriarcale (PI. H, 5), occupied

by the Archbishops since 1850. We turn to the E. by the Calle di

Canonica, pass round the Pal. Patriarcale on the right, and cross

the Rio di Palazzo by the Ponte di Canonica, with a view, to the

right, of the rear of the Doge's Palace and the Bridge of Sighs

(pp. 360, 367). To the left, in the Fondamenta di Canonica, is

the Pal. Trevisani (PI. H, 5), or Cajjpello, built in the style of

the Lombardi about 1500 and now occupied by the Camera di

Commercio ed Artij or Chamber of Commerce. — We then proceed

across the Campo Santi Eilippo e Giacomo and beyond a second ca-

nal reach the Campo San Pr6volo. Thence we pass through a portal,

over which there is a fine reli(!f, recently ascribed to Giovanni
Buon, of the Madonna between John the Baptist and St. Mark.
This leads to the (Jampo and church of —

SanZaccarla (PI. H, I, 5), erected in 1458-1515 in the transi-

tion style between Gothic and Renaissance, partly by Ant. Garnbello
and Mora Caducci. The rounded arcades are borne hy six (Jorinthian

columns. Tbc apse, the ambulatory, and the radiating chapels are
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Gothic. The fagade is of somewhat later date. Over the entrance,

a statue of St. Zacharias by Al. Vittoria.

Interior (adm. in the afternoon 50. c). The walls in the Nave are

covered with large pictures, all, except those over the altars, representing
events in the history of the church. To the left, above the second altar:

*AIadonna enthroned, with four saints and an angel-musician by Giov.
Bellini (1505 ; fine old Renaissance frame) ; the work is unfortunately
somewhat injured and is seen to advantage in its present position only
before 10 a.m. — Farther on is the tombstone of Alessandi'o Vittoria
(d. 1608), with a bust by the master himself, ^qui vivens vivos diixit e

marmore vultus\ — On the right is the former Coro delle Monache
(choir of the nuns), with inlaid choir-stalls by Marco and Francesco
Cozzi (1155-64) and a Nativity of the Baptist by lac. Tintoi^etto (above
the door). — In the Cappella di San Tarasio (to the right of the high-
altar; closed, adm. in the morning 50 c.) are three gilded altars in carved
wood, by Ant. Vivarini and Giov. Alemanno. At the high-altar is a

Madonna and saints of 1444; the smaller altars to the right and left are

adorned with saints of 1443.

We retrace our steps and from the Campo San Provolo take the

Calle San Provolo to the right (N.), cross the Ponte dei Carmini (to

the left), and follow the Calle Corte Rotta to the Ruga Grinifa. At
the end of a lane on the right is the Grothic Arco Bon and in the

Ramo G-rimani, the last lane on the right (a cul-de-sac), is (No. 4858)
the Palazzo Grimani (PL H, 4), completed in the high-Renais-

sance style in 1539. A room on the first floor has charming Raphael-
esque *Ceiling-decorations of 1539-40 by Giov. da Udine (p. 422).

The Ruga Griuffa ends at the Campo Santa Maria Formosa, at

the left corner of which (No. 5250) is the Palazzo Malipiero., an

elegant early-Renaissance building by Sante Lombardi (after 1500).

Santa Maria Formosa (PI. H, 4), a church of early origin,

has been several times remodelled (for the last time in 1699).
Interior. 1st altar on the right: Palma Vecchio, **St. Barbara

and four other saints, with a Pieta above, in the best and grandest form
of Palma's art. 'St. Barbara's shape is grandiose and queenly. The
glance, the massive hair, the diadem and vestments, the full neck and
throat, are all regal ; and the whole impersonation scents of the Grior-

gionesque and reveals the 16th century. It is the very counterpart of
the fine-chiselled and voluptuous fair one who sits so gorgeously in her
red dress and auburn locks amongst the three graces of the Dresden
Museum' (C. <& C). — 2nd altar: Bart. Vivarini, Birth of Mary, Mary
as Mater Misericordiae, and SS. Anna and Joachim (1473), — A chapel,
to which a staircase ascends (shown by the sacristan), contains Madonnas
by Sassoferrato and by Pietro da Messina.

To the N.W. of the church, beside the Ponte del Paradise,

tbe second bridge over the Rio Santa Maria Formosa, is the taste-

ful Grothic Porta del Paradiso (PI. H, 4), with a relief of the

Madonna and worshipping donor and the arms of the Foscari and
Mocenigo families (14th cent.).

To the S. of the church, in the Campiello Querini, in the Calle

Querini Stampalia (No. 4778), is the Palazzo Querini Stampa-
Iia ("PL H, 5), dating from the 17th cent., and bequeathed to the

city in 1869 by Count Griovanni Querini. From 1807 to 1850 it
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was the residence of the Patriarchs (comp. p. 396). On the first

floor is the Biblioteca Querini Stampalia (adm., see p. 347;

librarian, Dr. Arnaldo Segarizzi), comprising ca. 50,000 vols. (95

incunabula) and 1000 MSS. On the second floor is the Pinacoteca

(adm., see p. 348), a collection of ca. 300 paintings, important

mainly for its Venetian masters of the 18th century. "Written cata-

logue in each room.
Entrance Hall. Maps and old plans of Venice, including a copy of

the wood-engraving by Zuan Andrea^ mentioned on p. 401. — Room I (to

the left). Modern paintings, including 321. Napoleone Nani, Eelease of
Daniele Manin (p. 350) from prison (1876). — Beyond the entrance-hall is —

Room II. Early Venetian paintings : 5. Caterino e Donato , Coro-
nation of the Virgin (1372). — Room III. Lorenzo di Credi, Holy Family
(a circular painting); 143. Girol. Savoldo, Last Supper; 58. lac. Tinto-
retto, Ascension (sketch); *1. Giorgione {?), Judith. — Room IV. 214.

Ann. Caracci, Martyrdom of St. Sebastian; 86. Palma Vecchio, Portrait
(unfinished). — Rooms V and VI contain nothing of importance.

Rooms VII & VIII. Gabrlele Bella (18th cent.), Views and popular
festivals in Venice. On the stands in the middle are drawings, wood-
cuts, and engravings. — Room IX. 106. Unknown Artist (ca. 1700), De-
parture of the Bucintoro (see p. 395). — Room X. *219. G. B. Tiepolo,
Portrait of a procurator ; *220. Pietro Longhi, Portrait of Daniele Dolfin. —
From Corridor XI we proceed to the left through Anteroom XII to —

Room Xill. Genre paintings by Pietro Longhi (27. The betrothal)
and Al. Longhi. — Room XIV. Paintings by Palma Giovane (66. Abra-
ham's sacrifice) and others. — Rooms XIV & XV are unimportant.

Room XVII (to the left of R. XV). Portraits by Franc. Maggiotto
(17.50-1805). On an easel, *3. Palma Vecchio, Portrait of Francesco Querini.
— Room XVIII. Artistic furniture by the Brothers Besarel (1875).

G. Michieli, Lauro Querini delivering philosophical lectures in the Piazza
dei Mercanti (p. 396) in 1400 (bronze relief; 1882). — Room XIX. Por-
celain, etc. — Room XX. Coins and medals.

We leave the Campo Santa Maria Formosa by the Calle Lunga,
turn to the left into the narrow Calle Bragadin before the Ponte
Cavagnis, cross the Ponte Storto or Pinelli, and proceed to the left

to the Campo Saxti Giovanni e Paolo, with the Dominican church

of that name.

Immediately in front of us stands the equestrian **Statue
of Bartolomeo CoUeoni (d. 1475; p. 253), the famous coii-

dottiere, who was alternately in the service of the Visconti (p. 151)

and of the Republic. The monument was modelled in 1481 by
Aadr. Verrocchio (d. 1488; p. 560), probably assisted by Leon-

ardo da Vinci, and was cast in bronze after Verrocchio's death by
Al. Leopardij who also designed the lofty marble pedestal (1493).

'I do not believe there is a more glorious work of sculpture existing in

the world than tlie equestrian statue of Bartolommeo Colleoni.' — Ruskui.

**Santi Giovanni e Pdolo (SV. Zanipolo'; Pl. H, 4; comp.

p. 347j, next to St. Mark's the most famous church in Venice, is a

Gothic domed edifice of brick, built on the mod(d of the Frari

fp. 403; in 1333-90. Th(! facade (1430) is unfinished. The spacious

and lofty interior, 105 yds. long and 47 yds. broad, is aupport««d

by ten round pillars and is crowded witli works of art.

Baxdsker'b Northorn Italy. 14th Edit. 25
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Ou the facade, to the left, is an early-Christian sarcophagus con-
taining the bones of Doge lacopo Tiepolo (1229-49), founder of the Do-
minican convent, and those of his son Doge Lorenzo Tiepolo (1268-75).

Interior (since 1901 in course of restoration; adm. 50c.). To the
left of the Main Entrance : *Mausoleum of the victorious Doge Pietro
Mocenigo (1474-76), with fifteen statues by Pietro Lombardi; sarco-

phagus ^ex hostium manuhiis'' (from the spoils of his enemies). — To
the right, Tomb of Doge Giov. Mocenigo (1478-85), by Tullio and Ant.
Lomhardl. — Over the entrance is the large monument of Doge Alvise
Mocenigo (1570-77) and his wife.

Right Aisle. Beyond the 1st altar: Monument of Marc' Antonio
Bragadino (d. 1571), who long defended Famagusta in Cyprus against the
Turks and after its surrender was barbarously flayed alive, as the picture
above indicates. — 2nd altar: Altar-piece in six sections hy Alvise Viva-
rini (ca. 1490). — Farther on, beyond the large chapel, the huge mon-
ument of Doge Bertucci Valier (1656-58), his wife Elisabetta Querini-
Valier, and Doge Silvestro Yalier (1688-94), a rich baroque work in marble,
with sculptures by Pietro Baratta and other followers of Bernini (ca.

1700). The door on the left below it leads to the street. The following
baroque chapel (Capp. di San Domenico), by Andrea Tiraliy contains six
bronze reliefs of scenes from the life of St. Dominic, by Gius. Mazza (1670).

Theceiling-painting(Apotheosisof St. Dominic) is by Gian. Batt. Piazzetta.
Right Transept. On the right wall : Bart. Vivarini, St. Augustine

(1473) ; Cima da Conegliano, Coronation of the Virgin, with numerous
saints. Above the latter. Tomb of General Niccolo Orsini (d. 1509), with
equestrian statue. By the 1st altar, Lor. Lotto, Apotheosis of the beati-

fied Antoninus (1542). Over the door, Tomb of Gen. Dionigi Naldo (d. 1510),

by Lor. Bregno. By the 2nd altar, Rocco Marconi, *Christ with SS. Peter
and Andrew. Stained glass by Girol. Mocetto (1473, restored in 1814).

Choir Chapels (from right to left). 1st Chapel (Capp. del Croce-
fisso): Tomb of Baron Windsor (d. 1574), of England, by Al. Vittoria.
2nd Chap. : Renaissance altar with a statue of Mary Magdalen, by Bartolo
di Francesco of Bergamo (1523). — In the large Central Chapel, or choir
proper: Tombs of the Doges: (r.) *Michele Morosini (d. 1382), in the
Gothic style, with a mosaic of the Crucifixion in the lunette, and Leonardo
Loredan (1501-21), with sculptures by Danese Cattaneo (1573) and a

*Portrait-statue by Girol. Ca/mpagna (an early work)
; (1.) **Andrea Ven-

dramin (1476-78), by Tidlio and Antonio Lombardi assisted hy Alessandro
Leopardi (completed after 1493), probably the most beautiful monument
in Venice, designed under the influence of antique sculptures (the two
female figures by 7>or. Bregno), and Marco Corner (1365-67), Gothic. The
magnificent high-altar dates from 1619. — 2nd Chapel to the left of the
choir: Gothic tomb of the Condottiere lac. Cavalli (d. 1384), by Paolo
delle Massegne, son of Giacomcllo (p. 350).

Left Transept. Beside the entrance to the Chapel of the Rosary
(Capp. del Rosario, founded in 1571 to commemorate the battle of Lepanto
and burned out in 1867; adm. in the morning 50 c.) is the fine statue of
Doge Scb. Venier (p. 349) by Ant. Dal Zotto (1907). Above the entrance
is the monument of Doge Antonio Venier (1382-1400), in the style of the
Massegne. Within the chapel are sculptures by Girol. Campagna and
Al. Vittoria and the modern tomb of Seb. Venier. Farther on in the
transept, Monument, with equestrian statue in wood, of Leonardo da
Prato (d. 1511).

Left Aisle. On the right and left of the door of the sacristy, ad-
mirable wood-carving attributed to Andrea Brustoloni (1698). — In the
Sacristy: to the left of the altar, Christ bearing the Cross, by Alvise
Vivarini (about 1500; signature forged; restored). — Farther on in the
aisle, monument of Doge Pasqualc Malipiero (1457-62) by Pietro Lom-
bardi; tombstone of the senator Bonzio (d. 1508), in the style of the
florid Renaissance, notwithstanding its early date, under it, statues of
St. Thomas Aquinas and St. Peter Martyr by Antonio Lombardi (the
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latter completed by Paolo Stella) ; in the recess, the recumbent effigy of

Doge Michael Steno (1400-13). *Monument of the great Doge Tommaso
Mocenigo (1413-23), by Piero di Niccolb Lamberti and Giov. di Martino
of Florence (the decoration shows the transition from the Gothic to the

Renaissance style, the sculptures reveal the influence of Donatello). Mon-
ument of Doge Niccolo Marcello (1473-74) by Pietro Lombardi. Over
the following altar, early copy of Titian's Death of St. Peter Martyr
(1530), a celebrated picture destroyed when the Capp. del Rosario was
burned. Over the last altar (designed by Gugl. Bergamasco) is a statue

of St. Jerome by Aless. Vittoria; adjoining it, the monument of the

Marquis de Chasteler (d. 1825), distinguished in the Tyrolese war in 1809.

On theN. side of the campo rises the rich fagade of the *Scuola
di San Marco (PI. H, 4), rebuilt in 1485-95 by Moro Coducci
and the Lombardi. In the pediment over the portal is a *Relief

representing St. Mark surrounded by his fraternity (perhaps by a

Florentine artist); beside the door are two lions and two fine re-

liefs (Miracles of St. Mark) by Tidlio Lombardi. The building,

with the adjacent Dominican monastery, has been used as a hospital

(Ospedale Civile) since 1815. The chief ward (adm. by special

permission only) has a magnificent Renaissance coff'ered ceiling, and

the library-hall a fine baroque carved ceiling.

On the Rio dei Mendicanti. to the N. of the hospital, is the church
of San Ldzzaro dei Mendicanti (PI. H, 3 ; closed in the afternoon), built

in 1601-36 by Vine. Scamozzi, with an elaborate baroque facade by Giu.s

Sardi (1673-90). In the vestibule is the tomb of the Procurator Alvise
Mocenigo, by Sardi, with statues by Giusto le Court and Gius. Belloni.

In the church is an altar-piece (St. Helena) by Guercino.

From the Ponte Rosso, the most S. bridge over the Rio dei

Mendicanti, we proceed to the W., via the Calle delle Erbe, to the

Fondamenta Sanudo, No. 6099 in which, on the right, is the 15th

cent. Gothic Palazzo Soranzo or Sanudo (afterwards Van Axel).

— The Calle Castelli leads hence to —
*Santa Maria dei Miracoli (PI. Gr, H, 4 ; open until 10 a.m.

;

adm. after that hour 50 c), well restored in 1885-86, a small early-

Renaissance church without aisles, erected in 1481-89 by Pietro

Lombardi^ and richly encrusted with marble both without and

within. The few sculptures on the exterior are by Tullio and
Antonio Lombardi. The quadrangular domed choir, fourteen steps

high<'r than the nave, is peculiar. On the right and left are ambones,

or lecterns where the epistles and gospels are read, as in ancient

Christian churches. The barrel vaulting, with its richly gilded

coffers, is painted by Girol. Pennacchi. In the sacristy (under

the choir) are statues of 88. Francis and Clara, by Girol. Cam-
pafjnUy in the adjoining passage is nn unfinished relief of the Last

Sapper, by Tullio Lombardi.
We follow the lane running to the; E. past tli(; 8. sich; of Santi

Giovanni e Paolo and the baroque Osjjedaleffo Churnh (V\. U^ 4;

bailt by Bald. LonghiMia in 1674), cross the Rio Santa Giustina, go

a few paces to the right, and enter the side-street on the b.'ft, which

brings us to the church of -
25*
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San Francesco della Vigna (PI. I, K, 4), formerly sur-

rounded by vineyards. The interior, without aisles, was restored

in 1534 by lac. Sansovino and Fra Francesco di Giorgio; the

facade, designed by Andrea Palladio (1568), was not completed

until 1634.
Interior. 1st chapel on the right: Last Supper, by Girol. da Santa

Croce; Srd chapel: Monuments of Doges Francesco Contarini (1623-24)

and Alvise Contarini (1676-84). — Right Transept : Enthroned Madonna, by
Fra Antonio da Negroponte (about 1450). — In the Choir, on the left, mon-
ument of Doge Andrea Gritti (1523-38). — To the left of the choir, in

the Cappella Giustiniani, is an altar with reliefs in marble of the

15th cent., from the workshop of Pietro Lomhardi: Last Judgment below;
above (as an altar-piece), St. Jerome and four other saints, with the
history of St. Jerome in three sections below; over them Madonna and
angels ; at the sides of the chapel twelve prophets (by Pietro Lovibardi)
and the Evangelists (by Tiillio and Ant. Lomhardi); higher up, the history
of Jesus. — In the chapel of the Cloisters, adjacent to the N., opposite
the entrance of the left transept, Madonna and four saints, by Giov.
Bellini (1507; spoiled). — To the left: 2nd chapel, Altar with statues
of SS. Rochus, Antonius Abbas, and Sebastian, by Jl?.. Vittoria; 5th chapel.
Madonna enthroned and four saints, by Paolo Veronese (1565; spoiled).

A little to the S.W., beyond the Rio della Pieta, is the church of

San Lorenzo, an uncompleted baroque edifice by Simeone Sorella

(;1595-1617), containing a fine iron screen and statues of SS. Law-
rence and Sebastian by Girol. Campagna (at the high-altar). — To
the S. is the former Scuola San Giorgio degli SchiavonifPl.I,

5 ; best light about midday), established by a Dalmatian (Slavonic)

Brotherhood for the succour of poor Dalmatian sailors and others, an

early-Renaissance building with a high-Renaissance facade of 1551.
The Interior, with a low wooden ceiling, is adorned with ^Paintings

by Vittore Carpaccio (ca. 1502-1511): (r.) Christ on the Mount of Olives;
Christ invited to the house of Matthew; and three series illustrating the
lives of SS. Jerome (on the right) , George (opposite and on the left of
the altar), and Tryphonius (on the right of tlie altar). Ruskin devotes the
first supplement ('The Shrine of the Slaves') of 'St. Mark's Rest' to a

description of these paintings. The oratory, on the first floor, to the
left, has a fine wooden ceiling.

At the church of Sanf Antonino, farther to the S., we cross the

bridge to the right to San Giorgio dei Greci (PL I, 5 ; comp.

p. 346), erected after 1538 by Saute Lomhardi and Chiona, with

a graceful leaning campanile (1587-92), an ikonostasis adorned with

Byzantine paintings on a golden ground, and a few mosaics. — Re-
turning to Sant' Antonino, and resuming a S. direction, we soon

reach the Campo della Bragora, with —
San Giovanni in Bragora (PI. I, 5), a church of early origin,

almost entirely restored in the 15th cent, and again in 1728.
Interior. 2nd chap, on the right: Alvise Vivarini, Madonna. — Over

the sacristy-door is a wooden crucifix by Lardo , an unknown Grerman
master of 1491. — On the piers in front of the choir-chapel: right, Cima
da Conegliano , Constantine and St. Helena by the Cross (1502) , Three
scenes from the legend of the Holy Cross, originally a predella of this

picture; to the left, Alvise Vivarini, Resurrection (1498). At the back
of the high-altar: *Cima da Conegliano, Baptism of Christ (one of the
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master's chief works; 1494). — In the left aisle, Lardo, Relief with re-

cumbent figure of St. Johannes Elemosinarius (1495; see p. 397). — On
the left wall of the church, Paris Bordone, Last Supper; Bart.Vivarini,
Madonna with St. Andrew and John the Baptist (1478). — This church can

be seen to advantage only in bright weather.

A little to the S., on the JRiva degli Schiavoni (p. 367), is the

steamboat station of San Griovanni in Bragora (p. 344). — From the

Campo della Bragora we proceed to the E., via the Calle Crosera,

the Calle del Pestrin, and the Fondamenta dei Pennini, to the

church of San Martino (PL K, 5), begun by Sansovino in 1540,

completed in 1653 (fagade of 1897). Within (left aisle) is an altar

with kneeling angels, a charming early work by Tullio Lombard!

(1484); above the main entrance, Last Supper by Grirolamo da Santa

Croce (1549). — A few yards farther to the E., on the Rio dell'Ar-

senale, is the —
Arsenal (PL K, L, 5), founded in 1104 and repeatedly enlarged

in the 14th, 15th, and 19th centuries. At the zenith of the Repub-
lic it employed 16,000 workmen, but in the 18th cent. 2000-3000
at most, and at present about 3000. With its wharfs (cantieri), dry-

docks (bacini di raddobbo), and basins it now covers an area of

about 80 acres. The gateway (1460), adorned with a statue of St.

Justina by Girol. Campagna^ is, apart from the Romanesque cap-

itals borrowed from earlier buildings, the oldest pure early-Renais-

sance structure in Venice. The four famous antique lions at the

entrance were brought from the Piraeus in 1687; the body of the

large one on the left bears Runic inscriptions (by the Normans,

1040). — Foreigners are not admitted to inspect the arsenal proper

but they may visit the museum (adm., see p. 347).
Museo d'Armi. First Floor: Collection of models of ships of all

periods, including a model and the scanty remains of the last Bucintoro, a
vessel destroyed by the French, from which the Doge was wont annually
on Ascension Day to throw the ring (p. 416) into the Adriatic, which he
thus symbolically wedded ; model of the system of piles on which the
city is to a great extent built (comp. p. 353). — Second Floor : Fine col-

lection of weapons; by the entrance, statue of Admiral Vettor Pisani
(1380), the conqueror of the Genoese, from his tomb (p. 321), and also
two Turkish banners, taken at Corfu in 1537 and at Lepanto in 1571;
armour of the Condottiere Gattamelata (p. 335), of Henri IV of France,
and of several doges; revolvers and breech-loaders of a primitive descrip-
tion (16th cent.); a finely-executed culverin of steel, adorned with reliefs;

instruments of torture; bust of Napoleon of 1805. Monument to Admiral
Angelo Emo (d. 1792), by C'anova; adjacent, to the right, trophies and
Turkish banners taken in 1472 at Friuli.

In front of the museum is the monument of Count von der Schulen-
hurf/, marshal in tlie Venetian service (d. 1747), who directed the famous
defence of Corfu against the Turks in 1716.

From the Arsenal we may follow the E. side of the Rio dell'Ar-

senale to the church of San Biagio (p. 367).

At the E. end of tlie town, to the N. of tlie Giardini Puhhlici
i\). 368; but entered only from th(! N. side; of the Rio di San Giuseppe

by the bridge, lioa the church of San Giuhkite di Cahtkllo (PL L,
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M, 6; open before 9 a.m.), containing ceiling-paintings with very

effective perspective. To the right are an altar-piece by lac. Tin-

toretto^ the Archangel Michael and Senator Michiel Buono, and the

monument of Doge Marino Grimani (1595-1606) and his wife, by
Vine. Scamozzi; behind the high-altar, Adoration of the Shepherds,

bv Paolo Vero7iese; adjacent, to the left, bust of Girolamo Grimani

by Al. Vittoria (1570).

San Pietro di Castello (PL M, 5), a domed church of an-

cient foundation on the island of San Pietro, separated from the

squalid lanes of this part of the town by the broad Canale di San
Pietro, was the cathedral of the Patriarch of Venice from 1451 to

1807. The facade, begun by Franc. Smeraldi in 1596, is said to

reproduce a design of Palladio (1557); the interior was restored in

1621. Handsome campanile of 1474, rebuilt in 1482-90 by Moro
Coducci and again in the 17th century.

Interior. Above the side-entrance on the left is a monument of the
lith century. Between the 2nd and 3rd altars on the right is a marble
throne from Antioch, with Arabian ornamentation and verses from the
Koran in Cufic characters. By the third altar is a late work of Marco
Basaiti, representing St. Peter enthroned, with four other saints. — The
high-altar, designed by Longhena, enshrines the bones of San Lorenzo
Giustiniani (d. 1455), first patriarch of Venice (comp. p. 430). To the
left, Gregorio Lazzarini, Benevolence of the saint. A statue of the
saint (15th cent.) occupies a niche behind the high-altar. — In the left

transept is the baroque Cappella Vendramin, built by Longhena, with two
alto-reliefs in marble, by Mich. Ongaro (17th cent.): Consecration by Pope
Paul V. of the Patriarch Franc. Vendramin as cardinal, and an allegory
of death.

This was the scene of the Rape of the Venetian Maidens by the
Triestine pirates in 944, the story of which has been told by Rogers in

his 'Brides of Venice'. The pirates were followed and vanquished and
the brides brought back in triumph.

Napoleon converted the adjoining Palazzo Patriarcale (15-

16th cent.) into barracks in 1807 and transferred the patriarchate

to San Marco.

f. Quarters to the West of the Canal Grande.
Near the Ponte Rialto (PI. G, 4; p. 381), to the right of

the short Ruga degli Orefici, are the Palazzo dei Camerlenghi

(p. 381) and the Campo San Giacomo di Rialto. The latter, the

old Piazza dei Mercanti, was in former days the mercantile centre

and exchange of Venice; now, along with the Campo della Bella

Vienna, adjoining on the N.W., it serves as the fruit and vegetable

market.

On the PI side of the former campo rises San Giacometto di

Rialto (PI. G, 4), the oldest church in Venice, said to have been
founded about 421 or 520 and frequently altered since 1071. It

contains bronze statues of St. Anthony Abbas, by Girol. Campagna
(left aisle), and St. James, by Al. Vittoria (high-altar). — On the

W. side of the piazza is a short column of Egyptian granite, to
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which a flight of steps ascends, borne by a kneeling figure, ^11

Gobbo di Rialto% by Domenico da Salo. From this column , as

well as from the block of porphyry in the Piazzetta (p. 359), were

promulgated the laws of the Republic.

At the corner of the Ruga degli Orefici and the Ruga Vecchia

di San Griovanni (leading to the Frari; comp. p. 402) is situated

San Giovanni Elemosinario (PI. F, 4), built by Scarpagnino
about 1525. Entrance by the gateway adjoining the campanile.

Interior (best light abont noon). *High-altar-piece by Titian, San
Giovanni Elemosinario (about 1530; mutilated by the absence of the
semicircular upper section): — 'St. John the almsgiver, bishop and pa-
triarch of Alexandria, is not a saint of note. His type is not one that

painters know and respect as traditionally preserved in the annals of

the pictorial craft. A bishop giving alms might be the subject of a tame
composition. None but a man of genius could give interest and force to

such a theme .... The forms are natural, but of good scantling, moving
boldly, yet appropriately, foreshortened with daring yet without strain,

the nude correct, the modelling masterly. . . . His colouring is gorgeous,
his command of line surprising, his touch unsurpassable' (C. & C.). —
Chapel to the right, Altar-piece, SS. Sebastian, Rochus, and Catharine, a
masterpiece by Pordenone (1530).

The Ruga degli Speziali, which continues the Ruga degli Ore-

fici to the N.W., leads to the Campo delle Beccarie (to the right

of which is the Pescheria, p. 382). Thence we cross the canal of

the same name, and proceed via the Sottoportico and the Calle del

Cappeller to the Calle dei Botteri, where we turn to the left. The
Calle dei Cristi, a turning on the right, brings us to the campo and

church of San Cassiano (PL F, 4). This church, rebuilt in 1611,

contains two fine pictures: 1st altar on the right, John the Baptist

and four saints, by Palma Vecchio (damaged); choir, *Iac. Tinto-

retto, Crucifixion (1568; covered).

We next cross the Rio di San Cassiano to the W., take the se-

cond side-street to the left (Ramo Calle della Regina), and, again

turning to the right, reach the Campo Santa Maria Mater Domini.
A few yds. to the N., in the Calle della Chiesa, is the church of —

Santa Maria Mater Domini (PI. F, 4; open until 10 a.m.),

founded in 1510, with a facade by lac. Sansovino (1540).
On the entrance-wall, to the left, Giovanni da Pisa (p. 333), Relief

of the Madonna (after Donatello); 1st altar on the right, sculptures by
L(/r. Bregno and Ant. Minelli; right transept, *Finding of the Cross,
l)y lac. Tintoretto; opposite, Last Supper, by Bonifazio dei Pitati;
beneath, a Byzantine relief of the Madonna.

From the end of the lane, turning to the left, we follow the

guide-boards f'Galleria d'Arte Moderna') to the N.E. to the Fonda-
nienta Pesaro, where we turn to the right. At the end of the

Rtrf;et, on tijc Grand Canal, we enter (to the right) the court of the

Palazzo Pesaro (PI. F, 3; p. 383), in which is a Renaissance

fountain brought from the Zecca fp. 359). On the groundfloor of

the palace is an 'Ksposizione Pernianente d'Arte e d'lndustria Ve-

nczianc'. On the first floor is the —
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^Galleria d'Arte Moderna, opened in 1902, the most val-

uable collection of modern art in Italy. The exhibits were mostly

acquired from the International Art Exhibitions (p. 346). Rearrange-

ment frequent; no catalogue. Adm., see p. 348.
Entrance Hall. Paintings: No number, JoaquiJi Sorolla, Sail-

making; 59. Fh. Maliavine, Laughter (1899); 4. P. A. Besnard, The vision
;

opposite, no number, Ettore Tito , Birth of Venus; 54. John Lavery,
Mother and son; 6. F. Bramley , Sheep-shearing. Sculpture: 219. Aug
Rodin, The citizens of Calais (plaster) ; 230. Ch. van der Stappen, Bust
of a bishop; 222. Dom. Trentacoste, Hunting for cigar-ends.

Room A. Paintings: 22. Ch. Cottet, Procession in Brittany (1900);
48. Ang. Jank, The iron guard ; 88. Wl. Schereschewsky, Exiles resting
on the way to Siberia. Sculpture: 209. P. Braecke, Woman gathering
wood (plaster); 212. Fil. Cifariello, Bust of Bocklin; *217. Const. Meunier\
The dock-labourer. — To the left is —

Room B (with an ancient ceiling). 35. P. Fraglacomo, Piazza of
St. Mark (1899); no number, Ces. Lauremti, New blooming; 34, Fragia-
como, Fishing-boats in a storm; 77. Luigi Nono, The forsaken. — Passing
straight through Boom A we enter —

Room C. Paintings: Giac. Favretto, 32. Goldoni's first attempt,
31. The artist's father, 20. Portrait; opposite, no numbers, Alb. Baertson,
Winter scene (1898) ; Fantin-Latoitr, Eve ; 100. Fr. Thaulow, Landscape
in Normandy; 19. Gugl. Ciardi, The sunbeam; 1. M. Ancher, Fishermen
of Skagen. Sculpture: 216. Metcnier, Miner.

Room D. To the right, 46. Ad. Holzel, November day; 72. Dav.
Mose, Buried hopes (triptych; 1897); no number, Alfred East, liRudscdn^e-,

57. Max Liebermann, Lace-makers (1894); 27. L. Dettma?in, Christmas
Eve (1893); 86. G. Sauter, Friends; 61. Gius. Meiitessi, The sorrowful
vision; 51. Gaston La Touche, Horrors of war. Also, Japanese kakemonos.

Room E. 23. Ang. DalV Oca Bianca, Piazza delle Erbe, at Verona

;

no number, H. Anglada y Camarasa, Horse and cock ; 94. Lucien Simon,
Maundy Thursday ; *56. Fr. Lenbach, Pope Leo XIII. (1886) ; 78. E. Oppler,
Memories (1899); on easels: no number, *W. Leibl, Portrait; 49. Feni.
Khnopfjf, Portrait; 42. H. Dudley, The widow.

Room F. Paintings: 45. P. Hocker, Evening; no numbers, J. van
Biesbroeck, Leda, Anders Zorn, Girl by a brook; *113. Ig7i. Zuloaga,
'Aunt Louisa'. Also, 223. P. Troubetzkoy, Russian peasant's cart.

Room G. Paintings: *112. H. Zilgel, The return home; 20. E. Claus,
Landscape; 87. Ferr. Scattola, Cornfield; no number, Gius. Ciardi,
Cattle watering; 91. Luigi Selvatico , Locomotives (1903); no number,
Gius. Miti Zanetti, 'Nella Malaria' (lagune morta). Also, Jules Dalou,
The kiss (bronze); 224. Troubetzkoy, Statuette of a girl; Jules Lagae,
Portrait bust (1903).

Room H. Paintings: 7. F. Brangwyn, St. Simeon Stylites; 11. Vitt.

Bressanin, The cheat ; no number, E. A. Walton, Evening ; 44. 0. Hessel-
bo7n, Swedish landscape. Also, *226. Ch. van der Stappen, David
(plaster); plaquettes by Al. Charpentier. — In the Passage, *Etchings
by Max Klinger (140-150) and Anders Zorn (206, 207).

Room I. No number, J. Fr. Raffaelli, The Neapolitan beauty; *Al.
Marcette, Fisherwomen on the beach.

Room K. *Etchings by Fel. Rops , Arm. Rassenfosse, W. Leibl
J. M. Whistler, M. Bauer, and others.

Recent Acquisitions : Fr. Stuck, Medusa ; G. Klimt, Judith ; Frans
Courtens, Rainy day in Rotterdam ; John Laverjj, Lady in a pink dress.

Those who do not wish to visit the Museo Civico may reach the

Hraghetto' (p. 343; ferry) beside the Palazzo Corner della Eegina

(p. 383) by following the Calle Tiossi and Calle Corner to the left

from the Fondamenta Pesaro.
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The bridge to the N.W. of the gateway of the court of the Pal.

Pesaro leads to the Calle Pesaro, where we turn to the right. Cross-

ing the iron Ponte G-iovanelli we reach the campo and church of

Santo Sta^ (PI. F, 3; p. 383), the W. side of which we pass.

Thence (noting the guide -hoards 'Museo Civico') we follow the

Salizzada Santo Stae and keep always to the right by the Calle del

Tentor and the Calle and Ramo del Megio, cross the Ponte Megio,

and follow the Calle del Spezier to the Salizzada del Fontego dei

Turchi, which ends at the Grand Canal beside the steamboat

station of Museo Civico (p. 344). To the right lies the —
F6NDAC0 DEI Turchi (PL E, 3; p. 383), which since 1880 has

accommodated the *Museo Civico Correr, comprising a library,

an important collection of art, and many interesting historical

mementoes. Admission, see p. 348. Excellent illustrated guide

(1909), 1 fr. Curator, Prof. Ang. Scrinzi.
Ground Floor. By the entrance and in the court is a series of

sculptures and architectural fragments of various epochs, including several
Venetian well-heads of the 12-15th centuries. At the back of the court
is a colossal statue of Agrippa (freely restored), supposed to have been
brought from the Pantheon. — To the left is a room with Egyptian and
Assyrian antiquities, a 'dug-out' of oak, pre-Eoman antiquities from
Hungary, etc. To the right is a room with an ethnographical collection
from Africa (Raccolta Miani).

On the First Floor is the Library, containing some beautiful bind-
ings and a rich collection of books relating to the history of art (open
daily, except Sun., 9.30-3).

The Second Floor contains most of the Art Collections.— Room I.

(Armeria). Venetian weapons (including beautifully ornamented halberds)
and naval banners. Also, terracotta busts of Franc. Duodo and Tomm.
Rangoni, the scholar, by Al. Vittoria. — The middle door to the right
leads to —

Room II, containing pictures. 1st Section (to the right): 21. lacobello
del Fiore, Madonna; 31. Vitt. Carpaccio, Visitation, from the Scuola
degli Albanesi (1504) ; 37. Boccaccio Boccaccino, Madonna, with the Baptist
and St. Catharine. — 2nd Section (to the right): *78. H. van der Goes,
Crucifixion, with the Virgin and St. John (injured). — 3rd Section (to the
left): 114. J. van Goyen, River-scene. — 4th Section (to the riglit) : 22bis.
Dom. Magqiotto, Doge Paolo Rcnier (p. 366); 22ter. Rosalba Car7Hera{?),
Portrait of a patrician (pastel); to the left, 195. G. B. Tiepolo, Nabal's
feast. On an easel, Tiepolo, Martyrdom of St. Agatha (sketch). — We
now return to R. I and pass through the end-door to the right into —

Room III. Banners, ships' lanterns, models of guns, etc., from the
Morosini collection. On the rear-wall, the escutcheon of the Morosini. —
We now re-enter R. I and pass to the left into —

Rooms IV-VI, containing the rest of the Morosini Collection, mostly
of the period of I)ogc Francesco Morosini ('Peloponncsiacus' ; see p. 349),
whose eauestrian portrait, by Gregorio Lazzarini, hangs in R. IV (No. 476).
The collection includes weapons, Turkish banners, and other spoils of
war; models of ships; old geographical globes.

Room VII. On the walls, unimportant j)ictures. Among the por-
traits on the window -wall to the right: 32. Doge Bertucci Valier, 24.

Elisabetta Querini-Valier, his wife (p. 392; the last crowned dogaressa.
with the ducal hat). — In show-cases A and H (by the walls) are Greek and
Roman coins; in cases C-R, Renaissance *Medals and plaqucttcs. Central
Hbow-cases F-H, Venetian coins, the earliest of which (9-1 Ith cent.) usually
bear the names of German emperors, while the later coins show the names
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or portraits of the doges. In case H are medals (oselle) of Venice and
Miirano. Cases L-N, Venetian seals, etc. Case P, Gold ducats (zecchini,

^sequins') of all the doges from 1279 onwards. Case 0, medals of the

Napoleonic period.

Room VIII ('Sala Albrizzi'). Venetian laces and costly fabrics;

puppet-show (18th cent.); fans; spectacles; miniatures; Gothic wooden
staircase from the Casa deH'Agnello (15th cent.). In the central show-
cases are a Persian carpet (16th cent.), Venetian high-heeled shoes (15-

16th cent.), and a collection of 18th cent, costumes. — Room IX. Church-
furniture : 103. Choir-stall from Santi Giovanni e Paolo (Flemish; 15th

cent.); 150. Choir-stalls from Torcello (16th cent.). On easels are Ma-
donnas by Bart. Vivarini (an early work) and Bart. Montagna. —
The staircase on the left leads to the —

Appartamento Settecentesco, a suite of five new rooms with fur-

niture and paintings of the 18th century. In the 1st Room is rococo
furniture. The 2nd Room, beyond the central hall, contains furniture
from the Palazzo Calbo-Crotta; portrait of Doge Paolo Renier (p. 366) in

a magnificent old frame; carnival costumes ('bauta' or black domino).

—

In the Central Hall are fine costume-figures. Paintings : 56. Fr. Guardi (?),

Portrait of himself; Fr. Guardi, *170. Masked ball, *169. Visit to the
convent. — To the left, at the end of the hall is the Sala Cinese, with
Venetian furniture in the Chinese style and two paintings by Pietro
Longhi: 174. The artist at the easel, *175. The physician's visit. — Op-
posite, on the right, is the Goldoni Room, with a portrait of Goldoni
(p. 380) by Al. Longhi and other mementoes. — "We return to R. IX
and proceed to —

Room X. *Art-furniture and wood-carvings by Andrea Brustoloni
(1662-1732), from the Palazzo Venier da San Vio ; Chinese porcelain and
Delft fayence; Flemish tapestry (17th cent.), with scenes from the life

of King Solomon.
Room XI. By the entrance-wall, 100. Iron prow (ferro) of a gondola

(17th cent.); two bronze candelabra (No. 101 restored) and mutilated
marble reliefs by Al. Vittoria, the mangled remains of the plastic de-

coration of the Capp. del Rosario in Santi Giovanni e Paolo (p. 392) ; work
in brass and wrought-iron ; small bronze sculptures and utensils, includ-
ing a free copy of the Thorn-extractor (p. 579) of the 15th cent, (back
wall); fine Renaissance door-knockers (Neptune on sea-horses, etc.) and
an elegant censer (No. 431), all of the 16th century.

Room XII, On the entrance-wall, 2. Andrea Vicentino, Coronation
of the Dogaressa Morosina-Grimani (1597). Show-case A, Oriental and
Venetian majolica; Case B-F, Porcelain from Meissen, Vienna, Sevres,
Capodimonte , Venice, Nove (near Bassano), etc. On the exit- wall, 9.

Aliense, Arrival of Catharina Cornaro in Venice (p. 349). Cabinets A-E,
*Glas8 from Murano, etc. ; in division C, Cescndolo, or lamp-glass, with
the arms of the Tiepolo (after 1500); fiaschetta or flask in clouded glass
(in imitation of Chinese porcelain), with painting in the style of Nic.
Fontana (see below; ca. 1530); fragment of a goblet (15th cent.), showing
the earliest style of enamel-painting; glass from Catalonian factories
founded in the 16th cent, by Venetian workmen. Case X, by the window-
wall, Porcelain from China, Korea, and Japan. In the central cabinet is

the *Servizio Correr, a service of 17 majolica plates hy Nicola Fontana
da Urbino, painted with mythological and Biblical scenes, after the
wood-cuts in an edition of Ovid published at Venice in 1497; 912. Glass
wedding-goblet from Murano (15th cent.); *Majolica from Gubbio (Ca-
binet P; No. 667 hy Maestro Giorgio); enamelled copper-ware from Venice
(Nos.872, 910, 911), and Limoges enamels (*907. Sibyl, 908. Presentation
in the Temple). — To the right is —

Room XIII. Carvings in ivory and wood; cameos and gems; Venetian
curiosities. Nos. 549-551 (by the entrance-wall), Venetian marriage-cas-
kets (cofanetti nuziali), from the studio of the Embriachi (15th cent.);

73 (on the left wall), Banner of the last Bucintoro but one (p. 395). On
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the back wall are carvings from the last Bucintoro (1729) and (No. 59)

the back of the wooden chair of the Doges in St. Mark's (after 1500).

In the centre is a marriage-chest (cassone ; after 1500). — To the left is —
Room XIV. Venetian MSS. with beautiful miniatures ; statutes (ma-

riegole) of fraternities and guilds ; documents relating to the coronations
of the doges (proraissioni ducali), instructions (capitolari) for the authori-

ties. By the exit, Sailing-book of the Genoese Pictro Vesconti (1318).

Room XV. Pictures of the 14-15th cent. : 14. Lor. Veneziano (d.

ca. 1372), Christ enthroned; 35. lac. Bellini, Crucifixion, from a predella
(studio-piece); 43. 31. Basaiti, Madonna (early work); 44-46,48. Portraits
in the style of the Bellini.

Room XVI ('Tribuna'), containing the most valuable paintings of

the collection. To the right: 1. Ercole de^ Roberti (?), Battle-scene (gri-

saille); 3. Giov. Bellini, Christ mourned over by two angels (with forged
monogram of Durer) ; *5. Vitt. Carpaccio, Two Venetian ladies in a bal-

cony; Giov. Bellini, 6. Transfiguration, 8. Crucifixion with the Virgin
and St. John (early works); *9. Fi'anc. Cossa, Portrait of a young man;
10, Cosimo Tura, Pieta. Opposite : 16. Giov. Bellini, Doge Giov. Moce-
nigo (ca. 1478); 19. Gentile Bellini (?), Doge Franc. Foscari; 17, 20. Two
lids, with bridal scenes (15th cent.). In the middle: 12. Ant. Rizzo {?),

Bronze bust of a beardless man (15th cent.) ; 13. Giov. Dalmata, Marble
bust of Carlo Zen. — We return to the entrance and ascend to the —

Fourth Floor. — To the left is Room XVII, containing the Rac-
colta Canoviana, with sketches by Canova, casts of his works, and other
mementoes. — Rooms XVIII -XIX, to the right, contain drawings in-

cluding, in the former room (A, B) , specimens by G. B. Tiepolo and
P. Longhi, and, in the latter room (A, C), by Ant. Canale and Franc.
Guardi. — Rooms XX k XXI contain engravings and wood-cuts. In the
last room is a large bird's-eye view of Venice, printed from a wooden
block carved by Znan Andrea (1500), probably after a drawing by lacopo
dei Barbari; also the original wooden block itself.

The Casa Correr (p. 384) now contains the remainder of the

collections (entrance by door No. 1729a, on the Grand Canal).
Ground Floor. Models of modern monuments, etc. — First Floor.

The first rooms contain porcelain, glass, engravings, etc. R. 7. Musical
instruments; R. 8. Copy of Michael Angelo^s Leda (1529; now lost).

R. 9. National memorials. On the entrance-wall, Ainj Schejfer, Portrait
of Daniele Manin. — Second Floor. Natural History Collections.

To the S.W. of the Museo Civico Correr is the church of San
Giacomo dall' Orio (PI. E, 4), one of the oldest churches in

Venice, rebuilt in the 13th and 16th cent, and restored in 1907-9.
On the entrance-wall, to the left, Giov. Buonconsiglio, SS. Sebastian,

Itochus, and Lawrence (1511). — The Gothic nave retains its ancient timber
ceiling; over the crossing is timber groined vaulting. — The right tran-
sept contains a picture by Franc. Baasano, John the Baptist preaching,
under a richly decorated wooden vaulting of the Renaissance period. In the
left transept, opposite the pulpit: Lorenzo Lotto, Madonna and saints, a

replica of the painting at Ancona (1546; injured and badly lighted).

Proceeding to the W. through the Ruga Vecchia, turning to the

left, and at the end of the Canipo de' Tedeschi to the right, we
reach the church of 8an Simeonk Grand?: (PI. D, 3), containing a

Last Supper l)y lac. Tintoretto (early work); in the chapel to tlie

left of tlie choir is the fine Gothic tomb of the beatified Simeon,

by a Roman artist (1317).

San Simeone Piccolo^ Gli Scalzi, and the station, see p. 384.
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The direct route from the Rialto to the Frari leads past Sa7i

Giovanni Elemosiiiario (p. 397) to the S.W. via the Ruga Yecchia
San Giovanni (PI. F, 4), and crosses the Campo Sant' Aponal.

Over the door of the Gothic church of SanV Aponal (PL F, 4;

Venetian for SanV Apollinare) is a marble group of General Vitt.

Cappello (d. 1467) kneeling before St. Helena, by Ant. Rizzo (1480).

In the Campiello Albrizzi, a little to the N.W. of this church, is

the Pal. Albrizzi (adm. difficult to obtain), with fine stucco-embel-

lishments in the interior, by Al. Vittoria (?).

From the Campo Sant' Aponal we go on to the W. to the Campo
San Polo (PI. E, F, 4); on the neighbouring Eio di San Polo is the

Pal. Corner-Mocenigo (PI. E, 4), with a good fagade by San-

micheli. — Passing between the church of San Polo and its cam-
panile (14th cent.), we cross the Rio San Polo and proceed in a

straight direction to the Rioterra dei N6mboli. Here we turn to

the left, and, from the bend, we follow the narrow side-street to

the right, finally crossing a canal to the —
Campo San Toma (PL E, 5), which may be reached also from the

steamboat station mentioned at p. 379 via the Calle del Traghetto

Vecchio and the Calle del Campanile.

The most valuable altar-pieces from the Frari (p. 403) are,

pending the complete restoration of that church, exhibited in the

unimportant church of San Toma (PL E, 5); open 9-5, adm., in-

cluding the Frari, 50 c,

On the left wall : Bern. Licinio , Madonna enthroned with saints

(1535). **Titian, Madonna of the House of Pesaro (completed in 1526),
from the left aisle of the Frari.

'More elaborate and studied, and in every sense grandiose, the 'Ma-
donna di Casa Pesaro' reveals more surely than the 'Annunciation' (Scuola
di S. Rocco, p. 405) the breadth of Titian's talent, and takes us, not
without preparation, to the height of his pictorial fame. He has brought
to perfection the last and finest of all forms of presentation pictures,

the noblest combination of the homely and devotional with palatial archi-

tecture — the most splendid and solemn union of the laws of composition
and colour with magic light and shade. . . . Far away from those humble
conceptions of place which mark the saintly pictures of earlier times,
the Pesari kneel in the portico of a temple, the pillars of which soar to

the sky in proportions hitherto unseen. . . . The Virgin sits on her throne,
bending down in a graceful kindly way, and directs her glance towards
the kneeling 'Baffo' (Jacopo Pesaro, Bishop of Paphos), her white veil
falling over one shoulder, but caught on the other by the infant Christ,
who peeps with delightful glee from beneath it at St. Francis (behind
whom, in the background, is St. Anthony of Padua). ... To the left front
of the throne St. Peter at a desk interrupts his reading, and marks the
line with his finger as he turns to look down at Baffo, who kneels in
prayer on the floor below. In the rear between both an armed knight
with the standard of the church unfurled and a captive Turk bound by
a rope symbolizes the victory of the Pesari. Below, to the right, are
Benedetto Pesaro and the members of his family' (C. & C).

** Giovanni Bellini, Aitar-piecc in three sections, Madonna enthroned,
with saints and angelic musicians (1488; from the sacristy of the Frari),
in a beautiful Renaissance frame by lacopo da Faenza: 'the gentlest
and most elegant emanation of Bellini's art ... . the Virgin handsome
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and pensive, the children pretty in their crowns of leaves, the saints in

admirable proportion' (C. & C).
On the right wall: Bart. Vivarini, St. Mark with four other saints

(1474; altar-piece in three parts) ; Alv. Vivarini and Marco Basaiti, St. Am-
brose and other saints, with the Coronation of the Virgin above; B. Viva-
rini, Madonna and saints (1482; altar-piece in three parts). Also, Giov.
Dom. Tiepolo, Scenes from the Passion and the Ascension.

In the Campo San Toma lies also the old Scuola dei Calegheri
('Cobblers' Gruild'), founded in the 15th century. Over the portal

is a relief (1479) of St. Mark healing the cobbler Anianus (after-

wards St. Anianus), remarkable for its well-preserved colouring. —
We follow the Ramo dei Calegheri to the N.W., then the Calle Larga
Prima to the left, and reach the Campo Santa Maria dei Frari, in

which stands the former church of the Franciscans, or —
*I Frari (Santa Maria Gloriosa dei Frari; PL E, 5), a

cruciform Grothic brick church, one of the largest and most beauti-

ful at Venice, erected in 1330-1417 on the site of a building of

1250. Its vaulting is supported by twelve circular piers. It con-

tains numerous monuments and pictures and, like Santi Griovanni

e Paolo (p. 391), is the last resting-place of many eminent men.
Over the principal portal are a *Statue of the Madonna, by a Tus-

can sculptor (early 15th cent.), and a statue of Christ by Al. Vit-

toria (1581), and beside the portal of the left transept is a fine

relief of the Madonna and angels, ascribed to Bart. Buon the Elder,
The interior has been under restoration since 1903 and is being

repainted in the original style from the indications afforded by
the lingering traces of colour. The principal altar-pieces are at

present in San Toma (p. 402). Admission 50 c. including San Toma;
entrance by the left side-door.

Interior. On the inner wall of the facade, to the right of the prin-
cipal portal, is the tomb of Pietro Bernardo (d. 1538), executed about 1520
by Tullio Lomhardi, with figures of Christ, St. Peter, and the deceased

:

'nothing can be more detestable or mindless in general design, or more
beautiful in Q-x.Qf^uiion'' (Ruskin). Adjacent, to the right (above), the un-
pretentious monument of Simone Dandolo (d. 1360), by Giacomello and
Pierpaolo delle Massegne (1396).

Nave. On the holy water basins are bronze statuettes of Innocence
and St. Anthony of Padua, by Girol. Campagna (1593). A liigh screen
of marble, with reliefs and figures of prophets, by Andrea Vicentino
(1475) separates the monks' choir from the rest of the church. Elegantly
carved choir-stalls, by Marco Cozzi, semi-Gotliic in style (1408).

Right Aisle. Monument of Titian (d. 1576), by I/aigl and Pietro
ZandomenegJii in 1852. In tlie centre, Titian sitting by a genius and
unveiling the statue at SaYs; on the wall are reliefs of three celebrated
pictures of Titian, the Assumption (p. 371), Death of St. Peter Martyr
p. 393). and Martyrdom of St. Tiawrence (p. 389) ; below are two figures

with tablets: 'Eques et comes Titianus sit. Carolus V. 1553', and *Titiano
monumcntum ercctum sit. Ferdinandus I. 1839'. — 3rd altar, St. Jerome,
a statue by AleHHamlro Vittoria.

RiOHT Tkanhei'T. Monument of lacono Marcello (d. 1484 at the cap-
ture of Oallipoli), from the workshop ot Pietro Lomhardi; above is a

frieze with the triumphal procession of the hero. — On tiio right, near
the door of the sacristy, the Gothic monument of the beatified Pacifico

fr
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Buon (d. 1437), with a *Relief of the Baptism of Christ, by Rossfo of
Florence (p. 572). Over the door of the sacristy, the monument of Adm.
Benedetto Pesaro (d. 1503), by Lor. Bregno and Ant. Minelli, with a

figure of Mars (right) by Baccio da Montelupo. To the left of the door,

wooden equestrian *Statuc of the Roman prince Paolo Savello (d. 1405),

'already breathing the naturalistic spirit of the dawning Renaissance'
(Burckhardt). — In the Sacristy (restored in 1905-9) is a tasteful taber-

nacle by Tidllo Lombardi.
The 2nd chapel to the right of the choir contains a modern altar in

the Renaissance style, by Vine. Cadorin, and the Gothic mural tomb of

Duccio degli Alberti (d. 1336), the Florentine ambassador.
Choir. To the right: Gothic mausoleum of the Doge Franc. Foscari

(1123-57) , by Paolo and Ant. Bregno (?) ; (1.) Early-Renaissance *Tomb
of the Doge Niccolo Tron (1471-73), by Ant. Rizzo. Titian's Assumption
of the Virgin (p. 371) was at one time the altar-piece here.

The 2nd chapel to the left of the choir contains the monument of
Melchior Trevisano (d. 1500), from the studio of Pietro Lombardi. In the
centre of the carved altar, John the Baptist in wood, by Donatello (1451).

Left Aisle. Baptistery: altar in marble, above. Madonna and four
saints, in the style of the brothers Massegne (about 1400) ; on the font,

a statue of John the Baptist, by Sansovino (1554); above, five more saints

in the style of the Massegne. Farther on: Tomb of Bishop lac. Pesaro
(d. 1547). — Monument of Doge Giov. Pesaro (1658-59), of a rich baroque
architectural character, occupying the entire wall, with figures of negroes
as bearers, by Melchior Barthel and Bald. Longhena. Mausoleum of
Canova (d. 1822), ^principi sculptoimm setatis sux\ erected in 1827 from
the master's own design for Titian's monument, executed by Canova's
pupils.

The adjacent monastery contains the Archives of Venice

(Archivio Ceiitrale di Stato ; PI. D, E, 4), founded under the

Austrian regime in 1818-26, one of the most magnificent collec-

tions of the kind in the world, comprising about 15 million docu-

ments. They are deposited in 298 apartments (adm., see p. 347).

The Golden Book, in which the names of all the Nobili (p. 348) were
entered, and some of the most interesting documents are exhibited to

visitors. Among these arc imperial documents of 883, papal bulls of 1024,

and letters of the doges from the 10th cent, onwards, besides numerous
autographs of artists and other distinguished persons, and state -papers
of great historical value.

To the N.W. of the Frari is the Scuola di San Giovanni
Evangelista (PI. E, 4), originally the seat of the Confraternitd
del Battisti, which was founded in 1261 and dissolved in 1806,

and now the property of the Societa delle Arti Edificatorie. The
paintings which once adorned the interior — by the Bellini, Car-

paccio, Titian, Tintoretto, and others — have perished with the

exception of those mentioned at p. 374. The finest parts of the

building are the outer court, by Pietro Lombardi (1481), and the

facade in the inner court (1512). An elegant double staircase, by
Moro Coducci (1498), ascends to the first floor, on which are the

Sala Maggiore, rebuilt by Giorgio Massari in 1727-29, and the

Sala della Croce (altered in 1784), the resting-place since 1369 of

the famous relics of the Cross brought from Cyprus. The Sala

deir Albergo (restored in 1905) is the solitary remnant of the

Gothic building of 1340-54.
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In the Campo San Rocco, to the W. of the choir of the Frari,

is the *Scuola di San Rocco (PL D, E, 5), the house of the

Fraternity of St. Rochus, which was founded in 1478 and was the

only fraternity that escaped dissolution in 1806. The Scuola, built

in 1524-60 from the designs of Bart. Buon of Bergamo (1517) by
Sante Lombardi, Scarpagnino, and others,, possesses a magni-

ficent early-Renaissance *Fagade, and a handsome old staircase.

The walls of the lofty rooms are adorned with 56 *Pictures (mostly

hastily executed and in bad preservation) by lac. Tintoretto (1560-

88), whose important historical position, as the first of the Vene-

tian painters to represent Scriptural scenes in a perfectly natura-

listic manner, is nowhere more distinctly to be appreciated (adm.,

see p. 348; good light only in the afternoon). Hand-catalogues of

the pictures are provided. — These paintings and those in the

church of San Rocco (see below) are described by Ruskin in the

'Venetian Index' of 'The Stones of Venice'.

Lower Hall, on the left wall, opposite the entrance: 1. Annuncia-
tion; 2. Adoration of the Magi; 3. Flight into Egypt, with attractive
landscape; 4. Slaughter of the Innocents; 5. Mary Magdalen, in a land-
scape under evening- light. On the altar, Girol. Campagna, Statue of
St. Rochus. Right wall: 1, Landscape with St. Mary of Egypt; 2. Presen-
tation in the Temple; 3. Assumption of the Virgin. — On the right side
of the staircase over the first landing is an *Annunciation by Titian^
painted in 1525 and suggestive of 'the distance which separates the simple
staidness of older pictorial forms from the gorgeous brilliancy of Titian's
time'. Opposite, a Visitation by Tintoretto.

At the top, on the right, is a small room containing an Ecce Homo,
an early work by Titian. — In the Large Hall, above the door of the
room just named, Raising of Lazarus; farther to the left, Christ feeding
the multitude. At the altar, St. Rochus in clouds; at the sides, statues
of St. Sebastian and John the Baptist, by Girol. Campagna, who executed
also the two seated prophets (showing the influence of Michael Angelo)
at the ends of the balustrade. On the left wall: 1. The Last Supper ; 2.

Gethseraane; 3. Resurrection of Christ; 4. Baptism; 5. Birth of Christ.
On the opposite wall: 1. Temptation of Christ (below, a portrait of Tin-
t(jretto, 1573); 2. Pool ofBethesda; 3. Ascension. On the ceiling, Moses
smiting the rock, the Brazen Serpent, the Shower of manna. Handsome
wall-panelling, with figures carved in wood, by Fianta. The altar-reliefs

of scenes from the life of St. Rochus are by Giov. Marchiori (1720). Fine
marble pavement with inlaid work, restored by Dorigo in 1885-90 from
(bisigns by Sarcardo. — The door to the right leads into the Sala dell'
Albeuoo, containing Tintoretto'' h masterpiece, a large *(hucifixion of
1505. Opposite, Bearing of the Cross, Mocking of Christ, and Christ \)i\-

fore Pilate (all three restored in 1904). On the (;eiling, St. Rochus in

I)reHence of God.

The Santuakio or Tesoho di San Roooo (adm. 25 c.), built in 1775,
contains the remains of the old church treasure of the brotherhood, includ-
ing the 'Ombrella di San Rocco', a canopy embellished with embroidery
on gold brocade, a dog(;'s throne; of 1743, two paintings by Giov. Doni.
Tiepolo (Hagar in the Desert, Aljraliani's angelic visitors), and docunuMils
from the Hth cent, onwards.

The adjacent church of San Rocco (PI. D, E, 4, 5) also con-

tains numerous liuintings by Imtoretfo. The church dates from

1490, but, with the exception of the fine carly-Uenaissancc side-
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portal, was rebuilt in 1725. The facade, by B. Maccaruzziy was
added in 1771.

On the right, the Annunciation, beyond it, the Pool of Bethesda, and
above the latter, St. Rochus in the wilderness, all by Tintoretto. Chapel
to the right of the choir: Titian, Bearing of the Cross, ascribed by
Vasari to Giorgione. In the choir, to the right, St. Eochus in the
hospital, above, St. Rochus healing animals, to the left above. Arrest of
St. Rochus, below. Angel appearing to the saint in prison, all by Tinto-
retto. Behind the entrance to the sacristy, to the left, Pordenone, St.

Sebastian, in fresco. On the left side of the church, Fumiani, Expulsion
of the money-changers from the Temple; above it, Pordenone, St. Christ-
opher and St. Martin (1528).

The archway adjoining the Scuola leads to the S.W. to the Carapo

San Pantalon and the ancient church of San Pantaleone (PL B, 5

;

Venetian, S. Pantalon), rebuilt in 1668-75 and adorned with a ceil-

ing-painting by Fumianij representing the martyrdom and glori-

fication of St. Pantaleon (ca. 1700). On the first altar to the left,

Cristof. Solari{?), Head of Christ. The chapel to the left of the

choir (closed) contains a Coronation of the Virgin by Ant. Vivarini
and Giov. Alemanni (1444; covered); on the marble altar, an En-
tombment in high relief, ascribed to Marino Cedrino (1460).

Crossing the Ponte Santa Margarita (Venetian for S. Marghe-
rita), and traversing the long Campo Santa Margherita (PL D, 5, 6),

we reach the Carmelite convent-church of —
Santa Maria del Carmine (PL D, 6), known as / Carmini,

built in the Cothic style in 1290-1348 and modernized in the

17th century.
Beside the side-entrance on the left, *Pieta, with the kneeling donors

Federigo da Montefeltro and Battista Sforza (p. 583) and their son , a
bronze relief from Urbino (ca. 1474), by Andrea Verrocchio (or more pro-
bably an early work by Leonardo da Vinci?). By the 2nd altar on the
right, Lorenzo Lotto, St. Nicholas with three angels and SS. John the
Baptist and Lucy on clouds, painted in 1529, showing solidity of handling
and a true sense of beauty (damaged). — Over the 2nd altar in the right

aisle, Cima da Conegliano, *Adoration of the Shepherds and saints (1504)

;

4th altar, Tintoretto, Presentation in the Temple, a youthful work.

On the N.E. side of the church is the Scuola dei Carmini
(V\. D, 5, 6; 17th cent.), with five ceiling-paintings by Tiepolo (best

light 10-10.30 a.m.); adm. by the side-entrance, see p. 348.

We may now proceed to the S. by the Calle delle Pazienze, cross-

ing the Rio di San Barnaba, and then follow the first cross-street

(Calle Lunga) to the right and the Calle Avogaria to the church of —
San Sebastiano (PL C, 5), erected in 1506-48 by Scar-

paguino and well restored in 1867 et seq., which contains ex-

cellent works (1555-65) by Paolo Veronese (p. 352) and his tomb.

Open 10-4 (comp. p. 347 ; adm. 50 c.) ; the nearest steamboat stations

are Fondamenta delle Zattere and Magazzini Gi-enerali (p. 344; No. 5).

On the Right, beside the Ist altar: St. Nicholas, a small and late
work by Titian (156.S); 2nd, Madonna with saints, a small picture by
Paolo Veronese; 4th, Christ on the Cross, and the Maries, by P. Vero-
nese; Monument of Livio Podacataro (d. 1555), Archbishop of Cyprus,
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by lac. Sansovino. — Choir. *Altar- piece, Madonna in glory, below,
St. Sebastian and four other saints ; on the wall to the right, *Martyrdom
of St. Sebastian; to the left, *Martyrdom of SS. Mark and Marcellinus
(restored), all three by P. Veronese. In the chapel to the left of the

choir is a fine pavement of majolica tiles from Faenza (1510). — Organ.
On the outside of the folding doors, the Purification of Mary, on the in-

side, the Pool of Bethesda, both by P. Veronese. To the right, the bust
of the master (d. 1588), with the inscription below it: ^Paulo Caliario
Veronensi pictori, naturx aemulo, ai^tis miractdo, superstiti fatis,

fama vicUtro\ In front, his tomb. — Sacristy. Ceiling -paintings by
Veronese (1555), Coronation of the Virgin, with figures of the four Evan-
gelists. — Farther on in the church, in the next chapel on the right:

1st altar. Bust of the Procurator Marcantonio Grimani (d. 1565), by Al.
Vittoria; in the following chapel, Baptism of Christ, hy Paolo Veronese
(restored). Beautiful ceiling-paintings representing the history of Esther,
also by Paolo, aided by his brother Benedetto Caliari.

A little to the W. is the former Campo di Marte (PI. B, 5), a

large meadow surrounded with avenues of trees. Adjacent is the

the harbour at the Stazione Marittima (p. 353; steamer, see

p. 344).

We may return from San Sebastiano by the Calle Balastro and

the sunny Foxdamexta delle Zattere (PI. D, E, 7), which skirts

the Giudecca Canal (p. 410) and affords a pretty view of the Reden-
tore (]). 410). The church of San Trovaso (PI. E, 6), near this

quay, was completed in the late-Renaissance style in 1590.
Interior. In the right transept is a fine early -Renaissance altar-

frontal, with angels bearing musical instruments and the instruments of
the Passion, perhaps by Agostino di Duccio('^). — The high-altar-piece

is a Temptation of St. Anthony, by Tmtoretto (1577), by whom is also

the highly realistic Last Supper in the left transept. In the chapel to

the left of the choir, "^lac. Bellini (or, according to some critics lacobello
del Fiore), Equestrian portrait of St. Chrysogonus.

This church stands on the border-line between the 'Nicolotti' and the
'Castellani', the two factions into which the Venetians are divided (see

H. F. Brown's 'Life on the Lagoons'). The father and godfather of a
child christened here, if of opposite factions, leave the church by differ-

ent doors.

On the quay itself lie the Pal. GiustinianiRecanati (No. 1402),

with a number of antique works in marble, including a fine Attic

funeral relief, and the church of I Gesuati (PI. E, 7) or Santa
Maria del Rosario^ built in 1726-43 by Giorgio Massari.

The ceiling of the church is adorned with *rrescoes by G. B. Tiepolo,
representing the institution of the festival of the rosary (in the middle),
with a vision of the Madonna and the glorification of St. Dominic. By
the 3rd altar to the left is a Crucifixion, by lac. Tintoretto, and by tlie

1st altar to the right is a Madonna, with St. Clara and two Dominican
nuns, by Tiepolo.

Close by arc two steamer -stations, one for steamers to and
from the Piazzetta and one for those crossing to the Giudecca (see

p. 344). The street to the right of the church (Rioterra di Sant'

A^ncfic) leads to the Campo d«'lla Carita Jiiid the Academy (]). 370).

^A^:I)F:KKH's Northern Italy. 1 Hh Edit. 26
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g. From the Campo della Carita to Santa Maria della
Salute. San Giorgio Maggiore. Giudecca.

From the Campo della Carita (p. 369; Accademia steamboat

station, see p. 344) we turn to the left into the Rioterra di Sant'

Agnese; we here turn to the left again almost immediately into

tlie Calle Nuova di Sant' Agnese and then go straight on through

the Piscina del Forner and the Calle della Chiesa to the Fonda-

menta Venier. From the end of the last we proceed to the left

through the Calle di San Cristoforo , the Calle Barbaro , and the

Calle del Bastion to the Campo San Gi-regorio with the Abbey Church
of that name (p. 377); thence we follow the Calle dell' Abbazia to

the right to the Rioterra Catecumeni, whence the Ponte della Salute

leads to the old convent-church of —
*Santa Maria della Salute (PL F, G-, 6 ; closed in the after-

noon, comp. p. 347; side-entrance to the left), at the E. extremity

of the Canal Grande. This spacious dome-covered church, erected

in 1631-56 by Bald, Longhena in commemoration of the plague

in 1630, and San Griorgio Maggiore (p. 409) are the most conspi-

cuous objects in the view from the Piazzetta. The octagonal cen-

tral portion of Santa Maria, which has a portal in the style of a

Roman triumphal arch, is surrounded by an ambulatory and flank-

ed by six hexagonal side-chapels. The principal dome, round with-

out but octagonal within, rises above a drum pierced by sixteen

large round-arched windows. On the S. side of the church, above

the square choir with its rectangular altar-recess, is a second dome,
flanked by two square towers. The interior contains excellent

works by Titian (from Santo Spirito).

Chapels on the Right: 1. Presentation in the Temple, 2. Assump-
tion, 3. Nativity of the Virgin, all by Luca Giordano. In the last Chapel
ON THE Left: Descent of the Holy Grhost, by Titian, commissioned in
1544 but entirely repainted by the master at an advanced age. The an-
tique monolithic columns by which the vaulting of the choir is supported
are from Pola in Istria. — The Choir contains excellent late-Renaissance
stalls. On the high-altar, the Virgin banishing the demons of the plague,
a group in marble by Giusto le Coui't ; to the left, a large candelabrum
in bronze by Andrea d^Alessandro Bresciano (1570), of admirable work-
manship. On the ceiling behind the altar are eight Medallions with por-
traits of the Evangelists and fathers of the church by Titian; the large
pictures by Salviati. — Outer Sacristy : Pieta, a relief by Tullio Lom-
bardi(?); kneeling statue of Doge Agostino Barbarigo (1486-1501), from his
tomb. —- Large Sacristy: end-wall, to the right, SS. Rochus, Jerome, and
Sebastian by Girolamo da Treviso ; on the window-wall, Marco Basaiti,
St. Sebastian, Tintoretto, *Marriage at Cana (1561). Next the altar,

Oristof. Casein, Madonna enthroned with saints (1495). Over the altar,
Titian, *St. Mark and four other saints (painted in 1512 for the church
of Santo Spirito; still reminiscent of Giorgione and Palma), distinguished
by its fine colouring and the noble heads of the saints. *Ceiling-paint-
ings: Cain and Abel, Abraham and Isaac, David and Goliath, by Titian,
painted about 1543 for Santo Spirito under the influence of Correggio.

Between this church and the Dogana di Mare (p. 377) is the

convent, built by Longhena in 1670-72, now the Sp6cola (observa-
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tory) and Seminario Patriarcale (PL Gr, 6). The latter contains a

few sculptures and a small collection of pictures (adm., see p. 348).

The Sculpture Collection occupies the groundfloor (on the N. side

of the court). On the entrance-wall of the Oratory is the tomb of lac.

Sansovino, formerly in San Geminiano (p. 354), surmounted by a terra-

cotta bust of the painter by Al. Vittoria. The oratory contains also an
elegant tabernacle by Ttdlio Lombardi (a youthful work). On the altar

of the adjoining Sacristy are high-reliefs of St. Catharine (1.) and St. Ce-
cilia (r.), by Ant. Lombardi.

The Picture Collection (formerly known as the Galleria Manfre-
dini) is on the first floor. Opposite the entrance, Giorgione, Apollo and
Daphne (retouched); to the left, Beccaftimi (ascribed to Baldassare Pe-
ruzzi), Penelope; to the right, below, Albertinelli (ascribed to Fra Bar-
tolomeo). Madonna; opposite the windows, Holy Family with an angel,
a copy, with variations, by Marco d^Oggiono of Leon, da Vinci's Madonna
of the Grotto, in the Louvre; below, Filippino Lippi, Christ and Mary
Magdalen (on the left), and the Samaritan Woman (on the right). — The
Eefectory contains a fresco of Christ at Emmaus, by Tiepolo.

We may now return across the Grand Canal (traghetto, comp.

p. 343) or proceed to the S.W. to the church of Santo Spirito
(P1.F,7), which contains a fine painting of Christ between SS. Eras-

mus and Secundus, by Griov. Buonconsiglio (1534; over the first

altar on the right)". — A little to the N.W. is the Fondamenta delle

Zatterc, with the church of the Gesuati (see p. 407).

Opposite the Piazzetta to the S., and S.E. of the Dogana di

Mare (about Y4 M. from both these points), is the small island of

San Giorgio Maggiore (traghetto, see p. 343; steamboat No. 5,

p. 344), with —
*San Giorgio Maggiore (PI. H, 7), a domed cruciform

church with apses terminating the transepts, hegunhy Palladio in

1565. The choir (1584-89) and the fagade (1602-10), with only
one order of columns (comp. p. 350), were added by Ant. Palliari.

Interior (when closed, ring on the right). Over the door, a portrait
of Pope Pius VII., who was elected by a conclave of cardinals held here
in 1800. Over the iind altar to the right. Crucifix in wood, by Miche-
lozzo{'^); 3rd, Martyrdom of SS. Cosmas andDamianus; 4th (in the tran-
sept). Coronation of the Virgin, the two last by Tintoretto. — Cuom.
In front, two brass candelabra, by Niccoletto lioccaiagliata (1598); (r.)

*Last Supper, (1.) Gathering the Manna, both by Tintoretto; on the high-
altar, a group in bronze by Glrolamo Campagna, representing the Sa-
viour on a gilded globe borne by the four Evangelists, beside them, two
angels. The reliefs on the sumptuous baroque *Choir Stalls represent
scenes from the life of St. Benedict, by Gaap. Gatti; the lectern was
executed by a Flemish artist, Albert de Brule (1598). — At the altar to
the left of the choir. Resurrection, by Tintoretto, with the family of
the Morosiui. ^ Left Tkanskpt: St. Stephen, also by Tintoretto. —
Small Sacuisty : over the altar, I'ietro Lombardi, St. Mark; Ant. I{izzo{?)y
St. George. — Capi'Klla dki Mokti : Tintoretto, *Kntombmeut.

An easy wooden staircase learls from the choir to the summit of the
Campanile (195 ft.), the **Vikw from which is the finest in Venice, ex-
celling even that from the Campanile of St. Mark (comp. p. 359).

The Benedictine Monastery (no admisHion), now partly a bar-

rack, founded in 982 and rebuilt by J^alladiOj has a fine refectory

2G*
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(1559) and cloister (1579), the upper part of which is from another

hand. The fine staircase is by Bald. Longhena (1644).

The adjoining island of Giudecca (PI. C-H, 7, 8), separated

from San Giorgio Maggiore by the narrow Canale delta Grazia
and from the main part of the city by the Giudecca Canal^ which

is 1 M. long and nearly Y4 M. wide at its widest part, lies opposite

the Fondamenta delle Zatterc (p. 407; steamboat No. 6, p. 344).

Under the name of Spinahmga this island was at one time the

Jewish quarter; it was afterwards occupied by the villas and gardens

of the nobili, and is now a growing industrial quarter. In the E.

half of the island, near the steamboat station of Santa Croce (No. 5,

p. 344), stands the formerly Franciscan church of the —
*Redent6re (PI. F, 8), begun in 1577 by Palladio after the

great plague of 1576 but not finished until 1592. This much
vaunted edifice is perhaps the most complete of Palladio's churches,

with a handsome flight of steps on the strictly classicist fagade and

two slender round towers beyond the dome above the crossing. The
aisleless interior is especially charming.

Right: Sid Chapel, Scourging, Ti7ito7'etto . On the Left: 1st Chap.,
Ascension, Tinto7'etto. In front of the high-altar, Bearing of the Cross, at

the back, Descent from the Cross, reliefs in marble by Gnis. Mazza; above,
*Christ on the Cross, with SS. Mark and Francis, fine bronze figures by Cam-
pagna. — The Sacristy contains Madonnas by Alvise Vivarini, Bissolo,
and others, erroneously attributed to Giov. Bellini (covered j fee 30 c).

h. Excursions.
Most of the islands in the Laguna Veneta (p. 296) may be visited

by steamer (comp. pp. 343, 344). Large parties will find a motor-launch

(p. 345) more convenient for excursions of any length. In calm weather
and when the light is favourable a trip in a gondola is very attractive,

but for visits to distant islands only gondolas with numbers should be en-

gaged (comp. p. 343). For a whole day's excursion provisions, including
wine, should be taken. — For the stringent regulations in the vicinity

of the forts (Lido, Torcello, etc.), comp. p. xv.

1. A visit to the Lido, with its numerous hotels (p. 341), villas,

and pleasure-resorts, is the favourite excursion from Venice, but it

is not recommended on Sundays. Since 1872 the Lido has been

visited by the Venetians for sea-bathing and it now ranks with

Viareggio (p. 145) and Rimini among the most fashionable bathing-

resorts in Italy. The passage across is specially beautiful early in

the morning or shortly before sunset. Steamboats (Nos. 1-4), see

pp. 343, 344. A gondola takes "74 hr. (two gondoliers desirable at

ail times and necessary in wind).

The two chief lines of steamers (Nos. 2 and 1) ply to the landing-

place of Santa Maria Elisahetta di Lido (PI. B, 1), beside the little

church of that name, whence a tramway runs in summer by a circular

course to the Excelsior Palace (PI. a, A 4 ; p. 341). At other seasons

the tramway runs only to the Grran Viale a Mare (10 c. ; no gratuity).

The Viale Vittorio Emanuele Terzo, a shady road flanked with villas,
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leads across the island from the landing-place, past the unimportant
Aquarium (PI. C, 1 ; adm. 1 fr.) and the Open-Air Theatre, to the

(8 min.) Stabilimento dei Bagni (PI. C, 2), enlarged in 1908, on
the Grran Viale a Mare, which skirts the sea.

This establishment, including shops, a view-terrace, and a cafe-re-
staurant (L. 3, D. 4 fr., incl. wine 50 c. more), is the rallying-point of
visitors in summer (height of the season July and Aug.; temperature of
the water 68-80° Fahr.). In spring and autumn the bathing-establishment
proper is visited almost exclusively by foreigners, most of whom come
from Venice. Bath (ladies to the left, gentlemen to the right) 1 fr. 20 c,
less to subscribers and to those who take tickets at the Venice office of
steamboat -line No. 2 (p. 344); private plunge-bath (salt or fresh water)
2 fr, ; for taking care of valuables 10 c. ; fee to attendant 10 c. In summer

W^ne^^febeslLeipTT^
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the beach is occupied by loug rows of bathing-boxes (capanne), belong-
ing to the Societa doi Bagni di Lido and to the municipality. The latter

(Capanne del Comune) are the cheaper.

The G-ran Viale a Mare leads to tiie S.W. from tlie bathing-

establishment, past the Colonia Bagni Marini (Pi. B, 3), or marine

hospital, the dismantled Forte Quattro Fontane, and the (1 M.)

Excelsior Palace, with a bathing-establishment (bath 2 fr.) and a

large terrace on the sea for pigeon-shooting (Tiro al Piccioiie),

to {^^l^^^')
Malamocco (see below). Malamocco may be reached

direct from Santa Maria Elisabetta in l^'g l^i'- t)y a road on the W.
side of the island.

2. The little island of San Lazzaro, 1^/4 M. to the 8.E. of the

Kiva degli Schiavoni (p. 367) and Y2 ^^- '^o the S.W. of Santa Maria
Elisabetta, is visited in summer by steamboat No. 3 (p. 344), which
passes the islet of San S6rvolo or San Servilio, with the lunatic

asylum for men (manicomio); or a gondola may be taken from the

Molo or from the Lido (advisable in the latter case only when the

tide is coming in). The island, which owes its name to a former

lazar-house or lepers' hospital, has since 1716 belonged to the

Armenian Mechitarist order, which was founded at Constantinople

in 1701 by the monk Peter Bedrossian (1676-1745), surnamed
*Mechitar' or Hhe Comforter'. The convent, in which Lord Byron
studied Armenian in 1816, the church (rebuilt in 1883 after a fire),

with its conspicuous tower, and the Armenian church-services offer

many points of interest. The library contains about 2000 old Ar-

menian MSS. and 30,000 printed vols., including Armenian trans-

lations of the principal works in other languages. Visitors are

conducted by a monk (gratuity to the gate-porter only).

3. A trip to Chioggia (ISyg ^O affords an attractive survey

of the S. and larger half of the lagoon. The lagoon steamer

(No. 2; p. 344) traverses either the Cariale della Grazia (p. 410)
or the Canal Orfdno^ to the S.E. of San G-iorgio Maggiore, be-

tween the islets of San Servolo (see above) and La Grazia (with

a consumption-hospital). The latter channel is the alleged scene

of the repulse of King Pepin in 809 (p. 297). — Leaving the Sacca
Sdssola at some distance to the right the steamer passes the old

convent-islands of San Clemente (right; with a lunatic asylum for

women) and Santo Spirito (left; with a powder-magazine) and
coasts the barren islet of Poveglia, the ancient Popilia (p. 296).

5 M. Malamocco , a town of 3000 inhab., with a dilapidated

palace of the Podesta and extensive market-gardens (vegetables,

melons, etc.), is situated near the site of the island ot Malamocco,
which bore the ancient capital of the confederates (p. 296) but was
engulfed by the sea towards the beginning of the 12th century. —
We skirt the coast, passing a large new fort, to (7Y2 M.) Alheroni,
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near the Porto di Malamocco (p. 353), the channel (three light-

houses) between the Litorale di Lido and the Litorale di Pellestrina,

which is defended by two forts and is protected from the sea by a

mole (diga), about IY4 M. in length.

10 M. San Pietro in Volta and Portosecco are poor fishing-

villages near the ancient Albiola, at the N. end of the very narrow

Litorale di Pellestrina {1^/2 M. in length), which is defended by
three new forts. — I3Y2 ^- Pellestrina (Stabilimento Maddalena),

a decayed town (4100 inhab.), has good sea -baths, boat -building,

market-gardens, and lace-making (comp. p. 346). The Museo Jesu-

rum, near the quay, contains a collection of lace. — We then skirt

the Murazzi (p. 296), strong bulwarks of masonry (Istrian marble)

constructed in 1716-51, 40-50 ft. thick and descending towards the

sea in four terraces. To the left, through the Porto di Chioggia

(two forts), the channel between the Litorale di Pellestrina and the

Lido di Sottomarina(see below), we obtain a view of the sea, enliven-

ed with the coloured sails of the numerous small craft of Chioggia.

18^/2 M. Chioggia (Alb. Luna, near the quay. Alb. Gobbo,
Corso Vittorio Emanuele, both mediocre, bargain advisable), the

ancient Clugia Major (p. 296), situated near the S. end of the la-

goon, was conquered at an early date by Venice and at the battle

of Cliioggia in 1379 was destroyed by the Genoese. It is now t]jc

chief fishing-port of Italy and the seat of a bishop, with 21,400

inhab., who speak a dialect of their own. This ancient and pictur-

esque town is the delight of artists.

Quitting the quay we turn to the left at a column with the lion

of St. Mark (p. 297), cross the lofty stone bridge over the Vena
(see below), and proceed straight on over the Canale di San Do-
menico, the harbour, to the church of San DomenicOj which con-

tains Vitt. Carpaccio's last work (St. Paul; 1520). — Retracing our

steps we follow the Fondamenta San Bomcnico, to the S. of the

harbour, turn to the right at the ferry to Sottomarina (see below),

and cross the picturesque canal of La Vena to the Corso Vittorio

Emanuele, the main street. The Cathedral (rebuilt in the 17th

cent.), the Campanile (195 ft.), and the little Gothic church of

San Martino (1392), three brick buildings near the S. end of tlic

street, form a picturesque group. Beliind, on tlie canal beside tlic

Giardino Pubhlico, is a picturesque Stone Parapet of the 17th

cent., with the Madonna della Marina, a highly revered statue. —
A stone bridge of the 15th cent, crosses the canal to the station of

the railway to Rovigo (p. 458).
A Htn.'irn-f('rry (5 c.) plioH (!V(!ry 5 inin. from tlio liarl)0»ir to the Hinall

villa^o of Sottomarina (Stahiliiiiento JJaliicaro Maigliorita), the auniciit

Clugia Minor, with Hoa-baths and markct-pardcMis, 8itiiatc(l 011 the Lido
dl Sottomarina, which in protected from the sea by 'murazzi' and low
•and-diinc/^.
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4. Steamers (No. 7; p. 344) ply from the Fondamente Niiove

(PI. H, 3) to San Michele and Murano. The island of San
Michele, V4 ^I- ^o the N.E. of Venice, was formerly the site of a

Oamaldulensian convent, the garden of which, together with the

neighbouring islet of Sa7i Cristoforo della Paec, has served as

a cemetery (Cimitero) since 1813. The entrance to the cemetery
is to the right in the cloisters; on Nov. 1st and 2nd a bridge-of~

boats connects it with the Fondamente Nuove.

To the left of the cloisters stands the church of San Michele^
built by Moro Coducci in 1469-78, a basilica with a cassetted

ceiling, next to San Griobbe (p. 385) and San Zaccaria (p. 389) the

oldest Renaissance church in Venice. To the left of the vestibule

is the tasteful little Cappella Emiliana, erected by Gugl. Berga-

masco in 1527-43, with three *Reliefs in the style of Andrea San-

sovino (by G-iov. Ant. Aprile?), and in the vestibule Fra Paolo
Sarpi's tomb (see Robertson's 'Fra Paolo Sarpi'). G. P. R. James
(d. 1860), the novelist, Eugene Schuyler (d. 1890), and Rawdon
Brown are buried in the Protestant Cemetery.

Murano, a quiet town with 5000 inhab., lies 3/4 M. to the

N.E. of Venice. Since 1292 it has been the exclusive seat of the

Venetian glass industry, which was introduced from Grrado (p. 430)

in the early middle ages, attained its zenith in the 15th and 16th

cent., but declined after the 17th cent, owing to the preference of

customers for the harder clear glass of foreign makers. At the

height of its prosperity Murano had an independent government

and minted its own coins (p. 400). Its splendid palaces have vanish-

ed, leaving scarcely a trace, and its gardens, once the favourite resort

of Venetian artists and scholars, are replaced by vineyards. The glass-

works (p. 346) are, of course, closed on Sundays and holidays.

From the steamboat station of Colonna, on the S.W. side of the

island, we follow the Fondamenta dei Vetrai straight on to (6 min.)

San Pietro Martire, a simple and spacious basilica of 1509.
Interior. To the right, Giovanni Bellini^ Madonna enthroned with

SS. Augustine and Mark, the kneeling Doge Ag. Barbarigo, and angelic
musicians (1488; injured); to the left, near the sacristy door, Marco Ba-
saiti (?) , Assumption of the Virgin , in a beautiful landscape. — In the
sacristy are stalls by Paolo Morando (a pupil of Brustoloni), with Biblical
scenes and half-lengths of Roman emperors and heroes.

We now cross the main canal by the Ponte Vivarini and follow

either the Fondamenta Sebastiano Venier to the left to the former
conventual church of Santa Maria degli Angeli, which has a

high-altar-piece by Pordenone (Assumption, showing Titian's in-

fluence), or the Fondamenta Cavour to the right, with the canal on

our left, passing the Museo steamboat station, to the —
MusEO Civico Vetrario, in the Municipio, an interesting ex-

hibition of the products of the glass-industry (open 8-6, Oct.-March

9-4; adm. 50 c., Sun. free).
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Thence we go on to the church of Santi Maria e Donato, a

building of very ancient origin, said to have been completed about

970, but largely rebuilt since 1100 and thoroughly restored in 1858-

73, with a fine choir.

The Interior is in the form of a basilica with nave and aisles, with
transepts resting on piers. The open roof is borne by colnmns of Greek
marble. The mosaic pavement, which resembles that of St. Mark's, bears
the date 1140. In the left aisle, over the door. Madonna with saints and
angels , by Lazzaro Bastiani (1484) ; to the left, coloured relief in wood
of St. Donatus (1310), with the kneeling donors ; in the more elevated
chapel adjoining is a Roman tombstone of the family Acilia, formerly
used as a font. In the apse, a Byzantine mosaic of the interceding Ma-
donna (12th cent.); below it, frescoes of the 15th century.

5. An excursion to Burano and Torcello, situated on two

islands about 5 M. to the KW. of Venice, is interesting to students

of art. Preferable to the regular lagoon-steamer (No. 4; p. 344)

is the excursion-steamer (No. 3, p. 344). The latter sails round the

island SanV Elena (p. 368) and passes those of Certosa (right)

and San Pietro (left; p. 396). It proceeds, leaving San Michele
and Murano at some distance, to the N.E. past Mazzorbo, the an-

cient Maiurbium, the malarious cemetery -islet of Burano, with

which it is connected by a wooden bridge. In 1^4 hr. we reach —
Burano (Alb. Roma, on the Rio di Mezzo, clean), a pictur-

esque fishing-town with 5100 inhabitants. About 5 min. from the

quay, by the Rio di Mezzo, is the Piazzo Umberto Primo, No. 4a

in which (on the left) is the interesting Boyal School of Lace-
raaking (p. 346), which employs about 400 girls. Venetian lace,

famed far and wide in the 15-1 7th cent., was afterwards supersed-

ed by Flemish and French lace, but the foundation of this school

in 1872 has given it a new vogue. Besides the ordinary pillow-lace

with regular, almost geometrical patterns, the more costly point-

lace or Burano lace is made here. — Opposite is the church of

San MartinOy with a lofty leaning campanile and paintings by
Girol. da Santa Croce (St. Mark and four other saints; 1501) and
G. B. Tiepolo (Crucifixion; injured). In tlic sacristy is shown some
t6th cent, point-lace.

To the S. of Burano, near the N. extremity of the Litorale Sant'
Erasmo (p. 410), is the islet of Sail Francesco del Deserto, shaded l)y

lofty pyprCHSCH but exposed to malaria. An ancient tradition idontilieH

this islanfl as the residence of St. Francis of Assisi after his return from
the East in 1220. Tlie Franciscan monastery, founded here in 1228, lias

a pretty loggia in the second cloisters.

After an hour's halt the excursion-steamer goes on to Torcello,
a solitary island to the N". of Burano, with extensive vineyards.

The quay is on the N. side of tlie island, beside two churclies and a

campanile, the only relics of the ancient town of Altinuin (p. 21)6).

The former Cathkdkal of Santa Makia Ahshnta, a columnar

basilica iu the (;arly-Christian styb;, was founded in tlie 7th coui.

and rebuilt in 864; the present nave dates from 1008.
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Imekiok. The old mosaic pavement dates from 1140. On the W.
wall are six rows of freely restored Byzantine mosaics of the 12th cent.,

representing a Crucifixion group (at the top), Christ in Hades, the Last
Judgment, the Throne of Reconciliation, Heaven, and Hell. On the choir-

screen are marble reliefs of animals (below) and Gothic paintings (above)
of the Madonna and the Apostles (ca. 1400), with a wooden crucifix above.
A special point of interest is the ancient arrangement of the seats of
the priests in the semicircular tribuna (restored in 1890), rising in tiers

and commanded by the lofty episcopal throne in the centre. Above, the
Annunciation (on the arch) and the Madonna and the Apostles in Byzantine
mosaic (12th cent.). Similar mosaics of Christ and the Apostles, with
four angels standing upon spheres, in the right apse. — Below the choir
is an ancient crypt.

The ruins of an octagonal Baptistery of 1008 adjoin the cath-

edral. — The top of the Komanesque Campanile (180 ft.) commands
an admirable view of the islands, the lagoons, and the sea.

Santa Fosca, built on a Byzantine model and dating in its

present form from the 12th cent., is externally octagonal (interior

intended for a dome, but at present covered with a flat roof) and

is of interest for architects. On five sides it is enclosed by an ar-

cade supported by sixteen columns and four corner-pillars. The
restoration of the church was begun in 1911.

In the neighbourhood are the ancient Judgment Seat of the tribunes
of Torcello (popularly known as Attila's throne) and two small museums
of antiquities.

After barely an hour's halt the excursion-steamer begins tlie

return-voyage, skirting the Litorale SanV Erasmo. once famous

for its pine-forests, and passing through the Porto dei Tre Porti,

the most N. entrance to the lagoons. It then passes the Porto di

Lido (p. 353), the chief entrance, protected since 1894 by a mole

nearly 2 M. in length. Since the days of Doge Pietro Orseolo II.

(991-1008) this was the scene of the Blessing of the Sea and of the

symbolical marriage of the doge with the Adriatic, which took

place annually on Ascension Day (comp. p. 395). "We pass through

the narrow channel between the strongly fortified N. end of the Lido

and the island of Le Fi^TzoZe (market-gardens), with the picturesque

Renaissance Forte SanV Andrea j begun in 1544 by Sanmicheli

(p. 300) of Istrian marble but not completed until 1571. At the

Certosa (p. 415) we come once more in sight of San Michele and
Murano.

53. Prom Venice to Belluno via Treviso.
72 M. Railway in Sy^-^^i hrs. (express -fares 14 fr. 85, 10 fr. 40,

6 fr. 75 c., ordinary fares 13 fr. 50, 9 fr. 45, 6 fr. 10 c). Carriages are
changed at Treviso. The line is being continued to Tai di Cadore (p. 418).

From Venice to (18^2 M.) Treviso^ see pp. 418, 419. — Our line

runs thence to the KW. via (25 M.) Postioma to (31 M.) Monte-
bellnna ("495 ft.; Alb. alia Stazione), a town with 4300 inhab., on

the skirts of the Alps. Hence to Padua^ see pp. 330, 329.
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36 M. Cornuda (530 ft.; Alb. alia Posta, good) has 2300 in-

habitants. Splendid view from the Madonna della Rocca, ^4 ^i'-

to the ]Sr. on the Feltre road.

Near the village of Maser, 40 min. to the S.E. of Cornuda by the
Bassaiio road (p. 27), lies the *Villa Griacomelli (open April-Get. only),

often called Vila Maser, erected by Palladio (1565-80) and celebrated for

its *Frescoes by Paolo Veronese. These, executed in 1566-68 for the

Venetian patrician MarcantonioBarbaro and ranking among the master's
best works, consist of mythological representations and scenes from social

life, grandly conceived, while some of the illusive figures so common in

the later period of art are introduced. Thus, by the entrance, a girl and
a page , who through a half-opened door apparently watch the persons
entering. In the dining-room, upon its fantastically painted architecture,

are seated Ceres with her train and Cupids. The ceiling of the great
hall is decorated with the Council of the Grods and the Feast of the Grods

on Mount Olympus. The chapel attached to the villa contains stucco-work
by Al. Vittoria.

Beyond Cornuda the line skirts the right bank of the Piave,

among the foothills of the Alps. — 46 M. Quero-Vas. We pass

through the narrow valley of the tSonna, at the E. base of the

Monte Tomatico (5240 ft.).

53 M. Feltre (850 ft.; *Hdt. Doriguzzi- Belvedere , near the

station, R. 2^/2-^^/2^ onm. V2 f^-i ^^^- Tre Corone)^ the Feltria,

of the Rhaetians, an ancient town (5500 inhab.), the picturesque old

part of which lies on a hill (1065 ft.). In the Cathedral is the

high -Renaissance tomb of Matteo Bellati, by Tullio Lombard!
(1528). The modern Venetian-Gothic Palazzo Guarnieri, in the

Piazza, the ruinous old Castle (fine view; fee), and the Roman-
esque )Santaario Santi Vittore e Corona (12th cent.) may be noted.

A road (electric tramway projected) leads from Feltre via Fonzaso
to Primolano (p. 27) and Primiero ; comp. Baedeker^ 8 Eastern Alps.

The railway runs to the KE., through the broad and fertile

valley of the Piave. — TOM. SMico - Brihano (Excelsior Villa

Patt Hotel ; Alb. Agordino).

72 M. Bellu.no. — Railway Station (Restaurant) at the "W. end
of the town. — Hotels. Gr.-JIot. des Alpcs, at the station, 60 R. at 3-6,

B. IV2, L. 31/2, D. 5, P. from 8, omn. 1 fr. ; ^Ilot.- Pens. Cappello, Via
Carrara, at the Piazza Campitello, R. 2V.^-i, P. 7-9 fr. ; Alb. Leon d^Oro.

- Post Office, Piazza Castello.

Belluno (1280 ft.; 6900 inhab.) the Bellunum of the Romans
and the capital of a province, is situated on a hill at the confluence of

tho Ardo and the Piave. Tlie town, which belonged to Venice after

1404, still presents all the features of a Venetian town.

The Contrada Lorcto leads to the S.E. from the station to the

spacious Piazza Campitello, the centre of the town, and thence

through tlie Porta Castello or Porta Dante to the Piazza del

Duomo. The early-Renaissance Cathedral^ erected after 1517 from
the designs of Tullio Lombard!, was restored after an earthqnak(^

in 1873. The farade is unfinish(Ml. In the right aisle; are good

altar-pieces by lac. liassaiio ('Martyrdom of St. Lnwrcncf;) and Paliiia

Baedekkk's Northern Italy. Htli Kdit. 27
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Oiovane (F*ieta). The campanile (217 ft. liigh), built by Fil. luvara

in 173*2, commands a beautiful provspect. In the Piazza del Duorao

stand also the Palazzo del Retfori (now the Prefettura), a fine early-

Kenaissance building of 1496 by Giov. Candi (p. 369), and the Mnseo
CivicOj with a collection of paintings, bronzes, coins, etc.

From the Piazza del Mcrcato Vecchio, to the W. of the Piazza

del Duomo, the Oontrada San Pietro leads N.E. to the church of

tSan Pietro (wood-carvings by Andrea Brustoloni in the left aisle),

and the Contrada Mezzaterra N.W. to the Porta Doiona and the

Piazza Vittorio Emauuele Secondo, adjoining the Piazza Campitello.

An antique sarcophagus adorns the small piazza in front of the

Gothic church of Santo Stefano (1480-86), a few yds. to the N.
Above Pontc nellc Alpi (sec below), 41/2 M. to the N.E. of Belluno

(niotor-oranibus from the station in 20 min.), is the liealth-resort of Vcna-
doro (1600 ft.; Stabilimento Climatico Idrotcrapico , 200 beds at 21/2-8,

B. 11/4, L. 3-31/2, P- 4-IV2, board 6-7 fr., open June-Sept. only).

The *eoZ Visentin (5790 ft.; Rifugio Budden), 6 hrs. to the S. of

Belluno, commands a splendid view of the Alps and the broad Venetian
plain with the sea in the distance.

From Belluno to Cortina, 461/2 M., motor-diligence twice daily in

41/2 hrs. Eailway to Picve di Cadore under construction (opened in 1912
as far as Longarone). — The line skirts the right bank of the broad gra-
velly channel of the Piave. 5 M. Ponte 7ielle Alpi or Capo di Ponte
(1300 ft.) ; a highroad diverges hence to Vittorio (comp. p. 421). Farther
on the railway skirts the E. base of the 3Ionte Serva (7000 ft.) and reaches
(II1/2 M.) Longarone (1555 ft.; Posta, Roma, both good), the present ter-

minus of the line. — Beyond Longarone the highroad traverses a ravine
to (221/2 M.) Pera?'dZo (1745 ft.; Corona d'Oro), describes a wide curve in

the valley of the Boite round the Monte Zucco (3930 ft.), and ascends
to (281/2M.) Tai di Cadore (2725 ft.; *H6t. Cadore), where it forks. The
right branch leads to (30 M.) Pieve di Cadore (2885 ft. ; Hot. Progresso^
R. from 2V2 fr., Angelo, both Italian), the capital (700inhab.) of the Cadore
district and the birthplace of Titian (p. 351), beautifully situated on a
mountain-spur high above the Piave. — The left branch ascends the valley
of the Boite to Cortina. 301/2 M. Valle di Cadore (2695 ft.), with a fine

retrospect of the Cadore Alps; 33 M. Venas (2820 ft.), at the S. base
of the 3Ionte Antelao (10,710 ft.); 38 M. Borca di Cadore (2980 ft.;

Palace Hotel des Dolomites, of the first class; Alb. Pelmo ; Tre Corone);
391/2 M. San Vito di Cadore (3315 ft. ; Hot. Marcora; Alb. Antelao). Thence
we skirt the S.W. base of the Sorapis (10,595 ft.), pass the Dogana
(3660ft.; Italian custom-house), and reach (44 M.) Acqiiabona, the first

Tyrolesc village, with the Austrian custom-house. 461/2 M. Cortina
d'Ampezzo (4000 ft.); comp. Baedeker^ s Eastern Alps.

From Belluno to Agordo by the valley of the Cordevole (electric
railway projected), see Baedeker^ 8 Eastern Alps,

54. Prom Venice to Udine (Pontebba) via
Treviso. Cividale.

8IV2 M. Railway. Train de luxe (Vienna-Cannes Express, see p. 30)
in 21/2 hrs. (fare 23 fr. .50 c.); express in 3 hrs. (17 fr. 40, 12 fr. 15, 7 fr. 90 c.);

ordinary train in 3'5/4-4i/2 hrs. (15 fr. 80, 11 fr. 5, 7 fr. 10 c).

From Venice to (5 M.) Mestre, see p. 330. Our line diverges

here to the K from those to Padua and Trent. 12 M. Mogliano,
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1872 ^^' Treviso. — The Railway Station (PL D, 4; Restaurant)

lies to the S. of the town, 1/4 M* from the hotels.

Hotels. *SteUa d'Oro (PI. a; D, 3), Via Yittorio Emanuclc, with
good trattoria, E. 2-21/2 fr., omn. 30 c.; Roma (PL b; C, 3), same street;

Cerva (PL c; D, 3), Yicolo Venti Settembre, with small garden, R. IV2 fi'-

— Cafe. Caff's Roma, Piazza dei Signori. — Restaurant. Ristoranie
Italia, Piazza dei Signori.

Cabs. Per drive 3/^ fr.
;
per 1/2 ^^^' I5 pcr br. IV2 fr- (25 c. more at

night). Trunk 25 c.

Treviso (33 ft.), with 16,900 inliab., the capital of a province

and an episcopat see, lies on the rapid river Sile, at its confluence

with the Botteniga^ which is mentioned by Dante (Paradiso, ix. 43)

under the name of Cagnan. Under the name of Tarvisium Treviso

was a place of some importance in the Roman era, and from 1339
onwards it belonged to Venice. It was the birthplace of three dist-

inguished Venetian painters: Lorenzo Lotto , Rocco Marconi, and

Paris Bordone. Some of the narrow, winding streets are flanked with

arcades. The city -walls, bordered by the Sile and several canals,

were constructed by Fra Giacondo (p. 299) at the end of the

15th cent, and are still in good preservation.

Leaving the Eailway Station (PI. D, 4), we cross the Sile bridge

and enter the Via Vittorio Emanuele (PI. C, D, 3), with the Teatro
Sociale. Hence we pass to the N., through the Via Venti Settembre,

to the picturesque Piazza dei Signori (PI. D, 2), in which are the

Palazzo Provinziale (Prefettura), restored by Camillo Boito, and
the Pal. dei Trecento (1184), once the seat of the Great Council of

the town, restored in 1900-1911 by Griulio Nivi.

In the building beside the fire-station (Pompieri) is the small

Pixacoteca (PI. D, 2), containing a few good pictures of the Vene-
tian school ^ring at the entrance). Director, Prof. Mose Tonelli.

Room I. *20. Lor. Lotto, A Dominican (1526); 21. Franc. Gnardi, San
Gfo'.gio Maggiore at Venice; 58. lac. Tintoretto, Senator Bart. Cappello.
— Room IL Modern works. — Room III. 48. Giov. Bellini, Madonna
(studio-piece; retouched); 44. P. Bordo7ie, Holy Family.

From the N.W. corner of the Piazza dei Signori the Via Cal-

maggiore leads to the Cathedral of San Pietro (PI. C, 2), begun
on the site of a Romanesque building, but left unfinished. The
Renaissance choir is by Pietro, 7'uUio, and Ant. Lombardi (1485-

1506;. The church lias five domes, one behind anotlier.

Intekiok. By tlie Ist pillar to the left, Statue of St. Sebastiau, hy
Lor. Brcf/no (1515j. On the 2ii(I altar to the right, *A(loration of the
ShepherdH, by Baria liordone; opposite, by the 2n(l pillar, Visitation,
in high-relief, by Ant. LomhardiC^). — The elegant Cappella del Sagra-
ui(;nto, to the left of the choir, is by Ant. Lombardi (1501-3) and con-
tains sculptures by the broth(!rH Lor. and Batt. Breffno. — In the choir
are four large frescoes by Seitz (1880-83); to the left is the tomb of IJishop
Zanctti (d. 148fJ), by the lArmhardi, to whom are due also the remains
of the sarcophagus of SS. T(!onistns, Tabra, and Tabrata on IIk; high-nltar,
a fine work in the barocjuc style. - The (Jappclla Malchiostro, the largi?

chapel to the right of Ihe choir, contains an *Annunfiation by Titian
^bout 1517), the Gothic tomb of Up. Castcllano (d. 1321), a coloured tcna-

27 •»
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cotta bust of the founder, Broccartlo Malchiostro (1519), and good frescoes
by Pordenone and Pomponlo Amalteo {ibl^-2Q)'. on the walls, Adoration
of the Magi, Visitation, etc.; in the dome, God the Father with angels
(showing the influence of Michael Angelo's Sistine frescoes). In the ante-
ehapel are several Byzantine reliefs; on the left wall, a Madonna by
Girol. da Treviso (1187). — The sacristy contains a painting of a pro-
cession in the Piazza del Duomo (showing the original cathedral-facade),

by Francesco tZe' Dominicis, a pupil of Paris Bordone.

From the W. angle of the Piazza del Duomo the Via Riccati

leads to the Borgo Cavour, in which are the Library, which is rich

in old MSS., and the Museo Comunale (PI. B, 1, 2), with *Frescoes

of the legend of St. Ursula, by Tommaso da Modena (p. 451), some
sculptures, etc. (open on Sun., 12-3, for strangers also at other

times; key at the Asilo Infantile; curator, Prof. Luigi Bailo).

The street ends at the Poi^ta Cavour (1511), just before which
we turn to the left, and follow the Via delle Mura di San Teonisto

to the Dominican church of *San Niccolo (PL B, 3), a large Grothic

edifice of brick with round pillars and a curious vaulted timber roof

(comp. Santo Stefano at Venice, p. 369; restored).

Interior. The high -altar -piece is a Madonna enthroned, by Fra
3Iarco Pensabeti and Savoldo, in a rich Renaissance frame (1521; covered).
To the left is the tasteful tomb of Senator Onigo (d. 1490), by the Lo7n-
bardi, with a painted background by Lor. Lotto (an early work, showing
the influence of Giov. Bellini and Albrecht Diirer). — In the side-chapel
to the right of the choir. Statue of the Madonna, probably an early work
of Ant. Lombardi; Christ and the Doubting Thomas, with six portraits

of donors below, a youthful work of Sebastiano del Piombo or of Lor.
Lotto. In this chapel and on several of the piers are ancient frescoes by
Tommaso da Modena and others (1352).

To the E. of the Piazza dei Signori lies the Piazza San Leonardo (PL

D, F, 2), whence we follow the Via Carlo Alberto to the right, imme-
diately beyond the bridge over the Botteniga, to the church of Santa
Maria Maggiore (PL F, 2), the transept of which is by Tullio Lom-
bardi (1536). In the right aisle is the tomb of theVenetiancondottierc

Mercurio Bua, with sculptures by Bambaia (p. 158). The Via Sant'

Agostino leads to the left from the Piazza San Leonardo to the church

of SanVAgostino (PL E, 2), decorated in the rococo style. — A little

to the K, at the end of the Vicolo del Vento, is the church of Santa
Maria Maddalena (PL E, 1), with paintings by Paolo Veronese.

The Via delle Mura, beginning at the handsome Porta Maz-
zini (1518; PL E, 1) and following the N. ramparts, commands a

good Alpine view.

Railway from Treviso via Castelfranco to Vicenza, sec p. 328; to

Belluno, see R. 53. — A branch -line runs from Treviso via (15V2 ^I-)

Oderzo, the ancient Opitergiiim, to (21 1/2 M.) Motta di Livenza.

Beyond (271/2 M.) Spresiano (183 ft.) the train approaches the

Venetian Alps, which it skirts as far as Sacile. The lofty Friulian

Mts. continue in sight as far as Udine (p. 422). The Piave is crossed.

— 3172 M. Susegana. The village (252 ft.), the church of which

contains a good altar-piece by Pordenone, lies Vj^ M. to the W.
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It is commanded by the castle of CoUalfo, the church of which (San

Salvatore) is adorned with 14th cent, mural paintings in the style

of Giotto and with fine frescoes by Pordenone (ca. 1508-13).

351/2 M. Conegliano (203 ft.; Alb. Leon. cVOro: Alb. Con-

cordia, R. 172"^ f^-5 etc.), with 4600 inhab., birthplace of the

celebrated painter Clmada Conegliano (1459-1518), is commanded
by an extensive and conspicuous castle on an eminence. The Cathe-

dral contains an *Altar- piece by Cima (Madonna enthroned, with

saints; 1492). Several houses have painted fagades. Conegliano is

noted for its wine.
From Conegliano to Vittorio, S'/.^ M. , railway in V2 hr. (fares

1 fr. 65, 1 fr. 15, 75 c). — Vittorio (Hot. Vittorio, R. 11/2-8, P. 61/2-8 fr.,

good, Stella d'Oro, both near the station; Alb. Griraffa, in Serravalle), a

town of 11,000 inhab., formed in 1879 by the union of Ceneda (410 ft.) and
Serravalle (525 ft.), contains several handsome palaces. The cathedral of

Serravalle has an *Altar-piece by Titian (Madonna with SS. Andrew and
Peter; 1547). The beautiful gardens of the Marchese Costantini are situated
in Ceneda. From Serravalle a winding road leads via Sonega (1415 ft.) to

the *Bo8CO del Cansiglio, a forest of beech and pine trees, 17,350 acres in

extent, situated on a plateau. In the midst of it, 5 hrs. from Vittorio,
stands the Palazzo Reale (3380 ft.), with the official quarters of the forest
inspectors (good accommodation for summer-visitors).

A Road (diligence twice daily to BelUmo in 5 hrs.) connects Vittorio
with the valley of the Piavc. This traverses a picturesque ravine, pass-
ing San Floriano (430 ft.), the Lago Morto (900 ft.) and two smaller
lakes, to (7 M.) Fadalto (1385 ft.), then crosses the track of an ancient
landslip (1600 ft.) and descends to the (8 M.) hamlet of Santa Croce
(Ostcria Marin) , at the S. end of the Lago di Santa Croce (1250 ft.

;

21/2 M. long). It then ascends the valley of the Bai and crosses the
Piave by a lofty iron bridge to (2OV2 ^^O Ponte nelle Alpi (p. 418).

46 M. Sacile (80 ft.), a town (2000 inhab.) on the Livenza, sur-

rounded by walls, with a handsome palace of the Podesta.

54 M. Pordenone (90 ft.
;

Quattro Fontane , R. 2-4 fr.),

probably the Fortus Naonis of the Romans, with 8400 inhab., was
the birthplace of the painter Giovanni Antonio Sacchi da Forde-
none (1483-1539). The cathedral contains a fresco by him of SS.

Erasmus and Rochus (1525) and two altar-pieces, one a beautiful

Madonna with saints and the family of the donor in a beautiful

landscape (1515), the other the Apotheosis of St. Mark (1535;
unfinished). Other works of his may be seen in the Pal. Comunalc
(*Oroup of saints, 1525) and at the neighbouring village of Torre
(altar-piece). — In the neighbourhood arc a school of aviation and
the high-tension line of the Venetian electric works at the falls of

the Ceilina. — The train crosses the Mednna.

63y5j M. Casarsa (144 ft.; Rail. Jlestaurant)^ an insignificant

village, with a church containing some fine frescoes by Pordenone

(1525), is the junction for the ])ra»ich to Fortoffruaro mentiojuul

at p. 426, and also of a branch-line to (12 M.) /^pilimben/o (in the

cathedral choir-stalls by Marco Cozzi, 1477; fine organ-case by

Pordenone, 1524). — Beyond Casarsa the train crosses the broad
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stony cbaiinel of the Tagliamento by an iron bridge, Yg ^- ^^

length. The next stat. (70 M.) Codroipo, the ancient Quadruviwrij
lies 30 ft. below the level of the bottom of the river.

To the right lie Passariano and Campo Formio, the latter

known for the peace concluded between France and Austria in

1797, putting an end to the Republic of Venice.

84^4 M. Udine {Railway Restaurant, mediocre). — Hotels. Gran
AlbercjO (VItalia (PL a; B, 4), Piazza Venti Settemhre 9, R. 2-4, omn.
1 fr, ;'yl/?>. Nazionale, Via Belloni 9; Croce di Malta (PL c; B, 4), Via
Rialto 8, R. from 2 fr., clean; Savoia, Via Ermes di Colloredo (PL C, 5),

witli cafe-restaurant; Torre di Londra, Via Mercato Vecchio, R. IV2 fi'->

pLain. — C'afjfe Dorta, Piazza Vitt. Emauuele, good. — Tramway from
the station to the town.

Udine (360 ft.), the ancient Utina, situated on the Boia Canal,

a branch of the Torre (p. 427), a quaint and prosperous town with

23,300 inhab. and active trade (flax, hemp, etc.) and manufactures

(cotton, machinery), is the capital of a province and the see of an

archbishop. From 1238 till 1752 it was the seat of the Patriarch of

Aquileia (p. 427). It became Venetian in 1420. Many of the palaces

of the Friulian noblesse have faded paintings on their fagades.

The Castle (PL B, C, 3), rebuilt by Giov. Fontana in 1517,

rises on an eminence, which according to tradition was thrown up
by Attila, in order that he might thence survey the conflagration of

Aquileia (see p. 428). The tower (watchman 20-25 c.) commands a

most extensive prospect. In the interior is the Museo Comunale,
comprising antiquities and paintings. Adm. daily 10-12 and 2-4

(50 c; tickets at the Economato Municipalc; free on Sun. and ho~

lidays). Director, Prof. Griovanni del Puppo.
Ground Floor. Sculptures (including a colossal bust of Dante) and

remains of frescoes.
First Floor. Entrance Hall (Sala del Gran Consiglio e Parlamento

Friulano), adorned with coats-of-arms. Remains of frescoes by G. B. Tie-

polo (p. 352; covered). At the end, Palma Giovane, St. Mark receiving

from the Madonna a banner bearing the arms of Udine, with the city in

the background. The adjoining rooms contain the Museo Friulano del

Risorgimento (p. 176) and the Raccolta Fantonl. — We now return and
enter the picture-gallery (Pinacotcca), to the left. Room I. Girol: da
Udine, Coronation of the Virgin. R. II. Pordenone, Madonna (fresco);

G. B. Tiepolo, Chapter of the Maltese Order. R. III. Modern paintings.

R. IV. Relief by Giovanni da Udine (1487-1564), a pupil of Raphael
whom he assisted in the decoration of the Loggie at the Vatican; sketches
by Palma Giovane and Tiepolo. By the window, Terracotta statue of

Christ, by Canova. — RR. V & VI. Modern paintings.
Second Floor. The Museo Friulano here (antiquities) comprises Ro-

man antiquities from Aquileia, etc. (bronzes, *Amber articles, gems from
Colombara near Aquileia), and a collection of coins, with a complete series

of the coins of all the Patriarchs of Aquileia.

The Piazza Vittorio Emanuele (PI. B, 3), the chief square of

the town, lies at the S. base of the castle-hill and is embellished

with a sitting figure of the Goddess of Peace, in commemoration
of the peace of Oarapo Formio (see above). In front of the Clock

Tower are coloFisal marble statues of Hercules and Cacus.
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The Palazzo del Municipio (PL B, 3, 4), or Pal. Civico, was
built in 1457 in the style of the Doges' palace at Yenice and after

the fire of 1876 was restored by Scala. The statue of the Madonna
at the corner of the building is by Bart. Buon the Elder (1448;

p. 350). The vestibule contains a fresco by Pordenone (1516;

restored), representing the Virgin and Child, with angelic musi-

cians. In the inner hall is the Invasion of Attila, a colossal paint-

ing by Doni. Someda (1889), etc.

A few paces to the S.W., in the Via della Posta, stands the

Romanesque Cathedral (PI. C, 4), which possesses a fine side-

portal with marble sculptures and a hexagonal campanile. The
interior (much modernized) contains an equestrian statue of Count
Arvtonini, who fell in 1617 before Grradisca as general of the Udine

militia (over the main entrance), and an early work by Pellegrino

da San Daniele (1501; left aisle). — Behind the cathedral is the

small Chiesa alia Puritd (PI. C, 4), adorned with remarkable fres-

coes by Griov. Batt. Tiepolo and his son Griov. Domenico.

The narrow Via Lovaria leads from the cathedral to the N.E.

to the small Giardino Pubblico, with its fine cypresses. — Ad-
jacent, at No. 5 in the Piazza del Patriarcato, rises the Archi-

episcopal Palace (Palazzo delV Arcivescovado ; PI. C, 3).

Interior. The Staircase is adorned with a Fall of the Angels by
G. B. Tiepolo, while the Throne Room contains the portraits of all the
patriarchs of Aquileia and of the bishops and archbishops of Udine. Other
Frescoes by Tiepolo adorn the Sala Rossa (Judgment of Solomon on the
fine baroque ceiling, etc.) and the Gallery (history of Jacob, with Abra-
ham's Sacrifice on the ceiling). The State Bed Chamber contains five

frescoes (freely retouched) of New Testament scenes and grotesques by
Giovanni da Udine.

From the Piazza Vitt. Emanuele we may proceed to the N.W.
across the Mercato Vecchio (PI. B, 3), or direct through the Vicolo

Sotto Monte, to the Palazzo Bartolini, which contains the Muni-
cipal Library. Like the cathedral library, this collection in-

cludes valuable MSS. and is rich in works upon Friuli.

A Steam Tramway (18 M., in 2 hrs.; fares 2 fr. 10, 1 fr. 35 c.) unites
Udine with the small town of San Daniele del Friuli (825 ft.; Tnn),
which is prettily situated in a smiling hill-district. In the Cathedral is

an altar-piece of the Trinity, by Poi^denone (1531). Tlie Gotliic church
of Sant' Antonio contains an extensive cycle of frescoes by Pellegrino
da San Daniele (1497-1522). Fine view from the Piazza del Castcllo.

From Udine to Villach (Salzburg, Vienna), by the Pontebba Railway,
sec R. 7; to Trieste via Cormons and Gorizia, see Jkicdekcr's Austria-
Hungary.

A Branch Railway (10 M. in ca. Vj lir.; 1 fr. 65, 1 fr. 20,

85 c.) unites Udine with —
Cividale del Friuli (440 ft.; Alb. al Friuli^ j)lain; |)osi-

office in the JMazza del Duomo), the Roman Forum Julii and the

ancient capital of Friuli, now a quiet town witli 4100 inhab., pic-

turesquely situated on the Natisone , anion/i^ liir fooihill.H of tlic
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Julian Alps. Cividale is tlie birthplace of Adelaide Bistori (1821-

1906), the famous actress, and of Faulus Diaconiis (Paul Warne-
fridjy who wrote his 'Historia Langobardorum' in the monastery of

Monte Cassino in the time of Charlemagne.

The VialePrincipessaElena leads from the station to the Castcllo

Craigher, the ancient frontier-fortress of the Ostrogoths (?) and the

seat of the Lombard dukes, which was restored and enlarged in 190G
by Baron von Craigher. The main tower adjoins the oldest town-

wall. The windows on the N. side date from a structure in the

Byzantine style and the beautiful S. fagade is essentially mediseval.

Following the Via Griacinto Grallina to the right and then the

Via Giulio Cesare to the left, we reach the (8 min.) Piazza del
DuoMO, in which rise the Cathedral, the Gothic Municipio, the

Palazzo del Provveditore (built in 1552 on the site of the Pa-

triarch's palace), and the Museum.
The Cathedral (Santa Maria Assunta), like the baptistery

and the patriarch's palace, was founded by Callixtus (p. 428). Re-

built in the Gothic style after 1458 it collapsed in 1502 and, with

the exception of the lower part of the fagade, was re-erected in the

early -Renaissance style by Pietro and Tullio Lombardi. The
somewhat clumsy campanile dates from 1631.

Interior. On the entrance-wall arc the tomb of the Patriarch Nice.
Donato (d. 1497) and the equestrian statue of Marcantonio Manzano, who
fell in battle against Croatian pirates at Gradisca in 1617. — To the right
arc the remains of an octagonal ^Baptistery, adorned with Longobardic
reliefs, transferred hither from the Piazza del Duomo in 1448. — On the
high -altar is a Romanesque silver -gilt *pala' or altar -frontal, with the

kneeling figure of Patriarch Pcllegrinus III. (1193-1204), the donor. Behind
si the ancient marble patriarchal throne. — The reliquary of the sainted
Patriarch Paulinus (d. 804) is preserved in the crypt. — The ^Treasury
contains the mitre of Patriarch Raimondo della Torre (p. 425), two fine

evangeliarum-covers, a silver-reliquary bust of St. Donatus, patron-saint
of Cividale, by Donadino (1374), etc.

The *Keale Museo Archeologico, opposite the cathedral

(No. 1), contains the municipal collection of antiquities, the former
cathedral -archives, including many works of art, and the former

chapter library. Visitors apply to the keeper (ring). No catalogue

Director, Prof. Ruggero della Torre.
Ground Floor. Room I. Roman mosaics and inscriptions. — R. IT.

Tlic marble pavement of the baptistery, discovered in 1906. — R. III.

Sarcophagus of Duke Gisulf (?); Longobardic and other architectural frag-
ments.

First Floor. Beyond Room I (library) we enter Room II, in which
are antiquities of the period of the Veneti and Celts, and Roman, *Longo-
bardic, and later antiquities (weapons, ornaments, coins, etc.). — R. III.

By the left end-wall, gold and enamelled reliquary from Limoges, said
to have been presented by Emp. Charles IV. (from Santa Maria in Vallc);
small Gothic portable altar with niello-work (14th cent.); Gothic reliquary-
bust and monstrance. Behind are two psalters, formerly in the possession
of St. Elisabeth of Thuringia (d. 1231), niece of Patriarch Berthold of
Andechs; psalter of Bp. Egbert of Treves (977-993), with German ai

!

Greek miniatures; prayer-book of St. Elisabeth. The central show-c iso
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contains a Byzantine ivory casket with charming reliefs after the antique;
ivory pax of Duke Ursus of Ceneda (ca. 760); and an early-Cliristian evan-
geliarum (5-6th cent.).

The narrow Stretta Tommasino dei Cercliiari leads from the N.

side of the cathedral to the Ursuline (formerly Benedictine) nunnery

of Santa Maria in Valle, probably founded by Berengarius I., which

contains (No. 26) the so-called *Tenipietto, a chapel built of Roman
and early-Christian materials, probably in the 10th century.

In the Interior is a Romanesque sarcophagus, erroneously shoTvn as

the tomb of the legendary Lombard queen Peltrudis. In the apse are
admirable Romanesque stucco reliefs of the 12th cent., showing a frieze

of vines below and the slender figures of two nuns and four queens above
(perhaps representing the four kingdoms of Germany, Slavonia, Hungary,
and Italy that met in Friuli?). These, like the similar reliefs in Sant'
Ambrogio (p. 183) and San Pietro near Civate (p. 202), seem to be the
work of German Benedictines. The fresco -remains in this church date
from the same period, the stalls from the 14th century.

On the picturesque right bank of the Natisone, respectively

above and below the Ponte del Diavolo (1442), are the churches of

San Biagio, with ancient frescoes and a silver statue of St. Blasius

(1462), and San Francesco, founded, along with a convent, by
Raimondo della Torre (1285).

The church of Sa7i Martino in the suburb of Zorutti, on the

left bank, near the bridge, contains the altar of Duke Pemmo,
founded by his son, the Lombard kingRatchis (744-749) and adorned

with barbaric reliefs (Christ, without a beard and with long hair

in the German fashion, in a mandorla supported by angels; at the

sides, the Visitation and the Adoration of the Magi). — A few paces

farther on is Santa Maria dei Battidi (now the hospital-church),

dating from 1522, containing Pcllcgrino da San Daniele's most
beautiful altar-piece (Madonna and saints; 1528). The wings are

by Daniele's assistant, Sebastiano Florigerio; the frame is modern.
The large silver processional cross, of the same date, is the last

work of the goldsmiths of Cividale.

Madonna del Monte (2010 ft.), 4V2 M. from the town, the most famous
l)ilgrim-reHort in Friuli, attracting pilgrims even from Carinthia and Car-
niola, commands a fine view.

55. From Venice to Trieste via Cervignano.
Aquileia and Grado.

100 M. Italian .Statk Railway Xo Ccrvig^nano ; Aiistkian Statk
Railway thence to M<nifalc(me : and Alstkian Soutiikun Railway tlience
to Trieste. ExprcKH in 4-4:74 inn. (farcH 19 fr. 85, 1.*} fr. 05, fr. 5 c.);

ordinary train in 4^/4 hrH. (10 fr. 75, 11 fr. 05, 7 fr. 80 c). Return-ticket,
valid for 5 days, 30 fr. 40, 21 fr. .'iO, 13 fr. 05 c.

'J'hc Steamboat Joukaky (4-5 hrs.) in preferable in Hummer in pood
weather. Tlie courKC licH tlirouf^^li the I'orto di Lido (p. .'{53), then at houic

little distance from the Hat coant of Krinli, dominated by the distant
chains of the Friulian and Julian A1j)h, and finally across the (inlf of

Trieste, with fine views of Grado, the Karst, the Istrian coast (light-
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house of Salvorc), and the Monte Maggiore (4580 ft.), near Abbazia. —
Steamers of the Austrian Lloyd (ofSce in the Piazzetta; at Trieste in

the Lloyd Palace, at the Old Harbour) leave Venice for Trieste daily in

summer (on Thurs. in the morning, other days at 11 p.m.) and in winter
on Mon., Wed., and Frid. at midnight. From Trieste they return every
night in summer (on AVed. at midday) and on Tues., Thurs. and Frid. in

winter. Fares 15 or 8 K, return-ticket 18 or 12 K, berth 3 or 2 K extra;
combined railway and steamer ticket, valid for a week, 28 fr. 5, 22 fr. 45 c.

From May to Sept. (or Oct.) an excursion -steamer leaves Trieste daily
at 8 a.m., returning from Venice at 8 p.m. ; return-ticket 9 iT. — A steamer
of the Socletd Veneziana di Navigazione a Vapore leaves Venice for

(5 hrs.) Trieste every Sun. morning (returning from Trieste on Mon. morn-
ing) ; fare 10, return-ticket 121/2 fr-

From Venice to (5 M.) Mesfre, see p. 330. ~ The railway di-

verges to the right from the line to Treviso and Udine and runs to

the N.E. across the coast -plain, among vineyards and groves of

mulberry and other trees. — l^Y^ M- tSan Michele del Quarto
is the station for the humble village of Altino (3 M. to the S.E.),

the successor of the ancient Altinum (p. 296), which was the most
frequented bathing-place in Venetia and one of the wealthiest town
on the lagoons. — We cross the Sile, which lower down has been

diverted by means of the Fossalta di Piave into the former channel

of the Piave, for the protection of the Venetian lagoon.

Farther on we cross the Piave, the boundary of Friuli, and

reach (26 M.) San Dona di Piave.
To the S. is the little bathing-resort of Cavazuccherina (new hotel),

with an excellent beach (steamer to Venice, see p. 344). In the vicinity

is the picturesque ruined church of lesolo (11th cent.).

31 M. Ceggia (inn).

From Ceggia a road (diligence daily in 31/2 brs.) leads to the S.E. to

(20 M.) the small lagoon-town of Caorle (inn), which, though now sadly
decayed, was a flourishing seaport in the early middle ages and the see
of a bishop from 598 to 1818. The well-preserved Cathedral (1038), with
its alternate pillars and columns, its open-work roof, and its three apses,
is a good specimen of the early-Romanesque style. The round campanile
is of the same period.

We cross the Livenza to (34 M.) Santo Stino di Livenza.
About 3 M. to the W. lies the chateau of Magnadole, with admirable

frescoes by Paolo Veronese (painted after 1572).

42 M. Portogruaro (16 ft.; Alb. Italia), the seat of a bishop,

has 3100 inhab. and lies on the small river Lemene. The Museo
Nazionale Concordiese contains Roman and early-Christian anti-

quities from Concordia Sagittaria, the ancient Roman military

station Concordia, situated IY4 M. farther down the river, which
preserves an early mediaeval baptistery as well as Roman remains.

A Bkawcii Kailw^ay runs to the N. from Portogruaro to (I3V2M. ; in

3/4 hr.) Casarsa (p. 421), via (10 M.) San Vito al Tagliamento.

Beyond (46 M.) Fossalta di Portogruaro we cross the Tagli-
amento and reach (51 M.) Latisana.

62 M. San Giorgio di Nogaro, on the Corno, is the Italian

customs station and the junction of a branch-line to (287^ M.)

Cividale (p. 423; via (772 M.) Palmanova, a frontier-fort laid out
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in the form of a star by the Venetiaus in 1593, and (18 Yg^-) Udine.
— We now cross the Aussa, the ancient Alsa^ where Emp. Con-

stantius II. fell in battle against his brother Constans in 340.

68^2 ^- Cervignano (Railwmj Restaurant), the seat of the

Austrian custom-house, with terracotta works and weaving -mills,

is the first village in the Austrian littoral. A branch -line runs

hence to Grado (see below). — From (71 JVI.) Villa Vicentina, a

carriage may be taken to Aquilcia (one-horse 2 ^40 A). — We
cross the Isonzo, the Sontms of the ancients, known at its embou-

chure as Sdobba. — 76 M. Bonchi.

79 M. Monfalcone (80 ft.), with a small harbour and ship-

building yards, is situated on the W. verge of iheKarst (Ital. Carso).,

the irregular and barren limestone plateau that extends on the S.

to Istria. A branch -line runs hence to Grradisca and Gorizia (see

Baedeker^s Austria-Hungary). — A view of the Gulf of Trieste

opens to the right as we proceed.

89 M. Wabresina (550 ft.; Rail. Restaurant ; Hotel-Garni
Andr^) is the junction of railways from Trieste to St. Peter, Gratz,

and Vienna, and to St. Peter, Abbazia, and Fiume (see Baedeker^s

Austria-Hungary). — At (94 M.) Grignano (270 ft.) we have a

view, on the right, of the imperial chateau of Miramar, built in

1854-56 by Archduke Maximilian (Emp. of Mexico, d. 1865).

100 M. Trieste, sec Baedeker^s Austria-Hungary.

A Branch Railway (8 M. in ^j^ hr.) runs from Cervignano

(see above) to the S.E. to the Grado Station., whence a steamboat

(20 h; dirty) and a motor-launch (no luggage carried) ply in 25 min.

to Grado (3 if, return-ticket 41/2 K).

To the left of the railway after we leave Cervignano lies the

village of Monaster o., until 1787 the seat of a Benedictine nunnery,

with the model-farm (vineyards) of Baron von Ritter-Zahony.

4y2 M- Aquileia. — Hotels (Vy M. from the station
;
quite Italian)

:

Hotel cle la Foste (PI. a; B, 4), with cafe -restaurant and small garden,
R. 2-5 K, B. 40 h, clean; Citta di Grado (PI. b; B, 4), with small garden;
Aquila Nera (PI. c; B, 4). — Si)urious antiquities (gems) and worthless
coins are freely liawked for sale.

Aquileia (Ger. Aglar), a poor town situated in the gravelly

delta formed by the Isonzo, Torre, and Natisone, lies 2Y2 M. to the

W. of the lagoon of Grado (p. 430), with which it is connected by
a navigable canal, and 57^ ^^- fi'om the open sea. The district, for

centuries rendered uninhabitable by the malaria (p. xxiii) rising

from the swampy rivers and canals, has been partly drained and

rc-settled since the reign of Maria Theresa.
The town of Aquilcia, founded by the Romans in 181 B.C. as a bul-

wark against the Celts and Istrians, was already a cominercial and trad-

ing place of great inij)ortance in the reign of AiiguHluH, who hero received

a visit from King Herod of Judua in 10 ii.C, Its chief products were
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amber and glass ware. As a naval station and strong frontier -fortress
it soon became the chief point (Vappui of the Romans in their campaigns
against Illyria and the lands of the Danube, and it was the starting-point
of several important military roads. In A.D. 169 Marcus Aurelius re-

pulsed the Quadi and the Marcomani from Aquileia. In 238 the Emperor
Maximinus Thrax, whilst vainly besieging the town, was murdered by
his own soldiers outside the walls. Aquileia was captured by Emp. Julian
the Apostate in 3(51, and at the close of the same century it was, on the
testimony of Ausonius, the largest town in Italy, next to Rome, Milan,
and Capua, and the ninth in size in the Roman empire. It resisted the
onset of the Visigoths under Alaric in 401, but was taken and destroyed
by Attila in 452. In 568 it was conquered by the Lombards.

The early bishopric of Aquileia (which became an archbishopric in

369) did much for the spread of Christianity in the neighbouring pagan
lands. In 560 Paulinus exchanged the title of archbishop for that of
patriarch, but on the approach of the Lombards (see above) fled with all

the clergy and most of the inhabitants to Grrado, which then succeeded
to the commercial importance of Aquileia. In 627 the Patriarch Fortuna-
tus retreated to Cormons and in 730 Callixtus removed his residence
thence to Cividale (p. 424). Subsequently the patriarchate was transferred
to Udine in 1238 and finally came to an end in 1752, being replaced by the
archbishoprics of Gorizia and Udine. Aquileia in the meantime had sunk
into insignificance since the 8th cent., and its Roman monuments supplied
building-material for Grade and the rapidly growing Venice.

The square outline of the original Roman camp may still be

traced beside the two mill-streams, the high-road representing the

ancient Cardo and the central cross -street the Decumanus (comp.

p. 36). The only visible relics of Roman erections are the scanty

fragments of the Town Wall (PI. C, 1; dating from the Augustan

period) to the N.W. of the station and the N. mill-stream. The
remains of the Circus (PI. A, B, 1, 2) and of the Amphitheatre
(PI. B, 3, 4) have been covered up again.

By following the highroad from the station and then the second

cross-road to the left we reach the (5 min.) *Cathedral (PI. C, 3),

a flat-roofed basilica with aisles and transept, erected by Patriarch

Poppo (1019-42) and consecrated in 1031 on the site of a much
larger early - Christian church due to Bishop Theodorus (314?).

Destroyed by earthquakes in 1348 and 1379, the nave was rebuilt

by Patriarch Markward in the Gothic style. The Renaissance addi-

tions to the choir date from the Venetian period (ca. 1500). In

1845-46 it was restored.
Interior (adm. 60 h). In the left aisle is a small circular chapel, in

marble (1031), originally intended as a replica of the Holy Sepulchre (comp.
p. 627j. — A number of early-Christian mosaics of the time of Theodorus
were discovered in the right aisle in 1910: the three first panels, by the
entrance, show arabesque patterns; in the next three are medallions with
portraits and allegorical forms, with Christ as the Good Shepherd; the
following (central) panel bears a Victoria (symbol of the triumph of the
church) and the inscription of Theodorus; while the last panels, behind
the remains of the old choir-screen, illustrate the history of Jonah. The
chapel of St. Ambrose, at the end of the aisle, contains the tomb of
patriarchs of the Delia Torre family of Milan (1273-1365; comp. p. 151).— The choir contains an altar-piece by PcUegrino da San Daniele, in a
fine old frame, with the tutelars of Rome (SS. Peter and Paul), Aquileia
(SS. Hermagoras and Fortunatus), and Venice (SS. Mark and Theodore).
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The frescoes in the apse, probably dating from the days of Poppo and
Markward, represent the Consecration of the church in the presence of

Emp. Conrad II. (above) and the Sufferings of St. Hermagoras (below). —
The walls of the crypt, which is a relic of the original early-Christian

church, are painted with frescoes of the 13th century. Behind a screen
is an old reliquary.

The rtiinons 'Chiesa dei Pagani\ dating from the time of Poppo,

connects the narthex of the cathedral with the Baptistery ^ an

octagonal building of the 4th cent, on Roman foundations.
The lower part of the conspicuous Campanile (240 ft. high), which

rises on the site of the left aisle of the early-Christian basilica, is Roman-
esque (1031) and is built of stones from the amphitheatre. The upper part
dates from the 14th century. The top commands a superb *View of the
lagoons, the Gulf of Trieste, the plain of the Isonzo, and tlie distant
Friulian and Julian Alps.

"We return to the highroad and taking the next turning on tlie

right, reach the *Aech^ological Museum (PL C, 4), founded in

1882 and containing antiquities discovered in the vicinity of Aqui-

leia. Open daily 8-12 and 2-7(8-5 in winter); adm. 50 A /visitors ring.

Illustrated catalogue (1910; 1 K). Director, Prof. H. Maionica.
The charming Garden, with ancient sculptures, sepulchral urns, etc.

effectively interspersed among the cedars, cypresses, and palms, recalls

the Villa Albani at Rome.
The Ground Floor contains the sculptures. In the outer hall are

the larger monuments, including the Roman Tombs, which, bounded by
Oippi (corner-stones), used to flank the road soutside the town-gates. They
are arranged according to type, viz. the Stelx (simple tomb-stones), TiUill
(mural tablets), Arx (altar-tombs), Sarcophagi of stone and of lead, JEdi-
culsR (chapel-shaped tombs), and Oistx (cinerary urns). Some of the cistse

have tall pyramidal covers. A Roman sun-dial, with a wind-indicator, may
be noted also. — Room I. Smaller sculptures. Wall C, 11. Bust in the
style of Polycletus (freely restored); 12c. Bust of Livia, wife of Augustus.
— R. II. Imperial statues (Wall A, 1. Tiberius; Wall F, 83. Claudius) and
military monuments. — R. III. Roman municipal monuments, sepulchral
inscriptions, etc. Wall C, 46. Sarcophagus-relief of boys drinking. Early-
Christian antiquities: Wall B, 31. Fragment of mosaic of the 4th cent.;
Wall C, 49a. Relief with SS. Paul and Peter (4th cent.). — R. IV (Room
of the gods). Roman inscriptions and sculptures relating to the worship
of the gods. Wall A & E, 24-29. Stone medallions (clipea) with busts of
the gods; Wall C, 74. Reproduction of the Venus de Medici (p. 583); 83.

Round relief of a dancing Maenad. Wall E, 41. Cinerary urn, with watch-dog.

On the P^RST Floor are the smaller antiquities. — Room V. Central
Case I. Prehistoric and Roman sepulchral antiquities. Case VI. Cameos,
vitreous paste (cheap imitations of gems, including a *Hermaphrodite re-

posing), rings, works in agate, etc. Case III. *Works in amber, includ-
ing a box with the bust of a bacchante. Case IX. Coins and medals.
Wall-case V contains a number of flies stamped in gold (probably from a

pall) and other articles in gold. — R. VI. Metal work: leaden frames for

sepulchral mirrors; works in iron; bronzes. — R. VII. Terracottas, in-

cluding numerous Roman and early-Christian lamps. — R. VIII. *Glass,
some very rare: cinerary urns, ointment and perfume bottles, opalescent
glass, and fragments of the rare 'Murrino' glass. In Case XXVIII is an
asbcHtoH net, used in cremations.

77.^ M. Belvedere^ the next Htation, is a village on tlie margin ol'

the lagoon, with a fin(i pine-wood (pineta), ext(.'nsiv(; dunes, and fisb-

batcherics. — 8 M. Grado Station^ with waiting-room and buffet.
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The Steamer thence to Grado follows the new canal, skirting

the railway-embankment at present under construction, and passes

close to the island of Go7'go. On Gorgo and on the islets to the E.

of the embankment are numerous casoni, or fishermen's huts con-

structed of reeds and resembling prehistoric structures.

Qrado. — Hotels. Grand-Hotel Fonzari (PI. a; B, 3), Piazza Corte,

R. from 3 /f; Hot. Esplanade, Via di Bagni, R. 5-7 K, new; Hotel Lido
(PI. b; B, 3); Pensione Fortino (PI. k; B, 3), closed Oct. -April; Hot.
Grignaschi (PI. f ; B, 2), good; Hot. Warner (PI. c; B, 3), R. 2-4 iC, etc.— Kursalon (PI. B, 3).

Post & Telegraph Office (PI. A, 3), Via Ospizio Vecchio. — Mos-
quitoes troublesome in summer (p. xxiii).

Grado^ a fishing-town (4000 inhab.), pleasantly situated on a

spit of land CZi(ioJ, with three sardine-factories, has recently become
the most frequented bathing - resort in Austria next to Abbazia.

Originally, under the name of Aquae GradatsB, merely a sea-bathing
dependency of the Roman Aquileia, Grado enjoyed a brief period of im-
portance in the 6th and 7th cent., especially under the Patriarch Elias
(572-578), who formally proclaimed it the Nova Aquileia. It joined the
Venetian naval league (p. 296) in 697 and became the ecclesiastical centre
for all sea -faring places; but its isolation from its 'hinterland' heavily
handicapped it in the race with Venice. Its decline was hastened by the
numerous floods caused by the violent scirroccos, which engulfed a large
portion of its territory. The residence of its patriarch was in 1156 re-

moved to Venice and in 1451 the patriarchal title was transferred to the
new archbishopric of Venice. Since 1809 Orado has belonged to Austria.

A Digay or mole, now protects the quaint old town, in the centre

of which is the Piazza Grande (PL A, 2, 3) and the little Giardino
FubblicOy with an artesian well, 710 ft. in depth.

A little to the E. rises the Cathedral (Sanf Eufemia), founded
in the 5th cent, but rebuilt about 578 by the Patriarch Elias. It is

a basilica with aisles but no transept, with a modernized narthex.
Interior (restored in 1869). The mosaic pavement dates from the

time of Elias. — In the nave, to the left, is a Romanesque pulpit, with
a canopy in the Venetian-Byzantine style. — The high-altar has an ante-

pendium (pala) in embossed silver, a Venetian work of 1372 (covered).
In the apse are ancient frescoes (13th cent.) and the patriarch's throne,
put together out of various early-Christian fragments. — Several early-
Christian and mediaeval church -utensils are preserved in the sacristy,
from which we enter a small court, containing remains of Roman and
Christian monuments, including three Roman sarcophagi.

Adjoining the cathedral is an originally early -Christian Bap-
tistery (PI. 1 ; B, 3), now containing no font. — The foundations of

an 8th cent. (?) Basilica may be seen in the Piazza della Corte

(Pl.B, 3); below them are fragments of an early-Christian aisleless

basilica of the 6th cent., with mosaics.
Pleasant excursion (^/^ hr., boat with 2 hrs.' stay S K 20-^ K 60 h) to

the little island of Barhana, on which is an ancient pilgrimage -church,
founded in 585 and reconstructed? in 1593-1612. A mariners' procession
takes place here annually en the fiiat Sun. in July.
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Route Page

56. From Turin to Piacenza via Alessandria .... 433
57. From Milan to Bologna via Parma and Modena. Pia-

cenza. Reggio 434
From Piacenza to Greuoa via Bobbio. From Fiorenzuola
to Cremona and via Lugagnano to Yelleia, 437. — From
Borgo San Donnino to Salsomaggiore and Tabiano, 438.
— From Reggio to Ciano and Canossa, to Sarzana and
Guastalla, 440, 441. Correggio, 441.

58. Parma 441
59. From (Milan) Parma to Sarzana (Pisa) and fSpezia . 449

From Aulla to Castelnuovo di Garfagnana, 450.

60. Modena 451
From Modena to Nonantola, to Mirandola, to Sassuolo
and Piandelagotti, to the Bagni di Lucca and Pieve-
pelago, to Vignola, 455.

61. From Venice to Bologna via Padua and Ferrara . . 456
From Abano Bagni to the Euganean Hills, 456. — From
Rovigo to Chioggia. Cento, 459.

62. Ferrara 460
From Ferrara to Copparo, to Codigoro, and to Ra-
venna, 467, 468.

63. Bologna 468
a. The Central and South -Western Quarters, 472. —

b. The Northern and Eastern Quarters, 479. — c. En-
virons of Bologna, 488.

64. From Bologna to Florence via Pistoia 490
From Sasso to Prato, 490. — From Pracchia to Pieve-
pelago and Pistoia, 491.

65. From Bologna to Ravenna 492
66. From Ravenna (or Bologna) to Florence via Faenza . 507

The Emilia, embracing the district between the Apennines and the Po,
from the Treljbia (p. 433) to Cattolica on the Adriatic, includes the former
duchies of Parma and Modena^ as well as the papal Romaf/na, and is now
divided into the eight provinces of Piacenza, Partna, Regqio, Modena,
Bologna, Ferrara, Ravenna, and Forli, covering an area of 7920 sq. M.,
with a population of 2,478,000 souls. The dialects spoken here form the
third main group of the Celtic languages of Upper Italy, and the nasal
sound of the vowels will at once strike the traveller as indicating the
afflnity ol the people with -the French. The Celts crossed the Alps in

several migrations. After the Inituhri had conquered the district of
Milan and the Cenomani Brescia and Verona, the tribe of the Roil crossed
the Po about 400 B.C. and subjugated the Etruscans and Umbrians who
were settled to the S, of that river. They chose Jiofofpia for their capital,

in the name of which is still preserved that of the conquerors. The
Senones next invaded Italy and took possession of the coast-district to

the S. of the Boii, extending nearly to Ancona. It was a horde of these
Gauls that destroyed Homo in !}89 B.C. About a century later Italy,

nnited under the leadership of Rome, began to reconquer the lost territory.

Basdeksb's Northern Italy. 14th Edit. 28
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In 283 the Senones were exterminated. In 269 a colony was established
at Ariminiiin, which became the strongest frontier-fortress in the pen-
insula and was connected with Rome by the Via Flaminia. In 224 the
Boii were subjugated and, by planting the colonies of Placentia and Cre-
mo7ia in 219, Rome extended her frontier as far as the Po. This process
of Latinization was interrupted by the invasion of Hannibal but vigour-
ously resumed after his defeat; and in 189 Bologna, and in 183 Modena
and Parma received Roman colonies. M. ^milius Lepidtcs , who was
consul in 187 B.C., constructed a military road from Rimini to Piacenza,
via Bologna, Modena, Reggio, and Parma, a distance of 150 M., called the
Via Emilia, whence the whole district derived the ancient name which
it still retains. Down to the time of Caesar, although the Roman language
and customs had spread rapidly here, the district was officially known as

Gallia Cispadana, the 'Province of Gaul on this side of the Po', and the
Rubicon formed the frontier of Italy; but in 43 B.C. it was finally united
with the latter.

The institutions of antiquity lingered here longer than in any other
part of Italy. In 402 the Emperor Ilonorius transferred his residence to

Ravenna, which continued to be the capital also under Odoacer and the
early Gothic kings. After the overthrow of the Gothic domination by
Belisarius (539) and Narses, the conqueror of Totila (552) and Teia (553),
Ravenna became the seat of the Exarchs, and the Italian centre of the
Eastern Roman Empire. The Lombards (p. 150) after 568 attacked and
finally took possession of it, but it was soon wrested from them by the
Prankish king Pepin, who is said to have presented the whole exarchate,
i.e. the coast-district from the Po to Ancona, to the Roman Church in 755.

At first, however, the real supremacy over the district was held by the
Archbishop of Ravenna. The States of the Church never constituted a

uniform whole like those of Milan or Venice. They consisted of a number
of towns, principalities, and monasteries, often estranged from the ponti-
fical throne and not unfrequently in arms against it. The pope appointed
cardinals as his legates in the different districts, but their power was
limited, since the most important prerogatives were usurped by his sub-
jects. Meanwhile the towns in the Emilia prospered greatly and became
famous as cradles of science, notwithstanding the feuds between Guelphs
and Ghibellines, princes, nobles, and burghers, which raged within and
without their walls. Roman Laiv, which after the Germanic invasion had
been preserved in Ravenna, Bologna, Pavia, and other towns and districts,

Ijegan to be studied scientifically in this region in the 11th century. From
the 12th cent, onwards, owing to the unsettled condition of rights, the
study became very prevalent, Bologna being its great centre, seconded
by Parma and Pavia, whence a knowledge of Roman law gradually ex-
tended over the other countries of Europe (comp. p. 471).

The Political History of these districts during the middle ages re-

cords continual struggles for precedence among several rival powers. As
long as the power of the emperors was in the ascendant, they kept the
pretensions of the popes in check. Nicholas III. was the first pope to

obtain control of the entire Romagna (in 1278). During the exile of the
popes at Avignon the dismemberment of the papal dominions seemed
imminent, but after protracted combats it was prevented by Cardinal
d^Albornoz, a valiant Spaniard who was sent to Italy by Innocent VJ.
in 1353. Even those princes, however, who consented to acknowledge the
papal supremacy still continued practically independent. It is difficult

to say how often the stubborn citizens of Bologna were subdued by the
popes, only to rise again in successful revolt. Alexander VI. and his son
Cesare Borgia at length put an end to this insubordination about 1499;
they extirpated the dynasties of the Romagna with fire and sword, and
from that period the papul fiefs began to be gradually converted into a

state in the modern sense. Under Julius II. and Leo X. the papal sup-
remacy was farther extended to Modena, Parma, and Piacenza. In 1545
Paul III. Farnese invested Pier Luigi, his natural son, with the last
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two as a duchy, which, on the extinction of the Farnese in 1731, came
into the possession of the Spanish Bourbons. In Modena and Reggio, the

house of Este maintained its supremacy in spite of the papal pretensions,
while Ferrara in 1597 was incorporated with the States of the Church.

The whole of the existing institutions were at length overthrown by
the French Revolution. Napoleon I. united Parma to France and annexed
Modena and the Romagna to his kingdom of Italy. Though thus under
foreign domination the country now enjoyed a period of active and useful
internal reform, which, however, was rudely interrupted by the fall of
Napoleon and the establishment of Austrian supremacy. Parma was
awarded to Marie Louise and Modena to Archduke Francis, the heir of

the last Este (who died in 1803 with the title of Duke of Breisgau). The
worst lot befel the Romagna, in spite of the entreaty addressed by its

ambassadors at the Congress of Vienna, rather to hand over their country
to an 'infernal than to the papal government'. By an edict of 15th August,
1814, no fewer than 1824 dissolved monasteries and 612 nunneries were
re-erected in the States of the Church. The Code Napoleon was abolished
and the ecclesiastical administration, as organized by Sixtus V. in 1590,
re-established. The four northernmost provinces, Bologna, Ferrara, Ra-
venna, and Forli, were governed by a cardinal with the title of Legate
(whence these districts were called legations), whose sway was arbitrary
and despotic in the extreme. The courts of justice and all the chief
magistracies were administered by priests, and never probably did a

government earn for itself such a fund of hatred from its subjects. In
1821, 1831, and 1848 the Emilia succeeded in throwing off the yoke of its

dukes and legates, but on each occasion the insurrection was crushed by
Austrian intervention. The war of 1859 rendered the rising under Farini
a more successful undertaking, and by the plebiscite of 12th March, 1860,
Die annexation of the Emilia to Piedmont was accomplished.

56. Prom Turin to Piacenza via
Alessandria.

117 M. Railway in 3V..-7 hrs. (fares 21 fr. 85, 15 fr. 30, 9 fr. 85 c;
express 22 fr. 90, 16 fr. 10," 10 fr. 40 c).

From Turin to Alessandria, ^^^U ^1 ^^-^ ^- ^^^ ^^^ c. Beyond
Alessandria we traverse the battlefield ofMarengo (p. 62). — 6lY2^-
Spinetta (p. 62), to the S.E. of Marengo. — 65 M. San Giuliano
IHemonte. The train crosses the Scrivia.

At (70 M.) T(jrtona (p. 244) our line unites with that from Milan
to Genoa viaVoghera (R. 38), which we follow to (SOYg^O Voghera
(p. 243).

We then skirt the N. spurs of th (t Ajjemmies. — 86 Y^ M- Cas-
teygio (445 ft.), tlie Clastidium (p. 150) of tlie wars hetween tlie

Romans and Oauls. — 94 M. Broni (290 ft.).

96 M. Stradella (330 ft.), a town of 6600 inhabitants. From
Stradella to Bressana- Boftarone and Pavia, see p. 243; steam-
tramway to n5Y5j M.) Vof/hera^ see p. 243.

At (98V2 M.) Arena-'Po we enter tlie plain of the Po. 103 M.
CastelSan Giovanni (245 ft.). - R(!yond (112 M.) Sari Nicold we
traverse the plain of the Trehhia (ancient TreZ;m)menio rahle for

the victory gained by Ifannihal, 218 IJ. C, over the Romans.
117 M. Piacenza f see p. 435.

28*
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57. From Milan to Bologna via Parma and
Modena. Piacenza. Reggio.

134 M. Railway in 3-6V2 hrs. (fares 25 fr. 10, 17 fr. 55, 11 fr. 30 c.

;

express 25 fr. 70, 18 fr., 11 fr. 60 c). To Piacenza, 43 M., in 1-2 hrs.

(fares 8 fr. 5, 5 fr. 65, 3 fr. 65 c. ; express 8 fr. 85, 6 fr. 20, 4 fr. 5 c). A
dining-car (L. 31/2? D. 41/2 f^O is attached to the fastest trains. The
'lightning express' mentioned at p. 449 may be used as far as Parma.

Milan, see p. 152. — At (41/2 M.) Rogoredo the line to Pavia,

Voghera, and Genoa diverges to the right (see p. 190 and R. 38). —
11 M. Melegnano (290 ft.), formerly Marignano. Here, on 14th

Sept., 1515, Francis I. of France, in his campaign against Massi-

miliano Sforza (p. 151), defeated the Swiss allies of Milan, 7000
of whom fell in the action. Here, too, a conflict took place between

the French and the Austrians, on 7th June, 1859, resulting in the

retreat of the latter. The Parish Chm^ch contains a Baptism of

Christ, by Borgognone. Steam-tramway to Sant' Angelo (see below).

— 15 Y2 M. Tavazzano. Innumerable cuttings for purposes of

irrigation and drainage intersect the plain.

20 V2 M. Lodi (260 ft.; Alb. Sole e Gamhero, R. 2-21/2, omn.

72 fr. ; Alb. Vignolo)^ a town with 17,300 inhab., founded by Fre-

derick Barbarossa in 1162 after the destruction of Lodi Vecchio

(see below), was one of the bitterest enemies of Milan in the middle

ages. It is celebrated as the scene of Napoleon's storming of the

bridge over the Adda, 10th May, 1796. Parmesan cheese is largely

exported. — The Cathedral contsims an altar-piece by Calisto Piazza

of Lodi. San Lorenzo^ a Romanesque church of the 12th cent.,

has been restored in the original style since 1889. The church of

the *Incoronata, erected by Giov. Battagio, Giov. Dolcebuono, and

others in 1488-94, but somewhat spoiled by restoration, contains

altar-pieces by Borgognone (1498) and Calisto Piazza, a fine organ-

gallery by Dan. Gambriano (1507), and elaborate choir-stalls by
C. A. Lanzani (ca. 1700).

From Lodi steam-tramways runs to Pavia (p. 240), via SanV Angelo
Lodigiano; to Bergamo (p. 248), via Treviglio; and to Soncino (p. 259),
via Ore ma.

Lodi Vecchio, the old Roman colony of Laus Pompeia, destroyed
by the Milanese in 1111 and 1158, lies 41/2 M. to the W. of Lodi. The
unimportant village contains some Roman remains and two interesting
churches: San Bassiano, a handsome brick building with 15th cent, fres-

coes, and the Badia di San Pietro, also embellished with frescoes.

3272 M. Casalpusterlengo (200 ft.; to Pavia, see p. 243). —
3572 M. Codogno (190 ft.), with 10,300 inhab. and a large trade

in cheese, is the junction for a branch-line to Cremona (R. 39). —
We cross the Po immediately before reaching Piacenza, below tlie

iron bridge (Ponte Vittorio Emanuele Terzo; 1905-8), 660 yds. in

length, which carries the road.
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43 M. Piacenza \^Railway Restaurant). — Hotels (comp. p. xxi).

*Alh. San Marco (PI. a; D, 2), Via San Marco, R. from 4, omn. 3/^ fr.

;

Croce Bianca (PL b ; D, 2), Via del Dazio Vecchio, opposite the market,
with good restaurant, R. 21/2 -3V2, omn. ^/^ fr. ; Italia (PL c; C, 3), Via
Garibaldi. — Cafes. Caffe, Roma and others, in the Piazza dei Cavalli

;

Caffe Grande, Corso Vitt. Emanuele Secondo (PL C, 3).

Cab. Per drive 70 e.; from the station to the town 1 fr. (30 c. more
at night)

;
per hr. I1/2 fi*- ; each box 25 c. — Tramway from the station to

the town.
Chief Attractions (V2 day): Palazzo Municipale; Cathedral; Palazzo

Farnese; San Sisto. The churches are closed from 12 to 3.

Piacenza (200 ft.), with 35,600 inhab., the capital of a province

and the see of a bishop, lies Y3 M. from the S. bank of the Po.

The town possesses a Town Wall, 4 M. in length, dating from

1525-47, but now partially robbed of its bastions, and several

interesting churches and Renaissance palaces.

Piacenza was founded by the Romans, 219 B.C., as Colonia Placentia,
in a position commanding one of the passages of the Po, which lent it

importance as a fortress against the Gauls. In the middle ages Piacenza
held a high rank in the league of the Lombard towns, then it came under
the domination of the Visconti, the Sforza, and the popes, and finally, in

1545, into the possession of the Farnese family (p. 442).

The picturesque Piazza dei Cavalli (PI. C, D, 2), the chief

centre of traffic, derives its name from the affected equestrian

bronze Statues of the Dukes Alessandro and Ranuccio Farnese

(pp. 442, 443), by Francesco Mocchi of Tuscany (1620-25). — To
the S.W. of the piazza is situated the *Palazzo Municipale, erected

in 1281 et seq. and described by Burckhardt as 'one of the earliest

instances of a worthy and monumental embodiment in stone and lime

of the growing spirit of municipal independence'. On the ground-

floor there is a marble arcade with five pointed arches; in the upper
floor are six rich round-arch windows (of terracotta), and the attic

is crowned with battlements.

Near the piazza, in the Via Venti Settembre, which leads to

the Piazza del Duomo, rises San Francesco (PL 2 ; D, 2), a Gothic

brick edifice of 1278, preceded by a marble statue of G. D. Roma-
gnosi, the jurist (d. 1835).

Tlie *Cathedral (PI. I), 3), a Lombard-Romanesque edifice dat-

ing from 1122, has a superstructure added in the 13th century. On
the facade are three projecting porches (the central with columns
resting on lions), above which are a circular window and open gal-

leries with dwarf pillars; the sculptures are by Wiligelmus and
Nicolaus (p. xlii). The choir is fine. 1'he entire edifice was restored

in 1898-190J.
Interior. Over the high -altar is a rich Gotiiic rercdos (15th cent.).

The church contains adniiraljlc *FreHcoc.s by Gnercino (prophets and sibyls),
in the dome, and by Lodovico Caracci (anpels strowinj^ flowerH) on the
arches in front of the choir. The crypt is borne by 100 columns.

To the S.W. of the Piazza del Duomo, opposite the Via Chiap-

poni, rises Sant' Antuninu (PL D, 3),' formerly tlic catliedral, dat-
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ing from the 12tli cent, and several times restored, the last time

in 1857, of curious irregular shape. The wide transept is near the

W. end of the church, and from its intersection with the nave rises

a tower borne by eight massive round columns.
A modern inscription in the fine old Gothic vestibule, called 'Para-

dise' (1350), commemorates the fact that the delegates of the league of

Lombard cities, assembled in the church in 1183, there approved of the
Peace of Constance.

To the E. of the Piazza del Duomo lies the very ancient church

of San Savhio (PL E, 3), with a freely modernized interior. The
mosaic pavement (12th cent.) in the crypt, with representations of

the months, the signs of the zodiac, etc., repays a visit.

To the N.E. of the Cathedral, at the corner of the Strada alia

Dogana is the Palazzo dei Trihunali (PI. 6, E 2; formerly Pal.

Landi), by G-iov. Battagio (1484). It possesses two picturesque

dilapidated courts, fragments of a handsome terracotta frieze, and

a rich early-Renaissance portal (on the KE.).

To the KW. of the Palazzo dei Tribunali, at the corner of the

Via Felice Cavallotti and the Via San Pietro, lies the Biblioteca

Comunale (PL 1 ; D, 2).

The library contains about 120,000 vols, and 2800 MSS., including a

valuable psalter on red parchment, bound in silver, which once belonged
to Engilberga, the consort of Emp. Lewis II. (855-875), and the 'Codex
Landianus' of Dante's Divine Comedy, supposed to date from 1336.

The Strada alia Cittadella, the third turning to the right out

of the Via FeL Cavalotti, leads to the huge Palazzo Farnese
(PL D, 1, 2), erected in 1558 et seq. by Vignola for Duke Ottavio

Farnese (see below), but never completed, and now a barrack.

The Via San Sisto, diverging on the right from the Via Borghetto,

the continuation of the Via Fel. Cavallotti, brings us to the church

of *San Sisto (PL C, 1), an ancient edifice, rebuilt in 1499-1511

by Alessio Taramello in the early Renaissance style, with a fine

Ionic colonnade in front of the baroque fagade.

About 1515 Raphael painted for this church the Sistine Madonna (now
at Dresden), which was sold in 1753 to Augustus III., King of Poland and
Elector of Saxony, for 20,000 ducats and replaced by a copy by Pieran-
tonio Avanzini. The choir contains pictures by Camillo Procacclni, Palma
Giovane, etc., and also several much damaged intarsias by Bart, da
Busseto. In the left transept is the unfinished monument of Margaret of

Austria (d. 1586), daugliter of Emp. Charles V. and wife of Duke Ottavio
Farnese (p. 442).

From the Piazza dei Cavalli the Via Umberto leads to the N.W.
to the Istituto Gazzola (PL C, 2), an academy of art. Here is the

Civico MusEO, opened in 1903, containing prehistoric collections

from 'terramare' (p. 475), a bronze representation of the liver used

by an Etruscan soothsayer (haruspex), Roman antiquities, two fine

pieces of Flemish tapestry (ca. 1500), and some good pictures

{Antonello da Messina, Ecce Homo, 1473; Sandra Botticelli^ Ma-
donna and angels). Adm. Frid. & Sat., 10-3 (50 c. ; catalogue 25 c).
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Hence we proceed through the Via di Campagna, past the church

of San Sepolcro (left ; PL B, 2), an early-Renaissance structure by
Alessio Taramello, completed in 1534, and the monastery of the same
name, built in 1503 in the style of Bramante, to the church of —

Santa Maria di Campagna (PL A, 1, 2), an early-Renaissance

building by Taramello (ca. 1525), disfigured by alterations. It con-

tains admirable *Frescoes by Fordenone (1529-31): to the left of

the entrance, St. Augustine, to the right, St. Greorge; in the two

chapels on the left scenes from the life of the Virgin and of St. Ca-

tharine ; in the dome prophets and sibyls, etc.

From Piacenza to Turin^ see R. 56.

Steam Tramways from Piacenza (starting at the Stazione Tramviaj
PL F, 3) to (191/4 M.) Cremona (comp, p. 248) and to Agazzano, Rivergaroi
Bettola, CastelV Arquato, and Licgagnano (see below), in the Apennines-

Rivcrgaro (460 ft. ; Alb. Grande), 15 M. to the S. of Piacenza, lies in

the richly-wooded valley of the Trebbia, on the highroad from Piacenza
to Genoa (88 M. ; motor-diligence to Bobbio). Beyond Rivergaro the road
ascends the Trebbia to the S.W. to (29 M.) Bobbio (900 ft. ; Alb. del Barone),
formerly Bobium, where St. Columban (d. 615), an Irish monk, founded
a convent in 595, which became the most important in IS". Italy; most
of the famous library is now in the Vatican. Beyond (46V2 M.) Ottone
(1675ft.; Alb. Roma, R. 1 fr.) is (65 M.) Torriglia (2505 ft.; Alb. Corona
d'ltalia; oran. to G-enoa twice daily), a summer -resort prettily situated

among meadows. The Monte Antola (5245 ft.), with a refuge-hut (5100 ft.)

and extensive view, may be ascended hence in 2V2 hrs. by a bridle-path.

The road then descends, beyond the (70 M.) Colle delta Scoffera (2225 ft.),

into the Bisagno valley, passing (76 M.) Bargagli (1345 ft.), Prato (tram-
way to Genoa, see p. 97), (821/2 M.) Doria (255 ft.), and Staglieno (p. 114).
— 88 M. Genoaj see p. 95.

The Railway from Piacenza to Bologna follows the Roman
Via Emilia (p. 432), several traces of which still exist. View
of the Apennines on the right. Immediately to the right lies San
LfXzzaro Alheroni, with the Collegio Alberoni, an institute for boys.

The church contains the tomb of Cardinal Alberoni (1664-1752), the

all-powerful minister of Philip V. of Spain in 1711-19.

Wc cross the Nure to (481/2 M.) Pontenure (210 ft.). — To the

right lies Fontana Fredda^ where Theodoric the Great (p. 494)

and the Lombard kings once possessed a country-residence.

We cross the Arda to (56 M.) Fiorenzuula d'Arda (270 ft.),

a busy little town with 7800 inhab. and an old town wall.

From Fiorenzuola a light railway runs in one direction via (5 M.)
(Jorteonaggiore (105 ft.), containing altar-pieces by Pordenono in the Chiosa
dell' Annunziata and two tombs of tlie scliool of Amadco in the parish
rhurch, to (18'/'2 M.) Cremona (p. 244); and in tlio otlicr dinjction via ((> M.)
CastelVArf/uato (see above) to (O'/^ M.) L/rgagnano (see above). The inter-

esting little town of Castcll' Arquato po8HeHK(!H a castle ol" th(5 Visconti
and a Palazzo (Jomiinale, h(jth dating from the Mth century. In the (JhicHa

Principale are a valuable piece of oriental material with a repre.stintation

of the LaHt .Supper (12th or 13tli cent.), old MSS., and a maf,Miificent crucifix

(16th cent.); the pretty cloJHterH adjoining the church date from the \'Mh

century.
About M. to tho S.W. of Liigaynano (VArda (700 ft.; Alb. del Moro
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Centrale) lie the remaius of the ancient town of Velleia (1540 ft.), where
a Roman amphitheatre, a temple, the forum, and burying-grounds of the
pre-Roman epoch were excavated in 1760-76.

The village of Chiaravalle della Coloinba, 3V2 M. to the E. of Fioren-
ziiola, possesses one of the finest Gothic cloisters in the Emilia (ca. 1400),

adjoining the Romanesque parish church (ca. 1135,'.

641/2 M. Borgo San Donnino (235 ft. ; Leon d^ Oi^o)^ a small

town of 6300 inliab., the ancient Fidentia Julia, received its

present name in 387 in honour of St. Domninus, to whom the ancient

"^Cathedral, erected about 1100, is dedicated. This is one of the

finest Lombard -Romanesque churches in N. Italy; the admirable

fagade (unfinished) has lion-portals and numerous reliefs (some by
Benedetto Antelami, p. 444).

Steam -tramways connect Borgo San Donnino with Soragna (p. 448),
6M. to the N.E., and with Salsomaggiore (540 ft.; *Gr.-H6t. des Ther-
mes, R. from 31/2, B. I1/2, L. 31/2, D- 5, P. from 16 fr. ; Gr.-Hot. Milan,
R. 5-12, B. 1V2,-L. 4, D. 6, P. 121/2-I8 fr. ; *Gr.-Hdt. Cemtrale dei Bagni,
P. from 10 fr. ; Gr.-Hot. Detraz, these four of the first class ; Hot. Angioli
e Simplon; Hot. Bellevue; Hot. Cavour, P. 81/2-9V2 fr-), 6 M. to the S.W.
(fares 1 fr. 20, 60 c), a watering-place among the bleak foothills of the
Apennines, with strong saline and sulphureous springs , which have re-

cently come into favour withf oreigners as well as Italians (season, 1st

April-15th Nov.). Anglican Church Services and English doctor at the
Hot. des Thermos. Cable-railway up Monte Cucco (920 ft.) to the S.E. —
A highroad (diligence) connects Salsomaggiore with Tabiano (1080 ft.;

Grand-Hotel, P. from 9 fr. ; Alb. Roma; Alb. Curtarclli; Alb. dei Bagni),
a small watering-place 31/2 M. to the S.E., with a very strong sulphureous
spring (season, 16th May-30th Sept.).

Railway from Borgo San Donnino to Cremona, see pp. 448, 447.

70 M. Castelguelfo ; 1 M. to the E. of the station is the inter-

esting castle, erected by the Ghibelline Orlando Pallavicino as Torre
d' Orlando, but captured in 1407 and re -named by the Gruelph

Ottone Terzi of Parma. — Beyond (72 M.) Ponte Taro (230 ft.)

we cross the river Taro. The costumes of the peasant-women here

are peculiar.

78 M. Parma, see p. 441. — Parma is the junction for the

lines to Suzzara and Mantua (see p. 321), to Piadena and Brescia

(p. 269), and to Sarzana (Pisa) and Spezia (R. 59).

Beyond (82 M.) San Prospero Parmense the train crosses the

Enza, formerly the boundary between the duchies of Parma and Mo-
dena, and, beyond (85 M.) Sant' Ilario d'Enza (190 ft.), the Crostolo.

95 Y2 ^^- Reggio. — Railway Stations. 1. Stazione Ferroviaria
(PI. F, 3; restaurant), for the line to Milan and Bologna. — 2. Stazione
Santo Stefano fPl. A, 1), for the branch-line to Ciano (p. 440).

Hotels. Albergo Posta (PI. a; C, 3), near the Piazza Vittorio Ema-
nuele, R. 21/2 -3 fr., well spoken of; Alb. del Moretto. — Caff's Italia,
Piazza Cavour.

Cab, per drive 80 c, at night 1 fr., per hour IV2 fr-

Post & Telegraph Office (PL D, 3), Via Emilia San Pietro.
Chief Attractions (V-^ day): San Prospero; Cathedral; Madonna della

Ghiara.

Beggio (190 ft.), called Reggio nelV Emilia or Reggio Emilia
to distinguish it from Reggio in Calabria, the smcientRegium Lepidi,
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the capital of a province and the seat of a bishop, is a poor town

of 19,700 inhab., possessing broad streets flanked with arcades. In

the middle ages it was often the object of severe conflicts between

the Malaguzzi and the Ruggeri; from 1289 to 1597 it belonged to

Ferrara, after that to the duchy of Modena (comp. p. 461).

In the Via Emilia San Pietro, the E. part of the ancient Via

Emilia (p. 432), which intersects the town, rise the suppressed

Benedictine convent of San Pietro (PL E, 3, 4 ; now a military store),

with graceful early -Renaissance cloisters by Bart. Spani (1513),

and the Palazzo Terrachini, formerly called Casa JRuini (same

date), which possesses three pretty early-Renaissance courts.

To the S. of the main street, in the Piazza San Prospero, is the

church of San Prospero (PL C, 3), erected in 1504 by Gasparo
Bisi on the site of an earlier Romanesque edifice, to which the six

marble lions of the fagade (rebuilt in 1748) originally belonged.
Interior. Over the entrance is the tomb of Rufino Gabloneta (d. 1527),

by Bart. Spani. By the 4th altar on the right : ^Sodoma, St. Homobonus
giving alms (1518) ; 5th altar : Copy of Correggio^s Holy Night (transferred

to Dresden in 1746), in the original frame. — Right Transept: Statue of
the Madonna, by Prospero Clementi (d. 1584), grandson of Bart. Spani
and pupil of Michael Angelo. — In the Choir are frescoes (restored) by
Bern. Campi of Cremona and Camillo Procaccitu (1585-89).

In the adjacent Piazza Vitt. Emanuele is situated the Cath-
edral (PL C, 3), re-erected in the 15-16th cent., with a Renaissance

faQade, completed only in the lower part, behind which interesting

traces of the earlier Romanesque church of the 12th cent., with

frescoes of the 13th, are still observable. Above the principal

entrance are recumbent statues of Adam and Eve by Prospero
Clementi. Near the top of the tower is a group in copper (Madonna
and two donors) by Bart. Spani (ca. 1500?).

The Interior has a lofty choir and a crypt. In the 3rd chapel on the
right: Tomb of Valerio Malaguzzi (d. 1498), uncle of the poet Ariosto,
by Bart. Spani (ca. 1530). Chapel to the right of the choir: Monument of

Ugo Rangoni, Bishop of Rcggio and nuncio of Paul III. at the court of
Charles V., by P. Clementi (1506). Chapel to the left of the choir: Tomb
of Bishop BuonfranccKco Arlotti (d. 1508), by Bart. Spayii; admirable
statue of Christ, on the altar, by Clementi. Near the entrance, in the left

aisle, is the tomb of Chcrubino Sforzani, the alleged inventor of the hour-
glass, by Clementi (1560); beside the Ist chapel in the same aisle is the
tomb of Clementi, with his bust, a fine work by his pupil Franc. Pac-
chioni (1588). — In the Cappella del Sautuario, near the sacristy, are two
silver reliquaries with busts of St. Chrysanthus and St. Daria, by Bart.
Spani and his son Giov. Andrea Spani (1538); also a silver pax, by
Lelio Orsi.

On the W. side of the piazza, at the corner of the Via del Pa-

lazzolo and Via dolla Rosa, is the house (almost entirely rebuilt) in

which Lodovico Ariosto (p. 4G1), the poet, was born. Ilis father,

Niccolo Ariosti of P'errara, had married Daria Malaguzzi while he

was commandant of the citadel of R(!ggio. — Proceeding hence to

the W. by the Via San Pietro Martire, we reach the b.-irofjuc churel)

of the —
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*Madonna BELLA Ghiara (PI. A, B, 3), built after 1597 by
Al. Balhi of Ferrara, in the form of a Greek cross with a dome
over the crossing. It was finished after Balbi's death by Franc,
Pacchioni and restored in 1890 (closed 12.30-4).

The Interior is distinguished for the beauty of its proportions and
for its charming decorations in stucco. It is adorned with frescoes in the
nave anin the left transept by Luca Ferrari (1605-54) of Reggio, a pupil
of Guid Reni. The frescoes in the choir are by Al. Tiarini and those
in the dome and the right transept are by Lionello Spada, both of the
school the Caracci. In the left transept is a fine altar-piece (Cruci-
fixion) b Guercino ; and in the right transept is a highly-revered figure
of the Madonna, drawn by Lelio Orsi (1569; covered).

The Museum (PI. C, 2)' contains the natural history collection

of the celebrated physiologist Lazzaro Spallanzani (1729-99), an

interesting palaeo-ethnological collection illustrative of the history

of the province, and a 'Gliptoteca', containing sculptures from the

province of Reggio. — The Teatro Municipale (PL C, 2), erected

about 1855 by Ces. Costa, is one of the largest in Italy.

The Bihlioteca Municipale (PI. B, 4), Via Farini 5, contains

56,000 vols, and about 1000 MSS.
On the Via Emilia, about 2 M. to the S.E. of the Barriera Vittorio

Emanuele (PL E, F, 4), lies the village of San Maurizio (diligence from
Reggio thrice daily). Beyond the stream called the Rodano is a Renais-
sance triumphal arch (16th cent.), forming the entrance to the Mauriziano
or Villa delVAriosto, the unpretentious summer -residence of the Mala-
guzzi, where the poet was often a guest. The three Stanze dell' Ariosto,
which have been freely restored and contain furniture of a later period,

still retain the original Renaissance decoration. In the first room are

poor frescoes by Nice, dell' Abate (?), representing the poets of ancient
and modern Italy (including a portrait of Ariosto).

From Reggio to Ciano, 191/4 M., local railway in 1 hr. (station, see

p. 438). The line runs to the "W. to (5 M.) Cavriago (255 ft.) and then
skirts the foothills of the Apennines to (7 M.) Barco, the junction for

the branch-line to Montecchio mentioned on p. 449. — To the right, on the

other side of the Enza, we see the castle of Montechiarugolo (p. 449). —
9V2 M. Bibbiano (430 ft. ; inn), a town with 3700 inhab., is the station for

Qaattro Castella (625 ft.), IV2 M- to the S., with the ruins of four castles

which once belonged to the Countess Matilda of Tuscany (p. 511). — 13 M.
San Polo d^ Enza (6i6 ft.), in the Enza valley (road to Traversetolo, see

p. 449). On the right is the Rocca di Guardasone (p. 449), on the left

appear the castles of Rossena and Canossa. — I8V2 M. Canossa; 191/4 M.
Ciano d^Enza (695 ft. ; inn)

From Ponte Vico, near the station of Canossa, a cart-road leads to

the S.E. through a bleak region, skirting the S. base of the precipitous
rock on which stand the castle of Rossena (1620 ft.) and the Torre di
Rossanella, to (2 hrs.) the castle-rock of Canossa (1890 ft. ; custodian in

the uppermost house of the neighbouring village of Canossa, 1 fr.). This
ruined castle, once the strongest fortress in the Emilia, was erected in

940 and destroyed in 1255. It owes its celebrity to the penance imposed
here in 1077 upon Emp. Henry IV. by Pope Gregory YII. The latter, who
had taken refuge at Canossa with Countess Matilda on Henry's appearance
in Italy, refused to grant absolution until Henry, clad as a penitent, and
his wife Berta, had stood for three days (25-28th Jan.) outside the castle.

The scanty ruins are now a national monument; in the interior is a small
museum (key with the attendant). Magnificent view of the Apennines,
with the castle of Rossena in the foreground, and of the vast plain of
the Po towards the N., with Parraa, Reggio, and Modcna.
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Two monotonous Highroads (motor-diligence and omn,), the one via
Puianello, Pecorile (785 ft,), and Torre del Lago (2330 ft.), the other via
Puianello and Vezzano , connect Reggio with Casina (1885 ft. ; Alb. Yit-
toria), Marola (2650 ft.), with an old abbey, Felina (2200 ft.), and (30 M.)
the inconsiderable town of Castelnovo ne' Monti (2295 ft. ; Alb. Tre Ee,
R. IV2 fr.). From Felina a road runs to the little hill-town of Carpineti
(1825 ft. ; inn), the old castle of which was once a refuge of the quarrel-

some monk Hildebrand, afterwards Pope Grregory YII. Castelnovo lies

on the X.TV. flank of the abrupt rocky peak of the Pietra Bismantova
(3435 ft.), which Dante mentions in his Turgatorio' (iv. 25). The top
affords an admirable view of the chain of the Apennines. — From Castel-

novo the highroad runs via (431/2 M.) Collagna (2725 ft.), in the valley
of the Secchia, and the Alh. della GaheUina (3265 ft.

;
good), frequented

as a summer-resort, on the hill-route to Pontremoli (p. 449) mentioned at

p. 450, and thence via the (51 M.) Passo del Cerreto (4135 ft.) to (621/2 M.)
Fivizzano (1045 ft.; Alb. della Posta; comp p. 450), with an old town
wall and the ruins of a castle. Thence it proceeds past SoUera (p. 450),

across the stream of Aulella (p. 450), and via the (75 M.) Foce il Cuccu
(1730 ft.) and (77 M.) Fosdinovo (1640 ft.), a finely situated village with
a town-wall and a well-preserved castle of the Malaspina, in which Dante
(p. 559) wrote several stanzas of his 'Inferno', to (82 M.) Sarzana (p. 143).

Or from Fosdinovo we may follow the picturesque road over the Monte
Spolverina and via Castelpoggio to (81/2 M.) Carrara (p. 144).

From Reggio to Guastai^la, 18 M., railway in 1-2 hrs. (fares 3 fr. 40,
2 fr. 40, 1 fr. 55 c). — 5 M. Bagnolo in Piano; 11 M. Novellara (79 ft.),

on the Caiiale di Molini, a principality of the house of Gronzaga (p. 315)
down to 1737. — 18 M. Guastalla, see p. 321.

From Bagnolo, on the railway just described, a Branch Line (12 M.
in 3/4-I hr.) runs to Carpi (p. 322). The chief intermediate station is (51/2 M.)
Correggio (105 ft. ; Alh. della Posta), the capital until 1630 of a princi-

pality afterwards belonging to the Duchy of Modena, and the birthplace of
the celebrated painter Antonio Allegri da Correggio (p. 443). The Piazza
San Quirino is embellished with a statue of the master by V. Vela (1880).

Another branch-line runs to the S.E. from Reggio via (8 M.) Scandiano
and (13 M.) Veggia- Castellarano (p. 455) to (14i/.^ M.) Sassiiolo (p. 455).

103 M. Ruhiera. The Secchia is then crossed.

Ill M. Modena (Rail. Restauy^ant), see p. 451.

The train crosses the Pandro. — H^Yg ^- Castelfranco
(VEmilia (140 ft.), supposed to be the ancient Forum Gallorvm
where Antony was defeated by Octavian and Hirtius, 43 B.C. —
Beyond (123M.) Samor/r/ia the train crosses the river of that name
and then the narrow Reno, tlie ancient Rhenvs or Amnis Bono-
niensis. Tlie Madonna di San Luca, on the Monte della Gnardia

(p. 489), is consj)icuous to tlie ri^lit.

134 M. Bolofjna, se(; p. 468.

58. Parma.
The Railway Station ^PI. D, 1 ; ItcHtdnrinii) lor llic PiinU'iia-Hicscia

(p. 2«U), OuaKtalla-.Siizzara- Manilla (j). ?>2\), Milaii-Mologna (K. 57), and
Milan-Parma-Sarzana (PiKa)-8pnzia (R. 51i) lines lies at the N. end of tlio

town, a good 1/2 M. from the hofclH.

Hotels (comp. p. xxi). Ai.dkhoo CiiocE Rian<a (PI. a; I), 1), Sfinda
Garibaldi 13, near the Steccata, R. 8-6, omn. '/.^-l f r. ; Italia (PI. b; M, :{),

Sirada Cavour 37, with good trattoria, K. 2-4, ouin. '*U f >*•
> Alb. La Macikia
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(PI. c; E, 3, 4), Piazzale della IVtacina, R. 3-5 fr., good cuisine; Hot. Con-
cordia (PI. d; D, 3), Borgo Angelo Mazza, plain but good; Moderne
Hotel Meuble, at the station, R. 21/2 fr., recommended.

Caf6s. Marchcsi, Piazza Garibaldi ; Violin Strada Garibaldi.

Post & Telegraph OflBce (PI. D, 3), Strada Carlo Pisacane (side-

entrance, Strada Maccdonio Melloni).

Cab to or from the station 1 fr., two-horse 1 fr. 60 c. ; at night IV4
or 2 fr.

;
per hour 1 fr. 60 c. or 2 fr., each addit. hr. 1 fr. 20 or 1 fr. 50 c.

Trunk 25 c.

Tram"ways (10 c). 1. From the railway-station via the Piazza della

Prefcttura (PI. D, 3) and the Strada Cavour (PI. D, E, 3) to the Piazza
Garibaldi (PL D, 4). — 2. From the Barriera Vittorio Emanuele (PI. G, 4)

via the Piazza Garibaldi to the Barriera Massimo d'Azeglio (Pi. A, 4). —
3. From the Barriera Garibaldi (PI. D, 1) by the Strada di Circonvallazione
back to the Barriera Garibaldi. — 4. From the Piazza Garibaldi via the
Strada Farini and the Ponte Caprazucca (PI. D, 5) to the Barriera Nino
Bixio (PI. B, C, 6).

Public Collections, etc. (comp. p. xxvii):

Convento di San Paolo (p. 448), week-days 10-4 (adm. 1 fr., including
the Picture Gallery, see below) ; closed on Sunday. Visitors are conducted
by a custodian.

Library (p. 447), week-days 9-4.

Museum (p. 446), week-days 9-4, 1 fr. (incl. the Teatro Farnese, see
below); Sun. & holidays 10-2, free.

Picture Gallery (p. 446), week-days 10-4, 1 fr. (incl. the Convento di

San Paolo); Sun. & holidays 10-2, free.

Teatro Farnese (p. 448), as to the Museum. Visitors are conducted by
a custodian.

CMef Attractions (1 day). Madonna della Steccata (p. 443), Bap-
tistery (p. 444), *Cathedral (p. 444), San Giovanni Evangelista (p. 445);
afternoon, *Picture Gallery (p. 446).

Parma (170 ft.), formerly the capital of a duchy of the same
name and now the capital of a province, lies near the Apennines,

on the river Parma, a small tributary of the Po. The town is of

entirely modern appearance, although of very ancient origin, with

straight, uniform streets and 46,700 inhabitants. It is an episcopal

see and possesses a university.

The foundation of Parma is probably to be ascribed to the consul
M. iEmilius (183 B.C.), though the discovery of a lake -dwelling of the
bronze period proves that a human settlement existed here in prehistoric
times. The town offered a determined resistance to the attacks of the
Ligurians, but it was destroyed by Mark Antony as the birthplace of
Cassius, one of Caesar's murderers. Under Augustus, who named it Colonia
Julia Augusta Parma, it attained to new prosperity, and repeated devast-
ations in the early middle ages proved only temporary checks to the growth
of its importance, which arose from its large woollen manufactories and
from its university, founded in the 11th cent, and renowned for its 'Glos-
sators^ (p. 471) from the time of Uberto di Bohhio (1214-28) onward. Parma
participated in the general development of the towns of Upper Italy,
zealously espoused the cause of the Guelphs, and in 1247-48 was long
unsuccessfully besieged by Emp. Frederick II. In 1303 Giberto da Cor-
regyio obtained possession of the supreme power. In 1346, after various
vicissitudes, Parma came into the hands of the Visconti, and from that
period down to 1512 it was generally united with the Duchy of Milan.
In 1545, after it had been annexed to the States of the Church, it was
presented by Pope Paul III., with Piacenza, to his infamous son Pier
Luigi Farnese. This prince was assassinated in 1547 at Piacenza and
was succeeded by Ottavio Farnese (1547-86), Alexander Farnese (1586-92),

who took part in the battle of Lepanto (1571) and afterwards attained great
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military distinction as viceroy of the Netherlands under Philip II. , and
Ramiccio I. Farnese (1592-1622), under whom the university attained
world-wide fame. The male line became extinct in 1731. Elizabeth, the
daughter and sole heiress of Duke Ranuccio II. Farnese (d. 1694), was
married to King Philip V. of Spain, and by the quadruple alliance con-
cluded at London in 1718 the succession was secured to their son Charles,
who, however, ascended the throne of Naples in 1734, whither he trans-

ferred the Farnese art-treasures. By the Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle in 1748
the duchy was ceded by Austria to his younger brother Philip; in 1807 it

was annexed to France, and in 1815 awarded to Marie Louise, the wife
of Napoleon I. In 1847, after her death, it ctime into the possession of
the Bourbons, who had hitherto been indemnified with Lucca. Charles IT.

(d. 1883) was banished in 1848, Charles III. was assassinated in the open
street in 1854, and in 1859 his widow withdrew along with the Austrian
garrison.

Parma owes its importance in the History of Art to Antonio Allegri
of Correggio (1494-1534; p. Ixiv), who, after his early studies in Mantua
and Ferrara, lived here in a quiet and modest style and died early. It

was not till a later period, when his merits were pointed out by Vasari
(p. 561) and the Caracci, that he was duly appreciated. The best-known
of his pupils is Francesco Mazzdla, surnamed Parmiglanino (1503-40),
an excellent portrait-painter and one of a large family of artists in Parma.

The ancient Via Emilia (p. 432) intersects the town, from tlie

Barriera Vittorio Emanuele (PI. Gr, 4) to the Barriera Massimo
d'Azeglio (PI. A, 4), crossing the Piazza Gtaribaldi (PI. D, E, 4),

in which stand the Palazzo del Governo., founded in 1286 and
altered in 1673 and 1760, and the Palazzo Municipale, rebuilt in

1627-73 by Griov. Batt. Magnani and others. Beside the latter is a

statue of Correggio.

To the S.W. of the Piazza Garibaldi, in the Strada alia Corte

d'Appello, rises the University (PI. D, 4), erected in its present

form by Galeazzo Alessi{?), in the time of Ottavio Farnese, as a

Jesuit college. It contains various natural history collections. The
palifcontological department and the Museo Zoologica EriU^eo
BottegOj a collection illustrating the fauna of the Italian colonies

in Africa (entrance Strada delP Universita, No. 7), are especially

worthy of inspection.

To the N.W. of the Piazza Garibaldi, at the corner of the

Stkada Garibaldi (leading from the station) and the small Piazza

(lella Steccata, stands the church (open in the morning only) of the - -

* Madonna della Steccata (PL D, 3), an imitation of

St. Peter's (a Greek cross with rounded ends), built hy Bernardino
Zaccagni in 1521-39.

Intkiuoh. Near the entrance in the tomb of Field Marshal Count
Xeipperg (<\. 1829), the morf^anatic huHh.uul of the Empress Marie Louise
after the death of Napoleon, by Lor. liartolini (1841). — In the corner-
r-hapel between tlie choir and the left transept, monumentH (r.) of Duke
Ottavio FarncHC (p. 442) and (1.) of Sforzino Sforza, the latter by Oinv.
Franc, da Grculo fir>2'.)). - The choir-arch in adorned with ])adly-lifi:hted

fre«coeH by Parraigianino, the dome with paintin^H by Bern. (Jatti of
Cremona, and the tribune with frcHcocH by Michelangelo Annelmi. —
Comer-chapel on the ri^ht of the choir: monument of Giiido da Correggio,
by O. Fr. da Orado. The iHt chapel on the right contain.s the monument
of Beltrando Rosai (1527).
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A few paces farther on, on the left, is the TeatroRegio (PI. D, 3),

by Nic. Bettoli (1821-29).

From the adjacent Piazza della Prefettura (p. 445) we turn to

the right through the 8trada Carlo Pisacane and the Strada al Duomo,
with a splendid view of the cathedral, the campanile, and the bap-

tistery, to the Piazza del Duomo (PL E, 3). Here, immediately to

to the right, stands the octagonal —
*Baptistery {Battistero ; PL E, 3), begun in the Lombard-

Romanesque style in 1196-1216 by Ben.Antelami and consecrated

in 1270, though the Gothic upper story was not completed until

1302. It is constructed of Veronese marble, and consists of five

stories with colonnades and three exterior round -arched portals;

the flat roof is surmounted by seven pyramidal turrets and by a

belfry added in the 17th century. Around nearly the whole exterior

of the building runs a series of medallions, representing various

animals of symbolical import. The portals are adorned with Scrip-

tural subjects on a larger scale, by Ben. Antelami, who is named
in the inscription at the N. portal.

At the N. Portal, above, is the Adoration of the Magi; then the History
of John the Baptist; on the door-posts are genealogical trees of Jacob and
of Jesse. — At the W. Portal, above, a curious representation of the Last
Judgment. On the door-posts to the left, Christ performing works of

mercy; on the right, the six ages of man. — On the S. side is an Allegory
of Death from the story of Barlaam and Josaphat.

The Interior (knock at the S. portal; sexton lives opposite, in the

house No. 2) is sixteen -sided, with thirteen niches and three doorways
below and two galleries above, and graceful columns on the walls. The
sculptures have been only partly completed. Above the doors are sculp-

tures of the 13th cent., and on the E. side of the lower galleries is a series

of *Reliefs of the months (incomplete) and other works of the 13th century.
The late-Iiomanesque frescoes in the dome (13th cent.), from the history
of John the Baptist and prophets, are of interest to students of art. —
The font dates from 1294.

The *Cathedral {Duomo; Pl.E, 3), an admirable example of

the Lombard-Romanesque style, begun in 1058 but not completed
till the 13th cent., is a cruciform building (76 yds. by 28 yds.) with

a dome over the crossing. The handsome choir is somewhat raised

above a crypt, the broad fagade has a triple columnar gallery, and
each of the portals is embellished with two lions of red marble.

The main portal is by Giov.Bo7io of Bissone (1281) and the beauti-

fully-carved Renaissance doors are hj Lucchino Bianco (14:93).

The Interior, consisting of nave and aisles, rests on fourteen piers,
above which runs a fine triforium. The vaulting of the nave was painted
by Girolamo Mazzola and by Lattanzio Gdmbara of Brescia (ca. 1570).
.'ird chapel on tlic right, a Descent from the Cross in relief by Benedetto
Antelami (1178); 4th chapel, frescoes of the 15th cent. ; 5th chapel, frescoes
by Franc. Bondani, a pupil of Correggio. — 5th chapel on the left,

frescoes of the 14th cent., on the left History of St. Peter, on the right
Histories of iSS. Sebastian and Catharine.

The octagonal Dome is adorned with an **Assumption by Correggio
(1526-30; best light about noon). 'It seems as if some mighty upward
impulse had impelled the whole armies of Christendom to soar away from
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earth in joyful bliss. A striking feature of the work is that the figures

seem to cleave the vaulting and to be in the act of forcing their way out
of the church-walls into bright ether. The masterly and almost playful
manner in which the greatest difficulties in the work have been overcome
has ever been an object of the highest admiration' (^Correggio\ by
Dr. Julius 3Ieyer). Visitors may ascend into the dome to examine the
painting more closely (V2-I fr- ; fatiguing but repaying) ; a fine view is

commanded from the outside gallery (for persons free from dizziness only).

In the Choir are good semi-Gothic stalls by Cristoforo da Lendinara
(1473). The reliefs on the high -altar, with the exception of the nine
apostles, are youthful works by Ben. Antelami, who executed the carv-

ings on the bishop's throne also. — The Crypt, a sjDacious cruciform
structure with thirty -eight columns, contains monuments of the jurist

Prati (d. 1542) and of Bishop San Bernardo degli Uberti, by Prospero
Clementi. — The Sacristy contains frescoes of the 14th cent, and intarsias

by Cristof. da Lendinara.

To the riglit of the fagade of the cathedral rises the Campanile,
207 ft. high, dating from 1284-94. — We turn to the E. by the

Strada del Seminario and reach the Piazzale San Giovanni. On the

E. side rises the convent-church of —
*San Giovanni Evangelista (Pl.E, 3), an elegant cruciform

early-Renaissance structure, with a dome over the crossing, aisles,

and two series of chapels. It was erected in 1510 by Bernardino
Zaccagni ; the sumptuous baroque fagade is hy /Simone Moschino
a604), and the fine tower by G. B. Magnani (1614).

Interior. In the first two chapels on the left, Frescoes by Pai^migia-
nino (SS. Lucia and Apollonia, two deacons, SS. Griorgio and Agata)*; in

the 2nd chapel on the right, an Adoration of the Shepherds, by Giacoino
Francla (1519). In the recesses of the transepts are four terracotta statues
\>y Ant. Begarelli (15G1); to the left, Madonna and St. John the Evangelist,
to the right, St. Felicitas and St. Benedict. — The sombre Dome is adorned
with *Fiescocs by Correggio, representing Christ in glory, surrounded by
apostles and angels, painted in 1521-23 (much injured by damp; freely
r<.'stored in parts in 1901-4). The best time to see them is at noon or.

4 p.m. ; tliey are shown by electric light in the evening for 3 fr. The
semi-dome of the choir, containing a Coronation of Mary by Correggio,
was removed in 1584 (the original of tlic principal group is in the Library,
p. 447; copies of other parts are in the picture-gallery, p. 446). The new
dome of the choir was adorned with a copy of the complete work by
C'es. Aretusi in 1586. Tlie handsome clioir- stalls are by Marc^ Antonio
Zucchi and the brothers Gianfrancesco and Pasquale Testa (1512-38). —
In the archway of the door in the left transept, *St. John the Evangelist
by Correggio (1521V).

The fine cloisters of the old Benedictine Monastery, which is

now a barrack, are shown on application at the guard-room.
In the Piazza della Prefkttijra (PL I), 3), with its pretty

gardens, are tlie old PalazzoDueale, now the Pal. della Prefettura.,

built in 1830-37 by Nic. Bettoli on tbe site of the S.E. wing oft ho

Farnese palace, and the unsightly Politeama Regnaeh (1867).

From the W. side of the piazza the Strada alia Pilotta leads to

Uic Parma, intersecting the Pilotta (i*l. D, 3), the huge Farnese
palace, begun in 1583 by Giov. BoHeolii'^) but never completed,

with three large courts. The 8.W. wing, reached by the broad

Btaircase to the left in the line entrance -hall beyond the Cortile
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della Pilotta, contains the collection of antiquities, the picture-

gallery, the library, the Teatro Farnese, and the state archives.

In the entresol is the Museo Reale d'Antichita, founded in

1760 (adm., see p. 442; no catalogue; curator, Griov. Mariotti).

I. Room. Collection of Coins. The two glass-cases contain Parmesan
coins and medals. — II. Room. Bronzes from Velleia (p. 438) and Parma;
in the case to the right of the window, *Drunken Hercules, Bacchus,
Alexander the Great, Victoria. By the entrance-wall, golden necklaces,
bracelets, and clasps of the later imperial epoch; bronze tablet with the
IjCx Itahria de Gallia Cisalpina, and other inscriptions on bronze, all

from Velleia. On the back-wall, the Tabula Alimentaria of Trajan, con-
taining directions for the maintenance of poor children; to the left, fine

Portrait of a girl in bronze; to the right, head in gilded bronze (resem-
ling Hadrian). — III. Room. Architectural fragments and fragments of

mosaics from the Roman theatre of Parma. — We pass through an ante-
room on the right into the IV. Room, with Greek and Etruscan vases, and,
on the right, the V. Room, containing Etruscan tombs and objects discovered
in tombs. — "We return to the anteroom and enter the VI. Room (on the
right), containing Egyptian antiquities. — Returning to the III. Room
we turn to the right into the VII. Room, Marble statues and fragments
from Parma, Velleia, and elsewhere; by the window on the left, colossal
head of Zeus; to the left of the entrance, basalt torso (resembling the
torso of the Belvedere in attitude) ; near the window on the right, torso
of Eros. — VIII. Room, Choir-stalls by Bernardino Canocio da Lendi-
nara (1494); cabinets and 'cassoni' (16-17th cent.). — IX. Room. Table-
ornament with many figures, in the Empire style, by the Spaniard Dam.
Compeny (1804); tapestries. — We ascend the steps to the X. Room.
Sculptured capitals from the cathedral pulpit, by Ben. Antelami (1178).
— XI. Room (to the right). Punches and stamps from the mint of Parma;
mediaeval seals; furniture (16-1 7th cent.). — XII. Room (adjoining on the
left). Panelling and furniture from the bedroom of the Abbess Giovanna
da Piacenza (p. 448). — XIII. Room. Wooden figures representing the
Annunciation, from the Capuchin convent (16th cent.); chandelier and glass
from Murano (p. 414); furniture of the 17th century. — XIV. Room (to

tlie left). Majolica pavement from the convent of San Paolo (1471-82).

A staircase descends from the first room to the rooms on the ground-
floor. — Room T. Roman inscriptions and tombstones. — Room II. Pre-
historic antiquities found in the province of Parma (flint, bronze, iron).

— Room III. Similar antiquities from the lake-dwellings in the plain of
the Vo. — Rooms IV-VII. Ethnographical collections. — Room VIII.
Porcelain and majolicas. — Room IX. Stoves of the rococo period.

The extensive *Picture Gtallery (Reale Galleria), on the first

floor, was founded in 1752 (adni., see p. 442; illustrated catalogue

4 fr. ; curator, Laudedeo Testi).
I, Room: nothing worthy of note, — II. Room. On the left, *371.

Giulio Romano (after a sketch by Raphael in the Louvre), Christ en-
throned, with the Madonna, the Baptist, and SS. Paul and Catharine. On
the left side-wall, 361. In the Style of Murillo, Job; 115, Ribera, The
Apostles. — III, Room or Rotunda. Two colossal Roman statues of Her-
r;ules and Bacchus with Ampolus, in basalt, found on the Palatine at Rome
in 1726. To the right: 216, G. B. Tiepolo, St. Fidelis of Sigmaringen and
St. Lawrence of Brindisi overcoming Heresy; 231. lac. Tintoretto, Descent
from the Cross; Cima. da Conegliano, 370. Midas deciding between Apollo
and Pan, 373. Endymion, *361, *360. Madonnas with saints; 429. Fra An-
gelico, Madonna with John the Baptist and SS, Paul, Francis, and Dominic.

IV-VI, Large Saloon, In Room IV, on the entrance-wall, *209-212.
Copies from Correggio's Coronation of Mary (p. 447), by Annibale and
Agostino Carac i. On the right side-wall, 395. Battista Dossil Madonna;
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Dosso Dossi, 391. Adoration of the Magi, 398. Holy Family; 369. Garo-
falo, Madonna in clouds; Franc. Francia, 123. Pieta, 130. Madonna en-
throned, with SS. Benedict, Placidus, Scholastica, and Justina (1515), 359.

Holy Family. — In Room V, Canova, Marble statue of Marie Louise.
— In Room VI, on the right, Crist. Caselli, Madonna and angels, with St.

Hilary and the Baptist (1499) ; 122. Lodovico da Parma {7)^ Annunciation,
with SS. Sebastian and Catharine. Back-wall, 141. Girol. Mazzola, Imma-
culate Conception. — Straight ahead are Rooms VII and VIII, with the
modern pictures.

From R. V we turn to the right into Rooms IX-XIII, which contain
the collection of portraits. In RR. IX and X are portraits of the Farnese
X. 30 0. Alex. Farnese, by Sir A. More) ; XI, Bourbons ; XII, Portraits of
the 16- 17th cent, (over the entrance -door, 302. Seb. del Piombo, Pope
Clement VII. and a chamberlain, unfinished (about 1532) ; opposite, *355.

Holbein the Younger, Erasmus (painted about 1530); XIII, Portraits of
the 17-19th centuries. — Adjoining is Room XIV, which contains mediocre
engravings by Toschi (d. 1854), after Correggio, etc. — We now return
to Room III and pass to the right into the —

XV. Room. Water-colour copies of Correggio's works, by Toschi and
his pupils. — XVI. Room. Drawings and paintings by Parmigianino

:

in the entry, 313. Portrait of himself; to the left, 192. Betrothal of
St. Catharine.

Rooms XVII-XXI are devoted to Correggio and form the chief part
of the gallery. — XVII. Room. **1 (350). Repose on the flight into
''^g'ypt ('Madonna della Scodella'), painted about 1528 for the church of
San Sepolcro (in the original frame). 'The picture breathes a spirit of
cheerful and calm emotion and is suffused in a soft and sunny glow. The
figures, marked by the most delicate gradations of light and shadow,
stand out clearly against the darker wooded background , the tone of
which is of a juicy greenish-brown' {Meyer, Correggio). — XVIII. Room.
2 (758). Annunciation (badly damaged), fresco from the church of the San-
tissima Annunziata (p. 448). — XIX. Room. *3 (31). Madonna della Scala,
a celebrated fresco (much injured); **4 (351). Madonna di San Girolamo,
also known as *I1 Giorno' (ca. 1527; the figure of the Magdalen is espe-
cially admired). — XX. Room. Photographs of works by Correggio. —
XXI. Room. *6 (353). Martyrdom of SS. Placidus, Flavia, Eutychius,
and Victorinus (ca. 1525). "The artist's principal aim is to produce a
pleasing picture. The tragic scene is transacted in a rich and charming
landscape. The wonderfully picturesque execution and the harmony of
the lively and yet subdued tints are most attractive. Even the shadows
produce an effect of light, and define the form clearly and decidedly.
The figures as it were float, breathe, and move in an atmosphere of
brilliant light' (Meyer). — *5 (352). Descent from the Cross (ca. 1525).

XXII. Room. Florentine, Siencse, and Modencse paintings of the
14-15th centuries. — XXIII. Room. Architectural paintings by Bern.
Belotto (p. 352) and others. — XXIV. Room. Landscapes by Italian
masters. — XXV. Room. Landscapes by foreign masters. — XXVI. Room.
Views of buildings in the province of Parma.

The door opposite the picture-gallery on the same floor leads to

the Library (lieale Dihlioteca Falatina)^ founded in 1763 (adin.,

see p. 442; director, Ed. Alvisi).

The library contains more than 200,000 vols, and 4.500 MSS. ; several
of the latter are of oriental origin, amongst them the Koran which the
Emp. Leopold I. found in 1683 in the tent of the grand -vizier Cara
Mustapha after the raising of the siege of Vienna; the Mivrc d'hcures'
(prayer-book) of Henri II; two 11th cent. MSS. of Dante's 'Divine Co-
medy'; a MS. of the Do Prospectiva Pingendi by Pcitrns Pintor liurgcn.siH

(Piero della FranccHca); a letter of Luther; Hyzantiuo and Jowiwh niinia-

turcs; bust of Duchc8« Mario Louise by Canova. Hero is also the orig-

inal Fresco of Correggio^ 8 Coronation of Mary from San Giovanni

Babdkkck's Northern Italy. 14th Edit. 29
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(p. 445), which may be viewed on application to the library -attendant
(iisciere; fee 30 c.). — The (formerly) ducal Tipografla, founded in 1766
by Bodoni (p. 53), is celebrated for its admirable printing.

The *Teatro Farnese, also situated here (adm., see p. 442), is a

stepping-stone between the Teatro Olimpico (p. 326) and modern theatres.

It was erected in 1618-28 by Giambattista Aleotti, a pupil of Palladio,
and was then the largest theatre in the world, holding 4500 spectators.

The custodians of tlie picture-gallery conduct visitors to the

Convento di San Paolo (PI. D, E, 2, 3; comp. p. 442), formerly

a Benedictine nunnery, now a school, containing admirably preserved

*Frescoes by Correggio in a room thus decorated by order of the

abbess Giovanna da Piacenza in 1518-19: over the chimney-piece

Diana, on the ceiling Cupids and emblems of the chase (the cele-

brated 'Putti del Correggio'), on the frieze the Graces, Fortuna,

Adonis, etc. The most favourable light is in sunny weather.
'This, his first work of a monumental character, shows the painter

as already possessed of his full powers. The execution is in the highest
degree painstaking and minute, his handling even in fresco is delicate
and at the same time broad, soft, and warm. As in the later paintings
in the domes of the Cathedral and San Griovanni Evangelista, the de-

corative arrangement seems to transcend the limits of the building, and
force its way through the ceiling, forming an arbour through which the
liglit of heaven appears to find free ingress.' — Meyer^s Correggio.

The ceiling of the adjacent room is adorned with exquisite,

slightly -figured arabesques on a dark blue ground by Al, Araldi.

From the Pilotta Palace we cross the Ponte Verdi (PI. C, 3),

and reach the Giardino Puhhlico (PI. B, C, 2, 3; closed at 7 p.m.),

formerly the ducal garden, at the N. end of which is the Palazzo
del Giardino (PL B, C, 2; now a school of musketry), erected in

1564 by Giov. Boscoli and enlarged in 1767 by Ennemoiido Pefitot,

a Frenchman. The interior is adorned with fine frescoes hj Agostino

Caracci: Rape of Europa, Triumph of Venus, Marriage of Peleus

and Thetis, etc. The so-called Peschiera (PI. A, 3), the pond at

the W. end of the garden, with a small island, dates from the time

of Ottavio Farnese.

In the Strada Massimo d'Azeglio, the main street of Parma
Vecchia (the poor quarter on the left bank of the stream), stands

the church of the Santissima Annunziata (PI. C, 4), a baroque

edifice by Giov. Batt. Fornovo (1566), with a peculiar ground-

plan. The dome, by Girol. Bainaldi (1626-32), is strikingly bold

in construction.

To the S.E. of the town lies the Stradone or Passeggio Pubhlico
(PI. E, F, 5, 6), a pretty avenue between the botanic garden (Orto
Botanico) and the castle {Cittadella; PI. F, G, 6). The last was
erected in 1591-99 and is the military headquarters of the district

and a barrack.
Steam Tramways fro»n Parma, starting from the Suburbio Garibaldi

(PI. E, 1). To the N.W. to (12 M.) Fontanellato, with an interesting
castle (Rocca) of Count Sanvitale, containing good frescoes by Parmi-
gianino (Diana and Actaeon), and thence via (171/2 M.) Soragna (p. 438)

to (231/2 M.) Busseto (p. 447). — To the S. to (15 M.) Langhirano, in the
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upper valley of the Parma, via (12 M.) Torrechiaraj with a loftily-situated

castle of the Sforza Cesarlui, built in 1448-60. The Camera d'Oro in the

latter has painted wall-tiles and frescoes by Ben. Bembo. — To the S.E.

to (6 M.) Pilastrello and thence on the one hand to (10 M.) Montechia-
rugolo (415 ft.), with one of the finest castles in the Emilia, and (11 M.)
Montecchio (320 ft. ; railway to Barco, p. 440, 21/2 M. in 7 min.), and on
the other to (13 M.) Traversetolo, 3 M. to the ¥."W". of San Polo d'Enza

(p. 440), near the Rocca di Guardasone, which rises above the Torre della

Giiardiolay both of which are mentioned by Petrarch.

59. Prom (Milan) Parma to Sarzana (Pisa)

and Spezia.
From Parma to Sarzana, 72 M. ; ordinary train (carriages changed

at Santo Stefano di Magra) in 31/2-4: hrs. (fares 13 fr. 50, 9 fr. 45, 6 fr.

10 c); 'lightning express' (from Milan to Rome via Pisa) in 21/2 hrs.

(fares 14 fr. 85, 10 fr. 40 c.). — From Parma to Spezia, 741/2 M., rail-

way in 3-33/4 hrs. (fares 13 fr. 95, 9 fr. 75, 6 fr. 30 c. ; express 15 fr. 35,

10 fr. 75 c., 7 fr.).

From Milan to Parma, 78 M., see R. 57. — The line runs to

the S.W. of Parma to (71/2 M.) CoUecchio (400 ft.), and near (12 M.)

Ozzano Taro enters the boulder-strewn valley of the Taro, a tribu-

tary of the Po, which it ascends to Borgotaro, j)assing through twelve

tunnels.

Near (I4V2 M.) Fornovo di Taro (460 ft.) Charles YIII. of

France, retiring over theCisa (see below) in 1495, repulsed an attack

of the Milanese and Venetians, who sought to embarass his march
ilirough N. Italy. --

21 Y^ M- Lesignano di Palmia; 26 M. Val-
mozzola. — 28^2 M. Berceto (ca. 980 ft.).

Berceto is the station for (7 M.) the village of Berceto (2590 ft.; Alb.
Poggio, R. IV4-IV2 f''"-)? ^l»e Romanesque church of which contains pri-

mitive sf ulptures, and for the highroad to Pontremoli. About V3 M. above
Berceto, near the prettily situated hamlet of Poggio di Berceto (2760 ft.

;

Alb. alia Posta, rustic), this road unites with one from Fornovo (see

above), before ascending to the S.W., with continuous fine views (in

flear weather the Alps are visible to the N.), to (12 M.) the pass of
La Cisa (M16 ft. ; view limited to the S.), beyond which it descends
ia (15 M.) the little summer-resort of Montelungo Superiore (2705 ft.;

Hot. Appennino, R. from IV2, P. incl. wine 6V2-7 fr.) to (23 M.) Pontre-
moli (sec below), in the valley of the Magra.

38 M. Borgotaro. The little town (1350 ft.; Alb. Dati), with
:i well-preserved town-wall, lies in a small brown-coal basin, ^2 ^•
Ix.yond tJie Taro, on the highroad to Sestri Levante (p. 137).

The line pierces the main chain of the Apennines by the Bor-
(jallo Tunnel, which is nearly 5 M. in length (transit in 9 min.).

At the end of the tunnel, in the valley of the Torrente Verde, lies

43Y2 M-) Grondola-Guinadi. — Passing through six tunnels,

tlie train descends the vall(!y of the Maqra to -

49 M. Pontremoli (770 ft.; Alb. 'Flora, K. 2 fr., plain but

good), a little town with 4100 inbab., amid fine mountain scenery.

It is the scat of a bishop and possesses a cathedral and a castle

commanding fine views.

29*
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From Ponlremoli we may ascend the Monte Gottero (5375 ft.
; p. 139),

to the W., via the Gorclana Valley^ in ca. 6 hrs. ; or the Monte Orsaro
(6005 ft.), to the N.E., in 4-5 hrs., descending to the new refuge -hut
(Rifugio) on the picturesque Lago Santo (4945 ft.), whence a tine high-
level walk may he taken to the S.E. via Monte Briisd (5895 ft.), Mte.
Sillara (6105 ft.), and Mte. Malpasso (5630 ft.) to the Passo di Laga-
strello (3935 ft.). The little Lago Squincio (4090 ft.), 11/4 M. to the N.
of the pass, the neighbouring Vallone del Paduli, and the four small
tarns on the N. slope of Monte Malpasso have all been recently con-
verted into reservoirs for the transmission- works of the Societa Idro-
elettrica Ligure, at Rimagna and Isola in the Val di Cedra, which have
high-tension lines to Spezia, the Lunigiana, Carrara, and elsewhere. To
the E. of the pass we may reach the Alhergo della GabelUna (p. 441) in

9 hrs., via the steep rocky crest of the Alpe di Succiso (6620 ft.) and
the Monte Casarola (6495 ft.).

The railway descends the broad valley of the Magra (seven

tunnels), through the fertile Lunigiana (p. 148). In the distance,

on the right, appears the huge mass of the Apuan Alps (p. 147). -

56 M. Villafranca- Bagiione. Beyond the station, on the right,

near Villafranca in Lunigiana (410 ft.), is the ancestral castle of

the ancient family of theMalaspina, now much spoiled by alterations.

- To the right lies the old hill-town of Barbarasco, with a castle

and fragments of the town wall. - - We cross the Taverone to —
62 M. Aulla (210 ft.; Alb. Italia), a beautifully situated little

place, at the confluence of the Aulella with the Magra, dominated

by old castles and the fortress of Brunella (1543).

From Aulla a Highroad leads through the Aulella valley to Soiiera
(505 ft.

; p. 441) and thence in one direction (diligence) to the little sulphur-
baths of (15 M.) Equi (755 ft.; Hot. Radium, P. 5-6 fr. incl. wine), at

the N. base of the Pizzo d^ Ucello (5845 ft.), which belongs to the Apuan
Alps (p. 147), and in the other direction (carr. 40 fr.) via (IOV2 M.) Fiviz-
zano (p. 441), whence a route to Reggio diverges on the left, (15 M.)
Terenzano (1695 ft.), and (2OV2 M.) Montefiore (1685 ft.), to the (24 M.)
Foce di Carpinelli (2755 ft.), the pass between the Apuan Alps and the

Ktruscan Apennines. Thence the road descends through wood to (31 M.)
Piazza al Serchio (1645 ft.) in the Garfagnana, the upper valley of the

Serchio, and passes through an imposing gorge via (34 M.) Camporgiano
(1560 ft.; inn) to (41 M.) Castelnuovo di Garfagnana (910 ft.; Alb. il

Globo), the former capital of the Garfagnana, situated at the confluence
of the Turrite and the Serchio, on the highroad (p. 455) between (Modena)
Sassuolo and the Bagni di Lucca. The castle (Rocca) of Castelnuovo is

now the sotto-prefettura. About IV2 M. to the W. lies the frontier-

fortress of Monte Alfonso (1485 ft.; now a prison), erected in 1579 by
Alfonso II., Duke of Ferrara.

We cross the Aulella. — 66 M. Caprigliola- AlbianOj where
tlie highroads to Sarzana and Spezia part company.

67 M. Santo Stefano di Magra (165 ft.), with an old town-wall.

The Line to Sarzana remains on the left bank of the Magra. —
72 M. Sarzana and thence to Pisa^ see pp. 143-147.

The Line to Spezia intersects the broad valley of the Magra to

the S.W. and crosses the river. — 69 Y2 ^- Vezzano Ligure, junction

of the line from Genoa to Pisa (R. 23), which we follow to (74^2 M.)

Spezia (p. 140).
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60. Modena.
Rail"way Stations, l. Stazione Ferroviaria (PI. D, 1), for the Milan-

Bologna line (E. 57) and the Verona-Mantua-Modena-Bologna line (R. 49), at

the N.E. end of the town. ^U-1 M. from the hotels. — 2. Stazione Ferrovie
Economiche (PI. J), 5), lor the branch-railways mentioned at p. 455.

Hotels (comp. p. xxi). Albergo Reale (PI. a; C, 5), Yia Emilia,
R. 21/2-5 fr., omn. 80c., variously judged; Alb. Italia (PI. b; C, 3), Via
Fonte d'Abisso 3, near the Piazza Reale, with restaurant, R. 2-21/2 fr.,

omn. 60c., plain; Alb. San Marco (PI. c; B, 4), Strada Posta Yecchia,
with restaurant, R. 21/2-3 fr., omn. 60 c, commercial; Alb.-Ristorantb
Centrale (PI. d; C, 4), same street; Scddo di Frakcia (PI. e; B, 4),

Contrada dei Bagni, with trattoria, unpretending.
Restaurant. Fratelli Molinari, Strada San Carlo, cor. of the Via

Emilia (PI. C, 4), good. — Caf6. Caffe Nazionale, Via Emilia, near
the Alb. Reale. — Birreria Nazionale, Via Emilia, near the Alb. Reale.

Cab, per drive 80 c., at night 1 fr. 30 c.; per hour 1 fr. 60 c., each
additional half-hour 50 c. ; each trunk 20 c.

Tram-ways (10 c). From the Barriera Garibaldi (PI. D, 5) by the
Via Emilia to the Porta SanVAgostino (PI. A, 3); and by the Piazza
Reale (PI. C, 3) to the Central Station (PI. D, 1).

Chief Attractions (1/2 day): *Cathedral (p. 452); San G-iovanni
Battista (p. 453); *Picture Grallery (p. 453); San Francesco (p. 454).

Modena (115 ft.), a town with 26,800 inhab., situated in a fertile

plain between the Secchia and the Panaro^ formerly the capital

of the duchy of that name and now that of a province and the sec

of an archbishop, possesses broad streets, spacious arcades, a uni-

versity, and an academy of art. Cotechino and ZarnponCj varieties

of prepared meats, are specialties of Modena.
Modena, the ancient Mutina, in the dominions of the Gallic Boii,

became a Roman colony in 183 B.C., and was a place of some importance.
After the murder of Ceesar Decimus Brutus was besieged here by Antony
for four months, Dec. 44 to April 43 B.C. (Bellum Mutinense) ; but the
latter was defeated by Octavian with the consuls Pansa and Hirtius and
forced to raise the siege. — After 984 Modena belonged to the Este
family (p. 460) and later to the Countess Matilda (p. 511), but it after-

wards obtained its independence and became the scene of violent conflicts

between the Guelphs and Ghibellines, until in 1288 it finally returned
to the possession of Obizzo IV. (p. 461). On the death of Alphonso II.

without issue (1597) the states of Modena and Reggio (but not that of
Ferrara) fell to his kinsman Ceaare d'Este (1598; p. 461), husband of

Virginia de' Medici, daughter of Grand-duke Cosimo I. of Tuscany. On
tlie death of Francis II. (d. 1694) this collateral line became extinct,
and the succession was taken up by Rinaldo (d. 1737), younger son (jf

Duke Francis I. Hercules III. (d. 1803), who married Duchess Maria
Theresa of Massa (1741-90) and lost Modena in 1801 by the Peace of Lunc-
villc, was the last of the second collateral line. Tlirongh his daughter
Maria Beatrice^ who married Archduke Ferdinand, Modena, along with
Massa and Carrara, came to their son, Archduke Francis TV., in 1814.

The insurrections of 1821, 1831, and 181S were quelled with cruel severity.
Francis V., the last duke, quitted his dominions in 1859 and went over
to the Austrians. After his death in 1875 the name of Este passed to the
Archduke Francis Ferdinand, the present heir to tiie throne of Austria.

In the 14th cent. Modena was the seat of an important school of
painting (Tommaso and Bamaba da Modena), but in the history of art

its name is more especially connected with the sculpturing of Tkrha-
coTTASj in which the aim of the artists was to represent dramatic groups
rather in accordance with pictorial than plastic principles and thoroforo
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calculated only for being exhibited in niches. This branch of art was
developed here, under the influence of Niccolo dalP Area (p. 472), by the
strongly realistic early -Renaissance master Guido Mazzoni (1450-1518),
who worked also in Naples and at the court of France. The art was later

practised in a more refined style by Antonio Begarelli (1498-1565), who,
imbued with the spirit of the High Renaissance, usually rejected the aid of
painting and brought it to the utmost perfection of which it seems capable.

In the Piazza Grande, in the centre of the city, near the Corso

(lolla Via Emilia (p. 453), stands the —
*Cathedral (PL B, 4), begun in the Romanesque style in 1099

hy Lanfi-anco^ by order of the Countess Matilda (p. 511), and con-

secrated in 1106, with a superstructure of later date. The facade

is relieved by a large rose-window and a colonnade, which is con-

tinued round the whole building. The portals are adorned with

marble lions. The sculptures of the facade, representing the Creation

and the History of Man down to Noah, are by Nicolaus and Wili-

(jelmiis (after 1099; comp. pp. 306, 463); on the last S. portal,

near the choir, is the history of St. Geminianus, an early work by
Agostino di Duccio of Florence (1442). The choir has a tripartite

semicircular termination.
The Interior has been restored since 1897. The nave and aisles are

supported by alternate pillars and columns, over which ruus a triforium

;

the vaulting is pointed. By the first column to the right is an old holy-
water basin, made out of a former capital. — Right Aisle. By the
1st altar is a fresco of the Last Judgment, by C7'istoforo da Lendinara.
In a niche between the 3rd and 4th altars is a small terracotta group of
the Nativity, by Ant. Begarelli. — Left Aisle. On the 2nd altar are
late-Gothic terracotta reliefs, by an early Modenese master (under the
influence of lac. della Querela); 3rd altar, a Coronation of Mary, with
saints, by Serafino de* Serafini (1385); 4th altar, *Madonna in clouds,

St. Jerome, St. Sebastian, and John the Baptist, by Dosso Dossi. By
the opposite pillar is the Gothic pulpit of 1321. — In the Choir, to the
left, IS the tomb of Franc. Molza, by Bart. Spani of Reggio (1516). On
the right, behind the right approach, sculptures by Alberto and Anselma
da Campione, representing the Passion (ca. 1160). Above these are old

frescoes of St. Christopher and the Annunciation (14th cent.?). The. fine

choir-stalls are by Cristoforo da Lendinara (1465), to whom is due also

the intarsia-work in the sacristy. — The lofty Crypt, with lions and
dwarfs at the entrance, and supported by thirty slender columns, most
of them with Romanesque capitals, the fluted columns in front of the high-
altar being antique, contains the tomb of St. Geminianus. The realistic

*Group over the altar on the right, a Madonna and Christ, with a nun,
St. Joseph, and a most unattractive servant, is by Guido Mazzoni (badly
restored in 1851).

The Archives of the Cathedral Chapter contain a large number
of manuscripts.

The *Canipanile, or Ton^e Ghirlandina (PI. 8; B, 4), erected

in 1224-1319, 335 ft. in height, is one of the finest in N. Italy.

It leans a little towards the back of the cathedral, which is itself

slightly out of the perpendicular. In the interior is preserved an

old Secchia., or bucket, which the Modenese captured from the

Bolognesc at the battle of Kapolino in 1325. The ascent is recom-

mended (easy atair; custodian 50 c). — Adjacent, in the small
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Piazza della Torre, is a statue of the poet Alessandro Tassoni

(1565-1635), who has humorously described the incident mentioned

above in his celebrated epic poem 'La Secchia Rapita'.

On the E. side of the Piazza Grande is the old Palazzo delta

Ragione (recently partly restored), now the Cassa di Misparmioj

or Savings Bank (PI. 1).

On the right in the Corso della Via Emilia, the chief street,

stands the church of San Giovanni Battista or San Giovanni
Decollato (PL B, 3, 4), a plain round structure containing, to the

left of the high-altar, a painted *Grroup (Pieta) by Gruido Mazzoni

(1480; badly restored in 1853). — Farther on, in a small piazza, is

a statue (PL 5; B, 3) of the historian Lod. Muratori (1672-1750).

At the end of the Via Emilia is the church of Sant' Agostino
(PL A, 3), a 'Pantheon Estense', built in the 17th cent, by one of

the Bihiena family (p. 471), 'one of the most fantastic flat -roofed

creations of the baroque style' (Burckhardt). To the right of the

entrance is a Pieta, an early work by Begarelli.

Adjacent stands the Albergo Arti (PL A, 3), built by Duke
Francis III. in 1767, now accommodating the municipal collections.

The Court contains a statue of Ditke Borso of Este (p. 461), by
Ferd. Pellicia (1843), and the Museo Lapidario, comprising chiefly

Roman inscriptions and sarcophagi; in the passage to the left, two me-
diaeval monuments of 1312 and 1309, and the tomb of the jurist GHov.
8adoleto, by Cristof. Stoporone (1517).

On the first floor is the Biblioteca Estense, with 90,000 vols, and
3000 MSS., transferred by Cesare d'Este from Ferrara to Modena in 1598,

when Pope Clement VIII. claimed the Duchy of Ferrara as a vacant fief

(p. 461). Some of the MSS. are very valuable, e.g. a collection of Pro-
vencal poems by Ferrari (1254), Dante with miniatures (the 'Codicc
Estense' ; 14th cent.), prayer-book of Elector Albert of Mayence (d. 1545),
with miniatures by A. Glockendon. Visitors are admitted on week-days,
9.30-12 and 1.30-6, generally also during the vacation (Aug. & Sept.). No fees.

The second floor contains the Museo Civico (adm. 10-3; 1 fr.):

plaster casts; Holy Family, group in terracotta hy Begarelli; memorials
of the revolutions of 1821, 1831, and 1848; modern paintings; photographs
of monuments of art in the province of Modena; valuable collection of
Arab tombstones; costly textile fabrics ; ethnographical collection; coins
and medals; prehistoric, Roman, and Etruscan antiquities, etc.

The third floor accommodates the celebrated *Picture Q-allery (Reale
Galleria e Medagliere Estense), presented to the city by Francis V. in

1869 and since augmented by the collection of the Marchese Campori
(open 10-4, adm. 1 fr. ; Sun. & holidays, 11-2, free). No catalogue. Director,
JJr. G. Bariola.

Room I ('Dipinti c Busti in marmo'). Bernini, Bust of Duke Francis T.

Room II (Scuola Fcrraresc). To the left, .50. Ercole de* Roherti,
Death of Lucretia; 440 Battista Dossi, Adoration of the Child; D0880
JJossi, 450. Alfonso I., Duke of Ferrara; no number, BufToon. — *437.

Dosso Dossi, Madonna on clouds, with SS. (icorgc and Michael; 454.

Garofalo, Madonna enthroned, with saints. — 185. Garofalo , Pieta;
350. Hcarsellino, Adoration of the ('hild.

Room III fScuola Modenese, liolognese, e Correggio). To the left,

486. Barnaha da Modena, 489. Tommaso da Modena, Small altar-pieces;
485. Cristof. da Lendinara, Madonna (1482); 480. Bartolomeo Bonasia,
Pieta (U85); 476. Franc. Dianchi-Ferrari (said to have boon Corroggio's
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teacher), Annunciation (1510); 483. Marco Meloni, Madonna enthroned,
with saints (1504). — Correggio, *17. Madonna (Madonna Campori), 51.

Rape of Ganymede, in fresco (school-piece). — No number, Niccolb delV
AbatCj Frescoes from the chateau of Scandiano (p. 441), comprising nine
scenes from the iEneid (transferred to canvas). — On an easel : Niccolb
delVAbate, Octagonal painting with musicians.

Room IV (fScuola Veneta, Lombarda, Toscana). To the left, *470.

Cima da Conegllano, Pieta; 464. Vine. Catena, Madonna, with saints

and donors ; 467. Bofiifazio dei Pitati, Adoration of the Magi; 57. Titian,
Portrait (copy). — 5. Bart. Montagna, Madonna. — 449. Verrocchio,
Adoration or the Child (studio-piece). — 7. Andrea Solario, Bearing of
the Cross. — On the upper part of the walls: lac. Tintoretto, Ceiling-

paintings from Ovid's Metamorphoses. — To the right is —
Room V (Scuole Diverse). To the left, 407, Lod. Caracci, Assump-

tion. — Guido Reni, 448. St. Rochus in prison, *414. Crucifixion; Guer-
cino, 466. Crucifixion of St. Peter, 255. Portrait.

Room VI (Scuola Spagnuola, Francese, Tedesca, Fiamminga). To
the right, 163. Master of the Death of the Virgin, St. Anna with the
Virgin and Child (injured). — *472. Velazquez, Duke Francis I. of Este
(1637; unfinished.)

Room VII (Scuola Fiamminga, Francese, Tedesca). Pictures of the
17-18th centuries. — Room VIII (Passaggio). Drawings.

Room IX (Scuole Antiche e Moderne). Italians of the 17-19th cen-

turies. Left wall: 348. Salvator Rosa, Landscape; 33. C. Cignani, Por-
trait. — Right wall : 243. Lion. Spada, Gipsy.

Room X (Sculpture and Articles of Vertu). By the walls: Sculptures
hy Begarelli, including a fine coloured Madonna; coins of Italian cities

;

*Plaquettes and medals of the Renaissance ; larger bronzes ; inkstand by
Caradosso. — In the middle : Harp, with miniatures by a Ferrarese master
of the 16th cent. ; violin and violoncello made for Duke Francis II. by
Dom. Gain in 1687 and 1691, with exquisite wood-carving; ivory saddle
(15th cent.) and other carvings ; bronze vase by Riccio. — In the Ante-
room are antique vases, fine majolica (16th cent.), etc.

San Francesco (PL A, 5), a Gothic church of the 14th cent.,

in the S. part of the town, contains a *Descent from the Cross (in

the chapel to the left of the choir), by Begarelli, an imposing com-
position in terracotta, with 13 lifesize figures, among which the

group of the women is specially beautiful.

At the S. end of the town rises San Pietro (PL C, 6j, erected

in 1476 by Pietro Barabani^ with an admirable brick facade of

the early Renaissance.

Interior. 1st altar on the right, *Pieta, by Ortolano, with a beau-
tiful predella (Martyrdom of St. Sebastian). — In the chapel to the right
of the choir, Pieta, in terracotta, one of Antonio BegarelWs chief works.
In front of it, to the right, in the transept: Madonna in clouds, with
four saints below, begun in 1553 by Begarelli (whose remains were in-

terred here in 1875) and completed by his nephew Lodovico. Six statues
in the nave by the same master. — 2nd altar in the left aisle. Franc.
Bianchi-Ferrari, Madonna enthroned, with SS. Jerome and Sebastian.

The church of San Yincenzo (PL C, 4; open till 9 a.m.), a little

to the N. of the Via Emilia, begun in 1617, was not finished until

1761 (by Nice. Gasp. Paoletti). The interior, distinguished for

its rich stucco decorations, contains the tomb of the last duke,

Hercules IIL Rinaldo of Este (d. 1803), and an altar-piece by
Guercino (Madonna with SS. John and Gregory).
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Between the Piazza Rbale (PI. C, 3) and the Corso Vitt. Emanuele
is the Palazzo Ducale, now the Palazzo Reale (PL C, 3 ; military

school), begun under Francis I. in 1634, with an imposing court

added by the Roman Bartolomeo Avanzini.

From the Corso Cavour we enter the beautiful Giardino Fub-
hlico (PI. D, 2, 3 ; closed in rainy weather). — The former Ram-
parts of the town also afford pleasant walks.

The little town of Nonantola (79 ft.), 7 M. to the X.E. of Modena
(diligence thrice daily in 1/2 li^O? possesses two interesting Romanesque
churches.

From Modena to Mirandola, 191/2 M., railway in I1/2 hr. (fares

2 fr. 30, 1 fr. 55 c.). — From (15V2 ^0 Cdvezzo- Villafranca a branch
diverges for Finale Emilia (12V2 M.), via San Felice sul Fanaro (p. 490). —
191/2 M. Mirandola (59 ft.), on the old road from Verona to Bologna,
a town with 3200 inhab. and many picturesque antiquated buildings,

formerly belonged to the Pico family, of whom the most remarkable
member for ability and learning was Count Giovanni (Pico della Miran-
dola, 1463-94; p. 559). Alexander I. (1619) was the first of the family
who bore the title of Duke of Mirandola and Concordia. Francesco Maria,
the last duke, a friend of the French, sold his dominions to Modena in

1710. The old Palace of the dukes, the Cathedr'al, and the church of Gesii
should be visited. Diligence to (3 M.) the station of Mirandola on the
line from Bologna to Revere (p. 490).

Another Railway unites Modena with (IOV2 ^^-i ^^ ^U hr- j fares
1 fr. 30, 85 c.) Sassuolo (405 ft.), a small town with 5600 inhab., at

the foot of the Apennines, on the Secchia, with a former ducal villa and
park. In the neighbourhood, near Monte Gihhio, are naphtha springs
and mud-fountains which have been known since very early times; the
last considerable outbursts took place in 1771 and 1835. — From Sassuolo
and the station of Veggia-Castcllarano (p. 441) pleasant highroads ascend
the valley of the Secchia to Castellarano (510 ft. ; with an old castle),

Roteglia, San Casciano, and Ceredolo. We then traverse the valleys
of the Dolo and Dragone to Vitriola (with a chalybeate spring), below
the little town of Monteflorino (2615 ft.), with a decayed chateau of the
Montecuculi^ whence a side-route (diligence) leads to Frassinoro (3600 ft.),

with the ruins of an ancient abbey. The main road next passes CalvariOj
a curiously shaped serpentine crag, and a gaseous spring. Farther on
are the diligence-stations of Sassatella, Cargedolo, and Piandelagotti
(3965 ft.; Alb. Appennino), frequented as a summcr-rcsort. Hence we
may proceed either via the Foce delle Radici (5013 ft.), Castelnuovo di
Garfagnana fp. 450), Gallicano, and Bolognano to the Bagni di Lucca
(p. 535), or via SanV Anna Pelago to Pievejyelago (see below). — From
Sassuolo to Reggio, sec p. 441.

A Narrow Gauge Railway runs from Modena to the S. to (IOV2 M.,
in 1 hr.) Maranello C575ft.), situated on the Road (91 M. long) from
Modena to Pistoia. This road, constructed about 1770, leads via (21Va M.)
Monfestino (2295 ft.), (30 M.) Pavtdlo (2235 ft.), and (53Va ^0 Pieve-
pelaf/o (2500 ft.). A diligence runs once daily in summer from Maranello
to Pievepolago. Continuation of the road (to Fiumalbo, the Abetone Pass,
San Marcello, etc.), see p. 492.

From Modeka to Ykjnola, 16 M., railway in l'/^ hr. (fares 1 fr. 95,

1 fr. 30 c). Vignola (llO ft.), prettily situated on the Panaro nni\

dominated by a castle, is the birthplace of the famous architect Giac.
Parozzi, surnaracd Vignola (1507-73; see p. li). The I'alazzo Bon-
compa^jni is the only work of his hand in Vignola. A motor-diligcnoo
rnns via (71/51 M.) Gniglia (1585 ft. ; Alb. Svizzero; Hydropathic) to (16 M.)
Zocca (2490 ft.; Hcveral inns) and (31V.i M.) Montrse (2760 ft.; Alb. Mon-
tCMC), whence highroads lead to Veryato arwl lUigiti dclla I'lmcttd (p. i\)\).

— From Vignola to Bologna, 8ce p. 469.
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61. Prom Venice to Bologna via Padua
and Perrara.

991/3 M. Railway in 23/4-6V4 hrs. (fares 18 fr. 60, 13 fr., 8 fr. dOc,
express 20 fr. 15, 14 fr. 10, 9 fr. 15 c.); to (70 M.) jPerram in 2-41/2 hrs.

(fares 13 fr. 15, 9 fr. 20, 5 fr. 90 c., express 14 fr. 45, 10 fr. 10, 6 fr.

60 c). 'Train de luxe' (Vienna-Rome express, comp. p. 3z ; on Tues.,
Frid., & Sun. only; on Mon., Wed., & Sat. in the other direction) from
Venice to Bologna in 3 hrs. (fare 27 fr. 35 c). Some of the 'lightning

expresses' have restaurant-cars.

From Venice to (23 M.) Padua, see p. 330, 329. We skirt the

W. side of Padua and cross the Bacchiglione. — Farther on the

line runs S.E., between the navigable Canale di Battaglia (left)

and the Colli Eugdnei (1980 ft. ; right), an isolated volcanic group,

traversing a luxuriously fertile region, which abounds in hot springs

containing sulphur and iodine and hot mud-ponds of volcanic origin.

29 M. Abano Bagni. — Hotels (comp. p. xxi). Stabilimento e

Hotel Orologio, 150 beds at 4-6, P. 9-12, omn. 1 fr., Stabilimento Hotel
Todeschini, 72 beds at 2V2-3V2> ?• ^-9 (incl. wine), omn. 1 fr., both belong-
ing to the same company, with park, open June-Sept.; Stabilimento
Cortesi-Meggiorato ; Stabilimento Termale e Hot. Dioe Torri; Stabili-

mento Molino, well spoken of; Stabilimento Hot. Casino Nuovo, P. 5-9 fr.

(incl. wine). — Cabs. Drive from the station to the baths IV2 f^.? 3 pers.

1 fr. 80, 4 pers. 2 fr. 20 c. (25 c. extra at night; trunk 25 c); per hr. 2 fr.,

2 fr. 70, or 3 fr. 20 c, each addit. 1/2 hr. 1 fr., 1 fr. 30, or 1 fr. 60 c. —
Light Railway, see p. 331.

Abano Bagni (46 ft.), the Aquse Patavi7i3d or Foris Aponi of

the Romans, IY2 ^- to the W. of the station, is much frequented in

summer. The hot springs (maximum heat 189° Fahr.), which rise

on a rocky terrace, are cooled in large basins where they form a

deposit of mud (fango) efficacious in cases of gout and rheumatism.
Excursions. To the S.E. to (^/^ hr.) the former monastery of San

Daniele in Monte, on an isolated hill (285 ft.), returning by Monte Ortone
(see below). — To the W. via Monte Rosso, on the hill of that name
(575 ft.), to Praglia (69 ft.), a large Benedictine abbey founded in 1080,

at the foot of the olive-clad Monte Lonzina (770 ft.). The church is a

Renaissance edifice by Tullio Lombardi (p. 351). The refectory, restored
in 1727, contains paintings by Batt. Zelotti and Bart. Montagna and
wood -carvings by Biasi of Padua. — By the light railway via Monte
Orto7ie ('i3 ft.; Alb. Monte Ortone, P. 7V2-IO fr. , incl. wine and baths,
Stabilimento Giacon, P. 6-9 fr,, both open in summer only), at the
foot of the hill of that name (550 ft.), and Tramonte (46 ft.), at the foot
of Monte Lonzina (see above), to Torreglia (Alb. dclla Torre), the
terminus. Hence we may go to the N.W. to (25 min.) Luvigliano,
now the summer-residence of the Bishop of Padua; or we may ascend
to the S.W. via (20 min.) the village of Torreglia (440 ft.) to the top of
Monte Venda (1980 ft. ; view), the highest point of the Colli Euganei,
with extensive quarries of trachyte and the ruins of an Olivetan mon-
astery (13th cent.). Interesting descent either to the N. to Teolo (540 ft.;

light railway to Padua, see p. 331) or to the E. via the Monte Rua (1365 ft.),

with a Camaldulensian monastery (ladies not admitted) founded in 1339,
and Galzignano (72 ft.) to Valsanzibio (p. 457).

31 M. Montegrotto (33 ft.; Terrae Neroniane e H5t. Mingoni-

Sclmi, P. from 10 Yg fr. incl. wine and baths, open May 15th-
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Sept. 30th) is the station also for San Pietro Montagnon (36 ft.
;

Stabilimento Termale, P. 9 fr. incl. baths, open May 16th-0ct. 15th),

a small watering-place 2^/4 M. to the W. — The line runs through

a tunnel piercing a spur of Monte Ceva (840 ft.).

34 M. Battaglia. — Hotels (comp. p. xxi). "^Stabilimento Hot,

delle Terme, with the dependance Sant^ Elena (P. 5 fr., plain), open
April-September. — Alb. al Monte, Alb. Italia, both plain, with clean
restaurants.

Battaglia (36 ft.), with 2100 inhab., is noted for its four hot

mud-ponds, from which the 'fango' (p. 456) is extracted, and for its

four hot springs (140-169° Fahr.). The baths and lodging-houses

lie in a park at the foot of the hill of SanV Elena (280 ft.), up
which a staircase leads to the Castello di Sant' Elena, a chateau

built in 1648. In the trachyte rocks of this hill is a vapour grotto

in which the temperature is 100-116° Fahr. (bath 3 fr.).

About 3/4 M. to the J^T. of Battaglia is the chateau of Cattaio, erected
about 1573 by the Venetian general Pio Enea Obizzi and now the property
of Archduke Francis Ferdinand of Este (p. 451). The frescoes by Zelotti
are worth seeing. The Oratorio San Michele, the chapel of the chateau,
contains good early Italian pictures. Fine park.

A pleasant excursion may be made to the village of Valsanzibio
(69 ft.; good inn), 2 M. to the W. of the hill of Sant' Elena; at the foot
of the Monte Gallo (1265 ft.) lies the Villa Dona dalle Rose (p. 382),
formerly Michiel Barbarigo, dating from 1669, with an interesting old deer-
park and fine fountains. Ascent of Monte Rua and Mte. Venda, see p. 456.

About 5 M. to the S.W. of Battaglia, IV2 M. to the N.W. of Mon-
selice, and 6 M. to the N.E. of Este, on the picturesque S. slope of the
Monte Ventolone (1340 ft.), is situated Arqu^ Petrarca (modest trat-

toria), a village noted for its wine, where Petrarch (ISO i-7i) lived and died.
His monument in front of the church consists of a sarcophagus of red
marble, bearing the inscription:

Frigida Francisci lapis hie tegit ossa Petrarce,
Suscipe, virgo parens, animam ! Sate virginc, parcel
Fessaque nam terris celi requiescat in arcc.

MCCCLXXIIII. XVIIII. Julii.

On the top Is a bust of Petrarch, dating from 1547. His house, charm-
ijigly situated in the upper part of the village, with painted wooden ceil-

ings and faded frescoes of scenes from his poems, was bequeathed to

tli(; town of Padua in 1875. It contains a few mementoes of the poet
(adm. 1/2 fr.).

377^ M. Mons^lice (39 ft.; Stella d'ltalia, plain; one-liorsc carr,

to Battaglia via Arqua l^otrarca about 5 fr.), a town of 3600 inhab..

picturesquely situated on the 8.E. verge of the Colli Eu<i;anci, at

the foot oi Monte llirco (1110 ft.), still partly preserves its old

walls. On a rock surrounded by trachyte quarries arc the ruins of

a castle (Rocca; 500 ft.) built by Emp. Frederick II.

From Monsclicc via Kstc to Mantua,, see p. 321.

We cross the Battai^lia Canal to (41 M.) HanV Klena-Ksfc.

An electric light railway (3'^^ M. in 23 niin.; fares 75, 50 c.,

return 1 fr. 20, 75 c.) runs from this station to the N.W. to Este

Este (49 ft.; Hot. Centrale, Via Musco, K. 1 V«-lV4 f''-; ^^^•

Cavallinoy Via Cavour, plain; Caff^ Colli Eiiganeiy Piazza Vittorio
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Emanuele
;
post and telegraph office, Piazza Graribaldi), a town with

8700 inhab., called in antiquity Ateste, was in the possession of

the House of Este (p. 460) from 961 to 1288, then belonged in turn

to the Carrara, Scaliger, and Visconti families, and from 1405 to

1797 was in the hands of the Venetians. The town lies at the foot

of the Monte Calaone (1360 ft.), the S. spur of the Colli Euganei

(p. 456), and possesses a dilapidated mediaeval *2'ow7i Wall, retain-

ing only one of its gates (Torre di Porta Vecchia).

The light railway runs past the station of the Mantua line

(p. 321) and terminates at the Piazza Vittorio Emanuele or Piazza

Maggiore, the centre of traffic. Hence we proceed to the right along

the Via Museo to the —
MusEO Nazionale Atestino, one of the mojt interesting pro-

vincial collections in Italy, opened in 1902 in the former Palazzo
del Castello or Pal. Mocenigo (16th cent.). Adm. 9-12 & 3-6, Oct.-

March 1-4, Sun. & holidays 9-1 ; no catalogue. Director, A. Alfonsi.
The first floor contains the *Collezione Preromana, a rich collection

of prehistoric objects from the necropoles of the environs and from lake-
dwellings near Arqua, including fine bronze buckets (Situla Benvenuti,
etc.), sacrificial dishes, ornaments, *Bronze tablets, votive offerings with
early-Venetian inscriptions (resembling Etruscan inscriptions), and bronze
*Votive nails, with ornamentation and inscriptions.

On the groundfloor is the Sezione Romana, including the Lapide del

Venda, a boundary -stone of 141 B.C., the Lex Rubria (a bronze tablet
with the fragment of a Roman law), and a bronze *Relief of the Medusa
(early imperial period).

The high-lying Castello Carrarese was founded about 1056 by
Marquis Alberto Azzo II., but was rebuilt in 1339 by Ubertino da

Carrara (p. 333).

The church of Santa Maria delle Consolazioni possesses a

Madonna by Cima da Conegliano (1504). — The Basilica di Santa
Tecla, or 'Duomo', which was consecrated in 1052 but altered in

the 15th and 17th cent,, is elliptical in plan with a raised choir.

It contains a picture by Gr. B. Tiepolo (Este delivered from the

plague by the prayers of St. Thecla). — In the neighbouring Via
Cappuccini are the Villa Benvenuti, with a fine park (1846), and
the Villa Kunkler (fine views), in which Byron resided in 1817-18.

Diligence (50 c.) from the Piazza Vitt. Emanuele to the Bagni di
Val Calaona (43 ft.; Stabilimento Termale , P. 3^/4-71/2 f>-, incl. wine
and baths, open June Ist-Sept. 15th), 21/2 M. to the N., at the N. base
of the Monte- Calaone, with 'fango' baths (p. 456).

From Este to Arqud Petrai'ca, see p. 457.

Farther to the S.W. the line crosses the Gorzone Canal. —
46 M. Stanfjhella (23 ft.). The country is fertile, but marshy.
Near Boara the Adige is crossed.

5072 M. Rovigo (23 it.] Bail. Restaurant; Corona Ferrea^
with restaurant, R. 2-2^2, om». V2 ^^"> good; Cajfe Vittorio Ema-
nuele; omn. from the station to the Piazza Vitt. Emanuele, 15 c),

a pleasant town on the Naviglio Adigetto, the capital of a province,
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with 6000 inhab., belonged to Venice from 1484 downwards. —
An avenue of plane-trees, continued by the Via Porta Adige and the

Via Angeli, leads from the station to the Piazza Vittorio Emanuele,

passing (on the left) the Palazzo Roncaliy a handsome Renaissance

building by Sanmicheli (1555). In the piazza, adjoining the cafe,

is the entrance (marked 'Accademia dei Concordi') to the —
Palazzo Comunale, which contains the municipal collections.

The First Floor contains the Library (ca. 80,000 vols.), some tapestry
(17th cent.), and a Picture Gallery. Among the best works in the

latter arc the following: 194. Copy of Titian, Madonna (original in the

Museum at Vienna); 208. Copy of Gent. Bellini, Madonna; 20.S. Style

of Giorgione, Portrait; Giorgione(?), 200. Scourging of Christ, 202. Bear-
ing of the Cross; 83. Angelica Kauffmann, Innocence; *186. Palma
Vecchio, Madonna with SS. Helena and Jerome (retouched); 79. Mahuse,
Venus; 206. Giov. Bellini, Madonna; above, Dosso Dossi, 147. SS. Bene-
dict and Bartholomew, 151. SS. Lucia and Agnes; .S5. Andrea Schiavone,
Apollo and Daphne, after Griorgione (comp. p. 409) ; 75. North German
Master (not Holbein), Portrait of Ferdinand I. (1525);- 88. Batt. Dossi,
Madonna and saints; 80. Palma Vecchio (copy), Adam and Eve.

Secont) Floor. Pictures, coins, and Egyptian antiquities.

A mediaeval Gate-Tower has been preserved near the Piazza

Vitt. Emanuele. To the W. of the Adigetto, in the Piazza Castello,

are two surviving towers of an old castle.

From Rovigo to Verona, see p. .S14.

From Rovigo to Chioogia, 351/2 M., railway in 21/2-23/4 hrs. (fares

3 fr. 45, 1 fr. 75 c). The chief intermediate station is (151/2 M.) Adria
(13 ft.; Stella cV Italia, very fair), a town with 11,300 inhab., situated on
the Canal Bianco, on the site of the very ancient Etruscan town of Hatria
(p. 296), whence the Adriatic derives its appellation. The sea has grad-
ually receded from it, and is now over 131/2 M, distant (comp. p. 296),
leaving remains of the old sandhills. In the Museo Civico and in Signor
BocchVs collection are numerous antiquities (chiefly fragments of vases).
— 23 M. Lor^o (10 ft.), on the Canale di Loreo, which connects the Po
with the Adige and the Laguna Veneta, but can be navigated by small
craft only. — 331/2 M. Brdndolo, the Brundulum of antiquity, is the
Htation for the Porto di Brondolo, the harbour at the S. end of the Vene-
tian lagoon, near the new mouth of the Brenta (Foce del Brenta). —
351/.^ M. Chioggia, see p. 413.

The line runs towards the S. to (5572 ^0 Arqud Folesine,

then crosses the Canal Bianco^ and near (59 M.) Polesella (20 ft.)

reaches the Po^ here the boundary between Venetia and the Emilia.
— We follow the left bank to the S.W. before crossing the river

to (67^2 ^O Pontelago8C2irOy with sugar-refineries and a chemical

factory.

70 M. Perrara, see p. 460.

The train crosses the Cavo Tansone Canal^ which communi-
cates with the Po di PrimarOy and traverses flat, well -cultivated

land, with rice-fields here and there.

84 V2 M. San Pietro in Canale (56 ft.).

From San IMctro in ('asale a diligence plicH in I'/j lir. to Cento
(19 ft.), a small town (l.'UJO inhab.) on the Reno, the hirlhplaf-c of llic

painter Giovanni Francesco Barhieri, Hurnamcd Gnercino or 'the squint-
ing' (b. l.'iBl; d. at Bologna l«r»r,). The Pinacoteca Comitnale and Heveral
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of the churches, particularly that, of the Madonna del Rosario, contain
works by him, but his chief works are at Rome, Grenoa, and Turin. —
Near Cento is situated Pieve di Cento (steam-tramway from Bologna, see

p. 469), a small town with the pilgrimage-church of Santa Maria Assunta;
the high-altar-piece is a line Assumption by Guido Reni.

88 M. San Giorgio di Piano; 98^2 M. Castelmaggiore (82 ft.).

The fertility of the soil increases as Bologna is approached.

9972 M- Bologna, see p. 468.

62. Ferrara.
Railway Station (PI. A, 2, 3; Restaurant), at the N.W. end of

the town, ^Ij-1 M. from the hotels (tramway, see below).
Hotels (bargain desirable, comp. p. xxi). Albergo Eukopa (PL b;

K, 4), Corso dolla Griovecca 49, opposite the post-office; Modern Hotel,
V^'ia Cortevecchia 23; Alb. Stella d'Oro (PI. a; D, 4), opposite the castle,

R. 2-3, oran, V2 ^^-i well spoken of, all three with restaurants; Alb.
Pellegrino e (>ArANA (PI. c; D, 4), Piazza Torquato Tasso, with trattoria,

R. 1V2-2 fi'-, plain but good. — Mosquitoes troublesome (p. xxiii). Good
drinking-water.

Caf^s. Villani, Piazza del Commercio; Folchini, Corso della Gio-
vocca, opposite the post-office.

Post & Telegraph Office (PI. E, 4), Corso della Giovecea.
Cabs. Per drive Va ^^-j ^t night 1 fr., with two horses 1 fr. and

1 fr. 30 c.; from the station to the town 1 fr., with two horses lV-2 fi'-

(at night 2 fr.)
;
per hour 11/2 fi"-? with two horses 2 fr., each additional

'/.^ hr. 50 or 80 c. ; trunk over 55 lbs 25 c.

Trani"ways (10 c). 1. From the Station via the Cathedral to the
Sobborgo San Luca (PI. B, C, 7, 8). 2. From the Station to the Porta
Mare (PI. G, 3). 3. From the Cathedral to the Porta Romana (PL F, 8).

Principal Attractions (V2-I day): Castello (p. 462); Cathedral
fp. 463); Museo Schifanoia (p. 464); Palazzo dei Diamanti (p. 465).

Ferrara (30 ft.), with 32,400 inhab. and some iiulustries (siigar-

refiiieries, etc.), is the capital of a province and the seat of an arcli-

bishop and of a university. It lies 3 M. to the S. of the Po, in a

monotonous plain, which, however, has been very fertile since the

recent improvements and possesses several ship-canals. The broad

streets, the huge castle, and the fine Renaissance palaces recall

Ferrara's golden period, when it was a prosperous commercial
j>lace, numbering 100,000 inhab., and the seat of the celebrated

court of the House of Este. Many of the streets, which are now
very quiet, were regularly laid out as early as the end of the 15th

century.
The family of Este, whose renown in the history of art and

science is immortal, was probably descended from Carolingian gov-
ernors of Teutonic origin. Oherto, son of Count Azzo I. of Canossa,
received Este (p. 457) from Emp. Otho the Great in 961, whence tlic

family derived its feudal name; in 984 Mantua, Modena, and Ferrara
(comp. p. 315) were granted also as imperial fiefs. Margrave Albert
Azzo II. transferred his residence to Este in 1056. His eldest son
Folco was acknowledged as margrave by Emp. Henry IV., while his
son M^elf was invested with the Duchy of Bavaria and through his
son Henry the Proud became tljc founder of the families of Brunswick
aud Hanover. Folco's son Ohizzo I. was thrice Podesta of Padua and
imperial vicegerent of the March of Treviso, while his grandson Azzo VI.
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1196-1212) was imperial vicegerent and Podesta at Verona, Padua, and
Ferrara. Azzo VII. (1212-64) was driven from Este by Ezzelino (p. 28)

in 1238, but in 1256 he captured Padua and in 1259, at the head of the
Guelph 'crusaders', he annihilated Ezzelino's army at Cassano (p. 258).

Ohizzo IV. (d. 1293), who made Ferrara his official residence, established
a permanent dominion over Modena in 1288 and Reggio in 1289, and con-
siderably extended the power of his house. Niccolo III. (d. 1441) sum-
moned to his court in 1424 the erudite Guarino (1370-1460), who here laid

the foundation of a prosperous school of liberal learning. In 1452 Pic-
colo's son Borso (d. 1471) received the title of Duke of Modena and Reggio
from Erap. Frederick III. , and in 1470 that of Duke of Ferrara from
Pope Paul II. His brother Hercules I. (1471-1505), and the son of the
latter, Alphonso I. (1505-34), whose second wife was the infamous Lu-
crezia Borgia, were powerful and influential princes. Lodovico Ariosto
(1474-1533; p. 439), the greatest Italian poet of the 16th cent., whose
father, Nice. Ariosti (p. 439), had returned from Reggio to Ferrara in

1486, was in the service of Alphonso from 1518. Though bloody feuds
distracted the ruling family, the city steadily grew in prosperity. Her-
cules II. (1534-58), son of Alphonso, was the \i\i.Bh'diidi oi Renata (Renee),
daughter of Louis XII of France, patroness of the Reformers Calvin and
Marot, to whom she accorded an asylum. Having declared herself in favour
of the reformed doctrines, she was separated from her husband and children.
Her eldest daughter Anna (1531-1607) was married first to Francois, Due
de Guise, and then to Jacques, Due de Nemours; the second daughter
Lucrezia (1534-98), who was a patroness of art, became the wife of the
youthful Duke Francesco Maria of Urbino, but did not leave Ferrara;
tlie youngest daughter Eleonora (1537-81) was delicate and remained un-
married. Renee's son Alphonso II. (1558-97) increased the well-being of his

dominions by the construction of a network of canals 205 M. long (choked
up again at a later period), for the irrigation of the extensive marshy
region, and raised the glory of his capital to its culminating point; but
with him the family became extinct, his three marriages being childless.
He was the patron of tlic poets Tasso (1544-95) and Guarini (author of
the Tastor Fido' ; born at Ferrara in 1537, died at Venice in 1612). Goethe
in his 'Torquato Tasso' has drawn a faithful picture of the court of Fer-
rara about the year 1575, although a somewhat ideal colouring is given
to some of the characters. His description of the attachment of Tasso
to Eleonora seems to have a poetical foundation only. The scene of the
drama, the chateau of Belriguardo, now a dilapidated farm, lies 21/2 M.
to the N.E. of Montesanto (p. 468); Lucrezia's country house, Consdndolo,
iti to the S.W. of Portomaggiore (see p. 468). Alphonso II. was succeeded
by Cesare d^Este, descendant of a natural son of Alphonso I., but only
as Duke of Modena and Reggio, Ferrara and Comacchio having been
claimed by Pope Clement VIII. in 1597 as vacant fiefs.

The art of Painting was liberally patronized at Ferrara, as at all

the other Italian courts, but tlic Ferrarese painters did not succeed in

maintaining full independence. In the 15th century they were chiefly in-

fluenced by the Paduan school, by Pisanello (p. 300), who spent some time
in Ferrara in 1443-44, and by Piero della Francesca of Umbria. This is

CHpccially noticeable in the case of Cosimo I'ura (ca. 1430-95), of Fran-
cesco Cossa (1435-77), whose easel -paintings are frequently crude and
stiff, and of Krcole (Ze' Roherti (ca. 1450-96), the most eminent of the
early -RcnaisHanco painters of Ferrara next to Tura. The chief works
of this period are the frescoes in tlie Palazzo Hchifanoia. — Lorenzo
Costa (1460-1535), anoth(M- Ferrarese; master, left his home in his youth
and came into intimate relations witii Francesco Francia, the chief
master of the IJolognese school (comp. pp. 472, 315). In the; 16th cent,
the first places among the painters of Ferrara are occupied by Dosso
VoHxl (ca. 1179-1542), who shows th<; iufhujiice of Ariosto iu his poeti-
cally conceived genre works and of Giorgione iu his landscapes, and
Ortolano (properly Qiambattista Benvennti ; ca. 1400-1529), who rivals
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Dosso Dossi in colouring and far excels him in the dramatic force of
his grouping. Benvennto Tisi (1481-1559), usually known as Gardfalo
from his birthplace, long associated with Dossi, is best represented in

the galleries ot Rome. The attempts of this somewhat prosaic master
to rival the idealistic conceptions ot Raphael resulted disastrously. The
productions of his later period, many of which are to be found in the
Pal. dci Diamanti, become tedious through the insipid sweetness and
empty conventionality of the heads. Lodovico MazzoUno (1481-1530) is

known for his fiery red colouring, but sinks into insignificance when com-
pared with his three contemporaries.

Comp. 'The Story of Ferrara', by Miss E. Noyes (1904; Mediaeval
Town Series), and 'Dukes and Poets in Ferrara', by E. G. Gardner (1904).

We approach the town from the station by the former Por^a Po
(PI. B, 2), the N.W. gate of the town-wall (once S^/g M. in circuit),

and the broad Yiale Cavour (PI. B, C, D, 2-4), with its lime-trees.

— At the end of this street, beyond the little Pnhlic Park, with

a tasteful monument to Graribaldi, rises the —
*Castello (PI. D, 4), a picturesque edifice with four towers,

surrounded by a moat. It was built after 1385 hy Bartolino Plot

i

of Novara for Niccolo II., and partly restored after a fire in 1554
and after the earthquake of 1570 by Alberto Schiatti. The building

is now occupied by the prefect and other local authorities (adm.

9-12 & 2-5, 1st Nov.-31st March 10-12 & 1.30-3.30; from the N.

entrance visitors ascend the staircase to the left in the second gate-

way; fee \/o fr.). The Sala del Consiglio Provinciate and the

adjacent Sala di Napolij in the apartments of the prefecture, con-

tain frescoes of the school of Dosso Dossi, representing athletic

exercises of the ancient palaestra. The frescoes in the next room,

the Sala deW Aurora (said to be Eleonora's room), representing

the four stages of the day (aurora, meriggio, vespero, notte) with

a beautiful frieze with children ('putti'), are finer. Adjacent is a

cabinet with three Bacchanalia by followers of Garofalo.
The custodian shows also a dungeon at the base of the 'lion tower',

where the Margrave Nicholas III. confined his faithless wife Parisina
Malatesta and his natural son Hugo, her paramour, before beheading them
(May 2l8t, 1425). Lord Byron in his poem of 'Parisina' substitutes tho

name of Azo for Nicholas as being more metrical. Visitors see also the

prison in which Alphonso I. confined for life his brother Julius and Ihe
Prince Ferrante d'Este after their conspiracy in 1506.

In the small Piazza Torquato Tasso, to the W. of the castle, is

the elegant Gothic church of San Giuliano (PL 2; D, 4), dating

from 1406. — In the Piazza Savonarola (PI. 3), on the S. of the

castle, rises a monument to Girolamo Savonarola, the Dominican,

who was born at Ferrara in 1452 ('in tempi corrotti e servili dei

vizi e dei tiranni flagellatore'; p. 557).

The large group of buildings extending from the Piazza Savo-

narola to the Piazza della Cattedrale (PI. D, 5) is the Palazzo
del Mnnicipio (PI. D, 4, 5), the residence of the Este family, largely

modernized in 1739. The entrance is in the Piazza della Cattedrale,

under the columns of the so-called Volta del Cavallo, which is all
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that remains of the loggia erected by Hercules I. in 1503 and

adorned with an equestrian statue of Nicholas III. until 1796. In

the court is a fine staircase of the same period; in the interior is

a room said to have been decorated by Dosso Dossi. At the back is

the old arsenal of the Este family, a brick building with three aisles.

The *Cathed.ral {San Giorgio; PI. D, 5) lias an imposing

fagade with three series of arches, one above the other, an admirable

example of the Lombard style. The lower part of the front and

the lateral fagades date from 1135; the upper part is of the 13th

cent., the sculptures mainly of the 13th and 14th. The projecting

portal, embellished with two lions, was added at a later period;

the reliefs are of a much earlier date, some of them being by

Nicolaus and WiUgelmus (pp. 306, 452).
The fine Interior

, with its aisles and double transepts , does not
correspond with the fagade, as it was modernized in the baroque style

hy Franc. Mazzarelli in 1712. — In the 2nd Transept on the right: Martyr-
dom of St. Lawrence by Guercino (injured); on the altar, Crucifixion with
the Virgin, St. John, St. George, and St. Maurelius, five figures in bronze,
by Niccolb BaroncelU of Florence and Dom. di Paris of Padua (1453-68);

terracotta figures of Christ and the Apostles in the transepts by Alfonso
Lombardi (1524; repainted). — In the Choir, to the right, ^Annunciation,
to the left, St. G-eorge, by Cosimo Tura (1469; originally organ-panels).
— Gth altar to the left. Coronation of the Virgin, saints below, by Fr.
Francia (late work). — 3rd altar on the left, Madonna enthroned with
saints, by Garofalo (1524). On the right and left of the principal door,
SS. Paul and Peter, in fresco, by the same master (retouched). — In the
rooms adjoining the sacristy, Garofalo, Annunciation; lac. della Qitercia,
*Statue of the Madonna (1408), to which the statue of a bishop (St. Mau-
relius?) in the chapter-room of the canons probably originally belonged.

At the S.E. corner of the cathedral rises a handsome but un-

finished Campanile in four stories, erected in the early-Renaissance

style in 1451-93 (top story at the end of the 16th cent.). — Opposite

to it is the Pal. della Hagione, a Gothic brick building, erected

in 1321-26, restored in 1833-41, and still containing the courts of

justice. — Beyond it, at the corner of the Via Romano, is the former
church of San Romano, an elegant brick building now used as a

storehouse; on the W. side are the remains of ancient cloisters.

'J'he Seminario Arcivescovile (PI. 1; I), 4), formerly the

Palazzo TroUi-Ksfense, Via (Jairoli 32, contains frescoes in gri-

saille, in the style of Raphael's Stanze, hy Garofalo, in two rooms
f>ri tlie groundfloor (best light about midday; fee y.^ fr. ; closed on

Sun. & holidays).
'VUii paintings (1520) in the Istlioom (vestibule) are much injured. —

Those in llic 2nd Room (1519), though too soinbro for ceiling- paintings,
arc artistically of great beauty and are in perfect preservation. Tasteful
ornanierilation. David and Goliath, the Judgment of Solomon, Prometheus,
etc., are represented. In the centre is an illusive painting of persons
loolkng down over a parapet.

Sa/L Paolo (Pi. D, 5), built in the late-Renaissance style about

1573 by Alberto Sehiatti, contains, on the pillar to tin; right, a

bust by Aless. Vittoria of Ant. Montecatino, the friend and ministej-

JUkokkkh's Northern ll:ily. Mlh K.lit. JO
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of Alphonso II. ; the paintings on the vaulting are by Scarsellino

and Carlo Bonone.

The University (PI. D, E, 5, 6), now attended by about 250 stud-

ents, occupies a building erected by G.B.Aleotti in 1587. In the

court are Latin inscriptions, Roman and early-Christian sarcophagi,

and a few Romanesque sculptures.

The University Library (adm. on week-days 10-4; librarian, Prof.

Gius. Agnelli), founded in 1746, possesses about 100,000 vols, and 2000 MSS.
Among the latter are several cantos of the 'Orlando Furioso' in Ariosto^s
handwriting, and a transcript of Tasso^s 'Grerusalcmnie Libcrata', both with
numerous corrections ; letters and poems written by Tasso in prison (see

p. 467); and GuarinVs MS. of the 'Pastor Fido'. Among the printed
books are fifty-two early editions of Ariosto. His monument, erected by
Ct. B. Alcotti in 1610-12, was brought hither from San Benedetto (p. 466)
in 1801. Autographs of the Este family, the poets Alfieri and Carducci,
etc., are shown also.

San Francesco (PL E, 5), a brick church in the early-Renais-

sance style, erected after 1494 hy Biagio Rossetti, is entirely covered

with domes, and each aisle is flanked with chapels and elaborately

painted. The frieze of 'putti' and foliage is by Girolamo da Carpi
(ca. 1550). In the 1st chapel on the left are frescoes by Garofalo,
the Kiss of Judas, with portraits of the donors.

The dilapidated Casa Bomei (PI. E, 5), Via Savonarola 28

(visitors ring; small gratuity), with its pretty court and graceful

grotesques of the school of Dosso Dossi, aflbrds, in the interior,

a good idea of an aristocratic residence of the Renaissance period.

In the choir of the old convent-church of Corpus Domini (PL

E, 6) are the tombs of Alphonso I. and Lucrezia Borgia, and of

Hercules II. and his daughters Lucrezia and Eleonora (p. 461).

Santa Maria in Vado (PL F, 6) is one of the oldest churches

atFerrara, but was altered in the earlyTRenaissance style after 1495

by Biagio Rossetti and Bartolomeo Tristani according to plans by

Ercole Grrandi; the nave has a flat ceiling resting on ten columns,

and the crossing is surmounted by a dome. It contains fine frescoes

by Carlo Bonone.

At No. 23, Via Scandiana, is the Palazzo Scandiana, usually

called the Fal. Schifanoia (PL F, 6; 'Sanssouci'), once a chateau

of the Este family, and now the property of the town. It was begun

by Alberto d'Este in 1391 and completed under Borso by Fietro

Benvenuti in 1466-69. Over the handsome portal is the unicorn

from Borso's armorial bearings. In 1898 the palazzo was fitted up

as the MusEO Civico Schifanoia, for the municipal collection of

antiquities. Adm. 10-4 (Oct.-March 11-3), 1 fr., Sun. free.

The Principal Saloon (1st floor) contains celebrated *Frescoes, by
Francesco Cossa and others, completed about 1470. Only seven of the

original twelve scenes are preserved and these are much damaged. The
finest are on the E. wai], opposite the entrance. In the upper row arc

the gods of the months in triumphal chariots and allegorical represen-

tations of the months; in the middle are the signs of tiie zodiac; in the

lower row are scenes from the life of Borso and employments of men in
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the various months. — The show-cases contain 31 *Choir Books from the

University Library, 13 dating from 1449, with miniatures by Guiniforte
Vimmercato of Milan, the remainder from 1468 ; also a MS. Bible written

hj Matteo d^Alessandria (1469-76); and an early Paduan printed copy (1474)

of the Decretum G-ratiani, with exquisite miniatures.

The Sala degli Stucchi (the former vestibule), richly decorated with
fine mouldings (frieze and ceiling) by Do'm. di Paris (1467), and an ad-

joining room contain Egyptian, Greek, Roman, and Christian antiquities,

and also a valuable collection of coins. The latter includes 400 Fcrrarese
coins besides Renaissance medals and plaquettes by PisaneUo, Matteo de'

Fasti, Marescotti, Speraridio, etc. The Venetian rostri, or ships' prows,
are trophies from the naval battle on the Po in 1509, in which Ariosto,
then in the service of Cardinal Ippolito d'Este, probably took part.

To the S. of Santa Maria in Vado, in the Via Porta d'Amore, is

the Palazzo Costabili or Palazzo Scrofa-Calcagnini (PL F, 7),

originally erected by Biagio Rossetti for Lodovico 11 Moro (p. 151),

with a fine court (uncompleted). On the groundfloor to the left are

two rooms with beautiful ceiling- frescoes by Ercole Gi^andi

fca. 1500): in the first, prophets and sibyls; in the second, scenes

from the Old Testament in grisaille.

In the neighbouring Via Formignana, on the S.E. verge of the

town, is the elegant little Renaissance church of La Madonnma
(PL F, 7), by Alb. Schiatti. — Behind it, by a bastion of the same
name, rises the Montagnone (PL Gr, 7), extolled by Tasso, and now
a reservoir of the waterworks.

Outside the Porta Romana (PI. F, 8; tramway, see p. 460) is the churrli

of San Giorgio, where Pope Eugene IV. opened the Council convened in

1138 with a view to effect a union of the Greek and Roman churches, in

the presence of the Greek Emp. John Palaeologus. In 1439 the seat of the
Council was transferred to Florence. The church (interior modernized
after 1700) contains the tomb of Bishop Lor. Roverella, by Ambrogio da
Milano (1475), the statuettes executed in the studio of Ant. Rossellino.
The fine brick tower was built by Biagio Rossetti (1485).

The N. Quarter, regularly laid out by Biagio Rossetti for Her-

cules I. in 1492 et seq., is traversed by two main streets, the Coi^so

Vitiorio Emanuele and the Corso di Porta Po and di Porta Mare,
wliich look now very deserted. At their intersection (PL B, E, 8)

are situated four handsome palaces, the finest of which are tlie

liciiaissance Palazzo Prosperi (formerly (^acrati)^ biiili about 1500,

with a fine portal (Porta d(!i Leoni), and the —
Palazzo del Diamanti (PL I), 3), so called from the peculiar

(;iC(ts ol'thf; stones, a handsome early-Renaissance structure, erected

lor Sigismondo d'Este by Biagio RosseJti after 1402, though not

'ojnpletod until 1507. Since 1842 it lias belonged to the town and

it now contains the Atcnco Civico, with the Municijjal Picltur.

(iallery, most of the works in which b(!long to the school of

Eerrara. Adm. daily 10-4, on Sun. & holidays 12-4, 1 fr. ; entrance

to the left in the court; good light necessary. Catalogue (18i)G)

50 c. Director: I'roL Aug, Oroghetti.
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I. Room (to the left). To the right of the entrance, Rocco Marco7ii
(not Palma Vecchlo), The Trihutc Money (retouched). — II. Room. To
the right, Dom. ranettl (Garofalo's teacher), Annunciation; to the left,

Pelleyrlno Mnnari, Madonna enthroned, with SS. Geminianus and Jerome
(1509). — III. Room (r.). Cosimo Tura, Two round pictures with scenes
from the life of St. Maurelius; also, Ercole Grandi{'^), Adoration of tlie

Cliild; Tnra (?) , St. Jerome. — We return througli the second room to

the I v. Room: Garofalo , The Old and New Testament, an allegorical

fresco from Sant' Andrea. — V. Room (fine Renaissance ceilings in this

and the following rooms). Ercole Grmidi {?), Pieta; Garofalo, Raising
of Lazarus (1532). — VI. Room. Dosso Dossi, St. John the Evangelist in

Patmos; Garofalo, Madonna del Pilastro and Adoration of the Magi (1549);
Ortolano, Adoration of the Child (1513); Garofalo, Adoration of the Magi,
with a carnation (garofalo) jjainted in the foreground by way of signature
(1537); Lad. Mazzolino, Adoration of the Child, with SS. Benedict and
Albericus (the only picture by this master with large figures) ; Garofalo,
Christ on tlie Mount of Olives. — VII. Room. Guercino, Decapitation of

St. Maurelius ; Garofalo, *Madonna among clouds, with SS. Jerome and
Francis of Assisi and donors (1511); Vitt. Carpaccio, Death of Mary (1508)

;

Ercole Grandi{?), St. Sebastian; Garofalo, Massacre of the Innocents
(1519), San Niccolo da Tolentino celebrating mass. — VIII. Room. Dosso
Dossi, Annunciation; I'lmoteo VUUy), Assumption of St. Mary of Egypt.
— IX. Room. Rear-wall, Dosso Dossi, *Altar-piece in six parts, Madonna
enthroned with SS. Augustine and Sebastian on the left, and SS. Ambrose
and George on the right, above, the Resurrection, one of the master's finest

works (ruined by retouching) ; Garofalo, Miraculous resuscitation on the
finding of the Cross (1536), *Madonna del Riposo (1525).

Adjoining Room IV is the little Museo del Risorgimento. — We retrace
our steps and straight opposite the entrance pass into the X.-XII. Rooms,
which contain modern pictures. — XIII. Room. Drawings and engravings
(incl. Gaet. Previati, The plague).

In the Corso di Porta Po, a little farther to the W., is the Re-

naissance church of San Benedetto (PL C, 2, 3), begun in 1496
and finished about 1550 by Giamhattista and Alberto Tristani,

consisting of nave and aisles supported by pillars and flanked with

chapels. The barrel-vaulting of the nave is interrupted by cupolas.

On the last altar on the left: Carlo Bonone, Christ in glory, with

nine Benedictine saints. The left transept contains paintings by
Scarsellino. — The old monastery, now a barrack (adin. on appli-

cation at the guard-room), is adorned with frescoes by Scarsellino

and Dosso Dossi (?); that of the ante-chamber of the refectory re-

presents Paradise, with saints and angels, among whom Ariosto

caused himself to be painted.

The House ofAriosto (PI. C, D, 2), which he erected for himself

after 1526 and in which he died in 1533, Via dell' Ariosto No. 67,

has been the property of the town since 1811. It contains a few me-
mentoes of Ariosto and bears the inscription, composed by himself:

*Parya, sed apta mihi, sed nulli obnoxia, scd non
8ordida,*^parta meo' sed tamen sere domus.'

A Status ofAriosto by Franc. Vidoni, on a lofty column in the

Piazza Ariostea (PI. E, F, 3), was placed there in 1833. The column
was originally intended for a monument to Hercules I.; till 1796
it bore a statue of Pope Alexander VII., then one of PVeedom, and

in 1810-14 one of Napoleon. One the S. side of the piazza is the
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Pal. EonciUfalli-Zaftig and on the W. side ilie Pal. Mazzucchi-
Bevilacqua, the latter with a fine colonnaded court. "^— At the

corner of the Via Borso, which leads to the cemetery, stands the

Pal. Massari (PI. E, 3 ; 16th cent.), with a valuahle picture gallery

and a fine park.

The church of San Cristafo7^o (PI. E, F, 2), in the Campo Santo,

formerly a Carthusian monastery (suppressed in 1796), is a hand,

some Renaissance building (1498-1553). The cemetery (adm. Sun-

& Thurs. only, free) contains a bust of the art-historian Count Leo-

poldo Cicognara (1767-1834) by Canova, and several modern monu-

ments by Tenerani, Tadolini, Bartolini, and others.

The ''church of Santa Maria delta Rosa (PL C, D, 3; 1624),

in the Via degli Armari, contains (in the right aisle) a Pieta, a

painted terracotta group by G-uido Mazzoni (p. 452).

The Chiesa del Gesu (PL D, E, 4) possesses a goodjpainting by

Gius. Maria Crespi (3rd altar on the right), representing the Swoon
of St. Stanislaus. Beneath the choir-gallery is the handsome tomb
of Barbara d'Austria (d. 1572), second wife of Alphonso II, — Close

by is the Palazzo Crispi (PL D, 4), a dignified late -Renaissance

building by Girol. da Carpi.

The Arcispedale Sant' Anna (PLD, E, 4), Corso della Griovecca

Xo.41, is interesting as the place where, by order of Alphonso II.,

Pa.sso was kept in confinement from 1579 to 1586 on account of

liis mental alienation. A cell is shown in which he is said to have

been incarcerated, with the names of Byron, Lamartine, and otlier

ports written on the walls. — Adjoining the hospital is the former

J*aL Euverella, erected in 1508 and possessing^ a tasteful early-

Kenaissance facade witli beautiful terracotta ornamentation.

Near the S.E. end of the Corso della Giovecca, to the right

Xo. 174), stands the Palazzina Estense (PL F, 5; now belonging

lo the town;, a garden-pavilion erected in 1559 and retaining traces

of graceful decorative paintings of the school of Dosso Dossi.

P^KOM Fekrara to Copparo, 12 M., railway in 3/4 hr. (fares 1 fr. 75,

1 fr. 25, 80c.). Stations unimportant. The little town of Copparo (1.3 ft.;

A If). Italia), with 6700 inhah., is the starting-point of tlio highroads to

1ho lionifica (lellc Valli rrAmhrof/io, the 'polders' of the so-called 'first

iriipjovcnient district', of whicii the village of /oZanr/a marks the centre.
A Steam Tramway (station, PI. A, 2) runs to th(; E. from Ferrara,

;il first near the I'o di Volano and the lUmifica di Doiore, then via (20 M.)
OhUUcUo (p. '168), to the little town of {'.V.i M.) Codigoro (l.'i ft.; Leon
'/'Oro), with sugar-refineries. Here are enormous puriiping-works, said
to he the largest in the world, for the drainage of the surrounding country.

Ahout IV-i^- t" t*"' 1'^- "f ('odigoro, on the old road from Ravenna to

Venice, lies the once famous *Badia Santa Maria in Pomposa ('.Mh

• cnt.), ahandoncd in the middle ages on account of the malaria. The
Forestcria, the refectory, and some others of tin; conventual hnildiiigs,

ith llth cent, frescoes hy painters of the school of lUmini, are still

landing. The church, an edifice of 10.36, in the style'of the early-Christian
basilicas, with a vcBtihulc of 1050, IiaH a fine old mosaic j)avement. The
' ampanilc (164 ft. high) dates from 1063 and is still in good prcHervati(»n
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From Ostellato (10 ft.), .'i liumble little town (6300 inliab.) on the N.
verge of the VaJle del Mez'zano,^ the larger W. half of the Valli di Co-
macchio (p. 206), which abound in fish (famous eels), a highroad (diligence

thrice daily in 21/2 hrs.) runs to the E. to (13 M.) the old fishing-town of

Comacchlo (3 ft. ; Alb. del Corso), the chief town on the Laguiie.

From Ferrara to Ravenna (Rimini), 46 M., railway in 1^4-2 hrs.

(fares 8 fr. 60, 6 fr. 5, 3 fr. 90 c. ; express train on Mon., Wed., & Frid.

in 1
Y'2

hr., fares 9 fr. 45, 6 fr. 65, 4 fr. 30 c.). The district traversed

is monotonous, with few villages and many maize-fields. 10 Ya ^'^•

Montesanto (to Belriguardo, sec p. 461); 15 M. Fortomaggiore
(10 ft.), the junction of a branch via (3 M.) Consandolo (p. 461) and
Ihidrio to (29 M.) Bologna; 21 M. Argenta (13 ft.). The Reno
(p. 441) is crossed. 26 M. Lavezzola (junction for Lugo, p. 493);

35 M. Alfonsiiie (30 ft.). — 46 M. Ravienna^ see p. 492.
Railway from Ferrara to Suzzara^ see pp. 322, 321.

63. Bologna.
Railway Stations. 1. Staziooie Ferrovie dello Stato (PL D, E, 1;

Restaurant , L. or D. incl. wine 31/2 fr.
;

good provision for jjassing

travellers), outside the Porta GalHera, for the lines Milan-Boiogna-Pistoia-
Florence (RR. 57, 64), Modena-Mantua-Verona (R. 49), Ferrara-Padua-Ve-
nice (RR. 61, 50), Castel Bolognese-Ravenna (R. 65), and Castcl-Bolognese-
Faenza- Florence (R. 66). Town-office (p. xvii) in the Palazzo Comunalc
(p. 473), Piazza del Ncttuno; sleeping-car agency at the rail, restaurant.
--- 2. Stazirme San Vitale (PI. H, 3), at the end of the Viale Fanstino
Malaguti, for the branch -line to Biidrio and Portomaggiore (sec above).

Hotels (cornp. ]). xxi). * Grand -Hotel Bkun (PI. a; C, 4), in the
P;i]azz() Gliislieri, Via Ugo Bassi 32, German, an old established house,
130 beds from 4, B. IV2, I^- 3V2, 1>- 5V2-7, P. 12-15, omn. I-IV2 f i'- ; ^Grand
Hotel d'lTALiE (PL d; D, 4), in the Palazzo Mattel, cor. of Via Ugo
Bassi and Via Pictrafitta, R. from 41/2, B. IV2, L- 31/2, D. 4V2. P- ^2-20 fr.

;

*Gk.-H6t. Baglioni, Via Tndipcndenza 6-8, 150 beds and 25 private baths,

R. 4-10, B. IV2, T^- 31/2? D. 6, P. 12-18, omn. IV4 f r. ; all these of the first

class. — *H6t. Pellegrino (PL c j 1), 4), Via Ugo Bassi 7, R. from 3, central

heating 1/2^ R- ^j ^- 3, D. 4, P. from 9 (incl. wine), oinn. 1 fr. (founded
in 1500; visited by Lord Byron in 1819, according to the memorial tablet

with an inscription by Carducci); Stella d'Italia (PL f; E, 4), Via
Rizzoli 6, with frequented restaurant, R. 2V2-4V2» omn. 1 fr., Italian, good;
Hot. Tre Re & Metropole (PL h; E, 4), Via Rizzoli 26, with good
restaurant, R. 2-3, omn. 1 f r. ; Palace Hot. San Marco (PL 1; E, 2), Via
dell' Tndipcndenza 60; Hot. du Parc & Corona d'Italia (PL e; B, 2), Via
dell' Indipendenza 65. — Less pretentious, without lifts or central heating:
Hot. Centrale & Commercio (PL i; E, 4), Via Orefici 2, R, IV2-2V2 fi'->

much frequented; Alb. Roma (PL k; D, 5), Via d'Azeglio 11; Quattro
Pellegrini (PL g; E, 4), Via Rizzoli 25 a; Alb. Due Torri, Via Mazzini 5,

near the T;caning Towers (p. 480) ; Alb. Tre Zucchbtte, Via della Canepa 2

(PL E, 4), R. V/,^-2 fr. — Hotel Bologne Mbuble, opposite the central

station, 75 R. from 2 fr. — Mosquitoes (p. xxiii) troublesome in summer.
Good drinking-water.

Caf^s (com)), p. xxvi). Caffe San Fictro, Via dell'Indipendenza 5,

near the Piazza del Ncttuno, liar Central, Piazza del Nettuno (cor. of Via
dell'Indipendenza), both much frequented in the evening; Caffe delle

Scienze, Via Farini 24; Caffh del Commercio, Via Ugo Bassi (concerts in

the evening). — Coneectioneks : Maiani, Via dell' Indipendenza, opposite
the Caffo San Pietro, fashionable; Viscardi, Via Rizzoli 32.

Restaurants (comp. p. xxiii). At the hotels; also, Bistorante Eden
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(sec below), Via dell' Indi^endenza 69, good, but sometimes closed; -^Elsto-

rante al Chianti, Yia Rizzoli 20b; Cafjfe del Rlsorgimento, Piazza del
Ncttuno ; Ristorante Firenze, Via dell'Indipendenza 10.

Birrerie (comp. p. xxvi). Birreria Ronzani, Via Spaderie, in the
Hot. Ccntrale & Coramercio ; Birreria Belletti, with good restaurant, open-
air establishment in summer, outside the Porta d'Azeglio.

Post Office (PL 30; D, 4), in the Palazzo Comunale (p. 473), Piazza
del Nettuno. — Telegraph Office (PI. 31; D, 4), also in the Palazzo
Comunale, entrance, Via Ugo Bassi 2.

Cabs (one-horse). Per drive in the old town, incl. the stations 1, at

night (10 p.m. -6 a.m.) IV2 fr. ; inside the octroi limits (cinta daziaria) per
1/2 hr. 11/2, at night 2, for the first hr. 2, each following 1/2 hr. 1 fr. To
San Michele in Bosco 3 fr. (eleetr. tramway 15 c., see below); trunk 50 c.

(luggage inside the cab free). — Motor Cabs (vetturc-automobili; stand
in the Piazza Vittorio Emanuele), per 500 metres 1 fr., each addit. 250 m.
or 21/2 min. waiting 20 c. ; luggage as above. — AtUo Garage ^Bologna',
Via Aurelio Saffi 60.

Electric Tramways (10-15 c.) traverse the town, starting from the
Piazza Vittorio Emanuele Secondo (PI. E, 4, 5). Chief lines: 1. By the Via
dell' Indipendenza to the chief rail, station (PI. D, E, 1), with a branch
(No. 10) to Zucca. 2. By the Via d'Azeglio to the Strada San Mamolo (PI.

D, 7). 4. By the Via Rizzoli and Via Mazzini to the Piazza di Porta Mag-
giore (PI. H, 6). 5. By the Via Saragozza (PI. C, B, 6) to Meloneello (sec

below). 6. By the Via Farini and Via Santo Stefano to the Piazza di Porta
Santo Stefano (PI. H, 7). 8. By the Via Rizzoli and Via Zamboni to the
Strada San Donato (PI. H, 3). 11. By the Via Barberia and Via Sant' Isaia
rPl. C-A, 5, 4) to the Certosa and Meloneello. 12. By the Via Garibaldi (PI.

E, 6) to the Strada Castiglione (PI. F, 7) and San Michele in Bosco (p. 489).

Steam Tramwrays. l. From the Piazza Malpiglii (PI. C, 4; with an
electric branrli-line to Casalecchio) by the Porta Saragozza (PI. A, B, 6) to

rt-Yt M.) Meloneello (1st class 15, 2nd class 10 c.) and to (3-V,t M.) Cam-
leechio (p. 490), both at the foot of the Madonna di San Tiuc.i. (p. 489), and
to (IIV2M.) Baz.zano and (iiO M.) Vignola (p. 455). — 2. From the Porta
(ralloria (station about 300 yds. to the N. ; PI. E, 1) to (I81/2 M., in 1^4 hr.)

rieoe dl Cento, whence there is a diligence to Cento (comp. pp. 460, 459).
- 3, From the Porta Galliera to the N.E. to (23V2 ^I-) Malalbergo.

Baths. Villa Rosa ('Casa di Salute'), beyond the Piazza di Porta
r'astiglione; Tiagtii di Santa Lucia, Via Castiglione 43; Bagni del Reno,
Via San Felice 7i.

Theatres. Teatro Comunale (PI. 60; F, 4), Via Zamboni 30, erected
liy Ant. Bibiena in 1756-63, performances usually in late autumn only;
Teatro del Corso (PI. 62; F, 5), Via Santo Stefano 31, opened in 1805,
ie(;on«trur;ted in 1902; Teatro Duse (PI. 64; F, 6), Via Cartoleria 42; Teatro
Verdi (PI. E, 1, 2), Via Galliera; Teatro ContavalU (PI. 61; F, 3), Via
Mentana 2, established in 1814 in the former church of the Carmelites
''performances in dialect). — Eden Music ITall (PL E, 1), Via dell' Indi-
jiendcnza 69, .sometimes closed.

Open-air Concerts (comp. the newspapers) generally on Sun.,
1..'{0-3 p.m., in the Piazza (ialvani, at the back of San Petronio; in summer
in the Oiardini Margherita (p. 488).

The Giuoco del Pallone, or ball -game, in a building erected by
(iins. Tuhcrtini in JH22 fPl. 65; 10, F, 2), is well worth seeing (in July-
.Scpt. only; charge! for admission).

Booksellers. Zanlchelll, in the Portico del Pavaglionc (p. 177),
iiiulcr the arcadf.s of tin* Via delPArchiginnasio. -- Exhimition ok In
iMr.HTKFAf. AftT, yJ'JmUin. A rs, Via Ugo Bassi 21. - PiioTOdiiAPiis. I*i)pf)i,

Via d'Azeglio 19; at the Colomba, in the Pavaglion«\ - Photouuai'Hio
Matekialh. /yi?/;:2;i. Via Rizzoli 16. NicwH[»Ai»rcic.«j. Tl Ilcnto del Carlino

;

la (inzzetta, deW Emilia; I/Awenire fP Italia fclerical).

Bank, lianca (Joimnerciale Italians, Via Rizzf)li (Piazza <lnl Kettuno).
Shops (comp. p. xxviii). The host are in the Portico del Pavaglione
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(p. 477), "Via Rizzoli, Via Ugo Bassi, Via dell' Indipondenza, etc. — Spe-
cialties of Bologna arc Tagliatellc, also Tortellini or Cappelletti (rolled

maccaroni filled with meat, for soup) ?ind Salami or 3Iortadella (Bologna
sausage). Bologna liqueurs (bibite) also are esteemed.

Anglican Church Service in the Hotel Brun in Dec. & Jan. ; chap-

lain, Dr. Streane. — Italian Protestant Church, Via Castiglione 10 (first

floor); service at 10.30a.m.
Church Festivals. On the Sat. before Ascension Day the picture

of the Madonna di San Luca (p. 489) is carried in solemn procession to tlic

cathedral, and on the following Wed. to San Petronio. On Ascension Day
it is brought back in similar style to its ordinary resting-place. — The
Festa delVAddobbo, with processions of children, takes place in the
various parish-churches on the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th Sun. of June.

Collections, etc. The principal churches, with the exception of
San Domenico (p. 477) and San Francesco (p. 479), arc open all day.

Biblioteca Comunale (p. 477), week-days 10-4 (Nov.-Mareh 7-10 p.m. also).

Musco Civico (p. 475), week-days 9-4 (Nov. -March 10-3), 1 f r. ; Sun. &
holidays 10-12, free.

Museo di San Petronio (p. 475), daily 10-3, 25 c.

Picture Gallery (Beale Pinacoteca ; p. 485), week-days 9-3 (April-Oct.
9-4), 1 fr. ; Sun. & holidays 11-2, free.

University Library (Biblioteca TJniversitaria ; p. 484), v.'cek-days 9-4.

Principal Attractions (IV2-2 days). 1st day: Piazza del Nettuno
and Piazza Vitt. Emanuele (p. 472), *S. Petronio (p. 473), S. Domenico
(p. 477), S. G-iovanni in Monte (p. 482), Mercanzia (p. 481), Museo Civico

(p. 475) ; in the afternoon, S. Francesco (p. 479) and excursion to the Ma-
donna di S. Luca. (p. 489). — 2nd Day: S. Griacomo Maggiore (p. 483),

S. Cecilia (p. 484), ^Picture Gallery (p. 485). — Artists and scholars may
obtain free tickets at the Palazzo Comunale (p. 473).

Bologna (165 ft.), with 110,000 inliab., one of the most ancient

and important towns in Italy, the capital of the Emilia., and a strong

fortress, is situated in a fertile plain intersected by navigable

canals, at the base of the Apennines, between the Reiw (p. 441),

t])c Ax)osa^ and the Savena. It possesses a venerable and cele-

brated university, whence the inscription on old coins 'Bononia
(locet\ and it is the seat of an archbishop and the headquarters of

the 6th array corps. Commercially the town is of importance, hav-

ing a considerable trade in books, factories for macaroni and sau-

sages, and turbine-building establishments. The usually long and

often narrow streets with arcades (p. 471), the numerous fine palaces

and churches (130 in number) of ancient date, the curious towers

of the nobles (originally 200 in number), and the remnant of the

mediceval town-wall (nearly 5 M. long; 13-14th cent.), all combine

to give Bologna a character of its own. The mean annual tempera-

ture is 2^ Fahr. lower than that of Florence. Drinking-water is

brought to the town by an aqueduct (12 M. long; p. 491).
History. The town, perhaps founded by the Ligurians, was after-

wards occupied by the Umbrians (ca. 800-600 B.C. ?) and the Etruscans
(oa. 600-400 B.C.), who named it Felsina. It was subsequently conquered
by the Gallic Boii and by them called Bononia. In the Punic War it

espoused the cause of Hannibal, after which, 189 B.C., it was converted into

a Roman colony, a little before Parma and Mutina (Modena), by the consul
C. Lselius, and as such was a place of great importance. It afterwards
belonged to the Greek Exarchate and then to the Lombards and Franks.
In 1112 Emp. Henry V. constituted Bologna a free town (whence its motto
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^TAbertas'). The University, said to have been originally founded by
Theodosiiis the Q^reat (425), acquired a European reputation as a school
of jurisprudence under Ir7ierius, who introduced the study of Roman
law about 1088, and his successors, the 'Glossatores'. Students streamed
to it not only from all parts of Italy but also from the countries of the
North. In the 12-13th cent, their number was generally 3-5000 and in 1262
it is said to have attained to nearly 10,000. The anatomy of the human
frame was first taught here in the 14th cent., and galvanism was discovered
here by Luigi Galvani in 1789. It is a remarkable fact that the uni-

versity of Bologna has numbered women among its professors. Thus,
in the 14th cent., Novella d^Andrea, a lady of great personal attractions,

who is said to have been concealed by a curtain during her lectures;
at a subsequent period Laura Bassi (d. 1778; mathematics and physical
science), Signora MazzoUni (d. 1774; anatomy), and more recently Clo-
tilda Tambroni (d. 1817; G-rcek).

Bologna acted a very prominent part in the contests of the Gruelphs and
Gliibcllincs; as a member of the league of Lombard cities it espoused the
cause of the former in 1167, and allied itself with the Pope against Emp.
Frederick II. In a sanguinary encounter at Fossalta, in May, 1249, King
Enzio or Enzo, son of the Emperor, was captured by the Bolognesc, who
kept him in confinement for the rest of his life (comp. p. 473). The
possession of Bologna was energetically disputed in the 14th cent, by the
Pepoli of Bologna, the Visco7iti of Milan, and the popes; but in 1401 the
powerful family of the Bentivoglio succeeded in making themselves masters
of the city. Protracted feuds with the papal throne followed, until in

1506 Pope Julius II. incorporated Bologna with the States of the Church.
In 1515 the interview of Pope Leo X. with Francis I. of France took place
at Bologna, and in 1529, 1530, and 1532 those of Clement YIL with Emp.
Cliarles V. Here, too, the Council of Trent held a meeting in 1547. In
1796 Bologna was annexed to the 'Cisalpine Republic' by Napoleon; in

1815 it again became subject to the States of the Church; in 1831 and
1818 revolutions broke out, and in 1860 the town finally united itself to

the kingdom of Italy.

Art History. In Architecture Bologna did not attain to any
distinction till the Gothic era, when the church of San Francesco was
erected. The cathedral of San Petronio, built by Anto7uo di Vincenzo
(fa. 1350-1101?), owes its origin to the ambition of the citizens to possess
within their walls the largest church in Italy; unfortunately, however,
it remained a torso. The Renaissance and Baroque styles are abundantly
represented here. The prevailing use of brick iu building the palazzi and
the custom of constructing their groundfloors opening in arcades towards
the street (comp. p. 482), as a protection against the frequent snow-storms,
impart a peculiar charm to the town. Among native architects the follow-
ing were tlic most eminent. In the 15th cent.: Fieravante Fieravanti
((•a. 1380-M17), the restorer of the Palazzo Comunale, and his son Rodol/'o
or Aristotele Fieravanti (d. 1486, in Russia), who worked in Milan for
a long time, and as an architect and engineer was a forerunner of Leo-
nardo da Vinci. In the 16th cent., during which Baldassare Peruzzi (1481-
J537), the famous Sienese architect, lived for a considerable time in Bologna:
Andrea Marcheni, Hurnaxncd Fo7-migi7ie (flor. 1515-30); Sebastiano Se7'U(>
''1175-1552), after Vignola (p. 455) the greatest theoretician (tiattatista) of
the Italian late-Renaissance period ; ]ia7'tolorneo TriacMnl (1500-65); An-
ffffiio MoraiuLi, Hurnamed TerrihiJla (d. 1568), and Pellegiino Tibahli

^l). 158). The Bolgnese school of theatre -architects and s(;ene- painteiK,
founded by Scrlio, was made famr)us by the liibiena family from Tus-
cany. Ferdinando lUbieTia (1657-1713) and his son A7it()7iio liibiena
(17fK)-74), in particular, completely transformed the arts of theatre-building
;iti<l scene-painting both in Italy and in otiier countries, and bron^nit them
to a higher pitch of jjerfcction tlian they have (!ver renchcd since.

S<rui.i»TURE was practised almost entirely by foreif^^n masters, 'i'hns,

as early as about 1267 Niccolo Pinano (|). 513) and his pupils were en-
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gaged to embellish the tomb of Sail Domenico; the reliefs on the priucijjal

portal of San Petrouio were exeeuted by lacopo della Querela (1371-1438)

of Siena, one of the founders of Renaissance sculpture and a forerunner
of Michael Angelo. A little later the most prominent sculptors were
Southern Italians: Niccolb dalVArea (ca. 1440-91) of Bari , Vincenzo
Onofri, and Formigine (p. 471). Michael Angelo worked here more
than once. In 1494, when a fugitive from Florence shortly before the
banishment of the Medici, he found occupation in the church of San Do-
menico ; and in 1506-8, at the order of Pope Julius II., he executed for

the fayadc of San Petronio a bronze statue of that pope, which was destroyed
by the populace in 1511 and melted down and made into a cannon ('Griuliano')

by the Duke of Ferrara. Of the other late-Renaissance masters Alfonso
LomharcU, or properly Cittadella (1497-1537), holds the highest rank; he
was the son of a native of Lucca who had emigrated to Ferrara in 1496.

In the province of Painting we are struck by Bologna's close connec-
tion with the School of Ferrara, due probably to the dearth of important
native masters (comp. p. 461). The first Bolognese master who attained
more than a local reputation was Francesco Francia (1450-1517; p. Ivii),

the goldsmith, who owed much to Lorenzo Costa of Ferrara. In the devo-
tion and gracefulness of his female figures, as well as in his portraits,

he almost rivals Perugino. Francia must be judged by his easel-paint-

ings (in S. (xiacomo Maggiore, S. G^iovanni in Monte, Pinacoteca), not
by his frescoes, in which he, like Costa, is far inferior to his Floren-
tine contemporaries. Timoteo Viti (1467-1523), a pupil of Francia, is

mentioned as Raphael's first master at Urbino. With Francesco's son
Giacomo Francia (1485-1557), for a time influenced by the Venetian
school, begins a i)eriod of decline, which was not arrested even by Ra-
phael's influence, represented in Bologna by Bartol. Ramenghi, surnamed
Bagnacavallo (1484-1542), and Iniiocenzo da Imola (1494-1550). Bologna
attained its greatest importance at the close of the 16th century. The
mannerism into which Italian painting had gradually lapsed was resisted

by the Eclectics, whose style was mainly introduced by Lodovico Caracci
(1555-1619). In teaching at his academy he inculcated a thorough mastery
of the elements of art, a comprehensive education, and a careful study
of the great masters. The school was afterwards carried on by his cousins
Agostino (1557-1602) and Annihale Caracci (1560-1609), the latter of whom
in ])artieular possessed a refined sense of colour, developed by the study
of Correggio. To this school belonged Gnido lieni (1574-1612), Domeni-
chino (Domenico Zainpieri ; 1582-1641), Lionello Spada (1576-1621), Ales-
sandro Tiarini (1577-1668), Gitercino (p. 459), and Francesco Albani (1578-

1660), all distinguished for talent and technical excellence, who exercised a
great influence on Italian art in the 17th cent, and effected a temporary revi-

val of good taste. They afterwards came into collision with the naturalists,

chiefly at Rome and Naples, but at Bologna their sway was undisputed.

a. The Central and South-Western Quarters.

The Jifc of the town centres round the *Piazza Vittorio Ema-
NUELE (PL E, 4, 5), formerly Piazza Maggiore, and the Piazza

DEL Nettuno (PL E, 4), wliicli lie at right angles to one another

and together form one of the most interesting town-squares in Italy.

In the Piazza Vittorio Emanuele stands a Monument io Vieior

Kmmanvel J/., representing the king on horseback at tlie battle

of San Martino (p. 250). The Piazza del Nettuno is adorned with a

^Fountain by Giov. da Bologna {Jean Boulogne, see p. 561), one

of the most effective works of the late Renaissance, erected in

1563-67 from the design of Tomm. Laurati of Palermo, with a

huge statue of Neptune and 'putti' and sirens upon dolphins,
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On the W. side of the two squares rises the Palazzo Comunale
(PI. D, 4, 5), an extensive Grothic building begun in 1290 (?); the

N. half of the building was rebuilt in 1425-30 by Fieravante

Fieravanti after a fire, and the whole of it was restored in 1885-87.

The clock -tower dates from 1444. The bronze statue of Pope
Grregory XIII. (Ugo Buoncompagni of Bologna), over the main en-

trance, is by Menganti (1580). Above, to the left, is a terracotta

relief of the Madonna (formerly gilded) by Niccolo dalVArca (1478).
A wide staircase, ascribed to Bramante, ascends from the N.W. angle

of the anterior court to the first floor. The Hercules Room here contains

a terracotta figure of Hercules by Alf. Lomhardi (1520) and a damaged
fresco by Franc. Francia (1505), representing the Madonna del Terremoto
(the Madonna in clouds above the city of Bologna). — On the second floor

is the Sala Farncse, with frescoes by Carlo Cignani.

Opposite, on the E, side of the Piazza del Nettuno, stands the

Gothic Palazzo di Re Enzio, erected in the beginning of the 13th

cent, and restored in 1904-5, in which the young and poetically-

gifted King Enzio (p. 471) was kept a prisoner by the Bolognese

from 1249 to 1272. According to tradition he was solaced by the

attachment of the beautiful Lucia Yiadagola, from whom the Benti-

voglio family claims to be descended.

On tlie 'N. side of the Piazza Yittorio Emanuele rises the former

Palazzo del Podesta (PI. 29; E, 4), of 1201, but almost entirely

rebuilt in tlie early-Renaissance style in 1492-94. The building is

at present under restoration. The tower with its battlements dates

from 1263-68 and contains terracotta statues of the four patron

saints of Bologna, hy Alf. Lomhardi. In the great hall the conclave

for the election of Pope John XXIII. was held in 1410.

The E. side of the square is bounded by the Poktico dei Banciii,

erected in 1400, rebuilt by Vif/nola(?) in 1560-62, and restored in

18S8. — 'I'lie 8.W. corner, between the Via dei Pignattari and Via
d'Azeglio (p. 478), is occupied by the Gothic Palazzo dei Notai,

erected in 1381-1440 by Lor. di Bagnomarino and others and

restored in 1908.
The church of Santa Maria della Vita (PI. 17; E, 5), in tlie Via

Clavaturc, was rebuilt in the baroque style after 1688 by O. B. Ber^onzoni.
It contains an oratory, to the rif^ht of the choir, in which is a Pieta, a
remarkably realistic terracotta {:?roup by Nice. dall'Arca (1463), and, in

an Tipper room, to the left, is a Death of the Vir/i^in, a terracotta f^ronp
by Alfonso Lomhardi (1511)).

Tn tiie Via dfi.lk Assk fPl. D, 4, 5), the sliorlest route to the Piazza
M.ilpighi (p. 470), on the loft (No. 26), is the I'alarjr.o MofUpeiisier (UW.^),

anrl on the rijrht (No. f)) the Palarsrjo MarcHcalchi (PI. I), i), erected by
Dom. Tibaldi(V) and containing' frescoew by Lod. Caracci and (luido Ueiii.

- The nci^'hbonrin^' church of San Salvaiore (PI. 22; D, .5) was relniiK,

in the barofjne Hfyle by Tomni. Marielli and (Jiov. Ainbr. Magenta in

1605.2.'3. Ist chapel to the left, (Jarofalo, Zacharias, St. Jolin, an<l saints;
U'ft transc[)t, Tiarini, Nativity.

In tii(; S.IO. Jingle of tlie J*iazza Vittorio Eniannele rises -

*8an Petronio (PI. K, r>), the largest ohurcli in the town,

dedicated to St. Pctronius (d. 430;, its patron-saint. Begun in emu-
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latioii of tlio cailnMlral of Floroiico in the Gothic style in 1390 from

a (lesion by Antonio di Vincenzo (coiiip. p. 471), the buildiiif,^ was
planned as a cruciform basilica, with a row of chapels on either

side, double aisles on the choir, and a central octagonal dome flanked

by four towers. The projected length was upwards of 700 ft., that of

the transept 460 ft., while the dome was to be 500 ft. high. Only tlie

nave and aisles as far as the transept were completed, and they are

now terminated by a wall and an apse of the breadth of the nave.

Length 384 ft., breadth 157 ft. The huge nave is 132 ft. high and

47 ft. broad; its pointed vaulting, made quadripartite by Girol.

Binaldi in 1626-54 (?), is borne by twelve pillars. Below the vaulting

are small round windows. The aisles are about half as broad.

Of the Facade only the lower portion has been completed (after

1556), after a drawing by Dom. da Va7Hgna7ia (1518). The *Scu]p-

tures of the principal entrance are by lacojw della Querela
('1425-38): on the pilasters in front. Scenes from Genesis, above the

door. Life of Christ, in the pediment. Madonna with SS. Petronius

and Ambrosius; also statues of prophets by Ant. Minelli (1510-16).

The sculptures of the side -doors are by Tribolo (1525) and Alf.

Lombardi
The ^Interior, the most highly developed creation in Gothic church

arcliitecture in Italy, far superior to that of the Duomo at Florence in

its heautifnl proportions and abundant overhead lighting, is adorned witli

numerous sculptures and pictures. Most of the chapels are enclosed by
handsome marble screens, dating from the 14-16th centuries.

Higut Aisle. 1st chapel: altar-piece (God the Father with angels)

by Giacomo Francia (1518; the master's earliest work); behind is the so-

called Madonna della Pace, by Hans Ferrabech (1420), a German. — 2nd
chapel: (r.) frescoes of the year 1417. — dth chapel: fine stained glass
by Jacob of Ulm (ld66). — 6th chapel: altar-piece, St. Jerome, by an
imitator oi Franc. Cossa. — 8th chapel : Renaissance stalls by FraRaf-
faello da Brescia (1521). — 9th chapel (di Sant' Antonio): statue of the
•saint, an early work of Sansovino , and the eight Miracles wrouglit by
him, in grisaille, by Girolamo da Treviso ; fine stained glass from designs
hy Michael Anf/eloC?). — 11th chapel: Assumption of Mary, a high-relief

by Tribolo (1526), the two angels by his pupil Properziade^ Rossi (d. 1530),
one of the few women -sculptors. — Opposite to it is a Pieta, a group
by Vincenzo Onofri (repainted).

Under the canopy of the Choir Charles V. was crowned emperor by
Pope Clement VII. on 24th Feb., 15.S0, this being the last occasion on
which a German emperor was crowned in Italy. Charles had previously,
with his own hands, placed the iron crown (p. 194) on his head in the
Palazzo Comunale.

IvEFT Aisle. Between the 2nd and .3rd chapels (before reaching the
mnseum mentioned at p. 475) is an old Romanesque stone cross from the
Via Castiglione. — The 5th chapel (Capp. Baciocchi) contains the monument
of Princess Elisa Baciocchi (d. 1820; p. 529) and of her husband Felix.
Over the altar is a *Madonna enthroned by Lorenzo Costa (1492), by whom
the fine stained-glass windows also were designed. By the pillar to the
riglit of the chapel is the tomb of Bishop Ces. Nacci (d. 1504), by Vine.
Onofri. In front of it, on the pavement, is the meridian-line drawn by
Giov. Domenico Cassini in 1656 and renewed in 1776. — 7th chapel (Capp.
Marescotti): altar-piece. Martyrdom of St. Sebastian, by an imitator of
Franc. Cossa, to whom arc ascribed also the Annunciation and the Twelve
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Apostles on the side-walls. Fine carved stalls by Giac. cZe' Marchis (1495).

Pavement of glazed tiles from Faenza (1487). — The 8th chapel, the oldest
in the church, consecrated in 1.S92, contains frescoes of the beginning of the

15th cent.: Paradise and Hell to the left, recalling Dante's poem; carved
wooden Gothic altar and stained glass, by Jacob of Ulm(?), also worthy of

note. Between this and the 9th chapel is a 15th cent, fresco of St. Christopher.
— Between the 10th and 11th chapels is another Romanesque stone cross

(12th cent.), which formerly stood near the Porta liaveguana. — Opposite,
on the outer side of the 1st pier, is a fresco (ca. 1450) representing Joan

_

of Arc, the daughter of the Bolognese patrician Ferrante Grhislieri, or

F. d'Arco, who had fled to Domremy, with the banner of her family (V).

The small Museo di San Petronio, founded in 1893 in the former
Fabbriceria (workshop), at the end of the N. aisle, also deserves a visit

(adm., see p. 470; catalogue, 1893, 25 c.). — Room I. On the walls are

fifty designs and sketches for the facade, by Bald. Peruzzi, Giulio Ro-
mano, Viynola, Palladio, and other masters of the 16-17th cent.; also two
copies (Nos. 7, 8) of the design by Dom. da Varignana, and a new model
by Ceri (1906). — Room II contains the relics of the church treasury
plundered by the French in 1796. In Case 1 are vestments of the 17-18th
centuries. In Case 2 are church-vessels of the 13-18th centuries. The lower
part of Case 3 contains the choir-books of San Petronio (1473-1544); above,
autographs of Orlando di Lasso, Palestrina, and other musicians. In the
centre: 51. Wooden model of the church, by Ardmno Ai'riguzzi (1514).

To the S.E. lies the *Museo Civico (PL 27; E, 5), founded in

1712 and accommodated since 1881 in the Palazzo Galvanic Via
fleir Archiginnasio 2; entrance under the arcades of the Portico

della Morte. Adm., see p. 470; catalogues only for the Egyptian

antiquities (1895; 10 fr.) and for the vases(1900; 20 fr.). Director:

Prof. Grherardo Grherardini.

We pass through the Vestibule, containing a few Roman monuments
and two tombs from the Etruscan cemetery discovered in 1869 in the Cer-
tosa (to the right, the ticket- office), and enter the tastefully- restored
Colonnaded Court of the old Ospedale della Morte (1450), in which the
ancient and mediaeval inscriptions are preserved. — From the N.E. angle
of the court we pass through a vestibule (R. IV) on the left, containing
Roman remains found in Bologna, into the Museo del Risorgimento, with
reminiscences of the Napoleonic wars and the Italian War of Independence
(memorials of Garibaldi, etc.). In the centre, weapons belonging to Murat
— In a second court fine terracotta ornaments (14-16th cent.).

The Upper Floor contains the Museo d'Antichit^. — Room I (r.)

:

Relics of the primitive dwellers in caves, pile-dwellings on land (terra-

iiiare), and lake-dwellings (palafitte) in the province of Bologna, consisting
of flints, bones, and crescent-shaped handles of implements. Adjacent on
tlic right is a room chiefly containing prehistoric antiquities found in Italy
and in foreign countries. — We pass through Room II into Rooms Ill-V,
containing Egyptian antiquities. In Room III: Steles; in the centre a

limestone statue of a kneeling youth. Room IV: Mummies and mummy-
'offins; statuettes of gods in bronze, wood, and enamel. Room V: Jiimc-
toue reliefs with scenes from domestic life; basalt statuette of KiiiL;

Xcfer-liotep (about 2000 B. C.)
;
papyrus-leaves; and (in the centre cabinel,

uj>per shelf) two gilded scaraba»i with the figure of King Ramses III. (1 1th

cent. B.C.). — Room VI : Ora;co-Roman anti(iuities. in the middle: *A.
n<;ad of Athena (without helmet) , an admirable copy of the so-called Athena
Lcinnia of Phidias (more probably a copy (jf a bronze head by AlkamiMiCK
the KlderV); U. Antique gold ornaments, silver vesHcIs, above, drinking
'lips (the second from the left^ on a revolving stand, especially note-
worthy), Attic Iccythi with designs on a white ground; C. IjCmh impor-
tant inarblc fragmeiitM, inci. u head (bearded) in the Perganienian Htylc;
I). (ilasH vesuclB, Attic vases (lecythi to th(j loft); 10. (Jrook portrait-
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head, bearded. lu the wall-cases: F, G. Greek aud Italic vases; to the

right of G, at the window, Finely carved triangular pillar with a marble
vase. By tlie window-wall: H-M. Sculptures, the best (under I and L;
on the entrance-wall above L, a modern work with tlic forged signature
of Salpion) being some fragments of reliefs; under M is a Greek tomb
relief of a woman standing, and to the left of it a fine fragment bearing
a ram's head. In wall-case N., terracottas. — Room VII: Less impor-
tant sculptures ; in the corner to the right is a boy's head with a (modern)
liat of Hermes. — Room YIII (Monumcnti Italico-Etrusclii) : Etruscan
cinerary urns and terracotta figures, bronze statuettes, mirrors, buckles
(fibulae), etc. By the window -wall, black 'Vasi di bucchcro'. In the
corner-case by the rear- wall: Etruscan bronze helmet; statuette of a

warrior with a similar helmet; copy of a similar helmet at Turin. The
^Sculptures (Celts plundei'ing a temple, carrying off captives, etc.) are
fragments from the pediment of an Etruscan temple at Arcevia in the
Marches. — Room IX (Monumenti Romani): By the windov/-wall, marble
fragments; opposite, H. Bronze weights, scales, keys, spoons, bells,

rings; I. Lamps, glasses; in the centre, B. Good bronze statuettes, ivory
carvings, glass vessels, lamps.

Room X (Monumenti dclla Necropoli Felsinea) contains the most im-
portant objects of the collection, affording an excellent survey of the
successive degrees of culture through which the inhabitants of Felsina
(see p. 470) passed. Cases A-D, 0-T, and V, in the first part of the
room, contain the earliest objects (Umbrian Period), including early-
Italic vases (the oldest with scratched or engraved patterns, those of a

later date with stamped ornaments), bronzes, etc. In B and C are various
small ivory articles, which indicate intercourse with nations beyond the
sea. There are still more of these in D, which contains also Phoenician
enamelled scarabsei. — The cases in the rear part of the room illustrate

the Etrttscan Period: steles with reliefs, several complete graves, etc.,

the result of the systematic excavations recently carried on. The earliest

finds are by the window-wall (and in Room II, see p. 475). In front of

the 1st window, a bronze vessel with a sacrifice and procession, found
in the Certosa; in front of the 2ud window, gold and silver objects
(G-5th cent. B. C.). In E-G (middle) are vessels of bronze, bone, glass,

and Greek vases of the 5th cent, (imported, like the vases of the 6-5th

cent, in I-M, by the rear-wall). By the end-wall: *II. Objects found in

an Etruscan tomb in the Giardini Margherita, including a fine Attic
amphora (with design representing Menelaus and Helen) and a beautiful
Etruscan bronze candelabrum. — In a small room to the right are the
contents of some Roman and Celtic Tombs that were discovered below a

Roman necropolis, and leaden pipes from a. Roman aqueduct (p. 491).

Room XI contains about 14,000 Umbrian bronze articles, found in

1877 in a 'fonderia' in the Piazza San Francesco.
The following rooms contain the Museo Medioevale e Moderno.~

Room XII: Weapons and armour (including a lady's suit of armour):
ivory saddle of the beginning of the 14th cent.; spur of gilded bronze
of tiie 10th cent.; Turkish weapons; North American Indian antiquities;
modern weapons from Abyssinia and the Sudan. — Room XIII : Majolica
ware: A. Spanish-Moresque, including a jjlatter with the Medicean arms
and the motto 'glovis' (si volge la fortuna); 19. Jar (Faenza, 1499); .'51.

Coronation of Charles Y. (Faenza); 32. Myrrha (Fano) ; 34. Fontana d'amore
(Faenza); *355. Presentation of the Virgin by Maestro Giorgio {(jfXihlno,

1532); 338. Bathing women (Pasaro) ; 384. Trophies (Castel Durante); in

the centre, G. Glass; blue vase with the Flight into Egypt and the

Adoration of the Magi, by Berovier of Murano (14th cent.)
;
glass vessels

made for the marriage of Giovanni II. Bcntivoglio and Ginevra Sforza
in 1465. On the entrance-wall, F. Clay vessels from Peru, Morocco, and
Algeria. — Room XIV: A, B. Limoges enamels, ivory articles, etc. C-F.
Musical instruments. In the centre, lie, Hd. Ivory reliefs of the early
middle ages, combs of the 14th cent., and Runic calendars.
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Room XV: Sculptures of the 16-19th cent., including, in the middle
of the room, N. Model of Giovanni da Bologna's Neptune; in the middle
and by the walls, ancient Jewish tombstones; by the wall on the left

(P), bronze bust of Pope G-regory XIII., by Al. Menganti, and a marble
relief of the Nativity of the Virgin, by lac. delta Quercia; above, on the

right, the fine tomb of Pictro Canonici (d. 1502), professor of law, in the

style of Vine. Onofri. In the show-cases: E, F. Seals; G, H. *Mcdals
of the Eenaissancc, including portraits of Galcazzo Marescotti by SjJer-

andio, Isotta da Rimini and Leon Battista Albcrti by Matteo de'Pasti,
and Niccolo Piccinino by PisaneUo.

Room XVI: Sculptures of the 8-15th centuries. In the middle, copies

of the Romanesque stone crosses in Butrio (8th cent.), San G-iovanni in

Monte, and San Petronio. On the entrance-wall, marble reliefs of the

Madonna and St. Michael, by lac. della Quercia. By the window-wall,
H. Bronze statue of Pope Boniface VIII. (d. 1303) by Manno , a Bolo-
gncse goldsmith. Numerous monuments to Bologneso professors, includ-

ing, near the entrance, the *Tomb of Giov. da Legnago (d. 1383), ascribed
to the brothers Giacoiiiello and Pierpaolo delle Massegne (p. 350). —
Room XVII. On the walls, mediaeval crucifixes and altar-pieces (198.

Marco Zoppo, Adoration of the Child) ; also fine choir-books. On the

window-wall, choir-mantle of the 14th century. In the centre, two Lom-
bard pectoral crosses (Case I); bishops' rings; old *Guild-books, among
the most interesting of which is (Case TJ) that of the weavers (Societa

dei Drappieri or Stracciaiuoli), of 1411, with a view of their warehouses
near the Porta Ravegnana.

The other rooms of the Palazzo Galvani have been occupied since
1878 by the Archivio di Stato (entr. Via Foscherari 2).

A few yards to tlie S., past the busy Portico del Pavaglione,
witli its shops, the scene of the corso of the fashionable world in

winter (4.30-6 p.m.), is the Archiginnasio Antico (PL E, 5),

erected as a university in 15C2-3 by Franc. Terribilia^ and since

the removal of the latter (p. 484) used for the Biblioteca Comunale,
founded in 1801 (adm., see p. 470; 193,000 vols, and 5700 MSS.).

I'he former anatomy lecture-room, built hy Ant. Levanti^ panalled

with wood, is worth seeing. In the same building is the Wiila Museo
(Jozzadiniy with prehistoric antiquities and a library. — In the

JMazza Galvani, in front of the Archiginnasio, is a marble Statue

of Galvani (1737-98; p. 471), who was a native of Bologna.

We now proceed to the S. to the Piazza Cavour (PI. E, 5),

which contains on the riglit the Banca d^Italia (PL 24; E, 5), by

Cipolla (1805). — The Via (Jaribaldi and tlie Via Kolandino, in

which (No. 1) is tlie Casa dei Gradi or Casa Caracci, a tasteful

hrick huilding of the 15-1 6th cent., both lead hence to the Piazza
(iALii.EO (1*1. E, 6), in which rise two columns with statues of Si.

I)oniiiiic and tin! Madonna and tin; (jotliic tombs of liolandino
J*afi.Hrf/(/im ((\. 1300), the; teacher of law, and of FjffidAo Ffschcrari.

The adjoining cliureh of SanDomenico (PL E, 6; closed 12-2)

was begun about 1235 in honour of St. Dominic, who was born in

(Jastile in 1170 and died in Jiologna in 1221. The choir was not

completed until after 1350; the farade remained unfinished and

has be(!n robbed of its portico. The int(;rior was completely re-

moflcljcd in the b;irofpie style by C. Franc. J>(>Hi in 1728 31.
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Interior (choir and Chapel of San Domenico opened by a lay-brother).
— In the centre of the right aisle is the magnificent Cappella di San
Domenico (restored 1596-1605), containing the Area di San Domenico, the
tomb of the saint. The ^Sarcophagus of white marble, completed in 1270,
with good reliefs by Niccolb Pisano and his pupil Fra Guglielmo (p. 538),

was originally supported on pillars, but now rests on a base with three
reliefs by Alfonso Lombardi (1532), In front of this base are two kneel-
ing *Angels, holding lights. The one on the left is a graceful early-

Kenaissanoe work by Niccolb dalVArea, who received his surname from
tliis sarcophagus, and who executed also the rich cover, with its beau-
tiful wreaths of fruit held by putti (1469-73). The angel on the right is

an early work of Michael Angelo (1494), to whom also is due the St. Petro-
nius immediately over the sarcophagus, with the church in his hand (in

tlie style of lac. della Querela). In the semi -dome over the area, an
^Apotheosis of St. Dominic, a fresco, by Guido Bent. To the right of
the entrance to the chapel : Al. Tiarini, St. Dominic resuscitating a boy

;

to the left, Idonello Spada, St. Dominic burning heretical writings.
In the Choir, magnificent inlaid *Stalls by Fra Damiano da Bergamo

and others (1528-50). The finest are those in the centre, where the artist's

name is seen, to the left, and that of the restorer, Antonius de Vicentia
(1744), to the right. — In the chapel to the right of the choir: Filippino
Lippi, Madonna enthroned, with saints (1501). — Between the 1st and
2nd chajjels on the left of the choir is the monument of 'Hencius Rex',
orKingEnzio (p. 471), repeatedly restored (last in 1731); in the 2nd chapel
(r.) that of Taddeo Pepoli (d. 1347), ascribed to lacopo Lanfi^ani of Venice;
opposite Enzio's tomb is a portrait of St. Thomas Aquinas (?; retouched).

Left Aisle: The large Cappella del Rosario (in the centre) con-
tains the tombs of Guido Reni (d. 1642; to the left a memorial stone;
his grave under a slab in the centre) and the talented painter T^Zisabe^ia

^Irani (died of poison in her 27th year, in 1665). The frame round the

altar-piece consists of small paintings by Guido Reni, the Caracci, Elisa-
betta Sira7ii, etc. In the vestibule of the side-entrance (to the right in

going out) is the early-Renaissance monument of the jurist Alessandro
'i'artagni (d. 1477), by Francesco di Simone of Florence.

To the S. of this point, in the Piazza dei Tribunal!, is the Pa-

lazzo DI GiusTiziA (PI. E, 6), originally Palazzo Ruini, with a

fagade in the style of Palladio and an oval double *Staircase .in

tlie baroque style by G. B. Piacentini (1710?).

We now follow the Via delle Tovaglie to the W., crossing the

Via d'Azeglio (p. 473), to the Via Tagliapietre, in which rises the

cliurch of Corpus Domini (PL D, 6; 'La Santa^)^ erected by

St. Catharine Vigri (d. 1463) in 1456 and restored in 1478-81.

The early-Renaissance brick facade is unfinished; the decorations

of the portal are probably by Sperandio. The interior, remodelled

ill 1688 and decorated by Marcant. Franceschini and Heinrich

llaffner with stucco ornanjentation and pictures in a fantastic ba-

roque style, is one of the most interesting creations in this manner.

It contains the tomb of St. Catharine Vigri (to the right of the altar).

In the Via d'Azeglio (No. 31) is the *Palazzo Bevilacqua
(PJ. I>, 6), formerly Pal. JSanuti, an early-Renaissance structure of

3481-84, with no arcade on the gronndfloor, but with a portal by

Franc, di Simone (see above) and a superb court. In 1547 the

Council of Trent (p. 24) sat here for a short time. — The Via

IJjbuua leads hence to the VV. to the —
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CoLLEGio Di Spagna (PL D, 6), at the corner of the Via Sara-

gozza, erected in 1365-67 by Cardinal d'Albornoz (p. 432) and re-

stored in 1565. The Kenaissance portal is by Formigine (?). The
fine court is adorned with frescoes (restored) by Ann. Caracci,

and in the sacristy of the chapel (San Clemente) is a Madonna
and saints, an altar-piece in several sections, by Marco Zoppo.
— Farther on, Via Saragozza 26, to the left, is the unfinished

Palazzo Alhergati (PL C, 6), of 1519; the upper part of the facade

was not completed till after 1540.

A little to the N.E. of the Collegio di Spagna, in the Via dei

Carbonesi, is the church of San Paolo (PL 20 ; D, 5), erected by

G. A. Magenta in 1611, with pictures by Lod. Caracci (2nd chapel

on the right, Paradise) and Giac. Cavedone (3rd chapel on the right),

and two statues by AL Algardi, at the high -altar (Beheading of

St. Paul). — Obliquely opposite to it (No. 11) is the Pal. Zartibec-

cari di San Paolo (PL 58; D, 5), now the Banca Popolare di

Credito, and in the Via Val d'Aposa is the suppressed chapel of

Spirito Santo (PL D, 5), with a charming early-Renaissance fagade

in terracotta (restored 1893).

The Via Barberia, in which (No. 13, on the right) is the baroque

Pal. Salina-Rusconi (by C.Fr.Botti, the fagade by Alfonso Torreg-

giani), leads to the W. from San Paolo to the long Piazza Malpighi
nM.0,4,5), on theW. side of which, next the choir of San Francesco,

are tlie tombs of the jurists vlcc^t/rsms (d. 1230), Odofredus (d. 1265),

and (to the right) Rolandino dei Romanzi (d. 1285), destroyed in

1598 and 1803 and restored in 1892 by Alf. Rubbiani.

The early-Gothic church of *San Francesco (PI. C, 4; closed

12-3), in the adjoining (W.) Piazza dei Marchi, was built h^ Marco
da Brescia about 1236-63 on the model of French churches. Long
used as a military magazine, it was restored to its sacred uses in

1887. On the S. side of the apse is a fine brick tower by Ant. di

Vincenzo (1397-1405).
The Intekiok (entrance opposite the market) is in the form oi" a

basilica with aisles, and has an ambulatory with nine recently redecorated
chapels. It is now being restonid by Alf. RiibhlanL The left aisle

contains the tomb of Alexander V. (d. MIO), with the recuml)ent figure

of that ])Ope, in terracotta, by Speratulio (M82). The large (jothic marble
Altar ill the Choik, with numerous figures and reliefs, is the earliest

known work of the brothers Uiacomello and Pierpaolo delle Masaeiine
Cp. 350; 1388).

b. The Northern and Eastern Quarters.

From tin; N. sifle of the Piazza del Nottuno (p. 472j, whence a

glass-arcade to the Via Rizzoli is projected, the Via dkli.' Indipkx-

DKN'ZA (PI. E, 4-2; p. 488j, laid out in 1888, runs to the N. to the

central railway-station. Immediately to the ri^ht rises thn —
Cathedral, or church of San Pietro Metropolifana (PI. K, 4),

founded in 910 as tiie third cathedral of IJologna (comp. p. 481;,

IUkdkkkic'h Northern Italy. Hth lOdit. 31
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rebuilt in the Romanesque style in 1161-65, and altered in the

Grothic style in 1392-1406. The present choir, by Dom. Tihaldiy

dates from 1575, while the handsome nave was restored in 1605
et seq. in the baroque style, by Giov. Ambr. Magenta. The baroque

facade is by Alf. Torreggiani (1743-48). The spacious nave has

barrel-vaulting, the aisles having chapels with lofty galleries. In

the crypt is aPieta, a terracotta group in the style of Alf. Lomhardi
(1504); in the sacristy, a Crucifixion with three saints by Bagna-
cavallo ; and in the chapter-room, St. Peter and the Apostles with

the mourning Madonna by Lod. Caracci. — Adjoining it, in the

Via del Monte, are the Palazzo Ai^civescovile (PI. 28), with a fine

court by Tibaldi (1577), and (No. 8) the Palazzo Boncampagni-
Benelli (PI. 39; E, 4), an attractive Renaissance edifice of 1545. —
No. 16 in the Via Goito, close by, is the Palazzo Piella (PI. 52;

E, 3, 4), formerly the Pal. Bocchi, built by Vignola (p. 455) in 1545.

In the Via Manzoni, to the N.W. of San Pietro, is the small

church of the Madonna di Galliera (PI. 13; D, E, 4), rebuilt in

1479, with a fine early-Renaissance brick fagade by Donato da Cer-

nobbio (1510-18). — Opposite is the Pal. Fava (PL 41 ; D, 4), with

frescoes by the Caracci from the myths of Jason and ^ueas.

There are several other interesting palazzi in the neighbouring Via
Galliera: No. 8 (on the left), Palazzo Aldovrandi, now Pal. Montana.ri
(PI. D, 3), a large structure in the florid baroque taste, by Alf. Torreggiani
and others (1718-53), with a noteworthy staircase and ball-room; No. 13 (to

the right), Casa Aria, and No. 14 (left), Palazzo Pallavicini-Fihhia (PI. 42

;

D, 3), two brick edifices of the end of the 15th cent, (restored in 1906).

The Via Rizzoli (PI. E, 4; now being widened), one of the

busiest streets in Bologna and a favourite 'corso' on warm evenings,

also issues from the N. side of the Piazza del Nettuno, and leads

to the Piazza di Porta Ravegnana (PI. F, 4). Here stand the

Leaning Towers, two square brick buildings, the most singular

structures in Bologna. The Toi^re Asinelli (PI. 32; F, 4), erect-

ed about 1109 beside the ancestral castle of the Asinelli, is

320 ft. in height and 4 ft. out of the perpendicular. A rough

staircase of 447 steps leads to the summit, which commands a fine

view. (Entr. Via Mazzini 2; solitary visitors are not allowed to

ascend; fee 50c.) The unfinished and now isolated Torre Garisenda
(PI. 33), begun in 1110 by FilijDpo and Oddo Grarisenda, is 156 ft.

high only, but is 8 ft. out of the perpendicular. Dante (Inferno

xxxi. 136) compares the giant Antaeus, who bends towards him,

to this tower 'when a cloud passes over it'. — On theW. side of the

piazza stands the handsome Guild House of theWeavers (Arte dei

Drappieri), now the Casa Malagutij built in the early-Renaissance

style by Giov. Piccinini of Como in 1486-96 and restored in 1620.

From the leaning towers five streets radiate to the gates of the

same names: theViaCastiglione, Santo Stefano, Mazzini, SanVitale,
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and Zamboni. To the right, at the corner of the Via Santo Stefano

and Via Castiglione, is situated the Grothic *Mercanzia (PL F, 5),

or Loggia dei Mercanti^ also called Foro dei Mercanti (Chamber

of Commerce), erected in 1382-84 by Lor. di Bagnomarino and

restored in 1888-90 by Alf. BubbiaJii.

In the Via Castiglioxe, to the left, is tlie Pal. Pepoli (PI. 51

;

F, 5), of 1344, the formerly castellated residence of the Pepoli

family, the most powerful in the city in the 14th cent., with rich

gateways and an imposing court with a colonnade on one side and

vaulted passages on the three others. — Farther on, to the right,

rises the Cassa di Risparmio (PL 25; E, 5), built in 1868-76 of

Veronese marble by G-ius. Mengoni (p. 137). — Adjacent, in the

gardens of the Piazza Minghetti (PL E, 5), is a bronze statue of

the statesman Marco Minghetti (1818-86).

The Via dei Pepoli leads hence to the E. to the Via Santo
Stefaxo, in which is situated —

Santo Stefano (PL F, 5), consisting of eight different edifices,

the oldest of which, the former second cathedral of Santi Pietro

e Paolo, was probably founded as early as the 4th century. Three

of the cliurches have their entrances on the street.

The present Main Church {Ohiesa del Croclfisso ; 1037) has a pulpit
of the 12th cent, on its old facade. — We proceed thence to the left into

Ihe secorul church, *San Sepolcro, perhaps originally an early-Christian
baptistery, which after its destruction by the Hungarians in 902 was
rebuilt in tlie 10th or 11th cent, as an octagonal building with wings,
embellished witli coloured brick ornamentation. It was well restored

about 1880. A brick column was placed adjacent to each of the seven
antique columns, and in the 12th cent, an imitation of the Holy Sepulchre
at Jerusalem was added (comp. p. 627). — The passage to the left leads
to the thiiyl church. This is the Romanesque basilica of Santi Pietro e

Paolo, rebuilt in 1019 after its destruction by tlie Hungarians and fre-

quently altered, while the exterior was rebuilt in 1880-85. The roof is

supported by columns and x)illars alternately. In the interior, adjoining
the choir on the left, are two sarcophagi dating from the 9th cent, and
containing the bones of St. Vitalis (d. 382) and of the martyr Agricola
(9th cent.). — Behind San Sepolcro is a Colonnade, the Ati^io di Pilato,
dating in its present form from the 11th cent.; in the centre is a font
with an inscription mentioning the Lombard king liiutprand (d. 74i).

Chapel on the left, Crucifixion and saints, altar-piece by Giac. iVancia
(l.'>20). — Immediately in front is the ^/"^Ti church, (Jliiesa della Trinltd,
resting on piers, in the centre of which is a series of columns with Ro-
manesque capitals. In the 3rd chapel to the right is a painted terracotta
group (Mth cent.) of tlie Adoration of the Magi; in the Aih chapel, an
altar-piece by Al. Tiarini (St. Martin restoring a child to life). — Turning
to the right in front of the entrance to the fifth church we enter the

sixth building, the Oratorio delta Consolazione, to the right from which
is the Hccenth building, tlie Romanesque (Jonfensio or Cr//]d (ciicIoscmI

by a screen), under the choir of the first church, dating from the 11th
century. — The door straight in front admits to the Cloisters (11th cent.)

of the «upprc88cd CelcBtine monastery.

Opposite, on tlie riglit, are fNo. 1 1) the Pal. Amorini-Pologniiii

PI. I'A) of 1520, and (No. 19) the (xothic J^al. Ihtvi-SdvPHlri., now
Taccoid.

31*
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A short side-street to the riglit, beside the Via Farini, leads to

San Giovanni in Monte (PL F, 5, 6), in the Gothic style, said

to have been founded by St. Petronius (?), rebuilt in 1221, 1286,

and 1442-73, and restored in 1824 and 1844. It consists of a low

nave witli aisles and a short transept. The dome is by Arcluino

Arriguzzi (1517). Above the entrance is an eagle in terracotta,

by Niccolb dalVArca (1473).
Interior (very dark). The W. window (St. John and the seven

golden candlesticks) is by Cossa. — In the central aisle, Romanesqne
stone cross on an antique column. — 3rd chapel on the right, St. Joseph
and the infant Christ, on the right, by Guercino. 7th chapel, *Madonna
enthroned with four saints and angelic musicians , by Loreyizo Costa
(1497; best light early in the morning). In the Choir, Coronation of the
Virgin, with saints, in an attractive landscape, by L. Costa (ca. 3505;
best light early in the morning or after noon); tasteful choir-stalls by
Paolo Sacca (1517-21); above them, the busts of the twelve apostles in

terracotta, by Alfonso Lombardi. The N. transept contained Raphael's
St. Cecilia down to 1796 (p. 486; the fine frame by Formigine, with a

poor copy of the painting, is the original).

The Via Santo Stefano farther on is bordered by fine palaces

:

No. 43 (on the right) Palazzo Banuzzi, by Triachini, No. 56 (left)

Pal. Trotti, now Rossi (PI. 57; G-, 6); farther on, on the right,

Pal. Agucchi (PI. Gr, 6), a baroque work by C. Fr. Dotti (1740).
From the end of the Via Santo Stefano , near the gate, the Via del

Earaccano (PI. Gr, II, 7) leads to the right to the church of Madonna
del Baraccano, which possesses a fine porticus by Ag. Barelli (1677)

and contains a faded fresco by Cossa, the Virgin with Giov. Benti-
voglio I. and his wife Maria Vinciguerra (1472). The frame-work sur-

rounding the niche of the high-altar is by Properzia de^ Rossi.
By the Via Fondazza or by the wide new Via Dante (PI. H, 7) we

may proceed hence to the Via del Piombo (PI. H, 6), Ko. 4 in which
(close to the town-wall) is the house once occupied by Giosite Carducci
(1836-1907), the most famous modern Italian poet, who was a native of

Valdicastello, near Pietrasanta (p. 145).

At the beginning of the Via Mazzini (PL F, G, H, 5), opposite

the Leaning Towers, is the church of San Bartolomeo di Porta
Ravegnaxa (PI. F, 4), erected in 1516-30 by Formigine^ with a

handsome colonnade. In the interior, remodelled by G.B. Natali
in 1655, are ceiling-paintings hy Angelo Colonna. At the 4th altar

on the right is an Annunciation, one of the best works of Franc.
Albani (1632), and beside it are a Nativity and a Flight into Egypt,

by the same master; in the 5th chapel on the left is a Madonna,
by Guido Pent. — Farther on in the Via Mazzini, on the right.

No. 19, is the 13th cent. Casa Isolani (PI. 47a; restored 1877),

with a projecting upper story supported by oaken beams resting

upon bases of selcnite, the earliest form of the Bolognese arcade

(p. 471). — Opposite, on the left, No. 24, is the —
Pal. Sampieri (PL 54; F, 5), with the inscription 'Galleria

Sampieri'j containing admirable frescoes from the myth of Hercules

by the Caracci (1593) and Guercino. The easel-pictures are of

little value (fee Y2 f^-)-
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2nd Room. Frescoes on the ceiling: *Heicules contending with Jupiter;

right wall, Ceres seeking Proserpine, by Lod. Caracci. — 3rd R. On
the ceiling: The path to virtue is difficult; right wall. Giant struck by-

lightning, both by Ann. Caracci. — 4th R. Ceiling: Hercules and Atlas

;

wall on the right, Hercules and Cacus , by Agost. Caracci. — 5th R.
Ceiling-painting: Hercules and Antaeus, by Guercino. — 6th R. Ceiling-

painting: Genius of strength, by Guercino.

The adjoining House of Rossini (PL 59; No. 26) was erected

by the great composer in 1825 and adorned with inscriptions from

Cicero and Yirgil. — The Palazzo Davia-Bargellini (PL 35;

G-, 5), No. 44, on the left, is a baroque structure by Bart. Provaglia
(d. 1672), with a massive portal supported by two 'giganti', a stair-

case in three arms (1730), and a collection of Bolognese and other

paintings.

The fine Gothic church of Santa Maria del Servi (PL Gr, 5),

built by F7'a Andrea Manfredi in 1383 et seq., with a fore-court

and a porticus borne by remarkably thin columns placed very far

apart, is adorned with 17th cent, frescoes (much damaged) on

the fagade.

Interior. 2nd altar on the left: Franc. Albania Christ and Mary
Magdalen; over the adjacent side-portal is the tomb of Lod. Gozzadini
(d. 1536), in stucco, by Giov. Zacchi. 6tli altar: Innocenzo da I'tnola,

Annunciation, in an old frame. — Over the high -altar, by 3Tontorsoli
(1561), the Risen Christ with Mary and St. John, below (1.) Adam, (r.)

Moses, at the back, the portrait of the donor. — In the choir-ambulatory,
to the left, are the tomb of a cardinal, in the style of lac. della Quercia,
and the tomb of lac. and Andr. Grati (1504) ; to the right is a (repainted)
terracotta relief of the Madonna and SS. Lawrence and Eustace with two
angels, by Vincenzo Onofri (1503).

The Palazzo Ercolani (PI. Gr, 5), to the right, byAng. Venturoli

(d. 1825), has a noteworthy atrium.

SantiVitale ed Agricola (PI. 23; G, 4), in the Via SanVitale,

said to have been consecrated by St. Pctronius, has been repeatedly

restored. The large chapel on the left contains an altar-piece (covered)

by Ft. Francia. Adjoining is the ancient crypt (restored in 1891)
of the cliurch of San Vitale in Arena. — Opposite (N'o. 23) is tlic

Palazzo Cloeiia. U)n\\Q,Y\yFantuzzi(V\. 40 ; Gr, 4), built by Formigine

(1517-22j, with a superb baroque staircase by P. Caiiali (17th cent.).

The northernmost of the streets radiating from the Piazza di

Porta Kav(!gnana is the Via Zamhoni (Pi. F, G, 11, 3, 4; tramway
No. 8, p. 469j, to the right in which is ('No. 13) the Pal. Malvezzi-

Medici (PI. 49; F, 4), built by Hart. Triachini in 1560. — On the

left is ('No. 20) the Iiandsonn! I*(d. Maipiani- Salem (PI. 48), by
Dom.Tibaldid 576 87), with a(lmirabb;frescoes(Ifistory of Homnlus)
I'V tlie (Jaracci. No. 22, adjoining, is the Pal. Malvezzl- (Jampe(j(ji

I'J. 50), by Formigine (1522), with an inter(;sting court.

Opposit(,', in the small Piazza Rossini, which is mimed after

the celebrated composer (see above), who attended the neighbouring

Liceo Rossini {V\. 26; music-school) in 1807-10, is —
San Qiacoino Maggiore (PI. F, 4), founded in 1267, consisting
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of a nave with baiTcl-vaultin(>-, with a fine portico erected in 1477-81.

The interior, altered in 1493-1509, contains several good pictures.

In the 5th cliapcl oil the right: Bart. Passerotti. Madonna enthroned,
\vi til five saints and the donor (1565). 7th chapel: Iniioccnzo da Imola,
Marriage of St. Catharine (1536), in a fine Renaissance frame by Fornil-
f/hie; 11th chapel, erected by Pelleqrino Tibaldi, and decorated by him
with frescoes. — The 3rd chapel in the retro-choir contains a gilded altar

witli a Coronation of the Virgin and numerous saints, by lacopo dl
Paolo {li2{))\ to tlie left, on the wall, a large painted crucifix by ^i??i07?rj

de' Crocefissi (1370). The 6th chapel, Capp. Bentivoglio (1186), paved with
coloured and glazed tiles, contains a *Madonna with angelic musicians and
four saints (1190), the finest work of Fr. Francla. In the lunette above
is a Vision of St. John (Rev. xvii. 1-8) by Lor. Costa. At the sides
arc frescoes l)y Lor. Costa, representing the Triumph of life and dcatli,

after Petrarch, on the left, and the *Madonna enthroned with the Benti-
voglio family, on the right (1488; earliest known work of this master).
The frescoes above are by unknown artists. The equestrian relief of

Annibale Bentivoglio (d. 1415), on the right, is ascribed to Niccolo dalV
Area (1458) ; to the right, by the chapel-entrance, is a small relief-por-

trait of Giovanni II. Bentivoglio (1497)
,

perhaps by Vine. Oyiofri.
Opposite, in the ambulatory, the ^Monument of the jurist Antonio Benti-
voglio (d. 1435), by lacopo delta Querela.

The sacristan (fee 50 c.) keeps the keys of the adjacent oratory

of Santa Cecilia (PL 4; F. 4), a rectangular edifice erected about

1504-6 for Giovanni II. Bentivoglio. The fine frescoes (restored

in 1874) are by Lor. Costa., Franc. Francia, and their pupils.

To the left: *1. Frane Franeia, Marriage of St. Cecilia with the
pagan nobleman Valerian; 2. Lor. Costa, St. Urbanus converting Valerian

;

3. Ces. Tamarocci, Baptism of Valerian ; 4. G. M. Chiodarolo , Angel
crowning SS. Cecilia and Valerian; 5. Amico Aspertini, Martyrdom of

SS. Valerian and Tiburtius. — To the right: 1. Am. Aspertinij Burial
of SS. Valerian and Tiburtius, with the Castle of Sant' Angelo in the
background (much injured); 2. CJiiodarolo , Vindication of St. Cecilia
before the Roman prefect; 3. Tamarocci, Martyrdom of St. Cecilia in

the oil-cask; *4. Costa, St. Cecilia bestowing alms; 5. Fr. Franeia,
Burial of St. Cecilia.

Farther on, on the left side of the street, is tbe Teatro Comunale
(p. 469), which occupies the site of the palace of the Bentivoglio

family, one of the most magnificent aristocratic residences in Italy,

torn down by the populace in 1507. On the opposite side of the

street is the —
University (PI. G-, 3, 4; comp. p. 477), the old Palazzo Celesiy

which was built by Pellegrino Tibaldi and has a magnificent court

by Bart. Triachini. This palace, occupied by the university from

1803, accommodates also the University Library and, in the tower

(1725; view), the Observatory.
Tlic extensive University Library (adm., sec p. 470) contains about

200,000 vols, and 5000 MSS. Among the MSS. are the oldest codex of
Lactantius, a Dante MS. of tlie 14th cent., letters from Voltaire to Fred-
erick the Great, etc. The celebrated linguist Giuseppe Mezzofantl (born
at Bologna in 1776, died at Naples in 1849) was once librarian here. At
the age of 30 he is said to have spoken 18 languages, and at the time
of his death no fewer than 42.

We next proceed to the old Jesuits' College, at Via dellc Belle

Arti No. 54j containing the —
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Accademia di Belle Arti (PI. Gr, 3). On the groiindfloor

are casts and works of modern art. On the first floor (r.) is the

valuable *Picture Gtallery, or Reale Pinacoteca. Adm., see p. 470
(ticket -office on the first floor). Catalogue (1907), 1 fr. Director,

Frof. A. Guadagnini.
The visitor imbued witli the modern taste for the period of the Re-

naissance will find little attraction in the Bolognese Works of the
17th Century, which form the chief boast of this gallery. In the de-

partment of fresco-painting the works of these Bolognese eclectics (see

p. 472) are most numerous at Rome, but they are admirably represented
iierc by a series of oil-paintings. We may first mention several v/orks
by Gnido Reni, the most talented master of this school: No. 1.31, Ma-
donna della Picta, remarkable for its masterly grouping, which again
occurs in No. 136, the Crucifixion, and places these two pictures on a

level with the finest works of the 16th cent, in point of composition;
No. 135, the Massacre of the Innocents, exceptionally harmonious and
dignified in character; No. 139, Sant' Andrea Corsini, an excellent speci-

men of Guido's powers as a colourist; No. 142, a masterly drawing in

chalks for the Ecce Homo which was so popular in the 17th century.
The most interesting work of Lodovico Caracci is probably No. 45, the
Nativity of the Baptist. Annihale CaraccVs Madonna and saints (No. 36)

has the merit of stately architectural arrangement. The Communion of
St. Jerome (No. 31) by Agostino Caracci is very inferior to Domenich-
ino's treatment of the same subject in the Vatican. Domenichino^s scenes
of martyrdom are far from pleasing, but Guercino^ s Madonna with the
two Carthusian monks (No. 13) is a devotional picture of profound senti-

•ncnt. — The gallery possesses also several valuable works of the Earlier
Period of Italian art. Thus No. 78, a Madonna enthroned, by Fr. Francia,
bears important witness to Francia's artistic relation with Lorenzo Costa.
— The gem of the gallery, however, is RapTiaeVs St. Cecilia (No. 152),
the indelible impression produced by which is doubtless due to the
master's unrivalled genius in exalting his figures into the regions of the
supernatural, and yet making them human and pleasing. Everything has
been maturely considered, the broken instruments, the angels' song, the
distribution and graduation of the characters, — and yet the picture appears
as simple and natural as if it could not possibly have been arranged otherwise.

We turn to the right from the ticket -office and traverse Cor-
ridor I, which contains paintings by Bolognese masters of the

second half of the 17th and of the 18th cent, (rooms on the right,

see p. 488). Straight in front, at the end of the corridor, is —
•Room A (Sala di Guido), containing prominent works of Guide

Reni (p. 472). To the right of the entrance, *137. Sajusiinjjvjctorious

over the Philistines, drinking out of the jaw-bone of an ass; 188.

Madonna del Rosario, painted on silk in 1630 (as a processional

banner); 140. St. Seljastian; **134. Madonna della Pieta, below

are SS. Petronius, Carlo Borrom(!0, Dominic, Francis, and Proculiis

(painted in 1616 for the town council); 139. Sant' Andrea Corsini;

*136. Crucifixion^ with the Madonna, Mary Magdalen, and St. John
;

*135. Massacre of the Innocf;nts. — In this room are also: Fraiu:.

Albania 2. Baptism of Christ, 3. Madonna d<;l Rosario; 566. CurUt

Cignani, Madonna with saints. By the approach to the next room:

142. Gnido Henij Chalk drawing for the 'Ecce Jlomo'; ^O.Simone
Canlarinij Portrait of Guido Reni. On a stand in the midde of
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the room: 360. Niccolo da Foligiio, Adoration ol' the Child, with

the Anininciation on the back.

Room B (Sola del Caracci). To the right: 12. Guefciiio^

St. William of Aquitaine receiving the robe of the order from

St. Felix; 43. Lod. Caracci, Transfiguration; 206. Domoiiclmio,
Martyrdom of St. Agnes; 26. Ann. Caracci, Madonna on clonds,

with SS. Louis, Alexis, John the Baptist, Francis, Clara, and Ca
tharinc; 35. Acj. Caracci, Assumption; 13. Guercino, St. Bruno

and another Carthusian worshipping the Virgin in the desert; 55.

(liar. Cavedojfc, Madonna on clouds, with saints; Lod. Caracci,

Fr;inf ia) fBafTaello) (Tiarini) (Caracci) .

i I-

\"Cori idoTi

48. Madonna with SS. Jerome and Francis, 45. Nativity of the

Baptist; 34. Afj. Caracci, Communion of St. Jerome; Domenichino,
207. Madonna'del Rosario, 208.UeaOLpf St. Peter Martyr (p. 185)'.

Room C (Hala, del Tiarini) contains works by the Procaccini

(\). 159; and by Fellefjrino Tihaldi, Al. Tiarini (182. Descent from

the Cross), and other Bolognese contemporaries of the Caracci.

Room D f^^ala di Eaffaello). To the right: 294. Giuliano

Bufjiardini, Madonna; 210. Studio-copy of Raphael's Youthful

St. John (p. 584); 116. Parraigianino, Madonna, with SS. Margaret,

Jerome, and Augustine.

**152. Raphael, St. Cecilia surrounded by four other saints,

ordered in 1513 by Cardinal Lorenzo Pucci for the church of San

Giovanni in Monte (p. 482), but probably not painted before 1515.
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It was at Paris from 1798 to 1815, where it was transferred from
panel to canvas, being much 'restored' in the process.

'The youthful and beautiful patron saint of music has just ceased
playing the organ to her friends, and a heavenly echo falls upon their
ears. Six angels, resting on the edge of a cloud, have caught up the
melody and continue it in song. Raphael's painting depicts the im-
pression produced by the celestial music. The saints on earth are silent

in presence of the heavenly choir. St. Cecilia lets her hands rest mecha-
nically upon the organ, but, with head and eyes turned upwards, listens

entranced to the song. St. Paul, to her left, is differently affected. Sunk
in deep meditation, he also seems completely oblivious of the actual
world. In pleasing contrast to these two figures, Mary Magdalen, who
stands on the right of St. Cecilia and holds a box of ointment in her
hand, shows her delight simply and openly. ... In the second line stand
S8. John the Evangelist and Augustine (or Petronius ?).... A crowning
touch is added to the careful distribution of the figures and well-balanced
discrimination of expression by the harmonious arrangement of the col-

ours The toning down and blending of the ground-tints is effected

through the two saints in the background, who thus fulfil the same func-
tion in regard to the colouring that they do with respect to the expression
and composition.' — Prof. A. Springer^ s ^Baffael and Michelangelo\

89. Innocenzo da Imola, St. Michael; 198. Giorgio Vasari,

Banquet of Gregory the Great (1540); 197. Pietro Pe7^ugino, Ma,
donna in glory, with SS. Michael, John the Evangelist, Catharine-

and Apollonia; 61. Cima da Conegliano, Madonna (old frame).

Uooii'E(Sala delFrancia), with important Avorks hy Francesco
Francia fp. 472): 371. Annunciation, with S8. John the Evangelist,

Francis, George, and Befnard (1500); 499. Madonna and St. Francis

of Assisi; 83. Christ^mourned over by angels; 58(3. Two niello works
in silver by Francia, specimens of the Pax used in the celebration

of the mass; 82. Adoration of the Shepherds, Holy Family, and

Crucifixion, in a fine landscape; 370. Madonna enthroned, with

SS. Paul and Francis (a late work); 80. Madonna^enthroncd, with

SS. Augustine, Jolin the Baptist, George,^^TmCStephen; 79. An-
nunciation, with SS. John the Baptist and Jerome; 81. Adoration

of the Child (^1499;; *78. Madonna enthroned, with six saints, an

angelic musician, and the donor (1494; early work); 372. Cruci-

fixion with several saints (by the entrance). — In this room are also:

84. Giac. Francia^ Holy Family, with four saints; 778. Marco
Zo])po, St. Jerome; 204. Timofeo Viti, Mary Magdalen (1508);

297. Amico Aspertiniy Adoration of the Child (ca. 1495; early

work;; Lor. Costa, 05. St. J^;tronius sup])orted by SS. Francis of

Assisi and Thomas Aquinas 0502), 370. Marriage of the Virgin

finjuredj; 04. Franc. Cossa, Madonna with St, Petronius, St. John,

and the donor, chief work of this rare old-Ferrarese master (1474).

— We now proceed to the left to —
CoRKiDOR V, containing chiefly old paintings. ()pj)0sit(! the

jjassage: 102. Giotto, Madonna with SS. Peter and l*aul and the;

archangels Michael and Cabricl, an altar-piece in thr(!e sections

from the church degli Angioli. On the end -wall: 205. Afd. and
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Bart. Vivariniy Madonna enthroned, with saints, in a rich Gothic

frame (1450). — We descend a few steps and enter —
Corridor II. To the left: 779. Guido Rent, Portrait of his mother;

53. Lod. Caracci, St. Rochiis; 14. Guercino, St. Peter Martyr. — Cor-
RiDOuIII: 651. Caravaggio, Daughter of Herodias; 676. Luca Giordano,
Pieta. — Corridor IV : 275. Ant. Raphael Mcngs, Portrait of Clement XIII.
— Parallel with tiiis corridor is Corridor YI, containiDg a rich collection

of enf?raving's and wood-cuts.
Of the tliree Rooms adjoining Corridor I (p. 485), the first contains

a number of small pi(^tures by old masters. On the entrance-wall: 562.

Bart. Passarotti, Madonna and saints ; 563. Garofalo, Holy Family; 564.

Ortolano, Madonna with angelic musicians. — Tlic two other rooms con-
tain modern pictures.

The Geological Museum (PI. G, H, 3), Via Zamboni 65, contains

a cast of the Diplodocus Carnigiei (78 ft. in length, from North
America), a mastodon recently found in Piedmont, interesting fossils

from the neighbourhood of Bologna, prehistoric anthropological

curiosities, etc. — Of the new university-buildings the Mineral-
ogical Institute is situated at the end of the Via Zamboni, to the

left, the Anatomical and the Physical Institutes in the Via Irnerio,

which here diverges to the W.
Traversing the Via delle Belle Arti (p. 484), we next reach the

imposing Fal. Bentivoglio (PL 36; F, 3), erected in 1620 (?). — A
little to the S.W. , in the Piazza San Martino, is the Carmelite

church of San Martino (PL E, F, 3), in the Gothic style (1313). The
facade of 1491-1500 was reconstructed in 1879 by Gius. Modenesi.

1st chapel on the left: ^Enthroned Madonna, with SS. Rochus, Ber-
nardinus, Anthony, and Sebastian, by Fr. Francia; above, Pieta, below,
Bearing of the Cross. The window above represents St. James of Compo-
stella, after a cartoon by Fr. Francia. Last altar to the left, an Assump-
tion and a Resurrection in the lunette, by Lor. Costa (?); 5th altar on the
right, Amico Aspertlni, Madonna with SS. Lucia and Nicholas. Adjoining
the sacristy-door is the tomb of the scholar Beroaldus, with his bust by
Vmcenzo Onofri (1504).

On the N". verge of the old town, on the former site of the

Castellodi Galliera, rises the slight eminence of La Montagnola
(PL E, F, 1, 2), with public gardens and the Giuoco del Pallone

(\). 469). To the W. is the Scalea delta Mo7itagnola^ a handsome
flight of st(?ps, built in 1893-96 by Tito Azzoiini, descending to

the Via deir Indipendenza (p. 479) and to the Porta Galliera (PL
E, 1), which was rebuilt by Bart. Provaglia in 1661.

c. Environs of Bologna.
Beyond tiio Porta 8anto Stefano and the Porta Castiglione (tram-

ways Nos. 6 & 12, p. 469), on the foothills of the Apennines, are

the beautiful Giardini Margherita (PL H, G, 7), laid out in 1889,
the favourite promennde of the Bolognese. The park contains a

pond (rowing-boats) and a music pavilion (concerts, see p. 469).

Outside the Porta Castiglione, to the left, is the former convent-

church of the Misericordia (PL F, 7), rebuilt after 1473.
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Ikterior (when closed ring at the door to the right). 2nd chapel on
the right, stained glass designed by Francia, Madonna and the Saviour;
in the window of the last chapel on the right, John tlie Baptist, by the same.
Above the high-altar a figure of Christ, and at the sides Madonna and
Angel of the Annunciation, by Lor. Costa (1499). At the 3rd altar on the
left, G. M. Crespi, St. Nepomuk.

From the end of the Strada Castiglionc (com]). PI. F, 7), the tram-

way No. 12 (p. 469) ascends in 5 min. to San Michele in Bosco
(440 ft.), an Olivetan monastery dating from 1437 (suppressed in

1797), now an Orthopaedic Institute. From the front of the church

fine view^ of Bologna and the plain. To visit the interior, apply to

the 'Dimostratore' (custodian) to the right of the cliurch (fee Y2 fr.).

The church, rebuilt after 1514, has a fine portal by Bald. Peruzzi

(1523); the aisleless interior contains remains of frescoes hjBagna-
cavallo and others. In the cloisters are scanty remains of frescoes

by the Caracci and their pupils, from the hisloi'y of SS. Benedict,

Cecilia, and Valerian. — At the crossing of the roads near San
Michele lies the Villa Revedin, which is shown in the absence of

the proprietor; its grounds command charming views.
A few paces from the tramway terminus in the Strada Castiglione the

steep Yia del Monte (PI. D, C, 7) ascends to the (V4hr.) Villa Mczzaratta
(590 ft.; fine views; adm. free). Close by is the little church of SanV
Apollonia, containing Bolognese frescoes of the 14th cent, (closed).

About IY4 M. outside the former Porta Sant' Isaia (PL A, 4),

to the W. of the town, on the branch of the arcade leading to

Meloncello (see below), is situated the Certosa (formerly a Car-

thusian monastery), founded in 1333, and consecrated in 1801 as a

Campo Santo. Since 1869 the cemetery has been enlarged by the

addition of new cloisters and magnificent colonnades. Open daily

8-6 (in winter 9-4). The entrance is on the E. side, 3 min. from

the station of the electric tramway No. 5 (p. 469); guide desirable;

Y^-l fr. to the custodian.
The Church contains paintings by Klisabetta Sirani (p. 478) and Bart.

Cesi and carved stalls of 1.539 and 1611. — At the beginning of the

C1.01STKRS arc ancient tombstones from suppressed cliurclies, arranged
according to centuries. Then, modern monuments, including many illustri-

ous names such as those of tlie pliilologist Gaspare Garatoni (d. 1H17),

Clotilda Tamhroni (d. 1817; p. d71), and Giosue Carditcci (d. 1907; p. 482).

The monument of Letizia Murat Pepoli (1802-59), with a statue of her
father Joachim Murat, King of Naples ('propugnatore dell' italica indipcn-
denza'), was executed hy Vine. Vela. A rotunda here contains tlie busts of

celebrated professors : Mezzofanti, Galvani, Costa, Mattei (teacher of

Rossini), and otliers. — Near by is the Forno Crcmatorio (for burning
the dead).

On the fortified Monte della Guardia, an eminence 3 M. to the

S.W. of the J\)RTA Saka(;ozza (PJ. A, 6), rises the handsome pil-

grimage-church of tlie Madonna di San Luca (940 ft.), erected

hyC.Fr.Dottiui 1723etseq., and so called from an ancient picture

of the Virgin, ascribed to St. J.ukc and brought fiom (Jonatantinoplc;

in 1160. The hill is ascended in about 7^ hr. by an Arrudc, or
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PorticiiSj 2 M. in length, consisting of 666 arches with numerous
chapels, constructed in 1674-1739. This begins a short way beyond

the gate and from the beautiful Arco del Meloncello (tramways,

see p. 469), designed by Franc. Bibiena, sends a branch, added in

1811, to the Canipo Santo (p. 489). A carriage-road (cab ca. lOfr.,

bargain necessary) also ascends to the top of the hill, through the

valley of tlie Rio Bavone^ and then in a wide curve. The *View,

particularly from the S. ascent to the portal of the church and

from the dome, now used as an observatory (staircase from the roof

of the church; adm. 30 c), is remarkably fine and extends from the

Apennines to tlie Adriatic. In very clear weather the Alps are visible.

The Highroad from Bologna to Florence (()5 M. ; motor-omn. to

San Picro a Sicvu), constructed in 17G2, leaving tlie former city by the
Porta Santo Stefano (PI. H, 7), leads through the valley of the Savena
to (9V'2 M.) Pianoro, and thence ascends via Livergnano, Sabbiiino,
(I81/2 M.) Loiano (2360 ft.), and (231/2 M.) Monghidoro (2705 ft. ; inn) to

the (28 M.) Passo della Raticosa (3175 ft.). It then leads through the
upper valley of the Santerno to (28V2 ^0 Pietramala (2855 ft. ; a little

to the E. of which are the subterranean fires known as the FuocTii di
Pietraviala) and along the E. slopes of the Monte Beni (4124 ft.) to

(:J0 M.) La Mazzetta (Hot. Montebeni Quisisana, P. 5-7 fr.) and (32 M.)
Covigliaio (2860 ft.; Grr. Alb. Covigliaio, P. 8-10 fr., two summer-resorts
of the Florentines, at the base of the Sasso di Castro (4190 ft.). Thence
we cross the (36V2 M.) Passo della Futa (2960 ft.) and descend the valley
of the Sieve to San Piero a Sieve (p. 507). [This point is reached also

by another road, diverging a little before Covigliaio and leading via
Firenziiola (1385 ft.; Alb. Quisisana), the pass oi II Giogo (2885 ft.), and
Scai'pcria.] From San Piero the road follows a hilly course via (56 M.).

Vaglia (p. 508) and Pratolino (p. 673) to (65 M.) Florence (p. 545).

A Hranoh-Line (41 M. in 3-3V4 hrs.) runs to the N.W. from Bologna
to Revere, via (26 M.) San Felice sul Panaro (p. 455), (3OV2 M.) Mlran-
dola (comp. p. 455), and (37 M.) Poggio Rusco (p. 322).

64. Prom Bologna to Florence via Pistoia.
821/2 M. Railway. 'Train de luxe' (Egyptian Express from Berlin,

p. 22) in 31/2 hrs. (fare 23 fr.) ; 'lightning express' (dining-car) in 3-31/4 hrs.
or ordinary express in ca. 31/2 hrs. (17 fr., 11 fr. 90, 7 fr. 75 c.); slow
train in 43/4-51/4 hrs. (15 fr. 45, 10 fr. 80, 6 fr. 95 c). The Berlin to Naples
and Vienna to Rome expresses (pp. 22, 30) run via Faenza (R. 66). — This is

a boldly-constructed line, with fine views of the valleys and ravines of
the Apennines (generally to the left) and of the rich plain of Tuscany.

Bologna, see p. 468. — The train crosses the Beno (p. 468) and
follows the left bank, near the Monte della Guardia (p. 489). On
an island in the Reno, not far from Bologna, the Second Triumvirate
was concerted by Octavian, Antony, and Lepidus, in 43 B.C.

3 M. Borgo Banigale. Near (6 M.) Casalecchio di Beno the

army of Giovanni I. Bentivoglio was defeated by Gian Galeazzo
Visconti in 1402, and in 1511 that of Pope Julius II., under the

Duke of Urbino, by the French. Steam-tramway, see p. 469.
The valley of the Reno contracts. — 12 M. Sasso (420 ft.).

A picturesque Highroad leads from Sasso over the Apennines to

(49 M.) Prato (motor-diligence starting from pasalecchio). The road at
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first ascends to the S. in the valley of the small river Setta, from which
a subterranean aqueduct, constructed by Augustus and restored in 1881,
leads to Bologna. The chief places on the road are (7 M.) Vado (495 ft.),

Lagaro (I71/2 M. ; 1310 ft.), in the valley of the Brasimone, and (25 M.)
Castiglione dei Pepoli (2265 ft.; *Stabilimento Ruggeri, P. 7-10 fr.,

fashionable, open June-Aug.), at the foot of the wooded Monte Gatta
(3800 ft.). Thence we ascend to the (26V2 M.) Serra (2625 ft.), the crest

of the ridge. On the S. side, on the ridge of the Montepiano, lies the
village of (3OV2 M.) Montepiano (2285 ft. ; Alb.-Pens. Alleanza, Alb.-
Pens. Gemmi, both good, P. incl. wine 6-8 fr. ; Alh. Appennino;
Pens. Firenze), a favourite summer-resort in a wooded neighbourhood.
The road then descends in many windings into the valley of the Fiumenta^
and reaches San Quirico di Vernio (885 ft.; Alb. dclla Posta), usually
known as Vernio, in a picturesque situation. Below Vernio begins the

beautiful and industrious Val di Bisejizio , in which the road passes
(361/2 M.) Mercatale (810 ft. ; rustic inn), Vaiayio (43 M. ; 540 ft.), Briglia,
Santa Lucia (near a gorge known as II Cavalciotto), and Coia^io (250 ft.).

— 49 M. Prato, see p. 542.

17 M. MarzahottOj with the Villa Aria (important art-collec-

tions; adm.- tickets at the Casa Aria, p. 480) and the remains of

the Etruscan town and necropolis of Misa. Between this point

and Pracchia there are 22 tunnels. — At (24 M.) Vergato the valley-

expands. — 29 M. Riola; on the left rise the steep rocky peaks of

Mte. Ovolo and Mte. Vigese (3580 ft.); a landslip from the latter

destroyed the village of Vigo in 1851. On the right bank of the

Reno is the prettily situated castle of Savignano.

3672 M. Bagni della Porretta (1155 ft.; Hotel Helvetia^

P. 12-16 fr., good, Hot. Pallazzina , Gr.-Hot. Porretta ^ all open

June-Sept, only; Hot.-Pens. Brunetti; Alh. di Poina, with restaur-

ant, R. 2-4 fr. ; Pens. Morandi)^ a village with frequented sul-

phurous springs and ])aths. Attractive walks to the (^4 hr.) Ma-
donna del Ponte and to (4 hrs.) Pracchia. — The narrow and

romantic ravine of the Reno above Porretta abounds in waterfalls,

particularly in spring.

46 M. Pracchia (2020 ft.; ""Alhergo Appennino, R. 3-5, P.,

incl. wine, 8-12 fr. ; Alb. Fiornovelli, similar charges, well spoken

of; Alh. Orticaia, plain), the highest point on the line, a pleasure-

resort both in summer and in winter.
At Pontepetri (2180 ft.), 13/4 M. to the S.W. of Pracchia, the road

from Bologna joins the old Apennine road (p. 455) from Modcna to Pistoia
(motor-diligonco from Praccliia to IMcvcpolago). From the latter, beyond
Pontepetri in the direction of Modcna, a branch leads to the riglit (dili-

gence from Pracchia twice daily in IVa hr.) to Maresca (2885 ft.; Alb.-
Pons. Villa Hizzarri , P. 6-7 f r. , light extra, good; Pens. Teso; Pens.
Oirard), a summer-roHort prettily situated among woods at the foot of

Monte Teno and the starting-point for the ascents of the Monte IJcccUiera
(5950 ft.) and the (Jorno alle Scale ((5380 ft.). The descent from the latter

may be marie to Gavinana (see below) or via the Rifagio Diica degli

Ahruzzi and past the little Lago Scaffaiolo (5855 ft.) to San Marccllo
or Cutigliano (p. 492).

The branch-road gocH on to (.SV* M.) Bardalone (2095 ft.), a small
summ(!r-rcHort at the N". base of the Piano Prntale or Lc Lar/ (3910 ft.;

view of Pistoia, Prato, and Kloronco), whonfM; a carriage-road leacJM to

the Mummcr-resort of Gaviyiana (2665 ft.; Alb. Ferruccio; I'osta ;
Pens.
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Minerva, good; Pens. Selvareggi), situated at the S. foot of the Monte
Crocicchio (4185 ft.), 10 M. from Pracchia (diligence twice daily in l^/^ hr.).

The Modcna road next passes the summer-resorts of (51/2 M.) Limestre
and (71/2 M.) San Marcello Plstoiese (2045 ft.; Posta; Alb. - Ristorantc
Filippini; Pens. Villa Vittoria; Pens. Villa Margherita), in the valley
of the Lima, whence a road leads to the Bagni di Lucca (p. 536). The
main road ascends the valley via (15 M.) Cutigliano (2225 ft. ; Alb. Cappel
d'Orlando; Pens. Pagnini; Pens. La Salute), a good centre for excursions
(to the Corno alle Scale, see p. 491), and (I6V2 M.) Piansindtico (3115 ft.;

Antica Posta), to (2OV2M.) Boscolungo (4475 ft.; Alb. Ricci; Hot. Cimone),
situated near the (2IV2 M.) Passo dell' Abetone (4555 ft. ; "^Excelsior
Hotel, P. 10-15 fr., of the first class; "^Gr. Alb. Ahetone, P. 9-15 fr.).

From the wooded summit of the pass the ascents of the Tre Potenze
(6365 ft. ; 2 hrs.) and the Monte Rondmaio (6435 ft.) may be made to

the S.W. ; those of the Monte Maiori (5120 ft.) and the Lihro Aperto
(6455 ft.; IV2-2 hrs.) to the E. Farther on tlic road, commanding pretty
views, descends via Serrabassa (Hot. Piramidi, P. 10-15 fr. ; Alb. Chiara-
fontc) and (25 M.) Fiumalbo (3095 ft.; Alb. Ghiacciaio ; Alb. il Cimone)
to (28 M.) Plevepelago (p. 455). Fiumalbo is the starting-point for the
ascent of *Monte Cimone (7103 ft. ; 3 hrs. ; Rifugio-Osservatorio, wine
only), the highest summit of the Northern Apennines, commanding a
survey from the Adriatic to the Ligurian Sea.

From Pontepetri (p. 491) the beautiful Road to Pistoia, a favourite
route for motor-cars, ascends to the S.W. in the upper valley of the
Reno to (5V2 M.) Piastre (2520 ft. ; Pens. Corsini e Posta, modest), beyond
which it descends to the S.E. into the Ombrone valley (see below) and
proceeds via (71/2 M.) Clreglio (diligence to Pistoia twice daily in IV2 hr.)

and (121/2 M.) Capo Strada to (131/2 M.) Pistoia (p. 538).

Beyond Pracchia the train crosses the watershed between the

Adriatic and the Tyrrhenian Sea by a tunnel about 1^/^ M. in length,

and enters the valley of the Ombrone (p. 509), which is traversed

by a lofty viaduct. Between this point and Pistoia there are viaducts

and tunnels in constant succession. Beautiful *yiews. — Beyond

(50 y2 M.) Corbezzi a view is at length revealed of the lovely and

populous plain of Tuscany and of Pistoia far below.

61 Y2 M. Pistoia (p. 538); thence to FlorencCy see pp. 542-544.

65. From Bologna to Ravenna.
52 M. Railv^^ay in 2-21/2 hrs. (fares 9 fr. 75, 6 fr. 85, 4 fr. 40 c;

return -ticket 14 fr. 20, 9 fr. 95 c.). The train follows the main line to

Faenza, Ancona, and Brindisi as far as Castel Bolognese, whence Ravenna
is reached by a branch-line (change of carriages usually necessary).

Bologna, see p. 468. The train follows the direction of the Via
iEmilia (p. 432) as far as Castel Bolognese. — 7 M. Mirandola-
Ozzano. ~ 15 M. Castel San Pietro d^ Emilia (230 ft.), with a

chateau built by the Bolognese in the 13th cent., on the Sillaro.

211/2 M. Imola (140 ft.; Alb. d'Italia, good; Caffe Grande),
on the Santerno, an ancient town with 12,100 inhab. and the seat

of a bishop since 422, was the Roman Forum Cornelii, named after

its founder L. Cornelius 8ulla, but it is mentioned as Imolse as

early as the 8th century. In 1480, after a chequered career, the

town, along with Forli, came into the possession of Grirol. Riario,
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nephew of Pope Sixtus IV., and after his assassination (1488) it

was held by his widow, Catharine Sforza, iintil her expulsion by
Cesare Borgia in 1499.

The Cathedral of San Cassiano, built in 1187-1271 but mo-
dernized in the 18th cent, by Cos. Morelli, contains the tomb of

St. Petrus Chrysologus, Archbishop of Ravenna (d. 499), who was
born at Imola. — In the Piazza Vittorio Emanuele are the Muni-
cipio, another specimen of Morelli's renovations, and the former

Ospedale Vecchio (now the Palazzo Sersanti)^ built in 1480 in

the early-Renaissance Bolognese style. — The handsome Palazzo

Riario-Sforza (now Pal. Paterlini) in the Via Cavour was built in

1483 by Giorgio Marchissi of Tuscany on the model of the Pal.

Riccardi (p. 610). — Other interesting ediiices are the picturesque

Citadel (Rocca) and the church of Sanf Agostino, built by Morelli.

The little church of Madonna del Piratello, a brick structure

by Dom. della Lobia (1492; campanile of 1506), and the elegant

chapel known as the Edicola or Trihuna di Giulio Seeondo, two

early -Renaissance buildings outside the town, recall the style of

Bramante (p. 158).

Beyond Imole the train crosses the Santerno to (26 M.) Castel
Bolognese (135 ft.; Rail. Restaurant, good), an ancient strong-

hold of the Bolognese, where the Florentines unter Niccolo da To-

lentino and Gattamelata were defeated by the Milanese under Pic-

cinino in 1434. — Hence to Faenza, see p. 507.

The line to Ravenna next passes (30 M.) Solarolo, with the

scanty remains of a castle (altered in 1532) occupied in her old

age by Isabella d'Este (p. 315). In the Municipio is a relief of the

Madonna by Ant. Rossellino. — 35 M. Lugo, with 12,900 inhab.

and a castle (Rocca) of the 15-16th cent., is the junction of a line

to Lavezzola (I4Y2 M.; p. 468), via Massalombarda. — 38 M.
Bagnacavallo (36 ft.), with 3700 inhab.; in the church of San
Pictro in Silvis, founded in the 5th cent., are the remains of a

7th cent, ciborium and old frescoes of the 14tli century. — 52 M.
Ravenna.

Havenna. — Hotels (bargain advihablc; 8C0 p. xxi). Gkand-
HoTEL Byicon, Via GiuHcppc Mazzini 10, in the former PaJaz:io liaaponi
(PI. 17, I) 5; occupied by Lord iiyron, roc p. 495), witli trattoria and
eardcn, K. 4-0, B. I'/a, omn. 1 fr., well Bpoken of; Hot. Royal San
Makco (PI. a; K, 4), Via Lnigi Carlo Farini. with trattoria, 11. 2>/2-.^), omn.
8/4 fr., good; Alb. del Commeucio (PI. (1; I>, 4), Via Montana, with
trattoria, R. 2-2'/2, omn. 1 fr., clean; Alh. al Pklleorino, Via Pontc
Marino 2, well spoken of; Am. Cappkllo (PI. b; D, ii). Via IJrbaiio

Rattazzi 9, with trattoria, P. 7 f r. ; Alh. Okntkalic (PI. c; J), 4), huimc

Btreet, with trattoria, il. from IV4 fr. — The Hoin(!what indifVercnt drink-

ing-water iH brought from Faenza. MonquitocH troubbiHome in Hiininioi.

Caf^S. (Jaffk del (Jammerdo, ffar Centra f (good oofTeo), b(.th in the

Piazza Vitt. Emanueb!.
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Cabs: per drive 1, two-horse IVa fr. (at night 30c. extra); first hour
2 or o fr., each additional V4 hi*« V2 or 3/^ fr. ; beyond the town 2 fr. 40 c.

or 1 fr. per hour, each additional 1/4 hr. 60 c. or 1 fr.

Steamboat to Trieste or Fiume, every Wed. morning.
Photographs. Ricci, Via Luigi Carlo Farini 14 (PI. D, E, 4).

Post Office (PI. D, 4), Piazza Dante Alighieri. — Telegraph
Office in the Palazzo Grovernativo (PI. 15; D, 4).

Principal Attractions (1 day). Forenoon: Museum (p. 497), Bap-
tistery of the Orthodox (p. 499), Cathedral (p. 499), San Vitale p. 500),

Mausoleum of Galla Placidia (p. 501), Mausoleum of Theodoric (p. 503).

Afternoon: *Sant' Apollinare Nuovo (p. 503), *Sant' Apollinare in Classe

(p. 505), Pineta (p. 506). The churches are closed from 12 to 2 p.m.

Ravenna (13 ft.), a quiet provincial capital, with 11,700 iiiliab.,

is situated in a formerly marshy but now drained depression near

the united rivers (Fiumi Uniti) Montone (the Roman Utis) and
Ronco (the Eoman Bedesis)^ which at one time washed its wall.

Next to Forli it is the chief town of the Romagna. It was originally

a town on the Lagune and a seaport, like Venice, but is now nearly

5 M. distant from the sea and is connected with Porto Corsini^ its

foreport (founded in 1736), by the Candiano or Canale Corsini

only, a narrow channel, 6 M. long, beginning at the Ddrsena
Baccarini (PI. G-, 3, 4), the small new harbour opposite the station.

Ravenna, one of the most ancient towns in Italy, probably owes its

earliest importance to the invasion of Italy by the Celts, when the Um-
brians and Etruscans, fleeing from the mainland, settled here on the is-

lands in the Padusa lagoon. It was an early ally of the Romans, but as

a punishment for espousing the cause of Marius it was incorporated with
Gallia Cisalpina, and sank to the level of a provincial town. Augustus
was the first to recognize the advantageous situation of Ravenna. He
enlarged the Portus Classis till it could accommodate 250 sail, and ap-
pointed it the naval base of the Adriatic fleet; an arsenal and large

ship-building yards were established in the new town of Classis, which
rapidly extended, while the industrial suburb of Csesarea sprang up on
the Via Csesarea, the road uniting the two towns. When the lagoon
began to be filled up by the deposits of the rivers, Ravenna was sur-

rounded by walls by the Emp. Claudius in A.D. 41. Its situation was,
however, still regarded as so impregnable that in 402, amid the dangers
of tlic barbarian invasion, the Emp. Honoriiis transferred his residence
thither from Rome. In 439, during the regency of his sister Galla
Placidia (d. 450), widow of the Visigothic king Athaulf (d. 415) and
Constantius III. (d. 421) and mother of Valentinian III., the brilliant

imperial city was erected into an archiepiscopal see. According to the
legend, Christianity had been introduced in A.D. 44, by St. Apollinaris,
a disciple of St. Peter. After the fall of the Western Empire in 476
Ravenna, the Raben of the 'Niebelungen-Lied', became the residence of
the Herulian Odoacer, king of Italy, and after 493 that of Theodoric
the Great (d. 526), king of the Ostrogoths, both of whom were Ai'ian
heretics. IJelisarius, the general of Justinian, recaptured the city from
King Vitujes in 539, which then became the seat of the exarch or gover-
nor of the Eastern Roman or Byzanine Emperors. But in spite of the
numerous privileges lavished on its church by Justinian and his succes-
sors, it fell rapidly into decay. The Lombards razed the town or Classis
to the ground, and in 751 their duke Aistulf expelled Eutychius, the
last exarch, and took possession of Ravenna. Shortly afterwards, how-
ever, it was captured by Pepin, king of the Franks (p. 299), and handed
over to the pope, along with the whole of the former exarc'"te (755).

The papal rule was at first entirely nominal, for the archbishops, who
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assumed the title of exarchs, also succeeded in making themselves masters
of a great part of the Romagna. At a later period Ravenna was usually
to be found on the side of the German emperors. In 1297 the Grhibelline

Polentani family, of whom favourable mention is made by Dante, ob-
tained the supreme power, and in 1318 they added also the title of duke.
In 1441 Ravenna came into the possession of the Venetians, under whom
its prosperity materially increased; in 1509 it was conquered by Pope
Jfdms II.; and in 1512, after the battle of Ravenna (p. 506), it was
plundered by the victorious French army and lost its prosperity for ever.

Thenceforward until 1797, and again in 1815-60, it belonged to the States

of the Church. In Aug., 1849, Garibaldi found refuge at Ravenna from
the pursuing Austrians, while his wife Anita succumbed to the fatigues

of the flight.

Lord Byron, who preferred Ravenna to all the other towns of Italy,

and was influenced in some measure by his intimacy with the Countess
Guiccioli, a member of the Gamba family of Ravenna, spent two years

here (June, 1819, to October, 1821) in the Palazzo Rasponi, now the Hotel
Byron (tablet; p. 493).

The only Roman remains at Ravenna are the foundation-walls of the

Porta Aurea (PI. A, B, 6), but in the history of Early Christian Art
of the 5-8th centuries it is the most important place in Italy next to Rome
(comp. p. xxxviii). Most of the other Italian cities fell into decay after

the barbarian invasion, but Ravenna saw new and imposing structures

rising in her midst at that period. The early-Christian buildings of Ra-
venna, which, like those of Venice, are built upon piles, belong to two
different periods, the first being that of Honorius and his sister Galla
Placidia, 402-450 (San Vittore, San Giovanni Evangelista, SanV Agata,
Santa Croce, Mausoleum of Galla Placidia, Archiepiscopal Chapel, and
Baj)t'tHtery of the Orthodox) ; the second a Gothic period from 493 to about
539 (Cathedral of the Arians or Sa^iV Apollinare Nuovo, Spirito Santo,
Baptistery of the Arians or Santa Maria in Cosmedin, the Palace and
Mausoleum of Theodoric, San Vitale, and SanV Apollinare in Classe,
the last two, however, not completed until the Byzantine period). The
palaces and basilicas of Ravenna differ from the Roman in being built
of materials expressly brought for the purpose from the quarries of Istria

and not from otlier buildings. Here, as at Constantinople, at that time
also the centre of a brilliant architectural activity, the traveller will ob-
serve how the capitals of the columns were gradually remodelled and a
new style of ornamentation introduced. The round arch is consistently
used with , in many cases, corresponding articulation on the external
walls (San Vittore, Baptistery of the Orthodox, Sant' Apollinare in
Classe). This last feature appears also in Diocletian's buildings at Salona.
The rich mosaic decorations of the buildings of the earlier period and
the sarcophagus-sculptures since the period of Galla Placidia betray the
influence of artists from North Africa, who had fled hither from the
Vandals; while in the Mausoleum of Theodoric recent critics claim to

detect the earliest contact of antique art with isolated elenjcnts of Ger-
manic decoration. San Vitale, the first purely Byzantine building on
Italian soil, connects Constantinople with tlio domed structures of Lom-
bardy, such as San Lorenzo in Milan and the old Cathedral of Brescia.
The Palace of Theodoric seems to have served as a model for the palaces
of the Carlovingian emperors at Aix-la-Cliaj)clle and Ingelheim. And the
Palace of the Exarchs, tlie final link in tins long chain of develo])nient,

exhibits carly-Romancsquo features. Even the round campanili peculiar
to Ravenna, which begin to a]>pear about the niiddh; of the 9th cent. (V),

are, like the crypts, already early-mediceval in structure.

From the station (PI. G, 3), in front of whicli rises a iiioiiuinciit

to the Italian patriot Tynic/i Carlo Farini (p. 43.'J), we pass the

Piazza Anita Garibaldi, with the churcli of -
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San Giovanni Evangelista (PL F, 4), erected in 424 by the

Empress Galla Placidia in consequence of a vow made during a

voyage from Constantinople, but almost wholly rebuilt in 1747,

except the tower (11th and 14tli cent.). The court in front has re-

tained the form of the ancient atrium. The reliefs above the beauti-

ful portal of the Gothic vestibule (1316) refer to the foundation of

the church.
The Intkrior (if closed, knock at the door), with its unpleasing barrel-

vaulting, consists of nave and aisles borne by twenty -four antique
columns. The pavement has been raised about 6 ft. The vaulting of
the 4th chapel on the left is adorned with frescoes (retouched) of the four
Evangelists, with their symbols above them, and the four Latin fathers
of the cliurch, SS. Gregory, Ambrose, Augustine, and Jerome, by Giotto
(who had come to Ravenna between 1317 and 1320 on a visit to his friend
Dante). In the closed chapel of St. Bartholomew (left of choir) are re-

mains of a rude Mosaic Pavement of 1213, representing scenes from the
Fourth Crusade. The modern crypt contains the ancient altar of the
church (5th cent.).

We cross the Corso Giuseppe Garibaldi (p. 502) and proceed

straight on through the Via Luigi Carlo Farini (with the Baptistery

of the Arians and the Spirito Santo on the right, p. 502) to the —
Piazza Vittorio Emanuele (PI. D, 4), the centre of the town.

In front of the Palazzo Municipale (PI. 16; built in 1681), in this

piazza, rise two lofty Columns erected byPietro Lombardi (p. 350)

in 1483 for the Venetian government, bearing statues of SS. Apol-

linaris and Vitalis (1640). Adjoining is a Colonnade of eight co-

lumns of granite, perhaps a fragment of the church of Sant' Andrea
dci Goti (p. 503). Theodoric's monogram is discernible on four of

the capitals.

From the S.E. angle of the piazza we cross the Piazza Dante
Alighieri (PI. D, 4) to the Via Dante Alighieri (PL D, 4, 5), in which
stands a modernized Palace of the Polentani (PL 11; D, 5), near

another (PL 12) at the W. end of the Via Guido da Polenta.

Here is also Dante's Tomb (PL 23, D 5; adm. 9-12 & 3-5).

The poet died at Ravenna, where he enjoyed the protection of Guido
da Polenta, on 13th Sept., 1321, at the age of 56, and was tempor-

arily interred in the narthex of the church of San Francesco.
In 1482 Bernardo Berabo, the Venetian governor (father of the cel-

ebrated Cardinal Bembo), caused a mausoleum to be erected from designs
by Pietro Lombardi, but it was entirely rebuilt in 1780 by Camillo
Morigia. It is a square structure with a dome, embellished with med-
allions of the poet's teachers and patrons (Virgil, Brunetto Latini, Can
Grrande della Scala, and Guido da Polenta); opposite the entrance is a
half-length relief of Dante, above the sarcophagus, a marble urn in

which now contains the poet's remains. The epitaph was composed by
Bern. Canaccio in 1357: —

Jura Monarchiae, Superos, Phlegethonta lacusque
Lustrando cecini, voluerunt fata quousque,
Sed quia pars cessit tneliorihus hospita castris,
A(u)ctorcmque suum petiit felicior astris,
Hie claudor Dantes, patriis extorria ab oris,
Quern genuit parvl Florentia mater amoris.
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A few paces farther on, in the Via Ant. Santi (PL D, 5), is the

so-called Sepolcreto di Bracciofortej a small court with eleven

early -Christian sarcophagi, some of which, however, were found

elsewhere. The largest (4th cent.) has a representation of Christ

between St. Peter and St. Paul, with the Annunciation and Visitation

at the sides. — Adjoining, in the Piazza Byron, rises the church of —
San Francesco (PL D, 5), formerly San Pietro Maggiore,

founded by St. Petrus Chrysologus (p. 493), but entirely mod-
ernized (1793) with the exception of the tower and the crypt. The
narthex was removed in 1660. The church belonged to the Francis-

cans from 1261 to 1810.
The Interior consists of nave and aisles, with 22 columns of coloured

marble. Unplcasing modern ceiling. At the entrance are several ancient
tombstones; on the right that of Ostasio da Polenta, of 1396; on the left

that of Enrico Alfieri, who died in 1405, at the age of 92, as general of

the Franciscans, below which is a Christian sarcophagus (3rd cent. ?), with
a relief of the youthful Christ as ruler of the world, with eight Apostles.
— In the chapel on the right of the choir is an early-Christian sarcophagus
(ca. 300?), used for the interment of Bishop Liberius III. (374-378). At
the end of the left aisle is the fine Renaissance monument of Luffo
Niimai, by Tomm. Flamberti (1509). The crypt (10th cent.?) is generally
under water.

Sant' Agata (PI. D, 6; entrance Via Giuseppe Mazzini 46; if

closed, ring at No. 48), a little to the S., a basilica consisting of

nave and aisles with an inner vestibule, dates originally from the

5th cent, but was almost entirely rebuilt, including the round cam-
panile, in 1476-94. In 1893 it was restored in the original style.

It contains beautiful antique marble columns and an ancient ambo,
or pulpit, shaped like the hollowed drum of a column.

The short Via Grasparo Pignata leads hence to the W. to the

Via Alfredo Baccarini, No. 5 in which (on the left) is the secularized

Camaldulensian monastery of Classe, built in 1515 et seq. by
the monks of Sant' Apollinare in Classe Fuori. It now contains

the Museum (PI. D, 6), which is about to be transferred to the clois-

ters of San Vitale (p. 500), and the Library (PI. C, D, 6).

On the groundfloor is the Museo Nazionale (adm. on week-days 9-3,

Sun. & holidays 9-12, free; no catalogue). Director, Di\ Giuseppe Gerola.
Wo first enter the fine Cloistkhs, built by Ginlio Morelli of Florence

in 1620, which contain Greek, Etruscan, Roman, and Hyzantinc inscrip-
tions and fragments of Roman buildings and statues. E. Walk: 229. Re-
lief representing the Apotheosis of Augustus; frngmont of the same work,
witli j)roccs8ion of sacrificial animals; 295, 290. Capital and fragm(!nt of

the coflFered ceiling of the Porta Aurea (p. 495), ])ulled down in 1582. N.
Walk: VA. Tomb-relief of the Longidiena family; 21, 2.'}. Fragment of ;i

Ilellcnistic relief of Amphion and Zethos, in tlie style; of tlur rc^liefs at

the ]*al. Spada in Rome. — We now enter (to the right) the Vkhtiiuii,!':

OF THE Rkfeotoky, with a bust of Pope Innocent X. by Jiernini. — In

the Refectouy are old furniture, a collection of coins and medals, and a

fresco of the Wedding at Cana, by Ij7ica Lom/hi (15K0).

In the CoRiiiDou leading to the church are architectural fragments,
inscriptions, and mosaics from the churches of Ravenna; early-Roman-
csquc terracotta ornaments; RcnaisHanfc terracotta cMriiicc. Also a num-
ber of early-Christian sarcophagi: 31. Sarcophagus of the '.iri\ cent., »till
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with some pagan representations; 47. Christ in glory with SS. Paul and
Peter (3rd cent. ?), 533. Christ in the attitude of blessing, Raising of La-
zarus, Daniel in the lions' den (5th cent.). — In an adjoining room is a

wooden window-frame from Sant' Apollinare in Classe Fuori (Gth cent.).

The old Convent Ciiurou of San Romualdo, restored hj Luca Danes

i

in the baroque style in 1630, contains early-Christian, Byzantine, mediae-
val, and Renaissance sculptures in marble. Also, 651. Pietro Braccio,
Seated figure of Pope Clement XII. (1738), transferred hither from the
Piazza Vitt. Emanuele in 1867. — Adjacent are small and tasteful Clois-
ters, brought from Santa Maria in Porto in 1886, and containing some
Roman terracottas.

The former Sacristy contains the main part of the collections. In
the middle. Case 1. Parts of a Byzantine set of jewels, found in 3877 in

the crypt of San Francesco; remains of a costly suit of gold armour (V),

probably Theodoric's, found in the Darsena in 1854. Case 2. Works in

ivory, including an early-Christian diptych from San Michele in Murano
(6th cent.). On the walls: embroidery (including the Velo di Classe, of
the 9th cent., withp ortraits of bishops of Verona), wood-carvings, bronzes,
fine majolica, terracottas, etc. — A Side Room contains Egyptian, early
Italic, and Roman antiquities; municipal seal of the 15th cent, showing
the double-towered Porta Aurca.

On the first floor is the Biblioteca Comunale (admission daily,

10-2, except on Sun.; closed Sept. lst-15th), founded in 1707, containing
80,000 vols, (including 760 incunabula) and 800 MSS. Among the latter

are the celebrated MS. of Ai'istophanes of the 11th cent. ; one of Dante
of 1369; letters of Cicero of the 15th cent.; prayer-book of Mary St2ia7't,

with miniatures ; Visitors^ Book from the Tomb of Dante. The rare

editions include the Decretals of Boniface VIII., printed by Fust at

Mayence in 1465. Here is shown also the chest (rediscovered in 1865)

in which the bones of Dante were preserved since 1677 (see p. 496).

The Toicer, which is used as a meteorological observatory, affords a

fine panorama.

In the same street, No. 3, is the Aecademia di Belle Arti
(PI. D, 5), foimded in 1827 (open 9-2, Sun. & holidays 9-11 ; ring at

the gate, 50 c. ; director, V. Guaccimanni).
Ground Floor. Plaster casts; two Roman mosaics; 53. Thorvaldsen,

Bust of St. Apollinaris (p. 506).

First Floor. At the entrance, ^Monument with recumbent statue of

Guidarello Guidarelli (d. 1501), by Tiillio Lomhardi (head from a death-
mask). The, rooms straight on contain unimportant paintings and a col-

lection of arms (16- 17th cent.); in tlje last room, Canova, Endymion
(plaster). — We return to the entrance and pass through a narrow corridor

to Room I., in which is a large Roman mosaic found in 1875 at Sant'
Apollinare in Classe. Paintings: Nice. Rondinelli, 6. Madonna with SS.
Jerome and Catharine, 7. Madonna and saints; 16. Litca Longhi, Nativity;
35. Carlo Cifjnani, St. Benedict; 33. Guercino, St. Romualdus. — Room II.

102. Giov. Batt. f/i^Z^ (pupil of Verrocchio), Madonna; portraits hy Luca
Lonffhi. — Room III. 32. Al. Tiarini, St. John the Evangelist.

The short Vicolo Ginanni next leads us to the W. to the Piazza

Arcivescovado, No.l in which, on the left, is the Archiepiscopal
Palace {Palazzo Arcivescovile ; PL C, 5), restored at the end of

the 16th century. On the first floor are a small Museum and the

Cappella di San Pier Crisologo (p. 493), a square vaulted chamber
of the 5th cent, (fee 30-50 c).

The Sala Lapida.ria, or anteroom, contains the Museum : ancient and
early -mediaeval inscriptions; fragments of Roman and early -Christian
sarcophagi, including the mutilated sarcophagus of Seda (d. 541), Thco-
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doric's chamberlain; Roman torso in porphyry; *Relief with children, a
fragment of the frieze of the temple of Neptune (p. 501) ; the cope of the
canonized bishop St. Johannes Angeloptes (?), perhaps dating from the
9th century.

The chapel is adorned with ancient Mosaics; in the arches, saints;

in the centre, on the groining, four angels holding the monogram of Christ;
under them the symbols of the four Evangelists; in the centre of the

arch, Christ as a young man without beard. The so-called Throne of the
canonized Archbishop Maximian (546-552), in the case to the right, is more
probably an Egyptian seat (6th cent.?) presented by Pietro Orseolo II.,

Doge of Venice, to the Emp. Otho III. in 1001 and brought by the latter

to Ravenna. The throne is adorned with reliefs in ivory, representing
John the Baptist in the centre in front, the four Evangelists on the right

and left, the history of Joseph (in ten graphic reliefs) at the sides, and
the life of Christ on the back, in 7 (originally 16) scenes. The scenes are

surrounded with charming ornamentation (animals in rich foliage, includ-

ing two jerboas, characteristic of the desert).

The archiepiscopal Archives comprise about 11,000 documents on
parchment.

A few paces to the N.W., adjoining the Cathedral, is the —
*Baptistery of the Orthodox (Battistero degli Ortodossi;

PI. C, 5), or San Giovanni in Fonte, an octagonal brick structure,

with a cupola constructed of clay -vessels. According to Corrado

Ricci this was originally part of a Roman bath, converted to Chris-

(ian uses by Archbp. Neon (449-452). The building was restored

in 1865-85. Custodian, Via del Battistero 2 (fee 30 c).

The Interior, the pavement of which has been raised nearly 10 ft.,

contains two arcades, one above the other, the lower one with four semi-
circular recesses. The ^Mosaics of the 5th cent, (partly restored) arc
among the best and most ancient at Ravenna. On the lower part of the
walls is golden foliage on a blue ground, with figures of prophets (?) at

tlie corners. In the cupola is the Baptism of Christ (the head of Christ
with a beard is a later restoration) with the river -god of the Jordan on
a gold ground and the twelve Apostles on a blue ground. Under these
runs a broad frieze, on which, between the groups of light columns, are
ifprescnted alternately marble screens and thrones witli cusliions and
(TOS8C8, and chairs and altars with the open l)Ooks of the gospels. The
upper arcades of the wall are adorned with sixteen crude figures of pro-
jjliets(?) and architectonic enrichments, in stucco. The large font in

white marble and porphyry is of the 16t}» cent., but its parapet is ancient.

In the Piazza del Duorao stand a Granite Column of 1605
and the —

Cathedral (1*1. C, 5) of SanV Orso, or Basilica Ursiana, biiill

ill 17li4-44 in the baroque style by Gia/tfrancesco Buonatniri on

iIm' site of a church founded by Bishof) Ursus (d. 396). Tlie pr(;s(Mit

building consists of nave and aisles with transept, surmounted by

;l dome /'rebuilt in 1780-82j above the crossing. The; campanile

and the (inaccessible) crypt are the; only relics of tin; ancient chureli,

which was the old(;st and finest in Rav<'nna.
Intkkiok. 2nd diapcl on tlic right: sarcojihagiiH of tlic! canorii/cd bishon

ExnpcrantiuH (4 2.5-4 .*i 2), in which also th(! bon<'H of St. Maximian fH(!e above)

were depoHited in 1H(»9. -- In the 8. Tuanhki't is tin; chapel of the M.i

donna del Sudorc, built in l«:j0-59 and containing two early-CliriHtian

marble Karcophagi : one, the Ho-called Hinaldo SarcophaguH, with Chrixt ai«
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a young man enthroned between St. Paul and St. Peter (ca. 300?), after-

wards used for the remains of the canonized Archbishop Rainaldus (d. 1312),

the other said to be tliat of St. Barbatian, confessor of Galla Placidia. —
In the Choik, to the right, is the Croce di Sant' Agnello, a silver cross,

originally Romanesque but freely restored in the 16th and 18th cent., vnth
portraits of 37 bishops and 3 arclibishops. — In the Ambulatory, on each
side, are several marble slabs with figures of animals, birds, and fishes,

dating from the 6th cent., being fragments of a pulpit ('ambo') erected
by Archbishop Agnellus (556-569), with the inscription 'Scrvus Christi

Agnellus episcopus hunc pyrgum fecit'. To the left arc choir -screen
panels of the 5th century. — In the lunette above tlie entrance to the
sacristy, to the right, ^Elijah in the desert, fed by tlie angel, a fresco by
Gitido Roil. — In the Sacristy is an Easter Calendar from 532 to 626. —
The chapel of the Holy Sacrament (1612) in the N. Transept contains the
Sliower of Manna, also by Guido Reni; the frescoes on the ceiling, Christ
in glory, are by his pupils.

We now proceed to the N.E. by the Via Grioacchino Rasponi to

the Piazza Yeiiti Settembre (PL C, B, 4), in which rises a Granite
Column of 1609, and thence to the N. by the Via Cavonr to the

church of San Domenico (PL C, 3, 4), founded in 1269 and rebuilt

by Gr. B. Contini in 1699-1703; it is adorned with four paintings

by N. Rondinelli.

The Via Cavour ends to the W. at the Porta Adriana (PL B, 3),

restored in 1582. — A little to the S.W., at tlie end of the Via

Giarabattista Barbiani, is the picturesque little church of Santi
Giovanni e Paolo (PL B, 3, 4), of ancient foundation but rebuilt

by Dom. Barbiani in 1758; the lower part of the tower belongs to

the original edifice. An ambo of 596 in the interior resembles that

in the cathedral (see above). — To the N. of the Via Cavour, at the

end of the Via Cesare G-rossi, rises the church of —
**San Vitale (PL C, 2, 3), an outwardly unadorned brick edi-

fice, begun, during Theodoric's lifetime, under the superintendence

of Julianiis Argentarius ('the treasurer') by Archbp. Ecclcsius

(521-534) on the spot where St. Vitalis suffered martyrdom, but not

consecrated until 547 (by St. Maximian). The church is an octa-

gonal domed structure in the Byzantine style (38 yds. in diameter),

with a choir -apse, three -sided on the exterior and round in the

interior, and two circular chapels. The vestibule adjoining the

church obliquely on the "W. side was originally flanked by two

staircase-towers, of which that on the S. was replaced at an early

date by a campanile, restored in 1688. Visitors ring at the iron

gate (fee 50 c, including the Mausoleum of Galla Placidia).

The Interior, remodelled in 1530-40, was restored by Corrado Ricci
in 1898-1902 and freed from inappropriate additions, with the exception
of the baroque frescoes in the dome. It is divided by eight massive pil-

lars into a central space and a surrounding ambulatory. Between the
pillars are semicircular niches with pairs of columns and round arches,
opening below on the ambulatory and above on the gallery (Matroueeum,
see p. .501). The transition from the walls to the dome is effected by
means of spherical pendentives, as is the case also in the contemporary
church of SS. Sergius and Bacchus at Constantinople, which is, moreover,
allied in ground-plan. The dome is constructed of two rows of earthen
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vessels. Each of its windows is divided by a mullion into two round-
arched lights. The lower parts of the pillars are still incrusted with their

original coating of rare marble ('Affricano'). The upper columns have
composite capitals, the lower columns basket-capitals, all displaying rich

plaited -work ornamentation. The arches rise from imposts. The pave-
ment has been raised about 2V2 ft. in the course of centuries.

The Choir Apse is adorned with Mosaics of the period of the Exar-
chate (a memorial of the Byzantine conquest), admirable in colour but
far inferior in style to those of earlier date in the Baptistery of the

Orthodox (p. 499) and in the Mausoleum of Galla Placidia (see below):
Christ enthroned on the globe, angels on both sides; on tlie left St. Vi-
talis, and on the right St. Ecclesius with the church itself. Below, (1.)

Emp. Justinian with the Archbp. Maximian and attendants, and (r.) the
P^mpress Theodora with the ladies of her court, botli presenting offerings.

Above tliese, under the windows, are represented Jerusalem (on the left)

and Bethlehem (on the right). Above, on the walls of the ambulatory,
the four Evangelists sitting, with Old Testament scenes beneath: on the
left, in the centre, the three angels entertained by Abraham, Sarah at

the door, and sacrifice of Isaac; beside it, to the right, Moses receiving
the Tables of the Law, to the left, Jeremiah. On the right, in the central
scene, the blood-sacrifice of Abel and the bloodless offering of Melchise-
dech ; beside it, to the left, Moses as a shepherd and (above) Moses put-
ting off his shoes before the burning bush, to the right, Isaiah. In the
archway, busts of Christ (repainted), the Apostles, and SS. Gervasius and
Protasius, sons of St. Vitalis. The beautiful Altar of translucent oriental
alabaster, intended to be illumined by lights placed within it, was recon-
structed in 1898. — At the entrance to the choir-apse, two Roman ^Reliefs
from a frieze in a temple of Neptune, representing his throne with three
putti holding shells and tridents.

In the Ambulatory, which was adorned in 1902-3 with antique marble
slabs, are placed two early-Christian sarcophagi. — In the N. tower are
traces of the old winding-staircase that led to the Women's Gallery (Ma-
tronxum). The gallery is now reached by a modern staircase in tlie

S.W. angle of the church (apply to the sacristan), behind a vault with
Byzantine ornaments in stucco (6th cent.). In the gallery are tAvo 'pozzi

tcsorari', hiding-places for the church treasures in time of need.
The Cappella Sancta Sanctorum (restored in 1901), to the riglit of tlic

choir, now contains an early-Christian sarcophagus of the .3rd cent., with
reliefs (Daniel in the lions' den. Adoration of the Magi, Raising of \j'a-

7.arus), afterwards used as the tomb of the Greek Exarch Isaac (d. 611).

The remains of ancient glass also may Ijc noticed.

Beyond the court of San Vitale lies the —
*Mausoleum of Galla Placidia (PL 24; C, 2), now Santi

Nazario e Ceho^ founded about 440 by that empress (p. 494)
beside the church of Santa Croce (p. 502). The mausolenin also is

in the form of a Latin cross, 49 ft. long, 41 ft. broad, witli barrel-

vaulting and a dome. On the exterior walls are blind arcades.
The Intkkior, the pavement of wliich is al)0ut .5 ft. above the original

level, was restored in 1899-1902 and lined with costly marble slabs. It is

adorned witii beautiful *Mo8aiC8 on a dark Ijlue ground: in tlie dome, a
I.atin croHH between the symbols of the four Evang(;lists ; in tiie four
arclies, eight Apostles, between wliom are doves drinking out of a vase;
under the vaulting of the right and l(;ft transept are the other four
Apostles in gilded mosaic; beside them in tlui lunettes are stags at a
spring. Over the door is *('hrist as a young sh(!j)li(!rd, with long hair;
opposite is the triumph of Christian faith, with St. Lawrcnf^e (d. ca. 258)
on the way to the stake, and an adjacent cal)in<!t containing the gospels.
— Behind is the largo marble Sarcophaf/ttH of (Jalla Placidia (d. 450;
gutted by fire in 1577), in which, accordinj; to a mediajval tradition, the
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onipro.ss was interred in a sitting'- posture. The ^Sarcophagus with the

three lambs (Christ and SS. Peter and Paul) in the garden of Paradise is

said to be that of the emperor Constantius III, ; while the third passes
for the sarcophagus of Honorius or Valentinian III.

The church of Santa Maria Maggiore (PL 7 ; C, 3), founded

by Archbp. Ecclesius (p. 500), nearly opposite San Vitale, was
rebuilt in 1671, the only relics of the original church being the

columns and the campanile.

The basilica of Santa Croce (PI. 2; C, 2), built near her palace

us a court church by Gralla Placidia, was the first church in Ravenna
to have a transept. In 1602 the anterior portion was pulled down
to make way for a new street.

The Via Pietro Alighieri leads to the E. from Santa Croce to

the church of San Gtiovanni Battista (PL D, 3), erected by Ba-
duarius for Galla Placidia (?) but almost entirely rebuilt after

1683 by Pietro Grossi. The substructures of the tower and the

interior columns belong to the original church. — A little to the

S.W., at the end of the Via Grirolamo Rossi, is the Torre Comunale
(PL 26; D, 3), a tower of the 11th or 12th century.

We turn to the E. by the Via Paolo Costa and then take the second

turning on the right (Vicolo degliAriani) to reach the church of —
Spirito Santo (PL E, 3, 4), or San Teodoro, erected by

Theodoric for the Arian bishops, but rebuilt in the 16th century.

It is aflat-roofed basilica, with a vestibule and a Renaissance portal,

and is adorned with fourteen marble columns in the interior. In

the 1st chapel on the left is the ancient pulpit. — The sacristan

(in the house No. 8) keeps also the key of the adjacent —
Baptistery of the Arians, afterwards the oratory of Santa

Maria in Cosmedin (PL E, 4). This was originally the octagonal

hall of a Roman bathing -establishment (comp. the Baptistery of

the Orthodox, p. 499), which occupied also the adjoining house (Casa

di Droedone, with Arian crosses built into its walls).

The octagonal dome is adorned with Mosaics of the 6th cent, (freely

restored): in the centre, Baptism of Christ; on the left, the river-god of

tlic Jordan, surrounded by the Apostles. The present pavement is about
7 ft. above the original level.

At the N. end of the Via Girol. Rossi is the basilica of San
Vittore fPLD, 2), erected for this Milanese saint by Honoi-ius (?),

probably the oldest existing church in Ravenna. On the exterior

walls are blind arcades. The interior, modernized in the 16th cent,

and restored in the original style in 1906-7 (tower and painting of

the choir-apse modern), contains the antique sarcophagus of C. Sosius

Julianus, a physician.

The CoRSO GriusEPPE G AKI13ALDI (PL E, F, 2-6) traverses a quarter

of the town that sprang up under the Ostrogoths. To the E. of it

are the picturesque ruins of the liocca di Brancaleone (PL F, 1, 2),

a citadel built after 1457 by the Venetians with material yielded by
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the church of Sant' Andrea dei Groti and a palace of the Polentani.

In its turn it supplied building- material for the convent of Classe

and for the Ponte Nuovo (p. 505).

About V2 M- to the E. of the Porta Serrata (PI. D, E, 1, 2),

the N. town-gate, restored in 1585, beyond the railway and the

custodian's house (fee 50 c), in the N.E. suburb at one time rich

in churches, is the *Mausoleuni of Theodoric the Great (PI.

G-, 1), or Santa Maria delta Rotonda^ as it was called after the

remains of the heretic were scattered by Belisarius and the church

became an orthodox Catholic place of worship. In the middle ages

it was the church of the adjoining Benedictine monastery and the

central point of the Pantheon of Ravenna, but it was disengaged

again from the surrounding buildings in 1719. Probably erected by

Theodoric himself (about 520), it is a massive structure in the style

of the ancient Roman tombs, of square blocks without mortar, and

consists of a decagonal lower story, with ten round-arched recesses

separated by pillars, and a somewhat retreating upper story, sur-

mounted by a flat dome, 36 ft. in diameter, formed of a single huge
block of Istrian rock, said to weigh 470 tons. The ornamentation

is supposed to show traces of Germanic influence. A door within

a recess on the W. side admits to a chamber in the shape of a

Greek cross, with barrel vaulting. The upper story, accessible since

1776 by a double outside staircase, is occupied by a circular cliani-

ber, with a projection for the altar.

In the Corso Giuseppe Garibaldi, to the S. of the Piazza Anita

Garibaldi (p. 495), rises —
*Sant' Apollinare Wuovo (PI. E, F, 4, 5), a basilica erected

after 500 by Theodoric the Great as an Arian catliedral and court-

church, and converted by the Archbisliop St. Agnellus into a Roman
Catholic church (St. Martinus in Cmlo Aiireo) in 560. It has borne
its pres(iut name since tlie 8th or 9th century. The campanile is

ancient. Tlie atrium and apse were removed in the 16th and 18th

C(!nt., but the nave still aff'ords the rare spectacle of a well-preserv(!(l

interior decoration of the early-(Jhristian period. 'J'lie ceiling, how-
ever, was modernized in 1611. The custodian, who shows also

the J^aluce of the Exarchs, lives in the adjoining house No. 39 (f(!e

30 c.).

The Intekiok containH twenty - Con r marble (Mjlmun.s brouglit Iroiii

Constantinople. On the right is an aneient ainljo. TIk; walls of the nave
are adorned with interestinj? ^MonaiCH of the (Uh eent., partly of the Arian
andjpartly of the Jioin, (Jath. period, afterwards frequently restored (most
reecntly in 1898-99): on the left the town of Classis with its Koin;iii

huildinj^H, the harhour with two lighthouses, the sea and ships, and twenty-
two virgins with tlie Magi ajHiroaehing the Madonna enthroned hetwecMi
angels (Hyzantine work; the E. half hadly ri^stored) ; on th(^ right the
city of Kavenna with its chureheH (still without towers), the I'alatiuni,

the palace of Thcodorir, and twenty-six saints with wreaths approaehing
Christ (iiithronnd between angels (IJyzantine; th(5 last group has Ijeen
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freely restored). These mosaics betray a tendency to the sliowy style
of the later period, but tlie thirty -two figures of prophets above them,
between the windows, arc executed in a freer and more pleasing manner.
Above the windows, on the upper part of the wall, on each side, are

thirteen interesting compositions from the New Testament. On the left,

tlie sayings and miracles of Christ (without a beard); on the right, the
history of the Passion from the Last Supper to the Resurrection (Christ
with a beard, the earliest instance of this method of representation in

Ravenna). The omission of the Crucifixion itself points to the origin of

these mosaics at an early period wlien representations of the kind were
abhorred. — The last chapel {Cappella delle Reliquie; locked) on the left,

in wliich the marble lining of the walls still remains, contains an ancient
marble episcopal throne, pierced marble screens which belonged to the
ambo of the nave, and, on the wall, a portrait of Justinian in mosaic,
badly restored in 1863. At the altar are four porphyry columns, perhaps
from the ancient ciborium.

A portion of the cloisters (16tli cent.) is the only relic of the

Convent founded on the S. side of the church in the 10th cent., now
mainly belonging to the Collegio dei Salesiani.

At the corner of the Via Alberoni, a few paces to the S. of

Sant'ApoUinarc Nuovo, are some remains of the Palace of the
Exarchs (PL 10; E, 5), which seems to have adjoined tlie W. side

of the Palace of Theodoric. The remains include a two-storied

brick structure, probably the main guard- house, already in the

early Romanesque style (8th cent.?). The elaborate fagade has a

central projection, three round-arched portals, and a central niche

in the upper story flanked by blind arcades. The columns have

been obtained from earlier buildings. Behind are a colonnade in

two stories (excavated in 1898 and freely restored like the rest),

the substructures of two round towers, etc.

The foundations of the Palace of Theodoric (PI. F, 4, 5)

have been excavated since 1908 in the Via Alberoni behind the

cloisters of Sant' Apollinare. Its principal fagade fronted the S.

and its E. gate gave upon the Gothic town-wall mentioned on p. 505.

The palace was plundered by Belisarius in 539 and, owing to the

fact that it was not built upon piles, early fell into decay. In 784
Charlemagne removed its treasures of art and most of its columns

to Aix-la-Chapelle. The tower, the last fragment left standing,

collapsed in 1295. We enter the ruins opposite the house No. 18.

So far nothing has been idf^ntified except the large central court,

once surrounded with a triple colonnade, in which is a statue-base

(perhaps for the equestrian statue of Theodoric) and the banquet-

ing-room, with a projection at the N.E. angle perhaps representing

the ancient 'triclinium ad mare'.

Still farther to the S. is Santa Maria in Porto (PI. F, 6), a

conventual church erected by Bern. Tavella in 1553 et seq. from

the remnants of San Lorenzo in Csesarea (p. 494), and embellished

with ornamentations from Santa Maria in Porto Fuori (p. 505) ; it

was restored in 1895-96. The fagade dates from 1784. The church
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consists of nave and aisles with transept and an octagonal dome,

the roof borne by columns and pillars placed alternately. In the

N. transept is a Byzantine marble relief of the Virgin (10th cent. ?).

The adjacent Lateranensian Monastery, transferred hither

from Santa Maria in Porto Fuori, and now archives, has fine Re-

naissance cloisters of 1496-1505 (by Pietro Lombardi?) and a hand-

some loggia of 1 508-14, the latter restored in 1 903-4. — In the Ippo-

dromo, behind the loggia, is preserved a fragment of the Ostrogothic

Town Wall (6th cent.), which stood close to the sea down to 1098.

About 2 M. to the N.E. of the rail, station, on the Canale Corsini

(p. 494) and at the beginning of the Pineta Sail Vitale, is the

Cimitero Monumentale, laid out since 1879 (fine monuments). The
pineta, which is a remnant of the pine-forest mentioned on p. 296,

extends nearly to the Valli di Comacchio (p. 468).

About 2 M. to the S.E. of the Porta Nuova (PL F, 7) and not far

from the ancient harbour of Ravenna, which has been entirely silted

up since 1736, is the church of Santa Maria in Porto Fuori,
a basilica with an open roof, erected by the Blessed Pietro degli

Onesti ('Pietro il Peccatore') in 1096 et seq. and altered ca. 1300.

It afterwards belonged to a Lateransian monastery (see above). The
left aisle contains an early-Christian sarcophagus (3rd cent.?) with

reliefs of the youthful Christ enthroned, St. Paul (bearded), and

seven Disciples as young men; it was afterwards used for the bones

of the founder of the church (d. 1119). The choir and the side-

chapels contain beautiful frescoes by masters of the Rimini school

(14th cent.). The massive substructures of the lofty square cam-
panile (1173-87) are said to have belonged to a lighthouse. The
church is mentioned by Dante (Paradiso xxi. 123).

No traveller should quit Ravenna without visiting the churcli of Sant'
Apollinare in Classe, situated 3 M. to the S.E, of the Porta Nuova. This
may ho done eitlier by carriage (witli one horse, there and ])ack, .3-4 fr.

;

fioiup. p. 491), or hy the railway between Ravenna and Rimini (station,

Clause; fares (50, 45, .30 e.). About lialfway l)otli the road and the railway
cross the Fmmi Vniti (p. 49d), the former by means of the Ptmtc Nnovn
(IT.'JO). The eliureh lies a little to the W. of tlie station.

*8ant' Apollinare in Classe Fuori, erected under Arch-
bislioj) UrsicinuH (535-38) by Juliauus Arcfentarius outside the

gates of Classis, was consecrated in 549 by 8t. Maximian, after-

wards belonged for a long period to a (Jamaldulensian monastery
fcomp. p. 497), and was restored in 1779. This is the largest and

best-preserved of the basilicas still existing at Ravenna and was
finally freed from encroaching biiildings in 1900-4. It consists of

a nave and aisles, with a vestibule at the W. end, and a handsome
round campanile. The exterior exhibits traces of an attempt to
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relieve the surfaces of the walls with indications of pilasters and

arches. (For unlocking the doors, 50 c.)

The spacious Interior (now almost destitute of colour) rests on
24 Proconnesian marble columns, and has an open roof added in the middle
ages. The walls of the iVave and Aisles, which were stripped of their

marble panelling by Sigismondo Malatesta in 1449, have been adorned since
the 18th cent, with portraits of bishops and archbishops of Ravenna, an
unbroken series of 131, from the first successor of St. Apollinaris, who
suffered martyrdom in 79 under Vespasian, to the present archbishop.
Each aisle contains four marble sarcophagi of archbishops (5-8th cent.).

In the left aisle is a mural inscription relating to the penance performed
here by Emp. Otho III. in 1001 at the instigation of St. Romuald. Farther
on is an ancient capital used as a holy water basin. At the end of the
aisle is the tabernacle of St. Eleucadius (9th cent.), with an altar of the
Hth century. — The Nave contains a marble altar, in the ancient fashion,
said te have been erected by St. Maximian. — The Crypt (12tli cent.), a

kind of corridor in which the remains of St. Apollinaris were deposited
in 1178, has an ancient bronze window -grating, seen also from without.
— Above the crypt is the broad flight of steps (restored in 1728) leading
to the Tribuna, with the high-altar. At each end of the choir- bench is

a half of the episcopal throne of St. Damianus (688-705), which has been
sawn in two. The apse is adorned with Mosaics of the 6th and 7th cent,

(restored in 1907-8 and many times pre- viously): in the centre, a large
cross on a blue ground with gilded stars, with the Transfiguration, at the
sides, Moses and Elias, below whom is St. Apollinaris amid his flock;

below, on the right, are the sacrifices of Abel, Melchisedech, and Abra-
liam; on the left, the three brothers Constantine IV., Heraclius, and Ti-

berius, bestowing privileges on Archbishop Reparatus (ca. 671-77); bet-

ween them are the four archbishops Ursicinus, St. Ursus, St. Severus,
and Ecclesius, — The Rood Arch also is embellished v/ith mosaics: in

the centre a bust of Christ, at the sides the symbols of the Evangelists,
and below them twelve Apostles (symbolized as sheep) hastening to Christ
from the towns of Jerusalem and Bethlehem.

The celebrated Pine Forest of Ravenna, or La Pineta di

Classe, which existed in the time of Odoaccr and has been extolled

by Dante, Boccaccio, Dryden, and Byron, begins about 1^/4 M.
beyond the church of Sant' ApoUinarc. In spite of havoc wrought by

frost and fire it is still worth a visit. We enter it (carr., see p. 494;
driving in the forest forbidden) at the Fosso Grhiaia, near the rail-

way-crossing, 2Y2 M- to the S.E, of Sant' Apollinare.
About 2 M. to the S. of Ravenna, on the bank of the Ronco and near

the Ponte della Cella station of the light railway to Forli (starting at the

riazza Anita Garibaldi; PI. E, 4), rises the Colonna di Gaston de Foix,
erected in 15.o7, a memorial of the victory gained on 11th April, 1512, by
the united armies of Louis XII of France and Duke Alphonso I. of Fer-
rara over the Spanish troops and those of Pope Julius II. The brave
Gaston de Foix (p. 175) fell at the moment of victory. The poet Ariosto
was present at the battle. — Near the station of /S'aw Bartolo, farther

upstream, some remains of an Aqueduct built by Trajan maybe seen in

dry weather in the bed of the Ronco. This structure, which was restored

by Theodoric, supplied Ravenna with water from the mountains near

Teodorano, 28^2 M. distant.

Railway from Ravenna to Ferrara, see p. 468; to Rimini, see Baed-
eJcer's Central Italy.
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66. Prom Ravenna (or Bologna) to
Florence via Paenza.

94 M. Railway in 41/2-6V2 hrs. (fares 17 fr. 55, 12 fr. 30, 7 fr. 90 c).

Carriages are changed at Castel Bolognese and Faenza.

From Ravenna or Bologna to (26 M.) Castel Bolognese, see

pp. 493, 492.

31 M. Paenza (115 ft.; Corona, R. 1-2 fr.; Vittoria, R. IV2-
2 fr. ; Posta)^ the Faventia of the Celtic Boii, a pleasant town with

13,300 inhab., on the Lamone (the ancient Anemo)^ was famous
in the 15-16th cent, for its pottery ('fayence'). The spacious Piazza

Vittorio Emanuele is surrounded by the Torre delV Orologio, the

Palazzo del Comune, and the fine Cathedral of San Pietro. The
latter, a basilica with nave and aisles, was begun in 1474 by Griu-

liano da Maiano, and contains the tomb of St. Savinus, by Bene-

detto da Maiano (1472). — See Baedeker^s Central Italy.

The Railway to Florence describes a wide curve round Faenza,

and by means of a short tunnel passes from the plain into the broad

valley of the Lamone (see above), which it continues to ascend,

frequently crossing the stream, to the ridge of the Apennines.

391/2 M. Brisighella (375 ft.), a pleasant town with 3700 inhab.,

situated, with its pretty villas, on the left bank of the river on

a mountain -slope crowned with a castle. The Pieve del Todel

(8th cent.) contains Roman columns.

At (53 M.) Marradi (1075 ft.) the mountains approach nearer

to each other. Between this point and Borgo San Lorenzo we tra-

verse 32 tunnels. On a conical mountain -peak to the right is a

ruined castle. — 56 M. Fantino-Palazzuolo.

Beyond (59 M.) Crespino we enter the main tunnel of the line

('2y2 M- Jong; 5 min. transit), which pierces the ridge of the Apen-
nines beneath the Poggio Allocchi (3345 ft.). The highest point of

the line (1895 ft.) is reached in its middle. The line now rapidly

descends and the long Monzagnano Tunnel (IY4 M.) brings us to

the narrow, mountain -enclosed valley of the Rozzolo, which we
<oon quit by another series of tunnels to enter the valley of the

I'Usa at the church of Madonna dei Tre Fiumi.
Beyond (65 M.) Ronta the train leaves the valley of the Elsa,

uid runs through a fertile hilly district to (70 M.) Panicaglia. The
beds of several torrents are spanned by large bridges and viaducts.

727^ M. Borgo San Lorenzo (635 ft.; Alh. Pergola) is the

rhief place (5100 inhab.j in the Mugello, a beautiful wide valley,

t nclosed by lofty mountains, on the W. slope of the Central Apen-
nines. The valley is watered by the Sieve, which joins the Arno
at Pontassieve (p. 655).

The train crosses the stream a little before reaching (76 M.jSau
Piero a Sieve (690 ft.; p. 490; and then, following the monotonous
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valley of the Carza, ascends the S.W. parallel chain of the Apen-
nines, which culminates in the Monte Giovi (3255 ft.) and the

Monte Morello (3065 ft.
; p. 649). — 80 M. Vaglia (900 ft.), on the

highroad from Bologna to Florence (p. 490). Ascent of the Monte
Morello, see p. 649; of the Monte Senario, pp. 654, 653. Between
the tunnels we catch a momentary glimpse to the left of the Monte
Senario, with its convent.

A tunnel, 2^/4 M. in length, now pierces the E. spur of the Monte
Morello, beyond which we reach (85 M.) Montorsoli (855 ft.

; p. 653).

— Farther on, to the right, is a view of the valley of the Mugnone,
with the lower part of the railway; in the distance, Florence and
its hills. We cross the Mugnone to —

89 M. Caldine, on the left bank. Below the station the valley

contracts between the hills of Monterinaldij on the right, and
Fiesole (p. 651), on the left. We finally descend the right bank of

the Mugnone to the well-tilled valley of the Arno.
94 M. Florencej see p. 545.
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Route Page
67. Pisa 511
68. From Pisa to Leghorn (Rome) 523
69. From (Genoa) Pisa to Florence via Empoli .... 526
70. From Pisa to Florence via Lucca and Pistoia . . . 528

The Baths of Lucca, 535.

71. Florence 545
a. Piazza della Signoria, Piazza del Duomo, and their

Neighbourhood, 562. — b. The Uffizi Gallery, 575. —
c. From the Piazza della Signoria to Santa Croce and
the Piazza d'Azeglio. National Museum, 590. — d. From
the Piazza del Duomo to the Piazza delPAnnunziata.
Archaeological Museum, 601. — e. From the Piazza del
Duomo to the Piazza San Marco and Piazza dell' In-
dipendenza by the Via Cavour, 609. — f. From the
Piazza del Duomo to San Lorenzo and Santa Maria
Novella, 619. — g. From the Piazza Vittorio Emanuele
to the Piazza Santa Trinita and the Lungarno Amerigo
Vespucci, 626. — h. Districts of the City on the left

bank of the Arno, 630.

72. Environs of Florence 642
a. Viale dei Colli. San Miniato, 642. — b. Poggio Im-
periale. Torre del Grallo, 644. — c. Certosa and Im-
pruneta, 645. — d. Monte Oliveto. Bellosguardo, 647.
— e. The Cascine, 647. — f. Poggio a Caiano, 648. —
g. Villa Careggi. Villa Petraia, 648. — h. Fiesole, 651.
— i. Monastery of San Salvi, 654. — k. Bagno a Ri-

poli, 651.

Excursion to Vallombrosa, 654.

73. The Casentino 656

Tuscani/, which covers an area of 9287 sq. M. and contains 2,567,200
inhab., is divided into eight provinces of very different sizes; viz. Massa-
Carrara, 687 sq. M. in area, long an independent duchy and afterwards
united with Modena down to 1859; Lucca, 575 sq. M. in area, also long
independent, hut incorporated with the duchy of Parma from 1814 to 1847;
Florence, the largest province, 2267 sq. M. in area; Leghorn, the smallest,
about 126 sq. M. in area; and IHsa, Arezzo, Siena, and Groaseto. With
the exception of tlie coast -districts and the valleys the country is hilly,

being occupied by the Apuan Alps (p. 147) and by ramifications of the Sub-
Apennines. The various chainn are separated by the small rivers (.'hiana,

Hesa, h/ra, and Elsa, while the Arno br(!ak« through them, receiving its

tributaries from the valleys parallel with the main axis. The plain of
tfie Arno between Florence and Pisa is divided into three sections by the
Monte Alhano and the Monti Plsani. The highest section, watered by
he Omhrone, was at one time a fresh-water lake, while the two lower
frftioMS were a bay of the sea, wliich has been gradually filled u]» by the

deposits of the stream. The part of Tuscany adjoining the Arno is ujost

fertile, the plains and slopes or tfie hills being covered with farms and
richly cultivated, owing in great measure to the metayer system (Ital.

mezzfulria), according to which landlord and tenant share tije produce of the

land in equal shares. A strong contrast to this smiling region is presented

IUkdkkek'h Northern Italy. 11th lOdit. 33
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by the marshy coast district below Leghorn, where malaria has prevailed
since the depopulation which took place in the middle ages, but even
here agriculture has begun to make some progress. The soil of the in-

land hill country also is poor, but some compensation is afforded for

this by its copper and other mines. Tuscany, indeed, possesses greater
mineral wealth than any other part of Italy, and to this circumstance is

due the fact that it was earlier civilized than the rest of the peninsula.
Tuscany still retains the name of its first inhabitants known to history,

the Tiiscl or Etrusci (Greek Tyrrhenians). The excellent iron of Elba
and the rich copper mines of Volterra afforded them materials for estab-
lishing thriving industries, the products of which were in demand far and
wide at an early period, as for example at Athens and in Germany. The
art of navigation was simultaneously developed. The earliest naval battle
in the western part of the Mediterranean handed down by tradition (about
H.C. 537) was fought between the Greeks and Etruscans for the possess-
ion of Corsica, and resulted in the victory of the latter, who thus ob-
tained supremacy over the sea still known as the Tyrrhenian. The League
of the Etruscan Toivns, which extended from the foot of the Alps to the
Bay of Naples, was instrumental in promoting civilization, as it was the
means of diffusing a knowledge of writing, as well as of the mechanical
arts, and to some extent influenced even Latium and Rome itself. The
Etruscan Museum at Florence affords us an opportunity of becoming
acquainted with the artistic products of this ancient people and obtain-
ing an insight into their gloomy and realistic disposition. At Fiesole
our attention will be attracted by the huge stone structures erected by
the Etruscans to defend their frontier against the predatory Ligurians of
the Apennines. The connection between antiquity and modern times is

not very apparent in this part of the country, for the classic soil of
Etruria lies somewhat to the S. of the limits prescribed to the present
Handbook. None of the twelve great cities which divided among them
the supremacy over the whole country lay on the Arno ; the beautiful
valleys which now delight the eye of the traveller were then exposed
to the continual incursions of the Ligurians and remained marshy and
desolate down to the 3rd cent. B.C., and did not prosper till the time of
the Romans. The history of the ancient Etruscans may nevertheless
appropriately be kept in view. If Florence reminds the visitor at every
step that modern Italy owes its noblest asi)irations and richest intellec-

tual inlieritance to this city and this land, the student of history will be
interested in remembering that the same office of disseminating civili-

zation among their compatriots was performed by the Etruscans 2000 years
before the modern development of the country.

The power of the ancient Etruscans attained its zenith in the 6th cent.

B.C.; but owing to the want of political coherence in their widely rami-
fied confederation, they were unable permanently to maintain their sup-
remacy. As Corsica and Sardinia had been conquered by the Carthaginians,
the whole of N. Italy by the Celts, and Campania by the Samnites (in 424),
so the Romans and Latins from the lower Tiber gradually encroached on
Etruria, and after protracted struggles wrested city after city from the
confederation. In the 3rd cent, the entire country thus became subject
to the authority of Rome, and by the establishment of numerous colonies
and abundant grants of the Roman citizenship, it was gradually Latin-
ized. The Etruscan language, wliich has been handed down to us in several
thousand still undeciphered inscriptions, was superseded by Latin. Some
of the peculiarities of the Tuscan dialect, such as the slight aspiration
of the c before a (chasa for casaj, are thought to be referable to the
old language of the country, but this is matter of mere conjecture. The
traveller acquainted with Italian will have little difficulty in understand-
ing the people of the country, as the modern written Italian language
(lingua vulgaris, vulgare latinum, lingua toscana) is mainly derived
from the dialects of Central Italy, and particularly that of Tuscany. This
language is proved to have been used as early as the 10th cent, by the
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educated classes, as' well as Latin, but Dante and the other great Tuscan
poets and prose writers were the first to give it grammatical regularity

and precision. Though closely allied with the popular dialect, it is by
no means identical with it; 'Pitaliana e lingua Ictterata, fu scritta sempre
e non mai parlata' (Foscolo).

During the later imperial epoch the country formed the province of

Tuscia, and it was afterwards a Frankish margraviate under the same
name. The extensive domains enjoyed by the countess Matilda, the friend
of Pope Gregory YII., were dismembered after her death (1115), even before
which municipal liberty had begun to spring up in the towns. Among
the rival communities Pjsa, owing to its situation, attained the greatest
maritime power, and like Milan, Venice, and Genoa, seemed destined to

form the centre of a new state. At that time it was by far the most im-
portant of the Tuscan cities, and while the citizens were commemorating
their victories by the erection of imposing buildings, Florence had hardly
begun to exit. Florence, not wholly unimportant in the 11th cent.,

began gradually to come to the front after its wars with Frederick Bar-
barossa (p. 555j. The decline of Pisa and the fall of the Hohenstaufen
monarchs transferred the supremacy in Tuscany to the Guelphs of Florence.
That city, after establishing a more or less lasting dominion over various
smaller Tuscan towns, obtained possession of Prato in 1350, of Pistoia
in 1851, of San Miniato in 1369, of Pisa in 1405, of Cortona in 1410, of
Leghorn in 1421, and of the Casentino in 1402 and 1440. When at length
the free constitutions of the greater part of Italy were superseded by
principalities, Florence did not escape tlie general fate, but the change
took place in the most favourable manner possible. Among all the Italian
dynasties by far the first in rank was that of the Medici (p. 557), not
only owing to their munificent patronage of art and science, but to their
prudent administration, their endeavours to improve the lower classes,

and their care for agriculture, commerce, and the material interests of

their subjects. At a later period their example was followed by the

princes of Lorrai?ze (p. 558), and down to modern times Tuscany enjoyed
the enviable lot of being the most enlightened and civilized and the best-

governed state in Italy. The fact that Tuscany unreservedly participated
in the national aspirations for unity and freedom, and voluntarily recog-
nized the hegemony of a comparatively distant and unsympathetic section
of the Italian race, affords the strongest possible evidence of the earnest-
ness of that remarkable revolution which led to the unity of Italy.

67. Pisa.
The Kailway Station (PI. D, 7; Restaurant) is on the S. side of

tiie town. Hurried travellers may leave their luggage at the station
(comp. p. xix) and take a cab (p. 512) or a tramway-car direct to the
Piazza del Duomo.

Hotels (bargaining desirable; comp. p. xxi). In the Lungarno Regio,
prettily situated: *H6i\kl Victokja (PI. b; D, 4), It. from 1, IL IVa, L. 1,

!>.<;, P. 11-15, omn. (luggage extra) 1 fr., patronized by tlie English and
Americans; Gkani^-Hotki. & Hotel dk Londkks (PI. a; D, 4), K. 4-10,

li. IV2, L. 3Va, D. 5, P. 10-10, omn. 1 fr. ; Hot. J^ETTUivo (PI. c; D, J), K. C^ ^ m,
from ;i, h(iating I'/a, omn. -V*-! fr., Italian, generally well spoken of, with/)
a frequented restaurant. — At the station : Gkamd-Hotei. Minei4va (PI. d

; ^^
/^

D, 7), with garden, II. .'{'/y-O, B. 1'/^, L. 3«/2, D- 5 fr., omn. gratis, good; ^ ^
Alb. MiLANO e Commekcio (PI. f ; D, 7), R. 3 fr., Hot. Natjonal et des ^
Ktuanoeum (PI. g; D, 7;, 11. IVvs-^'/a f^'-j Alu. Venezia, it. 2 fr., these three 1^^^
with restaurants, unpretending. rcuHion hiternazlonala , LungarntfT ''^^
Jtegio PJ, P. (J«/«-7 fr. ; Pcnn. dl I'rete, I.unganio itegio, 7-7'/,, fr. -- The ' ^^
drinking-water at Fisa is good. Mosquitoes troublesome in summer.

Restaurants. HUturantc il Dado, I^ungarno Regio 5; Nctluno (sva

above).

33*
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Caf^s. Ciardelli (also confectioner's)^ Lungarno Regio 1 ; Fratelli
P letromani, Lungano Mediceo, near the Ponte di Mezzo.— Confectioner's
& Tea Room, Caffh Bazzell, Piazza Garibaldi (PI. D, E, 4).

Cabs. With one horse : per drive in the town (incl. to or from the
station) 80 c, at night 1 fr.; first hr. 1 fr. 80 c, each additional Va^r. 80 c.

Each trunk 20 c. With two horses, one-third more.
Tramways, l. From [the Railway Station via the Porta a Mare

(PI. B, 7), Ponte Solferino (PI. B, C, 5), Lungarno Regio, and Lungarno
Mediceo (PI. E, F, 4, 5) to the Politeama (PL G, 6, 7). — 2. From the

Railway Station by the Via Vittor. Emanuele, Ponte di Mezzo (PL D, E, 4),

and Piazza dei Cavalieri (PL D, 3) to the Piazza del Duo7tio (PL B, 1),

Ligh-t Railways, beginning at the Stazione Tramvia (PL C, D, 7),

run to the W. via San Piero a Grado to Marina (p. 522), in 3/^ hr. (fares

80 c, 50 c); and to the E. to Pontedera (p. 526), in I-IV4 hr. (85 c, 50 c.)

;

a branch, diverging at Navacchio (p. 526), runs to the N. across the Arno
to Calci (p. 522; from Pisa in ^/^-l hr. ; 75 c, 45 c).

Post and Telegraph Office (PL D, 4, 5), on the left bank of the
river, below the Ponte di Mezzo.

Bookseller. £nr. Spoerrij Lungarno Regio 8.

Anglican Church (PL B, 5), services at 8, 10.30, & 3 from Oct. to

May; chaplain, Rev. P. G.Howes. — Waldensian Church, Via del Museo 9.

Chief Attractions (V2-I day). Cathedral (p. 513) ; Campanile (p. 515)

;

Baptistery (p. 515); Campo Santo (p. 515); Museo Civico (p. 519). — The
numerous guides and beggars in the Piazza del Duomo should be ignored.

Pistty a quiet town with 27,200 inhab., the capital of a province,

the see of an archbishop, and the seat of a university, is situated

on both banks of the ArnOj 6 M. from the sea and about 4 M. from

the base of the Monti Pisani (p. 522). Its climate is fairly mild,

but the town has always had the reputation of being rainy. It

carries on a few manufactures (cotton, mirrors, porcelain). Galileo

Galilei (1564-1642) was born at Pisa.

Pisa was the Pisas of the ancients and once lay at the confluence of
the Arnus and Auser (Serchio), which last has now an estuary of its own.
It became a Roman colony in 180 B.C. Augustus gave it the name of

(Jolonla Julia Pisana, and it seems to have been a place of considerable
importance throughout the entire imperial epoch, though all its ancient
monuments have disappeared with the exception of a few scanty relics

of some thermae ('Bagni di Nerone') near the Porta Lucca (PL 1), 1 ; tablet).

In the 11th cent. Pisa was one of the greatest commercial and seafaring
towns on the Mediterranean and a rival of Venice and Genoa. It was
chiefly indebted for its power to the zeal with which it took the lead in

the wars against the Infidels. In 1025, with the aid of the Genoese, the
Pisans expelled the Zirites (the Tunisian governors for the Fatimites of

Egypt) from Sardinia and took permanent possession of the island. In
1030 they again defeated the Zirites at Tunis, in 1063 they destroyed their

fleet near Palermo, and in 1087 they captured Mehdia, the Zirite capital.

Pisa conquered the Balearic Islands in 1111 and soon afterwards took a
prominent part in the Crusades. In the 12th and 13th cent., down to the

battle of Castel del Bosco (p. 556), the power of the Pisans was at its

zenith; their trade extended over the entire Mediterranean and their sup-
remacy embraced the Italian islands and the whole of the coast from Spezia
to Civita Vecchia. In the intestine wars of the peninsula Pisa was the

most powerful adherent uf the Ghibellines, and therefore sustained a

severe shock through the dov/nfall of the Hohenstaufen. The protracted
wars with Genoa led to the disastrous Pisan defeat at Meloria near Leg-
horn in 1284 (p. 100), and the peace concluded in 1300 compelled the Pisans
to evacuate Corsica and other possessions. In 1323 Sardinia was lost to

the kings of Aragon. The city was farther weakened by internal dissen-
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sions and fell a victim to the ambition of Uguccione della Faggiuola of

Arezzo (p. 556) and other condottieri. In 1405 it was sold to Florence, but
on the arrival of Charles YIII. (1494) it endeavoured to shake off the yoke
of its arrogant neighbour. In 1509, however, it was besieged and again
occupied by the Florentines, to whom it thenceforth continued subject.

In the History of Art Pisa occupied an important position at an
early period, but was obliged to yield its artistic precedence earlier than
its political to the more fortunate Florence. Apart from the repeated use
of fragments and details from Roman buildings, nothing definite is known
of the influence of the ancient monuments ; but, be that as it may, the
progress of art at Pisa was more rapid than in the rest of Tuscany (comp.
p. xl). With the foundation of the Cathedral of Pisa began the dawn
of mediaeval Tuscan art. This church is in the old basilica style, but
with the not unimportant innovation of having a dome over the centre of
the cross (perhaps under Lombard influence). The magnificent building
operations of the Pisans continued throughout the whole of the 12th cent.,

and terminated with the erection of the charming church of Santa Maria
della Spina (1230), that of Santa Caterina (1253), and the Campo Santo
(1278).— In the 13th cent. Pisa was important also as a cradle of Sculpture,
and gave birth to Niccolb Pisano (ca. 1220- ca. 1280), a precursor of the
Renaissance (comp. p. xlii). There is a marked difference between his
works, with their antique inspiration, and those of his Pisan predecessors
(such as Bonannus, Biduinus, and Bonusamicus). His son, Giovanni
Pisano (ca. 1250 -ca. 1331), noted also as an architect, was no less famous
than his father, whose antique style, however, he did not follow. Keen
observation of nature and a highly picturesque style distinguish his works

;

his figures are charged with passionate movement and great dramatic force.

AmoJfo di Cambio (1232 -ca. 1301), pupil of Niccolo Pisano, and Andrea
Pisano (1273-1348), pupil of Giovanni, distinguished for his simple breadth
of style, form, together with Giovanni himself, links between the art of
Pisa and that of Florence. The last important representative of the school
was the son of Andrea, Nino Pisano (a. 1368), whose style is more genre
in character. — Pisa boasted also of possessing Painters at an early
period. The name of Giunta Pisano (first half of the 13th cent.), for
example, was early famous, but his works are uninteresting except to
the student of art. The fact that Cimabue was invited from Florence

^to embellish the apse of the cathedral indicates the decline of native art.

y <rhe execution of the frescoes in the Campo Santo was committed partly

J*o

foreign artists, not indeed to Giotto himself, as Vasari asserts, but to
is pupils and to S. Tuscan masters. In the 15th cent. Benozzo Gozzoli
1420-97) of Florence, a pupil of Fra Angelico, spent 16 years at Pisa, where
he Campo Santo is graced by one of his most important works (p. 517).

^ The busiest part of the town and chief resort of visitors is the

^ Limgarno (see p. 520), particularly the sheltered Lungamo Regio
PlTJ, iJ, 4), on the N. side of the river. The Arno is crossed by four

bridges. That in the centre is the old Ponte di Mezzo (PI. D, E, 4);

above it is the Ponte alia Fortezza (PI. F, 5); below it are tlie

Ponte Solferino (Pi. B, C, 5) and the Ponte di Ferro (PI. A, B, 6).

The chief boast of Pisa is the *Piazza del Duomo (PI. B, 1),

to wliich every visitor first directs his steps. The Cathedral^ the

Leaning Tovjer, the Baptistery^ and the Camj)o Santo form a

group of buildings without parallel, especially as they lie near tlie

ramparts of tlie town and therefore removed from its disturbing
influences.

Tlie •Cathedral, founded by Bishop Guido da Pavia (1060-76)
alter the great naval victory of the Pisans near Pab'rnio (1063),
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was built by Busketus and Rainaldus in the Tuscan -Romanesque
style and consecrated by Pope Grclasius II. in 1118. It is a basilica

with nave and double aisles, 104 yds. in length and 35^2 yds. in

breadth, with a transept flanked with aisles and an elliptical dome
over the crossing, and was restored in 1597-1604 after a fire in 1595
which seriously damaged the nave. This remarkably perfect edifice

is constructed almost entirely of white marble, ornamented with

black and coloured bands. The most magnificent part is the *Fagade,

which in the lower story is adorned with columns and arches at-

tached to the wall, and in the upper parts with four open galleries,

gradually diminishing in length. It was imitated at Lucca, Pistoia,

and other neighbouring cities. The d^r^ciQni Bronze Doors, destroyed

in the fire of 1595, were replaced in 1596-1606 by the present

doors, with representations of Scriptural subjects, executed from
designs by Giovanni da Bologna by Giov. Caccini, Pietro Franca-

villa, Pietro Tacca, and others. The only one of the old doors now
existing, by Bonannus of Pisa (1180), bearing 24 scenes from
Scripture history, is in the S. transept. The choir is imposing. By
the principal facade is the sarcophagus of Busketus (see above),

with a curious inscription.

The Interior (usually entered by the last-mentioned door at the S.E.
angle, opposite the Campanile) is borne by 68 ancient Roman and Grreek
columns captured by the Pisans in war. (The capitals are now covered
with stucco.) The nave has a flat coffered Renaissance ceiling, richly
gilded, of a date subsequent to the fire; the aisles are vaulted, and above
them run triforia which cross the transepts to the choir,

N^AVE. Most of the tombstones formerly here have been removed to the
Campo Santo. A few still remain by the "W. Wall, near the principal
entrance, among them tliat of Archbp. Rinuccini (d. 1582), hj Pietro Tacca,
to the left, and that of Archbp. Giuliano de' Medici (d. 1660), to the right.

The large altar-pieces are by Andrea del Sarto (Madonna and saints, at

the .Srd altar on the right; injured), Allori, Salimheni, and other masters
of the 16th cent.; the intervening pictures are of the 17th and 18th cent-

uries. The stalls incorporate some remains of the upper parts of the

stalls injured by the fire of 1595, including three panels with half-lengths
of prophets, by Giuliano da Maiano (ca. 1475), — To the left in the

nave, opposite the pulpit, is a beautiful inlaid episcopal throne, by Giov.
Batt. del CervelUera (15.86), with representations of the Adoration of the
Magi, etc. The beautiful bronze lamp which hangs in the nave was

i designed by Battista Lorenzi of Florence (1587). Its swaying is said to
|

I have first suggested to Galileo the idea of the pendulum. On the last
J

I pillar of the nave on the right, *St. Agnes, by Andrea del Sarto. Op-|
'posite is a Madonna by Perin del Vaga.

Right Transept: 1st altar on the right, Madonna, by Perin del Vo.ga
and Giov. Ant. Sogliani. At the end is the gorgeous Cappella di San
Ranieri, which contains the sarcophagus of the saint (p. 516) by Foggini
and a freely restored mosaic of the Madonna in the mandorla, by a Follower
of Ciamhue; the relief on the niche and the statues hy Francesco Mosca
(about 1600). The basin for holy water at the entrance is by Girol. Ros-
simino (1518).

Choir. The choir-screens are elegant Renaissance works. The two
angels in bronze on the right and left are by Giovanni da Bologna. The
Renaissance choir-stalls, with Apostles, landscapes, and animals, were
carved by Dom. di Mariotto and others (1478-1515). The high-altar, over-
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laden with marble and lapis lazuli, dating from 1774, was restored in 1825.

Above it is a bronze Crucifix by Giovanni da Bologna. Behind it is a

lectern by Matteo Civitali. — The mosaics in the dome (Christ and
St. John) are by Cimahue (1302); the figure of the Virgin was added in 1321.

Of the paintings in the choir, SS. Margaret and Catharine on the right
in front of the high-altar, and SS. Peter and John on the left, by And.
del Sarto, are worthy of inspection; behind the high-altar, *Abraham's
Sacrifice (1541), and the Entombment hy Sodoma; the four Evangelists by
Beccafumi. — The sacristy contains a fine ivory Madonna by Giov. Pisano.

Left Transept. Over the Cappella del Santissimo Sacramento, the

Annunciation in mosaic by a Follower of Cimahue (modernized). The
altar, richly decorated with silver, is by Foggini; behind it, Adam and
Eve, a bas-relief by Mosca, by whom also the other statues were executed.

The *Baptistery (Battistero)^ begun in 1153 by Diotisalvi^

but according to the inscriptions not completed till 1278, and with

Grothic additions of the 14th cent., is also almost entirely of marble.

It is a beautiful circular structure (100 ft. in diameter), surrounded

by half-columns below and a gallery of smaller detached columns

above, and covered with a conical dome (179 ft. high, restored in

1856). It has four entrances. The main portal, opposite the cathe-

dral, has elaborately adorned columns, with reliefs of the months
to the left and sculptures of the beginning of the 13th cent, over

the door. Still higher is a Madonna by Giovanni Pisano.
The Interior (visitors knock at the principal entrance) rests on eight

columns and four piers, above which there is a simple triforium. In the
centre are a marble octagonal font, by Guido Bigarelli of Como (1246),

and the famous hexagonal *Pulpit, borne by seven columns, by Niccolb
Pisano (1260). The reliefs (comp. pp. xlii, 517) on the pulpit are:

(1) Annunciation and Nativity; (2) Adoration of the Magi; (3) Presenta-
tion in the Temple; (4) Crucifixion

; (5) Last Judgment; in the spandrels.
Prophets and Evangelists; above the columns, the Virtues. — Fine echo.

The round *Canipanile, or bell-tower, begun by the architects

Bonannus of Pisa and William of Innsbruck in 1174 and com-
pleted in 1350, rises to the height of 179 ft., with six of its eight

stories surrounded with colonnades. Owing to its remarkable ob-

lique position, 14 ft. out of the perpendicular (an increase of ca.

8 inches since 1800), it is usually known as the Leaning Tower.
The question whether this peculiarity was intentional or accidental

has frequently been discussed, but it is now pretty generally believed

that;;the foundations on the S. side sank in the course of building,

and that from the third story upwards an inclination in the opposite

direction was given. Galileo availed himself of tlu^ oblique position

of the tower in making his experiments regarding the laws of gravi-

tation. A good staircase of 296 steps leads to the top (adni. 30 c).

The view from the platform is very beautiful, embracing the town

and environs, the sea, and the mouth of the Arno to the W., Leghorn
and the Tuscan Islands to the S.W., the Apuan Alps to the N., and

tJie Monti I^isani to the N.E.

The **Cainpo Santo, or Burial Groimd^ is open on week-

days 8-4, 5, or 0.1 r>, ,'idrii. 1 fr. ; Sun. and holidays 10-1, free, 2-5 p.m.,

1
'/.J

fr. (on week-days visitors knock at the door to tin; left, on Sun.
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and holidays at the door to the right). The Tiiscan-Grothic structure

which surrounds the cemetery was begun about 1270 from the plans

of Giovanni Pisano and consecrated in 1278, but it was not finally

completed till 1463. It is 138 yds. in length, 57 yds. in width, and

49 ft. in height. Externally there are 43 shallow arcades resting

on pilasters, the capitals adorned with figures. Over the earlier

entrance (to the right) is a marble canopy, with a Madonna of the

school of Giovanni Pisano.

In the Interior the green quadrangle is surrounded by a spa-

cious cloister, with unglazed, round- arched windows filled with

beautiful tracery. Three chapels adjoin the cloister; the oldest is

in the centre of the E. side, vnth dome of later date. The walls are

covered with *Frescoes by painters of the Tuscan school of the 14th

and 15th cent. (comp. p. xliv), unfortunately in bad preservation and

restored by Botti. Below these is a collection (under re-arrangement)

of Roman, Etruscan, and mediaeval sculptures, these last being im-

portant links in the history of early Italian sculpture. The tomb-
stones of persons interred here form the pavement.

Paintings. To the right of the chapel, on the E. Wall : Crucifixion,
Ascension, the Doubting Thomas, and Resurrection, by a Follower of Giotto
(14th cent.), said by Vasari to be Buffalmaco. All these have been repainted.

On the S. Wall : **Triumph over Death : to the left are represented
the retired life of the pious hermit and the worldliness of the wealthy,
who on their way to the chase are suddenly reminded by three open coffins

of the transitoriness of human pleasures; in the centre is Death, invoked
in vain by the poor and wretched; above are devils bearing away the
souls of the deceased to a fiery punishment; to the right, the eternal
happiness of the blessed, who are seated in a garden, beneath pomegranate
trees; above are angels with the souls of the redeemed. — Next are the
*Last Judgment (attitude of the Judge celebrated and imitated even by Fra
Bartolomeo and Michael Angelo) and Hell (lower half entirely repainted).

These three are attributed by Yasari to Andrea Orcagna, but modern
critics believe that they were executed about 1350 by a Pisan master (per-

haps Franc. Traini). — The following fresco, representing the Life (temp-
tations and miracles) of the holy hermits in the Theban wilderness, which
Yasari ascribes to Pietro Lorenzetti of Siena, is by an unidentified hand.
Above the entrance is a Madonna 'in excelsis' by F. Traini. — Between
the two entrances, the life of St. Rainerus, the tutelary saint of Pisa.
The four upper scenes (conversion from a worldly life, journey to Pales-
tine, victory over temptation, retirement to a monastery) were completed
by Andrea da Firenze in 1377 (of which there is documentary proof,
though Yasari attributes them to Simone Martini of Siena). The four
lower and better-executed scenes (return from Palestine, miracles, death,
and removal of his body to the cathedral of Pisa, the last much injured)
were painted by Antonio Veneziano in 1386-7. — Then, above, scenes from
the life of St, Ephcsus (who as a Roman general, fighting against the
heathens, receives a flag of victory from the Archangel Michael, but is

afterwards condemned and executed); below, scenes from the life of St.

Potitus, admirably portrayed by Spinello Aretino in 1391, but now almost
obliterated. — Lastly, the *History of Job, by Francesco da Volterra
('erroneously attributed to Giotto), begun in 1370, in bad preservation.

On the W. Wall no paintings of importance.
On the N. Wall the history of Genesis: first the Creation (God the

Father holding the world in both hands, 41 mappamondo') ; then, in the
upper series, Creation of Man, the Fall, Expulsion from Paradise, Cain
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and Abel, Building of the Ark, Deluge, and Noah's Sacrifice, by Pietro
di Puccio of Orvieto, about 1390 (erroneously attributed by Yasari to

Buffalmacco). — The lower series and all the following paintings on the

N. wall are by Benozzo Gozzoli of Florence (1469-85), twenty-four Re-
presentations from the Old Testament, admirably executed *a tempera' and
important as illustrations of the manners of the painter's contemporaries

:

Noah's Vintage and Drunkenness (with the ^Vergognosa di Pisa\ or

scandalized female spectator), the Curse of Ham, the Tower of Babel (with

portraits of contemporary celebrities, Cosimo de' Medici, his son Piero,

and his grandsons Lorenzo and Giuliano), the History of Abraham, Isaac,

Jacob and Esau, Joseph, Moses and Aaron, Fall of the "Walls of Jericho,
History of David, Solomon and the Queen of Sheba; these last much in-

jured. Benozzo's tomb is in the pavement, below the Nereid Sarcophagus
No. XXVIII.

Sculptures and Monuments. W. End. In the corner to the left,

Etruscan vase on a column. Then, No. 7. Ancient palm frieze with dol-

phins, the back carved in the 13th century. — XI. Ancient sarcophagus,
perhaps originally a bath. — Monument of Carlo Mossotti (1791-1863), the
natural philosopher, by Dupre. Behind, Monument (No. 46) of Count della

Gherardesca (d. 1321) and *Monument of Emp. Henry VII. of Luxembourg,
protector of Pisa as a partisan of the Grhibellines (d. 1313 at Buonconvento),
by Tino di Camaino of Siena (1315), originally erected in the apse of the
cathedral. — On the wall, the chains of the ancient harbour of Pisa, cap-
tured by the Genoese in 1362 and restored to the Pisans in 1848 and 1860.
— LL. Sarcophagus of Bishop Ricci (d. 1418), by Andrea Guardi of Flo-
rence. — 52 (on a broken column), Late-Greek marble vase with fine Bac-
chanalian representation, from which Niccolo Pisano borrowed the figure

of the High Priest on the pulpit in the Baptistery.
N. Side. *56. Attic relief from a tomb, representing a seated lady

with her attendant (much injured). — Architrave with sculptures of the
11th cent. (History of St. Sylvester and Baptism of Constantine). — *Ma-
donna, by Giovanni Pisano. — Fine Roman sarcophagus with centaurs and
Bacchantes. — The Cappella Amannati contains remains of a large fresco
of the school of Giotto, from the church of Santa Maria del Carmine at

Florence, which was destroyed by fire. On the left the tombstone of Ligo
Amannati (d. 1359), by Cellino di Nese. — Farther on: *78. Head of Achil-
les (replica at Munich). — Roman sarcophagus (with reliefs of Cupid and
Psyche), on which are placed two beautiful ancient sculptures (head of a

woman, male torso) and a relief-sketch of thePisan School. — XIX. Roman
sarcophagus with Bacchanalian scene, upon it the alleged bust of Isotta,

wife of Sigismondo Malatesta of Rimini (15th cent.). — *XXI. Late-Roman
sarcophagus with the myth of Hippolytus and Phaedra, from which, accord-
ing to Vasari, Niccolo Pisano copied several figures for his pulpit; the re-

mains of the Countess Beatrix (d. 1076), mother of the celebrated Matilda,
were subsequently deposited here. — In the Cappella Aulla are a
coloured terracotta altar by Giov. della Rohbia (1520) and the tombs of
two bishops of the 14th century. — XXVI. Roman sarcophagus with re-

lief of a wedding. — 98. Several Egyptian antiquities. — XXIX. Roman
sarcophagus with Bacchanalian reliefs and the death of Pentheus on the
cover. — 116. Etruscan urn, with contest with a monster (mutilated). —
125. Sitting figure of the Emp. Henry VII., surrounded by four of his
counsellors (belonging to the monument mentioned above). — 120. Etrus-
can urn, with the death of Priam. — XXXI. Roman sarcophagus with the
hunt of Meleager; above it, an old relief of the harbour of Pisa and a
coat- of- arms of 1157. — XXXII. Roman sarcophagus with a battle of
barbarians.

E. End. Griffin in bronze, an Arabian work with Cufic inscriptions.
— By the wall^ tomb of Ph. Decio (d. 1535), by Stagio Stagi. — Monument
of Count Mastiani with the sitting statue of his mourning widow ('I'lncon-

solabilc'), hy Lor. liartolini (1842). — Monument of the singer Angelica
Oatalani (d. at Paris 1849), — 128. Etruscan altar with rams' heads.
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S. Side. 152, 151. Inscriptions in honour of Cains and Lucius Caesar,
grandsons of Augustus. — 153, 166, 168. Roman milestones. — XXXIX.
Eoman sarcophagus on which are placed busts of Caesar (?), Hadrian, and
Agrippa, the last in basalt. — 176. Roman sarcophagus, with amorctti in

the circus; on it is placed ahead of Venus (freely restored). — XLI. Roman
mosaic found near the cathedral in 1860. — 186. Roman sarcophagus with
circus games and sculptures of the 13th century. — XLII. Etruscan urns,
with Alcestis in the middle. — Beyond the side-entrance, ornamented slabs
of the 12th century. — III. Roman sarcophagus-relief with hunting-scenes.
— Y. Early -Christian sarcophagus with a representation of the G-ood
Shepherd. — VI. Roman sarcophagus, on which are placed statuettes of the
Pisan School (14th cent.). — VIII. Fragment of a sarcophagus with Baccha-
nalian representation. — 23. Emblems of the Evangelists (13th cent.). —
Towards the entrance: 27. Unfinished statuette of the Virgin, of the school
of Giov. Pisano. — Monument of the oculist Andrea Vacca (d. 1826) by
Thorvaldsen : Tobias curing his father's blindness. — Opposite, LIV. Imi-
tation of a Roman sarcophagus with lions, by Biduinus (12th cent.). — To
the left: 32. Architrave with Christ and the emblems of the Evangelists,
by Bonusamicus (12th cent.). — CC. Monument of the author Franc. Al-
garotti (1712-64), erected by order of Frederick the Great. — In the garden
between the arcades are two ancient well-heads.

The hurried traveller will not devote much time to the other

works of art at Pisa, but he will be rewarded by taking a short

walk through the town in order to obtain an idea of the extent to

which building enterprise was carried at Pisa in the middle ages.

Following the Via dell' Arcivescovado to the E. from the Piazza

del Duomo, and taking the Via della Faggiola, on the right, we
reach the Romanesque church of San Sisto (PL C, 3), founded in

1089, which was frequently used as a place of assembly by the

Grreat Council. It contains a number of fine ancient columns.

The central part of ancient Pisa, and the forum of the republic,

is the Piazza dei Cavalieri (PL D, 3), formerly Piazza degli An-

ziani, a few yards to the E. of San Sisto. In this piazza, which was
skilfully remodelled in the 16th and 17th cent., rises ^

Santo Stefano dei Cavalieri, the church of the knights of

the Order of St. Stephen (founded in 1561), built in 1565-96 from

designs by Vasari; fagade designed by Beim. Buontalenti. It con-

tains Turkish trophies on the right and left of the doOr, and ceiling-

paintings of the battle of Lepanto (1571) and other victories over

the Turks, by Cristofano AUori, lacopo da Empoli, and others.

Behind the high-altar is a gilded copper bust of St. Lussorius, by
Donatella (ca. 1429).

The Palazzo Conventuale dei Cavalieri^ adjoining the church

on the left, altered by Vasari in 1560, is now a school; above the

windows are busts of six masters of the order. In front of the

building is a marble Statue ofGrand-Duke Cosimo /., designed by

Griov. da Bologna and executed by Pietro Francavilla (1596). Beside

it once stood (down to 1655) the ill-famed To7^re della Fame
('Tower of Hunger')

,
properly Torre dei Gualandi alle Sette Vie,

in which the Ghibelline Archbp. Ruggicri degli Ubaldini caused
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the Guelph Count Ugolino dclla Gherardesca with his sons and

nephews to be starved to death in 1288 (Dante, Inferno xxxiii).

On the right, in the Via San Frediano, a little to the S., is the

Komanesqne church of San Frediano (PL D, 3; 12th cent.), with

ancient columns in the interior, as important as San Pierino (p. 521)

for a critical study of Pisan ecclesiastical architecture. — In the

Via Yentinove Maggio is the —
University {La Sapienza; PL C, D, 4), a large edifice of 1493,

extended in 1543, with a handsome early-Renaissance court. The
Library contains 120,000 vols, and several valuable MSS. (includ-

ing the famous Statuto di Pisa, or fundamental law of the city).

The University, mentioned in history as early as the 12th cent, and
extended by Cosimo I. in 1542, is now attended by about 1200 students.
Galileo (pp. 514, 515) was appointed professor of mathematics here in 1610.
— Connected with it are the Museum of Natural History (entrance, Via
del Museo 6), founded in 1596, chiefly illustrative of the ornithology and
geology of Tuscany, and the Botanical Garden (PI. B, C, 2, 3; ring
at the gate in the Via Solferino, opposite the barracks), one of the oldest
in Italy, founded in 1547, remodelled in 1563 by the celebrated CesalpinOj
and transferred in 1595 to the present site, which was laid out by Giu-
seppe Benincasa. Fine cedar of Lebanon.

The Via San Lorenzo, beginning behind Santo Stefano dei Cava-

licri (\). 518), leads to the KE. Quarter of the town. To the left

lies the pleasant Piazza di Santa Caterina, shaded with plane-trees,

and embellished with a Statue ofGrand-Duke Leopold I. (d. 1792),

in Roman garb, by Pampaloni (1832). — At the KE. angle of this

piazza rises the church of —
Santa Caterina (PL E, 2), erected about 1253, with an inter-

esting faoade in the Pisan-Grothic style.

Interior. To the left of the entrance, the monument of Archbishop^
Siraone Saltarelli, hy Nino Pisano {Vii2) . Over the 3rd altar on the left,)

Apotheosis of St. Thomas Aquinas, by Francesco Traini (1311). In the
Ist chapel to the right of the choir, a Madonna with SS. Peter and Paul
by Fra Bartolomeo and Mariotto Alhertinelli (1511), and a marble group
of the Annunciation by Nino Pisano.

From the Via San Lorenzo we turn to the right through the

Via Santa Elisabetta to the Piazza San Francesco.
^

San Francesco (PI. F, 3), a Gothic convent church of the/

13th cent., with a handsome campanile, was restored in 1900. j

Interior. The choir is adorned with (teiling-frescoes by Taddeo Gaddi]
{\Z\2). In the chapel to the left of the choir is an ancient portrait of
St. Francis of As-sisi, with represcntationH of his miracles (ca. 1300). —
The frcKcocH in the sacristy (1397; Dcatli and Assumption of the Virgin)
are by Barnaha da Modcna and Taddeo di Jiartolo.

The chapter-house, to the E. of the first cloister-walk on the left side
of the church, is embellislicd with valuable but much damaged frescoes
by Niccold di Pietro Gerini (1392; Scenes from the Passion).

The rest of the monastery of San Francesco is fitted up as the

Museo Civico (Pl.F, 2), which contains chiefly works of the ear-

liest 'i'uscan painters and sculptors. Entrance from th(! garden on

the N. side of the Piazza San Francesco. The museum is open on

n

\
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week-days 10-4 (April to Oct. 7-5), 1 fr.; on Sun. and holidays 10-2,

free. Good catalogue (1906), 1 fr. Director, A. Bellini-Pietri.
The Second Cloister-Walk, which we enter first, contains fragments

of Pisan sculptures of the 14-15th centuries. — In the Sala del Pulpito,
the side -room beside the entrance, are preserved the remains of the old
Cathedral Pulpit, which was executed by Giov. Pisano and his pupils
in 1302-11, taken to pieces after the burning of the church, and partly
destroyed. Among the relics are: in front. Four cardinal virtues, above
which is the city of Pisa, with two sucklings as a symbol of fertility;

adjoining. Evangelists, above, Christ; behind, Two lions and the central
column with allegorical figures of Faith, Hope, and Charity, and on the
base, alto -reliefs of the seven liberal arts; on the entrance -wall, Arch-
angel Michael, Hercules; on the side-walls, Seven reliefs from the Pas-
sion and the Last Judgment. — In the Sala Graribaldi (locked), on the E.
side of the cloisters, are memorials of the revolution of 1848, Garibaldi's
travelling-carriage (1866), etc.

A staircase leads from the S.E. angle of the cloisters (opposite the en-
trance) to the main rooms. In the Salone degli Arazzi are tapestries from
Florence and Flanders (16-17th cent.) and choir-books of the Pisan, Sienese,
and Florentine Schools (14-15th cent.). The central tapestry, to the left,

represents Lorenzo il Magnifico and the artists of his court. — Room I (to

the left) : 2. Roll with miniatures upon parchment (11th cent.) ; 4. Orna-
mental portions of the old Fascia or Cintola del Duomo, a long scarf of
damask that on high festivals was hung all round the cathedral ; 8. Em-
broidered antependium, from the cathedral (1325); 14. So-called Pluvial
of Pope Gelasius II., but more probably a Pisan work of the 14th cent.

;

15. Reliquary of ivory (11th cent.). — In the following rooms are paint-
ings of the 13 -16th centuries. R. II. 17. Giunta Pisano, Crucifixion
(school-piece; 13th cent.). — R. III. 4. Deodato Orlandi, Madonna and
saints (1301); 16-23. Simone Martini, Parts of the high -altar of Santa
Caterina (1320; remaining parts in the Semiuario Arcivescovilc) ; 39. Bruno
di Giovanni (14th cent.), St. Ursula as protector of Pisa. — R. IV. 19.

Franc. Traini, The Saviour with St. Dominic, from Santa Caterina (1344). —
R. Y. 6. Barnaba da Modena (14th cent.). Madonna in glory, with angels;
22. Taddeo di Bartolo, St. Domninus (on the back. Crucifixion) ; *26. Gen-
tile da Fabriano, Madonna. — R. YI. 10. Florentine School (?),^ Triumph
of Emp. Yespasian (on the lid of a chest); 21. Dom. Ghirlandaio, SS. Se-
bastian and Rochus; 27. Masaccio, Half -figure of St. Paul, fragment of
an altar-piece from Santa Maria del Carmine (1426). — Corner Room.
Bruges School, St. Catharine of Alexandria (ca. 1480). — R. YII. 6. Raf-
faelUno del Garbo, Madonna enthroned, with four saints; *19. Sodoma,
Madonna and saints (1542). — R. YIII. *6. Guido Reni, Earthly and
heavenly love. — R. IX. Portraits of the 17-18th cent, (mainly by Floren-
tine artists). The adjoining Sala dei Medaglieri contains Tuscan coins
and Pisan seals. — R. X. Fragments of sculpture from San Giovanni
(14th cent.), the facade of the cathedral (ll-12th cent.), and Santa Maria
della Spina (14th cent.). In a side-room to the right, Relics and represent-
ations of the 'Giuoco del Ponte' (bridge-game), an ancient Pisan game, last
played in 1807 at the Ponte di Mezzo. — R. XI (1.). Florentine tapestry
(16-17th cent.); female costumes (16th cent.); no numbers, Dom. Ghirlan-
daio, Two Madonnas with saints. — R. XII (entered through R. X). Pisan
and other sculptures (12-16th cent.) : 25, 26. JVmo Pisawo, Wooden statues
of the Annunciation; 14. Pisan School, Madonna in marble (ca. 1390). —
R. XIII. Sketches for paintings in the cathedral (17-19th cent.).

In and near the Lungarno are several other interesting build-

ings, with which we may terminate our walk.

San Niccola (PL C, 4), founded about the year 1000 by Count
Hugo of Tuscia as the church of a Benedictine abbey, contains the

tomb of John, Duke of Swabia (Johannes Parricida; d. 1313), who
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murdered his uncle King Albert I. in 1308. In the leaning cam-

panile, ascribed to Niccolo Pisaiio, is an admirable winding stair-

case. — The piazza in front of the church is adorned with a Statue

of Ferdinand I., by a pupil of Griov. da Bologna (1595).

In the Lungarno Regio (p. 513) are the Palazzo Lanfreducci,
now Upezzinghi (PL 6; C, D, 4), a baroque building ascribed to

Cosimo Pagliani, and (No. 5) the *Palazzo Agostini (PL D, 4),

a fine Grothic brick edifice of the 14th century.

A few paces to the N. of the Piazza Graribaldi (PL D, E, 4), in

the busy Via del Borgo, rises San Michele in Borgo (PL E, 4), a

flat-roofed basilica, probably of the 11th cent, but much modernized.

The upper part of the fagade was rebuilt in the Gothic style in

1304-13 by Fra Guglielmo, a pupil of Niccolo Pisano.

The mosaic pavement in San Pierino (PL E, 4; 12-13th cent.),

near the Piazza Cairoli, is Romanesque and some of the columns are

antique. — The narrow Via delle Belle Torri^ leading to the E. from
the Piazza Cairoli, still preserves a mediaeval appearance.

The Lungarno Mediceo leads past the Palazzo Lanfranchi (now

Toscanelli)^ erroneously attributed to Michael Angelo, and occupied

by Lord Byron in 1822, and the Piazza Mazzini (PL F, 4, 5) to the

Porta alle Piagge (p. 522).

On the Left Bank of the Arno, near the Porta a Mare, at the

W. end of the town, is situated *San Paolo a Ripa d'Arno
(PL B, 6), a basilica with nave and aisles, dating in its present form

from the 13th cent., with a fine fagade embellished with three rows
of columns, the finest at Pisa after that of the cathedral. The in-

terior is adorned with badly preserved frescoes of 1400. — Farther

to the E., beyond the Ponte Solferino (p. 513), rises —
Santa Maria della Spina (PL C, 5), so called from a fragment \{J a ^

of the veritable 'Crown of Thorns' once preserved here, an elegant I 1 i

little church in the French Gothic style, erected in 1230 for sailors

about to go to sea. It was enlarged in 1323 and adorned with

sculptures by pupils of Giovanni Pisano and by NinOj the son of

Andrea Pisano. The interior is plain (key kept at the opposite house;

fee 30 c). The church was restored in 1872 and raised by 3 ft.

In the Lungarno Gambacorti, near the Ponte di Mezzo (sec

p. 513; PL I), 4;, are situated the Loggia del Banchi (PL 4; D, 5),

erected in 1G05 by Buontalenti, and the handsome Gothic Palazzo
del ComunelVl. 5, D 5; formerly Gambacorti). The former contains

the Archivio di StatOj or the city-archives, which comprise about

16,000 parchment charters from the period of Frederick Barbarossa

(1162; onwards, including one granted by Richard CVeur-de-Lion in

1192 and one by Lewis the liavarian in 1328, with a golden seal

on which appear the principal buildings in Rome. The entrance is

at Via IMetro Toselli 2; open 10-2.
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The octagonal church of San Sepolcro (PL E, 5), of the 12th

cent., with a campanile by Diotisalvi (p. 515), is now largely restored.

The church of San Domenico (PI. D, 7), at the S. end of the

Via Vitt. Emanuele, contains an altar-piece (Crucifixion) by Benozzo
Gozzoli. The suppressed monastery adjoining has several frescoes

by the same master.

ENviKO>fs. Outside the Porta alle Piagge (p. 521) the right bank of
the Arno is bordered by the pretty gardens of the Viale Uniberto Prima.
Pretty view (to the left) of the Monti Pisani (see below).

Outside the Porta Nuova (PI. A, B, 1, 2), between the Serchio and
the right bank of the Arno, about 3 M. to the W., are situated the
Cascine Vecchie di San Rossore, a farm founded by the Medici,
with line plantations of pines and oaks, now a royal hunting-chateau
(generally accessible with permesso only). Dromedaries and wild swine
are still kept here. — On the coast, about IV2 M. farther on, lies Gombo,
with a royal chateau, commanding a beautiful view. The poet 8helley
was drowned here on 7th July, 1822. His remains were afterwards burned
in presence of Lord Byron, Leigh Hunt, and Trelawney, and the ashes
deposited near the pyramid of Cestius at Rome.

An interesting excursion may be made to (8 M.) Marina (light rail-

way, see p. 512). The chief intermediate station on the steam-tramway,
which follows the highroad, shaded with plane-trees, skirting the S. bank
of the Arno, is (31/2 M.) San Piero, whence we may visit the Cascine
Nuove di San Rossore (Va M. to the N., on the opposite side of the
river) and tiie ancient basilica of *San Piero a Grado (V2 M- to the

y.), occupying the spot where, according to tradition, St. Peter first

landed in Italy. It was formerly much frequented as a pilgrimage-church.
The W. apse is a relic of the earliest church (before 420), while the E.
apse dates from the beginning of the 12th (?) century. The interior contains
26 beautiful antique columns and interesting frescoes (14th cent.), with
scenes from the lives of SS. Peter and Paul, and ancient portraits of popes.
Small trattoria near the church. The ancient estuary of the Arno, with
the harbour of Pisa, must once have been at this spot, before the present
coast was formed by alluvial deposits. — The bathing-resort of Marina
di Pisa or Bocca cVArno {Hotel Ascani, P. 7 f r. ; Peiis. Marchionnij
Pens. Ghilli, 6-7 fr.) lies near the picturesque mouth of the Arno. The
beach is delightfully sandy and fringed with pine-trees. Fine view of
Leghorn and the island of G^orgona.

The Monti Pisani, a range of hills to the E., are very picturesque.
In the Valle di Oalci (light railway to Calci, see p. 512) lies the Cer-
tosa di Pisa (130 ft.), a Gothic Carthusian abbey, founded in 1366 but
rebuilt in the baroque style since the 17th cent., with the exception of
the fine cloisters (adm. 50 c.). Round it are groves of olives; and above
it rises the Monte Veri-uca (1760 ft.), with ruins of a castle of the 15th
cent., commanding a delightful prospect. — The excursion may be con-
tinued from the Verruca to the N. to Mo7ite Pruno (2855 ft.) and Monte
Serra (3010 ft.), the highest summit of the Monti Pisani, and thence
down to the N.E. via Coile di Compito (270 ft.) to the highroad midway
between Pontedera (p. 526) and Lucca (p. 528). — Extensive views are

commanded also by the Monte Faeta (2720 ft.) and tJie Spuntone di SanV
Ailago (2840 ft.), which is ascended in 3-4 hrs. via Asciano (40 ft.), to

which a carriage should be taken.
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68. Prom Pisa to Leghorn (Rome),

111/2 M. Eailway in V,-V2 ^^' (fares 2 fr. 25, 1 fr. 55 c., 1 fr. ; ex-

press 2 fr. 45, 1 fr. 70, 1 fr. 15 c.).

Pisa, see p. 511. — The Leghorn line diverges to the S.W.

from the line to Genoa and Lucca and traverses the coast-plain,

among fertile meadowland intersected by canals and occasionally

relieved by woods. — Beyond (6 M.) Tombolo we cross the Arno
Canal (p. 524).

IIY2 M- Leghorn. — Kailway Station. Stazione Livorno
Centrale (Restaurant, L. 2-3, D. 3-4, luncheon-basket 21/2 fr., good), V2 ^•
outside the Barriera Vittorio Emanuele (comp. PL E, 2),

Hotels. In the Viale Regina Marglierita, ca. 21/4 M. from the station,

suited for a lengthened stay: *Palace Hotel (PL a; B, 4), a high-class

Italian establishment, 200 beds at 6-10, B. I1/2, L- 4:, D. 6, P. 12-16, omn.
IV2 fr. ; GrRAND-HoTEL, ncw. — At Acque della Salute (p. 524), near the

station: Terminus Hotel Corallo, Piazza della Stazione, 210 beds at 3-8,

B. IV4, P. 10-15 fr., omn. 60 c. ; Pension La Sovrana, with garden, adapted
also for invalids, 60 beds at 3-3V2j ^' ^^Ui ^' ^"^^ ^i'*? omn. 80 c, patronized
by the English and Italians, open May to Oct. only. — In the old town:
Hot. d'Angleterre Campari, 60 beds from 3, B. 1, omn. 1 fr.. Hot.
GiAPPONE, 150 beds at 3-4, omn. 1 fr., both good, Hot. de France, all

in the Via Vitt. Emanuele (PL C, 2), with restaurants.

Caf6. Vittoria, Piazza Vitt. Emanuele, good. — [Restaurants.
Rlstorante Tazza d^Oro^ Via Vitt. Emanuele 4; Eistor. Gragnani, with
garden. Piazza Benedetto Brin (PL B, 4).

Post & Telegraph. Office (PL 14; D, 2), Piazza Carlo Alberto.

Cabs. To or from the station 1, at night IV2 fr., trunk 40, hand-
bag 20 c.

;
per drive in tlie town, as far as the Via MontebcUo (PL B-D, 4),

1 fr., at niglit 1 fr. 20 c.; per lir. 2 fr., each additional 1/2 ^^^'- 1 fr«> ^^

night 21/2 or IV4 fr. ;
per hr. outside the town 3 fr., at night 31/2 fr.,

each addit. V2 liJ*- ^ or 21/2 fr. Night-fares are charged between one hour
after sunset and 5 or (from 1st Oct. to 31st March) 6 a.m.

Electric Tramways. The chief lines are as follows: 1 (white
board). From the Piazza Vittorio Emanuele (PL C, 2) to Antiynano,
via the Viale Regina Margherita (PL B, 3-7) and Ardenza di Mare; thrice
daily, with connection to Montenero (see below). — 2 (red board). Sta-
zione Centrale (see above) to San lacopo (PL 16; B, 5), via the Barriera
Vittorio Emanuele (PL E, 2), Piazza Vitt. Emanuele, Piazza Cavour
(PL C, 2, 3), Corso Umberto (PI. 0, B, 3), and Viale Regina Margherita. —
4 (yellow board). Piazza Vitt. Emanuele to Montenero (p. 525), via the
Piazza Cavour, Piazza Roma (PL C, 4), and Ardenza di Terra (PL C, D, 7),

in connection with the funicular railway (return-tickets to the Santuario
in July and Aug. only). — 6 (yellow board). Piazza Vitt. Kmayiuele to

the Stazione Centrale, via the Barriera Vitt. Emanuel (PL E, 2). Some
cars (marked 'Acque della Salute') go on to the Pens. Sovrana (see above),
— 8 (white and yellow board), Ardenza di Mare to Ardenza di Terra,
by the Via del Mare, — 9 (white board). Piazza Vitt. Emanuele to San
lacopo (hoc above), by the Viale Regina Marj^herita.

Sea Baths (with restaurantH, cafes, and view - terraces) : -^Stabiii-
mento Pancaldi, Scoylio della Ue(jina, lia<jni Trotta, Bayni Acquaviva,
all in the Viale Regina Margherita (PL B, 3-7); Jiagni Martinelli, Bayni
Elena, at Ardenza; Stahilimento Balneario, at Antignano.

Steamers (comp. p. 98 and Jiaedeker^s Mcd/iterrancan). Societd Na-
zionale di Servizi Marittimi (oflice, J^iazza Micheli, Pi. C, 2), for (ienoa,
Bastia (Corsica), Naples, Sicily, etc. — Compafjnie Fraissinet (Via San
Scjbastiano 1), for iNicc or MarHcillcB via Bastia. The Italian steamerH
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usually berth at the quay in the Porto Mediceo. Boat to or from other
steamers 1 fr. incl. hand-luggage, trunk 30 c. The boatmen have been
notorious for ages for their shameless extortion.

Bankers. Banca Cominerdale Italiana, Via Cairoli 8 (PI. C, 2);
Banca Tirretia, Piazza Cavour 2 (PL C, 2, 3). — Money Changer. Gerbi^
Via Vitt. Emanuele 28. — Goods Agents. Fratelli Gondrand, Via del
Porticciolo 1 ; Bonenfant, Via degli Avvalorati.

Physicians. Dr. Pellegrini, Piazza dei Legnami 3; Dr. CassutOj
Piazza Magenta 9 (both speak English). — Dentist. Mr. W. E. Barnes
(Amer.) , Via degli Scali degli Olandesi 2. — Druggist. Ces. laccJiia,
Piazza Cavour.

Consuls. British, M. Carmichael. — United States, Frank Deed-
nieyer.

' Anglican Church (PI. 5; C, 3), St. George^ s, Via Giuseppe Verdi;
services at 8, 10.30, and 4,30. Chaplain, Rev. P. G. Howes, Villa Inglese.
— Scottish Church (PI. 7; C, 3), Via Giuseppe Verdi 3; seiviee at

11; minister, Rev. John Hardie.

Leghorn (Ital. LivornOj French Livourne), which was a very

insignificant place in the 16th cent, (in 1551 only 749 inhab.), is

now the capital of a province, the seat of the Royal Naval Academy,
and a highly important seaport and bathing -resort. Montesquien
calls it 'the masterpiece of the Medicean dynasty', because it is

indebted for its size and importance to the Medici, who invited

hither the oppressed and discontented from all parts of the con-

tinent — Roman Catholics from England, Jews and Moors from

Spain and Portugal, and merchants from Marseilles, fleeing from

the perils of civil war. The town is uncompromisingly modern and

has no important monuments of art. The population amounts to

78,300 (many Jews), exclusive of a fluctuating seafaring community
of fully 3000. Leghorn carries on a brisk trade with the Levant

in cotton, wool, and raw silk, and with the Black Sea in grain and
petroleum. The most important industrial establishments are the

ship-building yards (Cantiere Orlando, p. 525, etc.), the Societa

Metallurgica Italiana (a large copper-foundry), a rolling-mill, glass-

works, porcelain-factories, and oil-mills. The town is intersected

by canals and connected by the Fossa d^Arno, a navigable canal,

with the Arno, which flows into the Mediterranean 9 M. to the N.

The railway-station (p. 523; tramways Nos. 2 & 6, p. 523) lies

outside the Barriera Vittorio Emanuele, near the Stahilimento

Acqae delta Salute, a sanitarium (hotels, see p. 523). To obtain

a rapid survey of the town we proceed from the station by the Via
degli Acquedotti (PI. E, 2) and Via Larderel (PL D, 2) to the Piazza
Carlo Alberto (PI. D, 2), which is adorned with colossal statues

of Ferdinand III. (d. 1824) and Leopold 11. (d. 1870), the last

grand-dukes of Tuscany.

Thence we follow the principal street of Leghorn, the Via Vit-

torio Emanuele (PI. D, C, 2), which is rich in shops. Immediately
to the left, Piazza Gruerrazzi No. 4, is the small Museo Civico (PL 8,

D 2 ; open daily, 10-4, 50 c), containing pictures (School of Signorelli,

Madonna; Neri di Bicci, Crucifixion, etc.), a cabinet of coins, and
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miscellaneous antiquities (early-Christian ivory pyx from Carthage,

4th cent.). — The street intersects the spacious Piazza Yittorio

Emanuele (PI. C, 2), on the S. side of which is the Cathedral (PL 4),

on the K the Municipio (PL 11) and the Exchange {Borsa or

Palazzo del Commercio ; PL 10), and on the W. the Prefettura
(PL 13), in the former Palazzo Grranducale. — To the S. is the hand-

some Synagogue (PL 20; C, 2), founded in 1581 and rebuilt in 1603.

The Via Vitt. Emanuele ends at the Harbour and the Piazza

Micheli, beside a Statue of the Grand-Duke Ferdinand I. (PL C, 2),

by Griov. dalP Opera, with four Turkish slaves ('I quattro Mori') in

bronze by Pietro Tacca. The harbour consists of the Porto VecchiOj

or Porto MediceOy and the Porto Nuovo, begun in 1854 and pro-

tected by the Diga Carvilinea and the Diga Frangiflutti. An
excursion by boat will be found pleasant in fine weather (1-1 V2 f^-

per hr., bargain necessary). The platforms of the lighthouses (Faro

Nord and Faro Sud; PL A, 1, and A, 3) afford a good survey of the

town and the sea, with the islands of Elba, Gorgona, and Capraia.

The old Protestant Cemetery, adjoining the English Church
(PL 5, C 3; p. 524), contains the graves of Tobias Smollett (d. 1771)
and Francis Horner (d. 1817).

A pleasant walk or drive (tramways Nos, 1, 2, & 9, p. 523) may
be taken by the roads skirting the coast to the S. of the town, with

the sea-bathing establishments mentioned at p. 523. From the

Piazza Micheli (see above) we traverse the Piazza Mazzini, passing

fright) the Cantiere Orlando (PL 3; B, 3), where the large armoured
cruisers of the Italian navy are built. Thence we follow the Viale
Regixa Margherita (PL B, 3-7) to (1^4 M.) Ardenza di Mar^e
('PL C, 7), with its attractive cafe on the beach and many villas,

frequented especially towards evening in the bathing-season. The
Viale Principe di Napoli goes on thence to (3 M.) Antignano (Hot.-

Pens. II Castello, P.. 8-9 fr., incL wine).
Ardenza di Terra (PLC, D, 7) and Antignano (tramways Nos.4, 8, & 1)

are stations on the railway from Leghorn (Genoa) to Rome (see Baedeker''

8

Central Italy). This railway and the road skirt the coast to the S.W.,
affording fine views and passing two ancient watch-towers (Torre del
Boccale, Torre di Calafuria) and the Castello del Bdmito, to (8V2 M.)
Quercianella (Alb. di Salvo) and the little bathing -resort of (13 M.)
Castujlioncello

.

In the hilly district above Ardenza and Antignano lies the famous
pilgrim -resort of Montenero (825 ft.; Hdt.-Pena. Monteroso, F. 7 fr.

incl. wine; Uistorante I'adlf/lione Bleu), with an image of the Madonna
brought from the East, especially venerated l)y mariners (tramways Nos, 4
&. 1; funicular railway to the Santuario, 25c.).

'J\> the E. of Leghorn, li M. from the railway-station, lie the sulphur-
baths of La Puzzolente (carriage i fr.).

From JiCghorn to Elba and to Bastia (Corsica) j see Baedeker''

s

Central Italy.

Baxdkkeu'h Northern Italy. 14th Edit. 34
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69. Prom (Genoa) Pisa to Plorence via
Empoli.

48 M. Railway in IV2-2 hrs. (fares 9 fr. 5, 6 fr. 35, 4 fr. 10 c. ; ex-

press 10 fr., 7 fr., 4 fr. 55 c.). 'Train de luxe' (Cannes to Rome, p. 116)

in 13/4 hr. ; fare 13 fr. 70 c.

Pisa, see p. 511. — The railway traverses a fertile district.

To the left are the Monti Pisani, with the Monte Verruca (p. 522).

— 4Y2 M- Navacchio (tramway to Calci, see pp. 512, 522). — 7 Yg^-
Cascina, near the Arno, where on the festival of San Vittorio, 28th

July, 1364, the Pisans were defeated by the Florentines.
The handsome Romanesque church of San Casciano, 2^/^ M. to the

N.W. of Cascina (1=^/4 M. to the N.E. of Navacchio), has portals witli

sculptures by Biduinus (p. 513; 1180j, representing scenes from the Passion
and fantastic animals.

The Apennines are visible on the left. We cross the Adio
Canal (p. 524).

12 M. Pontedera (45 ft.; Alh. Minerva, R. Vj^ fr.), a small

town with 9600 inhab. and cotton-factories, at the confluence of the

Era and Arno, where the road through the beautiful valley of the

Era to Volterra diverges (see Baedeker^s Central Italy). Steam-

tramway to Pisa, see p. 512.

23 M. San Miniato is the station for the little town (4400 inhab.)

of San Miniato (512 ft.; Alh. Rossi; cab from the station ly^-

2 fr.), situated on a commanding hill, 2Y4 M. to the S., beyond the

highroad. Formerly known as San Miniato al Tedesco, the town

was once a stronghold of Frederick Barbarossa and the seat of the

imperial governor of Tuscia. The imposing castle (^i^occo), built

about 1236 by Frederick II., is now represented only by its massive

keep (*View). — The Cathedral, dating from the 12th cent., was
remodelled in 1488 and modernized in 1775. The fagade is profusely

adorned with plaques of majolica (bacini). The lowest tower of the

castle serves as the campanile. — In the church of San Domenico
are a flne Delia Robbia relief, a *Tomb by Mino da Fiesole (1461

;

last chapel of the right aisle), and some 15th cent, frescoes.

29 M. Empoli (78 ft.; Rail. Restaurant, unpretending; Alh.

il Sole, Via lioma, R. 2 fr. ; Alh.-Ristor. La Tazza d''Oro, Via

Giuseppe del Papa; Aquila Neva, Via del Griglio), a town with

7000 inhab. and the seat of a bishop, lies in a fertile district on

the A7-jto. Straw-plaiting for bottles (damigiane and fiaschi), etc.,

is a leading industry.

The Via Roma leads from the station to the Piazza Vittorio

Emanuele, in which rises the domed church of Madonna del Pozzo,

or Sa/ata Maria Fuori, founded in 1441 and rebuilt by Fracassa

in 1621. — We follow the Via Griuseppe del Papa to the W. and

then the Via Santo Stefano to the left, beyond the Municipio, to the
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chiircli of Saiito Stefano or SanVAgosthio^ wiili tlie Cappella della

Misericordia (to the right of the choir; usually locked), in which

there is a marble group of the Annunciation by Bernardo Rossellino

(1447). — A cross-street diverging to the right from the Via Grius.

del Papa at the Canto del Pretorio, farther on, leads via the Piazza

Farinata degli Uberti, with a fine marble fountain (1828), to the —
Cathedeal (Collegiata di SanfAndrea), with a Tuscan -Eo-

manesque fagade, the lower part of which dates from 1093.
Interior. Adjoining the left transept is a small museum (Galleria

della Collegiata). In the first room is a Renaissance altar with a marble
statue of *St. Sebastian, by Anto7iio Rossellino (1457) and two angels
by Botticini. In the second room are reliefs of the Madonna by Mino
da Fiesole and one of the Della Robbia; altars by the Della Robbia;
Pesellino, Madonna with saints and angels ; Lor. Monaco^ Madonna and
saints (triptych); Fra Bartolomeo {?), Madonna (fresco).

From the right aisle we enter the Baptistery , with a Renais-

sance font of 1447 and a Pieta in fresco in the style of Masaccio.
A diligence plies twice daily from Empoli to the N. to (IV2 hr.)

Vinci (320 ft.), the birthplace of Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519), situated
on the 8.W. slope of the Monte Albano chain (p. 509). A pleasant walk
of about 41/2 brs. may be taken via the mountain-crest (views) to Car-
mignano, with its ancient castle (Rocca), and thence down to (V2 I'^'O

Poggio a Caiano (p. 618).

Railway to Siena and C'hlusi, see Baedeker^s Central Italy.

On the left, before reaching Montelupo, we perceive the four

towers of the Castello delVAmhrogiana, erected by Ferdinand I.

on tlie site of an ancient castle of the Ambrogi and Ardinghelli.

It is now a lunatic asylum (Manicomio penale). — 34 M. Montelupo
(130 ft.) lies at the junction of the Pesa and the Arno. The castle

was fortified by the Florentines in 1203 in order to keep in check

the hostile Capraia on the opposite side. Hence the appellation

Montelupo, mountain of the 'wolf, which was ready to devour the

'goat' (capra).

The train now crosses the Arno and winds through the defile of

the Gonfolina, by which the Arno pierces the chain of the Monte
Albano. The heights are clad with pines and cypresses; farther

down are quarries ai pietra serena, a kind of sandstone. The Om-
brone (p. 509), which falls into the Arno, is next crossed.

3972 M. Signa (165 ft.; Restaurant Sport, unpretendijig),

founded by the Florentines in 1377 to command the E. end of the

Gonfolina, is noted for its majolica (comp. p. 551) and, like the

opposite village of Lastra a Signa, for its straw-hat plaiting. See

Ouida's 'Signa'. Steam -tramway to Florence (see p. 549). — The
vaHey expands. — Near (42 M.) San Donnino is Brozzi, with

numerous villas which proclaim the proximity of the city.

48 M. Florence, see p. 545.

34*
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70. Prom Pisa to Plorence via Lucca and
Pistoia.

62V2 M. Railway in 8-41/2 hrs. (fares 11 fr. 75, 8 fr. 25, 5 fr. 30 c.

;

express 12 fr. 90, 9 fr. 5, 5 fr. 90 c.). Beyond Lucca the best views are
on the left.

Pisa, see p. 511. — The line crosses the Arno, skirts the W.
side of Pisa (fine view of the cathedral), diverges to the N.W. from
the Genoa line, and intersects the fertile plain between the Arno
and Serchio. — 5Y2 ^- Bagni di San Giuliano (33 ft.; Reali

Ternie), at the base of the Monti Pisani, known to the ancients as

Aqua} Calidse Pisanorwn, still much frequented in summer. There
are several springs varying in temperature from 80° to 104° Fahr.

At (7Y2 '^') Rigoli the line approaches the Serchio, and beyond

(9Y2 M-) Ripafratta (33 ft.), with its ruined castle, it describes a

complete semicircle round the beautifully-formed Monte San Giu-
liano or Monte Maggiore (1490 ft.), which, as Dante says (Inferno

xxxiii. 30), prevents the two towns of Pisa and Lucca from seeing

each other. — 15 M. Lucca.

Lucca {Railway Restaurantj clean). — Hotels. *H6tel Reale
l.'Universo (PI. a; C, 3), Piazza del Griglio, with restaurant, R. 2V2-3,
P. 7, omn. 1/2 f^- j Hotel Reale Croce di Malta (PI. b ; 0, 3) , Via
Burlamacchi 18, R. 21/2-31/2? P- 7-10, omn. 3/^ fr. ; Alb.-Ristor. La Tosca,
Piazza Yenti Settembre (PI. C, D, 3); Corona (PI. c; C, 3), Via ISTazionale,

with trattoria, R. 2-21/2 fr. ; Campana (PI. d; C, 3), Via Nazionale, plain.
— At the station: Alb. Italia (PI. e; D, 4); Alb. La Patria (PI. f;

C, 4), Viale Cavour.
Caf6. Bar Savoia, Piazza Napoleone, at the corner of the Via Nazio-

nale (also restaurant). — Buccellato is a sweet kind of bread.

Post & Telegraph. Office in the Palazzo Provinciale (PI. C, 3).

Cabs. Per drive 1 fr., per hr. 2 fr., each addit. hr. IV2 fr. ; from
the station to the town, with luggage, 1 fr. Bargain advisable for drives
outside the town.

Principal Attractions (l day) : Cathedral ; San Michele ; San Fre-
diano; Picture Gallery in the Palazzo Provinciale; in tlie afternoon,
(lalleria Mansi ; Walk or drive on the ramparts.

Lucca (62 ft.), formerly the capital of the duchy of that name
and now of a province, and also the see of an archbishop, with

43,600 inhab., is an antiquated place situated in a fertile but hot

and shadeless plain between the Monti Pisani and the Alpi Apuane,
with well-preserved fortifications of 1561-1650 and many interesting

churches. 'Lucca Vindustriosa' is noted for its silk -factories, a

branch of industry introduced from Sicily in the 14th cent., and
also for its woollen goods and oil. An aqueduct, built in 1823-32

by Lor. Nottolini and recalling with its 459 arches the aqueducts

of the Roman Campagna, supplies the city with good drinking-water

from the Pisan mountains.
Lucca (Roman I/itca) was founded at a very remote period. It first

belonged to Etruria, afterwards to Liguria, and after its capture by the
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Romans in 177 B.C. it was garrisoned by a Roman colony and was in-

cluded in the province of dallia Cisalpina. In 56 B.C. Julius Csesar,

who was then governor of Graul, held a conference here with Pompey
and Crassus, with whom he had been associated since 60 B.C., in order
to discuss a plan for the administration of the Roman empire for the
ensuing five years. The splendour of Lucca at that period is still in-

dicated by the remains of a Roman Amphitheatre. After the fall of the
Roman Empire Lucca belonged successively to the Ostrogoths, Longo-
bards, and Franks, then became a duchy, and in 1115, after the death of

the Countess Matilda (p. 511), a republic. The feuds of the Guelphs and
Ghibellines impaired the strength of the place so seriously that in 1314

it was compelled to succumb to Uguccione della Faggiuola (p. 513).

Dante resided with Uguccione at Lucca between 1314 and 1316, and there
became enamoured of the youthful Gentiicca (Purgatorio xxiv. 43), but he
does not describe the inhabitants in very flattering terms (Inferno xxi. 41).

After the expulsion of Uguccione Lucca fell in 1322 into the hands of the
powerful Castruccio Castracani degli Antelminelli of Lucca, who was
master also of Pistoia, Pisa, and the Lunigiana (p. 143). In 1325 he de-

feated the Florentines at Altopascio and in 1327 he was nominated im-
perial governor in Pisa, with the title of duke, by Emp. Lewis the Ba-
varian. On his death in 1328 the power of Lucca declined; its next
master was Mastino II. della Scala; it subsequently came into tlie

possession of Florence and then (in 1343) of Pisa, but in 1369 it pur-
chased its freedom from Charles IV. for 300,000 florins, and, with the
exception of the short rule of the native family of the Guinigi (1392-1430),

it remained independent till the invasion of the French in 1799. In 1805
Napoleon gave Lucca along with Massa-Carrara (p. 145) as a principality
to his sister Elisa Baciocchi ; in 1814 it came into the possession of the
Dukes of Parma of the house of Bourbon (comp. p. 443), who, on succeed-
ing to the throne of Parma after the death of Marie Louise, ceded it to

Tuscany in 1847.

In the History of Mediaeval Architecture Lucca occupied an im-
portant position from the period of the Longobards onward. The oldest
churches have unfortunately preserved their early mediaeval character
very imperfectly, but their columns, like those of the early-Christian
basilicas of Rome, are antique. The taste for building, probably stimu-
lated by rivalry with Pisa, was revived in the 12th cent., when tlic older
churches were altered and restored, doubtless in accordance with Pisan
models. — Towards the end of the 15th cent. Matteo Civitali (1436-1501),
one of tlie most pleasing sculptors of the early Renaissance, resided and
produced numerous works at Lucca. His style, influenced by Antonio
Rossellino and other Florentine masters, though full of life, is of a grace-
ful and gentle character, contrasting especially with Donatello.

From the Railway Sfafion (PI. D, 4) we follow tho tramway-
linr; to the left, passing through the Porta San Pietro (PI. C, 4;

p. 535), to the —
Piazza Grande or Piazza Napoleone (PL C, 3), the chief square,

laid out under Elisa Baciocchi. In the centre is a monument to the

DiicJiesH Marie Louise, by Lor. Bartolini (1843). — Tliis piazza is

adjoined on the 8.E. by the I^iazza d(;l Oiglio (PI. C, 3), a few yards

to the E. of wliieh is the ]*iazza Sav Mat<ti.vo, with the —
*Cathedralof SanMartino(Pl.I),3), found(!d in theGth cent,

by St. PVigidianus (\). 534), hut rebuilt in 1060-70 in the Romanesque;
style by Bishop Anselmo Hadagio (lat(!r l*ope Alexander II.). The
choir-apse and the aisl(;s date from the original building, though
the latter received Gothic windows and buttresses (chi(;fly on the
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N. side) in the course of an extensive restoration in the 14th cent.

(1308 and 1372), when the nave and transepts were rebuilt in the

Gothic style. The sumptuous fagade (restored in 1903-4), added

after 1204 by Guidcffo of Como, is embellished with a group of

St. Martin and the beggar. The labyrinth on the pier to the right

symbolises the erring paths of human life. The ornamentation inside

the vestibule was begun in 1233; the reliefs represent the history

of St. Martin and the emblems of the months. Over the door are

an Adoration of the Magi (much mutilated) and a Descent from the

Cross, both by Niccolb Pisano (p. 513). The church is entered by
three Renaissance doors adorned with wood-carvings.

The *Interior (most of the altar-pieces covered on week-days), which
has recently undergone a thorough restoration, is in the form of a Latin
cross, with nave and aisles 92 yds. in length, transept 48, and nave 30 yds.
in width. The nave (92 ft. high) has pillars and round arches, above
which, as in Northern Grothic churches, is a triforium (with large windows
and rich tracery) over the aisles and carried across the transepts, which
it also intersects longitudinally. Stained glass by Gius. Bertini (1856).

Right Aisle. On the 3rd altar, Last Supper, by Tintoretto. Pulpit
by Matteo C'ivitali, with rich ornamentation (1498). Above the adjoining
entrance to the sacristy is a baroque organ-screen by Dom. di Zanobi. —
In the Sacristy, Dom. Ghirlandaio, *Madonna with SS. Clement, Peter,
Paul, and Sebastian ; above, a Pieta (an early worVihj Michael Angelo?),
below, a fine predella.

The Right Transept contains (r.) the beautiful marble monument
of Pietro da Noceto, secretary of Pope Nicholas V., by Matteo Civitali

(1472); by the same master, farther on, is the simple tomb of Count
Domenico Bertini (1479) ; also in the following Cappella del Sacramento
(enclosed by a railing) two *Angels in an attitude of adoration (1477)

and (adjoining the choir on the right) the Altar of St. Regulus, with
St. Sebastian and John the Baptist and beautiful reliefs (1484).

The *Stained glass in the Choir is by Pandolfo di Ugolino da Pisa
(1485); the choir-stalls by Leonardo Marti (1452-57). —To the left of
the choir the Altar of Liberty (1369; comp. p. 529; inscription: Christo
liheratori atq?ie divis ttctelaribus) , with a Resurrection by Giov. da
Bologna (1579). Tn the following Cappella del Santuario (to the left;

locked), dating from 1629-37, a **Madonna with St. Stephen and John
the Baptist and a beautiful angel with a musical instrument, by Fra
Bartolomeo (1509; in excellent preservation): *a noble picture, full of
gentle elegance, Leonardesque in science and in execution, and graced
with the prettiest finesses of the brush, bathed in a warm and airy
vapour, and firm of outline and touch' (C. & C).

The Left Transept contains the ^Monument of Ilaria del Carretto
(d. 1405), second wife of Paolo Ghuinigi, by lacopo delta Quercia (1406),

one of the earliest works of the Renaissance; the noble figure of the
young woman, resting on a sarcophagus, is surrounded by 'putti' with
a garland of fruit.

In the Left Aisle is II Tempietto, a small octagonal chapel of
marble, partially gilded, erected in 1482-84 by M. Civitali, and containing
the Volto Santo di Lucca (p. 534) and an ancient crucifix in cedar-wood,
said by tradition to have been made by St. Nicodemto, and to have been
transferred in a miraculous manner from the Holy Land to Luni (p. 143) in

782. The embroidery on the red curtain is a faithful copy of the sacred
relic behind it. In front of the entrance is suspended a candelabrum of
solid gold, 26 lbs. in weight, presented by the inhabitants of Lucca in

1836, when the approach of the cholera was dreaded. On the opposite
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side, a statue of St. Sebastian, also by Civitali. — On the pavement close

by, inlaid work of coloured stones, representing Solomon's Judgment.
On the Entrance Wall, Descent from the Cross and St. Nicodemus

with the Yolto Santo, frescoes by Cosimo Rosselli.

The cathedral treasury is preserved in the Amministrazione del

Duomo, on the N. side of the church, Piazza Antelminelli 2. It

includes the so-called Croce del Pisani, in silver-gilt (14th cent.),

a Grothic episcopal staff, a G-othic leather casket, etc.

Behind the cathedral, and connected with it by a passage, is the

Archiepiscopal Palace (Arcivescovado ; PL 1, D 3), altered in the

18th cent., the court of which commands a good view of the cathe-

dral-apse.

The Archiepiscopal Library contains 20 MSS. and 400 rare editions.

In the Archives are many documents dating from before 1000. — The
Chapter Library (Biblioteca Feliniana) is rich in mediaeval MSS.

The elegant G-othic Chapel of Santa Maria della Rosa (PL 9;

D, 3), in the Via della Rosa, dates from 1309, but the interior was
modernized in 1609.

We return to the Piazza San Martino. The Romanesque building

(partly restored) next the campanile of the cathedral is now the

Monte di Pieta. — Opposite, on the N. side of the piazza, rises

the Palazzo Bernardi-Micheletti (PL 20), by Bart. Ammanati.
San Giovanni (PL D, 3), to the left of the last, is a basilica

of the 12th cent., with aisles and transept. The facade is modern,

with the exception of the lowest portion; over the portal is a relief

of the Madonna with the Apostles, of the 12th century.
In the Interior the flat coffered ceiling is supported by ten columns,

of which the shafts and some of the capitals are ancient. — Adjoining the
left transept is a venerable Baptistery, with a Gothic vaulted roof (14th

cent.). The remains of a font of the 12th cent., more than 6 ft. below
the present level of the pavement, were exhumed in the centre in 1887.

A little to the N.W. stands the small church of San Giusto
(VI. C, D, 3), with a fine portal of the 12th century. Near it once

stood the palace of the Longobard dukes. — The Romanesque church

of San Cristoforo (PL 7; D, 3j, in the Via Fillungo, dates from
the 11 -12th centuries. Pretty fagade.

On the W. side of the Piazza Napoleone (p. 529) is situated the

Palazzo Provinciale (PI. C, 3), formerly Pal. Ducale, begun in

1578 by Part. Araraanati on the site of a palace (burned in 1576)
of Castruccio and the Guinigi, continued in 1728 by Franc. Pini
and Fil. luvara^ with important deviations from tlie original plan,

and still unfinished.

In the archway leading to the S. court is (left) the entrance to

the ]*icTTikE Gallkry (Pinacoteca), im|)Oitant on account of two
paintings (from San Romano) by Fra J>artoIomeo (open daily, 9-12

and 1-5, in winter till 3, 1 fr.. Sun. 9-1, free; closed on Eastor Sun.

and Sun. in Chrisimas week). Catalogue (1909), 1 fr.

From the Vehtiki/i.k, which contains Ilonian iiiHcriplionH and nicdi.'uval

HcuipturoH, wc ascend the BtaircaHC to the flrHt floor.
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I. Room. 39. Berlinghieri, Crucifixion; 40. Deodato Orlandi, Cruci-
fixion (1218); 48. Franc, di Giorgio, Visitation. — II. Room. /S. Botti-
ccUi, St. Barbara (school-piece); 62. German School (16th cent.), Madonna
and saints. — III. Room. 72. Atuico Aspertmi, Madonna in glory, with
four saints; 75. Pontormo , Giuliano de' Medici; 79. Dom. Beccafumi,
Continence of Scipio.

IV. Room. **82. Fra Bartolomeo, God the Father with Mary Magdalen
and ISt. Catharine of Siena (1509; injured by restoration). *In this most
admirable production for feeling as well as form, a special attractiveness
is created by colouring redolent of Venetian richness and brilliancy, and
by atmosphere successfully attained in gradations of landscape-tints, and
by chiaroscuro after the method of Da Vinci in the Mona Lisa, or of
Raphael in the portrait of Leo the Tenth' (C. & C). — Opposite, *91.

Fra Bartolomeo, Madonna della Misericordia, with portraits of the Mon-
calieri family (1515; also injured by restoration). 'The classic move-
ment of the principal figure, the varied but always elegant attitudes and
action of the remainder are almost matchless instances of the mode in

Avhich scientific calculation gives nature as a result. In most of the
minutiae unusual power of observation is revealed. Nothing can be more
pleasing than the manner of dividing the fingers with their play sug-
gesting unconsciousness. Admirable are the draperies in v/hich the folds
are concentrated on the bends' (C. & C). — In this room are also : 84.

Poynpeo Batoni, Martyrdom of St. Bartholomew ; 89. Leon. Marti, Choir-
stalls from the Cathedral (1452) ; 96. Ambrogio and Nicolao Pucci, Stalls

from the Cappella degli Anziani in the Pal. Provinciale, with views of
Lucca (1529) ; 99. DomenicTiino, Samson.

V. Room. 116. Tintoretto, St. Mark releasing a slave (small replica
of the painting at Venice, p. 372) ; 124. Guido Rent, Crucifixion, with
SS. Julius and Catharine; 144. A. Bronzino, Ferdinandodc' Medici ; 118.

Sustermans, Archduchess Maria Magdalena of Austria; Bronzino, 159.

Don Garzia de' Medici, 160. Duke Cosimo I.; 163, *164. Tintoretto,
Portraits; 190. Franc. Fu7'ini, Circe. — In the cases are objects found
in excavations, coins, and old views of Lucca. — VI. Room. 193. Leon.
Marti, Choir-stalls and lectern from the former church of Sant' Agostino
(15th cent.); 195-197. Mediaeval bells (13-14th cent.).— VII. Room. Modern
paintings, including 203. Stef. Tofanelli, Elisa Baciocchi. — VIII. Room.
*210. Matteo Civitali, Ecce Homo; 213. Masseo Civitale (nephew of
Matteo), Assumption. — IX. Room. Ecclesiastical vestments. — X. Room.
221. Giov. Pisano (V), Madonna; 223. Cristoforo da Lendinara, Panel
with intarsia-work (1488); 230. Pisan School (14th cent.), Carved altar

witli marble statues of the Madonna, St. Martin (?), and tlie Archangel
Michael; 225, 235. Frate Ant. da Lunigiana, Panels with intarsia-work.

Adjoining the S. court of the Palazzo Provinciale is situated the

church of San Romano (PI. C, 3), which dates from 1279 but was
remodelled in 1635 by Vincenzo Buonamici. At the back of the

high-altar are the remains of the monument of St. Romanus, with a

Pieta above and a recumbent figure of the saint below with painted

armour, by Matteo Civitali (1490).

Near the Via Vittorio Emanuele, not far from the Piazza Napo-
leone, is the church of Sanf Alessandro (PI. 5; C, 3), of the 11th

cent., with fine columns, partly antique.

The Palazzo Mansi (PI. C, 2), Via Galli-Tassi 17, a building

of the 17th cent., contains a valuable Picture Gallery^ consisting

principally of Dutch paintings, inherited from the Van Diemen
family. Admission only by special permission of the Marchesc
Raffaello Mansi.
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From the vestibule we enter (to the left) a glass-roofed Saloon. To
the left, B. van Vries, Silvan scene; C. J. van der Laemen, Seven
genre and conversation pieces (1641); ^Frans Snyders, Fruit and game
dealer (figures of the school of Rubens) ; '^Ferd. Bol, Abraham's sacri-

fice, the chief work of the Eembrandtesque period of the artist, influenced

by Rembrandt's painting of the same subject (now in St. Petersburg);
Ad. Pynacker, Dutch farm and ferry. — H. AverJcamp (not Bi'ueghel)^

Winter-pleasures ; Jac. Jordaens^ Adoration of the Shepherds ; P. Claesz^
Still-life. — "^Jan Weenix , Spoils of the chase; Nic. Poussin, Four
architectural pieces; P. Claesz, The breakfast-table (1653); Lucas van
Lej/den(?), Adoration of the Magi; MelcTi. d^Hondecoeter , Cock and
turkey fighting; above, A. van Dycki?), Holy Family; J. van Huchtcn-
burgh, Four large battle-pieces. — G. Te7'btcrg{?), Tv/o portraits of the
Van Diemen family; Rubens, Satyr and shepherdess (school-piece), —
Fr. Francia^ Madonna; Domenichino , Martyrdom of St. Agatha; Jac.
Ochtervelt, Conversation piece; over the door, F7\ Snijders, Still-life.

Vestibule. P. Brueghel the Younger, Four rustic fetes ; Mathgs
Naiveii, Cherry-seller; G. Poussin (Dughet), Diana and Actaeon.

III. Room. To the left: Hercules Seghers (not Rembrandt), Land-
scape; Perin del Fa^r/a, Holy Family ; Hieronymtcs Bosch (?), Temptation
of St. Anthony. — Sea-pieces by J. Lingelbach, A. Smit, J. Blankerhof
(not Bakhuysen), and others.

IV. Room. Back-wall: Jan Vermeyen, Three scenes from the cam-
paigns of Charles V.: Capture of Tunis, Capture of Rome, Battle of
Pavia. Above, Gysbert d'Hondecoeter, Peacock and poultry.

From the Piazza Napoleone (p. 529) we proceed to the N.,

through the busy Via Nazionale, to the Piazza San Michele (PI. C, 3),

the ancient Forum, in which rise a statue oi Franc. Burlamacchi
(d. 1548; p. 558) and the ancient church of San Miehele, founded

before 795, but altered and restored in the 12th, 14th, and 16th

centuries. The over-decorated facade, rising high above the nave,

with representations from the media3val bestiaries, was restored

about 1200 and in great part rebuilt in the 19th century. The figure

of the archangel at the top is modern. The row of columns on the

8. side was added in 1377. The statue of the Madonna at the corner

is by Civitali. The chapel to the right of the choir contains a

Crucifix by Berlincfhieri ; in the chapel to the left of the choir arc

an altar-piece by Filippino Lippi (SS. Rochus, Sebastian, Jerome,
and Helen) and a relief of the Madonna by Raffaello da Montelvpo
(1522).

The Palazzo Pketokio (PI. 19; C, 3), in the early-Renaissance

style (built after 1492), is situated on tlie S. side of the Piazza

San Michele. In the loggia is a statue of MaUeo Civitali (1893).

The Via Calderia leads hence to the N. to the Chiesa del Sal-
vatore or Misericordia (IM. 11 ; C, 2), dating from the ll-12th cent.,

with ancient sculptures on the portals; over the S. side-door is a

relief of St. Nicholas, by liiduinus ([>. 513).
A little to the K. of this church, in tlic Piazza Guidiccioni, is tlie

Archivio di Htato (V\. I), 2), where? a number of ancient documents and
autographs arc exfiibitcd. — To the W. of San Salvatore, beside the church
of Santa Maria Corteorlaiidini, is tlio BibHoteca Governativa (V\. 2; C, 2),

which jjoHHCHses some intcKisting MSS. (e.g. r>;itin prxjins ])y Tasso) an(l

early printed woiIch. - To the left of the Realc l^irco is the; IBth rent.

Palazzo Controni-Pfanner (PI. 0, 2), with a liandHoinu Htaircasc.
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On the N". side of the town is situated —
*Saii Prediano (PI. D, 2), said to have been originally dedi-

cated to San Vincenzo by St. Frigidianus, an Irishman, who was
Bishop of Lucca in 560-78. In the 7th cent., however, it became
the church of a monastery founded by the Lombard kings Bertharic

and Cunibert. In 1112-47 it was rebuilt in the Romanesque style.

The exterior deviates from the Tuscan-Romanesque style in having

vertical bands and colonnades with straight architraves. The mosaic

of the 12th cent. (Christ enthroned, with the Apostles) on the facade

was restored in 1829.

Interior. The Nave was originally flanked with double aisles, the
outer of which have been converted into chapels. Eight of the columns
arc antique. — On the entrance-wall are two frescoes : to the left, Ma-
donna and saints, by Amico Aspertini: on the right, Visitation, by
Rid. Ghirlandaio (injured).

Left Aisle. The Cappella di Sant' Agostino (2nd) contains two
fine frescoes by Amico Asperthii (after 1506; restored in 1831). On the

ceiling, G-od the Father, surrounded by angels, prophets, and sibyls ; in

the lunette to the left, the Entombment; below it, to the left, discovery
of the Volto Santo (p. 530), to the right, St. Augustine baptized by St.

Ambrosius at Milan. In the lunette on the wall, on the right, St. Augustine
instructing his pupils, and presenting them with the rules of his order;
below, to the left, the Nativity and Adoration of the Magi ; on the right,

San Frigidiano miraculously checking an inundation of the sea. — In the

Cappella del Santo Sacramento (4th), a marble altar with a *Madonna
and four saints in relief by lacopo della Quercia; above, four prophets
in high relief; below, low reliefs of Martyrdoms, a Pieta, etc. (1422).

Opposite are the tombstones (damaged) of Federigo Trenta, founder of the

chapel, and his wife, by the same artist (1416).

Right Aisle. In front is the ancient font, with stiff reliefs (copied
from an early-Christian ivory pyx), according to a doubtful inscription

by Robertus (1151); by the wall is the more modern font by Niccolo
Oivitali. The 2nd chapel contains the tomb of St. Zita, the patroness of

Lucca, mentioned by Dante (Inferno xxi. .88). In the 5th chapel is a painted
relief of the Death and Assumption of the Virgin, by Matteo Civitalij

and a fine Coronation of Mary, by Francesco Francia (both covered).

The Palazzo Nohili^ No. 14 in the Piazza San Frediano (left

side), contains a fine Madonna by Giulio Romano^ with the features

of Raphael's Fornarina in the Pal. Barberini at Rome. — Leaving

the Piazza San Frediano we cross the Via Fillungo (PI. D, 2), in

which are several old towers of the nobility, and reach the Piazza

del Mercato, or vegetable-market. The houses enclosing the market
stand on the foundations of the Roman Amphitheatre (PI. D, 2)

dating from the end of the first or beginning of the second Christian

century. Two series of arcades, of 54 arches each, are still visible

on the outside; length 135 yds., width 105 yds.; the arena (the

present market-place) 87^2 ^y ^^ ?/ds.

To tlie E. of the Amphitheatre is situated the church of San Pietro
Somaldi (PI. D, E, 2), founded during the Lombard period, restored in

the 13th cent., and modernized in the interior in tlie 19th century. —
Farther on is San Francesco (PI. E, 2), erected in 1228 and restored in

1907, containing the monuments of the poet G-iov. Guidiccioni (1500-41)

and of Castruccio Castracani (d. 1328; p. 529).
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To the S. of tlie Ampliitheatre, Via Guiiiigi No. 13, at the corner

of the Via Sant' Andrea, stands the *Palazzo Guinigi (PI. D, 2),

an Italian-Grothic structure of brick erected about 1400, with a high

tower. No. 16, opposite, is another Palazzo Guinigi. — The Pa-
lazzo Mazzarosa (PL "21 ; D, 3), Via Santa Croce 26, contains some
good paintings. In the court is a relief by Biduinus (Christ enter-

ing Jerusalem).

The church of Santa Maria Forispoi^tam (PL E, 3), founded

in the 8th cent.(?) and rebuilt in the 12th, contains antique columns.
— The old Porta San Gervasio (PL E, 3), rising with its two
massive round towers at the E. end of the Via Santa Croce, is a

relic of the second town-wall (13th cent.).

The *Ilainparts (2^/3 M. round), now shaded by fine old trees

and popularly known as ^lo Ai^horato Cerchio\ were erected in

1544-1645. They afford, especially on the W. and N. sides, a suc-

cession of pleasant views of the town with its numerous towers,

and of the beautiful mountains in the vicinity (Monti Pisani, Alpi

Apuane, Apennines). There are ten projecting bastions (haluardi)

and four gates giving upon the Via di Circonvallazione, which,

however, is not quite completed. The Porta San Pietro (PL C, D, 4),

Porta San Donato (PL B, 2), and Porta Santa Maria (PL D, 1)

are old, but the Porta Elisa (PL F, 3) was built by Elisa Baciocchi

(p. 529). On the S.W. bastion is a monument to Charles III. of
Spain (PL 13: B, 3, 4), erected in 1822. The S. bastion, now named
Piazzale Vittorio Emanuele Secondo (PL C, 4), with a pleasant

cafe, is a frequented resort on fine summer evenings.

An Electric Light Railway, starting- from the Piazza del Giglio
fPl. C, .3), runs in one direction (W.) via Ponte San Pietro, the station
for the Certosa di Farneta (the mother-house since 190.S of the Carthu-
sians expelled from France), to Magqiano (continuation to Massarosa and
TMetrasanta under construction); and in the other direction (E.) via (10 M.)
Collodi fAlh.-Ristor. Eden), (12V2 M.) Pescia (p. 536; branch to the station
and to Alberghi-Sei), and (I7V2 ^f-) Montecatini (p. 536), to (21 'M.) Mon-
ffuinmano (p. 537), wlience it is to be prolonged to Empoli. — A Steam
Tramway plies from the Stazione del Tramvia Lucchese (PI. D, 4), via
the Porta Santa Maria (PI. D, 1) and (2V2 M.) San Pietro a Vico (sec

below), to (5Vii M.) Ponte a Mariano (see below).
Excursion to the Monti Pisani, sec p. 522. — Railway from TiUcca

to (I4V2 ^^0 Viaref/f/io, see p. 147.

From Lucca to the Baoni di Lucca, 15 M., railway in 1 hr. (fares

1 fr. 80, 90 c.: return-tickets valid on day of issue only). The line ascends
the valley or the Serchio. — ?,^f^ M. San Pietro a Vico, P/^ M. to the
N.E. of which lies the Villa di Marlixj, with its beautiful grounds, fine

j)oints of view, and fountains, resembling Marly near Paris (whence the
name), and witli a chapel containing old paintings, etc. — 6 M. Ponte a
Moriano (n5 ft.), opposite the village of Moriano. — Charming hill-

country. Beyond (12VoM.) fU^rz/o a Mozzano (.3.30 ft.) is tha Ponte della
Maddalenn, or T'onte (lei THnvolo, which is said t(» have been built in

1322 by Castrucrio. — 15 M. fioffni di Lvcca, the terminus, is situated
a little above th(! junction of the TAvia and tlie Serchio.

The Bagni di Lucca (season, May 1st to Sept. 15th), which were
known as early as the 10th cent, under tlic name of the 'Baths of Cor-
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scna', with springs containing salt and sulphur and varying in temperature
from 98° to 130° Fahr., consist of the villages of Po7ite a SerragUo and
Villa, situated in the valley of the Lima, which is cool and well-shaded,
chiefly with chestnut woods. The baths are much frequented by English
and American visitors. A motor-omnibus (1 fr.), usually crowded, plies

from the station to the baths. Cab to Ponte a Serraglio IV25 to Villa
2 fr. ;

per hour 2 fr., each addit. hr. 1 fr. (at night 3 and 2 fr.).

Ponte a Sekraglio (440 ft. ; Hotel Reale Casino ; Per^a^s Hotel New
York; Corona, K. 2-4, P. from 8 fr., Italian) is picturesquely situated
on the bend of the rivulet, up which footpaths extend to the suspension
bridge at Fornoli. At the Bagni Oaldi, ^j^ M. above the village, are

the Hotel Grande Bretagne, formerly a chateau of the Grrand-Dukcs of
Tuscany, and the Hotel 'Savoy (R. 2-31/2, ?• 6-8 fr.).

A beautiful avenue ascends gradually from Ponte a Serraglio to the
E. to (1 M.) Villa (510 ft. ; Hotel Chertcbini, R. 3-5, P. 6-12 fr. ; Hot.
Royal Continental & du Pare, R. 2-31/2, P. 6-8 fr. ; Hot. de la Ville;
Hot. Victoria, all good and with fine gardens; English chemist), the quiet
and fashionable chief village, at one time a residence of the Dukes of
Lucca. Villa has a thermal spring (Bagno della Citta) and an English
Church (services in summer at 8, 10.30, &3; chaplain from Pisa, p. 542).

Excursions. To the S. to Lugliano (1315 ft.) ; to the S.E. to Benahbio
(1365 ft.), with an old castle; to the N. to the top of the Monte Prato
Fiorito (4260 ft.) ; to the N.W. to (91/2 M.) Barga (1345 ft. ; Alb. il Libano

;

diligence twice daily in I1/2 hr.), a mountain-hamlet, with a late-Roman-
esque pulpit in the church. — A drive may be taken in the valley of the
Lima via Fabbriche, Palleggio (790 ft.), near Avhich lies Lucchio, a former
frontier -fortreess of Lucca, at the foot of abrupt rocks, and Popiglio
(1715 ft.), to (31/2-1 hrs.) San 3Iarcello Pistoiese (p. 492). — For excursions
in the Apuan Alps, sec R. 24.

The Railway to Pistoia traverses the plain to the E. to (23 M.)

Altopascio, then turns to the N. at the E. base of the fertile Colle

di Montecarlo (530 ft.) and enters the broad plain of the Fescia.

Fine view, on the left, of the Alpi Apuane; in the distance to the

right rise the hills of Montecatini and Monsummano. — 26 M.
Montecarlo, the station for the beautifully situated village on the

ridge to the left, with an old castle.

29 M. Pescia (200 ft.; Alb. Rossini, clean, on the light rail-

way mentioned on p. 535), a town with 12,200 inhab., lies on the

river of that name, in a beautiful district, with silk and paper

manufactories. The Cathedral (restored in 1693) has remains of

the facade of 1306, a 13th cent, pulpit, and the fine monument of

Baldassare Turini (d. 1540) by Raffaello da Montelupo. The church

of ASa/ii^rfitncesco possesses one of the earliestportraitsof St. Francis

of Assisi, by Berlinghieri (1235; to the right of the high-altar). In

the chapel of SanV Antonio are frescoes of the School of Giotto. —
We cross the Pescia and skirt the S. base of the Apennines.

33Y2 M- Bagni di Montecatini. — Hotels. ^Gr. Alb. della

Pace, 200 beds, P. 12-18 fr., of tlie first class, with central heating, open
April to Oct. only, '*Locanda 3faggiore, 120 beds, P. 9-12 fr., open May to

Sept., Hot. Nuove Terme, P. 8-9 fr. (incl. wine). Hot. Europe, all four in

the Piazza Uniberto Primo; Hot. Castello della Querceta, beside the cable-
railway station, P. 12-15 fr. ; *Eden Hotel Italia, 300 beds, R. 4-7, P. 11-11,

omn. 1 fr., Giusti, California, New York, all in the Corso Vitt. Emanuelc;
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Gr.-Hot. Solus, 115 beds, R. 4-6, P. 12-15, omn. 1 fr., La Regina, 100 beds,

P. 9-14 fr. (incl. wine), Tosi, Nitova Stella d^ Italia, all in the N. quarter

of the village, near the baths ; Alh. Tettuccio, Viale del Tettuccio, 100 beds,

P. 9-10 fr. (incl. wine); Hot. Grande Bretagne, 80 beds, P. 10-12 fr. (incl.

wine), Hot. de Paris, Roma, Nettuno, all in the Viale Forini; Terminus

j

at the station. — Numerous Pensions. — Cafe Excelsior.
Amusements. Kursaal Teatro ; Teatro della Varietd; Teatro Vitt.

Emanuele, etc.

Bagni di Montecatini (100 ft.), the most frequented health-

resort in Italy (60,000 visitors annually, chiefly Italians), is situated

in the fertile and sheltered but (in summer) very hot valley of the

Nievole, with thermal baths and springs, which have been in use

since the 14th century. Season, May-Nov., culminating in July and

August. At the end of the Viale Forini, a few yards from the station,

is the Piazza Umberto Primo, with the parish-church and the station

of the light railway (p. 535). The chief resorts of the visitors are

the Viale del Tettuccio, in the morning, and the gardens beside the

Torretta Baths, in the afternoon. The Terme Leopoldine, the

Stabilimento del Tettuccio., and the park (Parco Regio) date from
the time of Grrand-Duke Leopold I. (1784).

In summer a cable-tramway (1 fr.) ascends from the N. end of the

Viale del Tettuccio (Y4 hr. from the railway-station) to (10 min.) the

little town oi Montecatini di Val di Nievole (1180 ft. ; Palace Hotel
;

Alb. I'Appennino; Hot. Bello Sguardo), near which Uguccione della

Faggiuola (p. 513) defeated the Florentines in 1315. The old castle

was pulled down in 1554 by Cosimo I. with the exception of one tower.

34 M. Pieve Monsummano (Alb.-Ristor. Monti, plain) is the

station for Monsummano (75 ft.; Alh.-Ristor. Garibaldi)., a

little town Vj^ M. to the S.E., at the W. base of the Monte di

Monsummano (1115 ft. ; crowned by a ruined castle). In the Piazza

Giusti, the terminus of the light railway from Lucca (p. 535), is a

monument to Giuseppe Giusti (1809-50), the satirist, a native of the

place. In the Parish Church are frescoes by Giov. da San Giovanni.
Oil the S. slope of the mountain, 2V2 M. from the station (carr. 21/2 fr.

;

bargain), lies the Grotta di Monsummano or Grotta Giusti (260 ft.

;

328 yds. long, 13 yds. wide), discovered in 1849. It is filled with liot

vapour (91.4° Fahr.) and noted for the cure of rlieumatism and gout.
Season, April -Nov. (bath 2-3 fr,). Hotel Royal Vittorio Kinanucle, at

the entrance to the grotto, with central heating, 120 beds, R. 3V2-O,
B. IVa* L- 3-4, 1). 5-0, P. 12-1.5, omn. 2 f r. ; near it are the plainer
(h'pendance Hot. Verdi (P. 7-10 fr.) and the Hot. La Speranza.

About 3 M. to the S.P]. of Monsummano and I'/a M. to the S. of the
grotto lies tlie village of Montevettolinl (015 ft.), with the Villa Medicea
(now Borghcsc), a castle converted in the 10-1 7th cent, into a ducal country
residence. The neighbouring (JiTiia Belvedere (1015 ft.), the most N. spur
of the Monte Albano chain, afTords a fine view of the valley of the Nie-
vole and the valley of the Arno as far as Florence.

We now pierce the Monte Albano by a tunnel. — 38 Yg ^- Serra-
valle Pistoiese (600 I't.j, an important frontier-fortress during the

v/ars between Lucca and Pistoia. — 41 Y2 M. IHstoittj sec p. 538.
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Pistoia (Railivay Restaurant). — Hotels. Albergo del Globo
(PL a; J3, 3), Piazza Ciuo, with trattoria aud cafte, R. 8-31/2, omn. 1/2 l^'-

;

Albergo-Ristorante Rossini (PI. b ; C, 3), Via Cavour, R. 2 fr. ; Alb.-Ristor.
VApennino (PI c ; B, 4), Viale Venti Settembre. — l^rattoria la Toscana,
Via Curtatone 16.

Post & TELEGRAPn Office (PI. B, 3), Via Cino 2.

Cab with one horse 60, with two horses 80 c. per drive; 1st hour
1 fr. 40 or 1 fr. 70 c., each additional hour 1 fr. or 1 fr. 30 c.

Principal Attractions (V2-I day). San Griovanni Fuorcivitas ; Cathe-
dral; Baptistery; Ospedale del Ceppo; Sant' Andrea; Madonna dell' Umilta.

Fistoia (210 ft.), a pleasant little town with 13,400 inhab., is

situated at the N. end of a longitudinal valley of the Apennines, in

the vicinity of the Omhronej a small tributary of the Arno, at the

junction of the Leghorn -Florence and Bologna -Florence (R. 64)

railway -lines. It has broad, well-built streets and important

manufactories of guns and iron-ware. Pistols are said to have been

invented at Pistoia, and thence to derive their name.
Pistoia, the Roman Plstoria, near which Catiline was defeated and

slain, 62 B.C., was in the middle ages the centre of the fiercest struggles
between the Guelphs and Grhibellines. In the year 1300 the hostile ad-

herents of the CancelUeri and the Paiicidtichi families formed the Black
and White parties, mentioned by Dante (Inferno xxiv. 143), whose names
were adopted in 1301 by the rival Guelph factions of Florence (comp.
p. 556). Pistoia was the birthplace of the celebrated jurist and poet
C'mo Sinibaldi (1270-1336), a friend of Dante, and of the satirist Niccolb
Forteguerri (1674-1735), author of the 'Ricciardetto'.

In the History of Art Pistoia, which somewhat resembles Florence
in miniature, held an important rank in the early part of the middle
ages and was foremost among the Tuscan republics in fostering artistic

progress. The older churches, such as the Cathedral and SanV Andrea,
exhibit a leaning to the Pisan style, which was extensively in vogue in

the 12th century. At Pistoia we meet also with many of the earliest at-

tempts at sculpture in Tuscany, which are much ruder than contempor-
aneous German and French works of the same kind, and with several
of the names of the oldest artists (Gruamons and Adeodatus). After the
14th cent. Pistoia became dependent on Florence both politically and in

the province of art. The town continued to be wealthy and ambitious
enough to patronize artists, but thenceforth those of Florence were always
employed. Of the goldsmith's art we have an important specimen in the
silver altar in the Cathedral.

From the railway-station (PI. B, 4) we proceed straight through

the Porta Barriera to the (5 min.) little Piazza Cino (PL B, 3), the

main focus of traffic. — A few yards to the right, in the Via Cavour,

rises the old Tuscan-Romanesque church of —
San Giovanni Fuorcivitas {S. Giovanni Evangelista;

PL 2), erected outside the city walls before 1200, with a somewhat
overladen fagade adorned in Pisan fashion with rows of columns.

Over the entrance is a relief representing the Last Supper by

Crruamons., as an inscription on the architrave records. The in-

terior, restored in 1907-8, exhibits some Gothic features added in

the 14th century. The church is closed after 9 a.m.; key at Via
Felice Cavallotti 2, close by.

Intekior. On the right is the "^Pulpit, adorned with reliefs on three
sides, by Fra Ouglielmo, a pupil of Niccolo Pisano, whose antique style
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he followed (about 1270); in front, the symbols of the Evangelists. Over
the next altar, the ^Visitation of Mary, a lifesize group in terracotta, by
Luca delta Robhia (ca. 1445), described by Burckhardt as 'the most beauti-

ful group of the Renaissance period'. In the centre, a basin for holy water
by Giov. Pismio (much injured), supported by the cardinal virtues, with
allegorical figures above. The high-altar-piece is by Taddeo Gaddi (1353).

Adjoining the church is a small Romanesque court (12th cent.).

Opposite is the Pal. Pancidtichi-Cellesi. — Following the Via

Cavour, and diverging from it by the Via Francesco Magni, to the

left, we reach the Piazza del Duomo (PI. C, 2) with the —
Cathedral (San Zenone)^ dating from the 12th century. It

was remodelled in the 13th cent., and an apse was added in 1599
by lacopo Lafri. In the vestibule, over the principal entrance,

is a medallion (Madonna surrounded by angels) by Andrea delta

Robhia (1505). The barrel-vaulting is adorned with coffering and

rich fruit-garlands from the studio of the Delia Eobbia.
The Interior, sadly marred by alterations, consists of nave and aisles

borne by sixteen columns and two piers. — By the wall of the entrance
is the font, adorned with five reliefs (History of the Baptist) by Andrea
Ferrucci (1497-99); to the left the tomb of Bishop Atto (d. 1337), restored
in 1786, the reliefs dating from the original monument. — At the begin-
ning of the Right Aisle is the monument of Cino Sinibaldi (d. 1336; sec

p. 538), the earliest type of an academic tomb, executed by Cellino di Nese
from the design of a Sienese master (1337). The bas-relief represents
Cino lecturing to nine pupils, among them Petrarch (?), who afterwards
composed a sonnet exhorting the women to mourn for Cino as the poet
of love. — Opposite, in the Left Aisle, is the monument of Cardinal
Forteguerri (d. 1473; founder of the Biblioteca Forteguerri), designed in

1477 by Andrea Verrocchio (whose clay model is in South Kensington
Museum). Above is Christ in the mandorla, supported by angels; beneath,
Faith, *Hope, and Charity (of which the first and last have been spoiled
by Lorenzetto). The unattractive sarcophagus, with angels and the bust
of the deceased, and the frame round the whole, arc later additions.

The Cappella del Sacramento (left of the choir) contains a *Ma-
(Jouaa with St. John the Baptist and St. Zenobius by Lorenzo di Credi,
the finest and oldest of his altar-pieces, the figures strongly reminiscent
of Da Vinci (1486). To the left. High -relief bust of Bishop Donato de'

Medici, ascribed to A. Rossellino (147.5). — In front of the High Altar a
line bronze candelabrum (15th cent.). The choir-stalls were restored in 1623.

In the Cappella San Iacopo (right of the choir), added in the 18th cent.,
is a rich *Silver Altar executed in the 13-15th cent, (covered; sacristan
30-.50 c.) : at the top is Christ in the mandorla, from the design of the
painter Giov. Cristiani (1395); in a niche beneath is a sitting statue of
St. James, surrounded by apostles and prophets, by Gilio da Pisa (1353)

;

helow is a large silver tableau with wings; in the centre fifteen reliefs
of subjects from the New Testament and Apostles, by Andrea di lacopo
fPOf/nabene of Pistoia (1316); the wings consist of nine reliefs on the
left, from the Old and New Testaments by Franc. Nicolai and Leonardo
di Her Giova7ini, both of Florence (1361-(>4), and nine on tlie right from
the life of St. James by Leonardo di Ser Giovanni (1367-71). Tl)e altar,

which originally stood in the old chajjel of St. James, in the right aisle,

wa8 plundered and partly destroyed in 1295 by Vanni Fiicci, for which
crime Dante gives him a place in the Inferno (xxiv. 124 et scq.).

The Crypt, borne by six columns, is mod(;rniz(Ml.

The campanile was originally a fortified tower (1200), called

7\jrre del Podestd. The three orders of columns were added in

Pisun fashion when the tower was adapted to its present purpose.
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Opposite the cathedral is the octagonal *Battistero (/S'an 6ri6>-

vamii Battista; PI. 1), erected in 1316-59 in the Italian-Gothic

style, according to Vasari from a design by Andrea Pisano. On the

exterior is a pulpit. The principal portal has a fine early-Renais-

sance wooden door. The large square font is embellished with

richly-decorated panels from the old pulpit of the cathedral, by
Guidetto of Como (1199; comp. p. 530).

Adjacent is the Palazzo Pretorio (PL 12), formerly Pal. del

Podesta, a Gothic building of the 14th cent., with a modern upper
story. It now contains the courts of justice. The pictnresque

*Quadrangle is enclosed by four round arches resting npon piers;

the arcades and the fagade are adorned with numerous painted ar-

morial bearings of the Podesta's, remarkable for their admirable

heraldic style, restored in 1844. To the left of the entrance are

the stone table and seats of the ancient tribunal, bearing the in-

scription of 1507:
Hie locus oditj amat, punitj conservat, honorat,
Neqfcitiam, leges, crimina, jura, probos.

Opposite the Pal. Pretorio is the Palazzo del Comune (PL 11,

C 2; originally Pal. degli Anziani)., erected in the Italian-Gothic

style in 1295-1395, with a vestibule. The large hall upstairs contains

fine wood-work of 1534 and a *Relief in marble of the School of
Veri'occhio (1494), representing the arms of the city supported by

two angels. The small picture-gallery contains nothing of importance.

The Via Ripa del Sale, passing the S. side of the Pal. del Co-

mune, leads to San Bartolomeo in Pantano (PL C, D, 2), a basilica

in the Tuscan-Romanesque style, with open roof borne by twelve

columns, with varied capitals, and two pillars. The sculptures on

the fagade (Christ and the Apostles) date from 1167. On the pulpit

are eight reliefs from the history of Christ, by Guido of Como
and his pupils Luca and Giannino (1250), borne by two lions and

a statue. — We now return and take the Via Pacini, on the right,

to the —
Ospedale del Ceppo (PL C, 2), erected in 1277 but after-

wards rebuilt. On the vestibule is a long *Frieze by Giov. della

Rohhia and Benedetto and Santi Buglioni (1514-25), consisting

of reliefs in terracotta, beautifully coloured and glazed, representing

the seven works of mercy (the last relief on the right, unglazed,

was added in 1585 hyFil.Paladini); between are figures of Caritas

and other virtues. The Coronation of the Virgin, in the lunette over

the door on the left, is by Ben. Buglioni (1511).

A little to the E., in the Piazza San Lorenzo, is the church of

the Madonna del Letto (PL C, 2), containing a miraculous painted

bed (14th cent.). — From the Ospedale we follow the Via delle

Pappe, Via del Carmine, and Via Abbi Pazienza to the left, then

the Via Sant' Andrea to the right, to —
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Sant' Andrea (PL B, 2), a basilica of the 12th century. On
the architrave of the entrance are sculptures of 1166 (?), represent-

ing the Adoration of the Magi, with the inscription: ^Fecit hoc

opus Gruamons magister bon. et Adeodatus frater eius' (see p. 538).

Over the door is a small statue of St. Andrew in Giov.Pisano's style.

Interior (closed 9-4, entrance between these hours through the house
to the left). The narrow nave and aisles are supported by twelve columns
and two piers. The hexagonal '^Pulpit with its numerous figures is one
of the chief works of Giovanni Pisano (p. 513), who executed it in 1298-

1301 in imitation of his father's pulpit at Pisa (p. 515); some of the de-

tails are by pupils. On five sides there are reliefs at the top, and at the
corners are single figures : Aaron, Birth of Christ, David, Adoration of

the Magi, Jeremiah, Massacre of the Innocents, Symbols of three of the
Evangelists (the eagle, now wanting, probably served as a wooden lectern),

Crucifixion, three Prophets, Last Judgment, four angels blowing trumpets;
below these, at the corners, are six figures of Sibyls and in the spandrels
twelve Prophets, the whole being borne by seven columns of red marble
supported by lions and human figures. — On the choir -screen are some
fragments of the pulpit made by Guidetto for the cathedral (see p. 540).

At the W. end of the Via Sant' Andrea lies the spacious Piazza

Giuseppe Mazzini (PI. A, B, 2), on the left side of which rises the

conventual church of San Francesco al Prato, an Italian-Gothic

edifice of 1294, with remains of remarkable frescoes by pupils of

Giotto (14th cent.).

Interior. In the Choir: Life of St. Francis of Assisi, in a series

of free reproductions of Giotto's frescoes at Assisi, by Puccio Capan7ia.
Chapel to the left of the high-altar: Apotheosis of St. Augustine, Marriage
of the Virgin, St. Paul's vision on the way to Damascus, Death of St. Clara.
1st chapel to the right of the high-altar, various frescoes of the Franciscan
legends; 2nd chapel, miracles and martyrdom of San Donnino.

The former Chapter House also contains frescoes of Scriptural sub-
jects and of scenes from the life of St. Francis of Assisi and a few anti-

quities: 4. Cast of the city arms (p. 540), by Verrocchio ; 16-21. Decorated
panels from the old pulpit of the cathedral (comp. above); 44. Relief of the
Resurrection, by Ben. Btiglioni (1490). The pillar (No. 73) with Lombard
ornamentation formerly stood in front of the church of San Pietro (p. 542).

Wii return through the Via Bozzi and the Via Curtatone (with

tho J^al. CancelUeri on the right, No. 17), and proceed by the Via
dclla Madonna to the right to the church of the —

Madonna dell' Umilta (Pl.B, 3), with an unfinished facade,

erected in 1494-1509 by Ventura Vitoniy a pupil of Bramante.
A fine vestibule, with barrel-vaulting on each side of a central dome
(as in the Cappella dei Pazzi, p. 600), leads to the handsome octa-

gonal interior, with its graceful Corinthian wall -pilasters. The
dome is by Vasari.

In the Corso Umberto Prime, in the S. part of the city, is San
Domenico (Pi. B, C, 3), a monastic church erected in 1380.

Interior (cloHcd after 8 a.m.; rinf< at the houHC on the riglit). The
frcHCocH at the 2nd altar on the rif^ht (Madonna and Child) and the 2nd
altar to tlie left (Crucifixion, with the Virf,'in, 8t. John, and St. Thoinaw
Aquinas) are by Fra Paolino da Pistnia. Between the 4th and 5th altarH
on the left, monument of the jurint Filipno Lazzari (d. 1412), by Bern.
and Ant. Jiossellino (H62-08J. - Right TranHcpt: Cappella Ronpigliohi,

HxKUKKKH'a Northern Italy. 14th Edit. 35
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with the miracle of San Carlo Borroineo, by lacopo da Empoli, and two
tombs (1628 and 1650) attributed to Bernini.

Farther on in the same street, to the left, is the church of San
Paolo (PI. 3; C, 3), with a Gothic fagade. — A little to the KE.
is the church of San Pietro (PL 4; D, 3), with an early -Tuscan

exterior (unfinished), in which as late as the 16th cent, the mystic

marriage of the Bishop of Pistoia and the Abbess of the Benedictine

convent was celebrated. The interior has been modernized. — The
Viale dell' Arcadia (PI. D, 1-3) commands a beautiful view of the

city and the Apennines.
The Villa Puccini, IV2 M. to the N. of Pistoia, has beautiful gardens

and sculptures by Pampaloni and others. — The church of Grdppoli, 5 M.
to the W. of Pistoia, possesses a Romanesque pulpit of 1194, with stiff

old reliefs.

For the highroad from Pistoia to Pontepetri (Pracchia, Pievepelago),
comp. p. 492.

The Railway to Flokence intersects a rich tract at th base

of the Apennines. 4672 M. Montale-Agliana. On the left the

picturesque castle of Montemurlo comes into view, near which the

Florentine republicans Baccio Yalori and Filippo Strozzi were
defeated and taken prisoners by the troops of Cosimo I. in 1537.

5172^- Prato in Toscana. — Hotels. *Stella d^Italia, Piazza

del Duomo, R. 21/2-5, B. ^U, L. 21/2, I>. 31/2, P- from 7 fr. ; Alh. Giardino,
Via Magnolfi; Hot. Etruria, Piazza del Comune. — Trattoria il C'oni-

onercio, Piazza del Duomo. — Caffe del Bacchino, Piazza del Comune.

Prato (210 ft.), a well-built town of 17,200 inhab., on the

Bisenzio, with beautiful environs, is a manufacturing place (wool,

shofldy, etc.) and is noted also for its excellent bread and biscuits

(maiitovane, hiscotti, cantucci). It belonged to Florence and

shared its fortunes from 1350 onwards. In 1512 it was stormed by

the Spaniards under Cardona. The old town-walls still remain.
In the 15th cent, this small provincial town attracted numerous Floren-

tine artists, so that a visit to it is indispensable for a thorough acquaint-
ance with the Early Renaissance style of Florence. An important work
by Donatello and Michelozzo, several compositions by Andrea delta Rob-
bia, and a superb bronze screen bear testimony to the importance of Prato
in the history of Renaissance sculpture. Among the painters of the place
wore Filippo and Filippino Lippi, Sandro Botticelli, and Fra Diamante.
The church of the Madonna delle Carceri at Prato is a very striking
example of Renaissance architecture. This edifice (erected by Giuliano
da San(jallo) exhibits the transition from early to high Renaissance, and
shows how anxiously the architects of the day directed their attention to

the design of a (Ircek cross covered with a dome.

From the station we follow the Via Magnolfi, the first street to

the left, to the (4 min.) Piazza del Duomo.
The DtJOMO, begun in the 12th cent, in the Tuscan-Romanesque

style, was remodelled by Giovanni Pisano in 1317-20 in the Gothic

style. The campanile, in the Lombard style, is hy Niccold di Cecco

(1340). On the facade, rebuilt after 1413 by Niccold di Piero of

Arezzo, is a pulpit, adorned by Donatella and Michelozzo, in
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1434-38, with *Reliefs (dancing children) and a fine bronze capital.

From the pulpit the highly -revered Sacra Cintola, or 'girdle of

the Virgin', preserved in the cathedral, is periodically exhibited to

the people. Over the principal entrance a *Madonna with SS. Stephen

and Lawrence in terracotta, by Andrea della Bobhia (1489).
Interior (very dark). Over the principal entrance the Virgin deli-

vering her girdle to St. Thomas, by Ridolfo Ghirlandaio (1514). — The
mural paintings in the Cappella della Ciistola (Presentation of the

girdle; Discovery of the girdle in Palestine by a native of Prato) are the

best works of the kind by Agnolo Gaddi (1392). On the altar is a *Marble
statuette of the Virgin by Giovanni Pisano ; handsome bronze screen
executed in 1444 by the Florentine Bruno di Ser Lapo Mazzei, the frieze

by Pasqulno di Matteo (1461-64). — In the Choir, at the back of the high-

altar, are the ^Histories of John the Baptist and St. Stephen by Fra
Filippo Lippi (1456-64), in fresco, the finest work of this master (some-
what injured; best light about midday): on the right (above). Birth and
Naming of the Baptist; his Withdrawal to the wilderness and his Preach-
ing; Dance of the daughter of Herodias (a portrait of the nun Lucrezia
Buti, the painter's mistress); by the window, on the right. Beheading
of St. John; above it a saint. On the left wall of the choir (above),
Birth of St. Stephen, his Ordination and Care for the Poor, Stoning
and Interment (among the admirable portrait -figures are Cardinal Carlo
de' Medici, the donor, and, to the extreme right, the portrait of the
painter himself, wearing a black cap). The continuation of the scene of
Stoning is on the window-wall; above it a saint; on the ceiling Evangelists
(best light in the forenoon). — The chapel to the right of the clioir is

embellished with frescoes (ca. 1430) of scenes from the lives of the Ma-
donna (right) and St. Stephen (left), at one time erroneously ascribed to

Starjiina, teacher of Masolino, and Antonio Viti. The Nativity of the
Virgin, her Presentation in the Temple, and St. Stephen preaching are by
an unknown contemporary of Masaccio; the Marriage of the Virgin, the
Stoning of Stephen, and the Mourning over his body are by Atidrea di
Giiisto of Florence. — Right Transept. In a dark Gothic recess in the
wall is the Death of St. Jerome, by Fra Fili2)po Lippi; the *Madonua
(It'll' Olivo, a statue in clay, hy Benedetto da Malano ; and, below, a Pieta
frelief, in marble), by his brothers Giuliano and Giovanni da Maiajio
(ca, 1480). — In the Nave, handsome pulpit, resting on sphinxes and
snakes, by Mino da Fiesole and Ant. Rossellino. The latter executed
also the admirable reliefs (147.3) of the Presentation of the girdle, and
of the Stoning and Mourning of St. Stephen (1473).

In the Taheriiaculum to tlie left at the end of the Via Santa

Mai-ghcrita, close to the Jiiseiizio, is an admirable; fresco of the

Madonna and saints, by Filippino Lippi (1497; key at the house

No. 293). — A little to tlie E. of the cathedral, in the Via Giuseppe
Garibaldi, is the small church of /San Lodovico (called also Ma-
donna del Buonconsiglio

; generally shut, sacristan at Via dell'

Accademia 32), with a beautiful relief by Andrea della Robbia
(Madonna with saints and Annunciation).

The Via Giuseppe Mazzoni leads to the S. from the cathedral

to the Piazza d(d Comune, in which stands a reproduction of the

former fountain by Pietro Tacca. On the S. side is the Palazzo
I'hktorio (13th cent.), recently r(;stored and containing on the first

lloor the municipal Picture Gallery {Viivdioiaca; open 1). 30-1 2 «&

2-4, adra. ^/^fr.; Sun. & holidays 9-11, free). (Catalogue 1
'/.^ fr.

35*
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Room I. 3. Giovanni da Milano, Madonna and saints; 4. Bernardo
Daddi, Madonna; 6. Pietro di Miniato, Coronation of the Virgin; *7.

Lorenzo Monaco, Triptych ; 10. Agnolo Gaddi, History of the Holy Girdle

;

Fra Filippo Lippi, 21. Adoration of the Child, 23. Madonna with St. Tho-
mas and other saints, 29. Predella; *22. Filippino Lippi, Madonna with
John the Baptist and St. Stephen; Ghirlandaio , Portrait; Vanvitelli,
Itonian landscapes. In the centre is Pietro Tacca^s bronze fountain.

The Corse Principe Amedeo leads hence to the church of San
Domenico, a Gothic edifice of 1281, restored in the 17th century.

- The Palazzo Novellueci, Via Benedetto Cairoli 5, a few yards

to the E. of the Piazza del Comune, has small bronze dragons by
Pietro Tacca on its windows.

The Via Ricasoli, the S. prolongation of the Via Griuseppe Maz-
zuni, leads to the Piazza Venti Settenibre and the church of Sa/t

Francesco; the chapter-house contains mural paintings of the school

of Griotto, by Nic. da Piero Geriiii and Lor. di Niccol6. The fine

cloisters adjoining contain the sepulcral monument of Gemignano
Inghirami (d. 1460), by Ant. Rossellino(?). — The street to the left

of the church leads to the piazza and church of —
*Madonna delle Carceri, erected in 1485-91 by Giuliano da

Sangallo, in the form of a Greek cross, with barrel -vaulting and
a dome resting on an attic story. The unfinished exterior of the

church is finely adorned with marble. The Interior of the dome is

adorned with a fine terracotta frieze and medallions of the Evan-
gelists executed by Andrea della Rohhia (1491) from Sangallo's

designs. Handsome choir-stalls by Mariotto di Domenico ; high-

altar hy Sangalio (1512). — The neighhouvrng Fortezza di Santa
Barbara, on the city wall, was built by Apulian architects under

Emp. Frederick II. about 1250, but has been greatly altered.

Steam tramway from Prato to Florence, see p. 549 (No. 4). The cars
start beside the Madonna dclle Carceri. — From Prato to Sasso (Bologna)

'

through the Val di Bisenzio, see pp. 491, 490.

About 3 M. to the N.W. of Prato lies the little village of Fiyline Val
d^Arno (300 ft. ; inn), near which rises the Monte Ferrato (1385 ft,), with
quarries of serpentine. This stone, known as 'marmo verde di Prato', is

much used by the builders of Tuscany, The inn-keeper at Figline pro-
vides a guide (IV2 fr.) and mules (2 fr.) for the ascent of the Poggio di
Javello (3055 ft. ; 2V2 hrs,). The descent may be made to the E. to (1 hr.)

ScMgnano (1605 ft. ; inn) and thence by the highroad to (-74 hr.) Vaiano
(p. 491) or to Figline and Prato,

58 M. Sesto Fiorentino (180 ft. ; Alb. Conti) is the best starting-

point for a visit to Monte Morello (8065 ft.; p. 649), which rises

to the N.E. - 591/2 M. Castello (p. 649); 61 M. Rifredi (p. 648).

— 62 Ya M. Florence, see p. 545.
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71. Florence.
Railway Stations, l. Stazione Centrale Santa Maria Novella

(PL D, 3; ^Restaurant; lunch - basket IV2-2V2 f^.), the principal station,

in the Piazza della Stazione, where omnibuses from the larger hotels meet
the trains (3/4-2 fr., incl. luggage); there is often a scarcity of cabs (tariff,

see p. 548), especially in the evening. — 2. Stazione Campo di Marte,
on the E. side of the town, a secondary station for trains to Sant' EUero
(Vallombrosa), Arezzo (Rome), Perugia, etc., at which a few express trains

stop (Milan to Rome). — Town Agency of the railways (comp. p. xvii).

Via Francesco Ferrer 3 (PI. E, 4) ; tickets may be obtained at the tourist-

offices mentioned on p. 551) and at Humberts (p. 551). Sleeping Car Co.'s

agent at Via Strozzi 2.

Hotels (comp. p. xxi; luncheon usually about 1 o'clock, dinner
about 7.30; drinking-water, see pp. xxv, 547). On the Right Bank of the
Arno, best situation (mosquitoes troublesome) : *Grand-H6tel (PI. a; C, 3),

Piazza Manin 1, 200 beds at 8-15, B. 2, L. 5, D. 7, P. 18-26, omn. 2 fr.

;

*G-r.-H6t. d'Italib (PI. c; C, 4), Lungarno Amerigo Vespucci (principal

entran.ce Borgognissanti 19), 120 beds at 6-15, B. 2, L. 5, D. 7, P. 16-25,

omn. 2 fr. ; Gr.-Hot. de la Villb (PI. b ; C, 4), Piazza Manin 3, 200 beds
at 6-15, B. 2, L. 41/2, D. 6, P. 14-25, omn. I1/2-2 fr. ; Hot. Royal Grande
Bretagne & Arno (PI. f; B, 5), Lungarno Acciaioli 8, 100 R. at 7-12,

B. IV2, L. 4, D. 6, P. 15-20, omn. IV2 fr- ; *H6t. Florence & Washington
(PL d; C, 4), Lungarno Amerigo Vespucci 6, 110 beds at 4V2-9, B. IV2;
L. 31/2-4, I>. 5-6, P. 10-17, omn. I1/2 fr. ; *H6t. Excelsior & Bellini,
Lungarno Amerigo Vespucci 10, P. 12-18 fr., *Gr.-H6t. New York (PL e,

D, 4), Piazzetta Goldoni 1, 115 beds at 4-7, B. I1/2, L. 31/2- D- 5, P. 10-16,

omn. 1 fr., *H6t. Paoli (PL g; G, 7), Lungarno della Zecca Vecchia 12,

105 beds at 5-12, B. IV2, L. 4, D. 6, P. 13-18, omn. 2 fr., closed Junc-
Aug., these four frequented by English and American travellers. All these
are of the first class. — Somewhat less pretentious: Hot. Bristol (PL i;

C, 4), Lungarno Amerigo Vespucci 2, 90 beds at 5-8, B. I1/2, L. 4, D. 6,

P. 11-16, omn. IV2 fr-, variously judged; Hot. d'Albion (PL k; D, 5),

Lungarno Acciaioli 10, 65 beds at 3-6, B. IV2, L. 3% D- ^1/2, P- 9-12,

.in. I'/a fr., well spoken of; Hot. Berchielli (PL n; D, 5), Lungarno
A ciaioli 16, 110 beds at 3-5, B. 1, L. 31/2, I>. ^1/2, P- 8-12, omn. 1 fr. ; Hot.
MoDERNE, Lungarno Archibusieri, near the Ponte Vecchio, R. from 4 fr.,

well spoken of. — On the Left Bank of the Arno : *Palace Hotel (PL pa

;

C, 5), Lungarno Guicciardini 7, 125 beds at 3V2-IO, B. IV2, L. 31/2, D- 5,

P. 9-15, omn. 1 fr., English clientele.

Near the Piazza Vittorio Emanuele and the Piazza della Signoria,
in the centre of the town: Savoy (PL 0; E, 4), Piazza Vitt. Emanuele 7,

150 beds at 6-10, B. IV2, I^- 4-5, D. 6-7, P. 12-18, omn. IV2 fr., frequented
by Americans ; Hf)T. du Nord (PL no ; E, 4, 5), Piazza Strozzi 5, R. 5-7, P. 9-

12 fr,, both variously judged; *H6t. Helvetia (PL p; E, 4), Via dei Pcs-
cioni, 150 beds from 3»/a, P. from 10 fr. ; Gr.-H<5t. d'Europe (PL s; D, 5),

Piazza Santa Trinita 3; *H6t. Cavour (PL t; F, 5), Via del Proconsolo 5,

HO beds at 3»/a-fi, B. IV2, L. 31/2, D- 5, P. 10-14, omn. 1 fr., good; Hut.
Metkopole & Londkes (PL q; E, 5), Via dei Sassetti 2, 80 beds at 31/2-^',

P. 9-14 fr. — Plainer: Hot. Porta Rohsa & Central (PL u; D, 5), Via
Porta RoHsa 13, with good restaurant, R. from 3, B. IV4, P. (incl. wine)
from 9Va, omn, 1 fr. ; Splendidk H6t. Patria, Via dei Calzaioli 6, R. 2-4,

P. 7-10, omn. 1 fr,, well spoken of; Stella d'Italia e San Maroo (PL sm
;

E, F, 5), frequented by ItalianH,

Near Santa Maria Novella and the Railv)ay Station: (Ir.-Hot. Ka-
'lAOBi (PL z; E, 3), Piazza Unita Italiana 7, 200 beds at 5-10, B. IV2,
L. 4, D. 6, P. from 12»/a, omn. 1 fr. ; Hot. Minkkva (PL v; D, 3), Piazza
Santa Maria Novella 16, 140 beds at V/.^-U), IL la/^, ]j. 4-4«/a, I>- 5«/2 «,

P. 12-20, omn. 1 fr., EngliHli clientele; H(^t. dk Rome (PL w; D, 4),
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Piazza Santa Maria Novella 8, 100 beds at 3Va-5, 13. IV4, L. 31/2, D. 41/2,

P. 10-15, omn. 1 fr., good; Terminus Hot. Milan (PL y; E, 4), Via del

Cerretani 12, 100 beds at 31/2-6, JB. 11/4, L. 3, D. IVa, ?• 9-12, omn. 1 fr.

;

Hot. National (PI. na; D, 4), Piazza Santa Maria Novella, 85 beds at

2»/a-4, B. 1, L. 2V2-3V2» D- 3-4V2, P. 8-10, omn. 3/^ fr. _ Plainer: Hot.
BoNCiANi (PI. x; E, 3), Via dci Panzani 23, with pretty restaurant, 120 beds
at 21/2-^, P- (incl. wine) 9-10 fr., good; Hot. de la Gtare & Hot. Meuble
(PI. ga; E, 3), Piazza Unita Italiana 3, R. 21/2-5, B. I1/4 fr., for passing
tourists, good; Hot. Rebeochino-Bonciani (PI. re; D, 3), Piazza della

Stazione 9, R. 21/2-31/2 fi"- ; Alb. Aquila d'Oro (PI. aq; E, 3), Via Na-
zionale 14, R. from 2 fr. ; all these are Italian houses.

Near the Caserne, in a quiet situation in the N.W. quarter of the
town, at some distance from the chief sights (frequented by English and
American travellers) : *H6t. Regina & Victoria (PL h ; B, 2), Lungarno
Am. Vespucci 26, English landlady, R. from 6, B. I1/2, L. 4-6, D. 6-8, P. from
12, omn. 1 fr., closed in summer; Anglo-American Hot. (PL 1; B, 2), Via
Garibaldi 7, 120 R. from 5, L. 3, D. 41/2, P. from 10, omn. 1 fr., good; Hot.
DE France et Pens. Anglaisb (PL fr; B, 2), Via Solferino 6, P. 7-10 fr.

At Sail Gervasio (p. 650): *H6t.-Pens. Les Lukes, pleasantly and
quietly situated, 35 R. at 3-5, B. 1, P. 7-9 fr., frequented by English and
American travellers. — Hotels at Fiesole, see p. 651.

H6tels Meiibl^s. Hot. Mucke (PL mu; E, 5), Via dei Lamberti 5,

with cafe and birreria (p. 547), R. 21/2-4 fr., well spoken of; Hot. Fenioe
(PL r; F, 4), Via dei Martelli 10, R. 2i/2-3, omn. 1 fr., good; Aquila d'Oro,
Via Nazionale 14; Hot. du Parc, Via Solferino ; Alb. di Spagna (PL sp;
E, 4, 5), Via dei Calzaioli 13, R. I1/2-21/2, omn. 3/^ fr. ; Alb. Romagna (PL ro

;

E, 4), Via dei Panzani 4, R. from I1/2 fr., well spoken of.

Pensions (comp. p. xxii; rooms facing S. engaged a long time in ad-

vance; houses with central heating often full from Dec. on). In the Lnn-
qarno (right hank): Lucchesi, Lungarno della Zecca Vecchia 16, 7-8 fr.

SiMi, Lungarno dclle Grazic 2; Pens. Scandinavia, Lungarno dcUe Grazie
(entr. Corso dci Tintori 53) ; Pens. Quisisana, Lungarno della Borsa 6,

7-8 fr. ; Rigatti, Lungarno della Borsa 2, from 6 fr. ; Balestri, Lungarno
della Borsa (entr. Piazza Mentana 5), 5-7 fr. ; Cianferoni, Lungarno Ao-
ciaioli 2bis, 6-8 fr. ; Buccioni, Lungarno Acciaioli ; Palagi, Lungarno
Acciaioli 22; Idone, Lungarno Acciaioli 24; Lottini, Lungarno Corsini 6,

6-8 fr. (central heating); Pens. Giulia Rossa, Lungarno Torrigiani 10;

Fens. White (Miss Clark), Piazza Cavallcggiere 2, adjoining the Lungarno
dclle Grazie, 6-10 fr. ; Jennings-Riccioli, Corso dei Tintori 37. — Near
the Cascine (comp. p. 617): Azzeroni, Corso Regina Elena 4 (PL B, 'l),

6-7 fr. ; Hot. Prive Villino du Parc, Via Solferino 9 (PL B, 2), 8 f r.

;

Fioravanti, Via Solferino 5, 5-7 fr. ; Porcinaio, Via Solferino 7, 5-6 fr.

;

Pens. Goldoni, Via Montebello 1 (PL B, C, 1-3), 7-8 fr. ; Mrs. Marke,
Via Montebello 19; Pens. Suisse, Via Montebello 28, 6-8 fr. ; Pens. Elda,
A'ia Montebello 30, 7-10 fr. ; Pens. Beau-Sejour, Via Montebello 34, from
6 fr. ; Private Hotel Villino Montebello, Via Montebello 36-38, from
10 fr. ; Serri, Via Montebello 52; Lunati, Via Garibaldi 8 (PL B, C, 2),

6-8 fr. ; Lelli's Pens. Nouvelle, Via Palestro 3 (PL B, C, 2); Ravasso,
Via Curtatone 1 (PL C, 3), 6-9 fr. ; Hot. de France, Via Solferino 8, 7-10 fr.

(English); Miss Constantine, Via Solferino 8, 7-10 fr. (English). — Ifi

the Inner Toivn : Madame Rocuat, Via dei Fossi 16, 6-8 fr. ; Piccioli,
Via Tornabuoni 1, 8-10 fr. ; Contessi, Piazza Antinori (PL E, 4); Morini,
Via Sant' Antonino (PL E, 3), 6-7 fr. ; Plucknett, Pal. Ruspoli, Via Mar-
telli 7, 7-8 fr. ; Pendini, Via degli Strozzi 2 bis, cor. of the Piazza Vitt.

Emanuele, 6-9 fr. ; Nardini, Piazza del Duomo 7, cor. of the Borgo San
Lorenzo, 5-7 fr. (R. 2-3 fr.); Solifen, Via Cavour 2 (PL F, G, 3, 4),

6-8 fr. ; Fondinj, Via Cavour 11, 6 fr. ; Cipoletti, Via Cavour 70 bis,

6-8 fr.; Onofri, Via dell' Orivolo 33 (PL F, G, 5; 2nd floor), 41/2-6 fr.

;

Hot. -Pens. Chapman, Via Pandolfini 21 (PL F, 5), 6-8 fr. — Northern
Quaj'ters : Villa Tkollope (R. C. Hope), Via Salvagnoli 1, well situ-

ated, from 8 fr. ; Champendal, Via Nazionale 10 (PL E, F, 2, 3), from
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5 fr. ; NoROHi, Via Nazionalc 20 a, 5 fr. ; Gazzjeri, Via di Barbano 1 (PI. F,

1, 2); Banchi (English; 7-8 fr.), Gozzoli (6-8 fr.), Moggi, Cesari (5V2-7 fr.),

Castri, Piazza dell' Indipendenza (PI. F, 2) Nos. 13, 9, 3, 4, 5; Schubert,
Via Santa Caterina 8 (PI. G, 1, 2); Giotti, Via Ventisette Aprile 18 (PL F,
G, 2). — Eastern Quarters: Biaggi (English), Via Chcrubini 6; Pens.
Major -FuNAiOLi, Via Venezia 10; Sanesi, Via Gustavo Modena (PL H,
I, 2, 3); Pens. Erica (Mrs. Murray), Via Gustavo Modena 7; Borgagni,
Viale Principe Amedeo 18 (PL I, 2, 3), 6-8 fr. ; Fabbrichesi, Via Giu-
seppe Giusti 18 a (PL H, I, 4), 5-7 fr. ; Pens. Villa Bradley, Via Farini 1

(PL H, 5) ; Zamboni (Pens. Russe), Piazza d'Azeglio 3 (PL H, I, 5) ; Valle,
Via Niccolini 10 (PL I, 5, 6), 6-8 fr. ; Frattigiani, Viale Carlo Alberto 5

(PL K I, 7) ; Mannelli, Via Colletta 11 (PL I, 6), from 5 fr. ; Consigli,
Via dei Robbia 54, 7-9 fr., Marchionni, Via Masaccio 91 bis, Bacci, Via
Gian Bologna 1, 5-7 fr., these three to the E. of our plan, in a quiet
situation; Miss Peters, Villa Pestellini da Querce, 1/2 ^' beyond the
Barriera della Queree (corap. PL I, 3). — On and near the left hank of
the Arno: Kirch-Casali, Lungarno Serristori 11 (PL E, F, 7), 7 fr. ; Hot.-
Pens. Benoit International , Lungarno Serristori 13 , 6-8 fr. ; Clark-
Molini-Barbensi, Lungarno Guicciardini (PL C, D, 5), 7-9 fr. ; Francioli-
Crocini, Lungarno Guicciardini 11, 5-7 fr. ; Orsi, Borgo San Frediano 8

(PL B, C, 4; 3rd floor), 6-8 fr. ; Laurent, Via del Presto di San Martino 7

(PL C, D, 5; 3rd floor), 6-7 fr. ; Tofani, Piazza Santo Spirito 23 (PL C,

5, 6); Daddi-Borgheri, Via dei Bardi 7 (PL D, E, 6, 7), 5-7 fr. ; Sar-
TESCHi, Via dei Bardi, 5 fr. ; Orlandini, Via San Niccolo 1 (PL F, G, 8;
3rd floor); Pens. Isola, Via dei Seragli 109.

Furnished Apartments (let even for a few days; comp. p. xxii).

Pacini, Lungarno Acciaioli 22; Giiilia Rossi, Lungarno Amerigo Ves-
pucci 32 (4th floor); Brandi, Via Solferino 14 (PL B, 1, 2); Wackerraann,
Via Montebello 52 (PL B, C, 2, 3; 4th floor); Conti, Via Montebello 17;
Braschi, Via Garibaldi 10 (PL B, C, 2); Serito, Via Tornabuoni 10; Prof.
Thurnheer, Piazza della Signoria 5 (3rd floor) ; Lehmann, Lungarno Torri-
giani 9 (PL E, 6, 7). Lodgings to let may be found also by application
to a house-agent or from the advertisements in the Florence Herald (p. 550)
and elsewhere Two furnished rooms for one person cost on an average
50-60 fr. per month, in summer 40 fr. ; attendance about 5 fr. Completely
furnishecl houses, with cooking, may be hired for 250-500 fr. per month
on tlie Lungarno, near the Cascine, in the Piazza Santa Maria Novella,
Piazza dell' Indipendenza, Piazza Pitti, etc. Good spring-water (Acqua di

Panna) from the Mugello is delivered in glass bottles on application at

the office. Via dei Bardi 2.

Restaurants (comp, p. xxii). *Doney et Neveux, Via Tornabuoni 16,

firht floor, fashionable, L. 4V2, I^- (about 7.30 p.m.; wine included) 6 fr.

— Trattorie in the Italian style (generally crowded at midday on Frid.,

the market-day). *Melini (No. 13), *Etrnria (No. 13), '*La Toscana (No. 3),

all in the Via dei Calzaioli ; ^Restaurant Sport, Via dei Lamberti 3 ; *Porta,
Rossa, Via Porta Rossa 13 (sec p. 545); *Bonciani, Via dei Panzani 23

(p. 516); Ristorante al Lido, Via Brunelleschi 4 (PI. E, i; good fish-re-

staurant); Lajpi, in the cellar of the Palazzo Antinori (p. 627; cntr. Via
del Trebbio); Barile, Via dei Ccrchi 10 (PL E, F, 5). — Open-Air Re-
stauuants. Ristorantc delle Due Terrazr^e ('Ciofini'), Via Aretina 259,
outside the Barriera Aretina (to the E. of PL T, 7); Ristorantc Pasqualr,
Via Fiorenzuola 3, outside the Barricna della Cure (comp. PL I, 1).

Birrerie (comp. p. xxvi). JHrreria Mucke (see ]>. 516), Via d(!i Lam-
berti 5, Birreria Itcataurant PllHcn, Piazza Stroz/i (PL E, 1, 5; band in

the evening), both with seats in the op(!n air and with Munich and PilsctuM-

beer. ~ Wines (como. p. xxv). Paoli, Via Tavolini \ (p. 5(57), pi-oviding

plain meals also. — Wine, beer, preserved meats, etc. : Maru{/(/, Via della

Spada 4 [PL D, 4).

Cafes (comp. p. xxvi). Vaffh Paszkov^ski, Piazza Vittorio Kmanncle
(Italian beer). (Jaffh Mucke (see p. 5^6), Via dei Lamberti (muHic, in the

afternoon and evening), both with seats in the open air; Caff'd dcf Ihdtc-
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qone^ Piazza del Duomo, cor. of the Via dei Martelli (Munich and Pilsener
beer); Bar Manaresi, Via dei Lamb erti. — Cafes-Restaurants. Gam-
brinus-HaUe (PI. E, 4), with concert-room (usually crowded in the even-
ing), Reininghaus, both in the Piazza Vitt. Emanuele, with seats in the
open air (Italian beer).

Confectioners (Pasticcerie). *Doney et Neveux, Via Tornabuoni 16
(recommended to ladies); *Giacosa (Bono), Via Tornabuoni 11 (good coffee,

70 c); *GiUi, Via degli Speziali 6, cor. of the Piazza Vitt. Emanuele, and
Via dei Calzaioli 10; Cloetta, Via dei Cerretani 10, Balhoni & Mueller, Via
della Vigna Nuova 5 bis (PI. D, 4), Vienna bread at these two. — Tea-
Rooms. Giacosa (see above), Via Tornabuoni 11, 1st floor (open 3-7,

music 4.30-6), fashionable and expensive; Albion Tea Rooms, Via dei

Vecchietti 5 (PI. E, 4; good confectioner's); Old Albion Tea Rooms, Via
Calimara 4, Palazzo Arte della Lana (p. 567; 2-7); Maison Hollandia,
Lungarno Corsini 4 (PL D, 4, 5).

Havana Cigars. Parenti, Via Tornabuoni 15.

1. —
1. 20
— 80
— 75

1. 30
1. 50
1. —
1.

Cabs are stationed in most of the piazzas. The following is the
tariff within the Cinta Daziaria or line of municipal imposts. The night-
fares are exigible from 9 to 5 (Oct.-March 7-7).

\
\r- hf

Per Drive (including drive from the station to the town ; -^^V I -^W^^^

without stopping)
By Time: 1st 1/2 br

2ud 1/2 hr-.

„ each additional 1/2 ^^
Outside the Cinta Daziaria: for the first 1/2 hr, 2 fr., for each 1/2 hr. ad-

ditional 1 fr. — Each large article of luggage 75 c, large hand-bag 25 c,
light articles inside the cab free. — Travellers should pay according to

the tariff and ignore the demands of the drivers, who are too ready to

victimize foreigners ; for drives outside the town it is advisable always
to make a bargain. Complaints should be made at the police-office at

Via Cavour 14, giving the number of the cab. — There are also a number
of taximeter and motor cabs, with fixed tariff.

Motor Cars (for excursions). Garages Riuniti Fiat, Via Luigi
Alamanni 4 (PI. D, 2, 3) ; Central Garage, Via dei Fossi 14; Garage M. Ra-
gnini, Via Venti Settembre 16; Flo7xnce Garage, Via della Scala 11. —
Public excursions, see p. 551.

Omnibus (7 a.m. -9 p.m. ; 10 c.) from the Piazza Beccaria (Porta
alia Croce; PI. I, 6) to the Porta Romayia (PL A, 7) by the Via dell'

Oriv61o (PL G, F, 5), Piazza del Duomo, Piazza della Signoria, and Piazza
Pitti (PL C, 6).

Electric Tram-v^ays (comp. p. 154 and the Map at p. 642; 6 a.m.-
midnight, on certain holidays till 2 p.m. only, on May Ist not at all).

Fare in the early morning 5 c, at other times usually 10 c, transfer-ticket
15 c. Details may be found in the ^Orario dei Tramways fiorentinV (10 c,
obtainable at the office in the Piazza del Duomo), as well as in the larger
time-tables mentioned on p. xvii.

1. Piazza della Signoria (PL E, 5)-Loggc del Mercato (PL E, 5; p. 566).

Piazza Vitt. Emanuele-Piazza del Duomo (W. side; on the return journey
by the Via dei Calzaioli) -Via dei Martelli (PL F, 4) -Piazza Cavour (PL H,
I, \)-Barriera delle Cure. — 2. Piazza della Signoria -Via,zzsi Vitt. Ema-
nuele-Piazza Cavour (as in No. l)-Ponte Rosso (PL I, 1)-Via Vittorio Ema-
nuele. — 3. Logge del Mercato (PL E, 5) -Piazza del Duomo (W. side)-Via

dei Cerretani (PL E, 4; on the return journey by the Via dei Vecchietti
and Via dei Sassctti)- Piazza della Stazione (PL D, 3) -Via Nazionale-Piazza
dell' Indipendcnza (PL F, 2) -Via Lorenzo il Magnifico (PL O, H, l)-Ponte
Rosso -Fm Vittorio Emanuele. — 4. Piazza Santa Maria Novella (PL D,
3, 4)-Piazzetta Goidoni (PL C, D, 4)- Porta Eomana (PL A, 1) -Via Dante
da Castiglione (cor. of Via Senese, to the W. of PL A, 8). — 5. Logge del

Mercato (PL E, 5) -Piazza del Duomo-Via dei Cerretani (see above) -Piazza
Santa Maria Novella -Via Borgo Ognissanti (PL C, 4, 3) -Porta al Prato
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(PI. B, C, l)-Ca8Cine (p. 647; G-iuoco del Pallonc). — 6. Piazza della
Signoria-Jjogge del Mercato-Piazza del Duomo (return journey as in No. 1)-

Piazza San Marco (PI. G-, 3) -Piazza d'Azeglio (PI. H, I, 5) -Via Bernardo
Segni (near PI. I, 5). — The following are not numbered: a (white board).

Piazza del Duomo -VisLZza, dei G-iudici (PI. E, 6)-Lungarno della Zecca
Vecchia (PI. Gr, H, 7)-Viali di Circonvallazione -Pia2;;sa degli Zuavi (PL
A, B, 1, 2). — b (red and yellow board). Barriera delle Querce (p. 650)-

Yia Masaccio-Stazione Campo di Marte (p. 545) -Piazza Beccaria (PI. I, 6)-

Yia dell' Agnolo (PI. H, Gr, 6; on the return journey by the Via G^hibel-

lina)- Piazza del Duomo - Piazza della Stazione (PI. D, 3) -Via lacopo da
Diacceto (PI. D, C, 2, 1)- Porta al Prato (PL B, C, 1)-Via Spontini - £far-

riera Ponte alVAsse. — c (green board). Piazza del Duomo (Via dei

Pecori; PL E, 4) -Piazza della Stazione -Porta al Prato-Ponte alle Mosse
(comp. PL B, lyCascine (Piazzale del Re; p. 648); every 17 minutes. — d
(red and green board). Linea del Viale dei Colli (p. 642): Piazza del

Duomo -Vonte alle G^razie (PL E, F, 6, 7) -Barriera San Niceolo (PL H, 8;
10 c.)- Piazzale Michelangelo (PL F, G, 8; p. 642; 20 c.) -Torre del Gallo
(25 c.; below the view-point mentioned at p. Q4=o)-Gelsomlno (6 min. to

the N.E. of Due Strade, see below; 30 c.); every 20 min. until about
8 p.m., in 1/2 ^r.

Light Rail"ways (on certain holidays until 2 p.m. only, on May 1st

not at all). 1 (blue board). Linea del Chianti: Electric line from the Logge
del Mercato (PL E, 5 ; p. 566) by the Piazza del Duomo (W. side), Piazza
Santa Maria Novella, Piazzetta Goldoni (PL C, D, 4), Porta Romana (PL
A, 7), Via Senese (PL A, 7), Due Strade (see above; 15, 10 c), Galluzzo
(20, 15 c), and Certosa (p. 646; 25, 20 c.) to Tavarnuzze (p. 646; 35, 30 c.)

;

to Galluzzo every 12 min., to Tavarnuzze 26 times daily (omn. in connection
to Impruncta, p. 646 ; ticket from the starting-point in Florence 70 c). Thence
steam-tramway by Ponte Falciani (branch-line to San Casciano) and the
Passo dei Pecorai to Greve. — 2 (white board). Electric line from the
Piazza del Duomo (Via dei Pecori; PL E, 4) by the Piazzetta Goldoni,
Porta San Frediano (PL B,4), and Legnaia (branch-line to Vingone) to Casel-
lina. Thence steam-tramway by Lastra and Ponte a Signa (comp. p. 527) to

Porto di Mezzo. — 3. Electric line from the Piazza della Stazione{V\. D, 3)

to the Ponte alle Mosse (tramway c, see above) ; thence steam-tramway by
Peretola (p. 648) and Brozzi (p. 527) to (IOV2 M.) Poggio a Caiano (p. 648)

;

7 times daily (85, 65 c. ; there and back 1 fr. 30, 95 c.)'in IV2 hr. — 4. Electric
Hue to the Ponte alle Mosse (as in No. 3) ; thence steam-tramway by Peretola
(see above) and Campi to (12 M.) Prato (p. 542); 7 times daily (1 fr. 75 c,
return-ticket 1 fr. 60, 95 c.) in IV2 br. — 5 (red board). Electric line from
the Piazza della Stazione (PL D, 3) by the Barriera del Romito and Castello

(p. 649; 20 c. ; in 35 min.) to Sesto (p. 649; 30 c.) ; every 10-20 minutes. —
6 (green board). Electric line from the Piazza del Duomo (S. side ; PL F, 4)

by the Barriera delLi Querce (comp. PL I, 3), Le Lune, San Domenico (p. 550
;

30 c), and Rcgresso di Maiano (p. 551; 40 c.) to Fiesole (p. 551; 50 c.);

every 20 min. in ^U br. (usually crowded in the afternoon). The open extra
car stops at San I)omenico. — 7 (blue l)oard). Electric line from the

Piazza del Duomo (S. side) by the Via Ghibelliiia (PL F, G, H, 5-7), Via
Fra Angelico CPL I, 7, 8), Barriera Affrico, and Ponte a Mcnsola (p. 653;
20 c.) to Settignano (p. 653; 30 c); every 20 min. in Va ^^- — 8 (orange-
coloured board). Electric line from the Piazza del Duomo (S. side) by the
f^iazza Beccaria (PL I, 6) and Barri(!ra Aretina to Rovezzano ; every 20 min-
utes. — 9 (red and green board), i^jlectric line from the Piazza del Duomo
(S, side) by the Pi;izza d(;i Oiudici CPL K, 6; on the r(!tnrn journey by
Piazza Santa Crocc), Ponte alb; Grazi(; (V\. E, F, 6, 7), Barriera San Nic-
eolo (PL TI, 8; 10 c), Handino, and Uadia ;< Hipoli to Ragno a Ripoli
{\y. 651; 20 c.); every 20 minutes. — 10 (red and green with blue striixis).

hlectric line to Bandino (as in No. 9), th(!nce by I^onte a !<lma (p. 651 ; 20 c.)

>o GrdsHvn (30 r.); every 5?0-10 miniitcH.
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Post Office (comp. p. xxviii). Central office (PL E, 5, 6) in the Uffizi

(to be transferred in 1913 to the new building in the Via Pellicceria, PI.

E, 5), open daily from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. (poste-restante in the court straight
ahead); branch -offices at the railway -station (registered letters accepted
up to 10 p.m.), at Via del Prato 65, Piazza Rucellai 1, Piazza delP Olio,

Piazza San Lorenzo 1, Piazza Cavour 5, Via del Proconsolo 15, Via Grius.

Verdi Piazza Beccaria, Viale Petrarca 78, and Piazza di Porta Romana 1.

Telegraph Oflace in the Palazzo Nonfinito (PL F, 5; p. 596), Via
del Proconsolo 12; also at the above-mentioned branch post-offices.

Consulates. British Consul, Alfred Lemon, Via Tornabuoni 4; vice-
consul, 6r. Placet. American Consul, Leo J. Keena, Via Tornabuoni 4;
vice-contnil, W. W. Burt. — International Lawyer, W. F. Copinger, bar-
rister-at-law, Via Domenico Buonvicini 20.

Physicians (hour of consultation generally 2-3) : Dr. Alex. B. Cold-
stream, Lungarno Gruicciardini 11 ; Dr. Edivard A. Gates, Corso Regina
Elena 8 ; Dr. Mary Rarriss, Hotel Berchielli ; Dr. Henderson, Lungarno
Guicciardini 1 ; Dr. Kirch (American), Via Montebello 1 ; Dr. C. R. Par'ke
(American), Via G-aribaldi 6; Dr. Krayl (German), Piazza dcgli Otta-
viani 3 (PI. D, 4); Dr. Milller (Swiss), Via dei Fossi 1 (PL D, 4); Prof.
Grocco, Via dei Vccchietti 9; Dr. Giglioli, Via Ferruccio 5 (speaks Eng-
lish); Dr. Baldelli (homoeopath; speaks English), Via Borgognissanti 38;
Dr. Dotti (for children; speaks German), Via dcgli Alfani 50 (PL G, H,
3, 1). — Dentists: Schaffner (American), Via dei Cerretani 9; Helms
(American; in winter only), Via Borgognissanti 1 ; Stuart, Via deiBardi
19; Benvenuti, Via Francesco Ferrer 2. — Hospital (Maison de Sante)
in the Villa Betania, outside the Porta Romana, corner of the Viale del

Poggio Imperiale and the Via Torricelli, for the sick of all creeds and
nationalities; 7-10 fr. per day, poor patients gratis. — Nursing Homes.
English Nursing Sisters (CasOj di Cura), Via Bolognese 74; ^S*^. Thomas's
Home (Miss Strangraan) , Via Dante da Castiglione 10. Nurses may be
engaged also through the chemists or by application to the English Hos-
pital-Trained Nurses (Miss Fasulo), Via Rondinelli 7, or to the German
Protestant Hospital, Via dei Serragli 130a.

Chemists. Roberts & Co., Via Tornabuoni 17; Anglo-American
•Scores, Via Cavour; London Pharmacy , Piazza Madonna; Farmacia Anglo-
Germanica, Via dei Pecori 3 ; Mu7istermann, Piazzctta Goldoni (PI. C, D,
4); Farmacia Internazionale , Piazza Vitt. Emanuele; Janssen, Via dei

Fossi 10 (PI. D, 4); Kernivein, Piazza delle Cure 1; Homoeopathic Phar-
macy, Via Vigna Nuova 20.

Baths. Stahilimento Balneario, Via dei Pecori 3 (PL E, 4); Bagno
Comunale, Via Giuseppe Parini (PL D, 3) and Via Sant' Agostino (PL C, 5)

;

Bagni nelle antiche Terme, Borgo Santi Apostoli 16 (1 fr.). — River Baths
on the Arno, in summer.

Shops (corap. p. xxxviii). The best shops are to be found in the Via
Tornabuoni, Via dei Fossi, and Via dei Cerretani.

Booksellers. Succ. B. Seeher, Via Tornabuoni 20 (also antiquities
and ordnance maps); A. Rossini <& Co., Via dei Panzani 26; R. Bemporad
e Figlio, Via del Proconsolo 5. Old books: Leo S. Olschki, Lungarno Ac-
ciaioli 4; De Maj'inis, Via dei Vecchietti (PL E, 4); F. Lumacchi, Via
dei Cerretani 8 ; Otto Lange, Via dei Serragli 132 (American books). —
Reading Rooms. * Vieusseux, Via dei Vecchietti 5 (PL E, 4), open 8 a.m.
to 10 p.m.. adm. 50 c., per week 3, per month 7, per quarter 14 fr. (also

a large circulating library, subscription from a week to a year); Circolo
Filologico, Via Tornabuoni 4 (subscription for a month 4 fr.). — News-
papers. La Nazione, H Fieramosca, II Nuovo Giornale (each 5 c.),

The Florence Herald (Oct.-May; 20 c). The Italian Gazette (20 c.), etc.

— Literary Office (Miss Meille), Via dei Serragli 51.

Photographs. Brogi, Via Tornabuoni 1 ; Alinari, Via Tornabuoni 20,

Via dcgli Strozzi 1, and Via Nazionale 8; Anderson, Via dei Cerretani 10;
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Piniy Lungarno Acciaioli 10 (landscapes); Compag^iia Eotograflca, Lun-
^arno Acciaioli 2 bis; Pineider, Piazza della Signoiia; also at the sta-

tioners' (cartolerie). — Photographic Materials : Compagnia Rotogra-
flca; Shisa, Piazza della Signoria 4; PiancastelU & Co., Via Calimara.

Antiquities. Constantini, Liingarno Guicciardini 7 ; Ciampolini, Via
del Sole 11 (PI. D, 4); OUvotti, Via Tornabuoni 14; Florentina Ars, in

the Palazzo Antinori (p. 627); Volpi, Piazza Dora d'Istria (PL I, 3); Vol-
terra, Via dei Bardi (PI. D, E, 6, 7).

"Works of Art. Modern Pictures : Galleria Pisani, Piazza Ma-
nin 2 ; 3Iasini, Piazzetta Groldoni 3 ; Gadda, Via Guicciardini 30. Copies
of paintings may be obtained at Pisani's or ordered direct from the copyists
in the galleries. — Sculptures: PrilU, Via dei Fossi 4; Vichi, Via
Borgognissanti 3; Bazzanti, Lungarno Corsini 12; RomanelU , Lungarno
Acciaioli 22. — Majolica: Societd Cerarnica Richard- Gi7iori, Via Ron-
dinelli 7 (PI. E, 4); Cantagalli, Via Senese 21 (PL A, 7; factory, visitors

admitted) ; Manifattura di Signa (Bondi, p. 527 ; reproductions of antiques),

Via dei Vecchictti 2 (PL E, 4). — Wood Carvings (figures, ornamental
^vorks, artistic furniture): Seghi, Via Santa Caterina 8. — Articles in

Gold and Silver: Fratelli Coppini, Borgo San lacopo 6 (PL D, 5, 6);
on the Ponte Vecchio (comp. p. 632). — Book-Covers and other Articles
IN Vellum: Cecchi, Piazza del Duomo 15; Doi'i, Borgo Santi Apostoli 14;
Giannini, Piazza Pitti 19, — Lace (p. 415) and Articles in Linen:
Navone, Via Borgognissanti 3C and Via dei Fossi 14; Casa Guidi ('Arts
and Crafts'), Piazza San Felice 9, 2nd floor (PL C, 6; 9-12 & 2-5, closed
on Sat. afternoon; also ornaments).

Artists (American and English). Painters: Prof. Eug. Weeks, Piazza
Donatello 8 (2-4 p.m.); Henry R. Newman, Piazza dei Rossi 1. — Sculp-
tors: A. E. Hariiisch, Via del Prato 39; Prof. L. G. Mead, Via dcgli
Artisti A: J. L. Thompson, Viale in Curva 11.

Art Exhibitions. Associazione degli A7'tisti Italiani, in the Pa-
lazzo Strozzi (p. 626), Via Tornabuoni (Nov. -June, daily 9-6; adm. 1 fr.);

Soeietd Artistlca, Piazzalc Donatello 5 (PL I, 4); Societd delle Belle Arti,
Via della Colonna (PL II, i, 5; in April and May, daily 10-6; 1 fr., Sun.
50 c.). — Istituto Storico Artistico (PL F, l), Viale Principessa Mar-
^'^hcrita 19, second floor; director, Prof. Brockliaus.

Goods Agents. Jack//, Summerer, & Co., Piazza Santa Maria No-
\olla 26; Ifv.mhert, Via Tornabuoni 20; Anglo-American Supply Stores,
\"\-i Cavour; Kiintzcl, Via dell' Orivolo 45. — House Agents: IJiggs & Co.,
Via dei Pccori 10.; Bruce, Via dei Vecchictti 5 A.

Tourist Agencies. Cook & Son, Via Tornabuoni 10; Agence Licbin,
Piazza vSanta Maria Novella 6. — Enquiry Offices. Associazione Nazio-
nale Italiana per it Movimento dei Forestieri, Via Strozzi 2 (motor ex-
cursion.s arranged to the environs); Fratelli Gondrand (also goods-agents),
Via del Campidoglio 6 (PL E, 4).

Bankers. French, Levio7i, & Co., Cook & Son, Maquay & Co., Via
Tornabuoni 2, 10, & 5; Banco, Conimerdale Italiana, Via Biifalini 7 (PL
F, G, J); Banca d^ Italia (PL F, .5), Via dell' Orivolo ^15; Credito Italiaiio,
Via dei Vecchictti 7 ; liondi e PqVe, Via dei Vcccliietti 2

; St&mhduslin&Co.,
Via Monalda 2 (V\. I), K, 5; 9-11 & 2-5); Kuster .fe Co., Via dei Vecchictti
(PL E, 4); licnirt, Via dcgli Strozzi 2 D.

Teachers of music and Italian may b(? (inquired for at the chemists',
or at the booksellers'. — English School for Girls and Small Boys (princi-
jial, Miss Penrose), Villa Lalletta, Via San DoukmiIco Buonvicini.

Church Services. Anglican. Holy Trinity (Pl.H, 2), Via LaMannor;i,
b(;iiind San Marco; services at 8. .'JO, 11, and 5 (Ilc-v. A. Knollys, M.A.,
Via Cavour 70 bis). St. Mark's, Via Maggio 18; services at 8, 10.15,4.45,
and 5 (Rev. II. Tanner). American Episcopal Chnrch (St. James's), I'iazza
iM (.'aiminc 11; HcrviccH at 8.30, \\, and 4 (Kiv. II. U. Wadleigh, H. D).

Prcshijtcrian Service, Lungarno Guicciardini 11 (PL C, 5); nt 11 .md
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4 (Rev. J. M. Blake, M.A.). — Baptist Church, Via Borgognissanti 6;
English serv. from Nov. to May, Sun. 11 a.m. Pastor: Rev. J. Campbell
Wall, Via Ugo Foscolo 29. — Church of St. Joseph (for English-speaking
Catholics), Via Santa Caterina. — New Jerusalem Church (English ser-

vice), Piazza Beccaria.

Clubs. Florence Club (English), Piazza Vitt. Emanuele; Circolo delV
Unione, Via Tornabuoni 7; Italian Alpine Club (Florentine section). Via
Tornabuoni 4,

Theatres (comp. p. xxvii; seats for the four first-mentioned theatres
may be booked at the office of the Associazione per il Movimento dei

Forestiere, p. 551). *Politeama Fiorentino (PI. B, 2), Corso Regina Elena 10

;

*Teatro della Pergola (PI. Gr, 5), erected in 1638, remodelled in 1857, Via
della Pergola 12, for operas and ballet, representations usually during a
few months only in winter; Teatro NiccoUni (PI. F, 4), Via Ricasoli 3,

plays ; Teatro Verdi (PI. F, G, 6), Via Griuseppe Verdi, operas and ballet

;

Politeama Nazionale (PI. E, 2, 3), Via ISTazionale, operettas and comedies.
— Variety Theatres. Folies-Bergere (Salvini), Via dei Neri 35, near the
Loggia del Orano (PI. E, 6); Teatro Apollo, Via dei Cimatori (PL E, F, 5).

Popular Festivals. On the eve of the Feast of Epiphany (Befana;
Jan. 6th) the 'street arabs' perambulate the streets with horns, torches,

and shouting, and the feast itself is celebrated by a universal exchange
of presents. — During the Carnival several 'Veglioni' or masked balls are

held. — On Good Friday there is a procession in ancient Roman costumes
in the village of Grdssina light railway No. 10, see p. 549) and at

the church or San Felice a Ema (near Galluzzo; every second year only).
— Saturday before Easter. *Lo Scoppio del Carro', a chariot laden with
fireworks and drawn by four white oxen (from the dairy-farm in the Ca-
scine) , is driven to the front of the baptistery , and its contents ignited

about noon by a rocket in the shape of a dove ('Colombina'), which de-

scends from the high-altar of the cathedral along a string. The 'dove' is

ignited during the 'Gloria' on a stone from the Holy Sepulchre, said to

have been brought to Florence by Pazzo de' Pazzi in 1101. Its course is

watched with great interest by the thousands of country people assembled
in the piazza, as its regularity or irregularity is supposed to presage a good
or a bad harvest respectively. The remaining fireworks are let off in the
Piazza Vittorio Emanuele. — On Ascension Day (^Giorno dei GrillV)
the people go out to the Cascine before daybreak, breakfast on the grass,

and amuse themselves till evening. — In the old quarters the inhabitants
of each street celebrate the day of their patron-saint with music and
fireworks. — According to an ancient custom the Fiorita per Savonarola
takes place on May 23rd, when the spot on which the stake was erected

(p. 564) is strewn with flowers. — At the Festa dello Statuto, on the first

Sunday in Jun, there are a parade in the Cascine and an illumination of

the Palazzo Vccchio after dark. — The Festival of St. John on 24th June is

observed by fireworks and the illumination of the dome of the cathedral. —
On June 29th (SS. Peter & Paul) the neighbouring villas are illuminated.

Flower Market. On Thurs. 8-2 in the Mercato Nuovo (p. 566).

Diary (comp. pp. xvi, xxvii). The Cathedral (p. 570) and the church of

the Santissima Annunziata (p. 602) are generally open the whole day, the

other churches are closed from 12. .80 to 2 or 3 p.m. — Collections belonging
to government are closed on public holidays, which include June 24th and
.Tune 29th besides those mentioned on p. xxvii. — No charge is made in

the public collections for keeping sticks, umbrellas, etc. — Artists, etc.,

may obtain free tickets of admission and permission to copy paintings
from the secretary in the Uffizi (second floor).

Accademla di Belle Arti, see Galleria Antica e Moderna.
SanVApollonia, see Cenacolo di SanVApollonia.
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ArchseoloaicaZ Museum {p. 60S) with the Galleria degliArazsij week-
days, 10-4, adm. 1 fr., Sun., 9-1, gratis.

BargellOf see Museo Nazionale,
Biblioteca Laurenziana (p. 620), week-days 8-12 (Oct.-March 10-4).

Bibl. Marucelliana (p. 611), week-days 9-5 (Oct. 9-4, Nov. -Feb. 9-3

and 6-9).

Bihl. Nazionale Centrale (p. 500), week-days 10-4.

Bibl. Riccardiana (p. 610), week-days 9-3 (in summer 7-1).

Bigallo (p. 568), week-days till noon and 1-3, gratuity (30-50 c).

Boboli Garden (p. 640), open on Sun. & Thurs. afternoons only.

Cathedral Museum.^ see Museo di Santa Maria del Fiore.
Casa Buonarroti (p. 600), week-days, 10-4, 1 fr.. Sun., 9-1, free.

Cenacolo di SanVAjpollonia (p. 618), week-days, 10-4, 50 c., Sun.,

9-1, free.

Cenacolo di Fuligno (p. 623), week-days, 10-4, 50 c. Sun., 9-1, free.

Chiostro dello Scalzo (p. 617), week-days, 10-4, 25 c. Sun., 9-1, free.

Santa Croce (p. 597), Pazzi Chapel, Museo dell' Opera, and Campanile,
daily, 9-12 & 2-5, 1 fr.

Galleria Antica e Moderna (p. 613), week-days, 10-4, 1 fr., Siiu.,

9-1, free.

Gal. degli Arazzi, see Archaeological Museum.
Gal. Corsini (p. 628), Tues., Thurs., and Sat., 10-3.

Gal. Pitti {Gal. Palatina; p. 632), week-days, 10-4, 1 fr. , Sun.,
9-1, free. Usually crowded in the morning during the tourist-season.

Gal. degli Uffizi (p. 575; with central heating), week-days, 10-4, 1 fr.,

Sun., 9-1, free. Crowded in the morning during the tourist-season.

San Lorenzo (p. 619), New Sacristy and Chapel of the Princes, week-
days, 9-5, 1 fr.. Sun., 9-1, free.

Santa Maria Maddalena dei Pazzi (p. 609; Perugino's frescoes), week-
days, 10-4, 50 c. Sun., 9-1, free.

Museo di Fisica e Storia Naturale (p. 641), Tues., Thurs., and Sat.,

10-4 (in winter 10-3).

Museo Indiano (p. 612), Wed. and Sat., 9-3, free.

Museo dei Lavori in Pietre Dure (p. 617), week-days, 10-4.

Museo di San Marco (p. 611), week-days, 10-4, 1 fr.. Sun., 9-1, free.

Museo di Santa Maria del Fiore (p. 573), daily, 10-4 (Oct. -March,
10 3), 50 c., on Sun. free.

Museo Nazionale (p. 591), week-days, 10-4, 1 fr.. Sun., 9-1, free.

Museo delV Opera di Santa Croce, see Santa Croce.
Museo Stihhert (p. 619), Tues., Thurs., & Sat., 10-1, 1 fr. (tickets oh-

laiued from the doorkeeper), Sun., 9-1, free.

Museo Storico-topograftco Fiorentino, see Casa Bitonarroti.
Museo degli Strumenti (p. 617), Tues., Thurs., and Sat., 10-12.

Ognissanti (p. 030; Last Supper by Dom. Ghirlandaio), week-days,
10 1, 25 c., Sun., 9-1, free.

Palazzo Davanzati (p. 566), week-days 9-5, Sun. «& holidays 9-12, 1 fr.

Palazzo Medici {p. 610), week-days 9-5 (Oci.-Mar<;h 10-4), Sun. & holi-

day h 9-1, 50 c.

Palazzo I'itti (p. 632; picture-gallery, sec above), Royal Apartments
and Silver Room, Thurs. & Sun. 9. .30-4 (fee in the silver-room 30-.00 c, in

the royal apartments V2-I fr.); tickets (pcrmessi) issued (free; 9-12 o'clock)
at the 'Amministrazionc della Real Casa', in the third court of the palace,
to the left of the central entrance.

Palazzo Riccardi, see Palazzo Medici.
Palazzo Vecchio (p. 562), week-days, 9-5 (Oct. -March 9-1), 1 I'r., Sun.,

9-1, free.

Pazzi Chapel, see Santa Croce.

San Salvi (p. 651; Last Sujipcr by Andrea del Sarto), week-days, 10 1,

25 c, Hun., 9-1, free.

Scalzo, Hoe Chiostro dello Scalzo.
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Chief Attractions (5 days). 1st Day. Morning: ^Piazza della Si-
gnoria, with the Fallazzo Vecchio and the Loggia dei Lanzi (pp. 562-565)

;

*GaUeriadegli Ufflzl (p. 575). Afternoon: Torre del Gallo (p. 645); ^Viale
dei Colli and San Minlato (pp. 642, 643). — 2nd Day. Morning: Or San
Michele (p. 566); ^Baptistery (p. 568); Cathedral and Campanile (pp. 570-

573); Museo di Santa Maria delFiore (p. 573). Afternoon: Fiesole (p. 651).— 3rd Day (Letter on two mornings, if time permit). Morning: *Santa
Croce (p. 597); *Miiseo Nazionale (p. 591). Afternoon: Archaeological
Museum (p. 603); *Santissi?na Annunziata (p. 602). — 4th Day. Morning:
Pal. Medici (p. 610) ; Monastery of San Marco (p. 611) ; "^Academy (p. 613).

Afternoon: San Lorenzo (p. 619) with the *Neiv Sacristy (p. 621); ^Santa
Maria Novella (p. 623); the Cascine (p. 647). — 5th Day. Morning: ^Pal.
Strozzi (p. 626); Via Torndbuoni and Piazza Santa Trinitd (p. 627);
Sojito Spirito (p. 630); ^Pitti Gallery (p. 632). Afternoon: '^Santa Maria
del Carmine (p. 631); ^Boholi Garden (p. 640). — In summer an excursion
should be made to Vallombrosa (see p. 654).

Foreigners will find the hawkers, guides, and beggars very troublesome,
particularly in the Piazza della Signoria and Piazza del Duomo and at Fiesole.

For farther details than this Handbook affords, visitors may be re-

ferred to the Misses Hoimer^s 'Walks in Florence', W. D. HowelW 'Tus-
can Cities' (including 'A Florentine Mosaic'), Grant Attends 'Florence',
Harems 'Florence', Edmund G. Gardner^s 'Story of Florence' (London,
1900), Ruskin^s 'Mornings in Florence', and Mrs. OliphanVs 'Makers of
Florence'. See also 'The First Two Centuries of the History of Florence',
by Prof. Pasquale Villari, 'Romola', by George Eliot, 'Literary Laud-
marks of Florence', by Laurence Hutton (1897), 'Tuscan and Ycnetian
Artists', by Hope Rea (2nd ed. ; London, 1904), 'The Florentine Painters
of theUendiissaiiice\ hJ Be7'nha7^d Berenson (Srd edit. ; London, 1909), 'Echoes
of Old Florence', by Leader Scott (3rd edit., 1907), and 'Eambles in Flo-
rence' by G. E. Troutbeck (1911).

Florence (165 ft.), Italian Fireiize, formerly Fiorenza., from

the Latin FLorentia {i.e. town of flowers), justly entitled 'la bella',

was formerly the capital of the Orand-Duchy of Tuscany, then, in

1865-71, that of the Kingdom of Italy, and is now that of the pro-

vince of its own name, with the seat of an archbishop and the

headquarters of the 8th Italian army- corps. It is situated in

43''46' N. latitude, and 11°21' E. longitude, on both banks of tlip

Arno, the ancient Arnus, an insignificant river except in rainy

weather, in a charming valley 1-2 M. wide, picturesquely enclosed

by the hill of Fiesole and other foothills of the Central Apennines

on the N. and by the Belvedere and Bellosguardo hills on the 8.

On the left bank of the Arno the hei|^hts rise more immediately

from the river, on the N., where the highest visible peak is the

Monte Morello (p. 649), they are 3-5 M. distant, while towards the

N.W., in the direction of Prato and Pistoia, the valley expands con-

siderably. The sudden transitions of temperature which frequently

occur here are trying to persons in delicate health. The pleasantcst

months are April, May, the first half of June, the second half

of September, October, and November. The winter is dispropor-

tionately cold (mean temperature of January 40° Fahr. ; minimum

11V2° Fahr.); July (mean 7572°; maximum 103°) and August (757/)
are very hot, and colds are most dangerous at this season. The

average annual rainfall (111 days with rain or snow) is 35 inches.
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Florence ranks witli Rome, Naples, and Venice as one of the

most attractive towns in Italy. While in ancient times Rome was
the grand centre of Italian development, Florence has from the

middle ages until modern times been the focus of intellectual life.

As early as 1339 Florence contained 92,000 inhab., in 1911 it had
about 150,000 besides a garrison of 7300. The Florentines have

ever been noted for the vigour of their reasoning powers, for their

pre-eminence in artistic talent, and for their mercantile ability.

Even in the middle ages Florence was famous for its banks, its

woollen industry (Arte dei mercatanti di calimala. Arte della lana),

which employed 30,000 workers in 1338, and its silk factories

(Arte della seta). At the present day its industrial activity is limited

to a few foundries, some sweet factories, and certain branches of

industrial art. An amazing profusion of treasures of art, such as

no other locality possesses within so narrow limits, imposing mon-
uments, recalling a history which has influenced the whole of

Europe, and lastly the delightful environs of the city combine to

render Florence one of the most interesting and attractive places

in the world. It is annually visited by crowds of tourists and pos-

sesses a foreign colony chiefly composed of English and Americans.

History. The discovery of the tombs of a pre-Etruscan race has
proved that the site of modern Florence was occupied at a very early
date (ca. 1000 B.C.). The Etruscan Florence was founded about 200 B.C.
by settlers from Fxsulae (Fiesole) and lay a little higher up the river

than the modern town, on a now vanished arm of the Arno, between the
present Piazza Beccaria (Porta alia Croce) and the convent of San Salvi

fp. 654). It was destroyed by Sulla in 82 B.C. The Roman colony of

Florentia was established in 59 B. C, farther down to guard the passage
over the Arno by the bridge, afterwards the Ponte Veccliio. It centred
about a forum (Piazza Vittorio Eraanuele

,
p. 626) and a capitol (p. 265),

and the line of its walls is traced by the Via del Proconsolo, Via della

Condotta, Via Porta Rossa, Via dei Tornabuoni, and Via dei Cerretani.
Christianity was introduced into Florence mainly by Syrian mer-

rliants. The city suffered severely during the wars of the Goths (p. 432).

In the Carlovingian period, however, it began slowly to expand, and the
union of the episcopal sees of Florence and Fiesole in the middle of the
9th cent, laid the foundations of its future greatness. The valley of the
Arno was sorely liarassed by the incursions of the Normans and the
Hungarians, but from the time of Otho the Great Florence gave renewed
promise of a vigorous dev(;loi»ment. Margrave Hugo (d, 1001) of Tus-
cany favoured the town at the expense of the more powerful and often
recalcitrant Lucca. Efforts for the reform of tlie church began in Florence
earlier than in Lombardy. At tiie instigation of the monks tlie citizens of

Florence embraced the cause of reform, as represented by Pone Gregory VII.
(p. 440), the Margravine Beatrice, and lier daughter Matibla (p. 511), who
in gratitude enlarged the miinicif)al lib(!rties. Henry IV. attempted to

punish Florence in 1082, but seems soon to have abandoned the siege ol"

the town. Florence now extend(!d its activities; it destroyed Fiesole in

1125 after more than two years of warfare, it attacked iSiena and Arezzo,
and it demolished numerous feudal castles that dominated and disturbed
the trade-routes to tlie sea and to the oth(;r cities of '^riiscany. The d(!feat

in battle of Anhlip. Christian of Mayence, legat(5 of Frederick Barba-
roHsa, by the allied P'lorcntincH and Pisans in 1172, brought a great acces-
sioii of power. At this period the second city- wall (accondo cdrchio)
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was built to protect the city against the anticipated vengeance of the
Emperor. At the death of Emp. Henry VI. (1197) Florence was the in-

fluential head of the Tuscian League directed against the German em-
pire, and it increased its power during the conflicts for the imperial
throne. Pope Innocent III., abandoning the Guelph Otho IV. whom he
had at first favoured, raised the Ghibelline Frederick II. of Sicily to the
throne, and Florence, combining this imperial question with the bitter
family feud between the Amidei and the Buondelmonte, was divided
about 1210 between the hostile camps of the Guelphs and Ghibellines.
This at first purely local difference extended over Tuscany and all Italy
in the course of the contests between the Emperor and the Pope. In
alliance with Lucca Florence inflicted a severe defeat on the Pisans in

1222 at Castel del Bosco ; but in 1238 it was deprived of its indepen-
dence by Frederick II., who in 1246 appointed his natural son Fredei^ick

of Antiock as regent. A democratic movement, inspired by the Guelphs,
which had begun even before Frederick's death in 1250, led after that
event to the establishment of a powerful popular government. Pistoia,
Volterra, San Gimignano, and Poggibonsi were all reduced temporarily
under the authority of the 'Popolo Fiorentino' ; but in 1260 its power
was broken at Monte Aperto by the victory of a combined army of
yieuese and Ghibelline exiles from Florence, fighting under the banner
of King Manfred. Count Gtiido Novello of Poppi (p. 660) entered the

city as imperial vicar.

After the death of Manfred at the battle ofBenevento in 1266 C/tarZes /.

of Anjou, King of Naples, in alliance with Pope Clement IV., made
himself master of Florence and the Guelphs regained their power. The
new government (Signoria) found one of its chief supports in the
Capitani di Parte Guelfa, who, originally appointed to administer the

sequestrated property of the Ghibellines, soon found means to extend
their influence. The papal efforts to reconcile the Guelphs and Ghibellines
of Tuscany remained without permanent effect. At the bloody battle of

Campaldino (p. 660; described by Dante, Purg. v. 92 seq.) in 1289 the

Florentine Guelphs defeated the Aretines under their warlike bishop
Guglielmo Ubertini and the Tuscan Ghibellines under the craven Count
Guido Novello. In 1282 government by the presidents or Priori of the

'Arti' or trade-guilds was introduced; six representatives of the chief

guilds were annually chosen for two months each. In 1293 a Gonfalo-
niere della Giustizia was added to their number, in consequence of the

passing of the 'Ordinamenti della Giustizia', a series of strict regulations
due to Giano della Bella, intended to keep the nobles (Grandi) in check.
About 1300 dissensions broke out among the Guelphs of Florence, who
ranged themselves in two hostile factions under the families of the Donati
and the Cerchi respectively and in 1301 borrowed from Pistoia the party-
names of Bianchi and Neri (White and Black). The ISTeri were even-
tually victorious, and when Charles of Valois took possession of the

city in 1.301 in the name of Pope Boniface VIII., Dante and many others

of the Bianchi were condemned to death and forced to save themselves
by flight. A serious conflagration, kindled in the course of the party-
struggles in 1304, destroyed a considerable part of Florence, with many
of the richest warehouses. The Neri, in alliance with Lucca and the

Malespina, made themselves masters of the hostile Pistoia in 1306, and
six years later successfully defended themselves against a siege by the

Emperor Henry VII. Severe struggles then followed against Uguccione
della Faggiuola (p. 513) and Castruccio Castracani (p. 529); but after the

death of the latter in 1328 Florence entered upon a renewed period of

prosperity, interrupted but not checked by the bankruptcies of the Bardi
and the Peruzzi in 1341 , the greatest financial failures of the middle
ages, and by the fearful ravages of the plague of 1348 described by
Boccaccio in the introduction to the Decamerone. In the meantime an
attempt to secure political peace and ordier had been made in 1342 by
invoking the aid of Gautier de BriennCj Duke of Athens, who with the
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support of the lower ranks of the people endeavoured to set aside the
constitution and make himself absolute lord of the city. He was, however,
expelled in 1343, by the aid of Simone da Battifolle, Count of Poppi,
and power now fell into the hands of an oligarchy, mainly consisting of
recently enriched commercial families , who exercised an influence on
every department of government through the 'Capitani di Parte Guelfa'.
An insurrection of the poorer classes — the 'Tumulto dei Ciompi' — in

1378 was followed by three years of anarchy and confusion, until the
helm was once more seized by the aristocratic party, headed by the Albizzi.

Maso Alhizzi (d. 1417) was succeeded by his son Rinaldo, with whom
were associated Niccolb da Uzzano and Palla Strozzi. Under these rulers

Florence enjoyed its greatest prosperity; successful campaigns were waged
against the Visconti of Milan and Ladislaus of Naples ; Pisa was captured
in 1406, Cortona in 1411, Leghorn in 1421. The opulence of the city in-

creased, and the lower classes, encouraged by their rapid prosperity, now
sought a share in the government. Among the 'Populani', who were
carried along on the crest of the wave, now appear the Medici, who had
acquired immense wealth by a series of successful financial speculations
(see the Genealogy on p. 558).

The founder of the Medici dynasty was Giovanni de^ Medici (d. 1429).

His son CosiMo was overthrown by the Albizzi and Palla Strozzi in 1433,
but returned after an exile of one year, and resumed the reins of govern-
ment with almost regal power, without, however, interfering with the
outward forms of the republican constitution. A war with Milan was
terminated by the victory of Anghiari in 1440. Pope Eugenius IV.,
wlio lived in Florence from 1434 till 1443, transferred hither in 1439 the
Council of Ferrara (p. 465), by which the union of the Roman and Grreek
churches was decreed. Cosimo employed his wealth liberally in the ad-

vancement of art and science, he was the patron of Bruuelleschi, Dona-
tello, Fra Filippo Lippi, and Michelozzo, and he founded the Platonic
Academy (p. 559) and the Medici Library. At the close of his life he
was not undeservedly surnamed pater patriae by the Florentines. He
was succeeded by his infirm son Piero in 1464 and in 1469 by his grandson
Lorenzo, surnamed II Magniflco, who, as a statesman, poet, and patron
of art and science, attained a very high reputation. Florence became the
centre and focus of the Renaissance, the object of which was to revive
the poetry, the eloquence, and the art and science of antiquity. Con-
temporaneously with the most eminent artists and poets the brilliant

court of the Medici was graced by the earliest of modern philologists.
The conspiracy of the Pazzi (1478), to which Lorenzo's brother Giuliano
fell a victim, did not avail to undermine the power of this ruler, but
drew the bloody revenge of the people upon his opponents. Lorenzo
protected himself against external dangers by prudent alliances with Milan
and Venice, etc., and secured his position at home by lavish expendi-
ture and a magnificent style of living, which, however, was partly main-
tained by the public treasury. He died at Careggi on April 8th, 1492,
at the age of 43 years, an absolute prince in all but the name.

After the death of Lorenzo the Florentine love of liberty, largely
excited by the voice of the Dominican friar GiroLamo Savonarola of
Ferrara fcomp. p. 462), rebelled against the magnificent rule of the Medici.
Piero, the fcebh; son of J^orcnzo, at first opposed Charles VIII. of France
on his campaign against Naples, but afterwards, awed by the victorious
advance of the French, hastened to surrender the frontier-fortresses into
their hands. He was therefore, on the king's departure, expelled, with
his brothers Giovanni and Giuliano, and the government was entiusted
to a democratic Great Council (1491). Savonarola, having attacked Pope
Alexander VL, perished at the stake in 1498, but his inliuenco endured.
Piero Soderini, elected as gonfalon lore for life in 1502, succeeded in

recapturing Pisa, which had l)f;en freed by the French; but in 1512 the
party of the Medici regained the upper hand and recalled the brotliers

Giuliano and Giovanni. The former soon resigned his authority, tiic

BAKuicKaB's Northern Italy. Uth Edit. 30
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latter became Pope Leo X., and they were followed by Lorenzo, sou of

PieroII. and Duke of Urbino (d. 1519), Giiilio (elected pope, as Clement VIl.,
iu 1523), the son of the Giuliano who was murdered in 1478, and Alessandro,
a natural son of the last-named Lorenzo. The family was again banished
in 1527, but Erap. Charles V., who had married his natural daughter Margaret
(afterwards Duchess of Parma) to Alessandro, attacked the town and took
it in 1530 after a siege of eleven months, during which Michael Angelo,
as engineer on the side of the republic, and the brave partisan Ferruccio
greatly distinguished themselves. The emperor then appointed Alessandro
hereditary Duke of Florence. The assassination of the latter, perpetrated
by his own cousin Lorenzo, 7th Jan., 1537, did not conduce to the re-

establishment of the republic. He was succeeded by Cosinio I. (b. 1519), sou
of Giovanni delle Bande Nerc(d. 1526), the only soldier of the Medici family,
who was a descendant of Lorenzo, brother of the elder Cosimo. The armed
revolt of the Florentine republicans in 1537 was suppressed with the aid

of Spanish troops (p. 542) ; and in 1548 Francesco Burlamacchi, gonfalo-
niere of Lucca, who had attempted to organize all Tuscany as a united
republic, expiated his failure on the scaffold. Cosimo now succeeded in

combining the most varied territories into a single monarchical state,

which included the entire basin of the Arno, with Arezzo, Cortona, Monto-
pulciano, Volterra, Pisa, Pescia, Pistoia, and (after a bloody war that ended
in 1555) also Siena. In 1569 he obtained from Pope Pius V., instead of
the coveted title of King, that of Grand Duke (granduca) of Florence.
He abdicated in favour of his son Francesco (1574-87). Francesco was
succeeded by liis brother Ferdinand I. (1587-1609), who had previously
been a cardinal. Cosimo II. (1609-21), the son of the latter, Ferdinand II.

(1621-70), and Cosimo III. (1670-1723) were the next princes. With Gio-
vanni Gastone, who died in 1737, the house of Medici became extinct.

In the wars between Austria and Spain, the two great powers to whicli

Italy was subject, Tuscany formed one of the principal objects of con-
tention, but eventually fell to the share of the former. The emperor
annexed the country as a vacant fief and conferred it on the husband of
his daughter Maria Theresa, Duke Francis Stephen of Lorraine (1737-65),

who by the Peace of Vienna (1735) renounced his native principality of
Lorraine in return. In 1745 he ascended the throne of Austria as Francis I.,

Genealogy of the Medioi.
Giovanni d^Averardo, 1360-1429.

m. Piccarda Bueri.

(1.) Cosimo, Pater Patriae, 1389-1464. (2.) Lorenzo, 1395-1440. m. Gine-
m. Contessinade^ Bardi, d. 1473. vra Cavalcanti; progenitors of

the later grand-ducal line.
,

- - ^^

(1.) Piero, 1416-69. m. Lucrezia (2.) Giovanni, (3.) Carlo (natural

Tornabuoni, d. 1482.
"

d. 1463. son), d. 1492.

(1.) Lorenzo ilMagniflco, (2.) CrmZmwo, 1453-78, whose son (S.) Bianca.
1449-92. m. Clarice Giulio (1478-1534) became (4..) Nannina.
Orsini, d. Ii88. pope as Clement VII. in 1523. (6.) Maria.

(1.) Piero, 1471- (2.) Criova?mi (1475- (H.) Giuliano, 14:19- ('i.) Lucrezia.
1503. m.Al- 1521), who be- 1516, Due de (6.) lAiisa.

fonsina Or- came pope as Nemours. (6.) Maddalena.
«mi, d.l520. Leo X. in 1513. m. Filiberta of (7.) Contessina.

Savoy.
I

(1.) Lorenzo, 1492-1519, Duke of (2.) Clarice. Ippolito (natural son),

Urbino. m. Madeleine de la d. 1535 as Cardinal.

Tour d^Auvergne, d. 1519.

(1.) Caterina, (^ueen of France, (2.) vlZessancZro (natural son), first Duke
d. 1589. of Florence, d. 1537.
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and in 1763 be established Tuscany as an appanage of the second sons
of the emperors, in order to prevent its being governed in future as one
of the immediate dominions of Austria. He was succeeded in 1765 by
the Grand Duke Leopold J., who reigned on the same enlightened prin-

ciples as his brother Joseph II. of Austria and was an active reformer
in administrative, judicial, educational, and ecclesiastical affairs. The
guilds, which had outlived their usefulness, and innumerable convents and
fraternities were suppressed, while the Inquisition was abolished. In
consequence of the death of Joseph II. in 1790 Leopold was summoned
to the throne of Austria, and his departure proved a severe loss to the
duchy. His son, the Grand Duke Ferdinand III., was obliged to renounce
Tuscany by the Peace of Luneville (1801), for which he received by way
of compensation the Archbishopric of Salzburg and afterwards Wiirzburg.
Under the name of Republic, and afterwards Kingdom of Etruria, the
country continued to enjoy ostensible independence down to 1807, when
it was incorporated with France. In 1814 Ferdinand III. was reinstated,

and in 1824 he was succeeded by his son Leopold II. (d. 1870), who was
temporarily banished by the revolution of 1849 and finally by that of 1859.

By the plebiscite of 15th March, 1860, Tuscany was united to the Kingdom
of Italy, then in course of formation. From 1865 till 1871 Florence, as

a stage ('etape') between Turin and Rome, was the capital of Italy, but
it paid for the short-lived honour by a severe financial crisis in 1878.

The traveller interested in historical research should observe the
numerous memorial tablets in various parts of Florence, recording im-
portant events in the annals of the town.

Art and Science. The proud position occupied by Florence in the
history of art and science was first established by Dante Alighieri, born
liere in 1265, author of the 'Divine Comedy', and the great founder of

the modern Italian language. In 1301 he was banished with his party,
and in 1321 he died at Ravenna. Giovan7ii Boccaccio also, the first ex-
pounder of the illustrious Dante, and celebrated for his 'Decamerone',
which served as a model for the 'Canterbury Tales' of Chaucer, lived at

Florence. Florence, too, was the chief cradle of the school of the Humanists
(15th cent.), who aimed at a universal and harmonious development of the
personal character, and whose contemplative life was far exalted above
every-day realities. This was the home of Salutato, Lionardo Bruni,
and Marsuppini, the 'Pagan', whose firmly moulded characters recall the
personages of antiquity; it was here that the sources of classic literature

were rediscovered by Niccolb de^Niccoli, Traversari, and other enthu-
siastic collectors of books; it was here that the Platonic Academy deve-
loped the study of the antique into a species of religious cult, and most
of the humanists, including Ficino, Poggio, Landini, Pico della Miran-
dola (p. 455), and Politian, who resided here for longer or shorter periods,
received encouragement and distinction at Florence. Even after the decline
of 'humanism' Florence continued to surpass the rest of Italy in intellec-

tual culture, as the names of Machiavelli, Varchi, Guicciardini, and
Galileo testify.

In the development of the Fine Arts Florence has played so im-
portant a part, that her art-history is in many respects nearly coincident
with that of the whole of Italy We therefore refer the reader to our
prefatory article on the subject, and shall now merely direct his atten-
tion to those points wljich more specially concern Florence. In the 13th
cent., when frequent changes of the constitution and constantly recur-
ring dissensions of factions began to take place, and when private citi-

zens for tlic first time manifested an interest in public life, a general
taste for art gradually sprang up at Florence. With characteristic pride
the Florentines proceeded to erect their cathedral, which was begun by
Arnolfo di Cambio (1232- ca. 1301^, and in the form of their Palazzo
Vecchio, the restless aspect of their political life is distinctly reflected.

The labours of Giotto (1266-1337) entitliMi Florence to be regarded as the
headquarters of the Italian painting of the Uth cent., while the journoys

3G*
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undertaken by him from Padua to Naples were the means of rendering
his style predominant throughout the peninsula. Among Giotto's most
distinguished pupils we may mention Taddeo Gaddi (d. 1366) and Or-
cagiia (ca. 1308-68), who was noted also as an architect and sculptor, and
among his successors Giovanni da Milano (flor. ca. 1349-69), Giottino
(flor. 1360-80), Acjnolo Gaddi (d. 1396), and Spinello Aretino (d. 1410).

This school flourished for nearly a century.

The year 1402 may be accepted as the dawn of the Renaissance in

Florence, for from that year dates the Abraham's Sacrifice and the com-
petition for the doors of the Baptistery (p. 568). In architecture, however,
the new spirit did not find expression until nearly two decades later (comp.

pp. 602, 619). While Brunelleschi (1377-1446) had adhered to the national
traditions in liis palatial architecture (Palazzo Pitti), he derived numerous
suggestions for liis churches from a study of the antique, particularly in

the execution of details. His successors were Leon Battista Alberti
(1404-72), Michelo::izo (1S96-U12), Benedetto da Maiano (1442-97), and
Simone PoUaiuolo, surnamed Cronaca (1454-1508). Stimulated by the
example of the humanists, the artists of this period aimed at versatility,

and were not content to confine their labours to one sphere of art; so

that we frequently hear of architects who were at the same time sculp-
tors, and of sculptors and goldsmiths who were also painters. Among
the most distinguished Florentine sculptors of the Renaissance were
Lorenzo Ghiberti (1381-1455), Luca. della Rohbia (1400-82), who has given
liis name to the glazed reliefs in terracotta, and above all Donatello
(1386-1466), the greatest and most influential master of the century. The
energetic life and strong individuality of his figures are such that tlieir

deficiency in gracefulness is well-nigh forgotten. After Donatello's death,

Andrea Verrocchio (1436-88), noted also as a painter (see below), became
the centre of a large artistic circle.

The pioneers of painting in the Renaissance period were Masaccio
(1401-28), Andrea del Castagno (ca. 1410-57), and Paolo Uccello (1397-1475),

whose immediate successors were Fra Filippo Lippi (ca. 1406-69), Pesellino
(1422-57), and Alesso Baldovinetti (1425-99). The chief aims of the school
were to master the technical intricacies of the art, to invest each figure

with beauty, to arrange the groups harmoniously, and to cultivate a

faithful portraiture of real life. In fervency of religious sentiment Fra
Angelico da Fiesole (1387-1455), by whom Benozzo Gdzzoli (1420-97) and
Fra Filippo Lippi were influenced, stands pre-eminent, as the Robbia
stand among sculptors. The most famous representatives of the school

were Andrea Verrocchio (see above), the brothers Antonio (1429-98) and
Piero (1443- ca. 1495) PoUaiuolo, Sandro Botticelli (1444-1510), Filippino
Lippi (ca. 1459-1504), a son of Fra Filippo, and Domenico Ghirlandaio
(1449-94). The history of Leonardo da Vinci, Michael Angelo Buonar-
rotti, and Raphael, the princes of Italian art, is not permanently asso-

ciated with Florence, but their residence in that city exercised a material
influence on their respective careers. Leonardo and Michael Angelo, both
Tuscans, may be regarded as belonging to Florence owing to the com-
pletion of their studies there, and it was at Florence that Raphael supple-
mented his art education and shook off the trammels of the Umbrian
school. About 1506 the art history of Florence attained its most glorious
period. Leonardo, Michael Angelo, and Raphael were then engaged there

together, and with them were associated Lorenzo di Credi (1459-1537),

a master closely allied to Leonardo, the fanciful Piero di Cosimo (1462-

1521), Fra Bartolomeo (1472-1517), an intimate friend of Raphael, and
the talented colourist Andrea del Sarto (1486-1531), while the last two
were rivalled by Mariotto Albertinelli (1474-1515), Franciabigio (1482-

1525), Pontormo (1494-1557), and R088O Fiorentino (d. 1541). Ridolfo
Ghirlandaio (1483-1561) follows the steps of Leonardo and Raphael, at

least in liis portraits. The union of the greatest masters at Rome, effected

by Julius II. and Leo X., at length detracted from the reputation of

Florence. After the 16th cent. Florence produced no architecture worthy
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of note, and the provinces of painting and sculpture, although cultivated

with more success, proved destitute of depth and independence. Florence
was the chief headquarters of the mannerist imitators of Michael Angelo,
the most eminent of whom were Angelo Bronzino (1503-72), Giorgio
Vasari (1512-74), the well-known biographer of artists (p. Ixvii), and
Alessandro Allori (1535-1607). Among sculptors may be mentioned Ben-
vemtto Cellini (1500-1572), eminent also as a goldsmith, and Giovanni
da Bologna (1524-1608), properly Jean Boulogne, of Douai, in Frencli

Flanders. In the 17th cent, the principal Florentine artists were Lodovico
Cardi, surnamed Cigoli (1559-1613), Cristofano Allori (1578-1621), the
gifted Giovanni da San Giovanni (1599-1636), Francesco Furini (ca.

1600-46), and the sweet Carlo Dolci (1616-86).

Florence was originally situated wholly on the right bank of the

A)mo, but it extended early in the middle ages to the opposite

bank also. The third city-wall (terzo cerchio), which has been

almost entirely removed since 1865, was constructed at the same
time as the cathedral, between 1285 and 1388. The ancient Gates,

however, nearly all altered or added to in 1529, have been spared:

Porta alia Croce (PI. I, 6; p. 601); Porta San Gallo (PI. H, I, 1

;

p. 618); Porta San Frediano (PI. B, 4; p. 631); Porta Romana
(PI. A, 7; p. 642); and Porta San Giorgio (PI. D, 7), Porta San
Miniato (PL F, 8), and Porta San Niccolo (PI. Gr, 8), all mentioned

on p. 642. The New Quarters of the town, on the right bank of

the Arno, extend to the E. of the old town and to the N.W. to the

neighbourhood of the Cascine (p. 647). The broad Viali di Circon-

vallazione encircle the town on the right bank under various names
and occupy the site of the old fortifications. Since 1888 the narrow
and quaint streets in the Centro, the quarter bounded by the Via
dei Tornabuoni, Via dei Cerretani, Via dei Calzaioli, and Via Porta

Rossa, have gradually given way to wider and more regular thorough-

fares. This part of the city included numerous guild-houses and

castellated mansions of the nobility, besides the Ghetto, or old

Jewish quarter, and the Mercafo Vecchio, or market-place.

The oldest of the six Bridges which connect the banks of the

Arno is the ]*onte alle Grazie (PL E, F, 7; p. 641), or Pubaconte,
constructed in 1237, modernized and widcmed in 1874. The Ponte
Vecf'hio (PLD, E, 6; p. 632), which is said to have existed as early as

the ]{onian period and was finally rebuilt, after repeated demolition,

by 'J'addeo Gaddi in 1 345, consists of three arches. The Ponte Santa
frinitaiVX.l), 5; p. 630), erected in 1252, was nibuilt in 1567-70

by Bartolomeo Ammanati. ^J'he J\//tte alia Carraia (TM. C, 4;

p. 629), originally built in 1218-20, destroyed together with the

T*onte Vecchio by an inuriflaiion in 1333, and restored in 1337,

was partly rebuilt in 1559 by Ammanati and widened in 1867.

Besides these there is an Iron Jhidf/r, at (\'ieh end of the town (toll

5 c, carriages 42 c).

The river is bordered on both sides by handsome (juays, called

the LuNGARNO, of which the different parts are the J/iinifarno Cor
sini, LuJigarno Amerigo VcHpucci (formcM-ly Nuovo)^ Lungarno
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Serristorij Lnnyarjjo Guicciardinij etc. The most freqiivonted

squares are the Piazza Viftorio Emanuele(Pl. E,4, 5), in the Centre,

the Piazza della Sigrioy^ia (PL E, 5), and the Piazza del Duomo
(PL E, F, 4). The busiest streets are the Via dei Calzaioli (PL E,

5, 4), the Via Por Santa Maria (PL E, 5), the Via degli Strozzi

(PL E, 4), the Via dei Tornabuoni (PL D, 4, 5), and the Via dei

Cerretani (PL E, 4). Many of the other streets also take their names
from old families, the guilds, public games, trades, and the like.

a. Piazza della Signoria, Piazza del Duomo, and their
neighbourhood.

The picturesque *Piazza della Signokia (PL E, 5) , with the

Palazzo Vecchio and the Loggia dei Lanzi, once the forum of the

republic and the scene of its popular assemblies and tumults, its

festivals and executions, has preserved its present aspect since 1386.

The *Palazzo Vecchio (PL E, 5, 6) was mainly built in 1298-

1314 from Arnolfo di Camhio^s designs and extended to the Via
dei Leoni by Vasari, Buontalenti, and others in 1548-93. The
interior was partly reconstructed in 1454 and 1495. Down to 1532
it was, under the name of Palazzo dei Priori ^ the seat of the

Signoria, the government of the republic; subsequently (1540-50)

it was the residence of Cosimo I. (pp. 610, 632), and since 1871 it

has been used as a town -hall (p. 628). The oldest part, with a

huge projecting gallery and battlements, resembles the castle of the

Counts Guidi at Poppi (p. 660). The slender tower, 308 ft. in height,

commands the neighbouring streets; the copper spire dates from

1453, and the swallow-tailed ('Grhibelline') pinnacles were added
during a restoration in the 17th century. To the left of the door

stands a copy of Michael Angelo's David (p. 614); the group of

Hercules and Cacus, on the right, is by Baccio Bandinelli (p. Ix).

The statues on either side of the entrance were used as chain-posts.

The inscription placed over the door in 1529 ('Jesus Christus Rex
Florentini populi s. p. decreto electus') was altered by Cosimo I.

to 'Rex regum et Dominus dominantium'. To the left of it is a

tablet showing the result of the plebiscite of 1860.
The outer Court was renewed by Michelozzo in the Renaissance style

in 145i. The elaborate stucco decorations of the columns, the grotesques
on the ceiling, and the now faded views of Austrian towns were added
hy Marco da Faenza in 1565, in honour of the marriage of Francesco
(afterwards Grand-Duke) to Johanna of Austria. In the centre, above a

large basin of porphyry (1555), is a *Boy with a fish, by Andr. Verrocchio,
originally made for the Villa Medicea at Careggi. In the niche at the
back are Samson and a Philistine (a caricature of Michael Angelo) by
Vine, de^ Rossi. The armorial bearings above the colonnade include those
of Florence (lily), the Popolo Fiorentino (cross), the Parte Guelfa (p. 556

;

eagle), and the Medici (balls), and the combined colours (red and white)
of Florence and Fiesole.

Interior (adm., see p. 553; guide, unnecessary, 2 fr.). From the
archway we ascend the broad staircase on the left to the Fikst Floor
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and enter (door on the right) the Great Hall {Sala del Cinquecento;
always open), 176 ft. long, 61 ft. broad, and 73 ft. high, constructed by
Cronaca in 1495 for the Great Council, created on the expulsion of the

Medici. It was occupied as quarters for the Spanish troops in 1512 and
reconstructed by Vasari in 1567 et seq. Here the grand-dukeS received
the homage of their subjects on their accession, and in 1848-49 the hall

was used for the sittings of the Assemblea Toscana, in 1865-71 for those
of the Italian Parliament. — In 1503 Leotiardo da Vinci and Michael
Angelo were commissioned to decorate the hall with frescoes from Floren-
tine history. Leonardo executed a cartoon of the Battle of Anghiari

(p. 557) and Michael Angelo designed his 'Bathing Soldiers' (Florentines
surprised by the Pisaus before the battle of Cascina, in 1364). Both car-

toons have perished (Michael Angelo's said to have been torn up by Baccio
Bandinelli), as well as the small portion from Da Vinci's fresco on the

walls (Battle for the Standard). The hall is now adorned with frescoes (on

the walls and the elaborate cassetted ceiling) by Vasari and his pupils,
representing scenes from the history of Florence and views of the differ-

ent quarters of the town and of the chief towns of Tuscany, and with
tapestry (history of John the Baptist). By the N. end-wall are a statue of

Pope Leo X. by Bandinelli and Rossi, a group representing the Crowning
of Emp. Charles V. (p. 474), and portrait-statues of the Medici by Bandi-
nelli. By the S. end-wall is a colossal statue of Savonarola, by Pazzi (1882).

At the end of the Great Hall we pass to the left into the Quartiere
Di Leone Decimo. The Sala di Leone X, in which is the ticket-office,

is adorned with scenes from the life of that pope ; the former chapel con-
tains two paintings by Vasari, representing SS. Cosmas and Damian
(p. 622) with the features of Cosimo the Elder and Cosimo I., and an early
copy of Raphael's Madonna dell' Impannata (p. 636). The other rooms,
with figures by Vasari, grotesque designs by Bern. Poccetti, and busts
of the Medici by Alf. Lombardi, are now occupied by the Uffizio del

Sindaco and arc therefore seldom accessible.
An attendant conducts visitors from the Great Hall to the stairway

and thence along a corridor, passing a fine marble doorway from the Pa-
lazzo di Parte Guelfa (p. 566; early 15th cent.), to the Sala dei Dugento,
now the meeting -place of the Consiglio Municipale. The fine coffered

ceiling, from the dGsigns of Michelozzo(?), dates from 1474; the tapestry,
after Bronzino and Franc. Salviati (1546-53), illustrates the story of

Joseph. — We return to the Great Hall, at the end of which, on the
right, is the former Study of Grand-Duke Francis I., with the old book-
cases, portraits of Cosimo T. and his consort Elconora of Toledo by Ang.
Bronzino, and allegorical ceiling-paintings (Nature and the Four Elements)
by Poppi. In the niches are eight statues by Giov. da Bologna, Elia
Candida, Dom. Poggini, and others. — Beyond is the Tesoretto, the
treasury of Cosimo 1., with excellent frescoes by Vasari (electric light

turned on by request). — Returning to the Sala di Leono X we ascend
to the —

Second Floor and enter the Q,uartiere degli Elementi, elaborately
decorated with paintings by Vasari. In the Sala degli Elementi, the
principal room, are represented the Four Elements: Saturn mutilating
UranuH (air; ceiling - painting) , Birth of Venus (water), Vulcan's forge
(fire), the Earth with flowers and fruit, etc. — Wo pass into a small
room on the right of which is the Terrazza del Saturno, commanding a

fine view of the hills near the Vialo dei Colli (p. 042). — On the left is

the; Sala di P>cole, with ceiling-paintings, the Labours of Hercules, etc.
-- On the left we pass through two small rooms containing grotesque?
designH into the Sala di Giove, with representations from the life of
Jupiter and Florentine tapestries (hunting-Hcenes), designed by Giov. Stra-
(tano. The ornamental cabinets with FlorentiiH! mosai(;H date from the
nth century. — We return to the Sala degli Elementi and turn to the
right into the Sala di IJcrccinzia. containing representations of th(^ Four
Seasons, etc. — On the left iH the Sala di Cercro, with similar rcprcsen-
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tations, a bronze statue of a nude man, by Dom.Pogqini, tapestries
after Stra<(a)io, and Ca|)0(linionte porcelain.

From the Sala dc^li Elementi we traverse the gallery of the Great
Hall and enter the Quartieke di Eleonora di Toledo. Immediately
to the right is the duchess's chapel, with two altar-pieces (Crucifixion,

Annunciation) and frescoes (story of Moses) by Ang. Bronzino. — From
tlie ante-room we pass straight into the Sala delle Damigelle, with paint-
ings by Stradano and a collection of porcelain. — Farther on are the
Sala da Pranzo, with a marble wall-fountain, the Salotto da Lavoro, with
ornamental cabinets of tortoise-shell (17th cent.), and the Camera della
Duchessa, containing frescoes by Stradano (views of Florentine piazzas
with public games) and an early work by Sandro Botticelli (Madonna
with an adoring angel). — Passing through a small room we reach the —

QuARTiERE DEI Priori, in the oldest part of the building. We first

enter the Cappella dei Priori, with a ceiling -painting and a fresco by
Rid. Ghirlandaio. The next room, the Sala d'Udienza, has a coffered
ceiling by Marco del Tasso and frescoes (story of Camillus) by Cecchino
Salviati. — A handsome marble *Doorway by Ben. da Maiano (1475-81),

with a door adorned with intarsia work (portraits of Dante and Petrarch)
])y Giuliano da Maiano and others, leads into the Sala dei Grigli, which
has a fine coffered ceiling. The imposing frescoes here (St. Zenobius and
heroes of Roman history, in a fine architectural framework) are by Dam.
Ghirlandaio (1482). — Straight on is the Guardaroba, with 52 large maps
drawn by Ignazio Danti (1563). — Farther on we traverse a room with
grotesque designs by Poccctti, and cross the terrace on the right to the
ante-room of the Sala dei Gigli. — The staircase to the left leads hence
to the Gallery (Ballatoio), which, like the tower, affords an admirable
and instructive *View of Florence and its environs. In the Salone delle

Bandiere (entr. on the N. side) are the flags sent by the Italian towns
on the occasion of the Dante celebrations mentioned on p. 597.

At the N. corner of the palace is a lion in bronze, the heraldic

emblem of the town, a modern copy of the so-called Mm^zocco
(p. 592). To the left is a large Fountain^ with Neptune ('il

Biancone') and Tritons by Bartolomeo Ammanati and four sea-god-

desses of the School of Giov. da Bologna (1575). In front of it a

Bronze Slab (1901) marks the site of the stake at which Savonarola

(comp. pp. 557, 552) was burned on May 23rd, 1498.

A little to the left is the *Equestrian Statue of Grand-Duke
Cosimo /., a fine work by Griovanni da Bologna (1594). — Almost
opposite the statue, on the IST. side of the piazza, is the Palazzo
TJguccioni, an edifice in the florid Renaissance style by Mariotto di

Zanobi Folfi (ca. 1550), with a rustica lower story and coupled half-

columns between the windows of the upper stories. — The E. side

of the piazza is occupied by the former Mercanzia (Chamber of

Commerce), erected in 1359 on the site of the Roman theatre and

restored in 1901-4, and the Palazzo della Condotta (14:-15ih ccnt.)^

originally the residence of the officials entrusted with the payment
of the condotti and condottieri, i.e. mercenary soldiers of the re-

public and their leaders.

On the W. side of the piazza rises the Palazzo Fenzi, built by
Landi (1871) in the early-Florentine style, which has been adopted

in many of the newer edifices. — In the S. angle of the piazza, in

front of the Palazzo degli Uffizi (p. 575), rises the —
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*Loggia dei Lanzi (PI. E, 5), so called from the German
spearmen or 'lancers' of Cosimo I., but originally called Loggia dei

Signo7'i or Loggia dei Priori. This is a magnificent open vaulted

hall of the kind with which it was usual to provide both the public

and private palaces of Tuscany, and was designed for addressing

the people. This structure was projected in 1356, having perhaps

been designed by Orcagna., but was not erected till 1376-82.

Benci di done and Simone di Francesco Talenti are said to

have been the architects. Both the style of the architecture and

the sculptures (Faith, Hope, Charity, Temperance, and Fortitude),

by Giov. d'Artibrogio and lacopo di Piero (1383-87), exhibit an

incipient leaning to Renaissance forms.
By the Steps are two lions ; that on the right is antique, the other

by Flaminio Vacca (1600). — Under the arches, to the right, is the *Ra.pe

of the Sabines, a bold and skilful group in marble executed by Giovantii
da Bologna in 1583, with a lifelike relief on the base ; on the left, *Perseus
with the head of the Medusa, in bronze, the masterpiece of Benvenuto
Cellini (1553), who executed also the statuettes and bas-reliefs of the
pedestal (one of the reliefs, now in the Bargcllo, is replaced by a cast).

Behind this is the Rape of Polyxena, a group in marble by Pio Fedi
(1866). To the left of the latter, *Judith and Holofernes in bronze, by
Donatello (ca. 1440; comp. p. liv), with the inscription 'Salutis Publicse
Exemplum', erected in front of the Palazzo Yecchio after the expulsion
of the Medici (1495) but replaced there by Michael Angelo's David (p. 614)

from 1504 to 1873, In the centre, *Menelaus with the body of Patroclus,
an antique but freely restored copy of the so-called Pasquino at Rome, and
brought thence in 1570. To the right of it, Hercules slaying the centaur
Nessus, in marble, by Giov. da Bologna. By the wall at the back are

five antique portrait-statues, and a *Mourning Woman ('Germania devicta'

;

the so-called Thusnelda; 3rd from the left), in which the expression of
grief in the noble countenance is admirably depicted.

Between the Uffizi (p. 575) and the Palazzo Vecchio the Via

della Ninna leads to the E. to the Via dei Neri, to the right in which

are situated the Loggia del Grano (PL E, 6), erected by Giulio

Parigi in 1619, and the old church of San Bemigio (PI. P\ 6), re-

built in the 14th cent, as a Gothic basilica with piers. — By the Via
d>'i Gondi to the Bargello, with the National Museum, see p. 590.

From the W. side of the Piazza della Signoria the short Via
Vacchereccia leads to the busy Via Pok Santa Makia (PI. E, 5),

which ends at the Ponte Vecchio (p. 632). In the latter, at the corner

of the Via Lambertesca, rises (left) th(; Torre dei Girolarni, the

tower of an old patrician castle.

The narrow Borgo Santi Apostoli, opposite the tower, loads to

llif! W., passing the Palazzo Rosselli del Turco (No. 15; on the

b'ft;, built for the liorglierini by Baecio d'Agnolo, to the little

Piazza d<;l Limbo, in which rises the church of - -

Santi Apostoli (PI. I), 5), a vanlt«;d Tiisean-Konian(;sque ba-

silica of the 11th century. The arches in the interior are adorned
with a fine border in the antique style and rest upon columns with

well-executed composite capitals. At the end of the left aisle is an
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elegant ciborium, an early work by Giov. della Rohhia, adjoining

which is the monument of Oddo Altoviti (d. 1507), by Benedetto

da Rovezzano. The sculptured decoration of the portal is by the

latter artist. — Farther on are the Piazza Santa Trinita and the

Via Tornabiioni (p. 627).

The Via Por Santa Maria is connected with the Piazza Santa

Trinita also by the Via delle Terme, the gloomy buildings in which
date partly from the 13th century. — The houses adjoining the old

church of San Biagio, between the Via di Capaccio (right) and the

small Piazza San Biagio, now partly used as a fire-station, are the

Gothic Arte della Seta (14th cent.), with the arms of the silk-

weavers' guild (in the Via di Capaccio), and the Palazzo di Parte
Guelfa (PI. E, 5), the old office of the capitani (p. 557). This

was originally a small G-othic building, erected in the 14th cent.,

but was enlarged by Brunelleschi about 1431 and again altered

in 1555 by Vasari, to whom the graceful Loggetta in the Via di

Capaccio is due. — On the W. side of the Piazza San Biagio are the

Palazzo Canacci (15th cent.; restored in 1903), an early-Renais-

sance building with an open loggia on the upper story, and the

Gothic Palazzo Giandonati, with an old outside staircase.

A few steps to the KW., in the Via Porta Rossa, lies the Mer-
cato Nuovo (Pl.E, 5; 'Logge del Mercato'), a fine late-Renaissance

structure by Giov. Batt. Tasso (1547-51), with beautiful arcades,

where flowers (especially on Thurs. morning) and straw and woollen

wares are now sold. The market is adorned with a good bronze

copy of the antique boar (p. 577), by Pietro Tacca. In the niches

are modern statues of celebrated Florentines. — In the same street

(No. 9; on the left) is the Palazzo Davanzati (PI. E, 5; formerly

Davizzi)., dating from the 14th cent., with a picturesque court.

The *Intcrior (adra., see p. 553), which was restored in the original

style in 1909 and fitted up with old furniture and utensils from various
sources, presents a faithful picture of Florentine life in the middle ages.

In the bedroom on the second floor is a series of frescoes dating from
1395 (?), illustrating the old French metrical romance *La Chfitelaine do
Yergy' (1.3th cent.).

From the Piazza della Signoria the busy Via dei Calzaioli

(PI. E, 4, 5; 'street of the stocking-makers') leads towards the N.

to the Piazza del Duomo. Immediately to the left, between the

Via dei Lamberti and the Via Orsanmichele, stands —
*Or San Michele (PL E, 5), so called after the oratory of

San Michele in OrtOy which originally occupied this site and was
replaced by a grain market in 1284-91. The present building was
erected after the fire of 1304 (p. 556), in 1337-1404. The lower

story was probably always used as a church; the upper story served

as a corn-magazine down to 1569 and afterwards as a depository

for the state archives. The external decoration of the edifice with
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statues was undertaken by the twelve guilds, whose armorial bear-

ings, some by Luca delta Rohhiaj are placed above the niches.

Statues. On the E. side, towards the Via dei Calzaioli : (r.) St. Luke,
by Giovanni da Bologna, 1602 (judges and notaries: the last guild to

he founded, comp. p. 596); *Christ and St. Thomas, by AndreaVerrocchio,
1483 (merchants; 'strikingly truthful in action and expression, though
somewhat overladen with drapery'), in a niche by Donatcllo which still

reveals Grothic forms; (1.) John the Baptist, by Lor. Ghiberti, 1414 (cloth-

dealers), a serious and powerful figure. — On the S. side: (r.) St. John,
by Baccio da Montelupo, 1515 (silk- weavers). Beneath the adjacent
canopy (physicians and apothecaries) was formerly placed a Madonna
which has been removed to the interior of the church. Then, St. James,
by Ciuff'ag7ii (inrneTs) ; St. Mark, by Donatello, 1413 (joiners; *it would
have been impossible', said Michael Angelo, 'to have rejected the gospel
if preached by such a straightforward man as this'). — On the W. fagade

:

(r.) St. Eligius, hj Nanni di Banco, 1415 (farriers); St. Stephen, hj Lor-
enzo Ghiberti, 1428 (wool - weavers ; 'of simple but imposing grace in

attitude and drapery'); St. Matthew, by Ghiberti and Michelozzo, 1422
(money-changers); above the last, two charming statuettes (the Annun-
ciation), probably by Pie /'o di Niccolo d^Arezzo. — On the N. side: (r.)

St. Grcorge, by Donatello (armourers), a bronze copy of the original figure

(1416) now in the National Museum (p. 592) ; below, a fine marble relief

of St. G-eorge and the Dragon, hy Donatello : then four saints hj Nanni
di Banco, 1408 (bricklayers, carpenters, smiths, and masons); St. Philip,

by the same (shoemakers); St. Peter, by Donatello (?; youthful work),
1408 (butchers).

In the Interior (very dark, best light about 10 a.m. ; entrance on the

W. side in the morning), which consists of a double nave, divided by
pillars, to the right, the celebrated *Tabernacle of Andrea Orcagna, in

marble and coloured vitreous paste, with numerous statuettes and reliefs

from sacred history, completed, according to the inscription, in 1359. The
best reliefs are the Annunciation and Marriage of the Virgin in front,

and her Death and Assumption on the back. Over the altar is a Ma-
donna by Bern. Daddi (1346).

Between Or San Michele and the Via Calimara, and connected

with the former by an archway with steps (built by Vasari after

1569), is the Arte della Lana, the old guild house of the wool

weavers, as the old armorial bearings (a lamb bearing a cross)

testify. This building was erected in 1308, reconstructed in 1394
ct seq., and restored in 1903-5 by Enrico Lusini; it now serves

as the exchange and the seat of the Dante Society (Societa Dantesca

Italiana), founded in 1888. At the N.E. corner of the exterior,

on the new staircase, is the Gothic Tabernacolo della Tromba from

the Mercato Vecchio (p. 561), with a much damaged fresco and an

altar-piece by la^-opo del Casentino ; the interior contains sadly

injured frescoes of the 14-15th cent., including, on the groundfloor,

a tournament-scene, quatrefoils with scenes from the manufacture of

woollen and cloth goods, etc. The platform affords a fine panorama.

Opposite Or San Micliele, in the Via dei Calzaioli, is the Oratorii)

of San Carlo Borromeo (PI. P], 5), of the 14th cent., originally

dedicated to the archangel Michael.
The Via Tavolini, diverging to the E. by thiH church, is continued hy

the Via Dante, in wliirh (Iru), at the rnrnor of the Via Santa Marghorila
and opposite the Torre della Cantagna, an old patrician tower, riHCH a
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block of buildings (tastefully restored in 1904-10) formerly in the posses-
sion of tlic AUqhicri family. The so-called Casa di Dante here (PI. F, 5;
ad in. on \veek-(lays 11-3) has been arbitrarily described as the birthplace
of the great poet only since about the middle of the 19th century.

The Via degli Speziali (PI. E, 5), diverging to the left beyond
Or San Michele, leads to the Piazza Vittorio Emanuele (p. 626).

The Via dci Calzaioli ends at the Piazza del Duomo (PI. E, F, 4),

in which, immediately to the right, stands the Oratory of the
Misericordia (PL F, 4), belonging to the charitable fraternity

founded in the 13th cent., that succours the sick poor and buries

the dead. The brothers are frequently seen in the streets garbed
in their black robes, with cowls covering the head and leaving

apertures for the eyes only. The oratory contains a terracotta relief

by Andrea della Rohhia at the altar; in a side-room on the right

are statues of the Virgin and St. Sebastian by Benedetto da Maiano.
At the opposite corner of the Via dei Calzaioli is the *Bigallo

(PI. E, F, 4; restored in 1881-82 and 1904), an exquisite little Grothic

loggia, built in 1352-58 for the 'Capitani di Santa Maria', and in

1480 made over to the 'Compagnia del Bigallo', a similar fraternity,

for the exhibition of foundlings to the charitable public. Over the

arcades (N.) are a relief of the Madonna by Alberto di Arnoldo
(1361) and two almost obliterated frescoes representing the foun-

dation of the 'Capitani' (1445).
The Interior (adm., see p. 553) is shown by the custodian who lives

next door, on the first floor of the orphanage (Orfanotrofio). The chapel
contains a Madonna and two angels, an altar-piece by Alberto di Arnoldo
(1.864); the predella is by Rid. Ghirlandaio (1515). — The treasurer's

room is adorned with a large fresco-painting of the Madonna della Miseri-
cordia, with a view of Florence, by Giottino(?). — First Floor: Early
Florentine School, Crucifixion, in the Byzantine style (ca. 1240); Bern.
Daddi, *Triptych (1333); lac. del SellaiOj Madonna and two angels;

Sodoma, Bearing of the Cross; Style of Vei'rocchio, Terracotta bust of

Christ.

Opposite the Bigallo is the *Battistero (PI. E, F, 4), or church

of San Giovanni Battista, an octagonal structure with an octagonal

cupola, rising in well-proportioned stories, defined by pilasters and

embellished with rich variegated marble ornamentation and hand-

some cornices. The building, which was extolled by Dante ('mio

bel San Griovanni', Inf. xix. 17), was probably founded in the 7th

or 8th cent, and replaced San Lorenzo (p. 619) as the cathedral of

Florence until 1128; it was remodelled about 1200 at the expense

of the wool-merchants' (calimala) guild (p. 555), when the previous

vestibule was replaced by the choir-apse and the present portals

were added. The pillars on the exterior angles were added by

Arnolfo di Cambio in 1293. — The three celebrated **Bronze
Doors were added in the 14th and 15th centuries.

The *FiR8T Door, the oldest of the three, on the S. side, opposite
the Bigallo, was completed by Andrea Pisano (p. 513) in 1336 after six

years of labour. The reliefs comprise scenes from the life of John the

Baptist and allegorical representations of the eight cardinal virtues, square
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panels with tastefully executed borders. The figures are full of vigorous
life and simple charm. The bronze decorations at the sides are by Vit-
torio Ghiberti, the son of Lorenzo (1452-62); above is the Beheading of
John the Baptist by Vine. Danti (1571).

The *Second Door (N.) was executed in 1403-24 by Lorenzo GMherti,
after a competition in which his designs were preferred to those of la-

copo della Querela of Siena, Niccolo d'Arezzo, and Brunelleschi (comp.
p. 593). Donatello and Michelozzo were among his assistants in making
the castings. The reliefs represent in 28 sections the history of Christ.

They are quite equal to those of Andrea Pisano in clearness of arrange-
ment, nobility of outline, and tenderness of conception, while they sur-

pass them in richness of picturesque life and in the harmony and variety
of movement and expression in the individual figures. The technical
execution is unsurpassed. The figure of St. John the Evangelist is the
grandest in the series. — Above the door, the *Preaching of John the
Baptist hyFr.Rustici, supposed to have been assisted by Leonardo da Vinci
(1511).

The *Third Door, facing the cathedral, also executed by Lorenzo
Ghiberti (1425-52), is considered a marvel of art. It represents ten differ-

ent scenes from the Old Testament: (1.) 1. Creation and Expulsion from
Paradise; 2. Cain slaying his brother and Adam tilling the earth; 3. Noah
after the Flood, and his intoxication; 4. Abraham and the angels, and
Sacrifice of Isaac; *5. Esau and Jacob; 6. Joseph and his brethren; 7.

Promulgation of the Law on Mt. Sinai; 8. The Walls of Jericho; 9. Battle
against the Ammonites; 10. The Queen of Sheba. The artist has here
wittiugly transgressed the limits of the plastic art and produced what
may be called a picture in bronze, but he has notwithstanding shed such
a flood of loveliness over his creations that Michael Angelo i3ronounced
this door worthy of forming the entrance to Paradise. The beautiful
l)ronze borders also are by Ghiberti, who has introduced his own portrait
in the central band (the man with the bald head, to the left, fourth from
the top). — Over the door the *Baptism of Christ, by Andrea Sansovlno
(1502; completed by Vine. Danti), the fine angel by Spinazzi (18th cent.).

The whole arrangement of the ^Interior shows that its builder was
well acquainted with ancient forms and suggests the influence of the
Pantheon at Rome. In front of each of the eight niches below stand
two columns of oriental granite with gilded capitals. Above is a gallery
with Corinthian pilasters and double windows. The boldly soaring dome,
94 ft. in diameter, afforded Brunelleschi a model for that of the cathedral

(p. 570). On the pavement are an early niello, with the zodiac and in-

scriptions, and mosaics (1200). The old font in the middle of the church
was removed in 1576; to the left of the choir stands the new font (1568),
with Pisan reliefs of 1371. To the right of the high -altar is the tomb
(frequently imitated) erected by Cosimo de' Medici for Pope John XXIII.
(d. 1419), who was deposed by the Council of Constance; the recumbent
hronze statue is hy Donatello, the figures of the three Virtues hy MicJie-
lozzo. On an altar between the S. and E. doors is a statue of Mary
.Magdalen in wood, by Donatello, unpleasantly realistic in effect.

The choir-niche is adorned with mosaics (frequently restored) by Fra
lacopo (1225-28), a companion of St. Francis of Assisi. — The *Mo8aics
in the dome are by Andrea Tafl (d, after 1320) and others, and were
last restored and partially supplemented in 1898-1908; they arc clearly
distinguishabh; on very bright days only (b(!Ht about 11 a.m.). Tiiey re-

present Christ as judge of tlie world, the Resurrection, IL'Kh's, the Last
Judgment fabove the choir -apse); the Arcliangel Michael (below the
lantern); also. Scenes from the Old T(;stament (above), the Passion (central
rows), and the history of John the Baptist (below).

Opposite the N. side of the Baptist(;ry is a coluniii of marble
(cipolliiio), called the Colonna (Li Han Zauohif erected to conunei!! -

orate the transference of the relics of St. Zeiiohius to the cathedral
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in 1330. — To the W. of the Baptistery, at the corner of the Via dei

Cerretani (p. 619), is the Pal. Arcivescovile (PI. E, 4; curtailed on

the side towards the cathedral in 1895), with a fine court by Gr. A.

Uosio (1573). At the back, towards the Piazza dell' Olio, is the early-

Tuscan facade of the small church of San Salvatore delV Arci-

vescovadoj which is mentioned as early as 1032 (restored in 1737).

The ^Cathedral (PI. F, 4), II DuomOy or La Cattedrale di

Santa Maria del Fiore, so called after 1412 from the lily which
figures in the arms of Florence, was erected on the site of the earlier

church of St. Reparata, which had been used as a cathedral since

1128. The erection was decreed by a popular vote of 1294. The first

architect was Arnolfo di Cambio, who superintended the works
from 1296 down to his death in 1301. After 1331 the operations

were under the direction of the Arte della Lana, who employed

Giotto (1334-37), Andrea Pisano (1337-49), Franc. Talenti

(1351-69), and other architects. In 1357 the plan was expanded;

the nave with its spacious vaulting was begun from a design by

Talenti, Arnolfo di Cambio's fagade was strengthened, and the ex-

terior was farther ornamented with marble in harmony with the

original details. In 1366-68 a commission of four architects and

four painters decided the form of the choir and the dome, and their

plan has since been adhered to. The three polygonal apses were

completed in 1407-21, the drum of the dome in 1410-13. On 19th

August, 1418, was announced the public competition instituted by

the guilds for the technical execution of the dome, of which Yasari

has given so racy an account, and in which the genius of Filippo

Brunelleschi secured the victory in spite of the jealousy of rivals

and the doubts of the cognoscenti. The construction of the cupola

took fourteen years (1420-34). The church was finally consecrated

on March 25th (the old Florentine New Year's Day), 1436, but the

lantern on the top of the dome, also designed by Brunelleschi, was not

constructed until 1446-61. — The building (larger than all previous

churches in Italy, comp. p. 471) is 555 ft. in length and 341 ft.

(across the octagon) in breadth; the octagonal domed space is 300 ft.

high, with the lantern 351 ft. The unfinished old fagade (comp.

pp. 574, 611) was removed in 1587, and its sculptures (ca. 1296-

1420) are now scattered, some inside the cathedral, others in mu-
seums, private collections, etc. The present fagade was erected in

1875-87 from the design of Emilia De Fabris (p. 574), which
originally had three gables. The bronze central door is by Ant.

Passaglia {l^i)^)., the side-doors by Gius. Cassioli (1899).

Above the first door on the S. side is a Madonna of the 14th century.
The decoration of the second S. door is by Piero di Giovanni Tedesco
f 1395-99): foliage with naked putti, foreshadowing the Renaissance spirit;

in the lunette, the Madonna between two angels. — The corresponding
*Door on the N. side was executed by Niccold d^Arezzo (1408). The ad-

mirable bas-relief of the Madonna with the girdle (p. 543), over the door,
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is by Nanni di Banco (1414). On the adjoining pillars are two figures

by Donatello (early works; 1406 and 1408), who executed also the two
prophets' heads in the pediments (1422).

The Interior is impressive owing to its grand dimensions, but it

is dark and, since the unskilful restoration of 1841, very bare. The
gallery detracts from the effect of the arches. The choir is appropriately
placed under the dome.

On the Entrance Wall, to the right of the main entrance, is the mon-
ument of Antonio Orso, Bishop of Florence (d. 1321 ; seated figure of the
deceased), by Tino di Camaino of Siena; to the left of the main entrance
is a marble statue of Pope John XXII., from the old facade. Over the
principal portal: Coronation of the Virgin in mosaic, by Gaddo Gaddi;
at the sides, frescoes (angels) by Santi di Tito (restored). — Over the
side-portals, two equestrian portraits (in grisaille) as mural tombs : to

the right, John Hawkwood (d. 1394), an English soldier-of-fortune who
served the Republic in 1392 (Hhe first real general of modern times', ac-

cording to Hallam), by Paolo Uccello (1436); to the left, the condottiere
Nicoolo da Tolentino (d. 1433), by Andrea del Castagno (1456). — The
designs for the stained glass in the three windows were drawn by Lor.
GMherti; the design of the coloured mosaic pavement is attributed to

Baccio d^Agnolo.
Right Aisle. Monument of Filippo Brunelleschi (d. 1446), with his

portrait in marble, by Bugaiano (p. 573). Statue of Joshua, by Ciuffagni{?) ;

to the left of the latter, bust of Oiotto by Benedetto da Maiano (1490),
with a fine inscription by Angelo Poliziano; (1.) on the pillar a fine re-

ceptacle for holy water of the 14th century. On the right (over the door),

monument of General Pietro Farnese (d. 1361), by Agnolo Gaddi and Pe-
sello (1395) ; farther on, statue of Isaiah by Oiuffagni; statues of St. Luke,
by Nanni di Banco, and St. Matthew, by Oiuffagni, executed in 1408-16
along with the two statues of Evangelists on the opposite side and
originally intended for the facade. Bust of the learned Marsilius Ficinus
(d. 1499), by A. Ferrucci (1521). By the pillar of the dome, towards the
nave, St, Matthew, a statue by Vincenzo de^ Rossi; opposite to it, St.

James the Elder, by lacopo Sansovino (1513).

Right Arm of the Octagon. Statues of St. Philip (r.) and St. James
the Younger (1.), by Giovanni dalV Opera, a pupil of Baccio Bandinelli
(St. James more probably an early work by Triholo). Each of the four
side- chapels is adorned with two saints, painted al fresco by Bicci di
Lorenzo (1427). The stained-glass windows are from designs by A. Gaddi.
— Over the door of the S. Sacristy (Sagrestia Vecchia), a relief (Ascen-
sion) by Luca delta Robbia (1446) ; within, two angels by the same, pro-
bably used as light-bearers on his singing gallery (p. 573). In this sacristy
Lorenzo il Magnifico sought refuge in 1478, on the outbreak of the con-
spiracy of the Pazzi (p. 557), to which his brother Giuliano fell a victim
while attending mass in the choir.

In the E. part of the Nave (Tribuna di San Zanobi), by the piers,

statues of (r.) St. John, by Benedetto da Rovezzano, and (1.) St. Peter,
by Baccio Bandinelli. Below the altar of the Tribuna is a bronze *Re-
liquary containing the remains of St. Zenobius, with representations of
his miracles, hy Lorenzo Ghiberti (1440). The stained-glass windows also
are from designs by Ghiberti. — The unimpressive Crypt (opened by
the sacristan, 30-50 c.) contains a triptych which recalls the style of
Giotto and two old sarcophagi.

The marble screens of the octagonal Choir, designed by Giuliano
di Baccio d^Agnolo and adorned with bas-reliefs of the apostles by Baccio
Bandinelli (signed B. B. 1555) and Giovanni dalV Opera, were erected to

replace the original wooden screens of Ohil)crti. The crucifix upon the
high-altar, by Ben. da Maiano, is painted by Jjor. di Credi. Jiehind the
high-altar, an nnflnished group (Pieta) by Michael Angelo (late work). -

'I li<! paintings inside the dome, begun in 1572 by VaHarl and continued by
J'r(/crig(j Zucchero (prophets, etc.), diminish its impressivo elTccl. 'I'he
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stained -glass *Windows in the drum of the dome (hard to distinguish)
were executed by Francesco di Doni. Livi (ca. 1436-45) from designs by
Ghiherti (Presentation in the Temple, Christ on the Mt. of Olives, As-
cension), Donatello (Coronation of the Virgin), Paolo Uccello (Adoration
of the Magi, Annunciation, Resurrection), and Andrea del Castagno (De-
scent from the Cross).

The bronze *Door of the N". Sacristy (Sagrestia Nuova), originally
entrusted to Donatello, was executed by Luca della Robbia, aided by
Maso di Bartolomeo and Mlchelozzo (1446-67). In the central panels are
Evangelists, fathers of the church, etc., surrounded by portrait -heads.
Above it, a bas-relief in terracotta (Resurrection) by Luca delta Robbia
(1443). The intarsia work and frieze of children on the cabinets in this

sacristy are by Giuliano and Benedetto da Maiano.
Left Arm of the Octagon, Statues of St. Andrew and St. Thomas

by Andrea Ferrucci (1512) and Vine, de^ Rossi. In the chapels, frescoes
by Bicci di Lorenzo. The ten stained -glass windows are ascribed to

IjOr. Ghiberti. In the pavement is a round brass slab, placed here in the
year 1511 for the purpose of making solar observations through a cor-

responding aperture in the dome. In 1755 P. Leonardo Ximenes added
a graduated dial in order to admit of more accurate observations.

Left Aisle. By the side-door is a portrait of Dante, with a view
of Florence and scenes from the Divine Comedy, painted on wood by
Domenico di Michelino in 1465 by command of the republic (much
restored). Statue of David by Ciuffagni (1434). Statues of St. Mark,
by Niccolb d^Arezzo, and *St. John, an early work by Donatello. Bust
of Antonio Squarcialupi, the celebrated musician, by Benedetto da Maiano.
Farther on, Arnolfo di Cambio , with the design for the cathedral, a
medallion in high relief by Lor. Bai'tolini (1843). *Statue of Poggio
Bracciolini (?), secretary of state, by Donatello, admirably individualised.
On the first pillar, St. Zenobius, an easel-picture by Giov. del Biondo (of

the school of Oiotto).

The Ascent of the Dome (p. 570) is very interesting, both for the

sake of obtaining an idea of its construction and for the *Vievv (more
extensive than from the Campanile). Entrance by a small door in the
left aisle (open 7-12 in summer, 9-12 in winter; adm. 50c.); 463 steps to

the upper gallery.

The *Campanile (PI. F, 4), or bell-tower, begun by Giotto in

1334-37, when he was architect of the cathedral, and carried on

by his successors Andrea Pisano and Franc. Talenti, was com-

pleted in 1387. It is a square structure 276 ft. in height, richly

decorated with coloured marble. The windows, which increase in

size with the different stories, are enriched with tracery such as

has never been surpassed in the Italian-Grothic style. On the W.
side are four statues, the first three of which are by Donatello^ viz.

John the Bapiist (1416; little inferior to the St. Greorge, p. 592),

*David(?), the celebrated 'Zuccone' or bald-head, and *Jeremiah.

The fourth (Obadiah) is by his assistant Rosso (1420). On the E.

side arc Habakkuk and Abraham's Offering by Donatello (the latter,

1421, partly by Rosso)., and two patriarchs (Moses? and Joshua) by

Rosso (1421; the former partly by Donatello). On the K and S.

are sibyls and prophets. — Below these figures are charming *Bas-

reliefs; those on the W., S., and E. sides by Giotto and Andrea
Pisano (mostly from Giotto's designs) and those on the N". by Luca
delta Robbia (1437): the Seven Cardinal Virtues, the Seven Works
of Mercy, the Seven Beatitudes, and the Seven Sacraments. In the
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lower series is represented the development of mankind from the

Creation to the climax of G-reek science (among the best are the

Creation of Eve, Adam and Eve at work, Dwellers in tents. Astro-

nomer, Rider, Weaving, Navigation, Agriculture). The liberal arts

are represented by figures of Phidias, Apelles, Donatus, Orpheus,

Plato, Aristotle, Ptolemy, Euclid, and a musician.
'The characteristics of Power and Beauty occur more or less in different

buildings, some in one and some in another. But all together, and all

in their highest possible relative degrees, they exist, so far as I know,
only in one building in the world, the Campanile of Giotto.' — Ruskin's
^Seven Lamps of ArcMtecture\

The campanile is ascended by an easy staircase of 414 steps (adm.
1/2 fr-)- Beautiful View from the top, embracing the city and the neigh-
bouring heights, studded with vilV s and richly cultivated. — At the
summit are seen the piers on which, according to Griotto's plan, it was
proposed to raise a spire of 105 ft.

On the S. side of the cathedral is the Canonry {Palazzo del

Canoiricij Nos. 31, 32 ; PL F, 4), erected in 1826 by G-aetano Baccani.

— Into the wall of the following house (No. 29) is built the Sasso
di Dante, a stone on which the great poet is said to have been
wont to sit on summer evenings.

Opposite the choir of the cathedral is situated the Opera del

Duomo (PI. F, 4; No. 24, entrance to the left in the court). Here
was opened in 1891 the *Cathedral Museum, orMuseo di Santa
Maria del Fiore, containing chiefly works of art from the cathedral

and the baptistery (adm., see p. 553). Lists of the works of art are

supplied for the use of visitors. Catalogue (1904) Yg f^'-

Ground Floor. In the vestibule, a bust of Brunelleschi, from
his death-mask, by his pupil Buggiano. Above the door (left). Cod
the Father between two angels, a fine coloured relief from the studio

of Luca delta Rohhia (ca. 1450). — The hall contains numerous
architectural fragments; also, 40. Madonna, by a master of the

Pisan School (13th cent.); 51 (on the pillar by the staircase), Etrus-

can relief. — On the staircase are reliefs from the choir-screen of

the cathedral, by Baccio Bandinelli and Giovanni dalV Opera.
First Floor. In the large hall, on the end-walls (71 to the

right, and 72 to the left), are the Singing Galleries (Cantor ie)

from the cathedral, with the celebrated reliefs of children by Luca
delta Rohhia (1431-38) and Donatello (1433-38), taken down in

1688 and put together again, with some unnecessary additions, in

1890. ^J'he naive charm of childhood has probably never been better

expressed than in the ten clearly and beautifully arranged **Groups
of singing and dancing boys and girls by Luca dclla Kobbia, which
are equally attractive for their truth and naturaln(!ss and for tlunr

grace of movement and form. The *K(!liefs of dancing Genii by
Donatello are full of vigour and expr(;ssion, and in their exuberant

vigour they present a very significant speciFn(!n of the Fnast(!r\s

work. — Also on the right end-wall: 108. Tntarsia tablet, repre-

Uakdekek's Northern Italy. Hth Kdit. 37
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senting St. Zenobius between two deacons, by Giuliano da Maiano.
On the left side-wall: Model for the facade of the cathedral, by
De Fabris (d. 1883); 77. Relief of the Madonna, by Agostino di

Diiccio. On the left end-wall are two frames (87, 88) with elegant

Byzantine miniatures in wax mosaic (11th cent.); 110. Creation of

Eve, a brown glazed terracotta relief by a master of the Florentine

School (after 1400). On the right side-wall: 92, 93. St. Reparata

and Christ blessing, marble statuettes by Andrea Pisano ; 95, 96.

Annunciation, group by lacopo di Piero Guidi (1388); *97. Silver

Altar from the Baptistery, with twelve reliefs from the history of

John the Baptist. The front was executed in 1366-1402 by Leonardo
di Ser Giovanni (a pupil of Orcagna), Betto di Geri, and others,

while the statne of the Baptist was added by Michelozzo in 1451.

The four side-reliefs, including the Birth of John, hjAnt. Pollaiuolo,

and his *Death, by Verrocchioy date from 1477-80. On this altar,

98. Silver Cross by A. Pollaiuolo and Betto di Franc. Betti

(1457-59). Farther on, *105, 106. Two side -reliefs from Lnica

della Rohhid's cantoria; history of John the Baptist in embroidery,

from designs by Ant. Pollaiuolo (before 1470).
The Last Room contains models for tlie dome of the cathedral, in-

cluding (164.) Brunelleschi' s model for the lantern ; 167. Plaster cast of

tlie reliquary of St. Zenobius (p. 571). On the back-wall, 131. Drawing
(16th cent.) of the original fagade of the cathedral (comp. p. 570) ; 128-130,

132-135. Models for the fagade, all from the end of the 16th or beginning
of the 17th cent. ; numerous modern designs for the fagade.

From the Piazza del Duomo the Via del Proconsolo leads to

the Bargello (p. 590), the Via dei Servi to the Annunziata (p. 602)

and the Archseological Museum (p. 603), the Via Ricdsoli to the

Academy (p. 613) and San Marco (p. 611), the Via dei Martelli to

the Pal. Medici (p. 610), the Borgo San Lorenzo to San Lorenzo

(p. 619), the Via dei Cerretani to Santa Maria Novella (p. 623), and

the Via Francesco Ferrer to the Vmzzti Vitt. Emanuele (p. 626).

Opposite the Banca d^Italia (PI. F, 5) in the Via dell' Orivolo

opens the Via Folco Portinari, leading to the Piazza Santa Maria
Naova (PI. Gr, 4, 5), with the Spedale di Santa Maria Nuova,
the oldest hospital in the town, founded in 1285 by Folco Portinari,

said to have been the father of Dante's Beatrice. Since the 16th

cent, it has been altered several times. The famous picture gallery

of the hospital became national property in 1897 (comp. p. 580).

The fagade of the church of Sant'Egidio, reconstructed in 1418-20,

is adorned with a portico by Buontalenti. Above the door of the

church is a terracotta relief of the Coronation of the Virgin, by
Bicci di Lorenzo (1424). At the back of the high-altar are a taber-

nacle with a Madonna by Andrea della Pobbia, and a marble ci-

borium by Bern, Rossellino, with a bronze door by Lor. Ghiberti

(1450). To the left in the little court of the hospital is a fresco

of Caritas by Giov. da San Giovanni (p. 561).
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b. The Uffizi Gallery.

Adjoining the Pal. Yecchio (p. 562) towards the Arno lies the

large Palazzo degli Uffizi (PI. E, 6), erected partly on the site

of the church of San Piero Scheraggio in 1560-74 hy Vasari, for the

municipal government. It now contains, on the left, the celebrated

Picture Gallery (see below) and the National Library (p. 590),

on the right, the State Archives (p. 590) and the Post Office (but

comp. p. 550). Beneath is the handsome Portico degli IJffizi, the

niches of which were adorned with marble statues of celebrated

Tuscans in 1842-56. On the side next the Arno is a statue of

Cosimo I. by Giov. da Bologna, with figures of Justice and Power
by Danti. Fine view hence over the river to San Miniato (p. 643).

Approaching from the Piazza della Signoria, we enter by the

second door to the left under the E. portico, and ascend by a staircase

of 126 steps (lift, 25 c.) to the **Galleria degli Uffizi (adm.,

see p. 553). The gallery originated with the Medici collections

(p. 617), to which numerous additions have been made down to the

most recent times, and it is now one of the greatest in the world,

both in extent and value. It includes a large number of antique

sculptures, a valuable collection of Florentine goldsmiths' work
and gems, drawings, wood-cuts, and engravings, besides the famous
gallery of about 4000 paintings, which have been systematically

re-arranged on modern lines in 1903-10 by Dr. Corrado Ricci. The
director is Dr. Giovanni Poggi (p. 591). The catalogue (1907;
in English, French, or Italian, 3 fr.) has not kept abreast of recent

criticism in its attributions of some of the paintings.

As in the Academy (p. 613) and the Pitti Gallery (p. 632) the

Florentine Schools of the 15th and 16th cent, are copiously and

favourably represented. Pra Angelico's Coronation of the Virgin

(No. 1290; p. 581) ranks as his most charming creation; the fre-

quently copied angels at the sides of his winged picture of the Ma-
donna and angels (No. 17; p. 581) are more attractive than the

principal picture itself. Special attention should be paid to Pra
Pilipjjo Lippi^s Madonna with angels (1307

;
p. 582) and four works

of Saiidro Botticelli: a round picture of the Madonna (1267 bis;

I>. 581), the Adoration of the Magi (1286; p. 581), so much extolled

by Vasari, and, as specimens of other subjects, his Birth of Venus

(39; p. 581), andhis Calumny after Apelles(1182; p. 581). Pilijqnno
Ijippi\H Madonna and saints fl268; {). 582) attracts att(;ntion l)y its

size and clear colouring, and his Adoration of the Magi (1257
; p. 582),

is interesting on account of the portrait- like treatment of its nu-

merous figures. One of the best of the (;arly masters was Domenico
Ghirlandaio, whose beautiful round picture; of the Adoration of

the Magi (1295; p. 582;, and th(! Madonna with saints (1297;

p. 582), arc remarkable for excellence of composition and harmony

37*
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of colouring. The full importance of tins master, wlio excelled in

narrative painting, can be perceived, however, only in the domain
of fresco-painting (pp. 624, 628, 629). The mythological works of

Piero di Cosimo (1312; p. 583, etc.) betray a taste for fantastic

subjects, from which Leon, da Vinci himself was not entirely free.

The Unil)rians, Piero della Francesca (1300; p. 582) and Pietro

Perucjino (1217, p. 583; 287, p. 584), Raphael's teacher, are here

well represented only by their brilliant portraits. Of Raphael^ to

whose genius the Pitti Gallery owes its chief renown, the Uffizi

Gallery possesses several works, including masterpieces both of his

Florentine and of his Roman period, viz. the Madonna with the gold-

finch (1129 ; p. 583) and the Portrait of Pope Julius XL (1131
; p. 584).

The Holy Family by Michael Angela (1139; p. 582), an early work,

is the only easel-painting by this master in Italy. A very effective

picture, notwithstanding its unfinished condition, is Leon, da Vinci's

rich composition of the Adoration of the Magi (1252; p. 581). An-
other very important work, though unfinished, is Pra Bartolomeo's
Madonna enthroned (1265; p. 582), with its masterly grouping. The
Visitation of Mary (1259; p. 582) also, hy Mariotto Alhertinellij an

assistant of Fra Bartolomeo, ranks among the finest creations of

Italian art. — Among the works of the other Italian Schools the

most notable are Mantegnd's Madonna among the rocks (1025;

p. 580), Sodoma's St. Sebastian (1279; p. 582), and the works of

Correggio (1118, 1134; p. 584); among the numerous Venetian

pictures lacopo Bellini's Madonna (1562; p. 579), Giovanni Bel-

linVs Madonna by the lake (631; p. 580), Titian''s Portraits of

Reccadelli (1116; p. 579) and the Duke and Duchess of Urbino

(605, 599; p. 580), his Flora (626; p. 580), and his so-called Venus
of Urbino (1117; p. 584), Giorgione'sKnigU of Malta (622; p. 580),

and the so-calledFornarina hy Sehastiano del Pionfiho (112^ \\).^oS^).

No other collection in Italy is so rich in works of northern

origin. Among the works of the Early Flemish School, which,

in spite of the proximity of the more studied Italian pictures,

maintain their peculiar charm, owing to their depth of colouring

and their unsophisticated realism, an Adoration of the Child, the

chief work of the rare master Hugo van der Goes (1525; p. 587),

and a Madonna by Mevfiling (703; p. 588) are specially attractive.

Among the principal German masters, Du7'er, whose works were
highly prized in Italy and whose woodcuts were much used by
Italian painters even during his life, is represented by an Adoration

of the Magi (1141; p. 584), a portrait of his father (766; p. 585),

and two heads of Apostles (768, 777; p. 585). Holbein's portrait

of Richard Southwell (765; p. 585) is an admirable work. The
Netherlands Masters of the 17th cent., who, like the German
masters, rank high in the collection of portraits of artists (p. 586),

are represented by several other excellent works. Among those by
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Rahens are the portrait of his first wife (197; p. 584), his own
portrait (228; p. 586), and two large pictures of scenes from the

life of Henri lY (140, 147 ; p. 588). The best of Eembrandt's works
preserved here are the two portraits of himself (451, 452; p. 586).

The Storm, by Hercules Seghers (979; p. 585), should be noticed.

The Dutch genre-painters (p. 585) have enriched the gallery with

several important works, such as G. Metsu's Lute-player (918) and
Huntsman (972) and Jan Steen^s Family feast (977).

First Landing of the staircase. To the right. Bust of Hercules

with an oak-wreath. — Second Landing. To the right, two good
portrait-heads. — First Floor. To the left are the rooms occupied

by the —
Collection of Drawings and Engravings, founded by Cardinal

Leopoldo de' Medici (d. 1675) and afterwards much extended by the

donations of Emilio Santarelli, the sculptor (d. 1866), and others.

The collection includes ca. 45,000 drawings and 40,000 engravings

(catalogue IY2 fi"-)- The chief treasures are exhibited in the first

room, which is decorated with Florentine tapestry. The second

room is for students (adm. only on application to Prof. Nerino Ferri,

the curator).

Two other rooms are intended to accommodate the Collection
of Photographs (ca. 50,000), which is at present in a room beside

the director's office on the second floor.

Topmost Landing. Modern bronze statues of Mars and Silenus

(the latter a copy of an antique original); portrait-heads (to the

left, Demosthenes).

First Vestibule (Primo Vestibolo). Medici busts; tapestries.

Second Vestibule (Secondo Vestibolo). Ancient Sculptures : to

the left, 23. Statue of Augustus; portrait-busts of the Roman im-

perial period; 20. Statue of Apollo. To the right, 21. Statue of

Hadrian; portrait-busts; pillar with the head of the deity of a town
;

22. Statue of Trajan. In the middle, two Molossian dogs, a horse,

and a *Wild boar. — The —
East Corridor (Primo Corridore), 177 yds. in length, adorned

with charming grotesque paintings (1581), contains antique marble

sculptures and paintings of the Tuscan schools (14-15th cent.). On
entering we turn to the right and begin at the end of tlie corridor.

Ancient Sculptures. In the middle, 38. HcM-cules shiying Nessus
(almoHt entirely modern); in tlie left corner, Roman portrait-head ; by the
window, 43. JuliuH CsBHar (?) ; opponite, 31). Sarcopha^iiH with rcprescnt-
ationH from the life of a Roman ffrom whieli RapliacI borrowed tlie saeri-

ficial Hcenc for hiH tapestry of SS. ]*aul and liarnabaH at Lystra) ; to the

riglit, 37. 80-ealled Ponipey. On tlie left, beyond the entrance, *18. Mar-
cus A^rippa; 52. Copy of the I)oryj)horoH of PolycletuH ; *.^)5). Athlete,
after an Attic orij^inal of the be^innin^ of the Ith cent, (wron^^ly restored)';

to the right, 6f5. Satyr; left, T.O. Copy of the Doryphoros of I'olyciletuH

;

right, 74. Hora (head and oxtremiticH roHtored in the early-RenaiHHanco
period); 76. Julia (?), daughter of Tituaj left, *82. Ariadne j right, 81. Pcrsc-
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phone (restored as Urania); left, 80. Yitellius (modern): 85 Vesnasian-
90. Vestal Virgin; 99. Hercules (after Lysippus ; 121.TponoH fromsome other figure).

^Pal Vecchio
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Pictures: 8. Lor. Monaco, Christ on the Mt. of Olives; Giov. del

Biondo (p. 572), St. John the Evangelist enthroned above Pride, Avarice,
and Vanity; 15. Pietro Lorenzetti, Madonna enthroned, with angels

(1340) ; 16. P. Lorenzetti (?), Hermits in the Thebaic desert ; *27. Giottino (?),

Pieta; 43. Masaccio (here ascribed to Zanobi Strozzi), Giov. Bicci de'

Medici; 63. Cosimo Rosselli^ Coronation of the Virgin (early work).

South Connecting Corridor (Secondo Corridore), with similar

decorations. Fine view of theArno, San Miniato, and the PonteVecchio.
Antiques. In the middle, 36. Seated figure of a Roman lady; to the

left, 138. Thorn-extractor (head restored) ; to the right, 137. Round altar

with bas-reliefs, representing the Sacrifice of Iphigeneia (inscriptions

modern); 142. Youthful Minerva; 145. Venus stooping in the bath; in the
middle, 35. Figure similar to No. 36, but with modern head.

West Corridor (Terzo Corridore). Some of the masterpieces

of the collection are often brought to this corridor for copying, and

placed on easels along the window-wall.
Antique Sculptures. To the left, 156. Statue of Marsyas, in red

marble, said to have been restored by Donatello ; to the right, 155. Mar-
syas, in white marble; 162. Nereid; to the right, 169. Discobolos, after

Myron, wrongly restored; to the left, 168. Caracalla; 204. ^sculapius
(copy of a work of the end of the 5th cent.) ; 209. Grod of healing, from
a group (after an important work of the middle of the 5th cent.); 236.

Ceres in mourning raiment ; in front, Altar of the Lares of Augustus
(Rome). At the end of the corridor, 585. Altered copy of the Laocoon,
by Baccio Bandinelli; adjacent, to the left, *259. Head of Zeus; to the
right, 260. Head of a Triton.

We now return to the E. corridor. The side-door immediately

before the entrance leads to the two —
Rooms of the Venetian Schools. Room I. To the left, 587.

Paris Bordone, Portrait; 614. TzYm/i (more probably 6^^a7^PaoZo?),

Giovanni delle Bande Nere (p. 558), painted from a death-mask;

611. lac. BassanOj 607. P. Bordone, Portraits; lac. Tintoretto,

646. Sacrifice of Isaac, 613. Portrait; 629, *586, 642. G.B.Moroni,
Portraits; 1569. Cariani, Holy Family. — *1116. Titian, Portrait

of Beccadeili, papal nuncio in Venice (1552; restored in 1909).
*A magnificent likeness, in which the true grain of what may be called

Churchman's flesh is reproduced in a form both clear and fair but with the
slight tendency to droop which is characteristic in priests.' — C. <k C.

571. Franc. Caroto(J), Knight and squire; 601. lac. Tintoretto,

Admiral Yenier. — 648. Titian, Catharine Cornaro (p. 349); 1136.

Paolo Veronese, Holy Family with St. Catharine; *3458. Seh. del

Piomboi?), A nobleman (Tuomo ammalato'; 1514); 604. Carletto

Caliari (son of Paolo Veronese), Madonna with angels, Mary Mag-
dalen, and St. Frigidianus; 638. 2\ntoretto, lac. Sansovino, the

sculptor; *589. Paolo Veronese, Martyrdom of St. Justina; 615.

Tintoretto, Portrait; 609. Reduced copy of Titian^s 'Battle of

Cadore', destroyed at the burning of the doge's palace at Venice

in 1577.

Room II. *1562. lac. Bellini, Madonna, the artist's masterpiece,

in excellent preservation; 583biH. Vitt. Carpaccio, Fragment of a

biblical scene; •1111. Manteyna, Altar-piece with the Adoration of
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the Magi, the Presentation in the temple, and the Ascension, one of

the master's finest and most carefully executed works; Giorgione^

630. Judgment of Solomon (studio-piece ?), *622. Portrait of a knight

of Malta (retouched), *621. Moses when a child undergoes the ordeal

of fire, from a Rabbinic legend (early work); 628. Bonifa'do dei

Pitati, Last Supper; *631. Giov. Bellini, Madonna by the lake, with

saints (ca. 1488): in this highly poetic composition ('Sacra Conver-

sazione') the painter appears as the precursor of Griorgione ; *1025.

Mantegna, Madonna in a rocky landscape, the background finished

with the detail of a miniature (ca. 1489); 584 bis. Cima da Conegli-

ano, Madonna; 645. Girol. Savoldo, Transfiguration; 625. Titian,

Madonna and St. Catharine; 575. Lo7\ Lotto, Holy Family (1534);

592. Seb. del Piombo, Death of Adonis, in a fine landscape (of the

master's first Roman period; injured); 1077. Ant. Canale (Cana-
letto), Gi-rand Canal at Venice; above, 1520. G. B. Tiepolo{?), Por-

trait of a page; G. B. Tiepolo, 1521. Erection of an emperor's

statue (ceiling-painting), 1522. Two putti (fragment); 1064. Cana-
letto, The Palace of the Doges, Venice; Franc. Guardi, 1570.

Brenta Canal, 1571. Sea-piece; 3388. Tintoretto, Leda; 593. lac.

Bassano, Moses and the burning bush.

**605, *599. Titian, Portraits of Francesco Maria della Rovere

and Eleonora Gronzaga, Duke and Duchess of Urbino.
These noble portraits were executed in 1537, when the Duke was

appointed Generalissimo of the League against the Turks. The Duke has
a martial bearing, the look of the Duchess is stately but subdued. To
make the difference apparent between the blanched complexion of a dame
accustomed to luxury and ease and the tanned face of a soldier habi-
tually exposed to the weather, Titian skilfully varied the details of tecli-

nical execution. Here he is minute and finished, there resolute and broad.
Here the tinted and throbbing flesh is pitted against a warm light ground,
there the sallow oli/e against a dark wall. — C. & C.

595. lacopo Bassano, Family -concert, with portraits of the

painter himself and of his sons Francesco and Leandro. — On an

easel: *633. Titian, Holy Family with St. Anthony (early work).

On an easel: **626. Titian, The so-called 'Flora', painted prob-

ably before 1520, and still in Griorgione's manner.
There is nothing in this ethereal Flora to shock the sensitive eye.

The proportions and features are of surprising loveliness, reminding us
in their purity of some of the choicest antiques. The masterly and clear

light scale is attained by the thin disposal of pigments, the broad plane
or tinting, and the delicate shade of all but imperceptible half-tones. —

C. & C.

From this room, or by the next door in the corridor, we enter

the five —
New Rooms of the Tuscan Schools. Room III principally

contains pictures from the Spedale Santa Maria Nuova (p. 574). To
the left, no number. Franc. Granacci, Madonna with SS. Francis

and Zenobius; 63. Giov. Ant. Sogliani, Assumption. — 71. Fra
Bartolomeo and Mariotto Albertinellij Fresco of the Last Judg-
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ment, an early work (1498-99; badly damaged; the adjoining copy

in grisaille shows the details). — 60. Alesso Baldovinetti, Ma-
donna and saints. — Adjoining is the —

Sala di Lorenzo Monaco. To the right, 39. Lor. Monaco,
Adoration of the Magi; *1544. Ba7^t. Caporali, Madonna with

adoring angels; 1309. Lor. Monaco, Coronation of the Virgin

(1413); 64. Fra Angelico da Fiesole, Madonna enthroned, with

angels (school-piece); *23. Simone Martini and Lippo Memmi,
Triptych, Annunciation with SS. Ansanus and Juliana (1333); Fra
Angelico, 17. Triptych with a gold ground, Madonna between two
saints, surrounded by twelve *Angels with musical instruments,

of surpassing charm (1433), *1294. Predella with St. Peter preach-

ing. Adoration of the Magi, and Martyrdom of St. Mark; 1310.

Gentile da Fabriano, SS. Mary Magdalen, Nicholas, John, and

George (1425). — On an easel, *1290. Fra Angelico, Coronation

of the Virgin. — To the left is the —
Sala di Botticelli, containing only paintings by Sandro Botti-

celli: 1299. Strength (from the Mercanzia); 1158, 1156 (farther on),

Death of Holofernes; *1182. Calumny, after Lucian's description

of a picture by Apelles; 3436. Adoration of the Magi, a late work
(executed in grisaille; coloured in the 17th cent.). — 1154. Piero,

son of Lorenzo de' Medici; 1179. St. Augustine; *39. Birth of

Venus. — 1289, Madonna and angels; *1286. Adoration of the

Magi, with portraits of Cosimo de' Medici, his son Giovanni, and

his grandson Giuliano (before 1478); 23. Madonna; *1267bis. Ma-
donna with angels (the heads of great charm), a round picture,

known as 'The Magnificat'. — 76. Madonna; 1316. Annunciation

(school-piece); 1303. Madonna. — Straight on is the —
Sala di Leonardo. Leonardo da Vinci, *1288. Annunciation,

an early work (according to some authorities the work of an un-

known pupil of Verrocchio), *1252. Adoration of the Magi, an early

work, probably begun in 1481 for the monks of San Donato at

Scopcto, but never finished. Also, 52. Paolo Uccello, Cavalry

battle a430; injured); 71, 69, 72. Ant. and Piero Pollaiuolo, Alle-

gories of the Cardinal Virtues, from the Mercanzia (p. 564); 3452.

Lorenzo di Credi, Venus; 1305. Dom. Veneziano, Madonna en-

throned, with four saints (damaged).

Sala di Michelangelo. To the left, 1547. Luca Signorelli

and Pietro Perugino, Crucifixion with SS. Jerome, Francis, John
the Baptist, Mary Magdalen, and the Blessed Giovanni Colombini,

from the church of the Calza in Florence; 1298. Tjiica Signorelli,

I'redella, with the Annunciation, Nativity, and Adoration of th(;

Magi. — Signorelli, 1291. Holy Family, a fine exam])le of tlie

'grave, unadorned, and manly style of this painter, showing in the

most admirable manner his I>e()nar(lo-like mastery of chiaroscuro',

74. Madonna, 3418. Allegory of fertility.
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*1139. Michael Angelo, Holy Family, the only easel-work of

the master in Italy, painted in tempera about 1503, on the com-

mission of Angelo Doni.

The Madonna, a large-framed woman, kneels on the ground and leans

to one side, as she hands the Infant over her shoulder to her husband,
who stands behind and finishes off the group. In the hollow way of

the middle distance walks the sturdy little John the Baptist, who looks
merrily back at the domestic scene. Naked figures, which have no ap-

parent connection with the subject of the picture, enliven the background,
in obedience to the custom of the 15th cent., when the artist was ex-

pected to show his skill in perspective or his mastery of the nude on
every opportunity. — Springer.

1160. Lor. di Crecli, Annunciation; 1297. Dom. Ghirlandaio^

Madonna with saints; *1307. Fi^a Filippo Lippi, Madonna with

angels, a late work. — 1295. Dom. Ghirlandaio, Adoration of the

Magi (1487).

We return to the corridor and pass through the next door into

the two —
Old Rooms of the Tuscan School. Room II. To the left,

*1265. Fra Bartolomeo , Madonna and St. Anna praying to the

Trinity, with the tutelary saints of Florence (this picture, painted

for the council -hall of the republic, was unfinished at the artist's

death in 1517); *1112. A. del Sarto, Madonna with SS. John and

Francis, a masterpiece of soft, smooth treatment (1517; named the

Harpy Madonna from the figures on the pedestal); 1271. Ang.Bron-
zino, Christ in Hades. — Above the door, 1273, 1272. Bronzino,
Maria de' Medici and G-rand-Duke Ferdinand I. as children; Filip-

pino Lippiy 1268. Madonna enthroned with four saints (1485),

1257. Adoration of the Magi, with the portrait of Piero Francesco

de' Medici (the astronomer on the left; 1496). — 1280bis. Cosimo
Bosselli, Madonna with SS. Peter and James; 81. Piero di Cosimo,
Immaculate Conception and six saints; *1259. Mariotto Alherti-

nelliy Visitation, with predella: Annunciation, Adoration of the

Child, and Presentation in the Temple, the earliest and at the same
time the finest work by this artist (1503); adjacent, Ridolfo Ghir-
landaio, 1275. St. Zenobius resuscitating a dead child, 1277. Trans-

ference of the remains of St. Zenobius to the cathedral; Andrea
del Sarto, 93. Christ as a gardener, 1254. St. James and two
children in cowls of the brotherhood of St. James (injured). — On
an easel, *1279. Sodoma, St. Sebastian, on the reverse a Madonna
in clouds with SS. Rochus and Sigismund (originally the banner of

the brotherhood of St. Sebastian in Siena). — Beyond is the little —
Sala delle Antiche Carte Gteografiche della Toscana, a

model of uniformity in decoration, with a cassetted and painted

ceiling and cartographical frescoes of the grand-duchy of Tuscany
(ca. 1600). — On an easel, *1300. Piero della Francesca, Federigo
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da Montefeltro, Duke of Urbino, and his Duchess, Battista Sforza

(on the back charming allegorical triumphal processions of the

princely pair).

'Neither (of the portraits) are agreeable types, but nothing can ex-

ceed the Leonardesque precision of the drawing or the softness and fusion
of the impasto.' — C. & C.

On easels, 1563, 1564. Melozzo da Forli{?)^ Annunciation.

Also, 208. Marble group of Bacchus and a satyr (the torso of the

god only is antique ; restorations perhaps by Benv. Cellini). — We
retrace our steps and turn to the left out of Room II into —

Room I. Fra Angelico, 1178. Sposalizio, 1184. Death of the

Virgin; between these, *1153. Ant. Pollaiuolo, Contests of Her-

cules with Antaeus and the Lernean hydra, with a beautiful land-

scape; 30. Piero Pollaiuolo, Portrait of Graleazzo Maria Sforza

(p. 151; damaged); 34. Lor. di Credi, Portrait. — Opposite, 1167.

Filipinno Lippi, Portrait (fresco); *1217. Pietro PeruginOy Por-

trait; *1162. Fra Angelica y Birth of John the Baptist; 1161. Fra
Bartolomeo, Adoration of the Child and Presentation in the Temple,

on the reverse the Annunciation in grisaille; 1175. Santi di Tito,

Portrait; 1198. Pontormo, Birth of John the Baptist; 1148. Pon-
tormo(?)., Leda. — 1312. Piero di Cosimo, Perseus delivering

Andromeda (showing Leon, da Vinci's and Raphael's influence). —
We now enter the —

Tribuna, an octagonal room constructed by Bernardo Buon-
talenti and decorated by Bernardino Poccettiy which has ever

since contained the masterpieces of the collection.

In the centre are placed five celebrated *Antiques: Satyr pres-

sing the scahellum or krupezion with his foot, originally snapping

his fingers and forming part of a group ('Invitation to the dance')

with a seated nymph (the admirable head and the arms with the

cymbals are restored). Group of the Wrestlers; the heads, which
resemble those of the Children of Niobe, do not belong to the figures

and the greater part of the legs and arms is modern; the right arm
of the victor is erroneously restored. Medici VennSy found at Rome
in the 16th cent, and brought to Florence in 1680; the afifcctcdly

held fingers and the inscription on the base are modern and the

head has been retouched. Grinder^ a Scythian whetting his knife

to flay Marsyas, found at Rome in the 16th cent, (from the same
group as the Marsyas, No. 156, mentioned on p. 579). AjjollinOj

or young Apollo (much worked over).

On the wall to the left of the entrance from the corridor:

**1129. Raphael, Madonna and (Jhild with the goldfinch ('cardcl-

lino'), painted about 1507, pieced together again in 1547 after an

injury.

The 'Madonna dol Cardcllino', the 'Madonna al Verde' at Vienna,
and *La belle Jardini( re' in the Tiouvre form a f^roup nearly allied in

point of conception. To the earlier and simpler rcpreHcntations of the
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Madonna, in which Mary and her Son alone appear, the child John the

Baptist has been added. This not only admits of the delineation of ad-

ditional featnrcs of child-life, bnt also makes possible the construction
of a regularly-arranged group. The two children, standing at the feet of
the Madonna, form a broad base for the composition, which tapers up-
wards easily and naturally to the head of the Virgin. This arrangement
first found expression within the realms of sculpture, whence it was
eagerly adopted by the Florentine painters. — Springer.

1127. Raphael, The young St. John (belonging to the master's

Roman period; executed by pupils); 1125. Franciabigio, Madonna
del Pozzo, so called from the well; above, Fra Bartolomeo, 1130.

Job, 1126. Isaiah; *1123. Sebastiano del Piomho, Fortr^iit^ form-

erly erroneously called the Fornarina (comp. p. 633), dated 1512;
*1120. Baphael{?)., Portrait, formerly called Maddalena Doni (re-

touched); 1124. Franc. Francia, Griov. Evangelista Scappi (re-

touched).

**1131. Raphael, Pope Julius II. (painted about 1512).
'This striking figure, with the arms resting lightly on the chair, the

deep-set eyes, the compressed lips, the large nose, and the long white
beard descending to the breast, vividly recalls the descriptions of this

powerful pope left us by his contemporaries.' — Springer.

Above, **1117. Titian, Venus of Urbino (so called; 1538),

painted for Gruidobaldo della Rovere, Duke of Urbino.
'Not after the model of a Phryne, nor yet with the thought of real-

izing anything more sublime than woman in her fairest aspect, did Titian
conceive this picture. Nature as he presents it here is young and lovely,

not transfigured into ineffable noblesse, but conscious and triumphant
without loss of modesty.' — G. & G.

1122. Pietro Perugino, Madonna, with John the Baptist and

St. Sebastian (1493); 1115. Van Dxjck, Count John ofMontfort;
*287. Perugino, Francesco delle Opere, the architect (1494).

*1141. A. Durer, Adoration of the Magi (1504), one of the first

important easel -paintings by this master, carefully and minutely

finished, and in good preservation.
Both tlie aerial and the linear perspective are faulty, but the tech-

nical handling is as perfect as in Diirer's latest and finest works. The
treatment and the colouring are both in the characteristic style of the
northern school of painting. The colours are fluent but sharply defined,

laid on at first a tempera and then glazed with oil-pigments. The tone
is extraordinarily lively and clear. — This gem of German art was form-
erly in the imperial gallery at Vienna, whence it came to Florence by
exchange in the 18th century. — Thausing^s ^Durer\

1104. Ribera, St. Jerome; above, 1108. Titian, Venus and
Cupid; *197. Rnbens, Isabella Brant, his first wife (ca. 1625);

1128. Van Dyck, Equestrian portrait of Charles V.; *1109. Do-
menichino. Cardinal Agucchia; above, Lucas Cranach, 1142.

Adam, 1138. Eve; Correggio, *1118. Rest on the Flight into Egypt,

an early work, *1134. Madonna worshipping the Child, with a

beautiful landscape background.

Room op Various Italian Masters ('Maestri diversi Italiani').

On the left, *1557. Cosimo Tura, St. Dominic; *1559, Lor. Costa^
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St. Sebastian; Mazzolino, 1030. Nativity, 995. Massacre of the In-

nocents, 1032. Holy Family; 1149. Cristof.Allori, Mary Magdalen

;

1021. Paolo Veronese, St. Agnes (sketch); 1057. Franc. Albani,

Rape of Europa; above, 1031. Caravaggio, Medusa. — 1006. Par-
raigianino, Holy Family; 3417. Boltraffio, Portrait of a youth

crowned with laurel (as Narcissus?), in a rocky landscape by night;

*1002. Correggio, Madonna and Child, with angelic musicians

(youthful work of his Ferrara period); 1044. Fr. Alhani, Dancing

genii. — Next come the four —
Rooms of the Foreigx Schools ('Scuole Straniere'). — Room I

(Dutch Schools). On the right, 926. Gerard Dou, Pancake-seller;

922. Early copy of Remhrandfs Holy Family (the famous 'Carpen-

ter's Family' in the Louvre). — 957, 949. Netscher, Sacrifice to

Venus; between them, *979. Hercules Seghers, Thunderstorm;
*958. Gerard Terburg, Lady drinking; 961. Rachel Ruysch.
Flowers. — *977. Jan Steen, Family feast; 854. FransvanMieris,
The charlatan. — 3449. Jan van Huy.sum, Flowers; 877, 900.

Corn, van Poelenburg, Landscapes; *972. Metsu, Lady and hunts-

man. — *918. Metsu, Lute-player. — On an easel, 882. Jacob van
Rnysdael, Cornfield.

Rooms II & III (Flemish and German Schools). Room II. To
the left, 788. Arnberger, Portrait of C. Gross; *765. Hans Holbein
the Younger, Richard Southwell (1536), with an expression blended

of stolidity and slyness; above, *758. Adam Elsheimer, Landscape,

with a shepherd playing on the panpipe; 812. Rubens, Venus and

Adonis, the landscape by J. Brueghel (studio-piece); 895. North
German School (not Lucas van Leyden), Ferdinand I. (1524).

Opposite, Durer, 851. Madonna (studio-piece), 768, 777. The Apos-

tles James and Philip (1516), 851. Madonna (studio-piece; 1526),
*766. Portrait of his father, painted in the artist's 19th year (1490;

the clever face and hands are wonderfully lifelike); 842. Rubens,
The Graces (sketchy; 793. Elsheimer, Landscape, with the triumph

of Psyche. — Room III. To the riglit, 730. Herri met de Bles

(Civetta)^ Mine; 706. Teniers the Younger{?), St. Peter weeping;

also, above, a series of eight excellent pictures from the lives of

SS. Peter and Paul, by Hans von Kulmbach, a pupil of Diirer.

Room IV (French Schools). To the right, 679, 689. Fabre,
Portraits (1794; of the poet Vittorio Alfieri (p. 61) and his mistress,

the Countess of Albany (till 1780 the wife of Charles Edward, ilie

Young Pretender). — 744. Nic. Frumenti (Froment), Triptych

with the; Raising of Lazarus, and, on the exterior, Mary as Qucf^n of

Ifraven and a fine portrait of the donor (1461); *667. Jelian Clone!

,

Equestrian portrait of Francis I.; 668. (Hasjta/rd Poussin, Wooded
landscape; 680. A7c. J\mssin, Theseus at Trcjezen. — 674. Nic. de

LargilliCrCj Jean I>aptiste Rousseau; *671. Jjancrct (not Wattvau)^
The flute-play<r (garden-scene); *774. Claude 7vf//7m/?, Sea-shore,
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with a villa copied in parts from the Villa Medici at Rome; 684.

H. Higaud, Portrait of Bossuet; 695. Phil, de Champaigne, Por-

trait; 848. Claude Lorrain, Landscape at evening-light; 651, 652,

654. Bourguignon, Cavalry engagements. — To the left at the end

of the S. corridor is the —
Cabinet of the Gtems (closed on Sun.), containing goldsmiths'

work of Florentine origin and carved gems.
The 1st, 3rd, 4th, and 6th cabinets each contain two small columns

of Sienese agate and rock crystal. On the right, in the 1st cabinet: Two
reliefs in gold on a ground of jasper, by Michele Mazzafirri; vase of
rock-crystal, ascribed to Benvenuto Cellini; goblet of onyx, with the
name of Lorenzo il Magnifico ; large vase of lapis lazuli. — 2nd Cab.:
Crystal vase, with cover in enamelled gold, in the style of Benv. Cellini,

executed for Diana of Poitiers, with her ciphers and half-moons; relief

of Grrand-Duke Cosimo II. kneeling before an altar, in Florentine mosaic
(1619). — 4th Cab. : below, to the right, Venus and Cupid, in porphyry,
by Pietro Maria Serbaldi. — 5th Cab.: Fantastic vase of jasper, witli

a Hercules in massive gold upon it, by Mazzafirri; small vase of emerald

;

bas-relief in gold and jewels, representing the Piazza della Signoria, by
Gasparo Mola; vase of lapis lazuli. — 6th Cab.: Two reliefs in gold on
a ground of jasper, like those in Cab. 1: head of Tiberius in turquoise. —
In the centre: Casket of rock-crystal with 24 scenes from the life of
Christ, executed by Valeria Belli of Vicenza in 1532 for Pope Clement VII.
— The finest carved gems are exhibited in the desk-case in front: *3200.

Portrait of Savonarola; 1083. Cosimo the Elder; 489. Lorenzo il Magni-
fico ; 500. Leo X. ; 502. Clement YII. ; 497. Bianca Cappello (p. 630).

In the W^ Corridor the first door leads to the eight —
Rooms of the Painters ('Sale dei Pittori'), containing a collec-

tion of portraits of artists by themselves, founded by Cardinal Leo-

poldo de' Medici (p. 577). ~ Room I (English, German, Spanish,

and French of the 16-18th cent.). On the left, 752. Romney; *540.

Reynolds. — *442. Zoffany (d. 1795); 555. Raphael Mengs; 434.

Uiirer (1498; copy of the original in Madrid); *232. Hans Holbein

the Younger (damaged, and restored by another hand); 224. Lucas

Cranach the Elder (a late work, 1550); 436. Georg Pencz (not by

himself; 1544); above, 432. Elshcimer; 471. Angelica Kauffmann;
535. Liotard (1744). — 216, 217. Velazquez (not by himself). —
474. Rigaud; 549. Madame Le Bnui; 473. Nic. de Largilliere.

Room II (Dutch ; 16-17th cent.). On the left, *223. A. van Dyck

;

*462. Sir Anthony More (1558); *445. F. Pourbus the Elder (1591).

— 455. F. Mieris the Elder; 441. G. van Honthorst; 453. B. van

der Heist. — 233. Rubens (ca. 1615); 238. Jao. Jordaens; *228.

Rubens (ca. 1625). — 452. Rembrandt (ca. 1655); *451. Rembrandt
(as an old man, ca. 1665). — On an easel, Rembrandt (as a youth).

Room HI (Tuscan; 15-17th cent.). On the left, 1176. Andrea
del Sarto (not his own portrait; replica of a picture in the Pitti,

No. 66, p. 637). — 290. Michael Angelo (not by himself); 280. A.

del Sarto; 292. Leonardo da Vinci (copy of the red chalk drawing

mentioned on p. 38); 1163. Lor. di Credi, portrait of Verrocchio,

his teacher; 291. Vasari; 286. Filippino Lippi (fresco). — 269. Al.
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Allori; 262. Carlo Dolci; 298. Lod. Cardi, surnamed Cigoli; 2G3.

Cristof. Allori; 305. Griov. da San Griovanni; 318. Franc. Furini.

Room IY (other Italian masters; 16-18th cent.). On the left,

painters from the Emilia: 380, 374. Ann. Caracci; 386. Parmigia-

nino; 397. Lod. Caracci; 402. Domenichino; 403. Guido Reni. —
On the right, Venetians: 401. lac. Bassano; *378. Tintoretto; 384,

384 bis. Titian; 385. Paolo Veronese. — Also, *288. Raphael (in-

jured); 534. Pompeo Batoni; frame with miniature portraits.

Room V (Italians; 19th cent.). 573. Canova; 561. Andrea Ap-
piani; 523. Fr. Hayez; 708. Giov. Boldini; 729. Dom. Morelli. —
Room VI (English; 19th cent.). *585. Watts; 722. Alma Tadema;
746. Holman Hunt; 764. Sargent; 588. Millais; 600. Leighton;

715. Orchardson; 724. Herkomer. — Room VII (French and Ger-

man; 19th cent.). On the right, 713. David; 776. Em. Blanche;

589. Puvis de Chavannes; 682. Corot; *531. Ingres; 575. J. Breton;

718. Fantin-Latour; 594, Bonnat; above, 751. Constant; 785. A.

Besnard (and wife). On the left, 518. Overbeck; 699. F. Preller;

777. Max Licbermann; 779. Lenbach; 754. Franz Stuck; 582. Ed.

von Gebhardt. — Room VIII (modern Dutch, Spanish, and Scan-

dinavian). On the right, 720. Chr. Bisschop; 728. Jose Villegas;

*615. Anders Zorn; 605. Kroyer; 636. Eilif Petersen.
The Passage to the Pitti Palace is closed on Sun. and festivals,

except the first two sections. Sticks and umbrellas left at the entrance
to the Uffizi Palace are conveyed (on week-days) to the exit of the Pitti

Gallery (or vice versa) for a fee of 25 c., for which a receipt is given.
A staircase descends to a long corridor, built by Vasari in 1561

for the marriage of Prince Francesco dc' Medici (p. 562), which leads
over the Ponte Vecchio to the Palazzo Pitti, a walk of 10 minutes. The
Staircase and the Corridor (1st & 2nd sections) contain numerous por-
traits of famous men, of more liistorical interest than artistic value,
copies after Criatof. delV Altissirno and others, from the originals in

the collection of Paolo Oiovio; also, portraits of members of the Medi(;i

family. — In the third section of the corridor, on the left bank of the
Arno, are views of Italian towns (17th cent.); farther on, to the left,

portraits of popes and cardinals, to the right, celebrated natives of Por-
tugal. — We then ascend two flights of steps, pass through a passage
(to tiie left, the Boboli Garden, p. 640), ascend four other short fliglits

of steps, and finally reach the copying room and the entrance of the
Pitti Gallery (comp. p. 634).

The next door in the W. Corridor admits to the —
Sala Van der Goes, containing paintings of the Early Netber-

landisb Schools (15 -16th cent.). To the right: 769, 778. Hans
Mendinf/, lienedotto Portinari and liis patron -saint St. Benedict

(1487;, belonging to a triptycli , of wbicii the central portion is

in Berlin; between tliesc, 795. Rosier van der Weydeji^ Entomb-
ment. — **1525. lliKjo van der Goes, Adoration of the Child,

with shepherds (admirable pof)ular types) and angels; on the wings,

the family of the donor, Tommaso Portinari, agent of the Medici
in Bruges, and their patron saints, SS. Thomas, Anthony tin;

Hermit, Margaret, and Mary Magdalen. — 846. Gerard David,
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Descent from the Cross; 801 bis. Style of Memlingy Portrait; 708.

Gerard David, Adoration of the Magi (damaged). — *703. Mem-
ling, Madonna with angels, replica of the original now at Vienna;

761. A. Dilrer, Crncifixion, a green drawing relieved with white

(1505), with a copy in colours by J. Brueghel {1604=) ; *237. Master
of the Death of the Virgin (not Qainten Matsys)., Double portrait

(1520). — 698. Herri met de Bles (Civetta), Madonna enthroned

(early work).

The Sala di Rubens, contains two huge paintings by Ruhens
(unfinished and much restored): to the left, *140. Henri IV at the

battle of Ivry; to the right, **147. Entry of Henri IV into Paris.

They were painted for Queen Maria de' Medici in 1627, for an (un-

executed) series of scenes from Henri IV's life, intended as com-

panion-pieces to the paintings of the Luxembourg Palace (now in

the Louvre). — On the back-wall, 210. Madrid School, Equestrian

portrait of Philip IV. (copy of a lost picture by Rubens of 1628);

1523. Copy of Van Dyck, Lords John and Bernard Stuart (original

in England); 1536. Flemish School (Van Dyckf), Portrait of a

lady; 238. Jac. Jordaens, Portrait. — On an easel, Sustermans,
Claudia dc' Medici.

The Cabinet of Inscriptions (Sala delle Iscrizioni) contains

Greek and Latin inscriptions and some sculptures (nearly all mis-

named), most of them from Rome.
The Inscriptions are arranged in twelve classes according to their

subjects (the gods and their priests, the Caesars, the consuls, dramas,
military events, private affairs, etc.).

Sculptures. In the middle, 262. Bacchus and a satyr; to the left,

2G3. Mercury ; to the right, 266. Venus Urania (?) ; by the door, 265. Venus
Oenetrix; 264. Draped female figure; 305. Chrysippus ; 302. Cicero (?)

;

301. Greek portrait-statue; 300. Demosthenes; 299. Mark Antony (?) ; in

front, good Roman portrait-statue, described as Cicero; 295, 296. Greek
heads of gods; 294. Greek portrait-statue (not Socrates); 293. Modern.

—

Let into the wall in the passage to the Cab. of the Hermaphrodite: Relief
of a wanderer ; above, ^Fragment of a Greek votive relief with a biga,
of the time of Phidias; 287. Sophocles; 282. Roman relief of a warrior. —
280-270. Portrait-busts; 269. Jupiter Ammon.

Cabinet of the Hermaphrodite. In the centre, 306. Herma-
phrodite. — By the walls: 319. Roman portrait-bust; 307. Torso

of an excellent copy of the Doryphoros of Polycletns (in basalt);

*347. Hermes of a Hellenistic poet; 316. Antinous; 312. Alexan-

drian portrait; 314. Hera; *315. Torso of a satyr (once belonging

to Lor. Ghiberti;, *318. The celebrated 'Dying Alexander', really a

giant's head, both Pergamenian originals; 321. Roman portrait. —
Let into the wall: above the entrance-door, 14. Roman sacrifice;

12, 11, and (opposite) 9, 8. Reliefs of a Roman procession, from
the Ara Pacis, erected by Augustus at Rome in 13-9 B.C., to which
the ornamental fragments also belong; above the second door, 328.

Mask of Jupiter Ammon; 336. Maenads; 329. Roman sacrifice (a

work of the 15th cent.); 327. Relief with three women; 10. Relief
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representing Earth, Air (1.), and Water (r.); 331. Relief of Maenads

with a bull. — We retrace our steps and enter the —
Sala del Baroccio. Five tables of Florentine mosaic; that

by the entrance-wall has a view of the old harbour of Leghorn. On
the right, 211. Andr. Salaino{?), Madonna with St. Anna (copy of

Leonardo da Vinci's Madonna and Child with St. Anna in the Louvre)

;

*1583. Rosso Fiorentino, Moses protecting the children of Jethro.

— 1 80. Cornelis de Vos, Portrait; 163. Sustermans, Galileo; 169.

Fed. Baroccio, The Virgin interceding with the Saviour, below, the

members of a charitable fraternity (Madonna del Popolo, 1579). —
1114. Guercino, Samian Sibyl; 190. G. van Honthorst, Adordition

of the Shepherds; 196. VanDi/ck{?), Margaret of Lorraine; *172.

Ang. Bronzino, Eleonora of Toledo (p. 563) and her little son; 1269.

Vasari, Lorenzo il Magnifico. — 167. Bronzino, Portrait of a

widow (not the poetess Vittoria Colonna), with Michael Angelo's

statue of Rachel; 1578. Pontormo, Holy Family; Bi^onzino, *159,

*154.BartolomeoandLucreziaPanciatichi, 1266. A sculptor; *188.

Andrea del Sarto, Portrait. — 1144. Giidio Romano, Madonna;
1119. Fed. Baroccio, Francesco Maria II. , Duke of Urbino. —
220. Frans Snyders, Boar-hunt.

The Saloon of Niobe, constructed in 1775, contains seventeen

antique marble statues, including twelve Roman copies of statues

from the far-famed group of the Niobidse, which King Seleucus I.

Nicator caused to be made for the town of Seleucia in Cilicia by
unknown Greek artists about 295 B.C. The original group, which
at one time stood in the open air and consisted of the goddess Niobe
with her seven sons and seven daughters and their pedagogue, who
were slain by Apollo and Diana, was carried off to Rome by Sosius,

the Roman legate, about 38 B.C. and erected in the temple of Apollo

Sosianus founded by him. •

Eight of the statues were found at Rome, in the vicinity of the Lat-
eran, and two (Nos. 250, 247) were found elsewhere. Two of the youths
are each represented twice. The following have no connection with the
Niohidfjc: to the right, 213. Apollo Citharoedus (restored as a woman); 242.
So-called Trophos (nurse); to the left, 251. Psyche tormented; 249. Muse
(so-called Anchyrrhoc); 245. So-called Narcissus.

Sala di Giovanni da San Gtiovanni, with several pictures by
that master (p. 561): 1555. Love-scene (so-called QuadrodellaSposa);
115L Venus and Cupid (fresco). Also, 137. Bald. Franceschini
(II Volterrano), AdvcMiture of Arlotto, the country clergyman
(piovano), at Consuma (p.057; fresco); 114,123,135,149. Portraits

of ladies of the English court (after Sir Peter Lelt/s originals

at Ifampton Court); 34G2. Bacciarelli, Stanislaus II. of Poland;
3542. Atif/elica KaufJ'inann, Fortunata Salgher- Fantastici, the

jKH'tesH. — The —
Room of the New Act^uiHiTioNH (Sala dei Nuovi Acf/uisti)

follows. — Adjoining on the left is the Room of thj': Miniatures
Baedekicu'b Northern Italy. 11th Edit. 38
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AND Pastels. On the walls : 3363-3368. Angelo Bronzino, Portraits

of the Medici; 3355. Hans Holbein the Younger i^)^ Portrait, —
In the middle: 3445. Style of P. Brueghel the Younger, Peasants
dancing; 3341. Investiture of a nun (miniature of the 15th cent.);

544 i. Portrait of Emp. Frederick III.

The door (closed on Sun.) at the end of the corridor gives upon
the roof of the Loggia dei Lanzi (p. 565), which commands a beautiful

view of Florence, the heights of Fiesole, and Monte Morello (p. 649).

The first floor of the Uffizi contains theBibliotecaNazionale
Centrale (adm., see p. 553; entr. by the 8th door from the piazza),

which has been formed since 1860 by the union of the grand-ducal

Biblioteca Palatina and the still more extensive Bihlioteca Ma-
gliabechiana (founded by Antonio Magliabechi, d. 1714). The li-

brary (librarian, Dr. Sal. Morpurgo) contains about 500,000 vols.,

20,000 MSS., 400,000 autographs, and 9000 drawings, engravings,

and etchings (incl. many by Albrecht Durer). There are also several

very rare early books: Cicero ad Familiares (Venice, 1469); Dante,

by Landino (Florence, 1481; in a handsome binding adorned with

niellos); Piero de' Medici's presentation copy of the Anthologia

Grseca ed. Lascaris; the first printed Homer (Florence, 1488); etc.

The staircase to the right of the library leads to the State
Archives of Tuscany (Reale Archivio di Stato), founded in 1582;
it occupies 200 rooms and includes about 200,000 documents and

3-400,000 volumes. Director, Dr. Dcmetrio Marzi.

c. From the Piazza della Signoria to Santa Croce and
the Piazza d'Azeglio. The National Museum.

Quitting the Piazza della Signoria (p. 562) we follow the Via

dei Gondi k) the right, which leads us to the Piazza San Firenze

(PI. F, 5), with the church of that name. No. 1, on the W. side of

this Piazza, is the Palazzo Gondi, begun about 1490 by Giuliano

da Sangallo and remodelled in 1874 by Gius. Poggi, with a rustica

fagade tapering towards the top and a handsome court. In one of the

rooms on the first floor is a chimney-piece, with a relief by Sangallo.

Immediately on the right in the Via del Proconsolo (PI. F, 5),

which leads hence to the N. to the Piazza del Duomo, rises (No. 2)

the Gothic Palazzo del Podestd, commonly known as the *Bargello
(PL F, 5), begun in 1255 for the Capitano del Popolo and from

1261 (?) the residence of the Podesta, or chief magistrate of Florence.

The building was repeatedly damaged by riots, fire (1332), and

water (1333; during the 14th century. From 1574 it served as a

prison and ofiice of the head of the police (Bargello). The oldest

part of the building, next the Via Proconsolo, is of ashlar, the

upper story and the extension towards the E. (1333-45) are of

unhewn stone. Between 1857 and 1865 the imposing structure was
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restored by Franc. Mazzei and fitted up for the **Wational
Museum (Museo Nazionale), illustrative of the niediaival and

modern history of Italian culture and art, and containing admirable

Renaissance bronzes and marbles (comp. pp. lii-lv). Admission,

see p. 553; no catalogue. Director, Dr. Giov. Pocjgi.

The two front rooms of the Ground Floor contain a rich

collection of weapons, comprising many pieces of great value and

beauty formerly in the possession of the Medici. In the Main Room,
to the right, an interesting monster cannon in bronze, cast in 1638
by Cosimo Cenni; in the middle cabinet at the S. end of the room,

wheel-lock muskets inlaid with ivory; in the last cabinet on the left,

helmet and shield by Gasparo Mola (17th cent.). The adjoining

room in the tower contains armour and a Turkish saddle.

We then enter the picturesque *Court, embellished with the

armorial bearings of former Podesta's, and forming with its massive

colonnades and fine flight of steps (built in 1345-67) a dignified

and eloquent picture of the spirit of the 14th century. The walls

under the colonnades are painted with the armorial bearings of the

difi'erent quarters of the town (quartieri). On the N. side: 3. Niccolo
cVArezzo, St. Luke (1404), 5. Fiero di Giovanni TedescOj St. John
(two statues from Or San Michele, p. 566). On the E. side: 9. Giov.

da Bologna^ Architecture, on a fine pedestal by Nice. 2'riholo;

above the last door, Luca della Bobbia, Madonna with angels, a

terracotta relief from the Via dell' Agnolo. On the S. side: no

number, Giov. da Bolorp^a^ Oceanus, a colossal statue from the

Boboli gardens; 15. Vine. Danti, Dying Adonis; 16. Giov. da
Bologna, Virtue triumphant (1570).

Opposite the tower-room are two rooms containing sculptures.

In the Vestibule are architectural fragments and inscriptions. Also:

Faolo di Maestro Giovanni, 51. Madonna, 50. St. Peter, 52. St. Paul,

three statues from the Porta Romana (1328); 67. Romanesque font

from Santa Maria Novella (1302). In the middle, large Roman-
esque font from the neighbourhood of Lucca.

Main Room. On the entrance-wall: 91, 137. Benedetto da Ro-
vezzanoy Two marble niches from the Palazzo Cepparello. — On
the left wall: *128 (revolving), Michael Anrjelo, Drunken Bacchus,

a youthful work of masterly niod(;lling, executed at Rome for lac.

O'd\\\(li'J7);M,dr},101,l()4,\()H.JienedettodaEovczza7i.o,llitiiory

of St. Giovanni Gnalbarti (p. 655; 1505). -- On the end-wall: *in.
Michael Anr/elo, Jhist of J'rutus, unfinished (for the reason given

in the inscription alluding to the suppression of liberty at Florence;;

112. Benedetto da Rovezzano, Chimney-piece from the Pal. Ros-

selli del Turco(p. 565). — On tlie right wall : 117. Fierino da Vinci
(nephew of Leonardo), Death of Count Ugolino (p. 519); Michael
Angeloj ^123. Holy Family, an unfinished relief, uiii(|ue among his

youthful works for its calm beauty, *224 (revolving), Statue of David

38*
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(unfinished), begun in 1529 for Baccio Valori (p. 542); 132. Bart.
Ammanati. Leda (after Michael Angelo).

The Staircase ascends to the —
First Floor. The loggia, known as Verone, contains eight

church bells, the oldest dating from 1184. — On the right is the —
I. Saloon (Salone Donatelliano), containing many original

sculptures by Donatella and casts of other works by him (comp.

p. liv). In the centre, Cast of the equestrian statue of Grattamelata

at Padua (p. 335). In front of it, the 'Marzocco' (p. 564). The other

originals are by the back-wall: in a niche, **St. George, in m.arble,

a chivalrous figure breathing cheerful and courageous youth, posted

firmly and defiantly, with a huge shield and simple armour (1416;
brought hither from Or San Michele, p. 566, in 1891); to the left

of it, David, somev/hat ungainly but full of a youthful consciousness

of victory (1416; marble), recalling the St. Greorge; San Griovannino

(i.e. the Baptist as a child), an alto-relief in sandstone; to the right,

marble statue of the Baptist (ca. 1412), a pendant to the Magdalen
in the Baptistery (p. 569); Crucifixion, a relief (partly gilded). In

front, to the left, **David, a slender and youthful figure in bronze,

of great charm and noble bearing (ca. 1430?); to the right, Bronze
figure of a genius (Attis) trampling on a snake (the so-called 'Amor').

Between these: Bronze bustof a young patrician (the so-called youth-

ful Grattamelata); coloured *Terracotta bust of Niccolo da Uzzano, a

masterly and strikingly lifelike work (colouring partly restored.

II. Saloon (dark): valuable tapestries and fabrics on the walls.

III. Saloon: *Carrand Collection, bequeathed in 1888.
Paintings (14 -16th cent.). On the entrance- wall: 4. So-called Car-

raiul Master (Pesello ?), Triptych, Madonna enthroned, with four saints

(ca. 1460); 27. Dirk Bouts, Madonna; 34. H. van cler Goes (7), Madonna;
38. Hans Baldunfj Grien, Scene from the Dance of Death; 41. French
School, Diptych, Adoration of the Child and Crucifixion (15th cent.). —
1st Case, Fine bronze statuettes: 217. Bo7iacolsi(?), Cybele(?); 221. Vene-
tian School (16th cent.), Fortuna; 226. Giov. da Bologna, Architecture;
also, 254, 258, 2.59. Venetian candelabra; numerous Renaissance plaquettes

(393. DonateUo, Silenus and maenad, an allegory of spring, the so-called

Patera Martelli) and implements. On a stand: 155. Ivory chess-board
with scenes from court-life (Burgundian ; 15th cent.). — 2nd Case: Limoges
and other enamels, ecclesiastical articles, tablc-cntlery, etc. — 3rd Case,

*lvory carvings (2nd-17th cent.): 24. Byzantine diptych (8th cent.); 26.

Byzantine reliquary (10th cent.?); 80. Norman-Moorish panels in relief

from a casket, witli musicians, dancers, vintage, hunting-scenes, etc., from
Sicily (12th cent.). Not in a case: 31. French ivory fan (flabellum), used
for keeping off flies during divine service (12th cent.?). — 4th Case, Me-
dals, seals, French watches (16 -17th cent.), enamels, carved gems, and
wood-carvings. On the walls are tapestry, majolica, and tiles. — Beneath
a coloured relief of the Madonna with a Avorshipping Podesta is the en-

trance to the —
IV. Saloon, originally a chapel, afterwards (from about 1630)

a prison for those condemned to death, adorned with sadly damaged
frescoes, ascribed to Giotto but perhaps executed after the fire in

1337 by his pupils (restored after 1840).
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Opposite us: Paradise^ with a portrait of Dante as a youth (to the

right). To the right and left, below, Madonna and St. Jerome, by Bastiano
Mainardi (1490). On the side-walls, the history of St. Mary of Egpyt and
Mary Magdalen. Over the entrance, the Infernal Regions.

The choir -stalls date from 1493. In the centre is an inlaid

choir-desk of 1498; on the hack-wall is the alleged death-mask of

Dante. — The Side Room, to the right, contains specimens of

weaving and embroidery and handsome ecclesiastical vestments

(Carrand Collection).

V. Saloon. In front are beautiful shields and weapons (86.

Sword, Venetian work of about 1500), bequeathed by C. Ressmann

(1900), the statesman. The two central cases contain carvings in

ivory. In the first are a triptych by Baldassare degli Embriachi
(p. 192); leaf of a consular diptych of Basilius (541); Byzantine

reliquary; crook of a bishop's staff (14th cent.); statuette of the

Madonna (French; 15th cent.). Adjacent on the left, by the second

window, two ivory saddles (Italian; about 1400). By the exit-wall,

goldsmith's work; among the niellos are a pax (Crucifixion) former-

ly ascribed to Maso Finicjuerra and one by M. Gherardo, the

miniature-painter (15th cent.). — The door to the left in this saloon

leads to the second floor (see p. 594).

VI. Saloon: Bronzes of the 15th century. Entrance-wall: 21.

Lor. Ghibertiy Reliquary of SS. Protus, Hyacinthus, and Nemesius

(1428;; 19. Bertoldo (p. 617), Ancient battle -scene in relief. In

the case: *280. Ant. Pollaiuolo, Hercules and Antscus (below, to

the left); *87. DonatellOj Dancing angel (replica of one of the putti

on the font of San Griovanni at Siena); 382. Hiccio, Rape of Europa;
imitations of antique and Renaissance statuettes. — Exit -wall:

*12, 13. Abraham's Sacrifice by Lor. Ghiberti and the same by
Fil. Brunelleschi, the earliest Renaissance sculptures, produced in

their competition for the execution of the N. gate of the Baptistery

in 1402 (p. 569). The composition of Grhiberti is the less harmonious
but the calmer of the two; its figures are full of a true antique

feeling for beauty, while in Brunelleschi's relief the principal figures

are rejjresented in violent movement, and Isaac is besides remark-

ably ugly. The su])or(]inate figures, including the ram, are also

in positions of over-strained activity. In technical execution Ghiberti

is superior. 14, 15. Crucifixion (relief) and a small Frieze of childi'cn

with Silenus, by Bertoldo; 16. Tomb-figure of Mariano Sozzino, a

jurist of Siena fl467j, by VeccJiic.tta. — Opposite, cabinet with sta-

tuettes of the school of Giov. da BoUxpta. — In the revolving

case, medals and plaquettes. — In the centre, *22. Avdraa Ver-

rocchioj David ('1476;, attractive for its truth, th(; tender handling

of the youthful limbs, and the liConardesfjue head.

VII. Saloon: Bronzes of the 16-1 7th centuries. Left side: 23.

Benvcuuto Cellinij Ganymede; 37. Daniele da VoUerra, Bust of
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Michael Angelo; two cabinets with imitations of ancient and Re-

naissance statuettes (in Case 2, Giov. da Bologna, Hercules and
the Erymanthian boar, etc.). Between them, BenvemUo Cellini,

39. Bust of Cosinio I. (1546), 38, *40. Models in bronze and in wax
(1545) for the Perseus, 42. Pedestal-relief of Perseus and Andromeda
(comp. p. 565). — 45. Elia Candido, ^Eolus, the wind-god; Giov.

da Bologna, 47. G-alatea, 57. Apollo; between them, *53. Vine.

Danti, Bronze door with allegorical representations. — In the

desk-cases by the window-wall, admirable Renaissance plaquettes.

— In the centre, Giov. da Bologna, *n. Eagle, *79. Turkey,
*82. Mercury, a bold but thoroughly successful work, executed in

1564, the graceful and free movement of the figure being convincing

and attractive in spite of the baroque pedestal (a wind-god with

expanded cheeks). — We return to the Y. Saloon and ascend to

the right to the —
Second Floor. I. Room. On the walls are numerous glazed

terracotta reliefs by Luca, Ajidrea, and Giovanni delta JRobbia,

some white upon a blue ground, others entirely coloured. On the

main wall, 10. Luca della Rohhia, So-called Cenoese Madonna;
on the end-wall to the right, 21. Luca della Bohhia, Adoration

of the Child; 2^. Andrea della Rohhia, Same subject, in a beautiful

frame. The desk-cases contain a collection of seals. — II. Rook
(right). Continuation of the Della Robbia "Works. On the end-wall

to the right, *Luca della Robbia, no number. Madonna, from Santa

Maria Nuova, 26. Madonna, 28. Madonna with the apple, 29. Ma-
donna between angels, from San Pierino, 31. Madonna in a bower
of roses. On the entrance-wall, 25. Giov. della Robbia, Large

altar, with an Adoration of the Child (1521); Andy^ea della Robbia,

76, 74, 71. Three Madonnas (the second with a fine sandstone pedestal

by Franc, di Simoiie), 75. Bust of a child. On the opposite wall,

44. Giov. della Robbia, Relief of the Madonna, in which the flesh

parts are left unglazed. — In the centre are a collection of fine

majolica (chiefly from the manufactories of Urbino, Gubbio, and

Faenza) and articles of rock-crystal. On a stand, Groblet with paint-

ing in enamel of the Triumph of Justice, from Murano (15th cent.).

-- The III. Room (tower -room) contains the collection of Baron
Giulio Franchetti, consisting of valuable stufi's dating from the

6th cent, onwards, partly of Sicilian origin (including the socalled

sudarium of St. Germain), ecclesiastical vestments, etc. — We now
return to Room I and pass into the —

IV. Room, containing terracotta sculptures. By the entrance-

wall, 163. Florentine School (Tassof), John the Baptist as a boy
(16th cent.); 168. Michelozzo, John the Baptist as a boy; no num-
ber, Florentine School, Statue of the Madonna (15th cent.); no

numbers, Pietro Francavilla, Moses and Aaron, sketches in terra-

cotta for the statues mentioned on p. 599. On the right wall, no
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numbers, Florentine School, Painted relief of tlie Madonna (15th

cent.), Andr. Sansovino, Painted statuette of the Madonna, *Ver-
rocchio, Painted relief of the Madonna, from Santa Maria Nuova.

In the centre: 165. Verrocchio, Bust of Piero, son of Lorenzo de'

Medici; 161. Ant. Pollainolo, Bust of a young warrior. Then
works in marble: 139. Style of Orcagna, Angel with a musical

instrument; 160. Ant. Rossellino, Bust of Mattco Palmieri (1468);

153. Benedetto daMaiano, Bust of Pietro Mellini (1474); 147.

Ant. RossellinOj Bust of Franc. Sassetti.

V. Room (L): Works in marble. Left side -wall, Verrocchio.,

146. Tomb -relief of Francesca Pitti, wife of Griov. Tornabuoni

(p. 624), who died in child-bed (1477; perhaps executed by Franc,
di Simone), *181. Bust of a young woman, with a nosegay, *180.

Madonna in relief; 191. Ant. Rossellino, John the Baptist as

a boy (bust); Luca della Bobbia, *201. Crucifixion of St. Peter,

219. St. Peter's Liberation, two unfinished reliefs (1438); between
them. Ant. Bossellino, 179. John the Baptist as a boy (statue;

1477), 214. Bust of a boy; 198. Desiderio da Settignano, Bust of

a girl. — Matteo Civitali, no number. Faith, 185. Ecce Homo;
no numbers, Gian Cristof. Bomano (?), Relief-portraits of Fran-

cesco Sforza and Federigo da Montefeltro (pp. 582, 583); between
them, 190. Ayit. Bossellino, Adoration of the Child (round relief). —
Window-wall, 222. Be7i. da Maiano, Relief of the coronation of

an emperor (partly restored in plaster). — By the entrance-wall,

Mino da Fiesole, *234, 236. Busts of Piero (1453) and G-iovanni

di Cosimo de' Medici, 235. Bust of Rinaldo della Luna (1461), 232.

Relief of the Madonna. — In the centre, no number, Benvenuto
Cellini, Antique torso of a youthful Apollo restored as G-anymede;

*225. lac. Sansovino, Bacchus (injured), from the master's early

Florentine period; *227. Lor. Bernini, Bust of CostanzaBuonarclli.

From the IV. Room we proceed to the right to the VI. Room,
which contains a valuable assortment of Renaissance plaquettes and

of medals fl5-19th cent.). By the rear-wall, dies for coins. On the

walls, P'rench Gobelins of the time of Louis XV.

On the opposite side of the Via del Proconsolo is the church of

La Badla (PI. F, 5), originally a Benedictine convent, founded by

Willa, the mother of Margrave Hugo of Tuscia (p. 555). The chiircli

was chiefly erected by Segaloui (1625), who left notliing of the

original edifice (built in 1285 by Arnolfo di Cambiof) except the

termination of the choir.

Tho iriain nortal (alrnoHt ontirely roHtornd), oppoHit(! thn Barpfollo, and
the two cliapf^lH in tho adjoining? colonnado (now walled up) arj* by Bene-
detto da Rovezzano (1495). Over the portal \h a torracotla r(!li(?l" by liene-

detto IJuf/lioni^ in the Htylo of Andif^a della Uoljbia. A c.haix;! on tlio

right of the «ide- entrance eontainn a good painting of the Mtli centtiry.

IifTKRioK (entr. to the left at the end of the colonnad*;). Tiiimediately

to the right, a Madonna and HaintH in relief; in the right trannept, uion-
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umcnt of Bernardo Giugni (d. 1466); in the left transept, monument (1481)

of the Margrave Hugo (p. 505; wrongly named 'of Andeburg' in the in-

scription; anniversary of his death celebrated on Dec. 21st); all these by
Mino da Fiesole. In a chapel to the left of the last, *Madonna attended
by a company of angels, appearing to St. Bernard, by Fllippbio Lippi
(1480), an early work and the most beautiful painting of the master. Close
by, in the former chapel of the Giochi and Bastari (locked), are fragments
of curious frescoes (14th cent. ; ascribed by Vasari to Buffahnaco) re-

presenting the Scourging of Christ, Bearing of the Cross, Death of Judas
Iscariot, and Pilate in the cell. The beautiful wooden ceiling of the church
is by Segaloni. — The Cloisters contain remains of monuments of the
mediaeval noblesse and frescoes of the 15th century. — The graceful Cam-
panile (1330) was restored in 1895.

A few paces farther on, opposite the Via Dante Alighieri (p. 567),

to the right (No. 6), is the Arte dei Giudici e Notai, the old guild-

house of the judges and notaries, which dates from the 15th cent,

but was modernized in 1822.

Close by (No. 10) is the *Palazzo Quaratesi (PL F, 5; for-

merly Pal. Pazzi)^ said to have been begun by Brunelleschi in

1445, but completed in 1462-70 by Giuliatio da Maiano. The
court is handsome. At the corner ('Canto deiPazzi') arc the armorial

bearings of the Pazzi (p. 557). Adjacent, the Palazzo Nonfinito
(PL F, 5; now the telegraph -office), begun in the late-Kenaissance

style for the Strozzi in 1592 by Ber7i. Buontalenti. The upper

story is said to have been added by Vine. Scamozzi (1602) and

the court to have been extended by Luigi Cicjoli(?).

Between these two palaces diverges (E.) the quaint Via Borgo
DEGLi Albizzi, iu which are several other interesting mansions.

No. 24 (left), the Palazzo Pazzi (PL F, 5), rebuilt after 1568 for

Ramirez de Montalvo by Bart. Ammanati, has handsome windows
and well preserved graffito decorations. No. 18 (left),, the Palazzo
Altoviti (PL F, 5), formerly the Pal. Valori, is adorned with the

busts of celebrated Florentines ('I Visacci', i.e. 'the caricatures';

1570). The Palazzo Albizzi (No. 12; PL G-, 5) was the last residence

of the powerful family of that name (p. 557). The Gothic Palazzo
Alessandri (No. 15; PL Gr, 5), opposite, dates from the 14th cent.,

but the interior was altered in the 18th.

In the Via Grhibellina (which comes from the Bargello), a little

to the S. of the Borgo dcgli Albizzi, is the building occupied by
the Societd Filarmonica (No. 83), which contains an ancient fresco

(ascribed to Giottino) from the chapel of the mediaeval debtors'

prison ('Le Stinche'), representing the 'Expulsion of the Duke of

Athens (p. 556) from Florence on the festival of St. Anne, 1343'

(interesting also on account of the view it contains of the Palazzo

Vecchio; custodian 30 c). — A few paces from here, in the little

piazza of the same name, stands the church of San Simone, which
contains an early-Florentine fresco (St. Peter enthroned; 1307) and
a graceful Gothic ciborium (1363; to the left of the high-altar).

The neighbouring Via Torta and Via dei Bentaccordi and the
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partially Gothic Houses on the N. side of the Piazza dei Peruzzi

(PL F, 6), formerly the residence of the commercial family of that

name (p. 556), still show the curve of the Roman amphitheatre.

In the spacious Piazza di Santa Croce (PI. F, G, 6), which was
the scene of tournaments up to the time of the Medici, rises Dante's
Monument, in marble, by Enrico Pazzi, unveiled in 1865 on the

600th anniversary of the birth of the great poet; at the corners

are shield-bearing lions with the names of his four most important

works after the Divina Commedia: the Convito, Vita Nuova, De
Eloquentia Vulgari, De Monarchia. — To the right (No. 23) is the

Palazzo deWAntellaj formerly thePaZ. Cerc/iz (1620), with a fagade

decorated, with frescoes executed within the short space of 27 days

by Giovanni da San Giovanni (p. 561) and twelve other masters. To
the N.W. (No. 1) is the Palazzo Serristori, a graceful structure of

1469-74. The upper story overhangs at the sides.

The Gothic church of *Santa Croce (PL G, 6), the largest

church belonging to any of the mendicant orders, was begun in

1294, from a design by Arnolfo di Cambio, for the Franciscans,

who at that time were the popular favourites among the monkish
bodies. It was completed in 1442, with the exception of the un-

attractive fagade, which was executed in 1857-63 hy Niccolo Matas,
at the expense of Mr. Francis Sloane (d. 1871), from a design said

to be by Cronaca. The tower has been well restored.

The IxTERioR, consisting of a nave 128 yds. in length, 21 yds.

in width, and 56 ft. in height, flanked by aisles 9 yds. wide, with

a transept 14^^ yds. in width and an open roof, rests on 14 octagonal

piers placed at considerable intervals, and produces an impressive

effect, enhanced by the frescoes of Giotto and his successors (p. 559)

Taddeo Gaddi, Giovanni da Milano, Giottino, Agnolo Gaddi, etc.

(best light in the morning). The church is interesting also on ac-

count of the numerous monuments of celebrated Italians of ancient

and modern times. The baroque altars were erected hyVasari in

1566, by order of Cosimo I.

Entrance Wall. Over the central door is a window with fine stained
glass (Dfisnent from tlie Cross) from drawinfrs ascribed to L. Ghiberti.

Right Alslk, lioyond the first altar, Tomb of Michael Angelo (d. at

Rome, 15B1), erected in 1.570 from VasarVs desip^n, the linst })y Battista
Lorenzi^ the fine figure of Architecture (on the riplit) by Giovanni dalf
Opera (p. 071), I'ainting and Sculpture by Jj<>ren::i and Valerio C'ioli. —
On the pillar opposite, the so-called SMadonna del Latte', a relief by Ant.
Rossellino. — Beyond the second altar, Monument to Dante (interred at

Ravenna, p. 496), with the inscriptir)n H)norate raltissimo po(!ta!', })y Ste-

fano lUcci (1829). —Tomb of Alfteri (d. IHO'.i; p. fil), by Canova (erected

at the expense of the Countess of Albany; comj). p. 585). — *Marble
Pulpit, by the pillar to the left, by licnrjJetto da Maiano (en. M75), with
beautiful ornamentation and five relielH rejjresentin^ the Confirmation of
the Franciscan Order, t!ie Hurniiif^ of the Ixjoks, the 'Sti^nuata', the Death
of 8t. Francis of Assisi, and Execution of brftthers of the Order; below
are statuettes of Faith, Ifope, Charity, Fortitude?, and JuKtice. — Maehiavclli
(d. 1527), by Innoccnzo Spinazzi, erected in 1787, with inscription, 'Tanto
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nomini nulluui par elogiiim'. — Lanzi (d. 1810), the writer on art. — Ad-
jacent are a fresco by Doin.Veneziano, representing- John the Baptist and
St. Francis, and an *Annunciation , a sandstone relief by Donatello (ca.

1425-30); above, four charming putti. — *Monument of the statesman
Leonardo Bnini (d. 14M), surnaraed Aretino from his birthplace, by Bern.
Rossellino, one of the first of the large Renaissance tombs. The figure

of the deceased upon the bier supported by eagles is especially fine. Ad-
jacent, the remains of frescoes representing a 'Trionfo della Morte', prob-
ably by Orcagna, were discovered in 1911. — Tomb of Gioachino Rossini,
the composer (b. at Pesaro, 1792; d. in Paris, 1868).

Right Transept. — The Chapel of the Castellani or del Santo
Sacramento (1st on the right) is adorned with frescoes (much injured),

on the right from the lives of St. Nicholas and John the Baptist, on the
left from those of St. John and St. Anthony of Padua, by Agnolo Gaddi
(ca. 1380-90) ; on the left, the monument of the Countess of Albany (d. 1824;
p. 585), by Luigi Giovannozzi, the two angels and the bas-relief (Faith,

Hope, and Charity) by Emilio Santarelli. — Farther on, Cappella Baron-
celli, now Gmgni. To the right of the entrance is a Gothic monument
of 1327. The chapel is decorated (left side) with frescoes from the life of
the Virgin, the principal work of Taddeo Gaddi (1332-38).

The door of the corridor leading to the sacristy is next reached. The
Sacristy (entrance by the first door to the left) contains *Cabinets and
doors with fine intarsia work by Giov. di Michele (1440-50). On the wall
to the left is a terracotta bust of Christ praying, by Andrea della Robbia.
On the wall to the right are frescoes of scenes from the Passion, hy Niccold
di Pietro Gerini (ca. 1400) ; missals with ancient miniatures. — The
Cappella Rinuccini (separated from the sacristy by a beautiful railing)

is adorned with *Frescoes (scenes from the life of Mary Magdalen and the
Virgin) by Giovanni da Milano (1365). — At the end of the corridor is

the Cappella dei Medici, erected about 1434 by Michelozzo for Cosimo
the Elder (unlocked by the sacristan; 25-30 c). By the right wall are a
marble ciborium, by Mino da Fiesole, and a relief of the Madonna, of

the School of Donatello. Above the door, Christ with two angels, on the
left wall, Madonna (after Verrocchio), and *Madonna enthroned with saints

above the altar, all terracotta reliefs of the School of the Robbia. On the
left wall is also a Coronation of the Virgin by Giotto (*opus magistri
Jocti') : — Note the calm kindliness, the tender solicitude in the action
of the Saviour, the deep humility in the attitude and expression of the
slender Virgin .... Let the student mark also how admirably the idea

of a heavenly choir is rendered; how intent the choristers on their canticles,

the players on their melody, how quiet, yet how full of purpose, how
characteristic and expressive are the faces ; how appropriate the grave in-

tentness and tender sentiment of some angels ; how correct the action
and movements of other; how grave yet how ardent are the saints, how
admirably balanced the groups (O. & C.).

Chapels by the E. Wall. In the 1st Chapel on the right are damaged
frescoes of the School of Giotto, representing the Contest of the Archangel
Michael. — The 3rd Chapel belongs to the Bonaparte family; monument
(1.) of Carlotta Bonaparte (d. 1839) and (r.) that of Julia Clary-Bonaparte
(d. 1845), by Lor. BartoUni.

We now come to the chapels of the Peruzzi and the Bardi families

(p. 5.56), containing Giotto's **Principal paintings, the work of his ripest
years, full of intellectual life and unadulterated truthfulness, and wholly
free from superfluity or exaggeration. These fine works were discovered
by O. Bianchi in 1853 and have been extensively restored. In the Cap-
pella Peruzzi Giotto has portrayed the life of the two St. Johns: (to the
left, beginning at the top) Zacharias at the altar, *Nativity of the Baptist
(with a very fine figure of Elizabeth), *Dancing of the Daughter of Hero-
dias; (on the right) Vision of the Evangelist in Patmos, from the Apo-
calypse, Resuscitation of Drusiana, and *Ascension of the Evangelist,
whose tomb his disciples find empty. — In the Cappella Bardi (the next),
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which Ruskin calls Hhc most interesting and perfect little Gothic chapel
in all Italy', Giotto depicts scenes from the life of St. Francis of Assisi:
(to the right, above) Confirmation of the rules of his order, St. Francis
before the Sultan challenging the Magi to the ordeal of fire, St. Francis
blessing Assisi on his death-bed, and St. Francis appearing in a vision to

the Bishop of Assisi; (on the left) St. Francis flees from his father's

house. He appears to St. Anthony at Aries, and his *Burial (a master-
piece, distinguished by variety of character and harmony of composition).
On the ceiling are figures representing Poverty, Chastity, and Obedience,
the three chief virtues of the order, and the saint in glory. The vaultings
above the windows are embellished with the figures of saints, including the
attractive form of St. Clara. For a farther discussion of the frescoes in

this chapel see Ruskin^s 'Mornings in Florence'.
The Choir is adorned witli frescoes by Agnolo Gaddi (ca. 1380), from

the legend of the Finding of the Cross; on the ceiling the Evangelists
and saints.

In the 4th Chapel (Cappella dei Pucci), adjoining the choir on the left":

Martyrdom of SS. Lawrence and Stephen, frescoes by Bernardo Daddi
(1324); over the altar, Madonna enthroned, with saints, a coloured relief

in terracotta, by Giovanni della Robbia. — The 5th Chapel (San Sil-

vestro) contains frescoes by Giottino (ca. 1368), Conversion of the Emp.
Constantine and Miracles of St. Sylvester; on the N. wall, above the sarco-

phagus of Uberto de' Bardi, Christ as Judge (retouched), with the deceased
kneeling before him; to the right. Fresco of the Entombment.

Left Transept. The Cappella Niccolini, built by Giov. Ant. Dosio,
contains statues of Moses and Aaron by Pietro Francavilla. — At the
corner of the transept and left aisle is the monument of the composer
L. Cherubini (b. at Florence 1760, d. 1842); in front, in the left aisle, is

the tomb of the Florentine engraver RafPaello Morghen (1758-1833). On the
opposite pillar the monument of the architect Leon Battista Alberti (1405-72),

a marble group by Ba7'tolini (unfinished).

Left Aisle. *Monument of Carlo Marsuppini (d. 1455), secretary of
state, by Desiderio da Settignano, surpassing the tomb of his predecessor
Bruni (p. 598) in wealth of ornament (cast in South Kensington Museum).
Monument to Donatello, by Urbano Lucchesi. Near the entrance, mon-
ument to Galileo Galilei (p. 512), by G. B. Foggini. Adjacent, fragments
of frescoes (Crucifixion, etc.) of the School of Giotto. — On the entrance-
wall is the monument of the savant Gino Capponi (1792-1876). — In the
mifhllc of the nave, near the choir, the marble tomb of John Catrick,
Bishop of P^xotcr, who died at Florence in 1419 when on an embassy from
King Henry V. to Pope Martin V.

The First Cloisters, erected by Arnolfo di Cambio, are now
entered from the Piazza di Santa Croce, through a gate to the right

of the chnrch. Above the door is a fresco of the *Ooronation of the

Virgin, of the School of Giotto (discovered in 1911). The cloisters

contain the tomb of Gastone della Torre, patriarch of Aquileia (d.

at Florence in 1317), old moriunients of the Alamanni, Pazzi, and

other families, numerous coats-of-arms, and modern tombs.

Opposite the entrance from the Piazza is tlu; *Capi»ella. dioi

I*Azzi (p. 557), one of the first creations of modern architecture,

erected by Brunelle.schi about 1430 and restored in 1899-1900
(adm., see p. 553). The vestibub; has a barrel-vaulted roof, sup-

ported by columns, once connected by a parapet, and interrupted in

the middle by an arch and cupola adorned with glazed and coloured

lacunars. In front is a charming frieze of angfdic heads by Dona-
tello and Deaiclerio da Sdfignano. The interior, roofed with a
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flat dome, forms one of the earliest examples of the principle of

architectural centralization, which is so characteristic of the Renais-

sance. The terracottas of the spandrels, representing the four *Evan-

gelists and twelve Apostles (below), are by Luca della Rohhia.
The old refectory of the Franciscan convent, on the entrance-side of

the cloisters, contains the Mused dell' Opera di Santa Croce (adm.,

see p. 553). On the rear-wall is a fresco of the Last Supper, probably by
Taddeo Gaddi; above, the Crucifixion, with a genealogical tree of the

Franciscans and the legend of SS. Francis and Louis of Toulouse by an
inferior hand. On the side-walls : two Crucifixions of the School of Giotto;
a bronze figure of *St. Louis, by Donatello (1423; with remains of gilding),

recalling the St. George (p. 592; in a recess on the bishop's staff are three

humorous putti) ; relief of the Maries at the Tomb, by a Florentine follower
of Nice. Pisayio (p. 513). On the end-wall to the left, a Crucifixion (fresco)

by Michele Ghii'landaio, formerly on the Porta San Gallo. — The adjoin-
ing winter refectory contains the Miracle of St. Francis (multiplication of

the loaves), a fresco by Giovanni da San Giovanni.

The Second Cloisters, by Bi^unelleschi, one of the finest colon-

naded courts of the early Renaissance, are entered from the Corso

dei Tintori (fee).

Leaving the Piazza Santa Croce, wc proceed to the S.W. througli the
Via dei Benci, at the end of which, on the riglit. No. 1, is the Palazzo
Alberti (once the residence of Leon Batt. Alberti; restored in 1850), and
reach the Ponte alle Grazie (see p. 641).

From the N.E. side of Santa Croce, the Via delle Pinzochere

leads to the Via Ghibellina (p. 596), No. 64 in which, at the corner

of the Via Buonarroti, is the Casa Buonarroti (PI. Gr, 6), purchased

by Michael Angelo for his nephew Leonardo. The building contains

the Galleria Buonarroti j a collection of memorials of Michael

Angelo founded in 1620 by Leonardo's son, the poet Michael Angelo
Buonarroti the Younger; to this two other collections have been

added since 1909, the Museo del Risorgimento (p. 176; on the

groundfloor; adm. Thurs. 10-4, Sun. 10-1) and the Museo Sto7nco-

Topografico Fiorentino.
On the first floor is the G-alleria Buonarroti (adm., sec p. 553;

catalogue out of print). — Room I. 16. Venetian School (copy after an
early work by Titian?), Love-scene; *12. Battle of the Lapithae and Cen-
taurs, in relief, an early work by Michael Angelo (ca. 1492), whose delight
in bold movements, defiant attitudes, and the representation of vehement
Eassion is already apparent. Opposite, 1, 2. Portraits of Michael Angelo,
y Giul. Bugiardini and hy Marcello Venusti; 5. Carrand Master {^. 592),

Predella representing the Legend of St. Nicholas of Bari. — To the left is

Room II, with *Drawings by Michael Angelo. On the walls, architectural
sketches. The best drawings in the upper frames are: by the entrance,
to the left, Head looking down, in red chalk; in frame 9, First design
for the fagade of San Lorenzo (p. 619); 12, 13. Studies for the Last Judg-
ment in the Sistine Chapel ; *15. Madonna (partly executed in colours). —
We return through Room I to Room III. By the window-wall : 20. Ant.
Novelli, Statue of Michael Angelo in a sitting posture (1620) ; also, scenes
from the great master's life, and on the ceiling similar scenes and alle-

gories by lac. da Empoli, Crist. Allori, Franc. Furini, and other artists

(1620). Exit-wall: Madonna and saints, for which Michael Angelo is said

to have drawn the design. — Room IV. Family pictures, etc. — Room V
(chapel). To the left, *72. Madonna on the Steps, a bas-relief in marble,
another early work of Michael Angelo (ca. 1492). *In the Madonna on the
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Steps the traces of his apprenticeship are still very evident. The digni-

fied figure of the Madonna, who is nursing the Child, the flowing drapery,
and the corporeal forms recall the powerful women of Domenico Grhirlan-

daio; while the technical execution, with the outlines fading into the
background and the gentle raising of the inner planes, suggests the in-

fluence of Donatello' (Springer). Opposite, 79. Daniele da Volterra (not

Giov. da Bologna)^ Bronze bust of Michael Angelo. — Room VI. MSS. of
Michael Angelo and clay models and autographs of the master (to the
left 1, and to the right 10, *Models in terracotta and wax of the David,
p. 614). — Room VII contains majolicas.

From Room I we proceed along a corridor to the Museo Storico-
Topografico Fiorentino (catalogue 50 c). — Rooms I & II. Plans and
general views of Florence, of various dates. — Room III. Views of the
walls and gates of the town. — Room IV. The Arno and its bridges. —
The rest of the collection is on the second floor and includes old views
of streets, squares, towers, private houses, and churches, representations
of festivals and historical events, and views of the environs.

From this point the Via dei Macci leads to the N.E. to the

piazza and the church of Sant' Ainbrogio (PL H, 6). Simple

inscriptions on the pavement of the church indicate the graves of

Cronaca (right), Andr. Verrocchio, and Mino da Fiesole (left). In

the Cappella del Miracoio, to the left in the choir, are a Tabernacle

by Mino da Fiesole (1481) and a large fresco of the Transubstan-

tiation miracle at Sant' Ambrogio in 1229, the chief work of Cos.

Bosselli (14:86; the sacristan turns on the electric light if requested,

fee 30-50 c). — The Borgo la Croce, beside the church, leads to

the Piazza Beccaria and the Porta alia Croce (PI. I, 6), dating

from 1284 and adorned with frescoes by Michele &hirlandaio.

The Via Giosue Carducci, on the left side of which is a Syna-
fjocjue [Tempio Israelitico ; PI. H, 5), leads to the Piazza d'Azeglio

(PL H, I, 5; tramway No. 6, sec p. 549), with its *Gardens. — For
the neighbouring church of Santa Maria Maddaleiia dei Fazzi
and the Archaeological Museum, see pp. 609, 603.

From the N.E. corner of the Piazza d'Azeglio the short Via Alfieri

leads to the Piazzale Donatello, in which is the old Protestant Cemeterg
{Cimitero degli Ingleai or Cimitero Svizzero ; PL I, 4), opened in 1828
and containing the graves of Mrs. E. B. Browning, W. S. Landor, Arthur
Clough, and Theodore Parker; also the tomb of Mrs. Duveneck, with a
beautiful recumbent figure by Frank Duveneck. The Viale Principe
Amcdco, mentioned on p. 018, runs hence to the N.

d. From the Piazza del Duomo to the Piazza deU'An-
nunziata. Archaeological Museum.

Leaving the Piazza del Duomo (p. 568) by the Via dei SioFivi

(Pi. F, G, 4) we pass tlie Palazzo Fiaschi (No. 10), on the ri^ht (fine

wlnflows on the /^roundfloor), and the Palazzo Bnturlin (IM. G, 4;

fornjcrly Pal. Niccolini)., on the left (No. 15), with its liandsome

court and modern painting. The former was erected by B. Am-
nianati(?}, the latter by Domenico, son of I^'iccio d'A<:^nolo. We then

reach the Piazza dell' Annunziata to the N.E.
The large block of buildings in the adjacent Via dei Pucci is
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the Palazzo Pucci (PI. F, 4), dating from the 15th cent, but partly

rebuilt by Bart. Amniaiiati and Paolo Falconieri (ca. 1700).

In the Via degli Alfani, to the right, a little short of the piazza,

rises the former Camaldulensian convent of Santa Maria degli

Angioli (PL Gr, 4; right), founded in 1295, with an unfinished octa-

gonal oratory with niches, by Brunelleschi. — Opposite (No. 50)

is the Palazzo Giugnij built by Ammanati in 1560, with a fine

portal and court.

At the left corner of the Piazza dell' Annunziata (PI. Gr, 3, 4)

is (No. 1) the Palazzo Grifoni (PI. Gr, 4 ; formerly Pal. Riccardi-
Mannelli)^ a brick edifice with ornamentation in Fiesole stone,

erected by Bern. Buontalenti (ca. 1557). — The piazza is embellished

with two baroque fountains, by Pietro Tacca (1629), and the bronze

Equestrian Statue of Grand -Duke Ferdinand /., by Griovanni

da Bologna (his last but not. his best work), cast in 1608. The
pedestal was adorned in 1640.

On the S.E. side of the piazza rises the Spedale degli Inno-
centi, or Foundling Hospital (PL Gr, 4; adm. on week-days 1-6 p.m.),

the initial work of Renaissance architecture, begun in 1419 (?) by

Brunelleschi, continued after 1427 by his pupil Francesco della

Luna, and completed in 1451, at the expense of the guild of silk

weavers. The medallions with charming *Infants in swaddling

clothes, between the arches, are by Andrea della Rohhia. To the

left in the court, over the door leading to the church of Santa
Maria degli Innocenti, is a good Annunciation by Andrea della

Rohhia. The interior contains an altar-piece (covered), the *Ado-

ration of the Magi, hj Dornenico Ghirlandaio (1488). On the right

side of the court is a small picture-gallery (paintings by Piero

di Cosimo, etc. ; Relief of the Madonna by Luca della Robbia). —
Opposite the Spedale is the hall of the /S'erl;^c?^ili'ar^a brotherhood,

erected by Antonio da Sangallo the Elder and Baccio d'Agnolo (1518).

The church of the *Santissiina Annunziata (PI. G, H, 3),

on the N.E. side of the piazza, was founded in 1250 on the site of

the Romanesque church of Santa Maria della Pace, and was
enlarged and redecorated by Michelozzo (1444-60) and others. Mi-

chelozzo's handsome portico was rebuilt by Caccini in 1601. The
first door on the left leads to the old Servite monastery and the

cloisters, that in the centre to the church, that on the right to the

chapel of the Pucci, founded in 1300 and restored in 1615
The Anterior Court contains, in addition to the celebrated *Frescoes

by Andrea del Sarto and his contemporaries, two older frescoes : Adoration
of the Shepherds, by Alesso Baldovinetti (lieo ; to the left of the church
door), and Investiture of Filippo Benizzi, founder of the order, by Cosimo
Rosselli (1476). Then to the left follow five early works by Andrea del
Sarto (ca.1510) : San Filippo clothing the sick (beside it, bust of Andrea, by
G. Caccini); Gamblers struck by lightning while mocking S. Filippo; Cure
of a possessed woman; Dead man raised to life by the corpse of S. Filippo;
Boy healed by the saint's robe. 'Carried away by his feeling for harmony
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of colour, and charmed whenever he could realize a vague and vaporous
twilight of tone (see especially the Death of the Saint), Andrea was un-
able to combine that appearance with absolute neutral contrasts .... but
the balance was almost restored by the facility with which he obtained
transparence, gay coloui'S, and smoothness in the melting of tints into

each other' (C. & C). Del Sarto appears as a finished master in the frescoes

on the other side: Arrival of the Magi, executed with a still more running
hand (than the following) but with less chastened sentiment, the figures

characterised by a self-confident swing (C. & C), and the **]Srativity of

Mary, painted in 1514 *on the highest level ever reached in fresco'. In
the right foreground of the former, facing the spectator, is a portrait of

lac. Sansovino, while the painter himself is shown pointing towards the
front. The dignified woman in the centre of the other fresco is Lucrezia
del Fede, A. del Sarto's wife. The remaining frescoes are by Del Sarto's

contemporaries and pupils : FranciaJbigio, Nuptials of Mary (1513), damag-
ed by the painter himself in his choler at its premature uncovering by
some of the monks; PontormOy *Yisitation (1516; his best work); Rosso
Fiorentino, Assumption (1517).

In the Interior the ceiling is decorated in the baroque style by Ciro
Ferri (1670). To the left, before the 1st chapel, under a kind of canopy
of later date, is the Cappella della Vergine Annunziata^ erected in 1448-52

by Pagno di Lapo Portigiani from Michelozzo^s design and afterwards
sumptuously decorated by the Medici; it contains a 'miraculous' picture
of the Virgin, a fresco of the 14th century. — 3rd Chapel : Copy of Michael
Angelo'S Last Judgment (behind it a fresco by Andr. del Castagno, St.

Jerome) and frescoes by Al, Allori; Head of Christ, by A. del Sarto.
5th Chapel: Pietro Perugino, Assumption. — The large Rotunda of
THE Choie is peculiar, though its efi'ect has been marred by the later

baroque decorations. It was begun in 1451 by Michelozzo and completed
in 1470-76 from designs by Leon Battista Alberti. To the left at the
entrance is the monument of Angelo Marzi- Medici, by Francesco da
Sangallo (1546). In the 3rd chapel is a Madonna enthroned, with saints,

by Perugino (injured). The 5th chapel contains a crucifix and six reliefs

by Giovanni da Bologna and his pupils , with the tomb of the former.
A door in the left transept leads to the Cloisters. Adjoining this

door, on the outside, opposite the entrance from the street, is a *Fresco
by Andrea del Sarto, the Madonna del Sacco (1525), remarkable for the
calm and dignified composition and the beauty of the colouring, which
is still discernible in spite of its damaged condition. On the same side
is the chapel of the guild of painters (Cappella dei Pittori or di San Luca;
closed), containing a crucifix by Ant. da Sangallo (1514), statues of Moses,
David, and Paul by Montorsoli (1536), a fine fresco of the Madonna and
saints by Pontormo (an early work), and the tomb of Benvenuto Cellini

(p. 561). Farther on in the cloisters is an equestrian statue of Gugliclmo
Amerighi, hy an early Florentine artist, in the style of Niccolo Pisano
(p. 513j. — In the Second Cloisters (opened by the sacristan), to the left,

is an admirable terracotta statue of John the Baptist, by Michelozzo.

The Via dolla Sapicnza leads hence to the Piazza San Marco
(see p. 611).

In the Palazzo della Crocetta (PI. H, 4), Via della Coloniia 2(),

a straggling building erected in 1620, are the *Museo Archeo-
logico and the Collection of Tapestry (director, ^1. Miiani;
adni., see p. 553). Most of the objects have explanatory labels.

Old catalogue for the P^gyptian Museum, by Schiapar(!lli, in the

second room; conip. also 'II Museo Topografico d'Etruria', by
A. Miiani (1898).

On the (iiiouHD Fi.ooic is the Etruscan Topographical MuBeuni,
formed in 1897. — KoomM I-IV. Tombh ojt Vhtuloma. lloom 1. Tomba
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of the earliest period (8- 7th cent. B.C.), usually containing incinerated
bodies in large one -handled urns, with a stone as the cover (by the left
wall and in the garden). Also, tombs with skeletons (e.g. by the entrance-
wall, below the plan of Vetulonia). — Room II. Articles from circular
tombs (tombe a cerchio; 7-6th cent.). The central case contains the
wooden coffin from the so-called Tomba del Duce, with bronze plates and
hammered reliefs in silver (E. Grreek work); model of the wooden portions

beneath the case. In the case by the
window and against the walls are
sepulchral offerings in metal and
terracotta (note the large bronze bath
in the window-case). — Room III.
Articles from tumuli (7-6th cent.).

Remains of primitive statues in
• soft sandstone, copies of embossed
bronze figures. In the middle, re-

mains of beautiful gold ornaments
(imported from E. Grreece). —
Room IV. Bronze articles, includ-
ing a large bronze cauldron with
animals' heads. In the centre, ap-
paratus for the Etruscan game of
kottabos (corap. the sarcophagus
from Tarquinii in R. XI). The case
by the exit -wall contains bronze
helmets and coins from Vetulonia.

Room V. PopuLONiAfP^jr^Ztma;.
By the entrance wall are two red-

figured Attic vases. In the case to

the right of the exit, Suicide of
Ajax, fine Greek bronze statuette

(6th cent. B.C.).

RoomVI. CoRTONAjVOLATERR^
(VoltcTra), Vbrvsia (Peritgia), and
Aretium (Arezzo). In the first case
(entrance-wall), fragments of red-

glazed pottery from Arezzo. The
first central case contains two per-

fect vases and two moulds, with
modern casts (with reliefs in imi-

tation of Greek work in metal); the
2nd case contains figures of warriors
and other bronzes from Broglio, in

the Valle di Chiana. — By the rear-

wall, tombstone with a primitive
relief of a warrior (almost life-size)

;

in the corner to the right, quaint
terracotta vast) with a group repre-

senting master and man at table.

To the left are articles from the

archaic tombs at La Guerruccia.
Room VII. Vagnonville Collection of Vases, mainly from Clu-

sium, including native ware of black clay (biicchero) and Greek imported
ware with painting.

Room VIII. Clusidm (Chiusi). Cinerary urns with human heads. By
the first window, large cinerary urn of yellow sandstone, with the god-
dess of death; by tlie rear-wall, bronze cinerary urn on a bronze throne.
To the left, urn from Chianciano, with a man and a winged Parca; to the
right, alabaster sarcophagus with a man and woman (with gold ornaments).

Room IX. VoLsiNii {Orvieto and Bolsena, to which the community
was transferred after the destruction of the mother-town in 263 B.C.). In

Vta. delLa. Ver-goLcL
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the middle, helmeted head of nenfro. In the case by the left wall, Pana-
thenaeic prize amphora, with the feats of Theseus by the Athenian painter
Chachriflion ; remains of an ivory casket (Ionic work). By the right wall,
terracotta antefixae from a temple at Bolsena (Minerva and other deities

;

to the right, portions of an alabaster bedstead. To the right, fine mould
for an antefixa, with the head of Ariadne.

Rooms X & XI. Tarqdinii (Corneto). In Room X are cinerary urns
of terracotta (in the centre, one with a bronze helmet as lid). In Room XI,
by the entrance-wall, sarcophagus from Nenfro, with a relief of a court of
law; above, lid of a tomb, witli reliefs recalling work in metal. In the
centre is a sarcophagus with the recumbent figure of the deceased on the
top and reliefs on the sides (banquet-scene, with the game of kottabos;
genii). On the left wall is a tomb-painting (banquet-scene) from Corneto.

Room XII. TuscANiA (ToscaneUa). Terracotta sarcophagi with re-

cumbent figures on the lid, some dating from the Roman period and illus-

trative of the decline of Etruscan art. — We return to R. V and pass
thence to the left into —

Room XIII. Luna (Lu7ii; p. 143). By the side-wall, remains of three
temple pediments in terracotta (to the right and in the centre, groups of
gods; to the left. Destruction of the Niobidae), of the 2nd cent. B.C. —
From this room we may enter the —

Garden (apply to an attendant; adm. every V2 ^^0) where there are
a number of interesting subterranean tomb- chambers (some with their
original contents) and the objects discovered in a temple of the goddess
Nortia, near Volsinii. By the N. wall are Roman sculptures, including
figures of the Muses from the temple of Ferento, near Viterbo. — The three
rooms in an adjoining building were not open to the public in 1912. —
From R. XIII we next enter —

Room XIV, with plaster -casts (like the following rooms, usually
locked; apply to a custodian). — Room XV. Suana (Sovana), with terra-

cottas. — Room XVI. ViSENTiA (Bisenzio), with vases and bronzes.
Room XVII. Telamon (Talamone). Opposite the entrance, remains

of a temple -pediment of terracotta (Amphiaraus and Adrastus). In the
glass-cases below, bronze weapons and small bronze models of weapons
and utensils (votive ofl'erings; among others, a plough). In the middle,
good replica of an archaic statuette of Artemis at Naples (cast to the left).

— We return through R. XIV to —
Room XVIII. C^RB (Ccrveteri), Capena, Veii, and Falerii (Civita

CJastellana). Terracottas and other objects from the tombs at Narce.
Beside the entrance, fragment of a coffin made of a tree-trunk.

Room XIX. VoLOEi (Vulci), Statonia (Poggio Buco), and Cosa. In
the centre, stone sculptures, including a capital with figures, perhaps from
a temple of Nortia. — Left end: remains of a terracotta pediment, with
a relief of Dionysos and Ariadne. — In tiie wall-cases: remains from
various nccropoles.

Courts XX & XXI. Florentia. In the smaller court are remains of
Roman thermaB, including the floor of a room heated from below (sus-

pensura) and a well-liead. — In the large court are remains of street-

paving, batliH, and architectural fntgnients from the Centro (p. 501). —
Room XXII has other remains of ihitnnm from FIotcmku;. On the walls
are a mediaeval plan of the city (i:^th t-ent.) and a view of the <ity of about
1490. — Room XXIII. Floukntia- F^sul>*:. Cinerary urns, cippi, and
steles from the earliest days of Florence and Fiesole.

On the First Floor to the left is the Egyptian Collection, to the
right tlie oldc^r portif)n of the Etruscan Miis(!um.

Egyptian Museum. I. IIai.l of the Gods. At the door, en-
signs, used in battle; votive pyramid (J5th cent. B.C.). -- Entrance-
wall, muramicH of ibises, hawks, and cats; images of sacred animals.
Statuettes of gods. In the desk-cases are amulets, scarabaci, etc. — By
the 2nd window is a table for votive gifts to the dead. — In the centre,
the goddess Hathor suckling King Iloremheb, a statue from Thebes (15tb

BABDEKBB'g Nofthcm Italy, mil Edit. 39
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cent. B.C.). — To the left of the exit, mummy of an ape; to the right,

fragment of a statue of the god Bes, in limestone.
II. Hall of Inscuiptions. To the left, by the walls, sepulchral

reliefs from the ancient empire. *Porphyry bust, fragment of a colossal

statue of a king (ca. .8300 B.C.). Under glass, wooden statuettes of two
female slaves making bread (Memphis, ca. 3300 B.C.). Beside the columns,
statues of the high-priest Ptahmes from Memphis (15th cent. B. C), the
first in quarzite. — In the centre, limestone sarcophagus and various
remains of frescoes. By the walls , sepulchral reliefs and inscriptions

(16th to Gtli cent. B.C.); in the case by the entrance-wall, reliefs with
representations of animals , and the statue of a deceased woman (ca.

1600 B. C). On the opposite wall , funeral rites (14th cent. B. C.) ; artisans

(16t]i cent. B.C.); Seti I. receiving the necklace from the goddess Hathor,
a large coloured relief in limestone (15th cent. B.C.); coloured relief of
Ma, the goddess of truth; fragment of a relief, with four scribes (16th

cent. B.C.). — In the case by the window; fresco from a tomb at Thebes
(16th cent. B.C.), representing two Asiatic princes bringing tribute of

gold and ivory. — At the door (right), the minister Uahabra, fragment
of a statue from Sais (6th cent. B. C).

III. Large Hall of Mummies. By the window-wall, to the left, case
with mummy-ornaments. — To the right, mummy of a woman (7th cent.

B. C), on a modern death-bed imitated from a wall-painting. Underneath
are four canopi or vessels containing the intestines. — Nos. 1 & 2 of the
papyri contain a representation of the judgment of the dead. — We pass
through the door to the left, at the opposite end of the room, into the —

IV. Small Hall of Mummies (with painted mummy -cases) and —
V. Alexandrian Hall (specimens of Hellenistic art in Egypt). In

tlie middle, two mummies of the 2nd cent. A.D. — In the cases, mummy
of a child, with the head exposed

;
portrait of a woman from a mummy-

coftin of the 2nd cent. A.D.; specimens of textile industry, etc. By the
window-wall, Coptic steles. — We retrace our steps through RR. Ill and
II, and enter the —

VI. Hall of Sepulchral and Domestic Objects. By the entrance
wall, vessels from Memphis and Thebes; small jar with lid of the My-
censean period (imported); remains of eggs, fruit, etc. — Window-wall,
vessels of metal and glass-paste (the latter imported).— Exit-wall, alabaster
vessels bearing the names of kings (ca. 3000 B.C.); painted vessels. —
liast Wall, chairs, baskets, etc. — In the 1st case, prehistoric weapons
and implements of stone ; remains of plants (2500-1400 B. C.) ; 2nd case,

rings and other articles in blue enamel.
VII. Room of the Chariot. In the middle, *War Chariot, found in

a Theban tomb of the 14th cent. B.C. — Entrance-wall, textile fabrics,
baskets, harp. — Rear-wall, bast shoes, ornaments, mirrors, basket, comb,
vase with black pigment for the eyebrows. Exit-wall, weapons, etc. —
The door in front leads to the —

Etruscan Museum. VIII. Room of the Bucchero Vases (p. 604).

Cas3 1. Earliest ware; period of the hut-urns; Italic bucchero. — Cases 2

and 3 illustrate the gradual development of the art. — Cases 4 & 5.

Vases from W. Etruria, showing Oreek influence, with stamped friezes
(6th cent. B. C). — Cases 6-9. Vases from Chiusi, showing Oriental in-

fluence (6-5th cent. B. C.) ; applied bas-reliefs, baroque forms. — Cases 10-12
illustrate the gradual decay. — We pass through R. IX to the —

X. Bronze Room. In the central glass-case, bronze situla (small
bucket -shaped vase), with a low relief showing Dionysos conducting
Hephsestos back to Olympus (3rd cent. B.C.); silver situla, with engraved
design (Phoenician ; 7th cent. B. C.) ; leaden tablet from Magliano, with
an Etruscan ritual inscription (3rd cent. B.C.). — Cases 1 & 2. Cande-
labra, cists, etc. — Case 3. Rings, scrapers, razors, needles, etc. —
Cases 5-7. Weapons. In Case 5, 405. Helmet with engraved design, found
at Verona (6th cent.); in Case 7, 407. Helmet of Corinthian form; 406.

ijtruscan helmet, found at Cannse (battle 5. C. 216). — Case 8, Articles
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of the 4th & 3rd cent. B.C., from Telamon. — Case 9. Objects from
Todi (3rd cent.). — Case 10. Iron weapons. — Case 11. *69. Silver vessel
(patera ombelicata).

XI. Room of the Chim^era. In the central case, **Chimaera, an early
Greek work of the 5th cent. B.C., found at Arezzo in 1554. — In the
corners, Athena, also found at Arezzo, after an original of the school
of Praxiteles (4th cent. B.C.): *Statue of an Orator, the so-called 'Aringa-
tore', of the latest period of the Roman republic, found near the Trasimene
Lake in 1566. — Case 5. Mirrors and mirror-cases, the case in the middle
especially fine. — In the desk -cases are mirrors and objects in bone,
including a statuette of a pygmy with a crane. — By the first window
are remains of a large bronze group of Selene in her chariot and Apollo,
found at the springs of Chianciano.
— In the middle of the rear-wall,

Dionysos with a boy on his

shoulder ; above, the neck and wings
of a swan, probably from a candela-
brum. — The statuettes in the cases
are unimportant ; the best specimens
are in the case opposite the second
window (Vertumnus, the Italic god
of harvest, etc.). — We return to

Room IX.
IX, XII, XIII. Rooms of the

Vases. Room IX. By the walls:
Case 1. Earliest vases, without
glaze, most of them Italic. Cases
2 & 3. Corinthian vases (7-6th cent.

B.C.), with a few Italic imitations.

Case 4. Black-figured vases of the
6th cent. B.C. (none Attic). View
of the garden (p. 605) from the
window. — Room XII. Case 1, in

the middle of tlie room, contains
Corintliian vases. Cases 5-10. Large
Attic vase.s, with black figures, for
water, wine, and oil (6th cent. B.C.).

Cases 11 & 12. Black-figured tazze
and crateraR. The central case on
the floor of the room contains a

potsherd of Chalcidian origin (l)e-

low); above, pyxis by the painter
Xlkosthenea. At the top is tlie

Francois Vase (so named from its

finder), a cratera by the Attic
painter Klitias (6th cent. B.C.).
In 1900 this vase was shattered by a miscreant, but it has been pieced
together again. It is decorated with (first section) tlie Calydonian Hunt,
TheHens and Ariadne triumphing after the dealli of the Minotaur; (2nd sec-
tion) Funeral gamrts in honour of Patroclus, jjapithu', and Centaurs;
fSrd section) Marriage of I*el(!us and Thetis; (Ith section) Death of Troilus,
DionysoH and HophsestuH in Olympos; (5th section) Figures of animals;
(6th section, at the foot) Battle of T)ygnii((s and (Tanes; (on the handle)
ArtcriiiH, Ajax with the b(j(ly of Achilles, and (icMnons of battle. The
n<'xt detached rase contains Tat the top) a boautiful white-ground vase,
with a coloured representation of Aphrodite and two Amor(*tti in the in-

terior. Cases 13-15. Red -figured tazzo (5th cent.). Cases 16-19. Large
and «mall vesselH of divern*; kinds. In th<! passage are two fine Apulian
amphorw. The cases by the window- wall contain lOtrusean imitations. —
Room XI IL Cases 22-28. Vases hoxn Apulia, Lueania, and Camnania
(4th. 3rd cent. B.C.). Case 29. Silvered and gilded vHses with reliefs,

39*

Via, dLelZa Ter^ola,
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from Volsinii (p. 604; 3rd-2ud ceut. B.C.). — We return to R. XII and
])ass to the left into the —

XXI. Room of the Sarcophagi. To the left, under glass: ^Terra-
cotta sarcophagus from Chiusi, with abundant traces of painting and a figure

of the deceased on the bed (2nd cent. B.C.). — By the wall behind,
s(one door of a tomb; cinerary urns in the form of houses; part of a
pediment. — By the exit, two cinerary urns in the form of seated figures.

XXII. Room of the Cinerary Urns. Extensive collection of cinerary
urns with mythological designs in relief, arranged according to subjects
(Etruscan works after Greek models). In the centre, *Alabaster sarco-

])hagus from Corneto, with a painting of a battle of Amazons (4th cent.

B. C). — We return to R. XII and pass through the next door to the
right into the —

XVIII. Room, with archaic vases and terracottas from Cyprus (right

wall), Crete, and Rhodes. — To the left is the —
XIX. Room of the Cameos and Intaglios. Drawers beneath the

intaglios contain casts. In the 1st Case, to the left of the first window,
the cameo No. 3 , witli the Sacrifice of Antoninus Pius, is remarkable
for its size; 7. Cupid riding on a lion, with the name of the artist fP?'©-

tnrchos) ; 9. Cupid tormenting Psyche; 31. Nereid on a hippocampus. —
2nd Case. 36. Judgment of Paris; 51. Zeus of Dodona; 63. Hercules
and Omphale. — 3rd Case. 86. Youthful Augustus ; 100, 101. Tiberius. —
Jth Case. 148. Wounded stag. — 5th Case (by the second window). 28.

Apollo; *51. Hercules and Hebe, with the name of the sutist (Teiik^'os)

;

7l*. Satyr and child. — 6th Case. 101. Mourning Cupid; 145. Apollo. —
7tli Case. 176. Bacchante; 185. Pluto; 190, 191. Leander (?). — 8th Case.
Chiefly portrait-heads. — J3y the third window is the collection bequeathed
liy Sir William Currie to the Uffizi in 1863. Case 1: 5. Hermaphrodite;
20. Dancing satyr. — Case 2: 46, 50. Fine heads. — Case 3: 106. Ajax
and Achilles. — The glass-case by the first window contains a Head of
Alexander the Great in rock-crystal, and the so-called signet -ring of
Augustus. — In the cabinets beside the first window are specimens of
Phoenician and Roman glass, mostly found in Etruria; in the cabinet to

llie left note the small Phoenician amphora, from Tharros in Sardinia. —
Beside the second window are tasteful Etruscan gold ornaments. — In
the other cabinets is a valuable collection of Florentine and foreign
coins. — We return to R. XIII and cross the lobby to the —

XYI. Room of the Small Bronzes (apply to an attendant). Among
the statuettes we may note: 2285. Serapis ; 2792. Sleeping Erinnys; 2505.

Hephaestus (restored wrongly with a sickle) ; no number, Tyche, tutelary
doity of Antioch ; Wrestler ; *Zeus, a Greek original of the 5th cent. B. C. —
In corner-case 4, early-Christian lamps ; honorary shield of Flavins Arda-
burius Asper, the Alan, of the year of his consulate (A. D. 434).

XVII. Room of the Idoltno. In the middle, on a revolving stand,
So-called **Idolino, an honorary statue of a young athlete, a Greek original
of the 5th cent. B.C., found at Pesaro in 1530; the beautiful base dates
from the 16th century. — By the rear-wall, to the right, *Torso of a

youth, a Greek original of the end of the 6th cent. B.C.; to the left, fine

horse's head. Also, four Greek portrait-heads (7. Sophocles; 8. Homer).

Ascending the staircase from the landing outside Room XYI to

the second floor, we enter the G-alleria degli Arazzi, a valuable

but very unadvantageously exhibited collection of tapestry. Cata-

logue in English (1891) 2 fr., in Italian (1884) 1 fr.

The first rooms contain ancient woven and embroidered stuffs of the
14th and 15th cent, (in the first room, Madonna enthroned with numerous
saints, an antependinm of ca. 1500; to the left in the second room, on the
entrance-wall. Life and Coronation of the Virgin) and fine specimens of

velvet, gold-brocade, and damask of the 16-18th centuries. — Then come
the Abazzi, the produce pf the Florentine tapestry-factory which was
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founded in 1545 under Cosimo I. by Nicolaus Karcher and Jan van Roost
of Brussels, and which prospered and fell (1737) with the house of Medici.
The word Arazzi, like the English Arras, is derived from the town of
Arras in French Flanders, one of the most celebrated ancient seats of
tapestry -manufacture 5 the French term 'Gobelins' is elsewhere more
general. The cartoons for the tapestry exhibited here were designed in

the 16th cent, by Bronzino (Nos. 117, 122, 123), Salviati (Nos. Ill, 118-

120), Bacchiacca (Nos. 13-23), Allori (Nos. 26, 28, 33, 49), Stradano,
Foccetti, Cigoli, and others. The imitation of painting in tapestry was
carried to an extreme in the 17th cent, by Pierre Fevere of Paris, in

whose hands the decorative character of the produce deteriorated (Nos. 24,

25, 31, 37, 39-43, 92, 99, 112-116, 124. History of Esther, 75-80). — Here
are also some Grerman tapestries of the 15th cent. (60-65. David and
Bathsheba), and some from the Netherlands of the 15th (66. Baptism of

Christ) and 16th cent. (67-69. Henri III and Catherine de' Medici).

In the same street, at the corner of the Via dei Pinti, is situated

the conventual church of Santa Maria Maddalena dei Pazzi
(PL H, 5). The graceful anterior court was designed by Giuliano
da Sangallo (1479); the capitals of the columns were modelled

after an antique capital found at Fiesole. In the 2nd chapel, on

the left, is a Coronation of the Virgin by Cosimo Rosselli (1505);

the richly decorated chapel of the high-altar is by Ciro Ferri, the

altar-piece by Luca Giordano. — In the Via della Colonna, No. 1

(third door), is the entrance to the chapter-house of the monastery
belonging to the church (now barracks), with an excellent *Fresco

by Ferugino: the Crucifixion, with SS. Mary and Bernard and

8S. John and Benedict at the sides (ca. 1495). Adm., see p. 553.

In the Via dei Pinti, No. 62, farther to the N.E., is the Falazzo
Faucidtichi-Xim&nes (PL H, I, 4), erected by Giuliano da Sangallo

about 1499 and enlarged about 1005 by Ghorardo Silvani.

For the neighbouring Fiazza d^Azeglio, see p. 601. — To the

Fiazza Santa Mar'ia Nuova and the Fiazza dei Duomo by the

Via della Pergola, see p. 574.

e. From the Piazza del Duomo to the Piazza San Marco
and Piazza dell' Indipendenza by the Via Cavour.

The Via dei Martelli (PL F, 4), beginning at the Baptistery

(p. 568), and its continuation, the wide Via Cavour (PL F-II, 3, 2;

formerly Via Larga)^ together form the most important thorough-

fare in the N. part of the city.

At the corner of the Via dei Martelli and the Via dei Gori rises

the church of San Giovannino degli Scolopi {i.e. of the Padri delle

Scuole Pie; PL F, 4), erected in 1352, remodelled after 1579 by

B. Ammanati, completed in 1661 by Alfonso Parigi the Younger,

and in the possession of the Jesuits from 1557 to 1775. The church

contains pictures by Allori, Franc. (Jurrado, and others.

Opposite, to the right, at the beginning of the Via Cavour, is the

Falazzo Fancidfichiiyi. F, 4;, built about 1700 by Carlo Fontana,

with a relief of the Marlonna by Desiderio da Settigiiano at the corner.
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The adjoining building on tlie left, which has been in posses-

sion of the govei'nniont since 1814 and is now occupied by the

])refettura, is the *Palazzo Medici (Pi. F, 3, 4), sometimes called

the Pal. JRiccardi after its later owners. It was erected beside

the unpretentious old residence of the Medici about 1444-52, under

Cosinio Pater Patriae, by Michelozzo, who here introduced the

practice of tapering the rustica in the different stories. The unsym-
nietrical fagade is surmounted by a rich and heav}'' cornice. Here
liOrenzo il Magnifico maintained his brilliant establishment, and

here his sons Piero, Giovanni, and Griuliano were born. Giulio,

Ippolito, and Alessandro de' Medici subsequently resided here, as

v.ell as Cosimo I. (1537-40; as successor to the older line, comp.

p. 558). Even after the removal to the Palazzo Vecchio and the

Pal. Pitti the family retained possession of the palace, until it was
sold in 1659 by the Grand-Duke Ferdinand II. to the Riccardi

family, who extended it towards the Via dei Ginori in 1617-80 and

towards the N. in 1714, enclosing within its precincts the Strada

del Tradltore, where Duke Alessandro was assassinated by Lorenzino

de' Medici in 1537. The original structure, however, is still in

great part recognizable, particularly its court and the staircases.

An imposing gateway leads into the beautiful Court, surrounded by
arcades, ancient busts, sarcophagi, G-reek and Latin inscriptions from
Kome, etc. The sarcophagus in the S.W. corner, with the representation
of the Calydonian Hunt, formerly contained the remains of Guccio de'

Medici, who was gonfalonicre in 1299. The relief -medallions above the
arcades, designed by Donatella from antique gems, were executed, ac-

cording to Venturi, by Bertoldo (p. 617).

The first staircase on the N. (right) side leads to the private Chapel.
of the Medici (adm., see p. 553), embellished with ^Frescoes by Benozzo
Gozzoli, painted about 1459-63, representing the journey of the Magi,
with numerous portraits of the Medici. Benozzo 'shaped the various
episodes of a pompous progress into one long series filling the walls of
the body of the building. The kings, in gorgeous state, are accompanied
on their march by knights and pages in sumptuous dresses, by hunters
and followers of all kinds, and the spectator glances by turns at the
forms of crowned kings, of squires, and attendants with hunting leopards,
all winding their solemn way through a rich landscape country' CO. & C).
On the window-walls are charming angels in paradise, of admirable design.
— The altar-piece, an Adoration of the Magi by Fra Filippo Lippi, is now
in Berlin, but there is a replica of it in Sant' Apollonia (p. 618).

The second staircase on the right ('Ingresso agli Uffizi della Eeale
Prefettura') leads to the Gallery (adm., see p. 553), a sumptuous apart-
ment in the newer part of the palace, with a large ceiling-painting by
lAica Giordano, representing the Medici as gods of light among the
deities of Olympus (1684). Here, also, is a Madonna by Fra Filippo Lippi.

In the wing near the Piazza San Lorenzo (p. 619; Via dei

Ginori 4j is the Biblioteca Riccardiaxa, founded about 1600 by
Riccardo Riccardi and purchased by the state in 1812. The
collection comprises about 33,000 vols, (many historical works) and

3900 M8S., including a Virgil illustrated with miniatures by Ben.
Gozzoli and MSS. of Dante, Petrarch, Machiavelli, Galileo, etc.

Admission, see p. 553.
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The Palazzo Ginori (PI. F, 3), Via dei Ginori 13, was built by
Baccio d'Agnolo.

Farther on in the Via Cavour (No. 45; left) is the Biblioteca

Marucelliana (PL G-, 3; adm., seep. 553), founded in 1703 by
Francesco Marucelli and purchased by the state in 1752 (librar-

ian, Carlo Bruscbi); it contains ca. 200,000 vols, (numerous works

on the history of art), 1500 MSS., and a collection of engravings.

Close by, on the right, opens the Piazza San Marco (PI. Gr, 3),

a pleasant square with gardens, on the N.E. side of which rises —
San Marco, an old monastic church, founded in 1290, several

times rebuilt (once by Giov. da Bologna)^ and provided with a

fagade in the classicist style in 1780.
Interior. Entrance-wall: over the central door, Giotto, Cnicifixiou.

Right wall : 2nd altar , *Madonna with six saints , by Fra Bartolomeo
(1509; injured); 3rd altar, Early -Christian mosaic from Rome (modern-
ized). — In the Sacristy (erected by Michelozzo , 1^37), a recumbent
statue of St. Antoninus (p. 612) in bronze, by Portigiani. — In the left

transept, the Chapel of St. Antoninus: architecture (ca. 1588) and statue
of the saint (above the entrance-arch) by Giovanni da Bologna; the six
statues of other saints by Pietro Frayicavilla. Frescoes, representing the
burial of the saint, by Pas8ignano. — This church contains (between the
2nd and 3rd altars of the left wall) the tombs of the celebrated scholar
Giovanni Pico della Mirandola (p. 455), wlio died in 1494 at tlie age of

31, and of the learned jioet Ajigelo Poliziano {Politian; 1454-94; p. 559).

Adjacent to the church is the entrance to the once far-famed

*Monastery of San Marco (PL Gr, 3), suppressed in 1867, now
restored and fitted up as the Museo di San Marco (adm., see

p. 553j. The building was originally occupied by Silvestrine monks,

but was transferred under Cosimo the Elder to the Dominicans,

who were favoured by the Medici. In 1437-43 it was restored

from designs by Michelozzo and was decorated by Fra Angelica

da Fiesole with those charming *Fiiescoes wliich to this day are

unrivalled in their portrayal of profound and fervent piety. The
painter Fra Bartolomeo della Porta (1475-1517) was a monk in

this monastery from 1500, and the powerful preacher Girolamo

Savonarola (p. 557) also once lived here.

The First Cloisters, which are entered immediately from the street,

contain a fresco by Poccetti in the 5th lunette to the right of the <}ntrance,

showing the original facade of the cathedral (comp. p. 570), and four
other smaller lunettes with frescoes by FraAngelico: to the left of
Poccetti's fresco, over the entrance to the 'ospizio' (sec below), *Chriat
as a pilgrim welcomed by two Dominican monks ('No scene more true,

more noble, or more exquisitely rendered than this, can be imagined.'
V. & C); at the end of the S.E. arm of the cloisters, over the door to

the refectory, Christ with the wound-prints, the head of elevated I)eauty

and divine gentleness; on the N.IO. side of the cloisters, over tlie door
to the chapter-house (p. 012), St. Dominic with the scourge (much dam-
aged); in the N. comer, over th(; door to the sacristy, St. Peter Martyr
(p. 185), indicating the rule of silence p(;culiar to the order by placing
his finger on his lips. To the right of the last is a fifth fresco by Fra
Anyelico, Christ on the Cross, with St. Dominic.

Tlie Ospizio (apartments devoted to hospitality) oontains numerous
pictures of the ll-15th cent, from suppressed churches. Two small easel-
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pictures by Fra Angelica (*Coronatioii of the Virgin and *Adoratioii of

the Magi with the Anuunciation), formerly in the cells 33 and 34 of the
upper floor, are now placed here. — The second door on the N.E. side of

the cloisters leads to the Chapter House, which contains a large *Cruci-
lixion (Christ between the thieves), surrounded by a group of twenty saints,

with busts of Dominicans below, by Fra Angelico. The sympathetic grief

of the saints is most poignantly expressed. — The door in the E. corner of

the cloisters leads to a vestibule beyond which is the Great Refectory, in

which is a collection of altar-pieces of the 16-17th cent.; the back-wall is

adorned with the so-called Providenza (the brothers and St. Dominic seated at

a table and fed by angels) and a Crucifixion by Giov. Ant. Sogliani (1536)
The door to the left of the chapter -house leads to the Second

Cloisters, which, with the rooms on the right, accommodate the archi-

tectural fragments (chiefly mediaeval), coats-of-arms, inscriptions, sculp-
tures, and frescoes removed from the demolished churches, palazzi, and
guild-houses of the Centre (p. 561). Here, also, is the Piagnona ('wailing
woman'), the bell of San Marco, presented by Cosimo the Elder about
1436 and adorned with a frieze of putti executed in Donatello^ s workshop.
It was this bell that summoned the populace in crowds (piagnoni,
wallers) to the stern sermons of Savonarola (p. 557). — To the right of
the passage are the Small Refectory, containing a fresco (Last Supper)
by Dom. Ghi7'landaio, and the staircase to the —

Upper Floor, the corridors and cells of which are adorned with a

succession of frescoes by Fi^a Angelico and his pupils. In the 1st Cor-
ridor, immediately opposite the staircase, the Annunciation, a work of
very tender feeling; to the left of the entrance, Christ on the Cross, with
St. Dominic. — In the Cells: 3rd (to the left), Annunciation; 6th, Trans-
figuration; opposite, in the corridor. Madonna enthroned, with saints;
8th, The two Maries at the Sepulchre ; 9th, *Coronation of the Virgin,
whose humble joy is beautifully depicted. — The Last Cells in the ad-
joining corridor were once occupied by Savonarola. In No. 12 are a

bronze bust of Savonarola by Dttpr4, a copy of an old picture repre-
senting his burning at the stake (original at the Palazzo Corsini, p. 629),
and three frescoes by Fra Bartolonieo : Two Madonnas, and, on the left

wall, Christ as a pilgrim received by two monks (portraits of two priors
of the monastery). The bust of Giov. Bastianini (d. 1868) is a decep-
tive imitation of Florentine early-Renaissance sculpture. Cell No. 13 con-
tains a portrait of Savonarola by Fra Bartolomeo, autographs, etc.. No. 14
his crucifix. — We now return to the staircase, at the head of which
are the cells (No. 31) of St. Antonine (Ant. Pierozzi: d. 1459), arch-
bishop of Florence for 14 years. — Opposite is the Library, the first

public library in Italy, built by Michelozzo in 1441 for Cosimo the Elder,
who presented it with 400 MSS. The glass-cases in the middle contain
ritual books, with miniatures by Fra Benedetto, the brother of Ange-
lico, and other artists of the 15th century. — The Last Cell on the right,
embellished with a fine Adoration of the Magi, al fresco, by Fra Angelico,
is said to be that which Cosimo Pater Patriae caused to be fitted up for him-
self, and where he received the Abbot Antoninus and Fra Angelico: it

contains his portrait by Pontormo and a terracotta bust of St. Antonine.

The Accademia delta Crusca, founded in 1582 to maintain the

purity of the Italian language, occupies part of the monastery. Its

dictionary, begun in 1843, is stiU only about half finished.

On the S.E. side of the piazza, at the corner of the Via della

Sapienza (leading to the Piazza dell' Annunziata, p. 602), lies the

Keale Istituto di Studi SriPERioRi (entr. Piazza San Marco 2),

the first floor of which contains the Indian Museum, founded in

1886 (adm., see p. 553; catalogue 60 c), and Mineralogical and

Geological Collections. — This building is adjoined on the N.E. by
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the Botanical Garden (PI. H, 3; entr., Via Lamarmora 6), founded

by Cosimo I. in 1543, usually called the Giardino dei Semplici.

The Via Ricasoli leads from the S. angle of the Piazza di San

Marco to the Piazza del Duomo. No. 52 in this street is the entrance

to the Accademia di Belle Arti (PL Gr, 3; very cold in winter),

containing the *G-alleria Antica e Moderna, founded in 1783.

Admission, see p. 553; catalogue 2 fr. ; curator, Dr.Nello Tar-
chiani. The building was originally the Ospedale di Sayi Matteo.

The collection of ancient masters contains few pictures to strike

the eye or imagination of the amateur, but it is a most important

collection for students of the development of Florentine art. We
have the advantage here of being able to concentrate our attention

on the characteristic features of the Tuscan and Umbrian schools,

to the productions of which this collection is restricted. The small

pictures of Giotto (Room I, No. 103, etc.) and Fra Angelico's Life

of Christ (R. VII, Nos. 233 et seq.) are merely to be regarded as

supplementary to the much more important labours of these two
great masters in the department of fresco-painting; the Last Judg-

ment (R. VII, No. 266), however, affords a good idea of Fra An-
gelico's works. The excellent narrative-painter Francesco Pesel-

Lino (R. V, No. 72) appears here as the heir of Masaccioy who is

by no means well represented in this gallery (R. V, No. 70). Fra
Filippo Lippi^s Coronation of the Virgin (R. V, No. 62) belongs

to his later period. In this work the master obviously aims at

sensuous beauty in his female forms; he departs from the strictly

ecclesiastical style and borrows various effects from the province

of sculpture. Verrocchio^s Baptism of Christ (R. V, No. 71), which,

according to Vasari, was finished by his pupil Leonardo da Vinci,

betrays a certain crudity in the figure of the Baptist, while the

landscape and the two angels distantly recall Leonardo's technical

skill and sense of form. Sandro BotticelWs Spring (R. V, No. 80),

which transports us to the realm of antique myth, is the most pop-

ular picture in the gallery, owing to its fairy-like charm. Domenico
Ghirlandaio^8 Madonna and angels (R. IV, No. QtOt) suggests an in-

structive comparison between his simplicity of style, the outcome
of a mature imagination, and the elaborate and exaggerated manner
of many old masters. Among Fra liartolomeo^s pictures, Mary
appearing to St. Bernard (R. IV, No. 97) is particularly worthy of

notice as affording an insight into the master's method of painting.

Mariotto Alhertinelli (p. 576; is well represented by a Trinity

(R. IV, No. 63j.

This gallery is important also to the student of Umbrian art

in the 15th century. Gentile da Fahriano (p. Ivi), an Umbrian
master closely allied to Fra Angelico in his modes of thought, is

represented by his masterly Adoration of the Magi (II. I, No. 165).

'i'his work affords distinct evidence of the unity of scntimtMil which
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existed between the scliools of the North and South of Europe in

tlie beginning of the 15th cent., notwitlistanding their external in-

dependence. Ferugino^s pictures, Pieta, Assumption, and Mount
of Olives (R. IV, Nos. 56, 57, 53), are of more than average merit.

From the vestibule, in which is the ticket-office, we proceed

straight on to the somewhat depressing Domed Room, the first arm
of which is hung with fine Flanders tapestry (scenes from the Cre-

ation), in the style of Barend van Orley (d. 1541). Here are some
works by Michael Angela: a statue of St. Matthew, an unfinished

early work (1503), one of a series of the twelve apostles intended

for the cathedral but never executed; four marble statues of cap-

tives, also unfinished, from the Boboli Garden (p. 640); and a group
representing the Conquest of Virtue over Vice, from the tomb of

Pope Julius II. (comp. p. Ix).

Beneath the cupola at the other end of the room stands the

celebrated *David ('II Cigante') by Michael Angelo, shaped by the

youthful artist in 1501-1503 from a gigantic block of marble, which
had been abandoned as spoiled. The statue formerly stood in front

of the Palazzo Vecchio (1504-1873; comp. p. 565).
'No plastic work of Micliael Angelo earned such a harvest of laudation

among his contemporaries as the 'David'. Vasari sings the praises of
the miracle-worker, who raised the dead, spoiled block to new life, and
assures us that Michael Angelo's David is vastly superior to all ancient
and modern statues whatever. The boldness and assured touch of the
great sculptor certainly awake our admiring astonishment. Not only the
subject was prescribed to him, but also its size and proportions, added to

which he was confined to the narrowest limits for the development of the
attitude and motion. Yet this constraint is not perceptible, and the history
of the statue could by no means be divined from its appearance. Out-
wardly the demeanour of the young hero is composed and quiet; but each
limb is animated by a common impulse from within, and the whole body
is braced up for one action. The raised left arm holds the sling in

readiness, the right hand hanging at his side holds the handle^of the
sling; next instant he will make the attack.' — Springe?'.

On the right is a Torso of a river-god, a terracotta sketch by
Michael Angelo for one of the Medici tombs. This part of the

room contains also a collection of casts of the great master's works,

and photographs of his drawings (right transept) and of the Sistine

frescoes (left transept). -— The steps at the end of the left transept

lead to the —
Rooms of the Tuscan Schools (I-III). — I. Room. Works of

the 13-15th centuries. Left wall: 102. Cimabue, Madonna enthron-

ed, with angels (13th cent.). [On the wall behind this picture is a

fresco (shown by the custodian on request), by Andrea del Sarto,

representing the Care of the sick in the Ospedale di San Matteo
^see p. 613).] Then, 103. Giotto, Madonna enthroned, with angels;

School of Giotto, 104-115. Scenes from the life of Christ, 117-126.

Scenes from the life of St. Francis; 127. Bern. Daddi, Madonna
enthroned, with saints. End wall: Amhrogio Lorenzetti, *134.
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Presentation in the Temple (1342), *132, *136. Four scenes from

the life of St. JSTicholas of Bari; 147. Florentine School {15ih cent.),

Portion of a chest, with the representation of a wedding (Adimari-

Ricasoli), of historical interest to art-students; 166. Fra Angelico,

Descent from the Cross (retouched). Opposite, 164. Luca Signo-

relli, Madonna enthroned, with saints; below, predella with Last

Supper, the Mount of Olives, and the Scourging of Christ. In the

middle, on easels: *165. Gentile da Fabriano, Adoration of the

Magi (1423), with pleasing episodes in the background (the pre-

della. Presentation in the Temple, is here replaced by a modern
copy, the original being in the Louvre); *195. Dom. Ghiiiandaio,
Adoration of the Shepherds (1485), from the Cappclla dei Sassetti

(p. 628). — II. Room. Works of the 15-16th centuries. To the

left: 168. Fra BartolorneOy Christ and saints (frescoes; the monk's
head in the centre especially fine); 1^^. Albeitinelli, Annunciation

(retouched);- 172. Fra Bartolomeo, Savonarola as St. Peter Martyr
(copy); 179. Angelo Bro7izino, Cosimo I.; 167. Alhertinelli, Ma-
donna enthroned, with saints (1510); 183. Bronzino, Pieta; 198.

Al. Alloriy Annunciation. On an easel: 159. Alesso Baldovifietti,

The Trinity. — III. Room. Works of the 16-18th centuries. To
the left, 206. Cigoli, Martyrdom of St. Stephen.

We return to the Domed Room and pass through the first door

to the right into the —
Room of Pekugino (R. IV). To the left: Pietro Perngino^

*57. Assumption of the Virgin, with SS. Michael, Giovanni Gual-

barti, Dominic, and Bernard, brought from Vallombrosa (1500);
*56. Pieta (early work); *241, 242 (on an easel). Portraits of two
monks of Vallombrosa; 53. Christ on the Mt. of Olives; 97. Fra
BartolomeOj Apparition of the Virgin to St. Bernard, with a beauti-

ful landscape (1506; injured). Opposite, *66. Z>6»m. Ghirlandaio^
Madonna enthroned, with angels and four saints, with predella

(No. 67; studio-piece); 76. Andrea del Sarto, Four saints, belong-

ing, like Xo. 77, to No. 61 (see p. 616); 63. Alberiinelli , Holy
Trinity (1500). — The Pcrugino Room is adjoined on the right

and left by the -—

JioTTiCKLLi RooMS (V, VI). — V. RooM. 1\) tlic right: 65. Luca
Signorellij Oucifixion and Mary Magdalen (striking in her expres-

sion of absolute despair); *7 1 .Verroccino, ]i\i\)i\sm of Christ, finish-

ed by Leonardo da Vinci; *62. Fra Fili])po Lippi, Coronation

of the V^irgin, one of the master's best works (the monk below to

the right, with the inscription 'is jjcrfecit opus', is a portrait of

the painter himself;; 72. Franc. PeHelliito^ Predella with the Ador-
ation of the Holy Child, the Beheading of SS. Cosmas and Damian,
and Miracles of St, Anthony; above, 75. Andrea del Sarto, The
Risen Christ (fresco); 73. Sandro Botticelli, Coronation of the

Virgin, with predella (No. 74); 77. Andrea del Sarto^ Predella
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with scenes from the livas of the saints in No. 76 (p. 615); 70. Ma-
saccio, Madonna enthroned, with St. Anna; 78. Ferugino, Cruci-

fixion; 79. Fra Filippo Lippi, Adoration of the Holy Child; **80.

Sandra Botticelli, Allegorical representation of Spring: on the

left, Mercury and the Graces, Venus and Cupid with the bow in

the middle, and on the right, the Groddess of Spring and Flora

(Chloris), accompanied by Zephyr, the spring-wind; 82. Fra Filipjjo

Lippi, Adoration of the Child. — VI. Room. To the right: 98.

FUippino Lippi, Descent from the Cross, finished by Fietro Feru-
gino. Opposite, 84. School of Verrocchio {Franc. Botticini?),

Tobias with the three archangels; 85. Botticelli, Madonna enthron-

ed, with angels and six saints; *86. Fra Filippo Lip)pi, Predella

with scenes from the legends of SS. Frigidianus and Augustine;

55. Fra Filipjjo Lippi, Madonna enthroned, with four saints;

Botticelli, 88. Madonna enthroned, with six saints, 161. Daughter
of Herodias, 157. Resurrection, 162. Vision of St. Augustine, 158.

Death of St. Augustine (the last four predelle); FUippino Lippi,
91. St. Jerome, 93. John the Baptist; 92. Lor. di Credi, Adoration

of the Holy Child. On an easel: *61. Andrea delSarto, Two angels.

We return to the front part of the Domed Room (p. 614) and pass

through the door to the left into the —
Room of Beato Angelico (R. VII). Right: Fra Angelico,

246. Pieta; 243. History of SS. Cosmas and Damian; 233-237,

252-254. Life of Christ in eight pictures and 35 sections (executed

with the aid of other painters; No. 233 an early work of Alesso

Baldovinetti); separating these, 250. Crucifixion, with Mary and

John; 251. Coronation of the Virgin; above, 227, 265. Madonna
enthroned, with saints; beside the door, to the left, *266 Last

Judgment (the representation of the blessed, to the left, full of

grace and feeling). Also, 271. J5er/i. Daddi, Madonna enthroned,

with saints and angels. — Adjoining are the —
Rooms of the Early Florentine Schools (VIII and IX), with

works of the 14th and 15th centuries. — VIII. Room. Beside the

entrance: 259. Giov. da Milano, Triptych. To the right: 281.

Fra Angelico, Madonna with saints and angels. On an easel: 263,

264. Fra Filippo Lippi, Annunciation, with John the Baptist and

St Anthony the Hermit. — IX. Room. 9. Facino di Bonaguida,
Crucifixion (1310); 138. Orcagna, Madonna with St. Bernard; 128.

Spinello Aretino, Madonna with saints (1391).
A staircase in the vestibule ascends to the first floor, on which is

the unimportant Gallery of Modern Pictures. — On the staircase: 15.

Pletro Benvenutl, Hector chiding Paris. — From the ante-room we turn
to the left. 1st Room. 10. Franc. Hayez, The two Foscari; 19. Rod.
Morgari, Death of Raphael ; 25. Cassioli, Battle of Legnano. — 2nd R.
39. Ussi, Expulsion of the Duke of Athens (p. 556) ; 53. Ademollo, Battle
of Solferino in 1859. — 3rd R. 70. Oastagnola, Fra Filippo Lippi and
the nun Lucrezia Buti ; «2. Bezzuoli, Entry of Charles VIII. of France
Into Florence; 88. SabateUi, Murder of Buondelmonte (p. 556). -—
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4th R. 109. Sabatelli, Ciambue discovers the talent of the shepherd-boy
Griotto (p. xliii). — 5th R. 122. Fattori , Episode after the battle of

Magenta; 161. Giovacchino Toma, Shower of ashes at Naples. — 6th R.
148. Fattori, John the Baptist before Herod.

The Academy harbours also the Conservatorium of Music
(Reale Istituto Miisicale; entr. Via Ricasoli 50), which possesses

an interesting collection of old musical instruments (Museo degli

Striimenti). Adm., see p. 553.
The same building (entr. Via degli Alfani 82) contains the Manu-

factory of Mosaics, founded under Ferdinand I. (p. 558) and trans-

ferred from the Uffizi to this site in 1797. To the left is the Museo dei
Lavori in Pietre Dure (adm., see p. 553), containing a collection of the
materials used (Rooms 1-3) and of finished works (Rooms 4 & 5).

At the corner of the Yia Cavour (p. 609) and the Via degli Araz-

zieri, on the N.W. side of the Piazza San Marco, stands the Casino
di Livia (No. 59; PI. Gr, 3), a small but tasteful structure by Bern.

Fallani (1775). — Adjacent is the Casino di San Marco or Casino
Mediceo (No. 63; PI. G, 2, 3), erected in 1576 hy Buonfalenfi

on the site of the Medici gardens, where Lorenzo il Magnifico

preserved some of his treasures of art. Bertoldo, the heir and

pupil of Donatello, was appointed keeper, and round him clustered

a troop of eager students. Leonardo da Vinci, Lorenzo di Credi,

Giovanni Francesco Rustici, Andrea Sansovino, Pietro Torrigiani,

and, last but not least, Michael Angelo, all owe their artistic edu-

cation to the garden of the Medici. Cosimo I. afterwards trans-

ferred the collection to the gallery of the Uffizi.

A little farther on. Via Cavour 69, on the same side of the

street, are the former cloisters of the barefooted monks, or Recol-

lets, the Chiostro dello Scalzo (PI. G, 2), an elegant court of

the early Renaissance, surrounded with colonnades and adorned
with admirable *Frescoes in two shades of brown from the history

of John the Baptist, with allegorical figures and rich ornament-

ation, by Andrea del Sarto and Franciabigio (ca. 1515-26). Adm.,
see p. 553.

On the right: 1. Allegorical figure of Faith (ca. 1520); 2. The Angel
appearing to Zacharias (1523); 3. Visitation (1524); 4. Nativity of the
Baptist (1526; with the nohle figure of Zaoharias writing); 5. Departure
of John from his father's houBC, and 6. His meeting with Christ (these
two hy Franciabigio, (1518-19). — 7. Baptism of Christ (the earliest and
weakest of all); 8. Allegorical figure of Maternal Love (ca. 1520). — 9.

Allegorical figure of Justice (1515); 10. John preaching in the desert
(1515?). — 11. John haptizing (1517); 12. John made prisoner (1517); 13.

Dance of Salome (1522); M. Death of Joliii. — 15. His head hronght in

on a charger; 16. Allegorical figure of Hoj)e (the last three, painted in

152.3, mark the zenith of Florentine monumental painting). ~ It is in-

teresting to remark in several of these frescoes the infiuence of Albert
purer (comp. t). 576). For example, in tlie vSermon of John, the Pharisee
in the long robe and the woman with the child are horrowcd from the
engravings of the German mastcir.

Proceeding farther to the N.K. we follow the Via Salvcstriua,
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to the left, to the Via San Gallo, No. 74 in which, a corner house,

is the *Palazzo randolfiui (PL 0, H, 2), erected in 1516-20 by
Giov. Franc, da 8an«j^allo, from designs of Raphael. — A little

to the 8., on the left (No. 40), is the tasteful Loggia dei I'essitori,

the former guild -house of the weavers, erected about 1500 by

Giuliano da Sangallo (?).

Close by, at Via Ventisette Aprile A, is the Cenacolo di

Sant' Apollonia (PL F, G-, 3), the refectory of a monastery of

that name (founded in 1339), now used as a military store. Since

1890 it has contained a small picture-gallery (adm., see p. 553).

In the Ante-Room are paintings of the 15th cent., including the re-

production of Filippo LippVs Adoration of the Magi, mentioned at p. 610.

The other works are chiefly from the studio of Dom. Ghirla7idaio. —
The Main Room contains several works by Andrea del C'astagno. On
the entrance-wall, Picta (fresco) and Crucifixion, an altar-piece from Santa
]\Iaria dcgli Angioli (an early work). On two of the walls are the re-

mains of a series of frescoes (ca. 1135 ?), transferred to canvas and re-

moved from the Villa Pandolfini at Legnaia. These consist of decorative
paintings (putti, etc.) and nine portrait-figures (Hiomini famosi' ; freely
retouched) of celebrated men and women, presenting impressive ideal

types of the commanding personalities of the Renaissance : Filippo Sco-
lari, called Pippo Spano, i.e. 'Obergespan' or supreme count of Temes-
var, the conqueror of the Turks ; Farinata degli tjberti, the Ghibclline,
one of the victors at Monte Aperto (p. 556; completely repainted); Nic.
Acciaioli , mentioned on p. 616; tlie Cuma3an Sibyl; Estlier; Tomyris

;

Dante; Petrarch; and Boccaccio. On the wall to the right is an admirably
preserved *Fresco of the Last Supper, with figures charged with life (a

late work of the master; ca. 1150?); above is another fresco, the Cruci-
fixion, with the Entombment on the right and the Resurrection (beard-
less Christ) on the left.

The Via Ventisette Aprile ends on the N.W. at the large Piazza

dell' Ixdipexdenza (PI. F, 2; tramway No. 3, see p. 548), which

is embellished with statues of the statesmen Bettino Ricasoli

(1809-80) and Vhaldino Peruzzi (1822-91; sindaco of Florence

from 1864 to 1878).

The Via della Fortezza leads hence to the N.W. to the Vialc

Filippo Strozzi (tramway a, see p. 549) and to the Fortezza San
Giovanni Battista {Fortezza da Basso; PI. E, F, 1), built by
Duke Alexander in 1534-35 to overawe the city. — From the E.

side of the fort pleasant public gardens extend along the Mugnone '

(p. 650) as far as the picturesque Viale Milton (PI. F-H, 1). Here
rises the Russian Church (PI. G, 1; 1903), which is richly adorned

with mosaics on the exterior. — In the Piazza Cavour (PI. H, I, 1),

at the N.E. corner of the Old Town, where the Viale Principessa

Margherita and the Viale Principe Amedeo (p. 601), two of the outer

boulevards, meet, stand the Porta San Gallo (1330) and a tri-

umphal arch, the latter commemorating the entry of Grand-Duke
Francis II. (1739).

Yiom the neighbouring Ponte Rosso (PI. I, 1) we may proceed to the
N.W. along the Via Vittorio Emanuele (tramway No. 2, see p. 548), wliich

leads towards Rifredi (p. 648), passing (right) the Villa Fcibbricotti, with
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its numerous cypresses; farther on we follow the Via Montughi to the

right, and in 12 min. reach the Villa Stibbert, prettily situated on the

hillside. This villa, formerly the property of Mr. Frederick Stibbert,

an Englishman, was acquired by the town in 1906. It contains the Museo
Stibbert (adm., see p. 553: no catalogue), a large and crowded collection

of European, Oriental, and E. Asiatic weapons and armour (many forgeries,

most of the other specimens restored), bronzes, majolica, textiles, costumes,
wood-carvings, artistic furniture, and pictures (including a replica of Titian's

portrait of Vine. Zeno). The *Park is one of the finest round Florence.

f. From the Piazza del Duomo to San Lorenzo and
Santa Maria Novella.

From the Piazza del Duomo (p. 568) the piazza and church of

Santa Maria Novella (p. 623) are reached by the Via dei Cerretani

(PI. E, 4) and the Via dei Banchi or the Via dei Panzani (PL E, 4, 3),

all busy streets.

To the left in the Via dei Cerretani, in the piazza of the same
name, stands the ancient church of Santa Maria Maggiore
(PI. E, 4), mentioned as early as the 10th cent., converted into a

Gothic church witli pillars by Arnolfo di Camhioi^) in the 13th,

and since 1521 the church of a Carmelite convent. In the interior

are old mural paintings (14th cent.), two marble tabernacles (15th

cent.), and the tombs of Brunetto Latini (1210-94), the encyclo-

paedist, and Salvino d'Armato (d. 1317), the inventor of spectacles.
A few paces to the N. of the Via dei Cerretani, in the Via Fernando

Zannctti fPl. E, d; right), rises the Palazzo Martelli (No. 8; adm.
hy special introduction only), with a coat-of-arms by Donatella and some
other art-treasures.

The Via Borgo San Lorenzo, running to the N.E. from the Piazza

del Duomo at the Baptistery, ends in the Piazza San Lorenzo
(PI. F, 4). Here, near the Via dei Ginori (p. 610), is a seated statue

of Giovanni delle Bande Nere (p. 558), by Baccio Bandinclli

(1540;, on a pedestal ('Base di San Lorenzo'), with reliefs referring

to Giovanni's victories.

*San Lorenzo (PI. E, F, 3, 4), the earliest cathedral of Flor- ^
once and one of tlie most ancient churches in Italy, was consecrated i^
by St. Ambrose (p. 150) in 393 and restored in the 11th cent, in

the Romanesque style. The present early-Renaissance structure,

on a much larger scale, is in the form of an early-Christian basilica,

consisting of a nave and aisles terminated by a transept, the nave
being covered with a flat ceiling and the aisles being flanked with

low chapels resembling recesses. It was begun in 1419 by the

Medici and seven other families, who employed Fili])])<) Brunci-
leschi as their architect from 1421 until his death in 1440, when,
however, the Old Sacristy alone was compb'ted. Brunei leschi's

Huccessor, Ant. Martetti the Elder (d. ca. 1460), finished the choir

and the transept and constrncted the cupola, which rests upon the

cros.s without the interposition of a drum. The rebuilding of the

nave was begun in 1461, after the consecration of the high-altar,
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and was carried out by Ant. Manetti the Younger. The inner

wall of the facade is by Michael Angelo, who added also the New
Sacristy (p. 621) and the Laurentian Library. His design for the

outside of the facade was never executed, but is preserved in the

Galleria Buonarroti (p. 600). The latest addition was the Chapel
of the Princes (p. 622). The campanile in the Via del Canto dei

Nelli was re-erected in 1740 by Fern. Ruggieri.
Interior. Over the 2n(i altar in the Right Aisle is a picture by

Rosso Fiorentiyio , Marriage of Mary; at the end is the tomb of the
painter Pietro Benvenuti (d. 1844), said to be by Thorvaldsen. The bronze
bas-reliefs on the two pulpits were put together again in the 17th cent,

and completed by some reliefs in wood; they represent scenes from the
Passion, by Donatello (late work) and his pupils Bertoldo and Bella7io,
and show a grandly passionate style. — In the Right Transept, on the
altar at the end, beside the entrance to the New Sacristy, is a marble
Tabernacle by Desidxrio da Settignano. — A simple inscription beneath
the dome, at the foot of the steps leading to the Choir, marks the tomb
of Cosimo the Elder, selected by himself, in which he was laid on Aug.
2nd, 1464, according to his own request without any funereal pomp. The
slab is a copy of the original by Verrocchio. The Signoria honoured
Cosimo's memory by passing a decree which gave him the title of 'Pater
Patriae'. Donatello is buried in the same vault. — The square *Old
Sacristy (Sagrestia Vecchia), to the left, built in 1421-28 by Fil. Bru-
7ielleschi, is one of the earliest achievements of Renaissance architecture.

It is covered with a polygonal dome, the projection with the altar having
a small flat dome. The admirable plastic decoration (now whitewashed) is

by Donatello. The two pairs of bronze *Doors (beside the altar), which
are adorned with reliefs in the classic style, with two figures of saints

in each panel, display an inexhaustible wealth of subjects. Above the
doors are two saints, beneath a frieze of angels' heads; in the lunettes
are the Evangelists and on the spandrels are scenes from the life of John
the Baptist (all in stucco). Doyiatello executed also the beautiful terracotta

bust of St. Lawrence on the altar between the bronze doors. The marble
monument of Giovanni d'Averardo do' Medici and Piccarda Bueri, the

parents of Cosimo, beneath the table in the centre, are by Buggiano
(1429). Beside the entrance is the ^Monument of Piero de' Medici (father

of Lorenzo il Magnifico) and his brother Giovanni, by Andrea Verrocchio
(1472). In the small chamber, to the left, is a marble fountain also by
Verrocchio. — In the 2nd chapel beyond the sacristy (Capp. Martelli)

are a Monument to Donatello, by R. Romanelli (1896), and an *Annun-
ciation, by Fra Filippo Lippi. Close by is the door leadiog to the
cloisters (see below), — In the Left Aisle is the Martyrdom of St.

Lawrence, a large fresco by Angelo Bronzino. Adjacent is a beautiful
cantoria by Doyiatello.

The simple Cloisters, with double arcades attributed to Brunel-

leschi, are always open (main entrance Piazza San Lorenzo 3).

From the passage to the right of the entrance to the church, in

which stands a statue of Paolo Griovio (1483-1552), the historian,

by Francesco da Sangallo (1560), a staircase ascends to the

upper story of the cloisters and to the Reale Biblioteca Lau-
renziana (PI. E, F, 4; adm., see p. 553), the private library of

the Medici, founded by Cosimo the Elder in 1444 and acquired

by the state in 1571 (librarian, Guido Biagi). Its chief treasure

consists of about 10,000 MSS. of Greek and Latin classical authors,

many of which are extremely valuable. The building was begun
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in 1523-26 from the design of Michael Angelo, who built the

portico (very effective in spite of several eccentricities, such as the

columns inserted in the walls, with massive volutes below). The
staircase, originally intended to be of wood, was completed in 1571
by Vasari from a drawing (1558) by Michael Angelo; the rotunda

containing the Biblioteca Delciana was erected in 1841 from Pas-
quale Poccianti's design.

The wooden ceiling of the Library was executed by Batt. del Tasso
and Ant. Carota (after 1529?), horn Michael Angelo'' s designs. The last

furnished also the design for the 88 'pliitei' to which the MSS. are attached.
Among the most valuable MSS., some of which are now preserved in

two exhibition rooms, are the following: most important MS. of ^schylus,
and best MS. of Cicero's Epistolse ad Familiares ; Virgil of the 4th or 5th

cent.; Pliny of the 10th or 11th cent, (from the Ashburnham Collection);

Tacitus, two MSS. of the 10th and 11th cent., the older, brought from
Germany, being the sole MS. containing the first five books of the Annals.
Syrian gospels with miniatures (6th cent.). The Pandects, of the 6th or

7th cent., said to have been carried off from Amalfi by the Pisans in 1135,

the oldest existing MS. of this collection, on which the study of Roman
Law almost entirely hinges. Sumptuous codex of Dante of the end of the
11th century. Decamerone of Boccaccio. Petrarch's Canzone, with portraits
of Petrarch and Laura. Document or the Council of Florence (p. 557). Prayer-
])Ook of Lorenzo il Magnifico, with charming miniatures (1485). Tractate on
architecture and mechanics (15th cent.), with pen-and-ink drawings by a

Florentine artist and marginal notes by Leonardo da Vinci. MSS. of Vit-
torio Alfieri (p. 61). Codex Amiatinus. Maps of Ptolemy. — Catalogues by
Asscmann (Oriental MSS.) and Bandini, continued by Del Furia and others.

The so-called **!N"e'w Sacristy {Sagrestia Nuova ; PL E, F, 3

;

adm., see p. 553), adjoining the right transept of the church, was
built by Michael Angelo for Cardinal Giulio de' Medici (who be-

came Pope Clement VII. in 1523) in 1520-24, as a mausoleum for

the house of Medici. It is a simple quadrangular edifice surmounted
by a dome and articulated by pilasters, canopies, and recesses, and
in form it corresponds with the old sacristy by Brunelleschi. The
sculptures with which it was to have been filled (monuments to

Lorenzo the Magnificent and his brother Cxiuliano, mentioned on

p. 571, to Popes Loo X. and Clement VIL, and to the younger
Oiuliano and Lorenzo de' Medici) have been confined to the mon-
uments of the two last-named: Giuliano de^ Medici (d. 1510),

created Due de Nemours by the King of France, and Lorenzo de^

Afedici (d. 1519), who l)ecanie Duke of Urbino under Leo X. Tlie

^reat master worked at his task full of l)ittcr feelings at the abolition

of tlie republic by Alessandro de' Medici (p. 558), and in 1534 left

it unfinished, as he feared the tyrant's hate after the death of the

l'<>{)0. In spite of thVse unfavourable circumstances Mi(diael Angelo
has here produced a congruous whole of tlie greatest beauty. Archi-

tecture and sculpture arc as harmonious as if the master had modell-

ed sarcophagi and statues, cornices and niches, doors and windows
out of one and the same clay.

On tho riglit in the *Monument of Oitjmano nic' Mkdici, who is re-

prcMcntod a« General of tho ('liurcli, lioldin^' the coirnnandor'H baton in

J5AKi>KKKit's Xorthcin Tl;ily. lllhlMil. 40
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his hand. Full of proud confidence and energy lie gazes before him, ready-

to start up at the approach of danger. Below is the sarcophagus, con-
taining the remains or the deceased and adorned by the *Statues of Day
and Niglit, the latter especially admired. A contemporary poet, G-iovanni
Battista Strozzi, wrote upon it the lines:

Tis Night, in deepest slumber; all

can see

La Notte, che tit vedl in si dolci
atti

Dormire, fa da un Angela scolpita

In questo sasso, e perche dorme
ha vita:

Destala, seno'lcredi, e parleratti.

She sleeps (for Angelo divine did
give

This stone a soul), and, since slie

sleeps, must live.

You doubt it? Wake her, she will
speak to thee.

Michael Angelo, in allusion to the suppression of political liberty
(sec p. 621), answered:

Grata ?/i' e'Z sauna e piiv Vesser Ah! glad am I to sleep in stone,
di sassOf

Mentre cheH danno e la vergagna
dura,

Nan veder, no7i sentir ni' ^ gran
Ventura.

Peru nan mi destar; deh! parla
bassa

!

while woe
And dire disgrace rage unreproved

near —
A happy chance to see not nor to

hear.

So wake me not! When passing,
whisper low.

Comp. Swinburne's fine sonnet 'In San Lorenzo', beginning *Is thine
liour come to wake, slumbering Night?'

Opposite is the ^Monument of Lorenzo de' Medici, who in contrast
to Giuliano is represented in profound meditation (hence called il pen-
sleroso); below it his sarcophagus, which contains also the body of Duke
Alessandro, assassinated in 1537, with *Statues of Evening and Dawn
(Crepuscula ed Aurara). The original significance whicli Michael Angelo
meant to convey before the siege of Florence by the allegorical figures

is somewhat obscure and artificial. The periods of the day represent as it

were the various members of the universe, which are sunk in grief at the

doatli of the heroes. The statues are not portraits, but ideal forms, in

which are reflected the two chief sides of a heroic nature, — self-devoted
absorption in noble designs and confident energy. It is certain that sorrow
at the fate of his country, scourged by pestilence and war, which delayed
the completion of the statues, exercised a great influence on the master's
chisel, though the theory that Michael Angelo was from tlie beginning
l)ent upon producing a purely political monument cannot stand the test.

The remaining statues in the chapel, an unfinished Madonna, by
Michael A^igelo, and the two patron saints of the Medici, St. Damian (1.)

by Raffaella da Montelupa, and St. Cosmas (r.) by Fra Giovanni Angiolo
da Montarsoli (who also assisted Michael Angelo in 1533 on the statue
of Giuliano), were originally intended for the mausoleum of Lorenzo
the Magnificent and his })rotlier Giuliano (comp. p. 558). These two members
of the Medici family are buried beneatli the figure of the Madonna, in

coffins renewed in 1895.

A corridor leads from the New Sacristy to a vestibule, under

wliicli are graves of some of the Medici, and to the Chapel of
the Princes (Cappella dei Principi; Pi. E, 3), the burial chapel

of the grand-dukes of the Medici family. This huge octagonal

edifice, which is gorgeously decorated with marble and valuable

mosaics in various kinds of Tuscan stone, was erected in 1604-40
by Matteo Niqettiy from the designs of Giovanni de^ Medici.
The painting \\n the dome are by Pietro Benvenuti (1828-38). In

six niches be.ow are the granite sarcophagi of the princes, some
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of them with gilded bronze statues, from Cosimo I. (d. 1575) to

Cosimo III. (d. 1723; comp. p. 558). On the dado round the chapel

are placed armorial bearings of Tuscan towns in exquisite stone-

mosaic. A new floor was begun in 1888.

In the Via Faenza, to the N. of the Piazza Madonna degli Aldobran-
dini, stands (left) the Gothic church of San lacopo in Campo Corholini
(PI. E, 3), consecrated in 1206 (restored in 1910), with a colonnaded fore-

court and several sepulchral monuments of the 13th and 14th cent. ; at one
time it belonged to the Templars. — Farther on, to the right (No. 38), is

the former refectory of the convent of SanV Onofrio, with the so-called

Cenacolo di Fuligno (PI. E, 2), a fresco of the Last Supper by Peru-
gino (retouched), and some paintings (most of them unimportant) from
the Galleria Ferroni (adm., see p. 553).

In the Via Nazionale (PI. E, F, 2, 3), to the left, opposite the begin-
ning of the Via dell' Ariento, is a large group of the Madonna and saints,

by Giovanni delta Rohbia (1522).

From the W. side of the Piazza Madonna degli Aldobrandini

the Via del G-iglio (PI. E, 3, 4) leads to the Piazza di Santa Maria

Novella.

The Piazza di Saxta Maria Novella (PI. D, 3, 4) was the fre-

quent scene of church festivals and public games in former times.

The Palio dei Cocchi, the chief of these, instituted by Cosimo I.

in 1563, took place on the eve of the festival of St. John and con-

sisted of a race of four four-horse chariots. Two marble obelisks of

1G08, standing on brazen tortoises, perhaps by Giov. da Bologna,
served as goals. — To the right in the Loggia di San Paolo, an

arcade opposite the church, erected in 1489-96, is a good terra-

cotta-relief by Andrea della Bobbia, representing the meeting of

St. Francis and St. Dominic.

Tlie church of *Santa Maria Novella (PI. D, 3), begun by
the Dominicans after 1279 on the site of an earlier edifice and com-

pleted in the interior after 1350 l)y Fra lac. Talenfi, is 'perhaps

the purest and most elegant example of Tuscan Gothic'. In 1456-70

it was furnished with a beautiful marble fagade (begun in the lower,

Gothic portion as early as about 1350) and a fine portal, executed

by Gi(W. Bertini from the designs oi Leon Batiififa Alberti, who
first employed volutes here to connect the nave and aisles. A
quadrant and two concentric meridians on the riglit and left were
constructed hy ]\ hjnazio Daidi in 1572. — The pointed arcades

('avelli', i.e. vaults) of black and wliitc marble, whicli adjoin the

church on the E., were originally constructed in the 14th cent.,

and were restored in 1870; they were used as tombs for the

nobility. — The best view of the medi.i'val parts of the building,

with its tasteful campanile (restored in 1895), is obtained from

the N.E. side.

The Hpanious Interior, in tho form of a vaulted Ooihir, basilica, cori-

siHts of nave and aisloH r(3Ktin^ on 12 alternately thin and thick pierH. It

is 325 ft. lonj? and ».S ft. wide; the tranHcpt \h 202 ft. in length. 'I'lt"

utH'fpKil diHtancf'H hotwcen the pillarH, varying from 37 ft. to 49 It., aro

40'*
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un unexplained peculiarity. (The visitor is warned not to overlook the
two steps halfway up the church.)

Nave. On the entrance- wall are two frescoes: to the left of the
central door, the *Trinity with the Virgin and St. John and two donors
(much injured), hy Masaccio ; to the right, the Annunciation (14th cent.).

Over the door, a crucifix in the style of Giotto. — The altar-pieces are

by Vasarl, lac. Ligozzl, etc. — The pulpit, by the second central pillar

on the left, is hy Lazzaro Cavalcanti; the reliefs are said to have been
executed from designs by BrimeUeschi. — In the right aisle is the tomb
of Beata Villana, by Bern. Eossellino (1451).

Right Transept. To the right, Gotliic monument of Tedice Aliotti
bishop of Fiesole (d. 1336), by 2Hno di Camaino. Adjacent, the Gothic
monument of the Patriarch Joseph of Constantinople (d. 1440), who died
while attending the Great Council of 1439 (p. 557). Above the monument
is a Madonna by Nino Pisano. — We ascend the steps to the Cappella
Rdcellai, which contains (right) a large altar-piece. Madonna enthroned
with angels, according to Vasari by Cimahne, according to other authorities

]>y Dnccio of Siena (1285 ; best liglit early). This is the picture which accord-
ing to Vasari, was borne in solemn procession from the painter's studio to

the church (ca. 1280), 'followed by the whole population, and with such
triumph and rejoicings that the quarter where the painter dwelt obtained
the name, which it has ever since retained, of Borgo AUegri' {Lindsaj/s
'Christian Art'). In this chapel are also (1.) a Martyrdom of St. Catharine
))y Buf/iardini (partly after a drawing by Michael Angelo).

Chapels of the Choir Wall. The Cappella dei Bardi, the second
chapel to the right of the choir, contains frescoes illustrating the life of
St. Gregory, in the style of Sphiello Aretino : above are two lunettes
with sadly damaged frescoes of tlie 13th cent., the oldest in the church.
— The Cappella Filippo Strozzi, adjoining the choir on the riglit,

contains the *Tomb of the founder (d. 1491), by Ben. da Maiatio, and
frescoes by FiUppino Lippi (1502) : on the left, St. John resuscitating
Drusiana, and Martyrdom of St. John in a cauldron of boiling oil; on tlie

right, St. Philip exorcising a dragon; above is a fine stained-glass window
after a cartoon by Filippino.

The Choir contains *Frescoes by Domenico Ghirlandaio, which form
that master's most important work. According to the inscription they
were painted 'anno 1490, quo pulcherrima civitas opibus victoriis artibus,
eedificiisque nobilis copia saluoritate pace perfruebatur'. The upper pic-

tures, which are sadly damaged, were executed almost entirely by pupils.
On the upper part of the wall of the altar is a Coronation of tlic Madonna;
adjoining the windows arc SS. Francis and Peter Martyr (p. 185), the
Annunciation, and Jolm the Baptist, and below all these, Giovanni Torna-
buoni and Francesca Pitti (p. 595), liis wife, at whose expense these works
were executed. — On the left wall, in seven sections, is represented the life

of Mary: below. Expulsion of Joachim from the Temple, Nativity of Mary
(the architecture of the interior beautifully enriched). Presentation in

tiie Temple, Nuptials, Adoration of the Magi, Massacre of the Innocents,
and Death and Assumption. — The right wall is devoted to the life of
John the Baptist. The first *Scene, below, Zacharias in the Temple, is

celebrated for the number of portraits which are introduced in a remark-
ably easy and lifelike manner. The figures below to tlie left are said to

be portraits of Cristoforo Landini, Angelo Poliziano, and Marsilio Ficino,
flistinguished scliolars and humanists. The other scenes arc the Visita-
tion, Nativity of John, the Naming of the child, the Baptist preaching
repentance (in which the master shows his art in grouping and individualiz-
ing the figures); Baptism of Christ, and Dancing of the Daugliter of Hero-
dias. — The stained glass (1492) was executed by Alessandro Fiorentino. —
The choir-stalls, by Baccio d^Agnolo, are partly restored by Vasari.

The Cappella Gondi to the left of the choir, by Giuliano daSangaUo,
contains, over the altar, a wooden *Crucifix of Brunelleschi (injured),

which gave rise to the rivalry between him and his friend Donateilo.
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In the pavement is the much damaged sepulchral slab of Leonardo Dati
(d. 1424), by Lor. Ghiberti.— The following Gaddi Chapel, by G. A. Dosio,
is adorned with bas-reliefs by Giov. dalV Opera (p. 571).

Left Transept. The older Cappella degi.i Strozzi, to which steps
ascend, contains celebrated ^Frescoes by Andrea Orcagna and his brother
Nardo di done (badly lighted, best 4-5 p.m.): (1.') Paradise, over the
figures in which broods a truly celestial repose; (r.) Hell according to

Dante (by Nardo) ; on the end-wall, the Last Judgment (among the elect,

to the left in the top row, Dante praying and Petrarch in priestly dress).

Altar-piece, Christ with SS. Thomas Aquinas and Peter, by Orcagna (1357).
— The next door, in the corner, leads to the Sacristy, the most inter-

esting object in which is a fountain by Giov. della Eobbia (1497), a magni-
ficent work of its kind. On the entrance- wall is a fresco of the Last
Supper, from the refectory, by Al. Allori (painted under the influence of

Michael Angelo). In the 1st case on the left are some fine Spanish vest-

ments of the 14th century.
A door to the right of the steps to the Strozzi Chapel (opened by the

sacristan; 15-20 c.) admits to the so-called Sepolcreto, a burial vault
with an open colonnade and frescoes of the 14th century.

To the left we enter the Ancient Cloisters, called II Chiostro
Verde, restored in 1895. The E. wall is adorned with much injured fres-

coes in terra verde (different shades of green; partially restored in 1908).

Those in the three lirst lunettes, representing the Creation, the Expulsion
from Paradise, Cain and Abel, and the Building of the Ark, are by fol-

lowers of Giotto (?). Those in the fourth lunette, the Deluge (in which
the helplessness of man in presence of the fury of the elements is de-

picted with great power) and the Ofi'ering and Drunkenness of Noah, are by
Paolo Uccello (ca. 1446). — To the right (N.) in the cloisters is the —

*Cappella degli Spagnuoli (PI. D, 3; best light, 10-12), formerly
the chapter-house, and bearing its present name because assigned to the
Spanish residents of Florence in 1566. It was built about 1355 and re-

stored in 1895. The frescoes (restored) of Giotto's School are attributed
by Yasari to Taddeo Gaddi 2t.Ti([ Sinione Martini {'^), but by more modern
critics to Andrea da Fircfize (ca. 1370). Most of them arc merely second-
rate works, tlioiigli interesting to the student of art. Their subjects fol-

low tlio doctrines of Thomas Aquinas, the great Dominican saint. On the
wall of the altar is a large and crowded painting of tlie Crucifixion, and
below it, to the left. Bearing of tlie Cross, to the right, Christ in Hades

;

on tlie ceiling, the Resurrection, Ascension, Descent of the Holy Giiost,

Christ and Peter on the water. — On the 15. side (r.) the Church Militant
and Triumphant, suggested by Thomas Aquinas's commentary on the Song
of Solomon: beneath, to the left, in front of the cathedral of Florence
(an ideal representation of the then unfinished building), appear the pope
with his flock and the members of the church, and the emperor with the
reprcHcntativcs of secular power; to the right, the heretics are represented
as wolves hunted by the Dominicans in the form of black and wiiite dogs
('Domini canes'), also their c<jnversion ; above, the joy of the blessed and
admission to heaven; at the top, Christ in glory.— On the W. side (I.),

Triumph of Thomas Aquinas, the saint seated upon a throne, surrounded
by angels, prophets, and saints; at his feet the discomfited heretics Arius,
Sabcliius, and Averrhocs. Below, 28 figures representing arts and sciences
approved by the church. — On the wall of the door. Histories of St. Do-
iriinic and St. Peter Martyr. — Raskin devotes Nos. IV and V of the
'Mornings in Florence' to the frcHCocs in this chapel.

Adjoining the Old Cloisters are the (Ihkat ('loisterh, the largest at

Florence, with frescoes by (Hgot.i, Al. Allori, Sa.ntl di Tito, Poccetti, and
othcFH. — The three smaller courts date from difTcrcnt parts of the 15tli

century. — Opposite the above-mentioned Sepolcreto, acljoining the tomb
of the Marrhcsa Ridolfo, are two small frescoes by Giotto, representing
the Meeting of SS. Joachim and Anna at the (loldcn (late and the Birth
of the Virgin (see No. J I of the 'Mornings in I'Morcnce').
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The Farmacia diSantaMaria Novella {VI. J) ^ 3), or laboratory

of the monastery (entrance in the Via della Scala, No. 12 A), contains

in a former chapel frescoes (retouched) of the 14tli cent, (the Pas-

sion), by Spinello Aretino. The Spezeria is celebrated for the per-

fumes and liqueurs prepared in it, especially 'Alkermes', a specialty

of Florence, flavoured with cinnamon and cloves.

Farther on in the Via della Scala (No. 89) is the 17th cent.

Palazzo Bidolfi (formerly Pal. Stiozzi; PI. C, 2). The adjoinin^^

garden, the Orti Oricellari, was the seat of the Platonic Academy
(p. 559) from 1498 to 1522 and afterwards belonged to Bianca Cap-

pello (p. 630). It contains some statues from the old fagade of the

cathedral (p. 570) and a colossal figure of Polyphemus by Novelli.

In the Via di Palazzuolo, close by, is the church of San Fran-
cesco dei Vanchetoni (PL D, 3), with two beautiful busts of children

by Ant. Rossellino and Desiderio da Settignano. Key at the neigh-

bouring shop, No. 17 (fee 30 c).

g. Frora the Piazza Vittorio Emanuele to the PiazzaSanta
Trinita and the Lungarno Amerigo Vespucci.

The uninteresting new Piazza Vittorio Emanuele (PI. E, 4, 5)

now forms the focus of the Centro (p. 561) and is especially an-

imated in the evening. It occupies part of the site of the Roman
Forum (p. 555) and of the Mercato Yecchio (p. 561). In the middle,

facijig the Via degli Spcziali (p. 568), rises a bronze equestrian

statue of Victor Emmanuel II., by Zocchi (1890). — On the W. side

of the piazza is a portico with an imposing arch forming the entrance

to the Via i>egli Strozzi (Pl.E, 4), with its shops. Adjacent to the

left, in the narrow Piazza degli Strozzi, rises the magnificent —
*Palazzo Strozzi (PL D, E, 4), begun in 1489 for Filippo

Strozzi, perhaps from designs by Benedetto da Maiano (d. 1497),

continued until 1504 by Cronaca, and completed, with the excep-

tion of the S. side, where it was intended to have a park, in 1533-36.

It presents an example of the Florentine palatial style in its most
perfect development. The three imposing fagades are constructed

of regular courses of heavy rustica-work, with narrow intervening

cornices, immediately above which are the handsome windows, with

their columnar mullions. The celebrated top cornice (unfinished),

by Cronaca, is an enlarged copy from an antique Roman fragment.

'J'he fanuli or corner-lanterns (by Caparra)^ the link-holders, and

the rings are among the finest specimens of Italian iron-work of

the period. The court, by Cronaca, also is impressive. The ground-

floor and first floor are partly used for art -exhibitions (p. 551);

Princess Strozzi resides on the second floor (no adm.).

Nearly opposite, on the E. side of the piazza, is the Palazzo
Strozzino (PI. E, 5), a smaller building in a similar style, with a

fine court, ascribed to Giuliano da Maiano (ca. 1460).
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The back of the Pal. Strozzi abuts on the Via Tornabuoni
(PI. D, 4, 5), the most fashionable street in Florence ('corso'), with

handsome palazzi and fine shops. On the right (No. 20) is the Pa-
lazzo Corsi (PI. D, E, 4), formerly Pal. Tornabuoni^ built by
Michelozzo^ but remodelled in 1867. No. 19, on the left, is the fine

Palazzo Larderel (PI. D, 4), formerly Pal. Giacomini, in the de-

veloped Renaissance style, by Griov. Ant. Dosio (1558-80). No. 3,

also on the left, facing the Piazza Antinori (PI. E, 4), is the Palazzo
Antinori, with its elegant early -Renaissance facade, said to have

been built by Giuliano da Sangallo. — Opposite is the church of

Santi Michele e Gaetano^ rebuilt by Matteo Nigetti in 1604-48.

Adjacent, to the left, is the Cappella San Gaetano (sacristan in

the lane to the left), containing a relief of the Madonna by Andrea
della Robbia.

Two streets lead to the W. opposite the Pal. Strozzi: the Via

della Yigna Nuova, to the left, and the Via della Spada, to the

right. In the former (No. 20; right) is the *Palazzo Rucellai
(PL D, 4), erected in 1446-51 by Bern. Rossellino from a design

by Leon Battista Alberti, who for the first time here employed a

combination of rustica and pilasters. Opposite, but now built up,

is the Loggia dei Piicellai, designed by Alberti (1468). — In the

Via della Spada aj-e the former church of San Pancrazio (now a

cigar-factory), in the Piazza San Pancrazio, and the little Cappella
dei Pucellai (key kept by the porter of the J^al. Rucellai; fee

30-50 c). The chapel contains an ideal imitation in marble of

tijc Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem, a charming early -Renaissance

structure, also by Alberti (1467). — The continuation of the Via
della Spada, Via di J*alazzuolo, see p. 626.

The Via Tornabuoni ends on the S. in the long Piazza Santa
Tkixita (PI. D, 5). The N. end of the square is adorned with an

antique Granite Column from the Baths of Oaracalla at Rome,
erected here in 1563 and furnished in :I570 with an inscription in

honour of Cosimo L, who had just been made grand-duke (comp.

p. 558). On the summit is placed a statue of Justice in porphyry,

by Ft. Tadda^ added in 1581. The figure was afterwards con-

sidered too slender, and consof|unritly draped with a robe of bronze.

The church of *Santa Trinita (PI. 1), 5; pronounced Trinila

])y tlie I^'lorentines), on the right, was in Ihe possession of the monks
ol Vallomhrosa (p. 655; towards the end of the 11th cent.; in the

13-1 5th cent, it was renewed in the Gothic styb; from plans ascribed

to Nirrolo PifianoCf*), but it was modcrni/ed by jinonfalcnfi in

1593 and furnished with its present fa<^:a(]e.

TIk! Interior, rcHtorcfl winoe 1881 in tlio Htylo of the litli cent., oon-
HintH of nave and aiwleH witli transeijt, and lias cliajJCslH at tlio Hides and
adjoininj^ tlio lii^,'li-altar. - Uiaur Aihf.k. Itli cliapcl (doHod): FrescoCH
y^y IjOrcnzn Monaco ; Annunciation, altar-j)i(!ce, liy the Hame. 5tli chapel:
Fine marble altar by JJcncdetlo da Rovezznno (1552). — Left Aisle.
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3iil chapel: Tomb of Giuliano Davanzati (d. 1444), an early-Christian sar-

cophagus. 5th chapel: Wooden statue of Mary Magdalen, by Desiderio
da Settignano (completed by Benedetto da Maiano).

Choir Wall. The 2nd chapel to the left contains the fine ^Monument
of Benozzo Federighi, bishop of Ficsole (d. 1450), by L/iica delta Robbia,
completed in 1457 (formerly in San Pancrazio). The recumbent figure of

the deceased and the border of painted and glazed garlands of fruit are

especially admired. — In the spandrels of the Choir arc four frescoes of

the Patriarchs by AJessio Baldovinetti. — The Cappella dei Sassetti,
the second on the right from the high -altar, is adorned with *Frcscocs
(some much injured) from the life of St. Francis of Assisi, by Dow. Ghir-
landaio (1485), arranged in double rows on three walls. In the upper row:
1. St. Francis banished from his father's house; 2. Pope Honorius con-

firms the rules of the order, with excellent portraits of Lorenzo il Magnifies,
liis children (right), and the learned men at his court (to the right, on the
stairs, Ang. Poliziano) ; 3. St. Francis in presence of the Sultan. Lower row :

1. St. Francis receiving the stigmata; 2. Resuscitation of a child of the Spini
family; 3. Interment of the saint. The donors near the altar and the sibyls
on the ceiling also are by Ghirlandaio. The altar-piece (Adoration of

the Shepherds) is a modern copy of Ghirlandaio (comp. p. 615). At eacli

side are handsome tombs of the Sassetti by Giul. da Sangalio.
In the Sacristy, adjacent on the right, formerly the Chapel of the

Strozzi, is the tomb of Onofrio Strozzi, father of Palla Strozzi (p. 557), the

celebrated adversary of the Medici, by Piero di Niccolo d^Ai'ezzo (1417).

Opposite the church, at the corner of the Borgo Santi Apostoli

(p. 565), rises the Palazzo Bartolini-Salimheni (No. 8), a latc-

Kenaissance building by Baccio d'Agnolo (1517-20). — Also to the

loft (No. 4), near the Arno, is the imposing Palazzo Spini (PI. D, 5),

now usually called the Pal. Ferroniy dating from the beginning of

the 14:th cent., and still retaining the aspect of a media3val strong-

hold. It was used as the town-hall in 1846-71, restored in 1874, and

is now the headquarters of the 'Circolo Filologico' (p. 550) and of

the Alpine Club (p. 552). — Ponte Santa Tri/iitd, see p. 630.

Proceeding along the bank of the Arno from the S. end of the

Piazza Santa Trinitti by the pretty Lungarno Coksini (PI. D, 5, 4),

we pass on the right (No. 2) the Palazzo Masetti (PI. D, 5), for-

merly Pal. Fontehuoni, where the dramatist Alfieri (p. 61) resided

and died (Oct. 9th, 1803). No. 10 in the same street is the —
Palazzo Corsini (PL D, 4), remodelled in 1656 by Pier Fran-

cesco Silvani^ with a magnificent staircase by Ant. Ferri (1695).

It contains a valuable Picture Gallery (adm., see p. 553; entrance

at the back of the court, to the right; fee Y2 ^^'\ lists of the pic-

tures furnished).

I. Room. 7. Dosso Dossi, Nymph and satyr (original in the Pitti
Crallery, p. 6:J'J) ; 15. Luca Giordano, Venus healing the wounds of
.l-'ncas; 13, 14, 21, 24. Sufitcrmajis, Portraits of the Medici. — II. Room.
Battle-pieces by Borgof/none (47, 54) and Salvator Rosa (49, 51, 74, 76,
S2, 84) ; sea-pieces by Salv. Rosa (55, 63). — On the side next the Arno,
III. Room. 95. Carlo Dolci, Madonna (in crayons); 105. Giulio Romano (?),

f'opy of Raphael's Violinist (1518?); 199. Italian School (not Van Dt/ck),
Portrait of Ottavio Piccolomini ; 121. lac. da Empoli, Madonna, after a
lost fresco by A. del Harto ; 122. Copy of Titian^s 'Madonna with the
cherries', in the Hof-Muscura at Vienna; above the door, 126. Caravaggio,
Still-life; 129. Rid. Ghirlandaio, Portrait; 128. Rembra7idt, His own por-
trait as an old man (copy). On an easel, Stisteimana, *Marquis Gcri della
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Rcna. — IV. Room. Over the door, 180. Artemisia Gentileschi, Judith

;

167. Botticelli, Madonna with angels (studio-piece) ; *162. Filipphio Lippi,
Madonna and angels, the finest private devotional painting by this master;
*157. Luca Signorelli, Madonna and SS. Jerome and Bernard ; 408. Giov.
Santi (father of Raphael), Muse ; 154. Crist. Allori, Judith (copy ?) ; 148.

Alleged cartoon for Raphael's portrait of Julius II. (not genuine); 141.

Po7itormo, Madonna. — Y. Room. 99. Sustermans, Cardinal Neri Corsini.
— YI. Room. 179. Carlo Dold, Poetry; 241. Andrea del Sarto (?; more
probably Franciahigio), Apollo and Daphne; 236. Salvator Rosa, Land-
scape; 232. Guido Reni, Lucretia; opposite, 209. Memling, Portrait. —
We pass through the YII. and YIII. Rooms to the IX. Room. 270. Guido
Reni, Pinabello and Bradamante. — X. Room. 292. Yiew of the Piazza
della Signoria of 1498, with the burning of Savonarola (p. 564). — Recros-
sing Room III, we enter the XL Room (unimportant). — In a cabinet
to the right (XII), in a very dark corner, 483. Seb. del Piombo, Pope
Clement YII. (unfinished).

The Limgarno Corsini ends at the Piazzetta Gtoldoni (PI. C,

D, 4), adorned with a statue of Goldoni (p. 380). Hence the Ponte
alia Carraia (p. 561) spans the Arno and the Via dei Fossi, with

its numerous shops, branches off on the N.E. to the Piazza di Santa

Maria Novella (p. 623).

The continuation of the Lungarno is known as the Lungarno
Amerigo Vespucci, Mer Amerigo Vespucci (1451-1512), the navi-

gator, a native of this neighbourhood, whose name was given to

America in 1507 by the Grcrman geographer Waldseemiiller. Near
the beginning of the Lungarno Amerigo Yespucci, whicli ends at

Piazza degli Zuavi, at the entrance to the Cascinc (p. 647), expands
the Piazza Manin (PL C, 3, 4), bounded on the N.E. by the Via
liorgo Ogiiissanti, which runs parallel with tlie Lungarno; in the

centre of the piazza is a bronze statue oi Daniele Martin (p. 350).

The suppressed Minorite monastery of Ognissanti {now barracks)

on tlie E. side of the Piazza Manin was occupied froju 1256 by
members of the Lombard order of Humiliati, who did much to

improve the woollen-manufacture. Beside it is the cliurch of San
Salvadore d'Ognissanti (PLC, 3), erected in 1554, remodelled

in 1627, the baroque facade hy Mafteo Nigetti (restored in 1882),

with lunette by Ben. Buglionij representing the Coronation of

Mary (relief).

The Intekior consiHts of a nave and transept with flat ceilinpr. By the
2n(l altar to the right, Descent from the CroHs and Madonna della Miscri-
corriia, two frcHcoes by JDom. Ghirlandaio (HHO), with several portraits of
the Yespucci family. On the wall to the left are the arms of the family,
and in tlie pavement in front in the H(!pulfhral slab of the grandfather of
th(; navigator, with the inHcripiion : 'Amerigo Ycspucio posteris suis 1171'.

}i(!twccn th(! 3rd an<l ^th altars are frcKcocs on both hkIck: on the right
St. AuguHtinc;, by ,S'. liotticelli, on the left, 8t. Jerome, by Domcnico
Ghirlamlaio (1480). — A chapel in the l(;ft transept contains a crucifix
by Giotto. In the sacristy is a fresco of the (Crucified, with ang(!ls, monks,
and saints, of the school of Giotto. — Jiesido tin; steps is the entrance
to the Cloisters, in the style of Michciozzo, adorned with frescoes by
Giovaniii fla San (Slovauni, Ligozzi, and others. 'V\\v. old JiioKKCTouY
fadm., see p. fj.'j:}), in the N.IO. angle, contains a fresco (end-wall) of the
T.H.st Supper, by Dom. Ghirlfuu/aio (1 180), and a charming *Ciborium (over
tho entrance) by Agoatino di JJuccio.
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h. Quarters of the City on the left bank of the Arno.

About one-fourth part of Florence lies on the left bank.

AVe traverse the Ponte Santa Trinita (PI. D, 5; p. 561),

adorned with allegorical statues of the seasons, and cross the Piazza

Frescobaldi to the Via Maggio (PI. C, 5, 6). No. 26 in this street

is the house of Bianca Cappello, the second wife of Grand -Duke
Francis I. (1579) and well known for the romantic vicissitudes of

her history.

The Pal. Elliott Rinnccinl (PL C, 5), No. 31 in the Yia Santo Spirito,

the first tnrning to the right, contains the Museo Galileiano, a collection
of Roman inscriptions (open on week-days 10-3). In the Borgo San lacopo,
the first turning to the left, are the Torre dei Marsili and the Torre
Ridolff, two old patrician towers, and the small church of San lacopo
Soprarno (PL D, 5), with a Tuscan-Romanesque vestibule of the 11th cent,,

brought hither from the convent-church of San Donato in Scopeto.

The Via dei Michelozzi, the second turning to the right, leads

to the quiet Piazza Santo Spirito (PL C, 5, 6), which is laid out

in gardens. Here, to the right, is the conventual church of the —
*Santo Spirito (PL C, 5), a basilica in the form of a Latin

cross, with a dome and 38 chapels. It was begun about 1436 , on

the site of a Romanesque building, from an early-Renaissance design

by Brunelleschi and was completed in 1487, with numerous modi-

fications, by the two Manetti (p. 619), Salvi cVAndrea, and others.

The noble proportions of the interior, which is borne by 31 Corin-

thian columns and 4 pillars, render it one of the most attractive

structures in Florence. The nave has a flat roof, while the aisles

are vaulted. The campanile, erected by Baccio cVAfjnolo about

1543, was restored in 1896.
Interior. Over the entrance is a good stained-glass window (15th cent.).

- Right Aisle. 2nd altar: Pieta, a group in marble, after Michael Angclo
(original in St. Peter's at Rome), by Namii di Baccio Bigio (1519). —
Right Transept. 5th altar: *Madonna with saints, an early work by
Fllipjnno Lippi, in a handsome frame. 6th altar: Madonna appearing to

St. Bernard, an early copy from Perugino (original at Munich). 7th altar

(right wall): Monument of Neri Capponi (d. 1457), with his portrait in

relief, from the studio of tlie brothers EosseUino. — The Choir has a

screen of marble and bronze; high-altar with canopy and statues by Giov.
Caccini (ca. 1600). — At the back of the choir, 5th altar: The adulteress
before Christ, by Alessandro Allori. — Left Tkansept. 4th altar (del

Sacramento), sculptured in marble by Andrea Sansovino (youthful work).
5th altar: Trinity with saints (fine predclla), by Giov. di Michele, sur-

named II Graffione (?; ca. 1500). Over the 8th altar, fine stained glass
with Christ and the unbelieving Thomas (generally covered). — In the Left
Aisle is the entrance to the ^Sacristy, a graceful octagonal structure,

with four corner-niches, erected by Giid. da Sangalio ^ Cronaca, and
Ant. Pollaiuolo (dome) in 1489-96, behind a finely- vaulted portico, the
roiling of w})ich is by A. Sansovino. — Farther on in the church, beside
ttio 2nd altar from the entrance, is a copy of Michael Angelo's statue of

Christ in Santa Maria sopra Minerva at Rome, by T. Landini.
The Chapter House contains a fresco by Giottino.
The First Cloisters were erected by Alfonso Parigi the Elder (about

1600; entrance by the sacristy). — The Second Cloisters are by A^n-
manati (1564-69), the paintings by Poccctti. — The monastery is now in

part a barrack.
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At the S. angle of the piazza rises the Palazzo Gnadagni
(PL C, 6), now Pal. Dufour-Bertej a charming early-Renaissance

edifice by Cronaca (?), with a loggia in the upper story and a flat

wooden roof (1503-6). — The Yia Mazzetta leads hence to the left

to the church of San Felice (p. 641) and the Casa Guidi (p. 641)

and to the Palazzo Pitti (p. 632). We, however, follow, in the

meantime, the Yia Sant' Agostino and the Via Santa Monaca, to

the right, to the Piazza del Carmine (PL B, 4, 5), to the left in

which rises the church of —
Santa Maria del Carmine (PL R, 5; closed 12-2), formerly

the church of a Carmelite monastery. Originally a Gothic struc-

ture of the 13-15th cent., it was burned down in 1771 and rebuilt

without aisles in 1782. Among the parts which escaped destruction

is the Brancacci Chapel in the right transept, embellished after

1423 (?) by Masaccio, with the assistance of Masolino, with

celebrated **Frescoes from the traditions regarding the Apostles,

especially St. Peter, to which Filippino Lippi added others about

1484. These frescoes have served as models to artists of all suc-

ceeding ages (comp. p. Iv; best light 11-4 or 5 p.m.).

On the pierK of the Entrance, above, on the right the Fall of Man
(Masolmo?), on the left the ^Expulsion from Paradise (Masaccio), imitated

})y Raphael in the Logge of the Vatican. Left Wall: above, *Peter
taking the piece of money from the fisli's month, a masterpiece of com-
|)osition (Masaccio) ; below, Peter and Paul resuscitating a dead youth on
the cliallenge of Simon Magus, and Peter enthroned, with numerous
portraits (Filippino Lippi). Wall of the Altar: above, Peter preacli-

ing (Masolinof ; 'combines, more than any other fresco in the Brancacci,
the grandeur of style which marks the group of philosophers in the School
i)\' Athens at Rome, and tlic high principle which presided over the
ircation of the Vision of Ezekiel in the Pitti gallery'. C <fc C), and Peter
baptizing; l)clow, Peter healing the sick, and distributing alms (tliese three

by Masaccio). Right Wall: above, Healing the lame man (Masaccio)
and Raising of Tabitiia (Masolino?). — Besides the above-mentioned scenes
the following also are hy Filippino Lippi : on tlie right wall, below, the
Crucifixion of Peter, and Peter and Paul before the proconsul; on the en-
trance-pillars, below, to the left, Peter in prison comforted by Paul, to

the right, Release of Peter.

The Choir of the church contains the tomb of Picro Soderini (p. 557),

by Beyiedctto da Rovezzano (1513; restored in 1780). — The Corsini
Chapel, in the left transept, built by Silvani in 1670-75, contains the tomb
of St. Andrea Corsini (1301-73), bishop of Ficsole, and three large reliefs in

marble by Fofjfji7ii, in celebration of the saint; painting in the dome by
L/fca (jiordano. — In the Saoristy (entered from the right transept) aie

remains of the old woodwork oi" the roof and fi'cscoes from the history
of St. Cecilia and St, lliban, by a follower of Giotto.

The Cloisters of the monastery (entrance to the right, from the nave
(if the church) contain a fine fiesco of the Ma(b>nna with saints and (b»-

nors, of the School of Giotto^ and rem lins of frescoes by Masaccio ('i'),

representing a 'procession. — In the former liefcctory (locked) is a Last
Suj)|)er l)y ^/. Allori (good light t noon only).

Frofii tlie J^iazza del Carmine the Yia (b;!)' Orto (1*1. B, 4) leads

to the Porta San Frediano (PI. 15, 4; p. 0d7), erected by Andrea
riHano(?; in 1332.
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The quaint and picturesque Ponte Vecchio (PI. D, 6; pp. 561,

565), over which the covered passage mentioned at p. 587 is carried,

I'orms the most direct communication between the Piazza della

8ignoria, with the Uffizi, and the Palazzo Pitti. Since the time of

the Medici tlie bridge has been flanked with goldsmiths' shops,

and in 1901 it was embellished with a bust of Benvenuto Cellini

(1500-72; p. 561).

The line of the Ponte Vecchio is continued by the Via dei Guic-

ciARDixi (PL D, 6), which passes a small piazza adorned with a

column dating from the 14th century. Behind it is the church of

Sanla Felicita (PL D, 6), restored in 1736 and containing an *J]n-

tombmcnt by Pontormo (1st altar to the right); in the sacristy is a

Madonna with four saints by Taddeo Gaddi, and in the chapter-

room an Annunciation and Crucifixion of the School of Giotto. —
Farther on, to the left (No. 17), is situated the Palazzo Guic-

ciardini, where the historian Francesco Guicciardini (1482-1540)

lived; opposite to it, on the right (No. 16), is the Casa Campigli
or house of Machiavelli (15th cent.; modernized).

The imposing *Palazzo Pitti (PL C, 6), in the Piazza dei Pitti,

which lies on the slope of the Boboli hill (p. 640), occupies a con-

spicuous position. It was originally only of the width of the present

top story, and is said to have been designed by Brunelleschi about

1440 and begun by Liica Fancelli, by order of Luca Pitti, an

opponent of the Medici. The failure of the conspiracy against Piero

de' Medici in 1466 cost Luca the loss of his power and influence,

and the building remained unfinished till it was sold in 1549 by

a great-grandson of Luca to Eleonora of Toledo (p. 564). The palace,

which shows 'a wonderful union, of Cyclopean massiveness with

stately regularity' (George Eliot)^ is remarkable for its bold sim-

plicity. Its effectiveness is mainly produced by its fine proportions

(comp. p. xlviii); the unadorned blocks of stone are hewn smooth at

the joints only. The fagade is 119 ft. high. About the year 1568
Bartolomeo Ammanati inserted the beautiful Renaissance windows
of the groundfloor, and added the waterspouts in the form of lions'

heads. In 1558-70 he constructed the colonnaded court at the back,

which is adjoined by a grotto with niches and fountains, and the

Boboli Garden beyond them. The wings of the palace were added

by Giulio Parigi and his son Alf. Parigi the Younger in 1620-

151, thus extending the length of the fagade from 350 ft. to 672 ft.

The two projecting pavilions were added by Gins. Kaggieri after

1764, while the entrance-hall and the main staircase, by Pasqaale
Poccianti, date from 1852.

In 1550 the Pitti Palace superseded the Palazzo Vecchio (p. 562)

as the residence of the reigning sovereign, and it is now occupied

by the King of Italy when at Florence. The upper floor of the left

win g contains the far-fam cd**Pitti Gallery f(7 a^ZmaPatou^a),
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whicli was formerly the property of the Cardinals Leopoldo and
Carlo de' Medici, and of the &rand-Duke Ferdinand II.

The Pitti Graliery (very cold in winter), tastefully rearranged since

1904, contains about 500 paintings, and may be regarded as an exten-

sion of the Tribuna (p. 583) in the Uffizi Gallery. No other collection

in Italy can boast of such an array of masterpieces, interspersed

with so few works of subordinate merit. The most conspicuous

work of the earlier Florentine period is the round Madonna by Fra
Filij^po Lipjji (No. 343; p. 638). The chief among the works by
Peymgino is his Entombment (164; p. 635), in which the treatment

of the landscape deserves notice. To Fra Bartolomeo's later period

belong the Madonna enthroned (208; p. 635), the Resurrection

(159; p. 635), the Holy Family (256; p. 638), and the Pieta (64;

p. 636), the master's last work, a model of composition, ennobled

by depth of sentiment and purity of forms, and certainly one of

the most beautiful products of Italian art. Andrea del Sarto, the

great colourist, is admirably represented by the so-called Disputa

(172; p. 635), a picture without action, but of an imposing and

dignified character, an Annunciation (124; p. 636), a Holy Family

(81; p. 636), and a Pieta (58; p. 637), more dramatically treated

than is the master's wont, all of which show his dift'erent excellen-

cies and particularly the soft blending of his colours.

The gallery contains also a number of excellent works by Ra-
phael. The exquisite 'Madonna del Grranduca' (178; p. 635), in

which a pure type of simple female beauty is but slightly veiled

by the religious character of the work, and the 'Madonna della

Scdia' (151; p. 635), a most beautiful work of purely human
character, in which intense maternal happiness is expressed by the

attitude of the group, both captivate every beholder. The Vision

of Ezekiel (174; p. 637), completed by his pupils, transports us

into an entirely different sphere, in which Raphael treats a media3val

symbolical subject. The portraits of Angclo and Maddalena Doni

(61, 59; p. 635), of the master's Florentine period, display neither

the independence of conception nor the finished mastery of his later

Roman portrais. The authenticity of the 'Donna Gravida' (229;

p. 634), of the same peiiod, is not free from doubt. Among the por-

traits painted in Rome that of Pope Leo X. with the two cardinals

(40; ]). 637) is the finest. The portraits of i'ope Julius If. (79;

p. 637j, Fedra Inghirami (171; p. 635), and (Jardinal liihbiena (i5S;

p. 635j are now regarded as early copies only. In the 'Donna Vf^lata'

(245; p. 636) we recognize Raphael's mistress, whom a later ground-

less tradition lias described as a baker's daughter ('Fornarina').

The same beautiful features recur in th»Sistine Madonna at Dresden.

The Venetian School (p. 351) also occupies an important place

in the Pitti Gallery. Thus Cjl{orf/i(me\s (Joncert (185; p. 636);

Sehustiano del IHornbo'H St. Agatha (179; p. 636); Titiait'H Mary
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Magdalen (67; p. 637), the so-called Bella (18; p. 636), his por-

traits of the Young Englishman (92; p. 637), of Pietro Aretino (54;

p. 639), of Tom. Mosti (495 ; p. 639), and of Card. Ippolito de Medici
( -201

; p. 638) ; Tintoretto's Vulcan with Venus and Cupid (3 ; p. 639)

;

and Veronese's portrait of Daniele Barbaro (216; p. 638).

Among the non-Italian pictures we must mention the so-called

'Four Philosophers' (85; p. 636), the Allegory of War (86; p. 636),

and the two landscapes (9, 14; p. 637), by Ituhe7is ; Cardinal Ben-

tivoglio (82; p. 636), by Van Dych; the so-called 'Rabbi' (16;

p. 636), by Rembrandt ; and lastly the equestrian portrait of Phi-

lip IV. (243; p. 635), by Velazquez.

The Entrance (comp. p. 553) is in the E. angle of the Piazza

Pitti, in the archway leading to the Boboli Garden. (Or we may
approach the gallery by the connecting passage from the Uffizi, see

p. 587.) Tickets are obtained in the vestibule, to the right. In-

spector, Dr. Giglioli. Catalogue (1904) 2Y2 fr.

The ScALA DEL Re, a new staircase in pietra serena, constructed

by Luigi del Mora in 1895-96 in the style of Brunelleschi, leads

to an ante-chamber, with a richly coffered ceiling. and a marble

fountain of the early-Renaissance (with a statue added by Triholo)

from the Villa Reale di Castello (p. 649). From the adjoining room,

in which is the ingress from the Uffizi, we step out on to the Plat-

form of the N.E. wing of the palace, which affords a fine view of

Bellosguardo, the Palazzo Vecchio, the cathedral, and Fiesole.

In the Small Room' just mentioned are some good pictures:

*^LfUca GiordanOj Triumph of Gralatea; Cigoli, Descent from the

Cross; above the door, *133. Salvator Bosa, Battle-piece, with

the artist's own portrait (left).

The gallery extends through a suite of six saloons, which we
visit first, and several smaller rooms, all splendid apartments richly

adorned in the baroque style by Pietro da Cortona (ca. 1640) and
embellished with allegorical ceiling-paintings whence their names
are derived. They are sumptuously fitted up with tables of Florentine

iriarblo and mosaic, vases, ornamental cabinets, etc. Our enumera-
tion of the pictures usually begins with the entrance-wall.

Saloon op the Iliad (I), so named from the frescoes hy Luigi
Sabafelli (1819). Above the door, 230. Parmigianino, Madonna
with angels (Madonna del Collo lungo); 229. Raphael, Poiti-ait of

a lady (known as 'La Donna Gravida').

*225. A. del Sarto, Assumjotion.
'This picture shows with wTiat versatility Del Sarto was gifted. It is

marked by quiet and orderly distribution, and something reminiscent of
Fra Bartolorameo. The Virgin is raised up towards heaven most gracefully,
and there is an atmosphere almost like Correggio's in the glory' (C. & C).

'At Florence only can one trace and tell liow great a painter and how
various Andrea was. There only, but surely there, can the influence and
pressure of the things of time on his immortal spirit be understood'
(Swinh2irne^ 8 Estsays and Studies).
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224. Rid. Ghirlandaioj Portrait of a lady (1509). — 214. Fed,

Baroccio, Copy of Correggio's Madoijna di San Grirolamo (p. 447);

*208. Fra Bartolomeo, Madonna enthroned, witli saints and angelic

musicians (1512; injured); 218. Salvator Bosa, A warrior; 200.

Titian, Philip II. of Spain (copy of the original in the Prado at

Madrid). — *191. Andrea delSarto, Assumption (last, unfinished

work); *190. Sustermans, Count Waldemar Christian, son of

Christian IV. of Denmark; *243. Velazquez, Equestrian portrait

of Philip IV. of Spain, a sketch or small replica of the painting at

the Prado (1635).

184. Dom.Pidigo, Pietro Carnesecchi of Florence, who was at

one time private secretary to Pope Clement VII., and was put to

death by the Inquisition in 1567 at Rome; 237. Bosso Fiorentino,

Madonna enthroned, with saints, from Santo Spirito.

Saloon of Saturx (II). Ceiling-painting by Pietro da Cortona.
**178. Baphael, Madonna del G-randuca, a work of the master's

Florentine period, formerly in the grand-ducal apartments.
'Painted in light colours and modelled with extraordinary delicacy, the

picture captivates us chiefly by the half-concealed beauty of the Madonna,
who, scarcely daring to raise her eyes, rejoices over the Child with ten-

der l)ash fulness. The Infant, held by the mother with both hands, gazes
straight out of the picture and possesses all the charming grace which
characterizes Raphael's later representations of children.' — Springer.

*172. A. del Sarto, Conference of the Fathers of the Churcli

regarding the doctrine of the Trinity (the 'Disputa'), painted in 1517.

*171. Baphael, TommasoFedralnghirami, humanist and papal

secretary (original in Mrs. J. L.Gardner's collection in Boston, U.S.A.).

'The fact that the man is represented at a moment of wrapt suspense
and inward concentration diverts the attention from the unpleasing fea-

tures, and ennobles and idealizes the head, whicli, wliile certainly not
handsome, cannot be denied the possession of intellect and a nameless
power of attraction' (Springer).

*61, *59. Baphael, Angelo and Maddalena Doni.
Thei^e portraits were painted during the Florentine period of the artist

(about li')()i)). No. 61 recalls the painter's intercourse with Franc. Francia,
while the other suggests tlie influence of Leonardo da Vinci.

165. Baphael, Madomia del Raldaccliino.
This picture dates rroin the ix'riod of his int(MCourse witli Fra 13ar-

folomco, and was left uncom|)lete(l on the migration of the master to

](ome in 1509. It was finally compl(!t('d by GIkUo Itonimio and others,

*J64. J*iefro J*eriif/ino, Entombment (1495); *151). Fra Bar-
tolomeo. Risen Christ among the four Evangelists (1516; injin-ed).

— 158. Baphael, Portrait of Card. Dovizi da Lihbiena (p. 660),

probably an early copy of a picture which has disappeared.
**151. Baphael, Madonna dclla Scdia, a round ])icture ])ainted

during tlie artist's Roman period (ca-.1512).
*In this picture Raphael returnH to the early and simple subjectH of

representation, breathing nothing Jiut serene happiness, which gladdiMi
the artist and charm the; beholder, which say little and yet poHS(!ss so d(;ep

a signiflcancc. Florentine forniH have been supplanted by Roman ones,
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and tender and clear beauty of colouring has given place to a broad and
picturesque style of laying on the pigments. ... No other picture of Ra-
phael is so popular, no other work of modern art so well knownY'S'i?m?{/crj.

148. Dosso Dossi, Merry party.

Saloon of Jupiter (III). Ceiling-painting by Pietro da Corto-

na. — Above the door, 179. Sehastiano del Piombo, Martyrdom of

St. Agatha (1520; showing Michael Angelo's influence); *18. Titian,

'La Bella di Tiziano', painted about 1536; *272. Andrea delSarto,

John the Baptist (152^ restored); **64. Fra Bartolomeo, Pieta;

131. Im^ore^^o, Vincenzo Zeno. — 125. jPra^ar^oZomeo, St.Mark,

painted under the influence of Michael Angelo (ca. 1515); Andrea
del SartOj *124. Annunciation, 123. Madonna in glory with four

saints (1520; injured). — 118. A. del Sarto{?), Portraits, wrongly
said to be those of the artist and his wife Lucrczia del Fede
(retouched); *245. Raphael, 'La Donna Yelata' (the lady with the

veil), the artist's mistress, painted about 1515 (injured); 111.

Salvator Rosa, Conspiracy of Catiline; 109. Paris Bordone,
Portrait (known as the 'Nurse of the Medici family'); llO.Yenetian
School (Morto da Felfref), The Three Periods of Life.

Saloon of Mars (IV). Ceiling-painting by Pietro da Cortona.
— *16. Rembrandt, 'The Rabbi', portrait of an old man (a late

work; ca. 1658); *85. Rubens, 'The Four Philosophers': Rubens
with his brother and (r.) Justus Lipsius and Jan van dcr Wouwero
fca. 1612); 90. Cigoli, Ecce Homo; *83. Tintoretto, Portrait of

Luigi Cornaro.
**86. Rnbens, The Te^'^ors of War, Mars going forth (1638).
'An admirably preserved "and wonderful creation, the permanent and

unforgettable frontispiece to the Thirty Years' War, drawn by the hand
of the one and only artist that in the loftiest sense was called to the
work' (Burckhctj'dt).

94. Raphael, Holy Family, called Madonna dell' Impannata
{i.e. 'with the linen winclbw'), an extension of an originally simpler

composition and largely executed by pupils (1518); 93. Rubens,
St.^'rancis (a youthful work). — *81. A. del Sarto, Holy Family,

the colouring most delicately blended; above, 235. Rubens, Holy
Family; *82. Van Dyck, Cardinal Guido Bentivoglio, aristocratic

and easy (ca. 1624).

On an easel, **185. Giorgio7ie (according to some authorities

a youthful work of Titian)^ 'The Concert', representing an Augustine

monk who has struck a chord, another monk with a lute, and a

youth in a hat and plume listening.

^Jn one of the simplest arrangements of half lengths which it is

possible to conceive, movement, gesture, and expression tell an entire

tale .... The subtlety with which the tones are broken is extreme, but
the soberness of the general intonation is magical. "Warm and spacious
lights, strong shadows, delicate reflections, gay varieties of tints yield

a perfect harmony .... How fresh and clean are the extremities, and
with what masterly ease they are done at the finish ! What sleight of hand
in the furs, what pearly delicacy in the lawn of the white sleeves !' (C. & C).
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Saloon of Apollo (V). Ceiling-paintings by Pietro da Cortona
and Ciro Ferri. — *67. TOzan, Mary Magdalen (ca. 1532), painted

for the Gonzaga family.
'It is clear that Titian had no other view than to represent a hand-

some girl. He displays all his art in giving prominence to her shape. In
spite of the obvious marks of haste which it bears, it displays a beauty
of such uncommon order as to deserve all the encomiums which can be
given to it' (C. & C).

66. Andrea del Sarto, Portrait of himself (?; injured); 63.

Murillo, Madonna; 62. A. del Sarto, Holy Family (1521); 487.

Dosso Dossi, Hest on the Flight into Egypt, with a beautiful land-

scape; "^58. A. del Sarto, Pieta (1524); 57. Giulio Romano (i),

Copy of Raphael's Madonna della Lucertola in Madrid; 56. Murillo,

Madonna. — 88, 87. Andr. del Sarto, History of Joseph (painted

on lids of chests). — **40. Raphael, Pope Leo X. and the cardinals

Giulio de' Medici and Lodovico de' Rossi (ca. 1518); 150. Cornells

Janssens (A. van Dyckf), Charles I. of England and his consort

Henrietta Maria. — In the centre is a fine ebony cabinet (Augsburg-

work; 17th cent.).

Saloon of Venus (YI). Ceiling-painting by Pietro da Cortona.
— '^0. A.Durer , Adam; this and the Eve (No. 1, see below) are

probably copies by Hans Baldiing Grien of the originals in the

Prado at Madrid; 380. Dosso Dossi, John the Baptist; 15. Salvator
Rosa, Port. — 13. Matteo Rosselli, Triumph of David; Rubens.,
**14. Hay-harvest (near Malines), *9. Ulysses on the island of the

Phseacians, appearing to Nausicaa. — 4. Salvator Rosa, Harbour
at sunrise; *79. Raphael, Pope, Julius II. (copy of the picture

mentioned on p. 584, from the studio of Titian); 1. A. DUrer,
Eve, companion piece to No. 20 (see above). — On an easel, **92.

Titian, Portrait known as 'the Young Englishman', from Urbino,

an unsurpassed masterpiece.

We return to the Saloon of the Iliad (I) and enter (r.) the —
Saloon of the Education of Jupitek (VII). Ceiling-painting

by Catani. — 255. A de Vries{?), Portrait; 264. Tintoretto,

Resurrection. — 257. Bonifazio deiPitati, Yision of Augustus. -

*96. Cristof. Allori, Judith. — 270. Guido Reni, Cleopatra; 139.

Riihens, Holy l^'amily; ^46. Boccaccio Boccaccino, Gipsy.

We turn to tlie left into the Sala della Stuka (VIII). The fres-

coes, illustrating the golden, silver, brazen, and iron ages are by

J*ietroda Cortona, the C(;iling-])aintings hy Matteo Rosselli {i(j)i2).

On an easel, *174. Raphael, Vision of Ezekiel: Cod the l''ath<!i',

enthroned on the living creatures of three of the Evangelists, is

adored by the angel of St. Matthew.
'Even in hiH imitation of Micliaelanf^elcHcjue types Kapliacl oxhibitH

^reat freedom and the cleareHt coriHciouHneHM of what iH bent adapte*! to

his natural ijiftH and of where hiH true strenj^th \\(\h. ^V\\\h remark apjjlies

to the Hmall pieture of Ezekiel in tlie Pitti (lalhiry, ho miniature- like
in its flncncsb of execution, though lens utrikinf^ in tlie eolouring. In the

IUki»ilkkk> Northern Italy, l-lth Kdit. 41
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arrangement of the two smaller angels who support the arms of the Al-
mighty, the example of Michael Angelo was followed. From the testi-

luony of Vasari, however, we know that in portraying Jehovah, Eaphael
sought inspiration in the classical Jupiter, and certainly the features
strongly recall the types of the antique divinity' (Springer).

Returning- hence and traversing a passage, we observe on the

left a small Bath Room, most tastefully fitted up, with four statues

of Venus by Giovanni Insom and Salvatore Bongiovanni.
Saloon of Ulysses (IX). Ceiling-painting by Gasparo Mar-

tellini , representing the return of Ulysses, an allusion to the

restoration of the Grrand-Duke Ferdinand III. after the revolution.

— *21G. Faolo Veronese, Daniele Barbaro, Venetian savant and

ambassador to England (in excellent preservation); 80. Titian,

Vesallus, the anatomist (injured). — 306. Salvator Rosa, Land-

scape; 307. A. del Sarto, Madonna with saints (spoiled); 320.

Ag. Caracci, Landscape (In gouache colours). — *201. Titian,

Card. Ippollto de' Medici In Hungarian costume, painted In 1532,

after the campaign against the Turks, in which the cardinal had

taken part; 70. Tintoretto, Andrea Frlgerlo, chancellor of Venice

(well restored In 1909); 228. Titian, Half-length of the Saviour.

Saloon of Prometheus (X), with celllng-palntlngs by Colignon.
— 256. Fra Bartolomeo , Holy Family (spoiled; the original In

the Corslnl Gallery at Rome); 427. Franciahigio, Calumny, after

Apelles (comp. No. 1182, p. 581). — 182. Pontormo, Death of the

eleven thousand martyrs.

*343. Fra Filippo Lipjn, Madonna ; In the background SS.

Joachim and Anna, and the Nativity of Mary (round picture).

'The drawing and the modelling of the flesh remind us that the age was
one in which the laws of bas-relief were followed in painting' (C. & C).

348. School of Botticelli, Madonna and angels; 355. Luca
Signorelli, Holy Family and St. Catharine. — lAO.Giul.Bugiardini

(?), Portrait of a lady ('La Monaca'). — 384. Piero Follaiuolo (?),

St. Sebastian. — On an easel, 219. Pietro Perugino, Adoration of

the Child. — The —
Galleria Poccetti (XI), which we next enter, derives its name

from the celllng-palntlngs by Bernardino Poccetti. On the end-

wall, 408. Sir Peter Lely, Oliver Cromwell (sent by the Protector

to the Grand -Duke Ferdinand II.). Also, Bust of Napoleon I., by

Canfjva. — From the Prometheus Room we enter (r.) a —
Corridor (XII) containing a number of miniature portraits

(16-18th cent.) and some good paintings of the 15th and 16th cent-

uries. To the left: *376. Lor. Costa, Portrait of Giovanni II.

Bentivoglio; *375. Mantegna, Portrait of a Gonzaga. To the right:

207. Bid. Ghirlandaio, The goldsmith (retouched); 43. Francia-
higio, Portrait (1514); 44. Raphael, Franc. Maria della Rovere.

Saloon of Justice (XIII). *409. Seh. del Piombo, Bacclo

Valori (p. 542), painted on slate, in the artist's later Roman style;
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221. School ofTitiarij Costanza Bentivoglio; 3. Tinto7'etto, Vulcan,

Venus, and Cupid. — 161. Bonifazio dei Pitati, Finding of Moses;

121, 128. G. B. Moroni, Portraits. — Titian, *54. Pietro Aretino,

the celebrated verse-writer and pamphleteer, a work described by
Aretino himself as a 'hideous marvel', masterly in its characteri-

zation (1545), *495. Tommaso Mosti (1526; well restored in 1909).

— On an easel, 147. Dosso Dossi, Nymph and satyr.

Saloon of Flora (XIV). 415. Sustermaiis, Grand-Duke Fer-

dinand II. ; 441, 421. Gaspard Poussin, Landscapes. — Arig. Bron-
zino, 149. Gruidobaldo II. della Rovere, Duke of Urbino, 39. Holy
Family, *434. Portrait of an engineer; 416. G. Poitssin, Landscape.
— In the centre: 429. J. van Buysdael, Landscape with waterfall;

Canova, Venus, a marble statue.

Saloon of the Children {Sala dei Putti; XV), with a charming
view of the Palazzo Vecchio, the dome of the cathedral, and Fiesole.

— 451, 455. Rachel Ruysch, Fruit and flowers; 453. Salvatoi'

Rosa, Landscape, known as 'La Pace' (injured); above, 449, 452.

Paul Bril, Italian landscapes. — 457. H. Duhhels, Sea-piece. —
*470. Salvator Rosa, Landscape, with Diogenes throwing away
his drinking-cup ('la selva dei fllosofi'); 462. Jan van Iluystimj

Flowers; 474. Domenichino, Landscape, with Diana and Actseon;

400. M. d'Hondecoeter, Animal-piece.

On the groundfloor of the palace are the Silver Chamber
of the Medici and the Collection of Porcelain (Collezione degli

Argenti antichi e delle Cerdmiche) ; entrance to the left in the

first court; adm,, see p. 553; no catalogue.
Room I. Above the door, Painted terracotta bust of Luca Pitti (p. G32).

In the cabinets are vestments of popes and cardinals belonging to the house
of Medici; plate and ivory carvings of the school of Giovanni da Bologna.

Room II. Porcelain, including specimens from China and Japan. Of
the European factories Ginori (p. 649), Capodimontc, Sevres, Dresden, and
Vienna arc especially well represented.

Room III. Allegorical frescoes by Giov. da San Giovanni, Franc.
Furini, and others. Beside the window at the entrance is a bronze
Crucifix ascribed to Giov. da Bologna; also, fine Limoges enamels (16th
cent.). The cabinets contain goldsmiths' work, most of which was once
owned by the Medici. 1st Cab. : Silver-gilt *Rose-bowl with the Rape of
Amnliitritc (Augsburg work; ca. 1600). In two desk-cases beliind arc 54
gola fruit-dishes from Augsburg, with representations of the twelve months
and mythological scenes. On tlie end -wall, Pietro Tacca, Crucifixion
(bronze relief).

Of the Royal Apartments only those on the fij'st floor ai'o

sliown to the public. Adm., see p. 553; the main staircase mentioned
on p. G32 ascends thitli(;r to the right from the first court.

We first enter the Jiall Jioom, riclily decorated in the clas.sicisi style
by G. M. Paolctti (1780; the stucco ornamcnin l>y Giocondo Alhcrtolli). —
'J'he Sala di IJona, or dining-room, in frescoed by Bern. Poccelti. — Next
come the King's private apartments in tlie classicist styb; (in th(! bedroom,
Madonna by A. del Sario) and tin; Queen's aoaitmcntH, luxujioiisly j'ui-

nishcd (in Ihw ante-room, ^Portrait of a titled lady by Titian, c()inj)anion-

piece to the 'Young Englishman', p. 687). — We now return and enter

41*
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the State Apartments (Appaitamento Ufficiale). Room I. ^Botticelli, So-
called Pallas, painted for Lorenzo il Maguifico: the genius of the
House of Medici grasping a Centaur by the hair, perhaps an allegorical

representation of some successfully frustrated conspiracy. Botticelli,

Madonna in a bower of roses (studio -piece); Copy of Leonardo da
VincVs Madonna in the grotto. In the Throne Room are some magni-
iicent Japanese vases. The ante-room (Anticamera) contains paintings
by J. M. Nattier and fine tapestry. In the banqueting -room and tlie

gallery are a few unimportant ancient statues
;
pretty view of the palace-

cuurt and the amphitheatre (see below).

The *B6boli Garden (iteaZe Giardino di Boboliy PI. A-D, 7;

adin., see p. 553), at the back of the palace, extends up the hill.

It was laid out by Triholo in 1550, under Cosimo I., and extended

by Bei^n. Buontalenti and Giov. da Bologna , and commands
charming views of Florence with its palaces and churches, among
which the Pal. Vecchio, the cathedral, and the tower of the Badia
are conspicuous. The long walks, bordered with evergreens, and

the terraces, adorned with vases and statues, attract crowds of

pleasure-seekers on Sundays.

On passing the entrance (PI. D, 6; comp. also p. 634) we first

observe, in a straight direction, a Grotto with plaster casts of

Michael Angelo^s Captives (p. 614); in the background is a statue

of Venus by Giovanni da Bologna. — The broad main path sweeps

upwards to the so-called Amphitheatre (PI. C, 7), an open sjjace

at the back of the palace, enclosed by oak-hedges and rows of seats,

which was formerly employed for festivities of the court. On the

right, a handsome fountain; in the centre, an Egyptian obelisk and

an ancient basin of gray granite.

Steep paths ascend to the S. from the amphitheatre to the Basin

OF Neptune (PI. 0, D, 7), adorned with a statue of the god by Stoldo

Lorenzi (1565); then, higher up, a statue of Abbondanza, by

Giovanni da Bologna and Pietro Tacca, erected in 1636 to com-
memorate the fact that during the general distress in Italy occasioned

by war Tuscany alone, under Ferdinand IL, revelled in plenty.

At the top (gate - keeper 20 c.) is the small Giardino del Ca-

vALiERE, laid out by Card. Leopoldo de' Medici (p. 577) on one of

Michael Angelo's bastions (p. 643) beside the Fortezza di Belvedere

(p. 642) and affording beautiful views. — The alley at the N.E.

corner of the Neptune basin leads to the Casino Belvedere (PI. D, 7),

from the roof of which another very fine view of the city is obtained

(fee 15-20 c).

We now return to the Basin of Neptune and follow the alley

loading from its N.W. corner to a lawn, also aff'ording a fine view.

Hence we descend to the S.W. past a small orangery (right) by tlie

VioUolonej a beautiful cypress avenue adorned with statues, lead-

ing to the charming Vasca dell' Isolotto (PI. B, 7). In the centre

of this basin, on an island planted with flowers, rises a fountain

formerly surmounted by Giov. da Bologna's Oceanus (p. 591). The
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surrounding walks arc cliiefly enibellislied with 'genre' works in

the baroque style.

To the right of the Oceanus basin a broad path, parallel witli

the palace, is reached, which leads past a lemon-house to the prin-

cipal entrance. Another exit, reached by a side-path diverging to

the left, immediately beyond the lemon-house and near a fountain

with Bacchus on the lion, leads into the Via Romana.
A little to the S. of the Oceanns basin are tlie Keale Scuderie,

or Royal Meios (PI. B, 7, 8), containing a collection of ancient state-

carriages (adm. 12-3; perracsso in the 'Amministrazionc' of the Pal.

Pitti, see p. 553).

At Via Romana 19, to the W. of the Pitti Palace, is the Museum
of Natural Science (Museo di Fisica e Sloria Naturale; PI.

B, C, 6; adm., see p. 553), founded by Grand-Duke Leopold I. and

since greatly extended.
The public museum is on the Second Fl.oor; the zoological collections

occupy about 20, the botanical 3 rooms. There is also an admirable ana-
tomical collection in 12 rooms, consisting chiefly of preparations in wax,
by Clemente Susini and his successors, the two Calenzuoli and Cala^nai.

On the First Floor (r.) is situated the Tribuna di Galilei, by
Givseppe Martelli (1841), containing paintings by Giuseppe BezzuoU,
Luigi Sabatelli, and others, illustrating the history of Galileo (p. 512),

Volta (p. 199), and other men of science; also a statue of Galileo by
A. Costoli and numerous busts of celebrated men. The mosaics in the
pavement are by Giov. Batt. Silvestri. Along the walls are six cabinets
containing Galileo's telescope and other instruments of historic intercsl.

Opposite stands the ancient conventual church of San Felice
(PI. C, 6), with a fine porch, rebuilt in 1457 by Michelozzo (?) : 2nd

altar to the right, Giov. della Bobbia{?)^ Pieta, a coloured relief

in terracotta; 7th altar to the left, Giov. da San Giovanni, St.

Maximus refreshing St. Felix with a bunch of grapes: above, oppo-

site the high-altar, Giotto, Crucifixion.

No. 9, Piazza San Felice, is tlie Casa Guidi, in which Robert and
Elizabeth Barrett Browning lived from 1848 till tlic death of the latter

in 1861 (tablet). See her poem, 'Casa Guidi Windows'.

Immediately adjoining the PoTz/ea^^e Grazie(V\.^, F, 7; p. 561)

is the small Piazza dei Mozzi, in whicli (Ko. 6) rises the Palazzo
Torrif/iani (V\. E, 7), erected in the lOth cent, by Domenico di

Baccio d'Agnolo and others, but disfigured by alterations.

In the neighbouring Via dki Bardi (PI. T), E, 0, 7), the home
of George p]liot's 'Kornola', rises the small church o^ Santa Lucia
dei Maf/noli (PI. E, 7j, containing a relief by tlie Delia Robbia
(above the door) and an Annunciation i)y lac. del Sellaio (an e;irly

work; 1st .altar on the left). — The Palazzo Canif/iani, No. 22a,

adjoining the cliurch, dates from the 15th cent, and has a fine carly-

Kenaissance court. — Farther on. No. 26, is the Palazzo Cappom\
originally Gothic, built for Niccolo da Uzzano (p. 557) by Bicci

di Lorenzo (?),
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A little to the S.W. is the picturesque Vicolo del Canneto (PI. E,
r>, 7), with aroadcs between tlie houses and their gardens. — Behind Santa
Felicita (p. 032), at No. 13 Yia della Costa San Giorgio, is the House of
Galileo (PI. E, 7). The street ends on the S.W. at the Porta Sa7i
Giorqlo (PI. D, 7), which is adorned with a relief of *St. George by a

Florentine follower of Nice. Pisano (p. 513) and old frescoes (14th cent.). —
Above the Boboli Garden (p. 610) rises the Fortezza di Belvedere (PI.

D, 7), constructed after 1590 by Buontalenti to protect tlie Pitti Palace

;

it is now a barrack and a time-gun is fired here at midday. — From the

Porta San Giorgio the Via San Leonardo leads to the S. to the Viale dei

Colli (see below) and the Villa Poggio Imperiale (p. 644). To the left,

j ust outside the gate, is the little church of San Leonardo in Arc6tri
{i.e. arce veteri; PI. D, 8: generally closed; bell on the right), the pulpit

of wliich is embellished witli curious reliefs of about 1200 from the church
of San Piero Scheraggio (p. 575).

Ill the Via San Niccolo, beyond the Piazza Demidoff (PL F, 7),

is the church of San Wiccolo (PI. F, 7), founded about the year

1 000. The sacristy contains a Madonna della Cintola (p. 543) by
Al. Baldovinetti. In 1530, after the capitulation of the town to

the Medici (p. 558), Michael Angelo is said to have lain concealed

for a time in the tower of this church. — From the neighbouring

Porta San Miniato (PL F, 8) a path with old 'Stations of the Cross'

ascends beneath cypresses to the Monte alle Croci (p. 643).

To the E. is the Piazza delle Molina (PI. a, 8), with the welL
preserved Porta San Niccolo (1327), beyond which a path ascends

through pleasure-grounds to the Piazzale Michelangelo (conip. p. 643).

72. Environs of Florence.
The licights surrounding Florence afford charming views of the city

and neiglibourhood, and some of the edifices erected on them also deserve
notice. Maps of the environs arc issued by Gius. Crivellari ('Fircnze e

Dintorni', 1 : 20,000; 3 fr.), by the Istituto Gcografico Militare (two slieets,

1:25,0(XI; 4 fr.), and by the Societa Editricc Fiorentina ('Carta dei Din-
torni di Firenze', 1:57,000; IV2 fr.). — When time is limited tlie excur-
sions a and b may be combined in a single circular tour as follows (by
rarriage, including stay, 2-3 hrs., on foot 3-4 hrs.): drive from the Porta
Romana (PI. A, 7) via Poggio Imperiale to the Torre del Gallo (p. 645),
thence descend the Viale dei Colli to the Piazzale Miclielangclo (p. 643)
and San Miniato (p. 643), and, finally, return to the Porta Romana by tlie

Viale dei Colli. The most interesting stage, from the Porta Romana to
the Piazzale Michelangelo, may be accomplished on foot in ^/^ hr. —
Carriage, see p. 518.

(a.) One of the finest promenades in Italy is the *Viale dei
Colli, the liill'y road on the S. side of P'lorcnce, constructed since

1868 from plans by Gius. For/gi (d. 1901). It begins at the S.W.
gate of the town, the Porta Romana (PI. A, 7; omn. and tramway
No. 4, sec p. 548), erected by lac. Orcagna in 1328, ascends the

heights to the left in windings under the name of Viale Machia-
vellifPl. A, B, 7, 8), and, beyond the large circular Piazzale Galileo
f385 ft. ; comp. PI. C, 8), is continued as the Viale Galileo (side-

route to the Torre del Gallo, p. 645) along the slopes to San Miniato

and the Piazzale Michelangelo (p. 643). Lastly, under the name
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of Viale Michelangelo (PL Gr, H, 8), it descends in a long curve

to the river, where it terminates near the Ponte in Ferro (p. 561)

at the Barriera San Niccolo (PL H, 8). This road, which is nearly

3^4 M. in length, is bordered with charming pleasure-grounds, con-

taining magnolias, plane-trees, elms, cherry-laurels, and hedges of

roses, over which delightful views are obtained. — Part of the

Viale dei Colli is traversed by tramway d (p. 549). The Piazzale

Michelangelo and San Miniato are, however, more speedily reached

from the Porta San Niccolo (p. 642), which is passed by the light

railways Nos. 9 & 10 (p. 549).

Below San Miniato the road passes the bare Piazzale Michel-
angelo (340 ft.; PL F, G-, 8), forming a kind of projecting terrace

5 min. from the Porta San Niccolo. In the Piazzale are a Caf^-
Restaurant and a curious Monument, consisting of a bronze copy

of Michael Angelo's David (p. 614), the pedestal of which is sur-

rounded by his four periods of the day (p. 622). Charming *yiEw
of the town and the valley of the Arno: to the N.E., on the hill,

lies Fiesole; then the city with Santa Croce, the Cathedral, San
Lorenzo, the Palazzo Vecchio, and the Arno; to the left are villa-

covered heights.

San Miniato may be reached in 6 min. by the Via Monte alle

Croci, the road diverging to the right from the Viale Galileo

(p. 642), just before the Piazzale Michelangelo, or by the path with

tlie 'Stations of the Cross' (p. 642). The latter passes the Franciscan

monastery of San Salvatore or San Francesco al Monte (PL

F, Gr, 8), with a church completed by Cronaca in 1504, the simple

and chaste proportions of which were deservedly praised by Michael

Angolo, who called it 'la bella villanella'. On the high-altar is a

Crucifixion with SS. Mary, Jolin, and Francis, and above the left

8ide-portal a Pieta from the workshop of Giov. delta liobbia, in

painted terracotta.

We now ascend towards the gateway of the old fortifications

with which Michael Angelo, as engineer to the republic, surrounded

the convent of San Miniato al Monte, on the Monte alle Croci

(455 ft.), in 1529, and which lie defended during a siege of the city

by the Imperial trooj)S fp. 558). Cosimo I. converted the hill into

a regular fort in 1553, and since 1839 it has been used as a Ceme-
tery fadm. in sumnjcr till 7 i).ni., March & April till 6, Sept.

6 Oct. till 5, in winter till 4; visitors ring at the gate;).

The convent-church of *San Miniato al Monte is one of the

finest examples of the Tu.scan-Romanes(jiie style which fiourished

chiefly in Pisa and Florence, and probably dates mainly from the

11th cent, frestored in 1902-10). It is a structure of noble propor-

tions, with nave and aisles, without a transept, and is in many
respects a truly classical edifice. The elegantly-incrusted marble

faeade, with three antique bronze doors, brought hither from the
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temple of Jupiter on the Forum (p. 626), dates from the lltli, the

mosaics (repeatedly restored) with which it is adorned from the

bcginnin<^ of the 13th century. The campanile, rebuilt by Baccio
(VArpwlo in 1524-27, was partially destroyed during the siege and

is now being restored.

The Interior (closed on Sun. afternoon) has alternate pillars and
rolunins. The open roof of the nave dates from 1357. The beautiful
niello ]iavcnicnt (executed in 1207) deserves inspection.

On tlic walls of the Aisles are unimportant frescoes. On tlie rij.^ht,

Knlhrnncd Madonna and six saints by Paolo di Sfefano (1426); on the

left, a Crucifixion of the ho':^inning of the 15th cent., etc. — In the left

aisle is the tasteful Chapel of San Giacomo, constructed in 1461-67 by
Antonio liossellino and containing his masterpiece, the *Monumcnt of

Cardinal lacopo of Portugal (d. 1459), above which is a Madonna in a

medallion held by two angels. The frescoes are by Alesso Baldovinctti
and Ant. Pollaiuolo : on the ceiling, the four Cardinal Virtues by Luca
della Robhia.

In the Nave, between the flights of steps ascending to the choir, is

a chapel constructed in 1448 by Michelozzo for Piero de' Medici; on the
frieze appears the device of the Medici, consisting of three feathers in

a diamond-ring with the legend 'Semper'.
The handsome and spacious Crypt does not rest on the four columns

wliich are prolonged into the choir above, but on smaller columns of
graceful form, some of tliem ancient. Beneath the altar here is the tomb
of San Miniato. — The front-wall of the crypt, the screen of tlie choir,

the apse, the whole wall of the nave, and the pulpit present beautiful
specimens of incrusted marble-work dating from the 11th cent, onwards.

The Choir contains fine early-Renaissance stalls by Giov. di JDoon. da
Gaiolc and others (1466). The upper part of tlie apse is adorned with a

mosaic of Christ, witli the Madonna and San Miniato, executed in 1297 (?),

restored in 1860. The five windows under the arches arc closed with
translucent slabs of oriental alabaster. Over an altar on the right is an
old portrait of San Giovanni Gualbarti (p. 655).

On the S. side of the choir is the Sacristy (closed), erected in 1387
in the Gotliic style, adorned with (freely restored) frescoes from the life

of St. Benedict (his youth, ordination at Subiaco, miracles) by ^pinello
Aretino (p. 560). Below them, admirable inlaid work in wood of the
Renaissance period (1472).

Beside the church rises the Palazzo dei Vescovi, from 1295
to 1373 the summer -residence of the bishops, which is crowned
with battlements and contains a quaint hall. The adjoining cloister

is all that is left of the monastery founded in 1012.

From the old Fortification Wall on the S. side of the cemetery,

where a large columbarium has recently been built, a fine *Pan-
orama is enjoyed, extending on the E. as far as the mountains of

Pratomagno (p. 656).

(b.) PoGGio Imperiale and Torre del Gallo. Outside the

Porta Romana (PL A, 7; p. 642), to the right of the Viale dei Colli

(p. 642), is a fine avenue of cypresses and evergreen oaks, interspersed

with four mutilated statues from the old facade of the cathedral

(p. 570), and leading near the tramway-terminus at Via Dante da Ca-

stiglione (No. 4, p. 548). In 20 min. it reaches the Villa Poggio
Imperiale (390 ft.), thus named by Archduchess Maria Magdalena
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of Austria, wife of Cosimo II., who here laid out a summer-residence

for the grand-duchesses in 1620. The chateau was rebuilt in the

classicist style under Grand-Duke Leopold I. (p. 559) and has been

occupied since 1864 by the Istituto delta Santissima Annunziata,
a girls' school (no adm.). The former stables are used as cavalry

barracks.

From Poggio we proceed to the left to the Via San Leonardo

(p. 642) then, at the fork, follow the Via del Plan dei G-iullari to

the right, passing the Reale Osservatorio Astronomico di Ar-
cetri (595 ft.), and reach (Y4 hr.) the small Piazza di Voltasanminiato,

in Arcetri, at the top of the ridge, where the road again divides.

We ascend slightly in a straight direction by a footpath to the

(2 min.) old Torre del Gallo (625 ft.; so called after a Grhibelline

family named Gralli), to which a villa in the castellated style was
added in 1904-6 by Signor Baldini, the picture-dealer. The tower,

which has since then been considerably heightened, affords a pan-

orama of Florence and the valley of the Arno, extending on the E.

to the mountains of Pratomagno (p. 656; adm. bypermesso obtained

at Baldini's, Piazza Mozzi 2; best view by evening light). — From
the Piazza di Voltasanminiato mentioned above the Via della Torre

del Gallo and the Via di Giramoutino (views) descend in Y4 hr.

to the Viale dei Colli (station of tramway d, p. 549), whence we may
proceed to the right to (10 min.) the Piazzale Michelangelo and San

Miniato (comp. the Map).
From the Piazza di Voltasauminiato a narrow road descends to the

left (S.) and leads to (7 min.) the so-called Gioiello (No. 29), an attractive
country-house erected towards the end of the 15th cent, by the Masi
family, now the property of the Legnazzi Dossi family. This house
Ccntr. at No. 27) is marked by a bust and inscription as that in which
the great astronomer Galileo passed the last years of his life (1631-42),

surrounded by a few faithful friends and latterly deprived of sight; here
lie was visited by his illustrious contemporary Milton. — The road then
describes a curve via tlie Plan dei Giullari (575 ft.) to the church of

Santa Marqherita a Montici (065 ft.), in wliich is a marble shrine by
Andrea Sansovino (early work), and to the Villa Morrocchi (575 ft.), an
old country residence of the Amidei (p. 556), wliich afterwards came into

the hands of tlje Del Tovaglia and Guicciardini families (p. 632).

(c.) La (Jertoba and Impruneta. The Certosa lies on tlie Strada

Senese, the monotonous highroad to Siena, 2^2 M- from the Porta

iioinana (PI. A, 7; liglit railway No. 1, see p. 549; carr. 6 fr., vifi

Poggio Imperiale a little niorcj. — The station of Due Strade
('Mi) ft.) on the light railway is not far from Gelsomino, the terminus

of tramway d (comp. p. 549). — Farther on, to the right, is the

Cimitero degli Alloriy the new Protestant cemetery of Florence

(used also by members of the (ireek church), whore a halt is niadj^

on ])revious application; here, beliind the cha])el, is the tomb of

Iir>ck]in, the jiaintcr (p. 051 j. We next reach the village of Galluzzo

(195 ft.; several unpretending trattorie, with gardens), and, a little

farther on, the brook Ema. On the Colle di Monfoffufo, which
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is clothed with cypresses and olive-trees, at the confluence of the

Ema with thcGreve and 5 niin. above the road, rises the imposing —
Certosa del Galluzzo (360 ft.), which resembles a mediaeval

fortress. The monastery was founded in 1341 by Niccold Acciaiolij

a Florenine who had settled at Naples and there amassed a large

fortune by ttrading. The monks (1-2 pcrs 50 c.) show the churches

and the monastery with its cloisters.

From the anterior court we first enter (r.) the Side-Church, in the
form of a Greek cross, the earliest building, said to have been erected
by Orcagna, with several small paintings of the school of Giotto, in-

cluding a good Trinity (r.), and also an altar-piece by Cigoli (St. Francis
receiving the stigmata). — A staircase descends hence to the Lower
Church, with the tombs of the Acciaioli. In the chapel immediately in

front of us are the mural monument of Niccolo Acciaioli (d. 1366), founder
of the church, by Orcagna {?), and three Gothic sepulchral slabs, the

best of which is that of the youthful Lor. Acciaioli (d. 1353), son of
Niccolo. The side-chapel to the left of the entrance contains the mon-
ument (restored in 1550) of Cardinal Angelo Acciaioli (d. 1409). — We
then return and enter (to the left) the choir of the Main Church, which
has a magnificent pavement and fine carved stalls of 1590. Over the altar

is the Death of St. Bruno, a fresco by Bern. Poccetti. — To the left

are the small Cloisters, with stained glass by Giovanni da Udine (?).
—

To the right in the Chapter House : Mariotto Alhertinelli, Crucifixion,

a fine fresco of 1505; monument of Bishop Leonardo Buonafede by Franc,
da Sangallo (1545). — The Monastery Garden, to the right, which serves
also as a burial-ground, is surrounded by handsome cloisters. At the
sides are 18 mostly empty cells, which enclose the building like pinnacles.
The Terrace on the N. side commands a picturesque view of the valley
of the Ema and of the hills round Florence. — We visit the Eefeotory,
wliich contains a tasteful lectern of the i5th cent., then (left), beyond the

small Cloisters in the style of Brunelleschi, reach the West Terrace,
which overlooks the valley of the Greve.

From (33/4M.) Tavarnuzze (255 ft.; Trattoria dellaPace), the

terminus of the electric light railway, in the valley of the G-reve,

a highroad (omn. twice daily in 1 hr., comp. p. 549) leads to the

8.E, via Montehuoni and San Martino a Bagnolo (805 ft.) to —
7 M. Impruneta (1100 ft.; Trattoria VUnwerso)., a large

village (3000 inhab.) situated on the fertile plateau between the

valleys of the Upper Ema and the Grreve. Impruneta has been noted

for its potteries (oil-jars, etc.) since the 13th century. The Fiera
di San Luca (middle of Oct.) is still much frequented.

In the Piazza Vittorio Emanuele, the old market-place with its ar-

cades and warehouses, stands the collegiate church of Santa Maria
delV Irapruneta, founded by the Buondelmonte family (p. 556) and

consecrated in 1054. It was re-erected about 1470, with the ex-

ception of the campanile, and was modernized in the baroque style

after 1593; the portions dates from 1634.
Interior. The altar-pieces, by Cigoli, lac. da Empoli, a,TLd others,

date from the time of the last reconstruction. The last chapel on the
right contains a bronze crucifix by Pietro Tacca(?). — In front of the

choir are *Chapels added by Michelozzo about 1460: on the left the Cap-
pella della Madonna, containing a miracle-working image of the Virgin,
which in times of need the government caused to be brought to Florence
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in solemn procession, and a relief in silver representing the miraculous
discovery of this image; on the right the Cappella dclla Crocc, with por-

tions of the True Cross. The tabernacles, by Luca della Bobhia, arc

flanked by statues of SS. Paul and Luke (left) and SS. John the Baptist
and Zenobius (right); in the predella are charming angels. — By the right

wall is a *Group of the Crucifixion by Luca della Robbia (ca. 1450-60),

'a composition of the greatest nobility and of the deepest feeling' (Burck-
hardt). — The Gothic high-altar in the choir dates from 1375.

The Canonicaj or priests' house, possesses two fine Grothic

cloisters (14th cent.).

(d.) Monte Oliveto and Bellosguardo. In the suburb of II

Pignone, about Ys M. beyond the Porta San Frediano (PI. B, 4;

p. 631 ; light railway No. 2, see p. 549), the Via di Monte Oliveto

diverges to the left from the Via Pisana, the highroad to Empoli
and Pisa, and in Y2 ^- more (steep towards the end) it reaches the

entrance (right) to the garden of the Badia di San Bartolomeo di

Monte Oliveto (270 ft.), founded in 1334 (key next door, No. 10;

fee 20-30 c). A slight eminence here, planted with cypresses,

commands an admirable view, now somewhat interrupted by trees.

— The monastery-buildings are now used as a military hospital.

The church, restored in the style of Michelozzo in 1472, possesses

frescoes by Foccetti. In the priest's house are the remains of a

fresco of the Last Supper by Sodoma.
From the Monte Oliveto the Via di Monte Oliveto leads to the

S., crossing a small square and passing several houses, to (^3 M.)

the Piazza di Bellosguardo. Thence the short Via Roti-Michelozzi

leads to the left to the Villa Bellosguardo (425 ft.; visitors

usually admitted in the absence of the owner), near the entrance

and from the garden of which we obtain a charming *View of

Florence. Adjacent is the Villa delV Omhrellino (formerly Segni)^

occupied by Galileo (p. 512) in 1617-31, and now marked by his

bust. — From the small square mentioned above we follow the Via
di Bellosguardo to the E., then cither proceed to the left by the

Via di San Francesco di Paola (PI. A, 5) to the Viale Petrarca, and

thence (to the left) return to the Porta San Frediano, or follow the

Via del Casone (PI. A, 6) and the Viale Petrarca to the right to the

Porta Romana (p. 642).

(e.) The Cascine, or public park of Plorence, to the W. of the

Piazza degli Zuavi (PI. A, B, 1, 2), is nearly 800 acres in extent and

about 2Y4 M. in length, but, being bounded by the Arno and its tri-

butary the Mugnonf (p. 650), is of moderate l)readth only. It affords

delightful and refreshing walks to the traveller fatigued with sight-

seeing; in the more distant parts it is covered with woods. The;

name is derived from a farm (cascina=^ dairy) to which it belonged

before it was laid out as a park by the Medici. In the season it is

a fashionable rendezvous in the late afternoon, particularly for

driving (tramways No. 5 and c, sec pp. 548, 549j.
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Immediately to the left beyond the Piazzale Vittorio Emanuele
(PL A, 1), the large circular space near the entrance, is a small

Caf^-Restaurant ; to the right are the Giuoco del Pallone (PL A, 1

;

p. 469) and the race-course (Ippodromo). About the middle of the

Cascine is a large open space, the Piazzale del Re (145 ft. ; military

band on Sun. and festivals in summer). The park terminates about

1^4 M. farther on at the monument of the Rajah of Kolapur^
who died at Florence in 1870 and whose body was burnt at this

spot. Small cafe ; fine view of the W. environs of Florence, with

its thick sprinkling of villas.

(f.) Excursion to Poggio a Caiano (recommended; light

railway No. 3, see p. 549; permessi for the villa at the 'Ammini-
strazione' of the Palazzo Pitti, see p. 553). We first reach (3 M.)

Peretola (130 ft.), a large village with 4500 inhab., most of whom
are engaged in straw-plaiting. The Vespucci family (p. 629) origi-

nated here. The church of Santa Maria contains a holy-water basin

by Franc, di Simone Ferrucci (1466), a font byMino da Fiesole (1467),

and a tabernacle, by Luca della Robbia (Pieta and Resurrection),

from the church of Santa Maria Nuova (comp. p. 574). — 574 M.
Brozzi (p. 527).

1072 M- Poggio a Caiano (130 ft.; Trattoria Tramway^
clean), on the Omhrone (p. 509), lies at the foot of the Monte Al-

hano Chain (p. 509). Beyond the village stands the Villa, built

about 1480 for Lorenzo il Magnifico by Giuliano da Sangallo,

still entirely without modern additions. It is surrounded by a fine

old park and commands a beautiful view of the Tuscan mountains.

It is now a royal possession. The chief room on the 1st floor is

adorned with frescoes by Andrea del Sarto (1521, finished by
Al. Allori; Csesar receiving the tribute of Egypt), Franciahigio
(Triumph of Cicero), Pontormo (*Allegory of the Four Seasons,

with charming putti), and Aless. Allori{l^SO\ Flaminius in G-reece,

and Scipio in the house of Syphax); the subjects typify events in

the history of the Medici as narrated by Paolo Griovio (p. 620). The
loggia has a fine stucco-ceiling. — From Poggio a Caiano to Em-
poli, see p. 527.

(g.) The electric railway to Sesto (No. 5; p. 549) proceeds first to

the industrial suburb of Rifredi (railway-station, see p. 544), with

the ancient church of Santo Stefano in Pane. To the N.E., about

1 ^U ^^- f^«™ Rifredi, at the foot of the hills, lies the Villa Medicea
di Careggi (265 ft.), the property of the grand-dukes down to 1779
^adm. only when the proprietor. Prof. Segre, is in residence; fee

\/i,
fr.j. The villa, which resembles a castle, was bought by Cosimo

the Elder and reconstructed for him by Michelozzo (after 1433),

and it still practically retains its original form. In the time of

Cosimo and Lorenzo the Magnificent, who both died at this country-
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house, the Platonic Academy (p. 559) often met here. The villa was
burned in 1559 by the so-called Arrdbbiati under Dante da Cas-

tiglione, and the frescoes by Pontormo and Bronzino were painted

after that event. In the garden-loggia are a fine terracotta relief of

the Resurrection, by Andrea Verrocchio (ca. 1460), and a fresco

by G. F. Watts. Fine view, especially from the projecting passage

below the roof.

About halfway between the Yilla Medicea and Castello (see below)
is the Reale Istituto della Quiete (270 ft.), a girls' school, with admirable
sculptures by the Delia Eobbia (including a terracotta replica of Ver-
rocchio' s Doubting Thomas) and paintings by pupils of Botticelli and by
Rid. Grhirlandaio. — A few yards farther on is the Villa Quarto, with
beautiful gardens, erected for Duke Cosimo I. by Tribolo, now the pro-

perty of Countess Stroganoff.

To the N.W. of Rifredi, % M. to the N. E. of the railway station

of Castello and Yg ^- from the village of Castello (stopped at by
railway No. 5, p. 549, on request), is the Villa Reale di Petraia
(415 ft.), the property of the Brunelleschi in the 14th cent., but re-

modelled by Buontalenti in the Renaissance style in 1575 for Card.

Ferdinando de' Medici. It is now fitted up as a royal residence

(permesso at the Pal. Pitti, see p. 553), and is provided with a

curious modern adaptation of a Roman 'atrium'. The interior is

adorned with frescoes by Volterrano (1636) and contains an un-

important altar-piece hjAndrea delSarto. The delightful gardens

contain a fine holm-oak, 400 years old, with a platform among its

branches which used to be a favourite resort of Victor Emmanuel II.

Immediately to the W. (4 min. from the tramway-station in

Castello) lies the Villa Reale di Castello, with a completely

modernized chateau and an old park (ring at No. 3, to the left of

the chateau; permesso obtained at the same time as that for the

Villa Petraia, whence the visitor is conducted to the Villa Castello;

fee 1 fr.). Each villa possesses a fine fountain by Tribolo^ with

statues by Giov. da Bologna.
In Doccia (310 ft.), about IV4 M. to the N.E. of the rail. stat. of

Sesto (p. 514), is the Manifattura Ginori, founded by the Marchese
Carlo Ginori in 1735, the oldest porcelain-factory in Europe next to

MeiHsen (1710) and Vienna (1720). It now belongs to the Societd Ceramica
Richard- Ginori. Since the closing of the Naples pottery in 1807 this

factory has produced porcelain also in tlie Capodimonte style, and in 18d7
it successfully revived the ancient majolica manufacture in the style of
Faenza, Oubbio, and Urbino. The show-rooms and collections arc worth
seeing (open in winter 9.30-12 and 3-4.30, in summer 8-11 and 3-5.30);

pcrmessi in the depot of the factory, in Florence (p. 551). Tlie work-
rooms arc not shown. — The tramway to Sesto passes the villa of Marchenc
Corsi, the well-known exporter of plants fpermessi at Via (Jhihellina 67).

Sesto, like Vaglia (p. 508), is a good starting-point for the ascent
of Monte Morello (3005 ft.; there and I)a(k 0-7 his.). We go to

the N.E. via Doccia (see above) to (1'/.^ hr.) Le Molina (500 it.) and thence
to the N, to Morello e Gualdo, where the easier of the two paths to the
Hummit diverj^CH beyond the (25 min.) church of San Oiusto (1435 ft.).

Passing riO mm.) a rattle shed (to the left) we reach the S.E. ncak, the

Poggio di Casaccia (3020 ft.), which is crowned with a rained convent
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and commands an extensive and splendid view. The highest peak, the
Poggio delVAia ('threshing-floor'), is reached in V4 hr. more. In returning
we may follow the ridge to the S.E. to the Poggio del Giro (2455 ft.)

and go on to Florence via Castiglioni (1460 ft.), Cercina (1140 ft.), where
the parish-church contains a series of frescoes of the 14th cent. (Life of
the holy hermits, etc.), and Careggi (360 ft.

; p. 648).

(h,) FiESOLE, on the height about 3 M. to the N.E. of Florence,

may be reached by light railway (No. 6; p. 549; best views on the

right) in ^4 hr., or on foot (various routes) in IY2 br. Those who
go by carriage (about 8 fr.; comp. p. 548) should stipulate for the

inclusion of the Badia; the return should be made via Vincigliata

(p. 653) and Ponte a Mensola (p. 653; bargain advisable).

The tramway leads from the Piazza del Duomo through the

Piazza dell' Annunziata (PI. Gr, 3, 4; p. 602) and the Piazza Savon-

arola (PI. I, 2) to the Barriera delle Querce, where it crosses tbe

railway to Rome. It then traverses an uninteresting new suburb

and ascends to San Gervasio (road usually very dusty), soon af-

fording a fine view of the hills on the S. bank of the Arno. Beyond
Le Lune (tramw^ay- station; Hot.-Pens. Les Lunes, see p. 546) the

route winds up through a picturesque hilly district to San Domenico
(see below).

Pedestriaks may proceed by the Piazza Cavour (p. 618) to the Bar-
ricra delle Cure (comp. PI. I, 1 ; tramway No. 1, see p. 548) and ascend
the Via Boccaccio to the N.E., on the left bank of the Mugnone, an in-

significant stream. The Villa Palmieri (290 ft.), the property of the
Karl of Crawford, where Queen Victoria resided in 1889, is then passed.
Boccaccio makes this the residence of the narrators in his 'Decamerone'
during the plague in 1348 (comp. p. 556). The road then ascends rapidly
between garden -walls to San Domenico. — Another route for walkers
ascends from the Barriera delle Querce (see above) to the N.E. by the
Via delle Forbici, over the hill of Forbici, passing the Serbatoio della
Querce (1.) and the Villa Bondi (1.). The latter, which was owned by
Dante about 1300, was remodelled by the Portinari (p. 574) in the 15tli

century. Following the Via della Piazzola wc reach San Domenico in

3/4 hr. more.

San Domenico di Piesole (485 ft.) is a small cluster of

houses at the base of the hill of Fiesole. In the Dominican monastery

founded here in 1405 Fra Giovanni Angelica da Fiesole (p. 611)

lived before his removal to San Marco at Florence. The church

contains a Madonna with saints painted by him (1st chapel on the

left) and an altar-piece, the Baptism of Christ, hj Lorenzo diCredi
(2nd chapel on the right). — Opposite the church the Via della

Badia diverges to the left, leading in about 5 min. to the —
Badia di Fiesole (405 ft.), a monastery founded in 1028 on

the site of the earliest cathedral of Fiesole, and occupied first by
Benedictine but after 1445 by Augustine monks. It was re-erected

from plans by a follower of Brunelleschi about 1456-66, by order

of Cosimo the Elder, and forms a remarkably attractive pile of

buildings. The monastery was frequently the residence of members
of the Platonic Academy (p. 559). Pico della Mirandola (p. 455)
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here worked at his exposition of Grcnesis. After the suppression

of the monastery (1778) the printing-office of the learned Francesco

Inghirami was established here. Since 1876 it has been occupied

by a superior school of the Brothers of Christian Schools (Padri

Scolopi, p. 609).

The Church, with a transept but no aisles and covered with barrel-

vaulting, is of noble proportions throughout and is richly decorated by-

pupils of Deslderio da Settignano. The part of the fagade that is adorned
with black and white marble belongs to the original Romanesque structure.
— From the choir we enter the Cloisters (to the right), on the W. side

of which is the refectory, containing a quaint fresco by Giovanni da
San Giovanni (1629), representing angels ministering to Christ in the
wilderness; the pulpit is by Piero di Cecco (1460). On the S. side is a

loggia, adjoining the garden, which affords a charming view of Florence
and the valley of the Mugnone.

Three routes, all with fine views, lead from San Domenico to

Fiesole. 1. The New Egad to the right (Via Giuseppe Mantellini;

usually dusty), traversed by the tramway, sweeps round to the E.

to the station of Regresso di Maiano (760 ft.). Among the

numerous villas it passes are the Villa Landor (to the right, below
the road), where Walter Savage Landor lived for many years, and

the Villa Bellagio (3 min. below Regresso di Maiano), the home
of Arnold Bocklin in 1893-1901 (the garden-loggia, the room in

which he died, and his studio are usually shown on application to

the present owner). The road finally describes a sharp curve on

the S. side of Fiesole and ends in the Piazza del Duomo. — 2. The
steep Old Road (Via Vecchia Fiesolana) to the left leads past the

Villa Montaltuzzo and the VillaMacCalmont (formerly Medicea)^
once a favourite residence of Lorenzo il Magnifico, and in 20 min.

joins the new road. About 2 min. to the right of the Villa Mac-
Calmont, in the former oratory oiSanV Ansano, is the unimportant
Museo Bandini. — 3. The Via Giovanni Dupre, called at first

Via di Fontelucentc, diverges to the left from the old road at the

Villa Montaltuzzo (see above), skirts the W. side of the Franciscan

convent (p. 653), high above the Mugnone valley (finally with a

view on the left of the Etruscan town-wall, p. 652), and reaches

the Piazza del Duomo from the N., beside the Roman theatre.

Fiesole. — Hotels (comp. p. xxi; frequented by English and
AmericanH). Alber(/o-Ri8torant(i Aurora, finely situated but without
central heating, H.'-^J-fi, L. 3, 1), 4, P. 7-9 fr., incl. wine, f,'ood, Italia,
V. 5-0 fr., both in the Piazza del Duomo, with small ^ardcjnw. — Beggars
and liawkorH at FicHole are troub](;8ome (comp. p. 5.54). There is a small
Htraw-plaitin^,' exhibition beHJde the entrance to the Roman Theatre. -

One-horse carr. (in the Piazza d(!l Duomo) to Florence 3-1 fr., via Viii-

cigliata and Pontc a Mensola (p. (553) 10-12 fr.

Fiesole (970 ft.), Lat. Fu'H'ulai^ an anci(;rit Etruscan town

(p. 555), the cyclo|)ean walls of which are still partly prciserved,

is now an unimportant place with 5000 inhab.; it is the s(!at of a

bishop and occupies a splendid situation. The women, like most
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of those in the neighbourhood of Florence, are chiefly engaged in

straw-plaiting.

On the height we enter the spacious Piazza del Buomo, now
called the Piazza Mino da Fiesole, and perceive immediately op-

posite us the cathedral; on the left are the Bishojys Palace and
a seminary, on the right the little Palazzo Pretorio (see below).

The Cathedral, one of the earliest and simplest examples of

the Tuscan-Romanesque style, was erected in 1028-32 by Bishop

lacopo Bavaro, rebuilt in 1256, and restored in the old style in

1883-87. It is a basilica of simple exterior, with a transept and a

spacious crypt beneath the lofty choir. The columnar distances

and the openings of the arches in the interior are irregular. The
campanile dates from 1213.

On the entrance-wall, over the door, St. Romulus, a terracotta figure
of the School of the Robbia (1521). ~ Choir, Over the altar, Madonna
and saints of the School of Giotto. The chapel to the right of the choir
contains the Monument of Bishop Salutati (d. 1466), with the bust of the
deceased and (above) a fine sarcophagus hj Mino da Fiesole; to the left

i.s a bas-relief by the same master, representing the Adoration of the Child.

Behind the choir of the cathedral is the entrance to the ruins

of some ancient buildings excavated in 1873-1910 ('Teatro Romano
e Scavi', open 9-12 & 1.30-4.30 or 5.30, in summer till 7; 50 c,

admitting also to the Museo Bandini, p. 651, and the Museo Civico,

see below). The Roman Theatre has nineteen tiers of stone seats,

in a semicircle 37 yds. in diameter; below are three other rows

for the seats of persons of rank. Lower down, on the left, are the

foundations of a Roma7i Temple; on the right are the remains of

Baths. A small projection, near the Via Giovanni Dupre (p. 651),

affords a view of a fragment of the ancient Etruscan Wall. Above
the theatre we have a good view of the valley of the Mugnone,
Pratolino, and Mte. Senario (p. 653); to the left the railway to

Faenza.

The Palazzo Pretorio (see above), of the 13th cent., bearing the

arms of the magistrates (podesta), contains the small Museo Civico,

with the yield of the excavations mentioned above (tickets, see

above). — Adjacent to it is the old but entirely modernized church

of Santa Maria Primerana (10th cent.?), containing an altar of

the Delia Robbia school (Crucifixion; 1442) and reliefs of the heads

of St. Rochus and the Virgin by Francesco da Sangallo (1542

and 1575). Key at house No. 11; fee 30 c.

From the W. side of the Piazza del Duomo the steep Via San

Francesco leads in 8 min. to the top of the West Hill (1130 ft.),

Ihe old castle-hill of the Etruscan and Roman towns, which has

Ijeen occupied since 1404 by a Franciscan monastery. Halfway up

the hill, from a terrace on the S. slope, we have a beautiful *View
of the valley of Florence, bounded on the S. by several ranges of

hills and on the W. by the heights of Monte Albano (p. 509), behind
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wliicti appear the Apuan Alps (p. 147). — A little higher up rises

the venerahle but much disfigured church of Sanf Alessandro,

with 15 antique columns of cipollino. — The old monastery o^ San
Fr^ancescOj with its tiny cells, presents a touching picture of the

ascetic life of the monks; the church (restored in 1911) contains

paintings by Piero di Cosimo (Conception of the Virgin), Filippino

Lippi (Annunciation), and Cosimo Rossclli (Adoration of the Magi),

and sculptures by Benedetto da Maiano etc.

The ascent of the Mo7ite Ceceri (1^60 ft.), from tlie quarries of wlii(!li

comes the gray pietra serena so universally used in Florence, is made in

1/2 hr. from the S.E. corner of the Piazza del Duomo by tlie Via Giuseppe
Verdi and then by rough paths. The *View from the top includes the
Tuscan hills from the Pratomagno chain (p. 656) to the Apuan Alps,
with the hills of Chianti, noted for their wine (p. xxv), far to the 8. The
easiest descent is via Borgunto (see below); that to the Regresso di

Maiano (p. 651) is steep and fatiguing.

From the Regresso di Maiano the Via Benedetto da Maiano (finest

by evening-light) skirts the S. slope of Mte. Ceceri to (V2 M.) Maiano
(565 ft.). Thence we may descend to the S.W. through the pretty Affrico
Valley to San Gervasio (p. 650), or to the S. to the (V4 hr.) road from
Florence to Settignano, a little on this side of Ponte a Mensola (255 ft.

;

electric railway No. 7, p. 549).

On a hill-top 1 M. to the N.E. of Maiano lies the Castello di Vin-
cigliata (860 ft.), a castle of the 14th cent., belonging to Lord West-
bury, which has been restored in the mediaeval style since 1855 and adorned
with various antiquities (visitors admitted on Sun. and Thurs. on pre-
senting a permesso ^(|ained at Piazza Pitti 14; attendant 1 fr.). The
Castello may be reached also from Ponte a Mensola by the steep Via
Giov. Leader or from Settignano (see below) by footpaths in ^/^ hr., and
from Fiesole in 1 hr. by a picturesque road passing Borgunto (1085 ft.),

on the N. slope of Mte. Ceceri , and the mediaeval Castel di Poggio
(1285 ft.).

About 4^2 M. to the E. of Florence is the pleasant village of Setti-
gnano (585 ft.; Cafjfe d^ Italia: Trattoria la Terrazza, clean), with
numerous villas, the terminus of the light railway No. 7 (p. 549). It is

the birth-place of Desiderio da Settignano (1428-64), the sculptor, who is

commemorated by a statue, with verses by Gabriele d'Annunzio, in the
Piazza Desiderio (fine views). From the upper end of the village the
beautiful Via Desiderio da Settignano descends to the left via the hamlet
of Corbignano (415 ft.) to (V2 hr.) Po7ite a 3Tensola (see above).

In the midst of a wood about 9 M. to the N. of Florence, and about
3 M. to the N.E. of tlie station of Montdrsoli (p. 508) viTi the village of

Mont6rf(oli (Vn() it.), lies Pratolino (1560 ft.; Ferd. ZocchVs Inn). A
little on this side of the village, to the right, is the entrance to the
Villa of Pratolino, once the property of the grand-dukes and now be-

longing to Princess Demidoff (adm. only by permission of the steward).
The chi'iteau, built by Buontalenti after 1569 at the instance of Francesco
de' Medici for the reception of Bianca (Jappello (p. 6.30), w;is pulled down
in 1832, while the park has been modernized. Almost the only relics of
former splendour are a colossal erouching figure (62 ft. high), rtipresent-

ing the Apennines and ascribed to Giov. da Jiologna, tlie Basin of
Jupiter, and tlie Grotto of Cupid. — From Pratolino a beautiful road,
with nurrierous vifws, learis to the N.E. via Macioli (1785 ft.) to (5 M.)
the Monte Senario (2700 ft.), on the top of which, in the midst of
a grove of pines, iu a Servite Convent (Annunzi'ila), founded in 1233 jind

restored in 15H. The great terrace afforris a sfdondid [lanorama of the

surrounding mountains, with distant views of Fiesole and Florenre, seen
through the valley of the Mugnone. An excellent licpieur, 'Ocmm.'i d'Abeto',
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is made at the convent. From the summit we may go on to the N.W. (at

first by a rough footpath) to the railway-station of Vaglia (p. 508; IV4 hr.,

in the opposite direction 2 hrs.).

(i.) San Salvi, about ^4 M. from the Piazza Beccaria (p. 601
;

V\. I, 6; liglit railway No. 8, p. 549). We leave the tramway in tJic

Via Aretiiia at the corner of the Via di San Salvi, which brings iis

ill 3 min. to an archway on the right (ring). Of the Yallombrosan
monastery of San Salvi, founded in 1084, where in 131.2 Emp.
Henry VII. established his headquarters during the siege of Flor-

ence (p. 556), only the remains are now extant. The district adjoin-

ing the Campo diMarte, traversed by the light railway to Settignano

(see p. 673), is still called 'Campo d' Arrigo'. The former refect-

ory (adm., see p. 553) contains a collection of old paintings belong-

ing to the Florentine galleries and a *Fresco of the Last Supper
by Andrea del Sarto (1526-27).

(h.) About 2Y2 M. to the S.E. of Florence, near the left bank
of the Arno, lies the village of Bagno a Ripoli (255 ft.; tramway
No. 9, p. 549), whence a road leads to the S. to (Y2 hr.) the chapel

of Santa Caterina di Antella (320 ft.), containing frescoes by
Spinello Aretino (Legend of St. Catharine of Alexandria). "We may
return by (Y4 hr.) Ponte a Ema, to the W., a station on the light

railway to Grrassina (No. 10, p. 549). ^^
From Bagno a Ripoli a pleasant walk (2 hrs.) or drive (1 hr.) may

be taken via the hamlet of Candeli, lying close to the Arno and con-
taining the Badia a Candeli, a Camaldulcnsian monastery founded in the
12th cent, and belonging to the Vallorabrosans since 1526, to Villamaq^ia
(1085 ft.). This little village lies 3 M. to the IST.E. of Compiobbi (see

below), at the N. base of (1 hr.) Mofite Incontro (1805 ft.; fine view),
whence we may descend to the S. to (V4 hr.) Terzano (1155 ft.) and return
to (IV2 hr.) Bagno a Ripoli by the road passing Patcrno (705 ft.).

Excursion to Vallombrosa.

Visitors to Vallombrosa go by Railway from the Central Station or

from the Stazione Campo di Marte (p. 545) to Sant' EUero (I6V2 o^ 13V2 ^^-
5

express in V2 ^r., ordinary train in 3/4 hr.); certain express trains take
only passengers with return tickets to Saltino. — From Sant' Ellero to

Saltino (Vallombrosa; 5 M.), Rack and Pinion Railway in 1 hr. (fare 4,

there and back (5 fr. ; return-ticket from Florence, valid for two days,
10 fr. GO, 9 fr. 25, 8 fr. 5 c). — Diligence from Saltino to Vallombrosa
twice daily in summer in V4 ^^- — The Drive from Florence or Pon-
tassieve to Vallombrosa, via Pelago or Consuma (p. 657), can be recom-
mended also.

Vallombrosa is a fashionable and much - frequented summer -resort
(especially in Aug.), and since 1910 it has been visited from Florence in

winter also, for the sports.

The Railway skirts the city to the suhurban station of (3 M.)

Campo di Marte. It then follows the right bank of the Arno.

Fiosole lies above ns, to the left. The valley contracts near (8 M.)

Compiobbi (230 ft.; to Villamagna, sec above).
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13 M. Pontassieve (Railway Restaurant). — Hotel (comp. p. xxi).

AJh. cV Italia, with rooms only. — Ristorante Garibaldi, Via Garibaldi 30.
— Motor Diligence to Rocca San Casciano (Dov^dola, Forli), see Bae-
deker^s Central Italy. — Diligence twice daily, in 3 hrs., to Consuma
(p. 657). — Carriages (ordered beforehand at the hotel): one-horse carr.

to Vallomhrosa for 1 pers., ca. 12 fr. ; two-horse carr., 2 pers. 20, each
additional pers. 5 fr. ; one-horse carr. to Stia (p. 657) ca. 20, two-horse
30 fr. ; to Camaldoli (p. 658) ca. 35 and 50 fr.

Po7ifassieve (330 ft.), a small place with 4900 iiiliab., at the con-

iliiencc of the Sieve and the Arno, was founded hy the Florentines

in 1363 as a fortified station commanding the roads to the Casen-

tino and to Forli.

The road from Pontassieve to (li M.) Vallombrosa crosses the Sieve
beyond the village and ascends the valley of the Arno. About 1 M. from
Pontassieve, where the road forks, we keep to the left. From the second
fork (IV2 M. farther) the left branch leads to the Consuma Pass and the
Casentino (p. 656), the right follows the ridge via (3 M.) Pelago (1015 ft.

;

Locanda della Pace), the birthplace of Lor. Grhiberti (p. 560), where the
Florentine Guelphs took refuge in 1248, to (21/4 M.) Paterno (1290 ft.),

formerly a monastery-farm, and thence ascends a picturesque gorge (steep
towards the end) to Tosi (1635 ft.), 21/2 M. farther on. The road steadily
ascends, usually through woods, to (33/4 M.) Vallomhrosa (see below).

16 V2 M. Sant' Ellero (365 ft.; Railway Buffet) is a village

with an old Castle, in which the Grhibellines expelled from Florence

in 1267 were besieged by the Guelphs. — To Arezzo (p. 660;

38 Ya M., in IY4-2 hrs.), see Baedeker^s Central Italy.

The Kack and Pinion Railway to Saltino (maximum gradient

22 : 100) starts from tlie railway-station at Sant' Ellero and ascends

through a grove of oaks, on the bank of the torrent Vicano, to the

crest of one of the numerous spurs which the Pratomagno range

throws out into the valley of the Arno. A striking view is dis-

closed; straight on, Saltino appears, above a steep slope. — 2Y2 M.
Donnini (1100 ft.). We traverse a well -cultivated district high

above the Vicano, and then follow the riglit bank of the Fosso

Ciliana to (3 M.) Filiherti (1495 ft.), beautifully situated at the

foot of the Pratomagno chain. The railway skirts the slope in

windings ffinc views).

5 M. Saltino. — Hotels (comp. p. xxi; open July -Sept. only).

C rand- Hotel, R. 4-0, J3. iJ/g, L. S'/-^, !>• 5, P. 12-15 f r. ; JTot. Croce di
Savoia (witli the dopendance Hot. lielvedere), P. 10-12 fr. ; Or. -Hot.
dnHtcllo la Torre di Acquahella, V. 12-15 fr. ; Hot. Panorama; Hot.
Milton, V. 9 fr. ; Hot. Ahctina.

Saltino (3130 ft.) is situated on a promontory commanding a

splendid view. A CARRiAfiio Road (diligence, see p. 654; carr. 1 fr.)

leads hence through a dense grove of firs to (IY4 M.) Vallom-
hrona. 1'he road that diverges to tlie right at the station and passes

the Masso del Saltino is only a little longer.

The convent of VallombroBa (3140 ft.), situated in a sliadcd

and sequestered spot on the N.W. slope of the Pratomagno chain,

was founded in 1015 by San Giovanni Gualbarti (985-1073;,
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a rich Florentine, but lias been repeatedly altered (last in 1637).

Since 1870 it has been occupied by the Reale Istitnto Forestale,

tlie only advanced school of forestry in Italy. There are now only

three monks here, who celebrate service in the church and attend

to the meteoroloo;ical observatory.
IIoTEi. (oonip. p. xxi): Alh. Demaniale della Forcsta (the former

?"'oresteiia), with tlie dependancc of Paradisino (see below), R. (not very
comfortable) from 31/2, B- 1, L. 21/2, D. 4, P. 8-12, omn. from the raek-
Hnd-pinion railway V2 f'*-' open April-Oct. and during the winter-sports,
no central heating. — RiHtorante Villino Medici, plain.

Jl Paradisino (3400 ft.), formerly a small monastery, is situat-

ed on a projecting rock, Y^ hr. to the left above Vallombrosa. It

commands an admirable *Survey of the monastic buildings, and of

the broad valley of the Arno as far as Florence, half of the cathe-

dral-dome of which is visible behind a hill. The horizon is bounded
by the Alpi Apuane (p. 147). — A pleasant walk may be taken on

the road to (2 hrs.) Covsuma (p. 657), which leads to the N.E. from

Vallombrosa along the wooded mountain-slopes; about halfway is

the Alhei^go Villa del Lacjo.
The ascent of Monte Secchieta (4755 ft.), the N. summit of the

Pratomagno Cliaiiij from Vallombrosa occupies 1^2"^ li^'-^- (guide not in-

dispensable for experts). The path diverges to the right, a little before
we reach the Paradisino and ascends to the S.E. mostly through dense
]iine forest and afterwards over pastures, passing the so-called Romitorio
della Maclnaia or Croce del Romitorio (4270 ft.), to the crest of the
ridge, which it reaches at a narrow depression. Hence we ascend to the
left to (25 min.) the Tdbernacolo di Don Pier0, an old chapel command-
ing a splendid *View. To the E. lies the green Casentino Valley, bounded
on the N.E. by the lofty Monte Falterona (p. 658); to the W. the fertile

and richly-cultivated valley of the Arno stretches as far as the dome of

the cathedral of Florence, beyond which the blue Mediterranean is some-
times visible in the extreme distance. — We may return to Vallom-
brosa from the chapel by keeping to the N., via the Capanna Grimaldi
(4.350 ft.); or v;e may descend to the S., via the Capanna del Pastore,
tlie Por/gio alle Ghirlande (4355 ft.), and the Poggio a Novale (3940 ft.),

direct to the Masso del Saltino.
From the top of the Pratomagno (5223 ft.), the highest summit of

the Pratomagno chain (4-5 hrs. from Vallombrosa, with guide), a steep path
descends to the N., through woods and ravines, skirting the torrent Solano,
to the humble baths of Cc^i'ca (2300 ft.). Hence a road leads through the
luimlets of Santa Maria (2210 ft.), Pratolutoli, and Pagliericcio to Castcl
San Niceold (1235 ft.; Alb. La Pace; Alb. Perilli), a pleasant little place
commanded by a picturesque old fort and situated near the confluence of

the Solano and Arno, where the fertile valley expands. Carriage -roads
lead from Castel 8an Niccolo to Poppi (41/4 M.

; p. 660), and via Borgo
alia Collina (p. 657) to Stia and Pratovecchio (3^/4-41/4 M.

; pp. 657, 658).

73. The Casentino.
The Casentino, praised by Dante and Milton, is the name given

to the upper valley of the Arno, which, unlike the neighbouring Romagna,
is still beautifully wooded in places; it is bounded on the W. by the
Pratomagno chain (see above) and on the N. and E. by the Central Apen-
nines, the highest point being the Monte Falterona (5425 ft.). In the

ll-15th cent, almost the whole mountain-district, along^with Dovadola
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was in the possession of the powerful Counts Guidi, who were on the
whole adherents of the emperors ; members of the various branches of this

family played an important part in the early history of Florence and as

protectors of Dante.

The Excursion to Camaldoli and La Verna, the finest points in

the Casentino, takes walkers Si/V^ days from Florence. 1st Day, from
Pontassieve or Vallombrosa over the Consuraa Pass to Stia and Prato-
vecchio ; 2nd Day, direct or via the Falterona to Camaldoli ; 3rd Day, by
Badia a Prataglia to La Verna; 4th Day, to Bibbiena, and thence by
train to Arezzo. Those who omit the beautiful hill-walks in the Casen-
tino visit Camaldoli from Poppi or Bibbiena, and La Yerna by carriage

from Bibbiena. The pleasantest summer-resorts are Camaldoli and Badia
a Prataglia; the former is, like Vallombrosa, a favourite resort of

Roman diplomatists and the Italian aristocracy. See the 'Guida Illustrata

del Casentino', by Carlo Beni (3rd Edit. ; Florence, 1908 ; 4 fr.) and 'Througli

the Casentino' by Lina Eckenstein (London, 1902).

From Florence to (13 M.) Pontassieve, see pp. 654, 655. — The
road from Pontassieve mentioned at p. 655 ascends past the castle

of DiaccetOy the (3^/2 M.) village of Diacceto (1530 ft.; inn, clean),

and (6 M.) Borselli (inn) to (IO72 ^m ^ hrs.) Consuma (Trattoria

Consumi, good; Locanda della Palmira, unpretending), on the Co7i-

suma Pass (3365 ft.). This village, with country-houses of the

Florentines and humble charcoal-burners' huts, may be reached

also from Vallombrosa in 2 hrs. (comp. p. 656). The road goes on

via (12 Y2 M-) Ponticelli (3060 ft.), where a road diverges to the

right for (4Y2 M.) Montemignaio (2660 ft.), a small summer-resort

with an old castle of the Counts Guidi, to (13^2 M-) the lonely and

unpretending inn of Casaccia (3155 ft.) and (15 M.) Omomorto
(3075 ft.). A little lower a view is disclosed of the Casentino; to

the S.E. appears the jagged outline of the Verna, and a little far-

ther on, to the left, the Falterona.

At (17 M.) Scarpaccia (2300 ft.) the road to (I9V2 M.) 8tia

and I'ratovccchio diverges to the left from the highroad via /^6»?7y^>»

alia Collina (1410 ft.; Pens. Villa Dante, 5-7 fr.) and Campaldiuo
(p. 660; to Bibbiena. To the right, IV2 M. to the S.W. of Prato-

vecchio, we see the three ruined towers of the castle of Momeiia
(2035 ft.), mentioned by Dante (Inferno xxx. 73), which was pro-

bably the first refuge of the Florentine exiles in 1301 (p. 556).

A little farther on the road again forks, the left brancli leading

to Stia, the right to JVatovecchio. The station of the railway to

Arezzo (p. 660; lies between these places.

Stia (1470 ft.; Alb. della JStazione Alpma, U. V/., fr., Alh.

Falterona
J
both plain; carr. and pair to Camaldoli via Popi)i,

J0-12fr.j, a small industrial town (pop. 1800) with wool-factories

and a school of carving, possesses good examples of I)(5lla Robbia

work in the parish church ('J^a IMeve'), the Palazzo (Jomunah;, and

the chapel of Madonna del Ponte. 'J'he ruined Castcllo di J'alagio

was the seat of a collateral line of the Counts Cuidi from 1230 to

1402, wlien it was subjugated by the Florentines.
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The church of Santa Maria delle Grazie, 21/2 M. to the N.E. of Stia,

was originally a Komanesque edifice but has been much spoiled ; it has
a fine apse and cloisters in the early -Renaissance style and contains
several DeWsi Robbia reliefs.

Pratovecehio (1410 ft.; Alb. Spigliantini, well spoken of;

Alb. Alberti), a small town with 2000 inhab., lies IY2 M. down-
stream from Stia. Tlie former Camaldulensian nunnery, founded in

1134, occupies the site of the castle of the Counts Gruidi, which

once belonged to Count Guide Selvatico of Dovadola, Dante's host.

Stia and Pratovecehio are good headquarters for excursions in

the Casentino (guide 5 fr. daily). From Pratovecehio a footpath

leads to Camaldoli (about 9 M.) via Moggiona; another route,

somewhat longer, passes Casalino or Lonnano (2235 ft.) and

Eremo di Camaldoli (see below).

The following is a fine but somewhat fatiguing round from Stia

:

to the N.W. to Porciano (2000 ft.), whose ruined castle was pcr-

liaps the ancestral home of the Counts Guidi in which Dante, as the

guest of Count Bandino in 1311, wrote his two famous letters to the

accursed ('scelleratissimi') Florentines and to Emp. Henry VII.;

thence to the N. to i\iQ Source oftheArno ('Capo d'Arno'; 4265 ft.),

mentioned by Dante (Purg. xiv), and (4 hrs.) the summit of Monte
Palterona (5425 ft.), which commands a wide *View, extending

in clear weather from the Tyrrhenian Sea to the Adriatic and from

Monte Cimone (p. 492) to Monte Conero near Ancona; descent to the

Alp Stradella (5045 ft.), ^4 hr.; via the Poggio Scali (4985 ft.)

and the Prato al Soglio (see below) to the Eremo., 4 hrs.; to

Camaldoli., ^4 hr. (from Camaldoli to the Falterona, 7 hrs.).

The suppressed abbey of Camaldoli (2675 ft.; '^Grande
AlbergOj P. 12-15 fr. ; on the groundfloor, a cheaper restaurant)

was originally only the building (ospizio and foresteria) in which
pilgrims and strangers to the Eremo were housed; it is splendidly

situated in a narrow wooded valley on the Fosso di Camaldoli,
which ilows into the Archiano (p. 659). In the time of Lorenzo

il Magnifico the Platonic Academy (p. 559) sometimes met here in

summ er, and here Landino wrote his 'Dispute Camaldolensi'. Througli

tlie rapacity of the French in 1809 Camaldoli, as well as Vallombrosa,

lost many treasures of art and its valuable library, including the

'Annali Camaldolensi', an important chronicle of events from 907
to 1764.

A steep road ascends to (1 hr.) the Eremo di Camaldoli
(3680 ft. ; no accommodation and only very simple fare obtainable,

comp. p. 659), a monastery with hermitages, surrounded by fine

pine-woods; it was founded in 1012 by St. Romuald (d. 1027), a

nobleman of Ravenna, as the mother-house of the Camaldulensian

Order, which soon became famous for its austere discipline and its

erudition. The church, restored in the baroque style after the fire
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of 1673, has a relief of the Madonna, by Mino da Fiesole, over the

portal, and, in the left aisle, a Madonna from the studio of the

Delia Robbia.

The *Views from the narrow ridge of the Apennines at the back of

the Eremo , especially from the treeless Prato al Soglio (4420 ft.), are

very extensive and beautiful. To the N.E. the houses of Forli may be
distinguished in clear weather, still farther off the site of Ravenna, and
in the extreme distance the glittering Adriatic ; W. the chain of the Prato-
magno, the lower valley of the Arno as far as Pisa and the Tyrrhenian
8ea. The spectator here stands on the 'backbone of Italy', whence in-

numerable mountains and valleys, as well as the two seas, are visible.

From the Eremo (10 M.) and from Camaldoli (8 M.) a fine road

leads via Farneta to Poppi (p. 660); about halfway a road diverges

to the right for Avena (1915 ft.), passing Lierna (1805 ft.), a small

place perched among rocks.

Pedestrians from the Eremo to La Yerna should select the wood-

land path (guide necessary) via the Poggio dei Tre Confini and

the Passo dei Fangacci (4070 ft.) to the village of (l^g ^n'-) Badia
a Prataglia (2765 ft,; Alb. Bcllavista; Pens. Boscoverde, English,

8 fr. ; Pens, della Posta; Pens. Sanesi, all open in summer only;

diligence to Bibbiena, see p. 660), which lies 1 hr. below the Passo
dei Mandrioli (3850 ft.), where the devastation of the forests on

tlie ridge of the Apennines begins. Prataglia is reached from
Camaldoli in 2 hrs. by descending the valley to {^j^ hr.) Serravalle

(2550 ft.), a mountain-village surrounded by woods and possessing

a ruined castle, and thence ascending the Archiano by the high-

road from Bibbiena to Cesena.

From Prataglia we proceed to the S.E. to (2 hrs.) Corezzo
(^2485 ft.; and descend along the stream of that name to (2/4 hr.)

JJiforco (2180 ft.), at its confluence with the Corsalone. We then

ascend along the Corsalone and through oak-woods to (2^/4 hrs.)

a stony upland plain, interspersed with marshes. Above this the

abrupt sandstone mass of the Verna (4220 ft.), 'the rugged rock

between the sources of the Tiber and the Arno', as it is called

by Dante (Paradiso xi. 106;, rises to a height of 850 ft. On its

S.W. slope is seen a wall with small windows, the oldest part of

the Convento della Verna (3700 ft.), built in 1215 by St. Francis

olAssisi and substantially rel)uilt after a fire in 1472. Gentlemen
r«*ceive good food and accommodation here, for which a fair re-

compense is expected Hatlies not admitted). The monks show the

convent, the three churches with their excellent Della Kobbia reliefs

Annunciation by Andrea della Robhia, in tlie main church, to the

left), and the huogld Santi, or caves once frequented by St. I*'raii

cis. — A path ascends through beautiful woods of beeeh and pine

to the Peima della Vernaj the highest point. The celebrated view

from this ridge, now somewliat obscured by trees, is Ixist enjoyed

from the chapel on the N.W. spur, about ''/j '"'• :i''<->ve tlie tiionaH
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tery. — About Y4 lir. below the convent, at tlie end of the Bib-

biena road (see below), stands the modest Osteria alia Beccia.
On the S. slope of the Yerna lies the village of Chiusi in Casentino

(3150 ft.), with its ruined castle. Here and at Caprese (2150 ft.), a village
M. to the S., in the neighbouring valley of the Singerna, a tributary

of the Tiber, Lodovieo Buonarroti, father of Michael Angelo, once held
tlie office of Podesta. The great master himself was born on 6th March,
1174, at Caprese, where he is commemorated by a remarkable monument
at the Palazzo Comuuale, but in 1470 his parents removed to Setti-

(jnano (p. 653).

From Stia-Pratovecchio to Arezzo, 28 M., railway in IY2"
1^/4 hr. (fares 5 fr. 10, 3 fr. 60, 2 fr. 30 c), descending the Arno
valley. Beyond (4^2 ^0 PorrenaStrada (1215 ft.) the train passes

the battlefield of Campaldino (p. 556).

5^2 M. Poppi (1435 ft.; Alh. Vezzosi; Fens. Conte Giddi;
Fens. Gelati), with 2500 inhab., stands on a hill rising to the

right above the Arno and was once the chief stronghold of the

Counts Guidi, who were expelled hence by the Florentines in 1440.

Gnido Guerra the Elder (d. 1217), the first Count of Poppi, who
was made lord of all Tuscany by Emp. Henry VI. in 1191, built

the castle, which later was enlarged by Arnolfo di Cambio (re-

stored 1896-99); the tower, partly destroyed in 1817, affords a fine

panorama. To Camaldoli, see p. 659.

8Y2 M. Bibbiena (1395 ft.; Hot.-Fens. Vittoriaj with view,

good; Alb. Amorosi)^ the birthplace of Bernardo Dovizi, afterwards

Cardinal Bibbiena (1470-1520), the patron of Raphael, is prettily

situated on a hill rising from the Arno (pop. 3000). The station

is ^4 ^^- below the town (carr. Y2 fr.). The former convent-church

of Sa7i Lorenzo contains fine Delia Robbia reliefs.

Cakkiage-and-Pair from Bibbiena to the Convento della Verna
(p. 659; 71/2 M.; 15 fr.), to Badia a Prataglia (p. 659; 8V2 M. ; 15 fr.), or
to Camaldoli (p. 658; 8 M. ; 20 fr.) in 2 hrs. ; diligence (2 fr.) to Pra-
taglia (p. 659) twice daily in 3 hrs.

13 M. llassina (1000 ft.), with a silk-factory. — 23 M. Giovi
(825 ft.). The train now quits the valley of the Arno and traverses

the fertile Valle di Chiana to —
28 M. Arezzo (see Baedeker^s Central Italy).
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List

of the most important Artists mentioned in the Handbook, with a

note of the schools to which they belong.

Abbreviations : A. = architect, P. = painter, S. = sculptor, ca. = circa,

about; Berg. = Bergamasque, Bol. = Bolognese, Bresc. = Brescian, Crem. =
Cremonese, Ferr. = Ferrarese, Flem. = Flemish, Flor. = Florentine, Gren. =
Grenoese, Lig. = Ligurian, Lomb. = Lombardic, Mant. = Mantuan, Mil. =
Milanese, Mod. = of Modena, Neap. = Neapolitan, Netberl. = Netherlandish,
Pad. = Paduan, Parm. = Parmesan, Pied. = Piedmontese, Pis. = Pisan,
Rav. = of .Ravenna, Rom. = Roman, Sicil. = Sicilian, Sien. = Sienese,
Span. = Spanish , Umbr. = Umbrian , Ven. = Venetian , Ver. = Veronese,
Vic. = Vicentine; Christian names, see p. Ixviii.

The Arabic numerals enclosed within brackets refer to the art-notices

throughout the Handbook, the Roman figures to the Introduction.

Kbate, Nice. delV, Mod. P., 1512-71.
- (316).

Alba, Macrino d\ Pied. P., ca. 1470-

1528. — (39).

Albani, Franc, Bol. P., 1578-1660.
- (-172).

Alberti, Leon Batt., Flor. A., 1404-

72. — (xlvi. 560).

Albertinelli, Mariotto, Flor. P., as-

sistant of Fra Bartolomeo, 1474-

1515. — (560).

AlemannuSj Joh. (Giovanni Ale-
manno. Giov. da Murano) , Ven,
P., middle of 15th cent. — (351).

Aleottiy Giov. Batt., Ferr. and Parra.

A., pupil of Palladio, 1546-1636.

Aleasi, Galeazzo, A., follower of
Michael Angelo, 1512-72. —(11. 101.

158).

Algardi, Al., Bol. and Rom. S., A.,
i 602-54.

ALienae (Ant. VaHSilacchi) , Umbr.
and Ven. P., 1555-1629.

Alleyri, Ant., see Corregqio.
Alldri, AL, Flor. P., 1535-1607. —

(561).

— , Cristdfano, Flor. P., 1578-1621.
- (Ixvi. 561).

Altichi6ro, see Zevio.
Alunno, see Foligno.
Ama/Uo (Onaxleo), Giov. Ant., Lomb.

S., A., H47-1522. — (liv. 158).

Arneriyhi, see Caravaygio.
Arwmandti, Bart., Flor. A., S., 1511-

92. — (11).

Angelica da Fi^.sole, Fra Giov., Flor.
P., 1.387-1155. ~ (Ivi. 560).

Anguis86la(AnguisciolaJ,Sofonisba,
Crem, P., 1535-1632. — (245).

Antelarni, Ben., Parm. S., flor. ca.

1178-96. — (xlii).

Antonelli, Al., Pied. S,, 1798-1888.

Appiani, Andr., Lomb. P., 1754-1817.

Araldi, Al., Parm. P., 1465-1528.

Area, Nice. dalV, of Bari, Bol. S.,

ca. 1440-94. — (472).

Arezzo, Nice. cZ' (Nice, di Piero Lam-
berti), Flor. S., d. 1420.

Aspertini, Amico, Bol. and Lucca P.,

pupil of Franc.Francia, ca, 1475-1552.

Aspetti, 2'iziano, Ven. S., 1565-1607.

Avanzi, lac. degli, Bol. P., 2ud half
of 14th cent.

Avanzo, Pad. P., assistant of Alti-

chiero, flor. after 1376.

'Bacehiacca (Franc. Ubertini), Flor,

P., ca. 1490-1557.

Baccio d^Agndlo (Baqlioni), Flor.
A., S., 1462-1543.

—
' (11).

Badile, Ant., Ver. P., teacher of
Paolo Veronese, 1516-69.

lia(fnaeavallo (Bart. Ramen(fhi), Bol.
and Rom, P., 1'184-1542. — (4 72).

Baldovinetti, Alesso, Flor. P., 1425-

99. — (560).

Balduccio, Giov. (Giov. di Baldaeci),
i'is. and Lomb. S., flor. ca, 1317-50,

Bambaia, il (Aijotttlno Busti), Mil.

S,, ca, 1180-1548. — (Iv. 158).

Banco, Nanni d^Antonio di, Flor.

S., ca. 1373-1420,

Bandinelli, Baccio, Flor. S,, 1498-

1560, — (Ix).

Bakdbkck'h Nortbern Italy. 14tb Edit, 42
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Bandinij Giov. (G. dalV Opera).,
Flor. S., pupil of tlie last, d. 1599.

Bardbino, Carlo, G^en. A., pupil of
Andr. Tagliafico, 1738-1835.

Baratta, Pietro, Rom. S., pupil of
Bernini, d. 1700.

Barbarelli, Giorgio, see Giorgione.
Barbari, lac. de\ Yen. P., ca. 1450-

1515.

Barbieri, see Guercino.
Baroccio, Fed., Rom. P., 1526-1612.

Barozzi, Giac, see Vignola.
Bartolomeo della Porta, Fra, Flor.

P., 1472-1517. — (Ixii. 560).

Barzaghi, Franc, Mil. S., 1839-92.

Basaiti , Marco , Yen. P.
,
pupil of

Alvise Vivarini, ca. 1470-ca. 1530.- (351).

Bassano, Franc, (da Ponte), the
Elder, father of lacopo, Ven. P.,

ca. 1500. — (28).

, the Younger, son of lacopo,
Ven. P., 1549-92.

— , lac. (da Ponte), Ven. P., 1510-92.
- (28).

— , Leandro (da Ponte), son of la-

copo, Ven. P., 1557-1622. — (28).

Batoni, Pompeo, of Lucca, Rom. P.,
1708-87.

Bazzi, Giov. Ant., see Sodoma.
Beaiomont, ClaudiOj Pied. P., 1694-

1766.

Beccaf'umi, Dom., Sien. P., 1486-1551.
Begarelli, Ant., Mod. S., 1498-1565.
- (Iv. 452).

Bellano, Bart., Pad. and Flor. S.,

pupil of Donatello, ca. 1430-98.

Bellini, Gentile, brother of Giovanni,
Ven. P., 1429-1507 — (Ivii. 351).

— , Giov., Ven. P., ca. 1430-1516. —
(Ivii. Ixiv. 351).

— , lac, father of Giov. and Gen-
tile, pupil of Gentile da Fabriano,
Ven. P., ca. 1400-71. — (Ivii. 351).

Belotto, Bern., see Canaletto.
Beltrami, lAica, Lomb. A., b. 1855.

Bembo, Gian Franc, Crem. P., flor.

after 1500.

Berettini, Pietro, see Cortona.
Bergamasco, Guglielmo (Gugl. del

Grigi), Ven. A., d. 1550.
Bernini, Giov. Lor., Rom. A,, S.,

1598-1680.

Bertoldo di Giovanni, Flor. S., pupil
of Donatello and teacher of Michael
Angelo, d. 1491. — (lix).

Bianchi, Mose, Lomb. P., 1840-1904.
Bianco, Bart., Lomb. and Gen. A.,

d. 1654 (?). — (101).
Bibiena, Ant., son of the following,

Bol. A., 170f)-1774. — (471).

Bibiena, Ferdinando, Bol. A., 1657-

1743. — (471).

Bigarelli, Guido, Lomb. A., S., flor.

until 1250. — (xlii).

Bissolo, Franc, Ven. P., 1464-1545.

Boccaccino, Boccaccio, Crem. and
Ven. P., ca. 1467-1524. — (245).

Bologna, Giov. da (Jean Boulogne,
from Douai), Flem. and Flor. S.,

1524-1608. — (561).

Boltraffto (Beltrafflo) , Giov. Ant.,
Mil. P., pupil of Leon, da Vinci,
1467-1516. — (Iviii. 158).

Bonannus, Pis. A., S,, flor. ca. 1200.
- (513).

Bonasia, Bart., Mod. P., flor. ca.

1475.

Bonifazio dei Pitati, Ven. P., 1487-

1553. — (Ixv. 300. 352);

Bonone, Carlo, Ferr. P., 1569-1632.

Bonvicino, see Moretto.
Bordone, Paris, Ven. P., 1500-71. —

(Ixv. 352).

Borgognone (Bergognone) , Ambro-
gio, da Fossano, Mil. P., flor. 1480-

1523. — (158).

Botticelli, Al. or Sandro (Al. FiU-
pepi), Flor. P., pupil of Fra Fi-

lippo Lippi, 1444-1510. — (Ivi. 560).

Bramante, Donato, Umbr., Lomb.,
and Rom. A., P., 1444-1514. —
(1. xlix. Ivi. 158).

Bramantino (Bart. Suardi), Lomb.
P., pupil of Bramante, flor. 1503-36.
- (158).

Brea, Lod., Lig. P., pupil of Corrauo
de Allemagna, 1458-1519.

Bregno, Lor., Ven. S., d. 1524.

Briosco, Andrea, see Riccio.
— , Ben., Lomb. S., flor. after 1500.

Bronzino, Anq., Flor. P., pupil of
Pontormo, 1503-72. — (561).

Brueghel, Jan, the Elder, Flem. P.
of Brussels, son of Pieter the Elder,
1568-1625.

— , Pieter, the Elder, Netherl. P. of
Breda, ca. 1525-69.

— , Pieter, the Younger, Flem. P.

of Brussels, son of the preceding,
1564-1638.

Brunelleschi (Brunellesco) , Fil.,

Flor. A., S., 1377-1446. — (1. 560).

Briisasorci (Dom. Ricci), Ver. P.,

149.3-1567.

Brustoloni, Andr., Ven. wood-carver,
1662-1732.

Buggiano (Andrea di Lazzaro Ca-
valcanti), Flor. S., pupil of Dona-
tello, 1412-62.

Bugiardini, Giuliano, Flor. P., 1475-

1554.
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Buon, Bart., the Elder, son of Grio-

vanni, Ven. A., S., d. ca. 1465. —
(350).

— , Bart, (the Younger) Bergamasco,
Ven. A., d. before 1529.

— , Giov., Ven. A. and S., d. before
1443. — (350).

Buonarroti, see Michael Angelo.
Buonconsiglio , Giov. , surnamed
Marescalco, Vic. P., flor. 1497-1537.
- (323).

Biwnsignori, Franc, Ver. P., 1455-

1519.

Buontalenti, Bern., Flor. A., 1536-

1608.

Busti, Ag., see Bamhaia.

Cacciatori, Ben., Mil. S., 1795-1871.

Caccini, Giov. Batt., Flor. A., 1562-

1612.

C'agnola, Luigi, Lomb. A., 1762-1833.

Calegari, Ant., Bresc. S., 1698-1777.
-"(202).

Calidri, Ben., brother of P. Vero-
nese, Ven. P., 1538-98.

— , Carletto , son of P. Veronese,
Ven. P., 1572-96.

— , Gahriele, son of P. Veronese,
Ven. P., 1568-1631.

— , Paolo, see Veronese.
Cantaino, Tino di, Sien. S., d. 1337.

Cambidso, Luca, Gen. P., 1527-85.
- (101).

Camhio, Arnolfo di. Pis., Rom., and
Flor. A., S., assistant of Nice. Pi-

sano, 1232-ca. 1301. — (513. 559).

Campagna, Girol., Ver. and Ven. S.,

pupil of Danese Cattaneo, ca. 1550-

1623. — (.351).

Campagnola, T)om., Pad. P., ca. 1J81-

1561 (V).

Campi, Ant., son of the following,
Crem. P., d. ca. 1591. — (245).

— , Galeazzo, Crem. P., 1177-1536. —
r245).

, Giulio, son of the preceding,
Crem. P., 1502-72. — (24.5).

Campione, Bonino da, Lomb. and
Ver. S., flor. ca. 1357-74.

— , Maiteo da, Lomb. A., S., d. 1396.

Canaletto (Antonio Canale), Ven. P.,

1697-1768. — (352).
— (Bern. Belotto)^ Ven. P., 1724-80.
- (352).

Candnica, lAiigi, Lomb. A., 1764-1844.

Canova, Ant., Ven. and Horn. S.,

1757-1822.

Cantoni, Simone, Lomb. and Gen.
A., 1736-1818.

Capodiferro , Giov. Franc, Herg.
wood-carver, flor. after 1500.

Caporali, Bart., Umbr. P., 1420-99.

Caprina, Meodel, Flor. A., 1430-1501.

Caracci, Ag., Bol. P., 1557-1602. —
(Ixvi. 472).

— , Annibale, brother of Agostino,
Bol. P., 1560-1609. — (Ixvi. 472).

— , Lod. , cousin of the preceding,
Bol. P., 1555-1619. — (Ixvi. 472).

Caradosso, see Foppa.
Caravaggio, Michelangelo Amerighi
da, Lomb., Rom., and Neap. P.,

ca. 1565-1609. — (Ixvi).

Cariani, Giov. (Giov. Busi), Berg.
and Ven. P., ca. 1485-1541.

Caroto, Franc, Ver. P., 1470-1540.
— (300).

Carpaccio, Vittore, Ven. P., pupil
of Lazzaro Bastiani, flor. ca. 1480-

1520. — (351).

Carpi, Girol. da, Ferr. P., 1501-68.

Carracci, see Caracci.
Carriera, Rosalba, Ven. P., 1675-

1757.

Castagno, Andr. del, Flor. P., ca.

1410-57. — (Ivi. 560).

Castello, Gian Batt., Berg, and Gen.
A., P., 1509-ca. 1579.

Castiglione, Benedetto, Gen. P., 1616-

70. — (101).

Catena (Vine di Biagio), Ven. P.,

d. 1531.

Cattaneo, Danese, Ven., Pad., and
Ver. S., 1509-73.

Cavallino, Bern., Neap. P., 1622-58.

Cavazzdla (Paolo Morando), Ver. P.,

1486-1522. — (.300).

Cavedone, Giac, Bol. P., 1577-1660.

Cazzaniga, 7'omm. da, Lomb. S.,

flor. towards 1500.

Cellini, Benvenuto, Flor. S. and gold-
smith, 1500-72. — (561).

Cignani, Carlo, Bol. P., 1628-1719.

Cigoli (Lod. Cardi da), Flor. P.,

1559-1613. — (,561).

Cima (Gian Batt. C. da Conegliano),
Ven. P., 1459-1518. — (351).

Cimahue, Giov., Flor. P., 124oy-after
1302. — (xliii).

Cittadella, Alf., see Lomhardi.
CiufJ'aqni, Bern, di Piero, Flor. S.,

1385-14.56.

(Jiverchio, Vine, liomb. P., ca. 1.500.

Civitali, Maiteo, of Lucca, S., 1436-

1501. — (11 V. .529).

Claude Lorrain (G elide), Fr«Micli f*.,

1600-82.

dementi, Prdspero , S. in Keggio,
grandHon of Hart. Mpani, pupil of

Mirlwud Ang.'lo, d. 1584.

Clouet, Jchan, Nrtlwrl. - Kr.'n.li !».,

d. 1.540.

42»
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Codiicci, Moro, Veu. A., d. 1504. —
(350).

ConeglianOy Gian Batt. da, see Cima.
Correggio , Ant. Allegri da, Parm.

P., 1494-1534. — (Ixiv. 443).

Cortona, Pietro (Berettini) da, Flor.
A., P., and decorator, 1596-1669.

Cossa, Franc, Ferr. and Bol. P.,

1435-77. — (Ivii. 461).

Costa, Lor., Ferr. and Bol. P., 1460-

1535. — (Ivii. 461. 472. 315).

Covo, Batt., Mant. A., assistant of
Giulio Romano, flor. ca. 1530.

Cranach, Lucas, German P., 1472-

1553.

Credi, Lorenzo di, Flor. P., 1459-

1537. — (Iviii. 560).

Crespi, Daniele, son of the following.
Mil. P., 1590-1630. — (159).

— , Giov. Batt. (il Cerano), Mil. P.,

1557-1633. — (159).

— , Gilts. Maria, surnamed Lo Spa-
gnuolo, Bol. P., 1665-1747.

Crivelli , Carlo , Ven. P. , flor. ca.

1468-93. — (Ivii. 351. 165).

Cronaca (Simone Pollaiuolo), Flor.
A., 1454-1508. — (560).

T>amiano, Fra (Fra Damiano de'

Zamhelli), Berg, wood-carver, pupil
of Fra Seb. Schiavone, ca. 1490-1549.

Danti, Vine, Flor. S., 1530-76.

David, Gerard, Netherl. P., ca. 1460-

1523.

Dolcehuono, Giov. Giac. Lomb. A.,

8., pupil of Bramante, 1440-1506.

Dolci, Carlo, Flor. P., 1616-86. —
(561).

Domenichino (Dom. Zampieri), Bol.,
Rom., and Neap. P., A., 1582-1641.
— (Ixvi. 472).

Donatello (Donato di Niccolo di
Betto Bardi), Flor. S., 1386-1466.
— (liv. 560. 332).

Dosio, Giov. Ant., Flor. A., 1533-

after 1580.

Bosso Dossi (Giov. Dosso), Ferr. P.,

ca. 1479-1542. — (461).

— , Gian Batt., brother of the last,

Ferr. P., d. 1549.

Don , Gerard , Dutch P.
,

pupil of
Rembrandt, 1613-75.

Duccio, Sien. P., d. 1319. — (xliii).

— , Ag. d^Antonio di, Flor. S., A.,
1418-after 1481.

Duprd, Giov., of Siena, Flor. S.,

1817-82.

Durer, Albrecht, German P., 1471-
1528. — (576).

Dyck, Ant. van, Flem. P., 1599-1641.
— (101).

'Rlsheimer, Adam, Germ. P., 1578-1610.

Empoli, lac. Chimenti da, Flor. P.,

1554-1640.

Fabriano, Gentile da, Umbr. P., ca.

1370-1428. — (Ivi. 351).

Falconetto, Giov. Maria, Ver. and
Pad. A., P., 1458-1534. — (li).

Farinato, Paolo, Ver. P., 1524-1606.

Favretto, Giac, Ven. P., 1819-87.

Ferramdla, Floriano, Bresc. P., d.

1528.

Ferrari, Defendente, Pied. P., 1470-

1532. — (39).

— , Gaudenzio, Lomb. and Pied. P.,

pupil of Bramantino, ca. 1471-1546.
— (158. 40).

Ferruccl, Andr., Flor. S., 1465-1526.

Feti, Dom., Ven. and Flor. P., 1589-

ca. 1624.

Fleravanti, Aristotele, son of the
following, Bol. and Mil. A., d. 1486.
- (471).

— , Fieravante, Bol. A., ca. 1380-1447
- (471).

Fi6sole, Fra Giov. da, see Angelico.
—, Mino da, Flor. S., 1431-84. — (liv).

Filaretc. Ant. (Ant. Avej'ulino), Flor.

A., S., ca. 1400-69. — (158).

Finiguerra, Maso, Flor. goldsmith,
1427-after 1462.

Flore, lacobello del, Ven. P., flor.

1400-39.

Firenze, Andr. da, Flor. and Pis. P.,

follower of Giotto, d. after 1377.

Foggini, Giov. Batt., Flor. S., 1652-

1737.

Foligno, Nice (Alunno) di Libera-
tore da, Umbr. P., ca. 1430-1502.

Fontana,Annibale, Lomb. S., 1540-87.

— , Carlo, Rom. A., 1634-1714.

Foppa, Cristoforo, surnamed Cara-
dosso, Lomb. and Rom. goldsmith,
ca. 1452-1527. — (158).

-, Vine, Lomb. P., flor. 1457-1516.
— (Ivii. 158).

Formigine (Andr. Marchesi) , Bol.
A., S., flor. 1515-30. — (xlix. 471).

Francavilla, Pietro (Pierre Franche-
ville), of Cambrai, Flor. S., pupil
of Giov. da Bologna, 1548-ca. 1618.

Francesca, Pi4ro delta (Pietro di
Benedetto cZe' Franceschi), Umbr.-
Flor. P., pupil of Dom. Veneziano,
ca. 1420-92. — (Ivi).

Francia, Franc. (Raibolini), Bol.

P., S., 1450-1517. — (Ivii. 472).

— , Gidcomo, son of the last, Bol.

P., 1485-1557. — (472).

Franciabigio (Franc, di Cristofano),
Flor. P., 1482-1525. — (560).
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Furini, Franc., Flor. P.„ ca. 1600-

46. — (561).

Fusina, Andr., Lomb. S., d. 1526.

Q-addi, Agnolo, Flor. P., follower
of Giotto, d. 1396. — (560).

— , Gaddo, Flor. P., ca. 1260-1327.

— , TaddeOf Flor. P., A., pupil of
Giotto, d. 1366. — (560).

Gaggini, Dom., Lomb. and Gen. S.,

1425-92.

— , Pace, Lomb. and Gen. S., flor.

ca. 1500.

Garbo, Raffaellino del, Flor. P.,

1466-1524.

Garofalo (Benvenuto Tisi da), Ferr.

P.J 1481-1559. — (462).

Gerini, Nice, di Pietro, follower of
Giotto, ca. 1400.

Ghiberti, Lor. (di done), Flor. S.,

1381-1455. — (liii. 560).

Ghirlanddio, Dom. (Dom. Bigordi),
Flor. P., 1449-94. — (Ivi. 560).

— , Rid., son of the last, Flor. P.,
1483-1561. — (560).

Ghislandi , Fra Vitt. , surnamed H
Frate di Galgario, Berg, and Ven.
P., pupil of Seb. Borabelli, 1655-

1743. — (352).

Gianpietrino (Gian Pietro Rizzi),
Lomb. P., pupil of Leon, da Vinci,
flor. ca. 1508-21. — (158).

Giocondo, Fra, Ver. and Rom. A.,
1435-1515. — (1. 299).

Giolflno, Nice., Ver. P., flor. ca. 1486-

1518.

Giordano, Luca, surnamed Fapresto,
Neap. P., ca. 1632-1705.

Gdorgione (Giorgio Barharellif),
Ven. P., ca. 1477-1510. — (Ixiv.

351).

Giottino (Giotto di Maestro Stefano),
Flor. P., follower of Giotto, flor.

ca. 1.360-80. — (560).

Giotto (di Bondone), Flor. P., A.,
8., 1266-1337. — (xliii. 559. .332).

Goe«, Hu(jo van der, Flem. P., ca.
1420-82.'— (576).

Gdzzoli, Benozzo, Flor. and Pis. P.,

pnpil of Fra Angelico, 1420-97. —
(Ivi. .560. 513).

Granacci, Franc, Flor. P., 1469-
1543.

Grandi, Ercole di Giulio Cesare,
Ferr. P., d. 1535 (?).

Gtmrdi, Franc., Ven. P., 1712-93. —
(352).

Guariento, Pad. and Ven, P. flor.

towardB 1400. -- (.351).

Guarini, Gua/rino, Mod. and F^iod.

A., 1621-83. — (36).

Guercino, il (Giov. Franc. Barbieri),
Bol. and Rom. P., 1591-1666. —
(Ixvi. 459. 472).

Guglielmo, Fra (Fra Gugl. delV
Agnello), Pis. S., assistant of Nice.
Pisano, ca. 1243-after 1313.

Guilelmus, see Wiligelmus.

"H-ayez, Franc, Ven. and Mil. P.,

1791-1882.

Holbein, Hans, the Younger, Ger-
man P., 1497-1543.

Honthorst, Gerard (Gherardo della
Notte), Dutch P., 1590-1656.

Imola, Innocenzo da (Inn. Fran-
cucci), Bol. P., 1494-1550. — (472).

Induno, Girol., Mil. P., 1827-90.

luvara, Fil., Sicil., Rom., Pied., and
Lomb. A., pupil of Carlo Fontana,
1685-1735. — (36).

lK.auffnia7in, Maria Angelica, German
P., 1741-1807.

Kranach, see Cranach.

Tiandini, Taddeo, Flor. and Rom. S.,

d. 1594.

Lanini, Bernardino, Pied, and Lomb.
P., d. ca. 1578.

Lazzarini, Gregorio, Ven. P., 1657-

1735.

Leonardo da Vinci, Flor. and Mil.
P., S., and A., 1452-1519. — (Iviii.

560. 158).

Leoni, Leone, of Arezzo, Mil. S.,

1509-92.

Leopardi, AL, Ven. S., A., d. 1522.
— (Iv. 351).

Liberate da Verona, Ver. P., 1451-

1.536. — (300).

Libri, Girol. dai, Ver. P., 1474-1556.
— (300).

Licinio, Bernardino, Berg, and Ven.
P., flor. ca. 1511-44.

Ligozzi, lac, Flor. P., 1543-1627.

Lionardo, sec Leonardo.
Lippi, Filippino, son of the follow-

ing, Flor. P., ca. 1459-1504. — (560).

— , Fra Fil., Flor. P., ca. 1406-69.
— (Ivi. .560. 332).

Lombardi, Alf. (Alf. Cittadella),
Ferr. and Bol. S., 1497-1.537. — (472).

— , Ant. (Ant. Solari) , son of the
following, Ven. S., ca. 1462-1516.
— (xlix. Iv. 351).

— , Pietro (P. Solari), Ven. A., S.,

ca. 1435-1515. — (xlix. Iv. 350. 351).

— , Tullio (T. Solari) y won of tlio

last, Von. S. , ca. 1460-1532. —
(xlix. Iv. 351),
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Longhena, Baldassare,Yen. A., 1604-

82. — (350).

Longhij Al., son of Pietro, Ven. P.,

1733-1813. — (352).

— , Luca, Rav. P., 1507-80.

— , Pietro, Ven. P., 1702-85. — (352).

Lore7izetti, Anibrogio, brother of the
following, Sicn. P., flor. ca. 1330-50.

— , Pietro, Sien. P., flor. ea. 1309-48.

Lorenzo y Don (Lor. Monaco), Flor.

P., ca. 1370-1424?
Lotto, Lor., Ven. P., 1480-1556. —

(Ixv. 352).

Lnini, Bernardino, Lomb. P., pupil
of Bramantino, ca. 1470-1532. —
(Iviii. 158).

'M.agnani, Giov. Batt. , Parm. A.,
1571-1653.

Maiano, Ben. da, brother of Griuliano,

Flor. A., S., 1442-97. — (liv. 560).

— , Giuliano da, Flor. A., 1432-90.

Manetti, Ant., the Elder, Flor. A.,
pupil of Brunelleschi, ca. 1402- after
1460.

— , Ant., the Younger, son of the
last, Flor. A., flor. ca. 1450-80.

Mangone, Fahio, Lomb. A., 17th cent.

Mantegazza, Ant., brother of Cristo-
foro, Lomb. S., d. 1493.

— , Cristoforo, Lomb. goldsmith and
S., d. 1482. — (158).

Mantegna, Andr., Pad. and Mant. P.,

1430-1506. — (Ivii. 332. 315).

Maratta, Carlo, Rom. P., 1625-1713.

Marcantonio Raimondi, Bol. and
Rom. engraver, ca. 1488-1527.

Marchesi, Andr., see Fomiigine.
—, Pompeo, Lomb. S., 1789-1858.

Marconi, Rocco, Ven. P., d 1529. —
(352).

Marocchetti, Carlo, Pied. S., 1805-68.

Marone, Raffaello, da Brescia, wood-
carver, 1479-1560.

Martini, Simone, Sien. P., ca. 1285-

ca. 1344.

Marziale, Marco, Ven. P., flor. ca.

1492-1507.

Masaccio (Tomm. di Ser Giov. Guidi
da Castel San Giovanni), Flor. P.,

1401-28. — (Iv. 560).

Masolino (Tonvm. di Cristofano
Fini), Flor. P., teacher of Masaccio,
1383-1440? — (Iv).

Massari, Giorgio, Ven. A., flor. ca.

1730-53. — (350).

Massegne, Giacomello and Pierpaolo
dell'e, Ven. S., flor. ca. 1388-1417.
— (350).

Master of the Death of the Virgin,
Flera. P., flor. after 1500.

Matsys, or Massys, Quinten, Flera.
P., 1466-1530.

Mazza, Gius., Bol. S., ca. 1600-80.

Mazzdla, Fil., father of Parmigianino,
Parm. P., d. 1505.

— , Franc, see Parmigianino.
Mazzolino, Lod., Ferr. P., 1481-1530.
- (462).

Mazzoni, Guido, surnamed 11 Mo-
danino, Mod. S., 1450-1518. — (Iv.

452).

Melone, Altobello da, Crem. P., flor.

after 1500. — (245).

Memling, Hans, of Mayence, Netherl.
P., 1430-94.

Memmi, Lippo, Sien. P., pupil of Si-

mone Martini, d. 1352.

Mengoni, Gius., Lomb. A., 1827-77.

Mengs, Anton Raphael, German P.,

1728-79.

Messina, Antonello da, Sicil. and
Ven. P., ca. 1430-79. — (351).

Metsu, Gabriel, Dutch P., ca. 1630-67.

Michael Angelo Buonarroti, Flor. and
Rom. S., P., and A., 1474-1564. —
(lix. li. 560. 472).

Michelozzo, Flor. A., S., 1396-1472. —
(560. 158).

Milano, Giov. da, Flor. P., follower
of Giotto, flor. ca. 1349-69. — (560).

Minio, Tiziano, Pad. and Ven. S.,

pupil of lac. Sansovino, 1517-52.

Modena, Barnaba da. Mod., Lig., and
Pis. P., flor. ca. 1367 -after 1384. —
(451).

— , Tomm. da (Tomm. Barisini), P.
of Modena and Treviso, d. before
1391. — (451).

Mdnaco, Lor., see Lorenzo, Don.
Montagna, Bart., Vic, P., ca. 1450-

1523. — (323).

Montelupo, Baccio da, Flor. S., P.,

1469-1535.

— , Raffaello da, son of Baccio, Flor.

S., 1505-67.

Montdrfano, Giov. di, Lomb. P., flor.

1448-71.

Montdrsoli, Fra Giov. Ang., Flor.

S., A., assistant of Michael Angelo,
1507-63.

Morando, Paolo, see Cavazzola.
Morelli (Dom. Soliero), Neap. P.,

1826-1901.

Moretto da Brescia (Al. Bonvicino),
Bresc. P., pupil of Floriano Ferra-
mola, 1498-1555. — (262).

Morone, Dom.,Yer. P., b. 1442.— (300).

— , Franc, son of the preceding, Ver.
P., 1474-1529. — (300).

Moroni, Giov. Batt., Berg, and Bresc.
P., d. 1577. — (262).
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Munari, Pellegrino (Aretusi), Mod.
and Ferr. P., d. 1523.

Murano, Ant. and Bart, da, see Vi-
varini.

— , Giov. da, see Alemannus.
Murillo, Bartolomi Est^han, Span.

P., 1617-82.

Nese, Cellino di, S., of Pistoia and
Pisa, flor. ca. 1334-75.

Nicolaus, Mod., Ferr., and Ver. S.,

flor. ca. 1100. — (xlii).

Notte, Gher. delta, see Honthorst.
Nuvolone, Carlo Franc, Lomb. P.,

ca. 1608-61. — (159).

Oggiono, Marco d\ Mil. P., pupil of

Leonardo, ca. 1470-ca. 1530. — (158).

Omodeo, see Amadeo.
Onofri, Vine, Bol. S., pupil of Nice.
dalP Area, flor. ca. 1480-1506. —
(472).

Orcagna (Andr. di done), Flor. A.,

S., and P., pupil of Giotto, 1308?-
1368. — (560).

Ortola7io (Giamhattista Benvenuti),
Ferr. P., ca. 1460-1529. — (461).

"Padovanino (Al. Varotari), Ven. P.,

1590-1650. — (352).

Paggi, Giov. Batt., Gen. P., 1554-1627.
- (101).

Pagliano, Eleuterio, Mil. P., 1826-

1903.

Palladio, Andr., Vic. and Ven. A.,
1518-80. — (li. xlviii. 324. 350).

Palma Giovane, lac, Ven. P., 1544-

1628. — (352).
— Vecchio (lac Negretti), of Serina,

Ven. P., ca. 1480-1528. — (Ixiv.

351).

Palmezza,no, Marco, P. of the Ro-
ma^na, H 56-1 53 7.

Panetti, Dom., Ferr. P., 1460-1512.

Parmiqianino (Franc Mazzdla),
Parra. P., 1503-40. — (443).

Parodi, Fil., Gen. A., S., d. 1702.

Pasini, Alberto, Pied. P., 1826-99.

Pellegrini, see Tibaldi.
Penni, Franc, Hurnaraed Tl Fattore,

Flor. and Rom. P., pupil of Raphael,
1488-1528. — (Ixiii).

Pertigino, Pietro (Pietro Vanned),
Umbr. and Flor., P., pupil of Pioro
dfdla Francesca, teacher of Raphael,
1116-1.524. — (Ivi. Ixii).

Peruzzi, Baldassarc, 8ien. and Rom.
A., P., 1481-1.537. — (li. 471).

Pesellino (Franc, di Htefano), ne-
phew of Pesello, Flor. P., 1422-57.

(.560).

Pesello (Giul. d^Arrigo), Flor. P., S.,

A., 1367-1446.

Petrini, Gius. Ant., Lomb. P., 1677-

1758.

Piazza, Calisto, da Lodi, Lomb. and
Ven. P., 1524-57.

Piazzetta, Giov. Batt., Ven. P., 1682-

1754.

Piermarini, Gius., of Foligno, Lomb.
A., pupil of Luigi Vanvitelli, 1734-

1806. — (159).

Piero di Cosimo (Pietro di Lorenzo),
Flor. P., 1462-1521. — (Ivii. 560).

Pinturicchio (Bernardino Betti),

Umbr. P., 1454-1513. — (Ivi).

Piola, Pellegrino, Gen. P., 1607-30.

Piombo, Sebasi. del, see Sebastiano.
Pisanello (Ant. Pisano), Ver. P. and

medallist, ca. 1395-1455. — (300.

315. 351. 461).

Pisano Andr. (Andr. di Ugoli7io
Nini), Pis. and Flor. S., A., pupil
of Giov. Pisano, 1273-1348. — (xlii.

513).

— , Ant., see Pisanello.
— , Giov., Pis. A., S., son of Niccolo,

ca. 1250-ca. 1331. — (xlii. 513).

— , Nice, Pis. A., S., ca. 1220- ca.

•1280. -— (xlii. 513. 471).

— , Nino, Pis. and Flor. S., son of

Andrea, d. before 1368. — (xlii. 513).

Pittoni, Giov. Batt., Ven. P., 1687-

1767.

Ploti, Bartolino, of IsTovara, Ferr. and
Mant. A., d. 1406.

Poccetti, Bernardino, Flor. P., 1542-

1612.

Poccianti, Pasquale, Flor. A., flor.

ca. 1850.

Pollack, Lod., Lomb. A., 1752-1806.

Pollaiuolo, Ant., Flor. S., P., A., 1429-

98. — (Ivi. 560).

— , Piero, Flor. S., P., brother of An-
tonio, 1443 -ca. 1495. — (Ivi. 560).

Ponte, Ant. da, Ven. A., 1512-97. —
(350).

— , Franc, lac, Leandro da, see

Bassano.
Pontormo, lac da, Flor. P., 1494-1557.
— (560).

Pordenone (Giov. Ant. Sacchi da P.),

Friulian and Ven. P., 1483-1539. —
(Ixv. 352).

Porta, Bart, della, see Bartolomeo.
— , Giac della, Lomb. A., S., 1541-

1604.

— , Gu(il. della, Lomb. and Rom. S.,

ca. 1516-77.

PouHsin, Gaspard (G. Dughet),
French P., 1613-75.

-, Nicolas, French P., 1594-1665.
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Predis, Amhrogio de, Lomb. P., pupil
of Leon, da Yinci, ca. 1450 -ca.

1520.

Previtali , Andr. , surnamed Corde-
gliaghi, Berg, and Yen. P., pupil of
Giov. Bellini, d. 1528. — (351).

PriTnaticciOy Franc, Bol. and Mant.
P., 1490-1570. — (315).

Procaccini, Camillo, son of the fol-

lowing, Mil. P., 1546 -ca. 1609. —
(159).

— , Ercole, the Elder, Mil. P., 1522-

after 1591. — (159).

— , Ercole, the Younger, Mil. P., 1596-

1676. — (159).

— , GiuUo Cesare, brother of Camillo,
Mil. P., 1548 -ca. 1626. — (159).

Puget, Pierre, French S., follower of
Bernini, 1622-94.

Puligo, Dom., Flor. P., pupil of Rid.
Ghirlandaio, 1475-1527.

Qluercia, lac. della (or 7. della Fonte),
Sien., Lucchesc, and Bol. S., 1374-

1438. — (liv. Ix. 472).

B^affaello, see Raphael.
Raibolini, Franc, see Francia.
Raimondi, see Marcantonio Rai-
mondi.

Ramenghi, Bart., see Bagnacavallo.
Raphael (Raffaello di Giov. Santi),

of Urbino, Umbr., Flor., and Rom.
P., A., 1483-1520. — (Ixi. li. 560).

Rembrandt Harmensz van Ryn,
Dutch P., 1606-69.

Reni, Guido, Bol. P., 1574-1642. —
(Ixvi. 472).

Rihera, Gius., surnamed lo Spagno-
letto, Span, and Neap. P., 1588-1652.
- (Ixvi).

Ricchini, Franc Maria, Lomb. A.,
flor. ca. 1605-51. — (158).

Ricciarelli, Daniele, see Volterra.
Riccio (Andr. Briosco), Pad. S., A.,

1470-1532. — (li. Iv).

Rizzo, Ant., Yer. and Yen. A., S., ca.

1430 -ca. 1498. — (xlix. 350. 351).

Rohhia, Andr. della, nephew of Luca,
Flor. S., 1435-1525.

— , Giov. della, son of the last, Flor.
S., 1469-1529?

— , Luca della, Flor. S., 1400-82. —
(liii. 560).

Roberti, Ercole de\ Ferr. and Bol. P.,
ca. 1450-96. — (Ivii. 461).

Robuati, see Tintoretto.
Rodari, Tomm., Lomb. S., A., flor.

ca. 1487-1533. — (158).

Romanino (Girol. Romano), Bresc.
P., 1485-1566. — (262).

Romano, Gian Cristdforo, Rom. and
Lomb. S., ca. 1465-1512.

—, Giulio (G. Pippi), Rom. and Mant.
P., A., pupil of Raphael, 1492-1546.
- (li. Ixiii. Ixiv. 315).

Rondinelli, Nice, Rav. and Yen. P.,

pupil of Griov. Bellini, flor. ca. 1500.- (351).

Rosa, Salvator, Neap, and Rom. P.,

1615-73.

Rosselli, Cosimo, Flor. P., 1439-1507.
- (Ivii).

Rossellino, Ant. (Ant. di Matteo Gam-
berelli), brother of Bernardo, Flor.

S., A., 1427 -ca. 1478. — (liv).

— , Bern., Flor. and Rom. A., S., 1409-

64. — (1. liv).

Rossi, Dom., Yen. A., d. 1742.— (350).

Rosso (Giov. di Bartolo), Flor. S., as-

sistant of Donatello, d. after 1451.
— Fiorentino (Rosso de^ Rossi), Flor.

P., assistant of Andr. del Sarto,
d. 1541. — (560).

Rovezzano , Ben. da , Flor. S. , 1476-

1556.

Rubens, Peter Paul, Flem. P., 1577-

1640. — (101. 316).

Ruggeri, Ant. Maria, Lomb. A., flor.

ca. 1725.

Rustici, Giov. Franc, Flor. S., pupil
of Leon, da Yinci, 1474-1554. — (liv).

Ruysdael, Jacob van, Dutch P., ca.

1628-82.

Salaino, Andr., Mil. P., pupil of

Leon, da Yinci, flor. ca. 1495-1515.
- (158).

Salvi, Giov. Batt., see Sassoferrato.
Sanctis, Andreolo de. Yen. and Pad.

S., d. 1377. — (350).

San Daniele, Pellegrino da (also

called Martino da Udine), Friulian
P., ca. 1460? -1547.

Sangallo, Ant. da, the Elder, Flor.
A., 1455? -1534.

— , Ant. da, the Younger (Ant. Cor-
diani) J nephew of the last, Flor.
A., 1483-1546. — (li).

— , Franc da, son of Giuliano, Flor.

S., 1494-1576.

— , Giuliano da, brother of Antonio
the Elder, Flor. A., 1445? -1516.

Sangiorgio, Abbondio, Mil. S., 1798-

1879.

San Giovanni, Giov. (Manozzi) da,
Flor. P., 1599-1636. — (561).

Samnicheli, Michele,Yer., Umbr., and
Yen. A., 1484-1559. — (li. 300).

Sansovino, Andr. da (Andr. Contucci,
of Monte Sansavino), Flor. and Rom.
S., 1460-1529. — (liv).
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Sansovino, lac. (lac. Tatti), Flor.,

Rom., and Ven. A., S., pupil of the
last, 1486-1570. — (li. 350. 351).

Santa Croce, Franc, da, the Younger,
Ven. P., pupil of Giov. Bellini, flor.

after 1500.

, Girol. da, Yen. P., pupil of

Giov. Bellini, d. ca. 1550.

Santi, Giov., father of Raphael,
Umbr. P., d. 1494. — (Ixii).

— , Raffaello, see Raphael.
— di Tito, Flor. P., 1538-1603.

fifar(Zi,Gms.,Yen.A., 1630-99.— (350).

Sarto, Andr. del (A. d^Agnolo), Flor.

P., 1486-1531. — (Ixii. 560).

Sassoferrato (Giov. Batt. Salvi),
Rom. P., 1605-85.

Savoldo, Giov. Girol., Bresc. P.,

1508-48. — (262).

Scamozzi, Vine, Ven. A., 1552-1616.
— (lii. 350. 324).

Scarpagnino (Ant. Abhondi) , Ven.
A., d. 1549. — (350).

Scarsellino (Ippolito Scarsella),
Ferr. P., 1551-1620.

Schiavone (Andr. Meldolla), Ven. P.,

ca. 1522-82.

— , Fra Seb., of Rovigno, Ven. wood-
carver, ca. 1420-1505.

— , Gregorio, Pad. P., flor. 1441-70.

Schidone, Bart., Mod. P., d. 1615.

Sebastiano del Piombo (Seb.huciani),
Ven. and Rom. P., 1485-1547. —
(Ixi. Ixv. 352).

Seregni, Vine, Lomb. A., 1503-91.
- (158).

Serlio, Seb., Bol. A., 1475-1552. —
(li. 471).

Sesto, Cesare da. Mil. P., pupil of
Leon. daVinci, ca. 1480-1521.— (158).

Settignano, Desiderio da, Flor. S.,

1428-64. — (liv).

Signorelli, Luca, Tuscan and Umbr.
P., pupil of Piero della Francesca,
ca. 14,50-1523. — (Ivi).

Sddoma, il (Giov. Ant. Bazzi), Ijomh.,
Sien., and Rom. P., ca. 1477-1549.
— (Ixiii. 1.58).

Solari, Cristdforo, surnamed II Gob-
bo, Mil. S., A., d. 1527. — (liv. 1.58).

— , Guiniforte, Lomb. A.. 1429-81.

Solario, Andr., brother or Cristoforo
iSolari, Lomb. P., flor. 1495-1515. —
(Iviii. 158).

Spa/la, JAonello, Bol. P., 1576-1621.
- (472).

Spagnoletto, see Rihera.
Spani, Bart, (also called //. Cleinenti),

S., A., in ReKK»^7 1468 -after 1.5.38.

Sperandio, Nice, Mant. and Ferr. S.,

A., P., ca. 1425 -ca. 1495.

Spinello Aretino, Flor. P., follower
of Giotto, d. 1410. — (560).

Squarcione, Franc, Pad. P., 1397-

1474. — (332).

Strozzi, Bern, (il Cappuccino or il

PreteGenovese), Gen. P., 1581-1644.
- (101).

Sustermans, Justus, Flem. P., work-
ed in Florence, 1597-1681.

Tabacchi, Odoardo, Lomb. and Pied.
S., 1831-1905.

Tacca, Pietro, Flor. S., pupil of Giov.
da Bologna, ca. 1577-1640.

Tafl, Andr., Flor. P., ca. 1250 -after
1320.

Tagliafico, Andr., Gen. A., 1729-1811.

Tamagnino (Ant. della Porta), Lomb.
and Gen. S., flor. ca. 1500.

Tantardini, Ant., Lomb. S., pupil of
Pompeo Marchesi, 1829-79.

Tatti, lac, see Sansovino.
Teniers, David, the Younger, Flera.

P., 1610-90.

Terribilia (Ant. Morandi), Bol. A.,
d. 1568. — (xlix. 471).

Thorvaldsen, Bertel, S., of Copen-
hagen, 1770-1844.

Tiarini, Al., Bol. P., 1577-1668. —
(472).

Tibaldi (Pellegrino Pellegrini), Bol.
and Lomb. A., P., 1527-97. — (471-

158).

TiSpolo, Giov. Batt., Ven. P., pupil
of Gregorio Lazzarini, 1696-1770. —
(352).

— , Giov. Dom., son and pupil of the
last, 1726-1804.

Tintoretto, Dom. (Dom. Robusti),
son of the following, Ven. P., 1562-

1637.

— , il (lac Robusti), Ven. P., 1518-

1594. — (Ixv. 352).

Tirali, Andr., Ven. A., ca. 1660-1737.

Tisi, Benvenuto, see Garofalo.
Titian (Tiziano Vecelli), of Pieve di

Cadore, Ven. P., ca. 1487-1576. —
(Ixiv. 351).

Tito, Ettore, Ven. P., b. 1859.

Torbido, Franc, (il Moro), Ver. P.,

d. after 1546.

Traini, Franc, Pis. P., ca. 1350.

Tremignan, Al. , Ven. A., flor. ca.

1680-90. — (350).

Treviso, Girol. da, the Younger
(Girol. Pennacchi), Friulian and
Ven. v., 1497-1544.

Triachini, Bart., Bol. A., 1500-65.
- i^n).

Tribolo (Nice Pericoli) , Flor. S.,

1485-1550.
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Tura, Cosinio, Ferr. P., 1130-95. —
(Ivii. 461).

JJccello Paolo (Paolo di Dono), Flor.

P., 1397-1475. — (560. 332).

Udi7ie, Giov. Namii da, Ven. and
Rom. P., assistant of Raphael, 1487-

1564. — (Ixiii. 422).

Yaga, Perin del, Flor., Rom., and
a'en. P., pupil of Raphael, 1499-1547.
— (Ixiii. Ixiv).

Van DijcJc, see Dyck.
Vanucci, Pictro, see Perugino.
Vanvitelli, Lniigi, Rom. P., A., 1700-73.

Vai'otariy Al., see Padovanino.
Vasdri, Giorgio, Flor. P., A., and
historian of art, 1512-74. — (561).

Vecchietta (Lorenzo di Pietro), Sien.

S., A., P., ca. 1412-80.

Vecelli, Franc, Ven. P., brother of
Titian, d. 1559.

— , Marco, Ven. P., nephew of Titian,
1545-1611.

— , Tiziano, see Titian.
Vela, Vine, Lomb. S., 1822-91.

Velazquez (Diego Rodriguez de Sil-

va v.). Span. P., 1599-1660.

Veneto, Bart., Crem. and Ven. P.,

flor. 1502-46.

Veneziano, Ant., Flor. and Pis. P.,

follower of Griotto, d. ca. 1387.

— , Dom. (Dom. diBartolomeo), Flor.
P., ca. 1400-61.

Venusti, Marcello, Rom. P., pupil of
Michael Angelo , 1515-79. — (Ixi).

Verona, Fra Giov. da, wood-carver,
pupil of Fra Seb. Schiavone, 1457-

1525.

— , Martino da, Ver. P., follower of
Altichiero, ca. 1400. — (300).

— , Michele da, Ver. P., pupil of Dom.
Morone, flor. ca. 1500.

Veronese, Paolo (P. Caliari), Ver. and
Ven. P., 1528-88. — (Ixv. 300. 352).

Verrocchio, Andr. (A. di Michele di
Franc, done), Flor. S., P., 1436-88.
- (liv. Ivi. 560).

Vice7itino, A^idr. (A. Michieli), Ven.
P., 1539-1614.

Vignola (Giac. Barozzi), Bol. and
Rom. A., 1507-73. — (li. 455).

Vincenzo, Ant. di, Bol. A., ca. 1350-

1401 ? — (471).

Viti, Timoteo (or Tim. della Vite),

Bol. and Umbr. P., Raphael's first

teacher, 1467-1523. — (Ixii. 472).

Vittoria, Al., Ven. S., A., 1525-1608.
- (351).

Vivarini, Alvise (or Luigi), Ven. P.,

ca. 1446 -ca. 1504. — (351).

— , Ant. (Ant. da Miirano), Ven. P.,

flor. 1440-70. — (351).

— , Bart. (Bart, da Murano) , Ven.
P., flor. 1450-99. — (351).

Volterra, Danieleda(I). Ricciarelli),
Rom. P., S., pupil of Michael An-
gelo, 1509-66. — (Ixi).

— , Franc, da, Flor. and Pis. P.,

follower of Giotto, flor. ca. 1340-75.

'Weyden, Rogier van der, Flem. P.,

ca. 1400-64.

Wiligelmus (or Guilelmus), Mod.,
Ferr., and Ver. S., flor. ca. 1100.
- (xlii).

Wouverman, Philips, Dutch P.,

1619-68.

Zelotti, Giamhattista , Ver. P., as-

sistant of P. Veronese, 1532-92.

Zenale, Bernardino, Lomb. P., 1436-

1526.

Zevio, Altichiero da, Ver. and Pad.
P., flor. ca. 1376 -after 1390. — (xlv.

300).

Zoppo, Marco, Bol., Pad., and Ferr.

P., pupil of Squarcione, 1433-98.

Zucchero (Zuccaro), Fed., Flor. P.,

1560-1609. — (Ixvi).
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Argenta 468.
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Armeno 239.
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Arnaz 70.

Ami 148.
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Arola 89.

Arona 239.

Arosio 197.
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Asiago 329.
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Asso 197.
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Aulla 450.

Avena 559.
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Avio 25.
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Aviso 76.
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Azzano 206.

Azzate 222.
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— di Fiesole 650.
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— di S. Maria in Pom-
poHO 467.
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del Masino 214.

di Bormio 21(5.
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Bagni di Montecatini536.
— di Nerone 147.
— di S. Giuliano 528.
— di Val Calaona 458.
— di Yinadio 55.

Bagno a Ripoli 654.

Bagnolo in Piano 441.
— S. Vito 321.

Bagolino 277.

Baiardo 125.

Baldo, Monte 292.

Balerna 17.
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Ballabio Inferiore 196.

Balma 87.

Balme 65.

Balmuccia 91.

Bandol 19.

Bar, Monte 15.

Baracca 138.

Baranca, Colle di 91.
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— Comerio 224.
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Barbarano 282.

Barbarasco 450.

Barbe 232.

Barco 440.
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Bardalone 491.

Bardolino 289.

Bardonecchia 2.
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Barga 536.

Bargagli 437.

Barge 52.

Barghe 277.

Barni 197.

Barolo 59.

Barone, Monte 92.

Barricate 55.

Barro, Monte 202.
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Barzio 196.
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Bassano 27.

Bastia 58.
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— , Punta di 209.
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— , Cima 537.
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Besozzo 220.
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Bogn, Bay of 272.
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tana 479.
— Salvatore 473.— Scpolcro 481.
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481.
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483.
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gnola 488.
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Bonzo 65.
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Borghotto di Vara 138.

S. Spirito 119.
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a Mozzano 535.

di Terzo 257.
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Rorgo S. Donniuo 438.
— S. Loieuzo 507.

Boigosesia 92.

Borgotaro 449.

Borgo Ticino 5.

— Vercelli 83.

Borgunto 653.

Bormio 216.

Borno 274.

Borromean Islands 236.

Borselli 657.

Borzoli 62.

Borzonasca 137.

Bosco 15.

— Chiesauuova 313.

Boscolungo 492.
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Botta 254.
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Bourg-St-Maurice 77.
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Bovegno 276.
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208.
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Bra 59.

Bracco 138.
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Bramapane, Monte 141.

Branzi 256.

Braus, Col de 57.

Bre (Lago di Lugano) 14.

— (near Locarno) 229.

— , Monte 14.

Bregagno, Monte 211.

Breglia 210.

Breglio 57.

Brembana, Valle 254.

]>ierabilla 254.

Brenner 22.

Brenno 223.

Breno 274.

Brenta, Canale di 27.

Brentino 292.

Brentonico 292.

Brescia 260.

Antiquities , Museum
of 265.

Aqueduct, Roman 269.

Biblioteca Queriniana
264.

Broletto 264.

Capitol 265.

Casa Fortunate 263.

Case del Gambero 263.

Brescia

:

Castello 269.

Chiesa della Pace 268
Cimitero 268.

Colle Cidneo 269.

Corso Palestro 263.
— Zanardelli 263.

Duomo Nuovo 264.
— Vecchio 264.

Forum 265.

Loggia, La 263.

Madonna dei Miracoli
262.

Mediaeval Museum 266.

Monte di Pieta 263.

Monuments

:

Arnold of Brescia
267.

Garibaldi 268.

Moretto 267.

Spcri 265.

Zanardelli 262.

Municipio 263.

Museo del Risorgi-
mento 269.

— Eta Cristiana 266.

Romana 265.

Palazzo Calzavellia
263.

— Martinengo Collc-
oni 267.

della Fabbrica
263.

Villagana 262.
— Ragnoli 263.
— Salvadego 263.
— Uggeri 268.

Piazza Carducci 265.
— del Duomo 264.
— della Loggia 263.
— Moretto 267.

Picture Gallery 267.

Pinacoteca Martinengo
267.

Porta Bruciata 264.

Ronchi 269.

Rotonda, La 264.

San Clemente 266.
— Cristo 266.
— Filiastro 264.
— Francesco 262.
— Giovanni Evange-

lista 268.
— Michele 266.
— Pietro in Oliveto

269.
— Salvatore 266.

Sant' Afra 267.

Santa Giulia 266.

Sant' Agostino 265.
— Alessandro 267.

Brescia

:

Santa Maria Calchera
266.

del Carmine 268.

delle Grazie 268.

del Solario 266.

Santi Faustino e Gio-
vita 269.

— Nazzaro eCelso262.
Teatro, Grande 263.

Theatre, Roman 265.

Torre della Pallata
268.

— dell' Orologio 264.
— Mirabella 269.

Via Emilia 265.

Brescian Alps, the 270.

Bressana 243.

Breuil, Le 71.

BrianQon 2.

BrianQonnais, the 53.

Brianza, the 196.

Briasco, Monte 89.

Bricherasio 51.

Brienno 205.

Briga 56.

Briglia 491.

Brigue 4.

Brinzio 222.

Briona 92.

Brione 229.

— , Monte 292.

BrisigheBa 507.

Brissago 231.

Bristenstock 7.

Brivio, Val 219. 223.

Brixen 23.

Brondolo 459.

Broni 433.

Bronzone, Monte 271.

BrouiUot 79.

Brouis, Col de 57.

Brozzi 527.

Brozzo 276.

Brunate 201.

Brunnen 7.

Brusa, Monte 450.

Brusasco 82.

Brusimpiano 219.

Brusino Arsizio 219.

Brusson 70.

Brusuglio 197.

Burano 415.

Buronzo 5.

Busalla 63.

Buse, Vetta delle 293.

Bussaia, Monte 55.

Bussana 121.

Busserailles, Gouffre des
71.

1
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Busseto 247.

Bussoleno 3.

Busto Arsizio 6.

Byron's Grotto 142.

Cademario 15.

Cadenabbia 207.

Cadenazzo 227.

Caggio, Monte 125.

Cagiallo 15.

Cagnes 20.

Caieca, Punta 133.

Cagnola, Villa 220.

Calci, Valle di 522.

Calcinate del Pesce 222.

Calcio 259.

Calde 232.

Caldiero 322.

Caldine 508.

Caldonazzo 26.

Caleppio 257.

Calizzano 59.

Galliano 24.

Callieri 55.

Calmasino 289.

Calolzio 195.

Calprino 14,

Caluso Canavese 67.

Camaiore 147.

Camaldoli 6.58.

Cambiano-Santena 60.

Cambiasca 235.

Cambrigar 292.

Camerata Cornello 255.

Cameri 83.

Camerlata 18.

Camilla, Isola 222.

Camnago 18,— Volta 202.

Camoghe, Monte 16.

Camogli 132.

Camonioa, Val 273.

CamoHcio, Corno del 69.

CamoHino, Monte 89,

Campagnolo 287.

Campaldino 6.57.

Carnpelli, Passo di 273.

Canipello, Colnia di 91.— Monti 91.

Campertogno 92.

Campostro 15.

(Jampiello 329.

Cainpiglia Ceivo 87.— 8oana 66.

Carapiglio, Colic 222.

Campione(Iiago di Garda)
286.

— (Lago di Lugano) 219.
— , Monto 209.

Campo (I.ago di Como)
206.

Campo dei Fiori, Monte
222.— Formio 422.

Campogrosso, Passo 329.

Campoligure 62.

Campomorone 63.

Camporciero, Val 79.

Camporgiano 450.

Camposampiero 330.

Candeli 654.

Candelo 85.

Candoglia 5.

Canepa 132.

Cannero 232.

Cannes 20.

Cannobina, Valle 231.

Cannobio 231.

Canobbio 14.

Canossa 440.

Canove di Roana 329.

Cantalupo-Castcllazzo
59.

Canto Alto, Monte 254,

Cantoira 65.

Cantone, Isola del 63.

Cantii 202.

Canzo 197.

— , Corni di 209.

Caorle 426.

Caorso 248.

Cap d'Ail 21.

Capenardo, Monte 138.

Capio, Monte 91.

Capizzone 254.

Capo di Ponte 274.

Capolago 16.

Capo Strada 492.

Capraia 527.

Caprasio, Monte 3.

Caprese 660.

Capriasca, Valle 15.

Caprigliola-Albiano 4.50.

Caprino 15.

— Veronese 289.

Caraglio 54.

Carasco 137.

Carate Brianza 19-1

.

— Lario 205.

Caravaggio 2.58.

Carcegna 239.

Carcoforo 91.

Cardoso 148.

Carcggi 6.50.

Carom a 69.

Careno 205.

CarCHcioue 201.

Carignano 48.

('arimato 18.

Car] si o 5.

Carlotta, Villa 208.

Carmagnola 58.

Carmelo, Monte 119.

Carmignano (near Era-
poli) 527.

— (near Vicenza) 328.

Carnate 195.

Carona (near Lugano) 14.

— (Valle Brembana) 256.

Caronella, Passo di 257.

Carpane 27.

Carpi 322.

Carpineti 441
Carrara 144.

Carre 329.

Carrodano 138.

Carugo 197.

Carza, Monte 232.

Casaccia 657.

Casalbuttano 259.

Casalecchio di Reno 490.

Casale Monferrato 83.

Casalino 658.

Casalmaggiore 269.

Casalpusterlengo 434.

Casano Albese 202.

Casarola, Monte 450.

Casarsa 421.

Casarza Ligure 138,

Casbeno 224.

Casciago 222.

Cascina 526.

Casentino Valley 656.
Casima 17.

Casina 441.

Casino Boario 274.

Casle, Monte 218.

Casletto-Rogeno 202.

Casotto 58.

Cassano d'Adda 2.58.

Cassarate 13.

Cassis 19.

Cassone 287.

Castagnola 13.

— , Punta 234,

Castagnole Lanze 59,

Casteggio 433.

Castel Bolognese 493.
— di Poggio 653.

Castelfranco d'Emilia
441.

Voneto 29.

Castelguolfo 438.

Castellamonte 65.

CaKtoUana, Mte, di 142,

Castellanza 83.

('astellarano 455.

CastcIPArquato 437,

Castellazzo, Monto 141.

OaHtellotto di Brenz(nie
288.

Castel lo (Florttnco) 649.

(Lugano) 10.^
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Castello, Cima 91.

— , Monte (near Rapallo)
136.

— , Monte (near Sestri)

138.
— Baradello 201.
— Dante 24.

— dell' Ambrogiana 527.
— di Brenzone 287.
— di Calde 232.
— di Gaglianico 86.
— di Godego 29.

— di Vincigiiata 653.
— Savoia 69.

Castellucchio 247.

Castelmaggiore 460.

Castelnovo ne' Monti
441.

Castelnuovo 27.

— d'Asti 60.

— di Garfagnana 450.
— di Magra 143.
— di Verona 260.
— Scrivia 244.

Castel S. Genesio 82.

— S. Giovanni 433.
— S. Niccolo 656.
— S. Pietro (Val di

Muggio) 17.

d'Emilia 492.

Casterino 56.

Castiglioncello 525.

Castiglione Chiavarese
138.

— dei Pepoli 491.
— delle Stiviere 269.
— d'Intclvi 206.
— Olona 224.

Castiglioni 650.

Castione 9.

— Veronese 288.

Castro 272.

— , Sasso di 490.

Cattaio, Castle of 457.

Cavagnola 206.

Cavagnolo 82.

Cavaion 289.

Cavalciotto, II 491.

Cavallerraaggiore 53.

Cavallino 15.

Cavallone, Pian 235.

Cava Manara 243.

Cavandone 235.

Cava Tigozzi 244.

Cavazuccherina 426.

Cavernago 253.

Cavezzo 455.
Cavi 137.

Cavo Tassone, Canal 459,

Cavour 51.

Cavriago 440,

Ceceri, Monte 653.

Cedegolo 275.

Ceggia 426.

Celle Ligure 118.

Ceneda 421.

Ceneri, Monte 9.

Cengio 60.

Ceniga 294.

Centallo 53.

Cento 459.
— Croci, Passo di 138.

Ceole 294.

Cepina 216.

Ceraino 25.

Cercina 650.

Cerea 321.

Ceres (Serre) 81.

— (Stura Valley) 65.

Ceresole Reale 66.

Ceriale 119.

Ceriana 125.

Cernobbio 204.

Cernusco 195.

Cerreto, Passo del 441.

Cerro 233.

— , Punta di 233.

Certenago 15.

Certosa del Galluzzo 646
— di Farneta 535.

di Pavia 191.

di Pesio 57.

di Pisa 522.

Cervara 133.

Cerveno 274.

Cervi, Palazzo dei 293.

Cervignano 427.

Cervo 120.

Cesara 89.

Cesuna 329.

Cetica 656.

Ceto 274.

Ceva 59.

Cevio 2.30.

Cevo 275.

Challant, Valle di 70.

Chambave 71.

Chambery 2.

Chamousset 2.

Champ-de-Praz 70.

Champlong 79.

Champoluc 70.

Champorcher 79.

Chanavey 80.

Chanton 76.

Charvensod 74.

Chatillon 71.

Chavanis 79.

Cheggino 239.

Cherasco 59.

Chialamberto 65.

Cljiaujpo 328.

Chiana, Valle di 660.

Chiapili 66. 76.

Chiappa, Punta della 132.

Chiaravalle della Co-
lomba 438.

— l^ilanese 190.

Chiari 259.

Chiasso 17.

Chiavari 136.

Chiavenna 213.

Chiaverano 68.

Chicri 60.

Chicsanuova 313.

Chindrieux 2.

Chioggia 413.

Chiomonte 2.

Chiusa di Pesio 57.— di Verona 25.

Chiusaforte 30.

Chiuse, the 3.

Chiusi 660.

Chivasso 82.

Ciagole, Monte 56.

Ciamarella, Monte 65.

Ciaminejas, Monte 57.

Ciano d'Enza 440.

Ciarforon 80.

Ciarma 66.

Ciaussine, Crot del 65.

Cima 217.

Cimbergo 274.

Cimo 15.

Cimone, Monte 492.

Cinque Terre 139.

Ciona 14.

Ciotat-Gare, La 19.

Cireglio 492.

Cirie 64.

Cisa, La 449.

Cisano 289.

Cislano 271.

Cismon 27.

Cittadella 328.

Cittiglio 224.

Civate 202.

Civenna 197.

Civiasco 90.

Cividale 423.

Cividate 274.

Civrari, Monte 64.

Clapier, Monte 54.

Claro 8.

Clavalite, Val de 71.

Clenezzo 254.

Clusane sul Lago 271.

Clusone 256.

Coal Santo 293.

Coassolo Torinese 64.

Coca, Pizzo di 257.

Coccaglio 258.

Cocquio 222.
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Codeno, Monte 210.

Codigoro 467.

Codogno 434.

Codroipo 422.

Coggiola 92.

Cogne 78.

— , Col de 79.

— , Yal de 78.

Cogno 274.

Cogoleto 117.

Cogollo 329.

Cogolo 313.

Coiano 491.

Coldirodi 126.

Colico 212.

Colla 16.

— , Yalle di 15.

Collagna 441.

Collalto, Castle of 421.

Collecchio 449.

Collegno 3.

Collio 276.

Collodi 535.

Colma, Oolle della (near'

Oropa) 87.

— , Colle della (near

Orta) 89.

Colmegna 231.

Cologna 294.
— Veneta 313.

Colombe, Monte 274.

Colombine, Monte 276.

Colombo, Monte 66.

Colonnata 144.

Colonno 206.

Comacchio 468.

Comacina, Island of 206.

Comaro, Monte 285.

Comerio 222.

Comero 235.

Como 199.

— , Lake of 204.

Competto, Passo del 275.

Compiobbi 654.

Compito, Colle di 522.

Conegliano 421.

Coni 54.

Consuma 657.

Contra 229.

C'opparo 467.

Corbezzi 492.

Corbignano 653.

('oreonio 89.

Cordospino, Monte 25.

Corcnno 212.

Corczzo 659.

Cormanno 197.

Cornetto, the 329.

Corna, Sa88o dello 22:J

— Boario 273.

Corniglia 139.

Bakuskbk's Nurthe

Cornigliano Ligure 116.

Cornio, Monte 56.

Corno alle Scale 491.
— Bianco 66.

Cornour, Punta 52.

Cornuda 417.

Correggio 441.

Corte, Monte 256.

Cortemaggiore 437.

Cortenedolo 275.

Corteno 276.

Cortenova 196.

Cortenuova 259.

Cortina d'Ampezzo 418.

Cosio 214.

Cossato 87.

Cossila S. arato 86.

Cossogno 235.

Costabella 293.

Costa Yolpino, the 273.

Coste 313.

Costermano 289.

Costigliole Saluzzo 53.

.Cottian Alps, the 51.

Courmayeur 77.

Covigliaio 490.

Covolo, Monte 282.

Crammont, Tete de 76.

Cravagliana 91.

Creccio, Colmo di 16.

Crema 258.

Cremenaga 220.

Cremia 211.

Cremona 244.

Crespino 507.

Cresto, Monte 87.

Cr^taz 78.

Cr^ton 80.

Creva 220.

Crevacuore 92.

Crissolo 52.

Croce, Monte 15.

— , Pania della 148.
— di Serra, Pass 69.

— Domini, Passo di 27i
— Rossa 64.

Crocevia Solferino 269.

Crocicchio, Monte 492.

Crocione, Monte 209.

Cucoiago 18.

Cuasso al Monte 22.'].

Cuers 19.

Cugnasco 227.

Culoz 1.

Cunardo 223.

Cun(50 54.

Cunettono 278.

('uorgne 66.

Cureggio 5.

Curmaon, Cima 66.

Custozza 314.

rn Italy. 14th Edit.

Cutigliano 492.

Cuzzago 5.

Darfo 273.

Darzo 292.

Davesco 15.

Degioz -Yalsavaranche
80.

Delebio 214.

Demonte 55.

Denervo, Monte 285.

Dervio 211.

Desenzano 280.

Deserta, Cima di 60.

Desio 18.

Dezzo 273.

Diacceto 657.

Diano Castello 121.

Marina 121.

Diavolo, Pizzo del 257.

Diemoz 71.

Diga, Ponte 16.

Dino 15.

Disgrazia, Monte della

214.

Doaria, Cima 209.

Doccia 649.

Dogna 30.

Dolce 25.

Dolceacqua 128.

Dolo 340.

Domaso 212.

Domegliara 25.

Domodossola 4.

Donato 69.

Dondenna 79.

Dongo 212.

Donnaz 69.

Donnini 655.

Dora Baltea, the 68. 72.

— Riparia, the 2. 36.

Dordona, Passo 256.

Doria 437.

Dorio 212.

Dossena 215.

Dosso Alto, the 276.
— Bcllo, the 17.

DosHobuono 314.

Dronero .54.

Dubino 212.

Due Mani, Monte 196.

Duevillo 329.

Edolo 275.

Egua, Collo d' 91.

Elto, Monte 275.

Emilia, the 431.

EniiliiiH, Mont 75.

Em noli 52(5.

Endinct 257.

Encgo 27.

43
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Entraque 54.

Entrelor, Colle d' 80.

Epinel 78.

Equi 450.

Erba 197.

Eremo di Camaldoli 538.

Erstfeld 7.

Erve 196.

Escarene, L' 57.

Esine 274.

Esino 210.

Este 457.

Euganei, Colli 456.

Exilles 2.

Fabbriche 148.

Fadalto 421.

Faenza 507.

Facta, Monte 522.

Faido 8.

Falterona, Monte 658.

Fangacci, Passo dei 659.

Fantino 507.

Fantiscritti 144.

Fanzolo 330.

Fara 82.

Fasano 284.

Fasce, Monte 131.

Favaro 86.

Felina 441.

Felizzano 62.

Feltre 417.

Fenera, Monte 92.

Fenestrelle 51.

Fenis, Castle of 71.

Feriolo 236.

Ferrara 460.
— Camartino 223.
— di Monte Baldo 293.

Ferrato, Monte 544.

Ferro, Sasso di 233.

Fervento 91.

Fiernaz 71.

Fiesole 651.

Figline 544.

Filiberti 6.55.

Finale Emilia 455.
— Marina 119.
— Pia 119.

Finestra, Colle della 81.

Finestre, Colle delle

(Cottian Alps) 51.

— , Colle delle (Maritime
Alps) 54.

Fino Mornasoo 198.

Fiorenzuola d'Arda 437.

Firenze 554.

Firenzuola 490.

Fiumalbo 492.

Fiumenero 257.

Fivizzano 441.

Florence 545.

Accademia della

Crusca 612.
— di Belle Arti 613.

Antiquities 551.

ArchaeologicalMuseum
603.

Archives 590.

Arte dei Giudici e

Notai 596.— della Lana 567.
— della Seta 566.

Art Exhibitions 551.

Artists 551.

Badia, La 595.
— di S. Bartolomeo

647.

Banca d'ltalia 574.

Bankers 551.

Bargello 590.

Baths 550.

Battistero 568.

Bellosguardo 647.

BibliotecaLaurenziana
620.

— Magliabechiana
590.

— Marucelliana 611.
— Nazionale 590.
— Palatina 590.
— Riccardiana 610.

Bigallo 568.

Boboli Garden 640.

Booksellers 550.

Borgo S. Lorenzo 574.

Botanic Garden 613.

Brancacci Chapel 631.

Bridges 561.

Cabs .548.

Cafes 547.

Campanile 572.

Canonry 573.

Cappella degli Spa-
gnuoli 625.
— dei Pazzi 599.
— dei Principi 622.
— dei Ruccllai 627.
— S. Gaetano 627.

Cappello (Bianca),

House of 630.

Casa Buonarroti 600.
— Campigli 632.
— di Dante 568.
— Guidi 641.

Cascine 647.

Casino Belvedere 640.
— di Livia 617.
— di S. Marco 617.
— Mediceo 617.

Cathedral 570.
— Museum 573.

Florence

:

Cemeteries (Prot.) 601.

645.

Cenacolo di Fuligno
623.

— di S. Apollonia 618.

Centro 561.

Certosa del Galluzzo
646.

Chapel of the Princes
622.

Chemists 550.

Chiostro dello Scalzo
617.

— Verde 625.

Clubs 552.

Colonna di S. Zanobi
569.

Confectioners 548.

Conservatorium of
Music 617.

Consulates 550.

Dante, House of 568'.

Dentists 550.

English Churches 551.
— School 551.

Farmacia di S. Maria
Novella 626.

Festivals 552.

Flower Market 552.

Fortezza da Basso 618.
— di Belvedere 642.
— S. Giovanni Battista

618.

Foundling Hospital
602.

Galileo, House of 642.

645.

Galleria Antica e Mo-
derna 613.

— Buonarroti 600.
— Corsini 628.
— degli Arazzi 608.
— degli Uffizi 575.
— Palatina 632.
— Pitti 632.

Gates 561.

Geological Collection
612.

Ghetto 561.

Giardino dei Semplici
613.

— del Cavaliere 640.
— di Boboli 640.

Gioiello 645.

Giuoco del Pallone 648.

Goods Agents 551.

History 555.
— of Art 551.

Hospitals 550.

Hotels 545.
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Florence

:

Indian Museum 612.

Ippodromo 648.

Istituto della Quiete
649.

— della SS. Annun-
ziata 645.

— di Studi Superior!
612.

— Musicale 617.
— Storico Artistico

551.

Light Railways 549.

Loggia dei Lanzi 565.
— dei Rucellai 627.
— dei Tessitori 618.
— del Bigallo 568.
— del Grrano 565.
— di S. Paolo 623.

Lnngarno 561.
— Amerigo Vespucci

629.
— Corsini 628.

Machiavellij House of
632.

Manifattura Ginori
649.

Marzocco, the 564.

Medici, Monuments of
the 621. 622.

Mercanzia 564.

Mercato Nuovo 566.— Vecchio 561.

Michael Angelo, House
of 609.

Mineralogical Collec-
tion 612.

Misericordia 568.

Monte alle Croci 613.
— Oliveto 647.

Monuments:
Benv. Cellini 632.

Cosimo I. 56i.

Dante 597.

Ferdinand J. 602.

Giovanni dclle jiandc
Nere 619.

Goldoni 629.

Manin 629.

Medici 621. 622.

Peruzzi 618.

Itajah of Kolapiir
618.

Kicasoli 618.

VictorEmmanucl II.

626.

MosaicH, Manufactory
of 617.

Motor Cars 548.

MuMeo Arflieolo^ico
603.

Florence

:

Museo degli Strum enti

617.
— dei Lavori in Pietre
Dure 617.

— dell' Opera di S.

Croce 600.
— del Risorgimento

600.
— di Fisica e Storia

Naturale 641.
— di S. Marco 611.
— di S. Maria del

Fiore 573.
— Galileiano 630.
— Nazionale 591.
— Stibbert 619.
— Storico-Topografico

601.

Neptune Fountain 564.

New Sacristy 621.

Newspapers 550.

Nurses 550.

Ognissanti 629.

Omnibuses 548.

Opera del Duomo 573.

Oratorio della Miseri-
cordia 568.

— S. Carlo Borromeo
567.

Or S. Michele 566.

Orti Oricellari 626.

Ospedale di S. Matteo
613.

Osservatorio 645.

Palazzo Alberti 600.
-^ Albizzi 596.
— Alessandri .596.

— Altoviti 596.
— Antinori 627.
— Arcivescovile 570.
— Bartolini-Salimbeni

628.
— Buturlin 601.
— Canacci 56(5.

— Canigiani 641.
-- Capponi 641.

- Cerchi 597.
— - Corni 627.

Corsini 628.
- Davanzati 566.
— de^li Uffizi .575.

- dei Canonici 573.

dei Priori .5(52.

dei Vescovi 644. •

- ddla Condotta .561.

— della Croc(^tta (»()3.

— dell' Antella .597.

— (h'.\ Podesta 590.

di Parte Guel fa 566.
— Dnfonr-Bortt! 631.

Florence

:

Palazzo Fenzi 564.
— Ferroni 628.
— Fiaschi 601.
— Fontebuoni 628.
— Giacomini 627.
— Giandonati 566.
— Ginori 611.
— Giugni 602.
— Gondi 590.
— Grifoni 602.
— Guadagni 631.
— Guicciardini 632.
— Larderel 627.
— Martelli 619.
— Masetti 628.
— Medici 610.
— Niccolini 601.
— Nonfinito 596.
— Panciatichi 609.

Ximenes 609.
— Pandolfini 618.
— Pazzi 596.
— Pitti 632.
— Pucci 602.
— Quaratesi 596.
— Riccardi 610.

Mannelli 602.
— Ridolfi 626.
— Rinuccini 630.
— Rosselli del Turco

565.
— Rucellai 627.
— Serristori 597.
— Spini 628.
— Stiozzi 626.
— Strozzi 626.
— Strozzino 626.
— Tornabuoni 627.
— Torrigiani 641.
— Uguccioni 564.
— Valori 596.
— Vecchio 562.

Palio dei Cocchi 523.

Pensions 546.

Photographs 550.

Physicians 550.

Pian dei Giullari 615.

Piazza Beccaria (554.

— Cavour 618.
— (I'Azcglio 601.
— del (yarmine 631.
— d(!l Duomo .568.

— d(dl' Aiinunziata
602.

— della Signoria 562.

dell' Indipendenza
618.

- di S. Croce .597.

di S. Maria Novella
623.

4:j*
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Florence

:

Piazzale del Re 648.
— Galileo 642.
— Michelangelo 613.

Piazza Manin 629.
— S. Firenze 590.
— S. Lorenzo 619.

— S. Marco 611.
— S. Maria Nuova 574.
— S. Trinita 627.

— S. Spirito 630.
— Vitt. Emanuele 626.

Piazzetta Goldoni 629.

Pignone, II 647.

Pitti Gallery 632.

Ponte alia Carraia 561.
— alle Grazie 561.
— Rubaconte 561.
— S. Trinita 630. 561.

— Vecchio 632. 561.

Porcelain, Collection
of 639.

Porta alia Croce 601.
— Romana 642.
— S. Frediano 631.
— S. Gallo 618.
— S. Giorgio 642.
— S. Miniato 561.
— S. Niccolo 642.

Portico degli Uffizi

575.

Post Office 550.

Prot. Cemeteries 601.

645.

Race-course 648.

Railway Stations 545.

Reading Rooms 550.

Restaurants 547.

Rifredi 648.

Royal Apartments 639.
— Mews 641.

Russian Church 618.

Sagrestia Nuova 621.

San Biagio 566.
— Felice 641.
— Francesco al Monte

643.

dei Vanchetoni
626.

— Giovanni Battista
.568.

— Giovanuino degli

Scolopi 609.
— lacopo in Campo

Corbolini 623.

Soprarno 630.
— Leonardo in Arcetri

642.
— Lorenzo 619.
— Marco 611.
— Michele in Orto 566,

Florence

:

San Miniato al Monte
643.
— Niccolo 642.
— Pancrazio 627.
— Remigio 565.
— Salvadore d'Ognis-

santi 629.
— Salvatore al Monte

643.
— — delPArcivesco-
vado 570.— Sim one 596.

Santa Croce 597.
— Felicita 632.— Lucia dei Magnoli

641.
— Margherita a Mon-

tici 645.
— Maria degli Angioli

602.

degli Innocent!
602.

del Carmine 631.

del Fiore 570.

della Pace 602.
— — dell'Impruneta

646.
— — Maddalena dei

Pazzi 609.

Maggiore 619.

Novella 623.

Nuova 574.

Sant'Ambrogio 601.
— Apollonia 618.

Santa Trinita 627.

Sant'Egidio 574.

Santi Apostoli 565.
— Michele e Gaetano

627.

Santissima Annunziata
602.

Sant' Onofrio 623.

Santo Spirito 630.
— Stefano in Pane 648.

Sasso di Dante 573.

Scalzo, Chiostro dello

617.

Scuderie 641.

Servi di Maria 602.

Silver Chamber 639.

Societa Filarmonica
596.

Spedale degli Inno-
centi 602.

— di S. Maria Nuova
574.

Synagogue 601.

Teachers 551.

Tea Rooms 548.

Telegraph Office .550,

Florence

:

Theatres 552.

Torre dei Girolami
565.

— dei Marsili 630.
— del Gallo 645.
— della Castagna 567.— Ridolfi 630.

Tourist Bureaux 551.

Tramways 548.

Uffizi, Galleria degli

575.

Via Borgo degli Al-
bizzi 596.

— Cavour 609.— degli Strozzi 620.
— dei Bardi 641.
— dei Calzaioli 566.
— dei Cerretani 574.
— dei Guicciardini 632.
— dei Martelli 609.
— dei Servi 601.
— del Proconsolo 590.
— Franc. Ferrer 574.
— Ghibellina 600.
— Larga 609.

Viale dei Colli 642.
— Galileo 642.
— Machiavelli 642.
— Michelangelo 643.
— Milton 618.

Via Maggio 630.
— Por S. Maria 565.
— Ricasoli 613.
— Tornabuoni 627.

Villa Bellagio 651.
—

• Bellosguardo 647.
— Bondi 650.
— Corsi 649.—

• dell' Ombrellino
647.

— di Castello 649.
— di Petraia 649.
— Fabbricotti 618.
— Landor 651.—

• MacCalmont 651.
— Medicea 648.
— Morrocchi 645.
~ Palmieri 650.
— Poggio a Caiano 648,

Imperiale 644.

— Quarto 649.
— Segni 647.
— Stibbert 619.

Fluelen 7.

Fobello 91.

Foce (La), Pass 141.

— delle Radici 455.
— di Carpinelli 450.
— di Mosceta 148.
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Focolaccia, "Passo della

148.

Fogliaro 222.

Fondo-Toce 5.

Fondra 256.

Fontainemore 69.

Fontan 57.

Fontana Fredda 437.

Fontanalba Valley 57.

Fontanellato 448.

Foppa, Conca della 275.

Foppolo 256.

Forato, Monte 148.

Forcella di Bura 254.

Forcoletta, the 206.

Formaga 285.

Fornet 81.

Forno 147.

— Alpi Graie 65.

— d'Aglione 275.

Fornovo di Taro 449.

Forte del Marmi 145.

Forzo, Punta di 79.

Fosdinovo 441.

Fossalta 426.

Fossano 53.

Fosse 313.

Frabosa-Soprana 58.

Franciacorta, the 270.

Franzensfeste 22.

Fraschi, Monte 141.

Frassineto 66.

Frassinoro 455.

Frejus 19.

Frudiera, Punta 69.

Fucntes, Fort of 212.

Fugazze, Piano delle 329,

Fnipiano 255.

Fusina 340.

Futa, Passo della 490.

Gaby 69.

Gaino 285.

Galbiato 202.

Galbiga, Monte 209.

Gallarate 6.

Galliate 85.

Galliera Veneta 328.

Gallinaria 120.

Gallo, Monte 457.

Galluzzo 645.

Galzignano 456.

Gandellino 257.

Gandria 218.

Ganna 223.

Garda 288.

— , Tsola di 281.

— , T.ago di 279.

Gardola 285.

Gardone di Sopra 284.
— Kiviera 282.

Gardone Yal Trompia
276.

^

Garessio 59.

Gargnano 285.

Garin, Passo 79.

Garza, Yal 276.

Garzegna, the 58.

Garzirola, Monte 16.

Gatta, Monte 491.

Gattinara 5.

Gaudarena, Gola di 57

Gavardo 278.

Gavazzo 294.

Gavi 63.

Gavinana 491.

Gavirate 224.

Gazzada 220.

Gazzaniga 256.

Gazzoldo degli Ippoliti

320.

Gemonio 224.

Generoso, Monte 17.

Genoa 95.

Accademia di Belle
Arti 101.

Acquasola 114.

Albergo deiPoveri 113
— Popolare 115.

Archives 103.

Bacini di Carenaggio
103.

Baths 98.

Begato, Forte 99.

Biblioteca Civica 102.

Borgo Pila 115.

Borsa 104.

Botanic Garden 110.

Byron, House of 116.

Campo Santo 113.

Cantiere della Foce
115.

Castellaccio 113.

Castello di Montegal-
letto 113.

— Mackenzie 113.

Cathedral 102.

Cimitero di Staglieno
113.

Columbus, House of
106.

Consulates 99.

Corso Aurelio Saffi

115.

— Principe Oddone
115.

Darsena 104.

Docks 103.

Doj^'ana 104.

Knglish ChurchcH 99
Exchange, Now lUl.

Genoa:
Exchange, Old 104.

Faro, Capo del 112.

Galleria Brignole-Sale
107. 108.

— Durazzo-Pallavi-
cini 110.

— Mazzini 112.

Gigante, II 111.

Granarolo 111.

Harbour 103.

History 100.
— of Art 101.

Libraries 102. 110.

Lido d'Albaro 116.

Lighthouse 112.

Loggia dei Banchi 104.

Magazzini della Dar-
sena 104.

— Generali 103.

Moles 100. 103.

Monuments

:

Bixio 115.

Columbus 111.

Galliera 111.

Mazzini 112.

Victor Emmanuel II.

112.

Museo Chiossone 102.
— di Storia Naturale

115.

Palazzo Adorno 107.
— Balbi 109.
— — Senarega 110.
— Bianco 108.
— Brignole-Sale 107.
— Cambiaso 107.
— Carega 107.
— Cataldi 107.
— Cattaneo 105.
— Centurione 104.
— Danovaro 105.
— Deferrari 101.
— Delia Casa 106.
— delPUniversitallO.
— del Paradiso 116.
— de Mari 109.

— di S. Giorgio 103.

— Doria 105.

(Giorgio) 107.

a Fassalo 111.

Tursi 107.

— Ducale 102.
— Durazzo 106.

Pallavicini 110.
— Gambaro 107.
— Grillo-Sorra 105.
— lm])('riali 104.

Miinicipalc 107.

I'agano Doria 1 ().").

— Pallavicini 106.
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Genoa:
Palazzo Pallavicini

(Lod. Stef.) 106.

delle Peschierc
112.

— Parodi 107.
— Podesta 107.
— Reale 110.
— Rosazza 112.

— Rosso 107.
— Serra 107.
— Spinola (Commer-

cial School) 107.

(Prefettura) 112.

Physicians 98.

Piazza Acquaverde
111.

— Banchi 104.
— Bixio 115.
— Campetto 104.
— Cattaneo 105.
— Corvetto 112.
— Deferrari 101.
— dell' Annunziata

109.
— delle Fontane Ma-

rose 106.
— del Principe 111.
— Dinegro 112.
— Fossatello 104.
— Manin 112.
— Raibetta 103.
— S. Giorgio 105.
— UmbertoPrimol02.
Picture Gralleries 107.

108. 110.

Ponte Carignano 115.
— Federico Guglielmo

104. .

— Monumentale 114.
— Pila 115.

Porta dei Vacca 104.
— del Molo 10.3.

— di S. Andrea 106.
— S. Bartolomeo 113.— Soprana 106.

Porticato di Sottoripa
103.

Porto Franco 103.

Post Office 98.

Railway Stations 95.

Sailors' Home 115.

San Bartolomeo degli
Armeni 113.

— Carlo 110.
— Donato 106.
— Filippo Neri 104.
— Francesco d'Albaro

116.
— Fruttuoso 115.
— GHorgio 105.

!

Genoa:
San Giovanni Battista

104.
— Lorenzo 102.
— Martino d'Albaro

115.
— Matteo 105.
— Nicolo 113.
— Pietro in Banchi

104.
— Siro 104.

Sant' Agostino 115.

Santa Maria delle

Vigne 104.

di Carignano
114.

di Castello 106,

Immacolata 112,

Sant' Ambrogio 102.

Santi Cosmo e Da-
miano 106.

Santissima Annun-
ziata del Vastato
109.

San Torpete 105.

Santo Stefano 114.

Santuario del Monte
115.

Silos 104.

Sperone, Forte dello

99.

Spianata Castelletto

113.

Theatres 98.

Torre degli Embriaci
106.

— dei Piccamigli 104
— del Popolo 102.

University 110.

Via Assarotti 112.
— Balbi 110.
— Cairoli 109.
— Carlo Alberto 103.

Felice 106.

— di Circonvallazione
a Mare 115.

a Monte 113.
— Corsica 115.
— Garibaldi 107.
— Orefici 104.
— Roma 112.

— S. Lorenzo 102.
— Venti Settembre

114.

Villa Cambiaso 116.

— Gropallo 112.
— Pallavicini 112.

Villetta Dinegro 112.

Qentilino 15.

Gera 212.

Gerenzano 223.

Germanello 205.

Germignaga 232.

Gerola Alta 214.

Gerosa 254.

Gesso Valley 54.

Ghemme 92.

Ghiffa 232.

Ghirla 223.

Ghizet di Sea 65.

Giacomelli, Villa 417.

Giandola, La 57.

Giaveno 3.

Giazza 313.

Gibbio, Monte 455.

Giogo (II), Pass of 490.

Giomein 71.

Giornico 8.

Giovi 660.

— , Monte 508.

Giubiasco 9.

Giugo, Monte 131.

Giulia, Villa 209.

Giussano 197.

Gleno, Monte 257.

Gceschenen 8.

Goito 269.

Golfe-Juan 20.

Gollien, Cima di 80.

Gombo 522.

Gonfolina, the 527.

Gonzaga 322.

Gordola 227.

Gordona 213.

Gorgo, Island of 430.

Gorlago 257.

Gorzone 273.

Gossensass 22.

Gottero, Monte 450.

Gozzano 89.

Grado 430.

Graglia 86.

Graian Alps 64. 77.

Granara 62.

Granarolo 111.

Grandate 198.

Grand Crou, Colic 79.

Grandola 217.

Grand St. Pierre, Tour
du 79.

Grands-Moulins 71.

Granero, Monte 52.

Gran Paradiso 80.

Grantola 223.

Grasstein 22.

Gratacosolo 273.

Gravedona 212.

Gravellona Toce 88.

Grazia, La 412.

Grazie 320.

Gressoney, Valle di 69.
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Gressoney-la-Trinite 69,

— St-Jean 69.

Grrezzana 313.

Griante 209.

G-ries (Botzen) 23.

Grigna Meridionale,
Monte 209.

Grignano 427.

Grignasco 92.

Grigna Septentrionale,
Monte 210,

Grigno 27.

Grivola 78.

Gromo 257.

Grona, Cima la 211.

Grondola 449.

Groppoli 542.

Groscavallo 65.

Grosio 215.

Grossotto 215.

Grotta dei Dossi 58.

— del Bulgaro 206.
— di Bossea 58.

Grumello, Castle of 214.
— del Monte 257.

Gu, Monte 284.

Guadine 147.

Guardasone, Rocca di

449.

Guastalla 321.

Guello 198.

Guglielmo, Monte 271.

Guiglia 455.

Guil, Monte 292.

Guinadi 449.

Herbetet, Colle d' 80.

Hone-Bard 70.

Idro 277.

lesolo 426.

Illasi 313,

Ime 293.

Immensee 7.

Iinola 492.

Tmpruneta 616,

Incino 197.

Incontro, Monte 654.

Induno-Olona 223.

Inforno, Valle dell' .56.

Ingria 66.

InnHbruck 22.

Intfdvi Valley 206.

Intra 2.33.

Intro bio 196.

Introd 80.

Invergneux, PasHO d' 78.

Tnverigo 197.

Inzino 276.

Iwellc di Tra8quera 4.

Ihco (Lago d'iBcoj 270.

Iseo (near Lugano) 51.

Isera 24.

Isola 275.
— Bella 236.

— Superiore 236.

Ispra 225.

Issime 69.

Issogne 70.

Ivrea 67.

Juan-les-Pins 20.

Karst, the 427.

Klausen 23.

Lagarina, Yalle 24.

Lagaro 491.

Lagastrello, Passo 450.

Laghi delle Meraviglie
56.

— Lunghi 56.

Laglio 205.

Lago Brocan 54.
— Ceresio 217.
— Cusio 88.

— d'Algua 254.
— d'Alserio 197.

d'Arbole 75.

d'Arno 274.
— de Djouan 80.

d'Elio 231.
— della Barma 87.

— della Vecchia 87.

del Mucrone 87.

del Nivolet 75.

— del Rutor 81.
— del Segrino 197.
— di Annone 202.

di Baitone 275,

di Barbellino 257,
— di Biandronno 222.

di Campagna 68.

di Comabbio 220.

di Como 204,
— di Coronas 79,

— di Dre« 66,

— d'Idro 277,
— di Ganna 223.
— di Garda 279,
— di Garlatc 195,

- di Ghirla 223.
— di LeeCO 209.

- di Ledro 292.

di Lugano 217.
— di Nel 66.
— di MaHHaciuccoli 117,

— di Mergozzo 5,

- di Mezzo 311,
— di Mczzola 201.
— di Monatc 222,
— di Muzzano 220,

Lago di Olginate 195.
— di Orta 88.

— di Pusiano 197.
— di Rovina 54.
— di S. Giuseppe 68.— di S. Croce 421.
— d'Iseo 270.
— di Yiverone 68.— Grande 52.

— Lillet 67.— Maggiore 230.
— Morto 421.
— Xero 80.— Pasei 86.— Pistono 68.

Rosset 75.

Santo 450.
— Scaffaiolo 491.
— Sirio 68.
— Squincio 450.
— Vargno 87.

Laigueglia 120.

Lambrugo 197.

Lamone 9.

Langhirano 448.

Lanslebourg 51.

Lanzo d'Intelvi 218.

Torinese 64.

Laorca 196.

Larche, Col de 55.

Lasnigo 197.

Laste, Cima 27.

Lastra 527.

Latisana 426,

Lauson, Colle del 80.

Lavagna 137.

Lavena 219.

Laveno 233.

Lavenone 277,

Lavezzola 468.

Lavino, Monte 284.

Lavone 276.

Lavorgo 8,

Lazise 289.

Lecco 195.

Ledro, Val di 292.

Leggiuno 225,

lieghorn 523.

Legnago 314.

Lcgnano 6.

Legnoncino, Monte 211

Lcgnono, Monte 211,

Leina, Monte 16,

Lemio 64.

Lcnna 255,

Lenno 206.

Monte di 209.

liCra, Monte 64.

Lerici 142.

liCrino 329.

LcMa 239.
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Lesegno 58.

Lesignano di Palmia 449.

Lessini, Monti 313.

Lessona 87.

Levanna, Monte 66.

Lcvanto 139.

Leventina, Valle 8.

Levico 26.

Levo 238.

Lezzeno 206.

Liana, Passo dclla 313.

Liano 285.

Libro Aperto 492.

Lido 410.

Lierna 209.
— (near Camaldoli) 659,

Ligaino 15.

Ligornetto 17.

Liguria 93.

Ligurian Alps, the 93.

Lilliancs 69.

Limestre 492.

Limidario, Monte 231.

Limone (Lago di Garda)
286.

— Piemonte 55.

Limonta 209.

Lisiera 328.

Lissone-Muggio 18.

Liverogne 76.

Livorno (Leghorn) 523.
— Vercellese 82.

Lizzana 24.

Loano 119.

Locana 66.

Locarno 227.

Lodi 434.

Lodrone 292.

Loiano 490.

Lombardy 150.

Lonato 259.

Longarone 418.

Longone al Scgrino 197.

Lonigo 323.

Lonnano 658.

Loppio 25.

Loreo 459.

Loreto Islet 272.

Losere, Colle 66.

Losone 229.

Loveno sopra Menaggio
210.

Lovere (near Gargnano)
285.

— (Lago d'Iseo) 272.

Lovero Valtellino 215.

Lozza 222.

Luc, Le 19.

Lucca 528.

— , Bagni di 535.

Lucchio 536.

Lucerne 7.

Lugaggia 15.

Lugagnano 437.

Lugano 9.

— , Lake of 217.

Lugliano 536.

Lugo 493.

Lnino 232.

Lumini 288.

Lune, Le 650.

Lungavilla 243.

Luni 143.

Lunigiana, La 143.

Luppia, Monte 288.

Lurago 197.

Lurate-Caccivio 202.

Luserna 52.

Lnvigliano 456.

Luvinate 222.

Maccagno 231.

Maccarani, Casa 142.

Macioli 653.

Maddalena,Colle della55.

Maderno 284.

Madone di Camedo 230.

Madonna degli Angeli 54
dei Tre Fiumi 507.

— della Bocciola 89.

— della Corona 292.

della Guardia 125.
— della Neve 278.
— della Pergolana 289.

della Rocca 417.

della Seggiola 272.
— delle Finestre 54.

— delle Grazie 144.

delPOngero 14.

del Monserrato 55.

del Monte (near Civi-

dale) 425.
• — (near Ivrea) 68.

(near Varese) 222.
— (near Vicenza) 328.

del Ponte 491.

del Sasso (Lago di

Lugano) 219.
— — (Lago Maggiore)

229.
— (near Orta) 89.

— di Breglia 210.
— di Campagna 312.
— di Caravaggio 258.
— di Ghisallo 197.

di Loreto 90.

di Luciago 239.
— di Marciaga 288.
— di Montallegro 136.

— di Monte Castello 286.

Negro 140.
— S. Luca 489.

Madonna S. Martino 209.— Tirano 215.

Madre, Isola 237.

Madrona, Monti 205.

Magadino 230.

Magenta 83.

Maggia 230.

Maggianico 195.

Maggiano 535.

Maggiore, Lago 230.

— , Monte 528.

Magliasina Valley 15.

Magliaso 220.

Maglio di Colla 15.

Magnadole 426.

Magnano 68.

Magreglio 197.

Magugnano 287.

Magnzzano , Monastery
of 281.

Maiano 653.

Maiori, Monte 492.

Malamocco 412.

Malborgeth 30.

Malcantone 15.

Malcesine 287.

Malciaussia 64.

Malcontenta 340.

Malegno 274.

Malenco, Yalle 214.

Malga Fiabio 293.

Frino 275.

Piombi 292.
— Premassone 275.

Malgina, Passo della 257.

Malgrate 195.

Malnate 224.

Malonno 275.

Malpaga, Chat, of 253.

Malpasso, Monte 450.

Malpertuso, Monte 139.

Manarola 139.

Mandello Lario 209.

Mandrioli, Passo dei 659.

Manerba 281.

Mangioire, Passo 64.

Maniva, Passo di 276.

Manta 53.

Mantua 314.

Maranello 455.

Marano 330.

Marasino 270.

Marcaria 247.

Marciaga 288.

Marco 25.

Marengo 62.

Mare Percia 67.

Maresca 491.

Margorabbia Valley 223.

Marguareis, Cima 56.

Margozzolo Group 238.
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Marignano 434.

Marina di Carrara 143.
— di Massa 145.
— di Pisa 522.

Marinasco 141.

Maritime Alps, the 93.

Marlia, Villa di 535.

Marniga 287.

Maroggia 16.

Marola 441.

Marona, Pizzo 235.

Marone 271.

Marostica 329.

Marradi 507.

Marseilles 18.

Marser, Monte 275.

Martin, Cap 21.

Marzabotto 491.

Maser 417.

Masino, Bagni del 214.

Masnago 222.

Massa 145.

Massalombarda 493.

Massino 2.89.

Massone 294.

Masuccio, Monte 215.

Matanna, Monte 148.

Matrei 22.

Matto, Monte 55.

Mazzano 278.

Mazzetta, La 490.

Mazzo di Valtellina 215.

Mazzorbo 415.

Meana di Susa 3.

Meda 197.

Medole 269.

Meina 239.

Melano 16.

Mele 62.

— , Capo delle 120.

Melegnano 434.

Melide 16.

Melze, Plan 52.

Mclzi, Villa 208.

Melzo 258.

Menaggio 210.

Mendrihio 17.

Mcntone 21.

Mcrate 195.

Meraviglio, the 56.

Mercatale 491.

McrgoHcia 229.

Merola 66.

Merone 197.

Mesco, Punta del 1.39.

Mestre 330.

Mczzegra 206.

Mezzolago 292.

Mezzo Id o 255.

Miagliano 87.

MiaHino 239.

Miazzina 235.

Migliarino 147.

Mignanego 63.

Milan 152.

Accademia di Belle
Arti 165.

Aerodromo 187.

Albergo Popolare 184.

Ambrosiana 178.

Aquarium 177.

Archaeological Museum
173.

Archiepiscopal Palace
162.

— Seminary 188.

Archives 189.

Arco della Pace 177.

Arena 177.

Art Exhibition 156.

Banca Commerciale
Italiana 162.

Banco Mediceo 171.

Bastioni di Porta Ve-
nezia 189.

Biblioteca Ambrosiana
178.

— Braidense 165.

Boschetti 189.

Brera 165.

Cabs 154.

Casa Aliprandi-Ta-
verna (Ponti) 164.

— Bazzero 180.
— di Riposo pei Mu-

sicisti 182.
— Fontana (Silvestri)

188.
— Pozzobonello 186.
— Vimercati 172.
— Vismara 171.

Casino dei Nobili 164.

Castello Sforzesco 172.

Cathedral 159.

Cemeteries 189.

Chiesa del Monastero
Maggiore 180.

Coins, Collections of
165. 176.

Collegio Elvetico 189.

(Jolonnade 184.

Congregazione di Ca-
rita 186.

ConHcrvatorium of
Music 188.

ConsulatcH 155.

Corso d«;l Sempione
190.

— di Porta Roman a

186.

Ticincso 181.

Baedekkk's Northern Italy. 14th FaIH.

Milan

:

Corso Magenta 180.
— S. Celso 185.
— Venezia 188.
— Vitt. Emanuelel88.
Corte Ducale 173.

Darsena 157.

Dominican Monas-
teries 181. 185.

English Church 156.

Exchange 172.

Famedio 190.

Galleria d'Arte Mo-
derna 176.

— de' Cristoforis 188.
— Vitt. Emanuele 162.

Griardini Pubbiici 189.

History 157.
— of Art 158.

Istituto Tecnico 164.

Leonardo's Last Sup-
per 181.

Loggia degli Osii 172.

Manzoni, House of 163.

Montagnola 177.

Montemerlo 189.

Monuments

:

Beccaria 165. 187.

Borromeo 179.

Cavallotti 178.

Cavour 164.

Garibaldi 172.

Leonardo da Vinci
162.

Manzoni 163.

Parini 172.

Porta 189.

Rosmini 189.

Stoppani 189.

Victor Emmanuel II.

159.

Municipio 162.

Museo Archeologico
173.

— Artistico 175.
— Civico di Storia
Naturale 189.

— Commerciale 172.
— del Risorgimento
Nazionale 176.

— Poldi-Pezzoli 163.
— Settala 178.

Observatory 165.

Orfanotroflo 188.

sped a 1(; Maggiore 187.

Palazzo Arcliinti 186.
— ArcMvescovile 162.

- Bagatti 164.
— Hclgioioso 163.
— Borromeo 179.
— Ciani 189.
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Milan :

Palazzo Clerici 172.
— Crespi 170.
— Cusani 164.— degli Oinenoni 163.
— dei Griurecousulti

172.
— del Censo ed Archi-

vico 163.
— della Ragione 172.

— della Simonetta 190.

— delle Scuole Pala-
tine 172.

— del Senate 189.
— di Brera 165.
— di Giustizia 187.
— di Scienze, Lettere

ed Arti 165.
— Litta 180.
— Marino 162.
— Melzi 189.
— Reale 162.
— Rocca-Saporiti 189.
— Serbelloni 189.
— Trivulzio 186.
— Yalsecchi 161.

Park 177.

Physicians 155.

Piazza Cavour 164.
— Cordusio 172.
— d'Armi 173.
— dei Mercanti 172.
— del Duomo 159.
— della Scala 162.
— Elittica 172.
— S. Ambrogio 182.
— S. Eufemia 185.

Picture Galleries 165.

170. 178. 179.

Porta del Sempione
177.

— Lodovica 185.
— Princ.Umberto 164.
— Ticinese 185.
— Yolta 189.

Post Office 1.54.

Railway Stations 152.

Rocchetta 173.

Rotonda 187.

San Babila 188.
— Carlo 188.
— Celso 185.
— Fedele 163.
— Giorgio al Palazzo

184.
— Giuseppe 164.
— Gottardo 162.
— Lorenzo 184.
— Marco 171.
— Maurizio 180.— Nazaro 186.

Milan :

San Paolo 186.
— Pietro Celestino

189.— — in Gessate 188.
— Satiro 183.
— Sebastiano 184.
— Sepolcro 179.
— Simpliciano 171.

Sant' Alessandro 186.

Santa Maria del Car-
mine 171.

della Passione
188.

delle Grazie 181.

Incoronata 171.

presso S. Celso
185.

Sant' Ambrogio 182.
— Eufemia 185.
— Eustorgio 184.

Santo Stefano 187.

San Vincenzo in Prato
184.

— Yittore 182.

Societa Numismatica
176.

— perleBelleArtil64.
— Storica Lombarda

176.

Synagogue 187.

Teatro alia Scala 155.

162.

Tempio Crematorio
190.

Theatres 155.

Torre Stigler 177.

Tourist Agents 156.

Tramways 154.

Yerdi Museum 182.

Yia Alessandro Man-
zoni 164.

— Dante 172.
— Giuseppe Yerdi 164.

— Torino 183.

Yilla Reale 189.

Millosimo 60.

Miniera, La 56.

Miramar, Chat, of 427.

Mirandola (near Modena)
455.

— Ozzano 492.

Mira Taglio 340.

Missaglia 195.

Mittewald 22.

Modane 2.

Modena 451.

Moggio 30.

Moggiona 658.

Moio de' Calvi 256.

Molgora 195.

Molina 292.

— , Le 649.

Molino 15.

Mollia 92.

Molteno 202.

Moltrasio 205.

Mombarone, Colma di 86.

Mombaruzzo 61.

Momo 89.

Monaco 21.

Monarca, Monte 223.

Monastero 427.

Moncalieri 48.

Mondadizza 216.

Mondovi 58.

Mondrone 65,

Moueglia 139.

Money, Colle di 79.

Monfalcone 427.

Monferrato, the 226.

Monfestino 455.

Mongardino 61.

Monghidoro 490.

Monginevro, the 2.

Mongioie, the 59.

Mongrando 86.

Mongregorio 67.

Monselice 457.

Monsummano 537.

Montagnana 321.

Montagnola 15.

Montaguto, Colle di 645.

Montalbano 15.

Montale 542.

Montalto Dora 68.

Mont Cenis 2.

Pass 51.

Monte 17.

Montebello (Piedmont)
243.

— Yicentino 323.

Montebclluna 416.

Montebuoni 646.

Monte Carlo 21.

Montecarlo (near Pescia)
536.

Montccatini, Bagni di

536.
— diYal di Nievole 537.

Montecchio 449.
— Maggiore 328.

Montechiarugolo 449.

Montefiore 450.

Montefiorino 455.

Montefortc 323.

Montegrotto 456.

Montelungo 449.

Montelupo 527.

Montemagno 147.

Monte Marcello 142.
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Montemignaio 657.

Montemurlo, Castle of

542.

Monteuero 525.

Monte Oliveto, Couvent
of 51.

— Ortone 456.

Montepiano 491.

Monte Piatto 202.

Monterosso al Mare 139.

Montesanto 468.

Montese 455.

Montestrutto 69.

Montevecchia 195.

Montevettolini 537.

Monticello 194.

Montignoso 145.

Montisola 271.

Montjovet 70.

Montmelian 2.

Montorfano, the 202.

Montorio, Castle of 312.

Montorsoli 508.

Monvalle 225.

Monza 193.

Morbegno 214.

Morcote 219.

Morello, Monte 649.

Morgex 76.

Mori 25.

Moriano 535.

Morignone, Serra di 216.

Moro, Pizzo del 91.

Mortara 226.

Mortola 129.

Moscal, Monte 289.

Mos.so S. Maria 87.

Motta di Livenza 420.

Mottarone, Monte 238.

Moud, CoUe 72.

Mua 66.

Mucrone, Monte 87.

Muggio 17.

— , Monte di 196.

Muralto 229.

Murano 414.

Musine, Monte 3.

MuHlone 285.

Musocco 6.

Mussa, Piano della 65.

MusHo 211.

Muy, Le 19.

Muzzano 86.

Muzzeroue, Monte 142.

NabreHina 427.

Nago 25.

Napoulc, La 20.

Xava, Colle di 59.

Xavacchio 526.
Navazzo 285.

Navene 287.

Naviglio G-rande 85. 276.

Nel, Colle di 66.

Nembra, Eoccolo di 292.

Nero, Capo 126.

Nervi 130.

Nesso 205.

Netro 69.

Xeumarkt 23.

Nice 20.

Nigulia Canal 88.

Xivolet, Colle del 76.

Nizza Monferrato 59.

Noale 29.

Noasca 66.

Nobiallo 211.

Nodo del Mulo 55.

Noli 119.

Non, Yal di 23.

Nonantola 455.

Noranco 15.

Nouva, Colle della 79.

Novaggio 15.

Novalesa 50.

Novara 83.

Novate Mezzola 212.

Novellara 441.

Novi Ligure 63.

Nozza 277.

Nudo, Monte 233.

Nus 71.

Occhieppo 86.

Oderzo 420.

Oggebbio 232.

Oggio 15.

Oggiogno 232.

Oggiono 202.

Olcio 209.

Oleggio 226.

Olen, Colle d' 69.

Olgiasca 212.

Olgiate 195.

Oliero 27.

Oliveto, Monte 617.

Olivo, Isola dell' 287.

Ollioules 19.

Olmo al JJrembo 255.

Olona, the 223. 224.

Oltre il Colle 251.

OltroHarca 25.

Oltrona al Lago 222.

Omegna 88.

Omoinorto 657.

Ondezana, Punta 79.

Oneglia 121.

On no 209.

Orclietta, Colle d' 91.

Oreo, Valle delT 66.

Orfano, Mont' (near Mcr-
gozzo) 5.

Orfano, Mont' (near Ro-
vato) 259.

Oria 218.

Orino 222.

Ormea 59.

Ornavasso 88.

Oro, Cala dell' 132.

— , Collina d' 15.

Oronco 222.

Oropa Bagni 87.

Orrido della Gula 91.
— delle Scale 66.
— di Bellano 196.
— di Chianoc 3.

— di Osteno 218.
— di S. Anna 231.

Orsaro, Monte 450.
Orselina 229.

Orta 88.

Orto, Pizzo dell' 270.

Ospedaletti 126.

Ospedaletto 27.

Ossimo 274.

Ostellato 468.

Osteno 218.

Ostiglia 321.

Ottone 437.

Oulx 2.

Ovada 61.

Ovolo, Monte 491.

Ozegna 65.

Ozzano Taro 449.

Paderno d'Adda 18.

— Franciacorta 270.

Padua 330.

Antenor, Tomb of 335.

Archives 337.

Arena 332.

Baptistery 334.

Biblioteea, Antoniana
337.

Bo, II 333.

Hotanic Oarden 338.

Carmini, I 339.

Casa degli Specchi 335.

Cathedral 331.

Corso del Popolo 332.

Dante, House of 335.

Episcopal Palace 335.

Kremitani 333.

(tiardino Pubblico 332.

Loggia Amiilea 339.
- del Consiglio 3.S4. .

Madonna dell'Arena
332.

Monuments

:

(lattani(;lata ."{35.

Narui 335.

Petrarch 339.
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Padua

:

Museums 337.

Palazzo del Capitanio
334.

— della Ragione 331
— del Municipio 334.
— Giustiniani 338.

Piazza Cavour 333.
— delle Elbe 334.
— dell'Unita 334.
— del Santo 335.
— Yitt. Emanuele

Secondo 339.

Picture Gallery 337.

Ponte Molino 339.
— San Lorenzo 335.

Prato della Valle 339.

Salone, II 334.

San Giorgio, Cappella
337.

Santa Giustina 339
— Maria delle Grazie

339.

Sant'Antonio 335
Santa Sofia 334.

Santo, II 335.

Scuola Carrarese 834.
— del Carmine 339.
— del Santo 337.

University 333.— Library 334.

Vescovado 335.

Via Otto Febraio 333

Pai 288.

Paitone 278.

Palagia, Cima 209.

Palagnana 148.

Palazzina 293.

Palazzolo 258.

Palazzuolo 507.

Palesieux 77.

Pallanza 2.S4.

Palleggio 536.

Palmanova 426.

Palmaria 142.

Palmieri, Villa 650.

Pambio 15.

Pamparato 58.

Panicaglia 507.

Pantena, Val 313.

Paquier 71.

Paradisino, II 656.

Paradiso (Lugano) 13.

Paraggi 133.

Paratico 271.

Paraviso 218.

Pare 210.

Parma 441.

Parodi, Monte 141.

Pasco dei Tedeschi 253.

Paspardo 274.

Passariano 422.

Pastori, Pozza dei 293.

Pasture 196.

Pasubio, Monte 329.

Paterno (near Bagno a
Ripoli) 654.

— (Vallombrosa) 655.

Patsch 22.

Pauline, La 19.

Pavia 240.

Pavullo 455.

Pazzallo 14.

Pazzon 293.

Peghera 254.

Pegli 117.

Pelago 655.

Pella 89.

Pellestrina 413.

Pellio Inferiore 206.

Penna, Monte 137.

Pera Ciaval, Rifugio di

64.

Perarolo 418.

Percia, Cima di 80.

Perduto, Colle 66.

Perebecche 66.

Pergine 26.

Peretola 648.

Peri 25.

Pcrinaldo 128.

Perledo 210.

Perosa Argentina 51.

Perrero 51.

Pertica, Passo 313.

Pertusola 142.

Peseantina 26.

Pescari 206.

Pescatori, Isola dei 236,

Peschiera 289.
— Maraglio 271.

Pescia 536.

Pessinetto 65.

Petraia, Villa di 649.

Pettorina, Punta 292.

Peveragno .54.

Pezzoro 271.

Piacenza 435.

Piadena 244.

Pialpetta 65.

Piana, La 91.

Piandelagotti 455.

Piandera 15.

Pian d'Orsina 148.

Pianello Lario 211.

Piano Porlezza 217.

Pianoro 490.

Piansinatico 492.

Piastre 492.

Piazza al Serchio 450.

Brembana 255.

Piazzi, Cima di 216.

Piccola, Colic della 65.

Piedicavallo 87.

Piedimulera 88.

Piedmont 31.

Piena 57.

Pietole 321.

Pietra Bismantova 441,— Ligure 119.

Pietramala 490.

Pietraporzio 55.

Pietrasanta 145.

Pietre Strettc, Pass 132.

Pieve di Cadore 418.— di Cento 460.
— di Ledro 292.
— di Sori 131.
— di Teco 59.

— di Tremosine 286.— Monsummano 537.

Pievepelago 455.
Pigna 128.

Pignans 19.

Pilastrello 449.

Pinerolo 51.

Pino 225.
— Lago Maggiore 231.

Piode 92.

Piona 212.

Piottino, Monte 8.

Piovene 329.

Piovere 285.

Pirchiriano, Monte 3.

Pisa 511.

Archives 521.

Baptistery 515.

Botanic Garden 519.

Campanile 515.

Campo Santo 5l5.

Cascine di S. Rossore
522.

Cathedral 513.

Certosa 522.

English Church 512.

Gombo 522.

History of Art 513.

Leaning Tower 515.

Loggia dei Banchi 521.

Lungarno 512.

Monuments

:

Cosimo I. 518.

Ferdinand I. 521.

Leopold I. 519.

Museums 519.

Palazzo Agostini 521.
— dei Cavalieri 518.
— del Comune (Gamba-

corti) 521.
— Lanfranchi (Tosca-

nelli) 521.
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Pisa:
Palazzo Lanfrediicci

(Upezzinghi) 521.

Piazza dei Cavalieri

518.
— del Duomo 513.

Ponte di Mezzo 513.

Post Office 512.

Railway Station 511.

San Domenico 522.
— Francesco 519.
— Frediano 519.
— Michele in Borgo 521.
— Niccola 520.
— Paolo a Eipa d'Arno

521.
— Pierino 521.
— Piero a Grado 522.
— Sisto 518.

Santa Caterina 519.
— Maria della Spina

521.

Santo Sepolcro 522.
— Stefano dei Cava-

lieri 518.

Sapienza, La 519.

Torre dei Gualandi 518.
— della Fame 518.

Tower of Hunger 518.

University 519.

Via delle Belle Torri
521.

Viale Umberto Primo
522.

Pisani, Monti 522.

Pisanino, Monte 148.

Pisciavino, Monte 120.

Pisogne 271.

Pisson 67.

Pistoia 538.

Pivcrone 68.

Pizzclla, Punta 222.

Pizzighettone 244.

Pizzocolo, Monte 284.

PlcBio 210.

Pliniana, Villa 205.

Po, the 36. 60. 82. etc.

Podcstcria 313.

Po di Primaro 459.

Poggio 125.

— a Caiano 648.
— Allocchi 507.
— dei Trc Confini 6.59.

— del Giro 650.
— dell'Aia 6.50.

— di Bcrceto 449.
— di Ca«accia 649.
— di Javolli 544.
— Rusco 490.
— Scali 658.

Pognana 205.

Poiana, Punta di 219.

Poiano 313.

Polesella 459.

Pollenzo 59.

Pombia 225.

Ponale, Fall of the 291

Poncione, Monte 223.
— di Trosa 229.

Pontafel 30.

Pontassieve 655.

Pont Bozet 79.

— Canavese 66.

— d'El 78.

— de Laval 78.

— d'Equilive 76.

Ponte 215.
— a Ema 654.
— Alto 26.

— a Mensola 653.
— a Moriano 535.
— a Serraglio 536.

Pontebba 30.

Ponte Brolla 230.
— Caffaro 277.
— Capriasca 15.

— Cremenaga 220.

Pontecurone 244.

Pontedecimo 63.

Ponte del Concresio 87
— del Diavolo (near
Bagni di Lucca) 535.

(Val Tellina) 216,

— della Cella 506.
— della Maddalena 535,

— della Selva 256.
— delle Due Acque 91,

— delPOrco 26.

— del Roc 64.

Pontedera 526.

Ponte di Brcnta 3.30.

— di Briolta 2.56. 257.
— di Germagnano 64.

— di NoHsa 256.
— di Padcrno 18.

— di S. Anna 278.
— di Vcia 313.

Pontegrande 91.

PontelagoHcuro 459.

Ponte nelle Alpi 418.
— Ncrvia 128.

Pontenuovo 197.

Pontenure 437.

Pontopetri 491.

Ponte RoHHo 54.

— S. Pietro (near Ber-

gamo) 258.

(near Lucca) 535.

StazzcmoHO 148.

Taro 438.
— Toscolano 278.

Ponte Tresa 219.
— Vico 440.

Ponticelli 657.

Pont-la-Salle 76.

Ponton 79.

Pontremoli 449.

Pont-St-Martin 69.

— Valsavaranche 75.

Popiglio 536.

Poppi 660.

Porciano 658.

Pordenone 421.

Porlezza 217.

Porrena 660.

Porretta, Bagni della 491.

Porta, Colle della 67.

Porto Ceresio 219.
— di Brenzone 287.
— di Brondolo 459.
— di Tignale 285.
— di Tremosine 286.

Portofino 134.

— , Monte di 132.

Portogruaro 426.

Portomaggiore 468.

Porto Maurizio 121.

Portosecco 413.

Porto Valtravaglia 232.
— Varalpombia 225.

Portovenere 142.

Possagno 28.

Posta, Cima di 313.

Pousset, Punta del 78.

Poveglia 412.

Pra 117.

Pracchia 491.

Pradleves 54.

Praglia 456.

Prandaglio 278.

Prasco-Crcmolino 61.

Prasomaso 214.

Prato al Soglio 659.
— Fiorito, Monte 536.
— in Toscana .542.

Pratolino 6,53.

Pratomagno, the 6.56.

Prato Sopra la Croce 137.

Pratovecchio 658.

Predorc 271.

Frcgasina 292.

PrcgasHona 16.

I'reglia 4.

Prcmeno 2.34.

Prcmoscllo 5.

Pr(^-St-I)idier 76.

Pr(;Hc, Le 216.

PrcHolana, Pizzo della

273.

PrcHtine 274.

Priniolano 27.

Priola 59.
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Procinto, Monte 148.

Provaglio d'Iseo 270.

Priino, Monte 522.

Piiblino, Passo di 256.

Puccini, Villa 542.

Puzzolente, La 525.

Quart-Villefranchc 71.

Quarzano 205.

Quassolo 69.

Quattro Castella 440.

Quercianello 525.

Quincinetto 69.

Quinto al Mare 130.
— di Valpolicella 313.
— Vicentino 828.

Racconigi 53.

Ranzo 231.

Rapallo 134.

Rassa 87.

Rassina 660.

Raticosa, Passo della 490.

Ravenna 493.

Accademia di Belle
Arti 498.

Aqueduct 506.

Archiepiscopal Palace
498.

Baptistery of the
Arians 502.

— of the Orthodox 499.

Basilica Ursiana 499.

Biblioteca Comunale
498.

Cappella di S. Pier Cri-

sologo 498.

Cathedral 499.

Cimitero 505.

Classe 497.

Colonna di Gaston de
Foix 506.

Corso Grius. Garibaldi
502.

Dante's Tomb 496.

Farini's Statue 495.

Ippodromo 505.

Lateranensian Mon-
astery 505.

Library 497.

Mausoleum of Galla
Placidia 501.
— of Theodoric 503.

Museo Nazionale 497
Palace of the Exarchs

504.
— of the Polentani 496.— of Theodoric 504.
Palazzo Arcivescovile

498.

Ravenna:
Palazzo Municipalc

496.

Piazza Yittorio Ema-
nuele 496.

Pineta di Classe 506.
— S. Vitale 505.

Porta Adriana 500.
— Nuova 505.
— Serrata 503.

Rocca di Brancaleone
502.

San Bartolo 506.— Domenico 500.
— Francesco 497.
— Giovanni Battista

502.

Evangelista 496.

in Fonte 499.
— PietroMaggiore497.
— Romualdo 498.

Santa Croce 502.

Sant'Agata 497.

Santa Maria della Ro-
tonda 503.

in Cosmedin 502.

in Porto 504.

in Porto Fuori
505.

Maggiore 502.

Sant'Apollinare in

Classe 505.

Nuovo 503.

San Teodoro 502.

Santi Giovanni e Paolo
500.— Nazario e Celso 501.

Sant'Orso 499.

San Vitale 500.~ Vittore 502.

Sepolcreto di Braccio-
forte 497.

Spirito Santo 502.

Torre Comunale 502.

Town Wall 505.

Re, Pian del 52.

Recastello, Pizzo 257.

Recco 132.

Recoaro 328.

Redasco, Cima 216.

Redorta, Pizzo 257.

Rcggio 438.

Regina, Piano della 275.

Regoledo 211.

Regresso di Maiano 651.

Renzano 282.

Res, Cima della 91.

Resceto 148.

Resegone, Monte 196.

Resiutta 30.

Revello 53.

Revere 490.

Revers 81.

Rezzato 277.

Rezzonico 211.

Rheme Notre -Dame 80.
— St. Georges 80.

Rho 6.

Ricco 138.

Ricco, Monte 457.

Riese 29.

Rigoli 528.

Rima 91.

Rimasco 91.

Rimella 91.

Rino 275.

Riola 491.

Riomaggiore 139.

Ripafratta 528.

Riva (Lago di Garda) 290.
— di Palanzo 205.
— di Solto 272.

Rivanazzano 244.

Rivarolo Canavese 65.

— Ligure 63.

Riva Trigoso 139.
— Valdobbia 92.

Rivera 9.

Rivergaro 437.

Riviera, the 93.
— di Levante 129.
— di Ponente 116.
— Veronese 25.

Rivoli 49.

Roasenda 5.

Robilante 55.

Roburant 58.

Rocca d'Ambin 3.

— Pietra 92.

Roccavione 55.

Rocchette 329.

Rocciamelone 51.

Roccia Viva 79.

Roccolo, Monte 284.

Rodi-Fiesso 8.

Rogno 273.

Rogoredo 190.

Roletta, Monte 81.

Romagnano-Sesia 92.

Romano d'Ezzelino 28.

— di Lombardia 259.

Romena, Castle of 657.

Roncaglia 248.

Roncegno 26.

Ronchi 427.

Ronco (near Locarno) 2.30

Roncobello 256.

Ronco Canavese 66.

Roncogno 26.

Ronco Scrivia 63.

Rondinaio, Monte 492.
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Ronta 507.

Rosa , Monte (Riviera)
136.

Rosazza 87.

Rossena 440.

Rosset, Colle 76.

Rossiglione 62.

Rosso, Monte 235.

Rosta 3.

Rotonda, Yilla 197.

Roiisse, Grande 81.

Rovato 259.

Rovegro 235.

Rovenna 205.

Rovereto 24.

Rovero, Monte 284.

Rovigo 458.

Rovio 16.

Rua, Monte 456.

Ruinaz 76.

Ruota 128.

Ruta 132.

Rutor 81.

Ruvigliana 14.

Sabbia, Yal 277.

Sabbio 277.

Sabbionara 25.

Sabbione, Colle del 54.

Sabbioneta 321.

Sacile 421.

Sacra di San Michele 3.

Sacro Monte (near Casale
Monferrato) 83.

(near Orta) 88.

(near Varallo) 90.

(near Varese) 222.

Sagro. Monte 147.

Saifnitz 30.

St. Gotthard Railway 7.

Tunnel 8.

— Marcel (near Aosta)
71.

(near MarseilleH)
19.

, Col de 79.

— Martin-V^Hubie 54.
— Michel dc Maurienne

2.

— Pierre 75.

— — d'Albigny 2.

— Raplja/il 19.

— Vincent 70,

Sala (Lago di (^omo) 206.
(near Lugano) 15.

al liarro 202.

Salbertrand 2.

Sale delle Langlie 60.

Sal ice 244,

Salle, La 76.

Salu 281.

Salsomaggiore 438.

Saltino 655.

Saluggia 82.

Salurn 23.

Salussola 85.

Saluzzo 53.

Salzano 29.

Sambuco 55.

Samoggia 441.

Samolaco 213.

Sampeyre 53.

Sampierdarena 116.

Sanary 19.

San Bartolo 506.
— Bartolomeo, Monte

282.
— Benedetto Po 321.
— Benigno 65.

— Bernardo 229.

, Pass of 59,
— Bonifacio 323,
— Clcmente 412,
— Colombano 276.
— Cristoforo 26.

della Pace 414.
— DalmazzodiTenda56.
— Daniele delFriuli423.
Sandigliano 85.

San Dionigio, Promon-
tory of 210.

— Domenico di Fiesole
650.

— Dona di Piave 426.
— Domino 527.
— Fedele d'Intelvi 206,
— Felice di Scovolo 281,

sul Panaro 455.

Fermo, Corna di 273.
— Floriano (near Cone-

gliano) 421.
— (near Verona) 289.

Francesco d'Albaro
116.

del Deserto 415.
— Germano 52.
— Gervasio 650,
— Giacomo (near En-
traque) 54.

— — (near Mori) 292.

(near Riva) 291,

(near Sondrio) 215,
— Giorgio, Monte; 219.

di Nogaro 426.

di Piano ^160.

di Valpolicolla289.
— Giovanni, Isola 234.

Bianco 255.

di Bell agio 207,

di Brenzono 287.
— Girolamo 195.

Giuliano, Monte 528,

San Giuliano Piemonte
433,

— Giulio, Isola 89.
— Giuseppe 145.

di Cairo 60.
— Grato 15.

Sanguinetto 321.

San lorio, Passo 212.
— Lazzaro (near Venice)

412.

Alberino 437,— Lorenzo al Mare 121.
— Mamette 218.
— Marcello 492.
— Marco, Passo 255,
— Martino (near Arco)

294.

, Monte 209.

a Bagnolo 646.

Buonalbergo 322.

della Battaglia 259.
— Marzanotto-Rivi 61.

Maurizio (near Como)
202.
— (near Reggio) 440.

Michele (near Trent)
23.

(near Venice) 414.
• — (near Ventimiglia)
57.— del Quarto 426.
— di Mondovi 58.

di Pagana 134.

di Verona 312.

Miniato 526.

Nicolao 17.

— Nicolo 433.

Pellegrino 255.

Pier d'Arena 116.

Piero (near Pisa) 522.

a Sieve 507.

Pietro (near Porlezza)
217.

— — a Vico 535.
— Berbenno 214.
— in Casale 459.

in Volta 413.

Montagnon 457.
— Polo d'Enza 440,
— Prirao, Monte 209,
— Pro8|)ero 438,

Quirico 63,

— di Vernio 491,
— Remo 121,
— llomolo 125.

Ruffino (li Levi 136.

Salvatore 256,

— , Monte 14.

— Salvi 654,
— SobaHtiano 132.

— Servolo 412,
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Sant' Abbondio 15.

Santa Caterina del Sasso
233.

— Croce 143.

(near Conegliano)
421.

, Capo 120.

, Cima di 128.

Sant' Agata 231.

, Monte 16.

— Albino 222.

Santa Lucia 216.
— Margherita (Lake of

Lugano) 218.

Ligure 133.
— Maria 656.

del Soccorso 206.

del Taro 137.

in Stelle 313.

Sant' Ambrogio di

Torino 3.

di Valpolicella 289.
— Anna 55.
— Antonio diRanverso 3.

Mantovano 314.

Morignone 216.

Santa Vittoria 59.

Sant' Elena 457.
— Ellero 655.

Santena 60.

San Terenzo 142.

Santhia 82.

Sant' Ilario 438.

Santino 235.

San Tomaso 25.

Sant' Omobono 254.

Santo Spirito 412.
— Stefano di Belbo 59.

di Magra 450.

Riva-Ligure 121.
— Stino di Livenza 426.

Santuario della Beata
Verginc 198.

— della Madonna del

Forno 65.

— di Belmonte 65.

— di Graglia 86.

— di Nostra Signora del

Fontan 56.

— di S. Giovanni (near
Biella) 87.

(near Lovere) 273.
— di S. Anna 55.

— di S. Ignazio 64.

— di Savona 60.

— di Varallo 90.
— di Vico 58.

— d'Oropa 87.

San Vigilio, Monte 253.

, Promontory of

288.

San Vitale 328.
— Vito al Tagliamento

426.

di Cadore 418.
— Zeno diMontagna'288.
Saorge 57.

Sarnico 271.

Saronno 198.

Sarre 75.

Sartirana 226.

Sarzana 143.

Sascagna, Ciraa 293.

Sassalto, Monte 219.

Sassi 48.

Sasso (near Bologna) 490.
— (near Bordighera) 128.

(near Gargnano) 285.

di Castro 490.
— di Ferro 233.
— Grande 16.

— Lentina 209.

Rancio 211.

Sassuolo 455.

Savigliano 53.

Saviore 275.

Savona 118.

Saxe, Mont de la 77.

Scalve, Valle di 273.

Scaria 206.

Scarpaccia 657.

Scassella, Monte 139.

Schignano 544.

Schilpario 273.

Schio 329.

Scofifera, Colle della 437.

Scopa 92.

Scopello 92.

Scorze 29.

Seborga 128.

Secchieta, Monte 656.

Sedico-Bribano 417.

Sedrina 254.

Sellero 275.

Selva di Progno 313.
— Plana, Monte 278.

Senario, Monte 653.

Sengie, Passo delle 79.

Serbelloni, Villa 208.

Seregno 18.

Seriana, Valle 256.

Seriate 258.

Serina 254.

Scrio, Cascate del 257.

Serniga 282.

Sernio 215.

Sermide 322.

Serottini, Monte 215.

Serpiano 219.

Serra, Monte 522.

Serrabassa 492.

Serra d'lvrea 68.

Scrravalle (near Ala) 25.— (Tuscany) 659.— (Venetia) 421.
— Pistoiese 537.— Scrivia 63.

Serravezza 148.

Serr^ 81.

Serva, Monte 418.

Sesto Calcnde 225.
— Fiorentino 544.
— S. Giovanni 193.

Sestri Levante 137.

Ponente 117.

Settalone 15.

Sette Comuni, Altipiano
dei 329.

Settignano 653.

Settimo Torinesc 65.
— Vittone 69.

Seveso S. Pietro 197.

Seyne, La 19.

Signa 527.

Signori, Colle dei 56.

Silenen 7.

Sillara, Monte 450.

Simplon Tunnel 4.

Sirmione 281.

Sismonda, Signal 74.

Siviano 272.

Soana, Val 66.

Soave 323.

Sobretta, Monte 216.

Solagna 27.

Solarolo 493.

Solbiate-Albiolo 202.

Solda, Val 16.

Solduno 229.

Sole, Pizzo del 255.

Solferino 260.

Soliera 450.

Sollics-Pont 19.

Somes 230.

Sommacampagna 260.

Somma Lombardo 6.

Sommariva, Villa 208.

Soncino 259.

Sondalo 216.

Sondrio 214.

Sonega 421.

Sonico 275.

Sonvico 15.

Sopiane 284.

Soragna 438.

Soragno 15.

Sorapis, Monte 418.

Sorengo 220.

Soresina 259.

Sori 131.

Sort, Colle di 81.

Sospello 57.

Sotto, Valle di 216.
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Sottomarina 413.

Sovere-Pianico 257.

Sparone 66.

Spezia 140.

Spiazzi 293.

Spilimbergo 421.

Spinetta 433.

Spinone 257.

Spluga, Monte 214.

Spotorno 119.

Spresiano 420.

Spuntone di S. Allago
522.

Stacca (La), Pass 282.

Stanghella 458.

Staro 329.

Stazione per la Carnia 30,

Stazzema 148.

Stella, Corno 256.

Stelvio, the 216.

Sterzing 22.

Stia 657.

Storo 292.

Stra 340.

Stradella 433.

Strambino 67.

Stresa 237.

Stupinigi 49.

Stura Valleys 64.

Sturla 130.

Sueglio 211.

Sugana, Val 26.

Sulzano 270.

Suna 235.

Superga, the 47.

Sureggio 15.

Susa 49.

Susegana 420.

Suvigliana 14.

Suzzara 321.

Tabiano 4.38.

Taf:eno 196.

Taggia 121.

Tai di Cadoro 418.

Taino 225.

Taleggio 254.

Tamaris 19.

Tainaro, Monte 16.

Tarnbura, Monte 148.

Tartavalle 196.

TarviH 30.

Tavagnasco 69.

Tavarnuzzo 646.

Taverne 9.

TaverncUe 323.

Tavernola 271.

Tavordo 217.

Teglio 215.

Telaro 142.

Teleccio, Colle di 79.

Telegrafo, Monte 132.

, Punta del 292.

Tellina, Val 214.

Tenda 56.

Colle di 56.

Tenno 291.

Teolo 456.

Terenzano 450.

Termine, Colle del 92.

Ternate-Varano 220.

Tersiva, Punta di 78.

Terzano 654.

Tesserete 15.

Tezze 27.

Thiene 329.

Thuile, La 77.

Tiarno 292.

Ticino, the 6. 8. 85.

Tignet 80.

Tinibras, Monte 55.

Tirano 215.

Tirasso, Monte 120.

Tivano, Piano del 205.

Toce, the 4.

Toline 271.

Tombolo 523.

Torano 144.

Torbole 286.

Torcello 415.

Torena, Monte 257.

Torino 33.

Tormini 278.

Torno 205.

, Pizzo di 202.

Torrebelvicino 329.

Torreberetti 226.

Torrechiara 449.

Torre del Lago 147.
— della Guardiola 449,
— delP Arpisella 122.
— del Mangano 190.
— de' Roveri 257.
— di liuccione 89.

— di Levina 79.

— di RoBHanella 440.
— di Vezio 210.
— d'Orlando 4.38.

— d'Ovarda 64.

Torreglia 455.

Torre Pallavicina 259.
- Pellice .52.

Torretta, Monte 69.

Torri, Le 247.
- del Benaco 288.

Torriggia 205.

Torriglia 437.

Tortona 244.

ToHa, tho 4.

ToHColano 285.

To8i 655.

Toulon 19.

Tovo di S. Agata 215.

Trabuchello 256.

Tradate 223.

Traio, Colle del 80.

Tramonte 456.

Traona 214.

Travazzano 434.

Traversetolo 449.

Traversette, Col de la 52.

Trayas, Le 19.

Trebbia, Plain of the 433.

Trecate 83.

Tre Croci, Monte 222.

, Passo 313.

Tredici Comuni, Alti-

piano dei 274.

Tregnago 313.

Tremezzo 207.

Tremosine 286.

Trent 23.

Trenta Passi, Corno dei

271.

Tre Potenze 492.

Trescore 257.

Tresenda 215.

Tresivio 214.

Trevano 15.

Treviglio 258.

Treviso 419.

Trczzo sulP Adda 194.

Trieste 427.

Trigoso 138.

Trimelone, Island of 287.

Trobaso 235.

Trofarello 60.

Trompia, Val 276.

Tronzano 225.

Trou des Romains 77.

Turate 223.

Turbie, La 21.

Turbigo 83.

Turin 33.

Accademia Albertina
di Belle Arti 45.

— delle Scienze 39.

— Filarraonica 42.

Aiuola Balbo 42.

Antiquities, Museum
of 39.

Archives 37.

Armoury 37.

Arsenal 44.

Biblioteca Civica 43.
— Nazionale 45.

Bosoo Michelotti 47.

Botanic Garden 45.

Campo Santo 47.

('arniine, ('hiosa del 4.3.

Castello del Valentino
45.
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Turin

:

Castello Medioevale 45.

Cathedral 42.

Cemetery 47.

Consolata, La 43.

Corpus Domini 43.

Corso Cairoli 45.

— Yittorio Emanuele
Secondo 44.

English Church 35.

Galleria dell'Industria
Subalpina 37.

— Nazionale 42.

Giardino della Citta-

della 44.

— Pubblico 45.
— Reale 38.

Gran Madre di Dio 47.

Library, Royal 38.

— , University 45.

Maschio della Citta-

della 44.

Mole Antonelliana 46.

Monte dei Cappuccini
47.

Monuments:
Amadeus ofAosta 45.

Amadeus VI. 43.

Azeglio 44.

Cavour 42.

Charles Albert 38
Crimean 47.

Emmanuel Philibert
41.

Ferdinand of Genoa
44.

Ferrari 37.

Garibaldi 45.

Gioberti 38.

Lagrange 44.

Lamormara 44.

Micca 44.

Mont Cenis Tunnel
44.

Paleocapa 44.

Sardinian Army 37.

Sella 45.

Victor Amadeus I.

37.

Victor Emmanuel II.

44.

Museo d' Arte applicata
all'Industria 46.

— d'Artiglieria 44.— del Risorgimento 46.

— di Antichita 39.
-- di Belle Arti 44.— di Storia Naturale

39.
— Industriale 42.
— Lapidario 45.

Turin

:

Observatory 37.

Palace Garden 38.

Palazzo Carignano 38.

— dell'Accademia
delle Scienze 39.

— della Cisterna 42.
— di Citta 43.
— Madama 37.— Paesana 43.
— Reale 37.

Parco del Valentino 45.

Piazza Bodoni 42.
— Carlo Alberto .38.

— Carlo Emanuele Se-

condo 42.
— Carlo Felice 44.

— Castello 36.

— Cavour 42.
— dello Statute 44.

— S. Carlo 41.

— Savoia 43.
— Solferino 44.

— Vittorio Emanuele
Primo 46.

Secondo 44.

Picture Gallery 39.

Pinacoteca 39.

Polytechn. School 45.

Ponte Umberto Primo
47.

— Vitt. Emanuele
Primo 47.

Porta Palatina 43.

Rail. Stations 33.

Roman Theatre 43.

San Carlo 42.
— Domenico 43.

— Filippo 41.
— Giovanni Battista

42.
— Lorenzo 37.

Santa Cristina 42.
— Maria del Monte 47
Santi Martiri 44.

Santissimo Sudario,
Cappella del 42.

Santo Spirito 43.

Stadium 45.

Superga 47.

Synagogue 45.

Tempio Valdese 44.

Theatres 35.

University 45.

Via della Cernaia 44,

— di Po 45.
— Roma 42.

Waldensian Church
44.

Tuscany 509.

Ubione, Monte 254.

Uccelleria 134.

Uccelliera, Monte 491.

Ucello, Pizzo d' 450.

Udine 422.

Unchio 235.

Urio 205.

Useria, Monte 223.

Usmate 195.

Usscglio 64.

Ussin 71.

Vado (Riviera) 118.
— (Setta Valley) 491.

Vagli 148.

Vagiia 508.

Vaiana 491.

Valasco Valley 55.

Valdagno 328.

Valdengo 87.

Valdieri 54.

— , Terme di 55.

Valduggia 92.

Val Dritta, Cima di 292.

Valenza 226.

Valganna 223.

Valgrisanche 81.

Valico della Serra 68.

Valigoie 3.

Vallarsa 329.

Vallauria Mines 56.

Vallauris 20.

Valle Christi, Mo-
nasterio di 136.

Vallecrosia 128.

Valle di Cadore 418.
— Inferiore Mosso 87.

Valletta, Colle della 64.

Valleve 256.

Valli dei Signori 329.

Vallombrosa 655.

Valmadonna 226,

Valmadrera 202.

Valmiana 78.

Valmozzola 449.

Valnegra 2.56.

Valnontey 78.

— , Vallone di 78.

Valpiana 254.

Valperga 65.

Valprato 66.

Valsanzibio 457.

Valsassina 196.

Valsavaranche 80.

Valsecca 254.

Valsessera, Mombarone
di 92.

Valstagna 27.

Valtenese, the 281.

Valtesse 254.

Valtournanclie 71.
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Vaprio d'Adda 258.

Yarallo 90.

— Pombia 5.

Vararo 233.

Yarazze 118.

Varedo 197.

Yarenna 210.

Yarese 220.
— Ligure 138.

Yarignano 294.

Yarigotti 119.

Yarone 291.

Yarzo 4.

Yassena 209.

Yecchia, Colle della 87.

Yegliasco 120.

Yelleia 438.

Yello 271.

Yellone 222.

Yelva 138.

Yenadoro 418,

Yenaria Reale 64.

Yenas 418.

Yenasca 53.

Yenaus 50.

Yenda, Monte 450.

Yenegono 223.

Yenetia 295.

Venice 340.

Abbazia della Miseri-
cordia 388.

— S. Gregorio 377.

Accademia di Belle
Arti 370.

Aldine Press 369.

Arohseological Mu-
seum 365.

Archives 404.

Arco Bon 390.

Arsenal 395.

Art Exhibition 346.

Ateneo Yeneto 368.

Atrio 351.

Bacino della Stazione
Marittima 353.— di S, Marco 353.

Banca d'ltalia .381.

Banks 315.

Baths 315. 411.

BibliotecaQ,uerini 'Ml.

Boats 312.

Booksellers 315.

Bridgf! of Sighs 3('>7.

Burano 115.

Cadell)ucaSf(.r/;i378.
— d'Oro .382.

Cafrs 312.

Calle Lunga 391.

Campanile of St. Mark
858.

Venice

:

Campo della Carita 369.
— di Marte 407.
— Francesco Morosini

368.
— S. Bartolomeo 386.
— S. Fosca 387.
— S. Griacomo di Ri-

alto 396.
— S. Polo 402.
— S. Samuele 379.
— S. Maria Formosa

390.
— S. Angelo 369.
— SS. Griovanni e Pa-

olo 391.
— S. Toma 402.

Canal Grrande 377.

Canale della Q^razia

410.
— di S. Pietro 396.
— Giudecca 410.

Canal Orfano 412.

Cannaregio, the 384.

Carceri 367.

Carmini, I 406.

Casa Correr 384. 401.
— da Mosto 382.
— Mastelli 388.— Tintoretto 388.

Cassa di Risparmio
369.

Cemetery 414.

Chemists 347.

Chioggia 413.

Church Services 346.

Climate 346.

Clock Tower 3,59.

Conservatorium 369.

Consulates 345.

Convento dei Crociferi
389.

Corte d'Assise .382.

Dentists 347.

Dogana di Mare 377.

Doges, Pal. of the 360.

P^nglish Church 316.

Erberia 381.

Fahbriche Nuove .382.

— Yecchie 381.

F(;rries 313.

Fish Market 382.

Kondaco dei Tedeschi
381.

— dei Turchi .383.

Fonrlamenta d(;lle Zat-
tere 407.

- Nuove ,389.

Forte Quaitro Fontaiie
412.

S. Andrea 416.

Venice

:

Frari, I 403.

Frezzeria 368.

G-alleria d'Arte Moder-
na 398.

— Manfredini 409.
— Querini Stampalia

390.

Gesuati, I 407.

Gesuiti, I 388.

Ghetto 385.

Giardini Pubblici 368.

Giardino Papadopoli
384.

Giudecca, Island of
410.

Glass Industry 346'

414.

Gobbo di Rialto, II

397.

Goldoni, House of 380.

Gondolas 342.

Goods Agents 345.

Granaio, Antico 383.

Grand Canal 377.

Grazia, La 412.

Guides 348.

Harbour 353.

History 348.
— of Art 350.

Hotels 340.

Istituto di Belle Arti
376.

Lace 346. 415.

Library, Old 359.
— of St. Mark 359.

Lido 410.

Litorale di Pellestrina
413.

— S. Erasrao 416.

Loggetta 358.

Madonna dcU'Orto 388.

Malamocco 412.

Mercato del Pesce 382.

Merceria 385.

Mint 359.

Monuments:
Colleoni 391.

Garibaldi 3(>8.

(ioldoni .38(5.

Mail in .369.

l\'ile(»capa 369.

Sarpi 387.

Schulenburg 395.

Tonnuaseo 369.

Vi(;tor Emmanuel II.

368.

Mori, tin; 388.

Municij)io 38(K

Murano 414.

Murazzi 413.

i
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Venice

:

Museo Civico Correr
399.

Yetrario 414.
— d'Armi 395.

Newspapers 345.

Nuova Fabbrica 354.

Oratorio dei Crociferi
389.

Ospedale Civile 393.

Ospedaletto Church
393.

Palazzo Albrizzi 402.
— Balbi 379.

Valier 378.
— Barbarigo 380.
— Barbaro 378.

(Volkoff) 377.
— Barozzi-Emo 377.
— Battaglia 383.
— Bembo 381.
— Bernardo 380.
— Brandolin 382.
— Businello 380.
— Capello 379.
— Cappello 389.

Layard 380.
— Cavalli (Costanzo)

380.

(Franchetti) 378.
— Civran 382.
— Clery 384.
— Coccina-Tiepolo

380.— Contarini 377.

Angaran 378.

dagli Scrigni
378.

dal Bovolo 369.

delle Figure 379.

Fasan 377.
— Corner della Ca
Grande 378.

della Regina 380.
— — Mocenigo 402.

Spinelli 380.
— Costanzo 380.
— Da Mula 378.
— Dandolo 381.

(Farsetti) 380.
— Dario 377.
— dei Camerlenghi

381.
— dell' Ambasciatorc

378.
— Dona (Canal

Grande) 380.

(Giovanelli) 387.

dalle Rose 382.
— Ducale 360.
— Erizzo 383.

Venice

:

Palazzo dell' Esposi-
zione Artistica 368.

— Falier 378.
— Farsetti 380.
— Ferro 377.
— Fini 377.
— Flangini 384.
— Fontana 383.
— Foscari 379.
— Foscarini 383.
— Franchetti 378.
— Garzoni 380.
— Giovanelli (Dona)

387.

(Foscarini) 383.
— Giustinian (Busi-

nello) 380.

(Hot. Europa)
377.

Lolin 378.— Giustiniani 379.

(Foscari) 379.

Recanati 407.

(Sernaggiotto)
379.

— Grassi 379.
— Grimani 390.

(Canal Grande;
Pal. Gussoni) 383.

(Canal Grande

;

by Sanmicheli) 380.

a S. Toma 379.

Giustinian 380.
— Gritti 377.
— Guggenheim 379.
— Gussoni 383.
— Herschel 379.
— Labia 384.
— Levi 378.
— Lion 382.
— Loredan (12th cent.)

380.

(15th cent.) 378.

(17th cent.) 378.

(Vendramin-Ca-
lergi) 383.

— Malipiero (Campo
S. Maria Form.) 390.

(Canal Grande)
379.

— Mangilli-Valma-
rana 382.

— Manin 381.
— Michiel dal Brusa

382
dalle Colonne 382.

— Mocenigo 379.
— Moro-Lin 379.
— Morosini (Campo

Morosini) 369.

Venice

:

Palazzo Morosini (Ca-
nal Grande; Pal.

Brandolin) 382.

(Canal Grande;
Pal. Sagredo) 382.

Rombo 378.
— Nigra 384.
— Papadopoli 380.
— Pascolato 379.
— Patriarcale 389. 390.
— Persico 379.
— Pesaro 383. 397.
— PisaniaS.Polo380.

a S. Stefano 369.
— Polignac 378.
— Q,uerini (Canal

Grande) 382.

Stampalia 390.
— Rava 381.
— Reale 354.
— Rezzonico 379.
— Sagredo 382.
— Sanudo 393.
— Sernaggiotto 379.
— Sina 379.
— Soranzo 393.
— Tiepolo Yalier 380.

Zucchelli 377.
— Treves 377.
— Trevisani 389.
— Tron 383.
— Van Axel 393.
— Vendramin - Calergi

383.
— Yenier 377.
— Yolkoff 377.

Pensions 342.

Pescheria 382.

Photographs 345.

Physicians 347.

Piazza of St. Mark 354.

Piazzetta 359.

Pietra del Bando 358.

Pigeons 354.

Polo (Marco), House of

387.

Ponte alia Stazione 384.

— dei Sospiri 367.
— dell'Accademia 378.

— della Paglia 367.
— del Yin 367.
— di Ferro 378.
— di Rialto 381.

Porta della Carta 361.

— del Paradiso 390.

Porto deiTrePorti416.
— di Lido 416.

Post Office 345.

Poveglia 412.

Prigioni 367.
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Venice

:

Procuratie 354.

Punta della Salute 37

Railway Station 340
Redentore 410.
Restaurants 342.

Riva degli Schiavoni
367.

Ruga di S. Giovanni
402.

Sacca Sessola 412.

St. Mark, Campanile of

358.

, Church of 355.

, Library of 359.

, Piazza of 354.

Salizzada S. Moise 368.

San Bartolomeo 386.
— Biagio 367.
— Cassiano 397.
— Clemente 412.
— Cristoforo Martire

388.
— Fantino 368.
— Felice 387.
— Francesco 394.
— Geremia 384.
— Giacometto 396.
— Giacomo 401.
— Giobbe 385.
— Giorgio dei Greci

394.

Maggiore 409.
— Giovanni Crisos-
tomo 386.

Elemosinario 397.

in Bragora 394.
— Giuliano 385.
— Giuseppe 395.
— Lazzaro 412.

dei Mendicanti
393.

— Lio 386.
— Lorenzo 394.
— Marciliano 387.
— Marco 355.
— Martino 395.
— Marziale 387.
— Michele 414.
— Moise 368.
— Pantaleone 406.
— Pietro di Castello

396.

Martire 4H.
— Polo 402.
— Rocco 405.
— Salvatore 385.
— Sobastiano 406.
— Servolo 412.
— Simcone Grande

401.

Venice

:

San Simcone Piccolo
384.

Santa Caterina 388.
— Fosca 416.

Sant' Alvise 385.

Santa Marcuola 383.
— Maria Assunta 415,

degli Angeli 414,

dei Gesuiti 388.
— — dei Miracoli 393.

del Carmine 406.

del Giglio 368.

della Pieta 367.

della Salute 408.

del Rosario 407.

Elisabetta 410.

Formosa 390.

Gloriosa 403.

Mater Domini
397.

Zobenigo 368.

Sant' Antonino 394.— Aponal 402.
— Elena 368.
— Eustachio 383.

Santi Apostoli 387.
— Ermagora e For-

tunato 383.
— Giovanni e Paolo

391.
— Maria e Donato 415.

San Toma 402.

Santo Spirito, Church
of 409.

, Island of 412.
— Stac 383.
— Stefano 369.

San Trovaso 407.
— Vitale 369.
— Zaccaria 389.
— Zanipolo .891.

— Zulian 385.

Savings Bank 369.

Scala a Chiocciola 369.
— dei Giganti 361.
— Minelli 369.

Scalzi, Chicsa degli
384.

Scuola dei Caleglicri

403.
— dei Carraini 406.
— dell' Angclo Cus-

tode 387.
— di S. Giovanni
Evangel ista 401.

— di S, Girolamo 368.
— di S. Marco 393.
— di S. Ror;co 405.
— di S. Maria della

Carita 370.

Venice

:

Scuola S. Giorgio degli
Schiavoni 394.

Sea Baths 411. 412.

Seminario Patriarcale
409.

Shops 346.

Sighs, Bridge of 367.

Specola 408.

Spinalunga 410.

Steamers 343.

Synagogue 385.

Telegraph Office 345.

Tempio Israelitico

Spagnuolo 385.

Theatres 345.

Torcello 415.

Tourist Agents 345.

Traghetti 343.

Veronese, Tomb of
406.

Via Ventidue Marzo
368.

— Vitt. Emanuele 387.

Vignole, Le 416.

Zecca 359.

Ventimiglia 128.

Ventolone, Monte 457.

Venzone 30.

Vercelli 82.

Vercurago 195.

Verde, Capo 121.

Verdello 248.

Verezzo 125.

Vergato 491.

Vergnasco 85.

Verna, the 659.

Vernante 55.

Vcrnate 15.

Vernazza 139.

Vcrnio 491.

Verona 297.

Amphitheatre 304.

Arco dei Leoni 307.

Arena 304.

Borlina 300.

Biblioteca Capitolare
303.

— Comunale 307.

Canalc Industrialc 305.

Capitello 300.

Cappolla Pompoi 309.

Casa dei Mcrcanti 300.
— Mazzanti .300.

Castello S. Felice 312.
-- S. Pietro 312.

CaHtol Vecchio 304.

Catiicdral 303.

Cimitero 309.

i
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Verona:
Citadel 305.

City Wall 305.

Colle S. Pietro 311.

Corso Cavour 304.
— Yitt. Einanuelc 305.

Domus Nova 301.

Giardino Giusti 310.

Guardia Vecchia 305.

Juliet's Tomb 305.

Loggia, La 301.

Monuments

:

Dante 301.

Fracastoro 301.

Maffei 301.

Sanmicheli 305.

Victor Emmanuel II
304.

Municipio 305.

Museo Civico 308.
— Lapidario 305.

Palazzo Bevilacqua
301.

— Canossa 304.
— Carlotti 304.
— Da Lisca 305.
— dei Canonici 303.
— del Capitano 301.
— del Comune 301.
— del Consiglio 301.
— della Ragione 301
— Giusti 310.
— Guastaverza 304.
— Lavezzola Pompei

308.
— Maffei 300.
— Malfatti 304.
— Portalupi 304.
— Pozzoni 304.
— Ridolfi 305.
— Scannagatti 304.
— Trezza 300.

Piazza Bra 304.
— Dante 301.
— dei Signori 301.
— delle Erbe 300.
— Vitt. Emanuele 304.

Picture Gallery 308.

Pinacoteca 308.

Ponte Aleardi 305.
— della Pietra 311.
— delle Navi .308.

— Garibaldi 303.

Porta dei Borsari 304.
— del Palio 305.
— Nuova 305.
— S. Giorgio 312.
— 8. Zeno 307.
— Stupa 305.

Verona:
Porta Vittoria 309.

Portoni della Bra 305.

Post Office 298.

Prefettura 301.

Roman Theatre 311.

San Bernardino 306.
— Fermo Maggiore

307.
— Giorgetto 303.

,

— Giorgio in Braida
312.

— Giovanni in Fonte
303.

in Valle 311.— Girolamo 311.
— Lorenzo 304.
— Paolo 310.
— Pietro Martire 303.
— Sebastiano 307.

Santa Maria Antica
301.

della Scala 307.

in Organo 310.

Sant'Anastasia 302.

Santa Teuteria 304.

Sant'Eufemia 303.

Santi Apostoli 304.— Nazzaro e Celso 310
— Siro e Libera 311,

San Tommaso 310.

Santo Stefano 312.

San Zeno Maggiore 306,

Scaligers, Tombs of
the 302.

Teatro Filarmon. 305.

Torre del Comune 301
— del Gardello 300.

Vescovado 303.

Yerres 70.

Verrone 82.

Verruca, Monte 522.

Verugoli, Monte 141.

Verzi 119.

Vcsio 286.

Vestena 313.

Vestone 277.

Vctrioio 26.

Vctta 17.

Vezzano Ligure 450.

Via Emilia 432.

Viadana 321.

Via Flaminia 432.

Gallica 261.
— Mala Lombarda 273.

Viareggio 145.

Vicenza 323.

Vico Morcote 219.

Vievola 56.

Vieyes 78.

Viganello 14.

Vigese, Monte 491.
Vigevano 226.

Viggiii 223.

Vignola 455.

Vignole, Le 416.

Vigo 491.

Vigodarzere 329.

Vigoni, Villa 210.

Villa (near Lucca) 536.

Villach 30.

Villa d'Alme 254.
— di Serio 257.— d' Ogna 256.

Villadossola 88.

Villafranca di Verona
314.

— in Lunigiana 450.

Villamagna 654.

Villanova Mondovi 58.

Villa Vicentina 427.

Villazzano 26.

Villefranche-sur-Mer 20
Villeneuve 75.

Vilminore 273.

Vinadio, Bagni di 55.

Vinci 527.

Viozene 59.

Virginia, Isola 222.

Visentin, Col 418.

Viso, Monte 52.

Vitriola 455.

Vittorio 421.

Viii 64.

Viverone 68.

Vizzola 6.

Vobarno 277.

Voghera 243.

Vogogna 5.

Volpino 273.

Voltaggio 63.

Voltorre 222.

Voltri 117.

"Waidbruck 23.

Waldcnsian Valleys 52.

Wassen 7.

Zeda, Monte 235.

Zerbion, Mont 71.

Zoagli 136.

Zocca 455.

Zogno 254.

Zone 271.

Zubiena 68.

Zucco, Monte 418.

Zuccone, Monte 138.
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